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4. RULES AND BUILDING
CODE COMPLIANCE
CHECKLIST
Rule Description

Content Requirement(s)

3.2 Team Officers
and Contact Information
4.3 Lot Conditions
and attribution

Team officer’s contact information completely fulfilled in
Table 1 (SDE WAT)

4.3 Lot Conditions

Calculations showing the structural design remains compliant
even if there is a level difference, and drawing(s) showing
shimming methods and materials to be used in case
Drawing(s) showing the locations and depths of all ground
penetrations on the competition site
Drawing(s) showing the location, contact area and soil-bearing
pressure of every component resting directly on the ground
Drawing(s) showing the assembly and disassembly sequences
and the movement of heavy machinery on the competition
site and specifications for heavy machinery
Drawing(s) showing the locations of all equipment, tanks and
pipes containing fluids during the event and corresponding
specifications

4.4 Footings

Drawing(s) showing the storage and unloading areas and corresponding load’s calculations

Drawing(s) /
Report(s)
Press Realase
and PM 2n page
PD SO-101, SO102, HS-401, HS301
PM 13.5.1

Not featured in
the project
4.4 Footings
PM 13.5.1 PD ST301
4.7 Construction
PD SO 101-102, ;
Equipment
SO 201-251, HS301, HS-401
4.10 Spill and Waste
PD PL-001,PLProducts
002,PL-011,PL021,PL-201,PL211,PL-221; PM
5.3.3;5.6.8
5.1 Solar Envelope
Drawing(s) showing the location of all house and site compo- AR-011, AR-101,
Dimensions
nents relative to the solar envelope
AR-102
6.1 Structural Design Structural drawings and calculations signed and stamped by a Drawings and
Approval
qualified licensed professional
Structural Calculations signed
and stamped by
our structural
engineer Ginevra
Salerno in PM 13.
and PD: ST-XXX
6.1 Electrical and
Electrical and Photovoltaic drawings and calculations signed
Drawings signed
Photovoltaic Design and stamped by a qualified licensed professional
and stamped by
Approval
our electrical
engineer Luca
Solero in PD: EL
and PV

4. RULES AND BUILDING CODE COMPLIANCE AND CHECKLIST

6.1 Codes Design
Compliance
6.2 Maximum Architectural Footprint
6.2 Maximum Architectural Footprint
6.3 Minimum &
Maximum Measurable Area
6.4 Entrance and
Exit Routes
7.3 PV Technology
Limitations
7.4 Batteries
7.4 Batteries

List of the country of origin codes complied, properly signed
by the faculty advisor
Drawing(s) showing all information needed by the Rules Officials to digitally measure the architectural footprint
Drawing(s) showing all the reconfigurable features that may
increase the footprint if operated during contest week
Drawing(s) showing the Measurable Area

Provided in APP
folder
PD AR-014

Drawing(s) showing the accessible public tour route, specifying the entrance and exit from the house to the main street of
La Citè du Soleil
Specifications and contractor price quote for photovoltaic
components
Drawing(s) showing the location(s) and quantity of standalone, PV-powered devices and corresponding specifications
Drawing(s) showing the location(s) and quantity of hardwired battery banks components and corresponding specifications

PD PT-102

7.5 Connection of
the house to the Solar Village Grid
7.6 Thermal Energy
Storage

Drawing(s) showing the location of thermal energy storage
components and corresponding specifications

7.7 Desiccant Systems

Drawing(s) describing the operation of the desiccant system
and corresponding specifications

7.8 Humidification
systems

Specifications for humidification systems and corresponding
certifications of the different elements.

PD AR-041, AR042 ;PM 5.2.2
PD AR-017, AR051

PM 12
PD: EL-301
PM: 5.3.4
PD: EL-201; EL501; EL-601; ID003; ID-004
PM: 5.3.4
PD EL-001; EL501; EL-601; ID001
PM 5.3.7; 5.3.8;
5.5.6; PD ME 001
ME 003 ME 011
ME 021 ME 031
ME 101 ME 102
ME 111 ME 112
ME 201 ME 211
ME 221 ME 301
ME 302 ME 303
ME304 ME 307
SW 001 SW 101 SW
104 SW 105 SW
106 SW 107
PM 5.5.6; 5.4.3;
5.4.4; PD ME 002
ME 011 ME 031
ME 041 ME 111
ME 201 ME 211
ME 221 ME 301
ME 303 ME 304
ME 305 ME 307
Not featured in
the project

4. RULES AND BUILDING CODE COMPLIANCE AND CHECKLIST

8.1 Containers locations

Drawing(s) showing the location of all the water tanks

8.2 Water Delivery

Drawing(s) showing the fill location(s), quantity of water
requested at each fill location, tank dimensions, diameter of
opening(s) and clearance above the tank(s)

8.3 Water Removal

Drawing(s) showing the quantity of water to be removed
from each fill location, tank dimensions, diameter of opening(s) and clearance above the tank(s).

8.5 Grey water reuse

Specifications for grey water reuse systems

8.6 Rainwater Collection

Drawing(s) showing the layout and operation of rainwater
collection systems

8.8 Thermal Mass

Drawing(s) showing the locations of water-based thermal
mass systems and corresponding specifications

8.9 Grey Water Heat Specifications for grey water heat recovery systems.
Recovery

PM 5.3.3;
5.6.8; PD PL001;PL-002;
PL-003;PL004;PL-005;
PL-011; PL-012,
PL-013;PL-021;PL022,PL-201; PL211; PL-221
PM 5.3.3,
11.1.1, PD PL001,PL-002,
PL-003, PL-004;
PL-005; PL-011,
PL-021,PL-201
PM 5.3.3,
11.1.1, PD PL001,PL-002,
PL-003,PL-011,
PL-012, PL013,PL-021,PL-022
PL-201,PL211,PL-221
PM 5.3.3, 5.6.8,
11.1.1; PD PL001,PL-002,
PL-011,PL012,PL-013, PL101,PL-102 (in
urban contest we
reuse grey water),PL-201, PL211 During the
competition we
don’t reuse grey
water
PM 5.3.3; 5.6.8
PD; PL-001, PL002, PL-003;
PL-101; PL-102;
PL-201
We don’t use
water-base as
thermal mass,
but sand - see PM
5.4.2; 5.4.3; 5.4.4
PM 5.6.3;5.4.4
(only in urban
project)

4. RULES AND BUILDING CODE COMPLIANCE AND CHECKLIST

9.1 Placement

Drawing(s) showing the location of all vegetation and, if applicable, the movement of vegetation designed as part of an
integrated mobile system
9.2 Watering Restric- Drawings showing the layout and operation of greywater
tions
irrigation systems
10.2 SDE Sensors’
Location and wire
routing

10.4 Real life Conditions experimentation
11.2 Use of the Solar
Decathlon Europe
Logo
11.3 Teams’ sponsors
& Supporting Institutions
11.4 Team Uniforms
12.4 Public Tour
20.0 Contest 6: Drying Method

Drawing(s) showing the location of bi-directional meters,
metering box, sensors, cables and feed-through to pass the
instrumentation wires from the interior to the exterior of the
house

Artwork, and content of all communication materials, includ- PM 5.7.3
ing signage
Drawing(s) showing the dimensions, materials, artwork, and
content of all communications materials, including signage

PM 5.7.4; PR

Drawing(s) showing the artwork, content and design of the
team uniform
Drawing(s) showing the public tour route, indicating the
dimensions of any difficult point, complying with the accessibility requirements
Drawing(s) showing the clothes drying Method and the place
where the clothes will be dried

PM 5.7.2 PD PT301
PM 5.7.2, PD PT001, PT-101; PT102; PT201
PD: ID-004, ID005 IN-401, IN207
PM 5.4.3; 5.4.4
PD ID-005
PD: EL-201,
PV-001, PV-002,
PV-003, PV-004,
PV-011, PV-012,
PV-013, PV-014,
PV-021, PV-022,
PV-031 PM: 5.3.5
PM: 12.3.5.4

20.0 Contest 6:
House Functioning
36.5 Photovoltaic
systems design

Appliances and corresponding technical specifications.

36.5 Photovoltaic
systems design
36.5 Photovoltaic
systems design

Inverters’ certificates

36.5 Photovoltaic
systems design

PM 5.6.8; 5.7.2
PD PL 002; PT
201,PT 103
We don’t use
greywater for irrigation
PD ID-001; ID002; ID-003;
ID-004; ID-005;
PL-001; PL-002;
PL-003;PL-004;
PL-005; PL-011;
PL-013; PL-101;
PL-102 (urban
contest);PL-201
PM 5.3.6, 5.4.2
SEZ III, 7

Specifications of PV generators, inverters, wiring, cables,
protections, earthing systems, interface with the electricity
distribution network

Maintenance plan for PV generators, supporting structure,
PM: 10 PD: HS-41
inverters, wiring, cables, protections, circuit breakers in case
of fire and earthing system. Fire protection systems for PV
DC wiring
The corresponding table “design summary” must be filled out PM: 5.3.5

4. RULES AND BUILDING CODE COMPLIANCE AND CHECKLIST

51.3 Fire Safety

Specifications for Fire Reaction of Constructive elements,
extinguishers and fire resistance of the house’s structure.
51.3 Fire Safety
Drawings showing compliance with the evacuation of occupants’ requirements and fire extinguishers location
51.4 Safety against
Specifications of compliance with the slipperiness degree
falls
classes of floors included in House tour
51.4 Safety against
Drawing(s) showing compliance with conditions for uneven
falls
flooring, floors with different level, Restricted Areas stairs,
Public Areas Staircases, Restricted Areas Ramps and Public
Areas Ramps
51.4 Safety for avoid- Drawing(s) showing compliance with conditions for avoiding
ing trapping and
trapping and impact risk
impact risk
51.4 Safety against
Specifications for level of illumination of house tour areas
the risk of inadelight fittings
quate lighting
51.5 Accessibility for Interior and exterior plans showing the entire accessible tour
People with Disaroute
bilities and Special
Needs
51.6 Structural Safety Specifications for the use of dead loads, live loads, safety factors and load combinations in the structural calculations
51.7 Electrical and
Complete the “Electrical System Design PV Chart and CheckPV System
list” Rule 48
51.7 Electrical and
Specifications of the wiring, channels, panels and protections
PV Systems
of the electrical installation
51.7 Electrical and
One-line electrical diagram and drawings showing the groundPV Systems
ing, execution and paths

PM 12.1.2 PM
12.3.1 PM12.4.1
PD FP 001
PD PT-001
PD AR-022; AR023

PM 10.7 PD HS401; HS-402; HS404; HS-407
PM 5.2.3;

PD PT-001

PM 13.3
Completed
PD EL-5xx, PV0xx, PM: 5.3.5
PD EL-5xx; EL601 PV-031
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5.1.1. URBAN DESIGN STRATEGY
The new urban standard
the world is called to solve the challenge of the balance
between development and resource consumption, and
this change is entrusted to the city, which must be able to
change the way they manage population growth, energy
use and administration of the territory. Lately, news
reports have highlighted the critical issues related to the
city that governs itself through methodologies related
to a society that is no longer there. New technologies,
the different way of living social relations, new utilities,
require a new way of enjoying the city and its spaces.
Historically, social changes were associated with a crisis
of the cities, which had to change their way of being
planned and lived, in order to solve the problems.
Currently many such solutions have been proposed
and implemented among difficulties and successes, but
they need to be empowered in order to ensure that the
planning and direction of the future towns are based on
these values. The RhOME project accepts the challenge
and takes the opportunity to define and propose new
planning standards, adapted to the needs of a modern,
multi-ethnic and different society.
For example, the current legislation ensures that 18
square meters per person will be dedicated to urban
standards; 2.5 square meters of these are for parking.
To encourage mobility slow this standard is too high
and also exacerbates the problems of overbuilding.
The process then starts from reviewing the current data
to which add new features, like the ability for everyone
to have an internet connection, to have clean energy
and to re-use what it produces and consumes. Currently
we are focusing on quantifying those standards.
The current scenario
The global scenario concerning energy demand over
the next three decades saw an increasing 56% on global
consumption, driven by growth in developing countries
and the resulting increase in world population, which
will grow from 7,213,964 people to 9 billion in 2050.
The demographic development and the consequent
growth in consumption will put the world to deal with
the need to respond to a strong increase in demand for
energy. Unless a change takes place, this will mainly
remain dependent on oil, coal and gas.
Much of this energy (about two thirds) is absorbed
by the city, inhabited by more than half the world’s
population, and is responsible for producing more than
70% of CO2 emissions. In their development, they
thus have a key role in the change.
The cities, the economic engine of the country, suffer
from a vulnerability to climate change, the proof of
which are the extreme weather events that affect it.
There is nevertheless the need that cities are also
become the solution to these climate changes. City and
environment are intimately connected to the urgent
need to solve the difficult balance between progress
and resource preservation.
Great metropolis like Sao Paulo, Caracas and Hong
Kong are some examples that are today facing a
moment of great economic, environmental and social

crisis. The growth of urbanization and the loss of
land does not stop, pollution keeps growing, there are
situations of degradation and failures, social conflicts;
these problems are representative examples of the
barrios, the slums and marginal situations.
Starting from the cities means for them to grasp
the opportunity to resolve the problems related to
urban, architectural heritage and the management
of environmental issues. The cities possess a unique
cultural and architectural quality, many instruments
of social inclusion and extraordinary possibilities for
economic development . They are centers of knowledge
and sources of growth and innovation.
Rethinking urban spaces, seeing them as experimental
laboratories, means to consider all the dimensions
in which they are permeated. The challenge is to
think about connected cities, where the new spatial
dimension created by the new technologies allow to
establish a network of virtuous relationships, where
information and knowledge are shared and accessible.
Obviously this requires a change coming from citizens
and administrations. This means systematize innovative
business models that will lead to new approaches based
on the concept of sharing . Sharing and participation
must find their own form of expression inside the
network to become of public value.
The construction sector , that is currently the most
intensive in energy use, has the means to start a
change due to the possibility of designing intelligent
buildings, placed in sustainable neighborhoods
connected to the network, and so able to drastically
control the consumption of energy and resources.
This is made possible by the new technologies and the
use of environmentally sustainable materials of which
the entire period of life (LCA) is studied, from its
production to disposal.
The new balance between urban space and nature can
be solved only through a perspective of sustainability
and energy efficiency. This must be operational but will
also be done through the rationalization of movements
( multiple paths and means, fewer emissions), the
optimization of waste management and rethinking the
agri-food system ( km0 markets , urban gardens ).
Rome, the eternal city, is one of these metropolis, full
of virtues and contradictions as well as problems and
opportunities. Rome is the “ great beauty “, made up
of majestic monuments and landscapes but, like many
other large cities, also afflicted by degradation and
difficult situations.
The housing crisis, despite overbuilding continues,
remains a problem that has no effective solution and
that has produced a large illegal phenomena over the
years. The data on energy consumption related to
residential building made i t clear and urgent that answers
are needed on sustainable housing and high efficiency.
Knowing how to deal with the archeological problem is
another open question which, historically, has severely
limited the development of an underground mobility,
encouraging the road and therefore pollution.
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Whether on the surface or still hidden in the
underground, archeology is in fact widely present on
the territory and over the years the city’s relationship
with its past has been both respectful and praiseful, but
also careless with disregard. This happenes especially in
suburban areas, where the control on the expansion of
the city failed , causing episodes of unlawful building
wich damaged the heritage and landscape of the city.
The University Roma TRE with Rhome, a home for
Rome, proceeds from the desire to work on these
areas and to define a model for a home which is
affordable and environmentally sustainable, seeing in its
implementation the driving force for the improvement
of the city “system”. It refers to improvements rather
than change, because the intent is to establish an entity
that is capable of developing its own independent
identity by strengthening the existing one, and with
which it will be integrated.
The regional context
The application context is the chosen neighborhood of
Tor Fiscale, whose name comes from the tower built
between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries on the line
of the Claudio Roman aqueduct. Still existing, wellpreserved, the tower is 30 meters high and is visible
from far away along Via Appia Nuova.
The name “Fiscale” appears only in the seventeenth
century, when the tower and the estate passed under
the control of the papal treasurer, called indeed fiscale.

The area is also crossed by the Via Latina, one of the
Roman consular roads, the route that can still be read
in the current shape of the neighborhood and whose
remains are still visible in the park of the Tombe Latine.
Tor Fiscale is an area at the edge of the Tuscolano
which has about 2,000 inhabitants .
The first settlement was formed by farmers of the
Vaccheria Tor Fiscale (Casale Rampa) during the early
twentieth century. Built on the ruins of the Roman
period , the Vaccheria welcomes families in the houses
of the farmers, while one of the barns is used for the dual
function of school and church. At the same time, the
exploitation of the local pozzolana quarry is increasing,
just as the developement of an industrial center that
includes a large dry cleaner, a herd of beavers, a factory
awnings, carpentry and numerous workshops.
In the postwar period, when the countryside was
depopulated and people tried their fortune in the city,
the arches of the aqueducts of the area become a
valuable refuge for many families and the housing crisis
explodes in Tor Fiscale too.
In the seventies the new popular houses are assigned,
while the district grows without any planning. The first
services for the territory come with the ACEA plan
in 1977, but only in the nineties has been completed
the asphalting of the streets and the connection to the
public transport network has been set .
The area of 
Tor Ficale is now protected by the
Archaeological Superintendency of Rome and placed
in the Appia Antica Regional Park.
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Tor Fiscale is an area at the edge of the Tuscolano
which has about 2,000 inhabitants .
The first settlement was formed by farmers of the
Vaccheria Tor Fiscale (Casale Rampa) during the early
twentieth century. Built on the ruins of the Roman
period , the Vaccheria welcomes families in the houses
of the farmers, while one of the barns is used for the dual
function of school and church. At the same time, the
exploitation of the local pozzolana quarry is increasing,
just as the developement of an industrial center that
includes a large dry cleaner, a herd of beavers, a factory
awnings, carpentry and numerous workshops.
In the postwar period, when the countryside was
depopulated and people tried their fortune in the city,
the arches of the aqueducts of the area become a
valuable refuge for many families and the housing crisis
explodes in Tor Fiscale too.
In the seventies the new popular houses are assigned,
while the district grows without any planning. The first
services for the territory come with the ACEA plan
in 1977, but only in the nineties has been completed
the asphalting of the streets and the connection to the
public transport network has been set .
The area of 
Tor Ficale is now protected by the
Archaeological Superintendency of Rome and placed
in the Appia Antica Regional Park.
In addition to the remains of houses and tombs of the
imperial age, the territory presents six Roman aqueducts
and a renaissance one, Felice, as well as parts of the
original route of the ancient Via Latina.
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Opportunities
PRINT
The area of Tor Fiscale is affected by a PRINT, an
integrated program of intervention, which is a council
tool for urban regeneration of degraded areas and is
part of the so-called “Complex Programs”, made to
adress and solve the problems of the contemporary city.
Characterized by the multiplicity of functions, they are
intended to give an answer to the questions and needs
of the increasingly varied urban populations and diverse
cultures, which require strategies for sustainability and
urban quality that can not be supported by public funds
no longer available and therefore require an investment
of private resources.
The project Rhome starts considering PRINT data and
compares it by following the guidelines and developing
the basic concepts.
Among these the desire to move from the informal to
the formal city, freeing the areas currently occupied

by illegal construction, that damage the archaeological
heritage and landscape of the area. This is standing
next to the aqueduct and blocking part of the park Tor
Fiscale which is potentially in conjunction with the Park
of the Aqueducts.
The new buildings to be built will be placed in the
empty areas of the district with the desire to regroup
and reshape the fabric. Brownfields and abandoned
warehouses will be retrieved for hosting services. The
new buildings will be defined through feedback of
orientation and climatic conditions and will discuss with
the building types and the identity of the neighborhood
, offering new models of living.
Families whose house will be demolished, will be
reallocated in new houses within the neighborhood.
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Historical and archaeological heritage
The area of Tor
 Fiscale has a particularly rich
archaeological and historical heritage, which is a
common good and as such should be emphasized.
Landscape system
It is an invaluable resource for the city but it requires a
development and redevelopment, as well as preservation
of the ecosystem and a recovery of traditional crops.
The Tor Fiscale Park is partly contained in the Appia
Antica Park and it’s the subject of a possible expansion.
Identity of the place
As highlighted by the PRINT and as emerged from
the surveys, the area is characterized by the coexistence
of a strong social fabric, deriving from its historical
abusive necessity of progressive occupation of the
Roman territory, mixed between craft and residence,
with country lands still planted. The lifestyle of the
community living in the area is deeply rooted and very
linked to the use of agricultural land and craftwork. The
community is therefore united by a common sense of
living the neighborhood and a deep sense of civic duty.
Problems
Illegal construction and land occupation
The phenomenon of self-construction outside of the
law has a quite non-homogeneous distribution ( there
is a much higher concentration in the South) but it is
certainly common to the whole Italian territory. The
illegal construction , including the reasons for which
there is an economic impossibility of certain segments
of the population to access legal homes , has caused
enormous problems both environmentally and in the
territorial government . The most serious aspect is
represented by the breach of the safety rules, where
unlawful buildings insist on areas of high landslide risk ,
in a situation where the national ecosystem is extremely
fragile and highly at risk. In addition the health and
hygiene standards are neglected , as they do not subdued
to planning.

In terms of urban structure , self construction generated
disorder and marginality situations as well as a very high
consumption of land .
This is the scenario that can be observed in the vast
peripheral areas of Rome, among which we understand
why the illegal Tor Fiscale has affected the plug aqueduct
passing through the area and caused the formation of a
rough fabric , low density and with strong deficiencies in
the field of primary infrastructure , hygiene and safety.
Mobility
The subsoil which is rich in archaeological findings, has
prevented , over the years, a proper development of
the subway line, which has only two paths (one third
in implementation) covering mainly the central area.
Peripheral areas, including Tor Fiscale, are served by
road transport that have limitations due to normal
traffic. This led to the use of private vehicles that
inevitably contribute in raising the level of pollution.
There are not enough trams or alternative routes such
as bike paths.
Services
The lack of an urban design, which was left to the
autonomous management of its citizens, and the
marginalization of the area are due to the lack of
services within the district.
Energy issue
40% of electricity consumption in Europe is due to
buildings. In addition, the low density of abusive homes,
to a maximum of two storeys, non-worthy materials
and low building quality leads to high energy losses.
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Towards a smart City
REGENERATION - FROM INFORMAL TO
FORMAL CITIES
The unlawful building has produced the phenomenon
of the expansion of the informal city, distinguished
by a total lack of planning, infrastructure and services.
The lack of safety and sanitation standards have also
led to situations of social conflict, in addition to the
management problems of the area. Degradation and
poor quality of life have undermined the urban balance
and continue to do so, damaging the archaeological
heritage and landscape of the city.
Rhome wants to find an answer to the regeneration
of urban areas that are characterized by low density
and high land consumption. Faced with this scenario,
the project proposes to densify the urban fabric,
housing concentration, economic activities and
services. This concentration aims the reactivation of
virtuous relationships capable of closer relations and
cultural development, leveraging the resources and
opportunities in the area.
The regeneration process sees the demolition of the
houses made by self-construction and the recompactation
of the demolished volumes in the unused or abandoned
interstitial spaces in the consolidated fabric of the
neighboring district, especially along the axis of the Via
Latina.
The dense city allows you to rationalize infrastructure
and displacement, land management and waste
management. It turns out to be more efficient also from
the energetic point of view, optimizing the dispersant

surfaces and reducing the costs of heating and airconditioning.
Together with densification, the project combines
a study of innovation regarding the conformation
of housing, which reduces its size but increases the
flexibility and functionality to meet the needs of new
users. In Rome, the residential demand shows a need for
housing in small denominations: the density in this case
involves not only the number of settled inhabitants per
hectare, but also the number of dwellings for the same
surface. Users that are chosen for intervention are not
only the inhabitants of the place, but also temporary
users: city users, youth, singles, couples, single parents,
nomadworkers.
Through the liberation of the areas affected by illegal
construction part of the soil (about 80 %) is returned to
the community becoming public space. The area near
the tower can be converted and reclaimed , becoming
a green corridor towards the Park of the Aqueducts
. This allows to push the boundaries of the Park of
Appia , where the area falls , and to restore and enhance
the old route of the Via Latina and the continuity of
the aqueduct.
The route of the Via Latina axis becomes the structuring
of the project, where it is possible to realize the
functional mix between services , spaces for sociality
and housing.

Demolitions
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The development of a process of urban renewal
plans not only to restore and enhance the existing
reference points, but also the creation of new ones.
Innovative services that can create attractiveness and
competitiveness on a regional level to revitalize still or
slow social and economic dynamics.
New bike lanes, rehabilitation of the old tram line
along the Via Appia, the promotion of slow mobility
will be some of the strategies adopted to extend
the redevelopment to the mobility system of the
neighborhood. The change will invest driveways,
transformed into “Zone 30”, where the road will never
be the space devoted primarily to cars but will be
rebalanced by narrowing the carriageway and a different
relationship to devote to the cycle and pedestrian design.
In order to highlight the pedestrian character of the
area and to reduce as much as possible the presence
of private car, car parkings will be located at a certain
distance from the spaces retrained, while car parks the
car sharing service will be deployed along the main axes.
The route of the existing railway, an infrastructural
element that creates a clear separation from the
Tuscolano, will be exploited to open a series of regional
services in accordance with the plans existing in the
area.
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RELATIONSHIP - TOWARDS A SMARTER
LIFE
The city that can build relationships and shared
interpretations and participations is the city that is
able to offer and to enable new more sustainable
lifestyles combined with new processes of growth and
productivity.
The project reconsiders the public spaces of relations,
with a view of intelligence and security. A smart and
safe space is a space that is configured as a mediator
of conflicts and differences of a heterogeneous
demand. This is made possible thanks to the use of
technology, which allows the interaction between
citizens in public spaces “talking”, telling themselves
through their history and the people who have crossed
or that inhabit them. But the digital space requires a
real physical continuous space, alive and requalified due
to the possibility of being able to experience fab lab
and workshop co-working in facilities and services that
provide h24 functionality.
The main task is to be able to stimulate, through
everyday experiences , the change in behavior of
citizens. Educating smart citizens means being able to
define an urban context driven by citizens.
A city runs by citizens through a strong focus on
civic participation, which assumes the presence of a
shared value. This value is the identity of the place, the
territorial vocation through which the community is
explanied and expressed.
Squatter areas, including the Tor Fiscale, have their own
strong identity, expressed in the vocation of agriculture
and crafts. These two dimensions are enhanced in the
project thanks to the recovery of the ancient hamlet of
Vaccheria, converted into an agricultural cooperative,
and the redevelopment of abandoned industrial
buildings, creative manual expression of the inhabitants.
The agricultural cooperative has the aim of coordinating
the interaction system between the management of
urban gardens in the park and the sale of products in
the weekly market in the neighborhood. It also attends
to guide temporary buyers, residents or non-residents
within the area, in the management of their land . The
soil of the gardens is fertilized with compost derived
from households organic waste, in order to encourage
the separate collection and show people where and how
the waste will be used , according to the slogan of B.
Munari “ one thing leads to another” (“da cosa nasce
cosa”)..
Bulky waste produced by the individual units can be
worn inside of the old warehouses converted into
industrial and commercial areas of co-working, kind
of fab -lab of a craft type , within which it is possible
for each user to work in collaboration with others.
The foundational principle is to ensure that any waste
from a work becomes the raw material of the next one,
creating a closed cycle which does not produce waste.
So not only does it give space to manual skills , but
it also initiates a process of diffusion of knowledge
which is unfortunately disappearing.
The district is then equipped with contemporary

amenities that generate attractiveness also for the
inhabitants of the surrounding areas. The idea is
to create a smart neighborhood that aims on the
sustainability of the urban development , the reduction
of energy waste and pollution reduction, and equipped
with various sensing elements , placed in an intelligent
manner, with simple and well- explanatory graphical
interfaces that will make everyone aware of the degree
of sustainability of the neighborhood at any time of
the day.
The relationship between the residents is encouraged
in the form of civic media, a geo-referenced platform
that can be used to narrate the evolution of the
neighborhood alerting the public administration issues
that will present themself with time.
The presence of teleworking solutions within the home,
to restrict the movement of urban and suburban, favors
solutions that work better with the rhythm of a better
quality life.
RAPIDITY - BUILDING SMARTER
The change in the way of conceiving the city starts with
the way in which we build them.
Fast processes and timescales mean safe and confined
costs. The project Rhome promotes this vision ,
entrusting the construction process to industrialized
production.
Industrialize construction means you can schedule a taskoptimized high performance, where the organization
of constructive activity sees the rationalization of
operational organizational and managerial moments,
which are consistent and coordinated. The goal is to
streamline the process so as to increase not only the
feasibility of implementation, but also the palatability
of the project.
The construction system adopted provides a dry wood
structure, that is of fast assembly and easy transport,
and since it is standardized it is much more versatile
than the exceptional one.
Dry technology combines affordability guaranteed by
the speed of execution, and also savings related to the
reduced need for skilled workers and easier management
of safety and hygiene in the yard.
Improving the dynamics of the construction process
and thereby facilitating the spread of large-scale project
, has a consequent reduction in average unit cost of
production
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RE-USE – Why “One thing leads to another”
The smart city is facing an environmental and
economic sustainable reform of production processes
and resource management, in an environmental and
economic direction. This revolution feeds on concepts
such as integration, interdependence and the “ closed
loop “. There is no waste, but resources. Eco- products
that can be processed, consumed, abandoned and refed into the production cycle in other forms, in the
logic that “ one thing leads to another.”
At the base of the crisis of consumptions, there is a
“linear” model production, high waste of energy and
natural resources. The products resulting from these
resources, at the end of their life cycle become waste. The
high cost required for their disposal, resource scarcity
and price volatility have undermined this system. One
response to this difficulty comes from the realization of
an “circular” economy , based on reuse and regeneration
values. In order to become innovation, it must be the
result of a new conception of the production process
of goods, as well as their design. The basic conception
of this innovation process is the will to reduce the
production of waste by re-inserting the components
of a product in production cycles, thereby limiting the
dependence on natural resources. The beneficiaries of
the assets are no longer seen as consumers, but as users.
This means that unless a product has to be changed for
its reuse, faster will be its reinstatement in the process.
Also It can be reused several times, and its potential
savings will be higher. Product innovation starts then by
the choice of materials, which must be environmentally
friendly, reusable and possibly km0, found in the

vicinity of the place of production. The adoption of
standardized and modular components enables an easy
implementation, making it possible to disassemble the
product. Reducing the environmental footprint of the
district means conceiving then closed cycles for food,
water and waste. This principle must be accompanied
by the creation of structures that make it possible to
close the circle and on policies and actions capable of
motivating and educating citizens in its implementation.
Therefore, in the neighborhood recovery disused
industrial buildings has been designed to accommodate
space craft fab lab, where old furniture, tools, objects,
can find a new life thanks to the creativity of the people.
The residential waste are managed by the capillarity of
the “door-to-door” collection, also capable of creating
jobs “socially useful”. The organic part produced from
these wastes and catering services in the area, becomes
a “compost” for growing urban gardens, which give
rise to products sold in the market district, reducing
the energy consumption related to the food chain.
The recovery system of rainwater and grey water must
decrease the consumption of drinking water from the
water mains. Rainwater and gray water coming from the
apartments are then filtered with an innovative water
purifier developed for the aerospace recycling of water.
This purifier-used by the entire neighborhood-not only
guarantees the reuse of water for irrigation, but for all
domestic purposes. Part of the cleaning residue can
then be used for fertilization of cultivated areas.
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REDUCE - For a better life quality
There is a principle, almost more a consequence,
that links all these aspects and is connected to the
concept of reduction. Closely related, the actions of
densification and redevelopment, put in place in order
to regenerate urban fabric, leading to the compact city,
with a consequent reduction in the consumption of
ground and air pollutant emissions. The demolition
of illegal buildings allows to recover a portion of the
park, reconnecting to the Park of the system, expands
its boundaries, creating an ecological corridor and a
connection to the city system. The reconstruction of
the volumes in the empty spaces in the part of the
consolidated district along the ancient Via Latina , allows
to generate an axis to reunite urban fabric, thanks to the
structuring of a continuous space, and multifunctional
services including residences and public spaces. The

resulting rationalization of the movements and the
stimulation of slow mobility reduce the use of private
vehicles on road. The standardization of the production
process and the use of dry construction technology,
reduce the time of implementation of the project and
therefore its costs. Certainty and ease in managing
the process increases; a process which increases its
attractiveness by allowing a large-scale deployment,
further reducing costs and timing. The structuring of
a circular economy, based on the principle of a closed
cycle, reduces the waste of natural resources and
production of waste, and creating a virtuous system for
which each material can be fed back into the production
process and become something else.
Reduce, therefore, to improve the life quality for
everyone.
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Consideration which led to the definition of
masterplan:
The placement of new buildings within the district was
preceded by extensive preliminary studies and based
on some key criteria such as the desire to rid the soil
optimizing usability and illuminance problems. A series
of studies were indispensable and led to choose the
best orientation, the northeast/southwest respecting
the existing building fabric and ensuring a high level
of radiation, exploited through the use of photovoltaic
panels on the roof and facade. The internal layout
of the apartments has been designed by targeting
the maximization of interior lighting level is essential
both to reduce the costs related to the use of artificial
lighting is to lead a healthier life, a subject addressed in
the chapter “Architecture design narrative “.
Another preliminary study to the design of the
masterplan has been addressed in the section “Sonyc
environment” taking into account acoustic values
related to the environment trying to minimize audible
noise pollution through the use of shields and placing
the buildings in the best locations.
The archaeological parterre and the public space
The soil in these areas can easily be characterized by an
archaeological palimpsest, ancient traces that gather in
the signs the collective memory, for this it becomes an
excellent public space. To prevent the affection of the
archaeological patrimony, our proposal provides rised
up dwellings to ensure the permeability of use and
that also allows us to perceive the aqueduct, the tower
or just the outline of the Alban hills, so that one can
always find an element of orientation, the landmarks of
this territory, the same ones that allow us to recognize
it in the nineteenth century iconography that opens to
the landscape on the outskirts of Rome.
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5.1.2. MARKET VIABILITY OF THE PRODUCT
PEST Analysis
European construction market
“Housing should be considered as an important factor
for socio-economic recovery, a source of social and
financial stability, as well as a major instrument in
energy transition.” said Thomas Schleicher President
of European Industry and Construction Federation
(FIEC)- in the 19th informal meeting of European
Housing Ministers. The benefits of promoting and
incentivizing housing matters are several and significant:
environmental, by focusing on climate change; social,
by providing an environment where residents can live
better and with reduced costs for consumption of
energy; economic, by incentivizing the building and
construction sector, and proving employment around
that sector.
- Environmental: on this point, we have to start by
saying and consider that buildings in Europe represent
an important and relevant portion of the energy demand,
through heating and lighting homes (and offices).
Despite this premise, the great majority of Europe’s
housing stock cannot be regarded as “zero energy”, not
even remotely. It has been estimated that a renovation
action in the building stock alone could facilitate
Europe to achieve the purpose of a 20% reduction in
GHG emissions by 2020. It is necessary that diverse
stakeholders including politician, local authorities and
policy-makers, recognise the role European cities can
play in mitigate climate change.
- Economic: in order to achieve such a goal, the housing
market requires a decisive action with a policy of new
incentives and strategies to stimulate investments in
renovation and new buildings. In relation to this goal,
recent EU studies confirmed that Member States were
able to support a long-term reduction of VAT rates in the
field of renovation services, both for private residences
and social housing. In fact, nowadays building owners
and occupiers are not stimulated in order to renovate
the properties and, moreover, their budgets are limited.
Therefore, any incentives that stimulate and attenuate
the initial expenses could make the building renovation
more cost-effective in the long term, incentivizing that
purpose.

RICS Public Affairs (2008) has recognized how the
Earth’s ecosystems are by now at a critical stage. Since
they have been damaged by human activity, their
fundamental functions have had irreversible losses.
The construction sector is one of the main causes of
pollution emission.
In OECD countries, its implications are:
-25-40% of total energy use
-30% of raw material use
-30-40% of global greenhouse gas emissions
-30-40% of solid waste generation.
It is important to consider how, in OECD countries,
people spend 90% of their lives inside their houses.
Healthy indoor environments play a fundamental role in
human health and wellbeing, and give both the individual
and the community the opportunity to reduce costs to
external societies. The World Health Organization has
analyzed the various effects of indoor air pollution on
our health. More specifically, it has studied the increasing
of early mortality due to lung cancer, respiratory
and cardiovascular diseases due to indoor pollution.
Obviously, these factors affect elderly and children
in particular. Bad air ventilation due to insulation and
thermal bridges are the causes of water condensation
and microbial growth. The European Construction
Technology Platform have developed a chart showing
the estimate savings for EU 15. In the end, all over the
world the institutions have taken responsibility to raise
a new and more sustainable construction approach,
facing the fact that green building have shown to have
a huge impact on the life of citizens. The European
Construction Industry Federation (2013) has shown
how the total construction turnover has an estimated
size of 1,172 billion euros, generated by a work power
of about 3.1 million enterprises that give a job to 43.8
million worker. Most of the activity is directed to nonresidential buildings construction, then rehabilitation,
maintenance, and finally civil engineering. Around
20% of the total industry output is related to new
constructions.

- Social: in order to achieve such a goal, it is also required
a workforce with the adequate “green skills”. In fact,
there is an important gap between the skills available
on the market and those actually needed in order to
renovate buildings and make them more efficient. For
this purpose, it is required to facilitate and incentivize
investments in people training, allowing workers to be
in line with technical and market developments, and
promoting the mutual recognition of qualifications as a
key factor for increased mobility within the EU.
Main activities of EU construction industry (% of turnover)
Source: adapted from FIEC, 2011
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Country
Germany
France
Spain
UK
Italy

Average
Total output (bln
Employees (*1000) Enterprises (*1000) turnover/enterprise
euro)
(euro)
249
2,234
330
754,454,45
162
1,719
375
432000
147
1,619
510
288235,29
140
1,567
209
669856,46
136
1,788
563
241563,06

When considering turnover, the top five countries
appear to be: France, Germany, United Kingdom,
Italy and Spain. Even though they have a leading
role, their dimensions in terms of enterprises is very
small: 95 % of companies have an average of less
than 20 workers. In terms of quality, these companies
have to face the same challenges and show the same
weaknesses that unite small firms: poor managerial
competencies, difficulty to change and innovate, low
capitalization, cash flow issues, scarce marketing, and a
low technology adoption. All these factors make it even
more difficult for a sustainable construction sector to
take place. Eurostat declares that in 2011 European
Union construction activity generated more than 655
million euros. As the crisis became wider and stronger,
in the last few years most of member states have
reduced their construction activity, more than halved
in Latvia, Lithuania, and Ireland. The largest declines
have happened in 2009. The fall values are 8.5% in the
EU-27 and 7.9% in the Euro area. The estimated size
of building is 210 million units, for a total of about 53
billion square meters of usable indoor space.
In terms of quality, these companies have to face the
same challenges and show the same weaknesses that
unite small firms: poor managerial competencies,
difficulty to change and innovate, low capitalization,
cash flow issues, scarce marketing, and a low technology
adoption. All these factors make it even more difficult for
a sustainable construction sector to take place. Eurostat
declares that in 2011 European Union construction
activity generated more than 655 million euros. As the
crisis became wider and stronger, in the last few years

PRODUCTION IN THE
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
Source: Eurostat, 2013.

Average
employees/
enterprise
7
5
3
7
3

Top Five EU Construction industry

Type
Individual private
residences
Private
appartment
buildings
Public (social)
housing
Commercial
buildings
Public buildings
Other (leisure,
industrial, etc.)
TOTAL

Numbwe
constructed
before 1973
(*1000)

Number
constructed after
1973 (*1000)

OVERALL
PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL STOCK

42840

28560

34%

17640

11760

14%

16800

8400

12%

18900

44100

30%

5040

11760

8%

1890

2310

2%

1013110

106890

100%

Types of Construction Type in EU

most of member states have reduced their construction
activity, more than halved in Latvia, Lithuania, and
Ireland. The largest declines have happened in 2009.
The fall values are 8.5% in the EU-27 and 7.9% in the
Euro area. The estimated size of building is 210 million
units, for a total of about 53 billion square meters of
usable indoor space.
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A main characteristic of the European construction
sector is the slow replacement rate of the building stock
(1% per year) and building demolition (20 times less
than new constructions). It is estimate that the current
annual renovation rate has a value for about 1,2%. That
means that about 2,52 milion buildings are renovated
each year, but there is only limited knowledge about the
nature and extent of these renovations.

live in urban areas; this figure was less than 10% in 1700
(Bakker, 2000). And in European cities, three-quarters
of the building stock that will exist in 2050 already exists
today. This phenomenon leads projectors, developers,
architects and constructors to a development that has
become necessary. The challenge is to offer a product
that is flexible, respectful of urban environment and
needs, still having high quality values.

Socio-economic trends influencing the european
construction sector
The variables that influence the construction business
are far from being only of economic value, and take
place at multiple levels (urbanization, demographic,
technological, cultural, etc.). When evaluating supplies,
the main target of the companies is to have and meet
pre-fixed targets in the most efficient way. On the other
side, from a demand side point of view, buildings are
not only the items of a transaction. They have meanings
and values that transcend their functional and structural
features.

Demography. Various factor contribute to a huge
and more fragmented residential demand: a reduction
of fertility rate in women, along with both ageing of
individuals and migratory flows have brought changes to
the household’s composition.The enlargement of poor
levels of population due to migrations has increased
the demand of low quality houses. A large number
of projects provide prefabricated houses build with
economic –and when possible ecological- materials.
The same concept has brought Public Administration
to recover and re-qualifying peripheral Urban areas.
Along with that, another big goal is to integrate the weak
part of the population while maintaining sustainability.
Fertility decline and increasing longevity led to these
values: 23% of European total population is older
than 60. The percentage should reach 29 through the
next decade, and 50% by 2050. This widely affects the
development of special types of houses, such as buildings
without barriers, but also innovative agglomerates with
both private and collective utilities and commodities.
Another aspect that has to be evaluated is the change
in the nature and needs of the family itself: conversion
from numerous to mono-nuclear, lengthening staying
of children in the house, improving education levels,
and a change in women condition. This multitude of
family situation makes it necessary for developers and
constructors to find differentiated residential solutions
such as small flats for singles or divorced parents,
students spending a limited amount of time in the
city. The key factor for the success of a house made
by a company is its flexibility, its capability to fit the
individual’s needs.

In terms of building market, there are multiple and
complex meanings to an individual’s house. These aspects
cannot be ignored in order to fulfill the expectations.
Residential buildings in particular are considered by
owners as a shelter, a home, a place that embraces
needs and privacy of a familiar nucleus. Reflecting
on the meaning of the word ‘home’, people tend to
recall it to security, family, and comfort. It traces back
to relationships between humans, along with warmth,
affection, safety and wellbeing. The following aspects
represent the major trends influencing the construction
business development in Europe. The expectation for
them is to strongly contribute and affect the nature of
the next generation buildings.
Urbanization. In the last two centuries, the European
environment switched from a rural to an urban society.
Since 80s, western cities have deeply modified their
structure. Currently 80% of the European population

EU households’ composition
Source: adapted from Scenari Immobiliari, 2011.
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Technological progress. Science and technology
development have influenced the whole social
environment in the last few years. In the same way, the
real estate sector has brought innovations, impacting
new buildings activities, and the rehabilitation and
modernization of existing buildings. This progress
has determined a more efficient house management,
renewed processes of construction and design, increased
accessibility and flexibility of buildings. The needs
of a large portion of population, habits and lifestyle
have been influenced by the development of Internet,
mobile connections, wireless nets, and telecommuting.
Domotic represent the most relevant innovation related
to building and construction innovation, allowing
people to control a large variety of functions for a
better comfort. People have also started working at
home, using it as office and place of production, so
that house localization lose importance since several
secondary and tertiary activities can be done directly
from home. For these reasons, people need safer and
more comfortable houses.
Increase of leisure. One of the main aspects of
nowaday society is the progressive lengthening of
leisure, and it has important implications at both social
and cultural levels. The boundary between working and
personal time have become slighter. The diffusion of
highly sophisticated devices, communication channels,
and technology development will influence both leisure
and personal relationships. this opens the possibility
of a larger amount of time spent at home. therefore,
the new rooms will need to grant new appliances and
activities

Sustainability. It is considered one of the most
significant factor that influences the construction
sector. because of the climatic changes, the huge
impact of construction on environment, and the
progressive termination of natural resources, it has
become of fundamental importance to evaluate -and
consider since the beginning of a new project- its
sustainability.the construction industry output has a
major impact on the possibility of a country to maintain
its economic sustainability. it is of obvious reasons that
general environmental target cannot be met without
decreasing the environmental impact of buildings
and infrastructures. this aspect has changed the way
products are designed and built.
Sustainability of the construction industry in
Europe		
The construction sector is responsible for more than
one third of all GHG emissions in Europe, the highest
energy consumer, absorbing around 40% of total energy
used, and consuming about 50% of materials extracted
from the earth’s crust. At the European level, initiatives
aimed at improving the environmental conditions and
to limit the damages of human activities cover a wide
range of sectors. Particularly in construction field, EU
policies related to climate change require fundamental
changes in the way buildings are planned, designed,
constructed, used and maintained. The goal is to
reduce CO2 emissions by 20% by 2020, and the drive
for sustainable consumption and production, The
European Commission has embarked on a series of
interrelated policy and legislative initiatives that arise
out of its overall objective to reduce CO2 emissions
by 80-95% by 2050. Key elements include the 2006
Energy Efficiency Action Plan (EEAP) and the 20-2020 targets for 2020 on renewable energy, greenhouse
gas emissions and energy saving adopted in March 2007
(E2APT, 2010).
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The European Community is adopting initiatives
and implementing policies to favor green building in
order to increase the environmental friendliness of
constructions. At a financial and fiscal level, incentives
stimulating renovation of existing buildings and
renewable technical systems are established: subsidies,
loans, feed-in tariffs, reduction of VAT. The European
Committee for Standardization is developing assessment
models taking into account three fundamental aspects
of sustainability: economic, social and environmental.
At a regulatory level, multiple directives have been
instituted: thermal requirements for insulation in new
buildings have been increasingly tightened since the
1970s; a target for 70% recycling of construction waste
is established; harmful substances and articles used in
certain building products phase out (REACH); nearly
“zero energy” or “zero carbon” for new constructions
by 2020 have to be reached. Furthermore a framework
of building labels based on different indicators
certificating the sustainability of buildings has been
developed.

Liability and risk – Due to a cautious attitude, there is
a widespread reluctance to adopt new working methods
and technologies. Some liability regimes discourage
different parties working to a project to cooperate as a
team and to share risk in case of a problem.			
					
The public client – Public sector is the dominant client
of the construction industry. However, public customers
rarely take the opportunity to buy sustainable buildings,
especially in the case constructions fall outside the scope
of the EU public procurement directives. Reasons for
such a behavior can be traced back to legal uncertainties
relative to specific contexts of construction, to a lack
of knowledge in environmental issues, to inadequate
political and managerial support, as well as to budget
constraints.
Trends in green building market show a growth, more
and more new green houses are built. Nowadays are
more or less 1% of the total building stock but they
probably quadruple until 2016 (Global City Report,
2012).

However, despite numerous interventions to make the
construction industry more sustainable, there are many
barriers that hinder the development of a real and deep
change in this sector.

European housing context
In according to the most recent available data, the
housing market in European Union is defined by the
extended share of home-ownership that varies from
90% for Eastern Europe (Estonia, Romania e Bulgaria)
to 40% for Germany, the only european country
with a major percentage of leasehold (CECODHAS
Housing Europe’s Observatory, 2011). The percentage
of home-ownership is still high in Italy, Spain, Greece,
Malta, Cyprus and Ireland, hence in these countries
the leasehold market appear scanty. Within this sector
has to be discern private rental housing from social
rental housing. In some countries the latter makes up
majority of rental market (Netherlands, Austria, United
Kingdom, Eastern Europe), on the other hand it’s not
very common in other countries. In some countries an
important role in providing housing at affordable prices
it’s played by cooperatives, in some cases these are
included as part of the home-ownership sector, in others
they are regarded as part of the social housing sector,
and in a third group of countries there is even a separate
‘co-operative’ category. Despite large differences
in tenure types, one general trend is an increase in
homeownership rates in most EU countries, this is dued
to demographic and socio-economic developments,
policies encouraging home ownership, sustained
low interests rates over recent years and increasingly
competitive mortgage market. Nevertheless data appear
positive, there are countries like France that since the
last decade have been experiencing a chronic shortage
of housing supply. According to English government
predictions the need of housing for United Kingdom
will consist of 252.000 units a year from 2006 to 2031,
whereas new housing supply in 2009/10 has been of
113.670 units. The demand expansion will increase the
prices of houses with harmful effects on affordability.
Considered the situation, all european countries took
agencies to enhance housing sector but the investments
fell down for effect of financial crisis. Presently there are

Fragmentation of the sector - First of all, there is
a multitude of disciplines involved in the construction
business: planning, design, production and construction
belong to different levels of the industry value chain and
there is a large number of operators. That multiplicity
of players leads to the existence of long and complex
supply chains to bring the different specialists together
and often firm’s owner are not motivated to invest time
and financial resources in innovation and research or
they look for business opportunities limited to their
local areas.
Lack of standards - The process of standardization
of rules is very fragmented and adapting slowly by
market development and technological progress.The
issue that should be addressed is how it could advance
more rapidly towards a set of standards integrating
the various features of sustainable development taking
advantage from both new scientific and technical
knowledge.
Education and skills – Numerous construction
operators are characterized by a low educational
background compared to other industries of the
economy. Discontinuity (project-based in nature) of
construction activities leads to consistent problems in
communication and organizational learning.
Focus on price – Competition is fundamentally based
on price and many key decisions made by
business
actors are taken on the basis of the lowest costs
instead of quality, safety and environmental criteria
and life-cycle costs. This holds true both for customer
and for construction companies.			
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signs of recovery for those countries that experienced
an housing market crash, with an upward of prices
not due to growth in the number of transactions (that
depends from other market indicators), in fact housing
market in Europe is still in crisis and this situation is
lagging the recovery of many countries. That would
mean for the next years a severe shortage of housing.
Generally housing affordability is worsening across
the EU. In countries where information is available,
expanses for housing, electricity, gas and water have
increased dramatically since the 1980s. The link between
the growth of population and housing, works in a twoside way, as population increases the housing demand
rises, on the other hand an adequate housing supply
can attract migrants and the affordability of certain
house solutions may have impact on people’s choice,
in this way population has opportunity to increase. The
demand for housing is determined not by the number
of people (in EU this is growing slowly respect to
other continents) but by the number of households. In
Europe the number of households has increased much
more rapidly than the population in most European
countries in the past few decades, this fact is related to
the decrease in average household size (linked to other
factors, such as life expectancy, fertility rates, rate of
divorce and separation, etc.). According to statistics
the number of households in Europe increased from
about 193 million in 2005 to 202.8 million in 2009
and most of them are represented by single adults and
couples without children, categories where we find a
great share of young people and elderly people, both
more affected by economic instability (CECODHAS
Housing Europe’s Observatory, 2011).

Italian construction market
Italian real estate trade broke down in 2012 after a steady
series of years (2009-2011) with a lost of 150.000 units
of transactions compared with 2011.
According with the real estate report elaborated by the
income revenue authority the variables influencing the
lower volume of transaction are:
- The deepening of economic crisis: in 2012 italian
real GNP decreased of 2,4%, the unemployment rate
increased and household net incomes became lower,
the expenditure for consumption decreased of 4,1%,
having effect on the household trade;
- Increasing of interest rates;
- Taxation on property (not the most meaningful
variable) has decreased the demand for second house.
Housing trade reduction has been more larger than
could be expected observing the economic variables.
The volume of household transaction in Italy, in 2012,
exclusive of provinces Communes of Trento and
Bolzano, was of 448.364 NTN, -25,7% confronting
with 2011 (603.176 NTN). Moreover, during 2012 the
three-montly trend rate of transactions was negative
changing from -19,5% to -30,5% in the last threemonth period.
Observing the trend and distribution for macro area
(tabelle NTN IMI e grafici), we see that the North East
area, where is placed 18,3% of national market, record
the major decrease of trades in 2012 confronted with
2011 (-28,3%). The North Ovest area, the area with
the major share of market (32,5%), records a drop of
-25,4%, Center and Islands markets both records losses
of about -26%; at South, where takes place 18,7% of
transactions, the reduction of market records -21,5%.
The State capitals market records losses of 24,8%.

NTN tendency (thousands) 1985-2012
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NTN distribution 2012 Italy

NTN distribution for state capitals

NTN distribution for non state capitals
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Moreover according with the real estate report, in 2006 the market of state capitals records the first decline except
for the North where it starts from 2007. From 2009 this market presents losses lower than that of the non state
capitals market, anyway in 2012 the decreasing of transactions affected both markets without distinctions. Another
way to observe market tendencies can be to pay attention to the IMI index (the percentage of real estate units
object of transaction). The national average value it’s 1,33%, -0,48% from 2011. For the North Ovest the index
value is under 2% recorded in 2011 (1,54%) but it’s the highest value within all of the areas; follow Center and
North East areas with a value near to 1,40%, showing the more activity of these markets respect to them of South
(1,06%) and islands (1,03%). The tendency of market for separate demographic categories of communes shows
how the main losses (-27%) are recorded in the medium small class (between 5000 and 25000 inhabitants) that is
also the largest class of national market 33,2%.
Year 2012
demographic
classes of
communes
<5000
5000-25000
25000-50000
50000-250000
>250000
Total

Number of
communes

NTN 2012

Var. NTN 2011/12

Quota NTN for
Class

IMI 2012

Difference IMI
2011/12

5398
1977
237
127
12
7751

74193
148738
60480
84329
80624
448364

-25,2%
-27%
-24,9%
-26,7%
-23%
-25,7%

16,5%
33,2%
13,5%
18,8%
18%
100%

1,02%
1,3%
1,37%
1,44%
1,68%
1,33%

-0,37
-0,5
-0,47
-0,54
-0,51
-0,48
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Cities are the category with the highest IMI, 1,68%, in reducing respect to 2011 of half point. The minimum
value of IMI, 1,02%, (-0,37%), is recorded within communes under 5.000 inhabitants, class where are placed
many mountain communes and in demographic drop. According with the report in 6.700 communes less than 100
buildings has been sold and in only 91 communes in 2012 the households object of transaction has been more
than 500 (was 148 communes in 2011). In 2012 has been sold an amount of 46 millions of square meters with
an average surface of 103,5 m², the total surface decreased of 25,4% respect to 2011 following the transactions
tendency. The households sold have an average dimension smaller in the state capitals, 97,1 m², respect to 106,6
of non state capital. in the North Ovest is recorded the smallest dimension of households sold within the capital
estate 88,9 m². At South and at island there aren’t important differences in the average dimension between state
capital and non state capital (100 m²). Studying the data of the report regarding the distribution of transactions
for dimensional classes of households, we found that the main classes object of transaction are medium and small
classes. In 2012 we can see a substantial drop in all of communes, losses over of 30% have regarded medium small
and small within North East non capital estate communes and medium class within the islands. Low variations
(below -20%) affect the medium small and medium of South states capitals.
Area

Surface 2012 m²

Average surface
m²

North Ovest
North East
Center
South
Islands
Italy

14524738
8882137
9511729
8979041
4519751
46417396

99,5
108,3
101,3
107
106
103,5

State capitals

Surface 2012 m²

Average surface
m²

North Ovest
North East
Center
South
Islands
Italy

3741810
2627828
4102468
2191380
1329806
13993292

88,9
100,4
96,9
105,8
103,5
97,1

Non State capitals

Surface 2012 m²

Average surface
m²

North Ovest
North East
Center
South
Islands
Italy

10782928
6254308
5409262
6787662
3189945
32424105

103,9
112
104,9
107,4
107,1
106,6

Surface
percentage for
area
31,3%
19,1%
20,5%
19,3%
9,7%
100%
Surface
percentage for
area
26,7%
18,8%
29,3%
15,7%
9,5%
100%
Surface
percentage for
area
33,3%
19,3%
16,7%
20,9%
9,8%
100%

Var% surface
2011/12
-25,2%
-27,3%
-26,4%
-22,2%
-26,4%
-25,4%
Var% surface
2011/12
-24,6%
-25,4%
-24,8%
-19,8%
-29,7%
-24,6%
Var% surface
2011/12
-25,5%
-28,1%
-27,5%
-22,9%
-24,9%
-25,8%

Difference average
surface 2011/12
m²
0,2
1,4
0,8
-0,9
0
0,3
Difference average
surface 2011/12
m²
-0,2
0,9
1,3
-0,7
-1,3
0,3
Difference average
surface 2011/12
m²
0,4
1,8
0,5
-0,9
0,4
0,4

Total surface and average for unit of household sold for area, State Capital and Not State Capital
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Regarding the distribution of market in terms of building dimensions, we can observe differences between CenterNorth and South-islands communes, the latter show a largest transaction amount of studio apartments, on the
other hand we observe a little number of small households sold respect to other areas. In the North, particularly
in the North-ovest, it’s preferred to purchase dwellings of smaller dimensions within the state capitals, whereas
in the smaller communes of the North-East there is a major percentage of larger households. Regarding the
distinction for demographic classes of communes, we can see that households sold are on average bigger within
small communes (less than 5000 inhabitants), with an average of 110 m², decreasing at growing of population until
91,5 m² on average in cities with more than 250.000 inhabitants.
At the 12/31/2010, in Italy the total number of registered buildings accounts for 60,217,470 units (increased by 1
million from 2209), this growth is dued to the regularisation of already existing buildings never registered before
in addition to the registration of new buildings. the corresponding fiscal rent accounts for around 34,5 billion
Euros (increased by 1 billion from last year). 55,6% of the stock are residential buildings and a 36,5 are for the
greatest part adjunct lots (basements, deposits, parking places, etc.). Only 7.9% are non-residential building units
whose corresponding fiscal rent, however, represents 48.2% of the total sector rent (Dipartimento delle Finanze
e Agenzia del Territorio, 2012).
Type
Residential
buildings
Adjunct lots
Non-residential
buildings
Total
Type
Residential
buildings
Adjunct lots
Non-residential
buildings
Total

TOTAL
Units

%

Natural Persons
Units

NPs/Tot

Legal Persons
Units

LPs/Tot

33,497,728
21,976,867

55,6%
36,5%

30,579,937
19,281,991

57,9%
36,5%

2,917,791
2,694,876

39,2%
36,2%

4,742,875
60,217,470

7,9%
100%

2,919,743
52,781,671

5,5%
100%

1,823,132
7,435,799

24;5%
100%

%

Rent

NPs/Tot

Rent

LPs/Tot

15,897,309,183
2,099,374,221

46,6%
5,2%

14,444,376,037
1,768,526,676

69,7%
8,5%

1,452,933,146
330,847,545

10,6%
2,4%

16,451,651,756
34,448,335,160

48,2%
100%

4,506,707,455
20,719,610,168

21,8%
100%

11,944,944,301
13,728,724,992

87%
100%

Rent

Italian building stock 31/12/2010

The portion of residential buildings (houses and adjunct lots) owned by natural persons (NPs) is much larger than
that owned by legal persons (LPs) in terms of both stock and rents. The building stock owned by NPs accounts
for around 52.8 million units, increased by 1.1 million units compared to 2009. Substantially Unchanged results
the stock portion of legal persons (around 7,4 millions of units). In terms of fiscal rent the units of NPs accounts
for 20,7 billion Euros whereas the LP own a stock of 13,7 billion Euros (both fiscal rents increased by 500 million
Euros from 2009).
Number of real estates
units
Main houses
Adjunct lots to main
houses
Available buildings
Located buildings
Rent free housing
Other uses
Building units not
detected in income tax
returns
Unknow use
Total

anno 2010

%

19684211

37,3%

12546392

23,8%

6551978
5205192
1260708
5912340

12,4%
9,9%
2,4%
11,2%

1606948

3%

13902
52781671

0%
100%

Building use of natural persons 2010
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We can observe a reduction in the number of main
houses probably dued to a better utilization of a new
code introduced defined “free rent use” previously
included in the main house category, in fact the free
rent use buildings portion changed from 10,5% in 2009
to 12,7% in 2010. The portion of available buildings
decreased from 11,6 % to 11% and the portion of
located buildings records a small gain (9.9% from
9,6%). Anyway this is probably an underestimate of the
total amount. Excluded the main house category, the
relative adjunct lots and the buildings units not detected
in the income tax returns, remains an amount of 18,9
millions building units property of NPs and only the
27,5% of this amount is registered as located buildings
and a 30,5% as available buildings. Studyng the data
and supposing that to every main house corresponds
an household it’s possible to estimate in a 78,2% the
portion of households residing in buildings of their
property and to assess the amount of building units
that can be in use of non residents (workers, students,
etc.) accounting for 3,4 millions of units (Dipartimento
delle Finanze e Agenzia del Territorio, 2012).
A larger amount of interventions within the
constructions sector concerns already existing
buildings and have the aim to improve the energy
effiency. In this sense is oriented the mechanism of
deductions introduced with low 27 dicembre 2006 n.
296. Deductions can amount max to 55 % and concern
this kind of interventions:
- global requalification of buildings
- interventions on opaque horizontal and vertical
structures, and windows with fixtures.
- Solar panels implantation for hot water production.
Substitution of wintry air-conditioning plants with
condensation boiler or with high efficiency heat pumps
or geothermal plants with low enthalpy.
The relief conxists in a deduction from the income
tax of natural persons (IRPEF) otherwise from tax on
societies income (IRES) considered the expenditures
for energetic requalification interventions for a
maximum value of deduction variable in function of
the intervention and between 30.000 and 100.000 euros.
The deductions have been used in a large way within
North regions (Valle D’Aosta, Trentino-Alto Adige,
Piemonte). Adding up the amount of energetic
requalifications -partial and global- that have taken place
on national territory from 2007 to 2011, we observe
that about 5% of italian families used deductions of
55%.
Similary, adding up the number of practices sent
to ENEA from 2007 and projecting the amount to
30.06.2013, we can suppose that 7% of italian buildings
will be subjected to energetic requalify.
(partial or global) taking advantage of this economic
incentives.

Datas concerning practices sended to ENEA during
2011 show:
- 280.700 total of practices;
- overall investments larger than 3.300 millions euros;
- general value of deductions larger than 1.820 millions
euros;
- overall primary energy savings larger than 1.435
GWh/year;
- CO2 not released in atmosphere 305 kt/year.
After the publication (G.U. n°302 del 27/12/2013) of
the Low 27 dicembre 2013 n°147 (Legge di Stabilità
2014), in case of energy efficiency, deductions are
extended in misure of 65%, for expenditures from 6
june 2013 to 31 december 2014 and in misure of 50%,
for expenditures from 1° gennuary 2015 to 31 december
2015. In case of di interventions concerning blocks
shared spaces or concerning all blocks units, deductions
are extended in misure of 65%, for expenditures from
6 june 2013 to 30 june 2015. And in misure of 50%,
for expenditures from 1° july 2015 to 30 june 2016.
From the evaluation of datas concerning energy
savings and CO2 not released in the atmosphere dued
to deductions of 55% and evaluated to 30.06.2013 we
observe that:
- it will be possible to observe an overall value of energy
savings by the so-called 55% of almost 10.000 GWh/
year;
- to this date will correspond an environmental
advantage in terms of CO2 not released by 2.000 kt/
year.
Sustainability of the construction sector in Italy
The Pest analysis can not miss to examine the italian
energetic scenario where RFD is set to operate, taking
into account a description of dimension and typologies
of italian energy consumptions and relatives production
sources, given the steep economics, environmental and
job opportunities that the issue of energy efficiency
represents for cities. European efforts in the energy
sector testifies how this is one of the most strategic
sectors: the EU has promoted programs, projects
and directives (91/2002/Ue, 32/2006/Ue, 31/2010/
Ue and the 27/2012Ue), with an ever-increasing
commitment in order to define orientations, tools,
criteria, and solutions even very ambitious. Research
institutions as the IEA (international Energy agency)
and ENEA, in accordance with the global scenarios
delineated by them, locate the energy efficiency as the
main technology option in order to bring down carbon
emissions particularly in short medium period. Buildings
are the main object of intervention considering their
weight of ⅓ in the italian energy consumption
balance, dued to the substantial building stock shortage
of energy efficiency criteria. Taking into consideration
the legislative framework, Italy starts from a conducive
position in the agency of promotion and regulation of
energy efficiency. With the piece of legislation 10/1991
has been introduced energy consumption limits and
new concepts as warmth calculation, thermoregulation
and the obligation of integration of renewable sources.
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Over time the role of European legislators became
even more exclusive with several directives that the
Member States have obligation to incorporate in their
legal framework but often this doesn’t take place at
the right time and in the same way between differents
regions. With recent directives the European Union
wants to levy a speeding up in the improvement of
energy performance of buildings, expecting from 2019
the exclusive construction of public NZEb (Nearly
Zero Energy Buildings) and an high improvement of
the already existing public buildings energy efficiency,
these limits will be then extended to private buildings.
To obtain such improvement the Directive 27/2012/
Ue establishes that starting from january 2014 onward
a surface amount covered by public buildings (not less
than 3% every year) has to be restructured to achieve
energetic performances needed by the Directive
31/2010/Ue .
Primary energy demand, in 2011 reached 173 million
tonnes of
equivalent oil (MTOE) registering a
contraction in the contribution of fossil sources (with
a reduction of gas and oil that compensate the growth
of solid fuels) and the growth of renewable sources
(+10%) and electrical energy importation (+4%).
Primary energy demand lowered by 1,5 % in 2011.
Percentage composition of source demand is an italian
specificity confronted with others Member States of
European Union relatively to larger use of oil and gas,
the structural import of electricity, the reduced use of
solid fuels (10% of primary energy consumption) and
in not using nuclear source (Enea, Rapporto energia e
ambiente scenari e strategie, 2013).

Primary energy demand for source

Final energy consumption shows respect to the year
2010, a slight constriction of industry and commercial
sector consumption, p.a., a reduction of 3% within
the residential sector (other sectors in Eurostat
classification) and the substantial invariance of the
transport sector (+0,20%). As for the electric sector
in 2012 gross total production decreased around
by 2,1%. Grows energy export (28%) in the face of
an import of 4,4%. Total request of the electricity
network shortened (-1,9%) whereas energy losses on
grid increased (0,7%). Consumption lowered by 2,1%
with a generalized decline of 6,6% within the industry,
a growth of 3,4% within the tertiary sector and of 1%
within households energy consumption, the agriculture
remains steady. Within national electricity generation,
energy produced from gas plays as an important role
(although in reduction) as energy produced from
FER, renewable energy sources (+11,2%); within the
thermoelectric mix enlarged the amount of solid fuel
(+4,5%) and oil (+11%), within the FER mix we can
observe a larger energy production from photovoltaic
(+74,4%) and wind (+36%), while diminished the idro
energy production (-8,2%).
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To evaluate the energy efficiency improvements
involving different sectors in the course of time it can
be reference to the energy efficiency index ODEX
(developed within ODYSSEE-MURE European
project). This index makes possible to better evaluate
the phenomenon respect to the energy intensity di as it
is cleaned from effects dued to framework changes and
other factors not linked to the efficiency: in 2011 the
index value related to the entire italian economy resulted
equal to 86,1 with an improve in energy efficiency of
one point respect to 2010). The overall performance
from 1990 amounts to -13,9%. Between the different
sectors residential made regular and constant progresses
during the period 1990-2011, industry made important
improvements in last six years whereas transport
recorded a moderate variation.
To determinate a difference concerning solutions
to improve energy efficiency on a regional scale the
agency of regions plays an important role that has
determined a complex local policy framework. This
agency by regions introduced substantial changes in
building methods and design dued to the introduction
of clean informations regarding renewable energy use,
water savings and buildings thermal insulation.
In many North areas in addition to the region of
Puglia, have been issued lows to define energy
certifications criteria, to obligate renewable sources
implantation for new buildings and to define standards
to improve buildings energy performances. As far as
Lazio and Umbria regions the legal obligations concern
photovoltaic energy and solar panels. Further there are
five regions, Veneto, Toscana, Campania, Calabria and
Marche, that issued Guide Lines for sustainable buildings
but not including commitments. These regions forward
buildings sustainability and invite Communes to provide
for incentives, further green building certifications
(optional), as the right choice of construction and saving
of natural resources. These indications must be taken
into consideration and adopted by the Regolamenti
Edilizi Comunali (communal building regulations) to
come into force. Recently also the region of Calabria
decided to introduce Guide Lines regarding sustainable
ways to built containing spot checks on auditors work
and their requirements.
Italian Communes where has been introduced energy
and soustainability innovation within the building
sector amount to 1.003: this data rappresents 12,4% of
all italian Communes for an overall population of more
than 22,5 millions inhabitants. The increase is constant
over years: near 5 times more if confronted with the
188 Communes of 2008, wheras they were 705 in 2010
and 855 in 2011 (ENEA 2012).
The italian legislative context
In the recent measures in favor of this type of social
housing we find the Legislative decree n. 112 of 2008
and the Prime Ministerial Decree of 16 July 2009,
“national program of housing” which are provisions of
the Plan House 1 (“Article 11 of Decree-Law No. 112
of 1998 “). Both in these two decrees, the legislators,
wants to lay the groundwork for the definition of a
new form of participation, with the establishment of

an innovative integrated system of investment funds
which can potentially involve the use of private capital.
To increase the number of social housing units have
been provided six modes of operation:
a) establishment of an integrated national and local real
estate funds for
construction of buildings for residential construction;
b) increase the assets of public housing;
c) financial promotion also the initiative of private
(project financing);
d) subsidies to housing associations formed among the
recipients of the interventions;
e) promotion of integrated programs including social
housing;
f) areas of competence of the former IACP.
However, these measures were not enough to take
off the field, it suffices to observe that the first round
of funding was provided at a distance of less than
three years after the adoption of the rule, delay due
to the debate between State and Regions on its core
competencies in the discipline of the plan house. From
what reported by the Court of Auditors despite there
was not any managerial negligence of the administration,
the delay and the lack of results mean that the judgment
on public spending addressed to the house plan can not
be said to be positive in terms of efficiency and costeffectiveness. To do Social Housing, in the opinion of
the Court, would be needed less bureaucracy. Steps in
this direction can be identified in the amendment of
paragraph 2 of Article 52 of the Law # 680 - June
6, 2001 by the Government Monti, who speaks of
“eliminating the need to ask the permission to the Board
of Public Works for new wooden buildings over four
floors.” This change has in itself a capacity enormously
innovative and functional to new applications of the
principles of sustainability for construction.
Examples of social housing
Almost the total of social housing plans carried out in
Italy as in Europe seems linked to some main factors:
Urban requalification: social housing plans often provide
for requalification of areas by means of a redesign of
services and mobility linked to them and the design of
new public spaces and infrastructures. Requalification
can be extended like wild fire starting a regeneration
process of neighboring areas to that object of
intervention and have as result the economic and social
settlement of entire city portions.
Planning experimentation: Districts where are implemented
social housing plans become places where to experiment
new ways of social aggregation by means of innovative
design solutions concerning inner and outer spaces.
Energy savings: Planning experimentation of new
architectural frames accommodates the adoption of
technologies and compositional choices aimed to
dramatically reduce energy consumes and related Co2
emissions making buildings more contemporary and
efficient than those more expansive sold within the
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liberal market.
In the italian picture of public housing shortage, we
can observe some cases of self-supporting efforts since
individual owners, convened in cooperatives or private
companies aimed to foster plans based on sharing and
translated in affordable and shared living spaces.
Coperativa Futura: In the city of Cesena in 2001, some
young families of the outskirts established an associated
cooperative to achieve by means of their work the aim
to finally get their own home. The cooperative is based
on the future owners manual work with help from Alisei
an Ong that plans and forecasts this kind of initiatives.
From economic point of view savings following this
way to built mean lower costs of housing of 40%-50%,
furthermore the benefit is not exclusively economic but
it is represented by the link and socialization that occurs
between tuture owners during the cooperation to build
their home.
Villaggio Barona: The Cassoni foundation in Milan
outskirt changed an industrial area of 44.000 square
meters transforming it in a village where to experiment
an innovative living policy based on an idea of social
integration that can offer houses at shortened rents
of 300-400 euro a month for houses of 70-80 square
meters to italian and foreign families. Operating costs
of housing are low by virtue of voluntary work by
residents in the ordinary management, small reparations
and cleaning.
Stessopiano: A free real-estate deck that looks for houses
to rent to young cohabitants under 35 years offering
benefits and incentives to the owners.
Some european examples:
The “Beginenhof ”: A Berliner cultural association
composed by only women realized the idea of houses
to share among women remained alone. The realization
of the project was possible thanks to the public effort
to keep the area until investments became disposable
and thanks to the willingness of a Dutch society the
Condor Wesles that believed in the possibility of
success of this housing model.
District of Bon Pastor: In Spain, in the city of Barcelona
an independent communal agency the Patronat
Municipal de l’Habitage, established in 1927 to start
up and run housing of first immigrates, takes action
to build new houses, runs the already existing housing
estate, cooperates with communal agencies to find
interventions and of demolition and reconstruction
of buildings succeeding in offer approximately 5500
dwellings at moderate leases (up to 40% less than
market price) for single workers and numerous families.
An example of intervention regarded the district of
Bon Pastor where the casas baratas literally the cheap
houses, extended on 35 square meters and occupied
by families until 9 components, have been replaced by
new buildings dedicated to energy conservation passing
from 700 dwellings to almost 1000 offered at low rents.

Gardsten model: This plan won the World Habitat Award
in 2005 and has been implemented in Gardsten, a
district of Goeteborg outskirt. The district was part
of a social housing national program and in the 1980’
became rapidly an abandoned place with lack of
services, but from the 1990’ knows a new life thanks
to a series of restructurings aimed to the social and
environmental recovery of the place. The rebuilding
of area is permitted by the public enterprise that
manages the housing estates of city, the Framtiden
Group with assistance from european funds, through
interventions of implantation of a solar panels cover,
the improvement of roofs insulation, the substitution
of ventilation installations, the implantation of winter
gardens and the introduction of innovative systems to
control domestic consumptions of water, energy and
heating by means of internet. This has permitted a cost
reduction with energy savings of 40%. Restructurings
don’t have generated an expansion of rents for
residents, the vast majority composed by political
refugees, that are today came back to live the totally of
dwellings. During the years the Gardsten model thanks
to his success became a benchmark for other similar
interventions on communal and national territory.
An example of recent developments in sustainable
technology for social housing is represented by the
implementation of a solar cells covering on a compound
in center of Paris, solar panels permit to cover 40%
of annual electricity consumption and a gas collective
boiler integrated by solar heat collectors positioned on
the roof contributes to 40% of energy consumption of
families living in the 43 flats. This project certificated
THPE (high quality energetic performance), has been
defined the “solar building of future” and represents
an important intervention to improve the energy
balance of existing buildings. Some examples of high
technology can be found also in Italy. Construction of
highest wooden buildings in Europe for project “Cenni
Di Cambiamento” in Milan has been completed. The
compound, formed by 4 towers over 9 floors based on
use of wood as main material, is an italian record, system
of building uses supporting panels of wood in crossed
layers permitting the realisation of high buildings with
a solid framework and elevated dwelling comfort. The
towers are a place of aggregation for community living
in the area but also a pole of aggregation for other
communities. Casa 100K are dwellings of 100mq with
no emission of CO2, solar implantations over the
house guarantee the solar energy absorption in order
to heat during winter months and frameworks inside
the house favour air circulation in summer months.
Social housing Motta is another italian project where
the buildings are completely made of green materials
like the front of the houses entirely made of wood.
The wood, allows a saving of over 70% compared to a
normal house in reinforced concrete and masonry. The
material is also more seismic and acoustic insulation.
This type of examples show us how wooden materials
can be used for buildings in order to obtain flexibility
of spaces, high performances on passive behaviour and
solidity of frameworks.
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Analysis of construction sector in Rome
Our work is primarily concerned with the macro area of Appio Tuscolana which is characterized by not being very
densified and whose existing buildings are formed mostly from the main house to use 80% and 20% of rented
housing, available housing and more .
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The area shows very low presence of big size houses (7 compartments or more) as well as of studio apartments.
Market shows a low dencity corresponding to a likewise low level of prices, this is dued to the fact that a rise in
housing demand within this macroarea can be satisfied by improving in number of housing with no effects on
prices that in 2012 within the area reach the value of 3318 euros per square meter with a dwelling average value
of 317.142 euros. We can observe the area situated in an intermediate class within market valuations, for this
reason it appears affordable to households with medium or low income. The housing stock composition in terms
of dimensions reflects the perception we have about social settlements within differents areas, housing supply
composition in this area most likely advises us on fact that households with no high incomes are settled in here,
whereas there is a few presence of single persons living in studio apartments and big household living in dwellings
of 7 or more compartments.

These observations permit to identify a first market target in single persons households and couples with few or no
children whose needs can be met by studio apartments or small dwellings, typologies now less widespread in the
Appia Tuscolana area. The request of these typologies is still destined to grow considered trends of increases in
households number and reduction of their components as well as trend of growth in elder population. Considered
that in following years a now days supply that would be steady without changes in its components, will not be able
to meet future needs of small households, we have now possibility of act to reach targets that will attach even more
weight within real estates market. After, if we look data about rents, can be observed an increase of market, sign of
even more growing interest by Romans in the opportunity to make bear fruits from their housing stock. Within the
city of Rome there is about a 22,6% of households living in rented dwellings. Looking at the use of Roman housing
stock there is a 74,3% of housing as main housing to use, 9,6% of rented housing, 7,5% of available housing and
8,6% of more.
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An analysis made on the population of Rome estimates
that about 871,000 households have a main residence,
a number which is equal to about 77% of households
living in Rome in 2010. It is therefore estimated that
22.6% of Roman households (that may be estimated
at about 255 thousand) find they’re ideal habitats
mainly through leasing, presumably distributed among
the rented dwellings owned by individuals (about 113
thousand reported) and those owned by non-physical
persons (over 224,000 homes) of which is certainly
rented, which would exclude by us any hypothesis to
rent in black. Families who can not afford to buy a
home at market prices and that will have the need to
rent a property to have control may represent one of
the targets that RFD wants to turn to, considered the
emergence and continued relevance of the house theme
also testified by recent demonstrations that took place
in Rome in October. A city that wants to be sustainable,
from every point of view will have to plan interventions
to support families with lower incomes and the
categories that are currently struggling to see any of the
rights recognized as essential to the house. Prospects for
sustaining the social fabric and urban redevelopment of
the area are offered in RFD on the active involvement
of the people through participation in cooperatives
in which people with financial difficulties may find
employment in the organization and implementation
of settlements and related services , thus in addition
to being satisfied with the housing need of the people
is also the integration into the social and economic
fabric of the city. Regarding the renting sector there is
another aspect to consider, the vast number of students
and people linked to the academic world, research
and Startup that gravitates around the city. For these
categories, in this category that require accommodation
for a limited period of time , it is necessary to think
that an offer can be flexible, economical and efficient
from the point of view of the services that the type
of category requires (see wi-fi networks , car sharing,
etc.). The goal of RFD is also to be instrumental in
improving and in the development of the economic
fabric of the city and one of the ways to do this is
to provide support to the research community and
the university environment, the decisive factors for
economic development. Promote conditions that
encourage the development of a cultural environment
that calls the so-called talents is a challenge for RFD
to further contribute to the sustainability of the city.
The need to have an accommodation available even
for a short time or easy-to-get meets dynamics needed
for the university environment, it requires an efficient
organization and solutions that actually make the area
attractive for this type of target. Further observations
in our search of our target may be investigating the
characteristics of the real estate market in Rome.
According to an analysis conducted by the agency of
the Roman market revenue of the houses, it can be
divided into three submarkets:
- One of the historical center characterized by the
presence of dwellings owned by persons and not legal;

- The periphery (except EUR-Laurentina and Appia
Tuscolana) and the part over the GRA, which have
a price variability that is not very high and a level of
demand that is not influenced by the level of prices
but rather by the presence of efficient services, to
mobility characteristics than the place of work, housing
types, for which price changes in these areas have less
influence on the demand for housing;
- Finally the market comprising the macroarea - Appia
Tuscolana, Eur Laurentina, consisting of semi-central
areas, excluding historical popular areas such as Semi
Centrale - Prenestina Tiburtina and Semi centraleOstiense Navigatori characterized by a considerable
variability of the stock transacted compared to the
price level for which demand in these areas responds
negatively to an increase in price.
With regard to the area Appia Tuscolana the market
appears therefore influenced by the level of prices more
than characteristics related to the services or types of
dwelling. This allows us to think about the level of
fees that will apply to dwellings , the destination of the
buildings in Social housing with lower rents aligns well
with the economic level of the area, and the whole series
of services (mobility, wi fi , etc. ) that if implemented
could lead the market Appio Tuscolano to grow
further pushing the development and organization of
the entire area to a vocation of social housing with a
high technological profile. Thinking about services
related to mobility as an essential factor to make Tor
Fiscale palatable for those categories that need to move
rapidly to the university areas and toward the poles of
high-tech such as tiburtino, or Internet service that
can enable the development of teleworking from the
homes through a connection with efficient assistance,
managed by housing cooperatives. One more target is
represented by old residents, an “obligatory” target, to
whom would be provide real guaranties to obtain better
dwellings than ones they own now. They would also be
made aware of newness about urban backyards and
possibility of direct involvement in their running. This
option could not be considered by all of old residents
but if well advanced it can be an incentive for those
residents in economic difficulties to adopt urban
regeneration and welcome the absolute innovative
impact on quality of life in their neighbourhood. For
this reason an information campaign on innovative
aspects about energy savings and reduction of impacts
on the environment, with objective to make aware old
residents of the real vantages made out of housing
shift, should be focused on illustrating the effects of
convenience and economic development provided
by change they will gain access to, mixed with more
comfort and better healthy conditions. These changes
will happen by virtue of an intervention that will
project the old residents in a future made of advanced
sustainable buildings planned to improve city comfort
and connection between people communities, that
is why old residents shall be proud to be part of the
intervention being the first ones to become a “new kind
of city residents”.
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Social and cultural issues
Observing the current state of the housing market in Italy, we can notice that the issues arisen after the 2008 crisis
and the resulting austerity policy implemented by the italian Government, according to a wider European policy, in
the guise of Mario Monti (pension and labor reforms, increased fiscal pressure, increased land-taxations following
the revision of the national cadastral system, higher VAT, higher excises on gasoline and energy sources, etc.) and
subsequently maintained by the new government led by Enrico Letta to reduce the fiscal pressure on the most
vulnerable population segments, which are still present and even more serious.

As a consequence, being the economic situation of italian families even worse, we find out a falling worry about
the progressive deterioration of the environment and a scarce adoption of sustainable behaviors on the part of
citizens, driven to revise their living habits and expenses; saving money is actually perceived as most important than
preserving the environment. Furthermore in the last few years costs related to energy consumption and houses
have increased, becoming one of the main items of families’ monthly expenses. According to recent statistics,
12,2% of European households, and 39,1 % of those with an income below 60% of median equalised income,
spend more than 40% of their incomes on housing: these households are overbounded by housing expenses, they
pay much more than they could afford. This situation could be a major problem for an already existing family, so
it certainly represents an insurmountable obstacle to the creation of new households for young couples, or even
for who want to leave home to study or work in another town; in fact the economic downturn has further limited
the credit granted by banks, making the opportunity of buying or even hiring a new home inaccessible. From the
beginning of the 2008 crisis, the demand for a model of housing available at lower prices has increased at high
rates, the social housing needs doesn’t know any crisis. This issue concerns richer areas where the population is
more concentrated, within European countries the situation changes from the national level to local but generally
the housing crisis is common to all Europe. On the other hand it’s now very difficult to find privates investors,
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financial assets are not easy to obtain and the italian
legislator trials, based on the mix between public agents
and private ones to make grow the investments in this
sector didn’t work and a large part of housing demand
it’s so far unfulfilled. Social housing can be the right
solution to the housing market crisis, it’s usefulness for
very different social categories and as actual examples
are showing investments in social housing can be
more profitable than the conventional housing ones.
For these reasons the construction industry should
multiply his efforts in projecting and carry out ecofriendly dwellings designed for people that can not
afford houses at market prices. The new urban fabric
will has to be shaped through innovative social housing
models in order to meet the citizens needs and develop
a united community around the environment, in this
task a fundamental role is played by the public who
gives incentives to act and also should reward ideas
and ventures in favour of community. The Rhome for
dencity team is focused on developing a sustainable,
innovative but above all affordable system to be used in
the Rome metropolitan area; the main goal is to ensure
the majority of people access the innovations which
will preserve the environment, without necessarily
drastically sacrificing comfort or habits of citizens.
Looking for the right sample where to start our project,
which possessed certain characteristics (under various
points of view, from the urban to the economic one)
that would allow us to export it later to other areas
of the city, we found Tor Fiscale district as the right
place. One of the most famous quotes of the last
hundred years, says: “Real progress happens only when
advantages of a new technology become available to
everybody (H.Ford)”.
Tor Fiscale: our vision of its future
The following are the main characteristics of the social
fabric that currently inhabits the area on which our
project is focused on. Despite a strong diversification,
the social fabric that lives within the area of Tor
Fiscale is characterized by its social cohesion and a
deep relationship with the territory, despite a strong
diversification existing inside of it, mainly because of
the different proveniences of its inhabitants.
Such social cohesion comes from the basic necessity
of people to abusively occupy the “Agro-Romano”
area. Therefore giving birth to a complex of buildings,
still without any urbanistic planification nor any order.
Our project is built around both the inhabitants of Tor
Fiscale (granting them a new and more comfortable
home), both around a brand new target composed of
young couples, students, and anyone who intends on
staying in Rome for a while in a dynamic, efficient, and
completely requalified area. In addition to the urban
requalification of the area, our project aims on building
smart houses, that will be inhabited by smart citizens,
who will learn how to live in a future house. This will also
give them the opportunity of having a more conscious
point of view on the environment preservation.

Behind the social-cultural aspect, the main goals of the
project are the following:
- making sure that the restored buildings and aqueducts
lying in the area may blend with a new, ecological and
more conscious way of living;
- giving birth to different cooperatives, allowing the
integration between old and new citizens;
- incentivizing the direct commerce of organic products
grown in the surrounding areas, therefore valuing them.
The main goal we want to achieve with this project is
to take a small, smart step walking into the next future,
thanks to practical actions that we can plan and do for
the present, but representing an example for the other
areas that share many background variables with the
one we chose, which could take the same route for their
development prospects. One of the ideas we have for
Tor Fiscale is make sure it becomes the first energyindependent district of our capital. Our intention, being
to rebuild this district with innovative, eco-sustainable,
green-energy producers houses, will grant us the
opportunity to create “Tor Fiscale KM 0”; it will take
advantage not only using the green energy produced by
the dwellings, but also thanks to an integrated project
that includes alimentation; in fact citizens’ microgardens and the association of agricultural companies
will provide organic food through district markets,
organic restaurants and so on. That will be our example,
perhaps hoping for a whole capital city, our loved
Rome, totally energy independent in 20 years; a vision
that involves major changes, but an opportunity that
would affect even the GDP. Tor Fiscale has particular
romanistic qualities that cannot be found anywhere
around the world. This area has always had a key
strategic value with two aqueducts, the first Claudius
and the aqueduct Marcia-Tepula-Iulia. This project is
focused on re-qualifying the whole area, starting from
the demolition of illegal houses from archeological sites
and redensifying the district with sustainable houses.
The actors involved in the project, named “Tor Fiscale
km 0” , are the Public Administration and the citizens,
and on the other side the construction, agricultural and
transport companies. All the actors have to contribute
with their efforts and their sources but, everybody
has something to gain! The Government participates
by giving the concession to work on its territories and
by receiving the entire requalification of the district.
The citizens are actively involved during all of the
process. The new houses will have zero impact on the
territory and will be placed in a new district, with new
characteristics and new possibilities for both young
couples and old inhabitants of the area.
In the period of transition, from the demolition to the
rebuilding of the houses, subsides based on the ISEE
(Italian index for income bracket) will be guaranteed by
the government to the unsheltered. The government
propose two different opportunities for destitute
people: a ban for temporary accommodation (art.1 of
Regional Regulation of Lazio n. 2 dated 30th September
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2000), and a ban for aid for the payment of the lease
(law n. 431/98, 2011). The third focus of our project
is dedicated to the requalification of the agricultural
landscape of Tor Fiscale. The vegetation is typically
Mediterranean and -in order to give back to the district
the bucolic aspect- we have decided to create another
cooperative: the agricultural one.
In the period of transition, from the demolition to the
rebuilding of the houses, subsides based on the ISEE
(Italian index for income bracket) will be guaranteed by
the government to the unsheltered. The government
propose two different opportunities for destitute
people: a ban for temporary accommodation (art.1 of
Regional Regulation of Lazio n. 2 dated 30th September
2000), and a ban for aid for the payment of the lease
(law n. 431/98, 2011). The third focus of our project
is dedicated to the requalification of the agricultural
landscape of Tor Fiscale. The vegetation is typically
Mediterranean and -in order to give back to the district
the bucolic aspect- we have decided to create another
cooperative: the agricultural one.
Analysis of the Market
Observing the European context with relation
to environmentally responsible commitment and
behaviors, we find out that Italy, together with Spain,
Poland and Romania, is characterized both by a low worry
about the progressive deterioration of the environment

Trend of Italian families’ consumption expenses

and by a scarce adoption of sustainable behaviors on
the part of citizens. However, due to the very recent
changes provided by the austerity policy implemented
by the Government headed by Mario Monti (pension
and labor reforms, increased fiscal pressure – higher
VAT, higher excises on gasoline and energy sources,
increased land-taxations following the revision of the
national cadastral system, etc.), the economic condition
of Italian families is getting worse and worse, spurring
them to revise their living habits and expenses. The
indirect effect of such changes consists in the spreading
of more social and green behaviors aimed at saving
money rather than preserving the environment.
In Italy, the first months of year 2012 assist to a further
decrease of consumptions. The augmenting fiscal
pressure and out-of-control prices of energy products
and domestic uses end up accelerating an already
ongoing recession, spreading uncertainty for the future
and cautious behaviors among consumers. According to
a recent survey (Censis, 2012), Italian households adopt
initiatives in order to reduce daily expenditures: 87%
of investigated families re-organized food purchases
looking for special offers and cheaper products; 78%
reduced outside lunches and dinners; 63% limited car or
scooter use to save money on gasoline; 40% renounced
to buy clothing and shoes. Interviewed families who
claim to face an increase of general expenses account
for 64.3% (they were 54.3% in the previous survey
made in June 2011). However, the data have to be read
with relation to a price increase of goods and services,
and not as an increase of stuff purchased, therefore
meaning a lower available income.
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Households’ saving capability appears to be more and
more limited. Almost 80% of interviewed people state
spend basically all that they earn, renouncing to set aside
money to protect themselves against possible future
adverse events or to make investments. Only 9.8%
boasts of a real saving capability (they were 28% in the
previous survey). 11.3% of the sample, representing
more than 2.8 million families, in the last few months
has not been able to fully cover family expenditures
with their income, and had to apply to supplementary
resources. Among those latter, 58% resorted to their
own set aside savings, 22% asked for a loan to their
relatives and friends, 13% postponed the payment
and the rest asked for credit to a bank or a financial
institution.
The difficult juncture is witnessed also by the increasing
difficulties that families face to pay mortgage loans
contracted to buy a house. Given that households that
pay a loan related to a house purchase accounts for
almost 18% of the sample, those who claim to be able
to pay installments without any problem are little more
than one fourth (they were almost 60% in 2011). The
rest is constituted by people who face some problems
paying back their loan and those who have not been able
to give back the borrowed money. The hard situation
is mirrored by a contraction of family expenses that
more and more often avoid to purchase durable goods
or to restore their homes delaying the investments. A
recent research made by GFK Eurisko (March 2012)
illustrates the reaction to the current crisis on the part
of the Italian population, investigating how the difficult
conjuncture influences sustainable purchasing and
consumption behaviors. It seems that the reduction
of available financial resources spurs individuals to
adopt more “virtuous” behaviors (use of energy saving
light bulbs, eat seasonal foodstuff, limit the use of
heating and air conditioning, etc.), not because these
are responsible and sustainable habits to safeguard the
environment, but because they enable money saving.
Although these do not seem to be value-based practices
(inspired by the will to preserve the environment), since
they are basically aimed at reducing daily expenses, they
have determined an increase of more sustainable and
responsible behaviors among the Italian population.
Product Test
Team RhOME has realized a product test in Tor
Fiscale. The objective was to investigate perceptions
and awareness on sustainability matters and on the
project that RhOME wants to realize in this district.
The respondents were
281, the sample has been chosen
Sex
considering a population of 1550 people, excluding
55%
those who are minors or too senior to be reached
easily.
This number has been obtained from statistics made by
the Department of technological resources of Roma
Men
Capitale in their last work of 2010. The minimum of
Women
respondents number we wanted to reach was 270,
thanks to this sample we can extend considerations
45%
aroused from the analysis
of data to all the population
with a margin of error of 5% with a probability that
the error will remain under this threshold of 10%. The
survey has been runned for two weeks, in December

2013. Out of totally collected 290 questionnaires, 281
have been considered valid for elaboration. Specifically
9 questionnaires have been excluded because of too
many missing data. The method of administration
followed was the interview face to face, because of the
target, population of Tor Fiscale, which was difficult to
reach in other ways. The questionnaire provided three
main sections, each devoted to the investigation of a
specific matter that might be useful in the marketing
and communication of RhOME project :
1.
The first section investigated the both sociodemographic characteristics of the interviewees
(including gender, age, education, job, income and place
of residence) customs and the quality of life of the
district (considering the lack of services);
2.
The second section aimed to investigate both
the awareness of respondents and their main worries
about some environmental issues related to buildings
and their construction activity. The purpose of this
first section was to identify the features of the RhOME
house that have to be more emphasized in the future
communication strategy;
3.
The third section specifically concerned the Med
in Italy house (two images of the house were shown
and a brief description of the building characteristics
provided). In compliance with the methodologies
used to investigate the concept of a new product that
has to be launched on the market, and urban project,
respondents were asked to express their agreement/
disagreement with some claims about the house, their
interest and their possible intention to buy such a type
of house.
The sample is constituted by 45% females and 55%
males. As far as age is concerned, the greatest part of
the interviewees consist of people from 36 to 45 years
old, followed by those between 46 and 60 and 26 and 35.
This seems to be a very interesting category constituted
by people that may be possibly willing to buy a house
either at the present time or in the next few years.

Age

Sex
80

55%

70
48

60
Men

50

Women

40
30
20

45%

10
0

Age
80

60

70
60

18-25

76

48

52
45

50
40
30
20
10
0
18-25

26-35

36-45

46-60

over 60
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Most of people are employes (34%), followed by
entrepreneur (23%) , retired (21%), unemployed (14%),
and students (7%), other categories (1%) including
housewife or
Research professor or benefit from unemployment
insurance.
Job
40%

34%

35%
30%

23%

25%

21%

20%

14%

15%
7%

10%
5%

1%

0%
employee entrepreneur

retired

unemployed

student

other
categories

Income

Inhabitants of Tor Fiscale have to leave the district
for every reason or necessities (work, shopping and so
on), data show that on average 49,8% of people have
to move more than 6 times a week, the 26,7% go out
more than 3 or 4 times a week and so on. The means
of transport usually used is the private car or scooter,
followed by bus and metro (which are distant from
Income
Tor Fiscale) but the means people prefer to use are
bicycles, metro and bus if they will operate efficiently.
over 60.000
Respondents seems to be satisfied of the quality of life
45.001-60.000
in the district, in a likert scale that goes from1 to 5, they
30.001-45.000are on average placed on 4,3. Otherwise they feel strong
the lack of services, like for example restaurant, pizza
15.001-30.000
shops, nursery, pharmacy, square and the maintenance
<15.000of the roadway. The following histogram shows these
data,
Likert
scale
goes
from
1 to
5 where
1 means “this
0,0%
10,0%
20,0%
30,0%
40,0%
50,0%
60,0%
item needn’t intervention” and 5 stay for “this item
need intervention”.

over 60.000
45.001-60.000
30.001-45.000
15.001-30.000
1%

<15.000

other
categories

0,0%

10,0%

20,0%

30,0%

40,0%

50,0%

60,0%

As expected, due to the fact that part of the
interviewees are students or unemployed, more
than one third of the respondents claim to have an
income that is lower than 15,000 €, another third
between 15,000 and 30,000 €, the remaining higher
than 30,000 €. Principle hobbies are: walking in the
park (43,8%), staying at home (24,9%), going out to
pass the evening in a local (11,4%), going out to the
centre of the city (8,5%), and other things (11,4%).

Hobbies
8,50%

11,40%

43,80%

walking in the park
staying at home
going out to pass the
evening in a local

11,40%

going out to the centre of
city

Hobbies
24,90%

8,50%

11,40%

43,80%

walking in the park
staying at home
going out to pass the
evening in a local

11,40%

going out to the centre of
city
24,90%

other hobbies

other hobbies
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Perceptions about the harmfulness of buildings and
their construction activity, either for the environment
of for humans’ health, are measured according to a
5-point Likert scale where 1=not at all harmful and
5=very much harmful .
On average, the issue related to buildings and
their construction activity that mostly worries the
respondents is the use of building materials that might
be harmful for people’s health, followed by the use of
materials that might pollute the environment, as well as
air conditioning.
- Right afterwards, we find soil and water consumption,
house heating and the disposal of non-recyclable
building materials.
- Those that worry people the least seem to be the
possible presence of magnetic fields generated by
the appliances in the house and pollution caused by
the transport of building materials from the place of
production to the site where the house is constructed.

Perceptions about the harmfulness of buildings and
their construction activity, either for the environment
of for humans’ health, are measured according to a
5-point Likert scale where 1=not at all harmful and
5=very much harmful .
On average, the issue related to buildings and
their construction activity that mostly worries the
respondents is the use of building materials that might
be harmful for people’s health, followed by the use of
materials that might pollute the environment, as well as
air conditioning.
Right afterwards, we find soil and water consumption,
house heating and the disposal of non-recyclable
building materials.
Those that worry people the least seem to be the possible
presence of magnetic fields generated by the appliances
in the house and pollution caused by the transport of
building materials from the place of production to the
site where the house is constructed.

The project presented by the team to respondents
seems to be evaluate on average 4,5, considering a Likert
scale which goes from 1 to 5 when 1 corresponds to
“I completely agree with RhOME ideas” and 5 stands
for “I don’t agree with RhOME ideas”. People reveal
their intention to participate actively to the work of
intervention and that are proud of their district and
they believe that a requalification will give the prestige
of the park and the two aqueducts back.
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ECONOMICAL ASPECTS
Competitive analysis
Green building in Italy represents a sector with high
development potential. According to the national
association of house constructors (Associazione
Nazionale Costruttori Edili), last year, the comprehensive
turnover of the green building business accounted for
153,458 million Euros (net costs for house ownership
transfer), equal to 11% of the country GDP.
In order to investigate the characteristics of companies
operating in the Italian green building sector, we
worked out an ad hoc research, based both on desk
and on field research methodologies, the latter is of
a qualitative type. The adopted sampling method was
of a convenience kind, aimed at identifying the major
companies that work in the green building field in
Italy. In total, ten companies have been investigated
analyzing documents, archives, Internet sites, as well
as submitting a semi-structured direct interview to the
Company

Location

Year of Foundation

owners or the top management of the businesses. The
research aimed to identify structural and functioning
characteristics, strategic positioning, provided product
and services, adopted competitive strategies, used
marketing and communication tools, served markets,
type of customers, etc. Data and information gathered
in this phase help for the working out of the RhOME
project positioning and of the marketing strategy to
favor the house sale.

Sell

Coworker

ROI

ROS

ROE

2010
Trentino-

Rubner Haus
Pagano
System

Alto Adige

1964

54,001,652

263

7.7%

3.4%

2.9%

Lazio

2006

4,666,993

40

n.d.

10.4%

36.9%

Wolf System
S.r.l.
Log
Engineering
S.r.l.

Trentino1986

62,019,150

2,5

n.d.

5.3%

28.7%

2006

1,266,192

n.d.

n.d.

-19.9%

n.d.

Alto Adige

2004

1,880,625

n.d.

3.2%

1.3%

1.4%

Lombardia

1993

21,110,163

31

2.2%

0.8%

13.8%

Piemonte

2010

409,489

0

-12.2%

14.3%

-13.6%

Friuli-Venezia
Giulia

1991

6,183,516

0

6.0%

3.4%

6.4%

Lombardia

2006

3,538,385

n.d.

n.d.

1.7%

31.8%

Piemonte

2006

1,038,055

0

n.d.

3.6%

4.5%

Alto Adige
TrentinoAlto Adige
Trentino-

Alp S.r.l.
Wood Beton
S.p.A.
Casefelici
S.r.l.
Plus S.r.l.
Kager Italia
S.r.l.
Villeurop
Bioedilizia
S.r.l.
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Strategic Positioning
Through the competence and creativity of its staff,
RhOME aims to provide a new concept of sustainable
house. A house that is environmentally, economically, and
socially sustainable. A house that through technological
innovation is able to cope with warm climates, finally
meeting the needs of consumers who are sensitive to
environmental issues and live in the Southern regions of
Europe. RhOME does not provide only an ecological
house, it proposes a renewed living philosophy inspired
by the values of Italianity and Romanity.
The identification of the key success factors at the basis
of our value proposition arises from the consideration
of two main issues:
- The greatest part of sustainable houses is projected
and built to maximize comfort and savings of
households, as well as minimize environmental impacts
of constructions in cold climates. This means that
the major part of companies operating in the green
building sectors aim to meet the needs of people living
in the Central and Northern regions of Europe. Far
more limited seems to be the offering of houses that
are technically and technologically projected to cope
with warmer climates, satisfying the needs of people
living in the Southern European areas.
- The Italian green building sector is dominated by
large foreign groups (mainly of a Germanic origin) that
established a business unit in our country following
an internationalization strategy. These companies,
evidently, operate according to their own business
philosophy and culture, strong of a long lasting
construction tradition in the sustainable building sector
developed in their country. At the same time, the Italian
companies in the national competitive scenario do not
seem to emphasize and sufficiently exploit their location
as a strategic lever, rather they use the expertise of the
entrepreneur or of the owner family as a differentiation
tool.
This given, we identified two key success factors
that could boost the competitiveness of RhOME
project, working out a positioning that combines both
functional and emotional competitive strategies. Such
a decision has been made also taking into account that
several surveys have pointed out the limited influence
that cognitive factors have relative to affective factors
on consumer purchasing behavior of green products.
We believe that these two factors could represent
powerful differentiating characteristics and would
make the RhOME value offering unique in the Italian
competitive arena.
Social Housing: this is a form of housing tenure
in which the property is owned by a government
authority, which may be central or local. Social housing
is an umbrella term referring to rental housing which
may be owned and managed by the state, by nonprofit organizations, or by a combination of the two,
usually with the aim of providing affordable housing.
Social housing can also be seen as a potential remedy
to housing inequality. Economic crisis is getting even
worse and ward off Italian people to invest buying a

new house and together with the old poor there are a
new class, which belong to the middle class, that have to
deal with the inability to buy or rent out a house. Social
housing could solve this situation giving the possibility
to everybody to buy or rent out an eco sustainable
house.
Italianity and Romanity: The second refers to the
emotional attributes that our house is endowed with.
We strongly believe that the “country of origin” of our
offering and its embodied values cannot be ignored
since they represent a hard to imitate and powerful
source of competitive advantage. Italianity refers both
to production and to the way the RhOME house is
conceived. At a production level, it includes creativity
of professionals and recovery of ancient materials and
building techniques. At the level of house conception,
it embodies the characteristics, personality, culture
and values typically associated to Italians. They are
known for being warm, welcoming people who love to
relax, celebrate and socialize with family and friends.
Celebration and relaxation usually take place around
the table at home, where people enjoy the traditions
of the local cuisine. Our house is therefore thought to
be a shelter, a place to rest, but also a place to welcome
relatives and friends. It is conceived not only as a place
where to live, but also a way of living.
These two differentiating traits place RhOME project
in a position that has not yet been covered by other
competitors, characterized by high levels of considered
functional (social housing) and emotional (romanity)
features. In addition to being appealing for end users,
such a positioning could be strategically exploited to
appeal constructors willing to widen their product lines,
entering a new market. The following is the strategic
positioning map obtained studying competitors
and RhOME characteristics, websites, and core
competencies:
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AGE
We can easily observe the population is structured by
age on the conventional division into three categories:
pre- working age (from 0 to 14 years), working age
(from 15 to 64 years) and post working age (65 and
over). The Oldness rate is given by the ratio between
the population over 65 years and the one under 15 years;
the Youth dependency rate is given by the ratio between
the population under 15 and the one from 15 to 64
years; the Elderly dependency rate is the ratio between
post working age and working age people, while the
Social load rate is the sum of the two rates above. By
using those three categories we can now analyze how
does the roman real estate market works. In Rome,
the real estate prices are down by 3.4% in the second
half of 2012. The properties are sold after negotiations
that can last up to 5 months. Among the buyers, the
families are focusing on looking for their first home.
The central area of Rome, however, are interesting for
those who wish to make a purchase to use investment.
The number of rentals has increased, while the amount
of the fee is decreased. Who is looking for homes for
rent are primarily the transferred workers, contractors
or employees of lenders. The housing demand always
high is the one directed towards studios and apartments
purchased mainly by parents of college students.
Among those looking for renting there are young
couples, immigrants and the type of contract that is no
longer required to free line rental. The rental market is
very dynamic and is powered by students and off-site
workers. Contracts are entered into primarily to feefree. Students are seeking property nicely furnished
and well kept possibly with internet connection and air
conditioning. In conclusion we can easily notice how
the second category, of the three we mentioned at
the beginning, is the one in which the bargainings for
house is most frequent. Particulary in the age between
35-44 years the people are led to buy the first house
and this happens, expecially, for young families. The
younger buyers, generally prefer to rent instead to buy
their houses. This trend is emphasized by the recent
economic crisis which pushes young people to look for
a job abroad.
Buyer Age - ROMA- II sem 2012
Age Range
65 +
55-64 year
45-54 year
35-44 year
18-34 year
Buyer Marital Status - Rome- II sem 2012
Marital Status
Widow
Separati/Divorziati
Married
Single

Buyer Percentage
4%
9,6%
21,9%
35,8%
28,7%

Percentage
1,3%
7,2%
51,2%
40,3%

Product Specifications
Our market, as defined in preceding paragraphs,
respond exactly to our product because it has been
projected to be adapted to the needs and opportunities
that RhOME, but in particular Tor Fiscale, can offer
to its citizens.This is the reason why we have decided
to realize a survey in the district and a deep analysis of
european and italian market, with relation to social and
sustainable housing, extending it to the study of the
competitors operating in Italy’s green building sector.
As we have written above, different are the ventures
that other companies have undertaken in Italy in the
wake of the sustainable sector but no-one has the same
characteristic of RhOME for DenCity. First of all
the projected as be intended to be extended from the
architectural to the urban and social field in order to
realize an holistic vision of the sustainability and none
other, among the competitor, has realized in Italy such
a great idea. What we desire to do its making people
aware of the possibility and economic and healthy
advantages that sustainability can offer to the world
trying to communicate in the right way the best manner
to be efficient and efficace energetically. Product test has
shown how much people are enthusiastic to take part
to the change and in which way they are aware of the
problems that building sector cause to the environment.
Houses are projected to be modular and for this reason
subjected to be personalized to different users, rooms
can be divided or joined in according to the needs
of the new family, couples, students, nomad workers
and so on (as it has been described before). Rhome
work for the requalification of its archeological and
historical finds, releasing the area under restriction and
redensifying whereas is possible creating new services,
improving the quality of life, reducing the number of
inevitable movements from the district and making
citizens sustainable and socially aware. This is the way
RhOME intend to differentiate from its competitors
and respond to the needs of market.
In summary the entire world has yet recognized that
the earth’s ecosystems are currently at a critical stage.
They are already severely damaged and human activity
currently leads to irreversible losses of fundamental
ecosystem functions. The construction sector has the
largest single share in global resource use and pollution
emission. Far from being just an economic phenomenon,
the construction business reflects and is influenced
by variables and trends taking place at multiple levels
(demographic, legal, social, cultural, technological,
etc.). From a supply side point of view, construction
is a business and the main target pursued by operators
is to carry on activities in the most effective (meeting
pre-fixed targets) and efficient (maximizing profits)
way. From a demand side point of view, however,
constructions are perceived as something more than the
object of a transaction. They are often endowed with
meanings and values that go far beyond their functional
features, being associated by people to a shelter, security,
comfort, a place to rest, family. The Italian construction
sector is highly fragmented and mainly constituted
by small and micro enterprises. These firms suffer
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from the common weaknesses that characterize small
dimension business: lack of managerial competencies,
reluctance to change and innovation, low capitalization
and cash flow issues, scarce marketing orientation,
low technology adoption. All these features hinder
a fast development of a sustainable construction
sector, strongly pushed at the institutional level. At
the consumer level, due to the very recent changes
provided by the austerity policy implemented by the
Government headed by Mario Monti, Italians are
modifying their behaviors turning from traditionally
“not green” to more conscious behaviors. Pension
and labor reforms, increased fiscal pressure – higher
VAT, higher excises on gasoline and energy sources,
increased land-taxations following the revision of
the national cadastral system, etc. have worsened the
economic condition of Italian families, spurring them
to revise their living habits and expenses. The indirect
effect of such changes consists in the spreading of
more social and green behaviors aimed at saving money,
and consequently preserving the environment. In such
a context, projects aimed at finding housing solutions
that are sustainable represent important factors for both
improving the environment condition and the standards
of living of the population. Through the competence
and creativity of its staff, RhOME aims to provide a
new concept of sustainable and social house. Social
not merely in the sense understood by the majority of
people, as giving poor people the possibility to buy or
rent out a house, but in the sense of making people
aware of the sustainability and teaching them the way
to be efficient and efficace energetically. A house that is
environmentally, economically, and socially sustainable.
A house that through technological innovation is able
to cope with warm climates, finally meeting the needs
of consumers who are sensitive to environmental issues
and live in the Southern regions of Europe. RhOME
for DenCity does not provide only an ecological house,
it proposes a renewed living philosophy inspired by
the values of Italianity. The identification of the key
success factors, beyond the social aspect, at the basis of
our value proposition arises from the consideration of
two main issues:
1. The greatest part of sustainable houses is projected
and built to maximize comfort and savings of
households, as well as minimize environmental impacts
of constructions in cold climates. This means that
the major part of companies operating in the green
building sectors aim to meet the needs of people living
in the Central and Northern regions of Europe. Far
more limited seems to be the offering of houses that
are technically and technologically projected to cope
with warmer climates, satisfying the needs of people
living in the Southern European areas.
2. The Italian green building sector is dominated by
large foreign groups (mainly of a German origin) that
established a business unit in our country following
an internationalization strategy. These companies,
evidently, operate according to their own business
philosophy and culture, strong of a long lasting
construction tradition in the sustainable building sector

developed in their country. At the same time, the Italian
companies in the national competitive scenario do not
seem to emphasize and sufficiently exploit their location
as a strategic lever, rather they use the expertise of the
entrepreneur or of the owner family as a differentiation
tool.
This given, we identified two key success factors that
could boost the competitiveness of the RhOME
project, working out a positioning that combines both
functional and emotional competitive strategies. Such
a decision has been made also taking into account that
several surveys have pointed out the limited influence
that cognitive factors have relative to affective factors
on consumer purchasing behavior of green products.
We believe that these two factors could represent
powerful differentiating characteristics and would make
the RhOME value offering unique in the Italian as well
as in the international competitive arena.
1. Social Housing: This is a form of housing tenure
in which the property is owned by a government
authority, which may be central or local. Social housing
is an umbrella term referring to rental housing which
may be owned and managed by the state, by nonprofit organizations, or by a combination of the two,
usually with the aim of providing affordable housing.
Social housing can also be seen as a potential remedy
to housing inequality. Economic crisis is getting even
worse and ward off Italian people to invest buying a
new house and together with the old poor there are a
new class, which belong to the middle class, that have to
deal with the inability to buy or rent out a house. Social
housing could solve this situation giving the possibility
to everybody to buy or rent out an eco sustainable
house.
2. Italianity and Romanity: The second refers to the
emotional attributes that our house is endowed with.
We strongly believe that the “country of origin” of our
offering and its embodied values cannot be ignored
since they represent a hard to imitate and powerful
source of competitive advantage. Italianity refers both
to production and to the way the RhOME house is
conceived. At a production level, it includes creativity
of professionals and recovery of ancient materials and
building techniques that are deeply rooted to the Italian
territory. At the level of house conception, it embodies
the characteristics, personality, culture and values
typically associated to Italians. They are known for being
warm, welcoming people who love to relax, celebrate
and socialize with family and friends. Celebration and
relaxation usually take place around the table at home,
where people enjoy the traditions of the local cuisine.
Our house is therefore thought to be a shelter, a place
to rest, but also a place to welcome relatives and friends.
It is conceived not only as a place where to live, but also
a way of living.
These two differentiating traits place the RhOME
project in a position that has not yet been covered
by other competitors, characterized by high levels
of considered functional (fit for warm climates) and
emotional (italianity) features. In addition to being
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appealing for end users, such a positioning could be
strategically exploited to appeal constructors willing to
widen their product lines, entering a new market.
GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATION
A blue sky with white clouds, swollen and sprinkled
by the light, heavy on a sunny land, brown and barren
(featuring): it’s the memory of the roman atmosphere
and of the agro, too. It’s the memory of a gentle
climate, Mediterranean, warm and still mitigated by the
breezes where the city does not bar their arrival from
the sea, from the west; with mild winters and warm
summers, where the desire for shade and coolness is
felt in a landscape that can offer few shelters from the
heat: the shadow of a lone oak or the one projected
from a ruin appears as a mirage, as a dark spot in the
wide sunny field. And in the specific context of Tor
Fiscale these qualities are undoubtedly present, if
not stronger.The temperate climate together with
geographical and geological conditions (the pyroclastic
plateau of the roman countryside is, by virtue of its
geological structure, very fertile) maked that, in ancient
times, from the Republican to the tardo-antico age, the
countryside and the area of Tor Fiscale were chosen
by the Roman aristocracy as sites for the foundation
of its suburban villas, where the residence was flanked
by agricultural and productive structures: olive groves,
vineyards and orchards in general drew the countryside
outside Rome near of the late Roman villas. The
Demetriades villa itself, today minimally unearthed,
located in the same street that takes its name from it,
next to the Via Latina and today in the neighborhood
of Tor Fiscale, could boast a vast vineyard (or olive
grove?) that occupied the northeast slope near the
the house. After a long period of abandon, this place,
the area of Tor Fiscale, was the same chosen, not by
chance, by the peasants who, after the Second World
War, migrated to Rome from the south of the Italy,
from Calabria and from Sicily: here they found fertile
soils, well exposed, sunny and breezy, which allowed
them to carry on the work done formerly.In addition
to a such propitious climate, we found accommodating
topographical conditions: in fact the area is situated
on a ridge, the same crossed by the aqueduct, which
descends, to the north east, towards the railway and
then the Tuscolano neighborhood and, on the south
west, towards the via Appia Nuova. The street and the
railway limit the neighborhood, but, just because of the
orographic placement, these elements disappear from
the perceptual field, visual and auditory, when you are
in Tor Fiscale: in the background stand out the wide
fields, to the west, and the aqueduct, the periphery of
the Tuscolano and, far into the distance, the profiles of
the Alban Hills, in the est. To stand on high does not
only mean, moreover, see far: this condition allows a
complete exposition to the winds, which are welcomed
as benign in a hot and sometimes arid climate. Therefore
the layout of houses is also influenced by these aspects:
the climatic and topographic conditions are exploited
and managed so as to contribute to the achievement
of the good living. In the public dimension, buildings,

arranging themselves orthogonally to the aqueduct, so
approximately in the south-west/north-east direction,
don’t foreclose the visuals nor even the breezes, which
indeed are channeled inside the passages. Furthermore,
rising up from the ground on pylons, the buildings
design an adjacent public space shaded by deep
protrusions. In the private dimension, this attention
towards the environmental quality, towards the climatic
and topographic conditions, is instead reflected in the
presence of large lodge inside the apartments, that, in
warm weather, protect the interior from sunlight, also
offering a shaded space where to stay outdoor; instead
during the winter, having the ability to be closed by large
movable panels (with also the function of capturing
heat), they become a buffer space, a filter between the
indoors and outdoors environment and temperature.
Finally, apartments always have views on several fronts:
this condition means that there is cross ventilation and
therefore a good natural ventilation. Common sense
and listening to the local conditions have then led the
project, trying to get a housing quality through devices
that are now part of our traditions, in other worlds,
that have overcome the time surviving the “natural
selection”: the low-tech before the high tech.
TARGET OF THE MARKET
We decided to identify four target market:
The old resident
Young entrepreneurs who are temporarily staying in
Rome
Nomad worker
Students
Households with low income, even single-parent or
single-income or with dependents disabled
Young low-income couples
Older people in disadvantaged social or economic
conditions
Immigrants residents with low-income for at least ten
years in the country or at least five years in the same
region
Employees of defense, public order and safety
All the future users of houses considered have to own
an income which goes from 12.000 € and 50.000 €. In
addition, other targets are:
General public, in addition to increase the notoriety
and awareness of the RhOME project and its brand,
activities destined to the general public will aim to
enhance the awareness of people about environmental
issues and the benefits that can possibly derive from
green building;
Prospects, in the pre-purchase phase, will be mainly
persuasive and will aim to transform prospects into real
buyers of the RhOME project;
Professionals, this target includes constructors interested
in building our house, investors possibly attracted by
our technology and willing to invest in house building
projects that adopt our technology, architects, engineers,
and in general materials and service providers operating
in the building sector.
Government, that will be the main financier of our
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project because of its social nature and of the interess
it has t
For we have seen the data found that the relationship
between young and old is the same, the families are on
average 30/35 years old. So with the new urbanization
will have on one side a target composed of families tend
to be young, the other young than the old residents.
The old resident, are the people who already live in the
neighborhood of Tor Fiscale. Young families consisting
of a couple or a maximum with one child. In fact the
families looking to buy homes, that will have with the
redevelopment of the area, with public services and
urban green space that will be encouraged to raise their
children here. Young entrepreneurs who are temporarily
in Rome or students will benefit from the new public
mobility and the possibility of renting apartments of
the appropriate size.
TARGET OF THE MARKET
We decided to identify four target market:
The old resident
Young entrepreneurs who are temporarily staying in
Rome
Nomad worker
Students
Households with low income, even single-parent or
single-income or with dependents disabled
Young low-income couples
Older people in disadvantaged social or economic
conditions
Immigrants residents with low-income for at least ten
years in the country or at least five years in the same
region
Employees of defense, public order and safety

Age
Men
Femminile
Tot

0-14
171
169
340

15-19
61
50
111

20-24
55
44
99

25-34
127
148
275

All the future users of houses considered have to own
an income which goes from 12.000 € and 50.000 €. In
addition, other targets are:
General public, in addition to increase the notoriety
and awareness of the RhOME project and its brand,
activities destined to the general public will aim to
enhance the awareness of people about environmental
issues and the benefits that can possibly derive from
green building;
Prospects, in the pre-purchase phase, will be mainly
persuasive and will aim to transform prospects into real
buyers of the RhOME project;
Professionals, this target includes constructors interested
in building our house, investors possibly attracted by
our technology and willing to invest in house building
projects that adopt our technology, architects, engineers,
and in general materials and service providers operating
in the building sector.
Government, that will be the main financier of our
project because of its social nature and of the interess
it has t
For we have seen the data found that the relationship
between young and old is the same, the families are on
average 30/35 years old. So with the new urbanization
will have on one side a target composed of families tend
to be young, the other young than the old residents.
The old resident, are the people who already live in the
neighborhood of Tor Fiscale. Young families consisting
of a couple or a maximum with one child. In fact the
families looking to buy homes, that will have with the
redevelopment of the area, with public services and
urban green space that will be encouraged to raise their
children here. Young entrepreneurs who are temporarily
in Rome or students will benefit from the new public
mobility and the possibility of renting apartments of
the appropriate size.

35-49
321
295
616

50-59
152
186
338

60-69
90
111
201

70-84
70
125
195

84+
14
46
60

Tot
1061
1124
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APPEALING CHARACTERISTICS
Rhome is a house for everyone! A house designed to be
a social housing model for roman urban contest.
Social housing means “housing provided for people
on low incomes or with particular needs”. The criteria
by which renters and acquirer are chosen are usually
based on a secure basis to help who are most in need
or struggling with their housing costs. The two main
characteristics of social housing, as we intend it, are:
Social housing is affordable housing, a key function
of public housing is to provide accommodation that
is affordable to people on low incomes. Limits to rent
increases by law mean that rents are kept affordable;
Social housing is allocated on the basis of need, unlike
the exclusively private rented sector, where tenancies are
offered by the landlord and letting agent to whomever
they choose, social housing is allocated on the basis of
really needs, legislation also requires that renters will be
chosen because of their “reasonable preferences”.
Furthermore houses are with high energy efficiency
performances and this doesn’t result merely on the lower
environmental negative impacts that it produces but
also on the breakdown of bills related to housing costs.
Energy in function of the number of accommodation,
with any possibility of waste. At the same time houses
projected are sober but able to respond to optimal
comfort conditions of living.
The team is working on two different urban areas,
actually, disconnected from Rome. The one in the
suburbs, Tor Fiscale, that is afflicted by illegal buildings
because of their construction on archaeological
sites, such as two important aqueducts (Claudio and
Marcello) and a park (situated in a strategic point for
the suburb). These houses are also projected to be
mono-familiar houses that doesn’t use the soil, wasting
it, and that invade the surrounding sight occupying
the ancient remains of the roman aqueducts. The
other suburb, we are studying, is situated next to the
dismissed railway routes, representing urban voids, that
is called Trastevere. Our project is studied by Rhome
for denCity to be realized to Tor Fiscale but in order
to be adjusted also to every suburb in Italy which has
the same characteristics, a home for Rome but not only.
Another important appealing characteristics of our
project is the tissue of our houses that is reconnected
by (not more that) five floors wooden buildings in a
urban compound where the social spaces are essential
for interaction. Other main guidelines of the project are
the following:
the high passive behaviour features,
the use of merely natural materials,
renewability,
reutilization
recycling are the main guidelines of the project.
The proposal is a small dwelling for familiar units
composed by four or more people, but most of all for
couples, singles, students, temporary inhabitants which,
according to the main statistics, represent the new
building claim. The modularity of spaces and home
dimension allows to design a mixing typologies building

more flexible that becomes an affordable opportunity
for everyone. A modular house, a house that can be
customized to every need of renters where rooms or
spaces can be eliminated or added according to the
different necessities and where internal and external
spaces are linked in a harmful way. The arrangement
of the buildings in the new district could release the
ancient remains, like the roman aqueducts, and design
new public spaces that promote social relationships
between inhabitants. The turned up ground level of
the whole estate allows a visual connection with the
surrounding landscape. Finally, and not for importance,
the Romanity and Italianity are the two cornerstones
of our project. Italian style, fashion and custom are
appreciated in every place in the world and because of
we are aware of this we concentrate all our energies on
valorizing elements of Romanity and Italianity present
in our project. Rome is the only place in the world
where you can find archeological finds everywhere,
at the center or in the suburbs, such as in the rest of
Italy. The importance covered by Rome in the world
is witnessed by the success reached by two films, “Il
Sacro Gra” (directed by Gianfranco Rosi) e “La Grande
Bellezza” (directed by Paolo Sorrentino). The first is a
documentary on Rome in competition for the famous
award “Leone D’Oro”. Gra is a big circular street that
surrounds the entire city. This is an eccentric work
that has no one scope except this of making people
aware of unpublished and invisible humanity who lives
“at the edges of that noisy stream of cars, without an
identity”. La grande bellezza talks about a Rome that
is, no more this told by Fellini of the sixties “a paradise
of confusion and sin” and no long this of eighties
recounted by “la terrazza di Scola” in which politics and
culture were full of corruption but “a totally imaginary
travel that goes from the life to the death, were all is
invented” as Sorrentino has said. This film has been
chosen to represent italians in the competition for the
Oscar award. As Andy Warhol said in his philosophy
“Business Art is a much better thing to be making than
Art Art, because Art Art doesn’t support the space it
takes up, whereas Business Art does.. Rome, Italy, is an
example of what happens when the buildings in a city
last too long”.
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5.1.3. INDIVIDUAL OR COLLECTIVE HOUSING
BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
The study carried out in Tor Fiscale has underlined
the presence of a lot of illegal households but on the
other hand it has demonstrated the love of inhabitants
for their home, their territory frightened that someone
else could chase them out. The goal of our project
of redensification try for giving houses back to quite
30% of old households of Tor Fiscale and address the
remaining 70% to people who really needs. Targeted
users are young people, students, young workers, young
couples, people who has to stay in Rome for a short
period of time and people who actually waits for a place
to live. This is the reason that has pushed us to consider
the option of Cooperative of Inhabitants, composed by
old households, new acquirer and all people interested
in the project, people who have something to guard,
precisely their right to have “a roof on their heads”.
Cooperative of Inhabitants will cooperate closely
with the Constructors Cooperative in order to follow
woks, suggest some improvements thanks to their
experiences in the suburbs. As a matter of fact nobody
knows the problems, lack of facilities inconveniences
of the suburbs such as old inhabitants of them. Houses
will be projected to be modulated in whatever mode,
adding or eliminating spaces and rooms in order
to customize apartment to the needs or their users.
Everyone has something to lose but also something
to gain. Cooperatives will be founded on the basis of
certain characteris, some requisites which will exclude
the danger of gentrification, power in the hands of few
rich people. It will established a maximum on the cost
of rent and maybe we will forecast a premium for the
acquirer only on the rent of commercial facilities and
any incentives or earning will be given to the acquirer
for leasing houses to people with a low income. We
are thinking of the creation of a real estate fund for
savings, also european, to be addressed to this aim.
All this could be called social housing project and we
will fit in this trend following italian and european
examples. In fact, in some countries an important role
in providing housing at affordable prices it’s played
by cooperatives, in some cases these are included as
part of the home-ownership sector, in others they are
regarded as part of the social housing sector, and in a
third group of countries there is even a separate ‘cooperative’ category. Market seems to be on ours side
because, despite large differences in tenure types, one
general trend is an increase in homeownership rates
in most EU countries policies encouraging home
ownership, sustained low interests rates over recent
years and increasingly competitive mortgage market.
We hope that with our project based on the creation
of Cooperatives, the real estate fund and the requisites
by which people will be choose to live in our individual,
social houses and commercial houses we will reach a
balanced ecosystem. Our assumptions are made also
on the basis of other evidences like for examples the
other achievements realized in Italy and in Europe in
social housing sperimental field. In accordance with our

starting (strong) point and together our major interest
that is Romanism and Italianity we will report italian
cases, as follow:
Oltrenetwork, composed by different italian companies,
has realized for Bologna a strategic metropolitan plan
in which it forecast a social housing network, called
for this reason “oltrenetwork”. Social buildings will be
realized by constructors without income on real estate
and the area will be a “zero costs” area. These are the
two main conditions;
Polaris Investment Italia Sgr has promoted in Milano
the initiative of the creation of four wooden towers
(with nine floors in each tower). This intervention will
be placed in Via Cenni with a social housing purpose.
These are only few cases, already realized in Italy, we are
also working to a product test to be developed for the
next deliverable but the trend seems to be positive for
ours idea and we will fit in this direction.
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5.1.4. TRANSPORTATION AND MOBILITY
STRATEGIES
Mobility strategies: an introduction
Rome is home to over 2.7 million people and is
interested, on weekdays, by about 7.1 millions of trips
(6.15 millions made by residents of the City of Rome).
On average, each resident takes 2.4 trips per day, with
9% of all trips made in the rush hour of the morning
(7-9 AM). Amone these trips, 27% is made with public
transportation; while 67% by private vehicles (52%
cars / 15% motorcycles) while the remaining 6% are
walking trips; 78% of all trips stay within the physical
bound provided by the highway ring called “Grande
Raccordo Anulare” (GRA).
The municipal area of Rome is divided into five
concentric rings separated by the limited traffic zone
(ZTL), the railway ring, the intermediate ring road
system (Togliatti road to the east and Colli Portuensi/
Pineta Saccheti to the west), the above mentioned
GRA), and finally the municipal boundary. What are the
general issues that must be addressed in the future of
the city are quantitatively and qualitatively obvious. The
area that actually presents the greater number of trips
as absolute value is the third one, comprised between
the ring rail and the second ring system. Data show that
87% of the total rush hour trips end inside the GRA,
while 75% is generated by people living there. This
means that 386,000 trips are totally enclosed within the
GRA, while 142,000 are incoming or outcoming trips
from GRA itself. The largest number of trips are made
between the railroad ring and the middle zone; 87% of
all rush hour trips ends within the GRA, 75% of that is
generated by people living there. Near and just outside
the GRA there are a series of residential concentrations
and particular relevance activities, often builded by
insufficient capacity roads and not adequately served by
appropriate public transport services. Of the 5,000 km
of road network within the GRA, 570 km are congested
during peak hours. Using a car for an average trip of
12,5 km takes 45 minutes, and using public transport
system (train, metro, buses, trams) are required 43
minutes for a distance of 9,5 km. The “Park&Ride”
detects problems for the shortage of supply (18,000
places for 51 parking lots in the city of Rome), the
demand is quantified in more than 50,000 daily trips
(Province of Rome) and 80% of that is concentrated in
the early morning (between 6:00 and 10:00 a.m.).
Finally, mobility in Rome relies for over 65% in the
individual means of transport , while travelling by
motorcycle more than doubled (taking a share from the
car transport).
Tor Fiscale: hypothesis of sustainable mobility
Tor Fiscale is a district between two high-density shift
roads, Via Appia Nuova and Via Tuscolana; both these
roads host the mobility flow that connects the Rome
city center with the suburb area of “Castelli Romani”.

The nearest metro line is the “A” (Porta Furba and
Arco di Travertino stops). Among others, a critical issue
for the neighborhood is the access to the mass public
transportation along Via Appia Nuova, the largest road
of the area, as well as the possibility to reach the two
metro stations. There is no bike path system in the
whole district area and is there are no close plugs to a
urban biking system. Parking lots are not adequate; for
the urban area of Tor Fiscale it’s possible by an initial
analysis (that is independent from actual datas about
costs and benefits) to identify three hypotheses about
sustainable mobility.
Hypothesis of sustainable mobility:
Car and bike sharing
Tramway line
Railway station
Car Sharing
The continuous increase of the index of general
motorization, in Rome, is at the top of the great
European capitals for vehicular density. Nowadays urban
traffic contributes significantly to the production of air
pollution and noise: as mentioned in the Green Paper
of the Commission of the European Communities,
urban traffic is in Europe responsible for 40% of CO2
emissions and 70% of other pollutant emissions from
motor vehicles. Our project of sustainable mobility for
the area of Tor Fiscale, provides, among other things,
the reduction of this index. The inspiring principles of
this sustainable action coincide with the preservation
of the environment and the improvement of the quality
life of citizens and visitors to Rome. The ultimate aim is
to balance the increase in demand for transport with the
reduction of its environmental impact: this objective
can only be achieved by triggering virtuous behavior
in the movements by all users, which favor the use of
vehicles with low impact on the environment and a
limited use of the private car. Among the instruments
we suggested to pursue these purposes there is the Car
sharing. This service consist in the use of the same
vehicle for alternately by a number of users (at least
10-15 users per vehicle), for the time essential to each
to meet their need for mobility; each user contributes
to the maintenance of the vehicle for the portion of
actual use.
The service that we intend to propose allows you to
pick up a vehicle in an area of the
 city that is useful and
leave it in another part of the city. You do not need to
travel with other people. Just use a green car in a totally
independent way without owning it, 24 hours a day, 365
days per year 24. Move with the vehicles of carsharing
should be easy: just sign up to get a membercard to
move freely in the city, even within the LTZ, fast track
lanes and in the days of the traffic block. The electric car
is booked through the appropriate application on the
smartphones. Right when the car has been taken, starts
the per minute fee. To stop the rental, the car must be
parked in any location within the operating area of car
sharing, remembering to pass the membercard on the
display before leaving the vehicle.
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The advantages of Car Sharing mainly resulted from
three strands:
cheapness: to make short, fortuitous, unsystematic
trips the service has lower costs (the savings amount
to over 40% for users who travel less than 5,000 km /
year) compared to the management and maintenance
of car ownership;
sustainability: a shared car that travels 20,000 km a
year replaces about 8 private cars, which instead run
27,000 km per year globally to meet the same needs for
mobility, resulting in a reduction in the average mileage
of 30%. The reduction of kilometers traveled, as well as
decreases the level of pollutant emissions, determines
a lower occupation of public space and a decrease in
overall traffic volumes;
versatility: the cars in CS, usually belonging to different
segments (city cars, sedans, minivans), are available 24
hours on 24, everywhere in the area where the service
is operative. Besides solving the problem of shortage
of parking in central areas, the service allows users to
choose the car more suitable for the type of movement
they have to make, with the certainty of enjoying vehicles
in good conditions, not environmentally impacting and
comply with the latest safety standards established at
national level.
Therefore, the greatest benefits related to Car Sharing
concern the reduction of the number of vehicles in
circulation and consequently the increase in parking
spaces available, the smooth flow of traffic and the
reduction of pollution. However from the point of
view of the individual user, the benefits of a car sharing
service are to translate into cost savings of stamp duty,
fuel, maintenance of the vehicle, the car park, as it is
already included in the rates.
Moreover, users benefit from a number of advantages
granted by the City Council, such as:
• gratuity of parking in the rated parking areas;
• free entry in the limited traffic zone;
• transit permit in restricted areas;
• use of fast track as well as regulated for the taxi service;
• using the corridors of mobility.
The cars suitable to such a service can be mainly used
for urban commuting, allowing you to leave the car
anywhere after use, reducing considerably the cost paid
by the user. The cost of the service is divided in two
parts, based on a fixed and a variable part.
The displacements at the urban scale rarely exceed 30
minutes. For this reason, we plan to apply a lower rate
in the initial stage of the use, so as to allow the user a
greater savings. In this way, when a user need the car
on average for a longer time (in the first 60 minutes)
he pays it less. The rates should reward the first hour,
taking lowest the initial cost. No user will be required
to deal with the supply of fuel or with the electricity
charge of the car. The service team will take care of
this. If the customer was compelled to fill the tank, or
to recharge the battery, the distributor of the service
will pay the bill. Moreover, if the tank is below 25%,
the user can bring in service stations affiliated using the
card provided. In this way he will be rewarded with 20

minutes of free travel guide.
Bike sharing
Bike sharing, is one of the instruments of sustainable
mobility that Public Administration could use to reduce
problems related to road congestion and air pollution.
This service provides public bicycles, dislocated in
several points around the city, to citizens in order to
reach every place during the day. Bike sharing is a good
solution when people have to cover small or medium
distances in the city and this service offers an optimum
transportation alternative that avoids traffic and its
relateds mobility problems. The majority of people
moves for fews chilometers all over the city and it’s for
this reason that bicycle represents the ideal mean of
transportation, both convenient and economic. Bicycles
are convenient because they reduce air pollution, are
quicker than cars in the traffic and they don’t eat fuel.
Bicycle parkings, usually placed where people can reach
them easily, are thought for be quite 300 km distant each
other and we consider that this service can be efficient
only if a person employs for the movement the same
time of a non sportive bicyclers and it correspond to
quite 5 km (media of the distance ranged with public
transports or private cars.This service is usually free, in
order to make the movements flow, but only for the
first half an hour and then the tariffs are modulated
in function of the period of utilisation. The aim is to
encourage users to hold bicycle for the needed time.
The use of public bicycles allow to:
promote an informatic system, automatic and fast;
reduce traffic caused by private cars (in particular in the
center of the city);
bound the accesses to the urban center;
confine the use of cars in the center;
reduce air and acoustic pollution;
guarantee several advantages to the citizen’s health.
Furthermore road network should have particular
characteristics to ensure a more diffuse use of bicycles
road network should permit to:
contemplate direct concessions between the point of
leaving and the destination;
forecast safe infrastructures for bicyclers;
create maps with coherent runs.
The project of bike sharing in Roma is in an embryonal
phase. It’s runned by Camusa, a spanish multinational
society who manages external promotions spaces.
Tariffs system, until now, provides free bicycles for the
first half an hour, so bicycles can pass from an user to
another with zero costs. Nowadays, the effective costs
people have to hold a bicycle are the following:
1 euro for the second half an hour;
2 euros for the third;
4 euros for each successive ones.
It’s now possible to hold a bicycle for a maximum of
four hours.
Railway station
The station will be located on the common way of
FR4 and the railway line to Cassino / Naples. The train
will supply the suburban services on the “Castels line”
(Albano / Velletri / Frascati) from and to Rome. The
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railway station will be link also with the metro A line,
neartest station is Porta Furba. The possibilities to
construct it depend on the recovery of archaeological,
because this is a high-risk area. The construction will be
agreed with the authorities of the Regione Lazio and
the railway infrastructure manager (RFI).The frequency
of the train service will be unchanged.
Tramway line
The great benefit of a tramway lies in possessing the
technical advantages of a railroad joined the ability to walk
the city streets. The run rail provides stability, comfort
and lower energy consumption than equivalent road
vehicle. The constrained guide also allows to circulate
in safety with articulated cars coupled, achieving greater
capacity for single carrier and reducing the human cost
of the service. The tram lines are also very reliable
compared to different climatic conditions and ensure
a better quality of service perceived by the public. The
circulation of new generation tramway vehicles on lines
with good quality of armament, moreover, guarantees
silent, up to values of 10-12 decibels lower than the
noise generated by vehicles of rubber; modern tram
vehicles are also capable of high accelerations, up to 1.3
m/s2, and a very effective braking due to the presence
of electro-hydraulic brakes and electromagnetic shoe.
The existing supply
The current supply is made by bus and metro. The
underground is line A, and follows the Via Appia
from San Giovanni to Colli Albani. From this stop,
the underground, goes towards the Tuscolana and
Cinecittà.The service on the surface in the area of Porta
San Giovanni-Colli Albani there are the following bus
lines 650, 671, 590. In the stretch from Colli Albani to
Capannelle there are the following bus lines: 654, 664
and 765.
The line
The initial part of the tram will take advantage of
existing infrastructure. From the terminus of Termini
to Porta San Giovanni in fact begin the tracks of the
Roman tram network. From Porta San Giovanni the
rails will be built in the middle of the street, where there
already is the tramway seat up to Capannelle, there was
before the last tram line of the suburban tram network
of “Tram dei Castelli Romani” to Velletri (along the
Via Appia) closed in 1965, the urban line to Capannelle
closed in 1978 and Cinecittà (on Via Tuscolana from Via
delle Cave) closed in 1980 and replaced by the metro A,
all exercised by STEFER. Infact there, in Capannelle,
is the former bus depot in a space that could serve as
a future parking exchange. From Capannelle exploiting
the existing spaces and creating an appropriate
infrastructure it will be connected to Ciampino Airport.
The line will have a length of 14Km.
Costs and Emissions reductions
Private mobility is still the main component of urban
and suburban mobility, and, within this category, the car
is the means by far the most widely used by commuters

and by citizens.
The evolution of the car park in the City of Rome from
1985 to 2005 shows a steady growth from 1,401,458
cars in 1985, led to a fleet of 1,869,248 vehicles. The
trend has stabilized in the last five years, with more
modest increases, and even a decrease in the last year.
The other component of the emerging private mobility
is represented by motorcycles and mopeds, the park of
these vehicles has more than doubled over the past 10
years and has absorbed, instead of public transport, the
portion of the modal split who has left the car. In recent
years the number of motorcycles has increased from
about 315,000 in 2005 to about 517 900 in 2009 with
a steady increase over time, to represent a percentage
close to 16% of the vehicle fleet assets.
The traffic in Rome emits about 60% of the particulate
matter and oxides of nitrogen, and wanting to establish
a ranking of cities with the greatest environmental
impact because of the mobility on the road, Rome
ranks without doubt the first place. We must add to this
that the use of non-renewable energy contributes to
global impoverishment of the environment.
To quantify the influence that the use of public transport
returns to the level of environmental impact (emissions
of pollutant gases in the atmosphere), it can be stated
that the increase of one percentage point of daily travel
by public transport, compared to a corresponding
reduction in private vehicle, produces a reduction of
one percentage point in atmospheric emissions of
vehicular traffic.
In the Local Strategic Plan of Rome is always emphasized
that the public transport network, organized on
high-capacity iron rails, corridors surface with high
performance and supply network of buses, can react as
a catalyst for compact development in suburban areas
with the aim of synthetic rebalance the modal split in
favor of public transport at the same time combating
road congestion, accidents and the invasion of public
space.
Analyzed here below is the cost reduction resulting
from the introduction of our sustainable mobility
solutions and the consequent reduction of emissions
to the environment.
Bikesharing - Cycling Lane
The reduction of costs in the short and medium term,
driven by increased use of cycling as an alternative
transport to the car is estimated using a tool developed
by the WHO (World Health Organization) HEAT for
cycling v0.
For this type of shift was found that fully 52% of
users would be willing to use the bicycle as a means of
transport, with 48% of drivers available to move from
the car to the bike.
The out-put of the model consists of a monetary
value that represents the average annual benefit. The
basic assumptions provide for a period of 5 years for
the attainment of benefits, and a period of 10 years
which is calculated on the average benefit per year.
We assumed the hypothesis of modal shift in favor of
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the bicycle from the current 0.4% to 4% induced by
the implementation of the scenario in the short term
and 7% for the implementation of the medium-term
scenario.
The application of HEAT for cycling v01, leads to an
estimate of 75 million euros of average annual benefit
to arrive at the average value of 135 million euros
per year for a modal shift in favor of the bicycle that
reaches 7%.
The evaluation of benefits made by the model of
WHO, monetizes exclusively the savings associated with
the reducing external costs of transport, related to the
incidentality; there is the lack of evaluation linked to the
savings achieved by the reduction of the environmental
costs of transport in terms of noise and air pollution.
Although the estimates are indicative not precise, they
are able to highlight the extraordinary effectiveness
assumed by the urban cycling path between strategies
related to the redevelopment of the urban environment
and the fight to environmental pollution.
This valuation, is not closely linked to the territory of
Tor Fiscale, but can be extended to the entire Roman
urban area and also replicable in any other area where
you intend to intervene in this sense, reduction in car
use in favor of the bicycle.
Car-sharing
Regarding the Car-Sharing service, the main economic
benefits are related to the facilities in place for cars
service. The second important advantage derives from
the use of electric or hybrid cars (mix of electric engine
and petrol heat engine) which reduces significantly the
emissions in the atmosphere improving the quality of
life in the city. There are numerous ongoing works in
many cities, since the current urban mobility systems are
inadequate to meet a demand in continuous evolution
. Over the past ten years, the mobility of people and
goods has increased of 25% and it is estimated that
64% of all the average kilometers traveled in a year are
carried out in urban and the average of time spent by
a resident in traffic is 35 hours per year. These values
are expected to triple over the next thirty years (Global
City Report, 2012). Transport also are responsible for
30.7% of final consumption of energy at European
level, while in Italy the percentage rises to 33% because
of a high density of cars in relation to population. Our
country is instead almost in line with the rest of Europe
as regard to the emission of carbon dioxide, on which
the transport account for 26.4% in Europe and 27% in
Italy .
These facilitations are: free stopover, as the car can
be rented and parked without dedicated stations and
parking lots tariffed exchange; the vehicles will have
access to bus lanes and they will be able to have access
and free movement in the LTZ; access and circulation
CarSharing
Private Vehicles

in the bus lanes, as well as regulated for taxi service,
and in the future mobility corridors; circulation into
the off-limits areas even in the days of restriction on
the movement, arranged with orders issued by the
Department of Environmental Protection and X Verde
- Civil Protection for the containment of air pollution.
The benefit also is embodied in the non-payment for
the purchase of cars that the citizen should support.
Another great benefit is the reduction of pollutant
emissions, primarily for two reasons:
- The stock of car sharing is made up by electric vehicles
with the lowest emissions possible.
- Customers of car sharing significantly reduce the
number of miles-traveled by car, as accomplished travel
choices more rational.
It is an environmental benefit even the noise reduction.
Considering now just the emissions derived by hybrid
and normal cars we have to remember that these
emissions (exhaust) of a vehicle are influenced by a
combination of factors:
· Speed of the vehicle
· Frequency and timing of the acceleration
· Frequency and timing of deceleration / braking
· Type of fuel
· Control Technology of combustion and emissions
installed
· Age of the vehicle (odometer reading) and state of
repair of the car
· Environmental conditions, temperature, humidity,
altitude (pressure)
Therefore, comparing a driving style made 
of fast
acceleration / braking and long stops, and the other one
made by trip at a constant speed, can result the same
average speed, but obviously the level of emissions will
be completely different. For this reason, the emissions
provided by suppliers of a vehicle, often, have a poor
predictive value. Instead, a analysis model for emission
that takes into account the composition of the stock,
the fuel type, the average speed and the cycle of
acceleration / braking (usually referred to as urban and
rural) is essential.
Hybrid automobiles are defined such as using a hybrid
powertrain system, for example composed of a heat
engine (petrol or diesel) and an electric motor. The
success of these models is determined by the lower
fuel demand, due to the intervention of the electrical
module: in city environments (and more generally
at a low speed) the car can move without consuming
gasoline and then without releasing harmful substances.
The zero-emission motor draws power from a battery
pack, usually located under the vehicle battery from a
wall outlet or through on-board systems: in the first
case the car is more expensive and takes on the name
of the plug-in hybrid, while the second will be more

CO
NOx
VOC
N2O
C6H6
PM
CO2
3,4187
0,3492
0,315
0,0375
0,0186
0,0436
182,524
8,0286
0,761
0,8689
0,0342
0,0553
0,0719 211,2922
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economic autonomy and considerably lower. Despite
of the costs of purchasing and the charging time for
the electric car, , in the city of Rome are arising the
number of fast charging stations. For this reason we
believe that the advantages that car sharing service will
produce, in terms of emissions reduction and benefits
to citizens (in particular those who live Tor Fiscale)
who can not afford the purchase of a car, will plently
offset the costs.
In the urban context, the most significant pollutants that
must be studied and reduced to ensure the sustainability
of the metropolitan are NOx (nitrogen oxides) and
PM (particulate matter).
We assume that emissions of the private stock of
cars are reduced of 1.2% each year. This number
comes from a study of the European Federation for
Transport and the Environment (T & E i.e. Transport
& Environment) where the average CO2 emissions
of new cars registered in Italy were reduced of this
amount from 2007 to 2008.
It is assumed, instead, for car sharing, an average annual
reduction of 4% of the polluting emissions. CarSharing
service which offers hybrid cars or exclusively electric
cars will reduce emissions verging “0%”. This is
because car sharing vehicles, hybrid or electric cars,
are later renewed every three years and more and
more customers take advantage of the opportunity
to drive the car to methane. Effectively, for values of
CO2 and NOx were used punctual data. To do this, it
was calculated the average emission of the car sharing
vehicles, based on the technical specifications on the
vehicle registration document and the total number of
kilometers driven for each vehicle type.
In order to compare the emissions in the cases with and
without car sharing, we assume, for all the years, that
the users of the service would reduce their use of car
of 1.459 kilometers every year; so this value has been
multiplied by the number of customers and the weight
in grams of each pollutant emitted per kilometer. Then
this result is subtracted from the emissions produced
in all travel itineraries with car sharing to get the real
benefits.
Owning a car can be very expensive.
In first place, the investment for an average car is
around 20,000 Euros. The first time you use it, 20%
of its value has already been lost (because of taxes, tax
laws) and in 3 years, the car - assuming an average use
and no accidents - will not be worth more than 10,000
Euros. In addition to these costs should be taken into
account spending on fuel, insurance, maintenance,
oil and tire changes. The table below summarizes the
average annual cost of holding a car in Italy calculated
on the number of kilometers traveled.
Km

5000
10000
25000
50000

fonte:http://www.
atc.bo.it/sites/atc.
bo.it/files/CBA%
20Carsharing%
20Bologna%

€/Km

0,765725
0,507002
0,351768
0,300024

Based on this table and on the assumption that customers
of car sharing would drive 2.000 km each year with
their car (assuming ~ 450 km instead are paths with
car sharing and ~ 1500km are no longer guided) the
cost of holding a car is € 1.531. Because these benefits
are only for those customers who choose not to buy
another car, it is assumed that these savings should be
applied to 45% of users.This factor is inferable from a
nationwide search conducted by IPR Marketing.
In fact, from the benefits of these customers the
average price paid for the car sharing service in a year
must be subtracted .

In this study, the net present value (NPV) is used to
quantify the total economic impact. The NPV is
defined as the total present value of all future benefits
less the discounted sum of all future costs for the
entire evaluation period. Its purpose is to measure the
profitability or otherwise of a project, by discounting to
the present date all monetary flows and / or monetized.
In this case we use the standard formula for the costbenefit analysis, including also the social costs and
benefits.
If the NPV is positive, it means that the benefits
outweigh the costs and the project’s impact on social
welfare is positive.
We used an interest rate of 3.5%. The reference period
from 2008 to 2010. The simulation has been made on

the city of Bologna used as a sample of medium-sized
cities.
Benefits
Cost
Discounted cash
flow (€)
Net present value
(€)

2008
930164
347519

2009
955439
434536

2010
926710
389043

582654

520957

537667

582654,01 €

1085993,63 €

1587911,22 €
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The results of this study show that the NPV is positive.
Therefore the car sharing service is able to generate an
economic advantage.
The highest impact due to the reduction of private cars,
which accounts for over 60% of the benefits and the
advantages deriving from the reduction of emissions
obtained thanks to hybrid and electric cars will definitely
improve the citizens life. However, a sensitivity analysis
showed that the NPV would be about zero even though
only 6% of the users of car sharing would commit to
not buying a new car. This is very important, since in
the latter case would be excessively underestimated the
reality, but also allows to understand how the benefit
given by the reduction of pollutant emissions by itself
is not sufficient to ensure a significant profitability to
the service.
Tram Line
About the streetcar line proposed by us, to calculate
the traffic reduction and benefits, we performed
calculations starting with the already existing public
transport’s offer.
Were observed the urban bus lines: 650, 671, 590 (for
the part between Porta San Giovanni and Colli Albani),
654, 664, 765 (Colli Albani - Capannelle). The metro
A has been excluded of the analysis because of its
criticality in the area served, during rush hour reaches
saturation (in 1985, the daily traffic of passengers
was 411500, now is twice about 800000). Data are
represented in the following table:
Line
Porta S Giovanni - Colli Albani

Colli Albani - Capannelle

Total:
New tram service

Rush hour's runs
4
6,6
4

440
726
440

654
664
765

4,6
9,2
8,6
37

506
1012
946
4070

22

6256
2186

Data source: ATAC spa, 2014
The
study of the lines has been done considering the
seat-passenger per hour during peak hours (7:30 to 9:30
am).
All the lines observed are exercised with conventional
diesel buses by about 110 people.
The lines will not be completely abolished but will
become lines of adduction.
The data of urban traffic incoming in Rome, during
rush hour (7:30 to 9:30 am) analyzed by the Lazio
Region in the intersection of Via Appia Nuova and
Via dell’Almone/Demetriade are 6900 transit, are the
following:

Rush hour 7.30-9.30

Total

Composition
3450 Cars
Motorcycles
Commercials

With regard to the consumption of KWh we performed
a comparison with other vehicles often used in urban
areas. The chart below, regarding the energy used by
the different means of transport (which carry an
average number of users) to move each passenger one
mile, shows how a modern tram consumes only 0:11
kilowatts per hour, followed by the LRT with 0:13 kWh,
the elevated train (Skytrain) with 0:30 kWh and then
the trolleybus with 0:36 kWh. The SUV, of course, is
at the bottom of the standings, and with a considerable
detachment (1:42 kWh per passenger-mile).

Pax/h

650
671
590

New places offered

The new line will have frequencies during rush hour
similar to the lines which run on the via Prenestina
(lines 5 and 14) that has similar characteristics to the via
Appia. The frequency will be five minutes for an offer
of about 6256.
So we will have an increase of service about 2186
passenger seats/hour.

84%
13%
3%

The means of transport analyzed in this table are:
modern trams (meant as articulated means that
travel by rail at ground level, using the technology
of regenerative braking), the trolley buses (electric
buses that achieve regeneration of energy in braking
) Skytrain (automated trains that travel on rails often
elevated), Light Rail Train-LTR-(articulated rail vehicles
which run on dedicated lanes), Bus diesel-articulatedBRT-, Bus diesel, Toyota Prius 2007 (car medium-sized
electric motor hybrid), Ford Explorer 2007 (mid-size
SUV with the internal combustion engine).
The Environmental Impact Assessment has considered
the energy efficiency and greenhouse gas emissions. In
both evaluations the Tram is the winner. This means
of transport is energetically very efficient because it is
typically used at maximum capacity and has low losses
for mechanical clutch while driving. Moreover, the Tram
recovers a large percentage of the kinetic energy during
braking and converts it into electricity to re-insert into
the line or to be used to power the equipment on board.
About the carbon dioxide emissions, the differences
between the various vehicles previously analyzed, are
fundamentally based on the type of fuel used and on
the efficiency of the engine in its use.
The engines are inherently more energy efficient than
internal combustion engines. These just considered, in
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fact, in the best of cases, convert into energy only 30%
of the fuel, against an efficiency of 80 to 90% of the
electrical installations.
To complete the evaluation of CO2 released, the study
also proceeds by comparing the emissions associated
with all that is collateral to the functioning of the
means of transportation, namely their construction,
maintenance, decommissioning at the end of life, the
construction and maintenance of infrastructure, etc..
For this reason the complexity of the investigation
increases. Infact while the train requires its own facilities,
dedicated, cars use roads shared with other means of
transportation which are already built. Same thing for
the bus. Considering these aspects, therefore, the Light
Rail Transit and Tramway retain primacy, while the
Skytrain loses many points.
Considering now the costs, even in this case the
calculation must include both the vehicle itself, but also
the construction and maintenance of the infrastructure
and the purchase / production of the fuel.
In conclusion, this analysis shows that the new
generation of tram turns out to be an ecologically
beneficial investment.
Living and transportation needs
The city center of Rome is a place of work (offices and
services) for the majority of Roman citizens. For this
reason, one of the main need of the citizens is to have
a good connection, reliable, with the city center or to
allow to pass through it.
For residents, this need is identified with the certain and
dignified mobility, which is too often ignored.
The quality of life is also measured according to the
network of public transport available and the connection
between peripheral and central districts;to the functional
distribution of public facilities and private services; to
the availability of green areas and, of course depending
on the amount of emissions CO2 present in the air; to
the healthiness of residential settlements; to the quality
of construction designed to produce indoor comfort
and reduce energy consumption.
First of all, what we want to specify is that in order
to adequately exploit the public transport is important
to make the access conditions to the services easier
for users. Subsidize the users to the use of sustainable
mobility leaving the current lifestyle in which there is
no other transport unless the private car.
To make sure that this change will happen, we want to
start from those who reside in our homes.
The great advantage we want to provide to the residents
of the house RhOME, is the chance to obtain with the
payment of an additional fee, a Smartcard compatible
with all the services.
First of all we have planned in our project some
coworking areas. By coworking areas we mean those
spaces that offer to freelances, individual but also in
small groups, open workspaces which are in the service
of their main source of income. There are 684 in the
United States, and 729 in Europe. These areas allow the
citizen to not having to move from his neighborhood
to go to work. The same argument can be extended

to students, who can more easily travel to these areas
greatly reducing urban commuting. The access to these
areas will be permitted for free to all the residents
owners of the smartcard; those who does not own this
card needs to pay to join.
Like for the coworking spaces, the card will be
compulsory to the access to the Fab-lab.
The Fab-lab introduced in the study of the urban
project can become a “workshop” where furniture and
objects are transformed into unique pieces according
to a logical and ethical and ecological operability; a
laboratory for the care and education to the recovery
design and the development of creativity and manual
skill in design.
The facilitation provided by the card will work also with
the sustainable mobility.
Let’s talk about car sharing service. As already
mentioned before, to access the service will be needed
to be owners of a membercard which involves a fixed
cost, the registration fee. In this case, the Smartcard
mentioned before will be the greatest benefit achieved
by residents in RhOME house. Paying the extra fee the
residents will not have to pay for the membercard of
the car sharing service. The subscription is therefore
linked to the house.
The benefits produced by an intelligent city also fall into
the purely private sphere: less costs of the individual for
his own locomotion (drastically reducing the number
of vehicles); less traffic, that is, less stress and more free
time available.
Regarding the cars, these will be for the most part
electrical, therefore will be necessary to deploy on the
territory many parking places reserved to recharge
their battery. In this regard, we have assumed in the
urban plan the application of photovoltaic platform
roof with charging for electric vehicles, which enable
a timely response to the needs of energy production
and protection and shading of vehicles. Furthermore
the design strategies permit us to significantly reduce
the energy consumption of the house, and we will
consequently be able to produce more energy than we
consume. The idea is that part of the surplus energy
generated by the house is stored in suitable high-capacity
batteries and used to recharge electric vehicles and
to activate the smart network. The surplus electricity
generated by the house,which is about the 37%, can be
fed into the grid or used for electric mobility. In questo
modo siamo in grado di riciclare l’energia, riducendo
drasticamente gli sprechi. It is useful to enhance the
service of CarSharing, informing the public of the
economic advantage of this solution with respect to the
full ownership of the car when the use is sporadic and
mainly, the journeys are short-lived.
Our Smartcard will work even for the bike-sharing.
In this case, similarly to the car sharing service, is
compolsury to be registered to use the service. The
house Rhome offering the subscription card integrated
with the Smartcard, stimulates the residents to use of
a wider range of vehicles. Moreover the construction
of cycle paths or roads designed for cyclists, therefore,
should be directed to ensure effective mobility for
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work reasons, study, commitments within the city
and to the neighboring territories. Since the bicycle is
a rational mean of transport, energy efficient, fast in
urban centers, cost effective, the city should strongly
encourage a wide use of cycles, not only as a tool for
hobby but also as an ordinary vehicle for move.
An increase in the use of the bicycle is reasonably
predictable when the movements conditions are
guaranteed to the nature of the means.
Furthermore another big innovation provided by the
Smartcard is that this card works, in effect, like a credit
card. In this sense, by recharging with money this card
it could work even with Bus, metro and tram. Equipped
with a microchip, in fact, the owners will have the
chance to pay the mobility public services just rubbing
the card on a microchip reader.
Finally, we want to promote the use of carpooling
system through the establishment of associations
of local residents. Carpooling is defined as a manner
of transport which consists in the sharing of private
cars among a group of people, with the main aim to
reduce transport costs. Carpooling is seen as a more
environmentally friendly and sustainable way to travel
as sharing journeys reduces carbon emissions, traffic
congestion on the roads, and the need for parking
spaces. Authorities often encourage carpooling,
especially during high pollution periods and high fuel
prices. In 2009, carpooling represented 43.5% of all
trips in the United States and 10% of commute trips.
Carpool commuting is more popular for people who
work in places with more jobs nearby, and who live
in places with higher residential densities. Carpooling
is not always arranged for the whole length of a
journey. Especially on long journeys, it is common
for passengers to only join for parts of the journey,
and give a contribution based on the distance that
they travel. This gives carpooling extra flexibility, and
enables more people to share journeys and save money.
In an effort to reduce traffic and encourage carpooling,
some governments have introduced high-occupancy
vehicle (HOV) lanes in which only vehicles with two
or more passengers are allowed to drive. HOV lanes
can create strong practical incentives for carpooling by
reducing travel time and expense. Another strategy that
we intend to adopt to encourage the use of carpooling
is to provide parking spaces reserved for carpoolers.
A Plan of Sustainable Mobility and Transport must be
oriented to the satisfaction of the following criteria:
- Improving the quality of life for residents and traffic
conditions and road safety;
- Improve the environmental characteristics of the city
by reducing noise and air pollution, with consequent
improvement of health conditions and their savings;
- Contain energy consumption and the waste of
resources with a view to sustainable mobility;
- Try to design in a overall way, rational and balanced,
the mobility and public transport to optimize resources
and the available space.
In our urban project, with regard to sustainable mobility,
we, therefore, focused on developing a mobility plan
that would meet this kind of needs of citizens. To
do this we had to consider jointly the needs of the

inhabitants of the Tor Fiscale area, but also of all the
inhabitants of Rome, or of those who, like commuters,
need a greater ease of travel to and from the city center.
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5.1.5. AFFORDABILITY
The project begins with the demolition of illegal houses
from archeological sites and area that is protected by
legal and environmental constraint followed by the
compulsory purchase of the territories by the Public
Administration. The focus of the project is to create
new opportunities for young couple, with or without
children, or workers and students that have to live
near to Rome for a momentary period of time. The
designer will economize part of the costs reutilizing
discards from demolition. These discards will be used,
if possible, to build the new sustainable houses. In the
district will arise car parks, shopping centers, pharmacies,
restaurants, pubs, cinemas, a theatre, sportive facilities,
schools (and so on) in order to create meeting points
that are important for both, young and old. The
facilities, actually, are not adequate to average standards
of living. The grocery store is very limited in its offer
and there is no range of choice. There is no pharmacy!
The area needs a school and youth club, once there was
a religious club but it has closed for need of personnel.
The park (situated at the center of the district), that
can be reached from Via Appia Nuova, offers visitor
unique views, for this reason we will improve lighting
that is essential along the park and we will intervene on
pedestrian and road access (inadequate at the moment).
The designer want to intervene using photoluminescence
with zero wastes. Relevant is the lack of sidewalks along
the roads within the district and especially the lack of
zebra crossing, it is impossible to cross the park at
night since there is no source of light! We need proceed
with methodical actions, we will maintain untouched
the spontaneous singularity established during years
and which can enrich the area, responding different
needs. In relation with the building of the public space,
the target of the area densification guide the design
to a possible union of house, the private place, with
the plurality places. Our “witness” will be focused on
the need of temporary users, who don’t want to hold
their house but just use it as asset and people, whose
houses are been demolished, and which are interested
in economical, accessible and socially sustainable
accommodations. Some conflicts could born between
those two communities: the local one, consolidate
and the new one, disoriented at the first time. These
are the conflict we want to avoid, satisfying the lack of
encounter, socialization and “contamination” spaces,
integration is possible! The integration represent the
second focus of our project, which planned to create
a cooperative of inhabitants (new and old ones) that
will interface with the government and construction
and agricultural cooperatives in order to fortify the
sense of affiliation with their territory (Tor Fiscale) and
amplify the care with regard to social, environmental
and sustainability problems. The same aim will guide
the creation of a new cooperative, the construction
cooperative (chosen by a public ban) that will work
with inhabitants in building the new houses and that
will proceed to the assignation of the accommodations
and the creation of a social housing. Government and

projector will be the warrantors of the assignation of
new houses to the old inhabitants (at first) and then
to the new ones. In the period of transition, from the
demolition to the rebuilding of the houses, unsheltered
will bargain on subsidies that the government concede
based on the indicator of the economic situation (ISEE).
The government propose two different opportunities
for people in economic difficulty: a ban for momentary
accommodation (art.1 of regional regulation of Lazio
n. 2 del 30 September 2000), and a ban for aid for the
payment of the lease (law n. 431/98, 2011). The third
focus of our project is dedicated to the requalification
of the agricultural landscape of Tor Fiscale. The
vegetation is typically Mediterranean and in order to
give back to the district the bucolic aspect we have
decided to create another cooperative, the agricultural
one. The agricultural cooperative will talk with the
cooperative of inhabitants and on the other side it will
guide the requalification of the area betting on biological
cultivation (an emergent and profitable segment of
actual agricultural markets). Each resident will receive
an allotment and will be guided by the agricultural
company (chosen with a public ban) for cultivating
typical vegetation with a biological methodology. Then
residents have the possibility to choose between two
different possibilities: cultivate agricultural products
for their own family or cultivate biological products in
order to sell them to privates (pubs, bar, and so on).
Direct selling is possible and could be a strong incentives
for those people that are new, disoriented and which are,
maybe, not interested in cultivating (as the majority of
autochthones) but we have to consider some constraint.
At first residents, who will decide to sell part or all
their crop, have to enroll to the Registro delle Imprese
della Camera di Commercio (d.lgs. 228 of 18/05/2001
on “Orientamento e modernizzazione del settore
agricolo”). In the case of cooperatives it is necessary
to specify the name of all associates, together with the
typology of the products that each associate produces.
According to the dispositions of DM of 20/11/07 the
organization of farmer market and district markets are
reserved only to farmers which want to sell directly
their products. Direct selling of residents includes all
biological products obtained in the cooperative (the
prevalent part) and part of products cropped by other
companies (the minority).
Finally it is important to care for the labeling of the
biological products. The agricultural company which
will guide the cooperative will be responsible of the
respect of these constraints. The advantages that
residents will earn by the government are both fiscals
and accountable, justified by the nature of their
work, conditioned by weather and environmental
changeability. Tor Fiscale has a territory quite arid, for
this reason we have decided to provide for an irrigation
of the lands. The hypothesis are differents: reusing the
ponding or irrigation lands through the requalification
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of the two aqueducts.
Here below we are proposing a chart with the cost
voices we are going to analyze to make a complete
and clear balance for the affordability.We have not yet
the availability to these values, but our intention is to
complete the chart as soon as we get the informations.
Mobility Costs
The costs of mobility reached useful results only with
regard to the costs of tramway. In general, it may take
the following relationships between the cost per km of
two-way line and passengers/hour in each direction in
rush hour:
Cost/km line = 17,5 + 12· 10-4· pphd [M€].
The streetcar line we are proposing should run
from Termini to Ciampino and vice versa. Covering,
therefore, an area of approximately 14.7 km. The
total cost for the urban tramway per km of line is
18.700.000 euro. Therefore, the total cost which should
be supported to realize our line is of about 261.800.000
euro. The train station costs are related to the excavation
and construction with the times associated with any
archaeological finds with lengthening of the time.
Unfortunately we have not succeeded in finding sensitive
data useful for understanding the actual outlay of money.
About the carsharing, the parking in the neighborhood
of Tor Fiscale will be included in the costs of general
urbanization, these costs will be added to the charging
stations for cars. In the interchange points with the
metro will instead be expected ex novo. To approximate
the cost for the installation of the carsharing service we
looked for the cost of a Charge Station,( model SAE
J-1772). It should be about 3269,565 euro. Therefore
to this cost we will add the one related to the purchase
of the vehicles. Both for Bikesharing as for carshiring
we have provided workstations in the new development
urban plan, the cost is made up from the bike stations.
The costs of bicycle paths will be included in the project
for development of urban public green.
From an initial assessment regarding accommodation
performance racing, a construction cost of about €
4,000/sqm was estimated. This value is the result of
design choices that are focused on quality, efficiency
and high energy performance with low costs of the
prototype that will compete in the race. This has been
made possible also by the experimental nature of
some technologies adopted that are transferred to the
building sector to other sectors (as in the case of the
use of photovoltaic panels).

The main purpose of the aggregate, unlike that of the
prototype in the competition, on which we are working,
is the desire to give the construction a connotation of
Social Housing. A sustainable implementation requires
the relationship between architecture, technology and
costs. To obtain a economically accessible building for
the general public, so a “ cheap quality “ , we aim at an
average cost of construction of approximately € 1,000/
mq (based on the average cost of construction detected
by EIRE Expo Italian Real Estate by monitoring 82
italian social housing projects) .
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INTERVENTIONS

M2

M3

Wiped out residential

3.798,12

12.136,28

N°

Number of wiped out dwellings

30

Building volume increment (35%)

4.247,60

Residential to relocate

16.383,60

Densification project

40.656,74

Residential project

19.926,48

66.853,33

Number of inhabitants
Green and sport areas
Parking lots

573
5.157
1.432,50

RESIDENTIAL PROJECT DATA
Accomodation for blocks
Blocks
Total housing project

N°
12
14
168

Social housing accomodations
Family accomodation from again
Accomodation building convention

72
30
66

TYPE OF ACCOMODATION:
Studio apartment
Two-room apartment
three-room apartment
four-room apartment

28
42
84
14

SERVICES TO ENTER THE URBAN DESIGN:
bike sharing warehouse
restaurant
agricultural cooperative
market
area recovery recycling materials
fab-lab and co-working
store
civic center
neighborhood community
vocational school

TOTAL M2

1260
2730
7140
1400
TOTAL M2
778
862
1.395,01
379
532,74
532,74
930,84
466,19
362
645,26
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Innovative reduce costs strategies
The architectural project is the result of a complex
process of knowledge and its achievement is determined
by a number of factors that are intertwined:
- External factors: these are the rules, the knowledge of
the place and all the restrictions and obligations arising
from their geological and morphological structure. In
addition to these external factors are considered: the
knowledge of their technical designer, expectations,
customs, traditions and needs of the social structure.
The latter, however, must be filtered from the listening
skills of the designer
- Internal factors: a knowledge of history and the
materials that constitute it. This is done through a levy
of memory during the design phase, which is then
rearranged in a different way than the departure.
For several years the quality has become one of the
main keywords in the production processes of the
works of architecture.
Thus becomes important to understand what meaning
and what possible practical definition, can be given to
this idea of quality

that seems ever more crucial and
solver inside the dialectic of contemporary architecture.
The aspects of quality
The aspects that contribute jointly to ensure the quality
of the architecture are:
- The quality of products for the construction industry
- The quality of the construction project
- The quality of the construction process
Because the idea can be translated into a product that
meets every peculiarity, it is necessary the high quality
of the design and management of the yard.

Work Costs of housing Complex
In the urban project , still under development ,
we performed a preliminary economic parameter
assessment , referring to similar work already completed
or under construction , by consulting the manual
Designing Techniques & Materials - “Costs parametric
index for building types , the economic evaluation of
projects at an early stage “ and the Lazio Region Price
List 2010. This first estimate concerns the assessment
of roads, green spaces and paving paths .
Description of the intervention:
total demolition of the buildings
A 3.01.1 . For both the underground and off the ground,
this for any height, including all temporary works, with
the exception of external scaffolding , as well as charges
of fulfillment with current regulations to ensure the
safety to persons and properties and for any charges and
skill, to ensure the work performed in a workmanlike
manner in accordance with existing regulations, where
necessary by mechanical and manual intervention. The
materials of the demolition remain property of the
Administration in the opinion of the DL ( full vacuum
measurement will be done by computing the outer
surfaces of the various plans , with the exception of
overhangs, cornices and balconies, and multiplying the
surfaces of the various plans for height floor-to ceiling,
while as for the last demolishment it will be taken as
the upper limit of height of the floor of the roof slab,
or duty of the plan of the roof , the lower floor will be
referred to the lower share of demolition ). Including
loading and transportation of the controlled waste
material, with the exception of the cost of landfill: for
reinforced concrete buildings , empty to full.
Description of the intervention:
a green equipped area
The project will involve the construction of a green
area equipped with the formation of turf together
with the supply and installation of new street furniture.
The green works include some preliminary activities
consisting in the treatment of selective weeding, the
stone clearance and land leveling and the subsequent
formation of turf including seeding, first cut at a
height of about 15 cm, verifying the uniformity of the
lawn, possible reseeding of areas devoid of vegetation.
Construction excavation will be carried out for the
formation of pedestrian paths.
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Description of the intervention:
flooring
B 1.05.6. Paving of sidewalks and walkways with gravel
thickness of 3 cm on a gretoni screed (15 cm thick), are
included in the price: the excavation by hand dumpster,
ground transportation and unloading rolling subbase,
base course and gravel.
Description of the intervention:
parking
A layer of 20 cm thick on the foundation, in mixed
grain size stabilized with cement, will be consolidate by
rollers; a second layer of 15 cm will be spread. Ancillary
works will concern the construction of public lighting
with lighting fixtures mounted on poles made of
galvanized steel and the system of stormwater disposal.
Parking and green area will be carried out with benches,
planters, waste bins and bollards.

Building intervention
Objective: To provide a respectable house with a
moderate price. The program is part of a process of
revitalization of a suburban neighborhood. The project
will include three new interventions, the first of Social
Housing, which consists of 72 apartments, the second
of agreed upon housing, which corresponds to 54
apartments and the third are 30 houses to return to the
inhabitants which the house was demolished. These are
divided in:
- 16 % studio apartments of 45 sqm
- 25% two-room apartments of 65 sqm
- 50 % three-room apartments of 85 sqm
- 9 % four-room apartments of 100 sqm

% distribution of building units used to enter into a
“fee agreed” in all the municipalities of Rome
(Analysis prepared by the Sicet of
Rhome and Latium, year 2012)

DESCRIPTION OF
THE
INTERVENTION
TOTAL
DEMOLITION OF
THE BUILDINGS
GREEN EQUIPPED
DATA

FLOORING DATA

INTERVENTION DATA

3.798,12 m2
Area
Cubage 12.136,38 m3
INTERVENTION DATA
Area

totals costs of the work

2

42.823,39 m

INTERVENTION DATA
Area

12.136,38
Volume

2

1.432,5 m

€/m2 27,95

5.157

PARAMETRIC COSTS QUANTITY
Area

2

€/m 25,82

42.823,39

PARAMETRIC COSTS QUANTITY
Area

UNIT OF
MEASURE

TOTAL €

m3

175.492,05

€/m3 14,46

PARAMETRIC COSTS QUANTITY
Area

INTERVENTION DATA
Area

PARKING DATA

5.157 m2

PARAMETRIC COSTS QUANTITY

2

€/m 69,98

1.432,50

UNIT OF
MEASURE
m2
UNIT OF
MEASURE
m2
UNIT OF
MEASURE
m2

TOTAL €
144.138,15
TOTAL €
1.105.699,92
TOTAL €
100.246,35
TOTAL
COSTS €
1.525.576,40
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Social housing
Users
The main social factor that led to the current housing
situation is made by the change of the social structure as
a result of investigations made from Istat data relating
to the City of Rome, 2011-2012.
Besides the classes historically considered “the
poorest”, has risen a new class called “gray bracket”
made up of individuals ( both families and individuals),
which, while not presenting the requirements for access
to public housing, they can not access, easily or at all,
to the residential market because they cannot afford the
expenses to buy a home. Users will be the following:
- Households with low incomes, including single-parent
or single-income or disabled dependents;
- Young couples with low-income;
- Older people in disadvantaged social or economic
conditions;
- Off Site students;
- Temporary workers;
- Regular immigrants with low-income residents for at
least ten years in the country or at least five years in the
same region, involved in the defense, public order and
safety.
Lenders
The funding system provides that :
- The Regions will distribute financing;
- The municipalities together with the regions will cofinance subsidies addressed to the person, with the aim
to lease and provide areas for manufacturers;
- The central government is responsible for macro
programming and it will co-finance: the projects through
the housing allowance, the co-financing programs for
urban renewal and programs that will support spending
on social housing fee .
- Deposits and Loans Fund Investments Sgr
defined by the Prime Ministerial Decree of 16 July 2009
“ National Housing Plan “ represents a new form of
public-private participation. This is a limited company
under public control of which the state holds 70 % of
stakes.
The participation of public and private financiers will
be possible through an “ Integrated Funds “, consisting
of a “ National Fund “ and a series of “ Local Funds “.
Actually, the National Fund of the SIF is represented
by the AIF managed by CDPI Sgr , which invests in real
estate funds to implement local homes at an affordable
cost, to households unable to meet their housing needs
in the market, but with incomes that are above those
which have the right to obtain the assignment of a
public house.
- ACEA, Dip.LLPP finance the efficiency by introducing
new equipment in outdoor lighting (LED);
- New connection tram , funded by Atac;
- Car sharing and electric bike sharing, and
implementation of bicycle lanes , financed by ACEA ,
Atac , Enel , Dip.e Mobility RomeM;
- Construction of infrastructure for recharging electric
car, the lender Enel.

Furniture proposal
The interior design of the building addressed to Social
Housing has allowed us to propose a viable alternative
with regard to the use of the furniture . A proposal that
comes from the idea of creating a real social project
coordinated but not standardized, in the modern way
of approaching the integration of people , things and
values in a system. The suggestions that have guided
the project take inspiration from the context, strongly
characterized, where the stable is located. From the
most characteristic elements of the neighborhood
are born the first ideas, later translated into different
themes for the construction of the apartments. The
study of a basic framework has led to the customization
of environments with suggestions related to objects,
traditions, ecology and recovery. Handles, headboards ,
shelves , coffee tables and side tables , chairs, are made
ad hoc taking inspiration from the district and involving
local crafts . The furniture of the apartments have been
designed following the logic of the widest possible the
use of elements, using as more as possible recovered
discarded materials, objects reused or designed and built
with discarded materials or material produced locally.
The use of industrial products has been necessary
for all components which have to respond to certain
specific requests of warranty and intensive use such as
kitchens and appliances. The redesign consist of the
transformation of furniture and decorative objects,
combining the aesthetics and functionality of the design
with the challenge of social rehabilitation, starting from
the preliminary draft and following all the construction
phases until the installation and following testing at the
customer. So the fab lab and co-working introduced
in the urban project now become “workshops” where
furniture and objects are transformed into unique
pieces according to the logic and operation of ethical
and ecological laboratory specialize in the education
and planning, in the recovery and development of
creativity and craftsmanship in design . The selection
is made thanks to a careful study on the funcionality of
the various components to be used. Due to their nature
and their characteristics they could be redesigned and
reusable in the future. Breaking down the furniture and
objects until their essence we can start a new creative
design, dynamic and environmentally friendly. In this
way a piece of furniture which have to be changed is
not scrapped or recycled , but welcomed back into the
design cycle of design and into a virtuous planning.
Do not throw anything away! They can be re-used old
furnishings, semi-finished products and raw materials.
Many unused furnishings could be recovered by cooperatives such as the parish clearing wineries and
retailers next to the closure. Retrieved objects, such as
old chairs and old-fashioned bedside tables, repaired
and brought forward could implement a process of
genuine redesign.
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FURNITURE
Chairs (chair consists of a metal core with a coating of old t-shirts)
Sofa (chair consists of a metal core with a coating of old t-shirts)
Table consists of assembled pallets
Sofa consists of pallets stacked and assembled
Bed consisting of pallets stacked and assembled
Single bed consisting of pallets stacked and assembled
Bed consists of panels of paper and cardboard assembled
Single bed consists of panels of paper and cardboard assembled
Bedside pressed cardboard
Single
mattress made
with through
100% cotton,
casing ofprocess
corrugated
cardboard
Closet bed
compartments
achieved
the exclusive
of reclaimed
wood and in
particular from the tables of old parquet
Table made of cardboard and paper panels and assembled
Table wooden beams made using 100% recycled
Chaise longue made of 100% cotton mattress, wrapping corrugated cardboard
Table chair wooden beams made using 100% recycled
Table chair in recycled waste paper cardboard tubes from small diameter
Shelf collective consisting of layers of compressed cardboard and corrugated cardboard
Armchair made from old newspapers pasted together with glue 100% natural
Base sink made of pallets stacked and assembled
Kitchen

lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum
lump sum

Quantity
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
6
1
3
2
2
2
16
6
2
1
4

Price
€ 80,00
€ 120,00
€ 60,00
€ 60,00
€ 100,00
€ 85,00
€ 120,00
€ 100,00
€ 45,00
€ 150,00
€ 300,00
€ 60,00
€ 120,00
€ 95,00
€ 50,00
€ 135,00
€ 110,00
€ 60,00
€ 115,00

3

€ 1.500,00

Type of contract
Type of contracts: for residential use, permanent use.
- Amount of the rate: fixed by the Territorial Agreement for the Municipality of Rome, between Trade Unions
of residents and Associations of owners, which will determine the fluctuation brackets of facilitate rents for the
different district of the city;
- Tax incentives for tenants;
- Rent money agreed upon an income band which goes from 12 thousand euro to 50 thousand euro per year.
TYPE OF LEGAL
RENT

Residential use

Temporary use

USERS
young couples,
singles, couples with
children, singoli,
coppie con figli,
families with one
parent

young couples,
singles, couples with
children, singoli,
coppie con figli,
families with one
parent, temporary
workers

For off site students off site students

DURATION OF
CONTRACT

RENT MONEY

fixed by the Territorial
Agreement for the
4 years plus 4 years, Municipality of Rome,
3 years plus 2 years between Trade Unions
of residents and
Associations of owners

1- 18 months (not
renovable)

6 - 36 months

coordinated

fixed by the Territorial
Agreement for the
Municipality of Rome,
between Trade Unions
of residents and
Associations of owners

TAX INCENTIVES FOR
RESIDENTS
If income don't pass 15.493,71
euro, the deduction will be of
495,80 euro. If the value of
income is between 15.493,71
euro and 30.987,41 euro the
deduction will be equal same as
247,90 euros

nobody
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Rent’s income
Selection of rent’s income
The Territorial Agreement between the Municipality
of Rome, Trade Unions of residents and Associations
of owners will determine the fluctuating brackets of
facilitate rents for the different zones of Rome (see
table).
We decide to make calculation positioning us in the
maximum bracket, because of the presence of the
following qualifying characteristics:
- Parking space;
- Co-use yard, historic or later equipped;
- Terrace or balcony;
- Adiacent green lot;
- Armored door;
- Double glazing;
- Inhabitable kitchen;
- Structure for crossing the architectural barriers;
- Technological system.
MID-CENTRAL

BRACKET

MAXIM BAND

MEDIUM BAND

MINIM BAND

TUSCOLANO 2
(S.MARIA
AUSILIATRICE)

5,25-9,00

7,75-9,00

6,50-7,75

6,50-5,25

Rental value of social housing.
(Values extrapolate from the Territorial
Agreement of the Municipality of Romere,
related to the area of intervention)

ACCOMODATION
TYPE

M2

€/M2

Studio appartament
Two-room appartament
Three-room appartament
Four-room appartament

45
65
85
100

7,75
7,75
7,75
7,75

NUMBER OF
MONTHS ACCOMODATIONS
12
12
12
12

NUMBER OF
€/YEAR AGGREGATES
2
3
6
1

€ 8.370,00
€ 18.135,00
€ 47.430,00
€ 9.300,00
6

TOTAL ANNUAL
NUMBER OF
AGGREGATES FOR
YEAR

€ 83.235,00
€ 499.410,00

Annual income: Rental table of Social Housing

PREVISIONS SOCIAL HOUSING
NUMBER OF INTERVENTIONS
M2
1
895
5
5370
Lease value €/mq home economic

7,75

0 - 10 years
rent
100%

20 years
rent
100%

50 years
rent
100%

€ 4.994.100,00

€ 9.988.200,00

€ 24.970.500,00

Previsions of Social Housing
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Legal building
The project will promote building interventions able
to generate an urban and architectonic requalification
process of the district, coherent with the strategic
indications for the urban development of the city. All
this through the creation of integrated communities,
active and comprehensive, with qualified competences
in offering services, positioned in specific architectonic
qualified structures. We would like to proceed towards a
social and sustainable development, able to respond to
housing demand, diversified and “weak”, representative
of new social requests that emerge from the actual
deep changes on demographic structures of families,
on ageing processes, on new working manner, on study,
on living together, on mobility and on new migratory
flows.
The project foresee 8 interventions, each one with a
new aggregated, for a total of 96 accommodations,
distributed as follow:
- 30 accommodations give the old residents back
(because of demolition);
- 66 accommodations for rent or sell.

TYPOLOGY

CONSERVATIVE STATE

Residential

NORMAL

Addressee of the intervention of building industry
convention
- Households
- Young couples
- Off site students
- Temporary workers
- Inhabitants of the district
Lenders
- Regions
- The Municipalities
- Banking foundations
The participation of the private will interest not only
the social housing but also the intervention in social
housing, providing good returns over time, in the order
of 15-20%.
Lease and sale of IX Municipality
In the case of building agreement at the expiry of the
users contract, which expected the rent of the property
over a period of time 4+4 years. The users will benefit
a real estate redemption at the minimum price of the
property market, such as to be able to get hold to all the
effects of the apartment.

VALUE MARKET (€/m2)
Min
Max
2500
3100

LEASE VALUES (€/m2 for month)
Min
Max
9,8
12,8

Rental values of legal building
(Agenzia delle Entrate, 2013, First half year)

ACCOMODATION
TYPE

M2

€/M2

Studio appartament
Two-room appartament
Three-room appartament
Four-room appartament

45
65
85
100

9,8
9,8
9,8
9,8

NUMBER OF
MONTHS ACCOMODATIONS
12
12
12
12

NUMBER OF
AGGREGATES

€/YEAR
2
3
6
1

€
€
€
€

10.584,00
22.932,00
59.976,00
11.760,00
6

TOTAL ANNUAL

€ 105.252,00

TOTAL NUMBER OF
AGGREGATES FOR
YEAR

€ 631.260,00

Annual income: Rental table of Legal Housing

PREVISIONS AGREEMENT HOUSING
NUMBER OF INTERVENTIONS
m2
1
895
6
5.370
Market value €/m2 home economic

Previsions of Agreement Housing

2.500

0 - 10 years
rent
100%

rent
75%

20 years
sell
25%

rent
50%

50 years
sell
50%

€ 6.312.600

€ 9.468.900

€ 3.356.250

€ 15.781.500

€ 6.712.500
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Services
The value of our projects is the ability to build high
quality houses at moderate prices and enrich the district
with new services in order to create ideal conditions for
the emergence of new communities. For this purpose,
a plan has been established. This complement plan will
provide social support activities with the aim to create
a sense of belonging to the community of tenants,
strengthen the relationships between the components,
organize representative bodies, establish tasks and roles
of active participation. To plan and to carry out these
activities and collaborative services , we make ready for
participatory process dedicated to residents, assisted
by some social facilitators and manager. The future
inhabitants are also involved in the presentation of
the project, in this way they can redesign their territory
and image how to use free spaces in the district in
accordance with their needs. Thus will lead to establish
a pact of coexistence among tenants. We consider that
the selection of tenants, will be made, not merely basing
decisions on needs, but also on their compatibility
with the current project, their “willingness” to have
a hand at the projects of cohabitation. Everyone
will, in fact, be actively involved in the management
according to singular inclinations (relations between
tenants, accounting, purchasing , etc.). In this way we
hope to develop a synergy in the community which
will help people to live together , to share tasks and
responsibilities both towards the other tenants and to
the creator. It is a real pact of coexistence that involves
the passage from the condition of user of a service to
that of a resident of a community.

Project data, services and rents

Among the services provided we can find:
1. Common areas with supplementary services to
housing:
- living area;
- tools and utensils shared;
- gym and laundry;
2. Local and urban services:
- and catering
- private school;
- co-working (wifi areas and meeting room);
- 0 km-food (food, agricultural cooperative);
- Fab-Lab (arts and crafts).

A1
A2

Service
bike-sharing warehouse
Resturant

m2
778
862

A3

Warehouse tool agricoltural
cooperative

1.051,74

Agricoltural
cooperative

Agricoltural cooperative

159,57

Agricoltural
cooperative

Agricoltural cooperative

183,7

Agricoltural
cooperative

A6

Market

379

10,8

4.093,20

Private

A7

Area recovery of recycled
materials

532,74

14,5

7.724,73

Ama

Fab Lab and Co-Working

532,74

14,5

7.724,73

Ama

A9

Shop used for the sale of
manufactured products

930,84

23

21.409,32

Ama

A10

Neighborhood community

362

A10

Civic Center

466,19

Public

645,26

Public and
Private

A4
A5

A8

A11

Vocational school

Rent
14,5
23

Total €
11.281
19.826

Manager
Atac
Private

Public

14,5

9.356,27
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Lease and sale of IX municipality
TYPOLOGY

CONSERVATIVE STATE

Shop

NORMAL

VALUE MARKET (€/m2)
Min
Max
2.650
3.700

LEASE VALUES (€/m2 for month)
Min
Max
16,3
23

Destination: Commercial
(Agenzia delle Entrate anno 2013, First half year)

TYPOLOGY

CONSERVATIVE STATE

Tertiary

NORMAL

VALUE MARKET (€/m2)
Min
Max
2.600
3.500

Destination: Tertiary
(Agenzia delle Entrate anno 2013, First half year)

TOTAL ANNUAL RENT
€ 81.415,25
Previsions sevices

10 years
Rent
€ 814.152,50

20 years
Rent
€ 1.628.305,00

50 years
Rent
€ 4.070.762,50

LEASE VALUES (€/m2 for month)
Min
Max
10,8
14,5
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Management
The integrated management
project is identified as a central
element for the successful
development of an intervention
in the long term (20-50 years) of
the Social Housing.
Potential managers subject
The real estate structures with the
purpose of Social Housing can be
managed by people with different
characteristics.
The table at the top of the page
summarizes the main types of
entities that can be involved.
At the bottom the table
summarizes the types of
management of real estate

MANAGERS

PRO

SERVICE

EXAMPLES OF SUBJECTS

Intervention of agreement housing:
For Profit

• Experience and professionalism

• Directors Monthly
(ANACI, ANAMI)

• Possible risk taking Rental.

• Property managers

Services:
• Agricoltural
cooperative
• District

Non Profit

Fab Lab e CoAMA
Working
Bike-sharing ATAC

For Profit

Social housing:
Building Consortium or
Cooperative

Non Profit Good relationship capacities with
tenants
Conflict prevention and
managemnt
Operative flexibility

Social Cooperative
Foundation

Potential financier of our mission,
with attention to long term values
(maintenance, etc.)
Potenzial person who accept risks
Experience and capacities in some
contexts
Social housing:
Public and
Local
Potenzial financier of our mission
Authority with attention to long term values

Single or associated
Municipalities

such as maintenance, etc.

MANAGEMENT TYPES

PRO
The user hasn't got the possession of its houses, so when it has to
leave the house it doesnt' need the eviction procedures (which
requests almost one year to be completed)

Services

Centralization of sercices and easy to have control on the use of
houses,on consmptions, on maintenance and on people
Optimization of areas addressed to different needs (such as eating,
sleeping, washing oneself, socializing, etc.)

Social housing:
Lease

Possession of houses, residence election, medium or long term
perspective (which facilitates integration processes of families)
Autonomy in management of accommodations and relationships

Social housing:
Lease of almost 2 plus 3 years

Short duration
Low income for tax incentives

Lease of almost 4 plus 4 year

Assisted rent money

Intervention of legal building:
Lease with opportunity of release

Smaller ordinary maintenances
Planned disinvestment
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Risk management structures of Social Housing

Administrative services of ordinary
Collection of fees and cash management
Activities:
The service provides for the direct payment of rent,
the periodic (monthly) the regularity of payments,
the notice to pay in the case of royalties not paid, it
is also intended to manage the payment flows through
periodic reporting (quarterly or bi) and regular payment
of the amounts collected to the owner of the property.
Value added:
Although the risk of default can not be avoided
completely, in this way we try to monitor the cash inflows
and outflows to ensure the financial sustainability of
the intervention.
Direct actions for debt collection
Activities:
The service includes the formal notice of insolvency
dispute by registered letter and invitation to the amnesty
debt, is expected in the event of an unsuccessful
outcome of the formal notice the begin of the eviction
procedure for non-payment by using the cooperation
of local law firms with a charge of all legal fees only to
the tenant in arrears. The procedure adopted is the start
of the legal practice course unsuccessfully once a term
(normally three / four months) from the formal notice.

Value Added:
This service seeks to address the negative effects due
to insolvency situations in the short term and default
in the medium to long term, in order to restore the
financial equilibrium of the intervention.
Control, management and collection of service
charges/common services
Activities:
The service includes the complete verification and
possible direct management of the costs of common
services (elevator, heating, cleaning stairs, etc.). The
insolvency of the tenant in the payment of such
expenses shall be treated as non-payment for the
lease payments and includes the activation as we have
explained before.
Value Added:
The end of this service, as for the previous two, is
to prevent the occurrence of situations of default
and insolvency, through the monitoring of flows and
actions to recover credits.
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Control and management of technical and
financial issues
Activities:
The service provides the complete technical and
patrimonial supervisory activities and procedures
of the authorization management (control over any
construction activities carried out by the tenant in order
to prevent illegal works; authorization provisions about;
requests for installation of radio receivers, installation
of air conditioning systems, and requests for changes/
improvements to the property and appliances).
Value Added:
This service tries to resolve potential issues related to
real estate, through the supervision and control over
compliance with the rules and procedures, in order to
avoid possible legal and administrative risks.
Direct management of the property
Activities:
The service provides for the direct management of the
administration of the condominium building complex
by carrying out full of “administrator” in all its phases,
according to the rules laid down in the Civil Code, is
also planning to direct recovery of charges due in chief
conductor.
Value Added:
This service is a global service management, and above
all having control over all phases of management,
make it is easier to avoid any possible risk (legal, equity,
delinquency, etc. ..) and possibly remedy.
Additional services about assistance and
social assistance
Management of common areas and realization
OF utility services (cleaning , babysitting ,
entertainment , etc.).
Activities:
Depending on the type of common spaces available in
buildings, its management can be realized according to
different modes.
If the common areas are confined to the usual
condominium common areas (stairs , gardens, etc.
), the service may be limited to simple cleaning and
maintenance management . When they are no more
spaces designed specifically to be shared by the tenants
in of everyday life moments (eg. common room for
recreation , space for child care , etc.). Management
may provide, in addition to the normal cleaning and
handling Maintenance, other assets, presented below
on a scale of increasing integration:
- Concierge service will allows tenants to enjoy the
facilities in an optimal manner, organizing schedules
and methods of use, collecting tenants ‘ needs and the
needs of Use;
- Organization of active services will be offered
through the facilities available (eg. child care), as well
as moments of encounter and sharing (eg, recreational
activities , courses, etc.);

- Animation of the territory. In addition to what has
been said in the preceding paragraphs, if the structure
allows the local context and highlights the need can
be arranged a service that provides the figure of a
promoter of the territory, with a mandate greater than
the territory it is called to cover through its actions.
This would be an asset for the benefit of the local
community , based on the organization of moments
aggregation involving the entire local community, as
well as that of the tenants. The structure in this case
can become the core of this entertainment activities,
becoming recognizable in the local context for the role
and function.
Value Added :
The social manager is able to identify the needs of
individuals, then by searching for appropriate responses
through internal or external services. The activities allow
you to create moments of sharing useful to strengthen
the local community, ensuring greater cohesion and
social inclusion, as well as better maintenance of the
property.
Creating opportunities for socialization among the
tenants
Activities:
Even in the absence of ad hoc common areas, you can
think about the organization of moments of socialization
among the tenants, also taking advantage of the regular
meeting times (eg meetings of condominium). In this
case it is expected an organization exclusively internal
ofthe building, which will therefore depend on the
size of the complex, through an operator with for
empathically and organizational capacity. Because
of the service functions, you must set right from the
beginning the foundations of coexistence.
Value Added:
The creation of more solid bonds of neighborliness,
and a greater sense of community ensure the
reduction of social exclusion, stress, poor building
maintenance..
Visits and periodic checks of the operator
(maintenance, good neighborliness, the presence
of non-declared, etc.).
Activities:
An operator will carry out regular site visits at the
property, meeting the different tenants, to monitor:
- The development of the relations of co-existence
and proper compliance with the rules and contractual
monthly;
- The state of maintenance of the apartment;
- The proper use of the property (for example, people
titrated to reside);
- The possible need to enable minor maintenance.
Value Added:
Constant monitoring of the structure will allow us to
keep a constant check of the structure, reducing all
risks associated with the management.
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Orientation and / or accompaniment to local
services (schools, banks, etc.).
Activities:
Periodic presence of an operator at the building that will
trigger some sort of information desk, where tenants
may request details with respect to local services and
be properly directed to the relevant offices (eg, schools,
banks, post offices, municipal offices, etc.. ).
Value Added:
Service facilitates an easier and greater social integration
of the tenants in the local context, making them part of
the community and allowing them to benefit from the
services offered in the area.

Description

ORDINARY MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT
Costs in €
Reduced cost in €

Lighting (2)
Water (2)
Waste (2)
Routine maintenance
Administration (2)
Heating (2)
Elevators
Cleaning (2)
Workforce
Maintenance outdoor spaces (2)
Property maintenance
Total Annual Cost
Total annual cost (10 years )
Total annual cost (da 10 a 20 years)

Description

844,9
257,306
1.426,30
4.537
419,71
14.232,40
3.045
3.456,43
4.937,76
3.786,72
6.035

53.326,12

42.978,53
429.785,28
8.595.705,60

EXTRAORDINARY MAINTENANCE 25-30 YEARS
Costs in €
Reduced cost in €

Coatings
Plasters
waterproofing
Flooring, roofing
Stairs
Windows
Glass
Technical installations
Adaptation photovoltaic and termodinamic panels (1)
Scaffolding
Total cost

1.207
367,58
1.678
4.537
839,42
20.332
3.045
4.937,76
4.937,76
5.409,60
6.035

5.516,30
1.262,72
2.600
2.683
2.670
7.152
465,2
5.780
265.020
7.052

5.516,30
1.262,72
2.600
2.683
2.670
7.152
465,2
5.780
212.016
7.052

300.201,22

247.197,22

(1) photovoltaic panels must be replaced every 30 years as well as the thermodynamic panels. Reduce
cost by 15%.
(2) The data shown in red refer to the cost of maintenance and management of a common property.
Thanks to the design strategies adopted this value is reduced:
waste recovery and reuse of waste materials through the creation of pieces of furniture. Reduction
of 30%; Water: Water Management provides recovery and subsequent recycling of rainwater and
greywater. Reduction of 30%; Lighting: 30%; Outdoor spaces: a reduction of 30%; Administration:
50%; Clean: 50%; Heating: 30%.

Maintenance costs and ordinary extraordinary
management of the property
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Return of the cost of construction
Comparing the margin transaction, which includes the
costs of maintenance, management and revenues from
rentals and sales of apartments with the cost of the
intervention, we obtain the return statement, of the
fiftieth year, it will amount g to € 9.392.842,37, we will
gains from the thirtieth year.

YEAR
Costs
Demolition costs
Construction costs
Costs of urban redevelopment
TOTAL COSTS costruction €
Aggregates costs
Urban management and maintenance costs
Straordinary costs of maintenace
TOTAL COSTS €
Receipts
Accomodation rent social housing
Accomodation rent housing agreement
Service rent
Accomodation sales
TOTAL RECEIPTS €
OPERATING MARGIN €
RETURN ON INVESTMENT €

0 years

1 year

10 years

20 years

148.047,96

1.480.479,60

2.960.959,20

30 years

50 years

175.492,05
26.067.325,20
1.525.576,40
27.768.393,65

Total costs
31.330.368,25

148.047,96

1.480.479,60

2.960.959,20

499.410,00
631.260,00
81.415,25

4.994.100,00
6.312.600,00
414.152,50

1.212.085,25
1.064.037,29

11.720.852,50
10.240.372,90
Margin
37.420.364,43

9.988.200,00
9.468.900,00
1.628.305,00
3.356.250,00
21.085.405,00
18.124.445,80

7.402.398,08
3.561.974,60
3.561.974,60

7.402.398,08
24.970.500,00
15.781.500,00
4.070.762,50
6.712.500,00
44.822.762,50
37.420.364,43

Total return
6.089.996,18
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Cost of one building in the urban project

[continue in the next page]
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/sqm

Strategy to save costs
The real estate sector, in its most advanced form, is
gearing up more and more towards new construction
methods, giving priority, among all, to the dry
construction system.
The benefits of the system are:
- quality controlled in the factory allowing a greater
attention to the stages of assembly. A prefabricated
house offers a better quality from the beginning of the
work because of its assured performances, difficult to
reach with other elements realized during the work.
- reduction of assembly time by providing, through
the system of dry construction, immediately after
the outer casing , the realization of the cover and the
laying of the frames and coming in a very short time
to the plant works and internal finishing , this thanks
to the use of prefabricated elements and a consequent
standardization of the yard.
- limited relevance of meteorological phenomena
during construction thanks to the fact that the
assembly moves from the yard to the factory.
- reduction of staff workers in site since the process
is characterized by a greater number of machines than
human resources.
- minimization of waste site because of the majority
of the production takes place in the factory and the
prefabricated product comes ready for installation.
- safety on site, the speed of construction, assured by
the dry shipyard, it reduces the duration of the work
and therefore the exposure time of workers to risk
factors.

- environmental sustainability of the process, the
stratified construction with dry wood elements is an high
constructive solution on environmental sustainability, as
it involves the reduction of the use of environmentally
friendly materials and largely recyclable. In addition, the
system achieves a high thermal and acoustic isolation,
saving energy and reducing emissions of harmful
gases into the atmosphere, enhancing the relationship
between the building , its operation and its disposal.
So the strategy for achieving our goal focuses on
the maximum decrease of the costs of construction
(about 70 %) of the aggregate, through a process of
standardization which speeds up the time of completion
of the work on site. This process allows to approach an
economy of scale, for which bigger is more efficient : the
unit cost decreases while the production increases.

Real estate sector is
gearing up towards new
construction methods,
dry construction systems
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Building industry
In the past, in the building field, for the production
of low-cost buildings is attempted the way of
standardization. This led to the mass production of the
elements that made up the buildings, such as precast
elements reinforced concrete (prefabricated “heavy”).
This solution, with time, showed stronger limits, because
it was associated with a production of low quality.
As part of our project was therefore decided to take
the strengths of previous experience, adding new
elements and revisiting the concept of prefabrication.
In particular, we decided to apply the prefabrication at
the elements that make up the 3D Core (“solid heart of
the house” because it contains within it the water plant,
sanitary, electrical and air handling and integrates the
body or bodies with the bath ‘kitchenette) making the
production process more flexible.
This has been made possible by recent developments in
computer science, which have allowed us to arrive at a
finished product from a 3D design. So, through a threedimensional drawing and CNC machines today you can
get products that are highly industrialized and precise,
but at the same time customized; all the more quickly as
compared to a traditional building production, thanks
to the materials used, such as wood. A wooden building,
in fact, is best suited to become an industrial product.
These products can then be assembled in factories and
then be transported as finished products directly on site.
The advantages of this manufacturing process can be
summarized in the following points:
- Industrial product so cheap and rapid development,
but at the same time adaptable to the type of
accommodation.
- Reduction of the duration of the work.
- Reduced costs due to skilled labor.
Economic benefits
The economic benefits of this type of intervention are:
- The minimization of construction costs through
industrialization (production) having a structure
entirely above ground, which is around 30% compared
to a standard building type with a consequent saving
in terms of cost of skilled labor and transport of the
materials used .
- The timing of construction by using precast concrete
shall be reduced by 50%, allowing a cost savings of at
least 40% of the cost of the intervention.
- The introduction of the photovoltaic allows a cost
savings by the user of 90.7% compared to the annual
cost of energy.
Cost of single panel: € 414.00
Annual consumption: 37787.52 kWh
Annual production: 32,900 kW h
Energy saving: 80% compared to traditional systems

- The introduction of the panels thermodynamic allow
economic savings by the user by 69% compared to the
annual cost of energy.
Cost of single panel: 1.500 €
Energy saving: 85% compared to traditional systems
Average annual cost per user: 142 €
- The introduction of the photovoltaic panels and
thermodynamic allows the reduction of the operating
cost for the user equal to 15%, while the recycling of
water and waste, the reduction is equal to 30% compared
to a traditional lodging. With a reasonable payback time
for energy savings would be able to cover some of the
extra costs arising from the construction.
- The economic advantage is given by the management
of the property by the tenants and social cooperatives
without additional costs over the years, reaching 30%.
- The flexibility in the configuration of the housing
allows it to be adapted to future needs for new users
- The introduction of advanced technology does not
affect the construction cost that does not exceed €
1,100 / sqm.
- The introduction of new services and the reuse of
artifacts and transformations of space previously
allocated to other functions allows an adequate
remuneration in relation to the cost of the intervention.
- Micro-economics based on internal management
, recycling of waste and waste materials from the
construction and the introduction of local farming
cooperatives , create a socio-economic impact of
significant development compared to other suburban
areas . The products of the agricultural cooperative
are directly re-entered the market for sale in the area ,
used by the on-site restaurant and sold directly by the
cooperative (food 0 km ) with an economic benefit (
transmission and distribution ) and by the manufacturer
that by the buyer and the consumer based on trust
deriving from a relationship is direct between the
parties concerned. Same procedure applies for the reuse of recycled materials manufactured and sold on
site reducing transportation costs , brokerage and CO2
emissions . These also come in as furniture within the
Social Housing significantly reducing the acquisition
costs compared to other manufacturers.
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5.2 ARCHITECTURE
DESIGN NARRATIVE
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5.2.2. Summary of reconfigurable features
5.2.3. Lighting Design Narrative
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5.2 Architecture Design Narrative

INTRO TO THE URBAN PROJECT

Intro to the regional context
The application context is the neighborhood of Tor
Fiscale, whose name comes from the tower built between
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries on the line of the
Claudio and Felice Roman aqueducts. Still existing, wellpreserved, the tower is 30 meters high and is visible
from far away along Via Appia Nuova. The area is also
crossed by the Via Latina, one of the Roman consular
roads, the route of which can still be read in the current
shape of the neighborhood and whose remains are still
visible in the park of the “Tombe Latine”. Tor Fiscale
is an area at the edge of the Tuscolano which has about
2,000 inhabitants. In the postwar period people tried
their fortune in the city, the arches of the aqueducts
of the area became a valuable refuge for many families
and the housing crisis explodes in Tor Fiscale too. In
the seventies the new popular houses were assigned,
while the district grew without any planning. The first
services for the territory came with the ACEA plan
in 1977, but only in the nineties the asphalting of the
streets were completed and was set the connection to
the public transport network. The area of Tor Fiscale is
now protected by the Archaeological Superintendence
of Rome and placed in the Appia Antica Regional Park.
The area of Tor Fiscale is affected by a PRINT, an
integrated program of intervention, which is a council
tool for urban regeneration of degraded areas and which
is part of the so-called “Complex Programs”, made
up to address and solve the problems deriving from
the contemporary cities. The project of Rhome starts
from considering PRINT data and from comparing
them following the guidelines and developing the basic
concepts. Among these, there is the lust after freeing the
areas currently occupied by illegal construction, which
damage the archaeological heritage and landscape of
the area, next to the aqueduct and Tor Fiscale park.
The lifestyle of the community, who lives in this area, is
deeply rooted and very linked to the use of agricultural
land and to craftwork. The area is characterized by
the coexistence of social fabric, deriving from its
historical abusive necessity of progressive occupation
of the Roman territory, together with craft shops and
residence. The community is therefore combined by a
common sense of living the neighborhood and a deep
sense of civic duty.

Problematic things we try to solve with the aid of our
project are:
• Illegal construction and land occupation;
• Mobility:
• The lack of services within the district;
• Energy issue;
Regeneration - from informal to formal cities
The lack of planning, infrastructures and health
services shave also led to social conflicts, in addition to

the management problems of the area with degradation
and poor quality of life.
In reverse the project proposes the compaction of the
urban fabric, housing concentration, economic activities
and services. This concentration aims to the reactivation
of virtuous relationships capable of closer relations
and cultural development, leveraging resources and
opportunities in the area. The regeneration process sees
the demolition of the houses made by self-construction
and the rebuilding of the demolished volumes, whereas
is possible, in the unused or abandoned interstitial
spaces in the district, especially along the axis of the
Via Latina. The dense city allows you to rationalize
infrastructure and displacement, to improve land
management and garbage management. It turns out
to be more efficient. Together with densification, the
project combines a study of innovation regarding the
conformation of housing, which reduces its size but
increases the flexibility and functionality to meet the
needs of new users. In Rome, the residential demand
shows a need for housing in small denominations: the
density in this case involves not merely the number of
settled inhabitants per hectare, but also the number of
dwellings for the same surface. Users that are chosen
for intervention are not only the inhabitants of the
place, but also temporary users such for examples city
users, young people, singles, couples, single parents, and
nomad workers .Through the liberation of the areas the
area near to the tower we will able to create a green
corridor towards the Park of the Aqueducts. This will
probably allow you to enlarge the boundaries of the
Appia Park and to restore and enhance the old route of
the Via Latina and give the continuity to the aqueduct
again. The route of the Via Latina axis becomes the
structuring of the project, in which it is possible to
realize the functional mix between services, spaces for
sociality and residences.
New bike lanes, rehabilitation of the old tram line along the
Via Appia, the promotion of slow mobility will be some
of the strategies adopted to extend the redevelopment
to the mobility system of the neighborhood. The
change will invest driveways, transformed into “Zone
30”, where the road will never be the space devoted
primarily to cars but will be rebalanced by narrowing
the carriageway and a different relationship to devote
to the cycle and pedestrian design. The route of the
existing railway, an infrastructural element that creates
a clear separation from the Tuscolano, will be exploited
to open a series of regional services in accordance with
the plans existing in the area. The project reconsiders
the public spaces for relations, with a particular focus
on intelligence and security. A smart and safe space
means “a space that is configured as a mediator of
conflicts and differences of a heterogeneous demand”.
This is made possible thanks to the use of technology,
which allows the interaction between citizens in
public spaces “talking”, telling themselves through
their history and the people who have crossed or who
inhabit them. The main task is to be able to stimulate,
through everyday experiences, the change in behavior
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of citizens. A city run by citizens through a strong focus
on civic participation, which assumes the presence of
a shared value. This value is the identity of the place,
the territorial vocation through which the community is
explained and expressed. Squatter areas, including that
of Tor Fiscale, have their own strong identity, expressed
in the vocation of agriculture and crafts. These two
dimensions are enhanced in the project thanks to the
recovery of the ancient hamlet of Vaccheria, converted
into an agricultural cooperative, and the redevelopment
of abandoned industrial buildings, creative manual
expression of the inhabitants.
The agricultural cooperative has the aim of coordinating
the interaction system between the management of
urban gardens in the park and the sale of products in
the weekly market in the neighborhood. It also attends
to guide temporary buyers, residents or non-residents
within the area, in the management of their land. Bulky
garbage produced by the individual units can be worn
inside of the old warehouses converted into industrial
and commercial areas of co-working, kind of fab -lab of
a craft type, within which it is possible for each user to
work in collaboration with others. The idea is to create
a smart neighborhood with contemporary amenities
that generate attractiveness, also for the inhabitants
of the surrounding areas, that aims on the ecosustainability of the urban development, with simple
and well- explanatory graphical interfaces that will make
everyone aware of the degree of sustainability of the
neighborhood at any time of the day. The presence of
teleworking or working space solutions, to restrict the
movement of urban and suburban , favors solutions
that work better with the rhythm of a better quality life
and reduction of travel.
Rapidity - building smarter
The project Rhome promotes safe and confined
costs by fast processes and certain time, entrusting
the construction process to industrialized production.
The goal is to streamline the process so as to increase
not only the feasibility of implementation, but also
the palatability of the project.The construction system
adopted provides a dry wood structure, which is of fast
assembly and easy transport, and since it is standardized
it is much more versatile than the exceptional one.
Dry technology combines affordability guaranteed by
the speed of execution, and also savings related to the
reduced need for skilled workers and easier management
of safety and hygiene in the yard. Mass construction
process has a consequent reduction in average unit cost
of production
Re-use
The basic conception idea of innovation process is the
will to reduce the production of waste by re-inserting
the components of a product in production cycles,
thereby limiting the dependence on natural resources.
The beneficiaries of the assets are no longer seen as
consumers, but as users. This means that a product
can be re-used several times, and its potential savings

will be higher. Product innovation starts then by the
choice of materials, which must be environmentally
friendly, reusable and possibly km0, found in the
vicinity of the place of production. The adoption of
standardized and modular components enables an easy
implementation, making it possible to disassemble
the product. Reducing the environmental footprint
of the district means conceiving then closed cycles
for food, water and garbage. This principle must be
accompanied by the creation of structures that make it
possible to close the circle and on policies and actions
capable of motivating and educating citizens in its
implementation. The residential garbage are managed
by the capillarity of the “door -to-door”. The organic
part produced from these wastes and catering services
in the area, becomes a “compost” for growing urban
gardens, which give rise to products sold in the market
district, reducing the energy consumption related to
the food chain. The recovery system of rainwater and
grey water must decrease the consumption of drinking
water from the water mains. Rainwater and gray water
coming from the apartments are then filtered with
an innovative water purifier developed and can be
used by the entire neighborhood-not only guarantees
the reuse of water for irrigation, but for all domestic
purposes. The structuring of a circular economy, based
on the principle of a closed cycle, reduces the waste of
natural resources and production of waste, in this way
creating a virtuous system for which each material can
be fed back into the production process and become
something else.
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5.2.1. ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPTS

The prototype for Versailles
It’s quite difficult to use a single portion to fully describe
the logic of an entire building.
The RhOME dense aggregate is based on a system that
lies at the basis of its structure, that dictates the laws of
its articulation and variability thanks to the established
flexibility of the plan and facades that allows plural
solutions and a consequent richness of life, given by
the plural possibilities offered.
We tried as much as possible to represent a small
apartment as significant part for the whole.
The model proposed in Versailles, a prototype of an
apartment of about 60 sqm, is just one of the different
configuration options that can be achieved within the
scheme -with the same square footage or with other
dimensions- and thus favoring the rules imposed by
this.
It’s a modest entity within a more extended complex:
despite this -as much as possible- it contains all the
elements necessary to describe the set. Good living is
told here through a clear spatial, the result of a tectonic
concept as logical and as straightforward as possible.
The space articulates itself around the 3d service core
-bathroom, kitchen and technical room- which is also
the main pillar of the house and building in the complex,
too. This element hierarchizes and characterizes the
space, defining the various areas, the kitchen, the living
and the night rooms, of which the house is composed.
The views open up to the south -south-west- and to
the north -north-east-and are protected by loggias. This
condition also allows to have a cross ventilation, which
in summer is useful in order to cool the microclimate
in a natural way.
Architectural concept
The prototype of Versailles represents the top floor of
the complex described above. This choice derives from
the intention to describe the architectural features and
technological innovations that would not appear in a
common floor or in the ground floor, where the focus
is on the integration with the urban environment. The
prototype inherits the distribution system from the
aggregation: the access is located on its side as in the
urban configuration there is a central distribution core,
which serves the apartments on both sides. During
the contest this distribution pattern is conjured up by
the public tour which valorizes freedom of the plan.
Our idea of good house living is told here through a
clear spatiality, the result of a tectonic concept. The
space is articulated around the 3d core which is the
plant and structural center of the house. This element
hierarchizes and characterizes the space, defining the
various areas of which the house is composed: the
kitchen, the living room and the bedroom. The views
open up to the south-west and to the north-east and
are protected by loggias. The presence of the loggias
in the two opposite corners ensures an original and
versatile plan scheme, of which the versailles prototype
is only one possible configuration. Specifically, in the

competition the two main areas of the house relating to
public life (living room) and the intimate life (bedroom)
have direct contact with the outside world. In this way
each one of these spaces receives the type of natural
light suited to its function and in the phases of the day
that compete to them. This condition also stands in
terms of sustainability. In fact this result is not achieved
exclusively working on the density (above all), on the
use of solar and passive energy and on the optimal
exposure to the sun and the wind. Attention has been
paid to the choice of materials and of a technology that
would reduce as much as possible.
Meeting the needs and the housing demand.
The building under consideration, of which the
prototype of Versailles is just one of the apartments
-as has already been explained-, belongs to the type of
the multi-storey building. The building is structured
in four levels, in addition to the basement floor, each
of which is divided into three units. These are served
by the central spine to which belong all the facilities
(bathrooms and kitchens and plants), in addition to the
distribution system of the stairs and the elevator. Two of
the apartments are well exposed on three sides and one,
ranging in size from 45 to 60 square meters, is monofacing, with a southern exposure (to south, south-east
or south-west depending on the exact location of the
building in the site).
This organization allows to maximize the space and
meet the housing demand. Each four-storey building
accommodates twelve apartments of which 20%
are one-bedroom apartments, 20% two-bedroom
apartments, 30% three-bedroom apartments and 20%
four-bedroom apartments. The surface of these units
is also modifiable using a special system that allows you
to scroll windows and close the lodges. These spaces,
of which is equipped each accommodation, can thus be
used both in the hot season such as open and shaded
places, both in the cold season as glasshouses-like closed
rooms, making them pleasant places to stay anytime.
The layout includes the ability to have each floor, on
the side facing north, a multipurpose space that can
be shared, such as a reading or a playground room, or
private, whether intended for a small studio, possibly
communicating with one of the apartments of the
plan. The building is enhanced accordingly also from
the functional point of view: in addition to residences
are located spaces for leisure and for work.
Construction and Materials
Modular and flexible, rigid in its rules, but articulated
(articulable) and lively: these are the main features of
the building as it has been intended. The modularity and
the prefabrication of each element become qualities in
terms of sustainability. This lens is not in fact achieved
exclusively working on the density (above all), on
the use of solar and passive energy, on the optimal
exposure to the sun and the wind. Attention has been
paid to the choice of materials and of a technology
that would reduce as much as possible the impact
on the environment of the building. Sustainability
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Urban Aggregate Plan
Thermal insulation

Compact design

Heat exchange
Maximize winter
solar gains
Minimize summer
solar gains
Minimize natural
lighting
Solar screens

Radiant panels
PV panels

Solar panels

Recyclable materials

Water saving

Dry assembly

Urban Aggregate singular cell plan

Urban Aggregate Section

is achieved through the adoption of a dry and
lightweighted construction system, which involves the
use of prefabricated elements and , in some cases, preassembled elements. In this way, in fact, both the yard’s
waste and the duration of the construction time itself
are greatly reduced. Standardization and modularity
offer the possibility to recycle some components and
permit, in case of dismantling, the selective demolition
and the subsequent reuse of the same elements, which
are therefore released into a life cycle.

5.2.2. SUMMARY OF RECONFIGURABLE FEATURES

A crucial choice of the RhOME urban proposal is to
locate solar active systems no longer just on roofs, but
also on facades. Photovoltaic panels are installed and
integrated in lightweight, mobile shading elements, that
are designed to slide and protect, when the loggias are
closed during the hot season, while allow, when open,
thermal gains in winter (see chapter for building passive
behavior details).
The installation on the facades wants to promote the use
of solar active systems in the dense urban environment,
as a possible single-unit solution, to be installed in
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terraces, balconies and loggias: the open spaces which
are typical architectural features of buildings in the
Roman climate, so open space is usable for a great part
of the year as an extension of the inner space.
Each apartment could have one or more screens that
provide energy directly to the apartment. This could
be a great byproduct of the RhOME project, to be
applied even to the existing building stock. The case
of installation on an entire building, as in our new
interventions, can allow a shared and intelligent energy
management system organized for the building or even
of the neighbourhood itself, that can distribute and
eventually store production peaks and prevent losses

(See chapter 5.3.5 for further technical specifications).
At the scale of the building the reconfigurable shading
elements provide a great variability and variation to
the building facade, that gains the ability to show the
internal use of the space, adding a new layer to the
already preset variation given by the changes to the
interior layout (floor area, rooms, number of loggias,
and so on) according to the family needs. The project
therefore is articulated as a structural skeleton that
allows two kinds of variations: a “hard” variation, based
on the number and position of the loggias, a “light”
variation, the reconfigurable one, that is provided by
the sliding shading devices.

Shading System Open

Shading System Closed

Reconfigurable Shading System
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Inside the house, reconfigurable features are furnishings
that allow to have more functions in same square meters.
In fact reconfigurable furnishings changes according to
family’s needs and time of the day.
During the day the bedroom turns into an office, and
that’s why it’s placed near the entrance.
During the night the living turns into a bedroom, too,
in order to host three to four people.
In 60 square meters we have two bedrooms, living,
office, kitchen and bathroom for two, three or four
people.

Day Plan

5.2.3. LIGHTING DESIGN NARRATIVE

Daylighting
The main glass surfaces of the RhOME for denCity
house are located on the north and south loggias,
allowing different but sufficient natural lighting
respectively for sleeping and living spaces.
The loggias with large windows act as extensions of
the houses inner life. These are protected by fixed and
mobile shields depending on the need of protection
from solar radiation. In fact, we had to balance the
contribution of windows and glass surfaces to natural
lighting by paying a constant attention to the dangerous
thermal gains during the hot season. Such protection is
done with different devices depending on the location
and orientation of the windows.
The south loggia, is protected by the mobile shading
system described in the previous paragraph. That system
has two configurations: we included in the analysis the
open configuration, named “configuration 5” in the PV
production study (chapter 5.3.5).
The north loggia does not need the same protection
systems of the south loggia, but it is protected by the
northwest wall of the building. After the evaluation of
the contribution to natural lighting given by the loggias,
additional windows have been located on South-West
and North-West walls, and protected by some fixed
shading system that follow the boundaries of the
windows.
Daylight Factor Calculation
The daylight factor is a parameter that helps the
evaluation of natural lighting within a confined
environment. It is currently recognized by Italian codes
(Decree Health Ministry 07.05.75) where the average
value of daylight factor for residential building should
not be less than 2%.
Average DLF Formula in the italian codes is indicated
as follows:

Night Plan
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Daylight simulation by software
We conducted daylighting design and analysis using
Velux Daylight Visualizer software. The simulation
was performed assuming a wooden floor, the interior
surfaces of the walls and of the roof with a clear coating,
the loggias surfaces with red color and a transmission
of the glass equal to 70%.
The analysis was performed considering the glass
surface in many point of the plan. In accordance with
the rules 19.5 (Sub-contest 5.5: Natural lighting) the
daylight factor minimum value was not satisfacted, so
we have increased the glass surfaces. Actually we have
chosen to increase the level of the daylight factor so that
all points of the living room, which is the most lived
part of the house and must have higher illumination
values than other rooms, has a minimum Daylight
factor of 4% . To get to this level of lighting we added
new glass surfaces in two points: a window on the west
wall that allows the achievement of the desired DLF in
the central part of the living room and a skylight on the
north pitched roof which provides a general irradiation
of the room.
By our will the illumination level of the bedroom is high
in the proximity the window and gradually decreases to
the opposite side of the room.

Illuminance in living room at 9.00

Below we insert the various analysis data from the
software.

Illuminance in living room at 12AM without shading on south
loggia

Daylight factor with Isoline

Illuminance in living room at 12AM with shading on south loggia
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Illuminance in living room at 5PM

Luminance in living room at 12AM with shading on south loggia

Luminance in living room at 9AM

Luminance in living room at 5PM

Luminance in living room at 12AM without shading on south loggia
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Artificial Lighting
During the design of lighting system of the prototype
we have considered three different aspects:
- Energy efficiency
- Comfort
- Flexibility
Energy efficiency
We selected LED technology thanks to its benefits in
terms of energy efficiency:
Lifetime: A LED has a lifetime of up to 50,000 hours
of life against the 2,000 hours of an incandescent lamp,
the 10.000 hours of a compact fluorescent and 30,000
hours of a linear fluorescent.
Low heat production: the reduction in heat loss allows
the LED to have an excellent efficiency with a little
heat loss, approximately 5% compared to the 90% of
incandescent bulbs or 80% of compact fluorescent
lamps.
Dimmering: The lighting system have the possibility to
dimmer the luminous flux of light and for this reason
we will have an energetical benefit.
Comfort
The light quality of a room is one of the most important
factors to give to inhabitants a pleasant or unpleasant
experience. Light has an incredible influence in our
ability and will to occupy a space.

We want the artificial light to contribute to this effect,
and help to create the intimacy and quietness of
feeling home. The intention in the project is to create
different scenarios depending on the action that take
place in each zone of the apartment, with a sharp-cut
of style between the low ceiling zones and the pitched
roof ones:
Low ceiling zones embed LED stripes into a recessed
and concealed rails:
- The corridors will be characterized by a linear light
mounted on the ceiling that run along the entire length
of the environments and that will give a general light.
- The bathroom presents a linear light with the same
structure of the devices of the corridors is also
characterized by a finiture made of bright material.
- The kitchen, as well as having a general light, will also
have a functional light for the work planes.
- The living room and the bedroom, with pitched roof,
have a different design of the lighting system. These
spaces will be illuminated by suspended, free-standing
and spot fixtures that, as well as they making direct light,
can also activate lights that will be directed upwards and
that serve to illuminate Spaces.
Daylighting and electrical lighting, are designed to have
light from different directions in order to have a perfect
balance of luminances on different surfaces, with
particular attention on visual tasks and surrounding.

Suspension lamp and floor lamp
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Bed lamp: indirect light, spot-bed light, spot-table light

Flexibility
The areas with false ceiling presents a lighting system
composed by linear elements (in which is inserted the
Collego®) placed in the entry corridor, in the technical
compartment, in the kitchen and in the bathroom.
For the other areas, with the pitched roof, we thought
a lighting system which consists on an equipment of
three different fixtures:
- In the living room it was chosen a ceiling lamp and a
floor lamp.
- For the bedroom, we designed a lighting system which
consists in a linear element joined to the “boundary
cabinet”. On the lower side of this, there are four spots
directed in order to provides functional enlightenment
over both arrangement of the cabinet (bed and table);
in the upper side, there are LED stripes that create an
indirect and widespread light in the room.
All these elements have various types of switches that
can give direct, indirect or spot light, according to user
needs.
Each lamps can support lights along the entire length
of the elements, that can be inserted through a system
of current flow called Collego®.
Collego® is an interconnection system that allows the
direct connection between LED boards or LED circuits
without employing welding tools. All compatible boards
can be interconnected using a proprietary connector,
and can be equipped with multiple accessories to
ensure an effective versatility of use. In addition to all
the accessories for power distribution, such as curves,
junctions, junction terminals, flexible bridges, as well as
mounting accessories, Collego® system also provides
various types of light controllers, which can be directly
applied on the different compositions, everything in a
simple and intuitive way.
In this way, we are able to install these LED bars
wherever required and you can choose to activate the
part of the lamp you need. In fact, the lamps have the

opportunity to have this circuit on their whole length
thanks to the milling of the lighting body ranging from
the base to the top.

Artificial Lighting Solution
In accordance with the Rules about safety during the
public tour, we increased light power and we used
different optics to increase lighting efficiency in order
to achieve lighting value of 200 lux in the involved areas.
The arrangement of the fixtures, as mentioned earlier,
was made according to the function of the room and
the type of ceiling.
In the whole area covered by the false ceiling the lighting
system is composed by linear elements. These LED
stripes are fitted with lens that provides an illumination
angle of 60°. Two other LED stripes are applied on
the kitchen cabinet in order to provide a functional
enlightenment on the workplane.
In the pitched roof areas, light comes from the fixtures
explained above through optics that have angles of 60°
and 120°, in order to create a correct balance of the
quantity of light.
The 3D-Core provides electricity to the various areas
of lighting through a web of cables.
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A prototype of the floor lamp and a detail of the Collego® in the floor lamp

Floor lamp

A detail of the floor lamp
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Suspension lamp

Artificial lighting simulation
Thanks to simulations made with the Relux software,
we have found luminous prototype’s values. We are
working to reduce the electrical consumption according
to the optimal illumination of the area.
These are the values from the software:

Illuminance Map

Linear elements and suspension lamp
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Illuminance of Dining Room

Ray Tracing of Dining Room
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Illuminance of Livingroom

Ray Tracing of Livingroom
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Illuminance of Bedroom

Ray Tracing of Bedroom
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Outdoor lighting
For outdoor, we choose to use a stand-alone lights,
the Sunflowers, which have their own solar panel that
stores energy during the day and release it, as luminous
flux, when the light sensor inside so requires.
We designed two types of supports for these lamps:
- The former, serves to fix the Sunflowers on the
entrance ramps;
- The latter, hook-shaped, allows you to hang up the
Sunflowers on appropriate cables placed in the loggias
and in the hall, as the lanterns. These cables may have
different lengths and can be positioned as needed,
in order to achieve a high flexibility even in outdoor
spaces. Furthermore, assembled on the contrary, the
hook serves to place the Sunflowers on the handrail,
where they receive a greater amount of solar energy.
Depending on the function, the color of the corolla is:
- Yellow, in the lamps fixed on the ramps.
- Grey, in the case of the lanterns.
Still in accordance with the Rules, we’ll have a minimum
illuminance of 20 lux along the route of the public tour.

The Sunflowers on the ramps

The Sunflowers in the loggia
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Sunflowers on the handrail

Sunflower - lantern

Sunflower
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Illuminance of the ramps

Ray tracing of the ramps
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Natural Lighting
Lighting Analysis: using the VELUX Daylight Visualizer
Software
With this software we wanted to verify that, the chosen
distribution plan, can guarantee visual comfort, both
in the case of the prototype and in the case of the
aggregate. The target was to fit the lighting parameters
required by italian law about the average factor of
daylight FLDm, luminance and illuminance factors.

the natural lighting within a confined environment.
In order not to limit the calculation of a single point
, we use the average daylight factor FLDm, where
average means averaged over several measurement
points of the internal environment in relation with
the outside world: in this way it is possible to better
estimate the global illumination in a confined space.
In red we have highlighted all the problematic areas ,
or those areas of the apartment in which the FLDm

Study of orientation of shading system facade

So we made lighting simulations to modify some choices
and to confirm others.
Our initial strategy was based on big large windows
localized on the loggias, backward positioned from
the facade, so to provide shading from direct radiation
when needed. Some further analysis showed that
this approach leads to an unbalanced distribution of
daylight, configuring a high enlightened belt contrasting
to some low enlightened ones.
We carried out the analysis using the software “VELUX
Daylight Visualizer”, precisely analyzing each floor of
the three typologies designed. We report here only
one example of the various analysis carried out on a
building floor.
Considering the conditions of natural light inside, it is
necessary to take into account the worst case condition
, that is one in which the main room is in absence of
direct solar radiation .
The first analysis is carried out on the average factor of
daylight FLDm that is a parameter introduced to assess

did not respond to the comfort that we want to achieve,
which is below 2% (the limit fixed by legislation).
This initial analysis shows how the opening of large
windows on the sun loggias is not sufficient to ensure
a good, homogeneous lighting in the whole area of the
apartments. In fact, the daylight factor, which normally
should not fall below 2%, is in some cases even 0.7%
(bordered in red).
The need to investigate where to place new openings
seemed like a pretty obvious choice.
It was therefore studied in the following ways:
openings from 90cm to 120cm, full-height for the
facades facing south-east / south-west, which alternate
with large balconies
openings from 90cm to 120cm, full-height for the
facades oriented towards the north-east / north-west
try to reduce the lodges oriented north-east / northwest, while leaving the angular ones
skylight on the north slopes to facilitate the penetration
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of light into the space of the living room
To size the depth of the lodges we used the software
Autodesk Ecotect: the tool “Shading Design Wizard”
makes the program calculate the size needed to shade
a window based on the orientation and the period in
which it is most exposed to sunlight.

Study of loggia’s depht

Illuminance in December
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Luminance in June

5.2.5. ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

We are working on the acoustic performance of our
prototype, with the objective to find the ideal solution
also in terms of acoustic performance. The results
of these analysis have been then used for developing
further estimation of the circulation of sounds in
the house, considering the sonic surrounding of the
dwelling in its local context.

5.7.CommunicationPlan

Prototype’s Acoustic Performance
For the Prototype’s Acoustic Performance we developed
the following analysis: the estimate reverberation indoor
time and the sound reduction index of façade. We
intend to clarify that the following analysis represents
a predictive estimation of the acoustic performance in
the prototype.
Estimate indoor reverberation time
Reverberation is the persistence of sound in a particular
space after the original sound is removed.
A reverberation, or reverb, is created when a sound is
produced in an enclosed space causing a large
number of echoes to build up and then slowly decay as
the sound is absorbed by the walls and air. This
is most noticeable when the sound source stops but the
reflections continue, decreasing in amplitude,
until they can no longer be heard. To avoid those echoes
we are analyzing this area (highlighted in
the drawing below) to find some significant internal
coating materials with as high as possible absorption
coefficients.horizontal forces, even increasing from top
to bottom. The following figure shows an overview of
the assembly building.
Reverberation Time
In general basic factors that affect a room’s reverberation
time include the size and shape of the enclosure as well
as the materials used in the construction of the room.
Every object placed within the enclosure can also affect
this reverberation time, including people and their
belongings. However in our case we can ignore nonfixed elements because of the small dimension of the
affected area that we are taking in consideration.
For this deliverable we have done theoretical calculation
of reverberation time, but for the next
previous construction of the house.
Our strategy for obtaining the optimal reverberation
time is the use of vibrating panels: the coverings are
porous absorbing material (larch wood panels made of
three layers) which are distanced from the underlying
layer (in Fiber Gypsum) with wooden muillions. The air
gap has 6 cm thickness.
As stated in our acoustic standards, RT60 is the time
required for reflections of a direct sound to decay by 60
dB below the level of the direct sound. Reverberation
time is frequently stated as a single value. However,
it can be measured as a wide band signal (20 Hz to
20kHz) or more precisely in narrow bands (one octave,

1/3 octave, 1/6 octave, etc.).
Typically, the reverb time measured in narrow bands
will differ depending on the frequency band being
measured. It is usually helpful to know what range of
frequencies are being described by a reverberation time
measurement.
Sabine equation
Our calculations are based on Sabine’s reverberation
equation that establishes a relationship between the
RT60 of a room, its volume, and its total absorption.

where c is a number related to the speed of sound in
the room, V is the volume of the room in m³,
S total surface area of room in m², a is the average
absorption coefficient of room surfaces, and the
product Sa is the total absorption in Sabine’s.
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The optimal time of reverberation at each frequency is
the following:

We firstly calculate the reverberation time with only the
interior coating of the whole ambient.
The absorbing coefficients of each absorbing area and
material are the following:
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Through Sabine’s formula we calculated
reverberation time at each frequency:

the

The reverberation time required is satisfied.
In the urban context, as the house will be a real inhabited
house, we can affirm that the required reverberation
time will be surely satisfied (as in a lived house there
will be more absorbing objects than in the prototype).
Facade
airborne
sound
insulation
(Dls,2m,nT,w)
According to ISO 717-1:1996, the sound insulation of
facade (weighted with respect to the reverberation time)
is calculated as follows:

Thus, we have to pay maximum attention to the
windows, which are the weaker elements from the
point of view of sound insulation. In particular, the
windows chosen from our team have especial features
of acoustic insulation: it has a Rw = 40 dB.
R’w = 43 dB

D2m,nT,w = R’w + ∆Lfs + 10 lg V / (6 T0 S) [dB]

D2m,nT,w = 43 + 0 + 2,04 = 45,04 dB

(or: D2m,nT,w = R’w + ∆Lfs + 10 lg (T/T0) [dB] )

If the whole facade would be with the materials and
stratigraphy of the weaker element (window), we would
already satisfy the limit requested for the airborne sound
insulation (of 42 dB). So considering also the wall, we
will surely reach the required values.

Where:
R’w = apparent sound reduction index of the facade
[dB]
ΔLfs = correction for the type of facade [dB] (=0 for
flat facade)
V = Volume of the receiving environment [m3]
T0 = Reverberation time reference (for residential areas
= 0.5 s)
S = Inside area of the facade
T = reverberation time in the receiving environment (s)
To calculate the D2m, nT, w is therefore necessary to
calculate the apparent sound reduction index of the
façade, given by the following equation:

Where:
Riw = sound reduction index of the i-th constituent
wall (door, window, ...)
Si = surface area of the i-th (m2)
Stot = total area of the wall (m2)
Dn,e,i = normalized noise isolation of the small i-th
element (elements constituting the wall surface but with
<1 m2, eg. Ventilation vents)
A0 = absorption unit reference
k = correction for the contribution of the transmission
side (equal to 2 dB to stay in safety)
For the complexity of the wall of the prototype and
housing units, it is difficult to have precise values
for sound reduction index of the entire wall (and,
consequently, for the facade). Anyway, using standard
values for similar constructive methods with a minor
thickness and with less material layers, we would already
be able to reach the required value of Rw = 42 dB.

Sonic Environment in Tor Fiscale (local
contest)
For the dwellings and the entire district of Tor Fiscale
(local context of the project) we developed the analysis
of the sonic environment. We firstly made some
considerations and a predictive estimation, described
through words and drawings, of what will be the sound
circulation in the groundfloor of the district. We then
analyzed the variation of the different types natural
sounds during the year (see graph “Variation of Natural
Soundscapes during the seasons”). These first analysis
aims at giving a first idea of the circulation of sounds
in the groudfloor of the district. Then, we made a
more technical analysis providing a predictive acoustic
zonization, considering the most critical dwellings (the
two ones placed on the via Appia). Furthermore, we
developed the analysis of the circulation of sounds
from the outside to the inside of the dwellings. Finally,
we made a predictive estimation of the circulation of
sound inside the dwelling.
Sonic Environment
The new eco-district of Tor Fiscale is located in a
suburban area in the vicinity of the railway. The sonic
environment of the new district is composed of both
natural sounds coming from inside the district, and
non-natural noises of the traffic of the neighbouring
streets (via Appia Antica and via Torre del Fiscale) and
the adjacent railroad.
About the external noises, to reducing and blocking
the intensity of the noise coming from the traffic of
the roads we used two strategies. The first one involves
the use of physical barriers to shield the noise using
evergreen tall trees and hedges, gaining in parallel all the
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benefits attached to the use of vegetation in the new
district (encouraging the summer breezes , improvement
of air quality , avoid the formation of islands of heat,
favour the natural water cycle , etc ... ). The second
strategy used is directly related to the discourse of
sustainable mobility. The new district is connected to
the train station and the subway via a ciclo-pedestrian
path. The encouragement of sustainable mobility will
considerably reduce the flow of private cars in the area
(and therefore also in the streets adjacent to the new
district). Moreover, in order to reduce the noise of the
cars flew, we imposed the velocity limit “30 km/h” for
the two streets that crosses the area of intervention.
Finally, for the streets we used asphalt containing
recycled old pneumatics, which brings to a noise
reduction of up to 5 dB. Finally, between the railway
and the new neighborhood it is located a vast green
area , whose trees and shrubs will help to shield the
noise entering in the new district. The noise coming
from inside the neighborhood will be mainly the noise
of the passing of bicycles, the chatter of people (as
the presence of new services aimed at making the
district live socially, in particular the market, the civic
centre and the wi-fi areas), the kids voices from the
kindergarten and the mechanical noises coming both
from the FabLab and co-working areas, and from the
urban vegetable gardens.
The natural soundscape of Tor Fiscale changes during
the season.

During spring’s months the soundscape is characterized
predominantly by the birds songs and parrots, and by
the human voice. In fact, in Spring the climate in Rome
is very pleasant (warm but not too much) and the parks
are filled with people walking or laying under the sun.
During the Spring season begins the season of the
wind “grecale” (typical roman wind): thus, the sound
of the wind passing through the leaves is a constant
background in the spring and summer seasons.
In Summer, especially in July and August, the very
warm weather brings the Romans to move to the nearby
seaside in the freetime. Thus, the human sounds will be
less present during the summer months. In this warm
season the prevalent soundscape is made by birds,
bees, mosquitoes, grasshoppers, with the constant
background of the wind Grecale through the leaves.
In Autumn and Winter seasons, the most common
natural sounds are the human voices and the rain
(during rainy days). The graph below synthesizes these
considerations.
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Acoustic Zoning
The acoustic zoning provided by the master plan of
the city of Rome for the district of Tor Fiscale is the
following:

exception of the northern area, identified as mixed area.
The limit provided for the “mostly residential areas” is
of 55 dB(A) during the day and 45 dB(A) during the
night.
Then, we calculated on the sound pressure level
equivalent Lp eq of the principal noise source of the
new intervention.
Due to the variety of surrounding situation of the new
buildings (deriving from their different positioning
inside the new district) there will be high variation of
the exposure to the sound level from one building to
another. For this reason, we decided to analyze the
most critical situation, the building which faces the via
Appia. Via Appia is a street with low-medium intensity
of traffic. The new traffic mix of the renewed district
will be composed by private vehicles, buses and tram
(and byciles and humans, which are surely less noiseimpacting). The private vehicle’s traffic of the area
is so subdivided: 84% cars, 13% motorcycles, 3%
commercials (Data source: Regione Lazio). The public
transport mix will be composed by 37 bus runs per
hour and 22 tram runs per hour. The speed limit of
the road is of 50 km/hour. Moreover, we will use an
innovative asphalt with high draining capacities and
with recycled-pneumatics in the aggregate. This asphalt
has high durability and high acoustic performances, as
it it would lead to a reduction of the noise of vehicles
in transit up to 5 decibels.

Due to these consideration, the expected daily Leq
of the via Appia will be of 70 dB, which means 30,4
dB(A), very inferior to the municipal zoning (both night
and daily zoning).
In order to calculate the quantity of sound that arrives
on the building facade (in the very worst case, the
only 2 buildings facing the via Appia), we made many
considerations.
The main factors involved in the reduction of the levels
with increasing distance from the road are:
A = Adiv + Aatm + Abar + Agr
- Adiv= Attenuation due to the distance from the noise
source (via Appia): -3 dB per doubling of distance
- Aatm= Attenuation due to the atmosphere: - 4.8 dB /
km (1000 Hz, T=20°C, UR = 70%)
- Abar= Attenuation due to the vegetable barriers
- Agro= Attenuation due to the ground (Acoustic
Absorbing Asphalt = 5 dB)
Attenuation due to the distance
The distance of the more critical building from the street
is of 34,32 m. The street is a cylindrical source with
a linear propagation. Thus, the Lp eq will be reduced
of 3dB each doubling of the distance from the street
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(cylindrical propagation), as stated by the formula:
A div = 20 log(d) + 11 = 20 log (34,32) + 11 = 41,71
dB
Thus, the Leq arriving at the building’s facade is of:
Lp eq= 70 dB - 41,71 dB = 28,29 dB
The calculation returns a Lp eq of 28,29 dB at the
distance of 34,32 m. (calculated through the manual
calculation, and verified by the tool).
Attenuation due to the atmosphere:
As stated by the Norm ISO 9613-1, the attenuation
due to the atmosphere changes depending on the the
temperature and the relative humidity. For uniforming
the calculation, we consider the most common situation
for Rome’s climate condition: T=20 °C and UR=70%.
For this climate condition, the Norm indicates a sound
attenuation for the atmosphere of 4.8 dB/km (1000
Hz, T=20°C, UR = 70%).
To calculate the actual attenuation due to atmospheric
absorption Aabs (dB) for a given propagation range
we used the following calculation (as indicated by
literature):
Aatm = (a*r)/100 = (4,8*34,32)/100 = 1,648 dB
where:
- a = absorption coefficient (dB/100m) from ISO
9613-1
- r = distance (meters)
Thus, the Leq arriving at the building’s facade is now of:
Lp eq= 28,29 - 1,648 = 26,642 dB
Attenuation due to the vegetable barriers
Moreover, the section of the new district’s street will
have vegetal barriers of various height, in order to
optimize the sound reduction.

The attenuation caused by the vegetable if the vegetation
is very dense is inferior or equal to 10 dB. In our case,
the vegetation is well distributed but not as dense to
lock the visual. Thus, we will consider the attenuation
of only 2 dB.
Lp eq= 26,642 - 2 = 24,642 dB
Attenuation due to the ground:
The permeable material in the ground has fonoabsorbing properties. In particular, the innovative
asphalt decreases of 5 dB the vehicle passing sound.
Lp eq= 24,642 - 5 = 19,642 dB
The surrounding ground materials are grass and
recycled rubber paving (peatonal and bicycle streets).
The attenuation due to the surrounding ground is of:
Agr= 4,8 - (2*h/d)[17+(300/d)] = 4,8 - (2*3,5/34,32)
[17+(300/34,32) = -0,45 dB
Lp eq= 19,642 - 0,45 = 19,192 dB
Effects of Wind
The typical wind of Rome is the wind Grecale which
blows from north-east. The street via Appia is placed
at the south-west side of the analyzed building, in the
opposite direction. Thus, the sound wave propagates
in the opposite direction of the wind. As an effect, the
sound wave will be sent upward: in the upwind direction
the sound speed decreases with altitude: sound waves
are directed upward, away from the ground, forming a
“shadow zone” into which no direct sound penetrates.
The radius of curvature of the sound path is inversely
proportional to the velocity gradient. Sound always
refracts toward the lower sound speed. Thus, in some
areas we will have the shadow zone. These areas will we
located in the public space between the two buildings
placed on the via Appia.
Final considerations
Under these consideration, taking into account the
relatively wide distance from the street and the attent
external design, the Lp eq which arrives till the building’s
facade is of 19,192 dB.
As mentioned before, the aforementioned analysis have
been performed considering the worst two situations,
the two building on the via Appia. Anyway, we want to
highlight that these two buildings are the “exception”,
as the others building are situated on the cyclo-peatonal
paths (via Latina) and along the limit 30 km/h (for
only residents) new street. This means that the other
buildings will be very far from traffic noise (as shown
by the images of the sonic environment).
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Sound Circulation (from the exterior to the
interior of the building)
Now that we know the value of Leq present on the
facade of the building, it is possible to calculate the
quantity of this sound which enters into the housing
unit from the exterior to the interior. For this purpose,
we have firstly calculate the sound airborne insulation
of the facade of the building in its local contest (Rome).
The external wall of the building’s facade in its local
contest is so composed:

As mentioned in the first paragraph, the apparent sound
reduction index of the façade is given by the formula:

Where:
Riw = sound reduction index of the i-th constituent
wall (door, window, ...)
Si = surface area of the i-th (m2)
Stot = total area of the wall (m2)
Dn,e,i = normalized noise isolation of the small i-th
element (elements constituting the wall surface but with
<1 m2, eg. Ventilation vents)
A0 = absorption unit reference
k = correction for the contribution of the transmission
side (equal to 2 dB to stay in safety)
To calculate the D2m, nT, w (sound insulation of facade,
weighted with respect to the reverberation time):
D2m,nT,w = R’w + ∆Lfs + 10 lg V / (6 T0 S) [dB]
(or: D2m,nT,w = R’w + ∆Lfs + 10 lg (T/T0) [dB]

The Rw value of the wall external facade is of 61 dB.
Remembering that the external Lpeq is of 19,192 dB,
we will calculate the two cases of sound circulation
from the exterior to the interior: with the window open
and closed.
The housing unit we will analyze is the one highlighted
in the above plan. The window considered as opened
for the first case is the red highlighted one. We chose
this window as it is the one giving on the living room.

Where:
R’w = apparent sound reduction index of the facade
[dB]
ΔLfs = correction for the type of facade [dB] (=0 for
flat facade)
V = Volume of the receiving environment [m3]
T0 = Reverberation time reference (for residential areas
= 0.5 s)
S = Inside area of the facade
T = reverberation time in the receiving environment (s)
After these considerations, we are now able to perform
the analysis of the two study case: with the closed
window and with the opened window
First case: Loggia’s Window Opened
Firstly, we calculated the sound circulation from the
exterior while the loggia’s window (the biggest window)
is open.
Rw external wall = 62 dB (9,45 m2)
Rw window (the non-openable side) = 40 dB (3,125
m2)
Rw opened window= 0 dB (3,125 m2)
Rw other window of the loggia = 40 dB (9,45 m2)
(total surface = 25,15 m2)
Using the aforementioned formula we obtain ad
apparent sound reduction index of the façade (with
the window open) of R’w =9,06 dB (Note: in this
calculation we are not considering the fact that the
window is placed perpendicularly to the
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For the calculation of the normalized sound insulation
of the facade, we use the classical reverb time calculation
for a lived house (0,5)
From this value we obtain a normalized sound
insulation value of D2m,nT,w = 9,06 dB
The external traffic noise Lpeq is of 19,192 dB, and
the normalized sound insulation value of the facade is
of 6,81 dB. Thus the internal circulation of the traffic
noise is of only 12,382 dB (19,192 - 6,81 dB = 12,382
dB).
Instead, the sounds of the near park, just behind the
new buildings, will predominantly circulate inside the
house (birds, parrots, human voices, as shown in the
sonic environment chapter), covering this traffic noise.
Second case: Loggia’s Window Closed
Secondly, we calculated the sound circulation from the
exterior while the loggia’s window is closed. Now the
data are the following:
Rw external wall = 62 dB (9,45 m2)
Rw window (closed) = 40 dB (6,25 m2)
Using the same formula we obtain ad apparent sound
reduction index of the façade (with the window open)
of R’w =46,69 dB
R’w =45,15 dB
From this value we obtain a normalized sound
insulation value of D2m,nT,w = 42,21 dB
Thus, if the external traffic noise Lpeq is of 19,192
dB, and the normalized sound insulation value of the
facade is of 45,15 dB, no traffic noise will be heard
inside the house.
Sound Circulation (from the interior to the
interior of the building)
Finally, we made a predictive analysis of the interior
sound circulation from the interior of the same housing
unit.
TV sound diffusion
We analyzed the possibility for the a dwelling’s tenant to
sleep while the other one is watching tv.
The Lp of normal volume TV is of 60 dB. The door of
the room has an airborne sound insulation of Rw=32
dB (There are two doors), and a surface of 2,16 m2.
The internal partition is so composed has a Rw of 55
dB and is so composed:
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The considered reverberation time is of 0,5 s (as
explained before).
For the calculation of the sound pressure level in the
bedroom we will use the following formula:
Lp living room - Lp bedroom = Rw - 10 log (S/A)
where: s = surface of the partition; A = absorbing area
of the receiving room
- Absorbing area: A = 0,5 (V/RT60) = 0,5 (39,15/0,5)
= 39,15
- Surface of the partition: S = 7,83 m2 (Rw = 55 dB)
- Door’s Surface Sd = 2,16 m2 (Rw = 32 dB)
R’w = 39 dB
Lp bedroom = Lp living room - Rw - 10 log (S/A)
Lp bedroom = 60 dB - 39 dB - 10 log (1,83/39,15) =
14,1 dB
Thus, in the bedroom there will be 14,1 dB while in the
living room the tv is on. With only 14,1 dB there will
not be any disturb to the quiet sleep.
After these analysis we can show that our buildings
have been well designed also regarding the acoustic
performance.
Interior Design
In Rhome, interior design allows the flexibility, density
and sustanibility that are in architectural concept and
that represent the Italian talent, the “Made in Italy”.
But we have chosen furnitures that do not want to be just
a furnishing brand “Made in Italy”, where attention to
detail, ergonomics, product quality and environmental
protection are the basis of the design philosophy, but
also the conviction that it is possible to redesign the
future in a different way by rearranging and creating a
new culture.
Simple, durable, sustainable, convivial are keywords.
Re-use and re-think are our actions.
For kitchen and bedroom we have chosen Valcucine
and Clei that represent our philosophy.
Demode Valcucine’s kitchen is durable and sustainable
beacuse is eternal in all cycle of life. All components
are recycable and reusable. Design is very simple and
re-thinks the way of thinking the kitchen.
Clei’s Ulisse Dining allows flexibility and to have in same
space two different functions as bedroom and office.
But we can have many possible compositions. We rethink the way of thinking our house: less space, more
functions. So we have possibility to work in house.
For dining and living room we have re-used and refixed old furnitures that have 50-60 years but that are
eternal and represent Italian tradition in the furnishing.
Re-use to limit the increase and the consumerism and
to valorize that we already have.
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Project Summary
RhOME, a home for Rome, is a house for everyone, affordable, sober, with high energy efficiency performances
and optimal comfort conditions. Experimentally we apply this concept on two different urban areas, that
both represent a typicity of italian metropolis and towns. The first is the Roman“periphery” that presents
two singularity: monumental historical presences and illegal buildings those are too next to ancient remains.
The latter are the dismissed railway areas, often in the city centers of the main italian towns. These two tissues
are reconnected by five stories wooden buildings where the social interaction are the main aim. High passive
behaviour features, natural materials, renewability, reutilization and recycling are the main guidelines of the
project. The flats’ size vary is mainly addressed to couples, singles, city users, temporary inhabitants which
represent the new building claim. Thanks to a modularity the dwellings dimension allows a flexibility degree
to design a mixing of typologies as affordable opportunity for everyone. The arrangement of the buildings in
the new district can release the ancient remains, like the roman aqueduct, and design new public spaces that
promote social relationships between inhabitants. The turned up ground level of the whole estate allows a visual
connection with the surrounding landscape. At the same time the loggias of every apartment constitutes an
element of continuity between outside and inside.

5.3.1. STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Urban scale project
The structural behavior is systemic and its goodness
depends on many factors, such as inner coherence,
harmony between parts, responsiveness to consolidated
typologies, quality of the constructive aspects, reliability
of mahematical models for the mechanical prediction
and safety quantification and so on.
The structural system of the urban aggregate consists
of a reinforced concrete first floor that supports further
four floors and the roof of a lightweight wooden
building, made with frame-wall technology (Platform
Frame). The first floor in reinforced concrete is formed
by a central core constituted by structural walls to which
a 3D structural lattice of reinforced concrete beams is
stuck, that supports not only the first floor slab (made
of horizontal panels of Platform frame system) but
also the rest of the wooden building.
The foundation of the building consists of a grillage
of reinforced concrete grade beams placed below the
vertical walls that widen the contact section between
the structure and the ground, in order to make the
ground stress compatible with its compression strength.
The geographical area of Tor Fiscale falls within the
geological district of Alban hills, characterized widely
by volcanic soils (tuff and similar soils), under which
there are Pleistocene floods, often uncovered by
erosion. In that area there are not deformable soils

of recent origin, except for some very small local
areas within some ditches. Generally speaking, ground
compressive strength goes from 0,5 to 2 Mpa, and can
support surface foundations, especially for moderately
light buildings like those whose most structure is
made of wood. Where the thickness of the tuff is
consistent, sometimes you can find cavities for mining

Revit structural model of collective building
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or preceding anthropic phenomena. However, a surface
foundation does not interfere with archaeological
heritage and preserves the soil around the building as
much hydraulically permeable as possible.
The beams of the structural grillage of the first floor
are characterized by sections of variable height, which
allow the higher stresses due to vertical loads be moved
to the core and meet the architectural principles of
the project, limiting the height of the perimeter beams
and defining a sort of structural “tray” that holds the
building.
Aside from the first floor of reinforced concrete,
whose choice is justified by architectural reasons, the
choice of using the Platform System wall technology
is motivated by requirements of sustainability, lightness
and quickness of installation. However, in Italy the
Platform System may be adopted only for buildings
of limited height, usually not exceeding three storeys,
especially for areas characterized by high seismicity.
Since our building is located in Rome, we must take into
Regarding the building structural dimensioning, at this
stage of the preliminary draft, we have used an ultimate
limit state load combination for vertical loads and we
performed the following checks:
1)Strength (bending) dimensioning of the beams of
the reinforced concrete grillage of the first floor. The
reinforced concrete lattice of the first floor is a massive
structure, because it brings the rest of the building. The
weak point of the lattice are the cantilever beams, which
have been designed with a variable section (variable
height, indeed) in order to avoid excess of weight.
Moreover, it was made a rough calculation of steel
reinforcement. All the calculations are summarized in
the following tables:

account this limitation in height; so, we have decided
to not lose the benefits of the Platform constructive
system, strengthening it with another technology, the
frame one, with in mind the idea of differentiating the
structural tasks of the two different technologies. In
practice, we have a hybrid technology, wooden frame
and wall technologies, where the frames supports the
vertical loads, increasing from upward to downward,
while the walls, inserted within the spaces left empty
by the frames and reinforced by St Andrew’s crosses
where necessary, act as wind-bracings and support the
horizontal forces, even increasing from top to bottom.
The following figure shows an overview of the assembly
building.

Plan of the structural lattice
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2)
Strength (bending) dimensioning of the
wooden beams of the higher floor than the first one.
The wooden beams of the upper floors support the
ceiling, composed of panels of Platform Frame system;
since these wooden floors are practically equal among
themselves, we have designed only the beams of
one floor. All the calculations are summarized in the
following table:
Wooden floor plan

3)
Strength dimensioning of the wooden pillar:
compression and stability check. As it was said in the
introduction, the wooden pillars of the upper floors
have the sole purpose of transmitting the vertical
loads to the reinforced concrete “tray”. Obviously,
compression increases from top to bottom. All the
calculations are summarized in the following table:
Generic floor plan

4)
Compression strength check of the reinforced
concrete walls.
The vertical walls of reinforced concrete which form
the structural and functional heart of the whole
building and they are primarily subject to efforts
of centered compression, apart from some cases in
which the presence of openings or some geometric
irregularities induce eccentric compression efforts
and, for large valued of the eccentricity, some traction
stresses into the concrete. The following table lists the
average compression stresses in walls. The compression
stresses are very low, because both the dimensions and
the placement in plant of the walls was carried out in
accordance with functional and architectural reasons. In
addition, the thickness of the walls has been calibrated
to be able to accommodate the lattice beams on the
first floor.

Ground floor plan
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5) Check of the maximum structural deformation
The structural system is based upon a grillage of
reinforced concrete beams, supporting the rest of the
construction, i.e. all upper floors. Most of these beams
are cantilever ones and they have been subjected to a
first dimensioning, by checking the maximum stress due
to bending moments. These variable-section cantilever
beams are almost all clamped in the vertical walls of
reinforced concrete, or are part of a continuous beam
on multiple supports. Obviously, their deformability
has been also controlled at this stage of the preliminary
draft, because if it were excessive, it would affect the
functionality of the building. This calculation was
performed and produced a new dimensioning of
some beams, whose height was increased, having as
reference value of 1/250 of the span for the maximum
vertical displacement. The load combination for this
deformability check is obviously a service limit state
combination load. The maximum displacement at the
point indicated in the figure has been calculated as 28
mm.
Once made the first dimensioning based on the ultimate
limit state combination for vertical loads, the behavior
of structure under seismic action has been analized.
Seismic analysis has been performed in the software
environment SAP2000 in order to check some global
properties, revealing whether the systemic behavior
under horizontal action is good or not.
We focused on the following issues:
1) The regular distribution of mass and shear stiffness
within the building, in order to verify the structural
regularity in height under seismic actions. The following
table shows the shear force and stiffness distribution
along the height of the building, for each floor:

The cantilever beams system and
the maximum displacement point.

SAP2000 Structural Mode
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2) The first two vibration modes, which take account not
only stiffness distribution, but also mass distribution.
Modal analysis gives the following two vibration modes,
which are roughly two orthogonal translations and this
circumstance means that the structural behaviour is
fairly regular under any horizontal load. Moreover the
first vibration period is equal to T1=1,40 sec.

Images of the SAP model during the modal analysis

3)
Shear strength verification of the reinforced
concrete walls under the seismic action. The walls shear
resistance has been verified, in agreement with the
formulas of the NTC ‘08 (section 4.1.2.1.3) according
to which the value sought is the lowest between two
different resistances:

The results are shown in the following table:
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Compression strength verification of the CrossLam
walls under the vertical actions.

5)
Shear strength verification of the wind-bracing
walls of the upper floors. The shear strength of the single
wall of Platform Frames, sheathed with fiber-gypsum
(Fermacell) boards is given by the European Code EC5
(section 9.2.4, Method A) . See “shear resistance of the
walls” paragraph 14.5.6 in the “structural calculations”
for more detail for a panel 125 cm wide.
From our calculations we obtained that the maximum
external shear force acting on the wind-bracing walls
is greater than their estimated strength for some walls
and, therefore, we included steel Saint Andrew’s crosses
whereas necessary.
The prototype
The structural system adopted for the prototype uses
diffusely the Platform wall technology, but with the
peculiarity of putting inside of the walls, in addition to
the simple standard studs, some larger pillars (in figure
1, walls are red, blue and white coloured).
These pillars are placed precisely under the vertical
constraints of the three large trusses (in figure 1,
trusses are over the red walls) supporting the doublepitched roof, so allowing sufficiently long main beams
to be inserted, with the aim of having enough free
space inside the house. Within the house volume, in
a nearly barycentric position, there is a prismatic core,
which contains most of the technical equipment: water,
tanks, heat pumps, heat exchanger, large appliances,
plumbing, etc. .. This element, called “3D core” due to
its complete realization in the factory, is sufficiently stiff
because of its compact shape and, as a consequence,
provides an appropriate contribution to the dissipation
of the horizontal loads. (see figure 1).
The double-pitched roof and the ceiling of the ground
floor are also composed of sandwich panels Platformtype (see figure 2), of the same technology as the
vertical walls, but composed of more resistant sheathing
boards, made of an engineered wood, consisting of two
external faces of wood fiber and a core of chipboard.
Both panels of the roof and of the ground floor are
firmly anchored to the underlying structural elements
(walls and vertical trusses for roof panels, foundation
beams for ground floor panels) with very ductile screws
to transmit seismic shear forces. Moreover, these panels

Ground floor scheme

Platform type wall
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are laterally constrained relative to each other through
an almost continuous system of double crossed screws.
In addition to that, for the roof of the 3D core, which
is at the same time the first floor ceiling under the roof,
a Cross-lam full wood technology has been chosen. Of
course, both on the vertical walls and on horizontal ones
there are openings, but their locations and dimensions
have been properly designed in order to maintain
the resistance of the walls larger than definite values
compatible with their structural function.

3D view of theprototype structure during assembly

In accordance with the rules of SDE2014, the structural
design fulfils the Building Code on the competition site;
in addition, it has to satisfy the Italian technical codes
and, in particular, the seismic regulations. In this regard,
it is necessary to make a consideration: our house, while
being made of wood, is quite heavy because of the use
of thermal mass inside the wall and this condition makes
the structure seismically vulnerable. This happens in
almost all regions bordering the Mediterranean Sea. Of
course, the most challenging combination of horizontal
forces is not the wind action in Versailles site, but the
earthquake on Italian soil. For this reason, to require
that mass center and stiffness center are the most close
as possible is one of the requirements to be fulfilled
by the structural design. This requirement has been
satisfied by positioning in a nearly central position the
3D core that, besides being very heavy is also very stiff
due to its compact shape.
In addition, nearly all vertical walls are well connected
each to other by the Cross-Lam ceiling of the first floor
which, having very high membrane stiffness, ensures a
good distribution of seismic forces between the walls.
In contrast, the West wall is quite isolated from the rest
of the building, because - due to the double-height
living room - it is not linked to Cross-lam ceiling (see
following figure). Of course, it is connected to the

building by the roof but this link is not sufficient to
ensure its out-of-plane stability, because this wall is not
monolithic but composed of three parts, two smaller
walls - divided the window - and the west truss. In
order to ensure out-of-plane stability of the west walls,
we have placed two horizontal constraints for each of
them, i.e. a full wood buttress and a horizontal beam
at first floor height connecting it to the 3D core (see
figure).

First floor scheme
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Obviously, we add to the walls the shear anchorages
and the hold-down which work, just to remember, as
constraints in the average plane of the walls but not as
out-of-plane constraints (see figure).
We have to spend some words about the three trusses
(western, central and eastern ones) of the roof. They
are composed of wooden GL24h and C24 elements,
respectively used for upper and bottom chords and for
vertical and diagonal bars; moreover, they are supported
by the walls in the maximum number of points as
possible, in order to redistribute at most the loads on
the ground, given the low compressive strength of
the foundation soil. Their geometry and their restraint
conditions are different each from the other, depending
on the architectural choices (see figure).
The upper chord elements are obviously subject
to bending - because of the distributed loads - and
compression. The chains are in tension, the vertical
elements in compression, the diagonal ones in
compression as well, because of their not standard
orientation. In the joints there are different stresses
conditions coming from every element, and for this
reason each joint has been designed individually. The
compression is transmitted by simple contact of the
wooden elements, through rectangular hollows where
a portion of the elements is inserted and fixed with
a security bolt. This solution involves the very low
perpendicular-to-fiber-compression strength of the
wood elements and, therefore, is the main cause of
the large contact area and, sometimes, also of the large
dimensions of the elements.
Further information has to be added. The building will
be assembled, disassembled and transported several
times, and its final location will be in Bolzano, at the
enterprise site that has funded the construction. This
means that hardest vertical loads acting on the structure
are relative to Bolzano site, in relation especially to
snow load, given its proximity to the Alps.

In-plane and out-of-plane Platform wall behaviour

Eastern wall and truss

Central wall and truss

Western wall and truss

Relatively to the foundation system, we have to distinguish
the permanent site from Versailles competition site.
The foundation system in Versailles will consist of a
wooden frame: a wooden beam supports every vertical
wall of the house and, frequently, other beams are put
to have intermediate supports for the longest panels of
the ground floor. By their turn, foundation beams are
supported by a system of variable-height pallets, which
have contact with the largest possible soli area. Our
building, being quite heavy for the addition of highdensity material as thermal mass in the walls, needs a
considerable area of soil contact .

Foundation Plan
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Structural behavior of Platform Frame walls
In the literature, there aren’t mathematical models
universally accepted within scientific community for
describing the mechanical behaviour of the panels
used in the Platform Frame System and, in particolar,
stiffness, strength and ductility. However, there exist
many experimental tests from which we can obtain very
useful information.
Some laboratory tests, conducted at the laboratories of
Forintek Canada Corporation on nailed structural panels
of plywood of thickness 9.5 mm, size of 4.80 m wide
and 2.40 m high, showed a stiffness under horizontal
forces of 1kN/mm per metre in width, while the same
panels with plywood 12 mm thick and the same size in
width and height have revealed a horizontal stiffness
equivalent to 1.2 kN/mm per metre in width (see A.
Ceccotti, E. Karakabeyli “Test results on the Lateral
Resistance of Nailed Shear Walls”. International Wood
Engineering Conference, New Orleans, USA, pp.V2,
179-186, 1996).
Further experimentation was performer recently
at University of Trento, commissioned by the
manufacturing company Rubner that will build the
house in Versailles. These are the geometrical features
of the wall tested:

Scheme of the platform frame vertical panel
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In particular, its main features are the following:
1) Studs of cross section 80 x 160 mm of timber wood
of strength class C24;
2) Upper rails of cross section 160 x 80 mm of timber
wood of strength class C24;
3) Bottom rails of cross section 160 x 120 mm of
timber wood of strength class C24;
4) Two sheathing boards of fiber-gypsum (Fermacell)
of dimensions 1250 x 2560 mm and thickness equal to
15 mm;
5) Staples - connecting the frame and the sheathing
boards - with rectangular cross section of equivalent
diameter d=1,53 mm, length l= 55mm and fu=800
N/mm2, at an interax of 75 mm at the edges of the
sheets, and at an interax of 150 mm, correspondingly
to the central stud;
6) Height of the wall, H=2560 mm;
7) Width of the wall, B= 2500 mm;
8) Two hold-down anchorages at the opposite sides of
the wall;
9) Two shear anchorages at the base of the wall.
The wall has been tested under a displacemente
controlled ciclyc loading hystory, whose experimental
results are shown briefly in the following graph. The
graphs evidences an obvious non linear behaviour, but
for a linear analysis we need just to evaluate the tangent
stiffness at the unstressed configuration.

Kt= K0 B/H=3,33 kN/mm
for B=2500 mm and H= 2560 mm and where K0 is
the horizontal stiffness of a square shake wall. From
the simple formula given above, we derive K0= Kt
H/B=3,41 kN/mm and so we are able to calculate
the stiffness of a wall of any base B2 and heigth H2
dimensions:
Kt= K0 B2 /H2 =3,41 kN/mm * B2 (mm)/H2(mm)
Therefore, a wall of B2 = 2500 mm and H2 = 2850
mm will have stiffness Kt = 3,06 kN/mm.
Of course, the wall stiffness under horizontal loads is
the most important parameter to evaluate the behavior
of the building under seismic actions. However, given
the need to perform dynamic modal analysis for both
the prototype and the urban-scale building, but also for
the fact that the Platform panel has been used not only
as a vertical wall but also for horizontal closure panels
in the ground floor and for the roof, we had to generate
a numerical model that takes into account its in-plane
and out-of-plane behaviours.
For this purpose, each panel was modelled within
SAP2000 as a plane thin shell, based on Kirchhoff plate
model, with a given thickness and a homogeneous,
elastic and anisotropic constitutive relationship. Some
theoretical effort, based on standard homogenization
methods, has been spent to determine the elastic
coefficients of this “fictitious” material that takes into
account the material inhomogeneities, the stiffness of
the staples and the presence of voids.

The experimental evidence indicates an initial stiffness
equal to 40 kN/12 mm= 3,33 kN/mm. To obtain a
simple theoretical model in order to generalize the
above value to walls of different width and height, we
may assume that the wall stiffness under horizontal
actions is directly proportional to its width B
(A. Ceccotti, E. Karakabeyli “Test results on the Lateral
Resistance of Nailed Shear Walls”. International Wood
Engineering Conference, New Orleans, USA, pp.V2,
179-186, 1996) and inversely proportional to its height
H, that is,
Wall response under cyclic loading
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5.3.2. CONSTRUCTIVE DESIGN

The interior space of the RhOME dwellings is the
result of a search for the maximum continuity and
fluidity of space around the “3D core” element. The
core establishes the only effective constraint of the
plan, that flows around it. It allows for the insertion
of loggias and living spaces in a balance that can vary
according to different apartment typologies.
Description
The structural design has been developed integrating
the spatial structure of the house with the structural
characteristics of the Platform Frame system. The walls
are characterized by a good strength against forces in
their mid-plan, but they need to be constrained out
of their mid-plane to resist to out-of-plane horizontal
forces. Another important feature of Platform Frame
technology for our purpose is that walls can host a
lot of insulation material. These walls are lightweight,
especially if compared to other technologies such as
Cross-Lam, for example, and therefore there is a great
saving in resources for transportation and assembly.
However, our thermal design is focused on adding mass
to the walls, crucial for our energy strategy, after the
installatin of walls on site, by adding a new layer of
massive material. Therefore, the design proposal meets
these structural prerequisites by merging synergistically
architectural and energetic issues. The only exception
within this set of two-dimensional wall elements is
represented by the 3D core.
The volume is located in the center of the house, and
acts as a sort of pivot around which the distribution
rotates, and constitutes the core of the constructive
systems and also, but to a less extent, the core of the
structural system. Its dimensions are 2.40m x 3.10m x
5.00m, so that it can be prefabricated and transported
to the building site with standard transportation. It
is partially composed of Cross-Lam materials (upper

and bottom ceilings), and its the east-west oriented
walls contribute strongly to the strength of the whole
structure against horizontal actions.
The 3D core includes:
● Kitchen;
● Bathroom;
● Hydric core (external): HVAC main heat pump,
thermodynamic heat pump, with a separate electrical
panel;
● Electrical core (internal): electrical panel, Inverter 1 o
2 (depending on the photovoltaic panels), String Panel,
Home Automation Server, Monitoring panel (SDE);
● Countertop: Manifold (water distribution), heat
recovery;
● Radiant Panels in the floor (for the low temperature
heating).
Imm 001:Axonometric view of the 3D core
The first impact of the 3D Core might suggest the idea
of the “technical room”, but its constructive logic is
opposite in some sense, since it becomes much close to
an organic architecture, where the various components
don’t entrust a single function, but on the contrary each
of them is called to respond to different instances at
the same time: structural, architectural and energetic, in
this case. Systems are optimized, but not hidden, they
are hosted in an element that lies at the very core of the
dwelling space. And this is an important statement, for
a building that puts energy, savings and sustainability at
the core of its identity.
The walls along the perimeter of the apartment are
connected to each other by a roof that uses the same
Platform Frame technology (while the 3D core structure
is made of Platforme Frame walls collaborating with
Cross-Lam ceilings), and largely satisfy the structural
needs. In addition, they perform a fundamental energy
function because they bound the mass which confers
the appropriate properties of thermal inertia to the
house. Such “mass”, as already mentioned, is added to
the walls once they are installed on site, in an additional
layer, located towards the interior of the apartment in
strategic locations (see images). The stratigraphy of these
added vertical elements, in fact, requires the presence

Wall response under cyclic loading
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of aluminum tubes containing a material characterized
by high mass density. They absorb the thermal energy
produced inside the house to release it within a strategy
that could be effective in any season. (See chapter 5.5
for further details on this energy behaviour).
The Platform Frame System, moreover, allows to
combine in a single thickness the supporting structure
and the thermal casing: each panel contains a layer of
20cm of insulation, which is interrupted by vertical
studs. Outside of the structural system a continuous
coat runs that helps reducing the thermal transmittance,
by protecting vertical and horizontal closures from any
thermal bridges.
In addition to this, it should be noted that prefabrication
and modularity reduce the construction time and costs,
but, on the other hand, require attention in terms of
reversibility of the structural joints.
Each wall is connected to the foundation system (a grid
of foundation beams supported by a nearly continuous
pallet system) by steel anchorages that prevent it from
reversal in its middle plane (hold-down); additionally,
appropriate steel plates, called shear anchorages, prevent
wall from horizontal sliding. In the building site the
walls are placed independently, anchored to the ground
and then propped. Then they are fixed together in the
edges with connections that serve only to ensure their
verticality during the positioning of the other structural
elements (trusses, horizontal beams, roof shells) which
assure the stability of the building as a whole.
Many design features are due to the competition

rules. For example, the fact that the walls are placed
above the floor, and not vice versa, is not a structural
choice but arises from the need to limit the height of
the prefabricated walls and, therefore, decrease the
difficulties related to transportation. The prefabricated
elements allow extremely rapid assembly. The ease of
assembly is also guaranteed by the lightness of the
components, due to the fact that the heavy material
- the inertial mass - will be added at wall installation
completed on site. In particular, in the urban-scale
building project, the plan is to re-use for this added
layer of mass, the waste coming from demolitions done
in the neighborhood to prepare the news interventions.
Horizontal components
The Platform Frame panels of both the floor and the
roof structure are posed along East-West direction.
They articulate the modularity of the structure through
a step of 1.25m, that is the maximum width of the
sheathing board sheets. The difference between the
Platform panels that form the floors or the roof with
respect to the Platform panels that form the vertical
walls lies in the material of the sheathing boards. As
for the vertical walls, the sheathing board material is
fiber-gypsum (the industrial product is Fermacell),
while for the horizontal panels the strongest superPan
(FINSA brand). SuperPan is formed by outside faces
of fibers and the interior made of wood particles. This
unique composition differentiates it from chipboard
and confers to it superior physical and mechanical

Pre-assembly phase of an entire wall
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properties.
There are some exceptions: the 3D core, for example,
has an autonomous Cross-Lam roof, necessary to allow
its transportation. As a consequence of that, one of
the two modules of roof and of the ground floor located next to the 3D core - will not have the same
width of the standard ones. The remaining structure of
the roof and o the ground floor starts from the 3D core
with modular elements until the northern and southern
limits of the house are reached.
The floor stays on a series of foundation beams (placed
under the walls and the 3D core). Each of these rests
on different wooden foundation plinths (or pallets),
which transmit the weight of the house to the ground
Vertical components
The walls are fundamental both for the transmission of
the vertical loads and for the dissipation of horizontal
forces, i.e., seismic and wind forces.
Since the walls don’t have any resistance out of their
average mid-plans, the stability of the building is
entrusted to mutual constraint that they offer to
each other. For this reason, typically the corners of a
building are key elements of its resistance to horizontal
forces. In our case, however, the architectural choices
have weakened the building’s corners with loggias and
floor-to-ceiling windows, and thus the structural design
has paid a moderately high price to these choices. In
particular, the West wall has been somewhat isolated
from the rest of the building, also because the presence

of the double-height living room prevented this wall
from being directly linked to the ceiling of the 3D core.
We put a posteriori an indirect link between the west
wall and the 3D core, by means of two beams cutting
through out the living room for the sole purpose
of giving a out-of-plane constraint to the West wall.
Further two supports to the West wall were placed
inside the building, agents on the wall as buttresses.
To achieve the highest performance in minimum
structural assembly time the walls are prefabricated and
transported as unique blocks.
The pitched roof
The roof of the house is geometrically composed
of two differently inclined planes to the North and
South. From the constructive point of view, it has the
same technology as the panels on the ground floor,
with joists oriented from East to West. These panels
are supported by three trusses and they are mutually
constrained by a system of crossed double screws
which guarantee the structural continuity of the panels
side by side. Each panel is joined to the trusses through
high ductility ASSY screws, for the inertial force due
to the earthquake be transmitted to the ground. On
the roof, there is a light over structure with a purely
energy function: it supports the photovoltaic systems
and, over the loggias, a shielding system, which consists
in adjustable vertical modular bands, allowing full
handling of solar radiation.

Front view and sections of the Platform Frame panel
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Materials
The structural materials used are the following:
· Lamellar wood of strength class GL 24h (DIN 1052:
2000) for beams and upper/bottom rails pf Platform
system;
· Profiles DUO-LAM (mechanical properties equivalent
to the class C24 (UNI EN 338)) for the studs of
Platform system;
· Fiber Gypsum (Fermacell brand) for the sheathing
boards of Platform vertical walls;
· SuperPan (Finsa brand) for the sheathing boards of
ceiling or roof panels;
· Staples BEA 155/45, fu=800 N/mmq for Platform
vertical walls;
·Flat head nails f 3/65, fu=600 N/mmq for ceiling or
roof panels;
·Assy Wurth Combi 3.0 f 12/340 for connection of
roof panels to the trusses, of the ground floor panels
to the foundation system and of the trusses to the
vertical walls;

Objectives
The project must be developed in such a way as to meet
various requirements, from which inevitably derive
a series of limits. The adopted solution must allow
rapid assembly and disassembly of the house several
times, without giving the impression to be ephemeral
or provisional, but especially ensuring that the materials
(from the structural one to thermal insulation, from
plants to the coatings) maintain their properties, which
are essential to give quality to the house and to ensure
their functioning.
In particular, from a structural point of view, we need to
use a technology that provides reversible nodes between
different structural elements: they have to preserve
their integrity and their properties of constraint even
after several cycles of assembly and disassembly.
In turn, every component of the house must match
dimensional and mechanical criteria so that they can be
transported with standard vehicles and easily moved in
the building site with the fewest number of machines.
These criteria are included in a logic of prefabrication
strongly assisted by the chosen structural system,
which allows to realize the house in short time with the
possibility of being extended.

·Self-drilling pins WS f8/200 for the inner joints of the
trusses;
· Bolts KOS f12/200 Rothoblass, fu=800 N/mmq for
the steel plates of the trusses and the for the steel plates
connecting the horizontal beams of the living room to
the chains of the west and central trusses;
· Plate Steel of strength class S235;
· Crossed screws VGS f 11/100 for lateral continuity
of ground floor or roof panels.

Example of Duolam and GL24h wood beam
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The 3D Core
The so called “3D core” is the element that gives life
to the house. Its qualities are distributed on several
domains and make it a resource at many levels.

3D Core-Mechanical room and bathroom

The 3D core is thought to be completely prefabricated
and tested in the factory that produces it, in this way
it is possible to reduce time and cost of installation,
reducing the presence of qualified technicians on the
assembly site and saving the related costs. The Core is
very practical to manage on site, in fact, being equipped
with all the systems that run the house, and will allow
us to perform only simple pipe and cable connections
in input and output from the 3D core. We are testing
several solutions for smart plug and connections, for
both thermal and electrical systems.
The block allows us to reduce the length of pipes
in the system and being positioned in a barycenter
within the house leads to a better distribution of air
through the ducts in three directions and allows us
to effectively manage the return air of bathroom and

Water and Air distribution

3D Core.Mechanical room and kitchen
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Plumbing plan

kitchen. The 3D core is connected to photovoltaic
and thermodynamic panels, providing electricity and
domestic hot water. The hot water can be produced
directly from the machine through the joint use of the
pump Rotex and thermodynamic solar system. This
latter system uses as alluminum panels as evaporators
that, if exposed to the sun in an optimal manner, reach
very high temperatures. Their coil, designed expressly
by our team for our project, hosts the refrigerant gas
and is connected with felxible pipes to a heat pump,
where a compressor with a heat exchanger produces
hot water. The standard configuration of this system
would send the hot water directly to a tank. In our case,
the system is integrated with the Daikin/Rotex Heat
Pump, to give a contribution to hot water production
normally done by the pump with higher consumption.
The overall efficiency of the system is therefore
increased by the integration of the two systems, since
them team decided not to use Solar Thermal because
of its overheating in hot season, prevalent in the Rome
climate. In addition, thermodynamic, that uses not only
direct radiation but also exterior temperature, can give a
contribution to hot water production also over night, at
much lowe efficiency, of course.
The 3D core is connected to the radiant panels, with
cooling and heating function, and contains the heat
exchanger that allows the heat recovery of the exchanged
air. Using radiant panels is a static air conditioning,
and through the combined use of heat recovery unit,

is a controlled mechanical ventilation, which ensures
the quality of the air, because the replacement is not
activated with a timer programmed but depending on
the concentration of CO2 and/ or other pollutants in
the house, detected by sensors. The system is activated
by using the air from outside which is treated and
inserted in environments.
The temperature is recovered from the exhaust air, hot
or cold, allowing us to use less energy compared to a
system that requires the use of only the external air.
Then the external air will pass through the recuperator
dynamic that is equipped with a small heat pump
and a filter which purifies the air; the air pre-treated
(almost neutral) will go through a condensing motion
that will increase the volume of gas exchange (R314)
refrigerating or heating depending on the season,
humidifying or dehumidifying.
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Machinery

All engines used for Mechanically controlled ventilation
(provided by Eurotherm) and for the operation of
the heat pump (by Daikin/Rotex) are brushless, in
order to reduce energy dispersions and the degree of
maintenance of the plant.
The 3D core contains all the control systems for air
management as well as sensors, indicators, actuators,
display control and the inverter that converts the
continuous electricity (coming from the line of
connection of the photovoltaic panels) into alternating
current.
The house behaves structurally as a stiffening box being
that the center of the masses is almost centered with
the center of stiffness, also thanks to the presence of
the core 3D in a central position, the dwelling can resist
even more satisfactory to possible actions horizontal,
such as wind or earthquake, helping to reduce the
distance between the two centers.
Finally, our Cross-Lam block breaks in the light of the
roof slab because the main beam, which divides the
house into two parts, based on the core 3D and on the
walls of North and South, making possible a warping
of the floors that lean on this beam, in the direction

of East and West, but also allows us to have a space
management of the house very flexible.
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5.3.3. PLUMBING SYSTEM DESIGN

The plumbing system design follows the concept of 3D
CORE, the most efficient setting of pipes and tanks.
The plumbing system is composed by: 3 tanks (clear
water tank, rainwater tank, wastewater tank), 2 pumps
(one taking the water from the clean water tank to the
utilities, one taking the water from the rainwater tank to
the irrigation system), relative pipes (for clean hot and
cold water, rainwater and blackwater), filters and water
meters.
Design criteria
Considering the particular location and terms of the
project, it was mandatory to conceive a system that puts
innovation and not conventional ideas to its core.
This means:
1) Water tanks are located underneath the outdoor
deck, outside the house, with appropriate dimensions
that fit perfectly with the architectural design of the
ramp, without the need for a dedicated space, caused
by the use of off-the-shelf tanks with conventional
shapes. Their location outside the house makes it easy
and fast to reach them for maintenance, through the
exterior deck. The connections are also located in a
limited and dedicated area, covered by a custom floor
slab. The outdoor location of tanks, right above the
ground, also contributes, in case of losses, to avoid
damage to people or things inside the house.

Plumbing system

2) The pumps are located as close as possible to the
electrical cabinet, so as to save on electrical cables, and
positioning of the Heat Pump the closest possible to
the utilities that use it in order to minimize temperature
losses of the hot water in the pipes between them.
Looking forward to have the most possible freedom
about the pipes, the adduction pipes are made of

crosslinked polyethylene called PEX-b, of 2 cm
diameter and with an insulation of polyurethane of 1
cm. It is a crosslinked polyethylene obtained with silane
method, starting from high density polyethylene. They
are perfect for both hot and cold water and for the
underfloor heating and they ensure ductility, flexibility,
chemically and mechanically resistant, harmlessness,
compatibility with the speed of the house assembly and
without the need of welding.
The discharge pipes are in Polyethylene terephthalate,
called PET, and have instead a diameter of 4 cm,
enjoying his main properties of high mechanical
resistance, stiffness and sternness, dimensional stability
and good resistance to acids. The Schematic diagram
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Schematic diagram

shows in synthesis the water cycle.
We have 3 tanks that can be filled from the opening (120
mm) located overhead: clean water tank (3,30m x 1,83m
x 0,38m), wastewater tank (2,97m x 1,87m x 0,38m)
and rain water tank (3,03m x 1,685m x 0,38m). The
connectors (inlet and outlet) of each tank are located
sideways and are 80 mm diameter. From the clean water
tank the cold water circulates through the piping using a
pump (DAB BOOSTER SILENT 4), and will reach the
bathroom (bath sink, shower, bidet and clothes washer)
and the kitchen (dishwasher and kitchen sink). The
clear water reaches also the Daikin heat pump (placed
in the 3D-core), where part of the water will be turned
into hot water and placed in the pipes ready to use.
Besides the clothes washer, chosen with a double input
for the hot and cold water, is reached by a hot water
pipe so as to avoid the activation of the resistance, in
order to save electricity.
Black water related to the kitchen sink and dishwasher
and grey water related to the clothes washer, shower,
bath sink and bidet will reach the wastewater tank,
as the condensate water from the HVAC System and
from the hpsu Bi-Block Daikin Rotex. We provided a
non-return valve located in the point of union between
black water and grey water pipe.
For the Versailles contest the rain water coming from
the north descendant, through gutters, will pass through
a mechanical filter (a grating) in order to purify it by
foliage and coarse elements, and will be
collected in the rainwater tank. An overflow valve

ensures ground dispersion in the case of overfilling of
the tank Then, through a system of automated irrigation
(i.e a pump like the one used for the adduction, and
it’s described below in the “Supply system verification”
paragraph), pushed towards the lodge and used as a
source of irrigation water.
There are three flowmeters (two provided by team
rhome and one provided by Sde) will be positioned
between the pumps and the water distribution system, in
order to measure the quantity of the output stream. We
expect to have in sequence: upstream valve / Almaviva
flowmeter / SDE flowmeter/ downstream valve. The
two valves have the function to stop the flow in case of
problems with the flowmeters.
Based on the amount of water needed for each
activity performed during the day of the two weeks of
competition, we can predefine our need of clear water
at 2245,8 liters of water (to be charged in the tank).
This water budget describes the worst scenario (total
absence of rain) where the withdrawal of water for
irrigation is from the clean water tank. However if we
could have 20 l of rainwater per day, the amount of
clear water necessary would decrease in 1995.6 liters
(2235.6 minus the 240 liters for irrigation).
The wastewater remaining in the tank at the end of the
competition will be given by the amount between the
total grey water accumulated (1690 liters) and the total
black water (297,1) for an amount of 1987,1 liters.
To have more detailed information consult chapter 11
“Detailed water budget”.
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Table 1

Water related activities

Unit consumption (l/cycle)

Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Cooking
Hot water draws
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush
Garden watering
Clothes dryer

unit produced (l/cycle)

Table 2

Activities scheduling

49
10,2
3
60
20
10
4,5
20
3

Contest days
Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Cooking
Hot water draws
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush
Garden watering
Clothes dryer

Table 3

1
1
1
1
3
1
0
0
1
1

Activities consumption

Contest days
Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Cooking
Hot water draws
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush
Garden watering
Total volume from clean water tank
Total water balance

Table 4

2
1
0
1
2
1
1
0
1
1

1
49
10,2
3
180
20
0
0
20
282,2
282,2

2
98
10,2
6
300
40
10
0
40
494,2
504,2

Daily cycles
3
1
1
1
3
1
0
0
1
1

Daily cycle
3
147
20,4
9
480
60
10
0
60
776,4
786,4

4
1
1
1
2
1
1
0
1
1

4
196
30,6
12
600
80
20
0
80
998,6
1018,6

5
1
1
0
3
1
0
0
1
1

5
245
40,8
12
780
100
20
0
100
1277,8
1297,8

Activities waste water production

Contest days
Grey water waste
Black water waste
Grey water + Black water

1

-229
-31,2
-260,2

2

-398
-54,7
-452,7

3

-627
-85,9
-712,9

4
-796
-119,6
-915,6

5
-1025
-149,8
-1174,8

6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

6
245
40,8
12
780
100
20
0
120
1297,8
1317,8

7
245
40,8
12
780
100
20
0
140
1317,8
1337,8

Cumulated waste (l)
6

-1025
-149,8
-1174,8

7
-1025
-149,8
-1174,8

8
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

9
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

8
294
51
15
780
120
20
0
160
1420
1440

10
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
1
1

11
1
1
1
3
1
1
0
1
1

12
1
1
0
2
1
0
0
1
1

9
10
11
12
343
392
441
490
51
61,2
71,4
81,6
18
21
24
24
780
900
1080
1200
140
160
180
200
20
20
30
30
0
0
0
0
180
200
220
240
1512
1734,2
2016,4
2235,6
1532
1754,2
2046,4
2265,6
Volume clean water tank 2295 l

1995,
8
-1074
-181
-1255

9
10
11
-1123
-1292
-1521
-202
-233,2
-266,9
-1325 -1525,2 -1787,9
Volume wastewater tank

12
-1690
-297,1
-1987,1
2110 l

liters

Water Monitoring System
Water
It will be important to include sensors
forconsumption
control of(days) The supply system pump from the clean water tank is
water 2500
flow, in order to measure the amount of water the Booster Silent 4M of the DAB company; it has
used. One will be placed after the pump on the clean a 2l pressurised reservoir, in order to maintain a high
water 2000
tank in order to measure the amount of water degree of regularity in the use, guarantee a longer
washerand reduce the noise impact.
required for the tests, the other will be positioned pump operationalClotheslife
Dishwasher
1500 pump of the rain water tank, to measure the
The characteristic
of the pump is shown in the
after the
Cooking
For each discharge, distributed and
amount of water for irrigation. Moreover, like asked following pictures.
Hot water draws
losses were subtracted from the
in the1000rules, we provide two valves, one upstream and concentrated head
Other needs (housework, etc..)
atwater)that discharge according
one downstream, of each meter. The purpose of this total head of theDinnerpump
party (drinking
WC flush
head-discharge relationship.
valves 500is to allow shutting the water flow, if there are to the abovementioned
watering
are
calculated by means of Chezy
any problem with the meters. The flowmeters will be Distributed lossesGarden
Total volume from clean water tank
turbine 0 counters (equipped with pulse emitters) from equation, with Manning coefficient equal to n=0.008
the Energy Team company. The single-jet water meter s/m^1/3. Concentrated losses are assumed to occur at
the diffuser and have a value of the total kinetic head at
is mainly
-500 used as a counter in the divisional households.
days
The flow of water acts directly on the turbine whose that point. The procedure is accomplished by means of
rotation is converted into liters/cubic meters by the the following equation:
gears of the horology. The ducts of the entry and exit
Water waste (days) [negative volumes used for the water going to waste tanks]
are on 500the same
horizontal plane. Entries and exits are ΔH(Q)=Hp(Q)-C(Q,Da)-J(Q,Da)*L-ΔHg(Q) ,
designed to accommodate piping 4 inches maximum.
Considering
the diagram above, in our circumstances where:
0
the maximum loss estimated caused by the flowmeters
J(Q,Da)=(n2Q2 220/3)/(π2Da16/3) ;
is nearly
1 m.
-500
Grey water waste

liters

Supply
-1000 system verification
We have six utilities in kitchen and bathroom, and in the
-1500
following
table there are all the related values.
A verification series of 10 discharges was generated
-2000from 3.5 to 35 l/min, with a resulting increment
ranging
of 3.5 l/min.
-2500

days

2 2

Black water waste
C(Q,Da) = (1/2g)*(4Q/πDa
) .
Grey water + Black water

Considering that we have 6 utilities, we calculate the
available head for each one of them, and the next table
shows the results (we subtract an additional 1 meter to
them considering that the presence of the flowmeter,
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according to its “Loss of Head Diagram” above,
produces a loss that can reach a value near to 1 meter).
Rainwater Recovery in Urban Scale
In the event that the sewer district is composed with
two different pipes lines for sanitary water and the white
water (that is rainwater without impurity) we imagine to
realize a series of intermediate tanks for the first rain
water. The purpose of these transit tanks is to capture
oils and sedimentary substances, so to purify water
which, through an ad hoc system of piping, will then be
conveyed in the near ditches. The filtering is performed
through the use of sand which acts as a sedimentation
tank. The sand normally needs to be replaced every
5-10 years.
Regarding the recovery of rainwater from the roof,
we expect to send the water, through the descendants,
from the roof of each of the new buildings in its
own intermediate tank. The tanks will be sized to
accommodate enough water to fulfill one of the purpose
showed in the image below: district’s cleaning, irrigation
of the park or irrigation of vegetable gardens. Through
a lifting system the rainwater in the tank will be sent
through a 10 cm x 10 cm conduit, placed over the other
eventual networks of the neighborhood (sewerage,
water adduction, electricity), in large storage tanks.
During the path from the single tank of one building
to the common one, water will slowly pass through
capture tanks (partitioned by septa able to block oils
and sedimentary substances). Above the tanks there are
plants and flowers, that look like simple and cheerful
planters, however placed not just for a landscaping
element of the neighborhood, being designed to filter
the water passing underneath.

flowmeter

Flowmeter diagram

Utilities table

Flow values
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Pump diagram

Pump table

Grey water recovery in urban scale
In urban scale we propose an innovative system for
the recovery of the domestic water.
It involves the placement, within the neighborhood,
of a purification cabin whose purpose is to collect
domestic waste water (gray and black) from the
new settled buildings and to filter them through a
particular system: the system of photo-ozonolysis,
that combines the action of ultraviolet light with
that of ozone. Ozone is a powerful oxidizing and
electrophile agent, and the ultraviolet light presence
enhances its action through a free-radical chemistry.
To be effective, treatment with photo-ozonolysis
requires a pre-treatment of the wastewater initially
with a mechanical grinding and then with a series
of filters (for example, sand and active carbon).
The photo-ozonolytic action applies to both soluble
organic matter, which is oxidized and mineralized,
that even on the microbial load that is completely
sterilized. Bacteria, viruses, and protozoa are removed

from the aqueous phase without creating secondary
toxic and harmful substances.
Chlorination is the classical technique for the
disinfection of water and, in contrast to the photoozonolysis, always presents the negative aspect of
creating organochlorines such as carbon tetrachloride
and chloroform, which are toxic persistent in aqueous
phases with potential carcinogens (cancer of the colonrectum).
The pilot plant that we have at our disposal is a batch
system with recirculation and is able to treat up to 250
L / h of wastewater. Naturally, the reported value is
only indicative since the treatment per unit of time can
vary significantly depending on the load of pollutants
present in the water.
With this system we will be able then to minimize at
9% the consumption of water from the aqueduct.
The table shows the water consumption of each
apartment in cubic meters / year for each different
function.
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Available head table

Depending on the availability of rainwater and treated
wastewater we’ll be able to reduce the consumption of
water from the aqueduct only at 5.37 cubic meters /
year, 9% of the total quantity of water.
The following images show the 3D core (with
bathroom, kitchen and relative equipment) in pink and
the pipelines will pass on the shaft and the purification
cabin will be located on the ground floor within the
projection of 3D core.
Water budget for an apartment in a new
building
We have prepared the Water Budget on the life of a
family of three members in a week, assuming the likely
number of times several actions like taking a shower,
cooking, flushing the toilet, do the washing machine or
dishwasher are repeated.
Regarding the appliances we have maintained the
same values relative to the amount of water consumed
per cycle compared to the Water Budget prepared for
competition.
The relative value of the domestic water (sink, bidet,
shower) is calculated considering 60 liters / person for
a shower plus 20 liters / person for other daily activities
related to hygiene.

Recovery rainwater plan

Recovery rainwater system
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Schematic diagram

Distribution of water consumption
Use
Cleaning premises
Exterior consumption
Kitchen
Sanitary
Washing machines
Other equipment
Simulation result
Total

Result
0,97
16,75
5,37
28,31
7,644
/
59,05

Water menagement
Domestic hot and cold water (DHC & DCW)
Source of water used
Result
Consumption of drinking water
5,37
Use
Result
Consumption of rain water
16,75
DHW
14,78
Consumption of grey water
36,93
DCW
27,52
Total
59,05
Tot
Domestic water
42,30

Unit
%
m3/year/apartment
1,65
m3/year/apartment
28,37
m3/year/apartment
9,09
m3/year/apartment
47,95
m3/year/apartment
12,95
m3/year/apartment
/
m3/year/apartment
100
Distribution of water consumption

Unit
%
m3/year/apartment
Unit
%9,09
m3/year/apartment
28,37
m3/year/apartment
34,94
m3/year/apartment
62,55
m3/year/apartment
65,06
m3/year/apartment
100
m3/year/apartment
100
Water manage
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Recovery waste water

UP

3D-Core
Vertical distribution

Recovery waste water

3D-core localization in the building type
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Multiplying the quantity of water used for a single task
for the number of times per day that is performed we
obtain the total amount of water required daily from
the aqueduct, in case of no systems of water recovery.

Similarly, summing the discharge water of the dishwasher
with the one of the toilet and 2/3 of the one intended
for culinary activity, we’ll obtain the quantity in liters of
black water.

Summing up the liters of water needed for the amount
of clothes washing every day with liters of water used
by three people for their hygiene we’ll get the amount
of liters of gray water produced in each day of the
week.

With our system of accumulation of gray and black
water in the tank we’ll get water that is filtered and
pumped back to the building and then used for every
needs. To know the amount of filtered water needed
by a single apartment, we add up the liters of water

Table 1

Water related activities

Unit consumption (l/cycle)
(litri/cycle )

Cooking

Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Table
Sinks,1 bidet and shower
WC flush
Table
1
Cooking
Garden
watering
Clothes
washer
Cooking
Dishwasher
Clothes dryer
Clothes washer
Other
(housework, etc..)
Tableneeds
1
Dishwasher
Sinks,
bidet and shower
Other
needs (housework, etc..)
WC
flush
Cooking
Table
2and shower
Sinks, bidet
Garden
watering
Clothes
washer
WC
flushdryer
Clothes
Dishwasher
Garden
watering
Other
needs
(housework, etc..)
week
days
Clothes
dryerand shower
Table
2
Sinks, bidet

Clothes
WC
flush washer
Table
2watering
week
days
Garden
Dishwasher
Clothes washer
dryer
Cooking
week
days
Dishwasher
Clothes
Cooking
Other2washer
needs (housework, etc..)
Table
Dishwasher
Other
needs (housework, etc..)
Sinks,
bidet
and shower
Cooking
Sinks,
bidet and shower
week days
Other
needs
(housework, etc..)
WCflush
flush
WC
Clothes
washer
Sinks,
bidet
and shower
Garden
watering
Dishwasher
Garden
watering
WC flushdryer
Clothes
Cooking
Clothes
dryer
Garden
watering
Other
needs
(housework, etc..)
Clothes
Tablebidet
3dryerand shower
Sinks,
WC flush
Table
3
Table
3watering
week
days
Garden
Clothes washer
dryer
week days
Dishwasher
week days
Clothes
Cooking
Table 3washer
Dishwasher
Other
needswasher
(housework, etc..)
Clothes
Cooking
Sinks
week bidet
days and shower
Dishwasher
Other
needs
(housework, etc..)
WC
flush
Clothes
washer
Sinks
bidet
and
shower
Garden
watering
Cooking
Dishwasher
WC
flush
Total
water
Cooking
Otherwatering
needs (housework,
Gardenneeds
Other
(housework, etc..)
Total
water
Sinks
bidet
and shower
Tablebidet
4 and shower
Sinks

Water related activities

Water related activities

Unit consumption (l/cycle)
(litri/cycle )

3
49
3
10,2
unit produced (l/cycle)
49
20
Water related activities
240
Unit consumption (l/cycle)
(litri/cycle ) 10,2
20
4,5
3
Activities scheduling
240
10
49
4,5
unit produced (l/cycle)
3
10,2
10
20
unit produced
(l/cycle)
3
Activities
scheduling
240

Unit consumption (l/cycle)
(litri/cycle )

4,5
Mon
10
03
Mon
1
20
1
12
Mon
10
10
11
10
02
11
01

Tue
0
Tue
1
20
1
12
Tue
10
10
11
10
02
11
01

Wed
1
Wed
0
21
10
12
Wed
11
10
110
10
12
11
11

10
consumption
Sun
1
98
1
Sun
10,2
98
6
10,2
20
6
240
Sun
20
45
98
240
10
10,2
45
6429,2
10
20
429,2
240

10
Mon
1
0
Mon
10,2
60
10,2
20
6
240
Mon
20
45
0
240
10
10,2
45
6331,2
10
20
331,2
240

10
Tue
1
0
Tue
10,2
60
10,2
20
6
240
Tue
20
45
0
240
10
10,2
45
6331,2
10
20
331,2
240

10
Wed
1
49
1
Wed
0
49
6
0
20
6
240
Wed
20
45
49
240
10
0
45
6 370
10
20
240370

45
1
10
338
429,2
1 78,2
338
413
78,2
3,2
1 413
3,2
338

45
2
10
240
331,2
278,2
240
315
78,2
3,2
2 315
3,2
240

45
3
10
240
331,2
378,2
240
315
78,2
3,2
3 315
3,2
240

78,2
413
3,2

78,2
315
3,2

78,2
315
3,2

Activities scheduling

Sun
2
Sun
1
2
1
12
Sun
12
10
11
10
12
11
11

unit produced (l/cycle)

Activities scheduling

Activities consumption

Activities
Activities consumption
Activities consumption

etc..)

WC
WCflush
flush
Tablevalue
4watering
Total
Garden
Garden
watering
Grey
Totalwater
waterwaste
Total
value
Black
water
waste
Total water
water
waste
Grey
water reuse
Tableand
4 black
Black and
water
waste
Grey
black
water balance
Grey
and
black
Table
4 water reuse
Total
value
Grey
water balance
Grey and
waterblack
waste

Building Type A

Black water waste

Total value
Grey water waste
Black water waste
Grey and black water reuse
Grey and black water balance

Grey and
black water reuse
Floors
number
Building
Type A
Grey andofblack
waterper
balance
Number
apartments
floor
Total
Floorsapartments
number
Clean
water
(litri giornalieri)
Number
of apartments
per floor
Black
water
waste
Building
Type
A (daily liters)
Total
apartments
Grey
(daily liters)
Cleanwater
waterwaste
(litri giornalieri)
Grey+Black
water (daily
(daily liters)
liters)
Floorswater
number
Black
waste
Grey+Black
water(daily
(hourper
liters)
Number
of waste
apartments
floor
Grey
water
liters)
Grey and black water reuse (daily liters)

4
3
124
5150,43
938,4
12
4056
5150,4
4994,4
938,44
208,1
40563
4956

500

500

45
4
10

289
370
4 68
289
364
68
-7
4 364
-7
289

68
364
-7

3
49
10,2
20
240
4,5
10
3

Sun
Mon
2 Week
0
Thu1
Fri
1Sat
Week
0
0
0
2 Sat
Thu
Fri
1 2
1
1
20 1
20
1 20
1
11
11
1 Week
1 112
12
12
Thu
Fri
Sat
101001
10
10
0110
01
111
111
111
1
1 10
10
10
02
02
12
0 11
11 1
11

01
10
11
Week
10
10
10
Thu
Fri
Sat
1
1
1
Week
00
00
01
Thu
Fri
Sat
10,2
10,2
10,2
Mon60
60Sun
60
10,2
10,2
2098 Week
20
20
010,2
6
6
6
240
240
240
Thu
Fri
Sat
10,2 45
10,245
20
20
20
45
0
0
0
240
240
240
10 6
10
10
610,2
10,2
10,2
45
45
45
331,2
6331,2
6
6
20
2010331,2
10
10
20
20
20
331,2
331,2 240
331,2
240 240
240
240
4545
45
5
6
10
10
10
240
240
331,2
331,2
578,2
429,2678,2
240
240
315
315
78,2
78,2
3,2
3,2
5 315
6 315
3,2
3,2
240
240
78,2
1
315
3,2

338
78,2
Water consumption (days)
413
Water consumption (days)
3,2

78,2
315
3,2

4545
7
10
10 331,2
240
778,2
331,2
240
315
78,2
3,2
7 315
3,2
240

2

78,2
315
3,2

240
78,2
315
3,2

Tue
0
1
2
1
1
10
1
0

Tue
0
10,2
6
20
240
45
10
331,

3

24
78,
31
3,

Black water waste
Grey and black water reuse
Grey and black water balance
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consumed by the toilet, the washing machine, shower,
bidet and bathsink; subtracting this value from the
total amount of wastewater produced daily (value that
include dishwasher and sink wastewater, we’ll get the
apartment liters of gray water in surplus.
If one day (the fourth day in the table above) the waste
water produced is insufficient to meet the needs, we will
use the surplus produced in excess in the previous days
and accumulated specifically.

Building Type A
Floors number
Number of apartments per floor
Total apartments
Clean water (litri giornalieri)
Black water waste (daily liters)
Grey water waste (daily liters)
Grey+Black water (daily liters)
Grey+Black water (hour liters)
Grey and black water reuse (daily liters)
Grey and black water balance

4
3
12
5150,4
938,4
4056
4994,4
208,1
4956
38,4

Multiplying these values for a single apartment of three
people to the total number of apartments in a standard
building we’ll get the daily requirement of water for a
single building and the amount of wastewater produced
which it’s going to size the water tank (208,1 l/hour)
(see WCC).
.

Water waste (days) [negative volumes used fo
450
400
350
300

liters

250
200
150
100
50
0
-50
-100

days
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5.3.4. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESIGN

The electrical system will be concentrated in the 3D
core, a compartment that will be prebuilt and then
tested on site. Having to serve areas that are not directly
related to 3DCore we decided to add some branches of
the electrical system on three channels:
- The first tange the 3D-core and passes through the
entire length of the house advantage of a channeling
already designed to serve all the radiant panels of the
house;
- the second goes through a milling beams that divide
the living area and which it serves to illuminate that
area, as well as being the site where is some of wireless
sensors;
- the third pass over the 3D-core within the loft area to
fall inside the cabinet that divides the entrance hallway
from the bedroom area . This wardrobe will be the
accommodation of a series of electrical devices and of
the lights that illuminate the room.
The photovoltaic inverter and the string panel will
be located in a technical compartment completely
dedicated to the electrical systems. The battery rack and
the battery inverter will be located inside an external

Electrical system diagram

ventilated covered compartment covered in the south
loggia. The master electrical panel and the Monitoring
Box will be located in the central hallway of the house,
near the technical compartment. The slave electrical
panel will be located inside the technical compartment.
In addition, the block is located in a central position,
thus it will be possible to more easily manage all the
electrical system of the house, using a smaller amount
of electrical wires. The system will be divided into
different areas: the kitchen; the bathroom; the living
area; the sleeping area; the entrance and the two loggias.
Among these, the kitchen represents a singularity as
it is provided with more electrical lines, as they will
supply electric energy to the induction hob, the oven,
the refrigerator, the dishwasher, the washing machine
and the dryer, which are the appliances required for
the contest. Each line will be provided with a switch
and protected by a differential and an upstream circuit
breaker.
The whole electrical system is designed so that each
and every consumer energy production is read from
the house. Thus, there is an information system that
helps the user to manage in the best possible way
home to avoid unnecessary consumption of energy.
The information user is performed after performing
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capillaries detections inside the house system. The
combination of various monitoring allows the house to
sense the amount of energy produced and the amount
of energy consumed giving the user , for example ,
the specification of how the charging of batteries can
affect the energy balance or giving advice regarding
the management of the parts air or the use of radiant
panels.

The most significant characteristic of the inverter are:
- Model: Conext XW4548 230 50
- Nominal power: 4,5kW
- Weight: 55Kg
- Dimensions: 580x410x230 mm

General Description
The input for the electrical system is an IEC singlephase 230V-63A plug socket with pilot contact.
The most significant characteristics of the electrical
systems are
- TT grounding system classification according to CEI
64/8
- rated voltage 230V
- single-phase distribution
- short-circuit current protection (low voltage side) 6kA
- maximum power consumption 6,5kW

Protection against direct and indirect
contact
Since the Dc side of the circuit is low voltage the
objective of protection from direct contacts is achieved
through the complete insulation of all the active parts
of the circuit.
The unipolar cable connecting the batteries to the
inverter (FG7) are class 5 and covered with an insulating
termic sheath.
All the terminals and all the lugs have been insulated.
On the AC side the protection against indirect contact
is guaranteed through a differential breaker with a
tripping current of 0,3 A.In order to guarantee the
protection from indirect contacts a differential breaker
with a tripping current of 0,3 A has been installed
on the “AC-IN” side of the inverter so that the earth
resistance according to the actual standard must be Rt
≤ 50 V / 0,3 A .
The differential breaker with a tripping current of 0,3
A has been chosen in order to guarantee the safety
requirements and to achieve the selectivity of the
circuit through the current discrimination between
the differential breaker protecting the inverter and the
RCDs with a tripping current of 0,03 A protecting the
loads downstream of the battery section

Electrical Panels
The system starting point is the Master Electrical Panel,
fed by the IEC single-phase 230V-63A plug socket.
The proposed solution is conceived in order to limit
wiring connections outside the Technical Room;
the electrical power metering is obtained using some
energy meters, provided by Energy Team, that can
measure three power lines each, so to limit the number
of electrical cables and, at the same time, to achieve
enough detailed electrical consumption information.
The PV and battery lines is protected in the slave panel,
and then connected with the master electrical panel.
The other lines exiting the slave panel feed the HVAC
loads. All the other loads’ power lines branch off the
master electrical panel.
The protection of the master and slave panel for
legislation is guaranteed using on each main line a
breaker 1P+N and for each branch line a differential
breaker.
The four general breakers (Home general, PV general,
Batteries General, Utilities general) are achieved
through thermal, magnetic and differential protection
actions, they are sized according to the rules.
Storage System
The storage system is powered by four GNB Industrial
Sonnenschein S batteries. They will be used to power the
fridge, the lightning system and the home automation
loads during the night. The batteries are located inside
a dedicated cabinet in a recess, along with the battery
inverter.
The main technical characteristic of the batteries are:
- Type: S12/90A
- Nominal voltage: 12V
- Nominal voltage of the battery rank: 48V
- Nominal capacity: 90Ah
- Weight: 30Kg
- Dimensions: 330x171x236mm
- Brand and model: GBL Industrial Sonnenschein S
The battery inverter is provided by Schneider Electric.

Grounding: system of hard wired battery
bank and inverter
In addition, further protection against indirect contact
is provided by the system grounding, where the inverter,
the battery pack and the negative cable are grounded as
in the pattern shown in the figure and suggested by the
inverter manufacturer (fig. 1). With reference to general
standard rules, in order to ensure that protection against
indirect contacts is promptly achieved, must be
Rt <= 50V/Ig , where Ig is the tripping current of the
circuit breaker(0,3 A).
It means that must be Rt <= 166,7 Ω.
The magnetothermic circuit breaker will be placed in a
panel between the inverter and the battery rack.
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Section 6-7 Short circuit protection and
protection against other effects of the
electrical current

On the ac side the protection against over current is
guaranteed through a magnetothermic breaker with a
tripping current of 32 A.

7.1 Protection devices against short circuits
and overload
The objective of the protection against short-circuits
is reached on the dc side using on the dc (+) positive
cable a magnetothermic circuit breaker with a nominal
current of 100 A. Considering, on the basis of the
information received from the manufacturer of the
batteries, that the short-circuit current of the batteries
is 1400 A the breaking power of the circuit breaker is
4,5kA.
In case of maintenance activities both the positive
and negative cable of the batteries can be completely
disconnected through a field switchboard DC side.

7.2 Selection criteria for the Ac and Dc
cables and conductors
Cable is implemented in a manner that minimizes the
probability of propagating or igniting any fire under
the various installation conditions.
The electrical line on the Dc side, connecting battery
rank to the inverter, is sized in order to limit voltage
drop at line-end to 2% of the rated voltage of the
battery rank (48 Volt) as It is described in the following
lines:
ΔU = Id*R
where ΔU is the set drop voltage, Id is the design
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current, R is the resistance of the electric cable. Having
to be as described before:
Id*R* < 2%
And obtaining the Id from the expression Id = Pd/U
where Pd considered is the nominal power of the
inverter and U is the voltage of the battery rank. Being
R=ρ*l/S, the minimum theoretical section of the cable
results:
St =ρ*l*Pd/(ΔU%*U)
The same process is applied to the dimensioning of
the Ac line but the expression for the set drop voltage
is ΔU = Id*[R*cos(φ) + X*sin(φ)] where R and X
are respectively resistance and reactance of the electric
cable. Considering as a first approximation Xsin(φ)=0,
which is acceptable for power line at low voltage and
with short length it results:
Id*R*cos(φ) < 4%
In the following table are shown the calculation for the
cable connecting the battery rack to the inverter and for
the cable connecting the inverter to the master electrical
panel.
According to this results, a commercial section of
70 mm2 (FG7) has been chosen for the DC cable. A
commercial section of 16 mm2 has been chosen for
the AC cable.

The ventilation of the space containing the batteries
has the purpose to keep the concentration of hydrogen
(issued during the phases charge) under the threshold of
4% vol Lower Explosion Limit (LEL). The emission of
hydrogen from part of the elements can be considered
reduced to zero only after an hour the interruption of
the charging current. In the design of the ventilation
system, airflow guaranteed (Q, expressed in m3 / h)
must be at least equal to:

Section 8 - Precautions against possible
explosions

- Cn is the capacity in Ah C10 (referred to 10 hours) for
elements lead with Uf = 1,8 V / cell at 20 ° C

8.1 Minimal ventilation flux for the used
battery rack

Considering that v · q · s = 0,05 m3/Ah and that for
the battery rack considered n=24, Igas = 8 mA/Ah and

Q = v · q · s · n · Igas · Cn · 10-3
- v is the dilution necessary hydrogen, equal to:
(100 - 4%) / 4% = 24
- q is the volume of hydrogen generated, equal to 0.42
· 10-3 m3/Ah
- s is the safety factor generally considered equal to 5
- n is the number of elements that make up the battery
- Igas is the current which is responsible for the
production of gas, expressed in mA per Ah of nominal
capacity, it acts during the fast charge and a trickle
charge
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that Cn = 78 Ah, the minimal ventilation flux for the
used battery rack is 0,75 m3/h, which means that the
minimum free surface for ventilation should be :
A = 28 · 0,75 · 2= 21 cm2
8.2 Ventilation system used
In the configuration showed in picture 2 the ventilation
system is guaranteed by natural convention through
10 trapezoidal ventings situated on the frontal surface
of the dedicated battery cabinet as showed in figure 2.
Considering the free surface of each venting equal to
the free surface of the smallest one having dimensions
1,5 *65 = 97,5 cm2. The total free surface is about 975
cm2..
It means that towards the battery rack is ensured a flux
of ventilation of
97,5 *10 *0,1 * 10-4 * 3600 = 35,1 m3 /h
It means that towards the battery rack is ensured a flux
of ventilation of 262,04 m3 /h assuming as in the
standard EN 50272 – 2 an air speed of 0,1 m/s.
8.3 Proximity to the battery
Since that in the immediate vicinity of the batteries, the
hydrogen dilution is not guaranteed It must be observed
a safety zone inside which cannot be introduced
surfaces with temperatures above 300° C, naked flames
or equipment that could produce sparks.
For the calculation of this area has been used the
following formula:
D = 28,8 · Igas (1/3)· Cn (1/3) = 28,8 · 8 (1/3) · 78
(1/3) = 246,1 mm
As showed in previous pictures in the configuration
chosen the minimum distance D is guaranteed.
Section 10 – Battery housing and battery
covering
10.1 Battery housing
The battery are located in a recess along with the field
switchboard dc side, the battery inverter and the dryer.
The local dedicated to the battery is closed, situated

outside and properly vented as shown in figure 4.
Since the batteries are valve regulated according to
the information received from the provider It’s not
necessary for the floor surface to be electrolyte resistant.
The shelf dividing the batteries from the rest of the
recess has been properly designed to avoid the risk of
batteries fall.
The area in which the batteries are located is closed and
not accessible to the unauthorized personnel as shown
in figure 2.
On the access door to the battery dedicated compartment
are provided labels to indicate:
- The destination of the space to “ battery room”
- The proibithion of smoking or using any naked flame
or other sources of ignition and the indication of the
presence of risk of explosion or fire.
The batteries are labeled with all the labels needed for
the conformity with the actual standards as indicated in
the Material Safety Data Sheet provided.
10.2 Battery sealing
Since the batteries are Valve Regulated there is no
need for additional protection to prevent the loss of
electrolyte material.
The floor, on which the cabinet containing the batteries
is located, is made of wood.
According to the information contained in “Fondamenti
di sicurezza elettrica “ by Vito Carrescia the resistance
of a typical wood floor measured between an electrode
of 400 cm2 pressed with a force of 500 N and a point
at infinity is about 160kΩ. It means, according to the
standard UNI EN 50272 - 2, that the floor can be
considered electrostatically dissipative in order to avoid
the accumulation of electrostatic charge.
Electrical Cable and Wiring
Cabling is implemented in a manner that minimizes the
probability of propagating or igniting any fire under
the various installation conditions. Flexible connection,
through suitable typical industrial devices, is considered
in order to limit wiring during building assembling
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Maximum power consumption-Main loads

and disassembling phases. Powerpole Connectors
from Anderson Power or similar devices are selected
to this purpose. They are segregated within electrical
distribution boxes which are included in the structural
modules assembling the building walls.
The electrical lines are firstly sized in order to limit
voltage drop at line-end to 4% of the rated input voltage
(230V) as it is described in the following:
ΔU = Id*[R*cos(φ) + X*sin(φ)]
where ΔU is the set drop voltage, Id is the design current,
R and X are respectively resistance and reactance of
the electric cable. Considering as a first approximation
Xsin(φ)=0, which is acceptable for power line at low
voltage and with short length it results:
Id*R*cos(φ) < 4%

The system design current Id is obtained as:
Id = Pd/(U*cos(φ))
where Pd is the design power, which is achieved starting
from the total rated power Pun using the coefficient of
utilization Ku and the coefficient of contemporaneity:
Kc (Pd=Kc*Ku*Pun)
Being R=ρ*l/S, the minimum theoretical section of the
cable results:
St =ρ*l*Pd/(ΔU%*U)
All electrical cables (N07V-K and FG7) are class 5, so
to ensure an appropriate isolation class.
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Protection Devices
The electrical systems are executed in a manner to
not cause or propagate any fire or explosion, using
materials and components suited to the type and
point of installation. The main system is partitioned in
circuits so as to simplify service and assuring service
continuity. Control and switching gear are to be installed
in appropriate cabinets with suitable label indications
of the circuits.
Protection against over current
The protection against over current is guaranteed with
breakers dimensioned according to legislation. The
expected maximum power is 6,5 kW so the general
breaker has a tripping current of 32A.
Protection against direct and indirect
contact
The protection against direct and indirect contact is
guaranteed with differential breakers with a tripping
current of 0,3A for the general breaker and a tripping
current of 0,03A for the differential breakers internal
to the system
Protection against over-voltage
The protection against over-voltage is guaranteed with
two surge arrester, respectively on the general line
and on the PV line. The battery inverter has a IP 20
protection. The PV inverter has a IP 65 protection. The
main sections of the electrical systems are classified as
Power, Lighting, Data/Telephone Networks.
Power System Input wiring for the housing unit electrical
equipment will primarily employ UNEL or bivalent
230V-10/16A outlets, recessed or surface-mounted
depending on the application. Other equipment will be
fed through a dedicated lines sourced from the slave
electrical panel. The power wiring system will be divided
in various lines, sourced from both electrical panels.
List of the envisaged main loads with their maximum
power consumption is in the previous page.
Lighting System
The interior lighting for the housing unit is provided by
means of LED units.
The lighting system is divided in four lines, sourced
from the master panel. Partitioning of the lighting
power supply in four sections (living room, bedroom,
Cooking/Entrance, Bathroom) will allow some energy
saving. The partitioning of the lighting system gives
the opportunity of disconnecting the lighting electrical
transformers, when either the system or part of it is not
operating, thus avoiding the so called no-load power
losses of electrical transformers themselves.
Most part of the cables passes inside of the 3D Core,
except a small portion that comes out of the perimeter
of the 3D Core and cuts longitudinally like a “backbone”
that passes inside the slab panels. There is another cable
that brings electricity to the bedroom.
All of light are class III
To control the lighting of the bedroom we have

experimented the use of a conductive paint ( Bare
Conductive ) for the construction of the power
buttons handled by an Arduino UNO microcontroller.
This is placed in the bedroom and is powered by a
wall outlet via a power supply voltage of 9 Vdc. This
Arduino UNO is connected to a circuit on the cabinet
of the room painted with the paint Bare Conductive
fed to the voltage of 5 Vdc . The command on the
components of lighting control posts in the technical
compartment occurs by using a second microcontroller,
another Arduino UNO, which is installed close to the
components of lighting control and is powered similarly
to other microcontroller. The two Arduino UNO
communicate wireless using Zigbee protocol 2007.
In this way, we have created a flexible system of points
of light control in areas where they were not expected
to achieve without invasive traces in the walls.
The entire illumination control is via DMX protocol.
Data and Telephone System
The system plan includes specifications for installation,
or provision for future installation, of a data and
telephone transmission system (structured cabling).
Reference norms
EN 50173 (products)
EN 50174-1/2/3 (installation procedures)
These norms are indicate in the previous subdivisions
of product classes.
Wiring cabinets and boxes
The plan specifies a distribution box and the wiring
for data transmission and telephone outlets. This will
include all the active and passive components for
cabling the two networks.
Cabling
Connection between the distribution box and the final
outlets will be executed in UTP cable, to the following
specifications: category 6, four twisted shielded pairs in
copper wire, sheah in LSZH (low smoke, zero halogen),
flame retardant to CEI 50266.
Limitations
Norm EN 50173–174 directs particular attention to the
length and structure of horizontal cabling, indicating
precise requirements:
- The maximum permissible line length between a
distribution box (generally an SD cable subdivider) and
an RJ45 outlet is 90 m;
- Patch cords and connections between RJ45 outlets
and the service-point workplace must not exceed 5m,
for an overall total line length of 100m.

Wireless network					
The plan provides for WiFi coverage of the entire
building.
Telephone network
The telephone network is included in the data network.
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Ground System
With reference to general standard rules, in order to
ensure that protection against indirect contacts is
promptly achieved, must be
Rt <= 50V/Ig
where Ig is the tripping current of the circuit breaker,
obtained by the sum of all the threshold current of the
differential circuit breakers.
Being present one breaker with a tripping current of
300mA, the earth resistance must be
Rt <= 166,66Ω
Accessibility for Maintenance
The electrical system is divided in two switchboards to
help the maintenance inside the technical area keeping
the related switches and lines close to the loads that
eventually need to be maintained.
Home monitoring system
The house is designed to hold a monitoring system
called “dwell!” with a control unit located in the 3D
core. The purpose of this solution is not to replace
humans in the house management, but to provide
exhaustive information to let the dweller have an aware
and guided use of the environment in which he lives.
The dwell! system
dwell! is a monitoring system for the correct end-user
information about what is going on in the house.
The system supplied by Almaviva collects various

information (about temperature, humidity, luminance,
water and electricity consumption etc.) by sensors placed
in every room. To acquire data from several wireless
detectors the system uses 3 MultiIO HPS modules
mounted on DIN rail (6 DIN modules each), with 16
wireless channels (radio frequency 868 MHz) and 10
fully configurable pulse inputs. The wired sensors are
managed by 5 X-Meter DIN units (9 DIN modules
each) that also receive the signals from MultiIO modules
and can send the acquired data to a remote server using
an Ethernet 100 Mb interface.
The dwell! system records all consumption in a complete
way. Among these, it is interesting to analyse the overall
water demand divided into clear and grey water. We
will use turbine flow meters with a diameter of 20 mm
at tank outlets to detect the actual consumption and
highlight how you can recover grey water. They will
communicate with the X-Meter DIN module using
a pulse signal. In this way the end user has available
online a complete picture of water usage in the house,
which may allow a more correct management and, for
example, the identification of system leaks.
The power consumption is detected by 5 X-Meter
DIN, capable of measuring 3 appliances each. These
devices detect energy, active and reactive power, voltage
and current (direct measurement up to 5 A and through
current transformers for higher intensity). Monitoring
the utilities power usage allows to evaluate the efficiency
and the dweller can have the awareness of how each
appliance affects the whole house consumption, showed
also in Euros for a more intuitive understanding.
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Other important information are related to the
photovoltaic system, a key component of the house
that will be carefully monitored. This is possible thanks
to an X-Meter DIN which sends to the remote server
the power produced by panels. There will also be 2
wireless sun radiation meters (radio frequency 868
MHz), one for the front panels and one for those on
the rooftop, that integrate 2 temperature sensors PT100
Class B (accuracy ± 0.30 ° C at 0 ° C) located on the
back of panels.
In this way there will be information about the real
time production of electricity that will be recorded in
order to have the history easily available online. With
this data, and with measurements made on appliances,
the control unit displays in real time the external power
needed to satisfy the house. It will be also interesting to
evaluate panels performance related to their position,
which also affects the radiation conditions of the house,
and the tilt of those in the front side.
Other important parameters for a complete monitoring
of the environment are temperature and humidity,
measured by 8 wireless sensors placed in order to
achieve ambient information of every room (with
respectively accuracy of ± 0.2 ° C at 25 ° C and ± 2%
in the range between 10% and 90 %). 7 of the 8 sensors
installed are located inside the house, in the living room
they are placed at two different heights to evaluate the
uniformity of the environmental conditions, and 1 is
located in the technical room to monitor what happens
during the use of the HVAC system . The detectors are
Energy Team GSL-TH-W, powered by one AA battery
3.6 VDC 2700 mAh, the transmission radio frequency
is 868 MHz radio frequency.
To follow safety rules during the race and to ensure a
fast identification of fire inside the house, there are two
optical smoke detector (model Ei605CRF) powered
by a 9V battery. The two sensors are interconnected
wirelessly so that the alarm integrated in each of them
(piezoelectric resonator with the intensity of 85 dB at 3
m) will ring in case of smoke detected by any sensor in
the network (maximum number of 12 and positioned
far up to 30 m in closed spaces and 150 m in open
space).
A parameter whose detection is very useful, symbol of

a healthy environment, is air quality. In the house are
installed two sensors suitable for this purpose: a VOC
detector (volatile organic compounds that have a vapor
pressure of 0.01 kPa or more at 293.15 K (20 ° C)) and
a specific sensor for CO2. Both are powered at 24 Vdc
and have an analog output 0-10V proportional to the
amount of pollutants detected, which is translated into
a digital signal by the XM8 (1 DIN module) connected
to the X-Meter DIN module.
In the house there are also 10 REED sensors: 8 of them
detect the opening of doors and windows whereas 2 are
installed on the roof to detect the position of panels
and their tilt.
The acquired data will be available online on a dedicated
server with 3 different graphical interfaces, meant to
reach the widest number of dwellers, from the wellinformed to the less aware ones:
The first is represented by an interactive model
programmed with the WebGL language that shows in
real time what is going on in the house in an intuitive
and effective way.
The second is a simple interface, also available for
mobile devices, characterized by the presence of
many indicators and meters that show real-time all the
parameters detected in the house. They are like the
“dashboard” of a car, where the end user can find all the
needed information for the proper house management,
according to his comfort and energy saving.
The third interface is the only one that is not in real
time and has the purpose of showing the analysis
of what happens in the house over time, linking
different aspects. In this way we can relate events
and consequences to improve user awareness, e.g. the
opening of a window and the consequent reduction of
VOC, CO2 and temperature. In this way you can have
a complete picture of what’s going on in the house,
such as the mechanic who reads the data of our car and
performs a diagnosis.
These 3 interfaces will share a single database located
on a remote server so that they can be accessed from
anywhere. An important aspect of this way of displaying
the information is that the user can freely switch
between the three interfaces at any time, choosing the
one that is most suitable for him.
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5.3.5. PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM DESIGN

General description
According to the rules, photovoltaic installation size
connected to the house is limited to 5 kWp. To this
purpose it is selected a dc-ac power electronic converter
(inverter) within the required power limit. However,
in the energy saving perspective, it is also relevant the
opportunity of self-generating as much as possible
the electric power being require by the building loads.
As a result, the present project investigates different
assembling options for the PV modules, as well the
potential presence of a suitable battery storage unit is
considered.
The considered PV modules are manufactured by
SOLBIAN. Conceived to work well even in particularly
difficult circumstances and under heavy mechanical
stresses typical of extreme ocean racing, the photovoltaic
module “SOLBIANFLEX” is a true revolution in the
field for the high efficiency never achieved by a light
and flexible panel and for the outstanding resistance to
weather and degrading agents such as thermal shock, fog
and salt water, solar radiation and mechanical shocks.
For these reasons we decided to use these panels.
The modules utilized are the photovoltaic panels of SP
50L series, made using SunPower™ monocrystalline
cells, with an efficiency than 20.5%, incorporated in
polymers with high strength. The SunPower™ cells,
thanks to their “backcontact” technology, have a very
pleasant aesthetic appearance, furthermore, they make
the Solbian panels at the top efficiency on the market
First investigated solution has 24 rows of 3 PV
modules each onto the roof, resulting in 72 modules
being divided in 2 identical strings, and 10 rows of 3
PV modules each on the SUD side wall, resulting in 1
string of 30 modules. A 3-port input inverter is chosen,
2 inputs are supplied by half of the roof modules each,
port 3 is supplied by the side wall PV modules.
In order to estimate the PV production we used the
“pvWatt” web platform (the choice of method of
calculation is be explained later). This site is a great tool
for calculating the performance of a solar panel. By
entering the data related to the city where you want to
make the measurements, the inclination of the panels,
nominal watts, their orientation with respect to the
SUD and the appropriate coefficient of loss, the system
will show the data related to energy production for an
entire year cataloged hour by hour.
Before proceeding to the calculation of PV production,
however, we evaluated the reliability of the instrument
by comparing the data obtained with the simulation
made with pvWatt, with the data measured during the
contest of the 2012 race in Madrid.
Having verified the reliability of the instrument we
proceeded to the calculation of electricity production,
setting the following parameters:

Data sheet

PV system

Panels on the roof:
City: Paris
DC rating: 3.672 kW
Derate factor: 0.77
Array tilt: 15°
Array azimuth: 200°
Panels on the south facade:
City: Paris
DC rating: 1.53 kW
Derate factor: 0.77
Array tilt: 90°
Array azimuth: 200°
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Data from PVWatt
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. Considering that the contest will be held in the first week of July, we have chosen from the data proposed, the
hottest day of the first ten days of July, noting when it reached the highest peaks of production. From the data
of the day on July 4, 1986, we obtained the following bell of energy production, considering different possible
configurations:
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Configuration 3

Final graphic

Configuration 4
In order to increase the power production mainly during
early morning hours as well during late afternoon hours
a further string of 30 PV modules are mounted on the
EAST side wall. Input port 3 of the inverter is connected
to both the SUD string and the EAST string through
two power diodes. The solution allows supplying of
port 3 from both the PV strings, starting from the
EAST string and gradually move towards SUD PV
string, avoiding any discontinuity in power generation.
Wanting to give an estimation of the production for
the configuration with diodes, we found the energy
production of the three rows of panels (roof, south
facade and east facade) after which we hypothesized
that during the morning would produce the panels on
the roof and those in the east facade while in afternoon
the panels on the roof and those in the south facade.
It is observed that by adopting this solution you get a
gain of energy production concentrated exclusively in
the morning and in the order of 200 to 250 [W].
Final configuration
The final solution consists of 8 rows and 3 columns on
the façade, while in the coverage we have 25 rows and
3 columns, one of this 75 photovoltaic modules will
not be connected so to not exceed the rated power of
5 kWp.

Configuration 4
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PV string of the SUD side wall is assembled on a
physical structure able to change its inclination, which
is a favorable condition in particular during daily central
hours. Under these assumptions, considering having a
total of 98 panels inclined at 15 ° and oriented at 200 °
to the north, we got the bell of production by averaging
the first week of July. The calculation was performed
with both the open shelter configuration and in the
closed configuration.
OPEN PLATFORM ROOF with a daily output of
20.85 kWh per day

CLOSED PLATFORM ROOF with a daily
production of 18 kWh per day
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Method of calculation

For a preliminary phase calculations were performed
with the platform Pvwatt after checking its reliability
with production data registered in the competition of
2012 in Madrid.
Pvwatt is a fast method to estimate the output of
a system, through the input of a few parameters it
provides: annual production, monthly and even hourly.
The production of the system is calculated based on
climate data actually recorded in the course of the
passed years.
To investigate in more detail the behavior of the house
it was necessary to break free from this method of
calculation, which does not allow interaction with other
software, so we tried other methods that would allow
us a greater mastery and knowledge of the behavior of
the system.
We used the manual calculation based on tabulated data
taken by the regulations, the input data are:
system area
panel efficiency
Annual average solar radiation on horizontal surface
[kWh/mq]
Correction factor of exposure and inclination of the
panels
system losses
The legislation provides us with a solar radiation incident
on a horizontal plane, our panels are inclined by 15 °
and consequently are exposed to greater radiation, a
non-horizontal panel receives direct radiation, diffuse
and reflected from the surrounding surface, these
are calculated by applying the correction factors that
depend on the place of installation and the inclination
itself.
In these tables show only some cities and inclinations,
the production obtained becomes too approximate.
To proceed with greater accuracy we have chosen to use
the software for the calculation of the energy analysis,
VASARI, through modeling of the PV system, with all
the information of the place and period of calculation,
it gives us the radiation incident on our surfaces taking
into account also any shadows or reflections caused by
the environment.
This procedure allows us to take into account the
efficiency of the panel, each cell type (monocrystalline,
polycrystalline, amorphous) has a capacity of converting
an amount of picked up radiation in energy, greater is
this percentage more the panel has a high efficiency.The
monocrystalline has an efficiency ranging from 14% to
17%, knowing this data and the cell area of our system
we can calculate the production.
From this we arrive at the nominal power, which is equal
to the area multiplied by the efficiency (per area it is

considered only the cells area that capture the radiation,
so the area of the panel excluding frames and gaps):
-area of a cell (125x125 cm) = 0.0156 sqm
-the surface of a panel of 16 cells = 0.25 sqm
-surface of 98 panels = 24.5 sqm
The losses of the system are those that reduce the
energy actually produced, such as the loss due to cable
and inverter. Typically calculates a 25% loss.
The production is obtained by multiplying these factors:
(Incident radiation * efficiency * area of the system) losses
At the conclusion of this research we found that the two
methods are comparable for the study of short periods,
in fact the daily output is the same, while analyzing a
time longer more increases the difference between the
methods. The factor that determines this inequality
is the solar radiation, because it is approximated in a
different way.
Were made three production hypotheses based on three
different radiations that simulate clear days , covered
and average of the first week of July.
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Day Fair Sky
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Day Cloudy Sky
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Media Day
To facilitate the calculations at the end of the competition , we decided to use the bell on the average daily PVwatt
obtained from the first seven days of July.
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Specification.
Photovoltaic generator:
Each string is equipped with a disconnect switch,
installed in the string combiner box.
The strings are protected from over-voltage by
grounded protectors, one for each pole.
Disconnectors and surge protectors are sized for the
current and voltage of each group of
strings to be connected to the inverters, and are installed
in the field combiner boxes.
The PV module cabling is arranged with 6mm² section
SOLAR HF 0.8/1.5kV cable, specific for photovoltaic
systems.
The photovoltaic generator is managed as an IT system
(i.e. no pole grounded to earth).
The support structures for the PV modules are
grounded by a yellow/green-insulated conductor, not
less than 16 mm2 in section.
PV Panels General Features :
Peak power (+/- 5%) – Pmax: 51 W
Nominal voltage: 9.0 V
Nominal current: 5.7 A
No load voltage– Voc: 10.9 V
Short.circuit current - Isc: 6 A
Temperature coefficient for Pmax :-0,38%/°C
Temperature coefficient for Voc: -0,27%/°C
Temperature coefficient for Isc: 0,05%/°C
No-load voltage variation with temperature- a:
10.9*0.27/100=0.0294 V/°C
Short-circuit current variation with temperature– β:
6*0.05/100=0.003 A/°C
DC/AC inverter:
The converter group consists of the inverter itself and
a set of components (i.e. filters, diconnectors,
protection and control equipment) that complete the
system for transfer of generator power to the
electrical grid, while meeting all relevant technical and
safety norms.
One inverter is installed with single-phase 230V ACside connection, rated AC-side power 5 kW, and 2
MPPT. The model installed is SCHNEIDER Conext
RL 5000 E, with nominal AC-side power 5Kw.
The specific characteristics of the inverter are
summarised as follows:
SCHNEIDER model Conext RL 5000 E
DC input parameters:
- Maximum power convertible to DC: 5.3kW;
- Allowed input voltage range: 90-550V DC
- Input voltage range for the maximum power tracker:
180–500V DC;
- Maximum input voltage: 550V DC;
- Number of trackers: 2
- Maximum input current for the tracker: 18A
- Maximum short-circuit current for the tracker: 25A
AC output parameters:
- Nominal AC power: 5 kW AC;

- Nominal output voltage: 230V single-phase AC, 50Hz;
- Nominal output frequency: 50 Hz;
- Power factor: 1;
- Maximum efficiency: 97.5%
Ambient and mechanical specifications:
- Operating temperature range: -20°C +65° C;
- Dimensions: 445 x 510 x 177 mm
- Weight: 24 Kg
- Protection rating: IP65
Inverter configuration:
Fixed at -10 ° C, the cell temperature in winter and 70
°C in the summer, referring to the STC with TCell = 25
° C we obtain the following temperature range:
∆C winter = -10 - 25 = -35°C
∆C summer = 70 - 25= +45°C
Values of voltage and current in reference to these
temperatures,
Reference expression no-load voltage: Uoc (T) = Uoc
(STC) – α (Tcell-25)
Reference expression short-circuit currrent : Isc(T) =
Isc (STC) – β (Tcell-25)
Winter
Uoc (-10) = 10.9 – 0.0294*(-35)= 11.929V
Umpp (-10) = 9 – 0.0294*(-35)= 10.029V
Summer
Umpp (70) = 9 – 0,0294*(45) = 7.677V
Isc (70) = 6 + 0,003*(45) = 6.135 A
Cell’s values
Isc max
Uoc max
Umpp max
Umpp min

6.135 A
11.929 V
10.029 V
7.677 V
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HYPOTHESIS 1
String 1 consists of 37 panels in series
String 2 consists of 37 panels in series
String 3 consists of 24 panels in series
String 1 and String 2 are connected to one MPPT, String 3 is connected to the other MPPT.
String 1/2 values
Uoc max
Isc max
Umpp max
Umpp min
Pmax

String 3 values
Uoc max
Isc max
Umpp max
Umpp min
Pmax

Input inverter values 		
37*11.929 = 441.373 V <
2*6.135= 12.27 A
<
37*10.029 = 371.07 V <
37*7.67=283.79 V
>
2*37*51= 3774 W
<

500 V
18 A
500 V
180 V
5300 W

Input inverter values
24*11.929 = 286.296V <
6.135 A
<
24*10.03= 240.72 V <
24*7.67 = 184.08V
>
24*51= 1224 W
<

500 V
18 A
500
V
180
V
5300 W

Check
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

Check
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

Verified these values is therefore the optimal choice of
a 4,6 kW inverter, presumably supplied by Schneider
Electrics.
AC-Side parallel control panel
At the point of connection the voltage is 230V AC,
single-phase, with frequency 50Hz.
The parallel-grid control panel includes an appropriate
unit (DDG) for inverter protection (automatic
magnetic-thermal switch).
The control panel is certified and marked by the
constructor according to norm CEI 23-51 and it is
housed in a container with walls meeting protection
standard IP43, with structure in metal, transparent
door, metal rear panel, mounts, frame, base, lateral
panels.The control panel is further composed of all
necessary components, including terminal blocks, DIN
rails, connection cables, cable terminals, cable numbers,
labels and all else necessary to meet the most
current technical and regulatory standards.
The panel is situated in an appropriate technical cabinet
inside the actual building of the PV system
installation.

Maximum Voltage [>V] 		
≤ 1,20 Vn 		
			
0.2 s
Minimum Frequency [<f]
49 Hz 			
			
0.1 s
Maximum Frequency [>f] 		
51 Hz 			
			
0.1 s
The required interface protection system is integrated
in the inverter. The interface equipment associated with
the protection is arranged in the same inverter.
General system protections
The system is equipped with the following protections:
- against atmospheric origin over-voltage;
- against ground fault (IT system);
- against direct and indirect contact;
- against overload;
- against short circuit;
- against electrical islanding.

Maintenance plan
Interface protection system
For safety reasons concerning parallel connection to In order to ensure constant efficiency of the system
the public grid, the system is equipped with protectors over its total operating period, it is necessary to
that block its function in islanding, as prescribed by provide periodic checks and maintenance, as follows:
Regular technical checks (preventive maintenance)
norm CEI 11-20.
The photovoltaic system will be disconnected from the Regular maintenance
Each type of service is comprised of detailed activities
electrical distribution grid in case of
operating values for voltage and frequency should exit with scheduled frequencies, as it is described below.
from the intervals defined below.
Regular technical checks (preventive maintenance)
Protection 				Calibration 		
			
Interval time
Minimum Voltage[<V] 		
≥ 0,80 Vn 		 Data acquisition
Check production efficiency
			
0.1 s
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Once daily
Manage automation scenarios
Once daily
Data management
Report on all anomalies
Once daily
Test of inverter function
Once daily
Disconnection of all or any part of the system, if
observed necessary during daily monitoring
Once daily
Monitor string currents using appropriate current
sensors
Once daily
Photovoltaic modules
Check cleanliness of the modules
Once monthly
Visual examination and test of the terminal boxes
Once monthly
Electrical panels
Visual inspection for damage to the cabinets and
interior 				Once monthly
components.
Check for wear of major electro-mechanical
components:				Once monthly
fans, grid and field filters, over-voltage protectors
and breakers, inductive and capacitative components,
electrical components of the inverter.
Check of ambient conditions: humidity, temperature,		
			Once monthly
water infiltration, etc.
Inverter
Visual inspection for damage to the housing cabinet,		
			Once monthly
for potential water infiltration and condensation
Panel mounting
Visual check of support structures; check for absence		
		Once monthly
of deformation and rust
Check against any bending or other alteration in the		
			Once monthly
mounting steel
Regular maintenance
PV modules
Removal of soil (dust, sand, bird excrement, etc.)
using				Twice yearly
water and non-abrasive detergent
Electrical panels
Removal/cleaning of any dust or dirt accumulation		
			Once yearly
Test effectiveness of over-voltage protectors

Check diode terminal blocks for damage; replace all		
			Once yearly
damaged components
Check all fasteners (panels and transformer)			
			Once yearly
Inverter
Test electrical parameters (voltage, current, power) and
			Once yearly
energy production; ascertain correct function
throughout.
Check all fasteners						
			Once yearly
PV System design - SUMMARY
Distribution system
Connection to ground
The photovoltaic generator (DC side) is managed as an
IT system (i.e. no pole grounded to earth).
Safety protection
Protection against direct and indirect contact is
accomplished using components of insulation levels
and classes that meet the specific applications, per Norm
IEC 64-8. Installation of all components and related
cabling is also in accordance with the prescriptions of
the same norm.
Protection against DC side direct contact is ensured by
the isolation of the generator from ground (IT system).
Protection against AC side indirect contacts is ensured
by a residual current device with 0.3A sensitivity,
inserted as protection for the inverters.
Protection against electrical failures
The inverter itself is equipped with a system for
protection against electrical failures, both AC and DC
side, ensuring the resistance of the insulation between
input and ground.
There are also over-voltage limiters for each string of
PV generators (3 strings in total), which are connected
to the MPPT tracer of the inverter.
The DC-side overvoltage limiters are specific to the
voltage and DC current generated by the photovoltaic
panels. The nominal voltage of the limiters is
dimensioned in function of the maximum string
voltage.
The system is also equipped with a further voltage
limiter upstream from the inverter, on the AC side.
Protection on DC side against short circuit:
For protection against short circuits in the DC side
devices must necessarily:
- Be suitable for use in DC;
-Have a rated operational voltage Ue ≥ of the maximum
voltage of the PV generator equal to 1.2 Uoc (according
to IEC TS 62257-7-1);
Ue ≥ 1.2 Uoc
650 V > (1.2 x 403,3 V) --> 650 V >483,96 V
CHECKED
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-The devices must be installed at the end of the path
to be protected, proceeding from the strings to be
protected to the inverter; rather in the paintings of
subfield and inverter, as the short-circuit currents come
from the strings, that is downstream and upstream (IEC
TS 62257-7-1);
-In order to avoid not timely interventions in the
conditions of ordinary operation, the protective devices
in the subfield must have a nominal current.
In ≥ 1.25 Isc.
In ≥ 1.25 Isc.--> In ≥ 1.25 x 6A --> 10 A ≥ 7,5 A
CHECKED
-The breaking capacity of the device must not be
lower than the short-circuit current of the x-1 strings
namely:
Icu≥ (x-1) 1.25 Isc. CHECKED
Protection against overload, DC side
From the point of view of the protection against
overload, it is not necessary to protect the cables (CEI
64-8/7) if they are chosen with a capacity not less than
the maximum current that may be of interest to them
(1.25 Isc):
Ib ≥ 1.25 Isc CHECKED
Protection on AC side against short circuit and
overload
As the side where connect the inverter to the point
of parallel with the network is dimensioned to have
a capacity greater than the maximum current that
can dispense the inverter, it is not necessary overload
protection.
However, the cable must be protected against short
circuit powered from the mains by a protective device
in the vicinity of the point of connection with the
network (QS1).
Surge arrester on AC side
Installation is planned immediately downstream of the
inverter:
SPD must have the following characteristics:
-Type 2;
-Maximum continuous operating voltage Uc >1.1
Uo (where Uo is the voltage to earth for TT and TN
systems);
-Protection level Uprot < Uinv (where Uprot is the
sum of the protection level of the arrester Up and the
voltage drop of the links that can be assumed to be 1
kV/m);
- Nominal discharge current In = 20 kA
- Thermal protection with extinguishing capability of
the short circuit at the end of life.
In the absence of an international standard specification
for surge protection in photovoltaic systems we
recommend the installation of SPD tested on the basis

of guide UTE C 61-740-51.
Surge arrester on DC side
The inverter has internal protection against over
voltage, however, by adding the SPD will improve the
protection of the inverter and prevents the possible
intervention of the internal protections that put out the
inverter, with the cessation of energy production.
SPD must have the following characteristics:
-Type 2;
-Maximum continuous operating voltage Uc >1.25 Uo;
-Protection level Uprot < Uinv (where Uprot is the
sum of the protection level of the arrester Up and the
voltage drop of the links that can be assumed to be 1
kV/m);
- Nominal discharge current In = 20 kA
- Thermal protection with extinguishing capability of
the short circuit at the end of life.
Wiring of surge arresters
-On DC side: 6 sqmm Cable Solar HF 0,8/1,5 kV
-On AC side: 6 sqmm Cable 3G6F7M1
Voltage drop verification (DC side)
Pmax * (ρ1*2*L1)
∆U% =
___________________ *100 =
s* U2
where:
ρ0= Copper cable resistivity at 30 ° C = 0.018
Ω*mmq/m
ρ1=Copper cable resistivity for the stretch from
photovoltaic modules to stringpanel at 70°C =
0.018[1+0.04*(70-30)]=0.021 Ω*mmq/m
Pmax = Maximum string power = 27*51 W = 1887
Wp
L1= from stretch string to stringpanel = 31 m
s= cable section = 4 sqmm
U2= Tension MPP of string : 371.07 V
1887 * (0.021*2*31)
∆U% =
___________________
0.44%

*100

=

4* 550.137

Voltage drop verification (AC side)
The voltage drop between the inverter and slave panel is
trascurable due to the limited length of the connecting
cables (3,00 m)
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Protection against electromagnetic interference in
the building
The inverters used conform to EMC (Electro Magnetic
Compatibility) Directive 2004/108/EC concerning
electromagnetic interference in equipment.
Operating conditions and external influences
There are 3 separate strings (2 strings connected in
parallel, with 37 modules in serie each and 1 strings
with 24 modules in series), with String 1 and String
2 connected in parallelo to one MPPT and String 3
connected to the other MPPT (there is 1 inverter, with
2 MPPT). The operating condition are described in the
inverter configuration.
The inverter unit MPPT tracers have a range of
operation between 90-550V.
The maximum open-circuit voltage of the inverter is
550V.
The operational voltage of the strings is thus compatible
with the inverter operating voltage.
The AC-side operating voltage of the inverter is 230V
50Hz, with single-phase connection.
Accessibility
The PV modules are installed on the roof and the sud
side of the building, in plane with structural surfaces..
The string panels, inverters and main distribution
panels are installed in appropriate technical cabinets
accessible on the ground floor. The cabinets are
suitably dimensioned for ventilation, maintenance and
accessibility to the equipment installed.
Cabling system
Selection in relation to exterior influences
The DC-side cables for the PV panel strings are, hightemperature resistant, double-insulated SOLAR HF
brand 0.8/1.5 kV DC cable, in 1x6mm² section, suitable
for exterior installation.
The conductor is copper or tinned copper with halogenfree XLPE double insulation (internal insulation and
external sheath easily separable). The special insulation
provides elevated resistance to abrasion and flameresistance properties (per IEC 60332-1-2), resistance to
ozone and low emissions of toxic and corrosive gases
(per EN 50267-2-1), as well as optimal resistance to UV
radiation.
The PV system in the urban aggregate does not differ to
much from the prototype, in fact every accommodation

has its autonomous shutter for a personal management
of production. Being the aggregate a more complex
system, as there are added management consumption
and a different production depending on the position
of the cell within the urban environment, it is added a
portion of the photovoltaic modules on the roof.
Unlike the prototype we have a management system
divided into two parts:
Photovoltaic modules on the roof that power the
installations for indoor comfort in each apartment and
condominium consumption
Photovoltaic shutters for each dwelling intended at
energy production for the use of private electrical
appliances
The roof is made up of 360 panels divided into 12
strings of 30 each, the production of which shall
meet the energy demand of the heat pump and the
thermodynamic of each house, for an independently
manage the cooling, heating and domestic hot water.
Consumption is managed through the accounting for
allocating production according to demand actually
occurred.
Another question is for private consumption of
individual dwelling, due to household appliances. These
will be supported by private systems installed on the
shutters along the loggia, sized to support the average
consumption of a family.
As in the prototype of Versailles the shutters are sliding
and tilting, which allows the user to organize their
domestic activities in accordance with its production
bell, and acting on this bell on base of position of the
shutter. People will learn to understand the workings
of this technology and will change their ways through
savings achieved by the conscious use of PV shutter.
Producting calculating
The production of energy in the aggregate was
calculated for the orientation of 216 ° NORTH,
considering that all the buildings are slightly detached
from this, and therefore they have a negligible difference
in production.
-360 Modules on the roof of 51 W each, for a total
nominal power of 18.36 kWp.
The production is shown in the table, with the average
monthly and annual production. The other part of the
system is installed on the shutters of Each unit.

Photovoltaic system in urban aggregate
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The apartments on top, from which is extrapolated the
VERSAILLES unity, have 30 panels on the roof at 15
° inclination and 24 in front, for a nominal power of
2.75 kWp. The dwellings of the lower floors are fitted
in front of the only shelter with 24 panels.
At the production of each unit is added the PV
production in the coverage:
-STANDARD UNIT
ANNUAL PRODUCTION, shelter OPEN = 4703
kWh
ANNUAL PRODUCTION, shelter CLOSED = 4137
kWh
-ACCOMODATIONS
ANNUAL PRODUCTION, shelter OPEN = 3023
kWh
ANNUAL PRODUCTION, shelter CLOSED = 2456
kWh
A building has 12 apartments and the total production
of the entire building is 41321 kWh year with open
shelters, and 34512 kWh year with closed shelters.
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5.3.6. ELECTRICAL ENERGY BALANCE
SIMULATION

List of electric loads
Photovoltaic system description (summary)
Description of the tools used for simulation
Results of simulations (annual, monthly, contest
week)
The RhOME house aims at maximizing the use of
electricity while it’s produced, therefore reducing any
need for storage, especially if made with non sustainable
technologies, and even reducing the need of interaction
with the grid. The first attempt for the team has been to
design a passive strategy for the house, extended to as
much domains as possible, and reduce the need for active
devices for thermal needs, through a careful tuning of
the building envelope and the use of mass (see energy
efficiency design narrative for further details) but also
lighting, with an extensive use of natural sources and
the introduction of photoluminescent tailing to store it
naturally and use it during the night.
Once faced the side of lighting and systems, we had to
define a strategy for appliances since their impact on the
overall electricity consumption of a standard apartment
is still very high, despite of the improvements of their
performance coming from the industry. Our strategy in
that sense is to select the most efficient ones available,
but also to tune their use schedule in direct relationship
with the production of the photovoltaic field, according
to the above described strategy of “consuming while
producing”. Of course in order to do this we would
need the exact behavior in standard usage and not just
the consumption for one cycle at optimal conditions:
these calculations and their state of development are
described extensively in the upcoming paragraph. But
it’s important, for our Team to involve the user in
the definition of such schedule: we want the user to
become “decathlete” of his own house. The RhOME
team believes, in that sense, in the active participation
of the household to the house use strategy and the
home automation system is all based on a high level
of documentation to the user, by gathering all the data
on the house behavior (see the related paragraph for
further details).
In order to obtain this change, and involve our household
as a “decathlete”, we believe that a direct relationship
with production will help savings in consumption. We
want to replicate what happens with cars where the
drivers sees condensed in one number (liters per 100
Km) the consumption in real time: our household in a
similar way sees the impact of its “driving attitude” to the
house behavior, through the realtionship production/
consumption. In order to empower this effect of direct
relationship between production and consumption we
decided to introduce in the urban scenario a separation
between PV fields: a “shared” PV field is located on

the roof, and serves mainly the HVAC systems, while
each apartment hosts a “personal” PV, embedded into
a mobile shelter, that serves the appliances. In this way,
there is a direct relationship between the “personal PV”
and the “personal consumption”, done daily by people
who live the house. And, last but not least, the “personal
PV”, built as a mobile textile shelter, is thought as a
urban and dense solution, to be installed in balconies
and terraces even in the existing urban stock. The same
concept of a “kit” of renewable energy devices for the
dense city lies behind the thermodynamic baluster, to be
installed in balconies, that provides domestic hot water
to the same appliances, with a dedicated heat pump and
tank (see Solar Thermal chapter for further details).
List of Electric Loads
Estimated energy consumption:
Following is a list of all the electrical equipments with
the assigned consumption.
HVAC System:
Heat Pump
Outdoor unit: DAIKIN ALTHERMA ERLQ-CV3
(thermal power: 4 kWt)
Data Source: Data Sheet
Nominal consumption:
Heating:
• Condition 1: (Outdoor temperature: 6°/7° - leaving
condenser water temperature: 35°) 0.87 kW
• Condition 2: (Outdoor temperature: 6°/7° - leaving
condenser water temperature: 45°) 1.13 kW
Cooling:
• Condition 1: (Outdoor temperature: 35° - evaporator
outlet water temperature 18°) 1.48 kW
• Condition 2: (Outdoor temperature: 35° - evaporator
outlet water temperature 7°) 1.80 kW
Indoor unit: DAIKIN HPSU ROTEX Bi-Bloc
Nominal consumption water circulation pump:
Supply voltage: 230 V
Supply Current: 13 A
Maximum rated power: 45 W
Mechanical ventilation system with heat recovery dual-flow:
VMC EUROTHERM
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Data Source: Data Sheet
Nominal Electrical power absorbed:
150 m3/h 0,056 kW
300 m3/h 0,11 kW
THERMODYNAMIC SOLAR PANELS - (Heat
Pump) provided by CGA ENERGIE:
Data Source: Data Sheet
Nominal power: 390 W
Peak power: 550 W
Outdoor unit: DAIKIN ALTHERMA ERLQ-CV3
(thermal power: 4 kWt)
Nominal consumption:
Heating:
• Condition 1: (Outdoor temperature: 6°/7° - leaving
condenser water temperature: 35°) 0.87 kW
• Condition 2: (Outdoor temperature: 6°/7° - leaving
condenser water temperature: 45°) 1.13 kW
Cooling:
• Condition 1: (Outdoor temperature: 35° - evaporator
outlet water temperature 18°) 1.48 kW
• Condition 2: (Outdoor temperature: 35° - evaporator
outlet water temperature 7°) 1.80 kW
Indoor unit: DAIKIN HPSU ROTEX BIV COMPACT 304
Nominal consumption water circulation pump:
Supply voltage: 230 V
Supply Current: 0.38 A
Maximum rated power: 45 W
Mechanical ventilation system with heat recovery
dual-flow:
ECO-CLIMA EUROTHERM LEONARDO
Nominal Electrical power absorbed:
• Speed 1: 20 W
• Speed 2: 30 W
• Speed 3: 36 W
• Speed 4: 42 W
• Speed 5: 52 W
Nominal Electrical power absorbed by the fan of the
heat recovery:
• Speed 2: 24 W
• Speed 3: 21 W
• Speed 4: 18 W
THERMODYNAMIC SOLAR PANELS - CGA
ENERGIE:
Nominal power: 390 W
Peak power: 550
APPLIANCES:
• TV: 32’’ LED “Samsung UE32h4510AY”: 35 W
Data Source: data sheet
•Notebook: “ASUS N76VZ”: 100 W
Data Source: data sheet

• Washing machine - Model: “Electrolux RWF1286ODW”:
Data Source: Data Sheet
- energy consumption per year: 188 kWh/year
- energy consumption per cycle: 1,05 kWh
• Dryer “Electrolux Solarex RDH 3497 RDW”:
Data Source: Data Sheet
- maximum power consumption: 0,9 kW
- energy consumption per cycle: 1,92 kWh
• Fridge/Freezer “Electrolux ENN2803COW”:
Data Source: Data Sheet
- energy consumption per year: 155 kWh/y
- maximum power energy: 140 W
• Dishwasher: “Electrolux TT803R3”
Data Source: Data Sheet
- maximum power energy: 2200 W
- energy consumption per cycle: 0,82 kWh
• Oven: “Electrolux FQW303XEV” - 880 W
Data source: Data Sheet
• Induction hob: “ Electrolux KTI6402XE” - 700 W
Data Source: Data Sheet
LIGHTING:
3,43W / m2: 213.18W
CLEAR WATER PUMP: 135 W
RAIN WATER PUMP: 150 W
Photovoltaic system description summary:
The photovoltaic (PV) system is designed with reference to the updated rule of 5kW as installed power.
According to this purpose a dc-ac power electronic
converter (inverter) within the required power limit has
been selected. However, in the energy saving perspective, it is also relevant the opportunity of self-generating as much as possible the electric power being required by the building loads. As a result, the present
project investigates different assembling options for the
PV modules, as well the potential presence of a suitable
battery storage unit is considered. The considered PV
modules are manufactured by SOLBIAN.
The final solution has 74 panels on the roof, divided
into two strings of 37 modules connected in series,
these two strings are connected in parallel, and 24 panels on the southern facade into a single string. The inverter has two MPPT doors, one for the roof panels
and one for the facade panels.

Description of the tools used for the simulation
Production’s estimate of electric energy: To this pur-
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washing machine consumption. MED in Italy data

fridge consumption. MED in Italy data

dryer consumption. MED in Italy data

dishwasher consumption. MED in Italy data

oven consumption. MED in Italy data

induction hob consumption. MED in Italy data

pose we used the platform pvWatts: http://rredc.nrel.
gov/solar/calculators/pvwatts/version1/ . This tool,
before being used, it was verified by comparing the
values obtained from simulations of MEDinItaly (SD
2012) with the real ones reported by the monitoring.
Verified the instrument, have been set the orientation
parameters and the installed electric power parameters,
assuming that the configuration as it is configuration 1:
- Array azimuth: 200°
- Array tilt (PV on the roof) : 15°
- Array tilt (PV on the south facade)
90°
- Latitude : 48,73 ° N
- Longitude : 2,40° E
- Elevation : 96 m
- Nominal installed power : 4,99 kW
- Derate factor DC to AC : 0,77
- Effective power (after inverter) :
4107 kW year

Result of simulation
Considering one day, between the first ten days
of July, in ideal weather conditions, the estimated energy production is
shown in the graphic.
Please note that this simulation was performed using
data on solar radiation, in Paris, the day of July 4, 1986.
It is observed that under these assumptions, the electrical production daily results to be: 31,883 kWh / day.
If you want to calculate the monthly production
of the contest of the month (July) we took as a reference the figure for the daily production and multiplied it by 30. You get that, the monthly output of July turns out to be: 956,49 kWh / month.
If you want to define an estimate of the annual energy production of the house, located in Versailles, we have used the platform pvWatts, who
provided us with the following information.
This
shows
that
energy
production per year is: 4646 kWh / year.
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Daily energy consumption
Appliances
In the estimation of the energy balance, we considered
separately the electrical loads due to household appliances. However, we do not know the graphs relating to
the real energy consumption of each appliance, because
the manufacturer provides only two data:
1) peak power (W)
2) electricity consumption in (kWh) per standard cycle
of operation
In this case, however, we do not know the durations
of these cycles so our choice falls on considering a one
hour long cycle, during which we referred to as power
consumption in KW a value corresponding to that stated by the manufacturer for a cycle in kWh , assuming
the cycle for a duration of one hour. This estimation
was made regarding dishwasher, washing machine and
dryer. We are aware that this is a simplification that does
not take into account the possible overlapping of peaks
daily solar
radiation

monthly
average
production

or minimum values of the consumption curves, but it
allowed us to set up plausible
scenarios of the timings of the task in relation to production of photovoltaic.
As for induction hob and electric oven data were provided by some simulators in excel format. One of these
is the “Kilowattene” tool developed by italian research
institute ENEA, allowing an analysis of domestic electricity consumption in an interactive manner.
The final electricity balance of the contest week was
obtained by comparing the data of consumption with
those of photovoltaic production relative to two possible weather conditions, a favorable clear sky overcast
and an unfavorable cloudy sky. Another variable parameter taken into account is the possibility of two configurations of our “personal PV field”: shelter open and
closed canopy.
The scenarios were composed on the basis of the contest calendar document. At first, the budget has been
obtained by considering a simultaneous operation of
all appliances. Subsequently we worked on moving and
share the operation of household appliances in different time slots during which the tasks are performed,
so as to demonstrate that in the majority of cases the
electricity balance is positive. After these first runs of
optimization, we are ready to introduce the next level
given by the exact curves.
The data relating to the contest week were added together and used to extrapolate the values 
of the average consumption for a type
week, the monthly and annual consumption.
Below
we
list
the
main
data:
Daily
average:
5,20
kWh
Weekly
average:
36,46
kWh
Monthly
average:
145,85
kWh
Annual
average:
1896,15
kWh
A further step was to compare the data on the con-
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JULY 1st electrical balance simulation.
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JUNE 30th electrical balance simulation.
Appliances only
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JULY 4th electrical balance simulation.
Appliances only
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JULY 5th&6th electrical balance simulation.
Appliances only
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JULY 7h electrical balance simulation.
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JULY 8h electrical balance simulation.
Appliances only
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JULY 9h electrical balance simulation.
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JULY 10th electrical balance simulation.
Appliances only

sumption of the contest week number 1 with use scenarios in urban configuration. We assumed as user assuming a couple of young workers without children.
The differences that we can see between the
two typical weeks (contest and urban) are:
- Drying: in the urban scenario there is no dryer, we
imagine clothes hanging, since it’s a standard in Rome;
- TV and notebook: in the urban scenario the TV and
notebook are on mainly at night (4 hours) plus 1 hour
in the morning, while in the contest there is a total of
4.5 hours per day for 5 days;
- Clothes Washer: in the urban scenario we have three
cycles instead of five;
- Dish Washer: same number;
-Oven: same number (4 times per week);
-Cooking: in the urban scenario we imagine 7 times
(everyday), as opposed to 4 in the contest;
In the urban scenario, we had to imagine a typical schedule
for the week and we adopted three different day typologies. Another difference is therefore in the typical day: in
the urban scenario we have three days: week 1 (Monday
Tuesday and Thursday), week 2 (Wednesday and Friday)
and weekend (Saturday and Sunday). In the contest week
there are almost no appliances used over the weekend.
After analyzing the problems relatedto electricity consumption of household applianc-

KG>45;<"68>0BCAI8>"3AA7/3>640K"
G>45;<"A58.B6I8>J8A4>"
G>4;<"A58.B6I8>J67804"

JULY 11th electrical balance simulation.
Appliances only

es, the total energy budget will also include the
consumption due to lighting and heat pump.
- Lighting : the total electrical loads are obtained on the
basis of a daily estimate of consumption of our lighting system in urban project.
(Energy Efficiency Design Narrative, 5.4.4, section II,
point 2, c)
- Heat Pump: we got electrical consumption of the heat
pump, from a simulation software TRNSYS, referring
to the two weeks of competition in Versailles (Energy
Efficiency Design Narrative , section 5.4.2 II , c). Below
is a summary chart that highlights peaks of absorption
in each day.
At this point, we have developed a simulation for the
two weeks of competition in Versailles, regardless of
contest operations (passive days for example), and public tours. We are working on a more accurate model
(integrated with the appliances scenario) and we will
be able to provide more accurate simulations soon.
based on this graph, which shows the estimate of
consumption, we have highlighted two significant days
- Thursday, July 3 average con sumption hired as a minimum
- Thursday, July 10 average consumption hired as a minimum
Moreover, during these two days are planned tasks of
all appliances
On these two days were extrapolated characteristic values on
 which to perform the overall power budget.

5.3 Engineering and Construction Design Narrative

Below
we
list
the
Thursday July 3rd :
- Appliances daily consumption:
6,82 kWh
- Heat Pump daily consumption:
0,33 kWh
- Lighting daily consumption:
0,128 kWh
- Total daily consumption:
7,28 kWh

main

data.

Thursday July 3rd :
- Appliances daily consumption:
6,82 kWh
- Heat Pump daily consumption:
4,59 kWh
- Lighting daily consumption:
0,128 kWh
- Total daily consumption:
11,54 kWh

Appliances consumption 1st week (kWh)
Monday 30th Tuesday 1st Wednesday 2nd Thursday 3rd Friday 4th
6,6024
5,7824
6,6024
6,6024
5,2432
Monday 7th
6,6024

Saturday 5th Sunday 6th
0,4224
0,4224

Appliances consumption 2nd week (kWh)
Tuesday 8th Wednesday 9th Thursday 10th Friday 11th
5,7824
6,6024
6,6024
5,2432

Appliances average (kWh)
DAILY AVERAGE WEEKLY AVERAGE MONTHLY AVERAGE ANNUAL AVERAGE
5,2092
36,4644
145,8576
1896,1488
1,20	
  

Electrical Consumption Appliances only
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5.3 Engineering and Construction Design Narrative
Appliances

Urban scenario
Hours per day

Dishwasher
Clothes washer
Dryer
Refrigerator
Cooking
Oven
Tv
Notebook

1 cycle
24h
1 hour
5 hours
5 hours

Dishwasher
Clothes washer
Dryer
Refrigerator
Cooking
Oven
Tv
Notebook

1 cycle
24h
1 hour
5 hours
5 hours

Dishwasher
Clothes washer
Dryer
Refrigerator
Cooking
Oven
Tv
Notebook

1 cycle
24h
1 hour
1 hour
5 hours
5 hours

Dishwasher
Clothes washer
Dryer
Refrigerator
Cooking
Oven
Tv
Notebook

1 cycle
24h
1 hour
5 hours
5 hours

Dishwasher
Clothes washer
Dryer
Refrigerator
Cooking
Oven
Tv
Notebook

1 cycle
24h
1 hour
1 hour
5 hours
5 hours

Dishwasher
Clothes washer
Dryer
Refrigerator
Cooking
Oven
Tv
Notebook

1cycle
24h
1 hour
1 hour
5 hours
5 hours

Dishwasher
Clothes washer
Dryer
Refrigerator
Cooking
Oven
Tv
Notebook

1cycle
24h
1 hour
1 hour
5 hours
5 hours

Consumption
(kWh)
Monday
0
1,05
0
0,42
0,7
0
0,175
0,4
Tuesday
0
1,05
0
0,42
0,7
0
0,175
0,4
Wednesday
0,82
0
0
0,42
0,7
0,88
0,175
0,4
Thursday
0
1,05
0
0,4224
0,7
0
0,175
0,4
Friday
0,82
0
0
0,42
0,7
0,88
0,175
0,4
Saturday
0,82
0
0
0,42
0,7
0,88
0,175
0,4
Sunday
0,82
0
0
0,42
0,7
0,88
0,175
0,4
Weekly average
21,8318
Monthly average
87,3272
Annual average
1135,2536

Comparison electical consumption
between contest week#1 and
urban scenario

Contest Week#1
Hours per day

Consumption
(kWh)

1 cycle
1 cycle
1 cycle
24h
1 hour
1 hour
4,5 hours
4,5 hours

0,82
1,05
1,92
0,42
0,7
0,88
0,264
0,6

1 cycle
1 cycle
24h
1 hour
1 hour
4,5 hours
4,5 hours

0
1,05
1,92
0,42
0,7
0,88
0,21
0,6

1 cycle
1 cycle
1 cycle
24h
1 hour
1 hour
4,5 hours
4,5 hours

0,82
1,05
1,92
0,42
0,7
0,88
0,264
0,6

1 cycle
1 cycle
1 cycle
24h
1 hour
1 hour
4,5 hours
4,5 hours

0,82
1,05
1,92
0,4224
0,7
0,88
0,264
0,6

1 cycle
1 cycle
1 cycle
24h
4,5 hours
4,5 hours

0,82
1,05
1,92
0,42
0
0
0,264
0,6

24h
-

0
0
0
0,42
0
0
0
0

24h
-

0
0
0
0,42
0
0
0
0

31,6728
126,6912
1646,9856

5.3 Engineering and Construction Design Narrative
CONTEST WEEK- THURSDAY 3rd JULY
APPLIACES
hours
00.00
00.30
01.00
01.30
02.00
02.30
03.00
03.30
04.00
04.30
05.00
05.30
06.00
06.30
07.00
07.30
08.00
08.30
09.00
09.30
10.00
10.30
11.00
11.30
12.00
12.30
13.00
13.30
14.00
14.30
15.00
15.30
16.00
16.30
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00
22.30
23.00
23.30
Daily total

dishwasher clothes washer refrigerator+freezer
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,41
0,0134
0,41
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,525
0,0134
0,525
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,82

1,05

0,64

over

dryer

Daily total

dishwasher clothes washer refrigerator+freezer
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,41
0,0134
0,41
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,525
0,0134
0,525
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,82

1,05

0,64

tv

notebook

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,7

0,96
0,96

0,44
0,44

0,7

0,88

1,92

cooking

over

dryer

APPLIANCES
hours
00.00
00.30
01.00
01.30
02.00
02.30
03.00
03.30
04.00
04.30
05.00
05.30
06.00
06.30
07.00
07.30
08.00
08.30
09.00
09.30
10.00
10.30
11.00
11.30
12.00
12.30
13.00
13.30
14.00
14.30
15.00
15.30
16.00
16.30
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00
22.30
23.00
23.30

HEAT
PUMP

HOME ELECTR
cooking

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,21

0,6

Tot
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0134
0,4234
1,1234
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,5559
0,5559
0,0309
0,9909
0,9734
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,4534
0,4534
0,0134
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0134
0,0134
6,8232

HOME ELECTR
tv

notebook

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,7

0,96
0,96

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,44
0,44

0,7

0,88

1,92

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,21

0,6

LIGHTING

0,0165
0,009
0,015
0,0115
0,0115
0,01475
0,01475
0,01475
0,0017
0,0017
0,0085

TOTAL
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,03915
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0134
0,4234
1,1234
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,5559
0,5559
0,0309
0,9909
0,9734
0,0134
0,0134
0,1534
0,1699
0,0474
0,4934
0,4649
0,0249
0,04565
0,04565
0,04565
0,0326
0,0151
0,0219

0,33

0,1279

7,2811

HEAT
PUMP

LIGHTING

0,00825

0,14
0,14
0,025
0,025

Tot
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0134
0,4234
1,1234
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,5559
0,5559
0,0309
0,9909
0,9734
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,4534
0,4534
0,0134
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0134
0,0134

0,175
0,175
0,2
0,2
0,185
0,185
0,24
0,24
0,36
0,36
0,28
0,28
0,205
0,205
0,25
0,25
0,245
0,245
0,065
0,065
0,04
0,04
0,05
0,05

0,0165
0,009
0,015
0,0115
0,0115
0,01475
0,01475
0,01475
0,0017
0,0017
0,0085

TOTAL
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,03915
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0134
0,4234
1,1234
0,0134
0,1884
0,1884
0,2134
0,2134
0,1984
0,7409
0,7959
0,2709
1,3509
1,3334
0,2934
0,2934
0,2184
0,2349
0,2724
0,7184
0,7099
0,2699
0,11065
0,11065
0,08565
0,0726
0,0651
0,0719

6,8232

4,59

0,1279

11,5411

0,00825

JULY 3rd scenario

JULY 10th scenario
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5.3.7. SOLAR THERMAL DESIGN

Our team decided to foster innovation and substitute
traditional solar thermal panels with a thermodynamic
system, composed of an aluminum coil, fabricated
by refrigeration industry leader CGA Tecnologies,
connected to a heat pump fabricated by the portoguese
company Energie, that is a longstanding player of the
thermodynamic systems industry. While CGA core
business is the refrigeration industry, Energie is currently
selling and installing on the market the integrated
systems to produce Sanitary hot water. In the RhOME
project the two companies accepted to experiment
the architectural integration of these systems. A first
choice was the selection of the right product to use.
Energie traditionally sells a complete system, composed
of a tank, a heat pump, and the aluminum panel.
Only recently, the company released a new simplified
systems, called the “solar box” that features only the
panel and the heat pump that can connected to already
existing tanks. We opted for the Solar Box, with the
idea of integrating it with the main heat pump of the
HVAC system and increase the overall efficiency. For
further details on the integration see paragraph 5.4.5,
Mechanical Report.
The thermodynamic solar panel will offer a perfect
integration between the functional and the technological
aspect: the panel, while being the balauster of the
southern loggia, generates sanitary hot water for
the house. It takes advantage of the difference of
temperature between the gas inside the serpentine of
the panel ( -30°C) and the external temperature of the
air.
The thermodynamic panel does not need direct solar
irradiation, it constantly produces hot water even
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without the presence of the sun. When daylight hits
the facade the functioning can be amplified positioning
the photovoltaic frame in front of the thermodynamic
panel, increasing the temperature difference. When
the sun directly irradiates the southern loggia, the
temperature of the air surrounding the panel will
increase, allowing the panel to produce more energy
and consequently more sanitary hot water to satisfy the
requests of the house. The panel uses a gaseous heattransfer fluid which guarantees the increase of energy
efficiency.
In fact, heating of a volume of water requires more
energy than the same volume of gas. Moreover, it
resolves the well-known problems of the traditional
solar thermal system, as the achievement of excessive
pressures when the temperature of the heat-transfer
fluid reaches the maximum operating level.
The thermodynamic panels reach their maximum
production of thermal energy both when exposed to
direct solar radiation and when the sky is cloudy but
also if it is placed in a non-optimal orientation, with a
non relevant loss of efficiency.
At night, the hot water production will no longer be
entrusted only to the thermodynamic panels, but to the
DAIKIN-ROTEX heat pump, with which the Solar
ENERGIE-CGA box is connected.
The Solar Box is connected to the HPSU Daikin Rotex that is used by the heat pump of ENERGIE as
external tank.
Schematic working principle:
- the external temperature increases;
- the gas inside the thermodynamic panel begins to
expand;
- the fluid reaches the Solar Box which converts and
transfers energy to the HPSU Rotex Daikin;
- the HPSU Rotex Daikin that will provide suitably
heated hot water.
The system configuration of the thermodynamic
system is designed to obtain the maximum integration
and closeness between the various machines which are
used for heating, cooling and supplying hot water, to
prevent the dispersion of energy.
The strategic and innovative positioning of the
thermodynamic panel as finishing element provides
many benefits. First of all It allows a perfect integration
with architecture, playing a fundamental role in the
research of the sobriety of building.
It is possible to satisfy the inhabitants requests
regardless of the dwellings number or the cut of single
apartments.
Detailed need estimations
Water budget for an apartment in a new building
Cooking (l) 3
Clothes washer (l) 49
Dishwasher (l) 10.2
Other needs (l) 20
Sinks, bidet and shower (l) 240

WC flush (l) 4.5
Garden watering (l) 10
Total water (l) 336.7
Water budget in Versailles
Clothes washer (l) 49
Dishwasher (l) 10.2
Cooking (l) 3
Hot water draws (l) 60
Other needs (l) 40
Dinner party (l) 40
Garden watering (l) 60
Clothers dryer unit produced (l/cycle)
Total water (l) 265.2
for more detailed information 11 DETAILED WATER
BUDGET
Given the need estimations the chosen tank for both
the urban project and the prototype of Versailles
is the Hybrid-cube of Daikin Rotex 300-liter tank,
which is the most suitable for our needs either in size,
specifications and the connection between Solar box
and HPSU Daikin-Rotex.
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Expected contribution of the system
The entire production of domestic hot water can
be produced from renewable energy only when the
consumption is contemporaneous with the electrical
producion of the PV array.
In the urban aggregate the photovoltaic surface is
increased compared to the prototype of Versailles,
then the PV field will return a certain amount of
energy to the public grid, greater than the consumption
of the building itself. When this renewable energy is
not available because of the wheather the energy is
taken from the public grid, in an amount compatible
with the energy sent to it in the moments of optimal
environmental conditions.
So in some occasions the building is powered by the
public eletrical network, but the balance between the
given and taken energy is guaranteed.

Information about the supporting structure:
The panel is embedded into a baluster located in the
south loggia.
The thermodynamic structure of the panel is composed
by some vertical metal elements that will be fixed to the
ground through metal screws.
The structure of the panel will be fixed on the Superpan
layer that will be then positioned at a lower level than
the floor.
The thermodynamic panel will be attached to the
support structure with metallic material C elements,
plus on the support structure a skirting boards will be
placed on the panel in the inner part of the loggia, and
a finishing element outside.
For more information on the structural elements of
the thermodynamic panel see 13.5.12 STRUCTURAL
CALCULATIONS.
For more information on the size of the panel
PD SW 102-103 axonometric and prospects panel
thermodynamic.
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Accessibility of the installation for maintenance
tasks
The accessibility to the system for the maintenance is
high: the storage tank is situated in the technical room
inside the 3d core, while the panel will be accessible
from the loggia.
Effectiveness of the insulation
The position of the thermodynamic panels was chosen
in order to minimize the length of the canalizations. The
taped insulation efficiency is entrusted to a continue
sleeve and the synthetic insulation occurs through
taped joints.
Effectiveness of control systems.
It is part of the general management system of the
house, which optimizes the fluxes of production and
consumption of energy (temporary correlation).
Cost of the installation
The technical part of the installation (Heat pump,
panels and piping) will cost approximately 1500 euros.
Operating Principle
The SolarBox Thermodynamic Solar System is a piece
of equipment based on the principle of cooling by
compression – the Carnot principle – which we have
named Thermodynamic Solar Systems: Solar Panel
and a Heat Pump. The solar panel, which is the main
component, placed outdoors, ensures the capture of

energy from:
- direct and diffuse solar radiation;
- outdoor air, via natural convection;
- the effect of the wind (almost always existent);
- rainwater.
The temperature difference caused by the
aforementioned external agents ensures the Klea
(ecological refrigerant fluid) evaporates inside the
solar panel. The absence of glass in the panel ensures
increased heat exchange via convection.
After passing through the panel, the Klea is sucked
in by the mechanical component of the system, the
compressor (raising its temperature and pressure) and
then the heat is transferred to water by means of the
panel heat exchanger.
Before the Klea returns to the solar panel the pressure
needs to be reduced to guarantee it attains its liquid
state once again.
The ease with which we combine technology and
the laws of nature (alteration of the state of a fluid),
demonstrates the veracity and potential of SolarBox.
The Solar Thermal system is composed by a
thermodynamic panel, a heat pump (Solar Box Energie
- CGA) and an external storage tank (Hybrid Cube
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Daikin-Rotex).
The basic system works independently and is electrically
powered from the electrical panel.
The system runs 24 hours on 24 and works regardless
of the weather conditions outside.
In our situation, however, for reasons of efficiency
and energy savings the thermodynamic system will be
alternated with the DHW from an external heat pump
(Bi-Bloc Daikin-Rotex) with an external storage tank
(Hybrid Cube Daikin-Rotex) that is put into system
with the Solar box.
The heat pump (Bi-Bloc Daikin-Rotex) allows us to
have another system to produce hot water with high
efficiency, which will be used when the thermodynamic
system will not have a high COP, in addition to fuel the
heating/cooling system of the radiant panel.

5.3.8. BUILDING INTEGRATED SOLAR ACTIVE
SYSTEMS

In the urban system and in the prototype of Versailles,
each dwelling has two kinds of solar active systems,
both already described in the previous paragraphs. In
both cases, we designed and integrated new kind of
components where function is deeply integrated in
the architectural identity, and becomes part of it. Each
component will definitely have a system purpose but
also an architectural function: in all the project we are
trying to challenge the longstanding distinction between
“noble” spaces and “hidden” systems.
Regarding the thermodynamic system described in
paragraph 5.3.7, the team is putting a particular design
effort on the exploration of the potentials of the system
to foster its architectural integration. The first choice
takes advantage of the operational characteristic of the
panel, that gets very hot under solar radiation, but once
the heat pump is activated becomes almost immediately
cold. We decided to take advantage of this feature and
use the panel as baluster of the loggias, that are kept
fresh by the thermodynamic process even during hot
days in summer because the average duration of the
production of hot water from the panel can reach up
to 6/8 hours.
The analysis of the DHW needs of a single dwelling
showed that one thermodynamic solar panel is enough.
Once defined such location, the southern loggias, the
next step is the detailed product design, that we are
conducting in direct conjunction with the companies,
that accepted to engineer and fabricate a custom version
of the panel in terms of shape, fold, pattern and colors.
A similar concept has been applied to the Photovoltaic
system, that is embedded into a mobile and lightweight
shading component, described in detail in the paragraph
5.3.5 Photovoltaic System Design. Here again, we
interacted with a company specialized in mobile
components facades, that we are integrating with

the company selling and distributing the lightweight
photovoltaic panels, usually produced for the marine
sector, and now integrated in a building component.
Again therefore, the team is promoting an innovative
interaction between companies that were not in any
kind of relationship before.
An important plus is given by the interaction between
the two systems in the house integrated design: when
the shading PV shelter is closed, the heat produced
is transmitted to the thermodynamic panel, that will
therefore at the same time cool it down, and use the
thermal energy to increase its efficiency.
The key feature of the two systems is their architectural
integration in the south facade, that provides electricity
and domestic hot water to the apartments with devices
that are integral part of its aesthetic system. This
strategy can be extended to the existing buildings
around the new construction ones, augmenting the
possible involvement and empathy of the inhabitants
for the new interventions. Of course the system aims
at giving an optimal performance in the warm seasons
and under direct radiation: both conditions that we can
consider prevalent in the Rome location. This happens
not only for production, therefore for active behavior,
but also for the passive one, since their integration
makes them participate to the sun shading of loggias. It
is, we believe, very important to turn into useful devices
components that are so diffused in our climate. In a
dense and urban environment.
SOLAR SHELTER
The particularity of our photovoltaic system lies in
the flexibility and interaction due to structural and
technological details. It is able to transform its shape
and its production according to the needs of the user
and the latter will understand the benefits obtained
by the flexibility of the system due to the fact that it
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will be the inhabitant who will generate them. He will
understand when it is more convenient to keep it in one
position or another.
All this is obtained , primarily thanks to SOLBIAN’s
photovoltaic panels whose characteristics are extremely
lightweight and durable , to such a point that it can be
mounted on a bus shelter that can slide and change
its inclination manually. The structure of the shelter
itself is lightweight, as it is composed by aluminium
structures only.
COMPONENTS
GUIDES
Because of the inclination of the roof, the aluminium
frame of the photovoltaic needs to e constrained
horizontally: on the top of the roof there is a C-shaped
profile that allows to hang the frame with four bogies.
Regarding the vertical loads, on the roof there are three
horizontal guides that support vertically the frame: the
photovoltaic slides on them thanks to four wheels for
each guide. The frame on the façade is divided in two
parts, the first one remains in a vertical position and it
is constrained on the bottom with a guide similar to the
one on the top of the roof, while the second one tilts
thanks to two hydraulic pistons.
FRAME STRUCTURE
It is divided into three parts:
-6 Cover frames tightly bolted between them (Figure 1 )
-1 Fixed frame in front ( Figure 2 )
-3 Tiltable frame on the front facade (Figure 3)
PHOTOVOLTAIC SHEET
The flexible SOLBIAN panels are mounted on a special
sheet provided by the same company, installed on the
contour of the panel through anchors clips or clamps
that allow easy installation and removal.
The pre-wired clothes allows an easier installation,
as it is pre-assembled before the construction in site,
PV location in urban
project

allowing to carry a single element with all the already
wired panels.
CABLE DRAG CHAIN
The DC cables coming from the strings pass inside the
frames of the shelter and they are collected in an energy
chain that allows the movement of the system.
MODULARITY
The size of the shelter is given by both the size of the
PV modules necessary to achieve the desired nominal
power of the system and the size of the loggia we have
to shade (when the shelter is in configuration 2 and 3,
see image below).
An important length in the design of the shelter was
the size of the photovoltaic sheets, that can reach the
maximum width of 3.50 m.
The two frames on which it is mounted (cover and
facade) have different sizes due to the fact that the
frame on the facade is contained within another that
allows it to rotate, these two characteristics have led to
study the same method of towel attachment but on two
different dimensions as seen in the figure.
PHASES OF CONSTRUCTION
1 assembly of the technical room
2 Positioning of the steel rails on the wooden structures
3 Assembly of the subframe
4 Position and insert of the subframe in the guide slots
5 Insert the opening frame
6 Positioning of the cloth sheet on the structure
7 Connection of the panels with the technical room
Winter situation: The photovoltaic shelter is open.
The panel thermodynamic and the loggia will have
direct solar radiation.
Summer situation: the shelter will close in front of
the thermodynamic panel that will absorb the heat
generated by the photovoltaic shelter.
Guides
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The thermodynamic panel cools down during its
operation and it will subtract heat to the photovoltaic
panel which will increase its production.
Photovoltaics produce heat while turning sunlight
into electricity. Part of this heat is absorbed by the
thermodynamic panel, which will produce hot water,
when the shelter is closed in front of it. This is because
our thermodynamic, unlike a solar thermal, not only
works with direct solar radiation but is also sensibile
to the temperature difference between indoor and
outdoor.
In this way the heat pump will consume less electricity
producing the same amount of hot water and the
energy from the photovoltaic system can therefore be
used for other purposes.
In the urban plan the presence of colored loggias
create a movement in the facades.
The movement of the facade will be amplified by the
presence of the photovoltaic shelters.
In this way the integration of the two active solar systems
is not only used for electricity and DHW production
but is also used on an aesthetic level to increase the
handling of the building’s facade.
The photovoltaic roof allows the protection of the
south loggia from direct solar radiation .
The sliding and tilting of the shelters can modulate the
entry of sunlight inside the house.

PV frame

The system of the photovoltaic roof has a major impact
on both the strategy of heating and passive cooling of
the house.
See: 5.4.2.2 INFLUENCE OF THE ENERGY
ANALYSIS IN THE PROJECT DESIGN (Project
design optimization).
The maintenance of the thermodynamic system will be
almost null, and is easily performed both in the urban
plant and in the prototype of Versailles, given that the
access to the panel will be on the south loggia because
the thermodynamic panel will be used as a balustrade.

Opened and closed canopy configurations
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The maintenance on the facade will be easily executable,
because the access panel will be in the loggia.
To carry out maintenance on the roof you will need to
enter the pitched roof with the stairs. The maintenance
on the roof will be done with the use of a retractable
safety device, which will be fixed in precise points on
the roof of the prototype.
For more information about the security systems of
PD HS - 412 - 413 - 414.
For more information on the structural elements of
the thermodynamic panel see 13.5.12 STRUCTURAL
CALCULATIONS e sul 5.3.7 Solar Thermal Design.
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5.3.9. CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

We imagine to work with macro-components: walls,
slabs, and trusses as 2D elements, and 3D core as
the sole three-dimensional element. All of them are
light if compared to traditional prefabricated building
components, if we consider that the maximum weight
of a component is around 6 tons, for the 3D core.
Such strategy is aimed at saving resources, since the
components have to travel a lor and be assembled and
disassembled at least three times.
We aim, therefore at limiting the use of heavy machinery,
as well as of heavy and/or special transportation.
We expect to adjust our assembly strategy and the
machineries to be used in a more sustainable way
once we will have a complete catalogue of available
machineries.
We can divide the assembly phase into 5 steps: firstly
the placement of foundation pallet and foundation
beams; then the flanking of all the ground floors and
the installation of the 3D core; then, through the use of
temporary props the placement of all the walls occurs
and sequently their anchorage and fastening; fourth, the
placement of the covering floors; finally, the placement
of PV system.
The electrical panel and the wiring are all installed and
wired in the process of pre-assembly in the factory, thus,
on site we will only have to make the few necessary
plug-and-play connections and finally complete the
installation with the finishing components.
Please refer to site operation drawings and report for a
complete understanding of the assembly process.
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Technical Project Summary Table Versailles

5.4.1. TECHNICAL PROJECT SUMMARY

1. Project Dimensions

79.23

Gross area [m2]

Technical Project Summary Table Rome

Gross Volume [m3]

366.75

Surface area [m2]

349.49
62.93

Net floor area [m2]

224.40

Conditioned Volume [m3]
2. House envelope

1. Project Dimensions
Gross area [m2]

Insulation types and thickness

77.68
359.56
342.64
61.7
220

Gross Volume [m3]
Surface area [m2]
Net floor area [m2]
Conditioned Volume [m3]
2. House envelope
Insulation types and thickness

Type

Insulation

Homatherm HolzFlex
Homatherm HDP-Q11
Homatherm HolzFlex
Homatherm HDP-Q11
Walls area and Thermal Transmittance

Area* = gross external area
(considering the thickness of building
components)

Wood fiber (WF)
Wood fiber (WF)
Wood fiber (WF)
Wood fiber (WF)

Envelope elements

Area* [m2]

0.14

Truss beam walls
3D Core external platform frame walls

30.84
9.6

0.14
0.19

Area* [m2]

67.9

3D Core ground floor

0.290
U-value [W/m2K]

Platform frame roof

79.6

Glazing area, Thermal Transmittance
& Glazing Solar gain

3. HVAC Systems

0.130

13.68
Area* [m2]

Area* = gross external area
(considering the thickness of building
components)

Area* [m2]

0.12
U-value [W/m2K]

Glazing 1 (sliding windows - living room and
bedroom)
Glazing 2 (skylight)

32.43

0.5

2.62

0.66

Type

Cooling system
Refrigerant

4. Domestic Hot Water

Type

Combined production by Thermodnamic
Systems and Heat Pump:
Heat Pump mode: heating and DHW
Chiller mode 1: cooling and DHW
Chiller mode 2: DWW

System

30.84

0.14

Area* [m2]

3D Core intermediate floor
Roof area and Thermal Transmittance
Area* = gross external area
Platform frame roof
(considering the thickness of building
components)
Glazing area, Thermal Transmittance
& Glazing Solar gain
Area* = gross external area
(considering the thickness of building Glazing 1 (sliding windows - living room and
bedroom)
components)
Glazing 2 (skylight)

H: 0,60 + 4,00
C: 0,53 + 4,00

System

Solar thermal Collectors area

300 l (Thermal Buffer)

Storage Tanks

Power [kWp]
Energy [kWh/year]
Estimated energy production

Horizontal: 24.42
South: 7.92

Energy [kWh/year]
Estimated energy production

4,547.88

Heating
Cooling
Ventilation Considering only fans
Domestic Hot Water
Lighting
Appliances and Devices Considering circulation pumps

2.34%
5.81%
20.45%
15.69%
4.84%
50.87%

7. Energy Balance
Estimated energy balance

Energy [kWh/year]

Electrical demand
Electrical production
Balance

Emission [Tn/year]
Estimated CO2 emissions

Source: ISPRA, 2009

8. List of Singular and Innovative materials and systems

37.95

65.22
162.03
570.93
438
135
1420

Heating
Cooling
Ventilation Considering only fans
Domestic Hot Water
Lighting
Appliances and Devices Considering circulation pumps
7. Energy Balance

Percentage on total electrical demand
27.38%
12.99%
9.13%
10.94%
4.12%
35.45%

Estimated energy balance

Energy [kWh/year]

Electrical demand
Electrical production
Balance

2791.18
4,547.88
1,756.70
-0.72

Energy [kWh/year]

Energy Use Characterization

45.24
Percentage on total electrical demand

1616.64
2388.5

Estimated electrical consumption per
conditioned

Energy [kWh/year]

Energy Use Characterization

Emission [Tn/year]
Estimated CO2 emissions

Source: ISPRA, 2009

8. List of Singular and Innovative materials and systems
Mass to be used as a thermal shock absorber
Heavy mass with recycled material from intervention areas
High concentration of systems in the "3D core"
Optimize position of 3D core to facilitate air distribution and to decrease energy losses
Heat recovery for shower
Sensors that control CO2 presence and regulate air exchange
Monitoring system for user awareness on energy consumption
Heat Pump solar unit integrated with PV thermodynamic for hot water production
Loggias for future home’s transformations

Mass to be used as a thermal shock absorber
Heavy mass with recycled material from intervention areas
High concentration of systems in the "3D core"
Optimize position of 3D core to facilitate air distribution and to decrease energy losses
Heat recovery for shower
Sensors that control CO2 presence and regulate air exchange
Monitoring system for user awareness on energy consumption
Heat Pump solar unit integrated with PV thermodynamic for hot water production
Loggias for future home’s transformations

2

4107

Energy [kWh/year]
Total Thermal Energy Demand
Total Electrical Demand

227.25
2563.93

Estimated electrical consumption per
conditioned

4.99

6. Energy consumption
Estimated energy consumption

3

4005.14
4107
101.86
-0.04

(SHGC)

0.5
0.66
Capacity [kW]

Panel; SOLBIAN; SP 50L
Active area [m2]

Energy [kWh/year]
Total Thermal Energy Demand
Total Electrical Demand

0.12

Type

6. Energy consumption
Estimated energy consumption

132.57

Type
floor Radiant panel with HPSU + VMC with
4,31
static and thermodynamic heat recovery
floor Radiant panel with HPSU + VMC with
4,98
static and thermodynamic heat recovery
R410A
H: 1,00 +1,39
Static + Dynamic
C: 0,10 + 1,78
Type
Capacity [kW]
Combined production by Thermodnamic
HP: 5,76
Systems and Heat Pump:
CH1: 6,96
Heat Pump mode: heating and DHW
CH2: 7,53
Chiller mode 1: cooling and DHW
Chiller mode 2: DWW
Area [m2]
1.6 sqm (Thermodynamic Panel)
Capacity [l]
300 l (Thermal Buffer)

Installed PV power

3.77

Installed PV power

0.290
U-value [W/m2K]

U-value [W/m2K]

Power [kWp]

Horizontal: 16.5
South: 7.92

PV panels area

11.98

30.4
2.62

PV panels area

Panel; SOLBIAN; SP 50L
Active area [m2]

0.120

Area* [m2]

Type
PV Modules

65.68
Area* [m2]

PV Modules

Applied in the following
envelope elements
Platform frame elements
Platform frame roof
Platform frame elements
3D Core external walls

U-value [W/m2K]

Platform frame intermediate floor

4. Domestic Hot Water

5. Electrical Energy
production

Capacity [l]

Storage Tanks

Truss beam walls

Refrigerant

HP: 5,76
CH1: 6,96
CH2: 7,53

Area [m2]

5. Electrical Energy
production

0.14

5,04
3,21

Wood fiber (WF)
0.24
Wood fiber (WF)
0.08
Cellulose in granules
0.16
Wood fiber (WF)
0.08
Area* [m2]
U-value [W/m2K]
80.09

Cooling system

0.426

Thickness [m]

Platform frame walls

Heating system

0.510
COP/EER

Homatherm HolzFlex
Homatherm HDP-Q11
Cellulous in granules
Homatherm HDP-Q11
Envelope elements

Capacity [kW]

1.6 sqm (Thermodynamic Panel)

Solar thermal Collectors area

3. HVAC Systems

(SHGC)

Capacity [kW]

floor Radiant panel with HPSU + VMC with
4,31
static and thermodynamic heat recovery
floor Radiant panel with HPSU + VMC with
4,98
static and thermodynamic heat recovery
R410A
H: 1,00 +1,39
Static + Dynamic
C: 0,10 + 1,78

Heating system

Floor area and Thermal Transmittance
Area* = gross external area
(considering the thickness of building
components)

U-value [W/m2K]

Platform frame ground floor

Roof area and Thermal Transmittance

Platform frame elements
Platform frame elements
Platform frame floors
3D Core external walls

U-value [W/m2K]

45.98

Area* = gross external area
(considering the thickness of building
components)

Area* = gross external area
(considering the thickness of building
components)

0.20
0.08
0.24
0.08

Platform frame walls

Floor area and Thermal Transmittance

Walls area and Thermal Transmittance
Area* = gross external area
(considering the thickness of building
components)

Applied in the following
envelope elements

Thickness [m]

Type

Insulation

1096.56
520.08
365.5
438
165
1420

COP/EER

5,04
3,21
H: 0,60 + 4,00
C: 0,53 + 4,00

0.51
0.4263
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carrying out energy analysis focused on both behavior
and simulation, active and passive:

5.4.2. COMPREHENSIVE ENERGY ANALYSIS AND
DISCUSSION REPORT

-Objective: we decided the building position in the area
in order to have a very good orientation on East-West
axis and in order to have a Sud facade able to gain solar
energy, to have a good illumination and to optimize
the use of natural ventilation. Even if, in this case, we
disposed the building along the East-West axis, we also
studied that, with innovative loggias shape, is possible
to have at least one loggia’s side orientated on South
even if the main building front is rotated more to the
West or to the East, more detailed study forward.
-Methodology: we studied the microclimate and we
simulated and verified the solar radiation and the
prevailing winds compared to the urban designed.
We made also a simulation about the correct inclination
of the roof pitch and facade shading on the south, to
enter the solar system and to optimize solar collection.
We made also a simulation about the average daylight
factor to decide the optimization of windows and
rooms distribution.

Section I - Comprehensive Energy Analysis
and Discussion Report
1. Introduction
a). Energy analysis objectives and
methodology
To use the parametric simulations to validate the
choices of energy strategy the team has fixed, since
the beginning, the best comfort standards orienting
considerations and analysis to both climate zone,
Rome (urban aggregate) and Versailles (prototype for
competition).
The design process then started studying the
macroclimate characteristics of reference area to focus
on the favorable conditions and unfavorable ones
around which the project would be structured.
Starting from the macroclimate simulations results,
the team has developed energy strategies adapted to
the reference climate, and oriented to overall energy
savings.
Using different simulation software, each exploited to its
specific characteristics, it was evaluated the effectiveness
of active and passive strategies before designed.
The results obtained from the simulations have
confirmed, in some cases, design ideas while, in other
cases, they have been an invaluable support to guide the
changes and optimize the project design.
In the following chart just we show the action area, the
analysis tools, the objectives for each category.
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-Objective: we decided to use an advanced sensor
system, integrated in ventilation systems, able to adjust
the activation according to the temperature, to the VOC
levels, to CO2 levels linked to occupancy.
-Methodology: we will try to simulate also the contest
weeks making the occupancy sheets in order to predict
better the real functioning in relation to the presence
and humidity.

-Objective: we decided to use solar production systems
able to make the building self-sufficient about energy
supply. On the south façade, we decided to integrate
the photovoltaic system on the loggia’s shading and on
the roof pitch.
-Methodology: We made calculation about energy
production of PV system (on loggia’s shading system
and on roof) in Summer and Winter to predict the
energy consumption and production.

b). Climate Data and Weather Analysis
The climate in Rome is a Mediterranean humid
temperate climate and so, generally has a comfortable
temperatures in Spring and Autumns. The Summer is
generally hot, humid and potentially drought and the
Winter is mild and rainy. This climate zone is often
windy, with a prevalence of northerly winds, such as
the North and North-East, and West, as the mistral, the
South-West and the West Wind.
Using these considerations, of course, the project aims
to exploit the positive features of the climate and defend

-Objective: we decided to use a mechanical ventilation
system with heat recovery unit able to guarantee the air
recycling required by legislation but able to reduce heat
losses due to air replacement.
-Methodology: We made a thermal model in TRNSYS
software comparing the results with heat recovery
system and without recovery system to demonstrate
the contribution on internal comfort and energy saving.

-Objective: we decided to use the highly insulated
thermal envelope to allows protection from cold
seasons and exploits heat gains (the exterior one from
solar radiation and interior ones from equipments,
lights and occupants), to reduce heat loads.
-Methodology: We have chosen natural materials and
we used an Excel transmittance file calculation, in order
to calculate the correct stratigraphy refers to the limits
set by Italian legislation for the climate zone of Rome.
-Objective: we decided to use the interior thermal mass
with high heat capacity because reduces cooling loads:
rather than interact with exterior condition, it allows to
regulate summer interior heat loads, transferring heat
peaks from the day to the night, when they can be
attenuated by natural ventilation, thanks to an exterior
lower temperature.
-Methodology: We made a thermal model in TRNSYS
software comparing the results with a sand layer and
without sand layer in order to explain the contribution
of thermal mass on internal comfort.

Objective and related methodology: in the
reference mediterranean climate zone, to achieve the
interior comfort conditions in Rome, is necessary to
plan a building protected from direct solar radiation,
especially in the hot summer, but ensuring a good
natural ventilation, a good winter solar heat gain,
exploitation of energy from the sun.
For this reason, in order to support the envelope and
the components design, our approach is oriented on

Temperature and humidity
chart - Rome-Ciampino
4

5
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Annual Temperature Bins
(Rome-Ciampino)

Annual Wind Rose
(Frequency Distribution) Rome-Ciampino

at the same time from the most negative characteristics:

characteristics, can minimize the use of energy.

-orienting the building to take advantage of sunlight
and produce energy;
-design movable shading systems to take advantage of
-winter solar gains but avoid overheating in summer;
-design the windows on opposite sides to facilitate cross
ventilation in the summer and in the transitory periods;
-open a lot the Southern side to capture the summer
breezes;
-design systems to use the exterior zone of the home
because, in Mediterranean climate, is always very
comfortable;
use materials with high thermal inertia to get the same
advantages of the old Mediterranean architectures;
design systems project that, using these natural climate

The weather data inputs are those listed in the file
available on “EnergyPlus Energy Simulation Software
– Weather Data” (IT-Roma-Ciampino-162390.tm2 and
FR-Paris-Montsouris-71560.tm2) and are collected in
Attachment 1 “Input weather data”.
Monthly Wind Rose
(Frequency Distribution) Rome-Ciampino

6
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indoor humidity levels for occupied spaces with a good
humidity regulation system in order to avoid problems
with mold and condensation.
- Generate comfort with minimum energy consumption;

c). Team Energy Strategy

Energy demand
- Calculate the energy demand by including all energy
needed for the building (including space heating, water
heating, ventilation, air conditioning including cooling,
technical installations and electricity for lighting);
- Reduce the use of energy as well as heat loss from the
building. This includes the transmission loss through
constructions, thermal bridges etc;
-Maximum use of solutions that are not energy
intensive;
- Optimize the solar gain, daylight, natural ventilation,
ventilative cooling, shading of exposed facades and
windows;
- Shading the glazing efficiently in summer;
- Allowing the penetration of winter solar radiations to
have free heat gains that can be suitable to the climatic
conditions of the building site;
- Collecting the data of power consumption of active
and passive systems, of all the appliances and of solar
power production;
- Make the users aware of the energy consumption
related to each activity of living in order to adapt their
behaviour to a better use of energy and encourage a
more complete comprehension of how the house
works and what are its potential, to give the user the
ability to get the most with the minimum amount of
energy;

The energy strategy of the Team RhOME is focused
in making the whole building operate as an efficient
thermal machine that can be able to optimize thermal
and visual comfort and minimize energy consumption.
As you can see in the following chart, the strategy
preferred some aspects more than others.
The team aims to achieve this through the following
points:
Daylight
- adequate lighting and especially well-designed daylight
penetration;
- provide an array of health benefits to people in
buildings. High levels of daylight and an optimised view
out positively influence people’s mood and well-being;
- reduce the electric lighting during daytime to reduce
the overall energy consumption for lighting;

Energy supply
- The energy supply is based on renewable and CO2neutral energy sources;
- Use the energy comes from renewable energy in the
energy system.
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Freshwater consumption
(For more detail refer to 5.5 Sustainability Report)
- Consider water consumption – and treatment – during
the life-time of the building.
- Freshwater consumption can be reduced by installation
of water-saving tabs, use of grey or rain water for toilets
and gardening, and the use of easy-to-clean surfaces.
Sustainable construction
(For more detail refer to 5.5 Sustainability Report)
- Evaluate recycled content and sourcing.
- Use, when is possible, the recycled materials or
materials able to be recycled.
Puglia, Italy “Trulli” of Alberobello, section: natural
ventilation and massive stone wall

2. Influence of the energy analysis in the project design (Project design optimization)
As you can see from the graphs, the buildings were oriented along the east-west axis to gain the largest possible
amount of solar radiation.
The dynamic software analysis, carried out for the optimization of the project, focused on different aspects:

Primary energy performance
- The annual primary energy performance is based on
national figures on primary energy. The calculation
include energy demand for the building as well as the
energy supply from renewable energy.
- Use the thermal mass like a thermal storage to absorbe
heat gains during the day and release them during the
night, in winter time; and also to absorbe unwanted
internal heat loads during the day and dissipate them
during the night using natural night ventilation in the
summer period;

Thermal environment
- ensure a pleasant thermal environment for a
comfortable home;
- adequate thermal comfort, both in summer and winter,
increases performance and, prevents and alleviates
diseases;
- minimise overheating in summer and optimise indoor
temperatures in winter without unnecessary energy use;
- use simple, energy-efficient and easily maintained
solutions;

Environmental loads
(For more detail refer to 5.5 Sustainability Report)
- Consider the Life Cycle Assessment of every building
because the process of constructing a new building
causes various emissions to air, soil and water, which
have different impacts on the environment (Primary
energy (PE), global warming potential (gwP), ozone
depletion potential (odP), Photochemical ozone
creation potential (PoCP), Acidification potential (AP),
Eutrophication (EP)).

Indoor air quality
- Good indoor air quality to prevent humans from
getting mucous membrane irritation, asthma and
allergy;
- High indoor air quality helps to avoid odour problems,
which can positively affect the overall well-being of the
building’s occupants;
- A good air quality for the occupants while minimising
energy use for ventilation. This means that Have a good
8
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Macro-climatic Analysis: Autodesk Vasari
With the software “Autodesk Vasari, “ we studied
the macroclimatic conditions of the site (winds, solar
radiation on the facades). Then we checked the adopted
solutions of the project, focusing on the critical
issues shown by the results of the analysis. Finally we
optimized the design according to the analysis.
More precisely, for the urban project, we performed
the analysis of the preliminary solar radiation and the
analysis of the ventilation.

Annual Radiation
The incident solar radiation ranges from 293 to
1077 kWh/mq, in particular the radiation of the
facade with the canopies is 439 kWh/mq

Annual radiation to assures loggia’s flexibility
The loggia is the fundamental element around which the whole apartment is designed, and thanks to the innovative
L shape of the loggias’ glass walls, every loggia has a double exposition, which means every loggia has at least a
sunlight exposition, no matter how the building will be positioned and oriented.
This aspect allows for a huge flexibility in the urban contextualization of the buildings guaranteeing the winter solar
gain of every apartment. The problem of building orientation is indeed among the most important bioclimatic
aspects in the urban design, and a highly rigid definition of it, can generally compromise the success of a project
when it comes to face reality.
For this reason, we have verified that at least one of the two sides of the loggia’s is facing South, without the cast
shadows from the building prevent solar gain during the winter. Through the analysis of solar radiation in Vasari,
we checked out we have a range of 60° (30° to East, 30° to West) where we can rotate the aggregate ensuring the
energy performance of the loggia’s.
In an urban layout, however, the existing urban lot where the building is located may require a different rotation axis
Sud. For this reason, since all the apartments have a double facing, and the loggia’s configuration also on the North,
even when the building is rotated at different angles, the North face can provide exposure to South, South-East or
South-West of at least one side of each loggia’s to the North.
The loggia furthermore allows the inhabitants to enjoy an open-air space for nine months a year and it can also be
used for gardening and for hydroponic cultivations, and can be transformed also into another room.

Annual solar radiation - Loggia’s
facing South

Winter daily radiation
The incident solar radiation ranges from 0.1 to
0.9 kWh / m² in a single day, particularly the
radiation on the facade with the canopies is 0.6
kWh/mq

Summer daily radiation
The incident solar radiation ranges from 0.8
to 5.6 kWh/mq in a single day, particularly the
radiation on the facade with the canopies is 1.61
kWh/mq.

Annual solar radiation - Loggia’s
facing South 30° West
10
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Annual solar radiation - Loggia’s
facing West 30° South

Annual solar radiation - Loggia’s
facing South 30° East

12

Annual solar radiation - Loggia’s
facing West

Annual solar radiation - Loggia’s
facing East

Annual solar radiation - Loggia’s
facing West 15° South

Annual solar radiation - Loggia’s
facing East 15° South
13
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Annual solar radiation - Loggia’s
facing East 30° South

Main winds in Rome:
- in winter northeastern Grecale tendencies
- in summer southwestern Libeccio tendencies
This analysis confirms that using the useful summer wind contribution, we can optimize the internal comfort due
to natural ventilation.
Furthermore this analysis is qualitative and has the purpose to verify how, in different scenarios of windows
openings, the cross ventilation can be effective.
About the following scenarios, the first one could be the best, because we have a whole air-change of the house.
Instead, the third one assures a better air chainge rate for the living-room.

Summer Libeccio (Soutwester) cross ventilation
velocity distribution - Kitchen door: OPEN,
technical space door: CLOSE

Summer Libeccio (Soutwester) cross ventilation
velocity distribution - Kitchen door: CLOSE,
technical space door: OPEN

Summer Libeccio (Soutwester) cross ventilation
velocity distribution - Kitchen door: OPEN,
technical space door: OPEN

14
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Microclimate analysis: use of the Software Then we dealt with the analysis of the microclimate of the
building. The software Autodesk Vasari has been used in order to check the influence of the system of shading on
the amount of incident solar radiation on the windows of the south loggias, and the window to the West.
We used the software PVwatt to check that the PV system in the vertical position could produce solar shading in
summer and in winter.
The simulations were carried out both in winter and in summer, when the percentage of solar radiation for the 2
different positions of the PV has been compared.
The verification showed that, in Winter, with the PV system in side, the levels of solar radiation incident on the
windows of the loggia’s, are not at all compromised.
In summer however, the analysis was led with the PV screen closed to see if the levels of solar radiation incident
on the windows were significantly curtailed compromising interior illuminance levels.
The results of the analysis showed that the percentage of incident solar radiation was significantly reduced by the
closed PV screen, so we introduced the possibility to rotate the vertical part of the shelter.
In this way the percentage of solar radiation incident on the glass increases, and also increases the energy production
of the photovoltaic system.

South Loggia PV Configuration: solar Radiation
during summer, PV shading is CLOSE.
Max value: 587.2 Wh/mq

South Loggia PV Configuration: solar Radiation
during winter, PV shading is OPEN.
Max value: 443.9 Wh/mq

South Loggia PV Configuration: solar Radiation
during summer, PV shading is HALF CLOSE.
Max value: 1666.4 Wh/mq

Focusing on simulation results we can evaluate that, between two solutions, the annual energy production is greater
in the open configuration.
But in the following charts we can see that, in Winter, if the PV blinds are open, generate shadows on the other
blinds. For this reason in fact, the best radiation and daily energy production is generate with vertical configuration.
Instead in Summer the best radiation and daily energy production is generate with open configuration.
South Loggia PV Configuration: solar Radiation
during summer, PV shading is CLOSE.
Max value: 587.2 Wh/mq
16
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Lighting Analysis: using the VELUX Daylight
Visualizer Software
With this software we wanted to verify that, the chosen
distribution plan, can guarantee visual comfort, both
in the case of the prototype and in the case of the
aggregate. The target was to fit the lighting parameters
required by italian law about the average factor of
daylight FLDm, luminance and illuminance factors.
So we made lighting simulations to modify some choices
and to confirm others.
Our initial strategy was based on big large windows
localized on the loggias, backward positioned from
the facade, so to provide shading from direct radiation
when needed. Some further analysis showed that
this approach leads to an unbalanced distribution of
daylight, configuring a high enlightened belt contrasting
to some low enlightened ones.
We carried out the analysis using the software “VELUX
Daylight Visualizer”, precisely analyzing each floor of
the three typologies designed. We report here only
one example of the various analysis carried out on a
building floor.
Considering the conditions of natural light inside, it is
necessary to take into account the worst case condition,
that is one where the main room is in absence of direct
solar radiation.
The first analysis is carried out on the average factor of
daylight FLDm that is a parameter introduced to assess
the natural lighting within a confined environment.
In order not to limit the calculation of a single point, we
use the average daylight factor FLDm, where average
means averaged over several measurement points of

the internal environment in relation with the outside
world: in this way it is possible to better estimate the
global illumination in a confined space.
In red we have highlighted all the problematic areas,
or those areas of apartment where the FLDm did not
respond to the comfort that we want to achieve, that is
below 2% (the limit fixed by legislation)
This initial analysis shows how the opening of large
windows on the sun loggias is not sufficient to ensure
a good, homogeneous lighting in the whole area of the
apartments. In fact, the daylight factor, which normally
should not fall below 2%, is in some cases even 0.7%
(bordered in red).
The need to investigate where to place new openings
seemed like a pretty obvious choice.
It was therefore studied in the following ways:
- Openings from 90cm to 120cm, full-height for the
facades facing south-east / south-west, which alternate
with large balconies
- Openings from 90cm to 120cm, full-height for the
facades oriented towards the north-east / north-west
try to reduce the loggia’s oriented north-east / northwest, while leaving the angular ones
- Skylight on the north slopes to facilitate the penetration
of light into the space of the living room.
To size the depth of the loggia’s we used the software
Autodesk Ecotect: the tool “Shading Design Wizard”
makes the program calculate the size needed to shade a
window based on the orientation and the period when
it is most exposed to sunlight.

South Loggia PV Configuration: solar Radiation
during summer, PV shading is HALF CLOSE.
Max value: 1666.4 Wh/mq
18
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Having thus made the necessary analysis, we re-launched
the tests. We realized then that the FMLD values were
normal.

Luminance: ratio between the luminous intensity
(emitted in that direction) and the emitting surface
projected onto a perpendicular surface to the same
direction
The analysis were carried out for the various
environments of the apartaments. The results reported
here are for the hall of one of the apartments.
The analysis we have definitely confirm the correctness
of the changes made to
 the project.

For further checking we made two other testings: the
illuminance and luminance.
Illuminance ratio between the incident flux on the
elementary surface of the surrounding in the point
taken under analysis and the elementary surface itself

20
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Analysis and verification of thermal bridges: using
Therm software
In order to evaluate the correct design of the
construction details, the software was used to calculate
the transmittance per unit length Therm ψ [W / mK]
and the energy lost through the thermal bridges.
For this reason, the simulation was performed in the
nodes of the building construction to take into account
a correction for calculation of the real value.
As it is required by italian legislation, the thermal
bridges simulation is done considering this following
values linked to the worst climate condition: the lowest
temperature outside and a high rate of indoor humidity
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because, in this condition it becomes probable to have
the presence of condensation or mold.
Data used for the analysis are:
- outside temperature = 7.6°C
- inside temperature = 20°C
- external relative humidity = 75%
- internal relative humidity = 65%
The nodes of the building construction analyzed are:

Construction detail D

Construction detail E

Construction detail F

Construction detail G

The analysis show that constructive details are correct,
anyway there are some critical issues about windows
connections. Compared to the temperature profiles
obtained from the simulations certainly changes in
isotherms confirms the absence of thermal bridges,
intuition is also supported by the correct design of the
nodes.

Construction detail A.

Construction detail B.

Construction detail H

Construction detail C.
22
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Analysis and optimization of passive behavior and contribution of the internal thermal mass.
As it is showed in the bioclimatic diagram developed by Baruch Givoni in 1976, the use of passive cooling system can
extend the interior comfort zone during the summer (experimental experience data illustrated on the psychrometric
diagram ASHRAE).
In particular, using thermal mass to attenuate heat shock, and natural ventilation to cool the mass during the
night, it is possible to extend the comfort zone in function of air velocity, humidity and inner temperature. These
are results which are necessary to analyze weather data because cooling potential is proportional to the exterior
temperature range.

For this reason, the first objective of the simulation was
to evaluate how the contribution of thermal mass, could
function as a thermal absorber, affecting the variation
of the internal temperatures, damping the oscillations
and guaranteeing greater comfort of the inhabitants.
In a second step in the model were included a ventilation
and air-conditioning systems and has been simulated
the active behavior of the home to check the energy
consumption.
In the first analysis, we examined if the software can
consider the contribution of internal thermal mass.
So we compared the results between the model without

mass (without air changes per hour), the one with 12
cm mass inserted, one with 6 cm mass inserted and one
with 24 cm mass inserted.
The purpose of this analysis, was not to check the
internal temperatures (in fact, the analysis is carried
out with the windows closed and plants are turned
off), but it was to verify that the presence of the mass
could contribute to bring down internal temperatures
and especially that could dampen the curve of the
temperature avoiding excessive fluctuations.

24 June - no HVAC - no airchange - Thermal Mass layer comparison - Y axis: T air (C°), X axis: Time (hour)

Comfort zone in Givoni’s bioclimatic diagram

To achieve this important goal, we made the Thermal
Analysis simulation with TRNSYS comparing the
building model with thermal mass layer and without
thermal mass layer considering how the thermal
capacity and natural ventilation can proficiently increase
the indoor passive comfort.
Thermal behavior: using Software TRNSYS
In the case of Rhome, the project is located in Rome
and then in the Mediterranean climate zone where
the protection from the hot summer climate, takes on
greater importance than the cold climate in winter.
For this reason in fact, the project strategy plans the
insertion of a layer of sand, along all the inner surface
of the wall that provides not only a contribution in the
transmittance value of the envelope and in the shifting
phase of the thermal waves but, in this case, it is used
strategically as a thermal shock absorber to adjust the
internal temperature, both in summer and winter.

Selected part of the building
24

Summer period - no HVAC - no airchange - Y axis: T air (C°), X axis: Time (hour)
25
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As we can see in the previous image, this behavior about mass, even if without air-change contribution, in summer
period, is considered by TRNSYS and help to reduce internal temperatures.
Now we want try to add in the model, without HVAC system, the air ventilation to verify if the thermal mass can
collaborate with ventilation in order to reduce the internal temperatures.
At first evaluation, we can see that in summer period the layer mass can work for our purposes.
But now we want to verify in detail the values in a summer and autumn day.

24 June - no HVAC - 1 ach - Y axis: T air (C°), X axis: Time (hour)ù

Summer period - no HVAC - 1 ach - Y axis: T air (C°), X axis: Time (hour)

In detail we can see the simulation in a summer day, 24th June and in a winter day, 21st Dec.
Comparing two curves we can see that the layer of thermal mass gives a contribution to reduce the temperature
of almost 2°, and especially is useful to dampen the curve reducing the temperature fluctuations. In particular, in
Summer, helps to shift the temperature peak of about 3 hours, from 15:00 to 18:00. This result is positive because
the mass contribution shifts the temperature peak in a time when the peak of the solar thermal load is much lower.
Also in winter, the mass contribution is useful to dampen the curves reducing the temperature fluctuations.

21 december - no HVAC - no ach - Y axis: T air (C°), X axis: Time (hour)

After previous evaluation, we can say that TRNSYS can consider the contribution of the thermal mass.
At this point, we can try to insert also the HVAC systems strategy.
Is important to underline that for us now these results are qualitative and we are also doing tests in climatic chamber
to compare the simulated results with the real one and calibrate the model.
We will have the climatic chamber’s results at the end of June.

24 June - no HVAC - no ach - Y axis: T air (C°), X axis: Time (hour)
26
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3. INFLUENCE OF THE ENERGY ANALYSIS
IN THE HVAC SYSTEMS (Conditioning
Systems optimization)
The key to obtaining maximum efficiency from active
systems is to consider first how they will work in
conjunction with effective passive design. The best
strategy is to limit the demand first, then design the
systems that will meet it. It is simply a waste of money
and resources to put sustainable active systems into an
inefficient house, new or old.
An air-exchange system has been adopted. This
air-treatment system allows ventilation and
dehumidification, in order to satisfy humidity and CO2
requirements monitored during the contest.
The machinery provided by Eurotherm allows the heat
recovery of the air through an internal system, which
maintains contact with the internal ducts that exchange
heat. The machine thus allows energy saving because
the air that will be treated, will already be at the best
temperature than that drawn externally (warm in winter
and cold in summer), also the machinery will not have
an internal compressor, so is provided with batteries
fed by water from the Daikin Rotex heat pump, so it
will have very low energy consumption for the control
of air quality (CO2) and humidity.

The range of the heat recovery is expressed in kg/h,
which are the m3/h multiplied with the density.
Introducing a low air-flow through the heat recovery
when in the other side there is a higher air-flow rate,
increases the efficiency of the system. For this reason
we set in the model different air-flows, in input and
output, to optimize the efficiency of the system.
In summer, when the temperature that gets inside is
higher than 26 degrees activates the heat recovery unit.
In the same way in winter, when the air input goes
below 20 degrees, it activates the heat regenerator to
pretreat the incoming air.
Observing the summer simulations graphs we can see
how in Versailles the heat recovery unit activates for
a shorter time, as the exterior temperatures are lower
than in Rome.
Instead in winter tests, we still considered the model
with the heat exchanger and the radiant system turned
on.
However, the graphics show that in Rome the heat
recovery system in Winter conditions almost reduces to
65,22 Kwh/year the use of the heating system, heavily
impacting on the overall energy savings of the system.

The heat exchanger also has a suction nozzle which
allows the circulation of air that is drawn from inside
the house. Therefor the air is already been treated and
is at an optimum temperature compared to the outside
temperature. This air is humidified or dehumidified
simply (as needed) and fed back into the interior of the
house.
TRNSYS simulation:
At this point we started to insert the systems in the
model considered.
The analysis that we have done in this part, involved
the insertion of the heat recovery, and we made the
calculation in winter and summer, for Rome and also
for Versailles.
In the lower part of the chart (Rome analysis), is shown
in green (Pext) the flow rate of air that is sent into the
building and in blue (Pext) the flow rate of air that is
treated in the heat recovery.
In the same analysis referred to Versailles, is shown in
orange (Pext) the flow rate of air that is sent into the
building and in green (Pext) the flow rate of air that is
trated in the heat recovery.
In the upper part the chart shows the outdoor
temperature (Tout in purple), the internal temperature
(Tamb in orange), the external temperature over 26
degrees (Tamb in red), external temperature already
heat-treated and placed in building (Text in blue).
In summer, the flow of incoming air is exchanged with
the building internal air to make it more fresh but,
when the external temperature becomes lower than
26 degrees, is placed directly inside without passing
through the recuperator.

Rome - Summer period - Heat recovery

Rome - Summer period detail - Heat Recovery
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Versailles - Summer period - Heat Recovery

Rome - Winter period - Heat RecoveryRecovery

Rome - Winter Period detail - Heat Recovery

Versailles - Summer period detail - Heat Recovery
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Mechanical Ventilation diffuser design by
CFD analysis
To evaluate the effectiveness of the ventilation system for two vastly different modes: summer and winter, and to
optimize the airflow and thermal comfort of interior rooms and spaces, we’ve performed a series of simulation
with Autodesk Simulation CFD. The setpoint is 26° in the summer and 20° in the winter.
We have exported the results of air velocity to 2.3 m (height vents) and 70 cm. As we can see the low-flow
heat exchanger allows a fairly uniform air distribution without creating uncomfortable zones for the occupants.
Especially during the summer where these phenomena would lead to a greater discomfort.

Versailles - Winter period - Heat recovery

Ventilation diffuser position in the prototype (same as the aggregate in Rome)

Versailles - Winter period detail - Heat recovery
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Summer sample day - height 0.70m - Setpoint 26°

Summer sample day - height 2.30m - Setpoint 26°

Winter sample day - height 0.70m - Setpoint 20°

Winter sample day - height 2,30m - Setpoint 20°
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of sand, along all the inner surface of the wall that
contributes to the transmittance value of the envelope
and to the shifting phase of thermal waves but, in this
case, is used strategically as a thermal shock absorber to
adjust the internal temperature.
During the winter months the sand will absorb the
internal heat gains produced by the inhabitants and
equipment during the day and drop them at night.
In summer the contrary, the sand will be used as
absorber of the internal heat gains of solar radiation
and download it through the thermally night ventilation.
For the active systems, the RhOME team opted for
a climate control system for summer and winter that
works with radiation over large areas, in order to reduce
the thermal gradient to a minimum and make the
devices for the production of hot and cold medium
(heat pump) more efficient.
The mechanical ventilation, with heating recovery,
has been chosen to ensure the maximum efficiency
reducing the heat losses and is connected with an
intelligent sensors system to reduce its use only when it
is necessary.
Every residential unit of the building, includes a “3D
core” with all the systems of the house. This 3D core has
a barycentric position in every unit because the system
engineering concentration allows the minimization of
the ducts length reducing the water consumption and
the general heat dispersion.
For the systems management and control, the team is
oriented towards a system of which the major task is to
enable the user to understand how his home works and
to understand all its potentialities.
The fully automated management systems designed
to optimize comfort and consumption are acceptable
in the offices, but can be frustrating in a residential
environment and it may happen that the user feels in
conflict with the system.
The administration method adopted by the RhOME
team is a semi-automatic system which aims to build
in the user the awareness of the implications, in terms
of energy consumption, of his actions inside every
residential unit.
In this way the user will feel as the center of the system
and may be able to use the equipment with greater
efficiency reducing fuel consumption with awareness.
Moreover the glazing thermal characteristic should
minimize conductive loss and gain, trought the selection
of reduced U-factor and the right solar factor.
In addition, it is important to seal buildings to eliminate
thermal bridges, minimize infiltration, especially in
windy sites (house wrap, weather stripping, tight
windows).
The RhOME building envelope is a high performance
lightweight timber frame structure.

Section II - Comprehensive Energy Analysis
and Discussion Report

1. Housing unit and systems’ description
a). Overall description of the project
geometric, envelope, air-tightness and any
singular element that could contribute to
the house energy efficiency.
Compared with a single-family house, this building
minimize thermal losses having a more compact shape
and a central block. This central solid block, includes the
vertical distribution, and is also designed to promote the
natural protection of the windows from the excessive
summer heat radiation so that it is not always necessary
to intervene with shading systems.
The size and position of windows also allow to have
a good penetration of the solar radiation in the winter
period, without causing an excessive heat load in this
case when the construction is designed for the climate
of Rome that is very rarely under 0°C.
The orientation of the building was also studied in
order to identify the most appropriate solar shading for
transparent components. The facade and the south pitch
of the roof have a system of sliding shades allowing the
passage of solar radiation in the winter and its efficient
shielding during the summer. During the winter the
south loggias will be closed and transformed into a
greenhouses that produces warm air to be introduced
inside the house’s decreasing energy demand.
Great attention has been paid to the design of the
exterior walls, which has a low density insulation
system integrated into the elements of the supporting
structure and an outer coat with panels of high density,
capable of ensuring the elimination of thermal bridges
generated by the structural elements and is completed
by a layer of air tightness and an exterior finish that
leaves a layer of ventilation with the task of reducing
the heat load in summer caused by solar radiation.
For the envelope construction strategy we are planning
to use a prefabricated structure with insulation materials
insufflated in place.
The project is designed with elements large enough to
avoid an excessive number of connections and decrease
the need for taping the air tightness.
The envelope of the building has large areas of glass
that open in opposite position to facilitate an effective
cross ventilation and to optimize the use of natural
light to minimize the contribution of artificial light.
In climates with alternating warm periods and cooler
periods, the use of the mass can be very effective to
reduce the use of active installations of air conditioning.
The project strategy provides the insertion of a layer

The opaque elements are:
-Platform frame wall with mass (external boundary)
-Platform frame wall without mass (external boundary)
-Platform frame wall (internal boundary)
-Platform frame 3D core wall
-Platform frame roof
36
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an efficient barrier for solar radiation, which can
overshadow the windows upon which is positioned,
protecting the house from unwanted thermal gains,
while producing a substantial energy production.
Compared to a standard monocrystalline panel, our pv
screen, made of SunPower cells, is much more efficient
(14% to 20,2%). This way we can use a definitely smaller
surface in order to obtain the sought system size.
The system is designed to move along a track fixed on
the facade/roof so that it can be placed as a window
protection during the summer, while letting the window
uncovered during the winter. It can also assume different
configurations, rotating to 0 to 60 degrees, allowing this
way to see what’s outside the window while protecting
from solar radiation, thanks to the lug wrench.
We can see how the solution proposes some extremely
innovative aspects, like the opportunity of strong
integration between the building and the pv system
itself and the possibility to dimension the PV panels’
quantity on the number of apartments and dwellers
(every apartment has his own solar screen!), as it’s no
more bound to be placed on the roof.
Moreover, this system can be easily installed even after
construction if the architectural design of the building
permits it (‘cause obviously the dimension of the blank
walls needs to be at least equal to the windowed ones).

-Platform frame intermediate floor (internal boundary)
-Platform frame loggias base floor
-Entrance door
The transparent elements are:
-South loggia’s window (kitchen)(Window 1)
-East loggia’s window (living room)(Window 2)
-North loggia’s window (living room)(Window 3)
-West loggia’s window (bedroom)(Window 4)
-West window (bedroom)(Window 5)
-North skylight (living room)(Skilight 1)

Envelope key plan
These elements are thermally described in
specific charts collected in Attachment 2
“Thermal building envelope”.

Quantitatively, this technology has an Embodied
Energy of 2525 kWh/kWp. The production of the
system is of 4143 kWh a year, with a unitary production
of 1097,77 kWh/kWp.
The Energy Pay Back Time (EPBT), calculated as the
ratio of the energy consumed for panel production to
the energy saved, is of 2.35 years, while the Energy
Recovery Factor (ERF), defined as the ratio of the total

Flexible Photovoltaic Panel:
(The following technology is in the process of being
patented. We kindly ask you to manage this information
confidentially)
This Flexible Photovoltaic Panel by Solbian is a double
function component: it’s a movable solar screen and a
system of high efficiency photovoltaic captation.
The whole set of photovoltaic collectors constitutes
37
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placed exclusively on roofs, in the architectural design
of the building, as a self-supporting baluster, both on
existing or new construction structures.
Thanks to that, we have the possibility to dimension the
thermodynamic panels on the number of apartments
and no more on roof ’s surface, thus supplying the
energy requirement of the inhabitants also in the
dense city, where covered surface is small compared to
dwellers’ number.
The panel can be easily integrated in the facade
composition as a self-supporting/hooked into
lightweight component.
Moreover, the installation doesn’t require the use of
construction site machinery, like cranes or scaffolding,
thus reducing time and cost.
All these considerations, in addition to a wide range of
possible pattern and colour configurations, allow the
installation in a wide range of situations, even, as we
want to underline, in dense city context and in sensitive
areas like historical centres. The thermodynamic panel
is coated with a totally hydrophobic paint, which is a
great innovation, completely unprecedented.

energy produced during the system functioning to the
the total inbound energy in the life cycle of the system,
is equal to 12,79. This means our pv system produces
12,79 times more than it consumes.
The CO2 abatement due to the solution is of 45,614
tons.
At the building scale, the annual economical saving
of this solution can be estimated, for a 37.800 kWh
consumption, to be of the 100%, with an estimated
production of 41.321 kWh, thus guaranteeing a benefit
of almost 800€.
As to maintenance, the inverter needs it every 10 years
and its service life is of 30 years.
Considering the remarkable energetic apport of the
solar screen, which supplements the energy production
of the cells, it can be considered a strategic solution
from an energetic and economical point of view in the
medium/long term.
Furthermore, the evolution of a technological system
into a functional/formal one, which strongly and
interestingly characterizes the building appearance,
surely affects people’s sensibility as to the theme of
sustainable architecture.
Cost of single panel: € 414.00

As to energetic and economical considerations, it is
estimated that the thermodynamic baluster consumes
81,9 kWh/month (0,39 kW/h for 7 hours a day, for 5060 litres), for a total of 703 kWh a year. Compared to a
standard system the energy saving is up to 85%. From
an invoice of €1.106 of a standard hot water heater
we arrive to an invoice of €142, but in the combined
strategy this energy can be supplied by the photovoltaic
system.
The system doesn’t produce polluting emission.

Annual production: 41.320 kWh
Energy saving: 100% compared to traditional systems
Average annual benefit per building: 800 €
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and to activate the smart network. The surplus electricity
generated by the house can be fed into the grid or
used for electric mobility (car, motorcycle, bicycle, and
buses). These batteries will be also used for alimentate
the neighborhood activities: mainly for recharging the
car-sharing station, but also for the smart network of
the district, such as the artificial lighting or even for the
same dwellings during the night, while more energy is
needed and there is no energy production.
We see building and transport as a unit. It is important
to take the charging infrastructure into account, in
particular when constructing new buildings. With our
energy plus house we will go even further. We want to
demonstrate that a family can use the energy generated
by the house also for their mobility. Our buildings
produce 37% more energy as they consume. Through
this surplus energy, each group of new buildings will
charge the high-capacity batteries placed in the nearest
mobility hub present into the district. This way, through
these batteries it would be possible to charge the car
sharing vehicles, and also electrical bikes. Moreover in
the mobility hubs there will be bus stops with inductive
electric bus charging.
[For more detail refer to 5.1. Urban Design,
Transportation and Affordability Report and 5.5
Sustainability Report]

Housing and transport coupling
One of the goal of our urban intervention is to
establish an efficient network of sustainable mobility:
we will create a peatonal island inside the neighborhood
(interrupted only by one service street, where we
established the limit of 30 km/h). Through the main
pedestrian pathways, which runs through the park, it’s
possible to access to the public services.
The public space of the neighborhood becomes an
integrated system with the city-centre and with the
city Parks through the creation of pedestrian and
bike paths. The bike sharing service changes the area’s
identity into a “car free” neighborhood, with the aim
of encouraging the slow mobility. The connection with
the main hubs for transport is facilitated by the creation
of new routes and the upgrading of the existing ones.
In fact, through an efficient bicycle path network, the
neighborhood is well connected to the metro station,
to the main polarities of the district, to the new railway
station, to the new public-transports hub and to the
parks, which can connect to the city centre. Three bikesharing stations are provided, in three strategical points
of the district, next to the vehicular hubs. This way, we
encourage the slow mobility.
Through the design strategies, we will be able to
significantly reduce the house’s consumption, and we
will consequently be able to produce more energy
than we consume. The idea is that part of the surplus
energy generated by the house is stored in suitable highcapacity batteries and used to recharge electric vehicles

As a consideration related to economical benefits, it’s
important to point out that this system has a guarantee
of reliability with respect to the resolution of the wellknown problems of the traditional solar thermal system
connected to the achievement of excessive pressures
when the temperature of the heat-transfer fluid reaches
the maximum operating temperature, so that it doesn’t
imply maintenance costs.
Panels has a ten years guarantee, tank five years. Service
life is estimated to be of 25 years.
Cost of single panel: 1.500 €
Annual consumption: 703 kWh
Daily production: 50-60 litres of hot water
Energy saving: 85% compared to traditional systems
Average annual cost per user: 142 €

Thermodynamic Baluster:
(The following technology is in the process of being
patented. We kindly ask you to manage this information
confidentially)
While traditional thermodynamic panels’ energy
production is strictly connected to orientation and
climate, this ENERGIE system can accumulate heat
surely from the sun but also from rain and wind, 24
hours a day, every time of the year, thanks to the
negative temperature ecologic fluid circulating within
the panel. This technical aspect, combined with the
innovative design, we can say leads up to the functional
innovative aspect we are exposing right in a row: it
becomes possible to integrate this system, generally
38
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Usually, systems that integrate cars with the network of housing, are designed for an exclusive relationship between the owner of the car and the house.
The owner can use the car battery to absorb peak consumption due to an overload of the network. Such as the intensive use of air conditioners in the
summer. But to live in a Smart City is important to remember that, only through collaboration and eco-conscious behavior of all citizens, we can have a
greater global energy saving.
So, in our vision, the use of car sharing is also reflected on this coupling. The car batteries together accumulators aggregate, are not used at the level of
individual citizens but to the entire community.
Is possible to use the cars for emergency back-up power, when the access to electricity may be life-saving. Equipment available now allows EVs to
be used as a direct power supply independent from a hardwired electricity network. The use of the car sharing vehicles could create a capable and
controllable microgrids that means to provide increasingly valuable system resilience.
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demonstrated great impact on the driver savings, but
there is no system that limitates directly their possibility
to go fast if they want. Life is complex and rich, every
attempt to de-humanize it, will definitely fail.

The dwell! system
Our philosophy
Our house will mostly rely on an efficient passive
behaviour, and this would not work, without people.
That’s why we want to recall the know-how that our
Grandmothers had. They knew very well, from instinct,
but mostly from tradition, if and how to open curtains,
let the air pass through, and so on.
There is no more need to exclude users, in order to
introduce technology and intelligence in these systems.
The new digital consciousness can marry, in our
approach, the environmental awareness. The behaviour
should always be available, and people should be able
to share it, or parts of it, in a social platform. We
imagine the house as a node of a network of homes,
all connected between them. Social involvement today
is crucial in technology, and energy saving systems have
to become part of this scenario. (See 5.5 Sustainability
Report for more detail).
For these reasons, the house is designed to hold a
monitoring system called “dwell!” with a control unit
located in the 3D core. The purpose of these solutions
is not to replace humans in the house management, but
to provide exhaustive information to let the dweller
have an aware and guided use of the environment
where he lives. People should be let free to be wrong
and make mistakes, but be in control of their life. The
introduction, in cars, of the simple display showing
instant and cumulative fuel consumption, had a

Turning philosophy into reality
We are designing a system constituted by three different
interfaces meant to reach the widest number of dwellers,
from the well-informed to the less aware ones:
1.Digital Mirror: this interface will be a user friendly
door to a digital representation of the house, where
intuitive dynamic graphics represent what is happening
in the real world and let a non expert user understand
e.g. the variation of comfort parameters in time and
according to the factors that affect it. It’s meant to be
social and entertaining, so that we can bring users to
explore the house with growing interest, also in the
other sections of the interface. It will be an interactive
point-and-click model of the house where the user can
visualize what’s going on in real-time through simple
animations (changing colors, point clouds, opening/
closing windows and doors etc.) and popup windows.
Also a child could interact and learn thanks to this
intuitive solution.
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Through these interfaces we are sure that every dweller
will have the possibility to be aware of the consequences
of his actions in the house. It will be easy to understand
how to save energy identifying wrong and right
behaviours but never being forced into a predefined
conduct by the home automation.
Another important aspect of our approach is the social
involvement. A part of data collected in the houses will
be shared in a local network accessible by our social
housing dwellers. This way we think the comparison
between the comfort/consumption data of the single
units could encourage the energy saving thanks to the
virtuous competition which would arise. This dialogue
should focus even more the attention of the whole
community on these themes improving its knowledge
and awareness.
This way the RhOME network of houses, all monitored
in the dwell! system, can become a green hub of
energetic and environmental awareness that could
spread through the whole urban context.

2. Dashboard: the contemporary house is a complex,
technological organism that needs to communicate in a
real time, simple and direct way to the user, exactly like
a car dashboard does. This is the aim of this interface
section, where you can check, wherever you are, the
current state of your house by simple counters that
express the levels of energy consumption in relation
with the data detected from the sensors installed in the
house.
3. Discovery: the third layer is a presentation of the
data collected in the course of time, exposed in an
analytical way that can improve the environmental
awareness and the comprehension of the connections
between different physical events and between physical
events and energy cost. The analysis of past behaviour
is the ultimate and deeper step to personal awareness
and responsibility.

Summer day

In summer, with the greatest height of the sun on the
horizon our sliding/tilting screen system protects the
entrance of solar radiations inside the house. Given
the heat production of the occupants and electrical
appliances, we proposed the solution of thermal
masses, with the function of thermal flywheel inwards,
that absorb the heat excess.
The layer of sand, along all the inner surface of the wall,
provides not only a contribution in the transmittance
value of the envelope and in the shifting phase of the
thermal waves but is used strategically as a thermal
shock absorber to adjust the internal temperature.
During the summer, the sand will be used as absorber of
the internal heat gains produced by the inhabitants and
equipment, to be subsequently downloaded through
the night purge. At the same time the highly insulated
and ventilated wall system in contact with the outside
prevents overheating of the walls themselves and of
the internal environments. The distance between the
pitched roof and the sliding system containing the PV
panels allows the induction of convective air movement
so to cool down the panels. The facade section of this
system (that in this climatic condition is moved over the
south loggia) tilts open, shading the south loggia from
the sun but letting the natural daylight get in. Loggias
contribute to have more living space, ensuring continuity
between interior and exterior spaces of the house. In
this situation, placing a loggia’s in the north which is
not affected by a prolonged solar radiation is strategic
and beneficial, and it becomes a cool and comfortable
outdoor space. The permanent shading over the small
south window and the west one are designed to protect
from the solar radiation.

b). Passive design strategies and Energy
efficiency

measures

(EEM)

analyzed

(EEM is a design, operation or technology
change for the purpose of reducing energy
consumption)
A wooden building generally has low thermal inertia.
In climates with alternating warm periods and cooler
periods, the use of the mass can be very effective to
reduce the use of active installations of air conditioning.
The project strategy provides the insertion of a layer of
sand, along the inner surface of the wall.
This provides not only a contribution in the
transmittance value of the envelope and in the shifting
phase of the thermal waves but, in this case, it is used
strategically as a thermal shock absorber to adjust the
internal temperature.
During the winter months the sand will absorb the
internal heat gains of solar radiation during the day and
drop them at night.
In summer the contrary, the sand will be used as absorber
of the internal heat gains produced by the inhabitants
and equipment, to be subsequently downloaded through
the thermal night ventilation.

Summer Night

Summer day
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During the winter this heat is stored by the accumulation
walls and the sand will absorb the internal heat gains of
solar radiation during the day and slowly release them
during the night. The highly insulated parts of the
system prevents the dispersion of the heat accumulated
on the outside, protecting the interior from the cold.
The air changes are guaranteed by the semi-passive
(heat recovery systems), and through a heat exchange
between incoming and outgoing air, avoiding this to
affect the indoor thermal comfort. Even in this cold
condition the PV array may need to be cooled down:
the same convective air movement that was helpful in
summer works now to make that possible. The heat
accumulated in the day is released in the night and the
insulating skin prevents the heat exchange with the
outside.

Summer Night

2. HOUSE, APPLIANCES AND HVAC SIMULATIONS (Annual simulation)

The energy absorbed during the day is released during
the night. The wide openings connecting the north
and south side of the house promote a suitable crossventilation to ensure a night cooling and washing of
inertial masses. The north side ceiling window provides
an efficient “chimney effect” that improves the cross
ventilation and the house cooling down. The sliding
shading system is moved away from the loggia to
guarantee the maximal cross ventilation.

of the structures into account and allows an accurate
modeling process that reflects the actual building
geometry.
The proposed methodology, which is based on an
analysis conducted under dynamic conditions (with
the consequent possibility of appreciating the climatic
oscillations along time) can lead to a correct estimation
of thermal loads, taking the dynamic properties of the
structures into account, and providing the possibility to
perform an accurate modeling which reflects the actual
geometry of the building.
This methodology is more complete and complex
compared to the steady-state approach that is
commercially available and widely used for the energy
analysis.
The design strategy included the use of softwares that
can simulate the dynamic behaviour of the building
regarding the seasonal temperature changes during day
and night.
It was therefore decided to use simulation softwares,
not only to size the plan, but especially as a tool to
design and refine the passive behaviour of the building.
The main goal of the simulations is to interface
different analysis to improve the building morphology,
to gain energy efficiency and to do a preliminary design
and calculation of HVAC system based on heating and

a). Brief simulation descriptions, tools used
Winter Night

Semi passive systems
In order to save more energy, there are little energy
intensive equipments used both in ventilation systems
and air exchange and in the sanitary hot water production
system. Such equipments, thanks to a heat exchange
between the incoming fluid and the output one, can
balance and reduce the temperature gap, ensuring a
high energy saving in the heat pump operation and
contributing to the indoor air quality improvement.
Winter Day

In winter, with the sun low on the horizon, the sliding
PV shading systems is moved away from the south
loggia to facilitate the penetration of sunlight deeply
into the house. Either the permanent shadings on the
small windows on south and west are designed to allow
the penetration in this part of the year. Occupants
and electrical appliances and devices contribute to the
natural heating.
44

(capabilities and limitations).
The building system design starts from the assessment
of buildings heat loss and, consequently, from the
annual thermal loads.
Currently, energy audits are conducted through specific
software analysis and, because of this, they are based
on the Italian regulations. For that reason, this kind
of investigations show the limitations connected to
the stationary features of the climatic phenomena.
These limits are, for instance, the underestimate of
the importance of the building’s inertial properties,
as well as the lack of modeling accuracy and a heat
load calculation based on simplified equations, whose
coefficients are based on model sensitivity studies
conducted without a geoclimatic differentiation all over
the country.
For these reasons, in order to overcome the limitations
highlighted through the application of the steadystate approach, it is necessary to assess an integrated
design methodology able to define the buildings energy
performance. A methodology based on a dynamic
analysis, which allows to study climatic variations over
time, can lead to a correct estimation of the thermal
loads. This new approach takes the dynamic properties
45
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cooling loads.
In order to preserve the design concept, we have
chosen to compare the ideas of the designers with the
ideas of specialists in the simulation to define a better
morphology for energy efficiency.
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calculated with the geometric model, it was possible to
verify that the data of solar incident radiation on the
surfaces of the building could be altered causing an
excessive increase in the internal temperature due to
the heat gain.
For this reason, therefore, we calculated the percentage
of exposure with Autodesk Ecotect Analysis software
and we put the results in TRNSYS to create an external
forcing which simulates the loggia’s overall effects.
Here is an example of Excel sheet used for the design
of the characteristics of the envelope.
Of course, for every stratigraphy elements, we did the
calculation in order to respect the italian parameters.

TRNSYS is based on an advanced calculation code
which applies the transfer function relationships of
Mitalas and Areseneault and it is able to provide the
thermal loads for each hour during the day. It is worth
to point out that TRNSYS is not based on heat balance
equations like MC 11300, but divides the computational
domain into a mesh of a certain number of nodes. Each
node is influenced by the neighboring nodes both in
space and in time. So any value associated to the generic
node will be influenced by the other n-1 neighboring
nodes. Through the application of TRNSYS it is
possible to overcome the limitations previously
mentioned, exploiting different characteristics. First
of all the software allows to appreciate the variation
of the external temperature calculated through a
suitable time step, consequently the annual thermal
loads will be calculated as a sum of hourly load values.
In this calculation program a more complex type of
balance equation is used – Transfer Function Method.
Moreover, the thermal resistivity of the materials and
heat capacity data, both of which affect thermal inertia,
are employed. Finally, more detailed building structural
models can be used as input, which can provide more
insightful information.
Even though simulation softwares like TRNSYS use
Weather Files as climate input, an important aspect
is represented by algorthms that interpret this input,
and the elaboration method of the software of solar
radiation data to obtain incident solar radiation value on
different building surfaces.
TRNSYS processes the three global components, direct
and diffuse from the climate file using direct normal
and global horizontal radiation. Furthermore, Weather
file doesn’t report the angle of incidence by direct solar
radiation, so we have to give this input from geometric
based models, which take into account the position of
the model.
Without the inclusion of the angles of incidence

about sun regarding the percentage of exposure
of every windows due to external obstruction and
projections; dynamic thermal analysis with TRNSYS,
including Vasari solar radiation results and shading
percentage Ecotect results.
Through the interaction of different softwares, the
main objective of the simulations was to interface
different analysis tools to optimize the final product.
Different calculation methods have been used for the
following process:
- Autodesk Vasari: solar radiation analysis (to optimize
housing morphology and verify the correct shading
of the glazings ; include the solar radiation results in
TRNSYS to increase the overhangs contribution).
•
Autodesk Simulation CFD: air velocity and
distribution trought the interior and exterior space.
Optimization of the diffuser position to assures the
best comfort condition.
•
Ecotect Analysis: percentage of exposure
calculation of every windows (to obtain the correct
shading values and integrate it in TRNSYS dynamic
model.
•
TRNSYS: dynamic thermal analysis (verifying the
suitability of HVAC system preliminary designed
on solar energy production).

contribution in winter.
The solar radiation is important for heating, passive
cooling of the building, natural lighting and energy
production in situ.
For this reason, knowing the incidence of solar radiation
on our facade is a very important information.
In the Vasari software, the solar radiation is called
“Insolation” - Solar Incident Radiation - and it is
expressed in energy units for area KWh/m2 and it is
one of the most important data for the preliminary
design.
Through the use of Weather Files, the software uses the
direct and diffuse radiation data.
In Vasari, the incident solar radiation values are
calculated on the specific building shape, choosing the
time range that performes the analysis.
We can then use the information about solar radiation
in order to design the windows appropriately, optimize
the shading and its passive behavior.
Using Autodesk Ecotect Analysis to simulate the
external shading on the windows:
As described in the previous paragraph, TRNSYS
processes the three global components, direct and
diffuse from the climate Weather File using direct
normal and global horizontal radiation.
But, the Weather file doesn’t report the angle of
incidence by direct solar radiation, so we have to give
this input from geometric based models, which take
into account the position of the model.
To do it, we used the software Ecotect to insert
climate data related to the house position and the 3d
model building. As we can see in following grids, we
then calculated the percentage of exposure of every
windows, considering the window projections and the
external obstructions. We carried out the calculation for
the summer season, with or without shading in PV, with
or without blind, and for the winter season, without
shading in PV.

•

Autodesk Vasari: solar radiation analysis:
Radiation is one of the three heat transfer modes and
it consists in the transfer of energy between two bodies
through electromagnetic waves.
One of the main factors that influence a building
irradiation, is the orientation and surface position. These
are the two characteristics where we can intervene more
easily, in the design level.
Planning in Mediterranean climates, most of the energy
is used for the cooling of the buildings.
The main purpose is to reduce the internal temperature
of the building designing appropriately overhangs and
shadings, to avoid direct radiation and unwanted heat
gains in summer, and to optimize the sun radiation
b). Housing unit modeling assumptions,
including

internal

gains,

occupancy

behavior patterns, ventilation and comfort
temperature.
In Italy these analysis are based on the UNI TS 11300
requirements. These standards require an energy
analysis under steady-state condition, or a simplified
procedure that is not able to accurately analyze the real
conditions.
As seen before many different calculation methods have
been used for the following process: solar radiation
analysis with Autodesk Vasari, to optimize housing
morphology and verify the correct shading of the
glazings; use the 3d model in Ecotect Analysis software,
with climate Weather File, to evaluate the contribution
46
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From the values, we have obtained a percentage of shading of windows in the two seasons and then we added the
results in TRNSYS to create an external forcing that simulates the effects of shading of the loggias. Ventilation
scenario

In following analysis it’s possible to
find and evaluate the simulation in
every season.
Winter
October 11th - March 21st
No natural ventilation

c). Housing unit energy loads. A summary

Spring
March 21st - June 11th
From 10 AM to 07 PM: 3 ACH

corresponding

Summer
June 11th - September 11th
From 08 PM to 08 AM: 3 ACH
Autumn
September 11th - October 11th
From 10 AM to 07 PM: 3 ACH
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outlet water temperature 18°) 1.48 kW
• Condition 2: (Outdoor temperature: 35° - evaporator
outlet water temperature 7°) 1.80 kW

table with the list of appliances and their
consumption

should

Indoor unit: DAIKIN HPSU ROTEX Bi-Bloc
Nominal consumption water circulation pump:
Supply voltage: 230 V
Supply Current: 13 A
Maximum rated power: 45 W

be

included.
ESTIMATED
ENERGY
CONSUMPTION:.
Following is a list of all the electrical equipments with
the assigned consumption.

Mechanical ventilation system with heat recovery dualflow:
VMC EUROTHERM
Data Source: Data Sheet
Nominal Electrical power absorbed:

HVAC System:
Heat Pump
Outdoor unit: DAIKIN ALTHERMA ERLQ-CV3
(thermal power: 4 kWt)
Data Source: Data Sheet
Nominal consumption:
Heating:
• Condition 1: (Outdoor temperature: 6°/7° - leaving
condenser water temperature: 35°) 0.87 kW
• Condition 2: (Outdoor temperature: 6°/7° - leaving
condenser water temperature: 45°) 1.13 kW
Cooling:
• Condition 1: (Outdoor temperature: 35° - evaporator

150 m3/h 0,056 kW
300 m3/h 0,11 kW
THERMODYNAMIC SOLAR PANELS - (Heat
Pump) provided by CGA ENERGIE:
Data Source: Data Sheet
Nominal power: 390 W
Peak power: 550 W
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APPLIANCES:
• 32 “LED TV “Samsung UE32H4510AY”: 35 W
Data Source: Data Sheet
•Notebook “Asus N76VZ”: 100 W
Data Source: Data Sheet
• Washing machine - Model: “Rex Electrolux RWF
1286 ODW”:
Data Source: Data Sheet
energy consumption per year: 1,88 kWh/year
energy consumption per cycle: 1,05 kWh

• Oven “Electrolux FQW 303 XEV”: 880 W
Data source: Data Sheet

• Induction hob “Electrolux KTI 6402 XE”: 700 W
Data Source: Data Sheet

• Dryer “Electrolux - RDH 3497 RDW”:
Data Source: Data Sheet
maximum power consumption: 0,9 kW
energy consumption per cycle: 1,92 kWh
Lighting: 3,43W/m2: 213,18 W
(For more information on the light system see the PM
5.2.3 - Lighting design narrative)
Clear water pump: 135 W
Black water pump: 150 W
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
a). Housing unit energy performance on
both, whole-house basis and system-bysystem basis. Heat gains and losses by the
building envelope.
At this simulation status, working on Rome’s climate,
it was necessary to consider not only the Summer and
Winter conditions but also the intermediate seasons
behaviors. So we created also two other models for
Autumn and Spring.
At this time we continued with the analysis including in the model the radiant floor cooling system and then, in the
same model, we added the night cooling to verify if, with thermal mass contribution, we can have a consumption
reduction.
In the following analysis, we can see how, in order to maintain an internal constant temperature in the building
during the summer, you need to have the cooling system combined with active humidity control that is carried out
by the heat recovery system.
At this time we carried out a new analysis including the contribution of night-time ventilation to cool the internal
thermal mass. As we can see in previous chart, using every strategy system described, we can see that, even if the
total energy consumption is very low.
Evaluating this results, the relationship between natural ventilation, heating, and cooling, shows how, in mediterranean
climate like in Rome, the energy consumption for heating and cooling in very low.
Furthermore, the heating energy consumption is lower than cooling energy consumption and, only using an
intelligent mechanical ventilation system, with energy recovery, in this climate is possible to reduce at minimum the
use of energy for heating and cooling.
In the following charts is possible to see how, during the winter, the use of heat recovery, let us to use the heat pump
rarely. The high insulation keeps the heat inside the house maintaining the thermal comfort. During the midseasons
the wise use of the day time ventilation, maintaining the temperature in comfort range without any HVAC system.
And finally, during the hot season, the night purge ventilation combined with the thermal mass and the heat
recovery, drastically reduces the consumption of cooling compared to a common house in the mediterranean area.

• Fridge/Freezer “Electrolux - ENN 2803 COW”:
Data Source: Data Sheet
energy consumption per year: 155 kWh/y
maximum power energy: 140 W

• Dishwasher: “Electrolux TT 803 R3”:
Data Source: Data Sheet
maximum power energy: 2200 W
energy consumption per cycle: 0,82 kWh

December 21st - March 21st - Y axis SX: T air (C°), Y axis DX: Power
(Kwh), X axis: Time
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March 21st - June 21th - Y axis SX: T air (C°), Y axis DX: Power (Kwh),
X axis: Time
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September 11th - October 11th - Y axis SX: T air (C°), Y axis DX: Power
(Kwh), X axis: Time

As we said before, one of the most important RhOME
strategy is the thermal mass contribution in order to
reduce the energy consumption for heating and cooling.
For this reason, we made the annual simulations
comparing the values with or without contribution of
the thermal mass.
As we can see in the following chart, the model with
thermal mass is more useful than the other ones without
mass providing a large energy savings.
We have also studied through simulation that, the use
of heat recovery system in the air exchange, lessen the
use of energy over than 20% in yearly basis.

June 11th - September 11th - Y axis SX: T air (C°), Y axis DX: Power
(Kwh), X axis: Time

Entire year - Y axis: Power (Kwh), X axis: Q type
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We made also the detailed simulations dividing in different seasons.
As we can see in following charts, using a thermal mass like storage absorber, the energy heating and cooling
consumption is lower. This saving is visible because, thanks to the thermal mass contribution, the heating/cooling
system operates at a slightly lower power, and for a shorter time.
In every season simulations, the thermal mass especially is useful to dampen the curve reducing the temperature
fluctuation shifts the temperature peak.
This helpful contribution is more visible in Spring and Autumn when, only using the natural ventilation and the
heat recovery system, is possible to reach the comfort temperature.
Of course, working with very low power consumption, this advantage is very appreciable on the annual period.

June 11th - September 11th - Y axis SX: T air (C°), Y axis DX: Power
(Kwh), X axis: Time

December 21st - March 21st - X axis SX: T air (C°), X axis DX: Power
(Kwh), Y axis: Time

September 11th - October 11th - Y axis SX: T air (C°), Y axis DX: Power
(Kwh), X axis: Time

March 21st - June 21th - Y axis SX: T air (C°), Y axis DX: Power (Kwh),
54
X axis: Time
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In this graph, we wanted to illustrate the advantages of mass in spring and autumn. As we can see in the model
with thermal mass the systems comes into operation several hours later and this provides an overall energy saving.

In the chart on March 21, we show how the passive
behavior of the building in Rome brings a temperature
trend that in the course of the day varies by only 2
degrees. The internal temperature is not never be less
than 20° required by law and the temperatures are
clearly in the comfort range.

Predicted indoor temperature in passive - Entire Year - Y axis: T
air (C°), X axis: Time (hour)

Predicted indoor temperature in passive - 21 June - Y axis: T air (C°), X
axis: Time (hour)

In the chart on June 21, we show how the passive
behavior of the building in Rome brings a temperature
trend that, in the course of the day varies by only 2
degrees. The internal temperature is higher than 26
degrees required by law, but this result is related to
outdoor temperatures summer in Rome. The passive
behavior of real building can clearly improved using the
heat recovery that pre-cooling the inlet air through the
battery inside the regenerator.

Middle season sample day - HVAC activation - Y axis: T air (C°), X axis:
Time (hour)

Techniques for solar gain reduction have been analyzed
too. Design strategies demonstrated that shading
control has been considered by using horizontal fixed
structures and movable shadings. The final strategy for
solar and natural light control by active elements has
been deeply investigated with TRNSYS too.

As in the prototype of Versailles blinds are sliding and
tilting , which allows the user to organize their domestic
activities in accordance with its production, so to act on
this on the bases of the position of the shutter. People
will learn to understand how this technology works and
will change their habits through savings achieved by the
conscious use of the blind-photovoltaics.
The plant produces cover 20157 kWh per year, and
a single shutter provides up to 3023 kwh/year for
personal use of each dwelling.
If you allocate equally the joint production and we add
it up with the staff production, we get a result of 4547
kWh per year per household .

The management of the photovoltaic aggregate
conforms to the strategy choice of plant optimization
and cost by providing a single management and
installation for each dwelling.
The solution found for the system is presented as a
“stand-alone heat pump system with centralization of
consumption and production of energy from renewable
sources”, which means that each apartment will have
its own heat pump and its own thermodynamic system
to independently manage the cooling, heating and hot
water in the house. Consumption is managed through
the accounts in order to make you sensitive to the use
of the systems and to optimize the distribution of the
energy production of PV, dividing it simply on the
request that actually occurres.
Another question is for private consumption of a
single dwelling, due to household appliances. These
will be supported by private plants installed on the
shutters along the loggia, sized to support the average
consumption of a family.

Predicted indoor temperature in passive - 21 december - Y axis: T air (C°),
X axis: Time (hour)

In the graph relative December 21, we show how
the passive behavior of the building in Rome bring a
temperature trend that, in the course of the day varies
by only 2 degrees. The internal temperature is lower
than 20° required by law only in the time slot that
swings from 7:00 am to 11:00 am, while the rest of the
day the temperatures are clearly in the comfort range.

Predicted indoor temperature in passive - 21 september - Y axis: T air
(C°), X axis: Time (hour)

b). Predicted indoor temperatures in passive
analysis.
We have simulated the indoor temperatures in passive,
using only the natural ventilation as night-purge during
the summer period.
To check the progress of the temperatures at different
times of the year, we looked in detail at the curve
analysis of 21 June, 21 September, 21 December, 21
March.
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In the chart on 21 September, we highlight how the
passive behavior of the building in Rome brings a
temperature trend that in the course of the day varies by
only 2 degrees. The internal temperature is higher than
26 ° required by law, only in the time slot that swings
from 16:00 pm to 20:00 pm, while the rest of the day
however, the temperatures are clearly in the comfort
range.

Predicted indoor temperature in passive - 21 march - Y axis: T air (C°),
X axis: Time (hour)
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building to the outside, cooling the environments.
The solution with heat pumps thus involves lower
installation costs than the application of a boiler and
an air conditioner and the consequent reduction of
operating and maintenance costs of the plant.
With the use of heat pumps for heating, especially
in urban areas, we would obtain important results in
terms of reduction of PM10 , with positive effects on
people’s health.
In particular, the system solution found is presented as a
stand-alone system with centralization of consumption
and production of energy from renewable sources.
The plant in the urban aggregate offers a seamless
integration between the various solutions on the market
to manage the temperature, quality, and humidity.
At the center of this integrated system we find the
HPSU Daikin Rotex that is formed by three units

c). Appliances and HVAC systems selection
criteria and description of the final design
that minimizes the energy consumption
and optimizes the comfort conditions.
The domestic heating consumes about 60% of the
energy cost of a European family.
So it is in the heating/cooling systems that we can
obtain the best results regarding energy conservation.
Among the plant technologies, an important role is
played by heat pumps, equipment used to heat a fluid,
air or water - that transforms heat into useful energy
in the environment, (low enthalpy energy), which
would be otherwise unused. To function, a heat pump
obviously needs energy, but one that moves within
the environment in the form of heat is greater than it
consumes, thus ensuring considerable savings.
For this reason, with the RES (Renewable Energy
Sources) heat pumps have been officially recognized as
technologies that use renewable energy.
The heat pump systems are, in the annual cycle, currently
the most efficient and effective air conditioning systems
and are able to contribute to achieving the goals of
reducing energy consumption, reducing greenhouse
gas emissions and increasing the use of renewable
sources because it allows to save 40-60% of primary
energy, with the same CO2 reduction, and employ for
their operation about 80% of renewable energy.
The heat pumps, unlike the thermal combustion systems,
also offer the advantage of being able to be used as
air conditioners during the hot season: in summer they
reverse their operation and transfer the heat from the

Indoor unit (Bi -Bloc )
Outdoor unit ( Altherma )
Storage tank (Hybrid cube )
It provides the greatest contribution to the system
since it feeds the heating/cooling underfloor heating
and ventilation system formed by the heat recovery
unit of Eurotherm not having an internal compressor
is powered by HPSU that feeds water coils.
HPSU also manages the storage of domestic hot water
that is produced by the thermodynamic system, formed
by the panel produced by the CGA and the heat pump
without internal storage called Solar Box and product
by ENERGIE.
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As mentioned earlier a heat recovery unit will be
installed for the control of air quality and humidity.
The machinery provided by Eurotherm allows the
recovery of the thermal energy of the air through a
heat exchanger internal to the system that allows the
ducts of the entry and exit, to have a thermal exchange.
So the machine allows an energy saving because the
treated air will already be at a higher temperature then
the externally drawn one. Moreover, the machine will
not have an internal compressor, but water batteries
powered from the heat pump Daikin Rotex, which
therefore will have very low energy consumption for
the control of air quality (CO2) and indoor humidity.
The heat recovery unit will be provided of an automatic
by-pass system that starts working when the external
conditions are most favorable than the internal.
This unit also has a suction duct which allows the
recirculation of the air that is drawn from inside the
house, that has already been treated and has at an
optimum temperature. This air simply needs to be
dehumidified or humidified (in depending on the user
needs) and re-entered inside the house. This allows an
additional energy savings than traditional air systems.
The control unit of the heat pump can be set in order
to optimize the performances, for example simply by
setting the climate curve of operation.
In this configuration, the inverter unit offers very high
seasonal COP of exercise (around 4 and sometimes
even higher), in all Italian climatic zones.
Each machine will handle with great efficiency all the
heating, cooling and domestic hot water in the single
apartment completely eliminating system losses such as:
• hydraulic distribution of heating outside the apartment
• recirculation of DHW
The solution is therefore inherently more efficient than
a centralized solution, erasing all the costs related to
these distributions.
The solution presents advantages directly for the
residents, which lead their own autonomy system both
from the management and maintenance point of view.
In all the dwellings of the urban compound the internal
unit will be placed in the technical closet inside the 3D
core, but, unlike the prototype of Versailles, external
drives instead will be placed at a remote location, in the
top of the stairs.
In fact external units can be placed up to 30 meters
away from the dwelling respecting a maximum height

difference of 20 meters between the units for 4 kW
heat power units.
The connection between the indoor and outdoor units
is simply composed, as for a simple single split, by an
electrical connection and two refrigerant copper pipes,
respectively of 15.9 mm (5/8’’) and 6.4 mm (1/4 ‘’) for
4 kW thermal units.
POWERING AND ACCOUNTING
The real innovation in the system is represented not
only by the integration of the different systems but also
by the way of powering and accounting them.
All the Heat Pump HPSU of the building are powered
by a single energy meter BTA in order:
• to have lower electricity tariff, much lower from the
domestic ones (less than 20€ c/kWh), minimizing
operating costs;
• to maintain only the D2 unit in the dwellings with a
social tariff, that is connected to photovoltaic system of
the building, in order:
• to power all utilities with a single PV system connected
to the common energy meter
• to maximize the self-consumption
• to gain a 50% tax recovery;
• to on-site exchange for the self-consumption or sale
of the remaining energy.
The accounting is delegated to simple sub-energy
meters that measure the amount of electric power that
is supplied to every heat pump and consumed by every
single user.
• Besides minimizing operating costs, the accounting
matter is resolved in a highly accurate and low cost way.
• Eliminating the costs and complications related to
the use of accounting satellites with calories counters,
everything is handled through simple sub-energy
meters.
• The use of induction hobs is in perfect combination
with this configuration: the building no longer needs
any kind of connection to the gas network, and it does
not require chimneys and costs related to this.
This way our project avoids:
• the entire costs and management for the connection
to the gas network
• the mandatory air ducts.
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systems switched on, it there was the influence of the
mass. The aim of the simulations was not to predict,
with excessive certainty, the internal temperatures of
the model but to analyze this experimental way and
to consider the contribution of the mass not only as
a contribution to the lowering of the transmittance of
the walls but also as a thermal absorber able to dampen
the inner curves of the temperatures and thus ensure
greater comfort of the inhabitants. The results of the
comparative analyzes have in fact confirmed that the use
of thermal mass, is taken into account by the program
and, more importantly, is able not only to lower the
internal temperatures of summer but a few hours to
shift the peak temperature, in summer and winter, with
the advantage thus achieve significant energy savings for
heating and cooling energy. All this has been developed
following an iterative processof analysis and design
response, using the various analysis models (solar
radiation, thermal plant), studying not only the physical
aspects of the technical material, but also investigating
the various software languages in their and calculation
algorithms. In this way, we aimed to take advantage of the
analysis software into their full potential so that they can
"force" and look for analytical feedback on innovative
themes and little investigated in these environments,
such as the simulation of thermal mass for example.
Once established the contribution of the thermal mass,
the other objective has been to include in the model
also throughout the plant system not only heating and
cooling but also controlled mechanical ventilation with
heat recovery system. The analysis carried out showed
us how, in a climate like the Rome ones, through the
use of heat recovery unit is unable to obtain a complete
reduction of winter heating costs and how, in summer
conditions, the night cooling of the mass, is able to
guarantee a reduction of the internal temperatures
with consequent reduction of cooling loads. From the
results of analysis we noticed that, during the summer
simulations, the contribution of thermal mass is most
obvious when you test the cooling system to shut down
because, working in passive behavior, it fails to dampen
the internal temperature and shift the peak. When the
system is turned on, calibrated on the 26° required by
law, in some way the contribution of the mass can not
be well simulated yet because its operation is distorted
from the cooling system. The limit of this analysis for
now is to not be able to consider, through the software
TRNSYS, the transitional arrangements between the
days. This basically involves a result that does not take
into account with utmost certainty the reduction in
hours of power systems (both in summer and winter),
caused by the contribution of the thermal mass that,
working as a thermal absorber, intervenes in decreasing
the ΔT between the internal temperature and that
of comfort to be achieved. For this reason, we are
conducting experimental tests at the same time carried
out in a climatic chamber with a mock-up of the wall
designed. The intent for the competition is to study the
behavior of the real wall optimizing the contribution of
thermal mass, and to validate the model of TRNSYS
results obtained from the experimental test.

Lighting system
Lighting comfort comes from a balance between
providing a right level of illumination where needed
and at the same time it has to recall the emotion and
intimacy of a domestic space. Our goal is to design an
artificial lighting which is deeply intergrated with the
natural one. In fact, natural light varies with seasons
and hours during the day and for this reason also the
artificial lighting must be flexible. These strategies
tend to energy saving, considering that most of its
consumption is related to the inappropriate use of this
resource.
For this reason, the lighting devices in the apartments
consist of a replication of those used in the competition
cell. [See paragraph 5.2.3 of the Architecture Design
Narrative for further details]. This is possible thanks
to the fact that apartments, of different dimension,
have a very similar conformation to the one of the
prototype. In addition, for a better living quality, and
to avoid wasteful consumption, there is a sensor and a
graphical interface that will monitor and show, during
the day, what are the rooms that require a change in the
quality of the light. [see paragraph 5.6.4 innovation and
communication and social awareness].
d). Predicted heating and cooling loads and
appliances and HVAC energy demand.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Designing for Rome essentially means dealing with a
Mediterranean climate, hot summers and not too harsh
winters. Means dealing with a historical memory of the
houses of the past that relied on massiveness of the
structure, and the help of natural ventilation, reaching
the interior comfort of homes. Design in Rome today,
albeit using numerical control technology and building
lightweight structures made of wood, can mean equally
seek the comfort of the contribution of thermal mass
and use the simulation software to predict and optimize
the behavior. Starting from the design intuition, our goal
was just to proceed with the simulation of the internal
thermal mass by comparing the results of the same
model analyzed with or without a layer of sand in the
walls. Gradually, we added systems and we have verified,
60
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the thermal mass layer).
To be in line with the timing of its assembly and
disassembly of the contest of Versailles, it was decided
to change the thermal insulation inside the walls of the
prototype, replacing the cellulose granules with wood
fiber (low density), facilitating the processing.
Because of the different environmental conditions the
outer insulating layer of wood fiber high density has
also been thickened from 4 to 8 cm.
Platform Frame Floor: the slab in the Platform frame in
the prototype here is maintained mainly unchanged, the
only difference is the addition of insulating wood fiber
(low density) within the structural layer, as necessary
in the contest of this Versailles type of floor function
takes divider between heated environment and the
external environment.
Finishing: in order to meet the deadlines and requirements
for assembly and disassembly of Versailles, we chose to
replace the interior white plaster with a system of threelayer spruse paneling 16 mm fixed on horizontal strips
of 2cm. For similar reasons also replace the external
paneling in Trespa with larch 25 mm

Section III-Adaptations made by the Team
in the house for the prototype in Versailles
1. HOUSE ADAPTATION
Constructive and typological differences between
the aggregate and the competition prototype were
necessary regarding the choice of thickness and
insulation materials.
Platform Frame Wall: in line with the results of the
structural frame thickness of the prototype was
reduced from 25 to 20cm. The strategy in the aggregate
is to balance the high thickness of the frame with a
layer overlapping: the sand layer, with the function of
thermal mass, has been inserted within the structural
frame. A panel “Superpan tech p5” divides the layer
of sand from the thermal insulating layer, realizing
a compartment inside the structural layer which,
depending on the need, performs both function of
the thermal mass or interspace for the passage of the
installations (in the hollow cavity obtained subtracting
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Starting from the composition of the glass surfaces in
the aggregate, we tried to bring the greatest number
of matches even in the prototype. There is however
a different request of minimum levels of illumination
to be respected according to the Italian technical
standards for the aggregate that for example requires
that a minimum level of 2% of DLF, and Rules of
SDE for the prototype, which requires in a given area
a factor of DLF 4%. Based on these specifications we
had to increase, in the living room, the glass surfaces
by adding a window to the west and a skylight on the
aquifer north.
Because of the increase of the glass surfaces it has
been necessary to improve the shielding of the western
window.
Regarding artificial lighting the differences between
aggregate and prototype are almost nil, except for a
possible change of the lamp element depending on
who will live in the house. This depends on the great
similarity of the system of construction which limits
most of the corrugated inside the 3D Core.
In the prototype we took the concept of the sliding,
tilting and shading PV system to have same flexibility
for production according to time of day or seasons.
In the urban aggregate the energy production is
quite different because photovoltaic system on the
roof produces energy for HVAC and domestic hot
water system while photovoltaic system on the facade
produces energy for appliances.
For Versailles we have joined this two concepts to
optimize the surface and the production.
The differences between urban aggregate and prototype
are minimal because both the projects aim to give
maximum efficiency to the system in order to ensure
the greatest possible comfort to the inhabitants of the
house at the lowest possible cost in economic terms.
In the case of the prototype there is the maximum
integration of the various systems, that is the highest level

of system efficiency, to maximize electrical production
of PV system and to decrease system consumption.
In the urban aggregate we gave more importance to
economic and management systems because we want
to decrease consumption and operating expenses.
The differences between the prototype and the urban
system are four:
- The first difference is in the PV system.
The PV is field in the urban compound is common but
not singularly computable. While in the prototype of
Versailles an indipendent PV system will be provided.
- The second difference is that in the urban project some
Water-Heat recovery units will allow to take advantage
from the heat of the water of the shower to get the
incoming water hotter.
- The third difference is the position of the Condensing
unit, that in the prototype will be placed in the external
technical closet, while in the urban compound there will
be several of them on the top of the building.
- The fourth difference is that in the prototype the
Condensing unit is going to be chilled by the air expelled
by the VMC Heat Recovery system of Eurotherm, while
the urban configuration this is impossible because they
will be placed on the top of the building, separate from
the other systems.
In the case of appliances, in competition prototype,
we introduced the dryer. This appliance has not been
introduced in the study of a typical usage scenario of
urban design, as it is an action of social housing and
also because, in Italy is rarely used because you can dry
the clothes outdoor in the loggias.
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2. HOUSE, APPLIANCES AND HVAC SIMULATIONS (two competition weeks in Versailles)

The Active House Protocol
Active systems is to consider first how they will work
in conjunction with effective passive design. The best
strategy is to limit the demand first, then design the
systems that will meet it. In fact the RhOME project
follows the protocol Active House, the one that
puts together Environment, Energy production and
Comfort to have a building as an efficient machine
that optimize the thermal and luminous comfort and
minimize energy consumption.

The scenarios of the competition were composed referring to the contest calendar in relation and keeping attention
to our PV production. For this reason, we hypothesized the strategies for the operation of appliances subjected to
tasks. As mentioned in “Electrical Energy Balance simulation”, appliance consumption were calculated referring to
a one hour-long cycle, because the manufacturer does not provide information on the real duration of these cycles.
The major constraints were imposed during the days where are concentrated all the tasks of the appliances (Monday
June 30th and July 7th, Wednesday July 2nd and July 9th , Thursday July 4th and July 10th).
The consumption of the dryer has a significant weight to compose the scenarios; in fact we have a value of about
1.92 kWh. For this reason, having to perform the washing and drying the one after the other , these two tests have
been concentrated in the time slot 14:30 to 17:00. During this period, our PV production reaches its maximum.
Consequently, the oven task was moved to the 19:30 to 22:30 time slot, while dishwasher and cooking will take
place in the first available time slot, ie 08:00 to 11:00.
In the following picture you can see a summary of our strategies referring to the contest event calendar.

We used this protocol to design verify our building
and we validated in collaboration with the team of the
Polytechnic of Milan. This is the radar chart obtained
for the prototype of Versailles. We are also working on
definition for Rome and other climatic different areas.
Rhome prototype Active House partial Radars

Rhome prototype Active
House Radars

Contest week scenario
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In the following pictures you can see our appliances electrical consumption referring to the tasks we have to
support during the contest week. We identify 4 possible scenario:
- 1 scenario: June 30th, July 2nd, July 3rd
- 2 scenario: July 1st, July 8th
- 3 scenario: July 4th, July 11th
- 4 scenario: July 5th, July 6th
APPLIACES
hours
00.00
00.30
01.00
01.30
02.00
02.30
03.00
03.30
04.00
04.30
05.00
05.30
06.00
06.30
07.00
07.30
08.00
08.30
09.00
09.30
10.00
10.30
11.00
11.30
12.00
12.30
13.00
13.30
14.00
14.30
15.00
15.30
16.00
16.30
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00
22.30
23.00
23.30
Daily total
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dishwasher clothes washer refrigerator+freezer induction cook
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,41
0,0088
0,41
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,7
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,525
0,0088
0,525
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,82

1,05

0,42

over

dryer
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0,96

Daily total

dishwasher clothes washer refrigerator+freezer
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,525
0,0088
0,525
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0

1,05

0,42

notebook

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,44
0,44
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,7

0,88

1,92

cooking

over

dryer

APPLIACES
hours
00.00
00.30
01.00
01.30
02.00
02.30
03.00
03.30
04.00
04.30
05.00
05.30
06.00
06.30
07.00
07.30
08.00
08.30
09.00
09.30
10.00
10.30
11.00
11.30
12.00
12.30
13.00
13.30
14.00
14.30
15.00
15.30
16.00
16.30
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00
22.30
23.00
23.30

tv

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,21

0,6

Tot
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0263
0,0263
0,0263
0,4363
0,4188
0,0088
0,7088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,5513
0,5513
0,0263
0,9863
0,9688
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,4488
0,4488
0,0088
0,0263
0,0263
0,0263
0,0263
0,0088
0,0088
6,6024

Daily total

notebook

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,21

0,6

0,7

0,96
0,96

0,44
0,44

0,7

0,88

1,92

Scenario 1
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Tot
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0263
0,0263
0,0263
0,0263
0,0088
0,0088
0,7088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,5513
0,5513
0,0263
0,9863
0,9688
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,0088
0,4488
0,4488
0,0088
0,0263
0,0263
0,0263
0,0263
0,0088
0,0088
5,7824

dishwasher clothes washer refrigerator+freezer
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,41
0,0134
0,41
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,525
0,0134
0,525
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,82

1,05

HOME ELECTR
cooking

0,64

over

dryer

0,96
0,96

0

0

1,92

Scenario 2

hours
00.00
00.30
01.00
01.30
02.00
02.30
03.00
03.30
04.00
04.30
05.00
05.30
06.00
06.30
07.00
07.30
08.00
08.30
09.00
09.30
10.00
10.30
11.00
11.30
12.00
12.30
13.00
13.30
14.00
14.30
15.00
15.30
16.00
16.30
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00
22.30
23.00
23.30
Daily total

dishwasher clothes washer refrigerator+freezer
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0

0

0,64

tv

notebook

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,0175
0,0175
0,0175
0,0175

0,05
0,05
0,05
0,05

0,21

0,6

Tot
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0134
0,4234
0,4234
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,5559
0,5559
0,9909
0,9909
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0309
0,0134
0,0134
5,2432
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APPLIACES

HOME ELECTR
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APPLIACES
hours
00.00
00.30
01.00
01.30
02.00
02.30
03.00
03.30
04.00
04.30
05.00
05.30
06.00
06.30
07.00
07.30
08.00
08.30
09.00
09.30
10.00
10.30
11.00
11.30
12.00
12.30
13.00
13.30
14.00
14.30
15.00
15.30
16.00
16.30
17.00
17.30
18.00
18.30
19.00
19.30
20.00
20.30
21.00
21.30
22.00
22.30
23.00
23.30

cooking

over

dryer

tv

Tot
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134
0,0134

0

0

0

0

0,64
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Competition week in Versailles simulations
At this point, we have developed a simulation for the
first two weeks of competition in Versailles, regardless
of contest operations (passive days for example), but
taking in account the public tours (and relative heat
gains). We are working on a more accurate model
(integrated with the appliances scenario) and we will be
able to provide more accurate simulations soon.
The setpoint was calculated with the SDE formula,
(rule 19.5).

Predicted indoor temperature during the Passive days - Y axis:
T air (C°), X axis: Time (hour)

Occupancy scenario - Y axis: number of people,
X axis: time (hour)

Contest week estimated consumption chart pie

Contest week simulation - - Y axis DX: T air (C°), Y axis SX:
Power (Kwh), X axis: Time
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5.5.1. INNOVATION IN ARCHITECTURE

more utility, less capacity

Loggias
As to innovation in architecture, the way we insert
loggias in the architectural design represents the most
interesting element.
In plan:
The loggia is the fundamental element around which
the whole apartment is designed, and due to the
innovative L shape of the loggias’ glass walls every
loggia has a double exposition, which means every
loggia has at least a sunlit exposition, no matter how
the building will be positioned and oriented.
This aspect guarantees a huge flexibility in the urban
contextualization of the buildings, and that’s absolutely
important because ours is a proposal for a urban
building type that could be settled in many different
situations and areas that we obviously cannot foresee
in detail.
The problem of building orientation is indeed among
the most important bioclimatic aspects in the urban
design, and a highly rigid definition of it can generally
compromise the success of a project when it comes to
face reality.

loggias’ virtuous cycle

In elevation:
According to both urban consideration and structural
limitations (timber prefabrication system) the building
type we define can be proposed in a 3 levels configuration
up to a 6 levels configuration.
This means that if we position the energy production
components on the roof, as it generally happens, this
production could be sufficient if not overdimensioned
for a 3 levels building, but it would be insufficient
for a 5 or 6 levels one. That’s why we decided to use
two innovative solar production devices, the Flexible
Photovoltaic Panel by Solbian and the Thermodynamic
Baluster by Energie, that can be positioned on the
façade, thus transforming the element of the loggia in
the heart of solar energy production of the house,
so that the production, dimensioned on the single
apartment, can be in proportion to the real demand
instead to roof ’s dimensions, at last!
These systems are integrated in the architectural design,
performing additional functions (solar radiation screen
and loggia’s baluster), and this combined solution
generates a virtuous cycle within the loggia itself:
the photovoltaic screen, while shading the space,
gets hot thanks to solar radiation, thus warming the
thermodynamic baluster that increases its production.
In turn, the thermodynamic baluster gets cold while
producing hot water, creating a microclimate which
promotes the use of the external spaces even
during the summer central hours.
The photovoltaic screen, moreover, introduces a “light”
flexibility concerning aesthetics, thanks to the fact
that the movable system permits to reconfigure the
façade appearance according to the position of the
sun and to the inhabitants’ habits.
[For further and detailed information please refer to 5.5.2
“Flexible Photovoltaic Panel” and “Thermodynamic Baluster”]

different orientations - solar radiation analysis
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Controlled expansion:
The loggia allows the inhabitants to enjoy an open-air
space for nine months a year and it can also be used for
gardening and for hydroponic cultivations.
But, if it gets necessary because of the change of the
dwelling needs, in the course of time the loggia can be
transformed into a room. On the other hand, a room
can return to be a loggia if the family members lessen
(reducing this way the expenditure of energy that could
derive from the heating/cooling of an extra room);
this “controlled expansion” is a realistic and farsighted
answer to the problem of unlawful expansion we have
to face but it’s also a way to facilitate the management
of the social housing, increasing its flexibility.
Furniture
As to furniture, our innovative choice is based on the
combination of three main strategies that, in the
complex context of social housing, can combine
functionality, flexibility, quality, sustainability and
variety: the use of flexible furniture, which can allow
the user to live the house in different ways during the
day as the lifestyle in the contemporary cities suggests;
the use of a technology of dry assembly that excludes
chemical agents from the final product thanks to a snapfit system and that allows the almost complete reuse/
recycle of every single component; the introduction, in
the urban context, of a system of salvage of the refuse,
or better of the discarded elements, in order to generate
a virtuous cycle of community self-sustenance: reuse
of old furniture/materials thanks to the organization
of gathering place and to the creative effort for

Rhome apartment with furniture

requalification and reassembly (fablab, makers).
Flexibility:
The economical crisis, the different living requirements
and the evolution of the traditional family into new
models demand an innovative solution of dwelling. We
propose a social housing that, thanks to the versatile
and multifunctional furnishing, can be transformed
and adapted to different situations during the day and
in the course of building life. The flexible furniture
simplifies the management of this multitarget
social housing and improves the efficiency of the
space, adapting it to a new lifestyle and to new
models. The patented transformable system we chose
defines a high technological furnishing that combines
creativity and innovation.
The fixed and flexible furniture is included in the
equipment of the house. The personalization is then
committed to the furniture people brings from former
dwellings or recovered in the neighborhood, as we’ll see
in the next paragraphs.

demode assembly system

Snap-fit Assembly:
Standard furniture is generally based on traditional
technologies that use glues and screws. That kind
of systems implies an implicit difficulty in recycling
materials and reusing single panels in order to create
other kind of furniture or equipment.
On the contrary, the solutions we chose (such as the
kitchen “Meccanica” by Demode) allow the complete
recycle of materials and 90% reuse of components.
As to production, the energy consumption is equivalent
to standard offer, but the recycle of materials and the
reforestation the company bears reduce the impact
of the whole process. Of course, and that’s the main
aspect of the product, it allows a remarkable energy
saving as to the end-of-life process, which entails a
nearly inexistent consumption.
The cost of this kind of furniture, like the kitchen, is
certainly not in the lowest slot products, because of the
combination of quality materials, innovative design,
aesthetics; but evaluating the benefits (quality: less
expense in time; environment: no waste of material) the
solution can be considered economically sustainable in
a project of considerable dimension as ours.
The environmental responsibility is exactly the concept
of the snap-fit assembly furniture we decided to integrate
in the project, because against a greater design and
technological effort we obtain a product that won’t
affect negatively in its future life.
This kind of furniture is intended to enter the cycle
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of reuse and recycle proposed in the urban and social
program.
Reuse:
The reuse of furniture/materials we expressly propose
with dedicated facilities in the urban project is an
important alternative to the whole commercial offer,
and it is a low cost and low energy solution that
can encourage interesting and original aesthetic
and functional solutions, while reducing waste.
This strategy is also important in order to activate the
collaborative and creative hubs in the urban context.
Artificial Lighting
The artificial lighting design is the result of a project
for an ad hoc system that allows, as a fixed equipment
of the social housing apartment, to adapt different
spaces to different functions.
In fact, a single component for each area constitutes
the lighting device, which can, thanks to the design
of the object and to the integration of the strips of
led, generate both a direct and indirect light, with
dimmerable intensities, according to the different
necessities and to the different functions of the room
during the day.
Photoluminescent Materials
In the bathroom of our Versailles prototype we
installed photoluminescent tiles, a prototypal product
we experimented as an innovative solution both in

floor lamp

chandelier
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energy saving and aesthetics.
Photoluminescence, the feature of gathering light from
natural and artificial sources giving it back in the dark,
can be considered a clean and renewable energy, as it can
replace in some cases the use of artificial lighting. This
solution permits to keep the lights off while using
the bathroom during the night, when a diffused, soft
light can be sufficient, and even more pleasant as to
lighting comfort, thus saving electrical energy.
The catalogue of Bright Materials, our sponsor
company, offers a wide range of molten glass tiles, and in
the common market it’s easy to find photoluminescent
plastic materials; what we developed together, instead,
is a new photoluminescent ceramic material.
Tiles’ production can be personalized as to aesthetics,
generating different effects depending on the colour,
on the characteristics of the framework and on the
photoluminescent coating distribution.
The coating maintains its characteristics of lighting
efficiency for several years (tens) from its application.
Being a prototype, still in development, we cannot know
at the moment the exact final price of the product.

5.5.2. INNOVATION
CONSTRUCTION

IN

ENGINEERING

AND

In this chapter we can see the technological innovation as
to engineering and construction. As a general statement,
we can assert from our cost estimation studies that the

introduction of advanced technology does not affect
the affordability because the construction cost does not
exceed € 1,100/sqm (building scale).
Process
An important innovation in the RhOME for DenCity
project comes from a new interaction and integration
between companies, people and technologies, since
the team took a particular attention in the innovative
management of project advancement.
In particular, the design and engineering process of
Rhome for DenCity prototype is being deployed as a
platform about advanced digital design technologies.
We want to challenge the traditional distinction
between design, engineering and construction
phases and expertises by establishing from the
beginning an integrated networked system of
software to support the design team.
The main challenge is given by the spread of team
members in different locations within the city, and
by their availability, often intermittent. This condition
would make the diffusion of information on design
updates difficult, since every different person could
develop an independent vision on certain aspects, which
could conflict with the one coming from other sources.
Our solution is to create a shared point of view: a
dense synthesis of the project status. We do that
using an intelligent shared model based on constructive
simulation. This model is centralized and set up in the
main location of the team. Every information imported
or exported comes from that model. This means that

design process: the decathlete as an “in-between” figure in our team
organization
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“what is not in the model is not selected for the
project”.
This works for structural engineering, energy
calculations, interior design and finishes, lighting
simulation. We chose a so-called BIM platform (Revit
Technologies, Architecture and MEP), because of its
increasing diffusion as a de facto standard of such
innovation in the building industry, but we adopted a
wide range of other packages around it.
This structure is based on “in-between people”,
the decathletes, who can translate the topics of
each specific domain involved in the project, even
remaining not specialists. In a way, this strategy is
a focus towards a limitation of the specialist point
of view, which is the biggest enemy in innovation.
At any time, everything is always available to the
Project Management team, able to check and constantly
monitor updates as well as generating images and views,
or drawings when needed. This relationship is of course
crucial since there is no separation between management

and production. Potentially, the coordinator can print
down or export everything at any time.
Rubner Haus, the main contractor of RhOME for
DenCity, is currently equipped with CADWorks, a
vertical software package devoted mainly to the wood
industry, and articulated in modules. With that tool, it’s
normally possible to model “everything” of a project,
including all details. But this is not what happens in the
company, since their interest is of course devoted not
to designing but to engineering projects coming from
other sources, and therefore already verified.
The BIM model, with its 3D components definition,
gave us the ability to bring forward the problems,
thus improving the design and reducing the time
for problem solving in the production phase.
Global awareness is the main driver of this management
innovation, that is performed at as many levels as
possible: the centralized BIM model is just a single
layer of it. The totality of information and personal
work is indeed shared in cloud on the Google Drive

comparison between BIM model and reality
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platform, where they are not just stored but also created
and developed. This project manual itself is developed
on a shared set of documents, made available to the
entire team, thanks to a grant received by Google that is
providing its set of Apps for free.
Timber Prefabrication
More production, less construction
Prefabricated components:
The research on building innovation is focused mainly
on a study about its prefabrication, moved towards
the production of macro-components inside
the factory, finished and fully working as much
as possible, in order to minimize assembly and
finishing time on site. The logic behind this is to get
a substantial increase in quality mainly related to the
precision that is possible to reach in a protected work
environment such as the factory, with manufacturing
based on CNC Machinery. Such a manufacturing
process, with a linked File-to-Factory (F2F) design
process, guarantees in addition a reduction of total
cost (thanks to the economical takeover of nonstandard production and to construction rapidity) and a
productivity growth.
The environmental advantage of this solution also
consists in the possibility of reusing/recycling the
materials thanks to the dry construction technology
and in the fact that all the components are designed
in order to allow the delivery of all components by
standard transportation, 80% on train-compatible
trucks.
A 3D core with kitchen, bathroom, technical room,
laundry is the building heart. This core contains all the
electrical, mechanical, air treatment and plumbing
systems; it’s assembled in factory and not on site.
This aspect reduces not only the assembly period but
also the cost, because it allows to count on unspecialized
labour on site (electricians, plumbers, plant engineer).
The team is working on a selection between all the
innovative solutions to perform the plug-and-play

3D core - technological systems

3D core - structural element

connections on plumbing and electrical systems
between the house components and the 3D core,
while on site. Effectively, the team decathletes can
accomplish all the operations related to the prototype’s
construction.
At the building scale, the timing of construction
by using precast concrete shall be reduced by 50%,
allowing a cost savings of at least 40% of the cost of
the intervention.
The costs reduction of this solution compared to
traditional construction is of the 30% of the entire
intervention as to manpower and transportation,
of the 20% as to components’ production, and of
the 10% as to construction rapidity.
Structure:
This framework typology is actually quite diffuse, even
if it’s not a widespread construction method in Italy,
where the use of high embodied energy materials like
iron or concrete is more common, but it is pretty a
large innovation talking about timber multistory
building technology. This intervention should be
also a way to communicate and diffuse this kind of
technical culture.
Innovation in structural design moves from the choice
of beams and columns in addition to a framed-wall
typology (Platform Frame) that is motivated by an
attention for sustainability, lightness and the above
mentioned speed of installation.
The first essential checks of the structural behaviour
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of the multistory building are focused on the seismic
resistance, and in particular on those tests that reveal
if the systemic behaviour is good or not. It is worth
lingering on the evaluation of the mechanical
characteristics of the connectors, that are major
players in the global behavior of the walls when
the structure is subjected to horizontal loads.
Thermal Mass Construction Technology
more mass, less weight
A wooden building generally has low thermal inertia,
being a lightweight structure.
In climates with alternating warm periods and cooler

while producing a substantial energy production.
Compared to a standard monocrystalline panel, our pv
screen, made of SunPower cells, is much more efficient
(14% to 20,2%). This way we can use a definitely smaller
surface in order to obtain the sought system size.
The system is designed to move along a track fixed on
the facade/roof so that it can be placed as a window
protection during the summer, while letting the window
uncovered during the winter. It can also assume different
configurations, rotating to 0 to 60 degrees, allowing this
way to see what’s outside the window while protecting
from solar radiation, thanks to the lug wrench.
We can see how the solution proposes some extremely
innovative aspects, like the opportunity of strong
integration between the building and the pv system
itself and the possibility to dimension the PV
panels’ quantity on the number of apartments and
dwellers (every apartment has his own solar screen!),
as it’s no more bound to be placed on the roof.
Moreover, this system can be easily installed even after
construction if the architectural design of the building
permits it (‘cause obviously the dimension of the blank
walls needs to be at least equal to the windowed ones).
Quantitatively, this technology has an Embodied Energy
of 2525 kWh/kWp. The production of the system
is of 4143 kWh a year, with a unitary production of
1097,77 kWh/kWp.
The Energy Pay Back Time (EPBT), calculated as the

mass construction technology

periods, the use of the mass can be very effective to
reduce the use of active installations of air conditioning.
Willing to take advantage of the relevant energetic
contribution of the mass without giving up the
economical and environmental benefits deriving
from lightness in assembling and transportation,
our project strategy consists in the addition to
the wall layers, aside from insulation panels, of
an aluminium void to be filled with local heavy
infill materials once the house is assembled. This
solution guarantees a mass value that is triple the value
of a normal framed wall, and therefore very close
to a traditional masonry wall. At the same time, this
also increases the acoustic performance, by solving a
problem that is typical of lightweight construction.
This solution implies energetic and economical benefits
thanks to reduced transportation for construction and
energy saving when realized, almost without costs.
Flexible Photovoltaic Panel
(The following technology is in the process of being patented. We
kindly ask you to manage this information confidentially)
This Flexible Photovoltaic Panel by Solbian is a double
function component: it’s a movable solar screen and
a system of high efficiency photovoltaic captation.
The whole set of photovoltaic collectors constitutes
an efficient barrier for solar radiation, which can
overshadow the windows upon which is positioned,
protecting the house from unwanted thermal gains,

flexible photovoltaic panel
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ratio of the energy consumed for panel production to
the energy saved, is of 2.35 years, while the Energy
Recovery Factor (ERF), defined as the ratio of the total
energy produced during the system functioning to the
the total inbound energy in the life cycle of the system,
is equal to 12,79. This means our pv system produces
12,79 times more than it consumes.
The CO2 abatement due to the solution is of 45,614
tons.
At the building scale, the annual economical saving
of this solution can be estimated, for a 37.800 kWh
consumption, to be of the 100%, with an estimated
production of 41.321 kWh, thus guaranteeing a
benefit of almost 800€.
As to maintenance, the inverter needs to be inspected
every 10 years and its service life is of 30 years.
Considering the remarkable energetic apport of the
solar screen, which supplements the energy production
of the cells, it can be considered a strategic solution
from an energetic and economical point of view in the
medium/long term.
Furthermore, the evolution of a technological system
into a functional/formal one, which strongly and
interestingly characterizes the building appearance,
surely affects people’s sensibility as to the theme of
sustainable architecture.
Cost of single panel: € 414.00
Annual production: 41.320 kWh
Energy saving: 100% compared to traditional
systems
Average annual benefit per building: 800 €
Thermodynamic Baluster:
(The following technology is in the process of being patented. We
kindly ask you to manage this information confidentially)
While traditional thermodynamic panels’ energy
production is strictly connected to orientation and
climate, this ENERGIE system can accumulate
heat surely from the sun but also from rain and
wind, 24 hours a day, every time of the year,
thanks to the negative temperature ecologic fluid
circulating within the panel. This technical aspect,
combined with the innovative design, we can say leads
up to the functional innovative aspect we are exposing
right in a row: it becomes possible to integrate this
system, generally placed exclusively on roofs,
in the architectural design of the building, as a
self-supporting baluster, both on existing or new
construction structures.
Thanks to that, we have the possibility to dimension the
thermodynamic panels on the number of apartments
and no more on roof ’s surface, thus supplying the
energy requirement of the inhabitants also in the
dense city, where covered surface is small compared to
dwellers’ number.
The panel can be easily integrated in the facade
composition as a self-supporting/hooked into
lightweight component.
Moreover, the installation doesn’t require the use of
construction site machinery, like cranes or scaffolding,

thermodynamic baluster

thus reducing time and cost.
All these considerations, in addition to a wide range of
possible pattern and colour configurations, allow the
installation in a wide range of situations, even, as we
want to underline, in dense city context and in sensitive
areas like historical centres. The thermodynamic
panel is coated with a totally hydrophobic paint,
which is a great innovation, completely unprecedented.
As to energetic and economical considerations, it is
estimated that the thermodynamic baluster consumes
81,9 kWh/month (0,39 kW/h for 7 hours a day, for
50-60 litres), for a total of 703 kWh a year. Compared
to a standard system the energy saving is up to
85%. From an invoice of €1.106 of a standard hot
water heater we arrive to an invoice of €142, but in the
combined strategy this energy can be supplied by the
photovoltaic system.
The system doesn’t produce polluting emissions.
As a consideration related to economical benefits, it’s
important to point out that this system has a guarantee
of reliability with respect to the resolution of the wellknown problems of the traditional solar thermal system
connected to the achievement of excessive pressures
when the temperature of the heat-transfer fluid reaches
the maximum operating temperature, so that it doesn’t
imply maintenance costs.
Panels has a ten years guarantee, tank five years. Service
life is estimated to be of 25 years.
Cost of single panel: 1.500 €
Annual consumption: 703 kWh
Daily production: 50-60 litres of hot water
Energy saving: 85% compared to traditional
systems
Average annual cost per user: 142 €
Wireless Lighting Control
In the bedroom we experimented an innovative system
of lighting control that uses a conductive paint and
two Arduino UNO boards, equipped with the Xbee
Shields, the Xbee module and the DMX Master shield.
While the lights are wired and arrive to the DMX control
unit, the switch is wireless, painted on the walls, so
that it can be easily changed and relocated in time
according to the requirements of the users.
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This system, compared to the totally wired one, is much
more flexible and joins the philosophy of the Do It
Yourself, which is both economically convenient (no
specialized labour and no necessity to disassemble/
break walls), energy saving and environmental favorable
(again, no necessity to disassemble/break walls) and
emotionally important (possibility to interact directly
with the house, to change it every time the inhabitant
wants and to personalize it with a work of art).
The lighting control device realized with conductive
paint can be also valuable from a strictly functional
point of view in everyday use, as it allows to personalize
the design of the switch in order to make the function
clearer. This solution matches the philosophy of our
3D core, the technological, wired, heart of the house,
from which this wireless system comes from.
The cost of the paint itself is not high (Bare conductive
products: € 20.19/50 ml), and so it is as to the Arduino
Uno board (€ 20.00), and as to the shields (ceiling price
€ 26.00).
Collego® Lighting System

bare conductive system

Collego® by ILM, the technology we chose for
the artificial lighting of the house, is a system of
interconnection that allows to directly connect
shields and led circuits without the use of welding
tools.
With just one connector it’s possible to connect all the
Collego® compatible shields, and the accessories of
the product makes the system versatile and complete.
That solution is extremely interesting because of the

collego lighting system

simple and intuitive installation method, which allows
the use of unspecialized labour and a great rapidity. All
this means also cost reduction, against a non-expensive
initial cost for a high quality product.
The use of high-efficiency led technology is nowadays
an obliged choice for energy saving, and it’s at the same
time a very high quality solution.
Grey Water Recovery
In urban scale we propose an innovative system that
allows to recover the domestic wasted water without
creating secondary toxic and harmful substances.
This system is an experimental device designed
for the aerospace, where no waste is allowed, we
introduce for the first time as an urban solution.
Differently from the classical technology for water
disinfection, the chlorination, this photo-ozonolysis
technology doesn’t present the negative aspect of
creating organochlorines such as carbon tetrachloride
and chloroform, toxic persistent in aqueous phases with
potential carcinogens (cancer of the colon-rectum).
So this innovation can be considered a great advantage
for society as a whole, recovering water and not
producing unhealthy substances.
Each new building will be equipped with a
purification cabin able to treat up to 250 l/h of
wastewater. In this cabin the grey and black water of
each apartment will be conveyed.
Usually only grey water and rainwater are treated, not
black water, whose recycle is not yet subject to regulation;
on the contrary, in our project the building, due
to this purification system, could be totally selfsufficient in water supply. However, we have planned
to have double adduction water pipes, thus allowing to
use water from the aqueduct for the dishwasher and
the kitchen sink (and in order to guarantee the supply
in case of maintenance). The table shows the amount
of wastewater produced in an apartment during a week.
The “grey and black water reuse” entry is the sum
of the water draws performed in the house with the
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exception of the water required for the kitchen sink and
for the dishwasher, as mentioned before. Consequently,
the “Grey and black water balance” is the result of the
difference between the wastewater conveyed in the
accumulation tank and the reused one.
For a 4 levels building, with three apartments/level,
5150 liters of water are daily required.
4994.4 liters/day of wastewater are collected, which
means 208.1 liters/hour are treated by the cabin.
This shows the necessity to equip each building with its
own treatment plant, each dimensioned for treating up
to 250 l/h of wastewater.
Each apartment needs 59 mc/year of water considering
the amount of water needed for irrigation of outdoor
spaces. Keeping constant the water taken from the
aqueduct (kitchen sink and dishwasher) to 5.37 mc/
year/apartment and the amount of rainwater recovered
from each apartment to 16.75 cm/year, you get that

the amount of waste water purified and reused is 36.93
mc/year (of 41,32 mc/year available).
We calculated that water saving is then equal to 91%.
(for more information see the WCC)
Faucets
It’s in elements that may be considered low tech or that
may have reached the maximum level of improvement
that we think a stronger effort may be researched.
This is the reason why we have chosen a company
that really focuses on future development in its sector.
Ideal Standard is competing on the market of standard
sanitary equipment introducing several innovations in
water savings.
This system reduces by 80% the amount of water
contained in the body of the faucet and consequently
the water to slide and to be heated is smaller.

Versailles grey water recovery system:

Urban grey water recovery system:
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The flow limiter reduces water consumption by
9l to 5l without any loss of flow, thanks to the
water-air mixing system. This also means that the
stagnation in the tap is reduced of the 80%, stagnation
that otherwise would promote bacterial growth.
In addition, this BLU technology we use in our project
introduced the first nickel-free tubes system, thus
anticipating and exceeding the new European directives
on drinking water technology: the water is purer
because it never gets in contact with the brass body of
the mixer, but it passes through rigid tubes of special
multilayer material.
Thanks to C3 the faucet always opens in the “cold
water” mode, avoiding unnecessary water heating for a
further environmental respect.
The cost of the faucet is of €125.00, which is among
the average price category products of the company
catalog (€80 - €230). The product has a five years
guarantee.
5.5.3. INNOVATION IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY

In order to be as sustainable as possible, every
meaning this word may have, of course, we are paying
a lot of attention to energy efficiency strategies. This
means that everything is designed and chosen with
extreme attention and analysis: from the architectural
design, especially as to loggias design, to the electrical
equipment, to the materials or the strategies to adopt
in hot water production or facade shading, as we have
already seen in the previous chapters.

Ideal Standard technology

Since we think that it may be a crucial aspect of our
project, we are spending a lot of time in research for
new technologies or in experimenting new strategies
that may really improve our concept of building.
[For further and detailed information please refer to the 5.5.1.
“Loggias” and to 5.5.2. Innovation in Engineering and
Construction]
Thermal Mass
more mass, less weight
A wooden building generally has low thermal inertia.
In climates with alternating warm periods and cooler
periods, the use of the mass can be very effective
to reduce the use of active installations of air
conditioning.
The project strategy provides the insertion of a layer
of sand, along all the inner surface of the wall.
This provides not only a contribution in the transmittance
value of the envelope and in the shifting phase of the
thermal waves but, in this case, it is strategically used
as a thermal shock absorber, a flywheel, to adjust
the internal temperature.
In winter, the sand will absorb the internal heat gains of
solar radiation during the day and drop them at night.
On the contrary, in summer the sand will be used as
absorber of the internal heat gains produced by the
inhabitants and by the equipment, to be subsequently
thrown out through the thermal night ventilation.
From the simulations we did, the results of the use of
this thermal mass are remarkable as its beneficial
effects influence both the operating temperature
and the perceived one, strongly affecting the
comfort.
In the graph of the annual energy consumption we can
clearly highlight the difference between a building with
the thermal mass and one without it.
In the graph showing the HVAC activation in the
middle season, we illustrate the advantages of mass in
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spring and autumn. As we can see in the model with
thermal mass the systems comes into operation
several hours later and this provides an overall
energy saving. The innovation is also in the use of
materials that are procurable in situ and in the possibility
of constructing with light materials without depriving
the building of the contribution deriving from the
mass, which is variable according to the climatic zone
we consider. This solution implies an energetic and
economical benefit due to reduced transportation for
construction and energy saving when realized.

Passive+Active House
more synergy, less energy

thermal flywheel

In our project we have been working for an integration
of passive (orientation, natural ventilation, solar
radiation contribution, shading, inertial mass) and
active behaviour (technological systems, monitoring
system, thermal and electrical energy production).
In a building/technological systems synergy we can have
a better balance between comfort and consumption;
all we need is the active participation of the users,

Entire year - X axis: Power (Kwh), Y axis: Q typ
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Middle season sample day - HVAC activation - X axis: T air (C°), Y axis: Time (hour)

whose awareness we encourage and stimulate through
an informative system of data visualization, named
dwell!, about house production and consumption, as
we’ll see better described in the dedicated paragraph.
This system will guide the inhabitant to a correct
and informed use of the house, which will have the
possibility to rely on a great variety of bioclimatic devices
overtaking the separation between active and passive
behaviour in order to maximize energy efficiency. That’s
why we called it dwell!, a play on words that, extended,
could sound like this: do well to dwell well!
[For further and detailed information please refer to the 5.5.4.
“The dwell! System]
5.5.4. INNOVATION IN COMMUNICATION AND
SOCIAL AWARENESS

Communication for Awareness
The RhOME team is engaged in an innovative
communication challenge: we want to shift the
attention from the sustainability of the house
in itself to the example the house could give to
consumers, who should be taken by hand and guided
to a new path, made of small steps through which
everyone can change a little his own habits, through
products aimed on facilitating and making practical
sustainable actions.
It is useless to think, plan and produce sustainable
commodities without educating, directly or not, the
population, making it aware of the importance of all

our daily actions in preserving environment safeguard.
People must understand that sustainability is also
a chance, a chance for reducing their expenses,
to reduce their energy costs and to improve living
conditions for their children and future generations.
The project is therefore often a pretext to spread the
themes of sustainability and an environmentally careful
philosophy.
That’s why on many occasions talking about Rhome in
its various aspects we always try to introduce broader
issues that don’t speak directly about the house. We
believe that the main goal of our work is to find new
solutions, new ways to experience the city in such a
critical time for the environment. Disclose as much as
possible our work means then trigger a reasoning that
anyone can apply in their everyday lives and that started
just by the example of Rhome.
Younger people are the ones who will determine
the future in the role of main actors, that’s why
our communication effort about sustainability
spreads through didactic conferences, educational
laboratories and also through social networks,
where we try to make it viral thanks to multimedial
share.
As to this aspect, our communication initiatives have
been:
The official 2014 RhOME calendar: 12 month - 12
eco-friendly suggestions
RhOME’s Thursday: within our social networks,
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every Thursday eco-friendly tips are spread.
Roma Tre Conference: an occasion to discuss
the bioclimatic and sustainable aspects and the role
of research and education within the Architecture
Department.
School Conferences and Workshops: conferences
about RhOME project and environmental awareness.
Workshops as to project and ecological communication
for the public tour.
[For further and detailed information please refer to the 5.7.1.
“Actions Description”]
The dwell! System
More information, less automation
The use of a monitoring and control system for the
heating and cooling plant and for the whole building
allows to optimize energy consumption in every
working conditions, thus improving the sustainability
of the building during its whole period of life.
As pretty common in contemporary market, each system
has its own proprietary monitoring and automation
system, optimized on internal parameters, based on
data from dedicated sensors, and relying on its own predefined logic. This means that even a small house can
have up to three-four systems (i.e. - electrical, radiant
heating/cooling, solar thermal, heat recovery unit,
lighting), that do not belong to one single company.
But even when one single company would be able to
provide the majority of systems, in current market
the objective is focused on automation. Users,
inhabitants, are not supposed to participate in how their
house works. They are just clients of a fully automated
and pre-engineered system. It can eventually, in the
most advanced research, “learn” from the behaviour
along time but still with no intervention by the user.
Inhabitants are not involved. “They would be excited in
the beginning, but then bored after some time, and they
would ask for automation!”, according to the opinion
of some researchers. We think it’s time to overcome
the longstanding passive role of users, and involve
them. This would happen not by removing automation,
but by putting much more emphasis on documentation.
RhOME house is not a fully automated house, but
rather a fully documented house. We want users
to learn and participate to the system. We want our
house to be made of components from the Internet of
Things: every component can send data: we will start
from systems, but also include data on windows and
doors: who opened them? When, and what happened?
We believe advanced instruments allow for more
consciousness and involvement. Our house will rely
on a synergy of active-passive behaviour, and this
would be useless, without people. That’s why we
want to recall the know-how our grandmothers had.
They knew very well, often from instinct, but mostly
from tradition, if and how open curtains, let the air pass
through, and so on. There is no more need to exclude
users, in order to introduce technology and intelligence
in systems. The new digital consciousness can marry,

internet of the houses for a smart citizenship

in our approach, the environmental awareness. The
behavior should be always available, and people
should be able to share it, or parts of it, in a social
platform. We imagine the house as a node of a
network of houses, all connected between them.
Social involvement today is crucial, in technology, and
energy saving systems have to become part of this
scenario. In order to do that, we are building a “data
visualization platform” we named dwell!, asking
all our partners to open up data from their systems in
order to aggregate them into this series of tools. The
name of the system, dwell!, is a play on words that,
extended, could sound like this: do well to dwell well!
The dwell! system will have three different levels
of interaction with users: a web app (dwell!
dashboard), a webGL based model (dwell!
digitalMirror), and an analytic database (dwell!
discovery).
The final aim is to connect all the houses of our
green community into a wide social network.
Let’s see each tool in detail:
dwell! dashboard:
the contemporary house is a complex, technological
organism that needs to communicate in a real time,
simple and direct way to the user, exactly like a
car dashboard does. This is the aim of this interface
section, developed in collaboration with Almaviva, a
web app where you can check, wherever you are and
whatever device you have with you (smartphone,
tablet, computer), the current state of your house by
simple counters that express the most relevant relations
among the data detected from the sensors installed in
the house. This way we can check for example how
much the photovoltaic screen is producing in relation
to the installed power, or if the instantaneous balance
of the house is positive or not.
The meters gradually change colour on a predefined
range we settle depending on the data we’re expressing,
so that the visualization is immediate and incisive.
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dwell! dashboard: a multidevice web app

dwell! digitalMirror:
the use of the WebGL protocol in architecture
inspection is a huge innovation itself, even bigger if we
consider it in our approach. This interface will be a user
friendly door to a digital representation of the house,
where intuitive dynamic graphics represent what is
happening in the real world like in a videogame,
letting a non expert user understand for example the
variation of comfort parameters in time and according
to the factors that affect it.
The model we are developing takes advantage of the
following technologies: html, javascript libraries, threeJS
(javascript library for WebGL), websocket, rest calls to
webservices, JQuery.
This interface consists of two webpages, the first
representing the area of Tor Fiscale, where we place
our urban project, and the second representing the
single apartment, presently the prototype we displayed
in Versailles.
The urban model is a webpage where the user, the

dwell! digital mirror: urban model

citizen, can have a look at the area, at RhOME buildings,
each coloured according to the average realtime energy
balance of the apartments, but it’s not just that.
It has been conceived to become an interactive platform
for the whole neighborhood, a social platform
where citizens can post and share georeferenced
information about public transport, invitation for
events in the area, such as fablabs’ initiatives, coworking
requests and so on, thus enlivening the area. By clicking
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dwell! digital mirror: prototype model from outside

dwell! digital mirror: prototype photo/prototype model from inside

on a building in the urban model you arrive in the
second webpage: the model of the apartment (the
interface system is subordinated to a login window for
privacy reasons). Here the inhabitant can select the
month-day-hour he wants to explore (or realtime by
default) and enter the virtual apartment walking exactly
like in a videogame. This way the user can explore
not only the apartment geometry but also the data
collected by the sensors: numbers upon the objects
express consumption or production and the data refresh

according to the general database clock, mirroring
reality. Then, it’s also possible to “mouseover” objects,
for example appliances, getting a tooltip window with
extended information.
dwell! discovery:
the third tool, developed in collaboration with
Almaviva, is a presentation of the data collected in
the course of time, exposed in an analytical way
that can improve the environmental awareness and the
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comprehension of the connections between different
physical events and between physical events and energy
costs. The analysis of past behaviour is the ultimate and
deeper step to personal awareness and responsibility.
The graphics, organized in the production-consumption
and comfort-consumption sections, are designed in
order to offer a visualization at the same time simple and
complete of the most relevant physical connections, and
in addition to this the user can also open a third category
where it’s possible to select the single measurement and
the calculated values, putting together his own graphic
and examining events in detail.
This section also offer a previsional tool for the
appliances scheduling in relation to the pv production
curve at weather forecast conditions.
The final aim of the whole dwell! system is to
connect all the houses of our green community into
a wide network inciting inhabitants into energy
blogging and into sharing information, knowledge
and strategies about the house management as to energy

consumption within the system and, what’s even more
important, in the most popular social platforms, such
as facebook or twitter. An internet of houses, then, not
just of things, where a smart citizenship can grow and
spread. Moreover, overturning the matter, this thematic
network will be a very important instrument of social
communication and acquaintance in the context of
a newborn community. A new energy through energy.
Interactive Installations
At the urban scale, being inspired by the increasingly
consolidated world of Arduino and Makers community,
we plan to insert some micro interactive
installations, open-source electronics based, in
order to activate a direct communication from
the house to the user, without even asking him
to switch on a computer screen. According to our
philosophy, the devices won’t act directly upon the
house functioning, but as a deterring/incentivizing
measure for user’s actions.

dwell! discovery: consumption graph

dwell! discovery: energy balance graph
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dwell! discovery: previsional graph

5.5.5.
INNOVATION
IN
URBAN
DESIGN,
TRANSPORTATION AND AFFORDABILITY

Smart Neighborhood
At the urban scale the most important innovation
consists in the new, contemporary concept of our smart
social housing intervention: what RhOME project
offers in answer to the dwelling need is not just an
apartment but an entire system of services in the urban
area; the rent, in fact, with the payment of a moderate
price additional fee, not only entitles the lodger to
dwell an apartment, but it includes a Smartcard for
the access to all the area social hubs and services,
which means fablabs, workspace in the coworking
facilities, playrooms for children, the inclusion in the
dwell! system, car and bike sharing and so on.
This solution, guaranteeing an easier access condition to
the services, has a double positive return, as it engages
the inhabitant in the neighborhood activities reducing
the risk of the social isolation and of the “company

town” lifestyle, but it also enlivens the area that can
thus become an attractive pole in the urban context,
even being not in the city centre.
To make sure that this socio-cultural-environmental
change will take place, we want to start from those who
reside in our homes.

New Standards
An important innovation is related to the size of the
flats, which are smaller compared to the average
size of Rome’s apartment. This is the densification
goal of our design idea.
Such innovation in architectural typology is strictly
and directly connected to categories of target users
currently neglected by the Real Estate market in Rome:
single people, temporary workers, young couples, old
people who represent the new claim for mid-term stay;
they need an apartment for months, or eventually few
years. Today an increasing number of people don’t
wish, or can’t, buy their own home, because of the
economical situation, or because the house represents
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an intentionally temporary solution due to several
reasons. A new kind of architecture, in this case, meets
an innovative dwelling demand.
Therefore we are experimenting new residential
standards as to both apartments heights (which
can be reduced thanks to the controlled mechanical
ventilation systems) and surfaces, to get more
aligned to the other European standards, like
French ones. For example, while in Italy the minimum
height in a residential typology is 2.70 m, in our project
it will be reduced. That’s because we think it’s important
and necessary to suggest to the legislator, through an
experimental project that uses innovative technologies,
the revision of the actual standards, based only on
traditional, mostly obsolete, technologies.
Urban Flexibility
In the new district we want to attract (thanks to
coworking, fab labs and new facilities) a different kind
of dwellers, who will remain just the time they need
to launch their ideas. Then the building structure is
conceived in order to allow future transformations,
switching between rooms and loggias. This concept has
been developed also by taking into consideration the
kind of user that we mean to settle down.
In fact, many of them come from autoconstruction
experiences, where the dwelling grows and gets modified
depending on the different necessities in time. The two
wide loggias typical of every apartment define a buffer
space that permits different controlled expansions.
The innovation in that sense is to think about the future
transformation in the design phase, by foreseeing
several possible configurations. By anticipating, and
allowing the future transformations, the design
can maintain its architectural concept and avoid
illogical transformations driven by use needs.
Furthermore, the innovative L shape of loggias’ glass
walls determines that every loggia, even the ones
that aren’t South-oriented, has at least a sunlit
exposition, allowing this way a huge flexibility in
the urban contextualization of the building, taking
into consideration the extremely relevant role of
correct orientation for winter solar radiation in every
bioclimatic strategy.
In addition to this flexibility in plan we introduced a
truly innovative flexibility in elevation, thanks to the
photovoltaic and thermodynamic systems that
can be positioned on the façade and no more
just on the roof, allowing to dimension the solar
production on the number of apartments instead
on roof ’s dimensions: this permits a strong flexibility
in urban design as to buildings height, which can vary
from 3 to 6 levels.
The photovoltaic screen, moreover, introduces a “light”
flexibility concerning aesthetics, thanks to the fact that
the movable system permits to reconfigure the façade
appearance according to the position of the sun and to
the inhabitants’ habits.
[For further information please refer to 5.5.1 “Loggias”]

Transportation System
More sharing, less driving
The innovation in transportation is the definition
of a sustainable mobility through a sharing
system. Italian suburbs often don’t have bus stops,
underground stations or train stations, forcing people
into the use of car in every occasion. This produces
both CO2 and traffic increment, and social illness. Our
aim is to connect suburbs with the nearest sustainable
transportation.
On average, each resident takes 2.4 daily trips, with 9%
of all trips made in the rush hour of the morning. The
percentage of public transportation system users on
total is 27%; the 67% travels by private transport (52%
car and motor vehicles / 15% motorcycles) while the
remaining 6% is walking trips; the 78% of all trips is
within the Grande Raccordo Anulare.
Our project to reduce this impact is based on four
proposals:
1. The activation of a tram line, with a substantial
improvement of life quality of the inhabitants in the
area of Tor Fiscale and of all the Appia Nuova and
a general improvement of transportation system to
and from Ciampino airport and Castelli Romani. Even
being a long standing technology, the tram in the Roman
context is the main new answer to transportation
problems in the dense city and it is regarded as one
of the most preferred solutions. In fact the tram is
cheaper than a metro (273 millions € for km) and
doesn’t present the significantly risk to impact
with the archaeological stratum (a problem that
generally delays the work, increasing costs and at times
preventing the realization).
The line would consist in 14 km, and it would have a
five minutes frequency. The new line would allow a new
reorganization of public transport with an increase
of service, about 2186 passengers/hour. The total
cost that should be incurred to realize the line is of
about 261.800.000 euros.
2. A new train station would support the link between
the populated area of Arco di Travertino and Termini,
Ciampino and Castelli Romani train stations, creating a
high traffic park and ride.
3. Bike sharing, though already present in the city
centre and in the coastal area of Ostia, has not already
been widely employed as a system for inhabitants, as it
is generally considered for touristic reasons. Here the
flat country would support it, and through a cycle paths
system it would be possible to reach the line A Metro
stations and the tram stops. This solution would reduce
the accident rates, which is a relevant external cost of
transport besides being a huge social problem. This
valuation can be extended to the entire Roman urban
area: this project of reduction in car use in favor of the
bicycle is effectively replicable in any other area of the
city.
The cost of bicycle paths would not strongly affect
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the budget, because it would be included in the
project for development of urban public green.
We also want to develop an application for mobile
devices to search for the nearest bike.
4. Car sharing: In the city of Rome there is already a
car sharing service that is gradually improving. The car
sharing service we thought of is formed on the basis
of the new European car-sharing services that have
recently been imported also on the Italian territory.
The starting point is based on the idea of sharing a car
between different users, who use it mainly for short
urban journeys. The cars are available to be picked in
any place of the city, convenient to the user, and at
the end of the rental, the user can leave the vehicle
at any other point in the city, as long as within the
area where the service is active.

The cars of the service will be predominantly electric
vehicles. Although it is not up to the user to recharge
the car battery, it is necessary to provide for parking
lots to do it, in order to facilitate the service operation
within the city. In this regard, we intend to include
in our project a platform roof made of solar panels
for the “green” recharge of the electric cars. The
real innovation of carsharing is that it can greatly
reduce the urban space occupied by vehicles, as well
as to contribute to the development of a more rational
and environmentally sustainable mobility culture.
Within the neighbourhood, the public space becomes
an integrated system through the creation of pedestrian
and bike paths. This combined strategy for the public
service changes the area’s identity into a “car free”
neighborhood, with the aim of encouraging the slow
mobility.

RhOME sustainable mobility system
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5.5.6. INNOVATION IN SUSTAINABILITY

Use of Sand in Thermal Mass
more mass, less weight
The most important innovation as to the use of
materials in architecture surely is the way we use
sand for thermal mass: the prefabricated wall can
accommodate the aluminium squared tubes that we
fill in situ with sand. This way we have three relevant
benefits concerning sustainability: we can insert the
mass in the project, benefitting from its contribution,
still taking advantage of the components lightness
in the transportation and construction phases,
thus extremely reducing CO2 emissions, as well as
construction costs.
We can use a heavy material that is completely
natural and procured in situ but, above all, the
innovation consists in the fact we can use, thanks to
this construction technology, untied sand, which in
building disposal phase is fully returnable to the
environment. In fact sand is diffusely employed in the
construction industry, but its use is subordinated to the

addition of binders that totally prevent the possibility
of reuse/return.
Outskirts Socio-cultural Requalification
The real innovation in our urban requalification project
is the assumption that an outskirts area may become
an attractive pole in the whole urban context due to
the introduction of several high-quality services.
The social mix in addition to a cultural development
is the only possible base condition for an effective,
durable, socio-economical improvement.
That’s why we want to propose a large series of
innovative, different, attractive services in the
neighborhood area, such as schools, playrooms and
open-air spaces for children offering cutting edge
methods and structures, an open space for agriculture,
with the aim of activating a neighborhood market, as
well as fab labs and coworking facilities providing h24
functionality.
To make sure this change will happen, we want to start
from those who reside in our homes, and that’s why a
Smartcard for the access to all these services is meant
to be included, with an additional fee, in the rent, thus
engaging the inhabitant in the neighborhood activities

RhOME: a smart city
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and in consequence enlivening the area.
The main task is to stimulate, through everyday
experiences, the social and environmental awareness
of citizens that become smart citizens, able to define
an innovative urban context through shared values, with
a strong focus on civic participation.
Resource Recovery
More resource, less waste
At the base of the crisis of consumptions there is a
“linear” model production, which causes high waste of
energy and of natural resources. The high cost required
for their disposal, resource scarcity and price volatility

have undermined this system. Our response to this
difficulty comes from the realization of a “circular”
economy, based on reuse and regeneration.
So there is no waste, but resources. But this principle
must be accompanied by the creation of structures
that permit to close the loop and by policies and
actions capable of motivating and educating citizens
in its implementation. Therefore, in the neighborhood,
disused industrial buildings has been thought to
accommodate fablabs, where old furniture, tools,
objects, can find a new life thanks to people creativity.
The residential waste is managed by the capillarity of
the “door-to-door” collection, innovative on the Italian
territory, and also capable of creating “socially useful”
jobs. But the truly innovative system is the one for
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the domestic water recovery. This system is an
experimental device designed for the aerospace,
where no waste is allowed, that we introduce for the
first time as an urban solution. Usually only grey
water and rainwater are treated, not black water, whose
recycle is not yet subject to regulation; thanks to this
device our urban project could be totally self-sufficient
in water supply. However, we have planned to have
double adduction water pipes, thus allowing to use
water from the aqueduct for the dishwasher and the

kitchen sink (and in order to guarantee the supply in
case of maintenance).
This innovation can be considered a great advantage for
society as a whole, recovering water without creating
secondary toxic and harmful substances thanks to
photo-ozonolysis technology.
We calculated that water saving is then equal to 91%.
[For further and detailed information please refer to the 5.6.2.
“Grey Water Recovery”]

Urban grey water recovery system
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5.6.1. GENERAL CONCEPT OF THE PROJECT AND
SUSTAINABILITY

In today’s world, respect for the environment means
designing buildings that do not use an indiscriminate
amount of energy, and are produced with renewable
sources. In fact, the production of solar energy and the
use of high efficiency systems are not enough to offset
the waste produced during the entire lifespan of today’s
buildings.
On this basis we developed our design process by
analyzing the following aspects:

Urban sustainability
On the wave of the proposed urban implementation
expected by the competition we decided to take the
opportunity to improve one of the biggest problems
that affect the contemporary city of Rome. Our
city in fact thrives on the strong contradiction of
an extremely consolidated historical centre and a
periphery dotted with small abusive nucleus. Very
often these settlements have sprung up within a very
short time and were made by inexperienced hands and
with makeshift materials. For this reason the houses
remain unfinished for years and are constantly subject
to changes, additions and subtractions, even attacking
archaeological elements, so prevalent in our country.
They are so decaying houses to make it impossible their
recovery, and which are built illegally within the Roman

ruins, seizing privately ancient historical elements of
ownership of the entire citizenry. Our purpose is to
return to the citizens the accessibility of ruins and of
the park. In fact, the ruins are an important icon for the
neighborhood, which increases the sense of belonging
and therefore has a positive impact in terms of social
sustainability: citizens will feel proud to live in a place
linked to their origins and their own traditions, and they
will feel part of a community again. This situation of
coexistence between ruins and fatiscent abusive singlefamily houses (mostly dating back to the 50s) is present
in most areas of the nearest suburbs of Rome.
The intent is to purify these ruins from all superfluous,
bringing them back to an enjoyment state by all citizens.
This will also be provided by strongly densifying the
housing, reducing significantly the land use (of 80%).
At the urban level our intention is to create a district
which is well served by primary services (functional
mixitè), aimed at limiting the need to travel by private
vehicles. This goal is also achieved through the
installation of a network of public and sustainable
mobility well thought out, with a bike-sharing and an
interchange parking near the new district, very close to
the majority of local public transports (tram, bus, metro
and train). This will include the neighborhood into a
network of sustainable mobility. Finally, the presence
of an agricultural cooperative, a local market, and
a FabLab will make it even stronger the sense of
community in the neighborhood.
This will be the start line to develop a neighborhood
where a conscious involved citizen can find well
structured organization in terms of sustainable
transportation, waste management, water recovery
frameworks and multipurpose common spaces for their
working/freetime activities: a sustainable H24 viral
nucleus that we hope may infect the whole city.
Architectural sustainability
Using an innovative style and advanced building
methods, we focus on new scenarios of architectural
sustainability concepts to optimize local climatic and
material resources.
One of the major climate typical problems of Rome is
represented by the summer heat, so we resort to a series
of passive strategies such as:
•
Strategic morphing of the house;
•
Design of the building envelope;
•
Summer shading through loggias;
•
Thermal inertia guaranteed by locally available and
natural thermal masses;
•
Natural ventilation through strategically located
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openings for cross ventilation;
Since our project is meant to be employed in urban
requalification process of abusive areas, we expect to
produce a sensible amount of demolition wastes. On
account of this we payed particular attention to some
strategies in recycling and reusing those materials:
as thermal masses in our walls or to produce urban
equipment. On the other hand, by demolishing the old
fatiscent small houses and compactize the new housing
units in more dense multi-storey buildings, we will
FREE 80% of the soil of the project area. This way, we
will be able to have 80% of NEW permeable and free
soil, that we will be allocated as urban green and park.
A strategic planning of those demolitions is also
a relevant statement: a punctual dismission and
distinguished storage of the materials allows a
proper flow to the landfills and to their renovation
for further usage; the materials used were chosen
to have a low level of primary embodied energy and
that can be highly environmentally friendly. We
are doing a deep research not only on the material
already marketable, but also asking and developing
special materials with our sponsoring contractors. The
project is designed to minimize the scrap during
the process of construction of the house and its
components (by using prefabricated elements with dry
assembly) . All the materials will be mainly reusable, or
recyclable in order to have the lowest environmental
impact. For this reason we chose a wooden structure
with wooden insulation and finishings in order to
allow the REUSE, recycle, and compostage (and
also its reuse for incineration, due to its high calorific
value) of the majority of the constructive elements:
they are completely organic, so they can be absorbed
from the environment at the end of the life cycle of
the construction. All this attention will be paid also in
creating spaces that can ensure flexibility having the
possibility of different configurations (with varying
degrees of rooms and common areas) according to the
different needs that can be required during the various
stages of a family life.
Social sustainability
A very important aspect of our project, taking into
account the fact that there is a precise application in its
peripheral Roman contexts (with the ensuing problems),
is the concept of social sustainability: that is, facilitate
the integration of the inhabitants, the creation of a
real community in harmony with its own territory, a
set of people for whom the district of residence will
become a vibrant centre of their daily lives. In this
regard, considered the total lack of meeting places and
the common agricultural vocation of the area, we have
planned the realization of agricultural cooperatives
systems and neighborhood committees.
Rhome wants to compromise the current social network
in this area that is based on the solitaire ego and give
life to a unity that restores a sense of community and
belonging among the residents, which is typical of the

Italian neighborhoods of the Second World War. For
this reason, the district will ensure traditional services
and innovative aspects, base of which is the principle
of sharing experience, space, data and information.
Each resident will not be only the owner of his house,
but also of services associated with it. Will not own
only a new property, but a new way of life.
[For further and detailed information please refer to 5.1.4
“Living and transportation needs”]
The current co-existence in the neighborhood of
craftsmanship, residence and portions of cultivated
land will be enhanced through the recovery of some
craft warehouses to provide new services and by the
creation of an agricultural cooperative.
The agricultural cooperative will aim to coordinate
the system of interaction between the management
of urban gardens in the park and the sale of products
in the weekly market in the neighborhood. It will also
guide the temporary buyers, resident or not in the
neighborhood, in the management of their land . The
soil of the gardens will be fertilized with compost
derived from organic waste in the house, in order to
encourage the separate collection showing citizens
where and how the waste will be used.
Bulky waste produced by individual housing, such
as old furniture or disused material with electronic
components, will be brought within new co-working,
as craft fablab, where it will be possible for each user
to work in collaboration with other. Foundational
principle is to ensure that every refuse of a process
becomes the raw material of the next, creating a closed
loop that does not produce waste where the people of
different age will be able to implement their own ideas
and knowledge in order to recover the old components
and transform them into new furniture and electronic
equipment running.
The main objective of these activities will then give
a space not only to the expression of manual skills
typical of the locals, but also to the start of a process
of diffusion of knowledge which unfortunately is going
disappearing .
In addition to the various services needed to establish
the district will come equipped with contemporary
amenities that generate attractive also for the inhabitants
of neighboring areas. The idea is to create a “Smart”
neighborhood based on a project for eco-sustainability
of urban development , the reduction of energy waste
and the reduction of pollution and equipped with
various sensing elements , placed in an intelligent way ,
with a simple and well-explanatory interface that it can
make everyone aware of the degree of sustainability of
the neighborhood at any time of the day.
The relationship between the residents will be also in the
form of civic media, geo-referenced platform that can
be used to narrate the evolution of the neighborhood
alerting the public administration for issues that will
arise over time. The presence of teleworking solutions
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within the home, to restrict the movement of urban
and suburban , will promote working solutions in
accordance with the rhythm of a better quality life .
Each resident will receive a terrain allotment and will
be guided by the agricultural company (chosen with a
public ban) for cultivating typical vegetation with
a biological methodology. Then residents have the
possibility to choose between two different possibilities:
cultivate agricultural products for their own family or
cultivate biological products in order to sell them to
privates (pubs, bar, and so on).
Direct selling is possible and could be a strong
incentives for those people that are new, disoriented
and which are, maybe, not interested in cultivating (as
the majority of autochthones) but we have to consider
some constraint.
We want citizens who participate in the social life of the
neighborhood physically and intellectually.
In this direction we think it’s time to overcome the
longstanding passive role of users, and involve
them. This would happen not by removing automation,
but by putting much more emphasis on documentation.
The RhOME house will not be a fully automated house,
but rather a fully documented house. We want users
to learn and participate to the system. We want our
house to be made of components from the Internet of

This data visualization platform will become a
digital mirror of the community life, collecting
information about energy consumptions of each
building, urban maintenance issues or citizens inputs,
public transportation (available bike/car sharing units,
parkings, bus timing), or social utilities. There will be an
icon advising for a “suspended coffee/sandwich”, one

Things: every component can send data: we will start
from systems, but also include data on windows and
doors: who and when opened them? We believe that
advanced instruments allow for more consciousness
and involvement. Our house will rely on a synergy of
active-passive behaviour, and this would be useless,
without people. That’s why we want to recall the knowhow that our grandmothers had. They knew very well,
often from instinct, but mostly from tradition, if and
how open curtains, let the air pass through, and so on.
There is no more need to exclude users, in order to
introduce technology and intelligence in systems. The
new digital consciousness can marry, in our approach,
the environmental awareness. The behavior should be
always available, and people should be able to share
it, or parts of it, in a social web platform. We image
the house as a node of a network of houses, all
one another connected . Social involvement today is
crucial, in technology, and energy saving systems have
to become part of this scenario. In order to do that,
we are building a “data visualization platform” that we
named dWell!, asking all our partners to open up data
from their system in order to aggregate them into this
series of tools. The name of the system, dWell!, is a play
on words that, extended, could sound like this: do well
to dwell well!

dWell! digital mirror

communicating about someone wishing to hangout or
the availability of underpriced goods at the market (to
avoid food waste).
All this “world” will also be accessible from smart
totems arranged in the neighborhood.
Tor Fiscale is not the only neighborhood on which we
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can implement our project: it’s a starting point.
In this context, Tor Fiscale is chosen as representative
neighborhood. On it the problems related to the
disorganized expansion have meant that the area,
despite the inherent potential that characterize it,
suffers of marginalization compared to surrounding
urban tissue. Lack of infrastructure, services and spaces

In the image above the green points shows the other semi-peripheral
district of Rome with the same problems of Tor Fiscale (which is the red
point).

designed for social aggregation and comparison are the
crucial points that the project want to solve.
As a result of investigations, we created a map which
shows some districts of Rome which have similar
characteristics to the one on which we are focused: Tor
Fiscale.
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5.6.2. URBAN DESIGN, TRANSPORTATION AND
AFFORDABILITY (UDTA)

Urban Design Strategies
The fundamental aim that the RhOME project
proposes is to revitalize urban areas along the route
of the aqueducts, primarily through the demolition
of illegal and spontaneous buildings that are insisting
on archaeological inventories. The freed space, in
continuity with empty areas already set up in the park,

Urban project masterplan

crossed by the aqueduct and dotted with archaeological
ruins, can satisfy its vocation to become a shared
public space. Through interventions, these fragments
will be joined in a larger system forming a continuous
structure of the Park of which follows the route of the
aqueduct and the railroad, offering an alternative path
and pedestrian mobility.
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Density
By strategically increasing the number of dwelling
units per acre, cities not only will go a long way toward
meeting their sustainability objectives, but also will be
competitive, resilient, and great places to live.
Density has become a highly charged topic in
development today. In many communities, the news
of a potential project that proposes to increase the
number of dwelling units per acre can unleash an
uproar by neighbors. This is unfortunate as density
is a tool to create a more sustainable city while at the
same time helping to preserve agricultural land
and the open space beyond its borders. Furthermore,
strategic densification offers positive benefits far
beyond an individual metropolitan area: after all, given
the continued growth in world population and the
continued migration of people to cities across the
globe, the densification of all urban settlements-when
done properly-can play a critical role in improving the
health of the planet as a whole.
The purpose of Rhome is therefore to redensify the
district of Tor Fiscale through the release of the area
from the illegal constructions and the rediscovery
the ancient route of the “Via Latina”, which is, in part,
already a “open-air museum”, converting the space
next to the Aqueduct in public green areas, widening
the boundaries of the Park of Appia Antica, where the
area is placed, and reducing by 80% the use of soil.
A Complete, Walkable Community
A sustainable community needs to be structured
into
complete,
well-connected,
mixed-use
neighborhoods that allow residents to work, live, play,
shop, and learn within a convenient walking or transit
distance. A diverse mix of housing reflecting a range of
incomes, family sizes, and ages should exist. Commercial
areas should offer office, retail, and commercial space,
in addition to residential and community amenities.
With the RhOME project we’ll not build just a new
home for those who are now living in the barracks, but

the apartments which we have planned are a 42% more
than those which we demolish, in order to respond
to the problem of “home emergency”. The new
inhabitants with which the project will have to deal are
generally young couples, singles with children, students
or temporary workers.
We talk about social housing whose structure follows
the principle to give back, on the one hand, the house
to the inhabitants which live in all those areas where we
have planned the demolition and, on the other, tries to
give solutions to all that part of the population which
does not find its place in the current housing offer. It
depends not only because of problems of affordability
but also because of the radical change that is
affecting the lifestyles and the family structure.
Density that is well designed and assembled makes
transit and retail more viable, supports more schools
and services close to homes, and supports the clustering
of development so as to better preserve natural areas.
Higher densities make walkability possible, and great
design makes it enjoyable.
How RhOME’s project resolves the problem
of urban density:
The intention of RhOME project is to free new soil
and redensify the area of the project. By demolishing
the fatiscent houses, we will free 80% of the soil of
the area. The freed soil will become again part of the
green park (as it was prior to its illegal occupation). The
new houses will be grouped into multi-storey buildings
which will allow to build much more housing units
while occupying much less soil (Re-densify). The new
buildings will have an height of maximum 5 storeys, in
order to allow their integration with the surrounding
context (small low houses). To densify the area
means also to bring many benefits in term of social,
architectural and urban sustainability, and in terms of
energy impact.
Before the intervention:
Before RhOME’s intervention, the district of Tor
Fiscale was a residential neighbourhood, characterized
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Images showing the fatiscent barracks before the intervention (left) and
the new re-densified district with services and public space (right).

mainly by low single-family houses and with no public
space, but only fences of (illegally) privatized areas.
The neighbourhood was totally lacking in services:
the only commercial activity of the district was a small
bar. For anything you needed it was necessary to take
the private vehicle (to go to the supermarket, to take the
kids to the nursery, etc.). In addition, the low density of
the old neighbourhood made it impossible to install an
efficient public transport system (there was only one
bus line with very rare runs), and the nearest subway
station is located at 1,2 km: close, but not enough to
allow everyone to get there by feet.
After the intervention:
RhOME’s project aims at solving these problems
through the re-densification of the district of Tor
Fiscale. This re-densification will occur through
the demolition of the aforementioned fatiscent
houses (too damaged to allow the restructuring), the
construction of new multi-storey buildings and the
realization of urban public spaces. The new buildings
are located in the urban voids present along the old
“Via Latina”, following the municipal land use planning
(to make it actually feasible). The new buildings host
services on the ground floor (a supermarket, a nursery,
etc..) and in the new public urban spaces: a playground,
a local market (that sells local products of agricultural
cooperatives), FabLab and coworking areas.
Moreover, the density of the new district allows to install
an enhanced network of public transport; a grid of
bike paths and a bike-sharing and car-sharing. The bike
path is designed to connect the new neighbourhood to
the metro station and to the park’s route of the “Parco
della Caffarella” and “Parco dell’Appia Antica”, now
connected by the new district.
The area for the new buildings was chosen with both
architectural criteria (to extend the old “Via Latina”,
one of the most important historical street of ancient
Rome, with the realization of a green path that joins

the two parks) and sustainability criteria: we placed new
buildings next to the existing infrastructure and roads.
This will allow us to avoid the occupation/cementation
of new land to build new infrastructure (roads , etc..).
Finally, to avoid noise problems due the passage of a
higher (but anyway few) number of vehicles in the new
densified zone, the area within the neighborhood is
purely pedestrian, with the exception of a small service
road where it has been predetermined the limit of 30
km/h.
Thanks to the re-densification of the district we intend
to make alive the neighborhood, which will become an
new attractive pole for all the district and for all the city;
to encourage the use of public transport or bicycle, and
to limit the need to move due to the addition of the
new district’s services, even reducing the urbanized soil.
RhOME’s project for Tor Fiscale is part of a larger
project of redevelopment and re-densification of the
semi-peripheral areas characterized predominantly by
the same problems and potentiality: the presence of
low-density illegal houses, which creates an archipelago
of private lands, invading the public and green soil, and
depriving the city of its cultural identity (represented by
the aqueducts).
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Well-designed Open Spaces
The open space in a sustainable community should
accommodate both community and ecological needs,
including protecting key environmental areas or
functions, enhancing habitat through urban landscape
design, offering significant recreation opportunities for
people of all ages, and providing places to grow food
in the city.

mobility by linking all the areas with a well-designed
network of paths, and by designing local peatonal
streets and paths to support all ways of getting around,
rather than emphasizing vehicular needs. Streets also
address other environmental and social objectives such
as stormwater management, trees and bird habitat,
urban agriculture, and playground areas.

The typological variety of spaces is ensured through
the gradual articulation of public, semi-public,
semi-private and private spaces, as well as through a
differentiation of intended use.
The design of the built environment tends to
reassemble areas which are currently characterized by
fragmentation, retaining some features of the existing
fabric.
The buildings oriented south-west/ north-east were
positioned in such a way as to avoid shadowing caused by
the adjacent buildings and are raised from the ground
providing a physical and perceptive permeability of
the public space. The project also reconsider the way
of living of the district, where buildings are always
characterized by a private outdoor space on the ground
floor used as a vegetable garden.

The role of RhOME’s project is also to provide as
many alternatives to the car as possible, including
planning for convenient public transport services, and
supporting shared-car opportunities to reduce the need
for single-person auto use. Also an intelligent parking
strategies should gradually reduce car use and ownership,
and parking design should minimize landscape
disruption. The presence of three parking hub next
to the new implemented public transport’s stations
is part of this strateg y (with ec sensible economical
conventions for those who use the bike -sharing or the
public transport ).

The intent is to produce attractions and opportunities
for the users (residents, city users and companies) and
for investors. The project will have to consider the
needs and challenges of contemporary society: new
ways of living, working and socializing.

The RhOME urban project is characterized by two
polarity: the civic center, which can be considered a
cultural place, and the “Vacchereccia”, the agricultural
cooperative seat. The elements which provide a link to
these two entities are the paths that runs through the
neighborhood, meeting sometimes in equipped squares.
These paths are planned in such a way that a hierarchy
of the connections, vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian, is
guaranteed.

A Low-Impact Transportation System:
Transportation & Viability solutions associated to the district
RhOME’s project prioritize pedestrian and cyclist

One of the goals in the project area is to guarantee
a multiplicity of pedestrian paths that runs along the
buildings in which, on the ground floor, a variety of
services is located. The main pedestrian paths links the
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parking area on the Via Appia and the two big green
parks. In some cases the pedestrian paths are equipped
with bike trails which lead inside the park until reaching
the main hubs of the public transport, the kindergarten,
the agricultural allotments, and the park with the
aqueduct, a space where it’s possible to spend part of
everyday life or, at least, a place which also becomes
part of the housing project.
For encouraging the sustainable mobility, we took
into account the following solutions:
•
pedestrian and bicycle paths, well connected to the
public transport hobs
•
Car and bike sharing
•
Tramway line
•
Railway station
Currently (before the intervention) low density of
the area don’t allows the establishment of an efficient
mobility network: there are only one metro station (a bit
far, 1.2 km from the district) that connects the district
to the city-centre, and some very rare bus lines. No
more public transport means were running through the
district, and the lack of neighborhood services made
it necessary the use of cars or private vehicles for any
need.
Through the densification of the district we will be
able to establish an efficient network of sustainable
mobility: we will create a peatonal island inside the
neighborhood (interrupted only by one service street,
where we established the limit of 30 km/h). Through
the main pedestrian pathways, which runs through the
park, it’s possible to access to the public services.
The public space of the neighborhood becomes an
integrated system with the city-centre and with the
city Parks through the creation of pedestrian and
bike paths. The bike sharing service changes the area’s
identity into a “car free” neighborhood, with the aim
of encouraging the slow mobility. The connection with

the main hubs for transport is facilitated by the creation
of new routes and the upgrading of the existing ones.
In fact, through an efficient bicycle path network, the
neighborhood is well connected to the metro station,
to the main polarities of the district, to the new railway
station, to the new public-transports hub and to the
parks, which can connect to the city centre. Three bikesharing stations are provided, in three strategical points
of the district, next to the vehicular hubs. This way, we
encourage the slow mobility.
Then, we decided to rehabilitate the old tram line,
which in the first part will take advantage of existing
infrastructure and from San Giovanni the old tram
infrastructure, the seat in the middle of the street is still
present. The tram line connects the neighborhood to the
city centre. We decided to use the Tram as main public
transport mean, because after an attent environmental
evaluation tram resulted to be the greenest mean of
public transport, for energy efficiency, and energy
recovery (kinetic energy re-inserted into the line). In
addition to the run rails and modern trams provide more
stability and comfort than equivalent road vehicle. Under
the same consideration, we decided to rehabilitate also
the near railway station of Tuscolano, which connects
the neighborhood also with the suburban districts on
the “Castels line” (Albano / Velletri / Frascati) from
and to Rome.
The public space is characterized by a functional mix
of services:
•
the neighborhood market, located near the
Vacchereccia;
•
bars and restaurants in the terminal part of the
pedestrian routes, close to the park;
•
a nursery which is able to ensure the protection of
the children because of its location, the pedestrian
area, in a system of public spaces of different
entities.
New bike lanes, the rehabilitation of the old tram
line along the “Via Appia”, the promotion of slow
mobility are some of the strategies adopted to extend
the redevelopment of the neighborhood also to the
mobility system. The change will invest the driveways
running inside the new district, transformed into
“Zone 30”, where the space will not be mostly
dedicated to cars. The route of the existing railway,
which currently represent a strong separation from the
Tuscolano neighborhood, will be used as a rail stop of
regional services in accordance with the urban planning
regulations. Moreover, the new district will connect the
two near parks through bicycle paths, starting a green
network of open-air cyclable spaces.
This way, the new district will represent a strong hub of
sustainable-mobility for the interchanging with the citycentre, with the parks (and the new green network of
parks), and with all the region, even remaining a slowmobility and peatonal district. It’s a 360° sustainable
mobility district.
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[for further information on sustainable mobility network and its
economical feature see par. 5.1.4. “Transportation and Mobility
Strategies”]
The importance of green urban areas
While green spaces provide opportunities to participate
in sport and leisure activities, to commune with nature
and wildlife, and to increase property values and
investment, they also have a significant impact on
the social sustainability of cities. However, the social
dimension of green spaces – particularly in dense
urban environments – is largely overlooked. Research
that does address social aspects of green spaces has
focused on the role urban green spaces play in
social interaction and inclusion, cultural identity,
and community development. Such social purposes
are essential for the livability of cities.
The energy balance of urban areas is strongly conditioned
by the presence of the building, of impermeable areas,
of streets and parkings, which reduces the drainant
surfaces and increases the concentration of volatile
substances derived by fossil fuels.
For these reasons, in RhOME’s project the urban green
has strongly been taken into consideration. The project
area is situated between the two parks “Parco della
Caffarella” and “Parco degli Acquedotti” (two historical
and important green lungs of the city), and has the
objective to connect these two parks, through the

Green and cultural tourism through some areas of the Park of Aqueducts

creation of a new green corridor which invades
the project area. This way, residents will enjoy all the
benefits associated with the presence of green areas,
both at the micro-climatic at the social level. It’s the
first step towards the creation of a network of green
areas, all well connected one to another, which will
represent a reference point for the city. These green
network will contribute to keep a strong synergy citynature, highly possible in Rome due to the presence of
wide green parks in the heart of the city. This way, we
also intend to encourage green tourism, that, through
a cyclo-peatonal path, brings to the rediscovery of
vast natural roman areas, enhanced by the presence of
roman ruins. A sustainable tourism, mostly addressed to
roman citizens who will find in these park network an
opportunity to escape from the city caos, with cultural,
social and educational paths.
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The green corridor invades and is integrated into
the new urban district. The benefits linked to the
presence of vast green areas in the district are
several, among which: to avoid the formation of
heating pond, to upgrade the micro-climate conditions
(it will facilitate natural ventilation and summer cooling),
to improve the social sustainability and to restore the
close relationship human-nature which got missed (due
to the abusiveness, that took possession both of the
aqueduct and of some areas of the park).
Even today one of the most significant system of
control for micro-climatic conditions of outdoor
spaces is the vegetation, which, if used properly, can
determinate a consistent improvement on microclimatic conditions. In fact, the presence of a big park
next to the area of project will have a positive effect of
summer cooling (very important in the mediterranean
climate of Rome), and will maintain controlled the air
temperature, leading to a significant reduction of 2-4
°C, compared to a built environment.
Moreover, trees and plants absorb the direct radiation,
without reflecting it on the surrounding environment: an
area of 100 sqm of high plants can reach a transpiration
level of 50.000 liters/day, thus subtracting to the
surrounding environment almost 31.650 cal (otherwise
absorbed by the buildings and then released as heat).
Thus, plants and trees allows to avoid the formation of
urban heat islands. Thanks to the vast green areas in the
project and due to the release of 80% of the ground
we have removed the condition of urban heat island
from the area of project. Finally, the presence of vast
green areas will lead to a better air quality, fundamental
to increase the quality of life.
In the new green areas we will plant local typical and
spontaneous vegetation, with the purpose to preserve
the mediterranean ecosystem and biodiversity.
This will positively affect both the environment (flora
and fauna) and the water consumption associated to
the irrigation of green areas (not necessary, as we use a
spontaneous and autochthonous vegetation).
Finally, in some areas of the park we will restore the
agricultural character of the area (part of the ancient
“Roman agre”), through a sustainable and non-intensive
agriculture, managed by local agricultural cooperatives
and new house’s tenants.
The reconnection of the two parks is the first step
towards a larger system: through similar interventions
as the one of Tor Fiscale, we intend to intervene in
other peripheral areas of Rome which have the same
problems and potentialities. Using green corridors (in
the other new districts) and green areas, we will create
a network of green open spaces, making it possible to
connect the new sustainable neighborhoods, catalysts
of new services, one to another through cycling and
walking paths in middle of the green.
Zero-impact Agriculture
In some of the green areas of Tor Fiscale we intend to
restore the agricultural character which has been
typical of this area for centuries. The area was part
of the Roman “agro”, an almost entirely agricultural

area that extended outside the walls of Rome. We want
to establish a sustainable and totally km 0 agriculture:
an agriculture with a very low environmental impact.
The new areas will be managed by the agricultural
cooperatives of the district and by the housing tenants
(which will receive the management of an agricultural
allotment) thus avoiding a set of intensive agriculture
that would be harmful to the soil and the environment.
Moreover, in order to set a closer relationship between
the inhabitants and the nature and agriculture, each
house of the new district will have the possibility to
manage a small agricultural lot.
The key points of the sustainable agriculture established
in the new district are the following::
•
An agriculture operated by local small economic
entities grouped into agricultural cooperatives.
These stakeholders are the residents of the new
district (destinataries of a tot. of square meters of
agricultural land) and other people interested in the
lots.
•
The re-use of filtered rainwater and greywater
(collected from the buildings) for the irrigation of
the fields. [for further information see paragraph “5.5.8 .
Water”]
•
To use natural compost derived from the organic
waste of the neighborhood. In this way we avoid
using chemical fertilizers that deplete the soil and
pollute ground water (eutrophication).
•
The use of natural techniques to repel agricultural
pests (insects, weeds, etc.). We will use the pushand-pull technique, which uses repellent plants
(Push) and trapping plants (Pull) for pests. This
way, we avoid to use chemical repellents, which
pollute the environment and alter the ecosystem
and biodiversity .
•
The use of typical local crops to preserve the
biodiversity of the ecosystem of the Roman “agro”.
•
To sell the products in the local market in order to
create an agricultural system at zero kilometers.
We intend to create a sustainable agricultural system
and totally km 0: the compost comes from the district;
it is used to fertilize the fields of the district, the fields
are worked by a cooperative of mainly local residents
(with as consequent a minor need for travel by private
vehicles, as they work where they live) and the products
of the fields are resold within the same neighborhood
(to the local market, the district’s restaurants, the
neighborhood’s bars).
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Relation between transport and housing
energy
Transport and energy consumption is an increasingly
important topic in the light of global warming,
sustainability and (even) energy security issues.
Buildings and transport together account for almost
70% of overall final energy consumption. There is an
enormous potential for saving energy. In order to meet
our climate change targets, we want to make optimum
use of all options available.
Through the design strategies described in the
paragraph, we will be able to significantly reduce the
house’s consumption, and we will consequently be able
to produce more energy than we consume. The idea
is that part of the surplus energy generated by the
house is stored in suitable high-capacity batteries
and used to recharge electric vehicles and to
activate the smart network. The surplus electricity
generated by the house can be fed into the grid or
used for electric mobility (car, motorcycle, bicycle, and
buses). These batteries will be also used for alimentate
the neighborhood activities: mainly for recharging the
car-sharing station, but also for the smart network of
the district, such as the artificial lighting or even for the
same dwellings during the night, while more energy is
needed and there is no energy production.
We see building and transport as a unit. It is
important to take the charging infrastructure into
account, in particular when constructing new buildings.
With our energy plus house we will go even further.
We want to demonstrate that a family can use the
energy generated by the house also for their mobility.
Our buildings produce 37% more energy as they
consume. Through this surplus energy, each group of
new buildings will charge the high-capacity batteries

placed in the nearest mobility hub present into the
district. This way, through these batteries it would be
possible to charge the car sharing vehicles, and also
electrical bikes. Moreover in the mobility hubs there will
be bus stops with inductive electric bus charging. Thus,
the surplus energy can be used for charge electrical
vehicles.: for now, mostly for electrical cars (as it is
the first pilot project of a smart district in Rome), but
with the intention to spread in the future a smart-grid
through the new smart districts, which would allow the
charge mainly of public transport vehicles. This first
inductive electric bus charging at the bus stop will be
the prime trial, a study case for the future development
of a smart-grid in all its meaning: a continuous chain
of energy, with low need of energy transportation (and
consequent energy losses) due to the localization of the
production-consumption of energy within the same
site.
Artificial Lighting of outdoor spaces
Like every part of our project, also the outdoor lighting
system does not want to be obvious. We want to have
a smart and sustainable lighting system. For this
reason we are developing and studying three possible
solutions:
1. One possibility is to use a smart lighting grid, with
sensors of mobility and of outside lighting conditions.
Through the sensors the outdoor light regulates the
flux of light, according to the exterior conditions (as
example, if a car is passing, or is parked with the light
on, the need of night light will be lower, so the lamps
will regulate the flux in order to consistently low the
energy consumption). This smart grid will be integrated
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in the smart grid of the new district, and will lead to a
consistent energy-saving for night lighting. Moreover,
due to the use of photoluminescent materials in some
public areas, the need for artificial lighting will be even
lower.
2. Another possibility is to use an innovative lamppost
for external similar to the one called “Gaon Street
Light”. This source of outdoor lighting is powered by
organic waste which produce energy, generating light.
Thanks to the composting process, this lamp does
not use the electricity produced by the city network,
providing the necessary light amount. The lamppost
on the environment, has a double advantage: Makes
the most of the organic raw material in abundance and
Using compost, generates methane without wasting
energy.
3. The third is to use an illuminating way to encourage
battery recycling similar to the one called “Energy
Seed” . The street lamp is powered by the residual
energy left in spent batteries, establishing an immediate
visual connection with the act of recycling. Simply
deposit your dead batteries in the cylindrical storage
compartment and their energy is pooled to power a
luminescent LED halo.

Flexibility, adaptability and affordability
The project begins with the demolition of illegal houses
from archeological sites and area that is protected
by legal and environmental constraint followed by
the expropriation of the territories by the Public
Administration. The designer, on the other side, will
economize part of the costs reutilizing discards
from demolition. These discards will be used, if
possible, to build the new sustainable houses.
Our “witness” will be focused on the need of temporary
users, who don’t want to hold their house but just use it
as asset and people, whose houses are been demolished,
and which are interested in economical, accessible and
socially sustainable accommodations. Some conflicts
could born between those two communities: the local
one, consolidate and the new one, disoriented at the
first time. These are the conflict we want to avoid
satisfying the lack of encounter, socialization and
“contamination” spaces, integration is possible!
Structural and Architectural Flexibility
RhOME’s house is a modular and prefabricated
house (with a beams and columns structure) which
can be expanded or narrowed according to the need.
In fact, the regular shape and structure of the building
and the presence of the habitable loggias with modular
dimensions, allows an high flexibility of use. We are in
a social situation guided by the “temporariness”, that
is the era where the condition of the family nucleus
are in continuous evolution and changing: some

families becomes bigger with children, but also there
are some family that becomes smaller due to the more
and more frequent marriage breakdown, which leads
to small familiar nucleus of one parent and one child.
Our intention is to give an answer to this demain of
temporariness and variation, through a modular
structure easily adaptable to the new needs. Indeed,
through the occupation of the loggias it is possible to
create a new room, extending the house dimensions
anytime, according to the new exigencies of the family,
continuously in evolution. The same is true for the
partitioning of the house: the beam and columns
modular structure allows the flexibility in internal
distribution and allows a the partitioning of a big house
in two smaller units.
It means also to have high flexibility according to
the economical situation of the family: buying before a
small house for economical problems, and extending it
while having more money and needs for a child’s room;
or, in the opposite case, buy a bigger house and then
partitioning it in two houses when the child’s get bigger
(or in case of separation).
This flexibility also has architectural meaning: it aims
at to the spontaneity of or Fiscale’s local architecture,
which had continuously changed over time depending
on their family needs.
In addition, the modular structure of beams and
columns allows a high flexibility of use in the event of
conversion of the building to a new use (for example,
to be used as an office), through the possibility to move
or remove the walls, while respecting the modular step.
This high level of flexibility of use (architectural, social
and economical flexibility) increases significantly
the lifetime of the building (thereby increasing the
sustainability), because it allows the adaptability to
various needs.

Maintenance Requirements
An area that appears to be sustainable at the beginning
will not necessarily be thus sustainable also in the coming
years, because an excessive needs for maintenance could
affect negatively its sustainability. For this reason, we
have paid great attention in predicting the future impact
of the quarter related to the maintenance requirements.
The design choice keeps very low the necessity of
maintenance, due to the intelligent choice of coating
materials, urban materials, and the type of green used.
Regarding the building, the elements most subjected
to damages (due to weather-beaten) are the exterior
coatings, made of “opus signinum” (groundfloor
basement’s coating) and of “Trespa” (residential
storey’s coating).
Both are materials with low maintenance requirements:
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COCCIOPESTO (“opus signinum”): The
basement of the buildings has a coating of “opus
signinum”, which lasts 20 years or more, and the
only maintenance to be carried out is to put a
slight layer of new cocciopesto clay in order to
level the imperfection of the wall, if necessary. It
also ensures maximum durability to the underlying
layers, because it acts as a waterproofing agent. The
old cocciopesto layer do not need to be removed.
In addition, it’s a zero km material: in the mix
are reused the bricks taken from the selective
demolition of the barracks, mixed with drinking
water (abundantly present in the area of project).
TRESPA: The external covering of the residential
storeys is made of TRESPA (high pressure laminated
wood panel), which is, by its nature, very resistant
to all the weather conditions (due to its production
process). It’s so resistant that it lasts for the whole
life of the building, without the need for special
maintenance. As regards the outdoor urban areas,
we paid attention to both the sustainability and
the high permeability (which reduces the damage
caused by overflooding) of materials, considering
also their low request for maintenance and littleimpact of upkeep.

•

FILTERPAVE: The outdoor peatonal areas
are covered by the high-draining and recycled
innovative material “Filterpave”, which is a porous
pavement made in 50% by post-consumer recycled
glass (which comes 100% from local recycle). The
high draining qualities of this material (up to 70%)
allows no exceptional maintenance requirement,
but only ordinary maintenance. The overcoat needs
to be remade each 15-20 years, but with a very low
impact as it uses recycled resources (it also can be
100% recycled and re-immitted in the productive
process).

•

RECYCLED RUBBER PANELS: Some outdoor
areas the bicycle paths are covered by recycled
rubber panels with high draining qualities. The
impact-absorbing panel is realized with recycled
gum with fine granules, which is high resistant
and highly draining. The gum is hardened with
the Sulphur. The high resistance of this panel and
its elevate draining qualities allows the absence
of maintenance needs and high durability to
meteorological agents.

•

INNOVATIVE ASPHALT: We intend to use
asphalt with high draining capacities and very
high resistance, thanks to the innovative use of
recycled old pneumatics in the conglomerate. This
combination allows to obtain a flooring which
has superior performances compared to those
of traditional asphalt in duration and resistance
to atmospheric agents (making maintenance
operations required less frequent).

The green areas will require very little maintenance
(or almost nothing), thanks to the use of a typical and
spontaneous vegetation (such as maritime pines, plane
tree, poplar, Prunus, etc..) and typical local aromatic
herbs (rosemary, laurel, etc...) that need little or no use
of water to be maintained (in addition to rainwater).
When it’s necessary to use more water (ex. in summer)
we will irrigate these green areas using the filtered
greywater and rainwater collected from the building. In
this way we cut down to the minimum the waste of
water related to the maintenance of green areas.
Finally, the use of sustainable agriculture allows to
minimize also the maintenance linked to agricultural
fields. In fact, by using natural organic fertilizers we
avoid to use chemical fertilizers. The use of chemicals
would dry and stress the terrain, and it would be
required heavy and continuous maintenance (ex. using
other chemical treatments to fertilize again the terrain).
Instead, we will use natural techniques: with organic
compost and rotational crops it is respected the natural
fertility of the earth, and no further treatment for
maintenance is required.
[for further information on maintenance requirements of materials
see par. 5.5.5. “Materials”]
Why the production of these houses has a
reduced impact on sustainability
Prefabricated housing has the potential to offer
significant environmental benefits: stronger, betterinsulated structures; less waste from construction;
reduced transportation impacts; and, in some cases,
easier disassembly for reuse. Prefabricated construction
also has the potential, given the efficiency of factory
production, to deliver these benefits at a lower cost
than site-built housing.
The energy and environmental impact associated to
the production of RhOME’s houses is very low for
several reasons: the prefabrication; the use of a wood
technology aimed at having a lightweight structure; the
re-use of waste materials in the production process;
the dry-assembly of the construction, and the low
energetical and CO2 impact of the materials used.
First of all, the wood has a very low embodied energy
and a minimum embodied CO2, and it’s a renewable
resource. In addition, due to its high calorific power,
the processing scraps (small pieces of wood, chips,
etc. ) are reused in the productive cycle as burning
material. This allows to consistently avoid processing
wastes. Moreover, for the production of a wooden
constructive element a lower quantity of energy is
required, comparing to any other common technology.
In fact, the wood is subjected to very few processing
before becoming a constructive element, unlike steel
and concrete, much more energy-consuming in the
production process.
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The wood constructive system requires a dry-assembly,
which allows the assembly of each material’s layer
without any alteration of the mechanical properties of
materials. Thanks to the dry-assembly of each layer, it
will be possible, at the end of life of the building, to
reuse all the components and layers of the package
of walls in a new construction. Even this second
operation will reduce to the minimum the waste linked
to the end of the life cycle of the building.

In numerical terms , the economic benefits of the
intervention of Rhome are the following :

Using a lightweight prefabricated system, the energy
associated to the construction and assembly phase will
be very limited, due the lightweight. Indeed, wood is the
most light technology: to raise 1 m3 of wood is needed
only 5.7% of the energy required to raise 1 m3 of steel!
And it is very performing too.
The production of wooden houses is also more
sustainable than the realization of concrete houses,
which requires lots of consumptions related to the
continuous functioning of the cement-mixing machines.

•

The costs reduction of this solution compared to
a traditional construction (concrete, wet-assembly) is
of the 30% of the entire intervention as to manpower
and transportation, of the 20% as to components’
production, and of 10% as to construction rapidity.
For these reasons a lightweight wooden prefabricated
structure is the most sustainable constructive typology,
regarding the productive process and the construction.
Economic Viability of industrialization
The prefabrication has a strong positive impact also
regarding the economic viability. A wooden structure
has high mechanical performances while remaining a
cheap material. The structural elements are very light,
which facilitates the processing and assembly on site,
which is faster and cheaper.
Moreover, the prefabrication allows a significant
economic savings in terms of labor and transport.
The fact that the parts are pre-assembled at the factory
reduces the time of construction, with a considerable
saving of time especially regarding multi-storey
buildings. As you finish a storey of the building, you can
complete the lower storey mounting even transparent
surfaces and equipment (In theory, a plan could be
inhabited , while you’re building the upper one).
The industrialization allows also substantial economic
saving. In fact, the materials are assembled in the factory,
so the constructive elements are delivered as preassembled. This will ensure a reduction in costs related
to transportation (due to the lightweight of the charge),
and will ensure that all the containers will travel full load
(or nearly), avoiding economic wastes and reducing the
environmental impact connected to transportation.
The means chosen to carry the components is the
train (where possible), a cheaper and more sustainable
alternative to the truck.

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Due to industrial production we will have a saving
of 30 %, compared to the a construction realized
on-site..
The production in series of all components allows
the reduction of the cost of up to 20% .
The reduced construction time allows a cost savings
of at least 10% of the total cost of the intervention.
The introduction of the thermodynamic and
photovoltaic panels allows the reduction of the
housing’s cost of management for the user of 30
%, while through the recycling of water and waste,
the reduction of the management costs is equal to
15% compared to a traditional lodging.
The economic advantage is given by the
management of the house by the tenants and by
the social cooperatives without additional cost over
the years; this benefit amounts equal to 30% .
The flexibility in the configuration of the housing
allows it to be adapted to future needs for new users
The cost of building that does not exceed € 1,200
/ sqm.
The introduction of new services; the reuse
of artifacts; and the transformations of space
previously allocated to other functions, allows an
adequate remuneration in relation to the cost of the
intervention.
The dry assembly of the materials and constructive
elements allows its reuse at the end of life. The
re-selling of the constructive elements will lead
to an economical future benefit for the following
generation.

Therefore, a lightweight prefabricated construction
system allows to significantly cut down the costs of
construction, and consequently to low the cost of
the house. This way, we have produces an accessible
house, that has as a consequence the creation of a mix
of people with different economical background,
essential for social sustainability and sense of
community.
Therefore, the prefabricated construction system leads
to a substantial economic benefit closely linked to the
concept of social sustainability in the neighborhood.
[for further information on the economic viability of the new
district see par. 5.1.2. “Market Viability of the product”]
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5.6.3. BIOCLIMATIC STRATEGIES: PASSIVE DESIGN
STRATEGIES

Team’s energy strategy

As a consequence of the climate analysis of our area
[please refer to Energy Efficiency Report] we focused on four
main aspect to manage:
•
•
•

•

the study of shadings to protect from the solar
radiation in summer,
the use of thermal masses as thermal shock
absorber,
the design of the envelope stratigraphy to avoid
losses and lessen the active system use (even though
a great attention was given to the synergy between
passive behaviour and the support of HVAC),
the research of the best orientation of the buildings
( a rectangular shape with the longer axis oriented
East West in our climate) in order to make the most
of the solar radiation.

The first goal we pursuit is to make all the bioclimatic
strategies work in every unit of our building. That
is why, first of all, we decided to provide as much as
possible the dwellings with a two side opening system.
The design of the loggias on both side of the dwellings
helps providing light and cross ventilation, furthermore
the loggias represent very comfortable spaces in

summer thanks to the heat chilling provided (passively)
by the thermodynamic panels integrated with the
balustrade. The compactness of the building was not
strongly wanted since a “lively” morphology allows a
better captation of natural ventilation.
Also a great attention was paid at the urban scale,
especially in the choice of materials (like the draining
paving and driveways that, letting the rainwater go to
the water management schemes, or the planning of
green areas and plants on the facades to avoid the heat
island effect.
[For detailed and technical information please refer to chapter
5.4.2 (C) Team Energy Strategy]

Project’s envelope
The largest contribution is given by the wood, which will
be used both for the finishing structural and insulating
layers.
One of the most important elements of the masonry
package is thermal mass, which will be realized through
the use of materials resulting from the planned
demolitions of urban regeneration intervention
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processes or otherwise from reusable materials because
unpackaged. This layer performs the function of
thermal flywheel, balancing the environments internal
temperature and absorbing the heat produced in excess
and returning it gradually over time.

Masonry stratigraphy

As a protection strategy against solar radiation and in
order to prevent the wall overheating is also planned a
ventilated wall system. To prevent the occurrence of
vapour condensation within the layers a vapour control
has been installed in the inner stratigraphy. This layer has
been studied to allow the crossing of the only vapour
quantity that can be managed by the other layers.
[for further information please see Energy Efficiency Report
5.4.1]
Glazing
The house is characterized by large windows for the
right amount of natural light. To prevent possible
inconveniences related to the large size of these
elements, the study of frames and transparent elements
is aimed at finding the best balance between thermal
insulation, solar gains management and interior lighting
quality. We will not use a glass with an elevate g factor
because we prefer to use external shadowing systems.
In order to have the correct quantity of light and and
ventilation we provide two loggias (one northern and
one southern), two windows (one on the southern side
and one on the western) and a ceiling window.
The northern and southern loggias, located at the
two opposite extremes of the house, ensures the

crossed ventilation and allows to have a cooler
exterior area for the summer period (the northern
loggia) and a more warm area for winter periods. The
exterior shading of the loggias is properly studied
and differentiated depending on solar exposure.
In fact, the northern loggia has very little shielding
only through the partial extension of the northwest
wall of the building, while it is open on the roof, in
order to ensure the presence of indirect and diffuse
lighting, and the shading of the direct solar irradiation
in the summertime. On the other side, the southern
loggia is provided by the mobile shading system
made of PV flexible panels. The PV shading can
be horizontally moved in order to guarantee the total
solar shading (summer) or the total freedom from any
shading (winter). Moreover, the flexible PV system
can have two configurations: it can be closed or it can
be partially raised (the part on the facade). This way,
it guarantee the possibility to change the shielding
according to the external conditions.
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Glazing disposition

Glazing disposition
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The Northern Loggia has two sliding windows: one
of 2,73 (B) x 2,171 (H) m for an area of 5,927 m2,
and the other one of 3,014 (B) x 2,171 (H) m for an
area of 6,5434 m2.
Also the Southern Loggia has two sliding windows:
one of 4,143 (B) x 2,171 (H) for an area of 8,994
m2 and the other one of 3,783 (B) x 2,171 (H) m
for an area of 8,2128 m2.

For the loggia’s windows we choose to use a lowemissive glass with three glasses and two argonfilled air interspace (of 16 mm). Both the external last
glass and the internal last glass are coated with a lowemissive strate. This way we will ensure to have high
values of insulation, minimizing thermal losses and
increasing the sustainability of our glazing system.
In particular, the interior low-emissive glass avoids the
thermal losses from the interior to the exterior (winter
case: maintain the heating inside the house), while the
external selective glass avoids the entrance of heating
from the exterior (summer -mediterranean- case:
maintain the external heat outside the house).
The glazing of these window is so composed (from
the interior to the exterior): 2x Float Glass 33.1 + 14
mm Argon 90% + 6 mm Low-emissive Float Glass
+ 14 mm Argon 90% + Selective Float Glass 33.1
(Selectivity: 1,4).
Moreover, in order to prevent thermal bridges, the
exterior glass of the windows is placed above all the
wood frame.
Two more windows contributes to raise lighting values
in the living-room: a western window and a southern
window.
The Western Window is of 1,856 (B) x 1,411 (H) m for
an area of 2,619 m2. It is shaded from the southern and
upper side.
Finally, the Southern Window is of 0,796 (B) x 2,171
(H) m for an area of 1,728 m2. It is shaded from the
western, eastern and upper side. For these two windows
we used the same glazing systems af the two loggia’s
glazings.

Glazing layers

Loggias’ and Window’s Glass:
Lighting Characteristics: EN 410:
Light Transmission (Tv %): 67
Light Reflection (ρv %): 16
Color Rendering Index (Ra %): 95
Energetic Characteristics: EN 410
Solar Gain (g %): 48
Energy Reflection (ρe %): 25
Direct Energy Transmission (Te %): 36
Energy Absorbtion αe (total): 40
Shading Coefficient SC: 0,55
UV Transmission (%): 0
Selectivity: 1,4
Thermal Properties: EN 673
Ug Value (W/m2K): 0,6
Finally, the two northern ceiling windows, of 1,34 (B)
x 0,98 (H) m each one, with surface of 2,48 m2 per
window, for a total of 2,626 m2 (More advanced details
on these windows will be provided in a few days).
These ceiling windows allows the entrance of reflected
indirect light, increasing the brightness of the house.
This way, we balance the visual complexive perception
of light, avoiding thus to have the slight glare by contrast
phenomena that the openings may cause. This led to an
energy saving, in terms of electricity used for balance
the lighting, and thus increases the sustainability in our
environment
The glazing of the ceiling window is so composed
(from the interior to the exterior): 6.8 mm (laminated
glass with PVB safety layer -internal-) + 12mm (argon)
+ 3mm (tempered) + 12mm (argon) + 4mm (tempered
- external-).The total thickness of the ceiling’s glass is
of 37,5 cm, with an Ug value (of the glass) of 0,7 W/
m2K.
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Ceiling Window’s Glass:
Lighting Characteristics: EN 410:
Light Transmission (Tv %): 69
Energetic Characteristics: EN 410
Solar Gain (g %): 50
Rw: 37 dB
Air tightness: class 4
Impermeability to water: class 9A
Thermal Properties: EN 673
Ug Value -glass- (W/m2K): 0,7
Uw Value -window- (W/m2K): 1,0
Daylight
Our climate ensures a large amount of light during the
entire year and the cloudy days are just a little percentage
of the total. That means that for our geographical
position natural daylight captation is not a primary goal.
Nevertheless since openings are extremely important,
on the other hand, to guarantee a good ventilation, a
great attention was given to openings dimension and
positioning.
Our beginning strategy was based on big large windows
localized on the loggias, backward positioned from the
facade, so to provide shading from direct radiation when

Average daylight factor of a building

needed. Since this approach may lead to an unbalanced
distribution of daylight, configuring a high enlightened
belt contrasting to some low enlightened ones,to best
solve this non-uniformity we developed a new solution
to provide daylight by other openings. A good example
to explain this new approach may be the ceiling window
on the north side: this opening is designed to apport
diffuse enlightening from above, with a white reflecting
wall that support it, in order to let the light get in deeply
in the central zone of the house.
To confirm our design strategies we wanted to perform
the analysis with various software: VELUX Daylight
Visualizer to check the quality of the lighting in the
apartments and Autodesk Ecotect to calculate the
depth of the lodges and the size of the shields.
The results confirms that we have, in each area of the
apartments, a value of the average daylight factor bigger
than 2%.
[The analysis with VELUX was performed for all the areas
of the building except spaces of distribution, stairwells and
bathrooms, where a factor less than 2% does not represent a
problem.]
For more verification we made two other analyzes: the
illuminance and luminance.
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The analyzes were carried out for various areas of
the apartments. The analyses reported here, made for
the hall of one of the apartments, are just taken as an
example.
The results have finally confirmed the correctness of
the design strategies.
The analysis of the luminance show that the apartments
have a good quality of light.
The analysis of illuminance show that the apartments
do not have glare situations.
In conclusion, the light, in addition to having a good
quality, is diffused evenly inside the apartments.
The final result, of course, are much more “open”
facades to the south and more “closed” to the north.

Space distribution

Spaces planning
The interior layout always guarantees the respect of
thermal standards and environments natural lighting
and for this reason has been produced taking into
account the following aspects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thermal comfort
Visual comfort
Cross ventilation promotion
Room occupancy duration / time.
Space usability
Architectural quality

We first started from general considerations in
distributing interior spaces:
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The position of the loggias in two opposite corners of
the plan, as to foster cross ventilation and natural light
income, set up a Z configuration that split the house
in two zones. The left one, striving to south, contains
the living room. This space, which extends for the
whole length of the house, takes advantage of the solar
radiation from south in winter (shaded in summer by the
lug of the loggia and the sliding pv screen), and gets the
most of the natural lighting from the north side loggia
and the skylight window (also on the northern side). A
large view on the exterior context and the height of the
ceiling foster a sense of big and comfortable space. It’s
proximity to the kitchen allows a functional use of the
space as a dining room.
The right one, with a lower ceiling, includes all the
functional spaces and equipment compartment. At the
center of the right side, the 3D core includes both the
kitchen and the bathroom.
The kitchen, facing the south side, is directly connected
to the loggia becoming a useful open space for open air
dining and of course making the most of the natural
light contribution. The bathroom, which is not in need
of natural light and ventilation is in the center of the
house.
The bedroom, that may be transformed in a working
space/office, is in the north side of the house, next
to the entrance, because of the minor need of solar
thermal radiation gains and due to the need of being
accessible (as office) without crossing the house.
Passive strategies
Please refer to BA drawings in Project Drawings
The climatic nature of our intervention area consist

in huge temperature gap from winter to summer.
This focus our passive strategies on the need of high
flexibility of the house configuration to fit to these
differences. The “collaboration” between permanent
elements (like insulating layers and thermal masses) the
natural cross ventilation (allowed when needed) and the
shading systems (fixed or moving) allows this versatility.
During winter the shading systems allow the income of
the solar radiation (also thanks to the low g coefficient
of the chosen glazing). That warm radiation, like
the heat supply given by electrical appliances or by
inhabitants themselves, contributes on increasing the
inner temperature. Thanks to the high performing
insulation of the masonry package, heat losses are
avoided. Now the thermal masses start working. A
sand layer in aluminium tubes, along all the inner
surface of the wall, provides not only a contribution
to the transmittance value of envelope and in the
phase shift of thermal wave but, in this case, is used
strategically as a thermal shock absorber to adjust
the internal temperature, like a thermal flywheel.
They harness the exceeding heat and give it back when
the solar radiation contribution is poor.
In summer, in spite of the huge rising of temperature,
the house behaviour is based on similar premise. The
house keeps itself insulated from the outside but the
shading systems don’t let the hot solar radiation get in.
In this way thermal masses need only to harness the
heat produced from the inside.
The significant difference from the winter behaviour
consist on the contribution of natural cross
ventilation: during the night windows are opened, the
fresh air from outside “washes” the walls, harnesses
the heat coming from the masses, reducing the walls’
temperature (that will start working from a lower
temperature in the morning).
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Natural Ventilation
The core principle of natural ventilation is the key to
a more sustainable future and the way we think about
passive systems. If these methods are integrated into
new home designs the energy consumption rate of a
residential home and its green house emissions will
dramatically decrease.

The wide openings connecting the north and south
side of the house promote a suitable cross-ventilation
to ensure a night cooling and washing of inertial
masses. The north side ceiling window provides an
efficient “chimney effect” that improves the cross
ventilation and the house cooling down. The sliding
shading system is moved away from the loggia to
guarantee the maximal cross ventilation.
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Semi-passive systems
They are little energy consuming equipment used both
in ventilation systems and air exchange and in sanitary
hot water production system. Such equipment, thanks
to a heat exchange between the incoming fluid and the
output one, can balance and reduce the temperature
gap, ensuring a high energy saving in the heat pump
operation and contributing to the indoor air quality
improvement. In particular the one working with the
hot water production system will not be used in the
competition phase since the ruled procedure in the
contest for the hot water production would not allow
the system to give its effort in energy savings.
We have studied through simulation that the use of
heat recovery system in the air exchange, lessen the use
of energy over than 20% in yearly basis.

Exterior
Design
conditions

and

microclimate

We also paid great attention to have an exterior design
that improves the microclimate conditions outside the
building.
At the urban scale, we improved the microclimatic
exterior conditions through the presence of vast green
areas; by using highly draining paving; and through the
liberation of permeable soil. In particular, the presence
of vast green areas in the neighborhood prevent the
formation of heat islands, facilitate natural ventilation
and summer cooling (reducing of 2- 4 °C air
temperature in the summer) and allow to have excellent

Air heat recovery system

microclimatic conditions in the entire district and in the
outdoor public spaces. Green areas have also positive
effects regarding the single housing units, which will
benefit from the best conditions of comfort, with less
need to use active systems. In particular, trees absorbs
the direct solar radiation without reflecting it on the
surrounding (without trees, the pavement would have
reflected the direct solar radiation on the buildings’
exterior envelope, which would lead to an overheating).
[for further information on the outdoor design of
green areas and the associated benefits please see in this
chapter the par 5.2.2. Urban Design and Trasportation
at the subtitle “The importance of green urban areas”]
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Regarding building envelope, as a strategy to optimize
the microclimate we use a micro-ventilated facade. The
dwelling’s micro-ventilated facade is composed by the
exterior wooden finishing system characterized by the
presence of a slight air cavity (opened at the top and at
the bottom) behind the exterior finishing of the facade.
The air cavity provokes a chimney-effect which starts
up an air ascensional motus that dries the water vapour
coming from the inside of the house. The combination
of the insulating coat with a micro-ventilated system
improves the performance of the insulation system and
helps to eliminate the presence of moisture in the walls.
On the rooftop, the presence of the pv-panels allows
to cover the roof from the direct solar radiation, and
avoids problems of summer overheating. Moreover,
also the rooftop will be subjected to micro-ventilation,
due to the interspace between the pv-panels and the
rooftop finishing.
Furthermore, on the southern facade the pv-panels
shading system allows the protection of the building
from the direct solar radiation, according to the
user’s need (who can choose among 3 pv-panels
configurations). Also this innovative solution will lead
to a significant improvement of the microclimate
conditions inside the dwelling.

The location of these pillars depends on the three truss
structures that support the sloped pitched roof. The
morphology of these truss structures is the result of a
mediation between the architectural requirements and
structural ones according to which the weight should
not be concentrated at specific points (as is the case
for the traditional frame structure) but distributed as
possible to cope with the poor resistance the land on
which the prototype will be built.

The combination of these two solutions (outdoor
design and exterior design) will lead to a significant
improvement of the microclimatic conditions in the
dwelling.

Energy used in construction
As we projected to built a lightweight dry-assembled
structure (with pre-assembled elements), expect to
have a very limited energy-consumption for the
construction phase. Indeed, prefabrication allows the
easy-assembly on site and the light weight of a wooden
structure allows less use of energy for the lifting and
assembly of the constructive elements.

5.6.4. CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM

Sustainable construction concept
The construction system of the aggregate can
be schematized into two main parts: the attack on
concrete ground and the residential part in wood.
On the prefabricated beams concrete walls are cast
in situ, on the top of which is placed a prefabricated
concrete grate beams that acts as a support for the
upper structure (articulated quadrilateral in wood).
The rigidity is ensured in the wooden part by walls
and floors in platform frame with the addition, where
necessary, steel S. Andrew crosses. The same division
between concrete and wood is applied for the vertical
distribution core. (concrete basement walls and floors
with other crosslam).
The foundation is being analyzed to find a typology
that allows not to interfere with the archaeological
heritage and makes the soil around the building as much
hydraulically permeable as possible.
Concerning the Versailles prototype, the structural
system is centered on the platform frame system, which
includes items that in the aggregate transmit vertical
loads: in fact, while in the aggregate there is a separate
chassis (which is in fact braced), in the prototype are
the walls which contain their the pillars inside, which
are nothing more than the vertical uprights oversized.

The choice of structural frame-wall typology (Platform
Frame) is motivated by an attention for sustainability,
lightness and quickness of installation. The main
strategy we are developing is to base our construction
system on advanced prefabrication, dry assembly and
on modules that fit standard transportation, done at
80% by train. Sustainability of transportation is also
helped by lightweight components, in wood where
thermal mass is added after assembly on site, using
natural and locally available materials, such as sand or
recovery materials from planned demolition, therefore
contributing to the waste management strategy.
Essentially, the containers will be transported by truck
from the railroad and loaded onto transporting goods
wagons by a bridge crane.

Below an estimation of energy consumption we
suppose during the construction phase:
For 1 building with 1 staircase , 3 tot apartments per
floor, and 4 floors total we need 648,674 mc concrete
and 2% (12,97 mc) steel which is used to make concrete
reinforcement.
Throughout the city , we need 7.784,088 mc of concrete
and steel of 155,68 mc to arm it .
1_Concrete Mixer (on truck):
water capacity : 300 liters
transport capacity of the kneaded material : 11 cubic
meters
The consumption of the truck without the installation
of the mixer is an average of 3.3 to 3.7 km per liter . By
installing the mixer 1 km / liter.
The concrete mixing plant is 10.0 miles far for each way
so we consume 10 liters of diesel .
The mixer in action consumes 6.7 liters / h . It is
estimated an average of 4 hours a day of action and
travel 4 .
We need 7.784 cubic meters of concrete.
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6.372 liters
6 372 / 144 * 42,3 = 1997,525 MJ
2_Tracked excavator:
we need to level the ground for the foundations . In
8 hours you dig about 1000 cubic meters. How much
should we dig ? Its consumption is 36.80 liters / h . We
have an area of 4.269,84 square meters for the project.
We have to dig 17.234 cubic meters.
There are about 18 hours of work
662,5 liters
662,5 / 144 * 42,3 = 194,6 MJ
3_the energy absorption of the crane is 80 kW/h
For 20 days working 8 hours a day ( 12.800 kWh )
For 30 working days 1 hour per day . (2,400 kWh)
Thus, the entire process consumes 15.200 kWh
Considering the ratio factor, the total energy absorption
of the crane, related to the single housing unit, is of:
15 200 / 12 = 1266 kWh
Construction waste
In order to minimize the construction
waste,
prefabrication can be one of the solutions. Further,
factory production can reduce wastage and
encourage recycling of construction waste, leading
to environmental protection and sustainability of the
industry.
Here below there are some observations about the waste
products which are mostly generated in construction
sites with similar characteristics to our:
1. Excavation terrain :
In many cantiers one of the most impacting waste from
construction is represented by the excavation terrain.
In our case, due to the good quality of the excavation
terrain, we will be able to reuse it as recovery terrain in
the same area (as indicated by the italian law: art. 10,
paragraph 10, Law 2/2009 exclusion from the waste of
the non contaminated terrain,also to be reused within
the same site).
Thus, we do not consider the disposal of the removed
excavation terrain, because it will be reused as recovery
terrain in the areas which were affected by the abusive
barracks.
2. Packaging
The construction components are pre-assembled at
the factory (Rubner), thus avoiding the waste related
to packaging for shipping. In fact, the constructive
elements will travel already assembled, with no need to
package each single material. For appliances, windows
and other elements to be installed on site, we will use

recyclable packaging (especially cardboard).
3. Prefabricated Concrete elements
For the foundation beams and other beams are
used concrete prefabricated elements, avoiding
the production of waste due to the formwork and
reinforcement steel bars.
4. Concrete
The concrete basement load bearing wall will be cast
in situ, which requires the use of formwork. For each
building the surface of the formwork to be used is of
546 square meters. We will use steel formwork, which
have the characteristic of being reusable. Thus, we will
not have any formwork waste. The steel reinforcement
bars scraps will be sent to recycle.
Water consumption
By having many prefabricated elements, the water
consumption is limited only to the basement (97
mc for each building) and to the ground floor corewall
(64 mc) which are the only parts for which concrete cast
in situ is expected. The total volume of this concrete is
the sum of
The total “concrete cast in situ” volume of the urban
project is approximately 1931 mc.
We expect, therefore, that water consumption will be
579,3 liters.
Social and economical aspects
Moving more of the construction process from the
building site into the relative safety of factory conditions,
where efficiency and control can be better managed,
has the potential to lead significant improvements in
both the quality and speed of construction compared
to traditional site-based construction. This can lead
to significant sustainability improvements. The
technical benefits may include increased speed of
production, reduced levels of defects and waste, greater
efficiency in the production process, and reduced
impact on the environment. This can also lead to
social benefits including improvements in health and
safety, more stable employment, and investment in
machinery and development of skills. Greater stability
in the manufacturing process also generates potential
economic benefits.
All of these contribute to the environmental, economic,
and social impact of the industry.
The high rate of prefabrication allows for a precise
control over construction and assembly time and
consequently on the total budget, but the RhOME
proposal adds to this strategy a solution for the the
problem of systems and equipment installation: we
concentrated all these elements in a specific component,
the 3D core, an entirely prefabricated wooden box
where all systems are pre-installed in order to ease the
assembling procedures on site. This kind of approach
provides, once the components are introduced in
a factory production line, a large scale affordable
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distribution on the market, allowing to have a high
sustainable and performative dwelling even in social
housing.
As known, embodied energy of the building materials
also holds in consideration the energy consumed for
their transportation from the place of production
to the construction site. Similarly, we believe it is

Transportation consumption comparison

very important to try to minimize the environmental
damage caused by transport of our prototype. On this
basis, from the planning stage, we have taken into
account the size of all the components, fitting in a
standard transportation container, so we can optimize
the transport. We decided to make rail transport
by considering the substantial difference in the
environmental impact of road transport and the train.
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Containers shipping

5.6.5. MATERIALS

Half of total energy consumption is located in the
building sector. It is, therefore, a perfect domain for
actions aimed at an important reduction of CO2
emissions. The first and most important step in order
to conceive a sustainable house is for sure to minimize
energy needs to reach comfort conditions, and only
later establish an energy production system based on
renewable sources. The most sustainable house is a
house that does not consume.

But this is not enough.
Examining the issue of energy used by building, we
must start necessarily on how a lot of energy is required
for the production and construction of these materials.
For some materials (aluminum, polyethylene) the
energy content of the product, obtained from recycled
materials (secondary raw material), is about 25-30%
times less than the one necessary for its production
through new raw materials: so, the use of recycled
materials is a great way to protect and safeguard the
environment.
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Synthetic table of materials impact - Prototype

The RhOME for denCity project will take into account
the global quantity of primary energy embodied
and global warming potential in all materials,
components and processes included in manufacturing,
transportation and erection of the building. According
to this information, during the design process
alternatives are evaluated with the aim of reaching the
highest level of global sustainability of the construction.
We selected materials to reduce energy consumption in
all their life, from the manufacturing to disposal. We
use renewable, recyclable, reusable materials. Following
is a detailed description of the classes we investigated
until now.
Prototype
For the choice of materials of the Prototype and of
the Urban District we used the same strategy. Anyway,
for the changing of scale we necessarily need to adopt
some modifies. We list above the materials used in the
Prototype.
Structure – structural beams - Glue Laminated
Timber
Wood elements are produced from trees, a naturally
renewable resource. Waste is virtually eliminated when
trees are used to make wood products. Bark, trims and
sawdust are used as an energy source to help power wood
production facilities. It takes far less energy and fossil

fuels to produce wood products than to manufacture
concrete and steel. The durability of wood products
contributes to the long life of a home. Wood products
also store carbon, reducing the amount of carbon in
the atmosphere. At the end of their initial service life,
wood products are easily recycled for other uses. Wood
contributes fewer greenhouse gas emissions than nonrenewable steel and concrete.
As trees grow, they remove and store carbon from
the atmosphere. Forest management increases carbon
storage by harvesting slower growing trees and replacing
them with younger trees. Wood products, such as
lumber and furniture, store carbon during their life
cycle. They are 50 percent carbon by weight. Recycling
wood products allows them to continue to store carbon
indefinitely.
We use wood from forests certified and with controlled
reforestation.
Renewable: Is a naturally renewable resource.
Recyclable material: Is 100% recyclable
Reusable: The wood products are easily employed in
other uses.
Embodied energy: 0,288 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: -1,42 kg Co2 / kg
Life expectancy: Whole life of the building
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Transport (Local context): from Casteldarne (Italy Bolzano) 152 km by truck, 503 km by train
Structure – slabs 3D core - X-LAM Wood panels
(Cross-laminated solid timber boards)
The Cross-laminated solid timber boards are boards of
boards of solid wood glued cross-laminated. The panel
X-LAM is composed of three or more layers crossed
each other at 90°. The tables used for the composition
initially are dried, combined with a comb joints and
glue in order to make the table a single body. Finally,
impregnating products are applied on the panels in
order to protect the wood from fungi, insects and
moisture. Crosslam panels have a good resistance and
an high insulating power. They require very few time
for being assembled.
Renewable: Is a naturally renewable resource.
Recyclable material: Due to the use of glues, X-LAM
panels can not be remitted in the productive process
Reusable: The wood products are easily employed in
other uses.
Embodied energy: 7,8 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: -1,42 kg Co2 / kg
Life expectancy: Whole life of the building
Transport (Local context): from Casteldarne (Italy Bolzano) 152 km by truck, 503 km by train
Structure – walls and floor stratigraphy - Structural
Wood Panel (Superpan)
The Structural Wood Panel “SuperPan” consists of two
external MDF faces of 4 mm each one, and a core of
10 mm of chipboard (in percentage: 44% MDF and
56% chipboard). The main characteristic of superPan is
that it has a better resistance to bending than a particle
board; so machining, screwing and hammering works
are better of quality. It allows a considerable reduction
of surface chipping and tool wear.
MDF (44% of the SuperPan sandwich):
Medium Density Fiberboard is a material made from
heavily-compressed wood fibres. The raw material for
the production of MDF panels is the wood wastes
of production (generally softwood). The refinery
to transform the wood in fibre occurs through the
grinding machine which interrupts the existing wooden
connections. The wood fibre is then immersed in water
and, thanks to warm vapour and chemical treatments
based on alkaline substances which debilitates lignin’s
connections order to form a wooden mould. The
refinery can be made through two processes: dry or
humid processes. In the dry process, the exsiccation
of wooden fibres is made through warm air, with the
addition resins (usually US o PF resins) to the fibres. The
bonded fibres are then placed to form a mattress which
is then compressed in various steps and compacted.
In the humid process, instead, the fibres are bounded
through water, and without the use of resins: the lignin
is used as bonder (transforming in a thermoplastic
adhesive). Then, the mattress of bounded wood fibres

is pressed in three steps (with the third step at high
temperatures, up to 210 °C) and so compacted.
Chipboard (56% of the SuperPan sandwich):
Particle board is manufactured made primarily by
combining discarded wood shavings, chips and
sawdust with a strong resin and pressing the mixture
into serviceable boards and planks. Particleboards are
made from recycled wood fiber and sawdusts which
are bounded into boards. The wood bits are dried, then
sorted to eliminate overly large or small pieces. Once this
mechanical sorting has been completed, the acceptable
wood fibers move to a blending hopper. Along the way,
several overhead nozzles spray the wood fibers with a
strong liquid resin or glue. Several different forms of
resin may be used, depending on the specific quality
of particle board desired. The wood fibers are then
pressed several time to product the panel. Historically,
formaldehyde-based resins were most common,
although in recent years many manufacturers in the US
have moved to low-emission resins or those that do not
contain any formaldehyde.
Renewable: Is a NATURALLY RENEWABLE
resource.
Recyclable material: Due to the use of glues, SuperPan
panels can not be remitted in the productive process.
Reusable: Due to it’s structural HIGH RESISTANCE,
the superPan structural wood panel can be REUSED
as a structural element. Moreover, as most of wood
products, it can be easily employed in other uses and
used for its high calorific value (heat recovering).
Embodied energy: 11 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,59 kg Co2 / kg
Life expectancy: Whole life of the building
Transport (Local context): from Santiago de Compostela
(Spain), 150 km by truck, 2000 km by train
Structure – wall and floor slab stratigraphy – wood
fiber panels
Insulation is a key element in building and energy
strategies. It offers the greatest potential CO2 savings
compared to other measures relating to energy
efficiency of buildings.
Lots of natural and renewables materials are used in
the project. As regards the thermal insulation being
a fundamental point for the reduction of CO2 in the
environment in the building sector, it is important
to try the product that provides the less amount of
environment in the air. For these reasons the choice
was WOOL WOOD.
This material needs a greater quantity of primary
energy for the production, transport and disposal, but
its primary energy is mostly RENEWABLE, and is the
material that emits to less CO2 into the environment
during its life. It is also the only material RECYCLABLE,
REUSABLE, and that COMPOSTABLE PRODUCES
HEAT ENERGY.
The ecological balance includes the supply of raw
materials and energy production, transport of raw
materials, a clean production stage, including packaging
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and energy recovery of latter, and the end of the cycle
at a biomass power plant in energy recovery.
Re-evaluation: After use the panels of wood fiber,
as carriers energy with high calorific value from 17.9
to 18.2 MJ / kg (with u=20%), may be taken for
incineration plants or waste incineration for power
generation process and the electric current.
Recyclable material: If the insulators are not
contaminated with other products are not damaged
or may be recycled, for example for the production of
compost.
Reusable: At the end of the phase of use of a building,
in case of dismantling selective panels of wood fiber, if
untreated and undamaged can be separately collected
and reused for the same application.
Wood Fibreboard
Embodied Energy: 11,98 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: -1,59 kg Co2 / kg
Wood Wool
Embodied Energy: 20 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,98 kg Co2 / kg
Life expectancy: Whole life of the building
Transport (Local context): from Berga (Germany) 892
km by truck, 503 km by train

Finishing – walls and floor stratigraphy Waterproof Brethable Barrier
The breathable barrier Stamisol Pack 500 has a special
coating in polyester PET which increases the resistance
of the breathable barrier to UV rays. Is designed for
ventilated facades or creative open-work ventilated
facades that have a sub-structure of wood or metal.
The Breathable barrier is recyclable with Texyloop®
process. Stamisol® Pack 500 is part of the Texyloop™
program, a patented recycling procedure for composite
coated textiles. It is based on the patented Vinyloop™
procedure developed in cooperation with the Solvay
Group.
The product is 100% RECYCLABLE, and the recycling
center is located very next to Rome, in Ferrara (Italy).
Recyclable: 100% RECYCLABLE
Embodied energy 113,95 MJ/kg
Maintenance: All life of the building (50 years)
Transport (local context): from Casteldarne (BZ), 152
km by truck, 503 km by train
Recycle Center: Texyloop®, Ferrara, Italy (430 km)
Structure – Wall and floor stratigraphy – Gypsum
Fiberboard
Fermacell Gypsum Fiberboard is a material consisting
of a mixture of natural gypsum, cellulose fibers
resulting from the process of RECYCLING paper,
and old Fermacell Gypsum Fiberboard (RECYCLED
through a calcination process). The percentages are
20% recycled cellulose and 80% recycled gypsum,

Thus, the process itself is FULLY RECYCLING: all
products are fed back into the system, ensuring NO
WASTE is produced. The mixture is made by adding
recycled water (20% of the total blend) and potato
starch. Then the mixture is pressed, giving rise to very
strong panels which are dried, cut in the desired format
and impregnated of hydrophobic substances. No other
additive and preservatives are used. The Gypsum
Fiberboard is used for the construction of walls, false
ceilings and high mechanical strength and surface. The
Gypsum Fiberboards ensures high values of thermal
and sound insulation.
It have been accredited by “Environment Agency” for
recycling process and 100% use of recycling material
INCLUDING PACKAGING (Wood and plastic).
Moreover, it is an “Healthy Living” building material
for allergy free living environment.
Recyclable: The product can be reemitted in the
productive cycle and it is 100% RECYCLABLE.
Embodied energy: 4,96 MJ / kg
Embodied Carbon: 0, 308 kg Co2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Stuttgart (Germany),
152 km by truck, 903 km by train
Structure – Wall and floor stratigraphy – Gypsum
Plasterboard
The main raw material used for the production of
gypsum plasterboard is gypsum, which can be basically
of two types: natural gypsum (mined), and chemical
gypsum, produced through flue-gas desulfurization of
thermal power plants coal. The other raw materials used
in the production process are water, chemical additives
(to adjust the setting time and to give cohesion to the
doug), the glass fiber (to increase the mechanical strength
and fire ), 100% RECYCLED paper or cardboard (for
the outer coating of the boards). Gypsum and water,
properly mixed, to form the melt which, extruded
between two sheets of cardboard, form the sheet of
plasterboard . Different additives are added to give
the product the different required characteristic. The
process of manufacture of plasterboard takes place
through a continuous production cycle.
Gypsum is widely present on the national territory
(The main 4 plasterboard producers in Italy are well
distributed throughout Abruzzo , Emilia Romagna,
Tuscany and Molise)
Recyclable: The gypsum plasterboard is RECYCLABLE.
It can be used to be reemitted in the productive cycle
of Gypsum Plasterboard without any loss of quality
(typically up to 25% can be used to produce new
plasterboard products). Alternatively, it can be reused
frantumed for the stabilization of roads subgrade, or it
can be used as fertilizer for agriculture.
Embodied energy: 1,80 MJ / kg
Embodied Carbon: 0, 12 kg Co2 / kg
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Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Iphofen (Germany)
993 km by train, 152 km by truck
Structure – floor slab stratigraphy – Cork panels
Cork comes from the bark of the cork oak which are
present in our territory, especially it comes mostly from
Sardinia and Sicily. The debarking may can happen for
the first time after 25-30 years of plant life and then
after 8-10 years without damaging the tree. After 2 years
of seasoning, the bark is ground and cooked in the oven
under pressure with the addition of warm water vapor
at about 350-450 ° C. The cork will expand to 20-30%
of its volume and the resin binds the granules released
into blocks.
If adhesives are not used in the production process,
the cork panel is REUSABLE, RECYCLABLE and
COMPOSTABLE.
Embodied energy: 2,16 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: -0,10 kg Co2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Rome, 7,3 km by truck.
Structure – Wall stratigraphy – Sand
The use of sand as thermal mass allows a high thermal
efficiency with a low cost for the environment. It don’t
need any energy for manufacturing, it is easily found in
our territory and can be 100% reused.
Embodied energy: 0,1 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,005 kg Co2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Rome, 14 km by truck.
Structure – Wall and floor unions – Unions of steel
Hold down, LV, screws and staples are made of steel.
They 100% RECYCLABLE and REUSABLE (see
section about steel rebars).
Embodied energy: 31,3 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: 1,24 kg Co2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Rome, 20 km by truck.
Structure – Supportive elements – Secondary
Aluminium
The support for the PV panels system is made of
RECYCLED aluminium. Aluminum is the third most
common element. Thus it is easily available, needing
low cost for transports. The use of recycled aluminium
is always to be preferred to the use of new aluminum.

This because the production of new aluminium from
bauxite is very polluting: indeed, for the production of
1 kg of aluminium it is produced 500 kg of red muds
(a toxic waste of production, which contains insoluble
ferrous substances), without mentioning the socioeconomical and ecological diseases connected to the
extraction of the bauxite. Moreover, the production
for recycled aluminium requires only the 5-25% of
the total energy required for ex-novo aluminium
production, without any loss of quality and properties.
For this reason we always use secondary aluminium
(aluminium deriving from recycle). The aluminium for
recycling comes also from open recycle, such as from
packages. The aluminium waste are frantumed in small
dimensions pieces, and separated from other materials.
The clean scrap is treated at 500°C to be freed from
paints or adherent substances and subsequently is
entered in a fusion oven. The liquid aluminium is then
poured and formed.
At the end of its life aluminium is 100% RECYCLABLE.
Embodied energy: 8,1 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,41 kg Co2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Milan, 579 km by
train, 15 km by truck,
Finishing – Wall and floor stratigraphy – Interior
flooring, Interior and Exterior Finishing (Threelayered wood panels)
The multi-layer panels are made of solid wood and are
suitable for the various construction applications of
interior furnishings and wooden constructions. Is the
production process with less resource consumption,
fewer emissions into the atmosphere.
Renewable: Wood harvested from sustainably managed
forests.
Recyclable: Is 100% recyclable
Reusable: The wood products are easily recycled for
other uses.
Embodied energy 13,26 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: -1,42 kg Co2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building (100 years for natural wooden flooring)
Transport (Local context): from Casteldarne (Italy Bolzano) 152 km by truck, 503 km by train
Structure – Floor slab stratigraphy – Expanded
Perlite
Perlite belongs to a group of volcanic glass-watery
rocks. It is a silicate natural complex of aluminum,
sodium and potassium.
The minced raw perlite is cooked for a short period at
about 1000 °C until reaching a viscous state. Through
the evaporation, the water expands the granules up to
twenty times their original volume.
At the end of life, the granules in bulk can be REUSED,
and also recycled as aggregate for concrete.
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Embodied energy 11,7 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: -0,72 kg Co2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): From Foggia, 326 km by
truck
Finishing – Floor slab stratigraphy –
Photoluminescent Materials (“Bright Materials”)
In the bathroom of our Versailles prototype we are
going to use photoluminescent tiles, a prototypal
product we experiment as an innovative solution both
in energy saving and aesthetics.
Photoluminescence, the feature of gathering light from
natural and artificial sources giving it back in the dark,
can be considered a clean and renewable energy, as it
can replace in some cases the use of artificial lighting.
This solution will permit to keep the lights off while
using the bathroom during the night, when a diffused,
soft light can be sufficient, and even more pleasant as to
lighting comfort, thus saving electrical energy.
The catalogue of Bright Materials, our sponsor
company, offers a wide range of molten glass tiles, and in
the common market it’s easy to find photoluminescent
plastic materials; what we are developing together,
instead, is a new photoluminescent ceramic material.
Tiles’ production can be personalized as to aesthetics,
generating different effects depending on the colour,
on the characteristics of the framework and on the
photoluminescent coating distribution.
The coating maintains its characteristics of lighting
efficiency for several years (tens) from its application.
Being a prototype, still in development, we cannot
know at the moment the final price of the product.
Maintenance - Life expectancy:
building

Multistorey Building
For sustainable and economic reasons, for aggregate’s
choice of materials the place of production will have
an heavier influence. Materials coming from the nearby
of the roman region will be preferred. We are working
on this direction to find the nearest productors of the
chosen materials. As the new district is a social housing
intervention, the economic factor will be relevant in the
choice of materials.
In addition to the prototype’s materials, the aggregate
includes a basement made of concrete, coated with
opus signinum. As insulant in the platform frame we
will use cellulose flakes (instead of fiberwood panels).
The materials that we use both in the aggregate and in
the prototype have already listed and explained in the
paragraph above. In these paragraph we will describe
the materials we use in addition for the local contest.
The construction materials of the building in its local
context (Tor Fiscale, Rome) and their impact are
summarized in the above table:

Whole life of the

Openings – Windows – Glass
Glass is an amorphous solid consisting of inorganic
elements. During its production the substances
are heated at very high temperatures (1400 °C) to
become fluid-viscous and then are cooled. Glass is
RECYCLABLE. It is both operated the recycling postproduction for example the reintroduction of its waste
in the production process) and both the recycling postconsumption. The glass can be recycled to produce
other glass or for different uses (eg for the production
of glass wool). We will use a glazing system with high
values of insulation, minimizing thermal losses and
increasing the sustainability of our glazing system.
Embodied energy: 9,25 MJ/kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,88 kg Co2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: 30 years
Transport (Local context): from Casteldarne (Italy Bolzano) 152 km by truck, 503 km by train

Photoluminescent Materials
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Structure – Basement and foundations – Concrete
For the archaeological and social sustainability
constraints, the multistorey aggregate needs to be raised
on a concrete basement. Even if the concrete results less
sustainable than wood for various aspects mentioned in
the above paragraphs, its use for the basement of the
multistoreys solution allows us a considerable saving
in terms of materials to be used. (The same wooden
structure would be definitely more dispendious of
resources). Thus, for sustainability reasons we prefer to
use this material for this part, provided that it is present
in very low percentage compared to the wooden
structure. It is allocated only on the basement public
storey, as we intend to ensure to all the housing units
the benefits deriving from a wooden structure. Anyway,
we are still working on possible other more sustainable
solutions, such as steel.
Concrete is made of aggregates (75-80%), cement (914%), water (5-11%) and additives. These materials
are easily available at a local level. The most impacting
productive process is the production of cement.
Cement is an hydraulic binding agent composed by
mixtures of calcium oxide, silicon, aluminum and iron
in variable percentages. Basically, cement is produced in
two steps: first, clinker is produced from raw materials.
In the second step cement is produced from cement
clinker.
For Portland production the mixture of limestone
and clay is cooked at higher temperatures than the
sinterization level (1450°C). Then the clinker of
cement is ground by grinding mills (with an high
energy consumption) until the obtaining of a thin
powder. The fly ash and blast furnace slag, both with
cementitious properties, can partially replace the cement
(up to 35%), enhancing the performance of concrete
and reducing environmental impacts (for reducing the
impact of cement production and recycling industrial
waste). With the addition of water the cement hardens
(hydration). The concrete is cast in situ and compacted
during the setting and curing phases (28 days).
Renewable: Non renewable
Recyclable: After its use, concrete can be frantumed
and recycled for secondary uses (road subgrade and fill
material)
Reusable: The prefabricated concrete elements can be
reemitted in the process as aggregates chemicals.
Prefabricated concrete elements (basement slab):
Embodied Energy: 2,36 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,18 kg CO2 / kg
In-situ concrete elements (others):
Embodied Energy: 1,5 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,13 kg CO2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Rome, 11 km by truck
Structure – Basement and foundations – Steel bars
for reinforcement

Steel is 100% RECYCLABLE and indefinitely without
any loss of quality. Once recovered, is still 100%
recyclable. The recycling rate is the percentage of
materials that are discontinued, recovered and reused.
This rate is very high for steel, but it varies from product
to product. In construction, for example, the recycling
rate is up to 65-70% for the bars for reinforcement.
The steel is an alloy obtained by the fusion of iron ore,
carbon and other accompanying elements (phosphorus,
sulfur, nitrogen) and alloy (manganese, silicon,
chromium, nickel, molybdenum). The procurement
of virgin steel in Italy depends on foreign imports
(which in fact would have made it less sustainable for
us the use of a steel structure). Nevertheless the steel
reinforcement allows the use of RECYCLED steel,
also available in Italy.
Recyclable: Steel is 100% recyclable material. Steel
recycling is a lot easier thanks to its magnetic properties
that allow rapid classification of the waste materials.
Over 40% of world steel production comes from
recycled materials (scrap iron)
Embodied Energy: 9,0 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,57 kg CO2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Rome, 11 km by truck
Structure – Walls Stratigraphy – Cellular Glass
The cellular glass is composed by RECYCLED glass
(Generally from 30% up to 100% from recycled glass),
quartzite sand, feldspar, sodium bicarbonate and
limestone.
The raw materials are melted at 1400 ° C and
transformed into raw glass. After cooling, the glass is
crushed into powder, carbon is added as a foaming
agent and it proceed to a new cooking for expansion
(1000-1200 ° C). The oxidation of carbon leads to the
formation of gas bubbles, which transform the liquid
mixture into foam.
Recyclable: Cellular glass is RECYCLABLE if it is not
glued with bitumen.
Embodied Energy: 30,0 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: 2,09 kg CO2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Reggio Emilia (Italy)
450 km by truck
Structure – Walls Stratigraphy – Cellulose in
granules
The starting material is the RECYCLE of paper, for
example, for newspapers with black print (without
lead), waste paper and residual paper.
The used paper is shredded in a machining process in
several stages and mixed mechanically with the addition
of salts of boron up to 20% of the mass, to improve
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the antiparasitic properties. The flakes can be processed
in the form of granules (4 mm) by pressure forming
without addition of binders, or panels, by the addition
of polyester and heat setting. We use the cellulose in
granules because it is more sustainable (no additives).
Reusable: At the end of life, the flakes can be REUSED:
they are extracted, dried, and re-inflated with the
MINIMUM EXPENDITURE OF ENERGY and
economic costs.
Embodied Energy: 2,94 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,27 kg CO2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Angelbachtal, 903 km
by train, 242 km by truck
Finishing – Walls Stratigraphy – High Pressure
Laminated Wood Panel (Trespa®)
High Pressure Laminated Wood “Trespa®” panels
are panels of thermosetting resins, homogeneous
reinforced with woodfibre. It contains 70% of wood
fibres (coming from managed certified forests) and 30%
of thermosetting resins. The panels of Trespa are build
from a core, which is in between of two decorsheets.
The panels are made under high pressure and high
temperature. To product the unit-core material it is
necessary the process of Dry Forming during which
pre-impregnated panel are produced, which are then
used as core material in the production of Trespapanels. The core of the panels is realized through the
“Dry Forming” technique: compression at high pressure
and high temperature of paper and wood fibers which
have been previously impregnated with epoxide resins
(a hardening polymer), phenol resins or polypropylene.
These panels are very durable and scratch resistant
thanks to a coating made with the “Electronic Beam
Curing” process, a coating technique that confers the
chosen coloring to a single sheet of Kraft paper. This
process gives to the panel a surface whose color does
not fade over time and which has a high resistance to
damage. Thanks to this dense coating of Trespa, these
panels are very resistant to weathering, humidity, high
and low temperatures, UV radiation and they are easily
cleanable.
The panels have a very longer life with respect to normal
furnishing panels and requires very low maintenance.
Finally, it is important to highlight the consistent action
of Trespa society for reducing the impact both of the
production phase and in the company consumptions
itself. Indeed, Trespa obtained ambiental declarations
of product from AFNOR (FDE&S, France) and
IBU (Germany), as well as the Environmental Profile
Certificate by BBA (UK). The entire line of Trespa
products has PEFC™ or FSC™ certification.
Embodied Energy: 73,3 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: 15,60 kg CO2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy:
building

Whole life of the

Transport (Local context): from Weert (Netherlands),
1500 km by train, 45 km by truck.
Finishing – Basement
signinum (cocciopesto)

Stratigraphy–

Opus

Opus Signinum is an ancient natural material, with
high calorific and hygroscopic capacities. It was used by
ancient romans, and with the advent of concrete its use
has been quietly shelved. We want to use this material
for its numerous benefits in terms of sustainability,
compared to traditional coating materials.
All the ingredients for the realization of plaster
cocciopesto (opus signinum) are 100% NATURALS:
pure natural lime (1 part), sand plaster (2 parts), bricks
(or tiles) more or less finely grounded (1 part).
Currently it is produced industrially from granules
obtained from the crushing of soft bricks (cooked at
a temperature below 850°C), selected in various grain
sizes. The material, tied with lime or hydraulic lime
and sand, meets increasing popularity for its technical
characteristics that make it particularly suitable not only
for the recovery of the historic building heritage (its
traditional use), but also for biocompatible building.
The presence of RECYCLED frantumed bricks in
its mixture confers colour to the opus signinum (soft
pink, yellow, red) and therefore does not require to
be painted later, avoiding the use of chemical paints.
Moreover, it ensures a good durability because of its
excellent breathable and hygroscopic features. Finally,
its materials are available almost everywhere, thus it can
be considered as a locally available material.
Through the productive process the primary materials
and binders (bricks and sand) are RECYCLED, thus it
requires overall really minimal uses of other primary
materials.
It is an optimal aeric insulator, thus it breaks down
economical and sustainable costs for the realization of
other fono-absorbing materials. Moreover, it is easy to
manufacture and is fairly quick to install on site.
Maintenance - Life expectancy: 20 years or more
(maintenance: only to put a slight layer of new
cocciopesto in order to level the eventual imperfection
of the wall. The old cocciopesto do not necessitate to
be removed)
Transport (Local context): 0 km (taken from the
demolition. It only needs to be frantumed and melted
with potable water, abundantly present in the area of
project)
Finishing – Walls and Slabs Stratigraphy - Natural
Hydraulic Lime Mortar
Hydraulic lime mortar is composed by lime and an
aggregate material, such as sand, mixed with water. The
limestone used contains sufficient quantities of clay andor silica. Natural Hydraulic Lime Mortar is produced by
calcining argillaceous (clayey) or siliceous limestones,
which are then reduced to a powder by the addition of
controlled amounts of water (slaking), with or without
the need for further grinding. One of its main benefits
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is that lime mortar is carbon neutral. Lime, like cement,
gives off CO2 during its manufacture, however, it reabsorbs CO2 when it sets, whereas cement does not.
There are several benefits in the use of lime mortar
instead of cement mortar: firstly, limestone is burnt
at around 900°C compared to around 1300°C for
cement (This saves on fuel consumption and emissions
of pollution and greenhouse gases); secondly, CO2
emissions in the manufacture of lime are 20% less than
for cement. Moreover, lime mortars allow bricks to be
recycled; the mortar can be removed from bricks and
blocks, unlike cement; and at the end of its lifetime,
lime mortar can be removed and RECYCLED as
aggregate in the same productive process, and it is also
BIODEGRADABLE.
Embodied Energy: 1,80 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,16 kg CO2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: 20 years
Transport (Local context): from Rome, 11 km by truck
Finishing – walls and floor stratigraphy - Vapour
Control Layer (Stamisol FA)
Stamisol Fa vapour control layer is the waterproofing
material perfect for open or ventilated facades
constructed with carpentry of wood or metal. It is a
polyacrylic coating on non-woven polyester support.
The non-woven polyester ensures mechanical
resistance. Two polyacrylic layers guarantee resistance
to UV rays, long life and water-proofing. For even better
thermal insulation against the wind it can be glued on
connections.
Recyclable: not recyclable
Embodied energy 113,95 MJ/kg
Maintenance: All life of the building (50 years)
Transport (local context): from Casteldarne (BZ), 152
km by truck, 503 km by train
Walls and Slabs substrate - Igloo in recycled
polypropylene (crawl ventilation space)
The modular shuttering system of igloo (that cutlery and
hooked together serve as formwork for the construction
of a horizontal plane below which form a ventilated
cavity) is made of RECYCLED polypropylene. The use
of recycled material allows a significant reduction in its
environmental impact: indeed, for each kg of virgin PP
substituted with recycled or regenerated PP there is a
saving of 4,74 kg of raw material! The recycling process
of polypropylene involves five steps: collection (the
collection of old PP products), sorting (the separation
of PP products from other plastics products), cleaning
(removal of paper labels and colour pails), reprocessing
by melting, and producing new products from recycled
PP.
So, the first three steps are the same as recycling most
other products, while the last two are more critical.
In the reprocessing phase, collected PP products are
fed into an extruder where it is melted at 2400°C and

cut into little granules. These granules are then ready
for use in production of new products. Use of latest
technologies made it easier for companies to melt PP
and produce products from PP. For the production of
igloo formwork the injection-molding process. The
recycled PP can be RECYCLED up to 3 times.
Embodied Energy: 64,0 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: 3,38 kg CO2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Ancona (Italy) 220 km
by truck
Walls and Slabs stratigraphy - Magnesitemineralized Wood Fiber (bonded with magnesite)
These panels are made of wood fiber which is
mineralized with magnesite. The raw materials for
these panels are poplar chipwood and magnesite (oxide
of magnesite and sulphate of magnesite). The origin
of the wood chips is Italy, very rich in poplar wood.
The productive process starts with the use of poplar’s
scraps. Then the magnesium sulphate gets dissolved
in water. The following productive phase is the rotary
kiln calcination of magnesite ore with high content of
carbonate magnesium. Then, the wood wool is kneaded
and mixed at high temperatures with the solution of
magnesium sulphate and caustic magnesite. Finally,
through the forming machine the panels are shaped.
The last productive phase is the hardening.
and maturation of the panels in special maturing
warehouses. The use of magnesite allows high
mechanical performances, even remaining a natural
bonding, that ensures the total absence of toxic
substances.
The availability of the raw materials on the national
territory increases the sustainability of this product. The
product comes from RENEWABLE RESOURCES,
and it’s REUSABLE. It can also be recycled as inert in
aggregate for concrete.
Embodied Energy: 2,0 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: - 0,13 kg CO2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Porto Marghera
(Venice, Italy), 470 km by train and 7,4 by truck.
Walls and Slabs stratigraphy - Galvanized Steel
The steel is an alloy obtained by the fusion of iron
ore, carbon and other accompanying elements
(phosphorus, sulfur, nitrogen) and alloy (manganese,
silicon, chromium, nickel, molybdenum). The process
of galvanization is applied afterward, through the
immersion in molten zinc on average held at a
temperature of 455 ° C covering the steel. The process
can be divided into the following phases, separated
one from the other: pickling and degreasing (obtained
with hydrochloric acid and surfactant at ambient
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temperature); flushing (immersion in a solution of
ammonium chloride and zinc chloride); galvanizing
:immersion, after preheating to 100 ° C , in a tank of
molten zinc at 455 ° C for the time necessary to that the
steel reaches the same temperature of the zinc.
The tank containing molten zinc is subject to a slow and
steady process of erosion , due to the high temperature
reached and the chemical agents ( including phosphorus,
silicon , sulfur ) emitted during the operational phases ,
came into contact with the walls .
Recyclable: Steel is 100% recyclable material. Steel
recycling is a lot easier thanks to its magnetic properties
that allow rapid classification of the waste materials.
Over 40% of world steel production comes from
recycled materials (scrap iron)
Embodied Energy: 9,0 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: 1,56 kg CO2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: Whole life of the
building
Transport (Local context): from Rome, 11 km by truck
Finishing – Basement Stratigraphy– outdoor areas
- Recycled Rubber
The outdoor areas are covered by a RECYCLED
RUBBER panels, with high draining qualities. The
impact-absorbing panel is realized with recycled gum
with fine granules , antishock, antisleeves, high resistant,
fonoabsorbing and draining. The gum is hardened
with the Sulphur. The sulphur confers to the rubber
the elasticity and hardening characteristics, through the
vulcanization process which creates connections to
the polymeric chains. The high resistance of this panel
allows the absence of maintenance and high durability
to meteorological agents.
Recyclable: 100% recyclable
Maintenance: All life of the building (50 years)
Transport: from Rome, 23 km by truck
Infrastructures – Peatonal areas – Recycled Glass
Pavement_Filterpave
The innovative porous pavement system “Filterpave”
is made from 50% post-consumer RECYCLED
GLASS and 50% stone aggregate (The stone shall be
igneous rock or equivalent). The recycled glass content
comes from 100% post-consumer food and beverage
containers. Moreover, a variable percentage (depending
on the local context, and anyway at least 2% of the
stone aggregate) of deleterious material including,
paper, ceramics, plastic and metal is added to the
aggregate. The glass and the aggregate are combined
with a polyurethane binder, then are pigmented and
finally overcoated with an aliphatic polyurea surface
or a geotextile. A pigmented dispersion matching
the color added to the binder may be added to the
standard aliphatic polyurea surface overcoat which
will be decided on a per job basis. The porosity of the
pavement guarantee the adequate water permeability:

according to the context, the adequate permeability
can be varied depending on the granules dimensions
of the aggregates. We intend to have a 70% draining
material. We are looking for materials with an average
annual coefficient of permeability minimum of 70%
or more (considering also the substrate). This value
would ensure to avoid the formation of water pound in
any normal situation (except for calamities situations).
Finally, the sustainability of this material is increased by
its possibility to be almost “km zero” in the majority of
places, as it uses LOCAL RESOURCES (in particular
the recycled glass are taken from the nearest glass
collecting center to the place of construction).
Recyclable: at the end of its life the product can be
100% RECYCLABLE and re emitted in the productive
process of the same material.
Maintenance: All life of the building (50 years) , with
the remake of the only overcoat each 15-20 years.
Transport (local context): from Rome, 15 km by truck
Infraestructures - Vehicular transit streets - Asphalt
The new district is situated in a suburban area where
urbanization infrastructures are already present. In this
way, we decisively fight against new cementification,
avoiding the impermeabilization of green areas. Our
intervention on the infrastructural system will be
restricted to the correction of the existing viability.
Asphalt is a conglomerate consisting of a porous
calcareous and of course impregnated with bitumen.
The presence of this component in the conglomerate is
due to the residue left by the evaporation of the oil that
the previously soaked.
Asphalt is 100% recyclable.
We are working on solutions to make of asphalt a more
sustainable material. We intend to use asphalt with
high drenant capacities and with the use of recycled
materials. A possible solution we are investigating on is
the use of recycled old pneumatics in the conglomerate.
This combination allows to obtain a flooring which has
superior performances compared to those of traditional
asphalt in duration and resistance to atmospheric agents
(making maintenance operations required less frequent)
and in the noise of the vehicles in transit. Moreover,
it would lead to a reduction of the noise caused by
vehicles in transit up to 5 decibels [dB].
Embodied Energy: 2,42 MJ /kg
Embodied Carbon: 0,14 kg CO2 / kg
Maintenance - Life expectancy: 20 - 30 years
Transport (Local context): Rome
The materials used for the road substrate are “km 0” as
we will use the materials from demolitions.
FURNITURES:
Also for the furnitures we paid attention to the
sustainability of the materials used, their assembly and
easy disassembly and of the waste in production.
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Kitchen
A special attention has been paid to the sustainability
of the components of the kitchen. Thanks to the sole
presence of mechanical joints we totally EXCLUDE
the use of GLUE and, therefore, we REDUCE
FORMALDEHYDE EMISSIONS TO ZERO.
Thanks to the use of mechanical joints (with no glue),
Meccanica’s lightweight system has been designed to be
EASY TO DISMANTLE at the end of its life-cycle. So,
it can be easily reused in future, or recycled at the end
of its life-cycle, and it can also be moved to a different
place without necessity of special transportation.
Furthermore, aiming at sustainability, Meccanica has
been designed to be 90% REUSABLE and 100%
RECYCLABLE and, thanks to Valcucine’s Lifelong
responsibility Guarantee, the company ensures that it
will take the kitchen back at the end of its life cycle thus
completely eliminating waste.
In order to guarantee aesthetical flexibility, all the door
types belonging to the Meccanica system (in wood, metal
and covered with removable fabric) can be customized
in various colors and mixed with various aesthetical
solutions. In addition to the standard versions, on
request even the frames can be lacquered according to
the customer’s sample.
Kitchen elements have a very HIGH RESISTANCE
to heat and water: The metal and fabric doors, wood
plywood, laminate guarantee the absolute resistance to
steam, water and heat, ensuring the long-term technical
aesthetics of the kitchen.
Finally, we paid attention to consistently minimize
packaging: thanks to the use of only mechanical joints
(and no glues), it is possible to disassemble all the
kitchen elements in order to occupy less space in the
transport phase, and to guarantee flat transport. This
will led to a strong DIMINUTION OF PACKAGING.
The packaging will be 100% RECYCLABLE.
Recyclable materials: all the Meccanica base unit frames
are in iron, a material that is 100% recyclable
Reusable: We think we will be able to recover 90% of
the product.
Base
Tubular steel frame with cataphoresis treatment
(outstanding corrosion resistance) and powder coating.
Particleboard hydro-repellent with very low
formaldehyde emission.
Shutters
Eco-friendly plywood multilayer panels (3 layers) of
natural fir (birch veneered on both sides)
Frames of anodized aluminum: 100 % recyclable
Side plate coated with powder.
Top
Support: Eco-friendly plywood multilayer panels (3
layers) of natural fir (with natural resin acquired from
the waste of sugar production).

5.6.6. ACTIVE SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

Introduction

The key to obtaining maximum efficiency from active
systems is to consider first how they will work in
conjunction with effective passive design. The best
strategy is to limit the demand first, then design the
systems that will meet it. It is simply a waste of money
and resources to put sustainable active systems into an
inefficient house, new or old.
The biocompatible structure, made up of PLATFORM
FRAME, and the use of natural insulating materials
keep CO2 emissions down.
RhOME can be powered by thermodynamic collectors,
photovoltaic panels or cogeneration and ventilation
systems, and equipped with heating and cooling systems
by heat pump with air-water exchange, as well as design
solutions that maximize energy self-sufficiency, like
brise-soleil or openings facing south to optimize the
contribution of solar radiation.
[For further informations please refer to
Costruction Report 5.3]

Engeneering and

How the all system works (integration)
The Mechanical system of the RhOME prototype is
composed by four main components:
•
•
•
•

a air-to-water heat pump; provided by Daikin/
Rotex - model HPSU Bi-Bloc + Hybrid cube (Tank)
a solar thermodynamic system for DHW;
a radiant Heating and Cooling systems on floors;
a heat recovery with desiccant system;

In the thermodynamic system a heat pump is connected
to third generation thermodynamic solar panels,
made out of aluminium coils that have significant
advantages over traditional solar thermal system.
Among these advantages: a thinner panel thickness, a
smaller surface and a greater energy efficiency. Among
these advantages: the possibility to switch off the
system if temperatures become too high in summer,
not possible with conventional solar thermal panels, and
the possibility of the panel to reach high temperatures
in winter, because the panel temperature depends on
radiation and not just on exterior temperature, therefore
allowing for a contribution to the Rotex heat pump tank
temperature even during the season.
Our design is based on the efficient integration of
the Solar thermodynamic system with the thermal
buffer provided by the Rotex machine. The RhOME
project will be the first occasion for such integration
between the two different companies that do not
normally work together (Daikin/Rotex, fabricator of
the Heat Pump, and CGA/Energie, fabricators of the
thermodynamic system), but that both see with great
interest the chance offered by the project for a new
synergy. This integration is aimed to producing the
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Active system flow chart

DHW.

exchanger. This happens thanks to the peculiar
connection of the water coming and returning to
the thermodynamic system to the thermal buffer
tank, that keeps water at different temperatures
from top to bottom, where the lowest temperature
lies at the very bottom of the tank. The tank is able
to send hot water at the right height by analysing
its temperature, while the return water would be
the lowest possible, and the difference between
the temperatures of supply and removal would be
higher than with a traditional heat exchanger or a
traditional water tank where water is directly sent
to the pipes.

This integration we believe increases the efficiency of
both machines because:
•

the thermodynamic is usually connected to the
water tanks using a heat exchanger, in this case
it would have a direct connection to the thermal
buffer;

•

the Rotex heat pump would avoid to work to
produce heat for DHW, and would be free to work
on just heating and cooling the inner space as
required;

•

the integration would guarantee a lower temperature
of the return water to the thermodynamic
system, and a better use of the hot water that is
provided, because the entire tank is used as heat

•

to rely for DHW on the thermodynamic systems,
and avoid the Heat Pump to work to produce hot
water for that purpose, especially in warm and hot
seasons; but also in winter (vedi commento) - so the
panel could contribute to the heating of the house.
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Components:
Heat pump
We chose the HPSU-Bi-Bloc (4KW) heating and
cooling heat pump with air-water exchange heat pump
provided by DAIKIN ROTEX, which stands out for its
extremely compact size and its high energy efficiency
modules. HPSU-Bi-Bloc allows the heat present in
the air to be exploited and transferred to the system
terminals in an efficient way: for each kW of energy
consumed, it is capable of producing 4 kW of thermal
energy. In other words, up to 75 % of the energy is free,
renewable and clean.
The heat pump consists of three elements: the heat
pump ( Bi -Bloc ) , an external tank (Hybrid Cube) ,
which has a capacity of 300 liters , and a “ motion .condenser “ ( condensing unit “Alterma “ ) .
Using the free renewable energy present in ambient
air , the air-water heat pumps Daikin - Rotex are able
to achieve much higher performance to those of a
traditional system of heating combustion.
This brings to increased performance that result in
less use of fossil fuels , lower emissions of CO2 in the
environment , greenhouse gas , and also a lower cost of
ownership.
The heat pump works seamlessly with the
thermodynamic system . The portion of energy required
that is not produced by the sun’s heat, is supplied
in a highly efficient manner , by the heat pump that
can reach very high levels of COP (just to think that
under ideal conditions it reaches a COP (coefficient of
performance ) even higher than 7.00 ) . (COP = ratio
of the energy they produce and the energy that I spend
to produce it )
The heart of the solution is the technical accumulation
HybridCube , high thermal insulation , which is
characterized by reduced leakage and is able to ensure
optimum stratification of temperatures , which is ideal
to exploit the energy produced by the panel through
the thermodynamic SolarBox , even with low insolation
. The stored energy can be used instantaneously to start
the production of sanitary hot water
The hot water will be produced mainly by the SolarBox
+ panel that will use thermodynamic HybridCube as an
integrated tank .
Radiant panels
The radiant system Zeromax reduces the thickness to
zero. The system is based on laying the pipe inside of
milled guides directly in the supporting layer. In that
way the time of installation of the system is reduced
significantly . The reduced thickness of the system
provides a faster heating and cooling time of the surface.

Photovoltaics
The considered PV modules are manufactured by
SOLBIAN. Born to work well even in particularly
difficult circumstances and under heavy mechanical
stresses typical of extreme ocean racing, the photovoltaic
module SOLBIANFLEX-sp series is a true revolution
in the field for the high efficiency never achieved by a
light and flexible panel.
The use of lightweight polymer films instead of
traditional glass allows new applications for the proven
technology of crystalline silicon cells.The careful choice
of materials and their thickness creates the right balance
between protection of thin photovoltaic cells and the
creation of a flexible and light case. Extreme flexibility,
as seen in the picture, which will surprise anyone who
has handled a crystalline solar cell, normally so brittle
that they break under very low stress. Lightness and
flexibility make Solbian modules particularly suited to
marine and sustainable mobility applications .
A peculiar aspect of our photovoltaic cell is that is an
high efficiency one: 20,2% (relatively high compared
to standard photovoltaic panels that usually have a
conversion rate of about 14 - 17%)

Ventilation
An air-exchange system has been adopted. This
air-treatment system allows ventilation and
dehumidification, in order to satisfy humidity and CO2
requirements monitored during the contest.
The machinery provided by Eurotherm allows the
recovery of the heat of the air through an internal
system, which maintains contact with the internal
ducts that exchange heat. The machine thus allows
energy saving because the air that will be treated will
already be at the best temperature than that drawn
externally ( warm in winter and cold in summer ) , also
the machinery will not have an internal compressor, so
the machinery is provided with batteries fed by water
from the daikin Rotex heat pump , so it will have very
low energy consumption for the control of air quality (
CO2) and humidity.
The heat exchanger also has a suction nozzle which
allows the circulation of air that is drawn from inside
the house . Therefor the air is already been treated and
is at an optimum temperature compared to the outside
temperature . This air is dehumidified and fed back into
the interior of the house.
Artificial lighting
We have considered three main aspects in order to
choose the right lighting system: the energy efficiency,
the comfort and the versatility.
Energy efficiency: The use of LED technology has
allowed us to have great energy benefits: it has a very
long life and it emits very little heat.
For the lighting of the exterior we propose a standalone lighting system with its own solar panel which
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captures energy during the day and returns it in the
form of light emission during the night.
Comfort: The goal is to create different lighting
situations, each one specific to each area of the house,
with a strong discrepancy between the low lying areas
of the ceiling and the pitched roof.
Everything is designed to have the light from different
directions in order to have a perfect balance of
luminance on different surfaces.
Versatility: In the house the lighting system used
is based on a modular system called Collego®. It
is an interconnection system that allows the direct
connection between LED boards or LED circuits
without employing welding tools. All compatible boards
can be interconnected using a proprietary connector,
and can be equipped with multiple accessories to
ensure an effective versatility of use. In addition to all
the accessories for power distribution, such as curves,
junctions, junction terminals, flexible bridges, as well as
mounting accessories, Collego® system also provides
various types of light controllers directly applicable
on composition created, everything in a simple and
intuitive way.
The lamps are entirely made of wood with the possibility
of easy installation and different customization
according to the wishes of the person who will use the
product.
3D CORE and monitoring
We have developed a 3D core, the “home heart”, that
contains all systems, pipes, air ducts, HVAC machines,
bathroom, kitchen. From a sustainability viewpoint,
having all systems within the 3d core allows a reduction
of warm dispersions, a reduction of pipe and duct
length so we can use less energy. In fact the presence of
a heat recovering system allows re-use the heat coming
from the systems.
The hot and cold fluid generator is a low power heat
pump. It meets the light loads requested to generate
comfort conditions for little surface buildings. This
system is able to modulate its power in order to adapt it
to the information (available energy, comfort conditions
etc.) revealed by sensors and so optimize the use of
energy.
The air cooling system will be driven by a general
control logic that monitors all the parameters related to
hygro- thermal comfort.
The use of a monitoring and control system for the
heating and cooling system and for the whole building,
allows to optimize energy consumption in every
working conditions, thus improving the sustainability
of the building during its whole period of life.
As pretty common in contemporary market, each
system has its own proprietary monitoring and
automation system, optimized on internal parameters,
based on data from dedicated sensors, and relying
on its own pre-defined logic. This means that even a
small house can have up to three-four systems (i.e. -

electrical, radiant heating/cooling, solar thermal, heat
recovery unit, lighting), especially in the context of
Solar Decathlon, where these systems do not belong to
one single company.
But even when one single company would be able to
provide the majority of systems, in current market the
objective is focused on automation. Users, inhabitants,
are not supposed to participate in how their house
works. They are just clients of a fully automated
and pre-engineered system. It can eventually, in the
most advanced research, “learn” from the behavior
along time but still with no intervention by the user.
Inhabitants are not involved. “They would be excited in
the beginning, but then bored after some time, and they
would ask for automation!”, according to the opinion
of some researchers.
We think it’s time to overcome the longstanding
passive role of users, and involve them. This
would happen not by removing automation, but by
putting much more emphasis on documentation. The
RhOME house will not be a fully automated house,
but rather a fully documented house. We want users
to learn and participate to the system. We want our
house to be made of components from the Internet of
Things: every component can send data. We will start
from systems, but also include data on windows and
doors: who and when opened them? We believe that
advanced instruments allow for more consciousness
and involvement.
Our house will mostly rely on an efficient passive
behaviour, and this would be useless, without people.
That’s why we want to recall the know-how that our
Grandmothers had. They knew very well, from instinct,
very often, but mostly from tradition, if and how open
curtains, let the air pass through, and so on.
There is no more need to exclude users, in order to
introduce technology and intelligence in systems. The
new digital consciousness can marry, in our approach,
the environmental awareness. The behavior should be
always available, and people should be able to share
it, or parts of it, in a social platform. We image the
house as a node of a network of homes, all connected
between them. Social involvement today is crucial, in
technology, and energy saving systems have to become
part of this scenario.
In order to do that, we are building a “documentation
platform”, that we define as “Dwelling Black Box”,
the RhOME Green Box, and asked all our partners to
open up data from their system in order to aggregate
them into the system.
[for any further information please refer to Engineering and
Construction Report 5.3.4 and Innovation Report 5.6.4]
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Appliances
To effectively respond to the environmental challenge,
we don’t need only to produce appliances which are
able to minimize the consumption of water and energy
in the use phase, but it is necessary to work with a
broader vision, encompassing the entire life cycle of the
product. Electrolux’s ecological approach, in 8 phases:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning
Production
Material
Suppliers
Transport
Home Consumption
Recycling and Disposal
Comunication

In Italy, since 1997, Electrolux’s appliances production
has reduced water consumption by 40% and energy by
45%.
The choice of not harmful ecological materials meets
EU RoHS (Restriction of the use of certain Hazardous
Substances).
Also Electrolux has launched a program of monitoring
and auditing of their suppliers, in order to verify that
their social behavior and environmental.
Among all appliances, refrigerators and freezers are
the ones that consume the most energy: accounting
for around 35% of domestic energy consumption of
an Italian family. To feed the 24 million refrigerators
in our homes need energy produced by three power
plants of 640 W. This means, every year, the emission
of more than 6.5 million tons of CO2, the greater the
greenhouse . If all the refrigerators in Italy were in Class
A +, they would save more than 50% of electricity and
you could close at least one central, with huge benefits
for the environment. Today, almost all refrigerators and
freezers Rex Electrolux has low energy consumption so
as to deserve the Class A + or A + +.
Electrolux’s clothes washer and dishwasher (Sunny
model) have a dual input, one for hot water and one
for cold water. In this way we can use hot water that
we produce with thermodynamic solar system. In fact
the higher energy consumption is to heat up the cold
water. If we use hot water the energy savings is up to
50% compared to a washing machine powered only
cold water.
Every year for bottled mineral water in the world
are produced over 2.6 million tons of plastic with a
considerable negative impact on the environment.
Impact will increase if we also consider the pollution
associated with road transport of the bottles and their
subsequent disposal. With Electrolux’s water mixer
“4Springs” we can have clean sparkling water directly
at home.
Electrolux is one of the companies that are
most committed to the recognition of producer
responsibility in the management of “end of life” of
their appliances, and is one of the 4 founders of ERP

(European Recycling Platform), the first European
platform for the management of recycling of waste
electrical and electronic equipment, as covered by the
WEEE Directive (waste of electronic and Electrical
equipment).
All Rex Electrolux appliances are made with

materials
and methods that encourage recycling. The furnaces for
example have an index of recycling that exceeds 90%.
Home entertainment
The TV, a LG 32’’ LED full HD monitor, was chosen
taking into consideration mainly the consumption,
the materials and the cost effectiveness without
losing performances and quality of the product. It is
the less consuming TV we have found on the market
in standard mode, according these criteria: it is an A
energy class (consuming only a yearly average of 60
kWh) and contains lead components only for those
elements which don’t have technologic substitutes.
5.6.7. SOLAR SYSTEM

Our climatic condition provides a large amount of
solar radiation thanks to the consistent number of
sunny hours. In this scenario, even if the production of
solar energy and the use of high efficiency systems are
not enough to guarantee the building sustainability, we
are designing a very efficient solar plant, involving
monocrystalline silicon photovoltaic [for further
information please check chapter 5.3.5] and thermodynamic
solar systems, so that RhOME for denCity will be
completely self-sufficient and more, can give back the
urban electric grid the exceeding energy it produces.
The thermodynamic solar system:
In particular, the thermodynamic solar system is much
more performing than a classic solar thermal one,
that produces thermal energy exclusively with a direct
sun radiation. The thermodynamic, actually, exploits
the phenomenon of compression and decompression
of a heat-convector fluid at low temperature that reacts
in small thermal gap. Furthermore this fluid needs
up to a quarter energy less than water and due to his
physical characteristics it cause less damage to the
pipings decreasing the need of maintenance. That
better performance of the fluid (a gas) provides for an
even worse lack of the classic solar thermal plant that,
due to the physical limit of water (carrier fluid), must
be calibrated taking in account the fact that in maximal
irradiation conditions it will be hardly stressed for the
overheating (with a consequent loss of performance).
That causes two serious issues:
•
the increase of the volume activates a “safety
mode” of the plant, that throws out steam. As a
consequence a new cycle of water heating is needed
with a huge squandering of energy;
•
the soon decline of the panel itself that on the long
run invalidates the performance of the solar thermal
module. For these reasons the synergy between the
heat pump and this advantageous system, allows to
drastically reduce the energy consumption required
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for the production of hot sanitary water.
As to energetic and economical considerations, it is
estimated that the thermodynamic baluster consumes
81,9 kWh/month (0,39 kW/h for 7 hours a day, for 5060 litres), for a total of 703 kWh a year. Compared to a
standard system the energy saving is up to 85%. From
an invoice of €1.106 of a standard hot water heater we
arrive to a invoice of €160, but in the combined strategy
this energy can be supplied by the photovoltaic system.
The system doesn’t produce polluting emission.
As a consideration related to economical benefits, it’s
important to point out that this system has a guarantee
of reliability with respect to the resolution of the wellknown problems of the traditional solar thermal system
connected to the achievement of excessive pressures
when the temperature of the heat-transfer fluid reaches
the maximum operating temperature, so that it doesn’t
imply maintenance costs.
Panels has a ten years guarantee, tank five years. Service
life is estimated to be of 25 years.

and are no longer applicable to modern systems. The
energy input data that has been used for this study
originates from real data measured in the production
lines of nine PV companies in Europe and the United
States [1]. The recently published preliminary results
of these updated data [2] for photovoltaic systems
consisting of multi-crystalline silicon modules are
summarized in Table I.
The SOLBIAN flexible panel used by us is composed
of different materials unlike a standard one since it
has a smaller quantity of silicium, doesn’t have the
protection glass layer and the Tedlar. it is built using
special engineering thermoplastic polymers with a
strong physical resistance, consequently, there are no
available studies on embodied energy for such modern

(for further information please check chapter 5.3.7)
The photovoltaic system:
Electricity production based on solar photovoltaic (PV)
technology is pollution- free on both local and global
level, it does not emit greenhouse gases, it does not
dip into finite fossil fuel resources and it can be easily
integrated into the urban environment, close to major
consumption needs.
These particularities make PV one of the major and
most suitable options for producing electricity
worldwide in the mid-to long term future.
However, prior to producing electricity, manufacturing
and installing PV systems and later on dismantling
and recycling them at the end of their commercial life,
require spending a certain amount of energy, which
must be “reimbursed” before electricity from PV can
be considered as renewable and clean.
The study focuses on two energy indicators, the
“Energy Pay Back Time” (EPBT) and the “Energy
Return Factor” (ERF), and one environmental indicator
considered as the most relevant indicator at global level
(potential for CO2 emissions), given the fact that it is
assessed that the electricity produced by PV
systems will substitute to the local energy mix composed
mainly of conventional energy sources.
•Energy recovery time
Energy Payback Time (EPBT) is defined as the ratio
between the sum of the total consumed energy during
its whole lifecycle and the energy saving thanks to its
energy production
EPBT = Einput / Esaved
Many scientific studies have been conducted to
evaluate the absorption of energy required to produce
a photovoltaic system. Most of them are now outdated

technologies. To be able to proceed with the calculation
we compared this tabled value with the one we obtained
in the LCA, where we have assembled the panel with
the different elements that make it. The value obtained
for SOLBIAN panel is almost similar to a normal
monocrystalline one.
Embodied Energy = 2525 (kWh / kWp)
Total Embodied Energy Embodied Energy =
Embodied Energy * nominal capacity installed = (2525
* 3,774) = 9529,35 kWh
The average life of a PV system is about 30 years, but
the weakest part of this system is the “inverter”, for
which the average life is about 10 years. This means that
even if the inverters are reliable devices, two reparations
are needed during the life of the system.
Energy for maintenance: 50 kWh / kWp
These two datas show the embodied energy per unit of
installed kW. For the EPBT calculation we also need
annual production:
PV System annual output = 4143 kWh
This output has been obtained analyzing a system with
3,774 kW nominal power.
The production per units of installed Kw will be
(4143/3,774) = 1097,77 kWh/kWp
EPBT= (Embodied Energy + energy for maintenance)
/ production= 2.35 years
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The energy spent on the production of the PV panel
is recovered with our system in a little more than two
years

A drawback of the EPBT is that it takes into account
the energy gain during the rest of economic life. An
indicator that meets this requirement is the energy
return factor (ERF), defined as the ratio between the
total energy produced during the operation of the
system and the total energy input during the life cycle
of the system. An ERF=10 means that a PV system
produces ten times more than it consumes.
ERF = (Esaved * LT) / Einput
where :
Esaved = annual energy savings from electricity
generated by the PV module.
Einput = amount of energy consumed during the
entire life cycle of the form
LT = is the economic lifetime
ERF = (1097,77 * 30) / 2575 = 12,79
We produce almost 13 times more than we have used
to make the panel.
Primary energy saved in total = (useful life - EPBT) *
annual production = (30 - 2.35) * 1097 = 30332.05 kW
•CO2 emissions.
Photovoltaic systems have significant environmental
benefits, primarily related to the reduction of pollutant
emissions into the atmosphere.
We did a comparison of CO2 emissions between
a traditional energy production system and and a
crystalline silicon PV one.
An average emission factor for each country can be
defined, which is expressed in g CO2/kWh product
(with traditional energy mix)
ITALY = 593 g CO2/kWh [3]
If we had produced electricity with traditional sources we
would have issued 593*4143*30 = 73703970/1000000
= 73,704 tons of CO2 (Emission energy mix * annual
production * useful life ).
With the installation of the panels we have a value of
CO2 emitted per kWh produced from 226 g CO2/
kWh, then we have a whole life cycle emissions of
226*4143*30 = 28089540 /1000000 =28,09 tons of
CO2
The CO2 emissions saved are 73,704 - 28,09 = 45,614
tons of CO2
[1] European Integrated Research project
[2] Alsema, E.A., de Wild-Scholten, M.J., The real

Emission factor per unit Fco2

environmental impacts of crystalline silicon PV modules
: an analysis based on up-to-date manufacturers data, in
: 20th European PV Solar Conference, Barcelona, 2005
[3] Solare fotovoltaico: analisi energetica ed economica
della catena di produzione - Università di Udine
Accessibility:
The house will be provided with a life line on the
ridge board of the roof so to ensure safety on the
maintenance operations on the rooftop. Reaching the
roof using a ladder, the operator can hook with a safety
rope to the life line and safely walk and work on the
roof area
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5.6.8. WATER

Project general water use
Solar Context: The hydraulic system has been designed
with in mind an effective use of the available space, for
example by reducing to a minimum the length of the
pipes and placing the heat pump as close as possible to
the 3D Core, so as to disperse the least amount of heat
possible that the hot water loses necessarily passing
through the pipes. The same concept was observed
in the design of the tanks and in the choice of their
location: they are below the level of the ground but easily
accessible, avoiding any visual and spatial encumbrance
above such excavation. A careful study of the routes
of pipes made it possible to realize the network of
drainage and water supply exactly as planned, despite
the limited space available and the many utilities in the
bathroom and in the kitchen.
Urban Context: considering that the house in the
urban context is the transposition of the prototype in
the structure of a building, some aspects will be similar
to the prior case, like the length of the pipes and placing
the heat pump as close as possible to the 3D Core, so
as to disperse, like said before, the least amount of heat
possible that the hot water loses necessarily passing
through the pipes. We’ll have 12 apartments with the
same design and similar plan as the house of the solar
contest (so not identical, in order to optimize the
available space on each floor), but obviously we cannot
use 3 tanks for everyone, so we established to put 2

Water system in the house

different systems for the recycle of the waste water and
the rainwater, widely described in the chapter 5.3.3.
Plumbing System Design.
Strategies for the reduction of consumption
In order to guarantee a strong reduction of water use
we have followed these strategies (here we don’t divide
in solar and urban contest because are listed aspects
that apply for both of them):
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Diffuser heads for mixer taps and shower head;
Water reduction system for dishwashers and
washing machines;
Accurate toilet design and controlled toilet flushing
system;
Clothes Washer and dishwasher with double cold/
hot water input in order to use the hot water
produced by the heat pump, not making operative
the resistance of the appliance (thus saving energy).
Special glaze finish of toilet and other fixtures that
require less water to be cleaned;
Rain water reuse for watering garden and plants;
Supplies pipes are in PEX-b material, which
involves a series of advantages: chemical and
electrochemical corrosion resistance, durability in
temperature under pressure, chemical resistance,
resistance to high peak temperatures, low pressure
drop, low deposit formation, resistance to low
temperatures, flexibility
Removal water pipes are in PET material, that has
high mechanical strength, rigidity and hardness,
dimensional stability and good resistance to acids.
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Treatment of waste water
Solar Context: In many cases it is advantageous to
use the suitably treated grey water for irrigation and
other domestic purposes. The more balanced system
of treatment and purification of grey water is the
phytodepuration, but for a house that must have the
possibility of being assembled and disassembled in a
few days, and for the contest situation, it is not possible
the use of a phytodepuration system.
So we decided that a separated waste water system has
been designed for the rain water and the grey\black
water. In the contest grey water is considered to come
from only washer, shower, bath sink and bidet.
Grey water goes to the black water tank, because in the
contest we decided to recycle only the rain water.
The water coming from the condensation of the HVAC
system and the heat pump will be conveyed into the
waste water tank.

Recovery of waste water in Solar contest

Recovery of waste water in urban contest

Urban Context: In this case the we propose an
innovative system for the recovery of the domestic
water.
It involves the placement, within the neighborhood, of a
purification cabin whose purpose is to collect domestic
waste water (gray and black) from the new settled
buildings and to filter them through a particular system
(the system of photo-ozonolysis) so the treatment of
waste water is described in the section “Recycling and
reuse” below, because we plan to recycle all the waste
water.
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Grey water system
Solar context: as shown in the chapter 5.3.3: Plumbings
(Engineering and Construction Design Narrative) also
the grey water system is fully concentrated in the 3D
Core module. As told for the other plants and features
that provides a huge reduction of piping and plumbings,
with a consequential less energy needed to move fluids
inside the system. Grey water will be conveyed into the
waste water tank, in which black water will be directed
too. The wastewater tank of the house will be therefore
sized by adding the quantity in liters of black water and
gray water that will be used during the contest.
Urban context: in addition to the usage of grey water
to supply the irrigation system (see Treatment of waste
water and Recycle and reuse paragraphs) we decided
to use some of the water for a heat recovery purpose.
Essentially the water drains from the feature to the
storage tank flowing through a heat recovery system
(see semi-passive strategies) that is located in the very
close proximity of the drains so to recover the largest
heat that’s possible, decreasing heat scattering.
Recycling and reuse
				
Solar Context: The rain water collected by the pitched
roof will be mechanically filtred and then used for
irrigation of the garden outside the house and for
the filling of ampoules in our hydroponics coltures.
A special pump, able to cope with residual suspended
particles, is employed here. Using this system of
recycling is possible to reduce the consumption of water

Outdoor garden with typical italian coltures

for irrigation, in favor of the growth of vegetation.
Hydroponics is part of the soilless cultivation techniques,
in which the soil is replaced by an inert medium, such
as expanded clay. The plant is irrigated with a nutrient
solution composed of water and other substances
necessary to make all the elements essential to the
nourishment. Compared to conventional techniques,
hydroponics manifests several advantages:
-it is not necessary the use of the soil, so crops can also
be implemented in unfavorable contexts, that have a
bad quality soil (such as rock or soils too sandy);
-less water using to get the same result; In fact the water
is in direct contact with the roots, without one part goes
dispersed in evaporation and absorption in the soil.
Water saving is due to the system of drip irrigation,
as well as the possibility of reuse of water within the
system (closed-cycle). Then this system is particularly
useful in extreme environments, where the lack of
water also makes cultivation impossible.
-use of fertilizers is much lower and focudes, there
aren’t dispersions in the ground; the use of herbicides is
absent and the use of pesticides is significantly reduced.
In fact, the administration of nutrients takes place in a
controlled manner, so there aren’t waste related to the
spreading of fertilizers on the soil, where some ones
may be washed away by rain or made unavailable by
chemical reactions. This then also results in the absence
of pollution to the environment and groundwater;
- from a healty point of view, hydroponics has significant
advantages: it removes the source contact with soilborne pathogens and therefore the fewer attacks from
parasites, viruses, and pathogens;
- increased earliness of harvest and post-harvest quality
of the product;
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- the cultivation may be conducted throughout the year
because it happens with controlled conditions, and then
gets rid of the seasonal needs of the species.

In the glassy ampoules, 25 cm in height and 15 in
diameter, will be placed the colored marbles in order
to prevent the formation of algae and micro-organisms
within the water. The roots will not be totally submerged
in water, but in any case they be able to absorb it.
The treated waste water will be used also for irrigation
of the garden outside the south loggia. It is a system
of modules assembled formed by trays filled with soil.
In each pan is placed a seedling. The modularity of the
system will help us in shipping. Plants grown and raised
partly in Rome in the form of trays, will be transported
and assembled at Versailles.

In our case we chose to use system to create a “small
vegetable garden on the balcony”, located in the south
loggia of the prototype. The system provides the
integration of the ampoules included in the Valcucine
cabinet shelves. The crops chosen are typical of our
territory, used daily as the main ingredients in our meals:
salads of various kinds, arugula, basil, tomatoes ..
The
is to grow these species
in related
wateractivities
with the
Tableidea
1
Water
addition of nutrients and direct artificial light (LEDUnit consumption (l/cycle)
(litri/cycle )
Cooking ) .
lights
Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Sinks, bidet and shower
WC flush
Garden watering
Clothes dryer

unit produced (l/cycle)

Table 2

Activities scheduling

week days
Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Cooking
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Sinks, bidet and shower
WC flush
Garden watering
Clothes dryer

Activities consumption

week days
Clothes washer
We
chose a system that could be adapted both in the
Dishwasher
Valcucine
furniture, both can be transformed into a
Cooking
Other needs (housework,
centerpiece,
so youetc..)
can take directly from the ampoules
Sinksyou
bidet have
and shower
and
only to wash it quickly to free it from dust.
WC flush
The
ampoules can be pulled out of the shelf and can be
Garden watering
plugged
into an appropriate timber structure scheduled
Total water

to receive it and be positioned as a table centerpiece
from
Table 4which to cut their own salad leaves or pick your
own tomatoes during the meal.
Total value
Grey water waste
Black water waste
Grey and black water reuse
Grey and black water balance
Building Type A
Floors number
Number of apartments per floor
Total apartments
Clean water (litri giornalieri)
Black water waste (daily liters)
Grey water waste (daily liters)
Grey+Black water (daily liters)
Grey+Black water (hour liters)
Grey and black water reuse (daily liters)
Grey and black water balance

Water consumption for a building in Tor Fiscale

4
3
12
5150,4
938,4
4056
4994,4
208,1
4956
38,4

Mon
0
1
2
1
1
10
1
0

Tue
0
1
2
1
1
10
1
0

Wed
1
0
2
1
1
10
1
1

Thu
0
1
2
1
1
10
1
0

Week

Fri
0
1
2
1
1
10
1
0

Urban Context: the gray and black water Week
of all
Tue willWed
Thu
Fri
apartments Sun
in eachMonbuilding
be collected
and
98 innovative
0
0
0
0
conveyed to an
system
of49water purification
10,2
10,2
10,2
0
10,2
10,2
called system6 of photo-ozonolysis,
that combines
the
6
6
6
6
6
action of ultraviolet
light
with
that
of
ozone.
20
20
20
20
20
20
To be effective,
treatment
240
240
240 with240photo-ozonolysis
240
240
requires a pre-treatment
of45 the wastewater
initially
45
45
45
45
45
10
10
10 and then
10
10 a series
10
with a mechanical
grinding
with
331,2sand331,2
370 carbon).
331,2
331,2
of filters (for429,2
example,
and active
The
action photo-ozonolytic applies to both soluble organic
matter, which is oxidized and mineralized, that even on
the microbial load that is completely sterilized. Bacteria,
1
2
3
4
5
6
viruses, and protozoa
are removed
from
the
aqueous
338
240
240
289
240
240
phase without 78,2
creating
toxic
78,2secondary
78,2
68 and78,2harmful
78,2
substances.
413
315
315
364
315
315
In contrast to the
our
3,2 typical
3,2 water
3,2 filtering
-7 systems,
3,2
3,2
system doesn’t produce toxic substances with potential
carcinogens.
The pilot plant that we have at our disposal is a batch
system with recirculation and is able to treat up to 250
L / h of wastewater. Considering that a building with
12 apartments produces in a typical day averagely 208
Water consumption (days)
liters / hour of waste water, we’ll
need a purification
500 each building.
cabin for
The water, once purified, will re-entered the building
and we expect to use it for washing machine, shower,
400
bidet and
bathroom sink. For the dishwasher and the
sink of the kitchen we decided to use water from the
aqueduct.
300

Sat
0
1
2
1
1
10
1
1

Sat
0
10,2
6
20
240
45
10
331,2

7

240
78,2
315
3,2

Clothe

Dishw

Cookin
liters

Table 3
Component
of Hydroponics

Sun
2
1
2
1
1
10
1
1

3
49
10,2
20
240
4,5
10
3

200

Other

Sinks b
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Simulation result
Water menagement
Source of water used
Consumption of drinking water
Consumption of rain water
Consumption of grey water
Total

Distribution of
Result
5,37
16,75
36,93
59,05

Unit
m3/year/apartment
m3/year/apartment
m3/year/apartment
m3/year/apartment

%
9,09
28,37
62,55
100

Distribution of water consumption
Use
Cleaning premises
Drinking water saved
Exterior consumption
Kitchen
Percentage of drinking water saved
Sanitary
Washing machines
Other equipment
Total

Result
Unit
%
0,97
m3/year/apartment
1,65
16,75
m3/year/apartment
28,37
5,37
m3/year/apartment
9,09
91
%
28,31
m3/year/apartment
47,95
7,644
m3/year/apartment
12,95
/
m3/year/apartment
/
59,05
m3/year/apartment
100

Use
Cleaning premi
Exterior consum
Kitchen
Sanitary
Washing machi
Other equipme
Total

Domestic hot a

Use
DHW
DCW
Tot Domestic w

Water consumption of an apartment in Tor Fiscale (see WCC)

Domestic hot and cold water (DHC & DCW)
Use

Result

Unit

%

As
you can see from the tables, a single 14,78
apartmentm3/year/apartment
will (Later we’ll be more
DHW
34,94 specific about how often there will
consume
annually
39,29
cubic
meters
of
wastewater
be
a
replacement
of water inside the tank to prevent
DCW
27,52
m3/year/apartment
65,06
(black
and
gray)
and
only
5.37
cubic
meters
of
drinking
the
recycling
continues
to the bitter end and water
Tot Domestic water
42,30
m3/year/apartment
100
water from the aqueduct (used, as mentioned, for the conditions reach a level that wouldn’t allow a recycle)
sink and dishwasher).

Wastewater recovery in urban contest
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Rain water
Rainwater is collected from the roof. It is considered as
high quality grey water and it thus will only be subject
to mechanical filtering in order to remove large floating
particles (mainly leaves).
Solar Context: the rainwater will be conveyed in the
descendant placed near the north lodge, that will send
the rainwater into the rainwater tank. The pump takes
water from the tank and directs it towards the drip
irrigation system for the garden located in the outer
space of the house.
In case of extreme rain an overflow valve will prevent
an unwanted amount of water from filling the rainwater
tank, and deviate the excess onto the ground [for natural
dispersion].

Rainwater recovered in solar contest and reused for
irrigation

Urban Context: the rainwater will be collected through
gutters and descendants and directed into the rainwater
tank located under the ground. Besides we’ll make
surface conduits 10 cm x 10 cm, positioned within the
sidewalks, to allow the water from the collection tank
of each building to merge into a single large reservoir
located adjacent to urban gardens. The water, during its
passage in the ducts, will pass through the purification
tanks, identified outside from plants that have the dual
function of filtering rainwater and aesthetic enrichment
of the neighborhood. After going through the various
tanks, rain water, now purified, will be accumulated in
the large tank and used for irrigation of urban gardens
in the park.

Rainwater recovered in urban contest and reused for
irrigation and the cleaning of the neighborhood

Rainwater recovery in urban contest
Water consumption
Solar Context: Here it’s shown the water consumption
0 related to 1 cycle:
Table 1

Water related activities

Unit consumption (l/cycle)

Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Cooking
Hot water draws
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush
Garden watering
Clothes dryer

unit produced (l/cycle)

Table 2

Activities scheduling

Contest days

49
10,2
3
60
40
40
4,5
60
3

1

2

Daily cycles
3

4

5

6
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In the following table we can see, the amount of liters
that we’ll use and the amount that a standard family
consumes, in order to figure the water saved practically
(the “Other needs”, “Dinner party” and “Garden
watering” indexes aren’t considered because they are
too variable case to case):

The data here indicated as “typical italian house” are
taken from a thesis of the 2012, freely disposable
online, titled “Recovery and reuse of rainwater in a
building” of a student of civil engineer of the university
of Bologna. His study about this theme offered the
ework, etc..)
empiric informations that we needed to make suitable
examples.
ing water)

Unit consumption (l/cycle)
Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Cooking
Hot water draws
WC flush

RhOME

49
10,2
3
60
4,5

Standard
80 to 100
30 to 40
3 to 6
75 to 90
9 to 16

Comparison between RhOME and a typical italian house

Urban Context: the data about this case are in the
chapter 5.3.3” and in the specific topic WCC.

clean water tank

ring)

Bathroom
The furnitures of the bathroom have been chosen with
the target of sustainability. In particular, the elements
of the bathroom are specially designed with the aim
of reducing water wastes and consumption without any
diminution of the comfort. Here the division in the two
contest is not necessary considering that the bathroom
furniture are hypothetically the same:
Faucets
BLU TECHNOLOGY
• -80 % water of the tap body
• flow restrictor from 9L to 5l
• nickel-free drinking water
The BLU technology has introduced the first system
without nickel tubes , which anticipates and exceeds the
new European directives on drinking water. The system
reduces by 80% the amount of water contained in the
body of the faucet and consequently the water to slide
and to be heated is smaller.
This also means that 80% less water stagnates in the tap,
stagnation which otherwise would promote bacterial
growth. The flow limiter riduces water consumption by
9l to 5l without any loss of flow, thanks to the mixing
system of water- air. In addition, the water is more pure
because never comes into contact with the brass body
of the mixer, but it passes through rigid tubes of special
multilayer material “ nickel-free drinking water .”
BLU technology certifications :
• LEED : the mixer washbasin Connect Blue 5 l / min
helps to obtain credits as it meets the 2 requirements
for the management of construction waste (MR ) and
reduction of water use (GA) .
• WELL (Water Efficiency Label ) : is a system of
European classification of products in the industry
taps which aims to meet the need of consumers to
information with respect to the responsible use of water
and guide them in the purchase of a suitable product .

WELL certification is based on the following
criteria:
1 . Immediate savings and demonstrated
2 . Compliance with international standards
3 . Ease of understanding of the characteristics of the
product
EKO TECHNOLOGY AND AERATOR 5 l / m
• Save 50 % due to the resistance
• Flow Reducer
• System Cool Body
The cartridge EKO is a water-saving device that allows
to control and reduce water consumption . Lifting the
handle up to the resistance , is obtained a saving of water
equal to 50% , over the resistor instead it is possible to
adjust any volume of water between 50% and 100% .
The special aerator reduces power consumption by 11
l / m at 5 l / m without any loss of flow . In support
of the cartridge EKO is the temperature limiter which
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allows you to adjust the angle of operation and the
maximum water temperature . The system Cool Body
prevents overheating of the tap, ensuring maximum
safety of use in case of reaching very high temperatures.
TECHNOLOGY C3
Thanks to C3 faucet always opens in the “ cold water
“ , avoiding unnecessary to heat the water for a further
respect for the environment.
SHOWER HEAD
Reduction system flow to 12 l / m
WATER DISCHARGE
Reduce exhaust from 6l to 4.5 l .
Vases Class 5: 4.5L exhaust .
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5.6.9. SOLID WASTE

Talk about environmental sustainability requires also
consider the difficult waste management which means
first of all to prevent, raise awareness and educate
and not just recycle or throw the product. Therefore,
the issue is fundamentally cultural. The participation
of citizens in the first person with a careful and
conscious waste management, also and especially
through their valorization, is the first step towards a
genuine process of sustainable development. For this
the waste separation will be based on a capillarisation
of the collection , offering a door to door service that
would also lead to the creation of jobs “ socially ul “ ,
as well as the creation of some places charge for the
storage of materials of “waste” that can become new
useful and very low cost items, through processing by
the inhabitants of the neighborhood itself.
Solid Waste from Building Demolitions
Our urban project must face the issue of the demolition
of a huge amount of makeshift constructions. This
issue requires to envisage a strict design of those
operation in order to be able to introduce each material
in the correct stream to the disposal. We are developing
an investigation program to get a complete awareness
of the specific materials on the site, to analyze their
physical properties and consider the possibilities to
reuse them in the new construction process.
In our new buildings, great attention was given to the
choice of materials and construction technologies
in order to reduce the weight of waste materials in the
production cycle of the building and its components
on the environmental balance. This means that all
the materials that have been chosen, can be FIRST
REUSED, THEN RECYCLED, AND FINALLY
disposed without producing toxic emissions of any
kind.
In fact, wood is the material for all the structural parts
of the building. At the end of the life cycle of the
building, it can be reused, processed, used as burning
material or simply absorbed by the environment. The
insulating material used in the construction of the
RhOME for denCity project consists for the 94% of
wood fiber without chemical binders, and at the end of
the life cycle will not constitute a negative load to the
environment, because it is almost entirely made with
organic components.
Also all the finishing of the house, currently wood,
constitutes at the end-of-life cycle a waste that can
be assimilated by the environment. For plumbing and
heating distribution polyethylene pipes will be chosen as
to ensure their full recyclability. The photovoltaic panels
comply with the consortium PV Cycle Association
for the withdrawal and reuse of the panels at the end
of their life. In summary we have worked with great
attention to the choice of materials and construction
technologies, because we believe that to build the house
of tomorrow means not only to realize a comfortable
house with zero energy balance, but also to remain

in total harmony with the environment during its
implementation, its long life and, at the end of its life
cycle, when it produces any waste to be sent to landfill.
[for information about construction waste please see chapter 5.6.4]
[for information about material replacement please see chapter
5.6.5]

Waste management
Waste management represents a considerable challenge
for environmental policy strategies. The concept of
waste is usually associated with waste disposal or
incineration, and there is even talk of disposal crisis.
Meanwhile, however, concepts such as waste prevention
and waste reclamation should become firmly anchored
in public awareness.
Waste should be used as a valuable resource or as a
source of energy, which could also make a contribution
to protecting the climate.
Here the goals of our proposal are here summarized,
following hierarchy:
•

•

•

•

Primarily, the prevention of waste and the
avoidance and minimisation of harmful substance
in waste.
Secondly, the highest possible level of recovery and
recycling from unavoidable waste without without
harm, depending on the type and composition
of waste and to the extent that is technically and
economically flexible. 		
The treatment of non-recoverable waste in order
to reduce the quantities and the harmfulness, as
well as the disposal or environmentally-compatible
stowage as close as possible to their place of
origin.
The protection of natural resources and the
promotion of product responsibility during
the development, production, processing and
distribution of products.

These are in complete accordance with The EU Waste
Framework Directive, which extabilishes a new, furtherdifferentiated five level waste hierarchy:
•
•
•
•
•

Prevention of waste
Preparation for re-use
Recycling of waste (including composting)
energy recovery
safe and environmentally compatible disposal

In more words, the most important thing is to avoid
generating waste, e. g. by the production of products
which have longer lives, dispensing with unnecessary
packaging or the re-use of products. Waste which
cannot be prevented should be recycled or recovered in
some other way. Only if this is not possible should the
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waste be deposed of.

The 4 R strategy

The re-use of products is economically and
environmentally more desirable than recycling. In
turn, the recycling of materials is preferable to their
incineration (energy recovery). And as a last resort, it is
necessary to consider diposing to waste remaining after
these stages have been gone through.

Proper waste management is an achievable goal with
the contribution of everyone. Just a few daily actions
can achieve profitable results .
Among the basic rules , there is the strategy of the 4 R
Reduction, Reuse , Recycling and Recovery is the path
that leads to a virtuous eco-sustainable management
of waste , supported by selection and transformation
activities .
R - REDUCTION OF WASTE
We choose products with reduced packaging and / or
re-usable and avoid wastage.
R - RE-USE ITEMS WHICH ARE STILL
USEFUL
We can reuse jars and glass bottles , the white side of
photocopies may be useful to take notes , you can give
the cast-off clothes , a chair can be repaired and reused.
Iin short, there are many objects that can continue to
perform their original function.
R - RECYCLING OF USEFUL MATERIALS
The materials we recycle with separate collection
become new products in glass, aluminum , plastic,
paper . Even our food waste can be transformed and
become compost , which is useful for our plants or in
agriculture.
R - RECOVERY OF ENERGY
The portion of non-recyclable waste can be converted
into energy in the new energy plants built respecting
the environment.

How much and which type of waste do we produce in
Rome ?
In 2006 the amount of municipal waste generated in
the municipality of Rome and collected by the AMA
- Municipal Enterprise Environment amounted to
1,900,227 tons, 48,918 tons more than last year and
296,059 tons more than in 2002. Waste production
increased in 2006 by 2.6 % representing a slight
slowdown compared to 2003 and 2004 , years during
which a growth of rates from 5% and 7.5 % has been
registered.
In 2006 every citizen of Rome has produced an average
of 652 kilograms of waste with a decrease of 5.9% over
the previous year .
The analysis of the data collection indicates that in
2006 the municipality of Rome has differentiated the
16% of the generated total waste( with a difference of
9.8 percentage points compared to the national average,
whichi is equal to 25.8 %). In the five years between
2002-2006 the collection has registered an increase of
Rome to 9.3% , but rose by only 0.7 % in 2006.

Rome waste production
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Social initiatives for waste reuse
Our territory is rich in industrial and craft activities . But
what happens to all those that are considered failures
of production, the second choices?
Our project answers this question through the
creation of places where people collect, expose and
offer alternative and recovery materials, derived from
industrial and commercial wastes. Every year many
tons of materials will be redistributed to the schools,
organizations and institutions that deal with education
and assistance so that they can reinvent uses and
meanings through targeted projects.
One of the objectives is to relate the worlds of culture
and school, business and institutions, creating new
resources.
It is a cultural project that also represents a new,
optimistic and proactive way of ecology and to “build
the change” enhancing second choices materials
and the imperfect or worthless objects to get to new
possibilities for communication and creativity in a new
respect logic of the object, the environment, man.
A place where the idea that waste are resources is
promoted, where alternative materials are collected,
exposed and offered, where use and meaning of
industrial rejects are to be reinvented.
The project provides a center that will handle distribution

of these materials ( paper, cardboard, ceramic, colors,
rigging, leather, rubber, wood, etc.) to teachers and
practitioners of nests and nursery schools , elementary
schools , middle schools , colleges , associations,
educational and cultural activities , day care centers for
the elderly, disabled centers , community centers, etc…
It is an opportunity to translate into action the sense of
social and environmental responsibility.

Where does the separated waste go in Rome ?
The materials that are separated in the house and thrown
in the special containers are taken from Ama public
company (which is in charge of waste collection in
Rome) put in the selection implants , where a further
mechanical separation of the various components is
made . The materials are then sent to the implants of
the consortia industry and from there to the industries
to be transformed into new products.
The packaging , or containers made of glass, plastic,
metal, shall be sent to the separation Ama implants :
Rocca Cencia and Laurentino .
Once separated, the material goes to the respective
Consorzi di Filiera : Coreve , Corepla , Cial , Cna to
be sent for recycling and made into new objects. The
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paper and cardboard , however, are transferred to the
platform Comieco and from here started to paper
mills for the production of new paper , paperboard,
cardboard .
Food scraps and organic waste collected door to door,
by restaurants, canteens and local markets are sent to
the composting of Ama in Maccarese to be turned
into compost , a natural fertilizer used in agriculture or
gardening.
The compost produced from Ama has the mark of
quality CIC ( Italian Composting Association ) . The
non-recyclable materials are sent in two Ama implant
selection and treatment of urban waste: Rocca Cencia
and Salario: the dry part of the waste is transformed
into RDF fuel waste, in wet soil for landfill cover ,
defined FOS stabilized organic fraction .
How many and which collection points are
we expecting?
As a consequence of the analysis of places where the
waste generated by the district is re-hydrated, we believe
it is essential to create a new number of collection
points.
We have decided to place these collection points
in a way as to facilitate and speed up the process of
collecting. In our project other collection points are
provided: these are dedicated to Makers and Fab Lab,
offering them the ability to reuse some materials within
the neighborhood, avoiding unnecessary travel and
sorting processes.
Same thing happens for the compost: being there
already areas used for crops and farms, and since an
urban project of dedicating an area to urban gardens
has been provided, the compost will be fully reused in
the surrounding soil.
Management of domestic waste
The house needs to be cleaned and tidied for a good
health of the inhabitants. We promote the employ of
sustainable cleaning products for two reasons. Firstly,
we want to avoid the indoor pollution deriving from
cleaning chemicals products, which could affect
negatively on inhabitants life. Secondly, the use of
eco-compatible products ensure a very low ambiental
impact compared to chemicals products. The use of
eco-compatible products should be extended to any
field of our daily life: the house-cleaning products, as
well as the products for the cleaning of the person
(there are many brands which proposes on the market
sustainable shower gel, shampoo, hair masks etc. with
severe certifications of eco-compatibility). The use of
these products lowers significantly the emission of
human-toxic substances in the atmosphere, maintaining
anyway an high quality of the product. Another huge
field of sustainable products is the recycled paperbased products: from the common recycled writingpaper, till the less known eco-sustainable toilet paper
, deriving 100% from the recyclage of Tetrapack (that
consistently reduces the felling of new trees). In any
case the use of recycled products is to be preferred.

On the other side, it is important to reduce the amount
of waste we produce. This can be done in many ways
including those listed below. One of the main sources
of solid waste is the packaging. In this sense we intend
to promote the smart shopping, which is based on
avoiding the use of packaging where possible, for
example buying loose fruit and vegetables. Under
this perspective, also buying in bulk would minimize
packaging waste.
Another good practice to reduce waste is to avoid to
buy disposable items and try to re-use our objects: there
are numerous ways that we can re-use products that we
buy!
Lots of little good habits could contribute to significantly
reduce domestic wastes: buy re-useable carry bags from
supermarkets (possibly made with no plastic material,
such as linen), use re-chargeable batteries, buy reuseable items such as jam jars, donate old clothes and
shoes, re-use the back of paper for scrap paper and use
ice cream vessels as storage containers or lunch boxes.
In order to avoid plastic wastes, it is preferable to drink
sink water: the same glass jar can be refilled infinitely,
reducing significantly plastic wastes deriving from
beverages. Furthermore, thanks to the Electrolux
EID60010X water filter is possible to obtain clear water
at the desired temperature, even sparkling, which allows
to not use plastic bottles.
Furthermore, it is very important to separate all
inquinat products. For example, each house should
be equipped with a tank for the collection of oil used
for frying and a box for old batteries (even though the
use of rechargeable batteries is recommended) and
another one for dangerous or expired medications
products. These products should be harvested from the
municipality in specific areas of collection.
Finally, each house should have a domestic compost
heap where organic wastes are collected due to generate
compost. This compost can be use as fertile terrain for
gardens and plants.
The materials collectable are listed below (this may
vary depending on the site):
- Paper - Card - Glass Bottles and Jars - Plastic bottles Scrap Metal - Green Waste - Textiles
- Engine Oil - Car Batteries - Fridges - White Goods Wood - Mobile Phones - Batteries
Domestic compost heap
To be recycled not all materials need to convey to special
recycling facilities. The collection can also be done with
a domestic compost heap of organic waste done by
those who have a garden in their home of residence.
Approximately 25-30% of the domestic waste is made
in fact from organic waste such as food scraps, fruit and
vegetables, cut plants, foliage, mowing lawns, weeds,
shavings etc.. all these waste materials can be used to
produce the compost, a natural fertilizer that can be
used to manure land and vases.
The compost heap is a container used to collect organic
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waste and produce compost. It can be placed in a
shaded part of the garden. It is very easy to use and
doesn’t give any trouble.
In our house in Versailles we will use a special compost
heap prototype that directly produces compost blocks.
It allows to reduce the stocking space in the bin and
allows to store more organic waste.
Competition
Our construction system, based on advanced
prefabrication, allows a consistent reduction of waste
production in “on site” construction phase. All the
prefabricated components are fully finished so they
won’t need any further manufacturing refinement
process in the assembly.
During the production process all the scraps are
collected by our producer and (since they are mainly
wood and derivative) used as combustible material to
power its heating system.
Thus, most of the waste we are going to produce,
are generated by the shipping process: pallet, plastic
sheeting, nylon wrapper film, plastic strips, adhesive
tape and a covering polyethylene sheet to protect the
building during the assembly.

The disassembly phase will generate even less wastes
since most of the packing material will be recovered
from the first shipping stocked material ( pallets and
plastic sheeting). Only new plastic strips and nylon
wrapper film are needed.
In conclusion, this kind of material, since it is recyclable,
will go into the separate waste collection.

END OF LIFE
The strategy of Team RhOME for the end of life
of construction materials is to always prefer, where
possible, the REUSE of materials. Moreover, we have
chosen RECYCLABLE materials so that, when they
are not reusable anymore, they can be reimmitted in the
productive process as secondary raw materials, avoiding
new resources depletion. Finally, the majority of the
chosen materials are COMPOSTABLE or have an
HIGH CALORIFIC VALUE (heating energy - wood).
The use of dry assembly have been preferred in order
not to alter the material’s qualities.
End of life_Strategy for the building
The easy separability of materials, the reversibility

of the assembly operations, the modularity of the
building and the possible selective demolition are the
main principles of the urban design of team Rhome; a
strategy aimed at making possible the REUSE of most
of the components.
The waste for construction constitute one third of
the total solid waste, consequently consuming land;
affecting aquifers; increasing construction costs; and
making it necessary the extraction of new raw materials.
Therefore, it’s necessary to carry out some basic
strategies to extend the life of products and materials:
repair, reuse, making upgrading, reprocess, recycle, and
finally recover the energy content of materials. These
scenarios are possible only with a pre-thought assembly
design.
To this scope, the housing project of Tor Fiscale aims at
enabling ease of assembly and disassembly and disposal.
Our strategy is to use elements with a stratigraphy with
a DRY ASSEMBLY, in order to avoid contamination
of the materials with other substances that would alter
their properties. Moreover, walls, ceiling, roofs and
the other constructive elements are all joined through
metal joints so that at the end of building’s life they can
be easily disassembled and removed. In this sense, to
prefer a DRY constructive system in wood represents
a considerable advantage compared to more traditional
systems, such as concrete. In fact, at the end of life of
the building, the structural elements dried assembled
can be RECOVERED and REUSED in other buildings.
In this way, it is possible to envisage a scenario at the
end of life that is no longer linked to the landfill, but to
REUSE and RECYCLING of building elements.
In contrast, the wet constructive systems (such as
concrete structures; glued layers between materials;
and waterproofing varnishes) makes integral the union
between materials, impeding their separation at the
end of life. If not accurately planned in advance, the
assemblies in wet systems (concrete) must be demolished,
and the demolition materials must be disposed of as
hazardous waste. Under this point of view, a wooden
building, with all the layers dry assembled and without
the use of chemical additives and adhesives, turns out
to be the MOST EFFECTIVE CHOICE. .
It is important to notice that the recovery and recycling
of waste materials for the realization of the second raw
material allows a double gain: the gain on disposal costs
and the savings on the purchase of the raw material.
The sale of parts and materials coming from demolition
of buildings is increasingly becoming an operation that
gives a glimpse of new business scenarios. For this
purpose there are online platforms dedicated to the
buying and selling of dismissed materials and building
components, made with the aim to facilitate the recovery
of exchange activity (as example, In Italy we have the
“Borsa telematica di scambio”).
Moreover, most of the materials chosen for the
intervention urban market have a recycling market
well established (and in some cases takes place within
the same supplier companies), which is a fundamental
prerequisite for make the recycle possible.
Regarding the wet processed elements (concrete) present
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in the supporting base of the structure in RhOME urban
context, the strategy of the team Rhome is to apply a
pre-designed SELECTIVE DEMOLITION. For this
purpose, all the completing and coating elements will
be dry joined, in order to be easy disassembled at the
end of life. This will make it possible to “undress the
structure” and recover the finishing materials, and only
then proceeding to the selective demolition of the only
concrete structure.
End of life_Strategy for the furnitures
For furnitures we used two strategies: we chose to use
both DRY ASSEMBLED furnitures and REUSED/
rearranged old furnitures.
Regarding the assembly, the same strategy used for
the entire building, was also at the base of the choice
of the furnitures: the kitchen “Mecanica” Valcucine
and the other new furnishings are totally composed
of DRY ASSEMBLED elements, without the use of
glue or other chemical substances. They are designed
to be fitted and removed without compromising their
features and quality: in this way at the end of life, each
component can be REUSED. In fact, “Meccanica” of
Valcucine is thought to be 90% REUSED and 100%
RECYCLED. Its elements are made of wood, metal,
and some are coated with easy-removable tissue, which
doesn’t compromise the quality and characteristics of
the materials.
The other strategy used for the furnitures is the REUSE
and REARRANGEMENT of old disused furnitures,
in fact our team aims at giving a new life to old disused
furnitures. The presence of the FabLab in the project
of the district Tor Fiscale has exactly this objective:
to encourage re-use and, if necessary, rearrange
furniture, furnishings and other objects of any kind,
with the scope of giving them a new life. An economic,
ecological, social and affordable strategy for the end
of life of furnishings. This strategy of re-use has also
been applied in the prototype of Versailles: the reuse of
an old table shows our intention to give new life to old
and no longer used furnitures, allowing a considerable
SAVING OF RESOURCES. .
Main recoverable wastes of construction:
Earth and rock excavation: ceramics and bricks
industry; or environmental restoration of ex-quarries,
remediation of polluted areas .
Wood impregnated with preservatives -based salts: Reuse as it is.
Wood and cork panels: without glues is reusable. Finally,
it can be recovered in the joinery industry.
Glass wool and rock wool, gypsum board and gypsum
waste: recovery in cement plants
Plastic and plastic packaging: recycling as secondary
raw material in the plastics industry
Cables made of aluminum or copper-covered: Recycling
in the plastics industry as secondary raw material
Packaging, drums and cans in ferrous and non-ferrous:
Reuse such as they are, after a chemical cleaning.
Glass fibers: direct recovery in the glass industry
Iron, steel, cast iron: direct recovery in metallurgical
plants or in the chemical industry

Cullet and scrap of glass : glass industry recovery or
secondary raw material
(For the end of life of each material used in our project
(prototype and urban context) see par. 5.5 “Materials”.)
Energy feedstock
The last strategy used by our team for the end of
the last life cycle of materials, is the recovery of the
energy content of combustible materials. Indeed, the
choice of a wooden structure (and wooden insulants
and finishing layers), it enables the RECOVERY of
their energy content through COMBUSTION. The socalled “energy feedstock” of each material is calculated
basing on their calorific value: in this sense wood is the
most effective choice as it reaches the highest calorific
values: 2,200 kcal/kg for wet wood and 4776.92 kcal/
kg for laminated wood.
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5.6.10. LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS

In a building alimented by renewable energy sources,
the embodied energy of construction materials,
elements and systems becomes important comparing
to the energy for consumptions. We aim at having high
quality energy (renewable sources) with a low quantity
of energy used, in order to minimize the social and
economical cost for production of energy.
In this sense, choosing high thermal efficiency materials
with a sustainable Life Cycle means to cut down the
cost of the house in term of consumption of energy
and CO2 emissions. An accurate analysis of these
factors helped us in the choice of the materials used to
built the new eco-conscious district. We are working on
these sense, verifying the effective sustainability of the
chosen materials and of the new district through the
SimaPro tool. The Life Cycle Analysis will consider all
the aforementioned aspects. The detailed information
regarding the whole Life-Cycle of the house in its local
context are available in the TEE document.
Analysis tool for LCA (SimaPro)
The LCA of the Housing unit has been performed
through the database SimaPro. The object of the
analysis is the single housing unit (60 sq meters) in its
local context (Rome), and its impact, considering the
realization of the new urban areas, taken with their
ratio factor. The time period of calculation is 50 years
(considered the lifetime of the building to uniform the
calculation of all teams).
Scope and Goal of LCA
The goal of the LCA is to analyze the impact of RhOME
housing intervention in Tor Fiscale (pilot project that
exemplifies the strategy of Rhome for denCity). The
goal is to make it comparable with the other houses
in competition, under the aspects of sustainability and
environmental impact.
The LCA has been performed including the following
categories:
A0) Demolition
A) Construction
B) Transport of Materials
C) Materials
D) Use Phase
E) Transport of Users
These categories has been developed as follows:
A) Demolition
In the area of 
intervention there are spontaneous
and illegal barracks built in the aqueduct arches and
occupying the public Park’s areas. These houses are in
conditions of such instability and unhealthiness that it
is not possible a recovery in any way. For this reason, it
is necessary to demolish such buildings. It is important
to note, however, that in the face of this demolition, we
can free up 80% of the land area of intervention.
Anyway, in order to minimize the impact related to the

demolition, we chose to reuse most of the demolition
materials in the new project. This is possible thanks to
a selective demolition. In order to perform a correct
LCA, we added this demolition phase to the building
environmental impact.
The energy consumption associated to the demolition
phase is the following:
•
Crawler Excavator: 670 MJ
•
Tracked Excavator: 486,45 MJ
•
Trailer Truck: 156,56 MJ
•
Mobile crushing/grinding machine: 57,57 MJ
And the prevision of disposal from demolition is:
•
Wood disposal: 15,45 mc (10 815 kg)
•
Plastic disposal: 2,572 mc (1 028,8 kg)
•
Steel disposal to RECYCLE: 6,17 mc(16 659 kg)
No concrete and no brick disposal is provided because
it will be reused as aggregate, inert and roads substrate,
and, for the bricks, as powder to make the “opus
signinum” clay.
[For further information on the calculation of these values see
“SimaPro Report” in TEE#3]
A) Construction
For the construction phase, we expect to have a very low
impact energy through the use of prefabricated elements
dry-assembled at the factory. The only energy expended
for the construction phase is linked to the assembly of
these pre-assembled elements (walls,slabs,roof,stairs)
and openings. This energy will be very limited due to
the light weight of the walls etc. (compared to other
technologies, in particular the steel for the weight).
Another contribution of energy to take into account
is linked to the excavations for the foundations and the
realization of the foundations and the basement (the
only elements necessarily in concrete).
The total energy consumption related to the
construction is the following:
•
•
•

Tracked Excavator (excavation for foundation):
194,6 MJ
Crane: 1266 kWh
Concrete Mixer (on truck): 1997,525 MJ

We do not consider the disposal of the removed
excavation terrain, because it will be reused as recovery
terrain or as terrain in the same area (as indicated by the
italian law: art. 10, paragraph 10, Law 2/2009 exclusion
from the waste of the non contaminated terrain,also to
be reused within the same site).
[For further information on the calculation of these
values see “SimaPro Report” in TEE#3]
B) Transport of materials
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The RhOME project is developed on two different
assembling phases: the first one is a factory
prefabrication process
and the second based on direct intervention on site
(networks, utilities, foundations)
The prefabricated modules are made from materials
produced by different companies. The choice
of the materials was made in order to fit the sticht
criteria of performance quality and
sustainability that is one of the main objective of our
project. The large scale production allows to
guarantee affordability even for a social housing
intervention.
For this reason some materials are produced only by
qualified brands and need to be transported
from the producer to the assembling factory of our
main sponsor (Casteldarne - Bolzano - Italy) which,
anyway, provides the largest part of the materials.
The materials produced by these factors are transported
by truck to Casteldarne. Once assembled
are transported from Casteldarne to Rome, in this way:
•
•
•

on truck from Casteldarne (BZ) to intermodal
exchange of Roncafort (TN) (122 km);
on train from Roncafort (TN) to intermodal
exchange of Pomezia (RM) (503 km);
on truck from Pomezia (RM) to via di Torre del
Fiscale, Rome (30 km)

Therefore the total kilometers cover for the transport
of materials is the sum of:
•
The kilometers from the factory of origin to the
assembly site (Casteldarne);
•
The kilometers from the assembly site to the
construction site.
For the second phase on site the materials will be
provided by factories next to the construction
site that ensure the requested features.
C) Materials
In the “materials” section we took into account all the
materials necessary for the construction of the building,
from the urban to the single unit house: we considered
the materials for urbanization works and outdoor areas,
the public green and paths, the vegetable gardens, the
materials of the dwelling, and the electrical equipment.
We will describe the materials assessed in LCA with
particular reference to the TEE (CM file and SimaPro
Analysis).
Below a list of the assembly categories.
Outoor Areas: (Roads and Utilities): this section
includes the urbanization works, infrastructures and
outdoor areas
Fondations & Subsoil : this section includes all the
fondation materials

Upper residential storeys (Superstructure - Mansory):
this section includes all the structural components
(considered to the degree of unfinished building):
floorings, trusses and platform frame elements
Vertical Connections: this section includes all the
materials used for Stairs and elevator shafts
Roofing: this section includes all the materials of the
roof to the degree of unfinished building
Exterior Joineries and Facade: this section includes all
the facade elements as windows and shading systems
Cladding: This section includes the finishing materials
Heating and Cooling: This section contains the
components of the heating and cooling systems
Sanitary Facilities: This section includes the elements
linked to the sanitaries
Local Energy Production Facilities: This section
includes all the components of the local energy
production systems

[For further information on the materials of the
building in its local context please see the paragraph
“5.6.5. Materals”.
For the complete stratigraphy of the walls and slabs of
the building in its local context please see the Energy
Efficiency appendix Attachment#2_Thermal building
envelope
For further information on materials quantities, please
see “ROME_TEE_CM” files of TEE document]
D) Use Phase
For the energy consumption connected to the use phase
we considered the yearly consumption and multiplied it
for the 50 years of the building. We took into accoun
the following electrical consumption categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sanitary hot water
Specific electricity- equipment (Appliances and
Device)
Ventilation
Heating
Cooling
Lighting
Energy Production

Sanitary hot water
The annual consumption for sanitary hot water is of
438 kWh/year
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Simapro value = 438 kWh/year * 50 years = 21 900
kWh total (during the whole life of the building)
Specific Electricity - Equipment (Appliances and
Device)
The annual consumption for the appliances and
electronic devices is of 1420 kWh/year
Simapro value = 1420 kWh/year * 50 years = 71 100
kWh total (during the whole life of the building)
Ventilation
The annual consumption for the ventilation is of
570,93 kWh/year
Simapro value = 570,93 kWh/year * 50 years = 28
546,5 kWh total (during the whole life of the building)
Heating
The annual consumption for heating is of 65,22
kWh/year
Simapro value = 65,22 kWh/year * 50 years = 3 261
kWh total (during the whole life of the building)
Cooling
The annual consumption for lighting is of 162,03
kWh/year

Simapro value = 162,03 kWh/year * 50 years = 8 101,5
kWh total (during the whole life of the building)
Lighting
The annual consumption for lighting is of 135 kWh/
year
Simapro value = 135 kWh/year * 50 years = 6 750 kWh
total (during the whole life of the building)
[For further information on Energy consumptions see
chapter “5.4. Energy Efficiency Design Narrative2 at
the the paragraph “Technical Summary Project Table”.]
Energy Production
The annual energy production (of the installed PV
panels, referred to the single housing unit) is of 4
547,88 kWh/year.
Simapro value = 4 547,88 kWh/year * 50 years = 227
394 kWh total (during the whole life of the building)
[For further information on Energy production see
chapter “5.3.5 Photovoltaic System Design”.]
E) Transport of Users
For the calculation of the phase “Transport of Users”
we used the tool: http://www.effinergie-ecomobilite.
fr/, furnished in your “TEE Information Guide V4”.
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In order to develop our analysis we made the following
considerations:
•
The new district is placed in the near suburbs, in
proximity of the metro station
•
By re-densifying the area, we are going to improve
the public transport local system: more rides bus,
bus destinations, and bus stations are going to be
plant.
•
The presence of car-pooling, car-sharing and a big
bike-sharing station in the new district, as well as
the creation of a new cycle paths network.
•
On the ground floor of each new building will be
placed commercial local activities and neighborhood
services, such as a baker, a greengrocer, a local market
(which sells the vegetables produced from the
urban gardens of the district, through an agriculture
cooperative), a pharmacy, a neighborhood nursery,
a postal office. This is possible thanks to the redensification and re-qualification of the area.
Moreover, few services are already present in the
district, such as a school and a grocery shop.
Under these consideration, we obtained the following
results (referred to the values for a daily journey for the
2 people living in the house under analysis):
In order to insert these values on SimaPro, we subdivided
the obtained value using the data provided by National
Institute of Statistics (ISTAT):
- CAR: 29,13 for 2 personkm/day (41,12 %), divided
into: 57,7% Petrol; 35,7% diesel; 6,6 % other (hybrid).
- PUBLIC TRANSPORT: 29,13 for 2 personkm/day
(41,12 %), divided into: 50% Metro; 50% bus
We obtained a weighted value for each component,
which we have multiplied for 365 (days/year) and then
for 50 (total years of the building for the LCA) in order
to obtain the values to insert in SimaPro.
We obtained the following values (referred to 2
PEOPLE, as the users of the house are 2) which we
insert in SimaPro:
•
•
•
•
•

Petrol Car: 302400 personkm
Diesel Car: 187200 personkm
Ethanol Car: 31937,5 personkm
Tram (metro): 229500 personkm
Bus: 229500 personkm

F) End of Life
Thanks to the dry-assembly constructive system, at
the end of life of the building it will be possible to
REUSE the majority of constructive elements. Thus,
our strategy is to reuse the constructive elements, with
exception of the waterproof barrier and vapour control
layer which can be recycled thanks to the innovative
Texyloop process. The outdoor coating material
(“Filterpave” and “Recycled Rubber”) can be recycled

in the same productive process. For further and more
detailed information on the end of life of each material,
please see the pharagraph “5.5.5.Materials”
Data Source: “Life Cycle Assessment in edilizia - Progettare e
costruire in una prospettiva di sostenibilità ambientale”, Monica
Lavagna, HOEPLI, 2012.
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Project Summary
Team RHOME (a home for ROME) wants to study the urban context of the outskirts of Rome. This is where
housing, country, archeology and illegal buildings are interwoven. The project revolves around the whole
metropolitan area and includes the facets of density, climate change, protection of nature and energy savings.
We seek to re-densify and re-qualify the boundaries of the city by reinforcing urban settlements and working
on a sustainable mobility solution for the whole metropolitan area. The ultimate goal is to strengthen the sense
of belonging of inhabitants by establishing a strong relationship between people and nature while providing
buildings with clean active energy systems.

5.7.1. COMMUNICATION PROJECT

Abstract
In this moment, when we start writing, the estimated
world population is of 7.213.964.256 people and it is
considered to reach 9 billion of amount within the
2050. The 72% of people will live in big cities and to
survive they will need nourishment, water and energy.
Besides we need to consider that the 45% of energy
consumption is due to construction industry, especially
the residential part of it.
August 20th 2013 way the Earth Overshoot Day, that
was the day the consumptions of natural resources
made by the human being started exceeding the
production the Earth could make avaiable for that year.
The big world cities deal everyday with the problem
of the degeneration, not only for the architectural
and urban aspects, but most of all in social issues. A
degradation that grows with the progressive increase of
the population and the masses impoverishment.
In many metropolis all over the world the representation
of their degeneration is identified by the slums and
buildings decay. Cities as Sao Paolo, Caracas and Hong
Kong are only few example.

the 45% of energy consumption
is due to construction industry
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Rome, the eternal city full of beautiful ancient remains and roman heritage, shares the same aspect with other
metropolis about urban degeneration. Our work try to give an answer to big city issues, through the elaboration of
a replayable settlement method with recognisable values, that can bring to the regeneration of existing cities.
The project designed for Rome urban areas is taken as an opportunity to deal with the global condition, that it’s
easier to explain with the description of a local act. We want to convey people the idea of “thinking globally by
acting locally”.
`
That’s the reason of the birth of RhOME, “a home for ROME” that represents a systematic plan of
interventions replayable in many other contexts to materialize the idea of Smart City. RhOME is the practical
application model of five mainstays (inspired to Smart City philosophy).
RhOME for REGENERATION:
urban regeneration through densification that requalifies
the land use. The densification of the buildings frees land
converting it in public use, returning the population lost urban
spaces, that arrange an active and productive “smart area”
with increased resources and reduced mobility coexist.
RhOME for RELATIONSHIP:
a developed territory creates for its population
opportunities and it allows to find a local identity.
population could, in that way, drive the management
the dynamic activities, “smart citizens” who gained a
lifestyle fitting the new living standards.

new
The
and
new

RhOME for RAPIDITY:
innovative and dynamic constructive solutions that involve
industrialization practice. Clear timing and affordable pricing
for “smart buildings” and an easy and long run maintenance
avoiding degradation.
RhOME for REUSE:
a sustainable intervention that involves natural materials, water

recycling and components reusing. It’s about an integration
of neverending “smart cycles” that cut down the ecological
footprint of the intervention.
RhOME for REDUCE:
the impact of the project decrease considering every
intervention view under the energy efficiency and affordability
perspectives. It’s a “smart integration” of different
technologies that work in a synergic system. The project
becomes a living organism where every part of it don’t work
alone but in balanced equation of credits and debits where the
result is zero.
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Our mission of raising awareness and capacity for sustainable use of communication media guides everything we do. We use
the best available science, a creative spirit, and a non-confrontational approach to craft innovative solutions to complex
communication problems at scales that matter and in ways that will endure.
Our intentions are to:
- Develope, analyze and use the best available science, a science-based rigor, continuous improvement, and best practices to set
priorities, make decisions, take action, and measure results;
- Use a creative spirit and original thought in the pursuit of excellence;
- Conduct our business in a fiscally responsible, environmentally restorative and socially constructive manner.

Analysis of the situation
The RhOME team is engaged in a new communication challenge: we want to shift the attention from the sustainability of the
product in itself to the example that the products could give to consumers, who should be taken by the hand and guided to a new
path, made of small steps through which everyone can change a little their habits, through products aimed on facilitating and
make practical sustainable actions.
It is useless to think, plan and produce sustainable commodities without educating, directly or not, the population, making it aware
of the importance of all our daily actions in preserving environment safeguard. People must understand that sustainability is also a
chance, a chance for reducing their expenses, to batter their energy costs down and to improve living conditions for their children
and future generations.
SWOT analysis
Strenghts (characteristics of the RhOME house that may provide it with competitive advantages over others)
- House projected to be viable for the market and affordable to people;
- Requalification is based on renovation of famous historical architectural tradition of Rome which is deeply linked to a country
naturally oriented to renewable resources and energies;
- Growing global attention on Rome by film directors and chronicles;
- High level know-how and competences, thanks to a broad network of public and business partners and direct link between many
University Departments, boosting R&D activities;
Weaknesses (characteristics that may place RhOME house at a disadvantage relative to others)
- Scarce or wrong knowledge of materials and green energy characteristics by a high number of people, that may be reflected on
the Rhome home perceptions;
- bureaucratic system is a lot slow in Italy and decision makers employ too much time to effect projects, so the construction of
RhOME project could be delayed.
Opportunities (elements or trend that may represent chances to improve performance in the external environment)
- Public Authorities foster projects aimed at recovering peripheral urban areas based on social integration and sustainability;
- Development of Social housing with new, better and revised living and building standards;
- Chances of revaluation of roman archaeological finds which every year are discovered. This represent the singleness of Rome.
Threats (elements or trends in the external environment that could case trouble for the RhOME house)
- Fragmentation of the construction sector because of complex supply chains, coordination issues, low managerial culture and
innovation orientation, limited financial resources;
- Economic crisis is getting even worse and ward off Italian people to invest buying a new house

It is useless to think
and plan sustainable
commodities without
educating the
population
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Definitions of communications objectives

Identification of target groups

Visibility
The visibility is a very important factor for Rhome. We
are already known as a team, we carry on the legacy of
the project MED in Italy that made the University of
Roma Tre and Solar Decathlon very well known in Italy
when nobody knew them before. Widen our audience,
permit us, in the first place, to increase the chances of
forming new partnerships and welcome new sponsors
to those already active in the project. Similarly we can
gather more support and “fans” who sustain and spread
what we do.

A project such as the one of Rhome is confronted with
a multitude of issues that involve a diverse group of
targets. Our commitment is directed to identify them,
trying to understand what are the issues that can bring
them closer and maybe even become a part of this
experience. It is in fact, both of spectators, and people
or companies that can become added value to our work
and can become leading actors.

New incentives
Rhome is an integrated project which sees many roles
and skills involved. It is important for us to be able to take
full advantage of the capabilities of the team but we are
always looking for new ideas. External contamination
from industry experts or even common people.
Different and innovative visions, past experiences on
similar topics to ours, give us a way to have a precious
confrontation and essential to always do our best. That
is why many of our actions are aimed at disseminating
the values of the project in all its aspects, with the hope
of creating more discussions, in order to improve it.

Professionals: works personnels who are involved
in architecture, engineering, energy themes. But also,
every other subject that can interest RhOME project
in every aspect. Technicians, theorists, researchers and
academics who can give new incentives to increase the
project. They can also become a source of visibility
and publicity for the project, inasmuch if their level of
interest is such as to transform them into disseminators,
they widen the reputation of the project to their network
of contacts, creating a viral exponential spread which is
enlarging more and more in various aspects.

Sustainability awareness
The project is often a pretext to spread the themes of
sustainability and a environmentally careful philosophy.
That is why on many occasions talking about Rhome in
its various aspects we always try to introduce broader
issues that do not speak directly about the house. We
believe that the main goal of our work is to find new
solutions, new ways to experience the city in such a
critical time for the environment. Disclose as much as
possible our work means then trigger a reasoning that
anyone can apply in their everyday lives and that started
just by the example of Rhome.
Sell
It would be an impassable achievement actually build
our project, see it lived and active in Rome, where it
has been thought, considering that the Municipality
of Rome has planned to invest for the intervention on
the areas of our experiments. Otherwise, if there was
the possibility to continue to work on issues for which
Rhome has laid a solid basis.

The main target RhOME want to address to are
differentiated by the main objective they’re referring to.

Possible Sponsors: seeing the project in a broader and
longer-term perspective, in case we succeed involving
people that have the ability to finance the project this
could be an opportunity to see Rhome made on a large
scale going beyond the competition. A win still greater
than what we could conquer with the Solar Decathlon
but that is closely related to it, because it could attest
the great strength and functionality.
General public: the main choice of Rhome for the
dissemination of the project is to point in a major way
to a common public, who knows superficially the issues
dealt. We consider, however, that the update level is
very high inasmuch sustainability, new technologies,
smart cities are now issues that belong to everyday
life. We have the possibility to increase the awareness
of the general public bringing them to a higher level,
letting them know aspects in more detail. Raising the
awareness means creating “new citizens of tomorrow”
that also want to live in these new areas and become
promoters.
Educational targets: the younger targets are the ones
who will be the main actors of the future as citizens
and therefore must be educated in order to become
intelligent citizens who will live in the homes of the
future in a conscious way. Education to sustainability of
the project Rhome is the book on which to study.
Children (5-12 years): will be involved primarily
in conferences and activities in schools that let them
“touch” these issues. A series of educational laboratories
that let them understand empirically the most technical
tricks of our project.
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Teenagers (12-19 years), Young People and Creatives
(19-25 years): Through newspapers, magazines, social
networks and websites readers were informed step
by step on architectural and living solutions for the
RhOME project. Moreover, they are directly involved
in the dissemination of the principles. The aim is to
engage young people who can give added value to their
social communication disseminating images, videos and
ironic slogan but that carry important messages.
Women: considering the case of the female gender,
we take as a pretext the idea of the housewife. Infact
this personality incorporates historically the idea of the
house management, and that becomes not only witness
a fundamental change that we want to carry out, but
also that becomes a teacher of life and can pass his
experience to others, maybe future homemakers.
Startuppers/Makers: an hypothetical figure involved
in the project are the future artcrafts, the makers.
That’s why we want to address to this professional as
promoters of an intervention in which they can find a
rich soil where establish new activities.

Message/s Establishment
To establish a fast dialogue and effective the easiest thing is
to compare the project philosophy with the actual construction
of the house.
That is why we developed a series of slogans.
MORE MASS, LESS WEIGHT
A “slightly heavy” house equipped with a system of dry
construction, lightweight and fast to assemble, efficient from
the point of view of energy because it has a robust heart and
throbbing.
MORE PRODUCTION, LESS CONSTRUCTION
A structure which is constructively fast that involves skilled
workers in the production phase at the factory for the
technologically advanced components, in order to make it
easier and faster assembly.
MORE SYNERGY, LESS ENERGY
A environmentally careful building which combines active and
passive strategies along with technological innovation of the
systems that partake and support eachother towards the single
goal of reducing consumptions.
MORE INFORMATION, LESS AUTOMATION
A conscious control of the welfare of the house and of the
comfort of the indoor environment. The house is not working
independently but provides information to the user on how to
help minimize the consumptions. An artificial mind aided by
human consciousness and not the other.

Why being less
when you can be
MORE?
Or better...
Why being less
when you can be
RhOME?

MORE RESOURCE, LESS WASTE
A set of cycles of re-use of building materials and housing
products that reduce the environmental impact of the
intervention. A production of the “one thing leads to an other
one” (Bruno Munari) that takes advantage of existing materials
and new skills and job opportunities.
MORE UTILITY, LESS SURFACE
A distribution of spaces continuously changing, that sees daily
flexible locations which satisfy the needs of new residents
more dynamics and with requests which change over time
much more quickly than in the past.
MORE SHARING, LESS DRIVING
A system of car-pooling and car sharing, through which every
inhabitant can count on the availability of cars, though not
owned, assigned to their needs of movement.
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These slogans, however, can not be separated from our
key-words, around which our project revolves.
Infact, they arise from the declension of these words.
Regeneration refers to smart area where two aspects
dominate: UTILITY and SHARING.
The first refers to the wise use of all spaces, interior
and exterior of the building. The urban project is in
fact the implementation of a program where a package
of services and functions, that can not be separated,
are linked to the house. It is a contract with the citizen
when he is sharing with his neighbors a number of
occasions to improve the neighborhood and their lives
within it. The user no longer looks only within their
own home but he is pushed to the outside to become
a citizen of the neighborhood and not only inhabitant
of his house.

We are moving our first steps toward the citizens
involvement with the creation of dwell! interfaces that
arise from simple monitoring of the conduct of the
house being able to return data useful for the user to
learn how to consume less energy. It is a users friendly
application that makes the interpretation of data on the
consumption and production very easy, with a forecast
even of what can be the contribution of their actions
in terms of energy. Therefore limiting the automation
of a house that hasn’t the elasticity of intervention of
the human who fails to take into account many factors
with the help of the results that dwell! gives to the user.

Relationship is the theory for a smart citizen who lives
of INFORMATION.
Infact, we mean the community as a sharing of
knowledge that is a continuous pattern of growth.
However, this can only happen if the project is so well
structured to provide the right information to correct
its management. An ignorant citizen performs stupid
actions, a smart citizen makes positive actions for
himself and for others.
Rapidity is the theme of the building and technology
at the bottom of the PRODUCTION of smart buildings
with an important scientific MASS.
Buildings expertly designed are quick to build and
provide, in advance, errors and problems so that
it become easier to control the cost and time for
implementation. Those buildings are realized by highly
efficient structures but at the same time which can be
realized in a simple and more effective way than the
traditional technology.
Reuse is the policy that is at the bottom of
consumption, a way to better exploit the RESOURCE.
Knowing the materials, choosing wisely and inserting
them into smart cycles are the main actions to reduce the
environmental impact of what we build. It is not just
to look at the individual elements as individuals, but
get them to participate in a unique system where the
waste of one process becomes a resource for another,
canceling out the negative contributions of the life of
the neighborhood and of its inhabitants.

Actions’description - Previous the competition

Reduce is the result of smart integration of all elements
of the project working in SYNERGY.
It is an organism that lives because of the participation
of each element with a single goal: lowering
the consumptions. It is impossible to talk about
sustainability addressing only the issues of green
manufacturing, we are not justified to consume only
because we are producing energy through solar panels,
the main problem lies in how much we consume. The
main actors are the people who live in the house we’re
designing and the administrations managing them and
RhOME makes them live together.

We’re thinking about a VIRAL SOCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY.
The primary intention of the team is to involve the
audience as possible. We tried to organize and participate
in a large number of events where the competition and
our house were the ways to attract people. The messages
of sustainability and innovation were the main focus of
our presence in those events.

A project such as the RhOME one is confronted with
a multitude of issues that involve a diverse group of
targets. Our commitment is directed to identify them,
trying to understand what are the issues that can bring
them closer and maybe even become a part of this
experience. It is in fact, both of spectators, and people
or companies that can become added value to our work
and can become leading actors.

Following a complete tracking table of the main events
in 2013 an 2014.
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2013 EVENTS TRACKING TABLE
TITLE
Future Build

PLACE
Bath (UK)

ATTENDEE(S)
C. Tonelli

ATTENDANCE
300

Monteverde Pasolini Award for MED in Italy
Smart village in Tour
Abitare Verde
Green Campus
Quanto consuma la mia casa?
Smart Village in Tour
Smart Village in Tour
Festival dell’Energia
Edifici Multipiano in Legno
TEDxMilano “Passato, presente, futuro”
SAD school of Architecture
Costruire sul costruito
Conference at Architecture and Engineering
school
CGA Energie

Rome (IT)
Rome (IT)
Rome (IT)
Rome (IT)
Florence (IT)
Rimini (IT)
Ancona (IT)
Rome (IT)
Rome (IT)
Milan (IT)
Ascoli Piceno (IT)
Ascoli Piceno (IT)
Milan (IT)

C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli
team RhOME
C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli
G. Bellingeri
C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli
C.Tonelli

1000
1000
200
200
200
500
300
300
600
1500
500
250
100

-

-

-

Bozen (IT)
Valladolid (ES)

C. Tonelli
L. Franciosini

250
50

Feb 07th

Conference

Mar 13th
Apr 11th
Apr 17th
Apr 19th
May 8th
May 9th
May 25th
May 27th
Jun 01st
Jun 05th
Jun 06th
Jun 13th

Award
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference

Jul 06th

New Sponsor

Jul 08th
Jul 20th

Event
Conference

Sep 05th
Oct 02nd
Oct 10th
Oct 04th
Oct 04th

Conference
New Sponsor
Conference
Conference
Conference

Innovation School 2013
Alojamentos para otros modo de vida:
Workshop Internacional
Training Tool for sustainable Buildings
Rubner
Energia Creativa
Soluzioni Abitative ad alta efficienza
Official Press Conference in MADE Expo

Oct 05th
Oct 03/05th

Conference
Conference

Energia intelligente
EHNSA

Oct 03/06th
Oct 10th
Oct 17th
Oct 18th
Oct 21st
Oct 22nd
Oct 25th
Oct 36th
Oct 27th
Nov 6th
Nov 8th
Nov 20th
Nov 20th
Dec 7th
Dec 10th
Dec 13th

Event
Event
Event
Event
New Sponsor
New Sponsor
Conference

Maker Faire
Golden Compass
Construction durable
NZEB - Casaclima
CEFME CTP
Solbian
TTSB Seminary
Italia Rinnovabile
Schneider Electric
SDE Workshop#2
Urbanpromo Social Housing
Euritherm
Demode
Green Italia – La Grande Bellezza
Conference on waste
Green Italia - La Grande Bellezza

New Sponsor
Event
Conference
New Sponsor
New Sponsor
Conference
Conference
Event

Vorarlberg (AT)
Milan (IT)
Milan (IT)
Milan (IT)

C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli,
Sponsors, team
RhOME
Milan (IT)
C. Tonelli
Naples (IT)
G. Bellingeri,
S.Converso
Rome (IT)
team RhOME
Paris (FR)
C. Tonelli
Bastia Umbra (IT) C.Tonelli
Rome (IT)
C. Tonelli
Rome (IT)
C. Tonelli
Paris (FR)
team Rhome
Turin (IT)
G. Bellingeri
Rome (IT)
C. Tonelli
Rome (IT)
team Rhome
Rome (IT)
C. Tonelli

100
500
500
100
50
50
1000
100
100
50
200
200
50
50
50
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2014 EVENTS TRACKING TABLE
Jan 23rd

Event

Jan 27/31th

Workshop

Jan 30th

Event

Feb 02nd

Exhibition

Feb 11th
Feb 14th
Feb 25th
Feb 27th

Conference
New Sponsor
New Sponsor
Workshop

TITLE
KLIMAHOUSE: Fiera internazionale
per l’efficienza energetica ed il risanamento in
edilizia
Progettare con la luce. Sistemi di controllo
dell’illuminazione e della ventilazione naturali
Presentazione del progetto del team RhOME
presso il Rotary Club
Inaugurazione della mostra “Prospettive
Legno” presso il Rubner Center
Progetto Futuro - Formedil
That’s my led
CIAL
Erasmus Intensif program 2013

PLACE
Bozen (IT)

ATTENDEE(S)
C. Tonelli, G.
Bellingeri

ATTENDANCE
1000

Rome (IT)

Velux Italy

20

Rome (IT)

C. Tonelli, B.
Cardone
C. Tonelli

150

Mar 5th

Event

Rubner Home tour

Chienes (IT)

Mar 6th

Event

RhOME building site - official opening

Chienes (IT)

Mar 11th

New Sponsor

Velux

-

C. Tonelli
C. Tonelli, P. Lenzoni Milli
C. Tonelli, G.
Bellingeri
C. Tonelli, G.
Bellingeri, G.
Salerno
-

50
-

Mar 11th

New Sponsor

Serge Ferrari

-

-

Mar 19th

Conference

Edilportale tour

Pescara (IT)

C. Tonelli

Mar 20th

Conference

Edilportale tour

Ancona (IT)

C. Tonelli

Mar 25th

Conference

Edilportale tour

Naples (IT)

C. Tonelli

Mar 28/30th
Mar 31th

Event
Event

Rubner Home tour
Rubner Home tour

Rome (IT)
Rome (IT)

Mar 31th

Event

Architettura si racconta: il progetto RhOME

Rome (IT)

Apr 2nd

Event

Edilportale tour

Bari (IT)

Rubner
100
Rubner, team
100
Rhome
G. Bellingeri, L.
200
Franciosini, A.
Passeri, G.Salerno,
C. Tonelli, team
Rhome
C. Tonelli
500

Apr 3rd

Event

Edilportale tour

Lecce (IT)

C. Tonelli

Apr 3rd

Conference

Speed review bootcamp

Online

team Rhome

Apr 4th

Event

Architettura a consumi zero?

Rome (IT)

C. Tonelli

Apr 9th

Event

Edilportale tour

Florence (IT)

C. Tonelli

Apr 16th

Event

Edilportale tour

Bozen (IT)

C. Tonelli

May 5th

New Sponsor

CLEI

-

-

May 8th

Conference

Edilportale tour

Milan (IT)

C. Tonelli

May 14th

Prize

Il Monito del Giardino

Florence (IT)

C.Tonelli

May 15th

Conference

Edilportale tour

Rome (IT)

C. Tonelli

May 16th

Conference

Città ibrida

Rome (IT)

G. Bellingeri

May 20th

Event

Edilportale tour

Turin (IT)

C. Tonelli

May 21th

Conference

Edilportale tour

Genova (IT)

C. Tonelli

June 1st

Prize

VAS Verde Ambiente

Sorrento (IT)

C.Tonelli

June 4th

Event

Fundraising Dinner

Rome (IT)

team Rhome

30-giugno-2014

Conference

Speed peer BONANZA

live streaming

team Rhome

Chienes (IT)
Perugia (IT)
Waterford (IE)

150

100
20
500
500
500

500
150
500
500
500
150
500
200
500
500
150
50
-
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Special Award Regione Lazio to team
RhOME
“AMBIENTE, ENERGIA E
MOBILITÀ: vivere in città sostenibili”
Costruire, Abitare, Futuro

Rome (IT)

team Rhome

150

Rome (IT)

C. Tonelli

250

Chienes (IT)

C. Tonelli

200

Rome (IT)

G. Bellingeri

Conference

La Casa e la Città. Nuovi modi dell’abitare
sostenibile
U FEEL!

Rome (IT)

C. Tonelli

Event

Researchers’ European night

Frascati (IT)

team Rhome

October 3rd

Conference

Rome (IT)

C. Tonelli

October 3-5

Event

XI Simposio Internazionale dei Docenti
Universitari
Maker Faire Europe

Rome (IT)

team Rhome

October 4th

Conference

Energie rinnovabili per il mediterraneo

Palermo (IT)

G. Bellingeri

October 18th

Conference

Novo Modo

Firenze (IT)

C. Tonelli

October 12th

Conference

Catania (IT)

C. Tonelli

October
22-24

Conference

Dalle Dolomiti all’Etna una sola architettura
di qualità
SAIE 2014

Bologna (IT)

G. Bellingeri,
S. Converso, I.
Montella

Prize

Mention in RI.U.SO Competition

-

-

July 29th

Prize

September
10th
September
11th
September
25th
September
26th

Conference
Conference
Conference

8000
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January 28th February 05th 2013
WORKSHOP | Roma TRE Architecture Department

The first approach of the Roma Tre’s
students with RhOME project and SDE
was a workshop organized during a
design master course. It was the occasion
to elaborate different projects dealing
with main competition themes useful to
start the design of the house for SDE.

2013/2014
CONFERENCE | Rome, Milan, Ancona and others

RhOME has been presented for the first
times during Smart Village in Tour, an
itinerant exhibition/convention that
lays over different italian cities during
one year time period. From its birth
this event became a benchmark about
sustainable architecture and innovation
themes.

April 16th 2013
FAIR | Roma TRE Economics Department

Green Campus was a three day
conferences event organized by Roma
Tre Economics Department. RhOME
decathletes are involved for a presentation
of the project and for a public interactive
survey about consumptions’ habits of
people participating the event.

June 1st 2013
CONFERENCE| Milan

Our faculty advisor Chiara Tonelli presented our project for SDE 2014 in a
TED conference at the TEDxMilano
event, followed by a very large number
of people in sight of the EXPO 2015 to
be held in Milan.

June 2013
SOCIAL

We maid a public pool in Facebook
asking our followers to choose the most
representatives monuments of Rome.
The results were used for tha
sponsors’ classification according to
their contribution. (More details in
Sponsorship Manual)

October 4/7th 2013
FAIR | Rome

The team participated as an exhibitor
in the European edition of the Maker
Faire. The team members took care of
the entire project of setting up stands
reserved for University of Roma Tre.
It was an interactive set-up to make the
audience directly “communicate” with
the project.

December 12th 2013
PRESS CONFERENCE | Milan

The press conference of RhOME at the
MADE Expo held in Milan during Made
Expo, one of the most important faire
at European level about architecture,
design and construction.
Also
companies’ representatives involved in
the project took part to the conference.

Workshop RhOME for denCity

Smart Village in Tour

Green Campus

TEDxMilano: Past, Present, Futur

Public pool on famous monument
for sponsorship category

Maker Faire

MADE Expo
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December 12th 2013
EVENT | Roma TRE Architecture Department

The decathletes organized a Christmas
aperitif for the students of Roma
Tre where right answer to sustainable
contests and eco friendly were awarded.
We set-up a disused with eco-furnishes
made by reused materials and a xmas
tree illuminated by lights powered by a
bike’s dynamo.

2014
SOCIAL

Decathletes designed a team calendar,
stating for each month an advice
of sustainable conduct. These tips
encourage who read them to respect the
environment, paying attention to simple
rules and tricks daily. (More details in
Material for Project Dissemination)

2014
SOCIAL

Each month of the calendar has a
particular theme. Each of them is treated
in its different aspects during the month
with claims and grafics published every
thursday in our social networks and in
the web site. (More details in Material
for Project Dissemination)

January 23rd/26th 2014
FAIR| Bolzen

Klimahouse is an important European
fair that hosts the major companies
leaders in energy and constructions
sectors. Rubner Haus and Casaclima
Agency reserved an exposition corner in
their stands.

January 28th February 5th 2014
WORKSHOP| Roma TRE Architecture Department

The team organized with Velux a
workshop about the design with natural
lighting. It was a pretext to increase the
quality of the project and to experiment
new softwares About solar and
illumination study. Other students of
Roma Tre were involved.

March/May 2014
EVENT | Italy

Our main sponsor Rubner Haus organized a tour in the most important italian cities to celebrate its 50t anniversary.
It will be an itinerant exhibition that
will host RhOME prototype model.

From March 2014
SOCIAL

From the end of may we want to start a
new social experience.
We will publish decathletes “selfies” of
sustainable actions with ashtag
“#ecoselfie”. We want people to
participate and we hope in a big
involvement.

Christmas sustainable aperitif

RhOME 2014 Calendar

#RhOMEThursday

Klimahouse 2014

Design with light with VELUX

Grand Tour Rubner

#ecoselfie
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March 31th 2014
CONFERENCE | Roma TRE Architecture Dep.

We organized a conference to analyze the
role of the university in Rhome project.
An important meeting point between
students and teachers of Roma Tre.
Discussing about the issues of the Solar
Decathlon also permitted us to speak
of the situation within the university, so
that the experience was going to be an
opportunity for the future.

March-May 2014
CONFERENCE - Roman junior high schools

We started some lectures in Roman
schools, to meet young people. In
particular, in a junior high school
we undertook a functional work to
the public tour. The children of the
junior high school of Rome have
worked in groups to hypothesize
the activities that their peers can do
during the visit to the Cité du Soleil.

June 8th 2014
CROWDFUNDING DINNER

In early June there will be a
crowdfunding dinner. We will let our
guests leave for a journey that sees us
players for more than a year and that
will take us to Versailles. The menu
will be strictly Roman, inspired to
the dinner party of the competition,
envolving everyone in a fun evening.

Architecture reveals all

RhOME for school

Rome-Paris: one way
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2013

NEWS TRACKING TABLE

Jan 13th
Jan 31st
Feb 01st
Feb 21st
May 6th
May 10th

tv
web
press
tv
press
web

Rai 3 - Presa diretta
architetturaecosostenibile.it
Il sole 24 ore
Rai 3 - Mediterraneo
Corriere delle Comunicazioni
chefuturo.it

May 31st
Jul 11th
Sep 27th
Sep 30th
Sep 30th
Oct 1st
Oct 3rd
Oct 3rd
Oct 4th
Oct 4th
Oct 4th
Oct 4th
Oct 4th
Oct 4th
Oct 4th

web
tv
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web

greenenergyjournal.it
Rai5 - Daysign
architetturaecosostenibile.it
thisbigcity.net
triwu.it
protectaweb.it
linkiesta.it
protectaweb.it
protectaweb.it
repubblica.it
it.ibtimes.com
lastampa.it
ansa.it
adnkronos.com
adnkronos.com

Oct 4th

web

greenme.it

Oct 5th
Oct 5th
Oct 5th
Oct 6th
Oct 7th
Oct 8th
Oct 9th
Oct 9th
Oct 9th
Oct 10th
Oct 15th
Oct 15th
Oct 15th
Oct 18th
Oct 21st
Oct 25th
Oct 26th
Nov 4th

web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
tv
tv
web
web
web
interview
web
web
web
web
press
tv

diregiovani.it
repubblica.it
mondoeco.it
architettiemergenti.it
casaeclima.com
tekneco.it
uninformato.it
passionedesign.it
chefuturo.it
impresedilinews.it
TGcom24
Rai1 - unomattina
energiesensibili.it
designstreet.it
tuttogreen.it
Radio Città Fujiko
dailyslow.it
ideegreen.it
planetinspired.info
tekneco.it
repubblica lavoro
Class TV - Prometeo

Nov 12th
Dec 4th
Dec 13th

Ladri di calcio
Solar Decathlon 2014: Roma Tre parteciperà con RhOME for denCity
Con l’università Roma Tre l’Italia punta a vincere l’oro a Versailles nel 2014
Ict urbano a sostegno delle nuove famiglie
Solar Decathlon: La vetrina dell’integrazione tra abitare e flusso digitale dell’energia
RhOME for DenCity: un progetto tutto italiano al Solar Decathlon 2014
Rhome, a home for Rome, una eco-casa per Roma
Solar decathlon
RhOME for denCity
Al MADEexpo anteprima del progetto RhOME
Rhome for denCity, le Olimpiadi a costo zero
Newsletter Protecta web
Progetto italiano RhOME al Solar Decathlon 2014
Rhome, un’ecocasa dalle Olimpiadi alle periferie
Le olimpiadi dell’architettura “green”: ecco il progetto italiano
RhOME, il progetto italiano alle Olimpiadi mondiali di bioarchitettura
Eco-casa italiana a Olimpiadi bioarchitettura nel 2014
E’ ‘Rhome’ la casa del futuro italiana: eco, sobria, conveniente e trasportabile
Presentato ‘Rhome for denCity’, il progetto italiano che parteciperà alla Solar
Decathlon
Solar Decathlon 2013: l’Italia ci riprova con la casa che produce energia anche
per il quartiere
RhOME, la casa ecologica made in Italy
La casa “verde” non è un sogno, per adesso va solo alle Olimpiadi
Olimpiadi Bioarchitettura: Italia presente con il progetto RhOME
RhOME for denCity
Solar Decathlon 2014, l’Italia ci riprova con Rhome
RhOME con Rubner Haus al Solar Decathlon Europe 2014
RhOME, Il Progetto Italiano per una casa ecosostenibile
Con RhOME l’Italia vola alle Olimpiadi del green
La città di domani in gara al Solar Decathlon 2014
«Rhome» e il tema della «ridensificazione» delle periferie in chiave sostenibile

Solar Decathlon, Chiara Tonelli racconta Rhome for denCity
Solar Decathlon Europe, il contest internazionale sulla casa sostenibile
Solar Decathlon 2014, selezionato anche il progetto italiano RhOME
Rhome: l’eco-casa italiana per le Olimpiadi della bioarchitettura
RhOME for denCity: la sfida green italiana
HOME SWEET RHOME
Rubner e RhOME for denCity: efficienza olimpionica
Risparmio e sviluppo alla luce del sole
-
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2014

NEWS TRACKING TABLE

Jan 10th
Jan 20th
Jan 24th
Feb 1st
Feb 1st
Feb 6th
Feb 19th
Feb 24th
Feb 24th
Feb 25th
Feb 28th
Mar 1st
Mar 3rd
Mar 4th
Mar 4th

web
web
web
press
press
web
web
web
web
web
web
press
web
web
web

ecoseven.net
magazine.greenplanner.it
tekneco.it
Edilizia e Territorio, il Sole 24 ore
Edilizia e Territorio, il Sole 24 ore
archinfo.it
solbian.eu
architetto.info
ingegneri.info
enllave.es
tekneco.it
Domus
archinfo.it
italiaambiente.it
ecowebtown.eu

Mar 7th
Mar 10th
Mar 10th

web
web
web

wired.it
italiaambiente.it
greenbuildingmagazine.it

Apr 1st
Apr 26th
May 13th

web
web
web

tekneco.it
ingenio-web.it
larepubblica.it

May 14th

web

lastampa.it

May 17th
May 18th
May 19th
May 19th
May 19th
May 19th
May 20th
May 20th
May 20th
May 20th

web
press
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web

lifegate.it
Interni 641
adnkronos.com
corrierecomunicazioni.it
ansa.it
mediaworld.it
ecoreport.tv
tgcom24.it
verdecologia.it
improntaunika.it

May 20th

web

assodigitale.it

May 20th

web

greenme.it

May 21th
May 22th
May 22th
May 22th
May 26th
May 26th

web
web
tv
radio
web
radio

formiche.net
stile.it
TGR - Rai Tre
Radio Vaticana Italia
Rai news 24
Roma Italia lab

May 28th
May 28th

web
press

Metro news
Dolomiten

Daikin sostiene RhOME for Dencity per una edilizia ecosostenibile
RhOME for denCity, un progetto architettonico a impatto zero
Il progetto RhOME for denCity a Klimahouse
Dopo il bronzo 2012 Med in Italy guarda al mercato estero
Sola Decathlon, Italia in campo con “RhOME”
Solar Decathlon 2014
Pagina dedicata RhOME for denCity
Verso il Solar Decathlon 2014, la nuova proposta di Roma Tre
Dal vuoto urbano al Solar Decathlon 2014: tutto sul progetto ‘Rhome’
Rhome, una casa per prezzi accessibili, sobrio ed efficiente
Rubner Haus Home Tour
Olimpiadi della sostenibilità
La parola a Chiara Tonelli, responsabile del team Rhome
Università e impresa, la sinergia che porta l' Italia nel Mondo
Dal "Sacro Gra" a "La grande bellezza": la proposta italiana per il Solar
Decathlon!
Solar Decathlon, gli italiani in gara per l’architettura sostenibile
Dentro il RhOME for denCity
RhOME, a home for Rome. Un progetto tutto italiano in gara per l’architettura
sostenibile
Rhome e Rubner: una casa di legno a Roma
L’Italia va al Solar Decathlon 2014 con RhOME, a home for Rome
Ambiente, appello dal premio 'Il monito del Giardino': "Dal governo politiche
per il taglio delle emissioni"
"Ecco gli “Oscar verdi”
de “Il Monito del Giardino”"
La casa green che porta l’Italia nel mondo
Rome? Beautiful & Green
Un progetto italiano alle Olimpiadi delle abitazioni 'green'
La piattaforma Sem in "gara" al Solar Decathlon
Selezionato prototipo dell'ateneo Roma 3 con sistema Almaviva
Solar Decathlon 2014, il campionato della sostenibilità
Olimpiadi abitazioni sostenibili: un progetto italiano tra i 20 selezionati
Olimpiadi delle abitazioni sostenibili, dall'Italia progetto per limitare i consumi
La casa green del futuro é conveniente, trasportabile e sobria
Olimpidi delle abitazioni sostenibili, Rhome for denCity il progetto per limitare
i consumi
Abitazioni sostenibili: al SOlar Decathlon Europe l'Italia presenta un progetto
per limitare i consumi
RhOME for denCity, il progetto italiano in gara alle olimpiadi delle case
ecologiche
Chi gareggerà per l’Italia alle Olimpiadi delle case sostenibili
RhOME for Dencity, l'Italia al Solar Decathlon
TV program about RhOME
interview to Chiara Tonellli
TV program about RhOME
Da Roma Tre a Versailles con RhOME for denCity, la casa ecologica per la
periferia di Tor Fiscale
Olimpiadi delle abitazioni green
Romische ideen und Kiener Konnen
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May 29th
June 4th
June 6th
June 6th
June 9th

web
web
web
web
web

Huffingtonpost.it
youtradeweb.com
tekneco.it
liberoquotidiano.it
primapagina.it

June 9th
June 11th
June 11th
June 13th
June 14th
June 14th
June 14th
June 14th
June 15th
June 16th

web
web
stampa
web
web
stampa
tv
radio
web

designerblog.it
fotovoltaico-sicuro.it
infobuildenergia.it
il sole 24 ore
rugiadapoint.it
huffingtonpost.it
Corriere della sera
TG 2
Radio Vaticana Italia
it.ibtimes.com

June 14th
June 23rd
June 30th
June 30th
July 1st
July 1st
July 1st
July 1st
July 2nd
July 2nd
July 4th

web
web
radio
web
web
web
web
web
web
web
web

adnkronos.com
huffingtonpost.it
Radio 1
archinfo.it
corriere.it
adnkronos.com
adnkronos.com
Ingegnieri.info
casagrazia.it
tekneco.it
secoloditalia.it

July 5th

web

inhabitat.com/

July 7th
July 7th

web
web

Tekneco.it
edilio.it

July 7th
July 7th
July 7th
July 8th
July 8th
July 9th
July 10th
July 11th
July 12th

web

roma.corriere.it
e-gazette.it
casainnovativa.com
tekneco.it
startmag.it
La Stampa
la Repubblica
repubblica.it
ingenio-web.it

July 13th
July 13th
July 13th
July 13th
July 13th
July 13th

web
web
web
web
web
web

July 14th

web

web
web
web
stampa
stampa
web
web

ideegreen.it
nova.ilsole24ore.com
repubblica.it
businessimmo.com
sciencesetavenir.fr
ediliziaeterritorio.ilsole24ore.
com
tekneco.it

La casa del futuro è tutta italiana
RhOME for denCity: la sfida del nuovo solare ‘mobile’
La Città del Sole quest’anno è a Versailles
Architettura: cena di foundraising per 'Rhome'
Schneider Eletric supporta gli studenti che cotruiscono le “case del futuro” a
Versailles
Fotovoltaico: pannelli ultraleggeri e flessibili per la casa del futuro
Fotovoltaico italiano al Solar Decathlon Europe
RhOME for denCity al Solar Decathlon di Versaille
Solar Decathlon, tecnologie Bim per l'unico candidato italiano «Rhome»
Il solare mobile al Solar Decathlon di Versailles
L'eco casa italiana viaggia in treno per Versailles
Gli studenti italiani alla corte del re sole

La casa italiana energeticamente autonoma in gara all’Olimpiade della bioarchitettura
La casa del futuro ‘Rhome for denCity’ al Solar Decathlon
Gli Azzurri in gara a Versailles
RhOME for denCity al Solar Decathlon Europe 2014
Solar Decathlon, l’Italia punta in alto ai mondiali di architettura green
Al Solar Decathlon Europe il progetto italiano guadagna punti bonus
Riciclato e trasformabile, l'arredamento di Rhome for denCity
Rhome for Dencity e' in gara al Solar Decathlon Europe
L'Italia ai mondiali dell'architettura verde con RhOME for denCity
Passa in semifinale l’Italia della bioedilizia
L’Italia vince i “mondiali” per la casa ecosostenibile e sociale. Addio all’architettura ideologica e “rossa”
RhOME for denCity's Solar Decathlon Home Boasts Adjustable Photovoltaic
Shading Screens
Il social housing è di Rhome for denCity
Solar Decathlon Europe 2014. Il progetto #RhOME si aggiudica il primo
premio per il social housing
L’eco casa progettata dagli studenti di Roma Tre premiata a Versailles
A Solardecathlon la green economy italiana nella casa RhOME for denCity
Eco-casa italiana vince al Solar Decathlon Europe 2014
Credere sul serio nell’ efficienza energetica
RHOME FOR DENCITY TRIONFA AL SOLAR DECATHLON
Uragani negli USA e anche in Giappone. A Versailles in gara le case sostenibili
La casa che sprizza energia
L’Italia in finale
ITALIA vince con RhOME for denCity l’edizione 2014 del Solar Decathlon
Europe
Il Vincitore del Solar Decathlon 2014 è … Team RhOME!
La casa del futuro è made in Italy
La casa più verde, all'Italia i mondiali dell'architettura green
Solar Decathlon 2014 : le projet italien "Rhome for Dencity" lauréat
Rome remporte le Solar décathlon
Solar Decathlon, tecnologie Bim per l'unico candidato italiano «Rhome»
L’Italia vince i mondiali della bioedilizia e dell’efficienza
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July 14th

web
web

wired.it
corriere.it

Solar Decathlon: l’Italia è campione del mondo delle architetture sostenibili
L’Italia vince i Mondiali (di architettura green)

web

velux newsletter

L'active house italiana RhOME for denCity ha vinto Solar Decathlon

web

energiesensibili.it

Rhome for denCity: Italia medaglia d’oro al Solar Decathlon 2014

web

solardecathlon.gov

Universitá Degli Studi di Roma TRE Wins Solar Decathlon Europe 2014

web

metalocus.es

Ganadores Solar Decathlon, 2014

web

gizmag.com

2014 European Solar Decathlon: The results are in

web

huffingtonpost.it

L'Italia ha vinto i mondiali

web

casa24.ilsole24ore.com

L’Italia vince le Olimpiadi dell’architettura sostenibile

web

romatoday.it

Roma Tre Campione del Mondo dell’architettura green

web

ilsostenibile.it

L’Italia vince Solar Decathlon, il mondiale dell’architettura green

stampa
web

la Repubblica
edilportale.com

Ecologica, sobria, bella, la casa di Tor Vergata vince le olimpiadi di green
Solar Decathlon, primo posto all’italiano RhOME for denCity

web

design.fanpage.it

La casa più verde del mondo è Made in Italy

web

archilovers

RhOME for dencity

web

mondoallarovescia.com

La casa del futuro è Made in Italy

stampa

Corriere della Sera

Ugo e gli altri 49 ricercatori che vincono l'Oscar dell'ecologia

web

protectaweb.it

web

ovacen.com

L’Italia vince il Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 con «RhOME for denCity»,
capolavoro dell’architettura verde
Rhome for Dencity. Primer premio Solar Decathlon 2014

web

lacittadelleragazze.com

web

professionearchitetto.it

web

lemonde.fr

web

lastampa.it

web

tv
web

Tutto Green - La stampa artico- Pagina dello sponsor Daikin
lo assieme a quello sopra
plataformaarquitectura.cl
Equipo Italiano gana el Solar Decatlón Europa 2014; México, España y
Costa Rica reciben premios especiales
rai3
http://cleantechnica.com/
Universitá Degli Studi di Roma TRE Wins Solar Decathlon 2014

web

theguardian

web

europaconcorsi

web

progettarearchitettura.it/

Rhome for denCity: il progetto vincitore del Solar Decathlon

web
web

asca.it
bustler.net

Innovazione: Italia prima nell’architettura sostenibile internazionale
Italian team wins first place at the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014

web

marieclaire.it

Solar Decathlon Europe 2014

July 18th
July 19th

web
radio
web

architetturaecosostenibile.it
Radio24
magazine.darioflaccovio.it

Rhome for DenCity, gli italiani campioni del mondo nell'architettura eco
Smart city, la città intelligente – Radio24
Solar Decathlon 2014 l’Italia vince i mondiali con Chiara Tonelli

July 21st

web
web

iodonna.it
tecnici24.ilsole24ore.com

È italiana la casa più green
Al Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 vince Rhome, la eco-casa italiana

web

tweaknology.org

Rhome for denCity : La casa eco-sostenibile targata Roma Tre

web

internimagazine.it

RhOME for DenCity vince a Solar Decathlon

web

mondoeco.it

RhOME for denCity vince l’ European Solar Decathlon 2014

web

economyup.it

Da Roma a Bolzano, come nasce una casa da Nobel

July 15th

web
July 16th

July 17th

La giovane architettura romana è Campione del Mondo di sostenibilità…altro
che Germania!
Solar Decathlon 2014, la squadra italiana vince le olimpiadi della sostenibilità
« RhOME for DenCity » remporte l’édition 2014 du Solar Decathlon à
Versailles
Ingegneria e design italiani assi vincenti al Solar Decathlon 2014

Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 – in pictures
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July 22nd

July 23rd
July 24th
July 25th

web

archescape.wordpress.com

web

http://cavallino.com.mx/

ITALIA CAMPIONE DEL MONDO. UNA PICCOLA PARENTESI O UN PUNTO DI PARTENZA PER UNA NUOVA
ARCHITETTURA?
Squadra italiana vince il Solar Decathlon Europe 2014

web

itsenergeticarc.it

Bioedilizia: 1-0 per l’Italia

web
web
web
web

greenews.info
commercioxl.it
ifitshipitshere.com
blogsdecor.com

web

youtube.com

Solar Decathlon 2014: l’Italia campione del mondo nell’architettura sostenibile
L’Italia diventa campione con RhOME for denCity
Italy Wins The 2014 European Solar Decathlon With RhOME for DenCity
Riqualificazione del quartiere urbano vince il premio sostenibilità – Rhome è
Dencity
"A home for ROME" vainqueur du Solar Decathlon 2014, Chiara Tonelli

ongreening.com
ingenio-web.it

The Italian Team Rhome wins the Solar Decathlon 2014 Contest
L'italia vince i mondiali di architettura sostenibile

huffingtonpost.it
italiani.net

RhOME: quale futuro per i campioni del mondo?
Architettura green: design e innovazione

web

ingegneri.info

Rhome for Dencity: inverter, batterie e quadri di distribuzione elettrica

stampa

WIKU

Nachhaltig bauen undwohnen

web

edilizianews.it

Il Bim nel progetto Solar Decathlon

web

donneuropa.it

Chiara Tonelli, l’architetto delle case a energia pulita

web

activehouse.info

RhOME

stampa
stampa

INTERNI 644
Il Messaggero

web

canaleenergia.com

(ECO)CAMPIONI DEL MONDO
Smart City, la sfida delle "città intelligenti" capaci di cavalcare la rivoluzione
digitale
Dalla domotica alla Smart City: la proposta italiana

stampa

E7

Quando la "domotica" non basta. L'utente gestore di "un mondo di dati"

web

architetti.com

web

wisesociety.it

Olimpiadi Architettura sostenibile: RhOME for denCity, intervista a Marco
Dall'Ombra
Se l’edilizia in legno diventa una proposta culturale

stampa

Donna Moderna

Se l'ingegno italiano si fa green

web

progettarearchitettura.it

La cultura del legno. Nuova linfa alle abitazioni sostenibili al Saie

July 26th
web
Agoust 2nd Stampa/
web
Agoust 6th web
web

Agoust
11th
Agoust
12th
september
September
14th
September
15th
September
15th
September
23rd
September
26th
September
29th
October
30th
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Actions’ description - During the competition
We want to start a to create a Vlog Rhome, in which
every day for a few minutes in broadcasting with the
entire world we will tell the experience at Versailles,
even for those who can not be there with us. We
definitely plan to make virtual visits to the yard and
to the house built, but we would also like to share the
crucial moments of the competition, the dinner party,
the life of decathletes and excitement for the results. As
usual, we try to let our audience share in our experience
and not leaving it only within the team so that it will
be fertile for new experiences and opportunities,
and we believe that direct tale will be always the best
communications way.

Actions’ description - After the competition
Our work will not end with the competition, we are
planning a lot of things but they will take shape only
after the month of August. We are looking for contacts
with the Venice Biennale and Expo 2015 to rebuild and
re-expose our home to the public in two very important
events.
In addition, many projects will be carried out after the
competition, one among all, the interface at Home
Monitoring: The system dwell!. In fact, we hope to be
able to evolve more and more and succed in activating
it in reality and existing buildings in order to make
them grow. The goal is to will be good at creating a
web platform, a new kind of social network where a
community of eco-sensitive users can discuss and learn
how to become intelligent, or best smart, citizens.
It ‘a very ambitious goal but starting from our partners
in many espouse our philosophy and we will try to look
for fertile reality on which to build a new “reality”.
The interface dwell!, that we are preparing for the
competition, will dictate the departure. In fact, it is the
starting point to create a community that shares data
on the consumption and use of the house. Think about
what it would mean in the future the possibility to share
with your friends, as well as holiday photos, small daily
achievements consuming very little energy only doing
simple actions at home.

5.7. Communication Plan

5.7.3 Public Tour Decription

House tour floor plan and the ramp illustrative
panels.

Our city has always been an open air scene, that several
Italian and foreign directors have choose for their
movies, helping to increase the fame and glamor of
Rome. Just think of films such as Federico Fellini’s La
Dolce Vita (1960), Mamma Roma (1962) and Accattone
( 1961) by Pasolini, the most recent and Oscar-winning
The Great Beauty (2013) Sorrentino .
In all these films Rome is represented both in its
historical beauties, such as the Colosseum and the Trevi
Fountain, and in its sides less known and less worldly ,
like the suburbs .
This film culture has inspired the production of a video
that is precisely the “ Rome of RhOME .” For this
reason we have chosen to represent our Public Tours

also like a film , where each stage is a clapperboard.
Just as the citizens of Rome very often proved to be
the only actors , so our intention is to make visitors of
the Cité du Soleil performers in our story , or rather our
“Public Tour Story”. So...Ciak: Action !
The first stop of the public tour will take place before
the entrance ramp, close to the waiting line. Here the
visitors, six per group, will have preliminary informations
thanks to illustrative panels arranged along parapets.
People will meet their guide who will accompany them
on a visit of the house throughout the tour.
The guides will explain all aspects of house in English,
French Spanish German and Italian.

PUBLIC TOUR STORY
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[The first stage takes place in the outdoor patio of the house, which is the landing of the building of urban design.
Here decathlete exposes the urban project and the link it has with the prototype]
Decathlete:
-”Hi guys and welcome in RhOME, the sustainable
home from Rome! Solar Decathlon asks to the teams
to work on their own territory. Hence Rhome (a play on
words between ROME and home) a Home for Rome,
a project to solve the housing problem of the roman
hinterland. We work mainly on the outskirts of Rome
with typical elements of many metropolitan realities
in Italy and abroad, but at the same time representative
of the uniqueness of Rome. Tor Fiscale, southeast of
Rome, combining the pre-existing archaeological to
illegal construction. The proposed urban regeneration
involves both the construction of new buildings and
the creation of an urban program to a larger scale: from
sustainable mobility to the provision of urban gardens,
by the water recovery and waste for the production of
aggregation and coworking spaces. It is in this space

that our new wooden buildings of about 5 floors will be
positioned in the present voids in the consolidated tissue,
with flexible housing solutions able to satisfy different
types of users in a model of social housing. The team
Rhome chose to bring in Versailles the apartment on
the top floor of the entire urban complex.
Built upon serving blocks rooted to the ground,the
wooden buildings make free the public parterre, making
it permeable both physically and visually. On the
ground, then, we just find the imprint of the serving
cores, which are the backbone of the entire building,
that will host the stairs and elevators as well as areas for
the accommodation of the systems. These spaces, called
3dCore are specific to each apartment of the building
and around them is divided and flows domestic life.”
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[After entering the house, the second stage takes place in the entrance hall of the house, where the Decathlete
shows from inside the 3Dcore, the bedroom and the bathroom]
Decathlete:
-“Here we are in the technological heart of the house!
The 3dCore is the core of the house, in which are
concentrated all the technological systems ( heat pumps
, tanks, heat exchanger ), the bathroom and the kitchen.
To my right is the technical room where all of the
wiring of the systems are placed, and the bathroom.
This 3D core is a three-dimensional element designed
with the exact dimensions to be transported in a truck
totally assembled and finished, in order to optimize the
wiring. The 3D core then get already predisposed to
rapid assembly and can be simply connected. To my

left, on the other hand there is the bedroom, which is
designed to be flexible and transformable, according to
the needs of those who live there. Thus the bed can be
transformed into a desk and the room transformed into
a study. Take a look at the bathroom, if I turn out
the light [ click], the photoluminescent tiling acts as a
lighting system. So, you do not disturb at night with
strong light who sleeps with you, nor your eyes more
accustomed to the darkness! Now let’s move into the
living room . Come on!”
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[The third stage takes place in the space of the living room, where the decathlete will explain the guests the passive
systems that characterize the house and its bioclimatic behavior]
Decathlete :
-“Let me introduce you in our living room! Here you
can see the passive systems that characterize the house!
Our bioclimatic strategies have ancient origins, are
developed from the traditional Mediterranean houses,
that have massive walls, built with thicknesses and
heavy materials such as stone, and small openings, in
order to provide protection from the summer heat.
To replicate this ancient “recipe”, our walls have a
wooden frame, a frame system called “platform frame”
designed specifically by the team to make the RhOME
house antiseismic, external insulation with wooden
fiber in various densities, chosen for the characteristic
of having very low CO2 emissions throughout the life
cycle of the material. At this “light” part of the wall
adds a new element in the layer: aluminum tubes filled
with heavy material such as sand, in the case of the
prototype. The idea of using

these elements has been
dictated by the need to transport and ease of assembly:
the tube blank is light and can be filled on site with
other heavy material such as earth or debris from
demolitions reused, but also to improve the antiseismic
performance. If you can not imagine it , I’ll show you

live .
[The decathleta show the structure of the wall, at a
point where the finish has not been located, in order to
show it during the PT] .
One of the major problems of our climate is hot in the
summer: these tubes play the effect of thermal inertia
and thermal wave phase shift through the accumulation
and release heat at different times of the day: by day
they accumulate heat from the outside, avoiding release
during the hottest hours and release it only at night, when
the house will be cooled by opening windows, taking
advantage of natural ventilation. Look our skylight on
the north side of the house, that amplifies the effect of
natural ventilation by the stack effect; it also illuminates
the most cloudy winter days! In addition, the choice
of triple-glazed low-emissivity helps to keep the house
insulated and prevent leakage of solar gains during the
winter season. Also the exterior finish is positioned in
such a way as to have a ventilated wall, which further
contributes to the cooling of the structure . Let’s take a
look at the kitchen and move on to our lodge.”
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[The fourth and final stage takes place in the south loggia, where the decathlete explains the operation of the active
systems, photovoltaic and thermodynamic panels. It will also show how the lodge is enriched with hydroponic
garden systems and outdoor urban garden, which mimics those found in urban design]
Decathlete:
“Here we are in the south loggia, one of the key spaces
for each apartment in Rome. Romans in fact we love
the open spaces, but in a city like Rome is very difficult
to find! So we thought that our house had to have an
outdoor space you can live in all year round. We also
thought about how to exploit its full potential, turning it
in the hearts of our active systems. As you can see, this
photovoltaic roof ensures the production of electricity
equal to twice what the house needs. The system is
designed as a large sliding shutter on tracks that can
move horizontally in order to go to shield the lodge
by summer solar radiation. Another innovation is our
parapet. Good look at it, is not a simple parapet, but a
thermodynamic panel: it produces the energy needed
to heat water for your morning shower. Now try to
touch it, feel how cool it is: in fact the thermodynamic
baluster, when turned on, gets cold while producing

hot water, creating a microclimate which promotes the
use of the external spaces even during the summer
central hours. Often on the balconies of our homes we
can find herbs, so we thought a system of hydroponic
vegetable garden with plants of different kinds; it
contributes food self-sufficiency and helps those who
live in the house. It’s like going grocery shopping, but
on the balcony of your own home! Look out here,
we brought in Versailles is a small example of urban
garden, recalling the agricultural vocation of the Tor
Fiscale . At the same time the system of allotments is
part of a broader discourse of urban redevelopment :
the land of the gardens will be fertilized with compost
derived from organic waste in households, in order
to encourage the separate collection showing citizens
where and so the waste will be used. “
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5.7.3. VISUAL IDENTITY MANUAL

The hope is somenthing with wings, that
dwells in the soul and sings a melody
without words, and neverstops.
Emily Dickinson
The prerogative of team RhOMe is
to face important issues with irony.
This is the main principal of our
Visual Identit.
The logo of the team comes
from a play on words between the
transposition of the word “Rome”
and “home”, In this regard, the
house, its implementation and
integration in the specific context
of the Roman region, is one of
the major issues of architectural
building. This is attached to the
subtitle “for denCity”, also obtained
from an assonance between the
words “density” and “city”. With
this we highlight the response of
the team to the solution of certain
issues related to the Roman housing
through the city densification.
The output of these concepts is also
expressed through the use of two
images that represent schematically
two houses of different colors that
meet establishing a bond. The two
houses are inserted into the word
Rhome to replace the letter m and
define the whole logo.

5.7. Communication Plan

The basic colours
The colours are based on Pantone
CMYK Coated library.
We choose the green tints, a contrast
colour and a grayscale palette. The
principal colour is the Pantone 1578, that compares in the logo with
the Pantone 179-2.
Pantone 155-15 and 157-4 are
additional to the “main green”.
The red-purple graduations have
the target to contrast the green, but
never used for hashes.
These colours are not the only one
we want to use, they are the reference
colours for our identity. Other
colours are choosen according to
the saturation of the exisiting ones,
in order to coordinate every image,
page or sheet.
We choose another colour, a light
blue: Pantone 124-4. This colour is
to give an alternative to the logo and
for the visual identity.

PANTONE 155-15 C
cmyk 55 0 89 33
rgb 87 142 60
web #578E3C

PANTONE 157-8 C

PANTONE 179-15 C

cmyk 48 0 100 0
rgb 145 199 61
web #91C73D

cmyk 0 0 0 95
rgb 35 31 32
web #231F20

PANTONE 155-15 C
cmyk 55 0 89 33
rgb 87 142 60
web #578E3C

PANTONE 155-15 C
cmyk 50 0 20 0
rgb 120 205 209
web #84D0D2

PANTONE 179-13 C
cmyk 0 0 0 82
rgb 83 84 86
web #535456

PANTONE 61-8 C
cmyk 0 100 59 35
rgb 167 2 54
web #A70236

PANTONE 179-6 C
cmyk 0 0 0 40
rgb 167 169 171
web #A7A9AB

PANTONE 60-8 C
cmyk 0 100 59 17
rgb 201 13 69
web #C90D45

PANTONE 000
cmyk 0 0 0 11
rgb 228 229 230
web #E4E5E6

PANTONE 60-4 C

PANTONE 000

cmyk 0 47 28 8
rgb 227 145 144
web #E39190

cmyk 0 0 0 2
rgb 255 254 248
web #FFFEF8
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Font Logo

Font text

Font graphic
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Italic
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Bold

GARAMOND
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ROCKWELL
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HELVETICA NEUE
Regular

GARAMOND
Regular

GARAMOND
Regular
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-.?”£$%&/()=?
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-.?”£$%&/()=?
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-.?”£$%&/()=?
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Logo and visual identity main
characteristics
Semplicity:
simps lines, colours in matte tints,
replability

4mm

Practicality
impression colours and easy way to use
the logo in different dimensions
Recognasible
the house is linked to an archetype of
family, shelter and immediately returns
to the subject matter, the writing
Rhome with the word ROME out
allows to immediately reconnect the
project to a sense of Italian style.
Dynamism:
we face problems with a smile, in a
direct and refocusing way, because we
believe in our project.

HELVETICA NEUE

HELVETICA NEUE

bold

regular
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Compositions with other logos
Institutions

Sponsors

Complex compositions
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Communication takes place through 3
different levels:

- Use of images: photos in which
members of the team are players that
play on words, and the similarities, with
bright colors and irony on different
themes to make it easy to remember
and raise awareness of the viewer
whether or not professional.

- Use of sketches: images of a
technical nature are made available to
everyone through the use of pictures to
understand, recall, color.

. icons: the essential concepts of the
strengths of the project are synthesized
through icons, to emphasize its
importance and to highlight the
concepts
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5.4.4. SPONSORSHIP MANUAL

Supporting Institution and Companies’
In order to be in coherence with our idea of an “all-made
in Italy house”, we tried to involve Italian companies.
Our policy of partner funding has happened in two ways:
on one hand we sent a lot of emails and had contact
with brands, companies, businesses, and institutions
that could have a real interest in sustaining our venture.
Most of them did not know about the Solar Decathlon
competition, so we showed our project. In some cases
we had been able to have a direct meeting and illustrate
more deeply the RhOME for denCity project.
On the other hand, we looked for a support from all of
those companies that had already helped the built up
of the Med in Italy house (from the previous edition
of Sde in Madrid). The renownship of our result in the
previous edition helped us, because many firms contact
us spontaneously.
In order to create the various sponsorship categories
still maintaining our Roman aim, we made a survey
throughout Facebook, and asked our supporters about
their opinion on the most representative monument
of Rome. We’ve been then able to individuate four
sponsorships brackets:
- Coliseum +100.000 euros
- St. Peter’s Basilica +50.000 euros
- Pantheon +25.000 euros
- Trevi’s Fountain +10.000 euros
COLISEUM SPONSOR
- The team obtained a partnership with Rubner Haus
as technical main sponsor, an international group
that in the last 80 years and over has focused its core
business on the wood material. Rubner operates in
the wood industry, wood building constructions and
wood homes doors and will operate in order to help the
team in the construction of the house prototype, with
both materials and know-how. In facts, the company
trained those students who will build the house for
the competition. Moreover, Rubner has given us a big
support with the project communication, bringing our
house model around Italy’s towns. It provided both
technical support and construction material, for a value
of over € 100,000.
ST. PETER’S BASILICA SPONSOR
- Daikin, a world leader company in conditioning and
heating systems for residential, retail and industrial
purposes and it is a manager of energy company,
working to solve energetic building performances. It
supports the team with a financial contribution of €
50,000, with consultancy on mechanical systems and
with heat pump delivery.
Moreover, Daikin has given us a huge support with the
project communication. It has paid in full the printing
of our RhOME for denCity calendar, and made it its
official company calendar. Furthermore, it has given
a lot of visibility to our project with a lot of media
relations.

PANTHEON SPONSORS
- Another italian company that is supporting us is CGA
Technologies, a worldwide leader in the production
of aluminum heat exchangers, for the refrigeration
industry with its patented Roll Bond technology
that gained international leadership thanks to the
efficiency and reliability of their panels. CGA enters
in partnership with the Portuguese Energie Est Lda,
a worldwide leader with a longstanding experience in
development and installation of Thermodynamic solar
systems operating in 30 countries, with recognition of
status of SME Leader and SME Excellence. Plus the
technical support, CGA and Energie Est contribute
with € 22,820.
These companies have collaborated with Daikin in order
to supply a solar box and a thermodynamic system.
- Schneider, official Solar Decathlon supplier, is an
internationally relevant group that produces electric
managing products, automatic systems, and solutions.
It supports us furnishing all the electric system and the
electric dashboard. The overall value of this sponsorship
is about 25.000 euros, including a cash support of 5.000
euros.
- Demode (Democratic Modern Design) by Valcucine
is an italian industry that puts a lot of effort in the
environmental issues and the needs of eco-friendly
houses. Demode will provide for kitchen appliances
and south loggia room furniture of our house for a
value of about € 25,000.
- Solbian Energie Alternative will support our team. It
is a very young company, founded in 2009. It produces
solar panels and cutting-edge photovoltaic cells. Grown
in the sailing sector, this company has managed to build
cells that are flexible, light, walkable, and fit in every
surface. The company’s goal is to produce innovative
photovoltaic panels in order to expand the scope
of their applicability to sectors where lightweight,
flexibility and efficiency are fundamental requirements.
The characteristics of these flexible photovoltaic panels
allow the production of energy from the sun, wherever
there is a need, even in extreme conditions: marine,
electric mobility, caravans, trekking and in special
building-integrated architectural situations. Solbian will
provide for photovoltaic panels and consultants for a
value of about € 25,000.
- That’s my led. It is an Italian company with an
international experience, specialized in lighting
structures. It has developed products for inside and
outside, theater lighting, and led signs. This companies
has built a relationship with a student from La Sapienza
University of Rome, designing and realizing the lamps
that will light our house. Its contribution amounts to
about 10.000 euros.
- Almaviva is the Italian leading company in the
Information and Communication technology sector, an
it operates with 35 offices throughout all of the world.
It supports the rHome project supplying all of the
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hardware for the inside monitoring that will be executed
by our team. In addition, it has contributed with an
economic support for research and development.
TREVI’S FOUNTAIN SPONSORS
- We signed a collaboration agreement with CIAL,
Consorzio Imballaggi Alluminio, a consortium of
aluminium packaging. CIAL will provide materials and
an economic contribution for a value of about €10,000.
- Eurotherm, with its 30-years experience in radiant
cooling and heating systems, will support us with
products for both the floor heating system and the
radiating panels system for a value of about €10,000.
- Ideal Standard, which will provide for bath furniture
with its innovative design for a value of about €10,000.
- Velux is the leading company for roof windows in
Italy, with a complete gamma of products and services.
Its contribution for our project is the supply of
skylights. It has also allowed the students to take part to
a workshop which has included all of the Architecture
students from Roma Tre University.
- The French manufacturing group Serge Ferrari is
a leader in the flexible composite material sector for
sustainable constructions, protection of resources, and
energy control. They gave us the tightness coating and
the windows curtains.
- Aero Sekur is a specialist suppliers of safety
systems and advanced flexible materials to the global
aerospace and defence markets. We decided to choose
AeroSekur as a partner because the company has
extensive manufacturing and R&D facilities in Italy and
representation in worldwide. They gave us an important
consultancy for all the autosufficient systems conceived
for the aerospace world, transferred in the Rome urban
area.
- Our t-shirt uniforms for the competition are realized
by Zoo Morfic, a little tailoring italian company which
has adopted the philosophy of eco-friendly fabrics and
tissues.
- Bright Materials is an italian company which is
specialized in photoluminescent industrial applications,
thanks to a decade of experience in this area and to the
new technologies, it has expanded its offer of products
and the production of high quality semifinished. We
chose Bright Materials as a partner because it is a leader
in the photoluminiscence area, which is the property of
some materials to capture light (natural or artificial) and
then to release it in the environment in the darkness.
We chose to cover the interior walls of the bathroom
with materials provided by this company.
- In order to develop and create all of our technical
system, we chose Applicazioni Tecnologiche as our
partner, a Roman company that works with the goal of
guaranteeing energy saving: through the technical know
how grown during many years, and the collaboration
with leader companies in this area, it restructures old
buildings to re-qualify them in the energetic field, and
creates new installations of high efficiency. The main
purpose of Applicazioni Tecnologiche is to work

directly with students in the research and development
area.
These are the official sponsors that have subscribed
the agreement with us. In addition to these, we are
developing contacts with a large italian energetic
company in order to receive support, and with the biggest
train transportation company, so that it may become
our official carrier for the competition in Versailles. For
obvious reasons, currently, we cannot give any further
information about these two companies.
Moreover, since we are going to organize many events
during the two weeks of competition in Versailles
and challenging other teams in the dinner parties, we
are contacting many italian food and wine companies
in order to bring a bit of made in Italy during our
competition. In this case too, due to relationships still
to be created, we can’t reveal more.
PERSON IN CHARGE OF
THE COMMUNICATION
WITH COMPANIES
Chiara Tonelli
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5.7.A Dissemination
materials appendice

THIS APPENDIX COMPLETE THE SECTION “5.7. COMMUNICATION PLAN” WITH
DISSEMINATION MATERIALS AND VISUAL DESIGN OF TEAM RHOME
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DISSEMINATION CARD_1 Urban project
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DISSEMINATION CARD_2 Prototype and design
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DISSEMINATION CARD_3 Fund raising
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Calendar photoshoot

JANUARY
Slogan : Put on your coat !
Location : Coliseum
Claim: in the event of
restructuring, isolate outside the
perimeter walls vertical and replace
the fixtures can reduce energy
losses and promote energy savings.

FEBRUARY
Slogan: Change your dress code ...
at home!
Location: house of our decathlete
Claim: adjust the heating
temperature to no more than 19
degrees centigrade saves about 7%
on heating costs. Do not apply
shelves resting on the radiator,
which prevent the circulation
of hot air and even furniture or
screens that prevent the radiation.

MARCH
Slogan: It’s a pleasure to be
sustainable.
Location: Testaccio Bridge
Claim: seasonal products have
more flavor and regional recipes
make the most of them enhancing
our cultural identity.
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APRIL
Slogan: Drop the neighbor who
does not throw
Location: ex-Former Slaughterhouse, Faculty of Architecture of
Rome
Claim: you can recycle up to 60 %
of the waste that ends up in the
trash can. But only if we all do it in
the correct way.

MAY
Slogan: Do not lose yourself in a
glass of water!
Location : Garden of Oranges
Claim: water is our most valuable
asset and we know that it is important to save it . Of course , it is
important to take a shower rather
than a bath in the tub , but we must
also be responsible for this .

JUNE
Slogan: Protect yourself naturally.
Location: Terrace of a building
Claim: do not use chemical repellents: spray prefer natural remedies
or “ green”: citronella, lavender,
geranium, for example, are a great
mosquito natural with no side
effects for people and the environment.
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JULY
Slogan: Pull the plug !
Location: Ex-Former Slaughterhouse, Faculty of Architecture of
Rome
Claim: leave the charger plugged in
power and electronic equipment on
standby , involves constant power
consumption thereby affecting the
planet , as well as on the bill.

AGOUST
Slogan: Drink water out of the
mayor.
Location: Piazza del Popolo
Caption: avoid the consumption
of plastic bottles and glass helps
to reduce pollution, in addition to
allowing a considerable saving on
household portfolios.

SEPTEMBER
Slogan: I feel full!
Location: kitchen of our decathlete
Elena Oetiker
Claim: always use the dishwasher
and washing machine at full load ,
as it uses the same amount of water even with a reduced load.
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OCTOBER
Slogan: Do not wrap yourself!
Location: classroom Solar Decathlon , Faculty of Architecture of
Rome
Claim: uses digital technology to
send and receive documents save
trees and do not pollute with transport.

NOVEMBER
Slogan : Train not to pollute
Location: Via della Conciliazione
Claim: avoid taking the car or any
other pollutant, preferring the use
of public transport, non-polluting
transport or going on foot.

DECEMBER
Slogan: Let yourself illuminate.
Location: Pincio Terrace , Villa
Borghese.
Claim: do not hold lit unnecessarily
too many bulbs, both during
the day and at night. This little
forethought, allows to obtain a
considerable saving on the bill,
as well as significantly reduce the
waste of electrical energy.
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“RHOME’S Thursday” campaign

January

February
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March

April

May
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Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 - Team RhOME for DenCity
Università degli studi Roma Tre - Dipartimento di Architettura
Largo giovanni Battisitsta Marzi 10 -00153 Roma, Italia
mail: team@teamrhome.it web: www.rhomefordencity.it tel 06 57332958

2

1

3

ORA
TOCCA
A TE
Solar Decathlon Europe 2014 - Team RhOME for DenCity
Università degli studi Roma Tre - Dipartimento di Architettura
Largo giovanni Battisitsta Marzi 10 -00153 Roma, Italia
mail: teamrhome@teamrhome.it web: www.rhomefordencity.it

PARTNER O SPONSOR
COLOSSEO

€ 100.000

FOLLOWER

/rhomefordencity

BASILICA DI SAN PIETRO

tel 06 57332958

Siamo convinti che mescolare diverse competenze migliori l’innovazione e la creatività, per questo la nostra
squadra coinvolge docenti, ricercatori e studenti di tre differenti dipartimenti dell’Università degli Studi Roma
Tre.
Il Dipartimento di Architettura gestisce l’intero processo di analisi / progettazione / costruzione anche
dal punto di vista urbano, si occupa degli aspetti tecnologici e di assemblaggio, elabora le strategie passive
necessarie e fornisce il supporto informatico per i sistemi digitali. Valuta inoltre i costi di costruzione e di manutenzione;
Il Dipartimento di Economia sviluppa il business plan, i progetti di marketing e la raccolta fondi;
Il Dipartimento di Ingegneria è focalizzato sulla strategia energetica attiva ed individua le soluzioni più
adeguate per impianti idraulici, elettrici e meccanici.

IL NOSTRO TEAM

€ 50.000

PANTHEON

€ 25.000

@TeamRhOME

FONTANA DI TREVI

€ 25.000

Like us!

Follow us!

LE BORGATE ARCHEOLOGICHE

Partecipa anche tu con noi
a Solar Decathlon Europe 2014
ROMA

VERSAILLES
2014

L’intervento urbano
si focalizza anche sulla
mobilità sostenibile,
prevedendo servizi integrati
di bike sharing e la
realizzazione di zone dette
ZONA 30.

2,213
ab/kmq

densità abitativa
della città di Roma

157

TIBURTINO III

ZONA

30

GLI SPONSOR CHE
GIA’ FATTO PARTE
DEL TEAM SONO

ab/ha

massima densità abitativa
del IX Municipio

ALESSANDRINO

IN MIGLIAIA STANNO
SEGUENDO IL PROGETTO
E TIFANO PER NOI.

TOR FISCALE

80 km
OSTIA IDROSCALO

Una delle caratteristiche
delle periferie romane è
la presenza di elementi
archeologici, come
L’Acquedotto Felice per
il quartiere di Tor Fiscale

piste ciclabili su percorsi cittadini

63 km
piste ciclabili su percorsi nei parchi

IL
FATTORE

T

Tradizione and Tecnologia
sono gli aspetti chiave per il prototipo
per Versailles. Uno studio attento delle
tipiche forme caratteristiche di Roma
viene combinato con tecnologie
innovative.

TECNOLOGIA
Il tradizionale tetto a falda romano
viene adattato alle esigenze
di illuminazione degli ambienti
interni.
TRADIZIONE
Il tessuto storico della città
di Roma è caratterizzata
da case con tipici tetti
a falda.

TECNOLOGIA
Le logge offrono l'opportunità di
avere più spazio vivibile
e una buona protezione
dalla radiazione solare.

TRADIZIONE
Balconi e logge
costituiscono l'elemento
che meglio rappresenta
zona esterna di
ogni appartamento romano.

TETTO A FALDA

SCHERMATURE

MASSA TERMICA

LOGGIA

TECNOLOGIA
Un sistema di schermature
mobili posizionato a sud
protegge dalle radiazioni
solari e integra un sistema
fotovoltaico
TRADIZIONE
Non è raro trovare a
Roma case con finestre
schermate dalle tipiche
persiane in legno.

TECNOLOGIA
Per garantire il comfort termico
masse termiche saranno utilizzati
con funzione di volano termico.
TRADIZIONE
Le tradizionali case romane
sono state costruiti con grandi
spessori murari, che in assenza
di impianti sono ancora in grado di
mantenere le case
fresche d'estate e calde d'inverno.

Funzionamento

MAKER FAIRE fitting: Panels and Totem
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KLIMAHAUS Fitting, Rubner Panel

0 0.5

1.00

2.00

4.00

for denCity

a home for Rome

a home for Rome

MADE EXPO Press kit folder
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Waste management: lecture by Walter Ganapini

SEMINARIO

La gestione
dei rifiuti
10 dicembre 2013
Walter Ganapini

ambientalista, docente e ricercatore italiano, co-fondatore di Legambiente
ed ex presidente di Greenpeace Italia.

aula Montuori

Università Roma Tre - Ex Mattatoio - Padiglione 8

ore 11 Seminario (aperto al pubblico)
Presentano:

Chiara Tonelli (Faculty Advisor RhOME),
Stefano Converso (Project Manager RhOME)
Intervengono: Walter Ganapini (ambientalista),
Valentino Bobbio (NeXt - Nuova Economia per tutti)
Luca Raffaele (NeXt - Nuova Economia per tutti)

ore 13 pausa pranzo
ore 14 incontro con il team RhOME
Walter Ganapini lavora insieme ai ragazzi del team
sul progetto RhOME for denCity

ore 18 conclusione e saluti

Attività promossa per lo sviluppo del progetto Solar Decathlon 2014
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Invitation for fundraising dinner

Aperitivo di benvenuto
Pomodorini con riso

Menù for fundraising dinner

Baccalà

peperoni arrosto,
capperi e olive

Cacio e Pepe
Carpaccio di manzo
uovo e nocciole

San pietrino al cioccolato
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“One Thing Leads to Another” serie

Waste Collection

Rain Water Collection

Fab- Lab
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RhOME Mainstays

Regeneration

Relationship

Reduce

Re-use
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Rapidity

Less and More
“Cheer for Italy “ campaign
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competition brochure
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memory game

6. DINNER PARY MENU
6.1. EAT, DRINK, LOVE

6.2. REDUCE, SAVE, ENJOY

Italy is known worldwide as the country of the good
food. The tourists that crowd our cities, after a cultural
itinery between the “great beauties”, they go around
looking for the “great taste” of italian cooking.
The Italian Diet is the top of the Mediterrean Diet,
since 2010 UNESCO Humanity Cultural Heritage,
the first one that obteined this prestigious reward.
The Mediterranean diet is characterized by a nutritional
model that has remained constant over time and
space, consisting mainly of olive oil, cereals, fresh or
dried fruit and vegetables, a moderate amount of fish,
dairy and meat, and many condiments and spices, all
accompanied by wine or infusions, always respecting
beliefs of each community in our country.
The ingredients are simple but wisely matched in
the multitude of recipes of every region, with their
variations and peculiarity, respecting local products and
traditions. Italy is one of the most little country in the
world but it presents a numerous variety of dishes.
However, the Mediterranean diet (from the Greek
diaita, or way of life) encompasses more than just
food. It promotes social interaction, since communal
meals are the cornerstone of social customs and festive
events. It has given rise to a considerable body of
knowledge, songs, maxims, tales and legends. The system
is rooted in respect for the territory and biodiversity,
and ensures the conservation and development of
traditional activities and crafts linked to fishing and
farming in the Mediterranean communities which
Soria in Spain, Koroni in Greece, Cilento in Italy and
Chefchaouen in Morocco are
examples. Women play a particularly vital role in the
transmission of expertise, as well as knowledge of
rituals, traditional gestures and celebrations, and the
safeguarding of techniques.
Food is an essential element of our lives and for this
reason it can be turned into a greatopportunity for the
protection of natural resources, health, Mediterranean
tradition and, ultimately, future.
The moment of the meal has historically been
the moment of conviviality and assembly. In the
Roman Empire big decisions were made within the
triclinium (dining room) and large alliances were sealed
with a glass of mulsum (a mixture of wine and honey).
Historically, the tradition of the meal has evolved and
complied to the situation. In times of war the kitchen
was the only heated room in the homes of the poorest
families, where they gathered to eat a very humble
lunch, made with poor raw materials.

The production of food is one of the sectors with
the highest consumption of resources, with particular
regard to the livestock sector.
According to recent years reports of the FAO for the
production of 1 kg of beef about 15 kg of feed are
required. The food resources used for livestock are
produced as a result of specific crops fed to livestock
and nearly a third of world production ends up in this
cycle of production, of which only 14% returns in the
form of man meat. We must also consider that for
cattle, half of their weight is made up of non- edible
waste and therefore are not used.
The consumption of water is large, we talk about
the 15,000 liters to produce 1 kg of beef: used for
drinking, cleaning, and the slaughter process, while 90%
of the total consumption is used for the cultivation of
forage for livestock.
There’s also the considerable contribution of the
livestock sector for the production of greenhouse
gases, which amounts to almost the 50% of the total.
Of this, 11% is due to the transport and 80% for
production. Therefore speaking of Km 0 is the primary
solution to the problem because the transport has a
much lower intake. It is estimated that the consumption
of products with a short chain can save on average of
1600 km per year ( with the relative production of gas).
Instead, spending just one day a week for a vegetarian
diet you can get up to 1800 km less.
The stronger solution can then be found in a change
in the habits of their diet, preferring vegetables and
fruits that have a lower consumption of resources (ie
200-500 liters of water per 1 kg of vegetables) and
always choosing products that come from small and
seasonal sectors involving a minor use of resources,
preferring those of vegetable nature and decreasing the
contribution of livestock sectors.

In 2010
Mediterrean Diet
got the UNESCO
Humanity Cultural
Heritage Award
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Attention is then turned to you, the one who decides
what to buy and how to cook it. The citizens must
be informed about the products they buy and cook
in their own home, knowing the value of energy and
the environment that presents every single dish. As we
have often pointed out in several areas, our work aims
to consider that every small action contributes to the
overall well-being and environmental protection and
that the main actor is the user of the homes of the
future, like that of Rhome, which is thought with this
philosophy, and that is intended to be an information
resource for those who live it.

packed products made of recyclable packaging. It is
important for the environment (and also for our health)
not only the content but also the container.
6.3. TRADITIONAL, SEASONAL, LOCAL

The team’s goal for Rhome Dinner parties is to propose
a typical Italian and roman dinner that can rediscover
the traditional flavors of our home. The tastes of all
time and recipes faithful to the originals, the ones that
every doc roman knows how to prepare and that every
Italian knows about . We just need to add the attention
to conscious consumption and make the inhabitants of
our city the “weight” of the products they eat.
The idea is to look for local ingredients that are found
in the Roman markets and especially in season. Not
only because seasonal products are the most genuine
and healthful, they are the most respectful for the
environment and also the same products used in
traditional dishes that were once prepared at that time
of the year because those products grow in that period,
so families found them in the market or grew them in
their gardens. Exactly how we are trying to evolve our
urban project, where the presence of cultures within
the district and on the terraces of the apartments
reduces the path of the products that are brought to
the table and prefers their own production of fruits and
vegetables.

In March the “Rhome’s Thursday”, a weekly column
with tips to be more sustainable, had as its theme the
kitchen, to make it clear that it is no longer possible
to eat foods produced through processes that are not
environmentally conscious and take two times the
lenght of the world before arriving on our tables.
Those are the main rules that in our advice are
fundamental for a sustainable dinner in particular the
Mediterranean area, but also abroad:
- the use of local products allows the improvement of
the local economy of our country and it also makes
possible to know the origin of food, avoiding emissions
of gases as CO2 and methane;
- the purchase of products which ripe according to
seasons allows the discovery of natural tastes besides
saving in cultivations and transport emissions;
- buying directly from producers permits the taste
of fresh food which have not received treatment or
not been stored in fridges for long time. This also
encourages the development of sustainable activities
and a better productive quality;
- organic food, that avoids the use of pesticides and
ripes following the rhythm of seasons is to be preferred
for people’s health and environment;
- drinking water is a precious element that should
never be wasted: saving water in food preparation and
the choice of products that are grown by using a little
water, represent compulsory options for the team;
- water used to boil vegetables can be used again to
cook pasta;
- quick cooking is used in the preparation of healthy
and tasty food, so to maintain both nutrition quality and
taste saving time and energy;
- always use the lid on the pan when boiling food,
because in this way water boils quicker and so there is
an energy saving;
- for long cooking (legumes and soups) is better to use
pressure cooker so to save cooking times and energy
consumption;
- in RhOME kitchen, food is cooked in a space with
highly efficient appliances and for food preparations
day time is to be preferred when the production of
solar energy is at its maximum. So for our dinner it is
better to choice dishes that can be served cold;
- it is better to use ingredients that can be stored at
room temperature without the need of the fridge;
- sustainable cooking is also based on the purchase of

6.4. BON RHOME-APPETIT

The atmosphere we want to create in the home is crucial
to the success of the dinner. Space is very functional for
the event, the table is very large and the environment
of the dining room is functional to develop more night
"stages" .
The aperitif will be served in the loggia facing northwest, with the sunset in a cool environment with a place
to sit and start the evening. The dinner will then be
served on the table inside. The table will be prepared
with mats made of recycled jeans where the pockets
act as cutlery, in line with the idea of Rhome

and with
our denim jersey. Dishes , cutlery and glasses will reuse
even those bought in a of flea markets in Rome, do not
throw anything! The menu is handwritten on old bread
bags, always present in Italian homes, within which
there will be cards with all the recipes.
After dinner we will leave to all the guests a small gift:
a bag of wine pretzels (typically Roman ) with a packet
of tea, a digestive before going to bed or for breakfast
the next day.
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Rhome Party
rediscovers the
traditional
roman flavors
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6. DINNER PARY MENU

DINNER MENU - July, 1st, 3rd, 10th
The Roman Taste
.................................................................................................
APERITIF
Taralli, Olives and roman white wine
Taralli are typical italian salted snacks made by 00 flour,
olive oil and white wine and baked in oven.
We won’t cook this course, we intend to bring some
packs of them and serve them in a bowl.
Simple Roman green olives served with a glass of wine.
Cost (for 8 porsions)
€ 20
Nutritional values (per
 person)
580 calories, 25gr fat, 29 gr carb, 2,8 gr prot
environmental values (CO2 emmitted for 8 porsions - kg)
4 kg
.................................................................................................
STARTER
Vegetable vinai-grette
Ingredients (for 8 people):
4 carrots
1 celery
2 fennel
10 radishes
Oil, vinegar , salt, peppe
Cut all the vegetables into sticks and pieces of medium
size that will be served in a glass accompanied with a
sauce seasoning .
Cost (for 8 porsions)
€8
Nutritional values (per
 person)
341 calories, 10 gr fat, 10 gr carb, 0,7 gr prot
environmental values (CO2 emmitted for 8 porsions - kg)
1,4 kg
.................................................................................................
FIRST COURSE (hot dish)
Stuffed Tomatoes
The stuffed tomatoes are a typical Roman dish consisting
of tomatoes that are stuffed with a tasty mixture of rice
flavored with basil, parsley, and then baked.
Ingredients (for 8 people):
2500 gr tomatoes
425 g rise
100 gr grated Parmigiano Reggiano
1 clove of garlic
chopped parsley, basil leaves, oregano, salt, pepper and
extra-virgin olive oil to taste
To prepare the stuffed tomatoes cut the tomatoes in two
parts in a horizontal direction, the upper part smaller
than the lower. Empty them and store the pulp in a
bowl. Season with salt and pepper and spill a little with
extra-virgin olive oil. Pour the uncooked rice in a bowl.
Combine chopped parsley, basil, oregano, a tablespoon
of olive oil, the garlic and the pulp of the tomatoes.
4
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Stir, remove the garlic and fill the tomatoes with the
mixture and cover with the tomatoes top half. Put in
the oven for about 40 minutes at 220°C.
Cost (for 8 porsions)
€ 8,4
Nutritional values (per
 person)
350 calories, 12 gr fat, 40 gr carb, 6 gr prot
environmental values (CO2 emmitted for 8 porsions - kg)
2,5 kg
Produced energy (total during the preparation)
900 Wh= 0,4 kg
.................................................................................................
SECOND COURSE ( fresh dish)
Hydroponic salad with porchetta (roasted pork)
A simple salad, which comes from the terrace or
by the urban gardens, it is cultivated directly by the
consumer and therefore it is free. Everything will be
seasoned with oil, salt and vinegar.
The Porchetta is a typical dish in central Italy. It
consists of a whole pig, drained, deboned and
seasoned inside with salt, pepper, herbs, and roasted in
the oven. It is eaten sliced cold.
Cost (for 8 porsions)
€ 14
Nutritional values (per
 person)
200 calories, 9 gr fat, 15 gr carb, 16 gr prot
environmental values (CO2 emmitted for 8 porsions - kg)
6,8 kg
.................................................................................................
Dessert
Drunk Peaches and moka coffe
It ‘a very common dessert in southern Italy. Very simple,
but at the same time tasty and refreshing. It is based on
the quality and flavor of its ingredients, strictly native.
Then, to close the dinner, a tipical italian coffe.
Ingredients (for 8 porsions)
8 peaches
4 glasses of dry white wine
A few leaves of mint
It is enough to cut the peaches into pieces not too small,
and wet them with the wine by adding the mint leaves.
Cost (for 8 porsions)
€ 12
Nutritional values (per
 person)
122 calories, 0,25 gr fat, 12 gr carb, 1 gr prot
environmental values (CO2 emmitted for 8 porsions - kg)
1,8 kg
TOTAL

cost (for the dinner)

62,4 €

nutritional value (per person)

1593 kcal, 56 gr fat, 106 gr carb, 27 gr prot

environmental values (CO2 emitted for the dinner)

16,5 KG
5

7. CONTEST WEEK
TASKS’ PLANNING

JUNE / JULY 2014

Type of activity

Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Air Quality - VOC **

Competition

Natural Lighting **

Competition

Accoustic Performance **

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer

Competition

Clothes-washer

Competition

Clothes Drying

Competition

Dishwasher
Oven
Hot Water Draws
Cooking
Home Electronics
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team / organizer meeting
Public Visits

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Competition
Competition
Competition

Interior & Exterior Lighting

Competition

Speed Peer Review

Competition

Tuesday 1st July

Type of activity

Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Air Quality - VOC **

Competition

Natural Lighting **

Competition

Accoustic Performance **

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer

Competition

Clothes-washer

Competition

Clothes Drying
Oven
Hot Water Draws
Cooking
Home Electronics
Dinner *
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team / organizer meeting
Public Visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Communication & Social Awareness Jury Visits

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Section in
R&R

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
20
10
5

7

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
JURY

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6
Rule 21

1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1
1
1
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
20
8
216

Daily
Periods or
tasks

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1
1
1
96
96
1
1
1
1
3
1
24

Daily Pts
Available

3,333
2,083
2,000
2,000
1,250
5,909
0,909
0,455
5,000
15,000
20,000
0,417
0,417
1,000
1,000
1,250
1,250
3,000
1,250
0,556
68,078
68,078
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Section in
R&R

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
20
10
5
15

7

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
JURY

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6
Rule 21

Total
Periods or
tasks

Total
Periods or
tasks

1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
20
8
216
3

Daily
Periods or
tasks

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
2
1
16
1

Daily Pts
Available

3,333
2,083
2,000
2,000
1,250
5,909
0,909
0,455
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,417
0,417
1,000
1,000
1,250
2,000
1,250
0,370
5,000
30,643
98,721

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

Monday 30th June

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30
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RhOME SCHEDULING

JUNE / JULY 2014

Type of activity

Section in
R&R

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
20
10
5

Clothes Drying

Competition

Dishwasher
Oven
Hot Water Draws
Cooking
Home Electronics
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team / organizer meeting
Public Visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Communication & Social Awareness Jury Visits

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6
Rule 21
Rule 22

7
8

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
JURY
JURY

Type of activity

Section in
R&R

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 21

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10
7

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
JURY

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
20
10
5
15
80

7
1
8

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
JURY
JURY

Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Air Quality - VOC **

Competition

Natural Lighting **

Competition

Accoustic Performance **

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer

Competition

Clothes-washer

Competition

Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Jury Visits

Thursday 3rd July
Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Air Quality - VOC **

Competition

Natural Lighting **

Competition

Accoustic Performance **

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer

Competition

Clothes-washer

Competition

Clothes Drying

Competition

Dishwasher
Competition
Oven
Competition
Hot Water Draws
Competition
Cooking
Competition
Home Electronics
Competition
Dinner *
Competition
Communication & Social Awareness Contest
Competition
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Competition
Team / organizer meeting
Competition
Public Visits
Competition
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Competition
Communication Jury Conference & Debate Communication
Communication Contest Award Communication
Architecture Jury Visits
Competition
Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Jury Visits
Competition

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6
Rule 21
Rule 15
Rule 22

Total
Periods or
tasks

1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
20
8
216

Daily
Periods or
tasks

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
3
1
24

Daily Pts
Available

3,333
2,083
2,000
2,000
1,250
5,909
0,909
0,455
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,417
0,417
1,000
1,000
1,250
1,250
3,000
1,250
0,556
28,078
126,800
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Total
Periods or
tasks

1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
20
8
216
3
1

Daily
Periods or
tasks

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
2
1
16
1
1

Daily Pts
Available

3,333
2,083
2,000
2,000
1,250
5,909
0,909
0,455
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,417
0,417
1,000
1,000
1,250
1,250
2,000
1,250
0,370
5,000
80,000
111,893
238,693

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

Wednesday 2nd July

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30
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RhOME SCHEDULING

JUNE / JULY 2014

Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Air Quality - VOC **

Competition

Natural Lighting **

Competition

Accoustic Performance **

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer

Competition

Clothes-washer

Competition

Clothes Drying

Competition

Dishwasher
Competition
Hot Water Draws
Competition
Home Electronics
Competition
Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Contest
Competition
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Competition
Team / organizer meeting
Competition
Public Visits (General Public)
Competition
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Competition
UDTA Conference & Debate Communication
UDTA Contest Award Communication
Architecture Jury Visits
Competition

Saturday 5st July

Type of activity

Architecture Contest
Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Power peaks
Temperature

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer
Competition
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Competition
Team / organizer meeting
Competition
Public Visits (General Public)
Competition
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Competition
Architecture Jury Conference & Debate Communication
Architecture Contest Award Communication

Sunday 6st July

Type of activity

Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Power peaks
Temperature

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Team / organizer meeting
Public Visits (General Public)

Competition

Competition
Competition
Competition

Interior & Exterior Lighting

Competition

Section in
R&R

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 22

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.7
6.9
8

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
JURY

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
20
5
120

8
1

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
JURY

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6
Rule 22
Rule 15

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

Rule 15
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5

1
4.1
4.2
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.1
6.2

JURY
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS

120
40
25
15
65
10
5
5
5

Rule 15

1

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT

Section in
R&R

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5

4.1
4.2
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.1
6.2

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS

40
25
15
65
10
5
5
5

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6

1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
20
216
1

Daily
Periods or
tasks

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
3
24
1

Daily Pts
Available

3,333
2,083
2,000
2,000
1,250
5,909
0,909
0,455
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,417
0,417
1,000
1,000
1,250
3,000
0,556
120,000
145,578
384,271
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Section in
R&R

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6

Total
Periods or
tasks

Total
Periods or
tasks

Daily
Periods or
tasks

Daily Pts
Available

Total
Periods or
tasks

Daily
Periods or
tasks

Daily Pts
Available

1
1152
1152
1152
792
792
792
1152
1152

1152
1152
1152
792
792
792
1152
1152

1
96
96
96
36
36
36
96
96

96
96
96
36
36
36
96
96

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

Type of activity

120,000
3,333
2,083
1,250
2,955
0,455
0,227
0,417
0,417
131,136
515,407

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

Friday 4st July

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30
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3,333
2,083
1,250
2,955
0,455
0,227
0,417
0,417
11,136
526,544

SDE
SDE
TASK
ACT

RhOME SCHEDULING

JUNE / JULY 2014

Type of activity

Section in
R&R

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.8
6.9

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
5

2

SDE
SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
JURY

Clothes Drying

Competition

Dishwasher
Oven
Cooking
Home Electronics
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
PASSIVE EVALUATION PERIOD
On site - Registration
Water Delivery
Team / organizer meeting
Public Visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Engineering & Construction Jury Visits

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Rule 11.1
Rule 8.2
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6
Rule 16

Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Air Quality - VOC **

Competition

Natural Lighting **

Competition

Accoustic Performance **

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer

Competition

Clothes-washer

Competition

Tuesday 8th July

Type of activity

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.6
6.8
6.9

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
5

2
3

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
JURY
JURY

Freezer

Competition

Clothes-washer

Competition

Clothes Drying
Oven
Cooking
Home Electronics
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
PASSIVE EVALUATION PERIOD
On site - Registration
Team / organizer meeting
Public Visits
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Engineering & Construction Jury Visits
Energy Efficiency Jury Visits

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6
Rule 16
Rule 17

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Air Quality - VOC **

Competition

Natural Lighting **

Competition

Accoustic Performance **

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Daily
Periods or
tasks

Total
Periods or
tasks

Daily
Periods or
tasks

1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
8
216

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
1
24

Daily Pts
Available

3,333
2,083
2,000
2,000
1,250
5,909
0,909
0,455
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,417
0,417
1,000
1,000
1,250
1,250
1,250
0,556
25,078
551,622

SEE JURY'S SCHEDULE

Section in
R&R

Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5

Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature

Total
Periods or
tasks

1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
216

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
24

Daily Pts
Available

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

Monday 7th July

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30
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3,333
2,083
2,000
2,000
1,250
5,909
0,909
0,455
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,417
0,417
1,000
1,000
1,250
1,250
0,556
23,828
575,450
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RhOME SCHEDULING

JUNE / JULY 2014

Type of activity

Engineering & Construction Contest
Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Air Quality - VOC **

Competition

Natural Lighting **

Competition

Accoustic Performance **

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer

Competition

Clothes-washer

Competition

Clothes Drying

Competition

Dishwasher
Competition
Oven
Competition
Hot Water Draws
Competition
Cooking
Competition
Home Electronics
Competition
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
PASSIVE EVALUATION PERIOD
On site - Registration
Competition
Team / organizer meeting
Competition
Public Visits
Competition
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Competition
Engineering & Construction Jury Conference & Debate Communication
Engineering & Construction Contest Award Communication
Urban Design, Transportation & Affordability Jury Visits
Competition
Sustainability Jury Visits
Competition

Thursday 10th July
Energy Efficiency Contest
Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature
Humidity
Air Quality - CO2

Type of activity
Communication
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Air Quality - VOC **

Competition

Natural Lighting **

Competition

Accoustic Performance **

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer

Competition

Clothes-washer

Competition

Clothes Drying

Competition

Dishwasher
Competition
Oven
Competition
Hot Water Draws
Competition
Cooking
Competition
Home Electronics
Competition
Dinner *
Competition
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Competition
Team / organizer meeting
Competition
Public Visits
Competition
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Competition
Energy Efficiency Jury Conference & Debate Communication
Energy Efficiency Contest Award
Competition
Sustainability Jury Visits
Competition

Section in
R&R

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

Rule 16
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5

2
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9

JURY
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

80
40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
20
10
5

Rule 16
Rule 22
Rule 24

2
8
10

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
JURY
JURY

Section in
R&R

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

Rule 17
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5

3
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10

JURY
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK

80
40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
10
20
10
5
15

3
10

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
JURY

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6
Rule 17
Rule 24

Total
Periods or
tasks

1
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
20
8
216

Daily
Periods or
tasks

1
96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
2
1
24

Daily Pts
Available

80,000
3,333
2,083
2,000
2,000
1,250
5,909
0,909
0,455
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,417
0,417
1,000
1,000
1,250
1,250
2,000
1,250
0,556
107,078
682,529

1

1

SEE JURY'S SCHEDULE
SEE JURY'S SCHEDULE
Total
Periods or
tasks

1
1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
8
20
8
216
3

Daily
Periods or
tasks

1
96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
1
3
1
16
1

Daily Pts
Available

80,000
3,333
2,083
2,000
2,000
1,250
5,909
0,909
0,455
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,417
0,417
1,000
1,000
1,250
1,250
3,000
1,250
0,370
5,000
112,893
795,422

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30

Wednesday 9th July

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30
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Friday 11th July

Type of activity

Load consumption per measurable area
Electricity autonomy
Temporary generation-consumption correlation
House adjustment to network load state
Power peaks
Temperature

Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition
Competition

Humidity

Competition

Air Quality - CO2

Competition

Air Quality - VOC **

Competition

Natural Lighting **

Competition

Accoustic Performance **

Competition

Refrigerator

Competition

Freezer

Competition

Clothes-washer

Competition

Clothes Drying

Competition

Dishwasher
Competition
Hot Water Draws
Competition
Home Electronics
Competition
Water Balance
Competition
Sustainability Contest
Competition
DAYLY AVAILABLE POINTS
ACCUMULATED AVAILABLE POINTS
On site - Registration
Competition
Team / organizer meeting
Competition
Public Visits (General Public)
Competition
Interior & Exterior Lighting
Competition
Sustainability Jury Conference & Debate Communication
Sustainability Contest Award
Competition

Section in
R&R

Contest
Nº

Contest
type

Total Pts
Available

Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 18.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 19.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 20.5
Rule 24

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.7
6.9
6.11
10

MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
MEAS
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
TASK
MEAS
JURY

40
25
20
20
15
65
10
5
5
15
20
5
5
10
10
10
20
5
20
80

10

SDE
SDE
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT

Rule 11.1
Rule 2.4
Rule 12.4
Rule 12.6
Rule 24

Total
Periods or
tasks

1152
1152
260
120
1152
792
792
792
1*
1*
1*
1152
1152
10
10
8
20
216
1
1

Daily
Periods or
tasks

96
96
26
12
96
72
72
72
1*
1*
1*
96
96
1
1
1
2
24
1
1

Daily Pts
Available

3,333
2,083
2,000
2,000
1,250
5,909
0,909
0,455
0,000
0,000
0,000
0,417
0,417
1,000
1,000
1,250
2,000
0,556
20,000
80,000
124,578
920,000

00:00
00:30
01:00
01:30
02:00
02:30
03:00
03:30
04:00
04:30
05:00
05:30
06:00
06:30
07:00
07:30
08:00
08:30
09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
13:00
13:30
14:00
14:30
15:00
15:30
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
18:00
18:30
19:00
19:30
20:00
20:30
21:00
21:30
22:00
22:30
23:00
23:30
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RhOME SCHEDULING

8.COST ESTIMATE AND
PROJECT
FINANCIAL
SUMMARY.
8.1. BUSINESS AND FUND-RAISING PLAN.

The fund raising goal for the Rhome team is about
700,000 euros (of which about 300,000 euros as cash
and the rest in kind), that we are looking for in many
ways. Our strategy involves various players: institutional
authorities, sponsor relationships, partnerships and
people.
8.1.1. Institutional partners
Our first Institutional Partner is the Solar Decathlon
Europe in France, who provides a disbursement of
financial assistance granted to the teams equal to
100.000€.
Being at the moment the only Italian team entitled
to participate the Solar Decathlon 2014 in Versailles,
the institutional partners are more stimulated to
support our project. We are trying to involve various
institutions, like Rome Municipality (Comune di Roma
Capitale) and Latium Region (Regione Lazio), the
Ministry of Environment, Casaclima Agency (a public
agency that certifies buildings’ energy efficiency) and
the European Academy of Bolzano (EURAC) for tests
and prototyping.
CefmeCTP, a organism for safety and formation in
building construction in Rome and its district, will
provide safety training and building site operations
courses for our decathletes.
Furthermore, Casaclima agency will support our team,
thanks to its experience in energy efficiency in building
construction, renewable energy, climate protection and
sustainable energy development.
Universiy of La Sapienza (Rome) will cooperate with us
through his Department of interior design, in order to
realize furnishings for our house.

Department of
MANAGING STUDIES

Some Departments of Roma TRE University are
involved in the Rhome activity: the Architecture
Department, the Management Studies Department
(Facoltà di Economia “Federico Caffè”), and the
Engineering Department. We are working to involve
the Department of Communication Science.
The Department of Architecture leads the entire process,
managing investigation, design and building process. It
develops the architectural design, the energy strategy,
the technological aspects, the structure calculations and
the construction assembly, and provides the informatics
support for digital systems. It assesses the construction,
maintenance and running costs and the urban topics.
The Department of Management Studies develops the
business and fund raising plan and the marketing viability.
In the meanwhile the Communication Department
starts working in the team, this Department manages
communication policy and Press Office tasks.
The Department of Engineering focuses on mechanical
strategy, identifying the most appropriate solutions for
plumbing, electrical and mechanical systems.
The management of fund raising main activities is
under the control of these three areas, which main
interests could be synthesized in the scheme below.
Furthermore, for energy strategies we are discussing a
collaboration with Politecnica delle Marche University,
and for seismic structural tests with Trento University.
8.1.2. Sponsor relationship
even in extreme conditions: marine, electric mobility,
caravans, trekking and in special building-integrated
architectural situations.
Furthermore, the team engaged new sponsorships
for financial fee and in kind contributions with the
following companies:

Department of
ARCHITECTURE
leads the project

Department of
ENGINEERING

Business and found raising plan

developing the design and strategy

Electrical solution

Marketing viability

managing investigation

Mechanical system

building process

Prova sezione

·
EuroTherm for the radiant systems and heat
recovery units;
·
Schneider for electric systems inverter;
·
That’s my led for home lighting;
·
Ideal Standard for bath forniture;
.
CIAL for aluminium packagings;

Moreover we are planning events for both, raising funds
and boost the communication skills, that we provide
to our partners. One of these events will consist of a
“Treasure Hunt” that will involve people to discover
mysteries of Rome and his history, and maybe for the
first time watching all that from the point of view of
sustainability and environment safeguard. This event
will involve 500 persons, raising around 10,000 euros.
The communication policy, described in chapter 5.4 is
strictly related to the fund raising, permitting to give
visibility to the project and its sponsors and partners.
Our goal is to involve a wide range of targets by focusing
various communication elements and messages in
every event, to be more attractive for Institutions and
companies.

Wr are trying to engage a sponsorship with Trenitalia
as official Rhome for Dencity carrier.
For financial support, we’re scouting companies like
ENEL, Plasturgica by MR Group Swisse, Acqua Santa
di Roma Spa and other companies that share with us
values as sustainability and innovation, especially key
players in the Capital’s economic and social tissue.
We’re following also a project started by one of our
decathletes, called Sine Cera, who is raising funds to
start a full sustainable fashion brand. The start-up goal
is to offer high quality made in Italy products based on
innovative materials, sustainability and ethics, from the
materials source to the distribution, and last but not the
least making them affordable. If the fund raising goal
will be achieved, Sine Cera will provide for our team
uniforms.

COST FORM
table1_cost form
INCOME DETAILS
table2_income details
BUDGET
The costs analysis carried out focuses on the
transportation and the construction of the housing
prototype “RhOME for denCity” that will be built at
Versailles in June 2014.
This study will be deepen and constantly updated
according to the design development.
The model aims at parameterize the aforementioned
costs for the further economic analysis of the future
interventions of social housing, which will be planned
following the principles of RhOME for denCity project.
The industrialization process of the single components
of the prototype and its multi-storey configuration will
strongly reduce the intervention’s costs, compared to
the single house built at the competition.

In order to reach Institutions and other Companies
interested in sponsoring our project, we’re planning
various events (like the TED style conferences, TV
show, media relations, press conferences), through
which present the main strengths of our project.
To introduce in a new guise our sponsorships array we
launched on Facebook a survey, which asked to team’s
fans: “Which one among Rome monuments really
represents the Italian Capital?”. At the moment, the
first choice is the Colosseum (also known as the Flavian
Amphitheatre) followed by St. Peter’s Basilica, Trevi
fountain and the Pantheon, but the survey is still active.
We will use these symbolic monuments to rank our
partners, accordingly with the financial contribution
classes: we envisage four levels of contribution, at
€10,000, €25,000, €50,000 and €100,000.

8.2. COST ESTIMATE

PARTNERSHIPS & PEOPLE
Not all the companies that could be involved will be
able to give us at least 10,000 euros. For this reason
we decided to create another “folder” for technical
partnership. The companies belonging to it will
contribute by in kind donation.
In order to reach the cash goal we set, a crowdfunding
program will be implemented.
The Rhome team is planning both Donation-Based
Crowdfunding and Reward-Based crowdfunding
programs, designing for this a whole series of sustainable
and user-friendly, innovative merchandising (as gadgets
like wood desk cable fondlers, or smartphone stands,
and so on), that we’d like to propose also on the team
website online shop.
For this purpose, we are planning design contests
in partnership with CoContest.com, to start a
crowdsourcing process, still focused on involving the
highest possible number of people.

8.2.1. Direct materials
Direct materials are: purchased parts (such as walls
components customized following the
design), standard items (such as furniture components,
wooden doors) or purchased equipment
(such as appliances), also if donated by our sponsors.
Considering the high prefabrication system we would
like to employ we don’t consider raw materials in the
budget calculation, because we refer to pre-assembled
customized components.
Direct materials affect over 40% the total budget.
v
*(The total value of this table is the same of the Total
Direct Materials VAT included value indicated in point
B.1 of TABLE1_COST FORM)
8.2.2. Material Overhead
2

Prova sezione

We envisaged that until 7% of the Direct Materials
could be foreseen for those materials usually
needed in the assembling phase, but not yet accountable.

groups and be in touch with all the different
media.
table6_consultants

8.2.3. Direct Labor
This amount considers the rate for skilled laborers
involved in the assembling and disassembling
phases, such in Italy to test the prototype, and then in
France to support the students if skilled
labor required.
The hourly rates employed are the same applied in Italy
and Spain for similar jobs.

8.2.7. Other Direct Costs
The “other costs” section takes into account all the
expenses not covered by one of the other
elements in the above mentioned topics.
In particular under GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES we consider all the indirect costs
afforded by the University, such as stationery, internet
connections, electricity, rooms, heating,
meetings.
We calculated this amount on the 5% of the point 4.
Labor Overhead and Fringe Benefits.
We calculated the expenses due for the security
necessary when the University needs to remain
open in order to permit the conclusion of deliverable
work if near to holidays.
The model has been calculated considering the cost to
realize it, around 3.500 euros and the
expenses for sending it to France, that is around 500
euros. A second model could be provided, if
necessary, but we do not consider it at the moment.
For flyers, posters, exhibitions and videos we consider
around 12.500 euros including shipping
and delivery. See attached offer in the Appendices for
reference.

table4_direct labor
In the Appendices an offer of this topic is provided.
8.2.4. Labor Overhead And Fringe Benefits
Here we calculated the costs for granted students,
applying the rate of a fellowship grant existing
in the Italian University per year.
The rate applied for the job of Professors and
Researchers of the University of Roma TRE, involved
in tutoring the students during the 18 months of
preparation of SDE 2014, is determined by the
monthly salary and is comprehensive of the Fringe
benefits paid by the University on these salaries.
The budget required for this contribution is part of
their monthly salary and it is considered as
co-financing for the project.
The support of two administrative fellows, involved in
secretary and administrative budget
management is part of their monthly salary, but cofinance the project only for a half.

table7_other direct costs
8.2.8. Travel And Other Costs For Final

table5_Labor Overhead And Fringe Benefits

Phase In Versailles
This point concerns the travel costs for going to Paris
for the Workshop with the SDE Organization
and then for going to Versailles during the competition.
In the first case we consider flying and
lodging expenses for 8 people, 7 students and 1
professor. For the second case we consider the
simultaneous presence of about 25 people. The number
of flights is double because we envisage
to involve some different students for the assembling
and for the competition, according to their
skills and interests.
The allowance considers meals and local transport
expenses.
Under miscellaneous we put items necessary during the
assembly and the competition.
The VAT we considered for expenses in Italy is 21%
(flights) and for the expenses in France(the
others points) is 19,6%.

8.2.5. Lower Subcontractors
Many subcontracts could be envisaged, but in our
experience many of them will be done thanks to
the company laboratories and instruments. So, they
could be considered in the sponsor’s budget
but it is redundant to put them as well in the Solar
Decathlon Budget. For this reason we provided
only the budget for tests in Climate Chamber to monitor
the envelope components behaviour.
Each test costs around € 2.000,00. We think to tests 5
different kinds of the envelope stratigraphy
8.2.6. Consultants
Specific consultancy are fundamental to change the
point of view of the team and to compare
different experiences. It will be possible to devote a 5%
of the budget to consultancies on Home
Automation, Insulation solutions, Passive and Active
Thermal Behaviours.
Aside we consider the consultancy for communications.
Students will be trained in order to be
able to communicate the project as much wider as
possible. But professionals should be involved
in order to be able to reach the maximum of target

table8_travel and other costs for final phase in Versailles

8.2.9. Assembly, Transports And
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Competition or attend its events in any role or position.
The University undertakes to maintain insured all the
properties provided or used by us against lost, damage,
theft, fire, and also civil liability for loss and any damage
which may be caused to third parties, whether to their
persons or property.
The amount of 6.000.000 Euros is considered the
amount for compensation for accident or disaster in
the insurance policy.
A similar policy will be signed for the 2014 edition. The
Accident insurance policy costs 27,50 euros per person
belonging to the team, covering permanent disabilities
until 50.000,00 euros and the Liability Insurance policy
covers death, accidents and damages to other persons
or things until the amount of 6.000.000,00 euros.
Taxes on General Liability are 22,5%. Taxes on Accident
and Medical Insurance Policies are 2,5%.
Furthermore through the implementation of the EU
directive 2011/24/UE, healthcare is guaranteed for
all citizens of the union (the whole team RhOME is
Italian) in each country of the union.

Disassembly Processes
We think to deliver the 5 containers of the house
components and parts by train, in order to save
C02 as well as money. The VAT is calculated and paid
in Italy, so at 21%.
For Assembly and disassembly in Versailles the VAT
for renting the building site machinery is
19,6%.
Under the point Crane we consider 240 euros per day,
excluding the driver, paid 50 euros per hour,
calculated in the sheet 3. DIRECT LABOR. The same
applies for the forklift driver. At the moment
we are organizing a course to train and enable our
students to drive the forklift.
In that case we will save the money for the driver.
table9_assembly, transports and disassembly processes
8.2.10. Insurance policies
The Roma TRE University will have a multi-risk
insurance policy which covers the entire period of the
competition until the complete conclusion of all works.
This policy covers any risks which may affect both
the property provided or used by the University, and
all the persons who are involved at any capacity in the

table10_insurance policies

table1_cost form

SDE 2014 COMPETITION EN FRANCE

Team's Abbreviations

ROME

School's Name

University of Roma Tre

Team's Name
Nº Name

Team RhOME
Budget
ex VAT
VAT

Description

% Total
on ex VAT

A. DEVELOPMENT PHASE_COST ESTIMATE

A.1 Personnel
Professors & Researchers
Granted Students
Administratives
…

Estimated Hours * Hourly Rate
Estimated Hours * Hourly Rate
Estimated Hours * Hourly Rate
Estimated Hours * Hourly Rate
Personnel

45.380,00
23.000,00
5.920,00

60.901,64 €

74.300,00 €

4.229,51
50,00
50,00
3.278,69
2459,02
7500,00

5.160,00
61,00
61,00
4.000,00
3000,00
9150,00

17.567,21€

21.432,00€

1%
0%
0%
1%
1%
2%
4%

247,00
240,00

301,34
292,80

0%
0%

A.2 Communication
Architectural Models
Videos
Web Page (creation and maintenance)
Communication documentation
Exhibitions
Calendar, tresure hunt
Communication

A.3 First Workshop
Travel & Transport
Lodging

2 * 123,5
2 * 120

4

8%
4%
1%
0%
13%

37.196,72
18.852,46
4.852,46

Communication documentation
Exhibitions
Calendar, tresure hunt

3.278,69
2459,02
7500,00

4.000,00
3000,00
9150,00

17.567,21€

21.432,00€

247,00
240,00
98,36
6,56

301,34
292,80
120,00
8,00

591,92

722,14€

463,62
1075,41
172,13
34,43

565,62
1.312,00
210,00
42,00

1.745,59 €

2.129,62 €

1800,00
750,00

2196,00
915,00

Administrative and miscellaneous

2.550,00€

3.111,00€

Sub-Total_Development Phase Cost Estimate

83.356,36€

101.694,76€

Prova sezione
Communication

1%
1%
2%
4%

A.3 First Workshop
Travel & Transport
Lodging
Expenses Allowance
Miscellaneous Expenses
…

2 * 123,5
2 * 120
2 * 15 * 4
2*2*2
First Workshop

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

A.4 Second Workshop

Travel & Transport
Lodging
Expenses Allowance
Miscellaneous Expenses
…

7 * 80,80
7 * 187,42
7 * 10 * 3
7*2*3
Second Workshop

A.5 Administrative and miscellaneous
Consumables and office supplies
Administrative expenses
…

B. HOUSE CONSTRUCTION_COST ESTIMATE

B.1 Direct Materials
Raw Materials
Purchased Materials & Parts
Purchased Services
Purchased Equipment
…

Nº Name

Team's Abbreviations
School's Name
Team's Name
Description

0%
14%
University of Roma Tre
0%
75.422,95
92.016,00
16%
Team RhOME
Budget
% Total0%
141.182,43 € 172.242,56
29%
ex VAT
VAT
on ex VAT
65.759,48

Total Direct Materials

7% Estimated Rate * Total Direct Materials

ROME

80.226,56

2%
0%
2%

9.882,77

12.056,98

9.882,77€

12.056,98€

17.998,36
18.704,92
36.856,56
2.065,57

21.958,00
22.820,00
44.965,00
2.520,00

Total Direct Labor

75.625,41€

92.263,00€

4.000,00

4.880,00

Total Lower - Tier Subcontractors

4.000,00 €

4.880,00 €

1%
1%

Total Consultants

1.721,31
491,80
3.688,52
17.704,92
19.426,23 €

2.100,00
600,00
4.500,00
21.600,00
28.800,00 €

0%
0%
1%
4%
4%

2.800,00
2.500,00

3.416,00
3.050,00

Other Direct Costs

5.300,00 €

6.466,00 €

5
Sub-Total_House Construction
Cost Estimate

255.416,84€

316.708,54€

…
Total Material Overhead

B.3 Direct Labor
Estimated Hours * Hourly Rate
Estimated Hours * Hourly Rate
Estimated Hours * Hourly Rate
Estimated Hours * Hourly Rate

B.4 Lower - Tier Subcontractors
Climate Chamber Tests

B.5 Consultants
Home Automation
Insulation Consultancy
Thermal Behaviour
Communications

B.6 Other Direct Costs
General & Administrative Expenses
Indirect Expenses
Security
…

stationery, connections,…

C. HOUSE DISASSEMBLY IN ORIGIN AND TRANSPORTATION

C.1 Disassembly in origin

0%
0%
0%
1%
17%

SDE 2014 COMPETITION EN FRANCE

B.2 Material Overhead

Professors & Researchers
Granted Students
Laborers
Administrative
…

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

4%
4%
8%
0%
0%
16%

0%
1%
1%
0%
1%
53%

Insulation Consultancy
Thermal Behaviour
Communications

Prova sezione
Total Consultants

491,80
3.688,52
17.704,92
19.426,23 €

B.6 Other Direct Costs
General & Administrative Expenses
Indirect Expenses
Security
…

2.800,00
2.500,00

3.416,00
3.050,00

Other Direct Costs

5.300,00 €

6.466,00 €

Sub-Total_House Construction Cost Estimate

255.416,84€

316.708,54€

2.880,00
12.183,60

3.513,60
15.620,00

15.063,60€

19.133,60€

24.508,20

29.900,00

House Transportation

24.508,20€

29.900,00€

Sub-Total_House Disassembly in Origin Cost Estimate

39.571,80€

49.033,60€

stationery, connections,…

0%
1%
4%
4%

600,00
4.500,00
21.600,00
28.800,00 €

0%
1%
1%
0%
1%
53%

C. HOUSE DISASSEMBLY IN ORIGIN AND TRANSPORTATION

C.1 Disassembly in origin
Personnel
Material and equipment
Other Expenses
….

20.00*36*4

Disassembly in origin

1%
3%
0%
0%
3%

C.2 House Transportation
Transport
Transport Insurance
Other Expenses
…

Bozen-Versailles-Bozen

D. FINAL PHASE IN LE CITE DU SOLEIL:COST ESTIMATE

D.1 Travels & Costs for Final Phase in Versailles

Nº

Travel & Transport
Lodging
Expenses Allowance
Miscellaneous Expenses
…
Name

SDE 2014 COMPETITION EN FRANCE

Team's Abbreviations
45 *145

4.050,00 ROME
4.941,00
20.491,80
25.000,00
University of21.150,00
Roma Tre
17.336,07
803,28
980,00
Team RhOME

School's Name
Team's Name
Description

Total Travels & Costs for Final Phase in Versailles

D.2 Assembly and Disassembly Processes
Cranes
Equipment and machinery
Assembly in Le Cité du Soleil ©
Disassembly in Le Cité du Soleil ©

Budget

42.681,15€
ex VAT

1%
4%
4%
0%
% Total0%
52.071,00€
9%
VAT
on ex VAT
4%
1%
0%
0%
0%
5%

17.495,69
4.073,77

21.344,74
4.970,00

21.569,46€

26.314,74€

€ 6.000.000,00

1.473,00
1639,34

for 45 team members

1014,34

1.797,06
2.000,00
1.237,50

4.126,69 €

5.034,56 €

68.377,30 €

83.420,30 €

8.000,00
1.000,00
21.569,46

9.760,00
1.220,00
26.314,74

30.569,46€

37.294,74€

600,00
800,00

732,00
976,00

0%
0%
0%
0%

1.400,00€

1.708,00€

0%

…
Total Assembly, Transport, Disassembly Processes

D.3 Insurance Policies
Liability Insurance
Transport Insurance
Accident & Medical Insurance

5%
0%
0%
0%
5%
8%

…
Total Insurance Policies
®

Sub-Total_Final Phase in La Cité du Soleil Cost Estimate

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
14%

E. POST EVENT COST ESTIMATE

E.1 House Permanent Assembly
Personnel
Materials
Machinery and Equipment
…

20,00*100*4
lump
lump
Sob-Total House permanent Assembly

E.2 As built
Professors & Researchers
Granted Students
Consumables and office supplies
Administrative expenses
…

24 * 25,00
80 * 10,00

6
As Built

2%
0%
5%
0%
6%

Materials
Machinery and Equipment
…

lump
lump

0%
5%
0%
6%

1.000,00
21.569,46

1.220,00
26.314,74

30.569,46€

37.294,74€

600,00
800,00

732,00
976,00

0%
0%
0%
0%

As Built

1.400,00€

1.708,00€

Sub-Total_Post Event Cost Estimate

31.969,46 €

39.002,74 €

0%
7%

Total Price / Cost Estimated
X If you benefit VAT Recovering

478.691,75 €

If you don't
Total Price / Cost Estimated included VAT

111.168,19 €

Prova sezione
Sob-Total House permanent Assembly

E.2 As built
Professors & Researchers
Granted Students
Consumables and office supplies
Administrative expenses
…

24 * 25,00
80 * 10,00

Please CHECK (X) your status >>>

589.859,94 100 % Total
-111.168,19 €

589.859,94 €

478.691,75

table2_income details

SDE 2014 COMPETITION
Team's Abbreviations

ROME

School's Name

University of Roma Tre

Team's Name

Team RhOME

Company Name

Collaboration Details

Solar Decathlon Europe Versailles
University of Rome TRE

donation
in kind, consultancy & donation

Institutional Support

Amount of support (VAT included)

% Total

100.000,00
37.000,00
137.000,00 €

26%

25.000,00
3.500,00
1.500,00
22.820,00
10.000,00
10.000,00
50.000,00
25.000,00
10.000,00
10.000,00
100.000,00
25.000,00
5.000,00
25.000,00
6.000,00
15.000,00
10.000,00
25.000,00
1.000,00
379.820,00 €

73%

Industrial Partners & Sponsors
Almaviva
AT
Bright Materials
Cga Energie
CIAL
Clei
Daikin
Demode
Eurotherm
Ideal Standard
Rubner
Schneider Electric
Serge Ferrari
Solbian
That's my led - Illumineon
Trenitalia
Velux
Waico
Zoomorfic

Other Income Details
Calendar
Crowdfunding

in kind & consultancy
in kind
in kind
in kind, consultancy & donation
in kind & donation
in kind & donation
in kind, consultancy & donation
in kind
in kind
in kind & donation
in kind & consultancy
in kind & donation
in kind
in kind
in kind
in kind
in kind & donation
in kind
in kind

cash
cash

7

1.500,00
500,00

Trenitalia
Velux
Waico
Zoomorfic

Other Income Details

Calendar
Crowdfunding
Hunt tresure (exstimated)

in kind
in kind & donation
in kind
Prova sezione
in kind

15.000,00
10.000,00
25.000,00
1.000,00
379.820,00 €

cash
cash
cash

73%

1.500,00
500,00
3.000,00
5.000,00 €
1%
521.820,00 € 100 % Total

table3_direct materials
3. DIRECT MATERIALS
cod.
1
1.1

1.2

1,3

descriptions
STRUCTURE
BEAMS
Foundation beam 40x16x675 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [3]
Foundation beam 40x16x510 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [3]
Foundation beam 40x16x490 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [1]
Foundation beam 40x16x439 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [6]
Foundation beam 40x16x435 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [1]
Foundation beam 40x16x392 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [1]
Foundation beam 40x16x286 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [6]
Foundation beam 40x16x255 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [2]
Foundation beam 40x16x215 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [2]
Foundation beam 40x16x180 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [1]
Foundation beam 40x16x120 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [1]
Beam 3145x28x16 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [2]
Beam 1095x30x15 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [2]
Beam 440x30x23.6 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [1]
Beam 305x30x23.6 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [1]
Ridge beam in Duo-Lam wood C24 [1]
Truss beam in glued lamellar wood GL24H [3]
STRUCTURAL PILLARS
Foundation pallets 20x300x210 in Duo-Lam wood C24 [1]
Foundation pallets 20x300x190 in Duo-Lam wood C24 [1]
Foundation pallets 20x120x40 in Duo-Lam wood C24 [1]
Foundation pallets 20x110x100 in Duo-Lam wood C24 [1]
Foundation pallets 20x90x90 in Duo-Lam wood C24 [8]
Foundation pallets 20x80x80 in Duo-Lam wood C24 [2]
Foundation pallets 20x70x70 in Duo-Lam wood C24 [6]
Foundation pallets 20x60x60 in Duo-Lam wood C24 [13]
Foundation pallets 20x40x60 in Duo-Lam wood C24 [6]
Pillars 20x20x224 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [9]
Pillars 20x20x242 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [3]
Pillars 12x20x242 in glued lamellar wood GL24H [2]
STRUCTURAL FLOORS SLABS
Basement slabs (+0,00) - Modular or customize (module width 125cm), thicknes d=276,3mm (stratigraphy: Superpan Tech
P5 panel d=18mm; Homaterm -holzFlex® standard- insulating panel + wood battens=240mm; Superpan Tech P5 panel
d=18mm; Stamisol Fa waterproof transpirant membrane d=0,3mm)
Roof slabs - Modular or customize (module width 125cm), thicknes d=471,7mm (stratigraphy: Corrugated sheet + wood
battens d=100mm; Stamisol Pack 500 waterproof transpirant membrane=0,7mm; Homaterm -hDp-Q11 standard- insulating
panel=80mm; Superpan Tech P5 panel d=18mm; Homaterm -holzFlex® standard- insulating panel + wood
battens=240mm; Superpan Tech P5 panel d=18mm; fibergypsum panel d=15mm)

1,4

Intermediate floor in crosslam, thickness d=10cm
PARTITION AND EXTERNAL WALL
Exterior Wall - Thicknes d=334mm (stratigraphy: Stamisol Color Red waterproof transpirant membrane d=0,7mm; high
density fiber wood -insulating panel- d=80mm; fibergypsum panel d=15mm; low density fiber wood -insulating panel- +
wood battens d=200mm; fibergypsum panel d=15mm; gypsum board d=12,5mm; breathable sheet d=0,75mm)
Technical core Wall - Thickness d=170mm (stratigraphy: gypsum board d=12,5mm; fibergypsum panel d=12,5mm; low
density fiber wood -insulating panel- + wood battens d=120mm; fibergypsum panel d=12,5mm; gypsum board - waterproof
Thermal mass - aluminium pipes (d=60mm) side by side filled with wet sand

2
2.1

2.2

2,3

3
3.1

3.2

ARCHITECTURE
OPENINGS
Inner doors - doors in wood
MAIN DOOR
Windows - Skylight window
Windows - Window spruce, high quality thermal and acoustic insulation with a laminated wood structure
FINISHES
Floor finishing - parquet d=19mm, fibergypsum board d=32mm, cork d=80mm
Interior coating - fibergypsum board d=12mm, wood finishing - spruce d=16
Outer coating - wood finishing d=25mm
Ceiling - wood finishing - spruce d=13mm
FURNISHING
Wc _Bidet
Washbasin
Glaze finish
SYSTEMS INSTALLATION
PLUMBING SYSTEM
8
Pipes system is grouped into: clean cold water, clean hot water, grey water, waste water. PEX plumbing Hot water piper will
be externally insulated. PET pipes were instead used for both grey and wastewater as they are certified for installation on
even more aggressive environment.
HVAC

UNIT OF MEAS.

QUANTITY

PRICE €

TOTAL
27,91%
4,28%

m
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
₃
m
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
m₃
₃

1,30
1,00
1,31
0,22
0,29
0,25
1,10
0,33
0,27
0,11
0,08
0,28
1,48
0,33
0,24
0,76
4,68

€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 270,00
€ 540,00

€ 702,00
€ 540,00
€ 707,40
€ 118,80
€ 156,60
€ 135,00
€ 594,00
€ 178,20
€ 145,80
€ 59,40
€ 43,20
€ 151,20
€ 799,20
€ 178,20
€ 129,60
€ 205,20
€ 2.527,20

1,26
1,14
0,10
0,22
1,30
0,26
0,60
0,94
0,29
0,81
0,29
0,12

€ 270,00
€ 270,00
€ 270,00
€ 270,00
€ 270,00
€ 270,00
€ 270,00
€ 270,00
€ 270,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00
€ 540,00

€ 340,20
€ 307,80
€ 27,00
€ 59,40
€ 351,00
€ 70,20
€ 162,00
€ 253,80
€ 78,30
€ 435,24
€ 156,60
€ 64,80

m

118,35

€ 127,70

€ 15.113,30

91,87

€ 132,88

€ 12.207,69

20,52

€ 100,00

€ 2.052,00

€ 7.371,00

1,30%

2241,54

17,05%

₂
€ 29.372,98
m
₂
m

5,28%

₂
m

37,31

€ 142,88

€ 5.330,85

m
m₂
₃

23,83
1,88

€ 72,35
€ 1.085,40

€ 1.724,10
€ 2.040,55

n.
n.
n.
m
₂
m
m₂
m₂
m₂
₂

2
1
2
33,41

€ 250,00
€ 1.750,00
€ 240,00
€ 300,00

€ 500,00
€ 1.750,00
€ 480,00
€ 10.023,00

62,04
49,72
144,12
67,9

€ 35,00
€ 53,40
€ 40,00
€ 37,50

€ 2.171,40
€ 2.655,05
€ 5.764,80
€ 2.546,25

€ 13.137,50

€ 1.500,00

€ 1.500,00

€ 9.095,51

₂

a corpo

15,90%
7,40%
€ 12.753,00
7,63%

0,87%

35,76%
0,29%
a corpo

€ 500,00

€ 500,00
4,35%

2,3

3
3.1

3.2

Floor finishing - parquet d=19mm, fibergypsum board d=32mm, cork d=80mm
Interior coating - fibergypsum board d=12mm, wood finishing - spruce d=16
Outer coating - wood finishing d=25mm
Ceiling - wood finishing - spruce d=13mm
FURNISHING
Wc _Bidet
Prova sezione
Washbasin
Glaze finish
SYSTEMS INSTALLATION
PLUMBING SYSTEM
Pipes system is grouped into: clean cold water, clean hot water, grey water, waste water. PEX plumbing Hot water piper will
be externally insulated. PET pipes were instead used for both grey and wastewater as they are certified for installation on
even more aggressive environment.
HVAC
HVAC- Ventilation, heat pump, dynamic heat recover, channels, pumps, sanitary water storage n.3 tanks

3.3

radiant comfort systems
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

3.5

3.6

4
4.1

4.2
4.3

4.4

62,04
49,72
144,12
67,9

€ 35,00
€ 53,40
€ 40,00
€ 37,50

€ 2.171,40
€ 2.655,05
€ 5.764,80
€ 2.546,25

€ 13.137,50

€ 1.500,00

€ 1.500,00

0,87%

a corpo

35,76%
0,29%
a corpo

€ 500,00

€ 500,00

a corpo

€ 7.500,00

€ 7.500,00

€ 4.520,00

€ 4.520,00
2,90%

€ 5.000,00

€ 5.000,00

4,35%

45,20

m

€ 100,00

₂

Electrical Plant: electrical plant following national and international standards including magnetothermic breaker, and general
with magnetothermic differential breaker , and home automation linkage.
3.4

m
m₂
m₂
m₂
₂

LIGHTING
- Ceiling led bar
- Harm Lamp
- Floor Lamps
- Stand-alone outdoor luminaires
SOLAR SYSTEMS
Thermodynamic panel + heat pump solar box CGA-Energie

a corpo

0,87%
a corpo

€ 1.500,00

€ 1.500,00
15,73%

PV PLANT: PV -Solbian Flex SP50l- monocrystalline module
curtain
fixing sistems
TELECOMUNICATIONS AND BUILDING AUTOMATION
MONITORING SYSTEM
- Computational Board
- Energy meter [4]
- Flowmeter sensor [2]
- Illuminance sensor [1]
- Indoor temperature & Humidity sensor [7]
- Outdoor temperature & Humidity sensor [2]
- Temperature probe sensor [7]
- PV temperature sensor [2]
- Multi IO module [2]
- Pyranometer [2]

n

1

n
m2
kg

99
43,2
150,00

€ 1.500,00

€ 1.500,00

€ 210,00
€ 80,00
€ 9,00

€ 20.790,00
€ 3.456,00
€ 1.350,00

€ 27.096,00
11,61%

€ 20.000,00

COMPETITION FEATURES

€ 20.000,00

17,80%

STRUCTURAL FEATURES

3,63%

Ground leveling
Ramps
Outer Flooring
FIRE SUPPRESSION
estinguishing
APPLIANCES
Hob
Washing machine
Dishwasher
Refrigerator
Dryer
Oven
Tv led
Notebook
FURNITURE
sofa
cupboards
chairs and table
kitchen
bedroom
outdoor

a corpo
a corpo
m
₂
a corpo

56

€ 40,00

a corpo

€ 1.000,00
€ 3.000,00
€ 2.254,00

€ 6.254,00

€ 500,00

0,29%
€ 500,00
3,77%

€ 6.500,00

€ 6.500,00

10,10%
€ 2.500,00
€ 600,00
€ 200,00
€ 10.000,00
€ 3.900,00
€ 200,00

a corpo
a corpo

€ 17.400,00

€ 172.242,56

4.DIRECT LABOR
cod.
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

descriptions
LABOURERS
CRANE DRIVER
assembly
disassembly
SPECIALISED LABOURERS
assembly
disassembly
SIMPLE LABOURERS
assembly
disassembly
FORKLIFT DRIVER
assembly
disassembly

UNIT OF MEAS.

QUANTITY

PRICE €

h
h

140
70

h
h

N° OF LABOURS

TOTAL

€ 50,00
€ 50,00

1
1

€ 7.000,00
€ 3.500,00

150
75

€ 50,00
€ 50,00

1
1

€ 7.500,00
€ 3.750,00

h
h

200
100

€ 20,00
€ 20,00

3
2

€ 12.000,00
€ 4.000,00

h
h

250
120

€ 19,50
€ 19,50

1
1

€ 4.875,00
€ 2.340,00

UNIT OF MEAS.

QUANTITY

PRICE €

h

104

h
h

€ 44.965,00

5. LABOR OVERHEAD & FRINGE BENEFITS
cod.
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
2
2.1
3
3.1
3.2

descriptions
PROFESSORS AND RESEARCHERS
FULL PROFESSORS
tutoring
ASSOCIATED PROFESSORS
tutoring
tutoring
RESEARCHERS
tutoring
management

N° OF LABOURS

TOTAL

€ 62,50

2

€ 13.000,00

120
64

€ 40,00
€ 35,00

3
2

€ 14.400,00
€ 4.480,00

h
h

80
480

€ 18,75
€ 18,75

3
1

€ 4.500,00
€ 9.000,00

day

230

€ 100,00

1

€ 23.000,00

h

640

€ 8,00

1

€ 5.120,00

h

50

€ 16,00

1

UNIT OF MEAS.

QUANTITY

PRICE €

day

7

day

3

day
month

GRANTED STUDENTS
GRANTS
Research

ADMINISTRATIVES
SECRETARIAT
secretary
ADMINISTRATION
secretary

€ 800,00

€ 74.300,00

6. CONSULTANTS
cod.
1
2
3
4

descriptions

N° OF LABOURS

TOTAL

€ 150,00

2

€ 2.100,00

€ 200,00

1

€ 600,00

10

€ 150,00

3

€ 4.500,00

18

€ 1.200,00

1

€ 21.600,00

HOME AUTOMATION
INSULATION

9

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE CONSULTANCY
COMMUNICATION

Dryer
Oven
Tv led
Notebook
4.4 FURNITURE
sofa
Hob
cupboards
Washing
chairs
andmachine
table
Dishwasher
kitchen
Refrigerator
bedroom
Dryer
outdoor
Oven
Tv led
Notebook
Hob
4.DIRECT
LABOR
4.4 FURNITURE
Washing machine
cod. descriptions
sofa
Dishwasher
1 LABOURERS
cupboards
Refrigerator
1.1 CRANE
DRIVER
chairs and
table
Dryer
assembly
kitchen
Oven
disassembly
bedroom
1.2 SPECIALISED
LABOURERS
Tv led
outdoor
Hob
assembly
Notebook
Washing machine
4.4 disassembly
FURNITURE
Dishwasher
1.3 SIMPLE
sofa LABOURERS
Refrigerator
4.DIRECT
LABOR
assembly
cupboards
Dryer and table
chairs
cod. disassembly
descriptions
1.4 FORKLIFT
DRIVER
Oven
kitchen
1 LABOURERS
assembly
Tv led DRIVER
bedroom
1.1 CRANE
disassembly
Notebook
outdoor
assembly
4.4 FURNITURE
disassembly
1.2 sofa
SPECIALISED LABOURERS
cupboards
assembly
4.DIRECT
LABOR
chairs
and table & FRINGE BENEFITS
disassembly
5. LABOR
OVERHEAD
cod.
1.3 kitchen
SIMPLE
LABOURERS
descriptions
cod.1 descriptions
assembly
bedroom
LABOURERS
1
PROFESSORS
disassembly
1.1 outdoor
CRANE DRIVER AND RESEARCHERS
1.1
PROFESSORS
1.4 FULL
FORKLIFT
DRIVER
assembly
tutoring
assembly
disassembly
1.2
disassembly
1.2 ASSOCIATED
SPECIALISED PROFESSORS
LABOURERS
4.DIRECT
LABOR
tutoring
assembly
tutoring
disassembly
cod. descriptions
1.3
1.3
SIMPLE LABOURERS
1 RESEARCHERS
LABOURERS
tutoring
assembly
1.1
CRANE
DRIVER
5. LABOR
OVERHEAD
& FRINGE BENEFITS
management
disassembly
assembly
2 GRANTED
STUDENTS
1.4
FORKLIFT
DRIVER
cod.
descriptions
disassembly
2.1
GRANTS
assembly
1 SPECIALISED
1.2
LABOURERS
PROFESSORS
AND RESEARCHERS
disassembly
assembly
1.1 Research
FULL
PROFESSORS
3 ADMINISTRATIVES
disassembly
tutoring
3.1
SECRETARIAT
1.3
LABOURERS
1.2 SIMPLE
ASSOCIATED
PROFESSORS
secretary
assembly
tutoring
3.2 ADMINISTRATION
disassembly
tutoring
5.1.4
LABOR
OVERHEAD
& FRINGE BENEFITS
secretary
DRIVER
1.3 FORKLIFT
RESEARCHERS
cod. assembly
descriptions
tutoring
1 disassembly
PROFESSORS AND RESEARCHERS
management
1.1
FULL PROFESSORS
2 GRANTED
STUDENTS
tutoring
2.1
GRANTS
6. CONSULTANTS
1.2 Research
ASSOCIATED PROFESSORS
cod.3 descriptions
tutoring
ADMINISTRATIVES
5. 1LABOR
OVERHEAD & FRINGE BENEFITS
tutoringAUTOMATION
3.1 HOME
SECRETARIAT
cod.
1.3 descriptions
RESEARCHERS
secretary
tutoring
12 INSULATION
PROFESSORS
AND RESEARCHERS
3.2
ADMINISTRATION
management
1.1 FULL
PROFESSORS
secretary
32 ACTIVE
ANDSTUDENTS
PASSIVE CONSULTANCY
tutoring
GRANTED
1.2
PROFESSORS
2.1 ASSOCIATED
GRANTS
4 COMMUNICATION
tutoring
Research
3 tutoring
ADMINISTRATIVES
6.1.3
CONSULTANTS
RESEARCHERS
3.1
SECRETARIAT
secretary
cod. tutoring
descriptions
3.2
ADMINISTRATION
1 management
HOME
AUTOMATION
GRANTED
STUDENTS
secretary
7. 2OTHER
DIRECT
COSTS
2.1
GRANTS
2 INSULATION
cod. Research
descriptions
13 GENERAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES
ADMINISTRATIVES
ACTIVE AND& PASSIVE
CONSULTANCY
1,1
3.1 MODEL
SECRETARIAT
6.1.1.1
CONSULTANTS
secretary
4 materials
COMMUNICATION
1.1.2
parts
and items
3.2 ADMINISTRATION
cod.
descriptions
1.1.3
delivery
in Paris
1 secretary
HOME AUTOMATION
1,2 COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES
1.2.1
2 flyers
INSULATION

Prova sezione

a corpo

table4_direct labor

a corpo

1.2.1.2 printing

7.1.2.2
OTHER
DIRECT COSTS
3 video
ACTIVE AND PASSIVE CONSULTANCY
6.1.2.3
CONSULTANTS
poster
for exhibition
cod.
descriptions

Calendar,
treasure
hunt
COMMUNICATION
descriptions
GENERAL
& ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES
Web
Page
(creation and maintenance)
HOME
AUTOMATION
MODEL

1,3 ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES
1.1.1
materials
1.3.1
and office supplies
2 Consumables
INSULATION
1.1.2
parts and items
1.3.2 Administrative expenses
1.1.3 delivery in Paris
1,4
General
3 ACTIVE
AND PASSIVE
CONSULTANCY
COMMUNICATION
ACTIVITIES
7.1,2
OTHER
DIRECT
COSTS
1.4.1
1.2.1 Indirect
flyers Expenses
cod.
descriptions
4
COMMUNICATION
1.2.1.2 printing
1 video
GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
1.2.2
1,1 poster
MODELfor exhibition
1.2.3
1.1.1 Calendar,
materialstreasure hunt
1.2.4
1.2.5
Web
(creation
and maintenance)
partsPage
and
items
8.1.1.2
TRAVELS
AND
COSTS
FOR FINAL PHASE IN VERSAILLES
1,3 ADMINISTRATIVE
1.1.3
delivery in Paris EXPENSES
7.
OTHER
DIRECT
COSTS
cod.
descriptions
1.3.1
and office
supplies
1,2 Consumables
COMMUNICATION
ACTIVITIES
1 FLIGHT
ROME-PARIS
cod.
descriptions
1.3.2
expenses
1.2.1 Administrative
flyers
1.1 45 team members
1.2.1.2
1 GENERAL
1,4
General & ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
printing
2 LODGING
1.4.1
1.2.2
video Expenses
1,1 Indirect
MODEL
2.1 lodging for students SDE
1.2.3 materials
poster for exhibition
1.1.1
2.2 lodging for professors SDE
1.2.4
Calendar,
1.1.2 parts
andtreasure
items hunt
3 EXPENSES ALLOWANCE
1.2.5
Web Pagein(creation
1.1.3 delivery
Paris and maintenance)
3.1 local transports SDE
1,3 COMMUNICATION
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
1,2
ACTIVITIES
3.2 meals for students SDE
1.3.1
Consumables and office supplies
1.2.1
flyers
8.
TRAVELS
AND
COSTS
FOR FINAL PHASE IN VERSAILLES
3.3
meals
for
professors
SDE
1.3.2
Administrative expenses
1.2.1.2 printing
4 MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES
cod.
descriptions
1,4 video
General
1.2.2
4.1
Building
site
features
1 poster
FLIGHTfor
ROME-PARIS
1.4.1
Indirect
Expenses
1.2.3
exhibition
4.2
Facilities
for visitors
1.1 Calendar,
45 team members
1.2.4
treasure hunt
4.3
Items
for cleaning
2 Web
LODGING
1.2.5
Page (creation and maintenance)
4.4
for dinners
2.1 Ingredients
lodging for students
SDE
1,3
ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES
2.2 Consumables
lodging for professors
SDE
1.3.1
and office supplies
3 Administrative
EXPENSES ALLOWANCE
1.3.2
expenses
8.3.1
TRAVELS
AND COSTS FOR FINAL PHASE IN VERSAILLES
local transports SDE
1,4 General
cod.
descriptions
3.2 Indirect
meals
for
students SDE
1.4.1
Expenses
1 meals
FLIGHTfor
ROME-PARIS
3.3
professors SDE
1.1
45 team membersEXPENSES
4 MISCELLANEOUS
2 Building
LODGINGsite features
4.1
2.1 Facilities
4.2
lodging forforstudents
visitors SDE
2.2 Items
4.3
lodgingforforcleaning
professors SDE
8.4.4
TRAVELS
AND
3 Ingredients
EXPENSES ALLOWANCE
forCOSTS
dinners FOR FINAL PHASE IN VERSAILLES
3.1 descriptions
local transports SDE
cod.
3.2
meals for
students SDE
1 FLIGHT
ROME-PARIS
3.3 45
meals
formembers
professors SDE
1.1
team
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
24 LODGING

table7_other direct costs

10,10%
TOTAL

PRICE €

140
70

€ 50,00
€ 50,00

h
h

150
75

€ 50,00
€ 50,00

h
a corpo
UNIT OFh MEAS.

200
100
QUANTITY

€ 20,00
€ 20,00
€
PRICE

250
120
140
70

€ 19,50
€ 19,50
€ 50,00
€ 50,00

h
h
hh
h
hh
UNIT OFhh MEAS.

150
75
QUANTITY
QUANTITY
200
100
140
104
250
70
120
120
150
64
75
QUANTITY

€ 50,00
€ 50,00
PRICE €
€
PRICE
€ 20,00
€ 20,00
€ 50,00
€€ 62,50
19,50
50,00
€ 19,50
€€ 40,00
50,00
€€ 35,00
€
50,00
PRICE

N° OF€LABOURS
2.500,00
€ 600,00
200,00
€ €6.500,00
€ 10.000,001
€ 3.900,001
€ 200,00
1
1
€ 2.500,00
3
€ 600,00
€ 6.500,00
2
€ 200,00
N° OF LABOURS
€ 10.000,00
1
€ 3.900,00
1
€ 200,001
1
€ 2.500,00
€ 600,001
€ 200,001
€ 10.000,00
N° OF
LABOURS
N° OF LABOURS3
€ 3.900,00
€ 200,002
1
21
1
31
N° OF LABOURS21

hh
hhh
UNIT OFh MEAS.
h
day
hh
h

80
200
480
100
140
QUANTITY
70
250
230
120
150
75
104

€€ 18,75
20,00
€€€ 18,75
20,00
50,00
€
PRICE
€ 50,00
€ 19,50
€€€100,00
19,50
50,00
€ 50,00
62,50

33
112
N° OF LABOURS1
1
11
12

4.500,00
€€12.000,00
€€€ 9.000,00
4.000,00
7.000,00
TOTAL
€ 3.500,00
€ 4.875,00
€€€23.000,00
2.340,00
7.500,00
€€44.965,00
€13.000,00
3.750,00

h
h
h
UNIT OFh MEAS.
h

640
200
120
100
64
50
250
QUANTITY
80
120
480

8,00
€€20,00
40,00
€ 20,00
35,00
€ 16,00
€
€ 19,50
PRICE
18,75
€ 19,50
18,75

31
2
1
N° OF LABOURS13
1

5.120,00
€€12.000,00
14.400,00
€ 4.000,00
4.480,00
€ 800,00
€ 74.300,00
€ 4.875,00
TOTAL
4.500,00
€ 2.340,00
9.000,00

h
day
UNIT OFh MEAS.
h
day
UNIT OF
h MEAS.
h
day
h
h
day
h
day
month
h

104
230
QUANTITY
120
64
7
QUANTITY
640
80
3
480
50
104
10
120
230
18
64

€ 62,50
€ 100,00
€
PRICE
€ 40,00
€ 35,00
€
€PRICE
150,00
€ 8,00
€ 18,75
€€200,00
18,75
16,00
€ 62,50
€ 150,00
40,00
€€100,00
€ 1.200,00
€ 35,00

2
1
N° OF LABOURS3
2
N° OF LABOURS21
3
11
2
3
31
12

€ 13.000,00
€ 23.000,00
TOTAL
€ 14.400,00
€ 4.480,00
€€ 2.100,00
TOTAL
5.120,00
€ 4.500,00
600,00
€ €€9.000,00
800,00
13.000,00
€€74.300,00
€ 4.500,00
€ 14.400,00
23.000,00
€€21.600,00
4.480,00

UNIT OFh MEAS.
h
h
day

80
640
QUANTITY
480
50
7

€ €18,75
8,00
€
PRICE
€ 18,75
16,00
€€150,00

N° OF LABOURS31
1
21

UNIT OF
dayMEAS.

QUANTITY
230
3

€
€PRICE
100,00
200,00

TOTAL1

€ 150,00
€ 8,00
PRICE €
€ 1.200,00
€ 16,00
€ 150,00

€ 5.160,003
€ 3.660,001
1.000,001
N° OF€ LABOURS
€ 500,001
€ 16.272,002

day
lump
h
lump
UNITmonth
OF MEAS.
lump
h
day

10
640
QUANTITY
18
50
7

n
day
n
n MEAS.
UNIT OF
day
UNIT OF MEAS.
month
day
lump
lump
day
lump

20.000
3

4
3
QUANTITY
10
QUANTITY
18
7
3

€ 1.000,00
€
€PRICE
150,00
PRICE €
€ 1.200,00
€ 150,00
€ 200,00

QUANTITY

PRICE €

UNIT OF MEAS.
n

QUANTITY
45

PRICE €
€ 109,80

n
day
n
lump
day
lump
lump
day
day
day

4
45
3
90

n

10
QUANTITY
20.000
18
4
3

€ 0,10
€ 200,00

day
UNIT OFn MEAS.
month
n
n
lump
lump
lump
UNIT OF MEAS.
n

10

€ 6.500,00

€ 172.242,56

QUANTITY

a corpo
h
h
corpo
UNITa OF
MEAS.
UNIT OFh MEAS.

table6_consultants

€ 17.400,00

UNIT OF MEAS.
a corpo
a corpo
h
a corpo
h

a corpo
h
h
h
h

table5_labor overhead and fringe benefits

1.2.4
cod.14
1.2.5
1
1,1

10,10%
€ 2.500,00
€ 600,00
€ 200,00
€ 10.000,00
€€ 3.900,00
6.500,00
€ 200,00

a corpo

20.000

2.700
1.350
90

20.000

€ 150,00
€
PRICE
€ 0,10
€ 1.200,00
€ 1.000,00

€ 0,10

€ 444,44
€ 1.000,00
€ 120,00
€ 2,00
€ 10,00
€ 25,00
€ 0,10
PRICE €

UNIT OFn MEAS.
n
n

QUANTITY
4
3
45

n
day
day

2
45
90

90,00
€€444,44
€ 120,00

day
UNIT OF
dayMEAS.
day
n

2.700
QUANTITY
1.350
90
45

€ 2,00
€
PRICE
€ 10,00
€ 25,00
€ 109,80

day
day
n
dayMEAS.
UNIT OF
day
day
n

45
90
2
2.700
QUANTITY
1.350
90
45

€ 444,44
€ 120,00
€ 90,00
€
€ 2,00
PRICE
€ 10,00
25,00
€ €109,80

€ 1.000,00
€ 109,80

€ 2.000,00
€ 2.000,00
1

€ 61,00
€ 3.000,00
TOTAL3
€
9.150,00
N° OF LABOURS
€ 61,001
€ 5.160,00
€€ 3.111,00
3.660,002
€€ 2.196,00
1.000,00
€€ 915,00
500,001
6.466,00
€€16.272,00
€€3.416,00
3
2.000,00
€€3.050,00
TOTAL
2.000,00
€ 21.432,00
€ 61,001
5.160,00
€ 3.000,00
3.660,00
€ 9.150,00
€ 1.000,00
€ 61,00
€ 3.111,00
€ 500,00
TOTAL
€€16.272,00
2.196,00
€ 4.941,00
TOTAL
€€2.000,00
915,00
€ 4.941,00
2.000,00
€€6.466,00
€ 30.800,00
€ 61,00
3.416,00
€ 5.160,00
€ 20.000,00
3.000,00
3.050,00
€ 3.660,00
€ 10.800,00
9.150,00
€ 21.432,00
€ 1.000,00
€ 21.150,00
61,00
€ €500,00
€ 5.400,00
3.111,00
€ €16.272,00
€ 13.500,00
€€2.196,00
2.000,00
€ 2.250,00
915,00
€€2.000,00
€ 980,00
€ 6.466,00
€TOTAL
61,00
€4.941,00
500,00
3.416,00
€ 3.000,00
€4.941,00
200,00
3.050,00
€ 9.150,00
€ 100,00
30.800,00
€€21.432,00
€ 61,00
€ 180,00
€€20.000,00
3.111,00
€€57.871,00
€10.800,00
2.196,00
€ 21.150,00
€ 915,00
5.400,00
€ 6.466,00
TOTAL
€€13.500,00
3.416,00
4.941,00
€ 3.050,00
2.250,00
€ €4.941,00
980,00
€ 21.432,00
€ 30.800,00
€ 500,00
€ 20.000,00
€ 200,00
€ 10.800,00
€ 100,00
€ 21.150,00
€ 180,00
€ 5.400,00
TOTAL
€ 57.871,00
€€13.500,00
4.941,00
2.250,00
€ 4.941,00
€ 980,00
€ 30.800,00

€ 6.500,00
€€17.400,00
7.000,00
€ 3.500,00
€ 7.500,00
€ 172.242,56

€ 3.750,00
10,10%

€ 12.000,00
€ 6.500,00
€ 4.000,00
TOTAL
€ 17.400,00
€ 4.875,00
€ 2.340,00
€ 7.000,00
€ 44.965,00
10,10%
€ 3.500,00
€ 172.242,56
€ 7.500,00
€ 3.750,00
€ 17.400,00
TOTAL
TOTAL
€ 12.000,00
€ 4.000,00
€ 7.000,00
€ 172.242,56

€€13.000,00
4.875,00
3.500,00
€ 2.340,00
€€44.965,00
€14.400,00
7.500,00
€€ 4.480,00
3.750,00
TOTAL

€ 44.965,00

€ 28.800,00

€ 4.500,00
5.120,00
TOTAL
€ 9.000,00
€ 800,00
€ 2.100,00

€ 74.300,00

€ 23.000,00
€ 600,00

€ 4.500,00
€ 5.120,00
TOTAL
€ 21.600,00
€ 800,00
€ 28.800,00
€ 74.300,00
€ 2.100,00
€ 600,00
€ 4.500,00
TOTAL
€ 21.600,00
€ 28.800,00
€ 2.100,00
€ 600,00
€ 4.500,00
€ 21.600,00

€ 28.800,00

1.2.1 flyers
1.2.1.2 printing

n

20.000

1.2.2 video
1.2.3 poster for exhibition

n
n

4
3

1.2.4
1.2.5

1,3
1.3.1
1.3.2

1,4
1.4.1

Calendar, treasure hunt
Web Page (creation and maintenance)

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

€ 0,10

€ 1.000,00

Prova sezione

Consumables and office supplies
Administrative expenses

General
Indirect Expenses

table8_travel and other costs for final phase in Versailles

€ 2.000,00
€ 2.000,00

€ 61,00
€ 3.000,00
€ 9.150,00
€ 61,00
€ 3.111,00
€ 2.196,00
€ 915,00
€ 6.466,00
€ 3.416,00
€ 3.050,00

€ 21.432,00

8. TRAVELS AND COSTS FOR FINAL PHASE IN VERSAILLES
cod.
1
1.1
2
2.1
2.2
3
3.1
3.2
3.3
4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

descriptions

UNIT OF MEAS.

QUANTITY

PRICE €

FLIGHT ROME-PARIS
45 team members
LODGING
lodging for students SDE
lodging for professors SDE
EXPENSES ALLOWANCE
local transports SDE
meals for students SDE
meals for professors SDE
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
Building site features
Facilities for visitors
Items for cleaning
Ingredients for dinners

n

45

€ 109,80

day
day

45
90

€ 444,44
€ 120,00

day
day
day

2.700
1.350
90

€ 2,00
€ 10,00
€ 25,00

n

2

€ 90,00

table9_assembly, transport and disassembly processes
9. ASSEMBLY, TRANSPORTS AND DISASSEMBLY PROCESSES
cod. descriptions
1 DISASSEMBLY IN ORIGIN
1.1 Personnel
1,2 fork lift rent
1,3 individual platform
1,4 pallet track
1,5 Scaffolding
9.1,6
ASSEMBLY,
TRANSPORTS AND DISASSEMBLY PROCESSES
Fence
1,7 Crane
cod.
descriptions
TRANSPORT IN ORIGIN
12 DISASSEMBLY
2.1 Personnel
Bozen-Versailles-Bozen
1.1
3 ASSEMBLY
1,2
fork lift rent& DISASSEMBLY IN VERSAILLES
3,1 individual
Personnel platform
1,3
3,2 pallet
fork lifttrack
rent
1,4
3,3 Scaffolding
individual platform
1,5
3,4
pallet
track
1,6 Fence
3,5 Crane
Scaffolding
1,7
3,6
Fence
2 TRANSPORT
3,7 Bozen-Versailles-Bozen
Crane
2.1
3 ASSEMBLY & DISASSEMBLY IN VERSAILLES
3,1 Personnel
3,2 fork lift rent
3,3 individual platform
10.
INSURANCE POLICIES
3,4 pallet track
cod.
descriptions
3,5 Scaffolding
1 LIABILITY
3,6
Fence INSURANCE
1,2 Crane
Damage, risk, accident, death for third persons or to things
3,7
2 MEDICAL & ACCIDENT INSURANCE
2.1 people
3 TRANSPORT INSURANCE
3,1 tranport insurance

table10_insurance policies
10. INSURANCE POLICIES

cod.
1
1,2
2
2.1
3
3,1

lump
lump
lump
n
m
UNIT OFh MEAS.

1
2
1
3
60
34
QUANTITY

€ 2.000,00
€ 380,00
€ 350,00
€ 500,00
€ 6,00
€
€PRICE
266,32

container
lump
lump
lump
lump
n
lump
m
hn
m
h
container

6
1
2
1
23
1
60
334
60
67
6

€ 4.983,33
€ 2.000,00
€ 380,00
€ 2.000,00
€ 350,00
380,00
€ 500,00
€ 350,00
€ 6,00
€ 500,00
266,32
€ 6,00
€ 318,58
€ 4.983,33

lump
lump
lump
UNIT OFn MEAS.
m
lump
h

1
2
1
QUANTITY
3
60
67

€ 2.000,00
€ 380,00
€ 350,00
€
€PRICE
500,00
€ 6,00
€ 1.797,06
€ 318,58

n

45
1

UNIT OF MEAS.

LIABILITY INSURANCE
Damage, risk, accident, death for third persons or to things
MEDICAL & ACCIDENT INSURANCE
people
TRANSPORT INSURANCE
tranport insurance

QUANTITY

lump

descriptions

QUANTITY

lump
n
lump

11

PRICE €

UNIT OF MEAS.

€ 27,50
€ 2.000,00
PRICE €
€ 1.797,06

45
1

€ 27,50
€ 2.000,00

TOTAL
€ 17.538,48
€ 3.513,60
€ 2.000,00
€ 760,00
€ 350,00
€ 1.500,00
€ 360,00
€ 9.054,88
TOTAL
29.899,98
€ 17.538,48
€€29.899,98
3.513,60
€€29.828,46
2.000,00
€ 3.513,60
€ 760,00
€ 2.000,00
€ 350,00
€ 760,00
€ 1.500,00
€ 350,00
360,00
€ 1.500,00
9.054,88
€ 360,00
€ 29.899,98
21.344,86
€ 29.899,98
€€77.266,92
29.828,46
€ 3.513,60
€ 2.000,00
€ 760,00
€ 350,00
TOTAL
€ 1.500,00
€ 1.797,06
€ 360,00
1.797,06
€€21.344,86
€ 1.237,50
€ 77.266,92
€ 1.237,50
€ 0,00
€ 2.000,00

€ 3.034,56

TOTAL
€ 1.797,06
€ 1.797,06
€ 1.237,50
€ 1.237,50
€ 0,00
€ 2.000,00

€ 3.034,56

TOTAL
€ 4.941,00
€ 4.941,00
€ 30.800,00
€ 20.000,00
€ 10.800,00
€ 21.150,00
€ 5.400,00
€ 13.500,00
€ 2.250,00
€ 980,00
€ 500,00
€ 200,00
€ 100,00
€ 180,00

€ 57.871,00
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9. SITE OPERATION REPORT

9.1. GENERAL DATA

Transportation will be done with a mixed model that uses trucks and train.
In particular we expect to have 6 trucks that will be loaded on train and 1 truck travelling only on road.
			
We are attempting to develop a “just in time” strategy for unloading and assembling.
We established a direct connection between assembly phases and building components loaded on trucks load on
trucks.. Each truck will come just in time to provide the necessary components to be assembled at that time. We
expect to have trucks coming at different days depending on the phase where components are needed. Once the
phase will be finished the truck will leave the building site.
			
Since our house features big prefabricated components we plan to directly unloading from the truck and positioning
them by crane.

9.2. SITE OPERATION
COORDINATORS

Site operation coordinators are:
- Ugo Carusi, Project Engineer. ugo.carusi@teamrhome.it, +39 3805045591
- Antonio Vellucci, decathlete, antonio.vellucci@teamrhome.it +39 3771594222
- Lorenzo Pirone, decathlete, lorenzo.pirone@teamrhome.it +39 3403897034
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9.3 OUTSIDE SOLAR VILLAGE LOGISTIC

9.3.1. Trucks route Map and brief description of the trucks route
One truck will travel by road leaving from Casteldarne, Chienes (BZ) Italy to Cité du Soleil.
Other trucks will leave from Casteldarne, Chienes
(BZ) Italy and will be loaded on train in Torino,
Italy. Than they will travel until Paris, where they
will be unloaded from the train and will reach to
Cité du Soleil.
All the trucks will reach CDS from south by A86
and N12.
9.3.2. Trucks
specifications
and
shipments
We are planning to use for the house shipment two
different truck models:
Truck #1 will be a tractor trailer. Truck #2,3,4,5,6
will be swap body.

PHASE

VEHICLE

ORDER OF
ENTRY

VEHICLE
TYPE

TRUCK DIMENSION

TRUCK #1

DAY 1
8 am

Tractor
Trailer

16.50 x 2.40 x 4m

Swap body

16.50 x 2.42 x 4m

Swap body

16.50 x 2.42 x 4m

TRUCK #2
TRUCK #3

ASSEMBLY

DISASSEMBLY

DAY 2
7 am
DAY 2
11 am

TRUCK #4

DAY 2
6 pm

Swap body

16.50 x 2.42 x 4m

TRUCK #5

DAY 3
12 am

Swap body

16.50 x 2.42 x 4m

TRUCK #6

DAY 4
7 am

Swap body

16.50 x 2.42 x 4m

TRUCK #1

DAY 1
6 pm

Swap body

16.50 x 2.42 x 4m

TRUCK #2

DAY 2
6 pm

Swap body

16.50 x 2.42 x 4m

TRUCK #3

DAY 3
7 am

Swap body

16.50 x 2.42 x 4m

Swap body

16.50 x 2.42 x 4m

Swap body

16.50 x 2.42 x 4m

Tractor
Trailer

16.50 x 2.40 x 4m

TRUCK #4
TRUCK #5
TRUCK #6

DAY 3
4 pm
DAY 3
8 pm
DAY 4
7 am

Foundation pallets
Foundation beams
3D core
PV
Floor slabs
Walls
Floor slabs
Walls
Beams
Trusses
3D Core Roof Slabs
Internal beams
Slope Wall
Roof Insulation Panels
Roof slabs
Bench
Furnitures
External Finishing Panels
Internal Finishings Panels
Ramp

LOAD ELEMENTS DATAS
(weight)
2128 kg
2545 kg
8700 kg
310 kg
7805 kg
9309 kg
7805 kg
9309 kg
1136 kg
4457 kg
1296 kg
325
To be determined
730 kg
7974 kg
To be determined
To be determined
3871
To be determined
To be determined

PV
Furnitures
External Finishing Panels
Internal Finishings Panels
Ramp
Roof Insulation Panels
Roof slabs
Beams
Trusses
3D Core Roof Slabs
Internal beams
Slope wall
Floor Slabs
Walls
Floor slabs
Walls
Foundation pallets
Foundation beams
3D core
PV

310 kg
To be determined
3871
To be determined
To be determined
730 kg
7974 kg
1136 kg
4457 kg
1296 kg
325
To be determined
7805 kg
9309 kg
7805 kg
9309 kg
2128 kg
2545 kg
8700 kg
310 kg

LOADED ELEMENTS

UNLOADING/LOADING
MACHINE
Forklift
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Forklift
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Forklift
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Crane
Forklift
Crane
Crane
Crane
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9.4. INSIDE SOLAR VILLAGE LOGISTIC

9.4.1 Infrastructures Description
Since our assembly strategy plans to transport big components on site, we expect to have an intense use of the
crane for all of phases, unloading and positioning the house elements directly from the truck.
We plan to use forklift just to stock few components. In more we will use scaffoldings just for final phases.
In more we plan to install a gazebo where we will store all the machineries necessary to assembly/disassembly
phases.
9.4.2 Construction working teams
The Team is divided in three construction working teams. Each team will work 7 hours a day, starting from 6 For
assembly period the Team is divided in two construction working teams for the first 3 days of assembly. From the
day 4 we will have 3 working teams.
For the disassembly Team will be divided in 2 working teams.
Each team will be supported by skilled workers of Rubner company for house assembly and disassembly and
electricians from Innovazioni Tecnologiche company for electrical connections.
Each shift of Construction Working Team will have one hour of overlapping with the next team to allow the
handover of the assembly or disassembly phase.

Construction Working Team A
Ugo Carusi (S.O. Coordinator)
Giuliano Valeri
Manuel Bottiglieri
Alessio Clarizio
Nicola Moscheni
Chiara Melchionna
Francesca Di Benedetto
Michele Caltabiano
Gabriele Roselli
Chiara Di Battista
Andrea Rastrello
Francesca Marino
Valeria Vitale

Construction Working Team B
Antonio Vellucci (S.O.
Coordinator)
Barbara Cardone
Paola Lenzoni Milli
Lorenzo Procaccini
Marco Sinopoli
Silvia Pinci
Filippo Dobrovich
Pierangelo Perna
Lorenzo Pirone
Matteo Persanti
Rodrigo Salsedo
Paolo Cioffi

Construction Working Team C
Lorenzo Pirone (S.O.
Coordinator)
Matteo Persanti
Gabriele Roselli
Chiara Di Battista
Filippo Dobrovich
Rodrigo Salsedo
Francesca Marino
Paolo Cioffi
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9.4.3 Phases description
For an easy understanding of the process will listed here the work.units as separated, while in the real application
many of them overlap.
Please refer to Assembly/Disassembly schedules for a complete understanding of all the process.
Please refer to Site Operation Drawings for the images related to each working activities.
Legend:
PHASE OF ASSEMBLY (Code “A”)
PHASE OF MAINTEINANCE (Code “M”)
PHASE OF DISASSEMBLY (Code “D”)
ACTIVITIES (Code A.1, A.2 ... M.1, M.2 ... D.1, D.2 ...) TASKS (Code A.1.1, A.1.2 ... M.1.1, M.1.2 ... D.1.2,
D.1.2 ...)
			
Assembly:
A1 - BUILDING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE
A2 - FOUNDATION EXECUTION
A3 - 3D CORE ASSEMBLY
A4 - FLOOR SLABS ASSEMBLY
A5 - PLATFORM FRAME WALLS ASSEMBLY
A6 - TRUSSES ASSEMBLY
A7 - INTERNAL ROOF SLABS ASSEMBLY
A8 - SLOPE WALL ASSEMBLY
A9 - INTERNAL BEAMS ASSEMBLY
A10 - BEAMS ASSEMBLY
A11 - ROOF SLABS ASSEMBLY
A12 - ROOF INSULATION ASSEMBLY
A13 - ROOF SLABS SCREWING
A14 - GUTTERS ASSEMBLY
A15 - EXTERNAL FINISHINGS ASSEMBLY
A16 - SYSTEMS ASSEMBLY
A17 - RAMP ASSEMBLY
A18 - BENCH ASSEMBLY
A19 - PV ASSEMBLY
A20 - INTERNAL FINISHINGS ASSEMBLY
A21 - FURNITURE ASSEMBLY
A22 - DISASSEMBLY AND CLEANING OF THE CONSTRUCTION SITE
Mainteinance:
M1 - PV CLEANING
M2 - PV CONTROL/REPLACEMENT
M3 - WINDOWS/SKYLIGHT CLEANING
M4 - HOUSE CLEANING (AFTER THE PUBLIC TOUR)
M5 - ELECTRICAL MAINTEINANCE
M6 - WATER SYSTEM MAINTEINANCE
M7 - INSPECTING/CLEANING OF ALL THE DRAINAGE HOLES AND DRAINS TO PREVENT OBSTRUCTION OF FLOODING
Disassembly:
D1 - BUILDING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE
D2 - FURNITURE DISASSEMBLY
D3 - INTERNAL FINISHINGS DISASSEMBLY
D4 - PV AND THERMODYNAMIC DISASSEMBLY
D5 - EXTERNAL FINISHINGS DISASSEMBLY
D6 - BENCH DISASSEMBLY
D7 - RAMP DISASSEMBLY
D8 - SYSTEMS DISASSEMBLY
D9 - GUTTERS DISASSEMBLY
		
D10 - ROOF INSULATION DISASSEMBLY
D11 - SHORING UP TRUSSES
D12 - ROOF SLABS DISASSEMBLY
D13 - BEAMS DISASSEMBLY
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D14 - INTERNAL BEAMS DISASSEMBLY
D15 - INTERNAL ROOF SLABS DISASSEMBLY
D16 - TRUSSES DISASSEMBLY
D17 -SLOPE WALL DISASSEMBLY
D18 - PLATFORM FRAME WALLS DISASSEMBLY
D19 - FLOOR SLABS DISASSEMBLY
D20 - 3D CORE DISASSEMBLY
D21 - FOUNDATION DISASSEMBLY
D22 - DISASSEMBLY AND CLEANING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE
Detailed description of phases:
For Construction Working Team we used the acronym: CWT.
Please refer to Construction Working Team paragraph for the composition of each team.
Please refer to Assembly/Disassembly schedules for the time when each CWT is working on site.
ASSEMBLY
A1 - BUILDING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE:
Duration: 2 h
Human resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
A2 - FOUNDATION EXECUTION:
Duration: 13 h
Human resources: CWT A; CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
A3 - 3D CORE ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 3 h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, auxiliary machines and tools.
A4 - FLOOR SLABS ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 11 h
Human Resources: CWT A; CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, auxiliary machines and tools.
A5 - PLATFORM FRAME WALLS ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 11 h
Human Resources: CWT A; CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A6 - TRUSSES ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 6h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A7 - INTERNAL ROOF SLABS ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 2h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A8 - SLOPE WALL ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 1h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A9 - INTERNAL BEAMS ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 1h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A10 - BEAMS ASSEMBLY:
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Duration: 1h
Human Resources: CWT A
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A11 - ROOF SLABS ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 3h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A12 - ROOF SLABS SCREWING:
Duration: 2h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A13 - ROOF INSULATION ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 3h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A14 - GUTTERS ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 3h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A15 - EXTERNAL FINISHINGS ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 12h
Human Resources: CWT A; CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A16 - SYSTEMS ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 9h
Human Resources: CWT A; CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A17 - RAMP ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 5h
Human Resources: CWT B;CWT C.
Machineries: truck, crane, auxiliary machines and tools.
A18 - BENCH ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 5h
Human Resources: CWT B;CWT C.
Machineries: truck, crane, auxiliary machines and tools.
A19 - PV AND THERMODYNAMIC ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 5h
Human Resources: CWT B;CWT C.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A20 - INTERNAL FINISHINGS ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 9h
Human Resources: CWT A; CWT B.
Machineries: truck, forklift, scaffoldings, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A21 - FURNITURE ASSEMBLY:
Duration: 6h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, forklift, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
A 22 - DISASSEMBLY AND CLEANING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE:
Duration: 2h
Human Resources: CWT B, CWT C.
Machineries: truck, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
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DISASSEMBLY:
D1 - BUILDING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE:
Duration: 2h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D2 - FURNITURE DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 14h
Human Resources: CWT A; CWT B.
Machineries: truck, forklift, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
D3 - INTERNAL FINISHINGS DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 14h
Human Resources: CWT A; CWT B.
Machineries: truck, scaffolding, forklift, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
D4 - PV AND THERMODYNAMIC DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 8h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D5 - EXTERNAL FINISHING DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 8h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, forklift, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
D6 - BENCH DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 5h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, forklift, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
D7 - RAMP DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 5h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, forklift, individual platform, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D8 - SYSTEMS DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 8h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D9 - GUTTER DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 5h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D10 - ROOF INSULATION DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 16h
Human Resources: CWT A; CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D11 - SHORING UP TRUSSES:
Duration: 1h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: crane, scaffolding, individual platform, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D12 - ROOF SLABS DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 5h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D13 - BEAMS DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 2h
Human Resources: CWT A.
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Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D14 - INTERNAL BEAMS DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 1h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
D15 - INTERNAL ROOF SLABS DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 2h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D16 - TRUSSES DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 2h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
D17 - SLOPE WALL DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 3h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
D18 - PLATFORM FRAME WALLS DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 8h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, scaffolding, individual platform, auxiliary machines and tools.
D19- FLOOR SLABS DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 8h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, crane, auxiliary machines and tools.
D20 - 3D CORE DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 1h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, auxiliary machines and tools.
D21 - FOUNDATION DISASSEMBLY:
Duration: 4h
Human Resources: CWT A.
Machineries: truck, crane, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.
D22 - DISASSEMBLY AND CLEANING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE:
Duration: 2h
Human Resources: CWT B.
Machineries: truck, forklift, auxiliary machines and tools.

9.4.4 Waste management
		
		
		
Since we are working towards a high level of prefabrication, we expect to minimize waste on site. We will provide
a waste container where to locate all envelopes to be re-used in the disassembling phase.
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9.5.ASSEMBLY / DISASSEMBLY SCHEDULES
		
The following tables are splitted in different sheets for the print version. For Better understanding the whole
schedules see the attached excel file.

9.6. EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENT CHART

CATEGORIE 1 : MOBILE CRANE
PLEASE COMPLETE THE ASSEMBLY & DISASSEMBLY CHARTS

CATEGORIE 2 : CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
HANDLING
DESIGNATION

REFERENCE

U

QUANTITY NEEDED

Forklift

H.FL.01

u

1

Telehandler

H.TH.01

u

REFERENCE

U

E.BL.01

u

REFERENCE

U

QUANTITY NEEDED

Pallet Truck

O.OE.01

u

1

Individual Platform 2,90m to 3,60m

O.OE.02

u

2

Scaffolding 5 m

O.OE.03

u

3

Fences HERAS (including plots)

O.OE.04

m

60

ELEVATION
DESIGNATION

Boom Lift

QUANTITY NEEDED

CATEGORIE 3 : OTHER EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT
DESIGNATION
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9.7.ASSEMBLY / DISASSEMBLY CHART
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DAY 2 - 16.07.2014
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DAY 4 - 18.07.2014
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DAY 5 - 19.07.2014
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9. SITE OPERATION REPORT

9.8. SITE OPERATION CHART
FUNCTION
0. GENERAL INFORMATION

1
2

CONSTRUCTION WORKING TEAM

NAME

TELEPHONE NUMBER

Working Team A

Ugo Carusi

00 393805045591

Working Team B

Antonio Vellucci

0039 3771594222

Working Team C

Lorenzo Pirone

0039 3403897034

Site Operations Coordinators

3

DIMENSIONS [m]

WEIGHT [kg]

MACHINERY USE FOR UNLOADING/LOADING

39 elements [0.4 x 0.6 x 0.2; 3 x 2,1 x 0.2]

[16,8, 441] Total =2128

FORKLIFT

27 elements [1.2 x 0.4 x 0.16;
6.8 x 0.4 x 0.16]

[30;164] Total = 2545

CRANE

5.42 x 3.1 x 2.36

8700

CRANE

10 elements [3,36 x 1.15 x 0.28; 11 x 1.25
x 0.28]

[292;1320] Total = 9309

CRANE

WALLS

14 elements [0.35 X 0.23 X 2.4;
0.32 X 8.75 X 2.4]

[59.5;1592]; Total = 7805

CRANE

BEAMS

2 elements [ 11 x 0.23 x 0.5
11 x 0.23 x 0.

[566;570]Total= 1136

CRANE

3 elements x (11.85 x 0.3 x 2.29)

[1356;1589]; Total=4457

CRANE

2 elements [4.5 x 1.45 x 0.1;
4.5 x 1.69 x 0.1]

[546;750]Total=1296

CRANE

2 elements x 3.15 x 0.3 x 0.28

[162] Total= 325.2

CRANE

NAME
1
2

FOUNDATION BEAMS

3

3D CORE

4

FLOOR SLABS

5
6
1. MODULES AND MAIN
COMPONENTS

FOUNDATION PALLETS

7
8

TRUSSES
3D CORE ROOF SLABS

9

INTERNAL BEAMS

10

ROOF INSULATION PANELS

11 ROOF SLABS
12 PV FRAME AND PANELS

11 elements [1.61 x 0.48 x 0.08; 1.25x 9 x
0.08]

[9;126]= 730

CRANE

15 elements [1.16 x 2.9 x 0.28; 1.25 x 11 x
0.28]

[210,;22247]Total = 7974

CRANE

10 elements [1.8 x 4.6 x 0.6]

Total = 310

CRANE

13 FURNITURES

FORKLIFT

14 EXTERNAL FINISHINGS PANELS

to be determined

15 INTERNAL FINISHINGS PANELS

to be determined

16 RAMP

3 elements [4.46 x 1.6 x 1]

TYPE

Total= 3871

CRANE

to be determined

CRANE

CRANE

DIMENSIONS [m] (Tractor unit + Trailer)

WEIGHT [kg] (Truck + Loading)

1

TRUCK #1

16,50 X 2,46 X 4

4300 + 13373

2

TRUCK #2

16,50 X 2,48 X 4

4300 + 9309

2. VEHICULES (Trucks, Vans, etc.) 3

TRUCK #3

16,50 X 2,48 X 4

4300 + 7805

4

TRUCK #4

16,50 X 2,48 X 4

4300 + 6889

5

TRUCK #5

16,50 X 2,48 X 4

4300 + 8704

6

TRUCK #6

16,50 X 2,48 X 4

4300 + 4100

CAPACITY
3. CRANES

50 tn

33 h

2

35 tn

136 h

PHASE

ASSEMBLY

1

BUILDING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE

2

FOUNDATION EXECUTION

3

3D CORE ASSEMBLY

4

FLOOR SLABS ASSEMBLY

5
6

HUMAN RESOURCES
CWT A

DURATION
2h

Truck, Crane, Forklift, Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A, CWT B

13h

Truck, Crane, Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B

3h

CWT A, CWT B

11h

PLATFORM FRAME WALLS ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A, CWT B

11h

TRUSSES ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B

6h

7

INTERNAL ROOF SLABS ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A

2h

8

SLOPE WALL ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A

1h

9

INTERNAL BEAMS ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A

1h

10 BEAMS ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A

1h

11 ROOF SLABS ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A

3h

12 ROOF SLABS SCREWING

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B

2h

Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B

3h

14 GUTTERS ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A

3h

15 EXTERNAL FINISHINGS ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A, CWT B

12h

Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A, CWT B

9h

Truck, Crane,,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B, CWT C

5h

16 SYSTEMS ASSEMBLY
17 RAMP ASSEMBLY
18 BENCH ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane,,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B, CWT C

5h

19 PV AND THERMODYNAMC ASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B, CWT C

5h

20 INTERNAL FINISHINGS ASSEMBLY

Truck, Forklift, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A, CWT B

9h

Truck, Forklift, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B

6h

Truck, Forklift, Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B, CWT C

2h

21 FURNITURES ASSEMBLY
22 DISASSEMBLY AND CLEANING OF CONSTRUCTION

DISASSEMBLY

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT RESOURCES
Truck, Forklift, Auxiliary machines and tools

Truck, Crane, Forklift, Auxiliary machines and tools

13 ROOF INSULATION ASSEMBLY
4. GENERAL
DESCRIPTION
OF THE
PHASES

USAGE TIME

1

1

BUILDING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE

2

FURNITURES DISASSEMBLY

Truck, Forklift, Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A

2h

Truck, Forklift, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A, CWT B

14h

3

INTERNAL FINISHINGS DISASSEMBLY

4

PV AND THERMODYNAMIC DISASSEMBLY

Truck,Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A, CWT B

14h

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B

5

EXTERNAL FINISHINGS DISASSEMBLY

8h

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B

6

8h

BENCH DISASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B

5h

7

RAMP DISASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Forklift, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT B

5h

8

SYSTEMS DISASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A

8h

9

GUTTERS DISASSEMBLY

Truck, Crane, Scaffolding, Individual Platform,Auxiliary machines and tools

CWT A

5h

9. SITE OPERATION REPORT
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9.9. RESPECT OF ASSEMBLY PLAN

DESCRIPTION

DATE AND TIME

Wind and water Tight

DAY 7 -12 PM

Electrical connection to the grid

DAY 3 - 12 PM

House Delivery

DAY 10 - 12 PM

10. HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN
_________________________________________________________________________
_________
10.1. Health and Safety Plan Precedents and Aim
10.2. General data of the project
10.3. Health and Safety plan Objectives
10.4. Conditions of the site where construction will take place, and interesting data
related to the prevention of risks during
the construction process
a). Constructive process
b). Type and characteristics of the materials and elements
c). Site description
d). Climate description
e). Accesses and paths for vehicles
f). Determining factors for the house placing
g). Overlaps with the affected services and other circumstances or activities of the
environment, able to cause risks during the construction
h). Planned activities
i). Trades whose intervention is affected by the risks prevention
j). Auxiliary resources planned for the construction
k). Machinery planned for the construction
l). Construction site installations
10.5. Activities for risks prevention
a). Construction plan: determination of work effective timing.
b). Overlaps and incompatibilities in the construction
c). Number of Team members taking part in the construction
d). Contracting planned
10.6. Critical work phases for risks prevention
10.7. Risks identification and efficacy evaluation of the adopted protections
a). Location and identification of the areas where the works involving special risks will
be developed.
b). Risks identification and efficiency evaluation of the adopted protections
10.8. Collective protections to use

10.9. Individual protection resources to use
a). Signposting of the risks
10.10. Safe working procedures of every Team member
10.11. Machinery and auxiliary resources
10.12. Planned Measures in case of accident
a). First aids
b). First aids bag
c). Preventive medicine
d). Accident victims evacuation
10.13. Risks identification for possible later works
10.14. Useful plans and information for possible later works
10.15. Adopted system for the level of health and safety control during works
10.16. Formation and information about health and safety
10.17. Emergency evacuation plan during the assembly and disassembly periods
Annex 1: Identification of risks and evaluation of the efficiency of the adopted
protections.
Annex 2: Identification of risks for possible later works.

10.1. HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN PRECEDENTS AND AIM
The Health and Safety plan aims to evaluate the risks linked to construction and to identify the
environmental, technological, procedural, organizational and human factors and to combine
them in function of the particular characteristics of the building and construction site. It is an
analysis process which must produce an added value to projectual and organizational
choices.
The Health and Safety goal is to reduce the probability that single risk factors converge to a
point of no return in which the latent danger is manifested in an injury or damage to health.
After identifying the risk, its assessment is a prerequisite for its management. The risk factor
(R) can be determined only through the knowledge of other two parameters: the frequency of
occurrence of a harmful event (P) and the extent of damage (M).
R= PxM
It is possible, in order to reduce the risk:
 eliminate or reduce the risk by acting on the parameter P applying the measures to prevent
that the harmful event occurs, exercising a preventive action;
 minimize the damage reducing the parameter M, exercising a protective action.
This document explains preventive and protective measures that all the team members
and eventual people engaged in the process must take to eliminate or reduce risks linked
to our construction phases.
10.2. GENERAL DATA OF THE PROJECT
Closed building – fully assembled:
ground: 20x20 mt
length (max): 12,19 mt
width (max): 11,17 mt
height (max): 6,09 mt
interior height (max): 4,69 mt
3D Core Box lenght (max): 5,45 mt
3D Core Box width (max): 2,39 mt
3D Core Box height (max): 3,08 mt
General address / Construction Site in Italy
Università degli Studi Roma Tre
Department of Architecture
Largo Giovanni Battista Marzi, 10
00154 Rome – Italy
Tel. +39 06 57332959

http://www.architettura.uniroma3.it/indice.html and http://dipsa.uniroma3.it/
www.rhomefordencity.it
team@teamrhome.it
press@teamrhome.it
Rubner Haus factory
Zona Artigianale, 4
39030 Chienes  Italy
Tel. 0474 563333
Fax 0474 563300
CEFMECTP
via Filippo Fiorentini, 7
Rome  Italy
Tel. 06.4063824  06.4065541
Fax. 06.4064833
Emergency telephone codes
 Italy
Emergency/Police: 112  113
Ambulance: 118
Fire Department: 115
 France
Emergencies: 112
National Police: 17
Fire Department: 18
Ambulance: 15
Construction Site in Versailles
Cité du Soleil – Allée des Mortemets
SDE 2011 (organization) Contact on site
www.solardecathlon.org
www.sdeurope.org
Hospital
Hôpital Richaud
80 Bd de la Reine, 78000 Versailles (France)
Tel: +33 1 30 21 16 41
chversailles.fr
Cité du Soleli – the nearest Hospital route
Duration: 8 min  Distance: 3,6 Km

Responsible Persons:
faculty advisor: Tonelli Chiara, Aggregate Professor  chiara.tonelli@teamrhome.it
project manager: Converso Stefano, Research Fellow  stefano.converso@teamrhome.it
energy
strategie:
Bellingeri
Gabriele,
Associate
Professor

gabriele.bellingeri@teamrhome.it
student team leader: Caltabiano Michele, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  stl@teamrhome.it
project architect: Franciosini Luigi, Full Professor  luigi.franciosini@libero.it
project
architect:
Casadei
Cristina,
PHD
Student
in
Architecture

cristina.casadei@teamrhome.it
structural engineer: Salerno Ginevra, Associate Professor  salerno@uniroma3.it
project engineer manager: Carusi Ugo, Collaborator  ugo.carusi@teamrhome.it
quantity survey: Passeri Alfredo, Associate Professor  alfredo.passeri@teamrhome.it
press contact: Simonetta Lombardo, consultant  s.lombardo@silverback.it
sponsorship
manager:
Oetiker
Elena,
Bachelor
Degree
in
Economics

elena.oetiker@teamrhome.it
Health and safety Coordinator:
Flaminia De Rossi, Architect (CefmeCTP)  flaminiaderossi@gmail.com
Ilaria Grugni, Architect (CefmeCTP) ilaria324@virgilio.it
Safety Officers:
Barbara Cardone, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  barbara.cardone@teamrhome.it
Matteo Persanti, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  matteo.persanti@teamrhome.it
Giuliano Valeri, Architect  giuliano.valeri@teamrhome.it
First aid Officers:
Michele Caltabiano, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  stl@teamrhome.it
Andrea Rastrello, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  andrea.rastrello@teamrhome.it
Chiara Melchionna, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  chiara.melchionna@teamrhome.it
Nicola Moscheni, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  nicola.moscheni@teamrhome.it
Fire Officers:
Alessio Clarizio, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  alessio.clarizio@teamrhome.it
Silvia Pinci, Architect  silvia.pinci@teamrhome.it
Manuel Bottiglieri, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  manuel.bottiglieri@teamrhome.it
Barbara Cardone, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  barbara.cardone@teamrhome.it
Chiara Di Battista, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  chiara.dibattista@teamrhome.it
Personnel for the maneuvers:
Cristiano Piagnerelli, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  cristiano.piagnerelli@teamrhome.it
Gabriele Roselli, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  gabriele.roselli@teamrhome.it
Francesca Marino, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  francesca.marino@teamrhome.it

Paolo Cioffi, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  paolo.cioffi@teamrhome.it
Marco Sinopoli, Bachelor Degree in Architecture  marco.sinopoli@teamrhome.it
Francesca Di Benedetto, Bachelor Degree in Architecture 
francesca.dibenedetto@teamrhome.it

10.3. HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN OBJECTIVES
The Health and Safety plan has been compiled in accordance with the International Labour
Organization (ILO) and the European directives, especially the French law for the Prevention
of labour Risks (Health and Safety at Work).
We produced and edited our preventive documents according to the D.Lgs. n° 81 of 9th April

2008 and subsequent amendments and additions.
The Health and Safety plan objectives are:
 write a document to make aware of construction risks and preventive measures all the
members of the team;
 study and analize: the different phases of the building process, the working environment and
the construction place in order to take projectual and constructive choices based on security
knowledge;
 identify for each phases, linked to assembly maintenance and disassembly of building
construction, the risks and consequently design and plan preventive measures and collective
and individual protection, preferring the first at the second.
10.4. CONDITIONS OF THE SITE WHERE CONSTRUCTION WILL TAKE PLACE, AND
INTERESTING DATA RELATED TO THE PREVENTION OF RISKS DURING THE
CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
a) Constructive process
The prototype will be built in a lot on the ground of Cité du Soleil, in Versailles, and at this
early stage we expect that the construction will take 10 days.
Throughout the process, the construction will be divided into: unloading, positioning,
assembly, installation, disassembly. The work includes several phases that can be
summed up in work units:

During the event and the construction of the prototypes, a Health and Safety Coordinator is
on site and easily available for everyone; in case of absence of him, an Officer is
responsible to control that the work was done properly and he/her is the responsible for the
security inside the construction site.
The Coordinator is helped by a team. They are constantly act in the assigned areas, being
phone
connected to the Health and Safety Coordinator.
In case works involved serious and imminent labour risks, they have wideranging powers
to stop the works.
b) Type and characteristics of the materials and elements
The most important characteristics that materials must have are:
A. Fire protection
Constructive elements must comply with the fire conditions.
Absolutely prohibit fire and smoking within the construction site and fire for heating
indoor.
The place should be posted “No Smoking” with warning signs.
All the wires must be setup with the appropriate protection of insulated tubing.
Temporary wiring should try to stay away from flammable decoration materials.
B. Waterproof
Covering the roof and exterior walls with a layer of waterproofing.
Floor slabs should be raised up away the ground to avoid flooding.
Closing all the windows in case of rainstorm to avoid flooding.
Regular inspecting all the drainage holes and drains to prevent blockage of flooding.
C. Antitool dangerous
Small metal parts should be placed properly and should be protected against worker
inju
ry, especially the nails.
The exsiting nails in wooden should be flatten in time.
D. Slipperiness
All the floor slabs, external ramp and external footboards must be covered by a antislip
materials.
c) Site description
All the constructions has its own environmental impact. An accurate study of the area
where the prototype will be constructed is a fundamental step and the first aspect that all
teams must doing for a correct evaluation of risks. The risk factors linked to the area are:
1) specific characteristics of the construction site;

2) presence of external factors that pose a risk to the construction site;
3) construction processes that may pose risks to the surrounding area.

Localization:
Localized in Allée des Mortemets the Cité du Soleil area has:
two main accesses
 from the western side
 from the northern side
one secondary access:
 from the southern side
one Service & VIP entrance:
 from the western side
Construction site:
Our prototype will be located in the “S” lot and has two possible accesses:
 from the eastern side
 from the northern side
Elements around the lot :

Our lot has:
 two teams on the western and southern borders,
 on the northfacing side, separated by a course, we have another team,
 on the east side we have a double trees row.
d) Climate description
It is important to consider also the climate aspect that permit to preview some critical
situations due to natural phenomenon such as wind, rain etc.
It is important to be aware of the risks of sudden and violent gusts of wind, high
temperatures and storms. Daily weather reports can be obtained from the French national
meteorological service (METEO France station – Tel.: 0892.680.213).

Northern France is characterized:
 by an intermediate climate, with cold winters and hot summers. Paris, in particular, has an
atmosphere halfway between the oceanic and continental, characterized by the Gulf
Stream.

The summer season is in particular characterized:
 by an alternation of very hot days rather cool, windy and rainy (with minimum
temperatures over +10 º);
 winds that come with more frequency from the west and northeast with a speed between
10 km /h and 25 km/h and a temperature between 15°C and 25°C. The winds humidity
ranging between 45% .
Focusing on the period when the construction take place:
 Temperature
June: T max= 20.3 ° C, T avg= 16.7 ° C, T min= 12.9 ° C
July: T max= 23.5 ° C, T avg= 14.6°C, T min= 14.6°C
 Humidity
June: 62% <Humidity <93%
July: 50% <Humidity <83%
In the period between June and July there is a slight increase in temperatures,
especially the maximum and a decrease in relative humidity.
The main safety procedures for employees concerning of this temperature are:
The main safety procedures for heavy trucks, mobile cranes driving over the unsecured
ground (wet and softened) and for team members, concerning of this weather conditions,
are:
 vehicles getting stuck, which might affect our ability to keep the deadlines;
 stability of loads and vehicles;
 electric hazard through possible damage on electric cables;
 increased slip hazard for employees through wet ground, dirty shoes and slippery
surfaces.
When using tower cranes, mobile cranes or PEMP gondolas for people/boom lifts by
windy weather, users should first consult the manufacturer’s operating instructions (and if
necessary, the manufacturer itself) to define the means to implement in order to ensure the
stability of the equipment taking into account:
 Type of equipment and its construction date
 General conditions of use (seated, anchored…)
 For cranes, the risks associated with manual handling of large surfaces.
Any Contractor using a means of lifting must establish a rule (to be attached to the ISHPP)
for the construction site staff (management and crane operator) which gives specific

instructions on conditions requiring the cessation of fixed and mobile cranes in the
presence of wind and which outlines the respective responsibilities of the crane operator
and the construction site management about the shut down and restarting of lifting
machinery.

e) Accesses and paths for vehicles
One truck will travel by road leaving from Chienes (Bolzano, Italy) to reach Cité du Soleil,
Versailles.
The distance is about 1.036 kilometres and the duration is 9 hours and 38 minutes, without
considering the obligatory stops that the drivers must do.
The other trucks will leave from Chienes (Bolzano, Italy) and will be loaded on train in
Torino, Italy. Than they will travel until Paris where will be unloaded from the train and will
travel until Cité du Soleil.
The access point is located at the West side of the lot, through a service road. There will
be a waiting area for vehicles near the construction site, available for all teams to leave the
unused equipments, machine and materials.
For loading and unloading, all the machine will enter in the site by using the western
entrance, will
reach our lot and will leave it by using the West exit.
The crane will be positioned on the North side of the lot, making sure the legs of the cranes
will not invade the lot.
Trucks will stop inside the lot in the North side, in the specific loading/unloading area.
The forklift will move inside the lot around the house perimeter.
All the emergency vehicles (such as fire trucks and ambulances) will enter into the site by
using the
western entrance and by leaving the area through the West exit.
The main safety procedures concerning of this accesses and paths are accompanying
each heavy truck by two security workers (one must walk in the front and one must walk
behind the machine), from the moment they are entering the Cité du Soleil to the lot and
from the lot to the moment they are leaving the Cité du Soleil: this safety procedure allows
to establish the maximum speed of the vehicles, to direct them and to avoid accidents with
people, with the rest of the vehicles and with the different elements of the Cité du Soleil.
The workers who accompanying the trucks will wear reflective vests to make sure they are
seen.
The speed of the trucks will adapt to the step of a man.
The maneuvering of heavy vehicles will be limited to an area between the public pathway
and the lot.
On the lot there will be a circulation path for the team members, workers and the forklift.

This path
will always be kept free from material and tools.
Security problems to be solved may result from:
 truck access road could be narrow considering length and turning maneuvering of the
heavy trucks;
 proximity of the main pedestrian access into the site;
 crossing with pedestrian ways in the area of access and exit.

f) Determining factors for the house placing
The optimal orientation of the prototype has been chosen based on:
 the solar orientation, to ensure the most efficient use of PV panels;
 the solar radiation, to take advantage from thermal mass;
 border demarcation according to the range limit setted by the organization;
 ensure a safe distance between the lots and the building of all teams, to avoid the
overlaps with the
affected services and other circumstances or activities of the environment which is able to
cause labour risks during the construction.
Because of it the building will be placed with a NorthEast orientation.
g) Overlaps with the affected services and other circumstances or activities of the
environment, able to cause risks during the construction
We have to pay attention to the other teams’ assembling, their buildings, their vehicles and
to the traffic. In the West and South we have to pay special attention to our neighbors, and
in the North side there will be the trucks path road.
Big security problems concerning of the overlaps to be considered are the great number of
people on the building site at the same time (belonging or not to the teams) and the small
distances of the construction sites to each other.
This problem arises through the following securityrelevant aspects:

 transporting loads across the neighboring construction sites;
 invasion of crane’s arm in the neighboring construction sites;
 invasion of unauthorized persons in the construction sites.
The main safety procedures concerning of this overlaps are the correct observance of
regulations by the teams working next to each other, keeping off the construction sites
other people like spectators of other teams, truck drivers, etc., during crane works locking
an area of the pedestrian path in order to restrain pedestrians from entering into the area
and causing mischief.

h) Planned activities
The activities analyzed for the Health and Safety plan are:
ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY
1. BUILDING AND DISMOUNTING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE
1.1 Unloading materials (S1.1)
1.2 Realization of the fence and access to the construction site (S1.2)
1.3 Setting up for storage areas, zone for fixed installation, positioning care facilities

(S1.3)
1.4 Connection to the electrical village grid (S1.4)
1.5 Mounting of rolling scaffolding (S1.5)
2. FOUNDATION EXECUTION
2.1 Tracing and laying/removal of the sheet (S2.1)
2.2 Pose of supporting elements (S2.2)
2.3 Pose of foundation beams and connection beams (S2.3)
3. POSITIONING 3D CORE BOX AND FLOOR SLABS ASSEMBLY
3.1 Positiong of 3d core box (S3.1)
3.2 Positioning of floor slabs (S3.2)
4. REALIZATION OF WALLS
4.1 Positioning of walls (S4.1)
5. REALIZATION OF TRUSSES, INTERNAL ROOF AND BEAMS
5.1 Positioning of roofs trusses (S5.1)
5.2 Shoring up trusses and beams (S5.2)
5.3 Positioning and fixing of the internal roof (S5.3)
6. REALIZATION OF THE COVER
6.1 Positioning of roof slabs modules (S6.1)
6.2 Laying of waterproofing membrane (S6.2)
6.3 Screwing of thermal insulation layer (S6.5)
7. EXTERNAL FINISHES
7.1 Assembly of external ramp (S7.1)
7.2 Assembly of external finishings panel (S7.2)
7.3 PV realization (S7.3)
8. REALIZATION OF PLUMBING, WATER SUPPLY, ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATION
SYSTEM
8.1 Plumbing works (S8.1)
8.2 Electrical and thermal connections and water supply (S8.2)
8.3 Connection of electrical system of the house (to the 2 inverter) (S8.3)
9. INTERIORS
9.1 Floor covering modules (S9.1)
9.2 Positioning of thermal mass (sand tubes) (S9.2)
9.3Positioning appliance and sensors (S9.3)
9.4 Positioning and filling water tanks (S9.4)

9.5 Assembly of furniture (S9.5)
10. DISASSEMBLY OF CONSTRUCTION SITE
10.1 Removal of materials, fence, signposting and disassembly of scaffolding (S10.1)
10.2 Final cleaning and removal of waste product (S10.2)

MAINTANANCE
M.1  PV CLEANING
M.2  PV CONTROL/REPLACEMENT
M.3  WINDOWS/SKYLIGHTS CLEANING
M.4  HOUSE CLEANING (AFTER THE PUBLIC TOUR)
M.5  ELECTRICAL MAINTEINANCE
M.6  WATER SYSTEM MAINTEINANCE
M.7  INSPECTING/CLEANING OF ALL THE DRAINAGE HOLES AND DRAINS TO
PREVENT BLOCKAGE OF FLOODING
i) Trades whose intervention is affected by the risks prevention
The trades are:
 Visitors and Guests
 Guides
 The jury and the officers
 Workers
 Visiting workers
 Vehicle drivers
j) Auxiliary resources planned for the construction

k) Machinery planned for the construction

l) Construction site installations
The organization provides for the placement of the electrical box and the positioning of the
lighting tower at the two opposite corners of the lot as shown in the following diagram.

m) Characteristics table for the stocks
The whole stock is listed in the operation chart. In this phase we are working in order to
define it.
Storage areas are allocated by the Project Supervisor to applicant firms according to their
needs, duration and availability of areas (taking into account the work schedule) during the
period of preparation and then in the construction site meeting during phases 1 and 4. For
phases 2 and 3, this will assigned by the Project Owner.
The facilities necessary for the creation of these areas will be the responsibility of the
Project Supervisor.
Storage areas are delineated and shown on the construction site installation plan which is
to be updated depending on the progress of work. The Project Supervisor is in charge of
this during phases 1 and 4 and the Project Owner is in charge during phases 2 and 3.
No storage of equipment or materials outside of the defined areas will be tolerated.
For storage of materials on the edges of roads with traffic, the Project Supervisor will
adapt the area. This will be reported based on the same criteria as that used for
construction sites on slopes of roads.

There is a ban on storing equipment or materials on slope peaks or on edges of cavities.
Storage along any road with traffic must, however, remain the exception.

10.5. ACTIVITIES FOR RISKS PREVENTION
a) Construction plan: determination of work effective timing.
>>>Please refers to SO timing schedule.

b) Overlaps and incompatibilities in the construction
The study of the working stages has as objectives a program designed to ensure that there
are no work interference.
The construction will be interrupted every 4 hours.
 The access of suppliers or guests, outside of these times of entry and exit, will be
manage by a
provost, who ensure the viability during the transition area in the yard.
 The streets must be always out of materials not to obstruct the normal circulation.
It is not allowed to initiate or take any action other than that ordered by the coordinator
during execution without due security clearance by the same.
No worker can enter the site without being in possession of the card.
c) Number of Team members taking part in the construction
The number of the workers taking part in the construction activities will be about 9
Decathletes for each shift (max 8 hours) for a Total of 16 Decathletes per day.
In each working shift took part 2 or 3 skilled workers of Rubner’s company, for a total of 5

men, and, when necessary, 1 skilled worker for PV installation, and 1 or 2 skilled workers
for connections.
>>>For further details please see the activity list in the SO Report.
d) Contracting planned
In our construction plan there are any tasks that need special workers to carry them out.
The tasks and the responsibilities connected to them are: the following
 electrical connections;
 thermal connections;
 water supply;
 PV installation and connection;
 grounding system and lightning protection.
10.6. CRITICAL WORK PHASES FOR RISKS PREVENTION
● Loading/unloading phase:
The highly danger zone will be separated from the rest of the working site.
The workers have to wear the prescribed safety precautions like hard hats, safety
glasses, shirt with sleeves and long trousers, safety boots with ankle supports, reflective
jacket – and the additional PPE at any time.
When the unload occurs with the crane, the pedestrian paths around the crane will be
completely locked by barriers and by team members, enrolled to take people off the
locked area.
This phase aim is to have less persons as possible working around the danger zone.
● Electrical installation of the modules:
To connect the electricity lines revision openings in the floor of the gaps are provided.
All the power in the house has to be disconnected and secured while somebody is
working at the
electrical grid.
The installation and grounding of the electrical system will be done by a professional and
authorized person.
● Unloading/assembly phase of the kitchen module:
The highly danger zone will be separated from the rest of the working site.
When the unload occurs with the crane, the pedestrian paths around the crane will be
completely locked by barriers and by team members, enrolled to take people off the
locked area.
All team members must pay attention during the unloading of the 3D core to make sure
that no accidents can happen. This phase aim is to have less persons as possible
working around the danger zone.

● Installation of the solar envelope:
The installation of the solar envelope will be done by a professional and authorized
person.
The workers will have already experiences in assembling and disassembling the building,
because it will have been built up and dismantled in Casteldarne, Chienes (Bolzano) and the
same workers will be involved. Each grip will be well known and therefore the dangers are
minimized.
Every team member have to wear individual protection like hard hats, safety glasses, shirt
with sleeves and long trousers, safety boots with ankle supports, reflective jacket – and the
additional PPE at any time.

10.7. RISKS IDENTIFICATION AND EFFICACY EVALUATION OF THE ADOPTED
PROTECTIONS
a) Location and identification of the areas where the works involving special risks
will be developed.
>>>Please refers to H&S report/ANNEX 1/ risks assessment
1. BUILDING AND DISMOUNTING OF CONSTRUCTION SITE
Task: Access to the area, the preliminary organization of spaces, drainage
elements, demarcation of the yard, access and movement of persons and
equipment on site, electrical grid installation.
The yard will be fenced along its entire perimeter by placing the appropriate metal panels
placed in plastic bases.
The access area will be done through a gate to be made on local roads, given the position
of the same gate for vehicle access area will be necessary to implement the following
requirements:
 Provision of road signs indicating the exit and entry of vehicles in the yard;
 Using a person who directs the movements of trucks equipped with highvisibility clothing
and
fluorescent orange flag, to sign and direct the media to the area during the manoeuvring;
 Possible presence of another person who directs the movements of trucks in the
opposite direction, in the case that, for access to the area, the medium is forced to invade
the opposite lane.
 Provision of signage;
Services will be taken off as prescribed by Villa Solar WAT while the changing room /
emergency
room / canteen / office / service yard that will be appropriately positioned on the lot.

Storage areas, processing materials and the area of loading and unloading are located as
by plan in the property of the batch.
Will be identified mounting areas of the lifting equipment and scaffolding.
Danger areas must be marked in a clearly visible.
The floors of workplaces and places for the transition must not have holes or protrusions
hazardous conditions and must be such as to make sure the movement and transit of
persons and vehicles.
Electrical system, including installation of grounding and lightning protection system, will be
made
with a special cable protected by conduit, deriving from the existing one, the same shall be
issued
declaration of conformity by the installer.
Protection against direct contact shall be provided with one of the following ways:
 Protection by insulation of live parts;
 Protection by means of casings or barriers (removable only with the use of a key or a
tool);
 Protection by obstacles that prevent the unintentional approach with players;
 Protection by SELV or PELV power sources (rated voltage not exceeding 50V ac and
120 cc).

2. FOUNDATION EXECUTION
Task: Pull fixed wires of the prototype, laying of the supporting elements, laying
the
foundation beams and secondary beams.
After having pulled the wires fixed to the correct placement of the house, and the truck will
be positioned in the parking area, dedicated to the harness with a rope of textile items in
order to move them with cranes and cables in the right direction position and proceed to
the stage of bolting in a workmanlike manner.

3. POSITIONING 3D CORE BOX AND FLOOR SLABS ASSEMBLY
Task: unloading, positioning and fixing 3d Core Box, unloading and fixing floor
slabs.
The 3d core boxes will be strapped to the truck and then by the workers to be engaged
without
causing damage to the characteristics of that location and transported by cranes.
The floor slabs will be positioned with a rope of textile items in order to move them with
cranes and cables in the right direction position and proceed to the stage of bolting in a
workmanlike manner.

4. REALIZATION OF WALLS
Task: unloading and positioning walls and windows.
The walls will come on the truck, will be attached to the lifting beam of the crane to be
moved and positioned in place with ropes and directional calls on the horizontal structure.

5. REALIZATION OF TRUSSES, INTERNAL ROOF AND BEAMS
Task: positioning and fixing safety railings complete with the life line, to protect
the workers, unloading and positioning trusses, internal roof and beams will be
placed to let the lifelines slide to assembly the roof slabs.
The workers will be anchored by a special harness to the lifeline perimeter.

6. REALIZATION OF THE COVER
Task: positioning and fixing safety railings complete with the life line, to protect
the workers, unloading and positioning roof slabs, PV realization, realization of
waterproofing
special vertical elements will be placed to let the lifelines slide to assembly the
roof slabs.
The workers will be anchored by a special harness to the lifeline perimeter.

7. EXTERNAL FINISHES
Task: positioning hemp panels and assembly of external ramp.
phase includes the construction of the external finishing work. The work will be done mostly
with
manual handling of loads and the outer fence will be placed with crane by skilled workers

8. REALIZATION OF PLUMBING, WATER SUPPLY, ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATION
SYSTEM
Task: construction equipment grounding and lightning protection and electrical
system of the house, plumbing works and installation of ventilation branches and
water supply.

Electrical system, including installation of grounding and lightning protection system, will be
made
with a special cable protected by conduit, deriving from the existing one, the same shall be
issued
declaration of conformity by the installer.
Protection against direct contact shall be provided with one of the following ways:
 Protection by insulation of live parts;
 Protection by means of casings or barriers (removable only with the use of a key or a
tool);
 Protection by obstacles that prevent the unintentional approach with players;
 Protection by SELV or PELV power sources (rated voltage not exceeding 50V ac and
120 cc).
9. INTERIORS
Tasks: interior decoration and assembly of picture, positioning sensors,
assembly of furniture and pavement, positioning and filling water tanks.
Phase includes the construction of the interior. The work will be performed with manual
handling of loads.
10. DISASSEMBLY OF CONSTRUCTION SITE
Task: disassembly and cleaning of construction site and positioning waste
products to the disposal
areas available.
Outset to be disabled the electric utilities and water. For the removal of the resulting
material will
be loaded onto trucks by power shovels and transported to public dump. For the release of
funds
from the construction site regulations apply the same stage of assembly, in order to
interfere with
vehicular traffic.
With regard to the dismantling of the fence construction site after dismantling the
technological systems related to them (water and electricity) will proceed with the
disassembly of the elements making up the fence and at the same load on vehicle.
Removal of plants.
Dismantling and moving shanties.
Removing the fence and yard signs.

b) Risks identification and efficiency evaluation of the adopted protections
RISK 1

FALL OF PERSONS AT THE SAME LEVEL

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Must be well defined pedestrian walkways, maintained in good repair and free of materials and
obstructions that may present a risk of tripping or slipping;
 Provide nonslip footwear to the workers;
 Provide lighting on all 4 sides of construction site to avoid low visibility caused by shadows;
 The storage area of all materials and positioning of fixed machinery must be performed outside of
transit routes so not to create obstacles to working.

RISK 2

FALL OF PERSONS AT A DIFFERENT LEVEL

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Injuries due to falls from height for loss of balance stability in the absence of appropriate preventive
measures check that the ladders do not show defects;
 Do not use metal ladders to perform machining operations on elements under tension;
 Do not work on the ladder astride;
 No lateral movement of the ladder if it is a worker above;
 Do not climb on the top step of the ladder;
 Use the ladder ever turning towards it both in the descent and the ascent;
 Is not allowed to have more than one worker on the same ladder;
 The ladder must be provided with a suitable device that will prevent the opening beyond the limit set;
 If the ground is unstable the scale is placed on a single breakdown table;
 The rungs of the ladder should be slip resistant;
 Shall be provided helmets, safety shoes, gloves;
 The ladders must be stable and bound;
 Ensure the good condition of all elements scaffolding;
 Ensure that the scaffolding is assembled in all its parts and with all the components provided by the
manufacturer.

 Ensure a perfect flatness and verticality of the structure;
 Ensure the effectiveness of the locking system of the wheels;
 Not install any machinery on the scaffold;
 Before moving the scaffolding make sure that no one is above it;
 The width should be large enough to resist to the load and providing security to the tip result from all
types of oscillation (wind, movement of the structure ...);
 The sliding plane of the wheels will have to be leveled and compacted;
 The wheels of the scaffolding must be made of metal and a diameter not less than 20 cm and a
thickness of not less than 5 cm;
 The wheels must be blocked with wedges or stabilizers, must be present on the scaffolding a plate
showing the data structure and the characteristics of safety and use;
 To prevent the extension of the rods they must be equipped with locking with vertical elements,
diagonal and horizontal;
 The security parapet running around the work plan must be accompanied by toe board at least 20
cm high;
 Access to the floors of the scaffolding must be made by ladders presenting an angle not exceeding
75 °;
 Should be provided appropriate personnel protective equipment such as helmets and safety shoes
(non – slip) and harnesses attached to the elements of the scaffolding;
 Specify the correct location and shape of the parapets;
 Indicate access to coverage, indicate the paths to reach the work area indicating overload permitted
on the coverage;
 Provide and indicate devices to constrain the safety harness;
 Define procedures for implementing of the anchoring system of the PPE fall arrest;
 Have sub cover networks where possible;
 The base must be large enough to resist to the load;
 If you are loading materials on scaffolding use sticks equipped with hooks avoiding leaning out over
the protections.

RISK 3

FALL OF OBJECTS BECAUSE OF COLLAPS

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 The areas that will placed machinery, temporary structures and stored materials shall be maintained
in good condition and free from materials and obstructions that may present a risk of loss of balance.

 Control the routes and areas of operation machinery.
 Stabilize elements using special devices for machine stability and if necessary extend the support
base provided by adequate strength.
 After use of the crane don't leave suspended loads.
 Sling correctly the loads on the means of lifting and transport.
 Verify, after the installation, the efficacy of the attachment of each element on the roof as to avoid the
fall.
 control the routes and areas for maneuvering, check that all the light and audible warning devices are
functioning normally, so you have the driving position is excellent, check all devices and braking
controls;
 On construction site proceed slowly.
 Ask for intervention of personnel to the ground if you will have to maneuver in confined spaces.
 Verify that the load is stable on the forklift, otherwise secure it with anchoring systems, belts or
plastic film so as to avoid the loss of components during transportation.
 The load should not be placed on the end of the forks, you should never exceed the maximum load
allowed.
 Announcing the start of the lifting and transportation by appropriate acoustic signal.
 Keep down the forks during the movements with or without the load.
 Position the load on the forks according to the conditions of the route, without ever exceeding the
maximum load allowed .
 Check all audible warning devices.
 Make sure that the visibility from the driving position is excellent.
 Make sure they are properly disposed all the protection from moving parts.
 Check the paths and maneuvering areas.
 Proceed at reduced speed.
 For maneuvering is required intervention of ground personnel.
 Operate the Rotating light during the maneuvers of positioning of the vehicle and lifting, delimit the
radius of action of the medium.
 Stabilize the vehicle using the proper equipment and if necessary to provide supporting to extend the
base. Announces lifting maneuvers using the appropriate acoustical signal.
 During night work, use the special lighting devices, follow the rules of the personnel on the ground
during lifting and moving cargo.

RISK 4

FALL OF OBJECTS BECAUSE THEY COME LOOSE

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Before lifting maneuvers make sure that the cargo has been properly restrained;
 When lifting the load workers must accompany him outside the areas of interference with the work
only as absolutely necessary;
 During the step of lifting the load, workers must move away quickly;
 Is forbidden to stand in the path of the load;
 Is permitted to approach to the load only to guide it towards the area of destination, and only when it
is almost reached the target plane. Before lifting the load must be sure in advance of its stability;
 After commanding the operation of retrieving the hook it must be escorted from the involved area for
equipment or materials to avoid accidental hooks.

RISK 5

FALL OF OBJECTS BECAUSE OF MANIPULATION

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Tools or equipment must be kept in bags or attached to a belt to avoid dropping, after using all the
tools place neatly in the appropriate containers;
 Avoid lifting too heavy loads (> 25 kg.);

 Avoid lifting themselves bulky loads or difficult to grasp;
 Avoid lifting loads in unstable equilibrium, (stabilize and then unload);
 Be careful to loads which contain something that may to shift;
 If the lifting of the load requires twisting or tilting avoid turning your torso trunk and prefer a rotation of
the entire body during the activity;
 Don’t cover too far away distance with the weight;
 During lifting, bend your legs and not your back, do not lift the load above the head, preferring steps
or platforms during the removal of the load from the vehicle if the plan is higher than shoulder height.

RISK 6

STEPPING ON OBJECTS

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Must be well defined pedestrian walkways maintained in good repair and free of materials and
obstructions;
 Provide imperforable footwear;
 Where necessary, the ground provide lighting on all 4 sides the construction site to avoid low visibility
due to shadows;
 The storage area of all the materials needed for the realization of the work and positioning of the fixed
installations must be performed outside of transit routes in so as not to create obstacles to working.

RISK 7

COLLIDING WITH STILL OBJECTS

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Provide for a correct illumination of the working environment;

 Reporting steps at eye level with appropriate signage;
 Must be well defined pedestrian walkways, maintained in good repair and free of materials and
obstructions that may present a risk impact;
 Provide anti slip and imperforable footwear;
 Avoid leaving tools in passages;
 Providing to place them in containers;
 The protruding rods are marked with colored tape and/or tables related to the same provisionally;
 Provide lighting on all 4 sides of the construction site to avoid low visibility caused by shadows;
 The area affected by the works shall be completely enclosed, or enclosed with the progress of the
work to ensure the prohibition of access by unauthorized persons;
 On accesses shall be exposed the signs of prohibition, danger and requirements and the
identification of yard;
 The storage area of all materials for the realization of the work and positioning of the fixed
installations must be performed outside of transit routes in so as not to create obstacles to working, to
have an agent suitable for the handling of loads;
 Use caution when driving speed according to a crawl<
 Must be well defined traffic routes;
 Means, kept in good condition and free of obstacles view to reduce the risk of bumping into objects in
the yard and cause damage to parts the site or to any person;
 Keep a safe distance from vehicles in lifting and moving;
 Do not leave suspended loads.

RISK 8

COLLIDING WITH OBJECTS IN MOTION

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Check all acoustic devices;
 Ensure that the visibility from the driving position is excellent;
 Check that are properly disposed all protection from moving parts;
 Check the paths and maneuvering areas;
 Proceed at reduced speeds;
 For maneuvering is necessary the intervention of staff on the ground;
 Driving the rotating light during the maneuvers for positioning and lifting;
 Delimit the radius of action of the medium;
 Dispose a zone of pedestrian crossing and arrange for its relative safety measures;

 Stabilize the vehicle using the proper equipment and if necessary arrange to extend the support base
with an adequate resistance, announces lifting maneuvers using the special beeper;
 During night work use the proper lighting devices;
 Observe the rules of the ground staff during the lifting and shifting of cargo;
 Avoid, when possible, to move the load above workstations and/or passage;
 Cure instrumentation and controls keeping them clean and free of grease;
 Forbidden to carry out maintenance on moving parts;
 After use, don't leave suspended loads, remove the boom and make sure you have applied the
parking brake;
 It is necessary that the slingers receive the necessary instructions and also know requirements for
hand signals;
 If the slingers are more than one, only one of them can give signals to the manipulator;
 The departure, the subsequent movements and arrests must be gradual and not abrupt;
 The suspended load should not be guided by hand but with ropes and hooks;
 The slinger must perform the coupling and uncoupling only hook latch;
 For the truck: test all audible warning devices, ensure that the visibility from the driving position is
excellent, proceeding at a crawl, for maneuvers require the intervention of personnel on the ground,
activate the Rotating light.

RISK 9

KNOCKED BY OBJECTS OR TOOLS

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Ensure the good condition of the working tool;
 Ensure the good condition of the handle and its attachment;
 Use appropriate buffers while using drills or chisels.
 When using impact tools remove third persons nearby;
 Take a stable and correct position;
 Use gloves, wear shoes with iron tip;
 The protruding shackles must be marked with colored stripes and/or using temporary tables related
to them;
 Ensuring the lighting on all 4 sides the construction site to avoid low visibility caused by shadows.

RISK 10

FLYING FRAGMENTS OR PARTICLES

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES

 During process pay attention to the activity that is taking place respecting the procedures;
 Use protective gloves;
 Use protective masks for the eyes;
 Wear clothes suitable to the work on site;
 Make sure the condition of the working part of each tool;
 Check the status of tool wear at the end the of processing.

RISK 11

ACCIDENTS CAUSED BY LIVING BEINGS

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES


RISK 12

TRAPPED BY OR BETWEEN OBJECTS

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 The protruding rods are marked with colored tape and/or tables related to the same provisionally;
 Only use suitable work clothing and if it equipped with belts or laces make sure they fit snugly and
does not oscillate freely around it;
 Never to open or remove the doors and/or protection screens with shelter function and all devices for
collective protection with shelter function;
 Do the maintenance of the machines only with the engine is off and when they are not bootable by
third parties and when the machine has finished its operation;
 After having commanded the maneuver of booster of the hook is not to be simply released but
accompanied out of the area engaged by equipment or materials, to avoid accidental hooks.

RISK 13

TRAPPED BY TURNED OVER MACHINES, TRACTORS OR
VEHICLES

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES



RISK 14

OVEREXERTION

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Tools or equipment must be kept in bags or attached to a belt to avoid dropping;
 After using all tools place them in the appropriate containers;
 Avoid lifting too heavy loads (>25 kg.);
 Avoid lifting alone bulky loads or load that are difficult to grasp;
 Avoid lifting loads in unstable equilibrium, (stabilize and then unload);
 Be careful to loads which contain something that may shift;
 If the lifting of the load requires twisting or tilting avoid turning your torso trunk and prefer a rotation of
the entire body during the activity;
 Do not cover too far away distance with the weight;
 During lifting, bend your legs and not your back;
 Do not lift the load above the head, preferring steps or platforms during the removal of the load from
the vehicle if the plan is higher than shoulder height.

RISK 15

EXPOSURE TO EXTREME ENVIRONMENTAL
TEMPERATURES

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Wear protective helmet (preferably white);
 Frequently wetting his head to avoid a heat stroke;
 Make available sufficient quantities of drinking water there is a need use sunscreen to avoid skin
burns;
 Use work clothes appropriate to the conditions environment.

RISK 16

THERMAL CONTACT

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Avoid coming in contact with engine parts as they may be hot and cause burns and scalds;
 In case of failure of the vehicle rely on specialized companies which will provide to remove it and
transport to mechanical specialized workshops;
 Use protective gloves when machining heat, or harsh chemicals.

RISK 17

EXPOSURE TO ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 System will be made with a cable protected by a special conduit, deriving it from the existing one, its
declaration of conformity will be issued by the installer;
 Protection against direct contact shall be provided with one of the following ways:
 Protection by insulation of live parts;
 Protection using wrappers or barriers (removable only with the use of a key or a tool);
 Protection by obstacles that prevent the unintentional approach with live parts;
 Protection by SELV or PELV power sources (rated voltage not exceeding 50V ca and 120 cc).
 The use of the differential is recognized as additional protection (not as the only means) against
direct contact in case of failure of other protective measures (a measure of protection by removal is
not planned on site);
 The plugs and sockets must be in accordance with CEI 2312/1, the minimum degree of protection
shall be IP44;
 Plug sockets should be protected by a differential switch of 30mA (max 6 sockets for switches), as
required by CEI 648/7;
 Plug sockets should be protected by residual current devices operating no more than 30mA, or be
powered by SELV circuits, or be protected by electrical separation of circuits, with each outlet plug
powered by a separate transformer (CEI 648/7 );
 The flexible cables of appliances (reels and multiple tablets) should be H07RNF, or its equivalent for
the purposes of water resistance and abrasion;
 This cable (balanced) has a nominal voltage of 450/750V and an insulation made with natural rubber
or
synthetic rubber (styrene, butadiene or policroroprene);
 The power lines will not have to go through passageways for vehicles or pedestrians, or have a
minimum height flight path mt. 4.70 in the case of passage of motor vehicles or mt. 2.00 for the
walkway, or, if laid in earth, must be adequately protected against mechanical damage;
 Must be counted a device for switching the emergency power supply for all users for whom it is
necessary to stop all the active conductors to avoid the danger;
 The disconnecting power supply must be able to be locked in the open position or by padlock or
placed within a casing locked;
 According to the statistical indices of the geographical place where lightning occurs on site and in the
amounts of the metal mass present, the system designer will determine whether or not the necessary
protection against lightning, which shall comply with CEI 81  1;
 In the yard is required to realize an effective earthing system whose electrical resistance is
coordinated with protective equipment;
 For TT plants, without their own transformer substation should be realized the following condition:
Rt x IΔn≤25 V
with
Rt = Earth resistance in ohms
IΔn = value of the current intensity of intervention in 5 seconds of the protective device

 All electrical panels for the distribution of electricity on construction sites must comply with the
requirements of European standard EN 604394 and CEI 1713/4 and must be provided with the
declaration of conformity according to the memorandum no. 3 of CENELEC;
 The rated voltage of the panels are regarded by those standards must not be greater than 1000V in
ac and 1500V in c.c;
 For security reasons, whatever the number of panels, is obligatory to try to get the maximum
possible level of selectivity of the protections;
 Every panel, regardless of the function performed, must have:
 in entry a disconnecting device with the ability to lock in the open position in addition to a
device for protection against overcurrents, not strictly necessary if the protection is ensured
by an upstream device;
 in exit, one or more circuits
 individually protected against overcurrent and indirect contact, not strictly necessary if the
protection is ensured by an upstream device.
 In addition to this panel must meet the following regulatory requirements:
 be suitable for installation in hard to reach places while maintaining the vertical position;
 be provided with appropriate tools for lifting and transport;
 have terminals suitable for repeated connections;
 have a minimum degree of protection IP44 with the exception of the internal front panel
which may have a minimum degree of protection IP21 when it is protected by a door which
still ensures a minimum degree of protection IP44 to the outside;
 have the cables coming out of the framework at a distance from the ground sufficient to
ensure a correct radius of curvature.
 The particular conditions of work impose, for plug sockets used on construction sites, some
specific requirements:
 must have a minimum degree of protection IP44 guaranteed with the plug both connected and
disconnected from the mains;
 a sufficient degree of protection against impacts;
 must be of industrial type complying with EN 60309 (IEC2312);
 The reel should be of industrial type conforming to IEC 61316 with the following minimum
requirements:
 shall be protected by current thermal protector incorporated in order to prevent overheating
with both wrapped and unwrapped cable;
 the cable should be H07RNF (or equivalent) with section not less than 2.5 mm2 if the reel is 16
A, 6 mm2 if 32 A and 16 mm2 if 63 A;
 must indicate the name or mark of manufacturer, the rated voltage, and the maximum power
drawn with both wrapped and unwrapped cable.
 In addition to these reels are also used cables Extenders (extensions) that will have them with
industrial type plug outlets with minimum degree of protection IP67.;
 The cable must have the following minimum:
 be H07RNF (or equivalent) with section not less than 2.5 mm2 for sockets with extensions 16
A, 6 mm2 for sockets with extension 32 A and 16 mm2 for sockets with extension 63 A;
 Power cables should be suitable to mobile installations (H07RNF or equivalent);
 In performing this step must be carried while meeting the requirements refer in support cards listed

and attached to the previous plan;
 The earthling system must be single for the site and connected to the sink of atmospheric
discharges, must be made in closed loop to maintain the equipotential of the masses in case of
accidental cutting of a conductor;
 The sink grounding must be appropriate to the nature and condition of the ground to ensure a
resistance not exceeding 20 ohms for user installations up to 1000 volts;
 For higher voltages, the sink must have adequate resistance to the safety and special facilities;
 The elements sinks underground must be made of a material the more corrosion resistant and can
be positioned at a depth not less than 70 cm;
 The main node of the system of grounding must be realized by means of a clamp or a bar which will
be connected to the grounding conductors all the metal structures to be connected to earth through
conductors equipotential section of not less than half that of the main conductor of the system;
 All units of class I must be connected to the grounding system;
 Class II equipment should not be connected to the ground;
 The system of protection against atmospheric discharges shall be connected to ground;
 The connections between the various parts must be made properly, their section shall not be less
than 35 mm2;
 To avoid direct contact is necessary to verify that the active parts have adequate insulation at rated
voltage of the system;
 To avoid coming in contact with internal engine parts, in case of failure to rely on skilled workers,
notify the person responsible for any malfunctions or dangers that could occur during the use of the
machinery;
 During maintenance operations ensure that the engine is off;
 Training and information on first aid measures:
 in case of electrocution of the operator avoid touching it directly in an attempt to secure it, but
rather, seek with rods or sticks of insulating material (eg wood) with which try to remove it from
power source,
 first aid practices (unblocking airway, artificial respiration and heart massage) should be
implemented only by skilled persons or who received appropriate training;
 operations must be repeated (though apparently they may seem unnecessary) until the arrival
of a doctor;
 run the installation and maintenance with power off (switch open);
 Check the bearing surface of the generator set and floodlights and possibly provide for its
consolidation;  Install the generator set and the spotlight at a safe distance from excavations and from
flammable materials;
 Install the generator set and the spotlight as far as possible from jobs (noise) and keep the hood
closed;
 The work must be done "energized", which is upstream dissecting the system, locking the switch
open and verifying the absence of tension;
 Connect the generator set to an electrical panel switch breaker equipped with differential of 0.03;
 Provide the necessary information to perform a proper manual handling of heavy and bulky loads;
 In this phase, workers must wear helmets, safety shoes, gloves and appropriate clothes;
 Entrust the electrical connections by a qualified or adequately trained worker;
 Put the spotlight at the 4 corners of the lot in order to reduce shadows;
 On how to use the equipment please refer to the machinery of this document;

 On how to use the equipment, please refer to the equipment section of this document;
 To avoid direct contact verify that the active parts have adequate insulation system rated voltage,
wear dielectric gloves;
 Components of electrical systems should have a differential switch (GFCI) on occasions;
 No provision for the grounding of the system;
Training and information on first aid measures:
 in case of electrocution of the operator avoid touching it directly in an attempt to secure it, but,
using sticks or rods of insulating material (eg wood);
 try to move it away from the source energy;
 the practice of first aid (unblocking airway, artificial respiration and heart massage) should be
only undertaken by experienced staff or those who received appropriate training;
 operations must be repeated (though apparently they may seem unnecessary) until the arrival
of a doctor;
 run the installation and maintenance with power off (switch open);
 Mark with safety signs the occurred inserting of the power supply;
 Perform all the operations review as listed in the operation and maintenance booklet and only when
the switch is open and closable accidentally by a third party;
 Avoid coming into contact with internal engine parts;
 In case of failure rely on skilled workers, notify the person responsible for any malfunctions and
dangers might occur during the use of machinery;
 Make sure during the maintenance operations of the engine being turned off;
 In case of fire extinguishers use exclusively those on which is indicated "CAN BE USED ON
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES IN TENSION";
 Do not throw water on electrical parts exposed;
 Report any loss of the water and stop work if the loss is facing electrical parts;
 Ensure the good condition of the organs that constitute the electrical system;
 Signal every failure of electrical components;
 Indicate the presence of exposed wires;
 Ensure that there are no power lines interfering the movement area of the vehicle;
 Perform all maintenance works of the machine as is shown in the owner's manual of the vehicle and
always after ensuring that the engines are turned off and not bootable from third accidentally;
 The work must be carried out tension;
 It is necessary to check that it operates out of power by providing a suitable instrument to measure
the voltage;
 Portable power tools must be double insulated and not connected to the grounding system;
 Mobile and portable power tools used in restricted conductive locations must be powered by low
voltage (50V maximum provided by safety transformer);
 The temporary lighting to perform the work may be obtained by using portable electric lamps
powered by low voltage (50V maximum provided by safety transformer);
 Check the wear of tools and their use that will satisfy and verify that the attachment between the
handle of wood and the metallic elements;
 With power electric tools must be used with an insulated handle;
 Make sure beforehand that the equipment is fit for manual work, working and in good condition;
 To avoid direct contact verify that the active parts have adequate insulation at rated voltage of the
system;  In case of failure rely on skilled workers, notify your manager of any dangers or malfunctions
that may occur while using the tool;

 Training and information on first aid measures:
 in case of electrocution of the operator avoid touching it directly in an attempt to secure it, but, to use
sticks or rods of insulating material (eg wood) with which try to remove it from power source;
 The practice of first aid (unblocking airway, artificial respiration and heart massage) should be
implemented exclusively by experienced staff or those who received appropriate training;
 Operations must be repeated (though apparently they may seem unnecessary) until the arrival of a
doctor;  Run the installation and maintenance with power off (switch open);
 Verify that the tool is double insulated (220 V), or fed at very low voltage (50 V), but not electrically
connected to earth;
 Verify that the tool is double insulated (220 V), or fed at very low voltage (50 V), but not electrically
connected to the ground;
 Check the integrity and insulation of cables and power plug;
 Check the functionality of the tool;
 Verify that the tool is of suitable conformation;
 Shut off the power supply during work breaks;
 Do not obstruct the passages with the power cord;
 Report any malfunctions to the site manager;
 Disconnect the electrical connection of the tool;
 Thoroughly clean the tool

RISK 18

EXPOSURE TO RADIATION

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES


RISK 19

EXPOSURE TO HARMFUL SUBSTANCES

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Avoid direct contact with all chemicals used in processing;
 Do not breathe the product directly but use a protective mask for respiratory purposes dust cover
with filter;
 Use a protective mask for the eyes, wear gloves, wear overalls;
 Use said devices also before and after processing: pay attention to whether the substance used is
reactive with water;
 Keep all cleaning products and chemicals used in processing away from heat sources;
 No smoking during refueling of machinery.

RISK 20

CONTACT WITH CAUSTIC OR CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Avoid direct contact with all chemicals used in processing;
 Do not breathe the product directly but use a protective mask for respiratory purposes dust cover
with filter;
 Use a protective mask for the eyes, wear gloves, wear overalls;
 Use said devices also before and after processing: pay attention to whether the substance used is
reactive with water;
 Keep all cleaning products and chemicals used in processing away from heat sources;
 No smoking during refueling of machinery.

RISK 21

EXPLOSION

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Turn off the engine when refueling;
 Avoid smoking and ensure that there is the presence of open flames;
 Inform the manager for any malfunctions, perform all maintenance of the machine as is shown in the
owner's manual of the vehicle and always after making sure that the engines are turned off and not
bootable by third parties accidentally;
 The work must be carried out of tension;
 Portable electric tools must be double insulated and not connected to the ground;

 Mobile and portable power tools used in restricted conductive locations need to be powered by low
voltage (50V maximum provided by safety transformer);
 The temporary lighting to perform the work may be obtained by using portable electric lamps
powered by low voltage (50V maximum provided by safety transformer);
 Check the wear of tools and their use that will satisfy and verify that the attachment between the
handle of wood and metal elements;
 Power electric tools must be used with an insulated handle;
 Make sure beforehand that the equipment is fit for manual labor, working and in good condition.

RISK 22

FIRE

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Turn off the engine when refueling;
 Avoid smoking and ensure that there is the presence of open flames;
 Inform the manager for any malfunctions;
 Perform all maintenance of the machine as is shown in the owner's manual and always after making
sure that the engines are turned off and not bootable by third parties accidentally;
 The work must be carried out tension;
 Portable electric tools must be double insulated and not connected to the ground;
 Mobile and portable power tools used in restricted conductive locations need to be powered by low
voltage (50V maximum provided by safety transformer);
 The temporary lighting to perform the work may be obtained by using portable electric lamps
powered by low voltage (50V maximum provided by safety transformer);
 Check the wear of tools and their use that will satisfy and verify that the attachment between the
handle of wood and metal elements;
 With power electric tools must be used with an insulated handle;
 Make sure beforehand that the equipment is fit for manual labor, working and in good condition;
 Do not smoke or use open flames adjacent to processes that include the use of reactive and
flammable substances .

RISK 23

RUN OVER OR HIT BY VEHICLES

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Control all the lights and acoustic devices;
 Make sure that the visibility from the driving position is excellent;
 Make sure they are properly disposed all the protection from moving parts;
 Check the paths and maneuvering areas, proceeding at a crawl;
 For maneuvers it is necessary the intervention of staff on the ground, driving the rotating light during
the
maneuvers of positioning and lifting of the means;

 Delimit the radius of action of the medium and have a zone of pedestrian crossing;
 Arrange for its relative safety measures;
 Stabilize the vehicle using the proper equipment and if necessary provide to extend the support base
equipped with adequate resistance;
 Announces lifting maneuvers using the appropriate acoustical signal device;
 During night work use the proper lighting;
 Observe the rules of staff on the ground during the lifting and displacement of the medium.

RISK 24

NON TRAUMATIC PATHOLOGIES

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Avoid working nearby machinery turned on so as not to get in touch with the exhaust gas;
 Wear protective masks for the respiratory tract;
 Perform all the operations of maintenance of the machine according to what reported in the booklet
of use and maintenance of the vehicle;
 Pay attention the substance used is reactive with water;
 Keep cleaning products and chemicals used in manufacturing away from sources of heat, naked
flames;
 Do not inhale the product directly but use a protective mask for respiratory filter;
 Use protective masks for the eyes;
 Wear, in case of extremely bad conditions (wind, repeated movements of vehicles in the
construction site ...) mask for respiratory and eyes, wear respiratory masks also in processes that
include the use of substances that can release dust into the air during use.

RISK 25

“IN ITINERE”

PREVENTIVE AND PROTECTIVE MEASURES
 Run the journey safer and more immediate;
 Avoid taking alternative routes in the case in which one moves by a means must be complied with
traffic rules and speed limits.

10.8. COLLECTIVE PROTECTIONS TO USE
The TEAM are responsible for providing, implementing, and maintaining group protection up to
its final disassembly or up until the end of construction. The HSE Coordinator implements and
maintains these tools. Subcontractors can implement group protection in agreement with and
under the responsibility of the TEAM. All of the group protection implemented by the company on
the construction site must be described in detail in its ISHPP.
Group protection must be designed and constructed to meet the following general principles:
 Always be implemented prior to the onset of any risk;
 Be adapted and sufficient to allow for the completion of various works safely and without
dismantling by the Contractor, by its subcontractors or by companies called on to succeed him
on the portion of the work in question.

Unless prior special agreement, only the Contractor in charge of maintenance of a temporary
group protection will be authorised to disassemble it. However, group protection can only be
disassembled in the following situations:
 Elimination of the risk related to the advancement of work
 Definitive group protection of the overall work is in place and is sufficient for the remaining
work
 Another temporary device of equal efficiency is implemented. (A procedure should be
established in the ISHPP by the company which falls into this category)
If at the conclusion of the Contractor’s work, one or more risks still remain on the structure, the
conditions set forth above will apply. The latter must implement group protection in consultation
with the TEAM concerned, which are called on to succeed.
All construction workers whose interventions require the removal of group protection
implemented by the TEAM must implement, after agreement from the Project Supervisor and
the TEAM involved, replacement equipment suitable to carry out its work, ensuring effective
group protection. It also ensures maintenance until the end of the construction or until the
replacement of initial protection.
Safety devices implemented by a company for its personal use (scaffolding, nets, barriers, etc.)
or group protection shared with other companies can only be moved or changed by those who
originally installed them.
Safety railing and lifeline , grounding system, rcd .
● Fall protection equipment required
During disassembly of the scaffolding will use the following equipment:
 special safety belt comprising, besides the harness, an organ retention provided with
brake dissipation of energy or retractable device, a rigid guide to be applied horizontally
to the uprights of the scaffolding interior immediately above or below the crosspieces of
support of the deck, an organ anchor sliding along said guide, provided with an
attachment for the seat belt.
All components of the equipment will be considered to be constructed, in any particular
state of the art, using suitable materials of features detected according to the prescribed
standards of good practice, taking account of the dynamic stresses are subjected, in the
case of intervention of the equipment.
It’s compulsory for workers to use protective equipment. Will be applied in particular to
workers during use of the equipment referred to in this Regulation wear, such as
additional personal protective equipment, suitable helmet with chin strap shoes with
flexible soles and nonslip gloves.
Fall protection equipment used must appropriately verified and reported in the

documentation of the plan.
● Rope slings
With fullbody harness energy absorber
UNI EN 354.355 EN 361
For fall arrest systems for fall protection systems:
Ensure consistent use of PPE by all staff working.
For the transposed plan to use a cart, whereas for a 2wheel maximum load is 100 kg.
ca, while the 4wheel is 250 kg. Only in exceptional cases you can lift on the stairs, and in
any case, you must use specially designed trolleys.
Posture: do not collect or store objects on the ground or above head height.
The range must be included, preferably from the shoulder height and the height of the
knuckles (considering arms held at your sides). If it is unavoidable to lift the weight from
the ground, perform the action by bending your knees to torso straight, with one foot
placed ahead of the other to maintain a better balance.
The sampling area and the deposit must be angled to each other by a maximum of 90 °
(this way you avoid unnatural twisting of the torso) if you need to make a major arc, turn
the body using the legs.
To make sure that the sampling plan and that of deposit are approximately the same
height (preferably between 70 and 90 cm. From the ground).
To place an object on the top is advisable to use a stable base (ladder, stool, etc..) And
avoid arching your back.
Every time you handle heavy construction material rough surface (wood, bricks, cement
bags, etc..) and when using tools (hammer, knife, trowel, etc..), must be taken to avoid
contact with the human body same.
In the presence of vehicles in circulation in the yard or in the immediate vicinity, it will be
necessary to provide for the installation of appropriate safety signs, wear high visibility
clothing and, where appropriate, prepare a person for traffic control and signaling
necessary.
Avoid storage of materials near the edges or in areas at risk.
● Fencing
Our fence made with plastic orange ribbon set up joint base plastic as “new jersey”
hashed our site operation, so they will be entry only the authorized people.
● Lifeline
The horizontal life line will be installed in our cover protector to load and to assemble the
roof and the pv panels:
1  harness with thigh and braces conforming to uni en 361;
2  a device complies with retractable conforming to en 3532;
3  over the roof we will assemble a horizontal life line.

● Water supply
In our stocking area we are going to have our water supply.

10.9. INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION RESOURCES TO USE
The workers work must use the following PPE with “CE”:
● Gloves mechanical risks (EN 388420 Compliant)
● Helmet (Meets EN 397) (white or yellow)
● Safety shoes with puncture sole (According to UNI EN 345344)
● High visibility protective clothing, hearing protection, helmet
● Cutresistant polyethylene or ABS Building Protection Level S3, UNI EN 397 EN 388.420
345.344 UNI EN
● Shockresistant, electrically isolated up to 440 V
● Protective gloves against mechanical risks, Pierce, and slipping fast metal tip.
a) Signposting of the risks

NAME:
Forbidden up and down from scaffolding
LOCATION:
On scaffolding

NAME:
Forbidden to throw materials from the scaffolding
LOCATION:
On scaffolding

NAME:
Forbidden pass or stay
LOCATION:
Near of the lifting equipment and scaffolding

NAME:
No smoking
LOCATION:
in places where smoking is prohibited for hygienic reasons or to
prevent fires

NAME:
No open flame
LOCATION:
In all places where there is danger of fire or explosion

NAME:
Extinguishing any flames with water is prohibited
LOCATION:
Near of electric cabins, wheer exist conductors, electrical
machinery and equipment under voltage and near the fueling
pumps.

NAME:
Access denied
LOCATION:
Close the working area accesses

NAME:
Is forbidden to remove the protection elements
LOCATION:
On machinery, electric cabinet with devices for shelter

NAME:
Danger
LOCATION:
Wherever it is necessary to specify a danger not reportable with
other signs. It’ usually supplemented by a written explanation of
the danger exists (complementary signal).

NAME:
Electrical danger
LOCATION:
Cabinet, cables, lines, machinery.

NAME:
High voltage
LOCATION:
Near the electric cabins etc. Where exist conductors, electrical
machinery and equipment under voltage. On barriers, defences,
shelves placed at protections of circuits.

NAME:
Danger of explosion
LOCATION:
In areas where materials are stored and where their residues
could evaporate by heat or humidity creating explosive mixtures.
In fueling areas.

NAME:
Corrosive or caustic substances
LOCATION:
In the places of storage of corrosive substances used for
cleaning.

NAME:
Danger of fire
LOCATION:
In deposits of liquid detergents. In fuel storage areas. In rooms
with electric accumulators.

NAME:
Forklift in motion
LOCATION:
Near operating range of forklift.

NAME:
Suspended loads
LOCATION:
In the action areas of crane

NAME:
Risk of tripping
LOCATION:
At the entrance of working area

NAME:
Danger of falling
LOCATION:
Near the opening. Near scaffolding and roof.

NAME:
Danger of falling material
LOCATION:
In the areas of action of the crane. At the areas of climb and
descent of the loads. Under the scaffolding. Close to work on the
roof.

NAME:
Machinery in motion
LOCATION:
Close the range of action of machinery

NAME:
Eyes protection
LOCATION:
In the workplace, near a manufacturing or at the machines where
there is danger of injury to eyes.

NAME:
Head protection
LOCATION:
In workplaces where there is dangerof falling material or from a
collision with dangeropus elements

NAME:
Ear protection
LOCATION:
At the workplace or near the workings of where noise reaches a
level likely to pose a risk of damage to hearing

NAME:
Respiratory protection
LOCATION:
At the workplace where there is the danger of introducing, through
respiration, harmful elements in the form of gas, dust, mist,
fumes.

NAME:
Feet protection
LOCATION:
Where are make works of loading or unloading of heavy materials.
Where corrosive substances may corrode the leather of normal
shoes. When there is danger of puncturing feet (nails, metal
filings, etc.)

NAME:
Hand protection
LOCATION:
In the workplace, at the working or machines involving serious
injury to hands.

NAME:
Protection clothing
LOCATION:
At the entrance of working site

NAME:
Safety belt
LOCATION:
Close to working at heights, scaffolding, roof

NAME:
First aid
LOCATION:
Near the point of first aid

NAME:
Emergency phone
LOCATION:
Near the point of first aid

NAME:
Assembly station
LOCATION:
Near the assembly station

NAME:
Safety exit
LOCATION:
Near escape routes

NAME:
Estinguisher
LOCATION:
Near of a fire extinguisher
Fire Class A, E (with special spray nozzle)

NAME:
Estinguisher
LOCATION:
Near of a powder extinguisher
AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE: fire class A, B, C (close the gas
valve), D (with special powder potassium sulphate), E
POTASSIUM BICARBONATE POWDER: fire class B, C (close
the gas valve), D ( with special powder potassium sulphate), E

NAME:
Extinguisher
LOCATION:
Near from extinguisher
Fire class A, B, E (with spray nozzle), F (with addictive)

NAME:
Estinguisher
LOCATION:
near CO2 extinguisher
Fire class B, C (close the gas shutoff valve), E

NAME:
Hydrant
LOCATION:
Near the hydrants.

NAME:
Connection pumper fire
LOCATION:
Near the connection pumper fire.

NAME:
Fire blanket
LOCATION:
Near the fire blanket

10.10. SAFE WORKING PROCEDURES OF EVERY TEAM MEMBER
According to the safety rules, all decathletes, faculties and contracted staff commit
themselves to avoid or minimize risks related with the work process, including phases of
assembly, maintenance and disassembly of the prototype of the house, considering not only
the risks involving the members
of the team, but also those possibly involving members of the other teams, of the SDE
organization,
of the general public and of all the people in the Villa Solar during the competition.
Before starting construction, team must analyze the risks associated to the work process,
including
phases of assembly, maintenance and disassembly of the prototype of the house.
Before starting construction, all the members of Italian Team must read the Health & Safety
Plan, which aim is to avoid or resolve the risks associated to the assembly, maintenance and
disassembly
processes of the prototype of the house, and must comply with the planned measures
described in this document, concerning the work they’re going to develop.
In this process all the people taking part in the project knows the measures to adopt for the
works and commit themselves to observe those measures, and help the rest of the people on
the same purpose.
Before starting construction, all the members of Italian Team must be trained for the works
that they will be carrying out, in order to avoid or resolve risks, and prevent unexpected
situations.
10.11. MACHINERY AND AUXILIARY RESOURCES
The machinery and auxiliary resources that we will use for our working phases are:
Machinery:

1. Truck
2. Forklift
3. Crane
1. Truck
Machine used for the transportation of vehicles, equipment, tools and construction
materials consisting essentially of a cabin intended to accommodate the driver, and a
caisson.
Risk: Colliding with still objects; Thermal contact; rumor; vibrations; explosion; fire; run
over or
hit by vehicles; fall of objects because they come loose; exposure to harmful substances;
exposure to electric connection.
Protective and preventive measures related to machinery:
● Before using: ensure that visibility from the driving position is excellent, check the
efficiency of braking devices and all the controls in general, check the efficiency of
acoustic and luminous signaling devices, verify that all paths of building site are adequate
for the stability of the medium.
● During use: operate the flashing beacon, not transport people inside the caisson,
passing at lower speeds near of the workplaces, ask for help from ground personnel for
the maneuvers, not to exceed the maximum capacity, not to exceed the maximum size,
position and set the load properly so that it is well distributed, so that it cannot be subject
to shifting during transportation, do not load the bulk material over the height of the banks,
during the refueling stop the engine and do not smoke, report promptly any faults, the
cabs of the machine must be kept closed during working to minimize exposure to noise,
the casing and the lining of moving organs must be kept closed, do not continue to run the
engine during long stops.
● After using: report any operating anomalies, keep clean the vehicle and control elements.
Personal protection equipment:
Gloves
Anti vibration seats
high visibility clothing
Collective protection:
Signposting: no smoking, no open flames, is forbidden to remove the protection
elements, danger, machinery in motion, extinguisher, hand signal, danger of explosion,
danger of fire, electrical danger.
2. Forklift

Machine used for the transportation of materials and consists of a cabin, intended to
accommodate the driver, and a tool (forks) for lifting and transport of materials
Risks: colliding with still objects; inhaling dust; thermal contact; exposure to electric
connections; rumor; vibrations, explosion; fire; run over or hit by vehicles; inhaling fumes,
gasses, vapors; fall of objects because they come loose; exposure to harmful substance;
shearing; trapped by turned over machines, tractor or vehicles.
Protective and preventive measures related to machinery:
● Before using: control the routes and areas for maneuvering, check that all the light and
audible warning devices are functioning normally, so you have the driving position is
excellent, check all devices and controls braking, on site proceed slowly, ask for
intervention of personnel to the ground if you will have to maneuver in confined spaces,
verify that the load is stable on the forklift, otherwise secure it with anchoring systems,
belts or plastic film so as to avoid the loss of components during transportation, the load
should not be placed on the end of the forks, you should never exceed the maximum load
allowed.
during use: announcing the start of the lifting and transportation by the appropriate
acoustic signal, to keep down the forks during the movements with or without the load,
position the load on the forks according to the conditions of the route, without ever
exceeding the maximum load allowed Do not use forks to lift people. avoid move the load
above workstations, instrumentation and controls shall be kept clean and free of grease,
do not perform maintenance on moving parts, turn off the engine when refueling, avoid
smoking and ensure that no flames adjacent to the middle, to report promptly any
malfunctions or anomalies related to the machine or dangers that may arise during
processing.
● After using: Do not leave suspended loads in an elevated position, bring down the
position of the fork and make sure you have applied the parking brake, do the revision of
the machine as shown in the owner's manual and ever after ensure that the engines are
turned off and not bootable by third parties.
Personal protection equipment: gloves, anti vibration seats, high visibility clothing
Collective protection:
Signposting: no smoking, no open flames, is forbidden to remove the protection
elements, danger, machinery in motion, extinguisher, hand signal, extinguisher, forklift in
motion, danger of fire, danger of explosion, electrical danger.
3. Crane
It is working machinery that consists essentially of a cabin, intended to accommodate the
driver,
and a lifting device driven directly by the said cabin or by a specific location.

Risks: colliding with still objects; exposure to electric connections; thermal contact;
rumor;
vibrations; explosion; fire; inhaling fumes, gasses, vapors; fall of objects because they
come loose; exposure to harmful substance;
Protective and preventive measures related to machinery:
● Before using: control the operation of all audible and visual signal devices, check all
brake devices, make sure that the visibility from the driving position is excellent, make
sure they are properly arranged all the protection from moving parts, check all paths and
operating areas _ of the vehicle, during the lifting maneuvers lifting turn on the rotating
beacon, to stabilize the vehicle with appropriate stabilizers, and, if necessary to provide
for enlarging the supporting bases must be respected, the inflation pressure and should
be inserted into the parking brakes before lifting, prior to any movement verify that the
load or the arm can not collide with fixed or temporary structures; during use: announce
the beginning of the lifting and transport using the appropriate beeper, during night work
using the proper lighting, lifting and unloading must be carried out with the ropes in a
vertical position, follow the provisions of the ground staff during the lifting and
displacement of the load, to avoid routing the load above the work stations and/ or
passage, takes care of the instrumentation and controls keeping them always clean and
free of grease, do not perform maintenance on the moving parts, turn off the engine when
refueling, avoid smoking and ensure that no open flames in the adjacent of machinery,
inform the Supervisor of any malfunction and/or abnormalities during the during
operation, during the shift with suspended load is necessary to maintain the same as
close as possible to the ground;
● After using: do not leave suspended loads, remove the telescopic arm and make sure
you have applied the parking brake, do all the maintenance of the machine as reported in
the owner's manual of and even after having ensured that the engines are turned off and
not bootable by third parties
Personal protection equipment: helmet, anti vibrations sits, ear protection, high
visibility clothing.
Collective protection:
Signposting: forbidden pass or stay, no smoking, no open flames, is forbidden to
remove the protection elements, electrical danger, danger of explosion, danger of fire,
danger of falling materials, ear protection, extinguisher, handle signs, suspended load.
Auxiliary resources:
1. Manual equipment
2. double ladder
3. Simple ladder
4. Rolling scaffolding
5. Electric screwdriver

6. Electric drill
7. Portable power tools
8. Handsaw
9. Trestle deck
10. Hooks, ropes, clamps
11. Individual platform
1. Manual equipment
Substantially constituted by a share destined the handle, in wood or steel, and' another,
variously
shaped to the specific function carried out.
Risks: Punctures, cuts, abrasion; knocked by object or tools; flying fragments or
particles; inhaling dust, vibrations, rumor.
Protective and preventive measures related to the equipment:
● Before using: ensure the good condition of the working tool, make sure the good
condition of the handle part and its effective attachment.
● During use: Use appropriate buffers if using tools with sharp points and/or chisels,
distance yourself from third parties, adopt a correct and stable posture, never leave the
tools in passage areas but place them in appropriate containers.
● After using: Place the tools in their containers verifying its usury.
Personal protection equipment: shoes with iron reinforced point and antipuncture
sole, gloves, respiratory protection, ear protection
Collective protection:
Signposting: hand protection, feet protection, protection clothing, ear protection,
respiratory protection.
2. Double ladder
Equipment obtained by the conjunction of two simple ladders joined at their extremities
and
equipped with a opening regulator.
Equipment risks: Fall of person at different level; fall of objects because of
manipulation; trapped by or between objects; fall of objects because of collapse.
Preventive and protective measures related to the equipment:
● Before use: certify that the ladder has no constructive defects, verify that the ladder, the
anchoring elements and the antislip components are in good conditions, verify that the

steps are appropriately fixed and stable, verify that the poles are appropriately fixes with
the vertical posts, do not use metal ladder when near an electrical outlet or electrical line,
verify that the ladder is equipped with appropriate resistance chains or any other
component placed to avoid the opening of the ladders outside their security limit, climb to
the top platform of the ladder only if the vertical posts are extended at least 60cm over the
platform, do not install the ladder in pedestrian or vehicle passage areas or near
doorways that open toward the exterior, the ladders that are placed in unstable soil must
be placed in a onepiece panel, is prohibited to use ladders that come with wood
elements used to replace regular steps. The top of the ladder should be solid,
nonslippery and fixed to both vertical posts.
● During using: is forbidden to use a double ladder as a simple ladder, the ladder should
be stable and properly fixed to the ground, if this is not possible, the ladder’s foot must be
held by a third person that will guarantee its stability during the whole operation, avoid
standing on the ladder in a straddle position, avoid bending over the ladder, the ladder
must be used one person at a time, avoid moving the ladder when a person in on it, the
ladder must not be used if not for its original functional purpose, all tools and other
equipment must be placed in a bag or a belt to avoid them to fall and to enable the
person to have his hands free, during climbing or dismounting always face towards the
ladder.
● After using: inform the supervisor if there are any abnormalities in the ladder, store the
ladder in a dried place protected from exterior elements, leave the ladder in a stable
position, during maintenance relay on a specialized technician when is needed and
establish a maintenance schedule.
Personal protection equipment: protective Helmet, gloves, antislip shoes.
Collective protection:
Signposting: danger of falling, danger of falling material, danger, access denied, head
protection,
feet protection.
3. Simple ladder
Equipment obtained by the conjunction two vertical posts joined by a series of fixed
horizontal element equally distanced. Is used to overcome differences in levels and
heights or to perform temporary interventions at nonreachable heights: mounting and
fixing of elements in high places, climbing to provisional work areas, finishing works and
technical work.
Risks: Fall of person at different level; fall of objects because of manipulation; trapped by
or
between objects; fall of objects because of collapse.

Preventive and protective measures related to the equipment:
● Before using: the ladder should not be over 15mt, if is longer than 8 mt it must be
equipped with a middle support element, the ladder must at least be 1mt over the access
level (is allowed to continue with only one fixed post), the ladders used to access further
levels can not be placed one on top of the other, the distance that the ladder must
maintain from the vertical wall is equal of ¼ of its’ length, the ladders that are placed in
unstable soil must be far away from the passage areas, verify that the steps do not
present defects (perform a periodic check). Verify that there are no cracking or chipping
in the steps or the poles, verify the condition of all the ladder components before using
the ladder, verify the anchoring systems, the mod poles, the soil poles, the ice poles and
any the poles for any other material
● During use: if you use a ladder not bounded it must be retained at the base by another
worker, if is not possible to hook the scale provide for attaching the seat belt to a rung of
the ladder, lateral movements of the scale are prohibited if a worker is present on it,
avoid the use of ladders excessively protruding above the level of arrival, both in the
descent and climb always use the ladder turning towards it, is not permitted the
simultaneous presence of 2 or more workers on it, choose a ladder according to the kind
of work. Ladders should be stable and constrained during use. Do not place ladders in
passageways or against vehicles or close opened doors. The ground plane at the base
of the ladder must be flat, nonslip and of adequate strength, may place the ladder on a
table of distribution in to fairly distribute the ground pressure. If the ground is on a slope
use the adjustable support devices, or another suitable systems. The ground plane on top
of the ladder must be strong, nonslip and place with both posts. It is forbidden place the
ladder at rods, at the corners of buildings or in their immediate neighborhood or in any
positions that may be invested electric wires. For the execution of works on scales that lie
along the same piles must be fitted with a suitable support. For access to roofs must the
ladder overflows at least 1.00 m from the access plan. The tools and working instruments
should be stored in bags or attached to a belt to avoid dropping and have your hands
free.
● After using: Place the ladder in dry, ventilated and sheltered from the weather positions,
leave the ladder in a stable position, is forbidden repair of broken pegs with wooden
strips nailed on the uprights. Service the ladder specialized company according to a
predetermined program and whenever necessary (indications of the verifier),
immediately notify the responsible for any and all anomaly.
Personal protection equipment: protective element, gloves, antislip shoes.
Collective protection:
Signposting: danger of falling, danger of material falling, danger, do not access, head
protection,
feet protection.
4. Rolling scaffolding

Small scaffold that can be moved at work allowing rapid intervention. It consists of a metal
frame called "castle" which can reach up to 15 m. inside the castle there are different
plans at different levels of work. Access to the work surfaces takes place through hand
ladder that connect the different level.
Risks: Fall of person at a different level; fall of objects because of manipulation; fall of
person at
the same level; stepping on objects; knocked by objects or tools; punctures, cuts,
abrasions; trapped by or between objects; fall of objects because of collapse;
Preventive and protective measures related to the equipment:
● Before using: Must be provided to the worker proper personal protective equipment
and in particular the helmet must be equipped with chin strap as useful to anyone who
must carry out work at height where it is unable to instantaneously retrieve of the helmet.
Demarcate the work area with signaling tape. Prohibit access to unauthorized persons to
the work. During discharge of material prohibit the approach of the personal and third
parties mediating alerts and barriers. Check in advance the load capacity of the support
base possibly has elements of the load splitter. The assembly process must be done by
a practical, in good physical condition personal and under the direct supervision of a
responsible. During assembly workers must use a seat belt anchored to a rope stretched
between two posts. Use appropriate equipment to the task and give the
necessary instructions on how to use. Must be sized to resist to the load, the oscillations
while traveling, the wind actions (tip). Ensure the perfect flatness and verticality of the
structure and, if possible, share the load of the deck on the ground by means of large
tables. The stability, with or without elements grafted, must also be ensured without the
deactivation of the wheels, up to the height and for the use which can be used. The
structure must be attached to the base of the device for the control of horizontality. The
width should be large enough to resist to the load and providing security to the tip. The
maximum height, measured from the supporting surface on the top floor of the work, must
be equal to m 15.00. Do not add superstructures. Outside the great
heights and bridges must be anchored to the building at least every two floors. The
scaffolding with a height exceeding 6.00 m. are equipped without riggers. To prevent the
extension is provided a block of the junction with and vertical elements, horizontal
diagonal. The work plan shall include a perimeter parapet with toe board at least 20 cm
high. On the base element is inserted a plate showing the data and the salient features of
the scaffolding, in addition to the safety and use. Carefully follow the instructions and
directions provided by the manufacturer. The sliding surface of the wheels must be
compact and level. The wheels must be made of metal, of a diameter not less than 20
cm, a width at least equal to 5 cm, and must be accompanied by the locking mechanism.
Wedges, or stabilizers, should block the wheels with the bridge in place. Check the good

state of preservation and maintenance of elements, joints and connections.
● During use: the scaffolding must be made of materials high quality and maintained in
perfect condition for the entire duration of the work. To access the various walking
surfaces must be used stairway access regulatory. If the ladders have a slope greater
than 75 ° should be protected with a back guard, or take a fall arrest device to connect to
the seat belt. it's allowed the use of hatches of passage. Avoid absolutely installing on
scaffolding lifting equipment, before moving the scaffolding make sure nobody is above
it, the tools and instruments should be stored in bags or attached to a belt to avoid
dropping and keep your hands free.
● After using: Check the good state conservation and maintenance of elements, joints
and connections.
Personal protection equipment: protective element, gloves, antislip shoes, safety belt
with brake device dissipation of energy.
Collective protection: parapet, toe board
Signposting: hands protection, feet protection, protective clothing, danger of falling,
danger of
material falling, danger, do not access, forbidden up and down from scaffolding,
forbidden to throw materials from the scaffolding, forbidden pass or stay, access denied,
danger, safety belt.
5. Electric screwdriver
Manual electric tools
Risks: exposure to electric connection; knocked by object or tools; punctures, cuts,
abrasions;
Thermal contact
Preventive and protective measures related to the equipment:
● Before using: Check that the tool is double insulated (220 V), or fed to very low voltage
(50 V), the tool do not connect electrically to the ground. The equipment must be used
according to the instructions owner's manual. Check that on tool is applied the label
stating the noise level emitted Check the state of tension of the structure upon which it will
work Check that the drill is suitable for the type of work. The openings for cooling placed
on the handle and motor frame are clean and free. Before using the tool on working site
check the condition of every part. Check the efficiency of all devices to reduce noise and
vibration produced by the tools. Set all devices and measures to limit the problem of dust
and gases produced from processing. Monitor the effectiveness and the proper securing
of guard in general and protection devices. Check that the control switches incorporated
into the tool is reliable and allow you to easily and safely starting and stopping. The

transformer primary winding must be separated and completely isolated from the
secondary winding. The transformer must be positioned so that the operator does not
come into contact with the receptacle relative to its power supply. Check the integrity of
the insulation of power cables in the tool and those used for the provisional lead. The
cables should be positioned so as not to obstruct the job. Check that the plugs are not
damaged. Check that the joints of extensions rest on dry surfaces. Before making
connection to the switchboard check that the switch upstream of the power outlet is
"open". In the operations carried out tools, hand or motor, which can cause to the
projection of splinters or dangerous materials, you must set up screens or take other
measures to prevent the projected material might cause damage to people. In work in
wet or high humidity areas, must not be used portable electric tools with voltage
exceeding 50 volts to ground.
● During use: Turn the power supply during work breaks. Not to obstruct the passage with
the power cable. Report any malfunctions to the site manager. It's forbidden:
 Clean, oil or grease the components or elements of it in motion;
 repair or adjust moving parts;
 Carry out any repairs without prior permission of their superiors;
 The approach, the parking and transit of nonprofessionals at the workplace;
Workers must not modify or remove any safety devices installed without the permission of
a superior. Employees must notify their superiors whenever they become aware of any
danger during the operations. Check that workers not involved in processing does not
reactivate, inadvertently, technological systems (electricity, gas, water) near the
workplace. Do not replace the tip with the tool under tension; Make any changes only if
the tool is off. which can be dragged in rotation by the tool tip, must be restrained by
clamps or other appropriate means; Produce a correct pressure on tool in the processing
steps. Do not touch the tip just finished working as it is very hot. Workers must notify The
Supervisor in case someone feels a slight "shock “working with the tool. Protect the
power cord, and his attacks on the switch. Do not touch electrical cords, attacks, and
switches with wet hands or standing with your feet wet. The cable must not be bent or
twisted, or hooked over sharp edges or hot materials or be left on dirt floors of cement
oils or fats. Remove the plugs from the sockets holding branch for its handle and pulling
the power cord connected to it. Guarantee a bright light at work.
● After using: Remove the electrical connection of the tool. Thoroughly clean the tool.
Before performing any maintenance or repair must be removed from power equipment.
Interrupt power to "drill", pulling the plug whenever they stop working, even for short
periods. Turn off all switches. Wipe the tool and all ancillary equipment. Check the tool in
all its parts and it is damaged during use. Tools must be stored in a dry place and locked.
Leave the workplace in order.
Personal protection equipment: dielectric gloves
Collective protection: RCD
Signposting: danger, electrical danger, hand protection, feet protection, protection

clothing, ear
protection
6. Electric drill
The drill is a machine tool, used to make holes or processes that require the use of
circular tools,
such as twist drills, reamers, males, the dies.
Risks: exposure to electric connection; knocked by object or tools; punctures, cuts,
abrasions;
trapped by or between objects; inhaling dust, rumor, vibrations; thermal contact.
Preventive and protective measures related to the equipment:
● Before using: The equipment must be used according to the instructions owner's
manual. Check that on tool is applied the label stating the noise level emitted Check the
state of tension of the structure upon which it will work Check that the drill is suitable for
the type of work. The openings for cooling placed on the handle and motor frame are
clean and free. Before using the tool on working site check the condition of every part.
Check the efficiency of all devices to reduce noise and vibration produced by the tools.
Set all devices and measures to limit the problem of dust and gases produced from
processing. Monitor the effectiveness and the proper securing of guard in general and
protection devices. Check that the control switches incorporated into the tool is reliable
and allow you to easily and safely starting and stopping. The transformer primary winding
must be separated and completely isolated from the secondary winding. The transformer
must be positioned so that the operator does not come into contact with the receptacle
relative to its power supply. Check the integrity of the insulation of power cables in the
tool and those used for the provisional lead. The cables should be positioned so as not to
obstruct the job. Check that the plugs are not damaged. Check that the joints of
extensions rest on dry surfaces. Before making connection to the switchboard check that
the switch upstream of the power outlet is "open". In the operations carried out tools,
hand or motor, which can cause to the projection of splinters or dangerous materials, you
must set up screens or take other measures to prevent the projected material might
cause damage to people. In work in wet or high humidity areas, must not be used
portable electric tools with voltage exceeding 50 volts to ground.
● During use: It's forbidden:
 Clean, oil or grease the components or elements of it in motion;
 repair or adjust moving parts;
 Carry out any repairs without prior permission of their superiors;
 The approach, the parking and transit of nonprofessionals at the workplace;
Workers must not modify or remove any safety devices installed without the permission of

a superior. Employees must notify their superiors whenever they become aware of any
danger during the operations. Check that workers not involved in processing does not
reactivate, inadvertently, technological systems (electricity, gas, water) near the
workplace. Do not replace the tip with the tool under tension; Make any changes only if
the tool is off. The pieces to be drilled with the drill, which can be dragged in rotation by
the tool tip, must be restrained by clamps or other appropriate means; Produce a correct
pressure on tool in the processing steps. Do not touch the tip just finished working as it is
very hot. In case of blockage of the tip should stop the drill, remove it and inspect it before
resuming work. Workers must notify The Supervisor in case someone feels a slight
"shock “working with the tool. Protect the power cord, and his attacks on the switch. Do
not touch electrical cords, attacks, and switches with wet hands or standing with your feet
wet. The cable must not be bent or twisted, or hooked over sharp edges or hot materials
or be left on dirt floors of cement oils or fats. Remove the plugs from the sockets holding
branch for its handle and pulling the power cord connected to it.
Guarantee a bright light at work.
● After using: Before performing any maintenance or repair must be removed from power
equipment. Interrupt power to "drill", pulling the plug whenever they stop working, even for
short periods. Turn off all switches. Wipe the tool and all ancillary equipment. Check the
tool in all its parts and it is damaged during use. Tools must be stored in a dry place and
locked. Leave the workplace in order.
Personal protection equipment: dielectric gloves, hear protection
Collective protection: RCD
Signposting: hand protection, feet protection, protection clothing, ear protection
7. Portable power tools
Instrumentation battery powered.
Risks: exposure to electric connection; knocked by object or tools; punctures, cuts,
abrasions; shearing, inhaling dust; rumor, vibrations; flying fragments or particles, thermal
contact.
Preventive and protective measures related to the equipment:
● Before using: Check that the tool is double insulated (220 V), or fed to very low voltage
(50 V), the tool do not connect electrically to the ground. The equipment must be used
according to the instructions owner's manual. Check that on tool is applied the label
stating the noise level emitted Check the state of tension of the structure upon which it will
work Check that the drill is suitable for the type of work. The openings for cooling placed
on the handle and motor frame are clean and free. Before using the tool on working site
check the condition of every part. Check the efficiency of all devices to reduce noise and

vibration produced by the tools. Set all devices and measures to limit the problem of dust
and gases produced from processing. Monitor the effectiveness and the proper securing
of guard in general and protection devices. Check that the control switches incorporated
into the tool is reliable and allow you to easily and safely starting and stopping. The
transformer primary winding must be separated and completely isolated from the
secondary winding. The transformer must be positioned so that the operator does not
come into contact with the receptacle relative to its power supply. Check the integrity of
the insulation of power cables in the tool and those used for the provisional lead. The
cables should be positioned so as not to obstruct the job. Check that the plugs are not
damaged. Check that the joints of extensions rest on dry surfaces. Before making
connection to the switchboard check that the switch upstream of the power outlet is
"open". In the operations carried out tools, hand or motor, which can cause to the
projection of splinters or dangerous materials, you must set up screens or take other
measures to prevent the projected material might cause damage to people. In work in
wet or high humidity areas, must not be used portable electric tools with voltage
exceeding 50 volts to ground.
● During use: Turn the power supply during work breaks. Not to obstruct the passages
with the power cable. Report any malfunctions to the site manager. It's forbidden:
 Clean, oil or grease the components or elements of it in motion;
 repair or adjust moving parts;
 Carry out any repairs without prior permission of their superiors;
 The approach, the parking and transit of nonprofessionals at the workplace;
Workers must not modify or remove any safety devices installed without the permission of
a superior. Employees must notify their superiors whenever they become aware of any
danger during the operations. Check that workers not involved in processing does not
reactivate, inadvertently, technological systems (electricity, gas, water) near the
workplace. Do not replace the tip with the tool under tension; Make any changes only if
the tool is off. which can be dragged in rotation by the tool tip, must be restrained by
clamps or other appropriate means; Produce a correct pressure on tool in the processing
steps. Do not touch the tip just finished working as it is very hot. Workers must notify The
Supervisor in case someone feels a slight "shock “working with the tool. Protect the
power cord, and his attacks on the switch. Do not touch electrical cords, attacks, and
switches with wet hands or standing with your feet wet. The cable must not be bent or
twisted, or hooked over sharp edges or hot materials or be left on dirt floors of cement
oils or fats. Remove the plugs from the sockets holding branch for its handle and pulling
the power cord connected to it. Guarantee a bright light at work.
● After using: Remove the electrical connection of the tool. Thoroughly clean the tool.
Before performing any maintenance or repair must be removed from power equipment.
Interrupt power to "drill", pulling the plug whenever they stop working, even for short
periods. Turn off all switches. Wipe the tool and all ancillary equipment. Check the tool in
all its parts and it is damaged during use. Tools must be stored in a dry place and locked.
Leave the workplace in order.

Personal protection equipment: dielectric gloves
Collective protection: RCD
Signposting: danger, electrical danger, hand protection, feet protection, protection
clothing.
8. Handsaw
It is a tool suitable for cutting wood or other materials, view to divide a piece of material
into smaller parts according to the desired measurements. Consists of a toothed blade
fixed on a support to allow their manual use.
Risks: Punctures, cuts, abrasion; knocked by object or tools; flying fragments or
particles; inhaling dust, vibrations, rumor; shearing
Protective and preventive measures related to the equipment:
● Before using: ensure the good condition of the working tool, make sure the good
condition of the handle part and its effective attachment.
● During use: Use appropriate buffers if using tools with blade, distance yourself from
third parties, adopt a correct and stable posture, never leave the tools in passage areas
but place them in appropriate containers.
● After using: Place the tools in their containers verifying its usury.
●
Personal protection equipment: shoes with iron reinforced point and antipuncture
sole, gloves, respiratory protection.
Collective protection:
Signposting: hand protection, feet protection, protection clothing, ear protection,
respiratory protection.
9. Trestle deck
It consists of wooden boards of adequate size, supported by trestles usually made of
metal.
Risks: Fall of persons at different level; trapped by or between objects; colliding with still
objects.
Preventive and protective measures related to the equipment:
● Before using: Ensure the integrity and proper installation of the boarding, the distance
of each tables and the good conditions of the trestles, make the perfect flatness of the
deck. Must always rest on solid ground and compact. The width of the deck should not
exceeds 90 cm. During the assembly and disassembly of the bridge on trestles must be
present a person skilled in the various stages of processing, the boards must have a

thickness of 5 cm.
● During use: The use of trestle decks on a scaffold or one above another is forbidden,
load the bridge trestle only with equipment needed for processing. The maximum height
allowed is m. 2. Install regular guardrails.
● After using: restricting access to the facility to nonexperts.
Personal protection equipment: helmet, shoes with iron reinforced point and
antipuncture sole, gloves.
Collective protection:
Signposting: hand protection, feet protection, protection clothing, risk of tripping.
10. Hooks, ropes, clamps
Risks: knocked by objects or tools, fall of objects because they come loose; fall of
objects because of manipulation.
Preventive and protective measures related to the equipment:
● Before using: Ensure that the equipment conforms to standards. The equipment must
have, in relation to the needs of work safety, the necessary requirements for strength and
suitability and be maintained in good repair and efficiency. Work equipment must be
installed, used and disposed so as to reduce risks to their users, and for other people.
The hooks must be provided with latch or be shaped so as to prevent uncoupling of
ropes, chains and gripping organs. The hooks must be undamaged and free of signs of
wear, damage and lesions. Lifting accessories must be chosen according to the loads to
handled, gripping points, attachment tackle, weather conditions and taking account the
mode and configuration sling. Combinations of multiple lifting accessories must be
clearly marked so users are aware of its characteristics where such tackle is not
dismantled after use.
They must have a resistance equal to '80% of that of the rope:
Diameter (mm)
(cm)
from 5 to 9
from 10 to 16,5
from 18 to 26

N of terminals
3
4
5

Distance
6
10
16

The hooks have to indicate their maximum permitted capacity.
● During use: Equipment used for the harness of the loads, must be carried out using
appropriate means to prevent the fall of the load or its displacement. The hooks for lifting
appliances must be equipped with devices latch or be shaped so as to prevent
uncoupling of the ropes, chains and other holding devices.
● After using: The ropes and chains must be audited quarterly.

Personal protection equipment: gloves, helmet
Collective protection:
Signposting: Hand protection, Head protection.
11. Individual platform
10.12. PLANNED MEASURES IN CASE OF ACCIDENT
a) First aids
Problems caused by unexpected situations, which might lead to accidents and injuries,
cannot be completely excluded.
In order to be sufficiency prepared for such cases and to immediately have effective
problem solutions available, the security concept also includes first aid, medical prevention
and emergency management, so that in case of emergency a fast and competent
treatment of injured persons is guaranteed.
All team members will take part in a first aid training before the beginning of the
competition, but
only some of them will be firstaiders.
In each shift there will be at least one first aider, so that greater safety on the construction
site is ensured.
The most important topics to know are:
 making emergency calls;
 breath control;
 blood circulation and cardiovascular arrest;
 cardiopulmonary massage;
 resuscitation;
 stabilization;
 wound care;
 providing care in the event of serious bleeding;
 injuries of the body trunk;
 bone fractures;
 thermal and chilling damages;
 poisoning;
 cauterization;
 providing care in the case of intoxication;
 acute diseases;
 recovering people.
To make emergency calls, the most important information to know are:
 The next police station (address and telephone number)
 The next fire department (address and telephone number)

 The next hospital (address and telephone number)
 The next doctor (address and telephone number)
 The contact of the officer (telephone number)
 Location of the sanitary facilities (address)
 Location of the next gasstation (address)
The main safety procedures concerning of this accidents are to immediately help the
injured person and to keep him/her out of the danger zone, in case of electric shock
accident to cut off the electric power, in case of mechanical equipment accident to stop the
machine operating, in case of skin contact to remove any contaminated clothing.

b) First aids bag
In order to provide fast help on the construction site in the event of emergency, a first aid
bag containing basic equipment will be accessible to every team members.
Considering the French standards the first aid kits will have the following filling:
 sterile gauze
 adhesive tape
 adhesive bandages in several sizes
 elastic bandage
 pure cotton medicinal elastic bandage
 antiseptic wipes
 soap
 antibiotic cream (tripleantibiotic ointment)
 antiseptic solution (like hydrogen peroxide)
 hydrocortisone cream (1%)
 normal saline
 acetaminophen and ibuprofen
 tweezers
 sharp scissors
 safety pins
 disposable instant cold packs
 sterilization washing swabs
 sterilization (normal) swabs
 calamine lotion
 alcohol wipes or ethyl alcohol
 thermometer
 plastic gloves (at least 2 pairs)
 blanket (stored nearby)
c) Preventive medicine

All team members will do all the necessary medical examinations before the beginning of
the competition and immunisation will be observed, like the vaccination for tetanus.
Each worker will have a medical certificate that proves their capabilities to work with an
appropriate health. This certificate should be done to the responsible that would be
designed, at least 1 month before the competition and should have less than six months. If
it is not the case the worker could not enter on the construction site.
Team members can also store their own medication in it.
If a team member require acute medication (because of allergies or diabetes), the security
manager
will be informed about that before the stay in Versailles with a list with the respective
information about the concerned team members. Thus, in case of emergency, the supply
with the suitable personal medication is ensured and a fast and competent reaction is
guaranteed in urgent situations (such as allergic shocks), so that greater safety on the
construction site is ensured.
It is important for the health protection to have preventive medicine for smaller diseases
like:
 a conventional cold: medicine drops for throatpain,enough tissues, antipyretic
medicine
 dry noses: herbal or seawater nasal spray
 sunburn/sunstroke: highlevel sunscreen for all members during the competition,
hats or
caps, cold packs in a cool bag near or at the working site
 insect bites: if necessary a lotion against insects
 dehydration: enough bottled or drinking water
 sickness/stomach flu: medicine
Voltaren and other pain relievers
 disinfection spray, germicide
d) Accident victims evacuation
The most important thing to do when an accident occurs is to stop working immediately to
avoid the possible danger.
In case of Emergency:
 in case of accident if it is possible to reach the victim, only first aider trained will
administer proper first aid if required;
 do not move the victim unless there is a need to evacuate the space;
 in the event of an accident necessitating more than standard first aid, call 112 and
notify team and competition organizers as soon as possible;
 give information about the workplace location and the nature of the emergency;
 verify safe access to the victim (check for exposed electrical wires, damaged or
unstable flooring
around victim, noxious fumes or explosive gas etc.);

 first responders should clear a path to the victim. Others should direct emergency
personnel to the scene;
 assist professional medical responders when they arrive;
 inform the victim’ supervisor.
Victims, who are able to walk, will be brought to the central helping point accompanied by
at least one other teammember. Victims, who aren’t able to walk anymore, will be brought
to the tent on construction site or to the ambulance. During this transport, another person
(for example the Health&Safety Officer) has to call or contact the health service
immediately.

WHAT TO DO IF THERE IS AN ACCIDENT
(Decree n° 79 228 of 20 March 1979)
PROTECT, ALERT, PROVIDE FIRST AID
THINK BEFORE ACTING
To avoid worsening the situation:
PROTECT
 Yourself
 The victim(s)
 Others (for example by informing those around, marking out the area, cutting off electricity
etc.)
Leave someone near the injured person(s)
INFORM OR GET SOMEONE TO INFORM

 Whoever the Project Supervisor has put in charge of HSE
 First aiders on site
Immediately: ALERT EMERGENCY SERVICES
FIRST AID
While awaiting the arrival of emergency services, do not move any injured person(s) except if
there is an
imminent danger, comfort the victim(s), cover the victim(s), and do not give them anything to
drink.

GENERAL INSTRUCTION IN CASE OF FIRE

A detailed evacuation concept for emergency cases will be described in the building
emergency evacuation plan.
10.13. RISKS IDENTIFICATION FOR POSSIBLE LATER WORKS
M.1  PV CLEANING
 Fall of persons at a different level
 Fall of persons at the same level
 Fall of objects because of manipulation
 Fall of objects because they come loose
 Stepping on objects
 To collide with still objects
 Trapped by or between objects
 Overexertion
 Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures
 Thermal contact
 Exposure to electric connections
 Exposure to harmful substances
 Contact with caustic or corrosive substances
 Explosion
 Fire
 Accidents caused by living beings
M.2  PV CONTROL/REPLACEMENT
 Fall of persons at a different level
 Fall of persons at the same level
 Fall of objects because of collapse

 Fall of objects because of manipulation
 Fall of objects because they come loose
 Stepping on objects
 To collide with still objects
 Knocked by objects or tools
 Flying fragments or particles
 Trapped by or between objects
 Overexertion
 Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures
 Thermal contact
 Exposure to electric connections
 Explosion
 Fire
 Accidents caused by living beings
 Non traumatic pathologies
M.3  WINDOWS CLEANING
 Fall of persons at the same level
 Fall of objects because of manipulation
 Fall of objects because they come loose
 Stepping on objects
 To collide with still objects
 Trapped by or between objects
 Overexertion
 Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures
 Thermal contact
 Exposure to electric connections
 Exposure to harmful substances
 Contact with caustic or corrosive substances
 Accidents caused by living beings:
M.4  HOUSE CLEANING (AFTER THE PUBLIC TOUR)
 Fall of persons at a different level
 Fall of persons at the same level
 Fall of objects because of manipulation
 Stepping on objects
 To collide with still objects
 Knocked by objects or tools
 Overexertion
 Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures
 Thermal contact
 Exposure to electric connections

 Exposure to harmful substances
 Contact with caustic or corrosive substances
 Explosion
 Fire
 Accidents caused by living beings
 Non traumatic pathologies
M.5  ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE
 Fall of persons at a different level
 Fall of persons at the same level
 Knocked by objects or tools
 Flying fragments or particles
 Overexertion
 Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures
 Thermal contact
 Exposure to electric connections
 Explosion
 Fire
 Accidents caused by living beings
 Non traumatic pathologies
M.6  WATER SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
 Fall of persons at the same level
 Fall of objects because of manipulation
 Stepping on objects
 To collide with still objects
 Knocked by objects or tools
 Trapped by or between objects
 Overexertion
 Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures
 Thermal contact
 Exposure to electric connections
 Exposure to harmful substances
 Contact with caustic or corrosive substances
 Non traumatic pathologies
M.7  INSPECTING/CLEANING OF ALL THE DRAINAGE HOLES AND DRAINS TO
PREVENT BLOCKAGE OF FLOODING
 Fall of persons at the same level
 Fall of objects because of manipulation
 Stepping on objects
 To collide with still objects

 Knocked by objects or tools
 Trapped by or between objects
 Overexertion
 Exposure to extreme environmental temperatures
 Thermal contact
 Exposure to electric connections
 Exposure to harmful substances
 Contact with caustic or corrosive substances
 Accidents caused by living beings
 Non traumatic pathologies
10.14. USEFUL PLANS AND INFORMATIONS FOR POSSIBLE LATER WORKS
M1. PV CLEANING;
M2. CONTROL / REPLACEMENT PV PANELS;
The maintenance plans to keep clean and to control the correct functioning of the SOLAR
PANELS,
from the accumulation of leaves, other debris and from the losses resulting from stormwater, and
removing and replacing not working panels with working ones.
A periodic inspection and maintenance can ensure the safety of the panel and the best
performance of
the photovoltaic system.
To organize CLEANING OF SOLAR PANELS, we projected about a lifeline on the skylight
coverage.
A hidden steel tie strength on the three side of the house will permit to work on safety, in fact the
worker with his harness can carry out this processing.
This perimetral device will also be the perfect cleaning of the roof of the skylight structure.
M3. WINDOWS/SKYLIGHT CLEANING;
The maintenance plans to keep the skylight clean and free from the accumulation of leaves and
other
debris. A periodic inspection and maintenance can ensure the best lighting and the care of our
site.
To organize the cleaning of solar panels, we projected about a lifeline on the skylight coverage.
A hidden steel tie strength on the three side of the house will permit to work on safety, in fact the
worker with his harness can carry out this processing.
This perimetral device will also be the perfect cleaning of the roof of the skylight structure.
M4. HOUSE CLEANING AFTER THE PUBLIC TOUR;
Every time a public tour will be end, our hostess and stewards will clean our prototype until to
have
a very health and safety place where the public tour will be start again.
In every special occasion as a dinner or defined lunch we’ll take care of our site.
We are interesting to have a perfect house in which we are going to be able to invite all the
people in

a perfect and cleaning way.
M5. ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE;
We are not talking about sporadic maintenance, relating to the intervention with the event of
failure.
The maintenance program provides periodic processes that allow a proper system operation.
The safety of facilities identifies the user as its objective to ensure and to protect from risk of
electrocution and fire hazards.
A scheduled maintenance of all the components of the system can ensure the safety of the
same, such
as a periodic inspection of electrical panels, during which it is necessary to verify the tightening
of
the terminals, connections, etc. ..
The documents for the purpose of a good management of the system are:
 The user manual;
 The maintenance manual;
 The maintenance program.
M6. WATER SYSTEM MAINTENANCE;
We are not talking about sporadic maintenance, relating to the intervention with the event of
failure.
The maintenance program provides periodic processes that allow a proper system operation.
A scheduled maintenance of all the components of the system can ensure the safety of the
same, for example with periodic inspections to the system.
M7. INSPECTING /CLEANING OF ALL THE DRAINAGE HOLES AND DRAINS TO
PREVENT BLOCKAGE OF FLOODING;
Many may be damage caused by winter and spring rains. The programmed inspection and
cleaning of the drainage holes permit to prevent blockage of flooding.
The maintenance plans to keep clean and free from the accumulation of leaves and other debris
from
all the basins, the drains and gutters, since the losses resulting from inadequate stormwater
runoff
are always relevant: infiltration, formation of moss and mold, deterioration of walls, roofs and
floors.
The catch basin, protected by gratings and manhole covers can be cleaned with a powerful jet of
water, after removing the speaker covers and collected, with the shovel or trowel, accumulations
of
leaves and debris.
Do not forget also an adequate cleaning of the external paving and ramp, during which the
material
should be collected and removed before proceeding with the cleaning, and of the gutters that
are released manually by what clogs.
So the scale is well positioned and stabilized, and we can work safely with the assistance of
someone.

10.15. ADOPTED SYSTEM FOR THE LEVEL OF HEALTH AND SAFETY CONTROL
DURING WORKS
In order to organize cooperation and coordination of our activities and exchange of information,
foster the undertaking, we had an ordinary meeting with the Coordinator for the execution of the
work to perform the tasks of our house.
Periodically, the Coordinator for the execution of the work performed inspections of work in the
pipeline which attended the technical directors of the carer and the performers, in order to verify
the implementation of the provisions contained in the PSC and the correct application of the
relevant work procedures, and any other breach of regulations regarding health and safety at
work.
UPDATES
Every day the team met to check the progress of the work and for the implementation of
procedures
for coordinating and defining possible actions to perform in the future, expected before the start
for
particular occupational hazards.
10.16. FORMATION AND INFORMATION ABOUT HEALTH AND SAFETY
For the purposes of education, training and information for decathletes involved in the
competition
under construction and installation of prototype is therefore expected is:
 a training course on prevention of risks of construction of the duration of 16 h sched
uled for january 2425, 2014;
 a first aid training course on the duration of 12 h scheduled for february 78, 2014;
 a course of practical oriented training site to be held on March, 2014 of 8 h, following the
assembly of the prototype test of operations at the factory company sa Rubner Haus Chienez to
Ehrenburg, Bolzano involving the decathletes;
 a course of education of the duration of fire prevention 8 h intended for February 1, 2014.
Competent medical: Francesca Pofi
We reserve the right to send to purchasing the certificate of training and appointment on the
persons
responsible for emergency first, first aid and fire prevention.
ORGANIZATION OF EMERGENCIES AND HEALTH PRESIDIUM
Health care facilities

Living and sanitary premises:
Such premises are setup during the preparation phase and are maintained throughout the
entire construction period. The site includes and offers:
 The development of a company platform (clearing, grading, fencing, portal access, servicing of
land, connection to temporary networks, bilayer coating on geotextile)
 Parking area for personal staff vehicles. This area must be illuminated, clearly marked out,
distinct from the parking area for construction equipment and have a direct access from public
roads
 Construction site premises
 Bathrooms, showers, wash basins, cloakroom shared by all stakeholders (Project Supervisor +
subcontractors) provided for construction site staff (taking into account the changes in
personnel)
 Shared refractory areas (Project Supervisor + subcontractors, TEAM + subcontractors)
The table below details the provisions applicable to companies in the field of onsite hospitality
management.

The restrooms shall be sized so as to take into account the presence of any female staff.
It is forbidden to smoke in all public construction site facilities.
Signs reminding staff about this ban shall be posted on the premises by the installer.
Sanitary installations:
Portapotties setup and maintained by the Project Supervisor will be provided for use by
personnel in the construction site area close to the construction in progress for all project
phases.
Drinkable and industrial water:
The Project Supervisor is responsible for:
 Defining the needs and installing specific stations for the distribution of fresh drinkable water
within the work zone sheltered from the elements
 Defining and settingup stations of industrial water for the construction site phase

 Indicating with signage the nondrinking water stations on the construction site
Health presidium
For this site, just keep a packet of meditation and contain what is indicated in the standard and
as
specified in the explanatory memorandum.
Cleaning
Installations and furniture for the dressing rooms, bathrooms, latrines and hygiene services in
general
and welfare for workers must be maintained in a state of scrupulous maintenance and cleaning
by
the employer. In turn, employees must use with care and ownership of the facilities, installations,
equipment and furnishings for services.
In the office and washrooms shall be a fire extinguisher and a package of medication, possibly
near a
water source with the following content (DM 388/2003):
• a tube of soap powder;
• a bottle of gr. 250 of denatured alcohol;
• three vials of cc. 2 of 1% iodine alcohol;
• Two vials of cc. 2 of ammonia;
• preparation for burns;
• a roll of adhesive plaster from m. 1 x cm. 2;
• two gauze bandages from m. 5 x cm. 5 and a by m. 5 x cm. 7;
• ten bags of 5 hydrophilic gauze sterilized cm. 10 x 10;
• three packages of gr. 20 of absorbent cotton;
• Three safety pins;
• A pair of scissors;
• instructions on how to use these principles to administer first aid and waiting for the doctor.
Each company must provide first aid box with their medication and its workers responsible
(all.IV
pt.5.5 D.Lgs. N. 81 of 09/04/2008).
The contractor shall provide, for the duration of the work, the office building site, a telephone to
communicate
with the 118 or other emergency services, accessible to all operators.
PROCEDURES OF EMERGENCY
Weather conditions
The instructions and technical documentation will be given the weather conditions at which, in
relation
to their activities, the work will be stopped.

The maximum wind speed allowed for not to interrupt the assembly work on site will be
determined
taking into account the surface area and weight of the elements as well as the particular type of
lifting
device used.
As a rule lifting appliances will not be used if the wind speed exceeds 60 km/ h.
Moreover, this limit will be conveniently reduced in the case of lifting of largearea light elements
such as panels of coating or covering elements.
Where it is planned atmospheric discharges, due to thunderstorms in progress that may affect
the area
of work, operations will be immediately suspended.
Instability during installation will be evaluated promptly by the responsible actions that have
reinforced
the temporary support or tools, if necessary, immediate evacuation of the danger zone.
First Aid
The purpose of first aid is to implement measures ensuring the survival signaling of the case and
preparing the injured for the waiting ambulance.
It should also protect the victim from further harm and preventing new lesions or incorrect clumsy
interventions of third parties.
State of shock
The state of shock is a fall of blood pressure, can be caused by a strong loss of blood, by a
violent
emotion, by a strong pain, by a sharp trauma, severe dehydration, circulatory insufficiency, etc..
Main events: marked pallor, weak pulse with beats and frequent cold and clammy skin, chills,
cold
sweat to the forehead, agitation, etc..
Interventions: check pulse and breathing, the subject lay supine, cover it in relation to weather
conditions in place and keep the legs off the ground. If the person is unconscious, place it in a
safe position, if not breathing is critical artificial respiration. Position Security shock: if conscious
place the patient supine with legs raised and head down to facilitate the flow of blood to the
brain. You must not: put the casualty in a sitting position, or attempt to walk or give him to drink
alcohol.
Head injury
Due to a blow to the head that may have caused a fracture of the skull bones.
Signs: Loss of consciousness more or less intermittent, weak pulse, different diameters of the
pupils,
nausea or vomiting, agitation. The fracture of the skull base can be detected by blood leaking
from
his ear.

Interventions: cover with sterile bandages to wounds to the head and keep warm on the subject,
not
giving him a drink, even if the victim does not show external signs of injury and is alert, still
waiting
for the ambulance. See if you can breathe, placing one hand on the chest at the last rib side of
the
abdomen, if the subject breathes spontaneously, place in recovery position with great caution, if
not
breathing, give artificial respiration by releasing the airways.
Recovery position: (casualty is unconscious and breathing with pulse present), if you are sure
that
there is no injury to the spine and waiting for the ambulance arrives, laid on its side, head
extended
(reclined all ‘reverse) to promote good breathing, open mouth directed towards the ground to
facilitate
the escape of liquids that could cause choking, bent leg, an arm folded so as to provide support
for
the head. In case of leakage of blood from the ear, place the patient on the side of the lesion so
that
the blood out freely.
Burns
The severity of the burn is determined by the degree and area of the body concerned; the
extensive
burns to more than 1/3 of the body are very serious.
Signs: Skin redness and pain (1 degree); strongly reddened skin and the presence of blisters,
severe
pain (2 degree) necrotic skin brown or blackish, less intense pain because nerve endings have
been
destroyed (3 degree).
Interventions: do not remove the shreds of tissue may be adherent to the skin and avoid any form
of
medication of the burned area, if the burn covers the arts, soak them in cold water to soften the
pain.
Do not puncture blisters, do not use powders or creams, not to disinfect, but protecting burns
from
infection by covering the injured party with sterile material (gauze, towels, etc. ..).
Oppose the state of shock, waiting for the ambulance.
Internal bleeding
It occurs when blood is spilled, or collects in an internal cavity of the body (head, abdomen, etc.
..).

Signs: the trauma is in shock and in some cases there may be bleeding from the mouth, nose or
ears.
Interventions: these are very serious case, the casualty should be placed in the shock position
and
started in the hospital by ambulance as soon as possible. If there is bleeding from mouth, nose
or ears
should be left drained.
External bleeding
Signs: the external arterial blood flows in intermittent stream, and is bright red in color, in the vein
of dark color and comes out at a constant rate and uniform.
Interventions: if the victim of an accident has a bleeding wound must refrain from washing
powder or sprinkle the wound disinfectants and ointments to cover the wound with sterile
material possibly put the wounded in semisitting position, whether conscious or in a safety
position, if unconscious.
Venous bleeding is done by applying a pad on the wound with sterile gauze or a clean
handkerchief, folded several times, stuck to the wound, and then performing a compression
bandage. Do not remove any foreign bodies from the wound stuck (glass, splinters, etc ...), but
pay attention not to sink them in the dressing. In the case of bleeding evident from one limb must
dab by compressing the vein downstream by bleeding respect to the heart.
Then raise the limb so that the wound is located higher than the heart. In the case of arterial
bleeding, proceed as follows: strongly compress the main artery in question to stop the flow of
blood in case of obvious bleeding from a limb, you must press the artery between the wound and
the heart; only as a last resort, if you can not stop the bleeding by other means, you can use the
tourniquet applied to the root of the limb.
A tourniquet of luck can be achieved with strips of cloth. Thus applied the tourniquet stops blood
flow completely, it must be loose for at least a minute every twenty minutes, so remember to
mark the time of placement of the tourniquet to be able to relax regularly.
Injuries to the thoracic cage and respiratory device
May be due to fractures of the ribs or sternum compounded by injuries to the lungs.
Signs: the casualty breathes with great difficulty, lips and nails take on a bluish color, appear the
signs of the state of shock, in extremely serious cases you may have a respiratory arrest.
Interventions: In case of deep wound with a clean flannel or compress, if you are not available to
others, with the palm of your hand, keeping the pressure up to the hospital.
In the case where the injured person has received an injury of the thoracic cage (if conscious)
should ease breathing by placing the subject half seated and forbid drinking and eating.
Stranger body in eye
If the victim has a foreign body in the eye you should avoid rubbing the eye by the victim not to
cause a more serious injury to remove it gently with the tip of a clean handkerchief, taking care
not to penetrate into the bulb if the body is penetrated in the bulb, wrap the eye without removing

the foreign body and bring the victim ophthalmologist.
Fracture of the arts
The fracture is a fracture of a bone, if there is even breaking the skin, a broken says “exposed”.
Signs: violent pain at the slightest movement of the limb, swelling on the injured party,
deformation of the fracture zone, use or inability to move the limb.
Interventions: In the case where the victim has one or more limbs fractured absolutely must not
move the limb and prevent the person moving the tying up with makeshift equipment; after this
operation measures to implement the common shock. In open fractures immobilize the limb
and cover the wound with sterile or clean bendages.
Spine fracture
Signs: The existence of a spinal fracture in a patient is highlighted by the fact that the subject
feels
a sharp pain in the back with inability to perform voluntary movement, has tingling or numbness
in
the limbs.
Interventions: not to change the location of the trauma, making sure it can not be moved until the
arrival of qualified assistance.
Intervene only if the patient is in cardiac arrest  breathing.
Cardiac arrest
In the case of primary cardiac arrest blood flow stops completely, the oxygen does not reach the
most vital organs like the brain, in which the irreversible neurological damage starts about 4
minutes after the arrest. Cardiac arrest can be caused by heart attack, severe bleeding, shock,
trauma with significant hemorrhage. The intervention of the rescuer in the event of cardiac arrest,
which is found by palpation of the carotid pulse, allows you to restore an external cardiac
massage through the bloodstream to adequately protect the brain and other vital organs by
anoxia (lack of oxygen) . In the case of the state of as primary, that is not due to cardiac arrest,
there may be respiratory activity and normal heart.
State of coma
For coma is the condition where the person does not respond to basic commands such as the
request to show the language or to open your eyes, or does not react to simple stimuli like a
pinch or a slap.
The state of coma may be caused by: stroke drug intoxication syncope hypoglycemia shock
epilepsy The rescuer should be taken to maintain adequate airway by counteracting the lowering
of the base of the tongue with the maneuver of hyperextension of the head and place the patient
in a safe position side during the coma can not work the reflexes of coughing and swallowing.
This deficit exposes the patient to the risk of inhalation of regurgitated gastric material eventually
resulting in suffocation. If the person is immobile, you should check the reaction of the pupils:
approaching a narrow light, while the dead man as the pupils are dilated and firm. Intervention:

For proper and effective approach to stop a person with vital functions must follow a predefined
sequence of operations that allows the rescuer not to omit important maneuvers and maintain
the necessary calm even in tragic circumstances. The sequence consists of the following
phases:
• Check the state of consciousness
• Call the nearest emergency center
• Opening of the mouth and check the airway (look, listen and feel)
• Ventilation of department (2 breaths)
• Palpation of the carotid pulse
• Begin CPR (15 compressions)
• Continuation of cycles of cardiac massage and mouth to mouth ventilation ratio 15:2
Coming from a person the victim of an illness you must determine the presence or absence of
consciousness by asking: “How are you?” And gently shaking her shoulder. If there is no
response (comatose) should call the rescue center by providing the following information:
location of the event
description of the calling telephone number of the episode number of people involved conditions
of the victim (conscious, breathing, heart activity). The next step is the evaluation of respiratory
activity.
This analysis requires some preliminary maneuvers: accommodation of the victim supine on
hard surface (floor) opening of the mouth with his fingers crossed for the presence of solid or
liquid material to be removed with a handkerchief and fingers hooked head positioning in
hypertension that is obtained with a hand on the forehead and under the jaw, the maneuver is
intended to lift the base of the tongue that may block the airway. Hypertension of the head and
mouth opening.
At this point it is possible to evaluate the absence of spontaneous respiration approaching the
ear to the mouth of the victim for not more than 5 seconds. From this position you look at the
corner of the eye movements of the chest, listening to breath sounds and feels the passage of
hot air. Evaluation of respiratory ascertained the absence of spontaneous breathing, the rescuer
should perform two rescue breaths slowly blowing about 800 cc (equivalent to a forced) air in the
lungs of the injured with the method that is surrounding with mouth to mouth his mouth, taking
care that the injured finger to plug the nostrils and hold the position of chief hypertensive with
your other hand.
CPR at this stage it may happen not to be able to let air into the lungs of the injured; such case
has to think of a foreign body placed in an area unreachable by the fingers of the rescuer is
needed and the Heimlich maneuver: the physical principle of this operation is based on the
sudden increase in intrathoracic pressure, obtained by means of a compression applied at the
level of the epigastrium (high abdominal area just below the sternum). The sudden increase in
intrathoracic pressure creates a powerful stream of air to the outside which often can mobilize
foreign bodies. The maneuver can be performed with the patient supine, by applying pressure in
an intermittent manner with the hands overlapping at the level of the epigastrium or by grasping
the patient posteriorly and crossing her hands always at the level of the epigastric for effecting
intermittent compressions.

Heimlich Maneuver
After the first two rescue breaths the rescuer should check for the presence or absence of
cardiac activity for no more than palpating the carotid pulse for 10 seconds This maneuver is
performed while keeping the blood pressure of the head with one hand on his forehead and
looking, with three fingers of other hand (excluding thumb) positioned in the space between the
larynx and neck muscles, the presence of the wrist. Palpation of the carotid pulse detection of
the heartbeat pulse is not reliable because in some situations it may be absent although
maintained cardiac activity, but the pulse is easily felt by pressing lightly with the tips of the index
and middle fingers (not the inch) radial artery. Under normal conditions the pulse is generally
between 60 and 80 beats per minute. Having determined that the absence of carotid pulse and
then the condition of cardiac arrest, the rescuer should immediately begin CPR maneuver that is
to compress the heart between the sternum and the column spine. The rescuer puts on his
knees beside the victim, placing your hand superimposed on the lower half of the sternum,
applying the palm of a hand on this point; the other hand is superimposed on the first, all the
fingers are extended and raised to not come into contact with the chest, then with outstretched
arms compress the sternum with enough force to decrease by 45 cm. (80  100 compressions
per minute).
Cardiac massage
Run in this way 15 compressions which is followed by a double rebreathing emergency. The
sequence
of alternating 2 breaths to 15 compressions should be continued until the arrival of the Doctor
and aims to pump enough oxygenated blood to vital organs like the brain, which is thus
protected by anoxia (lack of oxygen) after 4 cycles compressions and ventilations (15:2) the
rescuer should recheck the carotid pulse to ensure the continuation or not of cardiac arrest.
Use of bandages to stand in front of the patient to keep the extended part to be wrapped to
begin the bandage from the bottom and going upward. The head of the bandage will be placed
obliquely upwards, and should be fixed with one or two tight turns make the bandage covering
every lap two thirds of the tour below. The bandage should be carried out so that the dressing is
carried out with a constant pressure to avoid that of the turns are slow and the other too tightly
secure the tail end of the bandage by means of plaster.
Technique of wrapping
To make the dressing of a wound should: Wash with soap and water, preferably, the wound
(letting it bleed a little ‘) and the surrounding skin hydrogen peroxide to disinfect a little extended
to cover the wounds with medicated plaster if the lesion is small. In need of a major injury: put on
the wound a layer of sterile gauze (cotton farms) and, over the cheesecloth, wrap a layer of
cotton gauze and secure with tape (never patch on the wound) to secure the dressing may also
be used the elastic nets of various sizes.
Electrocution

The shock is very serious emergency that can affect various systems and equipment, mostly
depending on the current intensity, the duration of the contact body  conductive path from the
electrical stimulus through the body. During the course of the rescue is important to achieving the
following objectives (immediate phase):
• ensure the safety of the rescuers so that other victims do not add to that already present.
Unplugged
the mains current with a switch, if possible, otherwise remove the victim with means definitely not
conductors (generally not readily available in a short time)
• the passage of current through the body because primitive cardiac arrest and / or respiratory
arrest,
extensive burns and indirect mechanism, fractures, and patients victim of this syndrome typically
have anatomical and functional lesions for which the resuscitation and stabilization be
precocious
and aggressive
• stabilize the very start the cervical spine
• protect only at a later time, any burns and immobilize fractures unstable segments of peripheral
Epilepsy and seizures
The seizure (in its most characteristic and known: generalized muscular rigidity, followed by
more or less rhythmic muscular contractions with loss of consciousness, tongue biting, loss of
urine) is the acute onset of epilepsy. Action: Do not perform any maneuver to insert foreign
objects into the mouth that can damage the teeth, causing bleeding or relocate any hearing;
provide for immobilizing the head and cervical spine to prevent any injuries, remove any objects
close to the patient; frequent monitoring of airway patency.
Poisoning
Is caused by the action of medicines, household substances, chemical plants and spoiled food.
• Poisoning by inhalation typical example is the inhalation of carbon monoxide is a colorless and
odorless and can be produced by stoves, cookers, fires, exhaust gases from the engines badly
oxygenated environments. The patient has headache and dizziness, weakness, skin  nails and
lips can take bright red. What to do: Move to fresh air immediately struck or open doors and
windows, start artificial respiration and give plenty of oxygen, cover and keep warm.
• Poisoning by ingestion of unknown poisons if the poison is unknown, do not induce vomiting if
the patient vomits spontaneously, you must keep them in recovery position and hospitalization
as quickly as possible.
• Poisoning by ingestion of poisons if the poison is known to be a strong acid or an alkali (it can
be inferred from the mouth burned) as muriatic acid, bleach, ammonia, do not induce vomiting.
Apply CPR if necessary and hospitalizing the patient. All electrical neutralization of the toxic
substance must be performed by trained personnel. Trying to give further details as possible
about the type of poison, leading to the hospital any cans, bottles, various containers which can
be considered responsible for the poisoning. Also important is the amount of poison ingested.
Bring the remains of the poison, and any regurgitation of urine samples for analysis.

10. HEALTH AND SAFETY PLAN SPECIFIC TERMS AND
CONDITIONS DOCUMENT
______________________________________________________________________________
____
1. A statement in which the Team commits itself to avoid or minimize the risks
derived from the work process.
2. A statement in which the Team commits itself to envisage the health and safety
demands from all the people taking part in the project (decathletes,
sub-contracted workers, etc.), and in which the Team declares to have considered
those demands in the HS Plan.
3. Complete technical specifications of the collective protections that shall be
used (see Rule 52.7.6).
4. Complete technical specifications of the individual protections that shall be
used (see Rule 52.7.7).
5. A description of the terms and conditions of the Safety Plans that each Team
member has to comply with.
6. A statement that all the Team members have passed specific medical
examinations for the works that they will carry out and have the necessary
qualifications. All Team members shall be properly identified in this statement and
it shall clearly specify that all are of legal age.
7. A statement that the Team has received the specific training to assemble and
disassemble the house that will be exhibited, preventing unexpected risks. All
Team members shall be properly identified in this statement.
8. For contracted staff:
a). Medical examinations of the workers (see item 6)
b). Specific training (see item 7)

c). A statement of compliance with the Health and Safety Plan
d). If necessary, a specific description of the adaptation of their own procedures to
the Health and Safety Plan (see 52.7.3.C).
  

11. DETAILED WATER BUDGET

0

This water budget was done assuming in the worst
case (total absence of rain) the need to draw water for
irrigation from the clear water tank. If we could have
however 20 l of rainwater per day, the amount of clear
water necessary would decrease in 2005,8 liters (2245,8
- 240 liters for irrigation).
Table 1
Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Cooking
Hot water draws
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush
Garden watering
Clothes dryer

0 Table 2
Table 1
Contest days
Clothes
Clothes washer
washer
Dishwasher
Dishwasher
Cooking
Cooking
Hot
Hot water
water draws
draws
Other
Other needs
needs (housework,
(housework, etc..)
etc..)
Dinner
Dinner party
party (drinking
(drinking water)
water)
WC
WC flush
flush
0 Garden watering
Garden watering
Table
1
Clothes
Clothes dryer
dryer

Water related activities

Unit consumption (l/cycle)

49
10,2
3
60
20
10
4,5
20
3

unit produced (l/cycle)

Activities scheduling
Water related activities

1
1
1
1
3
1
0
0
1
1

Unit consumption (l/cycle)

2
1
49
0
10,2
13
2
60
1
20
1
10
0
4,5
1
20
13

Daily cycles
3

With this first table we identify the liters of water used 11
for a single activity, related to different actions (clothes 1
washer, dishwasher, hot water draws with shower, 31
cooking, etc. ..). Regarding the clothes dryer, instead we 0
0
indicate the liters of produced water.
1
Water related activities

4
1
1
1
2
1
1
0
1
1

1
unit produced (l/cycle)
Unit consumption (l/cycle)
Clothes
washer
49
Table
Activities
Table 32
Activities consumption
scheduling
Dishwasher
10,2
Daily cycles
cycle
Daily
Cooking
32
Contest
days
1
33
44
Contest
days
1
2
Hot
water
draws
60
Clothes
washer
49
98
147
196
Clothes
washer
1
1
1
1
Other
needs
(housework,
etc..)
20
Dishwasher
10,2
10,2
20,4
30,6
Dishwasher
1
0
1
1
Dinner
party (drinking water)
10
Cooking
3
6
9
12
Cooking
1
1
1
1
WC
flush
4,5
Hot
water
draws
180
300
480
600
Hot water
draws
3
2
3
2
Garden
watering
20
Other
needs
(housework,
etc..)
20
40
60
80
Other needs
etc..)
1
1
1
Clothes
dryer (housework,
unit produced (l/cycle)
31
Dinner
00
10
10
20
Dinner party
party (drinking
(drinking water)
water)
1
0
1
WC
flush
0
0
0
0
WC flush
0
0
0
0
Table
2watering
Activities scheduling
Garden
20
40
60
80
Garden watering
1
1
1
1
Daily
cycles 998,6
Total
volume
Clothes
dryer from clean water tank
1282,2
1494,2
1776,4
1
Contest
daysbalance
1 282,2
2504,2
3786,4
4
Total water
1018,6
Clothes washer
1
1
1
1
Table 3
Activities consumption
Dishwasher
1
0
1
1
Table 4
Activities waste water production
Daily
Cooking
1
1
1 cycle 1
Contest days
1
2
3
4
Hot
waterdays
draws
31
22
33
Contest
42
Clothes washer
49
98
147
196
Other
needswaste
(housework, etc..)
1 -229
1 -398
1-627
1-796
Grey
water
Dishwasher
10,2
10,2
20,4
30,6
Dinner
partywaste
(drinking water)
0 -31,2
1-54,7
0-85,9
1
Black
water
-119,6
Cooking
3
6
9
12
WC
flush
0-260,2
0
0
0
Grey
water
+
Black
water
-452,7
-712,9
-915,6
Hot water draws
180
300
480
600
Garden watering
1
1
1
1
Other needs (housework, etc..)
20
40
60
80
Clothes dryer
1
1
1
1
Dinner party (drinking water)
0
10
10
20
WC flush
0
0
0
0
Table 3
Activities consumption
Garden watering
20
40
60
80
Water
consumption
(days)
Daily cycle
Total volume from clean water tank
282,2
494,2
776,4
998,6
Contest
days
1
2
3
4
Total2500
water balance
282,2
504,2
786,4
1018,6
Clothes washer
49
98
147
196
Dishwasher
10,2
10,2
20,4
30,6
Table 4
Activities waste water production
Cooking
3
6
9
12
2000
Hot water draws
180
300
480
600
Contest days
1
2
3
4
Other needs (housework, etc..)
20
40
60
80
Grey water waste
-229
-398
-627
-796
Dinner party (drinking water)
0
10
10
20
Black 1500
water waste
-31,2
-54,7
-85,9
-119,6
WC flush
0
0
0
0
Grey water + Black water
-260,2
-452,7
-712,9
-915,6
Garden watering
20
40
60
80
Total volume from clean water tank
282,2
494,2
776,4
998,6
1000
Total water balance
282,2
504,2
786,4
1018,6
liters

In the table 2 you can see the competition days and the
amount of daily cycles for each task to perform.

Table 4

500
2500

Activities waste water production
Water

Contest days
Grey water waste
0 waste
Black water
2000
Grey water
+ Black water
-500
1500

consumption (days)
1

-229
-31,2
-260,2

2

-398
-54,7
-452,7

3

-627
-85,9
-712,9

5
1
1
0
3
1
0
0
1
1

6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

9
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

10
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
1
1

11
1
1
1
3
1
1
0
1
1

55
66
77
88
99
10
11
10
11
245
245
245
294
343
392
441
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
40,8
40,8
40,8
51
51
61,2
71,4
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
12
12
12
15
18
21
24
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
780
780
780
780
780
900
1080
3
0
0
0
0
2
3
100
100
100
120
140
160
180
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1277,8
1317,8
1734,2
2016,4
1
01297,8
0
11420
11512
1
1
5
61317,8
7
81440
91532
10
11
1297,8
1337,8
1754,2
2046,4
1
0
0
1
1 Volume1 clean water
1 tank
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0(l)
1
1
1
1
Cumulated
waste
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
3
0
0
0
0
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
245
245
245
294
343
392
441
1
0 -1025
0
1
1
1
1
-1025
-1025
-1074
-1123
-1292
-1521
40,8
40,8
40,8
51
51
61,2
71,4
0
0 -149,8
0
0-181
0-202
0
1
-149,8
-149,8
-233,2
-266,9
12
12
12
15
18
21
24
0
0-1174,8 -1174,8
0
0
0
0
0
-1174,8
-1255
-1325
-1525,2
-1787,9
780
780
780
780
780
900
1080
1
1
1
1
1 wastewater
1 tank 1
Volume
100
100
100
120
140
160
180
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
1277,8
1297,8
1317,8
1420
1512
1734,2
2016,4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1297,8
1317,8
1337,8
1440
1532
1754,2
2046,4
245
245
245
294
343
392
441
Volume clean water tank
40,8
40,8
40,8
51
61,2
71,4
81,6
12
12
12
15
18
21
24
Cumulated waste (l)
780
780
780
780
780
900
1080
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
100
100 Clothes 100
120
140
160
180
washer
-1025
-1025
-1025
-1074
-1123
-1292
-1521
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
Dishwasher
-149,8
-149,8
-149,8
-181
-202
-233,2
-266,9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1174,8
-1174,8 -1174,8
-1255
-1325 -1525,2 -1787,9
100
120 Cooking140
160
180
200
220
Volume wastewater tank
Hot water
draws
1277,8
1297,8
1317,8
1420
1522,2
1744,4
2026,6
1297,8
1317,8
1337,8
1440etc..) 1542,2
1764,4
2056,6
Other needs
(housework,
Volume clean water tank
Dinner party (drinking water)

12
1
1
0
2
1
0
0
1
1

12
12
490
1
81,6
1
24
0
1200
2
200
1
30
0
00
240
1
2235,6
1
12
2265,6
1 l
2295
1
0
12
2
12
490
1
-1690
81,6
0
-297,1
24
0
-1987,1
1200
1
2110
200 l
1
30
0
240
2235,6
12
2265,6
490
2295 l
91,8
24
1200
12
200
-1690
30
-297,1
0
-1987,1
240
2110 l
2245,8

2275,8
2295 l

WC flush

4

-796
-119,6
-915,6

5
-1025
-149,8
-1174,8

Cumulated waste (l)

Garden watering
7
8
9
10
11
Total volume
water tank
-1025
-1025from clean
-1074
-1123
-1292
-1521
-149,8
-149,8
-181
-212,2
-243,4
-277,1
-1174,8 -1174,8
-1255 -1335,2 -1535,4 -1798,1
Volume wastewater tank

6

Clothes washer

days

8
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

Dishwasher

12
-1690
-307,3
-1997,3
2110 l

2
1
0
1
2
1
1
0
1
1

2
98
10,2
6
300
40
10
0
40
494,2
504,2

2

-398
-54,7
-452,7

Other needs (housework, etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush
Garden watering
Clothes dryer

unit produced (l/cycle)

Table 2

Activities scheduling

20
10
4,5
20
3

Daily
Contest cycles
days

1
1
1
1
3
1
0
0
1
1

2
1
0
1
2
1
1
0
1
1

Daily cycles
3
1
1
1
3
1
0
0
1
1

11. DETAILED WATER BUDGET
4
1
1
1
2
1
1
0
1
1

5

6

7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 11
10
0
01
1
1
1
0
0
1
1 0
3
0
1Multiplying
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
01
the number of liters required for one
cycle
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1 00
of each2 task to
the total
number
of cycles
per
day,0121on
3
3
0
0
0
0 1
1
0
1the 12°1 day of1 the race
0 we will
0 have 1the total
1 quantity
1
Table
3
Activities
consumption
and that
willDaily
1 which
0 is needed
0
0
0 be considered
0
0 to
0 0of water
cycle
Table 1
Water related activities
0size
0 clean 0water
0
03 water
0 5required
Contest
days the
1 0
2 The
4
60
tank,
2245,8
l.
Unit consumption
(l/cycle)
Clothes washer
49
98
147
196
245
1forwasher
1
1 10,2
1
1 245
1
Clothes
49
Dishwasher
10,2 dinner
20,4party
30,6 is 40,8
40,8
the 1evaporation
test1 and the
different
Dishwasher
10,2
Cooking
3 0
6
9
12
12
121
1
1
1
0
1
1
Cooking
3
Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Cooking
Hot water draws
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush
Garden watering
Clothes dryer

8

11 11
1 1
0
1 1
1 00
3 1
1
1
1
0 8
1 294
51
1 15

7
245
40,8
12
780
100
20
0
140
1317,8
1337,8

from the water used in the account of the sizing of the
Water related activities
tank.
Unit consumption (l/cycle)
49 isn’t
The
Daily
cyclewater to fill the tank of heat pump (300 L)
10,2
3counted
4 in water
5
6 because
7 we intend
8
9 transport
10
11
budget
to
Cooking
3
147
196
245
245
245
294
343
392
441
Table
4
Activities
waste
water
production
the2water
tank
fullscheduling
of technique water.
Table
Activities
Hot
draws already
60
Cumulated waste (l)81,6
20,4
40,8
40,8
51 Daily cycles
61,2
Other needs30,6
(housework,40,8
etc..)
20 71,4
The
water
to
fill
the
tank
of
heat
pump
(300
L)
isn’t 24
(drinking water)
10 21
9Dinner party12
12
12
12
15
18
counted
to780transport
WC
flush 600 in water
4,5 900
480
780 budget
780 because
780 we intend
780
1080
Garden
watering already full of technique water.
20
the
tank
60
80
100
100
100
120
140
160
180
Clothes dryer
unit produced (l/cycle)
3
Hot
0 water draws
Hotneeds
water(housework,
draws
Other
etc..)
Table
1 (housework,
Other
needs
Dinner
party
(drinking
water) etc..)
WCDinner
flush party (drinking water)
WC
flush
Garden
wateringwasher
Clothes
Total
volume
from clean water tank
Garden
watering
Dishwasher
Total
waterdryer
balance
Clothes

Contest
daysdays
Contest
Grey water waste
Clothes washer
Black water waste
Dishwasher
Grey water + Black water

Cooking
Hot water draws
Other
10 needs (housework,
20 etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)
0Table
0
WC
flush 2
Garden
602500 watering 80
Clothes dryer

180
20
0
0
20
282,2
282,2

300
40
10
0
40
494,2
504,2

480

6060
2010
100
4,5
60
20776,4
3 786,4

600
80
20
0
80
998,6
1018,6

780
100
20
0
100
1277,8
1297,8

780
100
20
0
120
1297,8
1317,8

780
120
20
0
160
1420
1440

9
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

12
1
1
0
2
1
0
9 0
343
1
61,2
18 1

Contest
776,4 days998,6
Table
Clothes
washer
2000 3
786,4
1018,6
Dishwasher
Contest days
Cooking
Clothes
1500 washer
Hot water draws
Dishwasher
Cooking
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Hot
water draws
1000
party 4(drinking
water)
Other
needs (housework,
etc..)
3Dinner
5
WC flush
Dinner
party (drinking water)
-627
-796
-1025
500
WC
flush watering
Garden
Garden
watering -119,6
-85,9
-149,8
Clothes
dryer

Total volume from clean water tank
-712,9
-915,6 -1174,8
0water balance
Total

Table 3

Table 4

49
10,2
3
180
7 20
0
-1025
0
20
-149,8
282,2
-1174,8
282,2

Cumulated waste (l)
6

-1025
-149,8
-1174,8

Activities consumption

98
147
196
10,2
20,43
30,6
6
91
12
300
480
600
0 9 80
40
60
8
0
10
20
-1074 100 1 -1123
0
0
40 -181 60
80
-212,2
1
494,2
776,4
998,6
-1255 786,4-1335,2
504,2
1018,6

11
1
1
1
3
1
1
0
1
1

12
1
1
0
2
1
0
0
1
1

2
1
1
0
1
1

245 Dishwasher
245
245
294
3 40,8
240,8
40,8 Cooking
513
12 Hot water
12
12
151
1 draws 1
780
780
780
780
(housework,
1 etc..) 12
0
100
100 11 100
120
10 Other0needs
0 party
20 Dinner
20 (drinking0water)
20
200
-1292
-1521
-1690
WC
flush
0
01
1 0
10
100
160
Garden120
-243,4
-277,1
-307,3
1 watering
1140
1
1277,8Total volume
1297,8
1317,8
from clean
water tank 1420
-1535,4
-1798,1
1297,8
1317,8
1337,8 -1997,3
1440

Daily cycle
Cumulated waste (l)
1
2 5
3 6
47
4
-229
-398
-627
-796 98 -1025 147 -1025 196-1025
49
-31,2
-54,7
-85,9
-119,610,2 -149,8 20,4 -149,8 30,6
-149,8
10,2
-260,2
-452,7
-712,9
-915,6
-1174,8
-1174,8 -1174,8
Cooking
3 to waste6tanks] 9
12
Water waste (days) [negative volumes used for the water going
Hot
180
300
480
600
500 water draws
Other needs (housework, etc..)
20
40
60
80
Dinner
party (drinking water)
0
10
10
20
Water consumption (days)
0
WC2500
flush
0
0
0
0
Garden watering
20
40
60
80
-500
Total volume from clean water tank
282,2
494,2 Grey water
776,4
998,6
waste
2000
Total
water balance
282,2
504,2 Black water
786,4
waste 1018,6
Clothes washer
days

1

2

3

To size the tank of the wastewater we add the amount
ption (days)

of grey water (coming from washing machine and
shower) with the amount of black water (coming from
kitchen sink, dishwasher, the water remained from the
work of the house and part of the water used to cook).
-1000

1500 4
Table
-1500

liters

Contest
days
1000
-2000 water waste
Grey
Black water waste
-2500500
Grey
water + Black water

ActivitiesDishwasher
waste water production
Cooking

Hot water draws

Dinner party (drinking water)

Clothes dryer tank (l tot)

2110 l
85
-1074
245
-181
40,8
-1255

30

Water consumption extra

SCEGLIAMO UN SERBATOIO DA TOT litri TENENDO CONTO DI UN FAT

2005,8

12
1
1
0
2
1
0
0
1
1

3
1
1
0
1
1

VALORE CHE DOVREI PRENDERE PER IL SERBATOIO DELLE ACQUE N

780
100
20
0
120
1297,8
1317,8

2

-398
-54,7
-452,7

3

Hot water
4 draws

12 8
-1690
294
-307,3
51
-1997,3
211015
l

9
10
11
12
343
392
441
490
VALORE
61,2
71,4 CHE DOVREI
81,6 PRENDERE
91,8 PER IL SERBATO
18
21
24
24
780
780
780
900
1080
1200
Unit
consumption
(l/cycle)
RhOME
100
120
140
160
180
200 Standard
Clothes
20
20 washer20
20
30
3049 80 to 100
Dishwasher
10,2
0
0
0
0
0
0 30 to 40
Unit consumption (l/cycle)
RhOME toStandard
Cooking
6
140
160
180
200washer 220
240 3 3 49
Clothes
80 to 100
60 75
9040
10,2to
30 to
1317,8 Hot water
1420 draws
1522,2 Dishwasher
1744,4
2026,6
2245,8
Cooking
3 3 to 6
4,5 9 60to
16
1337,8 WC flush
1440
1542,2 Hot 1764,4
2275,8
water draws 2056,6
75 to 90
WC flushclean water tank
Volume
2295 l 4,5 9 to 16

Garden watering

6

-1025
-149,8
-1174,8

7
-1025
-149,8
-1174,8

8
-1074
-181
-1255

9
10
11
-1123
-1292
-1521
-212,2
-243,4
-277,1
-1335,2 -1535,4 -1798,1
Volume wastewater tank

(days)

Dishwasher
Cooking

liters

-500

liters

Grey water waste

Hot water draws

Black water waste

Other needs (housework, etc..)

Grey water + Black water

Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush

-1500500

Garden watering
Total volume from clean water tank

0
days

Grey water waste

30

SCEGLIAMO UN SERBATOIO DA TOT litri TENENDO

Clothes washer

-500

30

RhOME
Standard
Clothes dryer
tank (l tot)

2245,8
2275,8
2295 l

Cumulated waste (l)

5
etc..)
-627 Other needs
-796(housework,
-1025
party (drinking water)
-85,9 Dinner-119,6
-149,8
-712,9 WC flush
-915,6 -1174,8

0

-2500

Drinking water (l tot)

2005,8

6 10
9
117
-1123245 -1292
-1521
245
-212,240,8 -243,4
-277,1
40,8
-1335,2 -1535,4 -1798,1
12
Volume wastewater
tank 12

1500

-2000

24

Unit consumption (l/cycle)

Water waste (days) [negative volumes used for the water going to waste tanks]

1000

Cooking water (l tot)

washer
49 80 to 100
7
8 Clothes
9
10
11
12
SCEGLIAMO
Dishwasher UN SERBATOIO
10,2 30DA
to 40 TOT litri TENEN
0
1 Cooking 1
1
1 3 3 to 6
1
Hot water draws
60 75 to 90
0
1 WC flush 1
1
14,5 9 to 16 1
11
12
1
1
1
0
4410
490 1
2005,8
0
2
3
2
81,60
91,8 0
240
24 1
1
1
1
1
1080
1200
0
0
0
0
1
0
180
200
0
0
0
0
300
30 0
01
0 1
1
1
1
1
220
240
VALORE
CHE
DOVREI
PRENDERE
0
1
1
1
1
1PER IL SERBA

500

-1000

30

Clothes dryer tank (l tot)

343
392
0 71,4
61,2
18
0 21
780
900
0 160
140
0 20
20
0
1 0
180
0 200
1522,2
1744,4
2026,6
1542,2
1764,4
2056,6
Volume clean water tank

12
780
100
20
0
100
1277,8
1297,8

Cooking

1

Water
consumption
days
Total volume
from clean
water
tank

or the water going to waste tanks]

24

30

2500

2000

30

Drinking water (l tot)

Total volume from clean water tank

Garden watering

24

Dishwasher

WC flush

-500

Drinking water (l tot)
Cooking
water (l tot)

12 11
-1690
1
-307,3
1
-1997,3
1
2110 l

Grey water + Black
waterwasher
Clothes

-229
Other needs (housework, etc..)-31,2
-260,2
days

0

Cooking water (l tot)

10
11
12
392
441
490
71,4
81,6
91,8
21
24
24
780
900
1080
1200
140
160
180
200
20
20
30
30
0
0
0
0
180
200
220
240
1522,2
1744,4
2026,6
2245,8
1542,2
1764,4
2056,6
2275,8
Volume clean water tank 2295 l

Volume wastewater tank

Activities waste water production

-500

Contest
Contest
daysdays
Grey
water waste
Clothes
washer
Black
water waste
Dishwasher
Grey water + Black water

liters

10
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
1
1

12
490
91,8
1
54
8 7
9 8
10 9
11 10
1 2
23
34
56
67
-229
-398
-627
-796
-1025
-1025
-1025
-1074
-1123
241 -12921 -15211
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
-31,2
-54,7
-85,9
-119,6
-149,8
-149,8
-149,8
-181
-212,2
-243,4
-277,1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1200
-260,2
-452,7
-712,9
-915,6 -1174,8
-1174,8 -1174,8
-1255 -1335,2
-1535,4 -1798,1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
Volume
wastewater tank
200
3
2
3
2
3
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
120
0 30
0
1
1
20
20
20 1
20
20 1
301
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 Water
0 0
0 0
0 0
00
00
0
00
0
0
0
consumption
(days)
Activities
scheduling
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
100
120
140 1
160
180 1
200
220 0
240
Daily cycles
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
1277,8
1297,8
1317,8
1420
1522,2
1744,4
2026,6
2245,8
Activities consumption
1
1
0
1297,8
1317,8
1337,8
1440Daily1cycle
1542,2 1 1764,41
2056,6
2275,8
1
0
1
1
1
0
Clothes washer
1
2
3
4 Volume
5 clean
6water tank
7
8
9
10
2295
l
1
1
1
1
0
0
unit produced (l/cycle)

liters

20
3

days

Black water waste
Grey water + Black water

Water waste (days) [negative volumes used for the water going to waste tanks]
500

0

-500
Grey water waste

12
-1690
-307,3
-1997,3
2110 l

11. DETAILED WATER BUDGET

Report post-competition
Before the start of the competition, June 25th, we
loaded up the clean water tank completely filling it
(the 2295).
Before the beginning of the task, we had the need
to use 100 liters of clear water, in order to lower the
water temperature in the technique water tank of
Daikin, for the setting of the thermodynamic panel.
The consumption of this quantity of water was not
counted in the final count, because the flow meters
had not yet been put into operation.
On July 7th we loaded the tank again. The amount
of water consumed until that day was 1520 liters (100
initial and 1420 regarding tasks) and then remained
0in the tank approximately 775 liters. To complete the
Table 1
Water been
related activities
competition
it would have
enough to load the
Unit consumption (l/cycle)
tank
to
reach
825.8
liters,
and
so
only 50.8 liters,49 but
Clothes washer
Dishwasher
10,2
we
decided to fill it completely.
Cooking
Hot water draws
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush
Garden watering
Clothes dryer

3
60
20
10
4,5
20
3

Many of the competition days were rainy and we
were able to accumulate a large amount of rain water
reusable for the daily irrigation of the garden outside
unit produced (l/cycle)
the house.
In
this
way
we
were
able
to save
about 240 liters of
Table 2
Activities
scheduling
Daily cycles
clear water.
Contest days
1
2
3
4
IfClothes
it washer
had not rained the final water balance,
made
1
1
1
1
possible
by using of water meters (one of1 our own,
Dishwasher
0
1
1
Cooking
1would 1have 1
1
one
supplied
to
us
from
the
competition),
Hot water draws
3
2
3
2
clearly
increased
the
value
of
clear
water
consumed.
Other needs (housework, etc..)
1
1
1
1
Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush
Garden watering
Clothes dryer

Table 3

0
0
1
1
CARICO 25/6
Activities consumption
30

Contest days
Clothes washer
Dishwasher
Cooking
Hot water draws
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)
WC flush
Garden watering
Total volume from clean water tank
Total water balance

Volume of clean water tank (l)

2295

1
0
1
1

0
0
1
1

1
0
1
1

5
1
1
0
3
1
0
0
1
1

6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1

2
3
4
5
Daily cycle
1
2
3
4
5
6
49
98
147
196
245
245
10,2
10,2
20,4
30,6
40,8
40,8
3
6
9
12
12
12
180
300
480
600
780
780
20
40
60
80
100
100
0
10
10
20
20
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
282,2
494,2
776,4
998,6
1277,8
1297,8
282,2
504,2
786,4
1018,6
1297,8
1317,8
Remaining water in clean water tank (without considering first 100 l)

6

8
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
CARICO 7/7
7

7
245
40,8
12
780
100
20
0
140
1317,8
1337,8

8
294
51
15
780
120
20
0
160
1420
1440

Contest days
Grey water waste
Black water waste

775

Necessary water to complete the competition (l)

825,8

-229
-31,2

2

-398
-54,7

11
1
1
1
3
1
1
0
1
1

12
1
1
0
2
1
0
0
1
1

8

9

10

11

9
343
61,2
18
780
140
20
0
180
1522,2
1542,2

10
392
71,4
21
900
160
20
0
200
1744,4
1764,4

11
441
81,6
24
1080
180
30
0
220
2026,6
2056,6

12
490
91,8
24
1200
200
30
0
240
2245,8
2275,8

9
-1123
-212,2

10
-1292
-243,4

11
-1521
-277,1
SCARICO

12
-1690
-307,3
-742,3

50,8

Activities waste water production
1

10
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
1
1

875

Real remaining water in clean water tank (l)

Necessary water to refill (l)

Table 4

9
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

3

-627
-85,9

4

-796
-119,6

5
-1025
-149,8

Cumulated waste (l)
6

-1025
-149,8

7
-1025
-149,8
SCARICO

8
-1074
-181
-1255

Water consumption (days)
2500

2000
Clothes washer
Dishwasher

1500

liters

Cooking
1000

3

Hot water draws
Other needs (housework, etc..)
Dinner party (drinking water)

500

WC flush
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1.1.1. Pillars and Foundations
Wooden structural elements
Commercial Name

GL24H and C24

Company

Rubner

Description

Structure with pillars in spruce, an evergreen conifer
with a maximum trunk diameter of 2,50m. It is a mainstay
of European forestry, its wood is versatile and the
resultant constructive elements are exceptionally long
lasting. This material is completely recyclable and reusable,
and is a renewable resource.

Characteristics

MECHANIC CHARACTERISTICS
Compressive strength = 24 MPa
Flexural strength = 24 MPa
Low hardness
Low impact strength
Modulus of elasticity E = 11600 MPa

Environmental Impact

3

4

5

6

1.2.1. Plasterboard
Gypsum Plasterboard “Ignilastra”
Commercial Name

Ignilastra GKF (F)

Company

Description

Knauf

Fire resistant high density gypsum plasterboard,
further reinforced with mineral fibers in the
core of gypsum, in order to improve the
structural strength under the action of the fire.

Characteristics

Composition of the nucleus: CaSO4 x 2 H2O
Reference Standard: UNI EN 520 - DIN 18180
Thickness: 12,5 mm
Width: 1200 mm
Weight: 10 kg/m3
Density: 800 kg/m3
Thermal Conductivity l: 0,20 W/mk
Calorific Power: 17,28 MJ/kg
Environmental Impact

LEED certification data: The product contains recycled material and fastly-renewable materials.
The plasterboard from demolition can be withdrawn from the manufacturers, who recycle it and reuse it in
the construction of new plates (typically up to 25% can be used to produce new plasterboard products).
Gypsum can be reused in the production of various products for the building industry and even as compost
in agriculture. It is 18% recyclable.
Embodied Energy: 1,80 MJ
Embodied Carbon: 0,12 kg/CO2 kg
Fire Reaction

Fire reaction class A2-s1 d0.
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Ignilastra® GKF (F)

2010

Ignilastra® GKF (F)
Prodotto, Caratteristiche, Certificazione
Prodotto

Caratteristiche

Certificazione

Denominazione commerciale
Ignilastra GKF (F)

Spessore: 12,5 - 15 - 18 - 20 - 25 mm

Dati per la certificazione LEED

Larghezza: 1200 mm

Descrizione
Lastre “antincendio” in gesso rivestito ad alta
densità ed ulteriormente armato con fibre minerali
all’interno del nucleo di gesso per migliorare la
tenuta strutturale sotto l’azione del fuoco.

Peso: 10 kg/m 2

Il prodotto è recuperato,
rinnovato o riusato?

Densità: circa 800 kg/m3

Contiene contenuto riciclato?

Bordo longitudinale: AK
HRAK

Post consumo:

1%

Post produzione:

NO

Composizione del nucleo della lastra
CaSO 4 x 2 H 2 O

12,5 - 15
18 - 20 - 25

SI

Identificazione: Timbro sul retro di colore rosso

Prodotto a:

Classe di reazione al fuoco: A2-s1,d0 secondo EN520

Materie prime
estratte a:
Castellina Marittima (PI) - Italia

Conducibilità termica λ: 0,20 W/mK

Normativa di riferimento
UNI EN 520 - DIN 18180

NO

Castellina Marittima (PI) - Italia

Contiene materiali
rapidamente rinnovabili?

Potore calorifico: 17,28 MJ/kg
Resistenza al fuoco:
Fare riferimento ai Rapporti di Prova Knauf

SI

Posa in opera:
- V. Manuali di Posa e Schede Tecniche Pareti,
Contropareti e Controsoffitti.

www.knauf.it
knauf@knauf.it

Sede:
Castellina Marittima (PI)
Tel. 050 69211
Fax 050 692301

Stabilimento Sistemi a Secco:
Castellina Marittima (PI)
Tel. 050 69211
Fax 050 692301

Stabilimento Sistemi Intonaci:
Gambassi Terme (FI)
Tel. 0571 6307
Fax 0571 678014

K-Centri:
Knauf Milano
Rozzano (MI)
Tel. 02 52823711

Knauf Padova
Padova (PD)
Tel. 049 7165011

Knauf Pisa
Castellina Marittima (PI)
Tel. 050 69211

Knauf L’Aquila
L’Aquila (AQ)
Tel. 050 69211

Tutti i diritti sono riservati ed oggetto di protezione industriale. Le modifiche dei prodotti illustrati, anche se parziali, potranno essere eseguite soltanto se esplicitamente autorizzate dalla società Knauf s.a.s.
di Castellina Marittima (PI). Tutti i dati forniti ed illustrati sono indicativi e la società Knauf s.a.s. si riserva di apportare in ogni momento le modifiche che riterrà opportune, in conseguenza delle proprie
necessità aziendali e dei procedimenti produttivi.
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1.2.3. Cross Laminated Timber
Cross Laminated Timber Panels
Commercial Name

Kenndaten/
Cross Laminated Timber

Company

Description

RUBNER
Holzbau

Cross-laminated timber, used for the construction of floors,
walls and roofs, is made up of several glulam layers in spruce, industrially dried (humidity 12% +/-2%), placed flat
one over the other with crossed fibre directions, and glued
together to form large-sized solid wood panels (up to 13 m
length, 4 m width and 20 cm thickness).

Characteristics

Sorting according to EN14081 class: Outer layers of C24, C16 or C24 inner layers
Adhesives (EN 301): Polyurethane adhesive (Purbond)
(formaldehyde-free)
Density: 470 kg/m3
Thermal Conductivity l: 0,13 W/mk
Thermal Capacity c: 1610 J/kgK
Water vapor diffusion resistance factor µ: 20-50
Weight: 5 kN/m3
Wood Humidity: 8 - 12%
Environmental Impact

FORMALDEHYDE-FREE (Adhesives: Polyurethane adhesive (Purbond))
The wood is harvested from SUSTAINABLE MANAGED forests.
The product is REUSABLE.
Certifications:
- EC Certificate of factory production control 1359 - CDP - 0009
- PEFC (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes)
- FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) ®
- Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt)
- Certificate A of competence to manufacture glued load bearing timber strucutures, DIN 1052:2008
- EC-Certificate of Conformity - DIN EN 14080
- ISO 14001 and ISO 9001
- OHSAS 18001
Fire Reaction

Fire Reaction: D-s2-d0
9

Produktdaten
Kenndaten - Cross Laminated Timber

Maximale Breite

4,00 m

Maximale Länge

13,00 m

Maximale Stärke

20 cm

Schichtaufbau

3- oder 5-schichtige Platten (Sonderaufbauten auf Anfrage)
Einzellagenstärke 20 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm

Holzarten

Fichte und Kiefer (Lärche auf Anfrage)

Sortierklasse nach EN14081

Äußere Schichten C24, innere Schichten C16 oder C24
(andere Sortierklassen auf Anfrage)

Holzfeuchte

8-12%

Klebstoff
Optische Qualität
Eigengewicht

Formänderung bei Feuchteänderung

Brandklasse

Klebstoffe (zugelassen nach EN 301); Polyurethan-Klebstoff (Purbond)
formaldehydfrei
Nichtsichtqualität; Oberfläche ist nicht geschliffen (gehobelt);
Sichtqualität auf Anfrage; gehobelte Oberfläche bis B=225 cm
5,0 kN/m³ lt. DIN 1055-1:2002 für statische Berechnungen; ca. 470 kg/m³
für die Berechnung des Transportgewichtes
Quell- und Schwindmaß laut EN1995-1-1 (DIN 1052:2008) unterhalb des
Fasersättigungsbereiches:
- in Plattenebene: 0,02% Längenänderung je 1%
Holzfeuchteänderung
- senkrecht zur Plattenebene: 0,24% Längenänderung je 1%
Holzfeuchteänderung
Nach EN 13501
- Holzbauteile außer Böden: Euroklasse D-s2, d0
- Böden: Euroklasse Dfl-s1
- Abbrandrate: 0,65mm/min

Wasserdampfdiffusionswiderstandszahl
µ

20 – 50

Wärmeleitfähigkeit λ

0,13 W/(mK)

Spezifische Wärmekapazität cp

1610 J/(kgK)

Luftdichtheit

Durch sorgfältige Ausführung der Kontaktstöße und Verwendung einer
5-schichtigen Platte wird die erforderliche Luftdichtheit erreicht

Nutzungsklassen/Verwendbarkeit

Nach EN 1995-1-1 verwendbar in den Nutzungsklassen 1 und 2

Bearbeitung

Maschinelle Bearbeitung bis zu einer Breite von max. 2,55 mt.
Sonst manuelle Bearbeitung

V1.2013
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Produktdaten
Standardaufbauten und Preise

C-Platten
Bezeichnung

Nennstärke

Schichten

Lamellenaufbau

Verrechnungsbreiten*

Preise

[mm]

[cm]

[€/m²]

[mm]
C

L

C

L

C

NVI**

CLT 60 C3s

60

3

20

20

20

245; 275; 295

CLT 80 C3s

80

3

30

20

30

245; 275; 295

CLT 100 C3s

100

3

30

40

30

245; 275; 295

CLT 100 C5s

100

5

20

20

20

20

20

245; 275; 295

CLT 120 C5s

120

5

20

20

40

20

20

245; 275; 295

CLT 160 C5s

160

5

30

30

40

30

30

245; 275; 295

Nennstärke

Schichten

L-Platten
Bezeichnung

Lamellenaufbau

Verrechnungsbreiten

Preise

[mm]

[cm]

[€/m²]

[mm]
L

C

L

C

L

NVI

CLT 80 L3s

80

3

30

20

30

245; 275; 295

CLT 100 L3s

100

3

40

20

40

245; 275; 295

CLT 120 L3s

120

3

40

40

40

245; 275; 295

CLT 100 L5s

100

5

20

20

20

20

20

245; 275; 295

CLT 120 L5s

120

5

30

20

20

20

30

245; 275; 295

CLT 160 L5s

160

5

40

20

40

20

40

245; 275; 295

CLT 200 L5s

200

5

40

40

40

40

40

245; 275; 295

* Sonderdimensionen auf Anfrage
** NVI: Nichtsichtqualität (beidseitig); VI: Sichtqualität (einseitig) und INV: Industriesichtqualität (einseitig) auf Anfrage

Breite (Verrechnungsbreiten):

245cm; 275cm; 295cm; maximale Breite: 4m

Länge (Produktionslängen):

max. Länge: 13m; Abstufung in 20cm Schritten

V1.2013
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Legende
Zeichen
Bedeutung
C
Decklage quer
L
Decklage längs
3s
Dreischichtig
5s
Fünfschichtig
VI
Sichtqualität (einseitig)
IVI
Industriesichtqualität (einseitig)
NVI
Nichtsichtqualität (einseitig)

Basis Abbundleistungen
Basisabbund:

5 €/m²

Die Abbundleistungen umfassen:
-

Wandabbund: Zuschnitt von Wandplatten laut Plan, d.h. rechtwinklige und schräge Schnitte zur
Plattenoberfläche (Tür- und Fensterausschnitte)
Deckenabbund: Zuschnitt von Deckenplatten laut Plan, d.h. rechtwinklige und schräge Schnitte zur
Plattenoberfläche (Stiegenloch, Deckenrücksprünge, Kaminausschnitt) und Breitenverbindungen
(Stufenfalze, Fräsungen für Deckbretter)

Sonderabbundleistungen
Abbundgruppe

Definition

Verrechnungseinheit

Einheitspreis

Anstriche

ohne optische
Ansprüche

m² Elementfläche

3,00 €

Anstriche

mit optischen
Ansprüchen

m² Elementfläche

nach
Rücksprache

Händischer
Abbund

nach
Rücksprache

Hebemittel
System

Verrechnungseinheit

Einheitspreis

Hebeschlaufe

Stück

3,00 €

Stabdübel + Hebeschlaufe

Stück

6,50 €

Hebeschraube

25 Stück

27,50 €

Hebeanker

2 Stück

220,00 €

V1.2013
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Verrechnung
Verrechnungsmaß
Verrechnungslängen

Umschriebenes Rechteck bezogen auf die Verrechnungsbreiten, inklusive anfallender
Ausschnitte
Mindestproduktionslänge 8m per Verrechnungsbreite; maximale Länge 13m; Abstufung in
20cm Schritten

Verrechnungsbreiten 245cm, 275cm, 295cm

Preisgestaltung
Preise exklusive MwSt. Als Bezugsgröße für die Preisfindung gilt eine durchschnittliche Elementnettofläche von
>15m²

Lieferzeit
Nach Vereinbarung. Bei projektbezogenen Aufträgen beträgt die Lieferzeit ca. 3 – 6 Wochen ab Auftragserteilung.

Schichtaufbau
Es werden 3-, 5- und mehrschichtige (auf Anfrage) Aufbauten mit unterschiedlichen Lamellenstärken produziert. Es
werden Klebstoffe nach EN 301 verwendet. Grundsätzlich sind auf Anfrage beliebige Gesamtstärken und Aufbauten
bis zu einer maximalen Gesamtstärke von 200mm aus den Lamellenstärken 20mm, 30mm und 40mm möglich.

Toleranzen
Die Zuschnitt Genauigkeit liegt im Bereich der Toleranzen im Hochbau nach DIN 18203/Teil 3 für Wand-, Boden-,
Decken- und Dachtafeln aus Holzwerkstoffen.

Oberflächenbehandlung
Auch für CLT-Elemente sind für Holz übliche Anstriche möglich.
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Transportbedingungen
-

-

-

Der öffentliche Verkehrsweg sowie die Zufahrt zur Baustelle müssen für einen Sattel- bzw. Hängerzug von
einer Gesamtlänge von ca. 16 m geeignet sein.
Der Käufer hat je nach Vereinbarung die Transportkosten, sowie mögliche Mehrkosten (eventuelle Steh-,
Umlade- oder Manipulationskosten) zu tragen. In den Transportkosten sind drei Stunden Stehzeit für die
Entladung, nicht aber Versetz- oder Abladearbeiten enthalten. Für jede weitere angebrochene Viertelstunde
wird der vereinbarte Preis von 20 € bzw. 30 € (bei gelenkten Auflegern, exkl. MwSt.) zusätzlich verrechnet..
Die Stehzeiten müssen beim LKW-Fahrer unterzeichnet werden. Für die Transportkosten wird der Transport
mittels Standardaufleger verrechnet. Sollte die Baustelle nur mit gelenkten Spezialauflegern oder ähnlichem
erreichbar sein, muss der Käufer die Mehrkosten tragen.
Die maximale Transportmenge pro Fuhre liegt bei liegenden Transporten bei 50 m³ bzw. 25 t. Die Verladung
der Platten kann nur gemäß der Straßenverkehrsordnung erfolgen.
Lieferterminverschiebungen von bis zu maximal 3 Werktagen sind für den Auftraggeber bis zu einer Frist von
10 Werkstagen vor Auslieferung kostenlos. Nach ablaufen dieser Frist werden pro Tag Verschiebung 100€
(excl. MwSt.) verrechnet.
Der Transport versteht sich als Fracht und Porto bezahlt bis Lieferort (CPT – Carriage Paid To). Bei
Selbstabholung muss der Frächter mit entsprechendem Equipment erscheinen, um ein sicheres Verladen
und einen sicheren Transport gewährleisteten zu können. Andernfalls wird keine Verladung vorgenommen.

Lagerung
Die CLT-Elemente müssen bei einer Lagerung vor Witterungseinflüssen (Wasser, direkte Sonneneinstrahlung)
geschützt werden. Grundsätzlich sollten die Elemente nach der Anlieferung schnellst möglich montiert werden und
eine längere Lagerung vermieden werden.

Montage
Für eine schadenfreie und problemlose Montage von CLT-Elementen sind folgende Punkte zu beachten:
-

Verwendung von geeigneten Hebe- und Anschlagmitteln
Vermeiden von Beschädigungen an sensiblen Stellen (Kanten, Fensterausschnitte, etc.)
Vor Verschmutzungen und Wasserkontakt schützen
Einhaltung der geforderten Brand- und Schallschutzmaßnahmen
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Quell- und Schwindverhalten
Holz und somit auch CLT-Elemente nehmen je nach Luftfeuchtigkeit und Temperatur Feuchtigkeit auf oder geben
diese ab. Dies bewirkt ein Quellen bzw. ein Schwinden der Bauteile.
Quellen: Die Luftfeuchtigkeit ist zu hoch. Man kann eine wellige Oberfläche erkennen. Dies ist durch
Luftentfeuchtung teilweise wieder zu beheben. Die empfohlene Luftfeuchtigkeit für CLT-Elemente liegt zwischen
40% und 60%
Schwinden: Die Luftfeuchtigkeit ist zu gering. Es entstehen Schwindrisse. Eine Luftbefeuchtung gleicht diese wieder
teilweise aus.
Sowohl eine zu hohe, als auch eine zu geringe Luftfeuchtigkeit sollte vermieden werden.
Schwindrisse und Fugenöffnungen haben keinen Einfluss auf die Tragfähigkeit der BSP-Elemente.

Farbliche Veränderung
Natürliches Licht verursacht durch die UV-Strahlen ein Nachdunkeln und Vergilben der Oberfläche von Fichtenholz.
Daher sollten eventuell notwendige Nachbearbeitungen wie z.B. Schleifen möglichst rasch erfolgen um ein fleckiges
Gesamtbild zu vermeiden.

Zulassungen
Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt):
Das DIBt erteilt allgemeine bauaufsichtliche Zulassungen für Bauprodukte und Bauarten. Diese Zulassung regelt die
Herstellung und Anwendung von CLT und ist die Basis für das Ü-Zeichen.
Übereinstimmungszertifikat (MPA-Stuttgart): ÜZ-BWU03-I 14.5.27 (Woodtec-Massivholzplatten Z-9.1-576)

Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification Schemes (PEFC):
PEFC ist die Kennzeichnung für Holz- und Papierprodukte aus ökologischer, ökonomischer und sozial nachhaltiger
Waldwirtschaft entlang der gesamten Verarbeitungskette.
Für den Kunden wird durch diese Kennzeichnung gewährleistet, dass das Produkt vom Wald bis zum Endprodukt
durch strenge Kriterien kontrolliert wurde.

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC):
FSC-zertifizierte Produkte garantieren die Herkunft der Holzprodukte aus einer umweltfreundlichen,
sozialförderlichen und ökonomisch tragfähigen Bewirtschaftung von Wäldern.
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The current validity of the certificate is documented exclusively on the Internet under
http://www.qualityaustria.com/en/cert
EAC: 6; 28

The validity of the Quality Austria Certificate will be
maintained via annual surveillance audits and one
renewal audit after three years.

Please inform us immediately via Tel.: 0043 0 1 274 87 47 or
e-mail office@qualityaustria.com about changes in the existing
area of the certification.

EAC: 28

Civil and industrial buildings
Bridges
Expansion work with wood, plastic, metal and glas
Wooden structures
Special replacement

I-39042 Brixen, A. Ammon Straße 12

Rubner Holzbau AG

Konrad Scheiber
General Manager

Eckehard Bauer, MSc, MSc
Specialist representative

Signatures removed for security reasons

Quality Austria Training, Certification and Evaluation GmbH,
A-1010 Vienna, Zelinkagasse 10/3

Vienna, 19 October 2012

Valid until: 28 July 2015

Date of initial issue: 5 September 2000

Registration No.: 01909/0

This certification refers to general management aspects of the business company within its
facilities and is intended for the qualification of construction companies as foreseen by art. 40
of Law 163 of April 12, 2006 and its successive modifications, and by the Decree of the
President of the Italian Republic nr. 207 of October 5, 2010.

assessed according to the provisions of ACCREDIA document RT-05.

ISO 9001:2008

complying with the requirements of standard

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

COPY

This Quality Austria Certificate confirms the application
and further development of an effective

INTERNET

Quality Austria Training, Certification and
Evaluation GmbH awards this Quality Austria
Certificate to the following organisation(s):
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The current validity of the certificate is documented exclusively on the Internet under
http://www.qualityaustria.com/en/cert
EAC: 6; 28

The validity of the Quality Austria Certificate will be
maintained via annual surveillance audits and one
renewal audit after three years.

I-39042 Brixen, A. Ammon Straße 12

Rubner Holzbau AG

Konrad Scheiber
General Manager

Ing. Alfred Huber
Specialist representative

Signatures removed for security reasons

Quality Austria Training, Certification and Evaluation GmbH,
A-1010 Vienna, Zelinkagasse 10/3

Vienna, 19 October 2012

Valid until: 28 July 2015

Date of initial issue: 29 July 2009

Registration No.: 00330/0

BS OHSAS 18001:2007

complying with the requirements of standard

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

COPY

This Quality Austria Certificate confirms the application
and further development of an effective

INTERNET

Quality Austria Training, Certification and
Evaluation GmbH awards this Quality Austria
Certificate to the following organisation(s):
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1.2.4. Gypsum Fiberboard
Gypsum Fiberboard
Commercial Name

FERMACELL Gessofibra

Company

Fermacell

Description

Fermacell gypsum fibreboard for walls and ceilings is developed to the highest standards of German engineering,
it has a simple homogenous composition (recycled
gypsum, cellulose fibres from post consumer waste paper
and water, no added chemicals. All by-products and of
cuts are fed back into the production cycle.

Characteristics

Composition: 80% gypsum, 20% cellulose fiber
deriving from recycled journal paper
Thickness: 12,5 and 15 mm
Weight: 15 kg/m3 (for th.12,5 mm) and
18 kg/m3 (for th.15 mm)
Density: 1150 kg/m3
Thermal Conductivity l: 0,32 W/mk
Thermal Capacity c: 1,1 kJ/kgK
Flexural Strength: 4,3 MPa (for th.12,5 mm) and
4,0 MPa ((for th.15 mm)
Traction Strengt: 2,4 MPa
E module: 3800 N/mm2
Environmental Impact

Fermacell is produced using ordinary materials in an extraordinary way. Recycled gypsum, recycled cellulose
fibres from postconsumer waste paper and recycled water are combined to form a homogenous mass, which
is then formed into a dense sheet material. After drying, the large format boards are cut to size. The manufacturing technique is not only unique because of the material it produces, but also due to the fact that the
process itself is fully recycling – all by-products are fed back into the system, ensuring no waste is produced.
Both the product and the process have been awarded the coveted Rosenheim Institute of Construction
Biology and Ecology certificate. The product is 100% RECYCLABLE. It have been accredited by “Environment Agency” for recycling process and 100% use of recycling material including packaging.
Embodied Energy: 4,96 MJ
Embodied Carbon: 0,308 kg/CO2 kg
Fire Reaction

Fire reaction class A2-s1-d0.
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Institut für Baubiologie Rosenheim GmbH
Summary Report No. 3001-100
for the award of the Seal of Approval
“TestedýandýrecommendedýbyýtheýIBR”

for the test object

FERMACELL gypsum fibreboard
Client:

Xella Trockenbau-Systeme
Dammstrasse 25
47119 Duisburg
Tel.: 0203 / 5 01 90 – 11
Fax:ú0203ú/ú5ú01ú90ú– 50
Internet:úhttp//www.xella.com

Testúsample:

Samplingúcarriedúoutúunderútheúformalúsupervisionúofú
theúBraunschweigúMaterialsúTestingúInstitute

Testúpersonnel:

Employeesúofútheúagencyúcommissionedútoúcarryúoutú
theútests

Termúofúvalidity:

UntilúAprilú2006

ThisúTestúReportúconsistsúofú7úpagesúandúmayúonlyúbeúreproducedúandú
publishedúinúitsúentiretyúandúwithoutúamendments.úSelectedúextractsúmayúonlyú
beúpublishedúwithútheúpriorúwrittenúpermissionúofútheúIBR.
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_____________________________________________________________

1. The company and the product
1.1 The company
Xella Trockenbau-Systeme GmbH, a company owned by Xella Baustoffe
GmbH of Duisburg, manufactures and sells construction materials for the drylining industry. The company employs over 500 people, including more than
130 in other European countries outside Germany. The products are made in
six manufacturing plants and marketed through the company’súownúsalesú
offices,úofúwhichúthereúareúcurrentlyú17úthroughoutúEurope.úTheúmainúproductú
groupsúareútheúFERMACELLúgypsumúfibreboardúprogramme forúinteriorúdrylining,útheúcement-basedúFERMACELLúHDúbuildingúboardúforúexteriorú
facades,útheúDICONúTUúfire-resistantúbuildingúboardúandútheúMULITPORú
mineralúinsulationúblocks.
FERMACELLúgypsumúfibreboardsúandúancillaryúproductsúareúmarketedú
throughoutúEurope.úTheúcompany’súsalesúorganisation hasúsixúsalesúofficesúinú
GermanyúandúanotherúeightúinúotherúEuropeanúcountries:úDenmark,úFrance,ú
theúUnitedúKingdom,úAustria,úPoland,útheúCzechúRepublic,útheúNetherlandsú
andúSwitzerland.úTheúproductúisúmanufacturedúatúthreeúfactoriesúinúGermany,ú
twoúinúLowerúSaxonyúandúaúthirdúinúBaden-Württemberg.úThereúisúalsoúaú
fourthúmanufacturingúfacilityúinútheúNetherlands.
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1.2 The product
Fermacell dry-lining board is a gypsum fibreboard made from a
homogeneous mixture of gypsum and paper fibres. In the manufacturing
process plaster of paris is mixed with paper fibres produced from the dry
shredding of waste paper. These constituents are laid onto a moving
conveyor belt and water is added. The wet quilt is then compressed under
high pressure to form a continuous slab, which is fed via a conveyor belt to a
drying oven. When the slab is fully cured, the two faces are sanded smooth
and the continuous slab is cut to the required panel size.
Constituents: approx. 82% plaster (as a dihydrate, CaSO4 × 2H2O), approx.
18% recycled paper fibres
The Safety Data Sheets relating to the product were made available to the
test personnel. A full declaration of the product constituents was also
supplied.
More detailed technical specifications may be obtained directly from the
manufacturer.
The remainder of this Report is concerned with an investigation of the
biological safety of this material.

2. Tests and test results
2.1 Radioactivity
The sample was evaluated in accordance with the Leningrad formula: (K40)/4810 + c(Ra-226)/370 + c(Th-232)/259 = f, where c(K-40) is the activity
of Kalium-40, c(Ra-226) is the activity of Radium-226 and c(Th-232) is the
activity of Thorium-232 (all in Bq/kg). The value f is obtained by inserting the
three measured values c(K-40), c(Ra-226) and c(Th-232) in the above
equation.
Test results: A value of 0.04 was obtained for the product.
Threshold or guideline values
Official guideline value of the Scientific Committee at the
Federal Ministry of Science
Guideline value of the IBR
Guideline value of the Munich Environmental Institute

Value
f=1
f = 0.75
f = 0.5

Evaluation: The radioactivity of the tested product is within the government
guideline of f < 1, the threshold value of f < 0.75 stipulated by the IBR, and
the strict standard of f < 0.5 adopted by the Munich Environmental Institute.
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2.2 Biocides, PCB, DDT, metabolites, pyrethroids
Analytical method: The sample is extracted with a solvent mixture based on
theú“BlaudruckúFú2ûúmethodú(heavy-volatileúhydrogenatedúhydrocarbons).úAnyú
pentachlorophenolúpresentúisúderivedúwithúacetaneúhydride.úTheúextractúisú
preparedúwithúFlorisilúandúconcentratedúbyúinsufflationúwithúnitrogen.úAfterú
immersionúinún-hexane/acetoneútheúsampleúisúanalysedúbyúgasú
chromatographyú(GC/ECD).
Biocides

Measured value (mg/kg)

Pentachlorophenol
Naled, Dibrom
a,b-HCH
g – HCHú(Lindane)
N-dichlorofluor-methylthio-N
Tolylfluanid
Chlorthalonil
aú- endosulfan
bú- endosulfan
EndosulfanúSulphate
Dichlophosú(DDVP)
2,3,4,5-Tetrachlorophenol
2,3,5,6-Tetrachlorophenol
Furmecyclox
Hexachlorobenzol (HCB)
Methylúparathion
Ethylúparathion
Heptachlor
Aldrin
Chlorpyriphos
Isodrin
cis-heptachlorepoxide
trans-heptachlorepoxide
cis-chlordane
trans-chlordane
Endrin
Dieldrin
Bromophos
Hexabrombenzene
Mirex
cisú- Permethrin
transú- Permethrin
Malathion
Bromacil
Hexachlorophen
Octachlornaphtalin

<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
No.: 28
No.: 52
No.: 77

Measured value (mg/kg)

<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
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No.: 101
No.: 126
No.: 138
No.: 153
No.: 169
No.: 180

<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05

DDT and metabolites

Measured value (mg/kg)

o,p - DDT
o,p´ - DDT
o,p - DDD
p,p´- DDD
o,p - DDE
o,p´ - DDE
p,p´- DDM
p,p´- DDA

Pyrethroids
Alphametrin
Deltamethrin
Tetramethrin
Cypermethrin
Cyfluthrin

<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,2
<0,5

Measured value (mg/kg)

<0,05
<0,05
<0,05
<0,08
<0,08

Evaluation: All the harmful substances tested for are present in
concentrations that are below the detection threshold. This product is not
expected to pose a health hazard.

2.3 Solvents and aromatics (VOCs)
With the increasing use of chemicals in the workplace and in our daily life in
general, the indoor air quality has steadily deteriorated. The so-called MAK
values (= maximum workplace concentration) were introduced in order to
monitor safety in the workplace. In the domestic sphere, however, where we
spend far more time, there are – withúveryúfewúexceptionsú– noústatutoryú
limitsúorúthresholdúvaluesúlaidúdownúforúairborneúharmfulúsubstances.úItúisútheú
declaredúaimúofútheúnewúGermanústateúBuildingúCodesúandútheúECú
ConstructionúProductsúDirectiveútoúsafeguardútheúhealthúofúbuildingúusers.ú
TheúscientificúnetworkúsetúupútoúdetermineúandúdefineúVOCúthresholdúvaluesú
isúknownúasútheúECAú(EuropeanúCollaborativeúAction).úInú1997úthisúbodyú
recommendedútheúuseúofúso-calledúLCIúvaluesú(=úlowestúconcentrationúofú
interest)úasútheúcriterionúforúhazardúassessmentú– meaningúconcentrationsúofú
substancesúthatúareújustúhighúenoughútoúmeritútoxicologicalúinterest.úAsúanú
organizationúdedicatedútoútheúprotectionúofútheúenvironmentúweúwereúthusú
beingúpresentedúforútheúfirstútimeúwithúanúofficialúlistúofúmaterialsúwhichúareú
relevantútoútheúwholeúsolventsúdebate.úInúOctoberú2000útheú“Committeeúforú
Health-relatedúEvaluationúofúBuildingúProductsûúpublishedúaúpaperúaddressingú
theúissueúofúLCIúvaluesúandúunderliningútheúneedúforúmoreúresearchúonúwhichú
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to base any health-related evaluation of emissions from volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) in building products. Because of the current situation, no
further investigative methods have been developed, as they normally would
be, from the measurement procedure described in this document. Our own
test method is therefore to be understood as only an approximation.
Test method
The preparation of the material samples is carried out by dynamic headspace
sampling. The samples are conditioned at 50ºC in a materials testing oven.
Sampling is performed by pumping air through a sealed vessel containing
activated charcoal tubes supplied by Messrs. Dräger. The adsorbed
substances are then eluted with carbon disulphide (CS2) and analysed using
gas chromatography (GC/FID or MS/SIM or full scan mode).
Analyses carried out for the following substances produced negative results.
2.3.1 Aromatic hydrocarbons (detection threshold 0.005 mg/kg)
Toluene
Benzene

1-Propylbenzene
1.3.5-Trimethylbenzol
(Mesitylen)
p-Xylol
1.2.4-Trimethylbenzol
m-Xylol
1.2.3-Trimethylbenzol
o-Xylol
2-Etyltoluol
Isopropylbenzene 1-Methyl-2-propyl-benzene
(Cumol)
n-Propylbenzene 1-Methyl-3-propylbenzene

1.2.4.5-Tetramethylbenzene 4-Phenylcyclohexane
n-Buthylbenzene
Styrol
1.3-Diisoproyl-benzene
1.4-Diisoproyl-benzene
2-Phenyloctane
5-Phenyldecan

Ethynylbenzene
p-Methylstyrol
o-Methylstyrol
m-Methylstyrol

5- Phenylundecan

Naphthalene

2.3.2. Saturated aliphatic hydrocarbons (detection threshold 0.005 mg/kg)
Isopentan
n-Pentan
3-Methylpentan
n-Hexane
2-Methylhexane
3-Methylhexane
n-Heptane
n-Octane

2-Methyloctane
3-Methyloctane
n-Nonane
3.5-Dimethyloctan
2-Methylnonane
n-decan
2.4.6-Trimethyloctane
4-Methyldecan

n-Undecan
Isododecan
2.2.4.6.6-Pentamethylheptane
n-Dodecan
4.5-Diethylnonane
n-Tridecan
n-Tetradecan
n-Pentadecan

n-Hexadecan
n-Heptadecan
n-Octadecan
n-Eicosane C 20

2.6.10.14-Tetramethylhexadecan

Pristane

2.3.3. Unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbons (detection threshold 0.005 mg/kg)
Cyclohexane cis-1-Methyl 4
methylethylcyclohexane

Methylcyclohexane Trans-1-Methyl 4
1.4-Dimethylmethylethylcyclohexane cyclohexane

2.3.4. Terpene (detection threshold 0.010 mg/kg)
D-3-Carene
Camphen
a-Pinen

b-Pinen
Limonene
Longifolene

Trans-Caryophyllene
Cis-, trans- citral
Turpentine oil

2.3.5. Aliphatic alcohols (detection threshold 0.010 mg/kg)
1-Propanol
Isopropanol

1-Butanol
1-Pentanol

2-Ethyl-1-Hexanol
1-Octanol
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2-Methyl-2-Propanol
2-Methyl-1-Propanol

1-Hexanol
2.2.4-Trimetyl-1.3-Pentandiol, monoisobutyrate
Cyclohexanol (Texanol)

2.3.6. Aromatic alcohols (detection threshold 0.005 mg/kg)
Phenol

BHT (2.6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol)

2.3.7. Glycols and glycol ethers (detection threshold 0.010 mg/kg)
Propylenglycol
2-Methoxyethanol
Dimethoxymethan

Dimethoxyethan
2-Ethoxyethanol (ethylglycol)
2-Butoxyethanol (buthylglycol)

Diethylenglycol-nmonobuthyl-ether 2-(2butoxyethoxy)-ethanol

2.3.8. Aldehydes (detection threshold 0.010 mg/kg)
Formaldehyde
Acetaldehyde
Propanal
Butanal
Pentanal

Hexanal
Heptanal
2-Ethyl-Hexanal
Octanal
Nonanal

Decanal
2-Butenal (crotonaldehyde)
2-Pentenal
cis 2-Heptenal
trans-Heptenal

trans 2-Nonenal
cis Decenal
2-Undecenal
Furfural

2.3.9. Ketones (detection threshold 0.010 mg/kg)
Acetone
3-Methyl 2 Butanon
2-Butanon (Methyl- 4-Methylpentan-2-on
ethylketone) MEK

Cyclopentanone
Cyclohexanone

2-Methylcyclopentanone
2-Methylcyclohexanone

2.3.10. Acids (detection threshold 0.010 mg/kg)
Acetic acid
Propionic acid
Isobuthyl acid

Butyric acid
Dimethylpropion acid
Pentane acid

Hexane acid
Octane acid
Hexadecane acid

2.3.11. Chlorinated hydrocarbons (detection threshold 0.010 mg/kg)
Dichlormethane
Tetrachlormethane TETRA

1.2 Dichlorethane
Trichlorethene TRI

Tetrachlorethen PER
1.4 Dichlorbenzene

2.3.12. Esters (detection threshold 0.010 mg/kg)
Methylacetate
Ethylacetate

Propylacetate
Butylformiat

Butylacetate
2-Methoxyethylacetate

Vinylacetate
Isopropylacetate

Methylmethacrylat
Isobutylacetate

2-Ethoxyethylacetate
2-Ethylhexylacetate

1.6-Octadien-3-ol.3.7 Dimethy-lacetate
(Linaloolacetate)

2.3.13. Phthalates (detection threshold 0.010 mg/kg)
Dimethylphthalate

Dibutylphthalate

Alkylphthalate
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2.3.14. Other substances (detection threshold 0.010 mg/kg)
1.4-Dioxane

N-Methyl-2-pyrolidone

Caprolactam

Indol

Evaluation: None of the substances tested for were found in concentrations
above the detection threshold of the test procedure. This product is not
expected to pose a hazard in terms of the solvents and aromatics (VOCs)
tested for here.
2.4 Metals / Heavy metal content
2.4.1 Test carried out on the original in accordance with DIN 34806-E22,
using ICP.
2.4.2 Test carried out on the eluate in accordance with DIN 38414-S4
This test procedure is designed to determine which substances contained in
the test materials are soluble in water under these test conditions. The
documentation of these substances in terms of type and mass provides
useful information about possible threats to water courses or groundwater if
the materials are stored or dumped in such a way that they come into contact
with water.
Tests were carried out to detect the presence of the following:
Arsenic / Lead/ Cadmium / Chrome / Copper / Nickel / Mercury / Zinc / Cobalt
/ Iron / Manganese / Selenium / Tin
Evaluation: This product is not expected to pose a hazard due to the
presence of metals or heavy metals.
2.5 Rate of heat storage S
Heating up an enclosed space with a heating system of a given thermal
output takes less time the lower the heat penetration coefficient b of the
surfaces enclosing the space, or the better the heat retention capacity (rate
of heat storage S) of the building components concerned.
Evaluation: Based on the calculated rate of heat storage S of 1250 kJ/m³
this product exhibits a good heat retention capacity.
2.6 Determination of fine dusts in accordance with DIN 53482 P8, based
on DIN 53811
Dusts are dispersed distributions of solid particles in gases, resulting from
mechanical processes or turbulence. Dusts are classed with smokes and
mists as aerosols. In order to evaluate the health risks posed by dusts, the
factors that need to be considered include the specific effect of the harmful
substance concerned, concentration, exposure time and particle size. The
last-named makes dusts significantly different from gases and vapours.
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Dusts are primarily absorbed into the human body by inhalation. The
transport and deposition of the dust in the respiratory tract are largely
determined by the behaviour of the particles in gas flows.
Evaluation: Pollution of the indoor air or the environment by fine dusts
resulting from the use of the tested product is not expected to occur. Neither
the dust nor the traces of fine dust exhibited the fibrous form that would be
required for permeation of the alveoli.

2.7 Electrostatic behaviour
Constant exposure to an electrostatically charged atmosphere can cause
irritation – andúpossiblyúresultúinúactualúsickness.úTheúelectrostaticúbehaviourú
isúevaluatedúinútermsúofúthreeútestúcriteria,úwhichúareúcorrelatedúwithúeachú
other.úTheúmagnitudeúofútheúsurfaceúvoltageúprovidesúaúmeasureúofútheú
constantúvoltageústate.úTheúmaximumúattainableúchargeú(thresholdúcharge)ú
providesúaúmeasureúofútransitoryúpeakúchargeústates.úTheseúconditionsúareú
neverúencounteredúinúpractice,úandúrepresentúaútheoreticalútestúvalueú
indicatingútheúmaximumúvoltageústateúofúaúmaterial.úWhatúisúmoreúimportantú
asúfarúasútheúindoorúairúisúconcernedúisúhowúfastúthisústaticúchargeúfallsúbackútoú
theúso-calledúnormalústate.úTheútimeútakenútoúfallúbackútoúhalfútheúthresholdú
chargeúisúknownúasútheústaticúchargeúhalf-lifeúperiod.úTheúlongerútheútimeú
takenútoúreachútheústaticúchargeúhalf-lifeúvalue,útheúlongerúaúpersonúisú
exposedútoútheúvoltageúfield.úTheúevaluationúofúmaterialsúforúuseúinúdomesticú
interiorsúisúthereforeúpredicatedúonútheúselectionúofúmaterialsúthatúhaveúaúlowú
thresholdúchargeúandúconsequentlyúaúshortústaticúchargeúhalf-life.
Evaluation: The sample tested can be rated as a preferred environmental
option on the basis of its electrostatic behaviour.

2.8 Evaluation of thermal behaviour
The physiological processes in living organisms are always associated with
the production or exchange of heat. People feel comfortable indoors when
the human body and its surroundings are in a state of thermal equilibrium.
This means that the ambient temperature has to be adjusted to different
requirements. Looking at the problem of managing heat loss and gain in
humans in purely physical terms, the key variable to be considered is the
thermal conductivity value. The thermal conductivity value indicates how
much heat (measured in watts) passes through one square metre of a onemetre thick building material in the course of one hour if the temperature
gradient in the direction of heat flow is 1 Kelvin (= 1ºC). The lower the
thermal conductivity of a material, the better its insulating performance. The
lamda value is a laboratory value relating to dry building materials. In practice
the materials used in the construction of a house are generally exposed to
constant moisture. Moisture is a good conductor of heat, which is why the
thermal insulation capacity of building materials is influenced to a large
degree by their moisture content.
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Evaluation: The measured thermal conductivity value of 0.36 W/mK may be
classedúasú“normalû.

2.9 Environmental behaviour
As a company, Xella Trockenbau-Systeme generally uses REA gypsum, but
blends of REA gypsum and natural gypsum are also used, depending on the
individual production plant. The use of REA gypsum helps to conserve
natural gypsum resources.
REA gypsum is a by-product of the desulphurisation of flue gases. According
to estimates by the Federal Ministry of the Environment, between three and
four million tonnes of REA gypsum are produced in the whole of Germany
each year. Natural gypsum and REA gypsum are chemically identical, and
both are ecologically harmless.
Studies have shown overall that the differences between natural gypsum and
REA gypsum in terms of chemical composition and trace element content are
insignificant from a health point of view. The results of analyses would
indicate that the tested samples of natural gypsum and REA gypsum may be
used in the manufacture of building materials without giving rise to concerns
on health grounds.
Evaluation: In our judgement the material is ecologically harmless.

2.10 Diffusion and resorptive capacity
A pleasant and healthy indoor climate in which we feel comfortable is
dependent in part on the right level of atmospheric moisture. As the moisture
content of the air is constantly changing for a wide range of reasons, it is
necessary to establish an equilibrium. To some extent this can be achieved
by ventilation of the space. However, the surfaces that enclose the living
space – walls,úceilings,úetc.ú– alsoúhaveúanúimportantúroleútoúplayúhere.úTheseú
needútoúexhibitútheúbestúpossibleúwaterúvapourúbufferingúcapability.úTheyúmustú
beúableútoúabsorbúexcessúmoistureúfromútheúairúinútheúroomúandúreleaseúitú
againúlater.úThisúcapabilityúisúdecisivelyúinfluencedúbyútheúphysicalú
characteristicsúofútheúsurfaceúfinishingúproductsúandúinsulatingúmaterialsúandú
byútheútypeúofúsurfaceúfinishúorúcoatingúused.
Evaluation: The measured value m = 13 for the resistance to diffusion of
water vapour is rated as very good.

2.11 Salmonella test (Ames test)
The Ames test is designed to measure the mutagenic potential of substances
and materials. The test procedure is based on OECD guideline 471. The test
was performed with the two bacterial strains TA 98 and TA 100, with and
without metabolic activation in each case. Each sample was analysed with
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three repeats. A positive and a negative control were also analysed for each
bacterial strain.
Evaluation: The eluate is non-mutagenic in the Ames test. The
biocompatibility of the material is duly established.

3. Notes on the award and use of the IBR Seal of Approval
In the interests of neutrality and objectivity, the Rosenheim Institute for
Building Biology contracts the tests and analyses out to various institutes and
test laboratories, which are required to submit test reports for the tests they
conduct. All the numerical values cited in this IBR Report are taken from the
individual test reports. These reports are kept at the Institute, where they are
available for inspection.
The test conditions, test procedures and evaluation of results are based on
the current state of our scientific knowledge. They may consequently be
altered, supplemented or enlarged in scope to take account of recent
advances in technology, science and/or test methods. This applies
particularly to advances in our knowledge relating to the detectability of
biologically negative (and also positive) effects and to criteria for the
documentation of ecological aspects, given that these areas of scientific
study are still relatively in their infancy.
On the basis of the test results submitted to the Rosenheim Institute for
Building Biology, the product known as

FERMACELL gypsum fibreboard
is hereby awarded the IBR Seal of Approval.
This Seal of Approval must always be used in conjunction with the full
product name/designation.
The manufacturer may use the Seal of Approval only in advertising that
relates strictly to those products for which it was awarded. It is under an
obligation not to attempt to mislead the consumer by advertising that fails to
make it absolutely clear which products the Seal of Approval was awarded
forúandúwhichúnot.úThisúappliesúalsoútoútheúformúofúwordsú“TESTEDúANDú
APPROVEDúBYúTHEúIBRû.úTheú“IBRûúlogoúofútheúInstituteúmayúonlyúbeúusedú
asúaúconstituentúpartúofútheúSealúofúApproval.
Applicationúmayúbeúmadeúforúanúextensionúpriorútoúexpiryúofútheútermúofú
validity.úTheúcontinuedúuseúofútheúSealúofúApprovalúisúdependentúonúaúpositiveú
outcomeútoútheúfollow-upútestsúcommissionedúbyútheúIBR.úTheúfollow-upútestsú
willúbeúcarriedúoutúinúaccordanceúwithútheúlatestúavailableútestúcriteria.ú
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Manufacturers who use the IBR Seal of Approval are under an obligation to
inform the Institute in good time of any proposed product modifications that
affect, or could affect, its biological impact on the domestic environment as
previously tested. The Institute may prohibit the use of the Seal of Approval
at any time in the event of abuse or misuse.
[Signed]
Uwe Rose, Executive Director
Institut für Baubiologie GmbH
Rosenheim, April 1004
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1.2.5. Solid Wood (Bilam)
Bilam and Trilam beams (Solid wood)
Commercial Name

dtb (Bilam and Trilam)

Company

Description

Holzforschung Austria

The duolam and trilam beams consist of two (Duo)
or three (Trio) strips of wood glued together. Before
the gluing, the slats are classified according to their
visual and mechanical resistance, conforming to the
ÖNORM DIN 4074. The individual slats can be
longitudinally spliced by finger joints. The adhesive
shall meet the requirements of UNI EN 301 or
EN 15425 for structural timber. The duo and trio
beams are then planed and smoothed.

Characteristics

Reference Standard: UNI EN 385 - UNI EN 386
ONORM DIN 4074-1
Density: 410 kg/m3
Thermal Conductivity l: 0,12 W/mk
Calorific Power: 2,5 kJ/kgK
Environmental Impact

In accordance with the document "Ökologische Kennwerte von Holz und Holzwerkstoffen in Österreich ",
Österreichisches Institut für Building biology and ecology GmbH (2002). The wood is harvested from sustainable managed forests
Impact categories (referred to one dry ton of material):
Abiotic Resources: 721 g Sb eq
GWP: -911 kg CO2 eq (considering the quantity of carbon stocked in the wood)
Photosmog: 211 g C2 H2
Acidiphication: 1221 g SO2 eq
Over-fertilization: 162 g PO4 eq
PEC non renewable: 1483 MJ (for one ton)
PEC renewable: 20676 MJ (for one ton)
The product is REUSABLE, RECYCLABLE and COMPOSTABLE.
Fire Reaction

EN 1995 1-2

d > 290 kg/m3 *

d > 450 kg/m3 *

Charring rate ß0
Charring rate ßn

0,65 mm/min
0,70 mm/min

0,50 mm/min
0,55 mm/min

* For hardwood with 290 kg/m3 > d > 450 kg/m3 it is allowed the linear interpolation.
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dataholz.com

Denominazione:
Aggiornamento:
Fonte:
Elaborazione:

dtb
01.09.2010
Holzforschung Austria
HFA, NEU

Travi Duo e Trio (legno massiccio bilama e trilama)
Settore d’impiego
_ in conformità al regolamento tecnico

Dimensioni tipiche [mm]
Larghezza

Altezza delle travi Duo
100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240

80
100

•

120

•

140

Descrizione generale
Le travi Duo e Trio sono costituite da due (Duo) o
tre (Trio) lamelle di legno incollate fra loro. Prima
dell'incollaggio le lamelle vengono classificate
secondo la resistenza in modo visivo o meccanico,
secondo la ÖNORM DIN 4074-1 e piallate. Le
singole lamelle possono essere giuntate
longitudinalmente mediante giunti a pettine. La
colla deve soddisfare i requisiti della UNI EN 301 o
EN 15425 per i componenti di legno con funzione
portante. Le travi Duo e Trio vengono piallate e
smussate.

160

Larghezza

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

---

---

---

---

---

•
•

•

•

Altezza delle travi Trio
100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240

180

•

200
240

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

---

-----

---

Lunghezze fino a 13000 mm (giunti a pettine)

Basi tecniche
_ Certificazione del produttore
_ Regolamento di applicazione dell'OIB (OIB-095.3-004/08; Edizione 02 2008) e/o
ÖNORM DIN 4074-1

Sortierung von Nadelholz nach der Tragfähigkeit Teil 1: Nadelschnittholz

UNI EN 385

Legno strutturale con giunti a dita - Requisiti prestazionali e requisiti minimi di
produzione

UNI EN 386

Legno lamellare incollato - Requisiti prestazionali e requisiti minimi di
produzione

dataholz.com – Catalogo di materiali di legno o a base legno, materiali da costruzione, componenti da costruzione e
collegamenti per componenti da costruzione con proprietà di fisica tecnica ed ecologiche verificate e/o certificate, approvati
per le costruzioni di legno da istituti di verifica accreditati.
Le certificazioni dei parametri sono considerate valide dalle autorità edilizie austriache.
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Denominazione:
Aggiornamento:
Fonte:
Elaborazione:

dtb
01.09.2010
Holzforschung Austria
HFA, NEU

Travi Duo e Trio (legno massiccio bilama e trilama)
Proprietà meccaniche
_ in conformità alla ÖNORM EN 338
Conifere
C14

Class di resistenza
®k [kg/m3]

C16

C18

(S7 Ta, Lä)*

(S7 Fi, Ki)*

C20

C22

C24

C27

(S10)*

C30

C35

C40

C45

C50

(S13)*

290

310

320

330

340

350

370

380

400

420

440

460

fm,k [N/mm2]

14

16

18

20

22

24

27

30

35

40

45

50

ft,0,k [N/mm2]

8

10

11

12

13

14

16

18

21

24

27

30

ft,90,k [N/mm2]

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

fc,0,k [N/mm2]

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

27

29

fc,90,k [N/mm2]

2,0

2,2

2,2

2,3

2,4

2,5

2,6

2,7

2,8

2,9

3,1

3,2

fv,k [N/mm2]

3,0

3,2

3,4

3,6

3,8

4,0

4,0

4,0

4,0

4,0

4,0

4,0

E0,mean [N/mm2]

7000

8000

9000

9500

10000

11000

11500

12000

13000

14000

15000

16000

E90,mean [N/mm2]

230

270

300

320

330

370

380

400

430

470

500

530

E0,05 [N/mm2]

4700

5400

6000

6400

6700

7400

7700

8000

8700

9400

10000

10700

Gmean [N/mm2]

440

500

560

590

630

690

720

750

810

880

940

1000

* ... classi corrispondenti secondo ÖNORM DIN 4074-1

Tab. 1: Valori caratteristici del legno di conifera

Comportamento al fuoco
I valori di resistenza caratteristici sono riferiti nel
_ gemäß EN 1995-1-2
caso della flessione a un'altezza e nel caso della
trazione nel senso della fibratura a una larghezza di
Legno
Legno
Legno
150 mm, nel caso della resistenza al taglio per
Latifoglie
Conifere e faggio Latifoglie
trazione perpendicolarmente alla fibratura a una
®k ≥ 290 kg/m3
®k ≥ 290 kg/m3 ®k ≥ 450 kg/m3
dimensione del campione di 45 mm x 180 mm x 70
0,65 mm/min 0,65 mm/min 0,50 mm/min
Velocità di
mm, e nel caso delle resistenza al taglio a un
carbonizzazione ß0
volume uniformemente sollecitato di 0,0005 m3.
0,80 mm/min
0,70 mm/min 0,55 mm/min
Velocità di
carbonizzazione ßn
Un sistema di classi di resistenza è riportato in Tab.
1. Questi valori devono essere modificati secondo la Nota: Per il legno massiccio di latifoglie con ® fra 290 e 450
k
UNI EN 1995-1-1 in base alla classe di servizio e
kg/m3 è consentita l'interpolazione lineare.
alla durata di applicazione del carico (kmod, kdef).
Proprietà ecologiche
_ in conformità al documento "Ökologische
Kennwerte von Holz und Holzwerkstoffen in
Österreich", Österreichisches Institut für
Baubiologie und -ökologie GmbH (2002)

Proprietà fisiche
_ secondo "Katalog für wärmeschutztechnische
Rechenwerte von Baustoffen und Bauteilen",
Österreichisches Normungsinstitut (2001)
Legno e compensato

® [kg/m3]
¬ [W/mK]
c [kJ/kgK]

400
0,11
2,5

500
0,13
2,5

600
0,15
2,5

700
0,17
2,5

800
0,20
2,5

Valutazione:
Vale in generale la valutazione per il legno
massiccio da costruzione. Per le travi Duo e Trio non
sono disponibili dati specifici per quanto riguarda le
proprietà ecologiche. In virtù delle ulteriori
lavorazioni questo materiale presenta in ogni caso
un potenziale superiore al legno massiccio da
costruzione.

dataholz.com – Catalogo di materiali di legno o a base legno, materiali da costruzione, componenti da costruzione e
collegamenti per componenti da costruzione con proprietà di fisica tecnica ed ecologiche verificate e/o certificate, approvati
per le costruzioni di legno da istituti di verifica accreditati.
Le certificazioni dei parametri sono considerate valide dalle autorità edilizie austriache.
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Denominazione:
Aggiornamento:
Fonte:
Elaborazione:

dtb
01.09.2010
Holzforschung Austria
HFA, NEU

Travi Duo e Trio (legno massiccio bilama e trilama)
Categorie di impatto

Abete rosso
grezzo da
segatrice,
essiccato
all'aria

Larice
grezzo da
segatrice,
essiccato
all'aria

Risorse abiotiche [g Sb eq]

145

182

Potenziale riscaldamento globale [kg CO2 eq]*

-775

-922

20

26

60

57

Acidificazione [g SO2 eq]

144

184

17

22

PEC non rinnovabili [MJ]

308

389

PEC rinnovabili [MJ]

8740

12853

Riferite: a tonnellata secca

Potenziale riscaldamento globale [kg CO2 eq]
Fotosmog [g C2H2]
--Sovrafertilizzazione [g PO4 eq]

* ... tenendo conto dell’immagazzinamento di carbonio nel legno

Categorie di impatto

Abete rosso
non piallato,
essiccato
artificialmente

Larice
non piallato,
essiccato
artificialmente

Risorse abiotiche [g Sb eq]

447

496

Potenziale riscaldamento globale [kg CO2 eq]*

-728

-944

68

74

71

142

Acidificazione [g SO2 eq]

344

787

32

107

PEC non rinnovabili [MJ]

1012

1038

PEC rinnovabili [MJ]

9293

16604

Riferite: a tonnellata secca

Potenziale riscaldamento globale [kg CO2 eq]
Fotosmog [g C2H2]
--Sovrafertilizzazione [g PO4 eq]

* ... tenendo conto dell’immagazzinamento di carbonio nel legno

Categorie di impatto

Abete rosso,
piallato,
essiccato
artificialmente

Larice
piallato,
essiccato
artificialmente

Risorse abiotiche [g Sb eq]

628

721

Potenziale riscaldamento globale [kg CO2 eq]*

-701

-911

Potenziale riscaldamento globale [kg CO2 eq]

95

107

Fotosmog [g C2H2]

120

211

Acidificazione [g SO2 eq]

649

1221

--Sovrafertilizzazione [g PO4 eq]

70

162

PEC non rinnovabili [MJ]

1381

1483

PEC rinnovabili [MJ]

12125

20676

Riferite: a tonnellata secca

* ... tenendo conto dell’immagazzinamento di carbonio nel legno

Altro
_ I giunti a pettine devono essere realizzate secondo
ÖNORM EN 385.

dataholz.com – Catalogo di materiali di legno o a base legno, materiali da costruzione, componenti da costruzione e
collegamenti per componenti da costruzione con proprietà di fisica tecnica ed ecologiche verificate e/o certificate, approvati
per le costruzioni di legno da istituti di verifica accreditati.
Le certificazioni dei parametri sono considerate valide dalle autorità edilizie austriache.
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1.2.5. Glued Laminated Timber (GL24h)
Glued Laminated Timber
Commercial Name

bsh (HFA and PLB)

Company

Description

Holzforschung Austria

Glued laminated timber consists of at least three
panels or strips dried and glued together with the
parallel fibers. Before being glued, the slats are
classified according to their strength in visual or
machine and planed. The adhesive used must meet
the requirements of EN 301 or EN 15425 for
structural timber components. The timber that is
used is mainly spruce, fir and larch..

Characteristics

Reference Standard: UNI EN 386 - UNI EN 387 UNI EN 14080 - UNI EN 1194
ONORM DIN 4074-1 UNI EN 1995-1-1/2
Lenght: up to 50 000 mm (construction elements)
Density: 410 kg/m3
Thermal Conductivity l: 0,11 W/mk
Calorific Power: 2,5 kJ/kgK

Environmental Impact

In accordance with the document "Ökologische Kennwerte von Holz und Holzwerkstoffen in Österreich",
Österreichisches Institut für Building biology and ecology GmbH (2002). The product contains very low
levels of glue, with a consequent lower impact.
The wood is harvested from SUSTAINABLE MANAGED forests.
The product is REUSABLE.
Impact categories (referred to one dry ton of material):
Abiotic Resources: 1660 g Sb eq
GWP: -571 kg CO2 eq (considering the quantity of carbon stocked in the wood)
Photosmog: 210 g C2 H2
Acidiphication: 1750 g SO2 eq
Over-fertilization: 173 g PO4 eq
PEC non renewable: 3335 MJ (for one ton)
PEC renewable: 19640 MJ (for one ton)
Fire Reaction

In accordance with UNI EN 14080 (Attachment E): D-s2-d0
54

Denominazione:
Aggiornamento:
Fonte:
Elaborazione:

dataholz.com

bsh
20.04.2006
Holzforschung Austria
HFA, NEU

Legno lamellare incollato
travi sia rettilinee sia curve. Si distingue fra legno
lamellare incollato omogeneo (tutte le lamelle della
sezione devono appartenere alla stessa classe di
resistenza) e legno lamellare incollato combinato (le
lamelle interne ed esterne della sezione possono
appartenere a diverse classi di resistenza). Il legno
lamellare incollato è particolarmente adatto per
componenti da costruzione soggetti a carichi elevati
e con una luce molto ampia, oltre che per esigenze
elevate di stabilità della forma e di estetica.
Settore d’impiego
Descrizione generale
Il legno lamellare incollato è costituito da almeno
tre tavole o lamelle essiccate e incollate tra loro con
le fibre parallele. Prima di essere incollate, le
lamelle vengono classificate secondo la resistenza
in modo visivo o meccanico e piallate. La colla
utilizzata deve soddisfare i requisiti della UNI EN
301 per i componenti di legno con funzioni
portanti. E' necessario dimostrare l'idoneità della
specie legnosa per la produzione di legno lamellare
incollato. Si utilizzano prevalentemente abete rosso,
abete bianco e larice. Possono essere fabbricate
Basi tecniche

Materiale da
costruzione

Requisiti

Legno lamellare
di conifera

Classi di servizio
secondo UNI EN 19951-1
Asciutto, umido, 1, 2 e 3*
esterno

* ... UNI EN 386 contiene i parametri di produzione del legno
lamellare per l'utilizzo in una determinata classe di servizio

Dimensioni tipiche [mm]
Lunghezza

fino a 18000 (merce standard)
fino a 50000 (componenti da costruzione)

Breite

fino a 260

Dicke

fino a 500

Entwurf DIN 1052

Entwurf, Berechnung und Bemessung von Holzbauwerken. Allgemeine
Bemessungsregeln und Bemessungsregeln für den Hochbau

ÖNORM B 3800-1/4

Brandverhalten von Baustoffen und Bauteilen
Teil 1: Baustoffe; Anforderungen und Prüfungen (alte Ausgabe: 1.12.88)
Teil 4: Bauteile; Einreihung in die Brandwiderstandsklassen

ÖNORM B 4100-2

Holzbau - Holztragwerke. Berechnung und Ausführung

ÖNORM DIN 4074-1

Sortierung von Nadelholz nach der Tragfähigkeit - Teil 1: Nadelschnittholz

UNI EN 14080

Strutture di legno - Legno lamellare incollato - Requisiti

UNI EN 386

Legno lamellare incollato - Requisiti prestazionali e requisiti minimi di
produzione

UNI EN 387

Legno lamellare incollato - Giunti a dita a tutta sezione - Requisiti prestazionali
e requisiti minimi di produzione

UNI EN 1194

Strutture di legno - Legno lamellare incollato - Classi di resistenza e
determinazione dei valori caratteristici

ENV 1995-1-1/2

Eurocodice 5 - Progettazione delle strutture di legno
Parte 1-1: Regole generali e regole per edifici
Parte 1-2: Progettazione strutturale contro l'incendio

dataholz.com – Catalogo di materiali di legno o a base legno, materiali da costruzione, componenti da costruzione e
collegamenti per componenti da costruzione con proprietà di fisica tecnica ed ecologiche verificate e/o certificate, approvati
per le costruzioni di legno da istituti di verifica accreditati.
Le certificazioni dei parametri sono considerate valide dalle autorità edilizie austriache.
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Denominazione:
Aggiornamento:
Fonte:
Elaborazione:

bsh
20.04.2006
Holzforschung Austria
HFA, NEU

Legno lamellare incollato
Proprietà meccaniche
_ in conformità alla UNI EN 1194
Legno lamellare omogeneo - Legno di conifera
(incollaggio orizzontale)
Classi di resistenza
®k [kg/m3]
fm,k [N/mm2]
ft,0,k [N/mm2]
ft,90,k [N/mm2]
fc,0,k [N/mm2]
fc,90,k [N/mm2]
fv,k [N/mm2]
E0,mean [N/mm2]
E90,mean [N/mm2]
E0,5 [N/mm2]
Gmean [N/mm2]

GL24h

GL28h

(BS11h)*

(BS14h)*

380
24
16,5
0,4
24
2,7
2,7
11600
390
9400
720

410
28
19,5
0,45
26,5
3,0
3,2
12600
420
10200
780

GL32h

GL36h

430
32
22,5
0,5
29
3,3
3,8
13700
460
11100
850

450
36
26
0,6
31
3,6
4,3
14700
490
11900
910

* ... Classi BS corrispondenti secono NAD alla UNI ENV 1995-1-1

Questi valori devono essere modificati secondo la
UNI EN 1995-1-1 in base alla classe di servizio e
alla durata di applicazione del carico (kmod, kdef).
Proprietà fisiche
_ secondo "Katalog für wärmeschutztechnische
Rechenwerte von Baustoffen und Bauteilen",
Österreichisches Normungsinstitut (2001)
Legno e compensato

® [kg/m3]
¬ [W/mK]
c [kJ/kgK]

®k [kg/m ]
fm,k [N/mm2]
ft,0,k [N/mm2]
ft,90,k [N/mm2]
fc,0,k [N/mm2]
fc,90,k [N/mm2]
fv,k [N/mm2]
E0,mean [N/mm2]
E90,mean [N/mm2]
E0,05 [N/mm2]
Gmean [N/mm2]
3

GL24c

GL28c

(BS11k)*

(BS14k)*

350
24
14
0,35
21
2,4
2,2
11600
320
9400
590

380
28
16,5
0,4
24
2,7
2,7
12600
390
10200
720

GL32c
410
32
19,5
0,45
26,5
3,0
3,2
13700
420
11100
780

GL36c
430
36
22,5
0,5
29
3,3
3,8
14700
460
11900
850

* ... Classi BS corrispondenti secono NAD alla UNI ENV 1995-1-1

Tab. 2: Valori caratteristici del legno lamellare combinato
prodotto secondo UNI EN 386

600
0,15
2,5

700
0,17
2,5

Legno lamellare Latifoglie
Velocità di

Classi di resistenza

500
0,13
2,5

800
0,20
2,5

Comportamento al fuoco
_ in conformità a ENV 1995-1-2

Tab. 1: Valori caratteristici del legno lamellare omogeneo
prodotto secondo UNI EN 386

Legno lamellare combinato - Legno di conifera
(incollaggio orizzontale)

400
0,11
2,5

®k≥290 kg/m

3

0,7 mm/min

Latifoglie

®k≥290 kg/m

3

0,7 mm/min

®k≥450 kg/m

3

0,5 mm/min

carbonizzazione ß0

_ in conformità alla UNI EN 14080 (Allegato E)
≥380 kg/m3,
≥40 mm

Euroclasse
Classe di emissioni di fumo
Classe di produzione di gocce

D
s2
d0

_ in conformità alla ÖNORM B 3800-1 (edizione
vecchia del 1.12.88)
≥2 mm
Classe di resistenza al fuoco
Classe di emissioni di fumo
Classe di produzione di gocce

B2
-----

_ in conformità alla ÖNORM B 3800-4
BS11 e superiore*

I valori di resistenza caratteristici sono riferiti nel
caso della flessione a un'altezza e nel caso della
trazione nel senso della fibratura a una larghezza di
600 mm, nel caso della resistenza al taglio per
trazione perpendicolarmente alla fibratura a un
volume uniformemente sollecitato di 0,01 m3 e nel
caso della resistenza al taglio a un volume
uniformemente sollecitato di 0,0005 m3 Un sistema
di classi di resistenza è riportato in Tab. 1 e Tab. 2.

Velocità di carbonizzazione ß
* ... secondo ÖNORM DIN 4100-2

dataholz.com – Catalogo di materiali di legno o a base legno, materiali da costruzione, componenti da costruzione e
collegamenti per componenti da costruzione con proprietà di fisica tecnica ed ecologiche verificate e/o certificate, approvati
per le costruzioni di legno da istituti di verifica accreditati.
Le certificazioni dei parametri sono considerate valide dalle autorità edilizie austriache.
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0,65 mm/min

2/3

dataholz.com

Denominazione:
Aggiornamento:
Fonte:
Elaborazione:

bsh
20.04.2006
Holzforschung Austria
HFA, NEU

Legno lamellare incollato
Proprietà ecologiche
_ in conformità al documento "Ökologische
Kennwerte von Holz und Holzwerkstoffen in
Österreich", Österreichisches Institut für
Baubiologie und -ökologie GmbH (2002)
Valutazione: ¢ caratteristiche ecologiche
complessivamente favorevoli, ma con alcuni
punti deboli
Per la maggior parte dei criteri ambientali
considerati, il legno lamellare mostra un potenziale
moderato, tuttavia denota un elevato potenziale di
acidificazione. Ciò è dovuto, nel caso specifico,
all'elevato fabbisogno elettrico per la fabbricazione
del prodotto, che determina gravi problemi
ecologici in tutta Europa (UCPTE-Mix) in virtù dei
forti consumi di energia atomica e termica, che
hanno un'incidenza negativa sul bilancio, e delle
quantità di colla utilizzate. Un altro fattore
determinante è il processo di essiccazione per la
preparazione del segato. La percentuale di colla nel
prodotto è relativamente bassa e, pertanto, incide
nella stessa misura sull'impatto ambientale
complessivo del prodotto.
Legno
di partenza
Holz Ausgangsprodukte

Colle
Klebstoffe

Energiathermisch
termica
Energie

Energiaelektrisch
elettrica
Energie

Trasporti
Transporte

Altro
_ legno lamellare incollato con giunti a pettine
I giunit a pettine sezionali devono soddisfare le
esigenze della norma ÖNORM EN 387 ed essere
marcati secondo la medesima norma. Essi possono
essere utilizzati nella classe di servizio 3 se la
direzione della fibratura cambia in concomitanza il
giunto.

Altro
Sonstige

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Impoverimento
risorse
Ressourcenabbau

Potenziale
Treibhauspotential
riscaldamento globale

Fotosmog
Photosmog

Acidificazione
Versauerung

Sovrafertilizzazione
Überdüngung

Fig. 1: Impatto ambientale per processi (legno lamellare)
Categorie di impatto

Legno lamellare

Riferite: a tonnellata secca
Risorse abiotiche [g Sb eq]

1660

Potenziale riscaldamento globale [kg CO 2 eq]*

-571

Potenziale riscaldamento globale [kg CO 2 eq]

202

Fotosmog [g C2H2]

210

Acidificazione [g SO2 eq]

1750

--Sovrafertilizzazione [g PO4 eq]

173

PEC non rinnovabili [MJ]

3335

PEC rinnovabili [MJ]

19640

* ... tenendo conto dell’immagazzinamento di carbonio nel legno

dataholz.com – Catalogo di materiali di legno o a base legno, materiali da costruzione, componenti da costruzione e
collegamenti per componenti da costruzione con proprietà di fisica tecnica ed ecologiche verificate e/o certificate, approvati
per le costruzioni di legno da istituti di verifica accreditati.
Le certificazioni dei parametri sono considerate valide dalle autorità edilizie austriache.
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1.2.7. Superpan (Structural Wood Panel)
Superpan Structural Wood Panel
Commercial Name

SuperPan H Tech P5

Company

FINSA

Description

A wood based board with high performance and high strength.
SuperPan coinsists of two external MDF faces of 4 mm each one,
and a core of 10 mm of chipboard. High mechanical resistance in
any direction of the board. Resistant to moisture smooth. It has a
compact surface which allows paint or coatings. Good fixing of
screws, staples or nails. Ranked technical structural board class P5,
SuperPan is a unique solution in the market for structural panels.
Interior use as structural element in wet environment.

Characteristics

Reference Standard: UNI EN 312 - 2003
Length: up to 50 000 mm (construction elements)
Density: 720 kg/m3
Thermal Conductivity l: 0,14 W/mk
Thermal Capacity c: 1,7 kJ/kgK
Flexural Strength (long. and transv.): 28 MPa
Internal Traction: 0,65 MPa
E module (long. and transv.): 3300 N/mm2
Service Class: 2
Environmental Impact

In 2011, FINSA became the first manufacturer of wooden art in the Iberian Peninsula to obtain the Environmental Product Declaration (EPD ) for its products. The EPD is a tool to transmit clear and transparent information about the impact of a product on the environment during all stages of its life cycle.
Thanks to SuperPan is possible to achieve LEED credits for sustainable buildings in different areas: Recycled
Content, Regional Materials, Rapidly Renewable Materials, Certified Wood, Low Emissions Materials.
SuperPan is a wood product respectful environment for sustainable construction : 100% RECYCLABLE.
The wood is harvested from SUSTAINABLY MANAGED forests (certified by PEFC and FSC certifications)
The product is REUSABLE at the end of building’s life.

Fire Reaction

D-s2-d0
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1.2.8. Aluminium Sheet
Aluminium Sheet for the roof
Commercial Name

PREFALZ

Company

Description

PREFA

"PREFALZ" tapes with P.10 quality varnish are aluminium
sheets and strips produced with the alloy EN AW 3005
(AlMn1Mg0.5), in accordance with EN 573-3 as crimping
"H41" according to the standard EN 1396.

Characteristics

Alloy Characteristics:
The alloy AlMn1Mg0.5 in accordance with EN 573-3 with specifies that the alloy components are
present according to the following specific values:
Si
0,6

Fe
0,7

Cu
0,3

Mn
1,0-1,5

Cr
0,1

Zn Ti Other added substances (tot)
0,25 0,1 0,15

In accordance with EN 1396 the mechanical characteristics of the alloy are the following:
Traction Strength: RM 130 - 180 N/mm2
Yield strength: Rp 0,2 > 80 N/mm2
Elongation at break:

A50 > 6%

Varnish Quality:
"Prefalz" is available since 1999 with a high-quality paint PP99 (polyamide / polyurethane) and
since 2010 with a double layer of high quality fireproof paint called P.10. The painting is carried
out with the Coil Coating process in accordance with the strict rules of ECCA (European Coil
Coating Association).

Environmental Impact

Aluminium is 100% REUSABLE and 100% RECYCLABLE without any loss of mechanical quality.
Recycling aluminium it is used in the productive process.
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SCHEDA TECNICA
PREFALZ
1. DESCRIZIONE DEL PRODOTTO:

I nastri denominati “prefalz” con vernice di qualità P.10 sono lamiere e nastri prodotti in
lega EN AW 3005 (AlMn1Mg0.5) ai sensi della norma EN 573-3 in qualità
d’aggraffatura “H41” ai sensi della norma EN 1396.
La lega EN AW 3005 presenta un grado di resistenza all’acqua marina pari a “1” su una
scala relativa da 1 (ottimo) a 6 (inadatto).

2. QUALITÀ CONTROLLATA:
2.1.
Lega e caratteristiche meccaniche:

La lega AlMn1Mg0.5 ai sensi della norma EN 573-3 con numero di registrazione
internazionale EN AW 3005 e numero di materiale 3.0525 specifica che gli elementi
componenti la lega siano presenti secondo i seguenti valori specifici:
Si

Fe

Cu

Mn

Mg

Cr

Zn

Ti

0,6

0,7

0,30

1,0-1,5

0,2-0,6

0,10

0,25

0,10

Altre sostanze
aggiunte in totale
0,15

Inoltre le caratteristiche meccaniche secondo la norma EN 1396 sono definite
come segue:
Resistenza alla trazione:
Limite di stiramento:
Allungamento a rottura:

2.2.

RM 130 – 180 N/mm²
Rp0,2 ≥ 80 N/mm²
A50 ≥ 6% (in conformità con le norme interne PREFA)

Qualità della vernice

“Prefalz” è disponibile dal 1999 con una verniciatura ad alta qualità PP99
(poliammidica/poliuretanica) e dal 2010 con un doppio strato di verniciatura a fuoco
ad alta qualità denominata P.10.
La verniciatura viene eseguita con il procedimento Coil Coating in conformità alle
severe regole dell’ECCA (European Coil Coating Association).

La ditta PREFA Aluminiumprodukte Ges.m.b.H è certificata ISO 9001 (numero di
registrazione 1160/0) e i suoi processi di produzione sono pertanto controllati in base a tale
norma.
Prefa Aluminiumprodukte Ges.m.b.H.
A-3182 – Marktl / Lilienfeld

10.2012

SCHEDA TECNICA PREFALZ
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1.2.9. Cork (Blonde)
Blond Cork Insulation Panel
Commercial Name

Company

Syfar Tek

Syfar

Description

SyfarTek is a compressed blonde natural cork panel natural,
fine-grained (grain size 2/5mm).

Characteristics

Dimensions: 100 x 50 cm
Density: 150 - 160 kg/m3
Thermal Conductivity l: 0,043 W/mk
Thermal Capacity c: 0,50 Kcal/kg°C
Vertical Traction Resistance: 0,16 MPa
Water vapor diffusion resistance μ: 10
Environmental Impact

Syfar company has been recognized as eligible for certification UNI EN ISO 14001:2004. The company is
powered entirely by solar energy through a photovoltaic system. The heat necessary to the productive cycle
is entirely derived from the combustion of pulverized waste through a thermalcentral capable of a reduction of CO2 emissions of 20% (tons / year) and also a NOx reduction of 10% (tons / year) compared to
a thermal plant fueled with traditional energy sources.
Manufacture:
The production of the panels Syfar Tek is a " closed loop " process. The cork is extracted from the plant in
specific areas for a minimum maturation period of six months. Then, the treated planks are boiled in tanks
for one hour at a temperature of 100 ° C. After reaching the ideal humidity, corky bark are subjected to a
special treatment of depression in crushing and grinding to be freed from the waste wood and powder residue. The obtained granules, selected depending on their diameter, are strongly compressed at a temperature of 135 ° C, which determines the structure of agglomerated cork in the size of the panels. In fact,
under such pressure and temperature, the resin of natural cork (suberin) begins to naturally liquefy and
starts an agglomeration process completed by the addition, in modest quantities, a COMPLETELY NON
TOXIC ALIMENTAR GLUE to speed up the production process.
100% from RENEWABLE resources
100% free from pollutants
100% of the heat necessary to the productive cycle comes from the combustion of pulverized WASTES.
100% NATURAL, WITHOUT the addition of synthetic or fossil GLUES
100% REUSABLE without any loss in performance
Fire Reaction

Class 2
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1.2.10. Larch Wood Panels (Nordpan)
Larch Wood Parquet “Nordpan”
Commercial Name

Company

Larch Parquet

Nordpan
Rubner

Description

The multi-layer panels (three-layers in the RhOME house) are
made of solid wood. The single blades of coniferous wood are
planed and classified according to the sector of use, and then
glued to form multilayer panels consisting of two outer layers,
parallel to each other, and at least one inner layer arranged
transversely to the outer layers. The effect of mutual support
thus obtained reduces the movements of withdrawal wood
swelling caused by changes in the humidity of the wood.

Characteristics

Density: 410 kg/m3
Thermal Conductivity l: 0,12 W/mk
Thermal Capacity c: 2,5 KJ/kgK
Environmental Impact

In accordance with the document "Ökologische Kennwerte von Holz und Holzwerkstoffen in Österreich ",
Österreichisches Institut für Building biology and ecology GmbH (2002). The wood is harvested from sustainable managed forests
Impact categories (referred to one dry ton of material):
Abiotic Resources: 1399 g Sb eq
GWP: -648 kg CO2 eq (considering the quantity of carbon stocked in the wood)
Photosmog: 104 g C2 H2
Acidiphication: 923 g SO2 eq
Over-fertilization: 81 g PO4 eq
PEC non renewable: 2957 MJ (for one ton)
PEC renewable: 10301 MJ (for one ton)

The product is REUSABLE, RECYCLABLE and COMPOSTABLE and BIODEGRADABLE.

Certifications:

Fire Reaction

D-s2-d0
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Abete

Larice

Trattandosi di un “prodotto naturale e vivo” si consiglia d’immagazzinare e lavorare con estrema cura i
pannelli in legno massiccio:

Con l’impiego di alta tecnologia, una lunga esperienza nella lavorazione del legno, uno staff di capaci
collaboratori ed il senso per la “qualità” in primo piano, è stato realizzato un prodotto - i pannelli in legno
massiccio Nordpan - di inconfondibile personalità ed
importanza sul mercato di pannelli, offerto attraverso noti e rinomati rivenditori di prodotti in legno.

I pannelli Nordpan mono - e multistrati sono semilavorati in legno massiccio ed adatti per la fabbricazione di mobili, per rivestimenti interni, costruzioni
esterne ed innumerevoli altri impieghi.

Pino

Abete anticato

Douglasia

74

Qualità corrispondenti alla EN 13017-1 – riepilogo: Qualità 0: nodi sani ed aderenti, piccole riparazioni ben fatte, piccole sacche
di resina fino a 2x30 mm ammesse, single sacche di resina riparate, esente da midollo, scolorazioni e canastro, incollaggio perfetto,
levigatura sui due lati. Qualità A: nodi sani ed aderenti,riparazioni ben fatte, sacche di resina fino a 3x40 mm ammesse, sacche di resina
riparate ammesse, midollo fino a 400 mm ammesso, esente da scolorazioni, incollaggio perfetto, levigatura sui due lati. Qualità B: nodi
sani ed aderenti, piccoli nodi neri occasionali, riparazioni ben fatte, sacche di resina fino a 5x50 mm, sacche di resina riparate, midollo
e tracce di canastro, limitate scolorazioni, incollaggio perfetto, levigatura sui due lati. Qualità C: incollaggio secondo la norma, senza
pretese qualitative in merito a nodi, sacche di resina, midollo, canastro, scolorazioni, levigature sui due lati. Qualità D: senza pretese
qualitative, non corrisponde a nessuna normativa.

4. Uso di pannelli multistrati per impieghi strutturali:
tutta la gamma dei nostri pannelli multistrati è certificata CE.

3. Impieghi di pannelli in ambienti umidi ed esterni: sia
i pannelli monostrati incollati D4 (B4) che i pannelli multistrati incollati AW (ex AW 100) devono essere trattati in
superficie e sui bordi con idonei protettivi. Devono essere rispettate le qualità fisiche dei legni resinosi: l’acqua
deve sempre poter scorrere, mai ristagnare, l’umidità
penetrata deve poter evaporare gradualmente. I materiali devono essere protetti contro rigonfiamenti, riduzioni e curvature.

Note: La ditta produttrice Nordpan SpA declina ogni responsabilitá circa i danni provocati da impieghi scorretti e lavorazioni non professionali dei propri materiali. In caso di applicazioni esterne, i pannelli devono essere trattati con
protettivi idonei e lavorati in modo da evitare il piú possibile rigonfiamenti, riduzioni e imbarcamenti. Gli stessi dovranno
essere immagazzinati in ambienti protetti. Ci riserviamo di apportare modifiche.
Pregasi tener presente che il legname é un materiale vivo!

Classifica in base all’aspetto delle superfici:
ÖNORM B 3021/ B 3022: A AB B
C
EN 13017-1:
0
A
B
C

2. Impieghi di pannelli in ambienti interni: all’interno i
pannelli vengono utilizzati in prima linea per la produzione di mobili e per rivestimenti. Com’è noto i nostri
pannelli sono essiccati all’(8±2)% e pertanto variazioni di
temperatura ed infiltrazioni di umiditá possono causare
rigonfiamenti, riduzioni o curvature. Si consiglia di provvedere a mantenere una temperatura ambiente possibilmente costante e non troppo secca. Possono verificarsi
leggere screpolature in vicinanza di fonti di calore e in
presenza di sollecitazioni climatiche, e leggere curvature, soprattutto in caso di costruzione di antine alte e
strette, di oscuri ecc., anche se i pannelli vengono trattati accuratamente.

1. Magazzinaggio: i pannelli devono essere posti in senso orizzontale su dei moraletti asciutti, distanti max. 1 m
l’uno dall’altro. I pacchi devono essere coperti con nylon
per evitare infiltrazioni di umiditá ed il danneggiamento
delle superfici.
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5000 x 1200

Doga Formato mm

* a disponibilità

Norme: produzione secondo EN 13017-1

Tolleranza di sp: ± 0,3 mm

Umiditá: (8±2) % alla partenza dallo stabilimento

Incollaggio: B4 (D4) (per esterni con idoneo protettivo)–
esente da formaldeide

Struttura: lamelle parallele incollate lateralmente

0eB

su richiesta

15/18/20/27/40

45

su richiesta

5000 x 1200

1-S
Pino

Pacchi:

10 mm: 50 pezzi – 13 mm: 40 pezzi – 14/15 mm: 35 pezzi – 18 mm: 30 pezzi
19/20/21/22 mm: 25 pezzi – 24/27 mm: 20 pezzi – 32/35 mm: 15 pezzi
40/42 mm: 12 pezzi – 50/52/55 mm: 10 pezzi

Imballo: stoccaggio su moraletti, legati con regge mettaliche, coperti con nylon

0 e B lamella larga tipo asse

Sezionatura: su richiesta

0/B - BL, B/C+ - BL, (larghezza lamelle 117-160 mm)

0eB

Qualità

Informazioni dettagliate

0B, (larghezza lamelle 45 mm)

su richiesta

su richiesta

18/20/27/32/40 (larghezza lamelle 117-160 mm)

20/27/40 (larghezza lamelle 45 mm)

Spessori part. mm

• 18/20/24/27/32 (doga larga 91-160 mm – a disponibilità)

• 10/14/15/18/20/21/24/27/32/35/40 (formato
4000x1200)

• 10/13/14/15/18/19/20/21/22/24/27/32/35/40/42/50/
52/55 (formato 5000x1200)

91-160*

Spessore mm

117-160* (spessore 18/20/27/32/40 mm, qualità

45

Larghezza lamelle mm
0/B, B/C+)

45 (spessore 20/27/40 mm, qualità 0B)

su richiesta

su richiesta

5000 x 1200

1-S
Abete anticato

Largh. part.

4000 x 1200 (spessore 10/14/15/18/20/21/24/27/32/
35/40)

1-S
Abete

Pannello Legname

A/B-A/C+-B/C+ (la

* a disponibilitá

Norme: produzion

Tolleranza di spes

Umiditá: (8±2) % all

Largh. part. lamell

**Sp. delle lamelle
8,5 mm: 27/32/35/4

Incollaggio: AW (e
bassissimo conten

Struttura: superfici
strato interno incro

Sezionatura: su ric

richiesta) – D/D ap
B/C chiuso su un lato

entrambi i lati – B/

0/0-0/B-0/C+-A/B-

su richiesta

13/16/19/22/27/32/

190 (spessore 19 m

160 (spessore 19 m

117/140*

5000 x 1250

5000 x 2050

3-S
Abete

B/B

A/C chiuso su un lato

A/B

su richiesta

26 mm composizione 7/12/7 mm, strato interno in pino

19 mm composizione 5/9/5 mm, strato interno in pino

117

5000 x 1250 su richiesta

5000 x 2050

3-S
Douglasia

to interno in pino

ato interno in pino
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190 (spessore 19 mm, qualità A/B-A/C+-B/C+)

160 (spessore 19 mm, qualità A/B-A/C+-B/C+)

A/B-A/C+-B/C+ (larghezza lamelle 190 mm)

A/B-A/C+-B/B-B/C+

su richiesta

27 strato interno in abete 8,5/10/8,5 mm

* a disponibilitá

Norme: produzione secondo EN 13017-1

Tolleranza di spessore: ± 0,3 mm

Umiditá: (8±2) % alla partenza dello stabilimento

Largh. part. lamelle esterne: 160, 190 mm – solo spessore 19 mm e qualità A/B-A/C+-B/C+

**Sp. delle lamelle esterne: 4,5 mm: 13/16 mm – 6,0 mm: 19/22 mm –
8,5 mm: 27/32/35/42 mm – 12,0 mm: 49/60 mm

Incollaggio: AW (ex AW 100) – DIN 68705 – SWP/2 – SWP/3 (su richiesta) –
bassissimo contenuto di formaldeide ca. 0,01 - 0,03 ppm HCHO (<E1)

strato interno incrociato, interamente chiuso

Struttura: superfici composte da lamelle parallele in senso longitudinale –

Sezionatura: su richiesta

A/B-A/C+-B/C+ (larghezza lamelle 160/190 mm)

richiesta) – D/D aperto su entrambi i lati (su richiesta)

entrambi i lati – B/D-C+/D chiuso su un solo lato (su

0/0-0/B-0/C+-A/B-A/C+-B/B-B/C+-C+/C+ chiuso su

su richiesta

13/16/19/22/27/32/35/42/49/60**

19 strato interno in abete 4,5/10/4,5 mm

117/140*

140

117/140*

190 (spessore 19 mm, qualità A/B-A/C+-B/C+)

5000 x 1250 su richiesta

5000 x 1250 su richiesta

5000 x 1250

A/B-A/C+-B/C+-B/D (larghezza lamelle 190 mm)

A/B-A/C+-B/C+ (larghezza lamelle 110/140 mm*)

su richiesta

Pacchi:

13 mm: 40 pezzi – 16 mm: 30 pezzi – 19 mm: 25 pezzi – 22 mm: 25 pezzi – 27 mm: 20 pezzi
32 mm: 15 pezzi – 35 mm: 15 pezzi – 42 mm: 12 pezzi – 49 mm: 10 pezzi – 60 mm: 8 pezzi

* a disponibilitá

0/0-0/B-0/C+-A/B-A/C+-B/B-B/C+-C+/C+

su richiesta

42 mm: 8,5/8/9/8/8,5 mm

32 strato interno in abete 7/18/7 mm
42 strato interno in abete 8,5/25/8,5 mm

35 mm: 6/8/7/8/6 mm

26 interamente in larice 7/12/7 mm

27 mm: 4/7/5/7/4 mm
32 mm: 5,5/7/7/7/5,5 mm

Composizione:

117/140*

5000 x 2050

5-S
Abete

19 interamente in larice 5/9/5 mm

Spessore

190 (spessore 19 mm, qualità A/B-A/C+-B/C+-B/D)

110/140* (qualità A/B-A/C+-B/C+)

5000 x 1250 su richiesta

5000 x 2050

3-S
Larice

Imballo: stoccaggio su moraletti, legati con regge mettaliche, coperti con nylon

0/B-0/C+-B/C+

su richiesta

27 interamente in pino 8,5/10/8,5 mm

19 interamente in pino 6/7/6 mm

5000 x 2050

5000 x 2050

5000 x 2050

3-S
Pino

3-S
Abete anticato

3-S
Abete

15
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Pannello di legno massiccio
Settore d'impiego
_ in conformità alla certificazione del produttore e/o
_ in conformità alla UNI EN 13353

Descrizione generale
Singole lamelle di legno di conifera vengono
classificate e piallate in base al settore d'impiego,
quindi incollate per formare pannelli multistrato
costituiti da due strati esterni, fra loro paralleli, e
almeno uno strato interno disposto trasversalmente
agli strati esterni. L'effetto di sostegno reciproco
così ottenuto riduce i movimenti di ritiro e
rigonfiamento del legno provocati dalle variazioni
dell'umidità del legno. I pannelli di legno massiccio
devono avere una struttura simmetrica
relativamente allo spessore del pannello. Lo
spessore dello strato esterno dei pannelli per
impieghi strutturali con funzione portante deve
essere almeno di 5 mm. Gli strati interni non devono
presentare spazi aperti in corrispondenza delle
superfici di contatto.

Tipo di
pannello

Requisiti

SWP1

ambiente asciutto

Classi di servizio
secondoUNI EN 19951-1
1

SWP2

ambiente umido

1e2

SWP3

ambiente esterno

1, 2 e 3

Dimensioni tipiche dei pannelli [mm]
Larghezze

Lunghezze
5000

5050

1025

•

•

1250

•

4000

2050

•

•

•

Lo spessore abituale del pannello è compreso fra 19
e 27 mm (possibile 16-42 mm)

Basi tecniche
_ Certificazione del produttore e/o
UNI EN 1058

Pannelli a base di legno. Determinazione dei valori caratteristici delle proprietà
meccaniche e della massa volumica

UNI EN 1995-1-1/2

Eurocodice 5 - Progettazione delle strutture di legno
Parte 1-1: Regole generali e regole per edifici
Parte 1-2: Progettazione strutturale contro l'incendio

UNI EN 12369-3

Pannelli a base di legno - Valori caratteristici per la progettazione strutturale Parte 3: Pannelli di legno massiccio

UNI EN 13353

Pannelli di legno massiccio (SWP) - Requisiti

UNI EN 13501-1

Classificazione al fuoco dei prodotti e degli elementi da costruzione Parte 1: Classificazione in base ai risultati delle prove di reazione al fuoco

UNI EN 13986

Pannelli a base di legno per l'uso nelle costruzioni - Caratteristiche, valutazione
di conformità e marcatura

dataholz.com – Catalogo di materiali di legno o a base legno, materiali da costruzione, componenti da costruzione e
collegamenti per componenti da costruzione con proprietà di fisica tecnica ed ecologiche verificate e/o certificate, approvati
per le costruzioni di legno da istituti di verifica accreditati.
Le certificazioni dei parametri sono considerate valide dalle autorità edilizie austriache.
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Pannello di legno massiccio
Proprietà meccaniche
_ in conformità alla certificazione del produttore e/o
_ in conformità alla UNI EN 12369-3

Pannello di legno massiccio
Spessore [mm]

® [kg/m3]
fm [N/mm2] 0
Em [N/mm2] 0

20–30
410
40,0
10000

Per impieghi portanti secondo le condizioni della
classe di servizio 1, si applicano i valori caratteristici
per le proprietà meccaniche e la massa volumica
riportati in Tab. 1 e 2. Questi valori devono essere
Tab. 2: Valori caratteristici dei pannelli fabbricati secondo la
modificati secondo la UNI EN 1995-1-1 in base alla UNI EN 13353
durata di applicazione del carico (kmod, kdef).
Proprietà fisiche
Per impieghi portanti secondo le condizioni della
_ in conformità alla certificazione del produttore e/o
classe di servizio 2 e 3, i valori caratteristici per le
proprietà meccaniche e la massa volumica riportati _ in conformità alla UNI EN 13986
in Tab. 1 e 2 devono essere modificati secondo la
Pannelli di legno massiccio e
UNI EN 1995-1-1 in base alla classe di servizio e
compensato
alla durata di applicazione del carico (kmod, kdef).
1000
300
500
700
® [kg/m3]
Come valore caratteristico del 5% di rigidità deve
0,24
0,09
0,13
0,17
¬ [W/mK]
essere preso l'85% del valore medio riportato in
50/150 70/200 90/220 110/250
μ
Tab. 1.
_ in conformità alla relazione "Verifica dei parametri
di fisica tecnica del legno e dei pannelli a base di
legno", MA 39-VFA (2002)
Pannello di legno massiccio
Spessore [mm]

® [kg/m3]
fm [N/mm2] 0
90
fp [N/mm2] 0
90
ft [N/mm2] 0
90
fc [N/mm2] 0
90
fv [N/mm2] 0
90
fr [N/mm2] 0
90
Em [N/mm2] 0
90
Ep [N/mm2] 0
90
Et [N/mm2] 0
90
Gv [N/mm2] 0
90
Gr [N/mm2] 0
90

12–20
410
35,0
5,0
25,0
12,0
16,0
6,0
16,0
10,0
4,0
5,0
1,6
1,4
10000
550
4700
3500
4700
2900
470
470
41
41

>20–30
410
30,0
5,0
14,0
12,0
9,0
6,0
16,0
10,0
4,0
3,5
1,6
1,4
8200
550
2900
3500
3500
2900
470
470
41
41

>30–42
410
16,0
9,0
12,0
12,0
6,0
6,0
10,0
16,0
3,5
2,5
1,2
1,4
7600
1500
2400
4700
2400
2900
470
470
41
41

>42
410
12,0
9,0
10,0
12,0
6,0
6,0
10,0
16,0
2,5
2,0
1,2
1,4
7100
1500
1800
4700
2400
2900
470
470
41
41

® [kg/m3]
μ min – max
fK [Hz]
(d [mm])

Pannello di legno massiccio S3 di
abete (pannello con struttura a tre
strati)
431
77,4 – 481,3
740 – 880 (19,9)
580 – 1010 (29,9)
470 – 850 (39,8)

Nota: Il valore μ di un materiale può subire oscillazioni
rilevanti. Per qualsiasi dubbio si consiglia di fare riferimento
ai valori riportati su certificati di controllo esistenti.

_ secondo "Katalog für wärmeschutztechnische
Rechenwerte von Baustoffen und Bauteilen",
Österreichisches Normungsinstitut (2001)
Legno e compensato

® [kg/m3]
¬ [W/mK]
c [kJ/kgK]

400
0,11
2,5

500
0,13
2,5

600
0,15
2,5

700
0,17
2,5

800
0,20
2,5

Tab. 1: Valori caratteristici dei pannelli fabbricati secondo la
UNI EN 13353
dataholz.com – Catalogo di materiali di legno o a base legno, materiali da costruzione, componenti da costruzione e
collegamenti per componenti da costruzione con proprietà di fisica tecnica ed ecologiche verificate e/o certificate, approvati
per le costruzioni di legno da istituti di verifica accreditati.
Le certificazioni dei parametri sono considerate valide dalle autorità edilizie austriache.
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Pannello di legno massiccio
Comportamento al fuoco
_ in conformità alla certificazione del produttore e/o
_ in conformità alla decisione 2007/348/EC della
commissione

Euroclasse
Classe di emissioni di fumo
Classe di produzione di gocce

≥400 kg/m3,
≥12 mm
D
s2
d0

... esclusi i rivestimenti per pavimenti

Colle
Klebstoffe

Energiathermisch
termica
Energie

Energiaelektrisch
elettrica
Energie

Trasporti
Transporte

Altro
Sonstige

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

_ in conformità a UNI EN 1995-1-2

Velocità di carbonizzazione ß0

Legno
di partenza
Holz
Ausgangsprodukte
100%

Impoverimento
risorse
Ressourcenabbau

Potenziale
Treibhauspotential
riscaldamento globale

Fotosmog
Photosmog

Acidificazione
Versauerung

Sovrafertilizzazione
Überdüngung

Fig. 1: Impatto ambientale per processi (pannello di legno
massiccio S3, PF)

®k=450 kg/m3,
20 mm
0,9 mm/min

Nota: per altre masse volumiche e spessori la velocità di
carbonizzazione deve essere calcolata utilizzando la seguente
equazione:
ß0,®,t = ß0 k® kh con
k® = ¡(450/®k)
kh = ¡(20/hp)
®k ... Massa volumica caratteristica in kg/m3
hp ... Spessore pannello in mm

Proprietà ecologiche
_ in conformità al documento "Ökologische
Kennwerte von Holz und Holzwerkstoffen in
Österreich", Österreichisches Institut für
Baubiologie und -ökologie GmbH (2002)

Categorie di impatto
Riferite: a tonnellata secca

Pannello di
legno
massiccio S3
(colla UF)

Pannello di
legno
massiccio S3
(colla PF)

Risorse abiotiche [g Sb eq]

1399

1589

Potenziale riscaldamento globale [kg CO2 eq]* -648

-626

Potenziale riscaldamento globale [kg CO2 eq]

148

170

Fotosmog [g C2H2]

104

102

Acidificazione [g SO2 eq]

923

1019

81

81

PEC non rinnovabili [MJ]

2957

3433

PEC rinnovabili [MJ]

10301

10299

--Sovrafertilizzazione [g PO4 eq]

* ... tenendo conto dell’immagazzinamento di carbonio nel legno

Valutazione: ☺ ¢ caratteristiche ecologiche
favorevoli
Rispetto alla maggior parte dei criteri ambientali, il
pannello di legno massiccio S3 (pannello a tre
strati) mostra un potenziale da basso a moderato. I
fattori con l'impatto più elevato sono il consumo
energetico per l'essiccazione dei segati e il
fabbisogno elettrico per la fabbricazione del
prodotto, che determina gravi problemi ecologici in
tutta Europa (UCPTE-Mix) in virtù dei forti consumi
di energia atomica e termica. La percentuale di colla
nel prodotto è relativamente bassa e, pertanto,
incide nella stessa misura sull'impatto ambientale
complessivo del prodotto.

dataholz.com – Catalogo di materiali di legno o a base legno, materiali da costruzione, componenti da costruzione e
collegamenti per componenti da costruzione con proprietà di fisica tecnica ed ecologiche verificate e/o certificate, approvati
per le costruzioni di legno da istituti di verifica accreditati.
Le certificazioni dei parametri sono considerate valide dalle autorità edilizie austriache.
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1.2.11. Vapour Control Layer
Vapour Control Layer
Commercial Name

Company

Description

Vliesdampfbremse VD+

Harrer

Transparent vapour barrier with extremely high tear strength,
ideal for the prefabrication of timber and prefab elements

Characteristics

Raw Material: 100% Polyolefin
Material Composition: 3 layers with reinforcement
Flat Weight: ca. 100 g/m2
Thickness: 0,4 mm
Vapour Diffusion Resistance Factor : 25.000
SD value: ca. 10 m
Tensile Strength: > 300 N
Elongation at Break: > 20%
Tear Strength: > 250 N
Fire Class: B2
Color: White
Roll Width: 150 / 280 cm
Roll Length: 50 m

The VD+ fleece vapour barrier, equipped with a constant SD value of 10 m, is particularly suitable
for the construction elements. Due to the 3.2 m Roll width a rapid and efficient installation possible.
The VD+ fleece vapor barrier is equipped with a fabric insert which confers extremely high tensile
strength (> 300 N).
Environmental Impact

The product is 100% RECYCLABLE.
Fire Reaction

Fire Class B2
102

Vinzenz Harrer GesmbH
Badl 31
A-8130 Frohnleiten
Tel. 03127 20945 Fax DW 23
office@harrer.at
www.harrer.at

Technische Eigenschaften der Vliesdampfbremse VD+

Produkt

geprüft nach DIN

VD+

Rohstoff

100 % Polyolefin

Materialaufbau

3 lagig mit Armierung

Flächengewicht

DIN 53 352

ca. 100 g / m²

Reisskraft

DIN 53 354

> 300 N

Reissdehnung

DIN 53 354

> 20 %

Nagelausreisskraft

DINEN 12310 - 1

> 250 N

sd-Wert

DIN 52615

10 m

Brandklasse

DIN 4102

B2

Farbe

weiß

Rollenbreite

150 / 280 cm

Rollenlänge

50 m

Verklebung der Überlappung

mit allen pro clima Klebebändern

Verklebung der Anschlüsse

mit pro clima coll Klebern
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1.2.12. Seal Air
Seal Air for the roofing
Commercial Name

Stamisol Pack 500

Company

Naturalia Bau
(Stamisol)

Description

The cloth undermantle STAMISOL PACK 500 is a special
product with a highly breathable film PET. STAMISOL PACK
500 has been specially developed for roofs with simple ventilation and is therefore particularly suitable for laying on floorboards, directly over insulation panels or wood derivatives. It
works on the principle of human skin: it breathes, protects
and acts as a regulator.

Characteristics

Resistance to water penetration: class w1
Tear resistance (longitudinal/transverse): 540 / 800 N (±10%)
Flexibility at low temperature (pliability): -15 °C
Weight: 500 g/mq
Thickness: 2,6 x 25 m
Equivalent thickness of air to vapor diffusion (sD): ~0,95
Environmental Impact

The seal air STAMISOL PACK500 is coated with a polyethilene film,UV resistant for 24 months, rain resistant.
STAMISOL PACK 500 was primarily developed for extreme weather conditions of high mountains; therefore
offers a perfect water resistance and resistance to driving rain. Through the use of raw materials of high quality (mass arei approx. 500 g/m², thickness 0.7 mm) and a proven coating technology, STAMISOL PACK 500
has a surface stability and an unrivaled resistance. STAMISOL PACK 500 is suitable for all pitched roofs or
for those fights, as well as roof ventilation sempliceno with double insulation above the rafters. As the product
has been thoroughly studied in all its details and has been certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 SQS,
spent the duration of the life cycle, it can be recycled according to the patented process Texyloop ®.
Embodied Energy: 113,95 MJ/kg
Recycle:
Stamisol® Pack 500 is part of the Texyloop™ program, a patented recycling procedure for composite coated
textiles. It is based on the patented Vinyloop™ procedure developed in cooperation with the Solvay Group.
The product is 100% RECYCLABLE.
Certifications:
Quality management: ISO 9001
Environmental management: ISO 14001
Fire Reaction

Class E
106

®

STAMISOL®PACK 500

Telo sottomanto saldabile per tetti con inclinazione a partire da 5°

saldabile

Vantaggi:

 Tettiafaldeconinclinazione>5°
 Eccezionalmenteresistente
 Saldabile, per condizioni meteorologicheestreme
 Permette la diffusione del vapore
acqueo
 Resistenteallapioggiabattente
 25annidiesperienza
 Stutturaantiscivolo
 ResistenzaairaggiUVper24mesi
 Ermeticitàgrazieallaincollatura
 Compatibilecontuttiisupporti
 10annidigaranzia
 100%riciclabile

Il telo sottomanto STAMISOL
PACK500,unprodottospecialeconvelo
PET ancora più aperto alla diffusione,
funzionasulprincipiodellapelleumana:
essotraspira,proteggeeagiscecomeun
regolatore.STAMISOLPACK500migliora
ilbenesserefisicodicolorocheabitano,
farisparmiarepreziosaenergiaeproteggelacostruzioneinmododuraturodagliinflussiatmosferici.
STAMISOL PACK 500 è stato sviluppato specialmente per tetti con
aerazione semplice ed è quindi particolarmenteadattoperposasuassito,direttamentesupannelliisolantiopannelliinderivatidellegno.

Lavorazione

STAMISOL PACK 500 è stato sviluppato principalmente per condizioni
climatiche estreme di alta montagna;
offre quindi una perfetta impermeabilità all’acqua e resistenza alla pioggia
battente. Grazie all’impiego di materie
prime di elevata qualità (massa arei ca.
500g/m²,spessore0,7mm)eaunatecnologiadirivestimentocollaudata,STAMISOL PACK 500 presenta una stabilità
superficialeeunaresistenzasenzaparagoni. STAMISOL PACK 500 è adatto per
tutti i tetti a falde o per quelli a botte,
nonchépertetticonaerazionesemplice
odoppiaconisolamentosopraicorrentini. Poiché il prodotto è stato studiato
afondointuttiisuoidettagliedèstato
certificatosecondoSQSISO9001eISO
14001,trascorsaladuratadelciclovitale,
essopuòvenirriciclatoconformemente
alprocedimentobrevettatoTexyloop®.

Campi d‘impiego:

 Tettoconinclinazionea
partireda5°
 Tettoabotte

In caso di condizioni meteorologicheestremeinferioria+5°Cealfine
di garantire un perfetto isolamento e
una perfetta impermeabilità all’acqua,
STAMISOL PACK 500 viene saldato. Tutto ciò può essere raggiunto anche mediante un’incollatura permanente e impermeabile all’acqua con STAMCOLL
AS.STAMISOLPACK500vienefornitoin
rotoli, va posato direttamente sull’isolante del tetto ed è inoltre compatibile
con tutti i materiali da costruzione. Per
facilitareeaccelerarelaposa,STAMISOL
PACK500puòesserefornitoalcantiere
giàpreconfezionato.STAMOIDèl’unico
fornitore che mette a disposizione una
vasta gamma di accessori e delle istruzionidiposaesaurienti,inmodotaleda
rendereottimaleedefficientelalavorazionedeisuoiprodotti.

Merano  Via Carlo Abarth 20  www.naturalia-bau.it  info@naturalia-bau.it  Tel: +39 0473 499 050  Fax: +39 0473 499 060
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Costruzione
Programma di accessori incomparabile

Con il suo programma di accessoriSTAMISOLmetteinevidenzalasua
professionalitàeleprestazionidigaranzia per un rapido e sicuro sviluppo di
dettaglicomeadesempio:

Telo di raccordo per finestre da tetto

Collare per finestre da tetto

Saldatura o incollatura

Guarnizione per chiodi, nastro di guarnizione

Raccordi per tubi di ventilazione

per chiodi oppure guarnizioni per viti

Dati tecnici

Membrana sottomanto per tetti a falde
con inclinazione a partire da 5°
Tipo

Colore

Formato

Peso

Spessore

Voce di capitolato

EN13859-1
ProdottospecialeconveloPET
marrone
2,6mx25m(rotolo)oppure
preconfezionato
~500g/m²
~0,7mm

Resistenza a rottura (long. / trasv.)

2600N/1500N/5cm

Forza di lacerazione (long. / trasv.)

260N/380N

Allungamento a rottura

Resistenza alla penetrazione d‘acqua

Spessore equivalente di aria per la
diffusione del vapore (sD)

Resistenza alla temperatura

Comportamento al fuoco (EN 13501-1)

Periodo di esposizione agli agenti
atmosferici
Management qualità

Management ambiente

~22%
>400mm
~0,95m
-30°Ca+80°C
E
24mesidiresistenzaairaggiUV
ISO9001

Impermeabilizzazione con telo
permeabilealvaporeStamisolPACK500
rivestimentospecialesuveloinpoliestere,spessored’ariaequivalentealladiffusione:SD0,95m,resistenteairaggiUVper
24mesi,resistenteallapioggiabattente,
riciclabile con procedimento Texyloop, peso 500 gr/mq, spessore 0,7 mm.
Fornitoepostoinoperaaseccosaldato
oincollatoconcollaStamisolcongiuntisovrappostidi20cmsusupportogià
predispostoinlastreisolantiPavatexNaturIsolant.
S’intendono compresi le colle di
fissaggio, compresa la preventiva puliziadellesuperfici,glisfridi,nonchéogni
altra prestazione accessoria occorrente
quali posa di telo di raccordo con finestre,sigillaturaditubazionipassanticon
appositoelementodiraccordo,sigillaturadeiraccordi.

ISO14001

Merano  Via Carlo Abarth 20  www.naturalia-bau.it  info@naturalia-bau.it  Tel: +39 0473 499 050  Fax: +39 0473 499 060
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1.2.14. Waterproof membrane
Waterproof - Breathable membrane for ovrcoating facade
Commercial Name

Company

Stamisol Color

StamisolSerge Ferrari

Description

Stamisol Color is a polyacrilic waterproof - breathable facade
membrane open to diffusion. It is composed by a composite
made of polyester and glass fiber (which ensures high mechanical resistance and dimensional s tability), with a polyacrilic
coating (three acrylic layers which guarantee UV resistance,
long life and waterproofing). The product is 100% recyclable
(near Rome, in Ferrara).

Characteristics

Yarn: PET/glass/PET

A non-woven polyester/glass
composite that ensures
mechanical resistance and
dimensional stability.

Tensile Strength: 330 N/ 5 cm
Resistance to Water Penetration: class W1
Weight: 420 g/mq

Three polyacrylic layers
guarantee UV resistance,
long life and waterproofing.

Thickness: 0,75mm
Air Layer Thickness Equivalent (sD): ~0,05 m
Environmental Impact

Recycling with TEXYLOOP®: Introduced on an industrial scale by Serge Ferrari®, Texyloop® is a recycling
process for polyester fabric coated with PVC. The TEXYLOOP® system enables composite membranes
(PVC-coated materials) to be 100% RECYCLABLE and the recycled materials can be re-introduced into
industrial production.
On the site of the Vinyloop Ferrara SPA plant (at Ferrare in Italy), the Texyloop® unit allows to recycle 100%
of the components (PVC and polyester). The specific reactor for polyester/PVC composites materials is operational and allows to obtain a PVC compound (granules) and homogeneous polyester fibers (with high quality level), at the conclusion of 5 stages which take place in a closed circuit. The company guarantee an organised collection network.

Embodied Energy: 37,508 MJ/kg
GWP: 0,0135 kg Sb eq
Certifications:
Quality management: ISO 9001
Environmental management: ISO 14001
ISO 9001

CE Label
(according EN 13859-2)

Fire Reaction

Class E (Also available in the version “Stamisol Color HI-FR with fire reaction class B-s2-d0 ).
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1.2.15. Wood Fiberboard (High Density)
Insulating panels in high density wood fiberboard
Commercial Name

HDP-Q11 Standard

Company

Homatherm

Description

Insulation panel in wood fibers. Especially suitable for flat roof
structures and substructures of floors. Thanks to its high
compressive strength and a bulk density of 140 kg/m3, the
panel is also ideal for thermal protection and allows easy processing. With the possibility of laying a layer only will you get
an efficient combination between convenience and excellent
physico-technical properties.

Characteristics

Productive Process: Dry Process
Specific Heat Capacity: 2100 J/kg K
Resistance to Vapour Diffusion μ: 3
Volume Mass: 130 kg/m3
Thickness: 0,8 mm
Thermal Conductivity λ: 0,038 W/(m·K)
Environmental Impact

Homatherm® insulating materials are based on environmentally safe substances: They have very low thermal
conductivities and are therefore ideally suited as insulating materials. The Homatherm® ecological insulating
materials offer outstanding advantages, thanks to ongoing development applying state of the art techniques
leading to technically mature application. Homatherm® insulating materials regularly demonstrate these
advantages and their ecological sustainability through the natureplus quality certification of the flexible wood
fibre insulating batts and the compression resistant wood fibre insulation boards.
HOMATHERM® offers:
- Structures without chemical wood protection
- Virtually no VOC and formaldehyde emission
- CO2-neutral raw materials, Full declaration

Certifications:

Fire Reaction

Class E (EN 13501-1)
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Scheda dati del prodotto

Scheda dati del prodotto HOMATHERM HDP-Q11 standard (07/2012)

HDP-Q11 standard
il pannello isolante ad alte
prestazioni conveniente
e universale

NOVITÀ.
30% di peso in meno a parità di resistenza
alla pressione.

Facile lavorazione ed eccellenti proprietà isolanti fanno del HDP-Q11 standard il pannello isolante ad
alte prestazioni adatto a pressoché tutti i campi d‘impiego. Isolamento di tetti, pareti o solai interpiano:
il pannello HDP-Q11 standard è la scelta giusta per ogni applicazione. Il pannello permette di risparmiare energia in inverno, tiene il calore all‘esterno in estate e offre un‘ottima protezione contro i rumori per
tutto l‘anno. Realizzato in fibre di legno con processo a secco, il pannello funge da compensatore di
umidità, prevenendo così i difetti di costruzione e creando un sano clima interno.
■ Isolamento termico ideale grazie alla bassa conducibilità termica

■ Prodotto conveniente grazie alla possibilità di posa a
uno strato solo da 40 a 240 mm

■ Minimo spreco di materiale grazie alla possibilità di
applicazione da entrambi i lati - λD = 0,038 W/(m·K)

■ Facile maneggiabilità grazie ai formati adattati

■ Migliore protezione dal calore, contro i rumori e antincendio
■ Ottimale per applicazioni su ampie superfici e per il
superamento dei ponti termici, ad esempio su isolamenti aggiuntivi sul tetto con e senza cassaforma

■ Ecologico ed ecocompatibile
■ Riduzione di peso del 30% grazie al nuovo processo di
fabbricazione
■ Semplice lavorazione con tradizionali macchine e
utensili per la lavorazione del legno

■ Massima protezione dall‘umidità grazie alle proprietà
traspiranti e assorbenti

Risparmio
energetico

Protezione dal calore
estivo

Protezione antincendio

Protezione contro i
rumori

Protezione dall‘umidità

100 % ecologico

HOMATHERM GmbH, Ahornweg 1, D-06536 Berga
Assistenza telefonica +49 (0) 3 46 51/4 16-61, Fax +49 (0) 3 46 51/4 16-39, E-Mail: italia@homatherm.com
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Scheda dati del prodotto

Scheda dati del prodotto HOMATHERM HDP-Q11 standard (07/2012)

Dati tecnici

Descrizione del prodotto
n Prodotto col metodo più innovativo a
livello mondiale per la fabbricazione a
secco

Descrizione

Pannello isolante in fibre di legno
WF-EN 13171-T3-CS(10/Y)20-TR7,5-WS2,0-MU3-AF100

Omologazione generale da
parte dell‘ispettorato edile
(DIBt)

Z-23.15-1417

Dichiarazione completa

Fibre di legno, resine di PMDI, paraffina

Processo produttivo

Processo a secco

Massa volumica apparente

ca. 130 kg/m

Capacità termica specifica

2100 J/(kg∙K)

Resistenza alla compressione
verticale rispetto al piano del
pannello

≥ 50 kPa

Resistenza alla trazione verticale rispetto al piano del pannello

≥ 7,5 kPa

4108-10: DADdm, DZ, DIzg, DEOdm, WABdm, WH, WIzg, WTR

Coefficiente di resistenza alla
diffusione del vapore acqueo μ

3

n Isolamento aggiuntivo su tetto su cassa-

Conducibilità termica

λG: 0,037 W/(m·K)
λD: 0,038 W/(m·K)

n Isolamento aggiuntivo su tetto senza

Resistenza al flusso riferita alla
lunghezza

> 100 kPa.s/m2 *

Assorbimento d‘acqua nel
breve periodo

< 2,0 kg/m2

Protezione antincendio

Classe europea a norma EN 13501-1: E
Classe del materiale a norma DIN 4102-1(Germania): B2, normalmente infiammabile

Temp. di utilizzo max. per brevi
periodi

100°C

Codice rifiuto secondo AVV

030105; 170201

n Bassa conducibilità termica
n Traspirante
n Munito delle omologazioni generali rilas-

ciate dalle autorità edili

3

Campi di applicazione
n Tipologie di applicazione a norma DIN

forma

cassaforma (in formato grande)

n Isolamento esterno dietro i rivestimenti

delle facciate (su cassaforma, pareti in
legno massiccio)

n Strato intermedio per sistema composi-

to di isolamento termico su pareti in legno
massiccio

n Isolamento interno di pareti e

soffitti
n Solaio interpiano superiore (ridotto carico

di pressione)

n Isolamento e copertura sull‘intera superfi-

cie di ponti termici

09

Formate
Lieferform

Pannelli omogenei

Profilo del bordo
Dimensioni di consegna e calcolo [mm]
Misura di copertura [mm]
Spessori degli articoli standard [mm]

spigolo vivo

con sormonto battente

1250 x 600

1265 x 615

1815 x 615

---

1250 x 600

1800 x 600

40, 60, 80, 100, 120

140, 160, 180, 200, 220, 240

140, 180, 220

CONSIGLIO: HDP-Q11 standard per sistema di isolamento aggiuntivo su tetto
L‘utilizzo del pannello HOMATHERM HDP-Q11 standard permette di scegliere fra i seguenti elementi di fissaggio:
– Vite a doppia filettatura SFS Twin UD in caso di utilizzo di HDP-Q11 standard in formato piccolo (su cassaforma,
(p.es. UD-Q11 protect) in combinazione con una pista di sottotensione
– Vite a doppia filettatura SFS Twin UD in caso di utilizzo di HDP-Q11 standard (in formato grande) senza cassaforma
in combinazione con una pista di sottotensione
– Vite a filettatura parziale Bierbach DaBAU in caso di utilizzo di HDP-Q11 standard (su cassaforma, in combinazione
con il pannello sotto manto UD-Q11 protect

Questa scheda dati del prodotto corrisponde allo stato tecnico al momento della stampa e perde ogni validità al momento dell‘emissione di una nuova edizione. La
sua validità è contestuale al resto della documentazione HOMATHERM. Per la lavorazione si prega di attenersi alle nostre esaustive linee guida in merito. Rispettare
le normative di legge nazionali in ambito edile. I dati e l‘idoneità del materiale per l‘uso previsto devono essere comunque verificati in ogni caso in cantiere.
HOMATHERM GmbH declina ogni responsabilità, comprese quelle relative a errori di stampa e a successive modifiche dei dati tecnici. Dati technici valita solo per
l‘Italia.

HOMATHERM GmbH, Ahornweg 1, D-06536 Berga
Assistenza telefonica +49 (0) 3 46 51/4 16-61, Fax +49 (0) 3 46 51/4 16-39, E-Mail: italia@homatherm.com
www.homatherm.com
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1.2.16. Wood Fiberboard (Low Density)
Insulating panels in high density wood fiberboard
Commercial Name

holzFlex® Standard

Company

Homatherm

Description

Flexible insulation panel in wood fibers. Thanks to the excellent
physical and technical characteristics and processing, the wood
fiber insulating panel holzFlex® standard is particularly suitable
for application in walls with wooden muillions, curtain walls
or surfaces with installations. Homatherm holzFlex® standard
is easy workable because of its flexibility and adapts perfectly
to the mullion structure.

Characteristics

Productive Process: Dry Process
Specific Heat Capacity: 2100 J/kg K
Resistance to Vapour Diffusion μ: 3
Volume Mass: 48 kg/m3
Standard Dimensions: 1250 x 580 mm
Thermal Conductivity λ: 0,038 W/(m·K)
Environmental Impact

Homatherm® insulating materials are based on environmentally safe substances: They have very low thermal
conductivities and are therefore ideally suited as insulating materials. The Homatherm® ecological insulating
materials offer outstanding advantages, thanks to ongoing development applying state of the art techniques
leading to technically mature application. Homatherm® insulating materials regularly demonstrate these
advantages and their ecological sustainability through the natureplus quality certification of the flexible wood
fibre insulating batts and the compression resistant wood fibre insulation boards.
HOMATHERM® offers:
- Structures without chemical wood protection
- Virtually no VOC and formaldehyde emission
- CO2-neutral raw materials, Full declaration

Certifications:

Fire Reaction

Class E (EN 13501-1)
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Scheda dati del prodotto
Scheda dati del prodotto holzFlex® standard (01/2011)

holzFlex® standard
facile e conveniente

     
     ®
   
   ®   


 Bassa conducibilità termica 0,038 W/(m.K)
 %XRQDFDSDFLWjGLLQFDVWURÀQRDPP



VHQ]DÀVVDJJLDJJLXQWLYL

 Perfetto isolamento degli scomparti grazie alla

 VWDELOLWjGHOODIRUPDHDOO HOHYDWDÁHVVLELOLWj
 Perfetto per l'isolamento di pareti

 HVXSHUÀFLFRQLQVWDOOD]LRQL

Massimo risparmio
energetico

Protezione ottimale dal
FDORUHHVWLYR

Protezione antincendio
- più di 2000 strutture
testate

 Possibilità di posa in larga parte senza tagli, grazie

alla possibilità di incastrare anche i residui in uno
scomparto
 )DFLOHODYRUD]LRQHFRQLOFROWHOORSHUPDWHULDOL

isolanti HOMATHERM®, il segaccio o la sega a nastro
 Ridotta necessità di taglio grazie ai formati

armonizzati su reticolo comune

Protezione ottimale
contro i rumori

Protezione dall'umidità
SHUXQSLDFHYROH
FOLPDDELWDWLYR

Materiale isolante testato e 100 % biologico in
ÀEUDGLOHJQR

HOMATHERM GmbH, Ahornweg 1, 06536 Berga
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Scheda dati del prodotto
Scheda dati del prodotto holzFlex® standard (01/2011)

Dati tecnici

Descrizione del prodotto
 Realizzato con il processo a secco

Descrizione


WF-EN 13 171-T2-TR1,0-MU3-AF5

Omologazione generale da parte
dell'ispettorato edile (DIBt)

Z-23.15-1417

Dichiarazione completa

  
di ammonio

Processo produttivo

Processo a secco

Massa volumica apparente

ca. 48 kg/m3

Capacità termica spec.

 Collegamento a rete uniforme in tre

dimensioni




di adattamento
 Traspirante

 

Resistenza alla trazione verticale
rispetto al piano del pannello

  

  

3

Conducibilità termica

G  
D   

 
riferita alla lunghezza

 

Rigidità dinamica

4 - 8 MN/m³

Protezione antincendio

Classe europea a norma EN 13501-1:E
  
 

Campi di applicazione
¡

struttura a telaio in legno e a montanti di
legno
¡ 
¡
¡
 Utilizzabile con il sistema a facciata into-

nacata HOMATHERM® DHD

Temp. di utilizzo max.
per brevi periodi

100°C



030105; 170201

Formato di consegna


uniforme in tre dimensioni

Formato standard

1250 x 580 mm

Spessori (mm)



40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200

¢¤¡¦§



Estensione di serraggio per isolamento tra i puntoni
Spessore
(mm)
Estensione
di serraggio
max

40

50

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

400

500

600

700

800

900

900

900

900

900

Coltello per materiali
isolanti

Strumento per tagliare

morsetti

holzFlex® standard viene tagliato con
un'eccedenza dell'1% in lunghezza e
larghezza e incastrato nello scomparto.

Montaggio senza
giunti

holzFlex® standard su
facciata a intonacare DHD



¡¢£¢
¤¥¡
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Kleppergasse 3
D-69151 Neckargemünd
T +49 (0)6223 / 861147
info@natureplus.org

natureplus e.V.
Vergaberichtlinie 0104
HOLZFASERDÄMMPLATTEN
FÜR DAS BAUWESEN
Ausgabe: September 2010
zur Vergabe des Qualitätszeichens

 natureplus e.V.
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0 Präambel
Die natureplus-Vergabekriterien sind hierarchisch aufgebaut. Jedes Produkt, das nach einer
Produkt-Vergaberichtlinie geprüft wird, muss zugleich auch die Anforderungen der Basiskriterien
(RL0000) sowie der zugehörigen Produktgruppenrichtlinie erfüllen (siehe auch § 2). Um
Doppelnennungen zu vermeiden, sind diese Anforderungen im Regelfall in der ProduktVergaberichtlinie nicht nochmals aufgeführt.
1

Anwendungsbereich

Die nachfolgenden Vergabekriterien enthalten Anforderungen zur Auszeichnung mit dem
Qualitätszeichen natureplus für nicht oberflächenbehandelte Holzfaserdämmplatten gemäß EN
13171 für den Einsatz als Wärme- und Schalldämmung sowie für den Einsatz in
Wärmedämmverbundsystemen nach RL0300. Sie sind ausschließlich auf die genannten Produkte
anzuwenden. Verbundsysteme von Holzfaserdämmplatten mit anderen Materialien werden hier
nicht betrachtet.
2

Vergabekriterien

Voraussetzung für die Auszeichnung eines Produktes mit dem Qualitätszeichen natureplus bildet
die Einhaltung der Basiskriterien (RL 0000).
Das Produkt muss die Anforderungen der Produktgruppen-Vergaberichtlinie 0100 „Dämmstoffe aus
nachwachsenden Rohstoffen“ erfüllen.
2.1

Gebrauchstauglichkeit

Das Produkt muss die Anforderungen der EN 13171 erfüllen.
2.2

Zusammensetzung, Stoffverbote, Stoffbeschränkungen

Die Platten müssen mindestens zu 85 % aus nachwachsenden Rohstoffen bestehen, bezogen auf
die Trockenmasse des Produktes.
Das eingesetzte Holz muss bezüglich seines Frischholzanteils dem § 2.3 entsprechen und soll zu
mindestens 50 M-% aus Sekundärrohstoffen bestehen wie beispielsweise Sägerestholz, Spreißeln,
Schwarten und Kappstücke. Wird Altholz eingesetzt, muss sichergestellt werden, dass es sich um
Altholz der Kategorie A1 (1) gemäß Altholzverordnung (D) oder um Sortimente handelt, die mittels
WKI-Aufschlussverfahren oder ähnlichen Verfahren aufbereitet wurden. Der Hersteller hat dies
durch regelmäßige Rohstoffkontrollen zu prüfen und zu dokumentieren. Insbesondere ist durch

natureplus e.V.
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geeignete Eingangskontrollen nachzuweisen, dass Altholz nicht chemisch behandelt wurde
(Holzschutzmittel).
(1)

A1 = Naturbelassenes oder lediglich mechanisch bearbeitetes Altholz, das bei seiner früheren Verwendung nicht mehr
als unerheblich mit holzfremden Stoffen verunreinigt wurde

Den Produkten dürfen max. 4 kg mineralisches Flammschutzmittel pro m 3 zugesetzt werden. Das
Hydrophobierungsmittel ist mit 2 % bezogen auf die Trockenmasse des Produktes beschränkt.
Bitumen ist als Einsatzstoff nicht zugelassen. Den Holzfaserdämmplatten dürfen außerdem keine
Holzschutzmittel, halogenorganischen Verbindungen und keine synthetisch-organischen
Flammschutzmittel zugesetzt werden. Der Einsatz von Borverbindungen als Flammschutz und/oder
Biozid ist nicht zulässig.
Der Gehalt an synthetischen Bindemitteln ist auf 4 % der Trockenmasse des Produktes begrenzt.
Die Verwendung von synthetischen Stützfasern ist auf maximal 15 % des Produktgewichtes im
lufttrockenen Zustand beschränkt. Die Angaben des Herstellers werden im Bedarfsfall auch
labortechnisch überprüft.
Das Produkt wird einer Prüfung auf Aluminium, Antimon, Bor und EOX/AOX gemäß Abschnitt 3
unterzogen und muss die dort angegebenen Grenzwerte einhalten. Die Überprüfung dient der
Kontrolle zulässiger (z.B. Aluminiumsulfat) bzw. verbotener Flammschutzmittel (z.B.
halogenorganische Verbindungen).
2.3

Rohstoffgewinnung, Fertigung der Vorprodukte und Produktion

Für die nachwachsenden Rohstoffe sind Herkunftsnachweise zu führen. Die lignocellulosehaltigen
Späne und Fasern müssen zu mindestens 80 % aus einem Umkreis von 300 LastwagenKilometern-Äquivalenten (2) zur Fertigungsstätte stammen.
(2)

1 km LKW = 2,5 km Bahn = 27 km Frachter Übersee = 4 km Frachter Binnengewässer.

Die Holzgewinnung darf nicht durch Raubbau und muss durch nachhaltige Forstwirtschaft erfolgen.
Es ist durch eine „Chain-of-Custody“-Zertifizierung des Rohstofflieferanten sowie des Verarbeitungsbetriebes sicher zu stellen, dass kein Holz aus umstrittenen Quellen (3) verwendet wird. Der
Nachweis nachhaltiger Forstwirtschaft ist durch ein Zertifikat zu erbringen, das den Anforderungen
an Zertifizierungssysteme der Forstwirtschaft (3) genügt. FSC wird als ein solcher Nachweis
anerkannt. Es muss zwei Jahre nach der natureplus-Hauptprüfung ein dem aktuellen Marktanteil
zertifizierten Holzes im jeweiligen Land entsprechender Anteil, mindestens aber 10%, an
zertifiziertem Holz in der Fertigungskette des Betriebs nachgewiesen werden, in dem das Produkt
gefertigt wird. Hierfür und für die weitere Steigerung der Anteile zertifizierten Holzes ist bereits bei
der Hauptprüfung ein Plan vorzulegen. Die Anforderung der CoC-Zertifizierung gilt nicht für die
Verwertung von Sekundärrohstoffen und Industrieresthölzern.
(3)

umstrittene Quellen und Anforderungen an Zertifizierungssysteme der Forstwirtschaft definieren sich
entsprechend der RL0200 Holz und Holzwerkstoffe

natureplus e.V.
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Der Hersteller muss für nicht zertifiziertes Holz und die weiteren lignocellulosehaltigen Rohstoffe,
die über 20 M-% des Produktes ausmachen, erklären und seine Lieferanten verpflichten, dass auf
den Einsatz von chemisch-synthetischen Pflanzenschutzmitteln in der Rohstoffwachstumsphase
sowie bei Einschlag/Schnitt, Lagerung und Transport verzichtet wird. Wenn solche
Verpflichtungserklärungen nicht vorgelegt werden können, sind regelmäßige Stichproben auf
Pestizidrückstände zu untersuchen. Im Fall einer genehmigten Pestizidbehandlung wird dann in
einer Einzelfallprüfung entschieden.
Es dürfen keine Pestizide mit Wirkstoffen verwendet werden, die in Deutschland verboten sind, als
umweltgefährlich (N) nach GefStoffVO gelten, der Klasse I nach WHO zugeordnet werden oder als
kanzerogen, mutagen bzw. reproduktionstoxisch eingestuft sind (KMR Kat 1-3 nach TRGS 905
bzw. KMR Kat 1, 2A und 2B nach IARC). Ferner dürfen keine Verbindungen auf Basis von Arsen
oder Quecksilber eingesetzt werden.
Bei Platten, die im Nassverfahren hergestellt werden, ist anzustreben, das Produktionsabwasser im
geschlossenen Kreislauf zu führen. Für offene Kreisläufe gilt: Der spezifische Abwasseranfall soll
nicht größer als 2 m3 pro Tonne Holzfaserdämmplatte sein. Für die Einleitung des Abwassers in ein
Fließgewässer oder in eine öffentliche Kanalisation sind folgende Emissionswerte einzuhalten:

(1)

(2)

Allg. Parameter
30 °C

35 °C

Bakterientoxizität GL

Temperatur

4

b)

Fischtoxizität GF

2

b)

Absetzbare Stoffe
pH-Wert

0,3 ml/l

10 ml/l

6,5 – 8,5

6,0-9,5

5,0 mg/l d)

-

-

200 mg/l

1 kg/t

-

Anorganische Parameter
Ammonium ber. als N
Sulfat ber. als SO4
Organische Parameter
CSB ber. als O2 e)
BSB5 ber. als O2

25 mg/l

-

AOX ber. als Cl e)

0,2 g/t

0,2 g/t

Summe Kohlenwasserstoffe

10 mg/l

20 mg/l

Phenolindex ber. als Phenol e)

0,3 g/t

60 g/t

(1) Anforderungen an Einleitungen in ein Fließgewässer
(2) Anforderungen an Einleitungen in eine öffentliche Kanalisation
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b) Eine Einleitung darf keine Beeinträchtigung der biologischen Abbauvorgänge in einer öffentlichen
Abwasserreinigungsanlage verursachen.
d) Bei biologischer Reinigung des Abwassers gilt der Emissionswert nur bei einer Abwassertemperatur größer
12 °C im Ablauf der biologischen Stufe der Abwasserreinigungsanlage. Die Abwassertemperatur von 12 °C
gilt als unterschritten, wenn bei fünf über den Untersuchungszeitraum gleichmäßig verteilten
Temperaturmessungen mehr als ein Messwert unter dem Wert von 12 °C liegt.
e) Der Emissionswert bezieht sich auf die Tonne produzierter Menge für Holzfaserdämmplatten (absolut
trocken – atro)

Der Aluminiumgehalt des Abwasser muss im Fall der Einleitung in ein Fließgewässer unter 2 mg/l
liegen.
Bei Einleitung direkt in die Kläranlage können spezielle Regelungen mit dem Klärwerk im Einzelfall
zugelassen werden. Die Richtwerte dürfen überschritten werden, wenn besondere Umstände dies
erlauben oder notwendig machen und durch die zuständigen Behörden genehmigt oder
vorgeschrieben ist.
Die Anlagen-Emissionen in die Luft müssen den Emissionswerten gemäß Luftreinhalteverordnung
für Kesselanlagen Österreich (BGBl. 1989/19 bzw. 1997/324) oder gleichwertiger Verordnung
entsprechen.
Das Produkt wird einer Pestizid- und Schwermetallprüfung gemäß Abschnitt 3 unterzogen und
muss die dort angegebenen Grenzwerte einhalten.
2.4

Nutzung

Das Produkt darf keinen unangenehmen oder produktfremden Geruch aufweisen. Es wird einer
Geruchsprüfung und einer Emissionsprüfung auf flüchtige organische Verbindungen (VOC) und
Formaldehyd gemäß Abschnitt 3 unterzogen und muss die dort angegebenen Grenzwerte
einhalten.
2.5

Recycling/Entsorgung

Das Produkt muss unproblematisch in Abfallverbrennungsanlagen entsorgbar sein.
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3

Laborprüfungen

Auszuzeichnende Produkte werden den nachstehenden Laborprüfungen unterzogen. Die
Schadstoffemissionen und -gehalte dürfen die aufgeführten Grenzwerte nicht überschreiten.
Prüfparameter

Grenzwert

Prüfmethode

Inhaltsstoffe:
Metalle und Metalloide

mg/kg

Aufschluss Salpetersäure/Flusssäure

(1)

Al
As
Be
Cd
Co
Cr (gesamt)

≤2
≤1
≤ 0,5
≤5
≤ 10

DIN 38406-E29 bzw. EN ISO 11885
AAS-Graphitrohr, ICP oder DIN 38406-E-29
DIN 38406-E-29 bzw. EN ISO 11885
DIN 38406-E19 oder DIN 38406-E-29
DIN 38406-E-29 bzw. EN ISO 11885
DIN 38406-E29 bzw. EN ISO 11885

Cu
Hg
Ni
Pb
Sb (2)
Zr (3)

≤ 50
≤ 0,25
≤5
≤ 10
≤1
≤ 50

DIN 38406-E29 bzw. EN ISO 11885
EN 1483 oder DIN 38406-E-29
DIN 38406-E-29 bzw. EN ISO 11885
DIN 38406-E6 oder DIN 38406-E-29
AAS-Graphitrohr, ICP oder DIN 38406-E-29
DIN 38406-E-29 bzw. EN ISO 11885

AOX

mg/kg

natureplus -Ausführungsbestimmung
„AOX/EOX“

≤1
Fremdfasern und Fremdstoffe

(4)

o.B.

REM

mg/kg

analog DFG S19

Organochlorpestizide: Aldrin , Chlordan ,
Chlorthalonil, DDD(5), DDE(5), DDT(5),
Dichlofluanid, Dieldrin(5), Endosulfan,
Endrin(5), alpha-HCH, beta-HCH, delta-HCH,
Heptachlor(5), Hexachlorbenzol(5), Lindan,
Mirex(5), Pentachlorphenol

≤ 0,5 *

* Grenzwert für Einzelsubstanz

Pyrethroide: Cyfluthrin, Cyhalothrin,
Cypermethrin, Deltamethrin, Fenvalerat,
Permethrin

≤ 0,5 *

Pestizide
(5)

Summe Pestizide

(5)

Bestimmungsgrenzen: 0,1 mg/kg

≤1

natureplus e.V.
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Prüfparameter

Grenzwert

Prüfmethode
Kammerverfahren, natureplus-

Emissionen:

Ausführungsbestimmungen
µg/m³

Flüchtige organische Verbindungen (VOC)

DIN ISO 16000-6, DIN EN ISO
16000-9, DIN EN ISO 16000-11

VOC (VOC, VVOC, SVOC) eingestuft in:

n.n.

3 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

≤ 3.000

3 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

≤ 300

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

Verordnung (EG) Nr. 1272/2008: Kategorien
Carc. 1A und 1B, Muta 1A und 1B, Repr. 1A und
1B; TRGS 905: K1, K2, M1, M2, R1, R2; IARC
Gruppe 1 u. 2A; DFG MAK-Liste III1, III2
Summe flüchtige organische Verbindungen
(TVOC)
Summe flüchtige organische Verbindungen
(TVOC)
davon:

Summe bicyclische Terpene

≤ 200

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

Summe sensibilisierende Stoffe gem.

≤ 100

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

≤ 50

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

Summe Aldehyde, C4-C11, acyclisch,
aliphatisch

≤ 100

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

Styrol

≤ 10

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

Methylisothiazolinon (MIT)

n.n.

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

Benzaldehyd

MAK IV, BgVV-Liste Kat. A, TRGS 907

Summe VOC (VOC, VVOC, SVOC)
eingestuft in:
Verordnung (EG) Nr. 1272/2008: Kategorie Carc. 2,
Muta 2, Repr. 2; TRGS 905: K3, M3, R3; IARC:
Gruppe 2B; DFG MAK-Liste: III3

≤ 20

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

Summe (VOC) ohne NIK

≤ 100

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

Summe schwer flüchtige organische Verbindungen
(TSVOC)

≤ 100

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

R-Wert

Wert
≤ 1,0

Formaldehyd
Acetaldehyd

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

µg/m³

DIN EN 717-1, DIN ISO 16000-3

≤ 36

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

(6)

µg/m³

DIN ISO 16000-3

≤ 36

28 d nach Prüfkammerbeladung

natureplus e.V.
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µg/m³
n.n.

24h nach Prüfkammerbeladung

Abbruchkriterien:
Die Emissionsprüfung kann 7 Tage nach Beladung der Prüfkammer abgebrochen werden, wenn die
Messwerte zu diesem Zeitpunkt weniger als 50% der 28-Tage-Grenzwerte betragen.
Geruch

Geruchsnote
≤3

VDA 270; 23°C
natureplus-Ausführungsbestimmung
"Geruchsprüfung", 6-stufige
Notenskala
24h nach Prüfraumbeladung

n.n. nicht nachweisbar; Bestimmungsgrenzen: VOC 1 µg/m³; Isocyanate 1 µg/m³ (TDI, HDI) / 2 µg/m³ (MDI)
o.B. ... ohne Befund
(1)

wenn Al-Verbindungen eingesetzt werden (Überprüfung der Herstellerangaben zum Gehalt)

(2)

Richtwert; da die in den Produkten eingesetzten Polyesterstützfasern durch die Vorproduktion generell mit
Antimon verunreinigt sind.

(3)

Richtwert (Reinheitskontrolle); die Substanz wird nur geprüft, um eine Zugabe von Zirkonium-Verbindungen
(evtl. Flammschutz) zu prüfen.

(4)

im Bedarfsfall
POPs im Verdachtsfall

(5)
(6)

36 µg/m³ = 0,03

natureplus e.V.
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2.1.1. Entrance Door
Entrance Door
Commercial Name

Company

Description

"Portoncino di sicurezza
per CasaClima Rubner"

RUBNER
Porte

Wooden door for the entrance with high functionality,
thermal and acoustic insulation and protection against
bulglary.

Characteristics

Resistance to wind load: 5 (2000 Pa)
Water Tightnes' (Unshielded (A) / screen (B)): 4A/4B
Dangerous Substancies: None
Acoustic Performance: 32 dB
Thermal Transmittance: 1,1 W/(m2K)
Permeability to Air (closure with latch/lock and key): 3/4
Mechanical Resistance: 4
Resistance to repeated opening and closing: 5
Behavior between different climates: 3 (c,d,e)
Resistance to break: WK2 / WK3

Environmental Impact

"RUBNER Porte" was the first company to develop, produce and certify an appropriate entrance
door to for the well-known ecologic CasaClima houses.
Since 2004, all the doors are produced by "RUBNER Porte" are classified "KlimaHouse class A+
Standard", a certificate of passive house released by the Passivhaus-Institut of Darmstadt (PHI).
All RUBNER Doors are certified with the CE brand since 01.02.2007 (now obligatory in all UE
state members).
RUBNER was the first company to obtain the important and coveted certification "Minergie".
Finally, Rubner doors have been tested successfully at recognized institutions of control (PTE
Rosenheim, Germany)and have obtained the certificates of control with regard to their functionality, thermal and acoustic insulation and protection against burglary.
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Classificazione delle caratteristiche per porte esterne
(EN 14351-1 : 2006 + A1:2010)
Stampato: 21.03.2013

Formulario: FB B37

edizione 02

Sede legale:

Rubner Türen S.p.A.
Zona Artigianale 10
I-39030 Chienes (BZ)

Stabilimenti:

I-39030 Perca (BZ)
I-39054 Collalbo (BZ)

Pag. 1 di 1

Serramento tipo: "Portoncino di sicurezza per CasaClima Rubner"

Ci congratuliamo con voi per l’acquisto di un portoncino Rubner!
La seguente tabella contiene le caratteristiche prescritte dalla norma vigente per la marcatura CE dei nostri portoncini di alta
qualità.
Caratteristica / valore / dimensione

1 anta
luce cassa fino
2,8 m²

2 ante
luce cassa fino
5,2 m²

1 anta con sopraluce e/o
parti laterale

2 ante con sopraluce e/o
parti laterale

Resistenza al carico del vento

5

3

5

3

Pressione di prova P1 (Pa)

(2000)

(1200)

(2000)

(1200)

Resistenza al carico del vento

C

C

C

C

Inflessione del telaio

< L/300

< L/300

< L/300

< L/300

4A / 4B

4A / 4B

4A / 4B

4A / 4B

Tenuta all' acqua
Non schermata (A) / schermata (B)

Sostanze pericolose
Resistenza all' urto (vetro)

nessune sostanze pericolose

npd

npd

Altezza di caduta (mm)

Prestazione acustica

5

5

950

950

32dB

npd

npd

npd

1,1

npd

npd

npd

3/4

3/4

3/4

3/4

1 anta

2 ante

1 anta con sopraluce e/o
parti laterale

2 ante con sopraluce e/o
parti laterale

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

3 (c, d, e)

3 (c, d, e)

3 (c, d, e)

3 (c, d, e)

WK2 / WK3

npd

WK2 / WK3

npd

Rw(C; Ctr) (dB)

Trasmittanza termica
UD [W/(m² x K)]

Permeabilità all' aria
chiusura con scrocco / chiusura con chiave

Caratteristiche fornite in più rispetto EN 14351-1:2006 + A1:2010
Caratteristica / valore / dimensione

Resistenza meccanica
resistenza secondo le norme
- EN 947
- EN 948
- EN 949
- EN 950

Resistenza ai cicli di apertura e chiusura
100.000 cicli

Comportamento fra climi differenti
Deformazione ammissibile

Resistenza all' effrazione

Nota: npd = no performance determined = nessuna catteristicha prescritta
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2.2.1. Glazing (Windows and Loggias)
Triple-glass low-emissive glazing
Commercial Name

Company

AGC Glass
Europe

Rubner - Rhome

Description

33.1 Stratobel 2x Planibel Clear - 14 mm Argon 90%
- 6 mm Planibel Low-e Top N+T pos.3 - 14 mm Argon
90% - 33.1 Stratophone Low-e Planibel Top N +
+ Planibel Clear position 5.

Characteristics

Lighting Characteristics: EN 410
Light Transmission (Tv %): 67
Light Reflection (ρv %): 16
Color Rendering Index (Ra %): 95
Energetic Characteristics: EN 410
Solar Gain (g %): 48
Energy Reflection (ρe %): 25
Direct Energy Transmission (Te %): 36
Energy Absorbtion αe (glass 1): 22
Energy Absorbtion αe (glass 2): 11
Energy Absorbtion αe (glass 3): 7
Energy Absorbtion αe (total): 40
Shading Coefficient SC: 0,55
UV Transmission (%): 0
Selectivity: 1,4
Thermal Properties: EN 673
Ug Value (W/m K): 0,6
2

LIGHT

Transmission
Reflection

67
16

ENERGY
Solar Gain
Reflection

48
25

Environmental Impact

AGC is the first and only European flat glass manufacturer to obtain Cradle to Cradle certification,
achieving the silver level for its float glass and magnetron coated glass, its main decorative glass ranges Lacobel, Matelac, Matelux and Mirox, as well as its laminated range Stratobel-Stratophone.
- Use of materials that are safe for human health and the environment
- Design of products and systems that allow material recovery and reutilization,
such as recycling or composting
- Use of renewable energy and energy-efficient production
- Make efficient use of water resulting in maximum water quality after production
134
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La tua composizione:
33.1 Stratobel 2x Planibel Clear - 14 mm Argon 90% - 6 mm Planibel Low-e Top N+T pos.3 - 14
mm Argon 90% - 33.1 Stratophone Low-e Planibel Top N+ + Planibel Clear pos.5
Note personali:
2478241/2478226 Rubner - Rhome

LUCE

Trasmissione
Riflessione

67
16

ENERGIA

Fattore solare
Riflessione

48
25

CARATTERISTICHE LUMINOSE (EN 410)
Trasmissione luminosa - τv (%)
Riflessione luminosa - ρv (%)
Indice di resa dei colori - RD65 - Ra (%)
CARATTERISTICHE ENERGETICHE
Fattore solare - g (%)
Riflessione energetica - ρe (%)
Trasmissione energetica diretta - τe
(%)
Assorb. energetico vetro 1 - αe (%)
Assorb. energetico vetro 2 - αe (%)
Assorb. energetico vetro 3 - αe (%)
Assorbimento energetico - αe (%)
Coefficiente di shading - SC
Trasmissione dei raggi ultravioletti UV (%)
Selettività

PROPRIETà TERMICHE (EN 673)
Valore Ug - W/(m².K)

EN 673
0.6

EN 410
67
16
95
EN 410
48
25
36

ISO 9050
45
25
34

22
11
7
40
0.55
0

24
11
6
41
0.52

1.4

1.4

ALTRE CARATTERISTICHE
Resistenza al fuoco - EN 13501-2
Reazione al fuoco - EN 13501-1
Resistenza ai proiettili - EN 1063
Resistenza agli attacchi manuali - EN 356
Resistenza agli urti (Prova del pendolo) - EN
12600
Isolamento al rumore aereo diretto - dB
SPESSORE E PESO
Spessore nominale (mm)
Peso (kg/m²)

I dati sono calcolati sulla base delle misure spettrali conformi alle norme EN 410, ISO 9050 (1990) e WIS/WINDAT.
Il coefficiente Ug (in precedenza detto valore k) è calcolato in base alla norma EN 673. La misura dell' emissività è conforme alle norme EN 673 (allegato A) e
EN 12898.
Il presente documento non valuta il rischio di rotture causato da shock termico. Per i vetri temprati AGC Glass Europe non risponde delle eventuali rotture
spontanee causate da inclusioni di Solfuro di Nickel. Heat Soak Test disponibile a richiesta.
Le specifiche tecniche ed altri dati sono basati al momento dell' elaborazione del presente documento e sono soggette a cambiamenti - variazioni senza
preavviso. AGC Glass Europe non può essere considerata responsabile di eventuali differenze tra i dati inseriti e le reali condizioni del luogo dove verrà
installata la vetrata. Il presente documento è solo informativo ed in nessun caso implica l'accettazione d'ordine da parte di AGC Glass Europe.
Cfr. anche le condizioni di utilizzo.
(1)
L’indice acustico fornito, è riferito ad una vetrata avente dimensione 1230 x 1480 mm. (EN ISO 10140-3) installata in particolari condizioni e testata presso
uno specifico laboratorio. Le effettive prestazioni in opera possono variare in funzione delle reali dimensioni della vetrata e della stanza, delle sorgenti di
(2)
rumore etc. La tolleranza sul dato sarà di +/- 1 dB. Valore stimato.L’indice acustico fornito, è riferito ad una vetrata avente dimensione 1.23m x 1.48m,
installata in particolari condizioni, presso uno specifico laboratorio. Le effettive prestazioni in opera possono variare in funzione delle reali dimensioni della
vetrata e della stanza, delle sorgenti di rumore etc. Quando il valore fornito è stimato, ossia non deriva da un certificato ufficiale rilasciato da un laboratorio
specializzato, la tolleranza sul dato sarà di +/- 2 dB.
© 2014 AGC Glass Europe
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NPD
NPD
NPD
NPD
2B2 / NPD /
1B1
NPD

46
45.0

2.2.2. Ceiling Window (Velux)
Ceiling Window
Commercial Name

VELUX INTEGRA

Company

VELUX

Description

Electrical/solar ceiling window with white finishing
EVER finish TM (RAL 9003) with no joints, in heattreated laminated wood (TMT) and internal insulated
with expanded sintherized polystyrene (EPS 400).
Stained glass self-cleaning and anti-dew. Rocker and
shutter opening

Characteristics

Description
- Center-pivot system with power supply control unit and silent engine (retractable in the frame,
including rain sensor and radio frequency control pad I-homecontrol ® with touch screen).
- Manual tilting of the sash to 180 °, with automatic release of the chain and latch lock for cleaning
and maintenance.
- External cladding of copper or of gray plastic-coated aluminum RAL 7043.
- Insulating laminated glass s with vandalism-security class P2A - UNI EN 356:2002
- Function protection from hail, self-cleaning, anti-dew.
Composition
6.8 mm (laminated glass with PVB safety layer -internal-) + 12mm (argon) + 3mm (tempered)
+ 12mm (argon) + 4mm (tempered - external-).
Lighting Characteristics:
Light Transmission (Tv %): 69
Energetic Characteristics:
Solar Gain (g %): 50
Rw: 37 dB
Air tightness: class 4
Impermeability to water: class 9A
Thermal Properties:
Ug Value -glass- (W/m2K): 0,7
Uw Value -window- (W/m2K): 1,0
Security:
Security class: P2A - UNI EN 356:2002
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Finestre per tetti VELUX ENERGY
CLIMA in legno con finitura bianca
EVERfinishTM

66

Posa di finestra per tetto VELUX INTEGRA elettrica/solare* con finitura bianca EVERfinishTM
(RAL 9003) senza giunture, in legno stratificato termotrattato (TMT) e isolato internamente e
con polistirene espanso sinterizzato (EPS 400). Vetrata autopulente e antianti-rugiada.
rugiada . Apertura a
bilico e tapparella.
tapparella.
Barra di manovra e ventilazione in legno rivestita di poliuretano bianco/alluminio posta nella parte
superiore del serramento con funzione e aerazione a battente chiuso. Dotata di filtro antipolvere.
Sistema di apertura a bilico elettrica con centralina di alimentazione e motore silenzioso a scomparsa
nel telaio, incluso sensore pioggia e control pad a radiofrequenza io-homecontrol® con touch screen (*
la versione solare include la cella fotovoltaica).
Ribaltamento manuale del battente a 180°, con sgancio automatico della catena e con chiavistello di
bloccaggio per pulizia e manutenzione.
Rivestimenti esterni in rame o alluminio plastificato grigio RAL 7043. 
Vetrata isolante stratificata di sicurezza antivandalismo classe P2A – UNI EN 356:2002 con funzione
di protezione dalla grandine, autopulente, anti-rugiada [(6,8 mm (stratificato di sicurezza PVB - interno) + 12mm (Argon) + 3mm (temperato) + 12mm (Argon) + 4mm (temperato - esterno)]. Ufinestra=1,0
W(m²K), Uvetro=0,7 W(m²K), Rw=37dB, g=0,50, tenuta aria=classe 4, trasmittanza luce tv=0,69, resistenza all’impatto = classe 3 - UNI EN 13049:2003, resistenza al carico vento= classe C3 - EN 12211,
reazione al fuoco= classe E - EN 13501-1, impermeabilità all’acqua=classe 9A – EN 1027, marchiatura
CE - EN 14351-1:2006 + A1:2010.
Sistema di posa composto da cornice isolante in poliuretano estruso ( 0,04W/mK, resistenza al fuoco
Classe B2); collare impermeabilizzante in triplo strato di TNT ed uno strato in polipropilene ad alta
traspirabilità (Sd=0,03m, resistenza al fuoco Classe B2), gocciolatoio in alluminio, barriera al vapore
presagomata in polietilene (PE) da 0,15mm (permeabilità all’aria Sd=40m, resistenza al fuoco Classe
B3) e raccordo per manti sagomati o piatti.
Tapparella esterna elettrica/solare conforme al DPR 59/09 (Ufin.+ tapparella abbassata=0,9 W/(m²K) - ISO
15099, gfin.+ tapparella abbassata=0,02 - ISO 15099.
Installata su controtelaio in legno da realizzare in opera (Dimensioni interne controtelaio (Btelaio+5cm; Htelaio+4cm)
Versione elettrica - Dimensioni telaio (BxH, cm):
55x78, 55x98, 55x118, 66x118, 66x140, 78x98, 78x118, 78x140, 94x118, 94x160, 114x118, 114x140,
134x98, 134x140.
Versione solare - Dimensioni telaio (BxH, cm):
55x78, 55x98, 66x118, 66x140, 78x98, 78x118, 78x140, 94x160, 114x118, 134x98, 134x140.

Capitolato agg. 01.14
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2.2.3. Glazing (Door)
Double-glass low-emissive glazing
Commercial Name

Company

AGC Glass
Europe

Rubner - Rhome

Description

33.1 Stratobel 2x Planibel Clear - 16 mm Argon 90%
- 33.1 Stratophone Low-e Planibel Top N +
+ Planibel Clear position 3.

Characteristics

Lighting Characteristics: EN 410
Light Transmission (Tv %): 77
Light Reflection (ρv %): 13
Color Rendering Index (Ra %): 96
Energetic Characteristics: EN 410
Solar Gain (g %): 55
Energy Reflection (ρe %): 23
Direct Energy Transmission (Te %): 46
Energy Absorbtion αe (glass 1): 21
Energy Absorbtion αe (glass 2): 10
Energy Absorbtion αe (total): 31
Shading Coefficient SC: 0,63
UV Transmission (%): 0
Selectivity: 1,4
Thermal Properties: EN 673
Ug Value (W/m K): 1,1
2

LIGHT

Transmission
Reflection

77
13

ENERGY
Solar Gain
Reflection

55
23

Environmental Impact

AGC is the first and only European flat glass manufacturer to obtain Cradle to Cradle certification,
achieving the silver level for its float glass and magnetron coated glass, its main decorative glass ranges Lacobel, Matelac, Matelux and Mirox, as well as its laminated range Stratobel-Stratophone.
- Use of materials that are safe for human health and the environment
- Design of products and systems that allow material recovery and reutilization,
such as recycling or composting
- Use of renewable energy and energy-efficient production
- Make efficient use of water resulting in maximum water quality after production
- Implement strategies for social responsibility
138
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5.1.1. Window frame
Thermal Transmittance Calculation
Commercial Name

Company

Description

Rubner haus

Structure with pillars in spruce, an evergreen conifer
with a maximum trunk diameter of 2,50m. It is a mainstay
of European forestry, its wood is versatile and the
resultant constructive elements are exceptionally long
lasting.

Characteristics
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2.3.1. Kitchen
Furniture Elements
Commercial Name

Demode

Company

Valcucine

Description

Components of the kitchen

Characteristics

FEATURES
The acceleration of the environmental crysis directly involves econonmical development, because of
the greater consumption of raw materials and the increase in emission of pollutants.
Additional factors are the shorter utilisation life of goods that quickly become rubbish that must be
disposed of, the felling forests and the greater production and utilisation of synthetic chemical
products. The time has come to renew the models that define societies, the concepts of richness and
poverty, of space and time, of sharing and selfishness and of growth and degrowth.
We are mediating on these topics because we believe mankind is facing an epochal challange.
A challange that we can win, all of us together. To
reach this purpose design should focus on shapes
that combine funcion and style for everyone.
Demode does not want to be just an Italian brand
of furniture that has chosen care for detail, ergonomics,
product quality and respect for the environment as
the cornerstones of its design philosophy. It wants
to trasnmit the convinction that it is possible to create
a differente future by re-elaborating and promoting
a new culture.

Environmental Impact

The advantages of the meccanica systems are various:
- Easy to dismantle
- No glues used
- Possibility of customisation
- Flat transport, minimal packaging, easy to move
- It is 100% recyclable and 90% reusable, the company takes back the kitchen at the end of its life cycle.
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2.3.2. Kitchen Faucet’s Mixer
Kitchen Faucet’s Mixer
Commercial Name

Company

Description

EID 60010 X 4Springs

Rex Electrolux

Kitchen’s faucet, mixer and undersink system to microfilter, cooling and make sparkling the drinking water.

Characteristics

Thanks to “4Springs” the water is subjected to a patented process of micro-filtration which
reduces the bacterial load, removes chlorine and filters out all the impurities in suspension,
making the house more and more clear water and good.

CHARACTERISTICS
- Erogation and mixing warm/cold water
- Erogation of filtered cooled water, sparkling or
smooth
- Adjustable water temperature
- Adjustable water sparkling value
- Air cooling
- Antibacteria material’s duct
- Active carbon filter composite structure approved
by the Ministry of Health
- Autonomy of the filtering system in 2840 liters
- 600 gr cylinder
- Autonomy CO2 cylinder of almost 120 lt
- Minimum water network pressure (water
inlet): 2 bar
- Maximum absorbing power: 190 W
- Production plant withthe environmental
certification ISO 14001

Environmental Impact

Every year for bottled mineral water in the world are produced over 2.6 million tons of plastic with
a considerable negative impact on the environment. Impact will increase if we also consider the pollution associated with road transport of the bottles and their subsequent disposal. With 4Springs
our water will be much more good and our world a little cleaner.
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2.4.1. Coating Bright Materials
Coating Bright Materials
Commercial Name

Company

Bright Materials

Bright Materials s.r.l.

Description

Photoluminescent glass tiles, mosaics and dust
for wall and floor

Characteristics

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Appearance: Plates of Glass
State Physical = Solid
Color = Various
Smell = None
Melting point = not determined
Boiling point = Not applicable
Flammability = Not "ammable
Explosive Properties = Not explosive
MANUFACTURING
WHAT IS THE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE?
The project is developed around the concept of "photoluminescence", in other words the property
of some elements of the earth to capture natural or artificial daylight and give it back to the environment in the darkness.
Environmental Impact

No data are available for assessing the environmental impact of the product. Try to avoid dispersion
into theenvironment.
Waste disposal must be in compliance with D. Decree 22/97
Health and Safety

The product is not hazardous according to Directives 67/548/EEC and 1999/45/EC
No restrictions / obligations with regard to first aid.
The product contains NO TOXIC substances.
Fire Resistance

The product is not combustible. No restrictions / obligations as regards the means of extinguishing
fires nearby.
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3.1.1. CO2 Fire Extinguisher
CO2 Fire Extinguisher
Commercial Name

H5ES

Company

CEA
fire extinguishers

Description

ABC powder (a mixture of sulfate and phosphate ammonium) with high efficiency. The mixing of the components
has been studied in granulometry and thinners to ensure
the conservation in time and the total discharge to
temperarure limit.
This type of powder is able to extinguish fires of class:
-Flammable liquids (oils, gasoline, etc.).

Characteristics

SPECIFICATIONS
- Classes of fire: 113B;
- Total weight: 11.6 Kg;
- Nominal charge: 5 Kg ;
- Agent dioxide extinguishing: carbon dioxide;
- Load factor of 0.67
- Propellant agent: its pressure;
- Operating pressure at 20 ° C: 6 MPa;
- Pressure testing casing: 25 MPa;
- Temperature range for use: -30°C + 60°C;
- Length jet: 4 m;
- Discharge time: 9 sec;
- Safety valve disc: 18,5±1,5 MPa;
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H5ES

Estintore portatile

1115

5 Kg a Biossido di Carbonio
Classe d’incendio 113B
6

Caratteristiche Tecniche
Classi d’incendio
113B
Peso totale min.
11.6 Kg
Carica nominale
5 Kg
Agente
Biossido
estinguente
di carbonio
Agente
Pressione
propellente
propria
Pressione di esercizio
6 MPa
Pressione collaudo involucro
25 MPa
Altezza totale H
800 mm
Larghezza totale D
400 mm
Altezza involucro h
580 mm
Diametro involucro d
152 mm
Temperature limite di impiego -30°C +60°C
Lunghezza getto
4m
Tempo di scarica
12 sec
Valvola sicurezza a disco
18,5 +- 1,5 MPa
Verifica per Pesata
Pos. Descrizione

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Q.tà

7
5
8

13
9
4

15
3
2

Cod.

Valvola completa
1
V-0046
Coppia serraggio max. 130 Nm*
OR valvola
1
OR-CO2
Arresto molla
1
Molla
1
Pistoncino completo 1
PS-H5L
Perno per leve
1
P-C
Spina di sicurezza
1
SS-C
Leva di manovra
1
LM-H5L
Maniglia di trasporto 1
MT-C
Valvola sicurezza
1
VS-CO2
Coppia serraggio max. 15 Nm*
Involucro
1
I-HL5
Tubo pescante
1
TP-HL5
Cono diffusore
1
MC-H5C
Guarnizione
2
GU-H5L
Manichetta
1
MC-H5
Supporto
1
S
Sigillo nero
1
SAGOLA
Biossido di carbonio 5 Kg ES-CO2

16

10

1
14

13
12

11

L’uso di ricambi non originali fa decadere
l’omologazione dell’estintore
I dati tecnici possono subire variazioni senza
preavviso né responsabilità del costruttore
*Nel caso si usino mastici e/o similari,
i valori dichiarati di coppia sono
da diminuire del 30-40%

CEA ESTINTORI S.p.a.

via Tosarelli,105 - 40055 Castenaso (Bo)
tel. 051/784811 - fax 051/784860
http://www.ceaestintori.it
e-mail: cea@ceaestintori.it
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H5ES

Estintore portatile

1115

H5ES

5 Kg a Biossido di Carbonio
Classe d’incendio 113B

Gruppo erogazione

Valvola del tipo a pulsante, interamente costruita
in ottone CW617N UNI-EN 12165, con controllo
ad intermittenza del getto erogato. Viene fornita
corredata di una valvola di sicurezza con disco
a frattura, tarata a 18.5 ± 1.5 MPa.

Cono diffusore

Realizzato in resina ABS con reticella anteriore
di distribuzione del getto in lamiera d’acciaio Fe
P11 UNI 5867, colore nero. Il cono è provvisto di
uno spruzzatore con tre fori Ø 3.8 mm , distri
buzione a 120° con angolazione 45°.

Carica estinguente

Biossido di carbonio purezza 99%.
Questo tipo di estinguente è in grado
di estinguere fuochi di classe:
Liquidi infiammabili
(petroli, benzina, etc.)

Verniciatura

La formulazione della vernice ha tenuto conto
delle prestazioni che la stessa deve garantire
all’urto, agli agenti chimici ed alla resistenza ai
raggi ultravioletti. Il ciclo di verniciatura è stato
testato con prove in nebbia salina per oltre
500 ore secondo UNI 5687-73. Quest’ultimo
prevede:
- sabbiatura SA 2 1/2
- verniciatura mediante l’utilizzo di polvere
del tipo poliestere colore rosso RAL 3000
- cottura 160° x 10 min
- spessore medio minimo 80 micron.

Estintore
Portatile

Assicurazione
della qualità nella fabbricazione

Il sistema di garanzia della qualità dell’azienda
per la produzione dell’estintore H5ES è conforme alla norma UNI-EN ISO 9001:2000.

Istruzioni d’uso

- Togliere la spina di sicurezza
- Impugnare la manichetta
- Premere a fondo la leva e dirigere il getto
alla base delle fiamme.

Involucro

E’ costituito da una bombola realizzata in un
solo pezzo senza saldature aventi le seguenti
caratteristiche:
- materiale
lega leggera
P-AlMg1SiCu AA 6061 T6
- volume
7.5 lt
- diametro interno 133.8 mm
- diametro esterno 152 mm
- spessore minimo 6,0 mm
- attacco valvola
M25x2 cilindrica
con sede OR
Sulla bombola vengono riportati per punzonatura diretta caratteristiche tecniche della stessa,
dati relativi al mese ed anno di costruzione,
ditta costruttrice e numero di matricola della
bombola.
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3.1.2. Water Based Fire Extinguisher
Water Based Fire Extinguisher
Commercial Name

Company

F0600020

PII S.r.l.

Description

The extinguishing agent fire extinguisher F0600020
consists of a mixture of water and by the additive Bioversal QF-R ® suitable to extinguish the fires of Class A
(Fires from solid materials) and B (Fires of liquids or
liquefiable solids) so defined by the UNI EN 3-2.
The extinguishing action of the water-based mixture is
based on two main effects: the cooling and separation of
the fuel from the oxygen. The cooling effect is obtained
by means of evaporation of water mist in contact with the
flames.

Characteristics

SPECIFICATIONS
- Fire rating 27 A 233 B (EN 3-7) / 75 F (BS 7937);
- Contents L 5,64 water + L 0,36 Bioversal QF-R ®;
- Propellant gas Nitrogen gas ;
- Working pressure 14 bar;
- Safety valve against overpressure: 22 ± 2 bar;
- Propellant agent: its pressure;
- Temperature range + 5°C + 60°C;
- Discharge time 30 sec;
- Volume 6 litres;
- Cylinder DC 11 EN 10111;
- Discharge time: 9 sec;
- Safety valve disc: 18,5±1,5 MPa;
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F0600020

Estintore portatile a base d’acqua / Portable water based fire extinguisher
INFORMAZIONI GENERALI
F0600020 è un estintore portatile a schiuma, pressurizzato in modo permanente, omologato dal Ministero dell’Interno ai sensi del D.M. 7 Gennaio 2005 ed alla norma UNI
EN 3-7 per le classi di fuoco 27 A 233 B; è certificato conforme alla Direttiva Europea Attrezzature a Pressione 97/23/CE PED. Questo estintore viene prodotto nel moderno impianto automatizzato della società Pii S.r.l. che consente di ottenere elevati e costanti standards qualitativi, operando dal 1992 con un sistema qualità certificato ISO
9001. Il raggiungimento degli standards qualitativi prefissati parte da una attenta selezione e qualifica dei fornitori e prosegue attraverso costanti e severi controlli qualità di tutti i componenti, nel
rispetto di quanto previsto dalla Norma ISO 2859-1. Ogni estintore prodotto viene collaudato e sottoposto ad un accurato controllo per individuare eventuali perdite di pressione, mediante un sistema automatico a spettrometro di massa che rileva anche le
minime tracce di elio che è utilizzato quale tracciante in miscela con azoto (97% N,
3% He) nel gas propellente. Tutti i componenti utilizzati nella costruzione degli
estintori vengono acquistati da importanti produttori di prim’ordine.
AGENTE ESTINGUENTE
L’agente estinguente dell’estintore F0600020 è costituito da una miscela costituita da acqua e dall’additivo BIOVERSAL QF-R® idoneo per estinguere i
fuochi di Classe A (Fuochi da materiali solidi) e B (Fuochi da liquidi o da solidi liquefattibili) cosi definiti dalla Norma UNI EN 3-2. L’azione estinguente della
miscela a base d’acqua si basa su due principali effetti: il raffreddamento e la
separazione del combustibile dall’ossigeno. L’effetto di raffreddamento è
ottenuto per mezzo dell’evaporazione dell’acqua nebulizzata a contatto con le
fiamme. L’effetto di separazione del combustibile dall’ossigeno è ottenuto dalla
particolare caratteristica dell’additivo BIOVERSAL QF-R® che agisce incapsulando i
combustibili oleosi. Questa caratteristica permette all’agente estinguente, con additivo BIOVERSAL QF-R®, di essere utilizzato per decontaminare le aree in cui viene erogato. L’additivo BIOVERSAL QF-R® ha la caratteristica, unica sul mercato, di essere biodegradabile.
CAMPO DI UTILIZZO
Questo estintore è stato progettato per essere utilizzato in ambito sia industriale che civile. In accordo con
il P.to 9 della Norma EN 3-7 F0600020 è adatto all’uso su apparecchiature elettriche sotto tensione
fino a 1000 Volt e ad almeno 1 metro di distanza. Utilizzabile su fuochi di olii da cucina.
MANUTENZIONE
Ai sensi dell’art. 4 del D.M. 7 Gennaio 2005, gli estintori di incendio portatili devono essere mantenuti
in efficienza mediante verifiche periodiche da parte di personale esperto, come previsto dal D.PR. 27
Aprile 1955 e dal D.M. 10 Marzo 1998 e secondo le procedure indicate dalla Norma UNI 9994 sulla
base delle indicazioni di uso riportate nel “Libretto di Uso e Manutenzione”. Durante le operazioni di
manutenzione e ricarica dopo l’uso, devono essere utilizzate solo parti di ricambio ed agenti estinguenti
originali forniti dal produttore dell’estintore.

MODEL F0600020
The F0600020 is a water based stored pressure fire extinguisher approved in conformity with the
standard EN 3-7. All Pii S.r.l. extinguisher are manufactured in a modern automated factory near
Milan. Quality Standard ISO 9001 has been effective since 1992. Suppliers are carefully selected and
their product are checked in accordance with the standard ISO 2859-1.
Components are sourced only from the most important manufacturers. Our manufacturing process
is fully automated and employs several robotic machines to ensure consistent quality and a fast rate
of production. This production line utilises the very latest leak detection equipment including a mass
spectrometer to ensure a leak free production. Nitrogen is used as the expellant force and includes
helium as the trace element.
EXTINGUISHING AGENT
This extinguisher is suitable for classes A & B fires involving; Wood, paper & fabrics (A). Flammable liquids including petrol, paints (B), and suitable for use on fire involving cooking oil (BS 7937).
This extinguisher is not suitable for use on flammable metal, i.e. magnesium.
TYPICAL USE
This fire extinguisher is suitable for the use in office, fuel storage facilities, fuel road tankers, canteen, restaurants. In accordance with the point 9 of the standard EN 3-7 the WG020016 is suitable for the use on live electrical equipment up to 1000 V at a distance of 1 m.
MAINTENANCE & SERVICING
The portable fire extinguishers must be checked regularly by competent service personnel in accordance
with local regulations concerning the maintenance of fire extinguishers and pressure equipment linked
with manufacturer’s instruction for maintenance and refilling. If local specific regulations are not available,
the manufacturer recommends to follow the Italian standard UNI 9994:2003. During the maintenance operation, or refilling after use, use only genuine Pii spare parts and extinguishing agent.
Rev. 01 - 06/2008
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0029

COOKING OIL

CARATTERISTICHE TECNICHE / TECHNICAL DATA
Denominazione Commerciale
F0600020

Trade Name
FFS6

Plastic footring


Safety valve


Classi di spegnimento 27 A 233 B (EN 3-7) / 75 F (BS 7937)
Carica
L 5,64 acqua + L 0,36 Bioversal QF-R ®
Gas propellente
Azoto
Pressione esercizio
14 bar
Valvola di sicurezza contro le sovrapressioni: 22 ± 2 bar
Temperatura di utilizzo + 5°C + 60°C
Tempo di scarica
30 sec
Volume
6 litri
Serbatoio
DC 11 EN 10111
Diametro serbatoio
170 mm
Pressione di collaudo 30 bar
Sabbiatura, verniciatura a polvere epossipoliestere RAL 3000
Trattamento esterno
Trattamento interno
Plastificazione
Massa lorda
10 kg

Pressure gauge


UK wall bracket adapter


Fire rating
27 A 233 B (EN 3-7) / 75 F (BS 7937)
Contents
L 5,64 water + L 0,36 Bioversal QF-R ®
Propellant gas
Nitrogen gas
Working pressure
14 bar
Safety valve against overpressure: 22 ± 2 bar
Temperature range + 5°C + 60°C
Discharge time
30 sec
Volume
6 litres
Cylinder
DC 11 EN 10111
Diameter cylinder
170 mm
Testing pressure
30 bar
External treatment
Sanding and paiting with red epoxipoliester resin RAL 3000
Internal treatment
Plasticization
Gross weight
10 kg
320

ACCESSORI E RICAMBI / FITTINGS AND SPARE PARTS
Manichetta
Valvola
Manometro
Pescante
Etichetta
Serbatoio con clip
Fondello
Supporto a muro
Valvola di sicurezza
Spina di sicurezza
O Ring Valvola
O Ring Manometro
Sigillo
Pistoncino
Schiuma
Supporto inox

Riferimento/Reference
PED 97/23/EC
UNI EN 3-7
MED
BS 7937:2000

Hose
Valve
Pressure Gauge
Syphon
Label
Cylinder with clip
Plastic footring
Wall bracket
Safety valve
Safety pin
O Ring Valve
O Ring Pressure gauge
Seal
Valve stern
Foam
Inox bracket

N°
1370
DCPST/A6/6017/153 Sott. 60
0029
-

MPR06008
VALP008S
MANS0101
PES06014
EF060020
SER06043
FON00001
SUP00000
DIS00002
SPI06001
OR300000
GUA10700
SIG00001
PIS00003
BIOVER QF-R
SUP06003

1

2

3

630

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

4
5

Organismo/Body
BUREAU VERITAS
Ministero deIl’Interno
APRAGAZ
-

6

Rev. 01 - 06/2008

7
misure in mm

VIA SITYA YOMO, 11 - 20080 PASTURAGO di Vernate (MILANO)
Tel. +39 02 90093734 r.a. - Fax +39 02 90092622
S.R.L. www.pii.it E-mail: info@pii.it
SISTEMA
QUALITÀ
CERTIFICATO

AZIENDA
ASSOCIATA:
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3.1.3. Smoke Alarm
Smoke Alarm
Commercial Name

Ei 605C Optical

Company

Description

The Ei605C is an Optical Smoke Alarm using the light
scatter principle, giving a quick response to all standard
fires. It runs on a 9V replaceable alkaline battery (supplied
with the alarm), has an innovative high performance
optical chamber with integral fixed insect screen reducing
EI Electronics the possibility of false alarms.
The smoke detector will activate the built in sounder upon
sensing smoke particles. It will automatically reset and
silence the alarm when the smoke particles are no longer
present in the chamber.

Characteristics

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
- Sensor: Optical, uses light scatter from smoke particles;
- Sensitivity: Complies with the requirements of BS EN 14604: 2005;
- Airspeed: Essentially immune to the effect of airspeed ;
- Button Test: Simulates the effect of smoke to check the chamber, electronics and horn;
- Hush: Silences nuisance alarm. Automatically resets after approximately 10 minutes;
- Supply Voltage: 9V battery;
- Power-On Indicator: Red LED flashes through cover every 40 seconds;
- Temperature Range: 0 to 40°C;
- Humidity Range: 0% to 90% Relative Humidity;
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9V Battery POWERED
Communication Capability
Model Ei 605C Optical
High sensitivity – responds to all standard fires
Aesthetically pleasing, compact design
Innovative and robust optical chamber design
Low battery warning
Large Easy to use Test/Hush button
Hush Feature allows false alarm control
Interconnect up to 12 battery powered alarms
Easy to fit twist-on base
Optional upgrade to enable RadioLink interconnect
VdS approved to BS EN 14604:2005
Manufactured in Ireland to ISO 9001:2000
5 year Guarantee

Product Description

Operation

The Ei605C is an Optical Smoke Alarm using the light
scatter principle, giving a quick response to all standard
fires. It runs on a 9V replaceable alkaline battery
(supplied with the alarm)

The smoke detector will activate the built in sounder
upon sensing smoke particles. It will automatically
reset and silence the alarm when the smoke
particles are no longer present in the chamber.

The Ei605C has an innovative high performance optical
chamber with integral fixed insect screen reducing the
possibility of false alarms.

The red indicating LED will flash once every 40
seconds to show that the alarm is powered and it
has performed an automatic self-test.

The Ei605C is easily installed and comes supplied with
all necessary screw fixings.

The built in sounder will provide a minimum sound
output of 85dB at 3m.

The Ei605C has a large, easy to use, combined
Test/Hush button enables full testing of the alarm and
the ability to silence false alarms.

Pressing and holding the “Test/Hush” button will
perform a self test and sound the horn – checking
the chamber, electronics and horn.

The Ei605C maybe hardwire interconnected to twelve
battery powered alarms enabling all alarms to sound if
just one of the interconnected alarms should be
triggered.

Momentarily pressing the “Test/Hush” button when
an alarm is sounding will set the alarm into “HUSH”
mode. This reduces the sensitivity for a period of 10
minutes, after which the alarm automatically resets –
providing control over false alarms.

The Ei605C modular design allows it to be upgraded for
RadioLink functionality with the addition of the Ei605MRF
Radio frequency module. The optional RadioLINK
module simply plugs into the back of the Ei605C allowing
wireless interconnection of up to 12 RadioLink ready
alarms.

The smoke detector will emit a beep every 40
seconds to indicate that the battery is near depletion
and needs replacing.

Shannon Free Zone, Shannon, Co. Clare, Ireland.
Ph.+353 61 471277 Fx.+353 61 471053
Email. eielectronics@eiltd.ie
Web: www.eielectronics.com
E & OE As our policy is one of continuous product development, we reserve the right to alter product details without prior notice.
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Model Ei605C Optical
Technical Specification
Optical, uses light scatter from
smoke particles

Alarm:

Sensitivity:

Complies with the requirements of
BS EN 14604: 2005

Temperature Range: 0 to 40°C

Airspeed:

Essentially immune to the effect
of airspeed.

Button Test:

Simulates the effect of smoke to
check the chamber, electronics
and horn.

Hush:

Silences nuisance alarm.
Automatically resets after
approximately 10 minutes.

Supply Voltage:

9V battery

Power-On Indicator:

Red LED flashes through cover
every 40 seconds

Sensor:

Installation & Placement

Piezoelectric-horn (built-in)

Alarm Sound Output: 85dB (minimum) at 3m

Humidity Range:

0% to 90% Relative Humidity

Interconnect:

Hardwire interconnect up to 12
battery powered alarms.
A combination of up to 12 battery
and Mains powered alarms maybe
RadioLINK interconnected.

Fixing:

Screw fixings supplied

Plastic material:

UL94HB flame retardant

Dimensions:

115mm (diameter) x 45mm
(height)

Weight:

200 grams

Warranty:

5 year (limited) warranty

Approvals:

VdS approved to
BS EN14604:2005, CE approved,
Manufactured to ISO 9001:2000
quality standards.

Specifications are subject to change

Alarms should be placed in accordance with the general guidelines shown in
the diagram above. These recommendations are based on the problem of
areas of “dead air” close to corners of rooms and apexes of ceilings, which
could result in the prevention of smoke reaching the smoke detector
Please consult the Instruction Leaflet supplied with the Ei605C for detailed
instructions as to how to correctly install and position the smoke detector

Important Precaution:
Do not install the actual smoke/heat
alarm itself in new or renovated
buildings until all work is completed
(including floor coverings) and the
building has been fully cleaned.
(Excessive dust and debris from
building work can contaminate the
smoke chamber and cause problems,
and it will also invalidate the guarantee).
If it must be installed, cover it
completely, particularly around the
edges, with a dust cover (eg. a plastic
bag), until all cleaning is finished..
Specifications are subject to change

Shannon Free Zone, Shannon, Co. Clare, Ireland.
Ph.+353 61 471277 Fx.+353 61 471053
Email. eielectronics@eiltd.ie
Web: www.eielectronics.com
E & OE As our policy is one of continuous product development, we reserve the right to alter product details without prior notice.
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3.2.1. Water pump
Water pump - Booster silent
Commercial Name

Company

Booster silent

DAB

Description

The world’s quietest (67 dB) multi-impeller ( 3-4-5)
self-priming pumps, with integral electronics for water
supplies in homes and gardens.
Equipped with an electronic safety device to prevent dry
running.
Integral check valve on suction.
Automatic Starting and Stopping when tap is turned on or
turned off.
Manual and automatic reset.

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Power consumption: 1 kW
Power: 1HP
Lenght: 450 mm
Width: 280 mm
Height: 330 mm
Weight: 11.5 Kg
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5 A NN

BOOSTER SILENT

I
GARAN

Z IA

RB

DI

ATOIO C

ON

ON/OFF AUTOMATIC ELECTRONIC BOOSTER SYSTEMS

SE

DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY
The world’s quietest (67 dB) multi-impeller (3-4-5)
self-priming pumps, with integral electronics for water
supplies in homes and gardens.

Automatic Starting and Stopping when tap is turned
on or turned off.
Manual and automatic reset

Equipped with an electronic safety device to prevent
dry running.
Integral check valve on suction.

Supplied complete with power cable and plug.
Supplied with 2 l tank.

MULTISTAGE CENTRIFUGAL
AND SELF-PRIMING PUMPS

TECHNICAL DATA
ELECTRICAL DATA
MODEL

CODE

N°
IMPELLER

P2 NOMINAL

VOLTAGE
50 Hz

P1 MAX
kW

kW

HP

In
A

BOOSTER SILENT 3 M

60122696

3

1 x 230 V ~

0,8

0,55

0,75

3,7

BOOSTERSILENT 3 M 1,5 BAR

60141493

3

1 x 230 V ~

0.8

0,55

0,5

3,7

BOOSTER SILENT 4 M

60122698

4

1 x 230 V ~

1

0,75

1

4,7

BOOSTER SILENT 5 M

60122699

5

1 x 230 V ~

1,25

1

1,36

5,7

3M

4M

MODEL

5M

L/b

H

WEIGHT
Kg

Q.TY x
PaLLET

280

480

300

470

11,5

18

280

480

300

470

11,5

18

330

280

480

300

470

11,5

18

330

280

480

300

470

11,5

18

b

C

D

E

f

øG

H

H1

BOOSTER SILENT 3 M

455

280

305

370

395

175

33

330

BOOSTER SILENT 3 M 5 bar

455

280

305

370

395

175

33

330

BOOSTER SILENT 4 M

455

280

305

370

395

175

33

BOOSTER SILENT 5 M

455

280

305

370

395

175

33

DAB PUMPS reserves the right to make modifications without notice
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PaCKaGING DIMENSIONS
L/a

a

3.3.1. HPSU - indoor unit
Heat pump solar unit indoor unit - Bi-block
Commercial Name

Company

Description

Indoor unit for wall installation.

EHBH-C

Daikin
Rotex

Energy-efficient Heating system based on the technology
in heat pump air-water. An ideal solution for new
construction homes and with low power consumption.
Levels of seasonal efficiency optimized to allow maximum
savings on operating costs.

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Power consumption: 0.075 kW
Lenght: 480 mm
Width: 340 mm
Height: 890 mm
Weigth: 44 kg
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Riscaldamento

Dati tecnici
Daikin Altherma Split bassa temperatura

EEDIT13-725

EHBH-C
175

• • Daikin Altherma Split bassa temperatura • EHBH-C
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1

Caratteristiche
Unità interna per installazione a parete

•

•

Sistema di solo riscaldamento efficiente dal punto di vista energetico
basato sulla tecnologia a pompa di calore aria-acqua

Livelli di efficienza stagionale ottimizzati per consentire massimi
risparmi sui costi di esercizio

•

Maggiore flessibilità di configurazione rispetto ai radiatori

•

Soluzione ideale per abitazioni di nuova costruzione e a basso
consumo energetico

•

Possibilità di combinazione alla produzione di acqua calda sanitaria

1

2
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2

Specifiche

2-1 Specifiche tecniche
Potenza assorbita

1

Rivestimento

EHBH04C3V

Nom.

kW

EHBH08C3V

Colore

Bianco

Unità

Unità compatta

Altezza

mm

890

Larghezza

mm

480

Profondità

mm

344

Altezza

mm

415

Larghezza

mm

650

Profondità

Guarnizione

mm

1.016

Unità

kg

44

46

48

47

48

Unità compatta

kg

47

49

51

50

52

Materiale

Cartone_ / EPS / PP (Cinghie)

Peso
Pompa

kg

2,8

Tipo_

Motore DC_

Numero di velocità
Vaso di espansione

Campo di
funzionamento

Controllo ad Inverter

Potenza assorbita

W

Volume

l

45

150
10

Max. pressione acqua

bar

3

Pre-pressione

bar

1

Riscaldamento

T.
Min.
esterna Max.
Lato
acqua

Acqua calda
sanitaria

ºC

-25

ºC

25

Min.

ºC

Max.

ºC

-25 (10)
35 (10)
15 (4)
55 (4)

T.
Min.
esterna Max.

ºCBS

-25

ºCBS

-20

Lato
acqua

Min.

ºC

25

Max.

ºC

80

35

Scambiatore di calore Tipo
lato acqua
Quantità

Piastra saldobrasata
1

Volume acqua
Portata acqua

Raffreddamento

l

0,9

Min.

l/min

5,0

Riscald Max.
amento

l/min

25

Materiale isolante

1,3

1,0
11,0

34

51

feltro verde

Schiuma elastomerica

Circuito frigorifero

Diametro lato gas
Diametro lato liquido

mm

6,35

9,52

Potenza sonora

Nom.

dBA

40 (12)

47 (12)

Livello pressione
sonora

Nom.

dBA

26

33

Diametro fori

mm

Filtro acqua

mm

15,9

1

Materiale
Circuito idraulico

rame - ottone - acciaio inossidabile

Diametro attacchi delle tubazioni

pollici

Valvola di sicurezza

bar

G 1"1/4 (femmina)
3

Manometro

Sì

Valvola di scarico / valvola di riempimento

Sì

Valvola di intercettazione

Sì

Valvola di spurgo aria

Sì

Volume totale acqua
PED

l

Categoria
Parte più critica

Nome

Alimentazione

3 (5)

5 (5)

4 (5)

5 (5)

Art3§3

Categoria I

Art3§3

-

Scambiatore di calore a piastre
saldobrasate

-

-

51,0 (0,000)

-

bar

Min.

%

10

Max.

%

10

EHBH04C3V

Gamma di tensione

4 (5)

Ps*V

2-2 Specifiche elettriche

EHBH08C3V

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Communication cable Nota

3

EHBH16C9W

Piastra di lamiera rivestita

2

Peso

EHBH16C3V

0,180

Materiale
Dimensioni

EHBH08C9W

0,075

EHBH08C9W

3
2.5 mm²
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2

Specifiche

2-2 Specifiche elettriche

EHBH04C3V

EHBH08C3V

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Contatore elettrico
Nota

EHBH08C9W

EHBH16C3V

EHBH16C9W

2
Minimo 0,75 mm² (rilevamento impulsi 5VDC)

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Alimentazione
Nota
preferenziale energia
utilizzata kWh

Tensione: 2
Tensione 6,3A (Scegliere il diametro e il tipo in conformità alle normative locali e nazionali vigenti)

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Pompa acqua calda
Nota
sanitaria

2

3
1
2

Minimo 0,75 mm² (2A picchi di corrente, 1A in continuo)

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Per collegamento
Nota
alimentazione al
modello *KHW*
opzionale

3G
13A (Selezionare il diametro e il tipo in base alle normative nazionali e locali)

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Per collegamento al
Nota
modello *KHW*
opzionale + Q2L

5G
Scegliere il diametro e il tipo in conformità alle normative locali e nazionali vigenti / Per maggiori
informazioni sulla tensione e la corrente, consultare il manuale di installazione

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Per collegamento con Nota
R5T

Wire included in option *KHW*
Wire included in option *KHW*

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Per collegamento con Nota
R6T

2
Minimo 0,75 mm²

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Per collegamento con Nota
A3P

Scegliere il diametro e il tipo in conformità alle normative locali e nazionali vigenti / Tensione: 230V /
Corrente max.: 100mA / min. 0,75mm²

Dipende dal tipo di termostato / consultare il manuale di installazione

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Per collegamento con Nota
M2S

Scegliere il diametro e il tipo in conformità alle normative locali e nazionali vigenti / Tensione: 230V /
Corrente max.: 100mA / min. 0,75mm²

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Per collegamento con Nota
M3S

Scegliere il diametro e il tipo in conformità alle normative locali e nazionali vigenti / Tensione: 230V /
Corrente max.: 100mA / min. 0,75mm²

2

3

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Per collegamento con Nota
riscaldatore della
piastra di fondo

2
Scegliere il diametro e il tipo in conformità alle normative locali e nazionali vigenti

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
For connection with
Osservazioni
user interface

2
da 0,75 mm² a 1,25 mm² (lunghezza max.500 m)

Collegamenti elettrici- Quantità
Per collegamento con Nota
FWXV* opzionale
(ingresso e uscita
controllo potenza)

4
100 mA. minimo 0.75 mm²

Note

BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC-Acqua in uscita condensatore 35ºC(DT=5ºC)

Note
(1) Con kit opzionale *KHBDP installato: Altezza = XXX mm
(2) Il livello di pressione sonora viene misurato mediante microfono posto ad 1m di distanza dall’unità. È un valore relativo e dipende dalla distanza e dall’ambiente acustico.
(3) Il livello di pressione sonora indicato è il valore massimo ammesso compreso nel campo di funzionamento dell’unità
(4) 15ºC-25ºC: Durante la messa in funzione, si utilizza solo il riscaldatore di riserva e non la pompa di calore
(5) Comprese tubazioni + scambiatore di calore a piastre + riscaldatore di riserva, escluso vaso di espansione
(6) Il valore indicato è relativo al collegamento a valle delle valvole a sfera. Raccordo all’unità FEMMINA G1 -1/4.
(7) Per informazioni sul campo di funzionamento consultare i disegni separati
(8) &gt; solo 50ºC BSH, no funzionamento a pompa di calore
(9) Il riscaldatore di riserva 3V/9W può funzionare solo con portata &gt; 12/15 l/min
(10) Per maggiori informazioni sulle differenze fra i modelli *RHQ* e *RLQ*, consultare i dati relativi al campo di funzionamento
(11) Categoria unità PED: non contemplata nella normativa PED ai sensi dell’articolo 1, punto 3.6 di 97/23/EC
(12) BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC-Acqua in uscita condensatore 35ºC(DT=5ºC)
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Dati elettrici

3-1

Dati elettrici

1
3
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4

Tabella delle combinazioni

4-1

Tabella delle combinazioni

3
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5

Tabelle delle capacità

5-1

Prestazioni acqua calda sanitaria

1
5

7
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5

Tabelle delle capacità

5-1

Prestazioni acqua calda sanitaria

3
1
5
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5

Tabelle delle capacità

5-1

Prestazioni acqua calda sanitaria

1
5

9
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6

Schemi dimensionali

6-1

Schemi dimensionali

3
1
6
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″
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7

Schemi delle tubazioni

7-1

Schemi delle tubazioni

1
7
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8

Schemi elettrici

8-1

Schemi elettrici - Monofase

3
1
8
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∼
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8

Schemi elettrici

8-1

Schemi elettrici - Monofase

1
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8

Schemi elettrici

8-1

Schemi elettrici - Monofase

3
1
8
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8

Schemi elettrici

8-1

Schemi elettrici - Monofase

∼

8
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9

Schemi di connessione esterna

9-1

Schemi di connessione esterna

3
1
9
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Rendimento idraulico

10 - 1 Perdita di prevalenza unità

1

10
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10

Rendimento idraulico

10 - 1 Perdita di prevalenza unità

3
1

10
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Rendimento idraulico

10 - 1 Perdita di prevalenza unità

1

10
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3.3.2. HPSU - Condensing unit
Heat pump solar unit condensing unit - Bi-block
Commercial Name

Company

Description

The outdoor unit extracts heat from the outside air, even at
-25 º C.
Inside there is a swing compressor with inverter control.
ERLQ-CV3

Daikin
Rotex

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Power consumption: 1.13 kW
Heating Capacity: 1.80 - 4.03 - 4,90 kW
Lenght: 832 mm
Width: 307 mm
Height: 735 mm
Weigth: 54 kg
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Caratteristiche
L’unità esterna estrae calore dall’aria esterna, anche a -25ºC

•

Compressore Swing con controllo a Inverter

1
1

2
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2

Specifiche

2-1 Capacità nominale e assorbimento nominale
Capacità di
riscaldamento
Potenza assorbita

EHBH08C3V/
ERLQ008CV3

EHBH08C9W/
ERLQ008CV3

kW

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

kW

4,40 (1) / 4,03 (2)

6,00 (1) / 5,67 (2)

6,00 (1) / 5,67 (2)

7,40 (1) / 6,89 (2)

7,40 (1) / 6,89 (2)

Max.

kW

5,12 (1) / 4,90 (2)

8,35 (1) / 7,95 (2)

8,35 (1) / 7,95 (2) 10,02 (1) / 9,35 (2) 10,02 (1) / 9,35 (2)

Nom.

kW

0,87 (1) / 1,13 (2)

1,27 (1) / 1,59 (2)

1,27 (1) / 1,59 (2)

Max.

kW
5,04 (1) / 3,58 (2)

4,74 (1) / 3,56 (2)

Riscaldamento

kPa

55 (3) / 59 (4)

48 (3) / 51 (4)

Riscald Nom.
amento

l/min

12,6 (3) / 11,6 (4)

17,2 (3) / 16,3 (4)

Riscaldamento

Unità prevalenza
nominale

2-2 Capacità nominale e assorbimento
nominale

Potenza
assorbita

EHBH08C9W/
ERLQ006CV3

Nom.

Scambiatore di calore Portata acqua
lato acqua

Capacità di
riscaldamento

EHBH08C3V/
ERLQ006CV3

Min.

COP
Pompa

EHBH04C3V/
ERLQ004CV3

EHBH16C9W/
ERLQ011CV3

1,66 (1) / 2,01 (2)

1,66 (1) / 2,01 (2)

4,74 (1) / 3,56 (2)

4,45 (1) / 3,42 (2)

4,45 (1) / 3,42 (2)

48 (3) / 51 (4)

37 (3) / 41 (4)

37 (3) / 41 (4)

17,2 (3) / 16,3 (4)

21,2 (3) / 19,8 (4)

21,2 (3) / 19,8 (4)

EHBH16C3V/
ERLQ016CV3

EHBH16C9W/
ERLQ016CV3

-

EHBH16C3V/
ERLQ011CV3

EHBH16C3V/
ERLQ014CV3

EHBH16C9W/
ERLQ014CV3

Min.

kW

-

Nom.

kW

11,20 (1) / 10,98 (2)

11,20 (1) / 10,98 (2)

14,50 (1) / 13,60 (2)

14,50 (1) / 13,60 (2)

16,00 (1) / 15,20 (2)

16,00 (1) / 15,20 (2)

Max.

kW

8,81 (3) / 8,16 (4)

8,81 (3) / 8,16 (4)

11,65 (3) / 10,96 (4)

11,65 (3) / 10,96 (4)

12,30 (3) / 11,35 (4)

12,30 (3) / 11,35 (4)

Nom.

kW

2,56 (1) / 3,19 (2)

2,56 (1) / 3,19 (2)

3,42 (1) / 4,13 (2)

3,42 (1) / 4,13 (2)

3,81 (1) / 4,66 (2)

3,81 (1) / 4,66 (2)

Max.

kW

3,52 (3) / 4,14 (4)

3,52 (3) / 4,14 (4)

4,95 (3) / 5,66 (4)

4,95 (3) / 5,66 (4)

5,49 (3) / 6,43 (4)

5,49 (3) / 6,43 (4)

4,38 (1) / 2,50 (3) /
3,44 (2) / 1,97 (4)

4,38 (1) / 2,50 (3) /
3,44 (2) / 1,97 (4)

4,24 (1) / 2,35 (3) /
3,29 (2) / 1,94 (4)

4,24 (1) / 2,35 (3) /
3,29 (2) / 1,94 (4)

4,20 (1) / 2,24 (3) /
3,26 (2) / 1,79 (4)

4,20 (1) / 2,24 (3) /
3,26 (2) / 1,79 (4)

86 (1) / 88 (2)

86 (1) / 88 (2)

47 (1) / 59 (2)

47 (1) / 59 (2)

26 (1) / 38 (2)

26 (1) / 38 (2)

32,1 (1) / 31,5 (2)

32,1 (1) / 31,5 (2)

41,6 (1) / 39 (2)

41,6 (1) / 39 (2)

45,9 (1) / 43,6 (2)

45,9 (1) / 43,6 (2)

Riscaldamento

COP
Pompa

Unità prevalenza
nominale

Riscaldamento

kPa

Scambiatore di
calore lato acqua

Portata acqua

Riscald Nom. l/min
amento

3
1
2

-

Note
(1) Condizione 1: raffreddamento Ta 35ºC - LWE 18ºC (DT = 5ºC); riscaldamento Ta DB/WB 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 35ºC (DT = 5ºC)
(2) Condizione 2: raffreddamento Ta 35ºC - LWE 7ºC (DT = 5ºC); riscaldamento Ta DB/WB 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 45ºC (DT = 5ºC)
(3) BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC-Acqua in uscita condensatore 35ºC(DT=5ºC)
(4) BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 45ºC (Dt=5ºC)
(5) Condizione 3: riscaldamento Ta BS -7ºC (UR 85%) - Acqua in uscita condensatore 35ºC
(6) Condizione 4: riscaldamento Ta BS -7ºC (UR 85%) - Acqua in uscita condensatore 45&#x2103;

EHBX04C3V/
ERLQ004CV3

2-3 Capacità nominale e assorbimento nominale
Capacità di
riscaldamento

EHBX08C3V/
ERLQ006CV3

EHBX08C9W/
ERLQ006CV3

EHBX08C3V/
ERLQ008CV3

EHBX08C9W/
ERLQ008CV3

Min.

kW

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2) 1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2) 1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2) 1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2) 1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

Nom.

kW

4,40 (1) / 4,03 (2) 6,00 (1) / 5,67 (2) 6,00 (1) / 5,67 (2) 7,40 (1) / 6,89 (2) 7,40 (1) / 6,89 (2)

Max.

kW

5,12 (1) / 4,90 (2) 8,35 (1) / 7,95 (2) 8,35 (1) / 7,95 (2) 10,02 (1) / 9,53 (2) 10,02 (1) / 9,53 (2)

Capacità di
raffreddamento

Min.

kW

2,00 (1) / 2,00 (2) 2,50 (1) / 2,50 (2) 2,50 (1) / 2,50 (2) 2,50 (1) / 2,50 (2) 2,50 (1) / 2,50 (2)

Potenza assorbita

Riscaldamento

Nom.

Raffreddamento

kW

5,00 (1) / 4,17 (2) 6,76 (1) / 4,84 (2) 6,76 (1) / 4,84 (2)

Nom.

kW

0,87 (1) / 1,13 (2) 1,27 (1) / 1,59 (2) 1,27 (1) / 1,59 (2) 1,66 (1) / 2,01 (2) 1,66 (1) / 2,01 (2)

6,86 (1) / 5,3 (2)

6,86 (1) / 5,3 (2)

Max.

kW

-

Nom.

kW

1,48 (1) / 1,80 (2) 1,96 (1) / 2,07 (2) 1,96 (1) / 2,07 (2) 2,01 (1) / 2,34 (2) 2,01 (1) / 2,34 (2)

COP

5,04 (1) / 3,58 (2) 4,74 (1) / 3,56 (2) 4,74 (1) / 3,56 (2) 4,45 (1) / 3,42 (2) 4,45 (1) / 3,42 (2)

EER

3,37 (1) / 2,32 (2) 3,45 (1) / 2,34 (2) 3,45 (1) / 2,34 (2) 3,42 (1) / 2,29 (2) 3,42 (1) / 2,29 (2)

Pompa

Unità prevalenza
nominale

Scambiatore di calore Portata acqua
lato acqua

Raffreddamento

kPa

57 (3) / 47 (4)

58 (3) / 42 (4)

58 (3) / 42 (4)

54 (3) / 41 (4)

54 (3) / 41 (4)

Riscaldamento

kPa

55 (5) / 59 (6)

48 (5) / 51 (6)

48 (5) / 51 (6)

37 (5) / 41 (6)

37 (5) / 41 (6)

Nom.

l/min

12,0 (3) / 14,3 (4) 13,9 (3) / 19,4 (4) 13,9 (3) / 19,4 (4) 15,4 (3) / 19,7 (4) 15,4 (3) / 19,7 (4)

Riscaldam Nom.
ento

l/min

12,6 (5) / 11,6 (6) 17,2 (5) / 16,3 (6) 17,2 (5) / 16,3 (6) 21,2 (5) / 19,8 (6) 21,2 (5) / 19,8 (6)

Raffredda
mento
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Specifiche
EHBX16C3V/
ERLQ011CV3

Capacità nominale e assorbimento nominale

Capacità di
riscaldamento

EHBX16C9W/
ERLQ011CV3

EHBX16C3V/
ERLQ014CV3

EHBX16C9W/
ERLQ014CV3

EHBX16C3V/
ERLQ016CV3

EHBX16C9W/
ERLQ016CV3

Min.

kW

-

Nom.

kW

11,20 (1) / 10,98 (2)

11,20 (1) / 10,98 (2)

14,50 (1) / 13,60 (2)

14,50 (1) / 13,60 (2)

16,00 (1) / 15,20 (2)

16,00 (1) / 15,20 (2)

Max.

kW

8,81 (3) / 8,16 (4)

8,81 (3) / 8,16 (4)

11,65 (3) / 10,96 (4)

11,65 (3) / 10,96 (4)

12,30 (3) / 11,35 (4)

12,30 (3) / 11,35 (4)

Capacità di
raffreddamento

Min.

kW

-

Nom.

kW

15,05 (1) / 11,72 (2)

15,05 (1) / 11,72 (2)

16,06 (1) / 12,55 (2)

16,06 (1) / 12,55 (2)

16,76 (1) / 13,12 (2)

16,76 (1) / 13,12 (2)

Potenza
assorbita

Riscaldamento

Nom.

kW

2,56 (1) / 3,19 (2)

2,56 (1) / 3,19 (2)

3,42 (1) / 4,13 (2)

3,42 (1) / 4,13 (2)

3,81 (1) / 4,66 (2)

3,81 (1) / 4,66 (2)

Max.

kW

3,52 (3) / 4,14 (4)

3,52 (3) / 4,14 (4)

4,95 (3) / 5,66 (4)

4,95 (3) / 5,66 (4)

5,49 (3) / 6,34 (4)

5,49 (3) / 6,34 (4)

Nom.

kW

4,53 (1) / 4,31 (2)

4,53 (1) / 4,31 (2)

5,43 (1) / 5,08 (2)

5,43 (1) / 5,08 (2)

5,16 (1) / 5,73 (2)

5,16 (1) / 5,73 (2)

4,38 (1) / 2,50 (3) /
3,44 (2) / 1,97 (4)

4,38 (1) / 2,50 (3) /
3,44 (2) / 1,97 (4)

4,24 (1) / 2,35 (3) /
3,29 (2) / 1,94 (4)

4,24 (1) / 2,35 (3) /
3,29 (2) / 1,94 (4)

4,20 (1) / 2,24 (3) /
3,26 (2) / 1,79 (4)

4,20 (1) / 2,24 (3) /
3,26 (2) / 1,79 (4)

3,32 (1) / 2,72 (2)

3,32 (1) / 2,72 (2)

2,96 (1) / 2,47 (2)

2,96 (1) / 2,47 (2)

2,72 (1) / 2,29 (2)

2,72 (1) / 2,29 (2)

80 (2) / 40 (1)

80 (2) / 40 (1)

71 (2) / 26 (1)

71 (2) / 26 (1)

65 (2) / 16 (1)

65 (2) / 16 (1)

86 (1) / 88 (2)

86 (1) / 88 (2)

47 (1) / 59 (2)

47 (1) / 59 (2)

26 (1) / 38 (2)

26 (1) / 38 (2)

Raffredd Nom. l/min
amento

33,6 (2) / 43,1 (1)

33,6 (2) / 43,1 (1)

36,0 (2) / 46,0 (1)

36,0 (2) / 46,0 (1)

37,6 (2) / 48,0 (1)

37,6 (2) / 48,0 (1)

Riscalda Nom. l/min
mento

32,1 (1) / 31,5 (2)

32,1 (1) / 31,5 (2)

41,6 (1) / 39,0 (2)

41,6 (1) / 39,0 (2)

45,9 (1) / 43,6 (2)

45,9 (1) / 43,6 (2)

EHVH08S18C3V/
ERLQ008CV3

EHVH08S26C9W/
ERLQ008CV3

Raffreddamento
COP
EER
Pompa

Unità prevalenza Raffreddamento kPa
nominale
Riscaldamento kPa

Scambiatore di
Portata acqua
calore lato acqua

-

-

Note
(1) Condizione 1: raffreddamento Ta 35ºC - LWE 18ºC (DT = 5ºC); riscaldamento Ta DB/WB 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 35ºC (DT = 5ºC)
(2) Condizione 2: raffreddamento Ta 35ºC - LWE 7ºC (DT = 5ºC); riscaldamento Ta DB/WB 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 45ºC (DT = 5ºC)
(3) T. est. 35ºC – LWE 7ºC (DT=5ºC)
(4) T. est. 35ºC – Acqua uscita evaporatore 18ºC (DT=5ºC)
(5) BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC-Acqua in uscita condensatore 35ºC(DT=5ºC)
(6) BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 45ºC (Dt=5ºC)
(7) Condizione 3: riscaldamento Ta BS -7ºC (UR 85%) - Acqua in uscita condensatore 35ºC
(8) Condizione 4: riscaldamento Ta BS -7ºC (UR 85%) - Acqua in uscita condensatore 45&#x2103;

EHVH04S18C3V/
ERLQ004CV3

2-5 Capacità nominale e assorbimento nominale
Capacità di
riscaldamento

kW

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

Nom.

kW

4,40 (1) / 4,03 (2)

6,00 (1) / 5,67 (2)

6,00 (1) / 5,67 (2)

7,40 (1) / 6,89 (2)

7,40 (1) / 6,89 (2)

Riscaldamento

kW

5,12 (1) / 4,90 (2)

8,35 (1) / 7,95 (2)

8,35 (1) / 7,95 (2) 10,02 (1) / 9,35 (2) 10,02 (1) / 9,35 (2)

Nom.

kW

0,87 (1) / 1,13 (2)

1,27 (1) / 1,59 (2)

1,27 (1) / 1,59 (2)

Max.

kW

Unità prevalenza
nominale

5,04 (1) / 3,58 (2)

4,74 (1) / 3,56 (2)

Riscaldamento

kPa

52 (3) / 55 (4)

49 (3) / 51 (4)

Scambiatore di calore Portata acqua
lato acqua

Riscald Nom.
amento

l/min

12,6 (3) / 11,6 (4)

17,2 (3) / 16 (4)

2-6 Capacità nominale e assorbimento
nominale

EHVH16S18C3V/
ERLQ011CV3

Capacità di
riscaldamento

Min.

kW

Nom.

kW

Potenza assorbita

Riscaldamento

Max.

1,66 (1) / 2,01 (2)

4,74 (1) / 3,56 (2)

4,45 (1) / 3,42 (2)

4,45 (1) / 3,42 (2)

49 (3) / 51 (4)

37 (3) / 41 (4)

37 (3) / 41 (4)

17,2 (3) / 16 (4)

21,2 (3) / 19,8 (4)

21,2 (3) / 19,8 (4)

EHVH16S26C9W/
ERLQ011CV3

EHVH16S18C3V/
ERLQ016CV3

EHVH16S26C9W/
ERLQ016CV3

EHVH16S18C3V/
ERLQ014CV3

-

EHVH16S26C9W/
ERLQ014CV3
-

11,20 (1) / 10,98 (2) 11,20 (1) / 10,98 (2) 14,50 (1) / 13,60 (2) 14,50 (1) / 13,60 (2) 16,00 (1) / 15,20 (2) 16,00 (1) / 15,20 (2)

kW

8,81 (3) / 8,16 (4)

8,81 (3) / 8,16 (4)

Nom.

kW

2,56 (1) / 3,19 (2)

2,56 (1) / 3,19 (2)

3,42 (1) / 4,13 (2)

3,42 (1) / 4,13 (2)

3,81 (1) / 4,66 (2)

Max.

kW

3,52 (3) / 4,14 (4)

3,52 (3) / 4,14 (4)

4,95 (3) / 5,66 (4)

4,95 (3) / 5,66 (4)

5,49 (3) / 6,43 (4)

5,49 (3) / 6,43 (4)

4,38 (1) / 2,50 (3) /
3,44 (2) / 1,97 (4)

4,38 (1) / 2,50 (3) /
3,44 (2) / 1,97 (4)

4,24 (1) / 2,35 (3) /
3,29 (2) / 1,94 (4)

4,24 (1) / 2,35 (3) /
3,29 (2) / 1,94 (4)

4,20 (1) / 2,24 (3) /
3,26 (2) / 1,79 (4)

4,20 (1) / 2,24 (3) /
3,26 (2) / 1,79 (4)

COP

4

1,66 (1) / 2,01 (2)

-

COP
Pompa

EHVH08S26C9W/
ERLQ006CV3

Min.
Max.

Potenza assorbita

EHVH08S18C3V/
ERLQ006CV3

11,65 (3) / 10,96 (4) 11,65 (3) / 10,96 (4) 12,30 (3) / 11,35 (4) 12,30 (3) / 11,35 (4)
3,81 (1) / 4,66 (2)

Pompa

Unità prevalenza
nominale

Riscaldamento

kPa

83,6 (1) / 85,8 (2)

83,6 (1) / 85,8 (2)

44,1 (1) / 55,9 (2)

44,1 (1) / 55,9 (2)

23,1 (1) / 34,6 (2)

23,1 (1) / 34,6 (2)

Scambiatore di calore
lato acqua

Portata acqua

Riscald Nom.
amento

l/min

32,1 (1) / 31,5 (2)

32,1 (1) / 31,5 (2)

41,6 (1) / 39,0 (2)

41,6 (1) / 39,0 (2)

45,9 (1) / 43,6 (2)

45,9 (1) / 43,6 (2)
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3

Note
(1) Condizione 1: raffreddamento Ta 35ºC - LWE 18ºC (DT = 5ºC); riscaldamento Ta DB/WB 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 35ºC (DT = 5ºC)
(2) Condizione 2: raffreddamento Ta 35ºC - LWE 7ºC (DT = 5ºC); riscaldamento Ta DB/WB 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 45ºC (DT = 5ºC)
(3) BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC-Acqua in uscita condensatore 35ºC(DT=5ºC)

1

(4) BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 45ºC (Dt=5ºC)
(5) Condizione 3: riscaldamento Ta BS -7ºC (UR 85%) - Acqua in uscita condensatore 35ºC

2

(6) Condizione 4: riscaldamento Ta BS -7ºC (UR 85%) - Acqua in uscita condensatore 45&#x2103;

2-7 Capacità nominale e assorbimento nominale
Capacità di
riscaldamento

EHVX04S18C3V/
ERLQ004CV3

EHVX08S18C3V/
ERLQ006CV3

EHVX08S26C9W/
ERLQ006CV3

EHVX08S18C3V/
ERLQ008CV3

EHVX08S26C9W/
ERLQ008CV3

Min.

kW

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,80 (1) / 1,80 (2)

Nom.

kW

4,40 (1) / 4,03 (2)

6,00 (1) / 5,67 (2)

6,00 (1) / 5,67 (2)

7,40 (1) / 6,89 (2)

7,40 (1) / 6,89 (2)

Max.

kW

5,12 (1) / 4,90 (2)

8,35 (1) / 7,95 (2)

8,35 (1) / 7,95 (2) 10,02 (1) / 9,53 (2) 10,02 (1) / 9,53 (2)

Capacità di
raffreddamento

Min.

kW

2,00 (1) / 2,00 (2)

2,50 (1) / 2,50 (2)

2,50 (1) / 2,50 (2)

2,50 (1) / 2,50 (2)

Nom.

kW

5,00 (1) / 4,17 (2)

6,76 (1) / 4,84 (2)

6,76 (1) / 4,84 (2)

6,86 (1) / 5,36 (2)

6,86 (1) / 5,36 (2)

Potenza assorbita

Riscaldamento

Nom.

kW

0,87 (1) / 1,13 (2)

1,27 (1) / 1,59 (2)

1,27 (1) / 1,59 (2)

1,66 (1) / 2,01 (2)

1,66 (1) / 2,01 (2)

Max.

kW

Nom.

kW

1,48 (1) / 1,80 (2)

1,96 (1) / 2,07 (2)

1,96 (1) / 2,07 (2)

2,01 (1) / 2,34 (2)

2,01 (1) / 2,34 (2)

5,04 (1) / 3,58 (2)

4,74 (1) / 3,56 (2)

4,74 (1) / 3,56 (2)

4,45 (1) / 3,42 (2)

4,45 (1) / 3,42 (2)

Raffreddamento
COP
EER
Pompa

Unità prevalenza
nominale

Scambiatore di calore Portata acqua
lato acqua

3,37 (1) / 2,32 (2)

3,45 (1) / 2,34 (2)

3,45 (1) / 2,34 (2)

3,42 (1) / 2,29 (2)

3,42 (1) / 2,29 (2)

kPa

54 (3) / 45 (4)

57 (3) / 42 (4)

57 (3) / 42 (4)

54 (3) / 41 (4)

54 (3) / 41 (4)

Riscaldamento

kPa

52 (5) / 55 (6)

49 (5) / 51 (6)

49 (5) / 51 (6)

37 (5) / 41 (6)

37 (5) / 41 (6)

Raffredd
amento

Nom.

l/min

12,0 (3) / 14,3 (4)

13,9 (3) / 19,4 (4)

13,9 (3) / 19,4 (4)

15,4 (3) / 19,7 (4)

15,4 (3) / 19,7 (4)

Riscalda
mento

Nom.

l/min

12,6 (5) / 11,6 (6)

17,2 (5) / 16,3 (6)

17,2 (5) / 16,3 (6)

21,2 (5) / 19,8 (6)

21,2 (5) / 19,8 (6)

EHVX16S26C9W/
ERLQ011CV3

EHVX16S18C3V/
ERLQ014CV3

EHVX16S26C9W/
ERLQ014CV3

EHVX16S18C3V/
ERLQ016CV3

EHVX16S26C9W/
ERLQ016CV3

EHVX16S18C3V/
ERLQ011CV3

Min.

kW

-

Nom.

kW

11,20 (1) / 10,98 (2)

11,20 (1) / 10,98 (2)

14,50 (1) / 13,60 (2)

14,50 (1) / 13,60 (2)

16,00 (1) / 15,20 (2)

16,00 (1) / 15,20 (2)

Max.

kW

8,81 (3) / 8,16 (4)

8,81 (3) / 8,16 (4)

11,65 (3) / 10,96 (4)

11,65 (3) / 10,96 (4)

12,30 (3) / 11,35 (4)

12,30 (3) / 11,35 (4)

Min.

kW

-

Capacità di
raffreddamento

Nom.

Potenza assorbita

Riscaldamento
Raffreddamento

-

kW

15,05 (1) / 11,72 (2)

15,05 (1) / 11,72 (2)

16,06 (1) / 12,55 (2)

16,06 (1) / 12,55 (2)

16,76 (1) / 13,12 (2)

16,76 (1) / 13,12 (2)

kW

2,56 (1) / 3,19 (2)

2,56 (1) / 3,19 (2)

3,42 (1) / 4,13 (2)

3,42 (1) / 4,13 (2)

3,81 (1) / 4,66 (2)

3,81 (1) / 4,66 (2)

Max.

kW

3,52 (3) / 4,14 (4)

3,52 (3) / 4,14 (4)

4,95 (3) / 5,66 (4)

4,95 (3) / 5,66 (4)

5,49 (3) / 6,34 (4)

5,49 (3) / 6,34 (4)

Nom.

kW

4,53 (1) / 4,31 (2)

4,53 (1) / 4,31 (2)

5,43 (1) / 5,08 (2)

5,43 (1) / 5,08 (2)

5,16 (1) / 5,73 (2)

5,16 (1) / 5,73 (2)

4,38 (1) / 2,50 (3) /
3,44 (2) / 1,97 (4)

4,38 (1) / 2,50 (3) /
3,44 (2) / 1,97 (4)

4,24 (1) / 2,35 (3) /
3,29 (2) / 1,94 (4)

4,24 (1) / 2,35 (3) /
3,29 (2) / 1,94 (4)

4,20 (1) / 2,24 (3) /
3,26 (2) / 1,79 (4)

4,20 (1) / 2,24 (3) /
3,26 (2) / 1,79 (4)
2,72 (1) / 2,29 (2)

EER

Scambiatore di
calore lato acqua

-

Nom.

COP

Pompa

-

Raffreddamento

2-8 Capacità nominale e assorbimento
nominale
Capacità di
riscaldamento

2,50 (1) / 2,50 (2)

3,32 (1) / 2,72 (2)

3,32 (1) / 2,72 (2)

2,96 (1) / 2,47 (2)

2,96 (1) / 2,47 (2)

2,72 (1) / 2,29 (2)

Unità prevalenza Raffreddamento
nominale
Riscaldamento

kPa

78,0 (2) / 37,0 (1)

78,0 (2) / 37,0 (1)

68,6 (2) / 22,5 (1)

68,6 (2) / 22,5 (1)

61,9 (2) / 12,1 (1)

61,9 (2) / 12,1 (1)

kPa

83,6 (1) / 85,8 (2)

83,6 (1) / 85,8 (2)

44,1 (1) / 55,9 (2)

44,1 (1) / 55,9 (2)

23,1 (1) / 34,6 (2)

23,1 (1) / 34,6 (2)

Portata acqua

Raffredda
mento

Nom.

l/min

33,6 (2) / 43,1 (1)

33,6 (2) / 43,1 (1)

36,0 (2) / 46,0 (1)

36,0 (2) / 46,0 (1)

37,6 (2) / 48,0 (1)

37,6 (2) / 48,0 (1)

Riscalda
mento

Nom.

l/min

32,1 (1) / 31,5 (2)

32,1 (1) / 31,5 (2)

41,6 (1) / 39,0 (2)

41,6 (1) / 39,0 (2)

45,9 (1) / 43,6 (2)

45,9 (1) / 43,6 (2)

Note
(1) Condizione 1: raffreddamento Ta 35ºC - LWE 18ºC (DT = 5ºC); riscaldamento Ta DB/WB 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 35ºC (DT = 5ºC)
(2) Condizione 2: raffreddamento Ta 35ºC - LWE 7ºC (DT = 5ºC); riscaldamento Ta DB/WB 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 45ºC (DT = 5ºC)
(3) T. est. 35ºC – LWE 7ºC (DT=5ºC)
(4) T. est. 35ºC – Acqua uscita evaporatore 18ºC (DT=5ºC)
(5) BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC-Acqua in uscita condensatore 35ºC(DT=5ºC)
(6) BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 45ºC (Dt=5ºC)
(7) Condizione 3: riscaldamento Ta BS -7ºC (UR 85%) - Acqua in uscita condensatore 35ºC
(8) Condizione 4: riscaldamento Ta BS -7ºC (UR 85%) - Acqua in uscita condensatore 45&#x2103;
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2

Specifiche

2-9 Specifiche tecniche

1
2

Controllo della
capacità
Rivestimento

ERLQ004CV3

Colour

Guarnizione

Unità

Lamiera verniciata in acciaio zincato
1.345

735

Larghezza

mm

832

900

Profondità

mm

307

320

Altezza

mm

797

1.524

Larghezza

mm

990

980

Profondità

mm

390

Unità

kg

Unità compatta

kg

Materiale

54

420
56

57
EPS /
Cartone_

Ranghi

113

59
EPS /
Cartone_

128
EPS /
Cartone_

Passaggi

3

15

mm

845

857

mm

1,8

Quantità
m²

7

-

1,131

Tubi

Quantità

32

60

Quantità

-

0

Tube type

Hi-XA (8)

Hi-XSS (8)

Tipo

Aletta WF

Trattamento

Trattamento anticorrosione (PE)

Tipo

Ventilatore elicoidale

Quantità

1

Portata d’aria

Riscald Alta
amento
Raffredd Alta
amento

m³/min

2

45

m³/min

47

-

52,5

-

Direzione di mandata

Orizzontale

Quantità

1

2

Model

-

Motore DC senza spazzole

Output

W

Drive
Velocità

Steps

53

70

-

Azionamento diretto

-

Riscald Nom.
amento

giri/min

-

Nom.

giri/min

-

Raffredd
amento

8
740

1
2YC36BXD#C

Type

2YC45DXD#C

JT100G-VD (B2)

Compressore ermetico tipo Swing

Uscita

W

Metodo di avviamento_
Uscita

W

Compressore ermetico Scroll

-

2.200

-

Controllo a Inverter

-

33

Motore

Riscalda
tore del
carter

Riscaldamento

Min.

ºCBU

Max.

ºCBU

Raffreddamento

Min.

ºCBS

Max.

ºCBS

43

Acqua calda
sanitaria

Min.

ºCBS

-25

Max.

ºCBS

-25
25

35
10
46,0
-20
35

Tipo

R-410A

Carica

kg

1,45

Controllo
Circuiti

750
780

Quantità_
Modello

6

Legno / EPS /
Cartone_ / PE
(Cinghie)

1,4

-

Foro su piastra
tubiera vuota
Aletta

Refrigerante

Legno / EPS /
Cartone_ / PE
(Cinghie)

2

Superficie frontale

Campo di
funzionamento

Legno / EPS /
Cartone_ / PE
(Cinghie)

kg
Quantità

Passo alette

Compressore

ERLQ016CV3

Polyester painted galvanised steel plate
mm

Peso

Motore ventilatore

ERLQ014CV3

Altezza

Scambiatore di calore Lunghezza

Ventilatore

ERLQ011CV3

Bianco avorio

Unità compatta

Peso

ERLQ008CV3

Controllo ad Inverter

Materiale
Dimensioni

ERLQ006CV3

Metodo

1,60

3,4

Valvola di espansione (tipo elettronico)
Quantità

1
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2

Specifiche

2-9 Specifiche tecniche
Olio lubrificante

Tipo

Piping connections

Liquido

ERLQ004CV3

Volume caricato

ERLQ006CV3

l
Quantità

ERLQ008CV3

0,75

1,5

mm

Quantità

6,35

9,52

-

1

mm

15,9

Quantità

2

3

Tipo

Foro

OD

mm

1x ø15 + 1x ø20
-

1

Tipo

-

Foro

-

18

Max.

est. - int.

mm
m

30

50

Sistema

Equivale
nte

m

-

70

Senza
carica

m

-

10

0.02 (per lunghezza delle tubazioni superiore ai
10m)

Consultare il manuale di installazione

Carica di refrigerante aggiuntivo
int. - est.

kg/m
Max.

m

Heat insulation
Potenza sonora
Livello pressione
sonora

Riscaldamento

Nom.

dBA

Raffreddamento

Nom.

dBA

Riscaldamento

Nom.

dBA

Raffreddamento

Nom.

dBA

Modalità notturna

Riscaldamento

dBA

Raffreddamento

dBA

20

30

-

Sulla linea del liquido e su quella del gas

61

62
64

48 (3)
48 (3)

49 (3)

50 (3)

50

52
52

-

54

42

43

45

46

Equalizzazione della pressione

Sensore di temperatura dello scambiatore di calore unità esterna
Descrizione

PED

Categoria

01

-

Pressostato di alta

02

-

Protezione termica del motore del ventilatore

-

Fusibile

Categoria I

-

03

2-10 Specifiche elettriche

ERLQ004CV3

ERLQ006CV3

ERLQ008CV3

Nome

ERLQ011CV3

ERLQ014CV3

ERLQ016CV3

V3

Fase

1~

Frequenza

Hz

50

Voltage

V

230

Gamma di tensione
Zmax

Min.

%

Max.

%

10

Corrente di spunto
Max. corrente di
funzionamento

kVa

For connection with
indoor

-

0,22

-

525

Riscaldamento

A

18

-

Raffreddamento

A

18

-

Riscaldamento

A

-

34,2

Raffreddamento

A

-

34,2

A

20

40

Recommended fuses
Per alimentazione

-10
10

Testo

Valore Ssc minimo

Wiring connections

69

51

-

Controllo sbrinamento

66
66

49 (3)

Ciclo inverso

Dispositivi di
sicurezza

Corrente

64

63

Metodo di sbrinamento

Power supply

26

Quantità
DE

Dislivello

2

Attacco a cartella

DE

Lunghezza
tubazioni

3
1

1

Type

Scarico 2

ERLQ016CV3

Attacco a cartella

DE

Drain

ERLQ014CV3

Daphne FVC68D

Tipo
Gas

ERLQ011CV3

FVC50K

Quantità

3

-

Nota

-

Consultare il manuale di installazione dell’unità
esterna

Quantità

3

-

Remark

No earth wiring

Consultare il manuale di installazione dell’unità
esterna

-

Solamente unità esterna

Ingresso alimentazione
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2

Specifiche

Note
(1) Campo di funzionamento in riscaldamento (unità esterna): aumento del campo di funzionamento tramite riscaldatore di riserva
(2) Vedere schemi relativi al campo di funzionamento: aumento del campo di funzionamento tramite riscaldatore ausiliario o riscaldatore di riserva

1
2

(3) Il livello di pressione sonora viene misurato mediante microfono posto a una certa distanza dall’unità. È un valore relativo e dipende dalla distanza e dall’ambiente acustico. Per
ulteriori informazioni, consultare lo schema relativo allo spettro sonoro.
(4) Valore Ssc minimo: Dispositivo conforme a EN/IEC 61000-3-12: Normativa tecnica europea/internazionale che stabilisce i limiti per le correnti armoniche prodotte da un’unità
collegata ad una rete elettrica pubblica a basso voltaggio con corrente in ingresso \> 16A e  75A a fase
(5) Categoria unità PED: non contemplata nella normativa PED ai sensi dell’articolo 1, punto 3.6 di 97/23/EC
(6) Stato: Ta BS/BU 7ºC/6ºC - LWC 35ºC (DT = 5ºC)
(7) Stato: Ta 35ºC - LWE 7ºC (DT = 5ºC)
(8) Campo di funzionamento produzione acqua calda sanitaria (unità esterna): aumento del campo di funzionamento tramite riscaldatore ausiliario
(9) Per informazioni sul campo di funzionamento consultare i disegni separati
(10) In conformità alla direttiva EN/IEC 61000-3-11 ed EN/IEC 61000-3-12, potrebbe essere necessario consultare l’operatore della rete di distribuzione per garantire che l’unità sia
collegata unicamente ad una fonte di alimentazione con Zsys inferiore o pari a Zmax o Ssc  valore Ssc minimo.
(11) Valore Ssc minimo (=potenza cortocircuito): Dispositivo conforme a EN/IEC 61000-3-12: Normativa tecnica europea/internazionale che stabilisce i limiti per le correnti armoniche
prodotte da un’unità collegata ad una rete elettrica pubblica a basso voltaggio con corrente in ingresso \> 16A e  75A a fase

8
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3

Tabelle delle capacità

3-1

Tabelle delle capacità di riscaldamento

3
1
3

∼
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3

Tabelle delle capacità

3-1

Tabelle delle capacità di riscaldamento

1
3

10
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3

Tabelle delle capacità

3-1

Tabelle delle capacità di riscaldamento

3

ERLQ011-016C
Capacità in funzione della lunghezza delle tubazioni per modelli con Inverter

1
3

Capacità (%)

Raffreddamento
Riscaldamento

Lunghezza tubazioni sul campo (m)

NOTA

La perdita di capacità è alla capacità nominale

3TW60332-5A
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3

Tabelle delle capacità

3-2

Tabelle delle capacità di raffreddamento

1
3

∼
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3

Tabelle delle capacità

3-2

Tabelle delle capacità di raffreddamento

3
1
3
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3

Tabelle delle capacità

3-3

Programmi di certificazione

1
3

14
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3

Tabelle delle capacità

3-3

Programmi di certificazione

3
1
3
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4

Schemi dimensionali

4-1

Schemi dimensionali

1
4

(5/4&9









)RURSHUDQFRUDJJLR

$WWDFFRWXED]LRQHGHOJDVDFDUWHOOD
7XED]LRQHGLUDFFRUGRGHOOLTXLGRDFDUWHOOD
$WWDFFRGLVHUYL]LR QHOO XQLWj
&ROOHJDPHQWLHOHWWULFLHPRUVHWWRGLWHUUD0 LQTXDGURHOHWWULFR
,QJUHVVRWXED]LRQHUHIULJHUDQWH
,QJUHVVRFDYRDOLPHQWD]LRQH IRURSUHWDJOLDWR
,QJUHVVRFDYRGLFRPDQGR IRURSUHWDJOLDWR
)RURGLVFDULFR

7:
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5

Centro di gravità

5-1

Centro di gravità

3
1
5
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6

Schemi delle tubazioni

6-1

Schemi delle tubazioni

1
6

″
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7

Schemi elettrici

7-1

Schemi elettrici - Monofase

3
1

∼

7

∼

∼
∼

∼

∼

∼
∼
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7

Schemi elettrici

7-1

Schemi elettrici - Monofase

(5/4&9

1
7

1a+]
9

,QWHUQR

7HPS

1RWD

3RVL]LRQHGHO
PRUVHWWRGHO
FRPSUHVVRUH
,QJUHVVRFDYL

4XDGURHOHWWULFR
SRVL]LRQHGHJOLHOHPHQWL

+$3
$3
/DWR
SRVWHULRUH

/DWR
DQWHULRUH

$3

6FKHGDHOHWWURQLFD SULQF

.5

5HOqPDJQHWLFR <6

57

$3

6FKHGDHOHWWURQLFD VHUYL]LR

.5

5HOqPDJQHWLFR (+

57

7HUPLVWRUH VFDPEFDORUHFHQWUDOH
7HUPLVWRUH OLTXLGR

$3

6FKHGDHOHWWURQLFD ¿OWURDQWLGLVWXUER

.5

5HOqPDJQHWLFR (+&

5&

&LUFXLWRULFHYLWRUHVHJQDOL

$3

6FKHGDHOHWWURQLFD FRPXQLFD]LRQL

.5 5HOqPDJQHWLFR FDULFDPHQWR

57

7HUPLVWRUH DOHWWH

%6a%6

,QWHUUXWWRUHDSXOVDQWH

.5 5HOqPDJQHWLFR SULQFLSDOH

613+

6HQVRUHGLSUHVVLRQH

&a&

&RQGHQVDWRUH

/5

5HDWWRUH

63+

3UHVVRVWDWR DOWD

'6

',3VZLWFK

0&

0RWRUH FRPSUHVVRUH

7&

&LUFXLWRWUDVPLVVLRQHVHJQDOL

(+

5LVFDOGDWRUHSLDVWUDGLIRQGR

0)

0RWRUH YHQWLODWRUH  VXSHULRUH

95

0RGXORGLDOLPHQWD]LRQH

(+&

5LVFDOGDWRUHGHOFDUWHU

0)

0RWRUH YHQWLODWRUH  LQIHULRUH

9595

0RGXORGLRGL

)8)8)8 )XVLELOH 7$9

36

$OLPHQWD]LRQHFRPDQGRRQRII

97

,*%7

)8

)XVLELOH 7$9

4', ,QWHUUXWWRUHGLIIHUHQ]LDOH

;0

0RUVHWWLHUD DOLPHQWD]LRQH

)8)8

)XVLELOH )$9

5

5HVLVWRUH

<(

9DOYRODGLHVSDQVLRQHHOHWWURQ SULQF

+3a3
$3

/(' LQGVHUYDUDQFLRQH 
>+3@3UHSDUD]LRQHWHVWWUHPROLR

5LOHYDPHQWRJXDVWR OXFHDFFHVD

5

5HVLVWRUH

<(

9DOYRODGLHVSDQVLRQHHOHWWURQ LQLH]

57

7HUPLVWRUH DULD

<6

(OHWWURYDOYROD YDOYRODDYLH

57

7HUPLVWRUH PDQGDWD

<6

(OHWWURYDOYROD SDVVDJJLRJDVFDOGR

+$3
$3

/('
VSLDPDQXWHQ]LRQHYHUGH

57

7HUPLVWRUH DVSLUD]LRQH

=&a=&

)LOWURDQWLGLVWXUER QXFOHRGLIHUULWH

57

7HUPLVWRUH VFDPEFDORUH

=)a=)

)LOWURDQWLGLVWXUER

.5

5HOqPDJQHWLFR <6

7:
127(

 4XHVWRVFKHPDHOHWWULFRqDSSOLFDELOHXQLFDPHQWHDOO XQLWjHVWHUQD
FROOHJDPHQWLHOHWWULFLVXOFDPSR
 /IDVH1QHXWUR
PRUVHWWLHUD
FRQQHWWRUH
DWWDFFR PHVVDDWHUUDGLSURWH]LRQH YLWH 
FRQQHWWRUH WHUUDVHQ]DLQWHUIHUHQ]H
PRUVHWWR

 )DUHULIHULPHQWRDOPDQXDOHGHOOHRS]LRQLSHULOFROOHJDPHQWRD;$
 3HUO XVRGHJOLLQWHUUXWWRUL%6%6H'6IDUHULIHULPHQWRDOO DGHVLYRFRQORVFKHPDHOHWWULFRDSSOLFDWRVXOUHWURGHOSDQQHOORIURQWDOH
 1RQDWWLYDUHO XQLWjFRUWRFLUFXLWDQGRLOGLVSRVLWLYRGLSURWH]LRQH63+
 &RORUL
EOX
PDUURQH
YHUGH
URVVR
ELDQFR
JLDOOR
DUDQFLRQH
QHUR
 3HUPDJJLRULLQIRUPD]LRQLVXOOHPRGDOLWjGLLPSRVWD]LRQHGHLVHOHWWRUL '6 FRQVXOWDUHLOPDQXDOHGLPDQXWHQ]LRQH,PSRVWD]LRQHGLIDEEULFDGLWXWWLL',3VZLWFKRII
RS]LRQH
FDEODJJLRGLYHUVRVHFRQGRLOPRGHOOR
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8

Livelli sonori

8-1

Spettro potenza sonora - Modalità silenziosa

3

)UHTXHQ]DFHQWUDOHGHOODEDQGDG RWWDYD +]

1

/LYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUD G%

/LYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUD G%

/LYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUD G%

5LVFDOGDPHQWR

)UHTXHQ]DFHQWUDOHGHOODEDQGDG RWWDYD +]

8

)UHTXHQ]DFHQWUDOHGHOODEDQGDG RWWDYD +]

127(







,GDWLVRQRYDOLGLLQFRQGL]LRQLGLFDPSROLEHUR PLVXUDWLLQFDPHUDVHPLDQHFRLFD 
G%$ OLYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUDSRQGHUDWRVXVFDOD$ 6FDOD$VHFRQGROHQRUPH,(&
3UHVVLRQHDFXVWLFDGLULIHULPHQWRG% 3D
/DPLVXUD]LRQHGHOVXRQRQHOOHHIIHWWLYHFRQGL]LRQLGLLQVWDOOD]LRQHULVXOWHUjVXSHULRUHD
FDXVDGHOUXPRUHGLIRQGRHGHOODULIOHVVLRQHDFXVWLFD
,GDWLVRQRYDOLGLLQPRGDOLWjQRWWXUQDOLYHOOR



3XQWRGLPLVXUD]LRQH ODWRPDQGDWD 

7:

)UHTXHQ]DFHQWUDOHGHOODEDQGDG RWWDYD +]

/LYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUD G%

/LYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUD G%

/LYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUD G%

5DIIUHGGDPHQWR

)UHTXHQ]DFHQWUDOHGHOODEDQGDG RWWDYD +]

)UHTXHQ]DFHQWUDOHGHOODEDQGDG RWWDYD +]

127(







,GDWLVRQRYDOLGLLQFRQGL]LRQLGLFDPSROLEHUR PLVXUDWLLQFDPHUDVHPLDQHFRLFD 
G%$ OLYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUDSRQGHUDWRVXVFDOD$ 6FDOD$VHFRQGROHQRUPH,(&
3UHVVLRQHDFXVWLFDGLULIHULPHQWRG% 3D
/DPLVXUD]LRQHGHOVXRQRQHOOHHIIHWWLYHFRQGL]LRQLGLLQVWDOOD]LRQHULVXOWHUjVXSHULRUHD
FDXVDGHOUXPRUHGLIRQGRHGHOODULIOHVVLRQHDFXVWLFD
,GDWLVRQRYDOLGLLQPRGDOLWjQRWWXUQDOLYHOOR



3XQWRGLPLVXUD]LRQH ODWRPDQGDWD 
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8

Livelli sonori

8-2

Spettro pressione sonora - Riscaldamento

1
8
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8

Livelli sonori

8-2

Spettro pressione sonora - Riscaldamento

3

)UHTXHQ]DFHQWUDOHGHOODEDQGDG RWWDYD +]

1

/LYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUD G%

/LYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUD G%

/LYHOORGLSUHVVLRQHVRQRUD G%

5LVFDOGDPHQWR

)UHTXHQ]DFHQWUDOHGHOODEDQGDG RWWDYD +]

8

)UHTXHQ]DFHQWUDOHGHOODEDQGDG RWWDYD +]

127(







,GDWLVRQRYDOLGLLQFRQGL]LRQLGLFDPSROLEHUR PLVXUDWLLQFDPHUDVHPLDQHFRLFD 
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Livelli sonori

8-3

Spettro pressione sonora - Raffreddamento
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Livelli sonori

8-3

Spettro pressione sonora - Raffreddamento
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9

Installazione

9-1

Metodo di installazione
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9

Installazione

9-1

Metodo di installazione

3

(5/4&

/LQHHJXLGDSHUO¶LQVWDOOD]LRQH3UHFDX]LRQL'DLNLQ$OWKHUPD
8QLWjHVWHUQD
3RVL]LRQHGLLQVWDOOD]LRQH JHQHUDOH 
6HOH]LRQDUHXQSXQWRDGDWWRSHUO LQVWDOOD]LRQHFKHVRGGLVILLVHJXHQWLUHTXLVLWL
/HIRQGDPHQWDGHYRQRHVVHUHDEEDVWDQ]DUREXVWHGDVRVWHQHUHLOSHVRGHOO¶XQLWjLQWHUQD,OSDYLPHQWRGHYHHVVHUHLQSLDQR
SHUSUHYHQLUHODJHQHUD]LRQHGLYLEUD]LRQLRGLUXPRUHQRQFKpSHUJDUDQWLUHXQDVXIILFLHQWHVWDELOLWj
$WWRUQRDOO XQLWjGHYHHVVHUHODVFLDWRXQRVSD]LRDGHJXDWRSHUODPDQXWHQ]LRQHHSHUODFLUFROD]LRQHGHOO DULD FRQVXOWDUHOD
VFKHGDLQIRUPDWLYD6SD]LRGLLQVWDOOD]LRQHHPDQXWHQ]LRQH
1HVVXQULVFKLRGLLQFHQGLRGRYXWRDOODHYHQWXDOHIXJDGLJDVLQILDPPDELOH
/ XQLWjQRQqLQWHVDSHUO XVRLQDWPRVIHUDSRWHQ]LDOPHQWHHVSORVLYD
6HOH]LRQDUHODSRVL]LRQHLQFXLLQVWDOODUHO¶XQLWjLQPRGRWDOHFKHQpO¶DULDVFDULFDWD FDOGDRIUHGGD QpLOUXPRUHJHQHUDWR
VLDQRGLGLVWXUERDGDOFXQR7DOHSRVL]LRQHGRYUjLQROWUHHVVHUHFRQIRUPHDOOHQRUPDWLYHYLJHQWL
ÊQHFHVVDULRDYHUHSUHVRLQFRQVLGHUD]LRQHWXWWHOHOXQJKH]]HGHOOHWXED]LRQLHOHGLVWDQ]H FRQVXOWDUHODVFKHGDLQIRUPDWLYD
6SHFLILFKHWHFQLFKH 
$VVLFXUDUVLFKHLQFDVRGLSHUGLWDGLDFTXDODIXRULXVFLWDQRQSRVVDGDQQHJJLDUHORVSD]LRGHOO LQVWDOOD]LRQHRJOLDPELHQWL
DWWLJXL
,QVWDOODUHOHXQLWjLFDYLGLDOLPHQWD]LRQHHLFROOHJDPHQWLWUDOHXQLWjDGDOPHQRPHWULGDDSSDUHFFKLWHOHYLVLYLHUDGLRIRQLFL
&LzVHUYHDLPSHGLUHLQWHUIHUHQ]HDOOHLPPDJLQLHDLVXRQL
$VHFRQGDGHOOHFRQGL]LRQLGHOOHRQGHUDGLRSRVVRQRSURGXUVLLQWHUIHUHQ]HHOHWWURPDJQHWLFKHDQFKHDGLVWDQ]HPDJJLRULGL
PHWUL

1
9

1RQLQVWDOODUHQHOOHVHJXHQWLSRVL]LRQL
$PELHQWLQHOODFXLDWPRVIHUDVLDQRSUHVHQWLDFLGLVROIRURVLRDOWULJDVFRUURVLYL
$PELHQWLQHOODFXLDWPRVIHUDVLDQRROLPLQHUDOLVRWWRIRUPDGLQHEELDYDSRUHRQHEXOL]]D]LRQH
$PELHQWLGRYHSRWUHEEHURYHULILFDUVLIXJKHGLJDVLQILDPPDELOLRYHVLPDQHJJLDQRGLOXHQWLEHQ]LQDRDOWUHVRVWDQ]HYRODWLOLR
ODFXLDWPRVIHUDFRQWHQJDSROYHULGLFDUERQLRHDOWUHVRVWDQ]HLQILDPPDELOL
=RQHFRQXQHOHYDWRJUDGRGLVDOVHGLQHQHOO DULDDGHVHPSLRLQSURVVLPLWjGHOPDUH
3HUHYLWDUHO¶HVSRVL]LRQHDOYHQWRLQVWDOODUHO¶XQLWjHVWHUQDFRQLOODWRDVSLUD]LRQHULYROWRYHUVRLOPXUR
1RQLQVWDOODUHPDLO¶XQLWjHVWHUQDLQXQOXRJRLQFXLLOODWRGLDVSLUD]LRQH VLQLVWURHSRVWHULRUH SRVVDHVVHUHHVSRVWR
GLUHWWDPHQWHDOOHFRUUHQWLRDOODQHYH &RQVXOWDUHODVFKHGDLQIRUPDWLYD6SD]LRSHUO LQVWDOOD]LRQHHODPDQXWHQ]LRQHHOD
)LJXUD
3RVL]LRQHGLLQVWDOOD]LRQH LQFOLPLIUHGGL
3HUHYLWDUHO¶HVSRVL]LRQHDOOHFRUUHQWLLQVWDOODUHXQGHIOHWWRUHVXOODWRPDQGDWDGHOO¶XQLWjHVWHUQD
/ XQLWjGHYHHVVHUHLQVWDOODWDLQPRGRGDDVVLFXUDUHXQRVSD]LRPLQLPRGLFPVRWWRODSLDVWUDGLIRQGRGHOO XQLWjLQWXWWHOH
FRQGL]LRQL SHULPSHGLUHFKHO XQLWjULPDQJDFRSHUWDGDOODQHYH DGHVHPSLRLQFDVRGLIRUWLQHYLFDWH VHQHFHVVDULRFRVWUXLUH
XQDEDVHGLDSSRJJLR 
,Q]RQHVRJJHWWHDGDEERQGDQWLQHYLFDWHqPROWRLPSRUWDQWHVFHJOLHUHXQVLWRGLLQVWDOOD]LRQHQHOTXDOHODQHYHQRQ
SUHJLXGLFKLLOIXQ]LRQDPHQWRGHOO¶XQLWj$VVLFXUDUVLFKHODEDWWHULDGHOORVFDPELDWRUHGLFDORUH ODWRVLQLVWURHSRVWHULRUH QRQ
VLDFRPSURPHVVDGDOODQHYH VHQHFHVVDULRFRVWUXLUHXQDWHWWRLDODWHUDOHHXQDSURWH]LRQHDQWLYHQWRVXOODWRDULD 
&RQILJXUD]LRQHGLLQVWDOOD]LRQHFRQVLJOLDWD &RQVXOWDUHODVFKHGDLQIRUPDWLYD6SD]LRSHUO LQVWDOOD]LRQHHODPDQXWHQ]LRQHH
OD)LJXUD 


)LJXUDFRVWUX]LRQHSHU
SUHYHQLUHO HVSRVL]LRQHDOOH
FRUUHQWLHDOODQHYH

)LJXUDFRVWUX]LRQHSHU
HYLWDUHSHUHYLWDUHJOLHIIHWWL
GHOODQHYHVXOO XQLWj
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Campo di funzionamento

10 - 1 Campo di funzionamento
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Il presente opuscolo è fornito unicamente a scopo informativo e non costituisce un’offerta vincolante per Daikin Europe N.V. Daikin Europe N.V.
ha redatto il presente opuscolo secondo le informazioni in proprio possesso. Non si fornisce alcuna garanzia espressa o implicita di completezza, precisione, affidabilità o adeguatezza per scopi specifici
relativamente al contenuto, ai prodotti e ai servizi presentati nello stesso.
I dati tecnici ed elettrici sono soggetti a modifiche senza preavviso.
Daikin Europe N.V. declina espressamente ogni responsabilità per danni
diretti o indiretti, nel senso più ampio dei termini, derivanti da o correlati
all’uso e/o all’interpretazione del presente opuscolo. Daikin Europe N.V.
detiene i diritti di riproduzione di tutti i contenuti.

Questi prodotti non rientrano nel programma di certificazione Eurovent

BARCODE

Daikin products are distributed by:

Naamloze Vennootschap - Zandvoordestraat 300, B-8400 Oostende - Belgium - www.daikin.eu - BE 0412 120 336 - RPR Oostende
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Il particolare ruolo di Daikin come costruttore di impianti di climatizzazione, compressori e refrigeranti,
ha coinvolto in prima persona l’azienda nelle problematiche ambientali. Gli ultimi anni hanno visto
Daikin perseguire l’obiettivo di divenire leader nel
settore della produzione di prodotti eco-compatibili.
Questa sfida richiede un approccio ecologico alla
progettazione e allo sviluppo di una vasta gamma di
prodotti e sistemi di gestione energetica, basati su
principi di conservazione dell’energia e di riduzione
degli sprechi.

3.3.3. Tank
Tank - HybridCube
Commercial Name

Company

Description

The buffer storage tank high performance is a combination
of heat storage water heaters and continuous.

HYC 343/0/0-DB

Daikin
Rotex

The storage water without pressure acts as a heat storage.
The available heat is supplied and removed through the heat
exchanger stainless steel tubular anticorrosion corrugated
completely immersed in the accumulator. In the heat
exchanger for heating drinking water, potable water is accumulated at the temperature of the area of availability.

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Lenght: 596 mm
Width: 615 mm
Height: 1640 mm
Total capacity of the accumulator: 300 liters
Empty weight: 51 Kg
Laden weight: 351 Kg
Maximum allowable temperature: 85°C
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Per l'installatore

ROTEX 
Sanicube / HybridCube
Istruzioni di montaggio e
manutenzione
Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione

Tipi
SC 538/0/0
SC 538/16/0
SC 538/16/16
SCS 328/14/0-DB, SCS 328/14/0-P
SCS 538/16/0-DB, SCS 538/16/0-P
SCS 538/16/16-DB, SCS 538/16/16-P

HYC 343/0/0-DB
HYC 343/19/0-DB, HYC 343/19/0-P
HYC 544/19/0-DB, HYC 544/19/0-P
HYC 544/32/0-DB, HYC 544/32/0-P

IT
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1 x Garanzia e conformità
1

Garanzia e conformità

1.1 Condizioni di garanzia
In generale sono valide le condizioni di garanzia secondo i
termini di legge. Per ulteriori garanzie consultare il sito Internet di
riferimento: www.rotexitalia.it > Garanzia
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2 x Sicurezza
2

Sicurezza

2.1 Attenersi alle istruzioni
Le presenti istruzioni sono la >> versione originale << nella
lingua dell'utente.

Simboli di avvertimento speciali

Alcuni tipi di pericoli vengono rappresentati mediante simboli
speciali.
Corrente elettrica

Si prega di leggere queste istruzioni con attenzione prima di
iniziare la fase di installazione o prima di intervenire sull'impianto
di riscaldamento.
Le istruzioni sono destinate a personale specializzato in impianti
di riscaldamento e sanitari, autorizzato e qualificato che, in
ragione della propria formazione specialistica e delle proprie
competenze in materia, è esperto nell'installazione e nella
manutenzione conforme di impianti di riscaldamento e di bollitori
ad accumulo.
In queste istruzioni vengono descritte tutte le attività da eseguire
per l'installazione, la messa in funzione e la manutenzione;
vengono inoltre fornite le informazioni di base per l'utilizzo e la
regolazione dell'apparecchio. Per informazioni dettagliate
sull'utilizzo e la regolazione, fare riferimento ai documenti
complementari.

Documenti complementari
–

In caso di collegamento a un generatore di calore esterno; le
relative istruzioni per l'uso e l'installazione.
– In caso di collegamento a un impianto solare ROTEX; le relative istruzioni per l'uso e l'installazione.
Le istruzioni sono comprese nella fornitura dei vari apparecchi.

2.2 Avvisi e spiegazione dei simboli
Significato degli avvisi

In queste istruzioni gli avvisi sono organizzati in base alla gravità
del pericolo e alla probabilità che esso si verifichi.
PERICOLO!
Segnala un pericolo imminente.
L'inosservanza dell'avviso conduce a lesioni gravi o
alla morte.
AVVERTENZA!
Segnala una situazione potenzialmente pericolosa.
L'inosservanza dell'avviso può condurre a lesioni gravi
o alla morte.

Pericolo di scottature o bruciature

Validità
Alcune delle informazioni contenute nelle presenti istruzioni
hanno validità limitata. La validità è evidenziata da un simbolo.
Attenersi alla coppia di serraggio prescritta.
Solo per il sistema senza pressione (Drain Back).
Solo per il sistema con pressione.

Numero d'ordine

Le indicazioni dei numeri d'ordine sono riconoscibili grazie al
simbolo della
merce.

Istruzioni procedurali

Ɣ Le istruzioni procedurali vengono presentate sotto forma di
elenco. Le procedure in cui occorre obbligatoriamente
attenersi alla sequenza indicata vengono presentate come
elenco numerato.
Î I risultati delle procedure sono contraddistinti da una freccia.

2.3 Come evitare le situazioni di pericolo
ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube è costruito con una tecnologia
d'avanguardia e conformemente alle regole tecniche riconosciute. È tuttavia possibile che, in caso di un utilizzo improprio
dell'apparecchio, si possano creare pericoli per l'incolumità delle
persone o danni per le cose.
Al fine di evitare il crearsi di situazioni di pericolo, installare e
utilizzare ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube soltanto:
– secondo quanto prescritto e in perfette condizioni,
– rispettando le norme di sicurezza e tenendo conto degli eventuali pericoli.
Questo presuppone la conoscenza e l'applicazione del contenuto
di questo manuale di istruzioni, delle disposizioni in materia di
prevenzione degli infortuni e inoltre delle norme riconosciute per
quanto riguarda i requisiti di sicurezza e sanitari.

ATTENZIONE!

AVVERTENZA!

Segnala una situazione potenzialmente dannosa.

Questo apparecchio non è destinato all'uso da parte di
persone (compresi i bambini) con facoltà fisiche,
sensoriali o intellettuali limitate o prive dell'esperienza
e/o delle conoscenze necessarie, a meno che
vengano sorvegliate da una persona responsabile
della loro sicurezza o che abbiano ricevuto da
quest'ultima istruzioni sull'uso dell'apparecchio

L'inosservanza dell'avviso può condurre a danni
materiali e per l'ambiente.
Questo simbolo segnala suggerimenti per l'utente e
informazioni particolarmente utili, ma non avvisi di
possibili pericoli.

Ɣ Non avvicinare materiali combustibili al Sanicube /
HybridCube ROTEX.

2.4 Uso conforme alla destinazione
ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube può essere utilizzato
esclusivamente come bollitore ad accumulo. ROTEX Sanicube /
HybridCube deve essere installato, collegato e utilizzato soltanto
conformemente a quanto specificato nelle presenti istruzioni.
4
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2 x Sicurezza
In caso di collegamento a una pompa di calore ROTEX, si
possono utilizzare solo gli appositi set di allacciamento accumulatore (E-PAC).
Utilizzare solo le resistenze elettrice ROTEX.
Qualsiasi altro tipo di utilizzo o un utilizzo difforme da quanto
specificato è da considerarsi non corretto. L'operatore si assume
interamente il rischio di danni provocati dallo scostarsi da dette
direttive.
L'uso corretto prevede anche il rispetto delle indicazioni relative
a manutenzione e ispezione. I pezzi di ricambio devono soddisfare come minimo i requisiti tecnici specificati dal costruttore.
Ciò si ottiene ad esempio utilizzando pezzi di ricambio originali.

2.5 Note sulla sicurezza di esercizio
2.5.1 Prima di procedere a interventi sul bollitore e
sull'impianto di riscaldamento
Ɣ Gli interventi sul bollitore ad accumulo e sull'impianto di riscaldamento (ad es. installazione, collegamento e prima messa
in funzione) vanno eseguiti esclusivamente da tecnici
autorizzati e specializzati in materia.
Ɣ Ogni volta che si interviene sul bollitore e sull'impianto di
riscaldamento, spegnere l'interruttore principale e bloccarlo in
modo che non possa riaccendersi inavvertitamente.
Ɣ Le piombature non devono essere danneggiate o rimosse.
Ɣ Sincerarsi che le valvole di sicurezza del collegamento al
riscaldamento soddisfino i requisiti della norma EN 12828 -e
che quelle del collegamento dell'acqua potabile soddisfino i
requisiti della norma EN 12897.

2.5.2 Installazione elettrica di accessori opzionali
Ɣ Prima di eseguire degli interventi su parti sotto tensione,
scollegarle dalla rete elettrica (disattivare l'interruttore
principale, disconnettere il fusibile) e bloccarle in modo da
impedirne la riaccensione involontaria.
Ɣ L'installazione elettrica deve essere effettuata soltanto da
elettrotecnici specializzati e qualificati nel rispetto delle
direttive vigenti in ambito elettrotecnico nonché delle disposizioni dell'ente per l'erogazione dell'elettricità competente.
Ɣ Per ogni collegamento di rete con cablaggio fisso installare
un separatore a norma EN 60335-1 per la disconnessione
multipolare della rete elettrica.
Ɣ Prima del collegamento alla rete di alimentazione elettrica
verificare che la tensione di rete indicata sulla targhetta corrisponda a quella erogata nell'edificio.

2.5.3 Locale di collocazione della caldaia
Per un funzionamento sicuro e privo di anomalie è necessario
che il luogo di installazione del Sanicube / HybridCube ROTEX
soddisfi determinati criteri. Per informazioni sul luogo di installazione del Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione consultare il
capitolo 4.2 "Installazione".
Avvertenze sul luogo di installazione di altri componenti sono
contenute nella documentazione corrispondente, in dotazione.

2.5.4 Requisiti relativi all'acqua di riscaldamento e
riempimento
Evitare danni per sedimentazione e corrosione: per evitare
depositi e prodotti di corrosione, attenersi alle norme tecniche
relative.

Per l'acqua di riempimento e aggiuntiva con una durezza alta
(>3 mmol/l - Somma delle concentrazioni di calcio e magnesio,
calcolata come carbonato di calcio) sono necessari provvedimenti per il dissalamento, l'addolcimento o la stabilzzazione della
durezza dell'acqua.

2.5.5 Impianto di riscaldamento e collegamento ai
sanitari
Ɣ Realizzare l'impianto di riscaldamento conformemente ai
requisiti di sicurezza della norma EN 12828.
Ɣ Per il collegamento ai sanitari, attenersi alle seguenti norme:
– EN 1717 - Protezione dall'inquinamento dell'acqua potabile per installazioni che utilizzano acqua potabile e requisiti generali dei dispositivi di sicurezza atti a prevenire
l'inquinamento dell'acqua potabile da riflusso
– EN 806 - Regole tecniche per gli impianti di acqua potabile
– A titolo integrativo, attenersi anche alle disposizioni legali
nazionali.
Ɣ Durante il funzionamento del Sanicube / HybridCube ROTEX
in combinazione con l'energia solare, è possibile che la
temperatura di 60° dell'acqua calda venga superata. Al
momento dell'installazione dell'impianto montare pertanto un
miscelatore termostatico (dispositivo di miscelazione acqua
15 60 16).
calda es. VTA32,
Ɣ Se la pressione di allacciamento dell'acqua fredda è
superiore a 6 bar, utilizzare un riduttore di pressione.

2.5.6 Funzionamento
Ɣ Mettere in funzione il Sanicube / HybridCube ROTEX solo;
– dopo aver concluso tutti i lavori di installazione e collegamento.
– con le coperture degli apparecchi completamente montate.
– in presenza di un riduttore di pressione regolato 
(max. 6 bar) in caso di sanitari.
– in presenza di un riduttore di pressione regolato 
(max. 3 bar) in caso di riscaldamento.
– con il serbatoio dell'accumulatore completamente pieno
(indicatore di livello).
Rispettare gli intervalli di manutenzione ed eseguire i lavori di
ispezione prescritti.

2.5.7 Preparazione dell'utente
Ɣ Prima di consegnare l'impianto di riscaldamento e il bollitore
ad accumulo all'utente, occorre spiegargli come deve utilizzarlo e controllarlo.
Ɣ Consegnare all'utente la documentazione tecnica (tutta la
documentazione, inclusa la presente) spiegando che tale
documentazione dev'essere disponibile in ogni momento e
dev'essere conservata nelle immediate vicinanze
dell'apparecchio.
Ɣ Documentare la consegna dell'impianto compilando e
firmando insieme all'utente la lista di controllo del 
capitolo 5.1 "Messa in funzione".

2.5.8 Documentazione
La documentazione tecnica compresa nella fornitura è parte
integrante dell'apparecchio. Essa va custodita in modo tale da
renderne possibile la consultazione, in qualsiasi momento, da
parte dell'utilizzatore o del personale tecnico.
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3 x Descrizione del prodotto
3

Descrizione del prodotto

3.1 Struttura e componenti
Pos.

Spiegazione

Valido per bollitore ad
accumulo

1

Collegamento acqua fredda *

2

Acqua calda *

tutte

3

Mandata caricamento del bollitore (tramite 1° fonte di calore) *

4

Ritorno caricamento del bollitore (tramite 1° fonte di calore) *

5

Mandata caricamento del bollitore (tramite 2° fonte di calore) *

6

Ritorno caricamento del bollitore (tramite 2° fonte di calore) *

7

Mandata integrazione riscaldamento* (collegare a ritorno generatore di calore!)

tutte


A/B/D-G/H-M/O/P
A/B/D-G/H-M/O/P




I/L/P
I/L/P



A / B / E/ F / H / I / K / L

8

Ritorno integrazione riscaldamento* (collegare a ritorno riscaldamento!)

9

Drucksolar - Mandata

A / B / E/ F / H / I / K / L

10

Drucksolar - Ritorno

11

DrainBack Solar - Mandata

12

Serbatoio ad accumulo (involucro a doppia parete di polipropilene con isolamento termico in poliuretano espanso rigido)

tutte

13

Alloggiamento per regolazione R3 Solar / maniglia

tutte

14

Collegamento troppopieno di sicurezza (1¼" FE, 1" FI)

15

DrainBack Solar - Ritorno
Collegamento di riempimento e scarico per serbatoio

tutte

16

Indicazione del livello

tutte

17

Collegamento per resistenza elettrica / booster-heater (R 1½" FI)

tutte

18

Opzionale: resistenza elettrica (in sistemi con pompa di calore denominati booster-heater.)

19

Pozzetto porta sonde per sonda accumulatore















E-G/K-M



E-G/K-M



A-D/H-J

tutte
A-D/H-J

tutte






tutte

20

Scambiatore di calore con tubo ondulato in acciaio inox per il riscaldamento dell'acqua potabile tramite la 1° fonte di calore

tutte

21

Scambiatore di calore con tubo ondulato in acciaio inox per il caricamento del bollitore (SL-WT1) tramite la 1* fonte di calore

A/B/D-G/H-M/O/P
I/L/P

22

Scambiatore di calore con tubo ondulato in acciaio inox per il caricamento del bollitore tramite la 2° fonte di calore (SL-WT2)

23

Scambiatore di calore con tubo ondulato in acciaio inox per l'integrazione riscaldamento

P

24

Involucro termoisolante per scambiatore di calore per l'integrazione riscaldamento

P

25

Scambiatore di calore con tubo ondulato in acciaio inox per il caricamento del bollitore Drucksolar (SL-WT3)

L - K/ N - P

26

Involucro termoisolante per scambiatore di calore Drucksolar (SL-WT3)

K-M/N-P

27

Solar - Tubo di stratificazione mandata

A-B/H-I

28

Acqua dell'accumulatore senza pressione

tutte

29

Zona solare

A-M

30

Zona acqua calda

tutte

31

Targhetta identificativa

tutte

A

Bollitore ad accumulo HYC 544/19/0-DB

B

Bollitore ad accumulo HYC 544/32/0-DB

C

Bollitore ad accumulo HYC 343/0/0-DB

D

Bollitore ad accumulo HYC 343/19/0-DB

E

Bollitore ad accumulo HYC 544/19/0-P

F

Bollitore ad accumulo HYC 544/32/0-P

G

Bollitore ad accumulo HYC 343/19/0-P

H

Bollitore ad accumulo SCS 538/16/0-DB

I

Bollitore ad accumulo SCS 538/16/16-DB

J

Bollitore ad accumulo SCS 328/14/0-DB

K

Bollitore ad accumulo SCS 538/16/0-P

L

Bollitore ad accumulo SCS 538/16/16-P

M

Bollitore ad accumulo SCS 328/14/0-P

N

Bollitore ad accumulo SC 538/0/0

O

Bollitore ad accumulo SC 538/16/0

P

Bollitore ad accumulo SC 538/16/16

X

Distanza raccomandata dalla parete 200 mm

FE

Filettatura esterna

FI

Filettatura interna

*

Accessorio raccomandato (Valvole ritegno (2 unità),

16 50 70)

Tab. 3-1 Legenda per figure nelle sezioni 3.1.1 e 3.1.2.
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3 x Descrizione del prodotto
3.1.1 Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione (sistema senza - DrainBack)
Per sistemi con pompa di calore (tipo HYC-DB)

Fig. 3-1

Collegamenti e dimensioni, Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione con supporto solare -
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tipo HYC-DB
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3 x Descrizione del prodotto
Esclusi sistemi con pompa di calore (tipi SC / SCS-DB)

Fig. 3-2

Collegamenti e dimensioni, Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione con supporto solare -

8

tipo SC / SCS-DB
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3 x Descrizione del prodotto
3.1.2 Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione (sistema a pressione)
Per sistemi con pompa di calore (tipo HYC-P)

Fig. 3-3

Collegamenti e dimensioni, Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione con supporto solare -
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3 x Descrizione del prodotto
Esclusi sistemi con pompa di calore (tipo SCS-P)

Fig. 3-4

Collegamenti e dimensioni, Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione con supporto solare -

10

tipo SCS-P
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3 x Descrizione del prodotto
3.2 Descrizione breve
ROTEX Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione è una combinazione di accumulatore termico e scaldacqua continuo.
L'acqua d'accumulo senza pressione funge da elemento di
accumulo del calore. Il calore disponibile viene alimentato e
prelevato tramite lo scambiatore tubolare in acciaio inox
corrugato (1.4404) anticorrosione completamente immerso
nell'acqua dell'accumulatore. Nello scambiatore di calore per il
riscaldamento dell'acqua potabile, viene accumulata acqua
potabile alla temperatura della zona di disponibilità.
L'acqua fredda che circola nello scambiatore di calore durante il
prelievo dell'acqua calda viene in un primo momento condotta
verso il basso dentro il serbatoio ad accumulo, in modo da
raffreddare al massimo la sezione inferiore del bollitore. La zona
di disponibilità viene riscaldata da generatori termici esterni
(caldaia a condensazione, pompa di calore, impianto solare,
resistenza elettrica). Per il caricamento del bollitore (SL-WT), il
flusso percorre lo scambiatore termico dall'alto verso il basso.
L'acqua potabile, salendo, viene costantemente riscaldata dal
calore dell'acqua del bollitore. Poiché nella zona superiore
dell'accumulatore le alte temperature possono mantenersi molto
a lungo, anche in caso di prelievi prolungati è possibile
raggiungere alti rendimenti dell'acqua calda. Poiché nella zona
superiore dell'accumulatore le alte temperature possono mantenersi molto a lungo, anche in caso di prelievi prolungati è
possibile raggiungere alti rendimenti dell'acqua calda.
D descritti nelle sezioni 3.1.1 o 3.1.2 ROTEX Bollitore ad
accumulo ad alta prestazione possono essere riscaldati con
energia solare oltre che con un generatore di calore esterno. 
A seconda dell'offerta termica da parte del sole, viene scaldato
l'intero bollitore ad accumulo. Il calore accumulato viene così
utilizzato sia per il riscaldamento dell'acqua che a integrazione
del riscaldamento. L'elevata capacità totale dell'accumulatore
permette inoltre di sopperire a brevi periodi di assenza del sole.
Impiegando un sistema con pompa di calore ROTEX come
generatore di calore esterno, come bollitore ad accumulo
primario si può utilizzare solo uno dei 3.1.1 o 3.1.2 Bollitori ad
accumulo per sistemi con pompa di calore descritti nelle sezioni.

Igiene ideale

Nel ROTEX Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione, nel
percorso dell'acqua potabile non ci sono zone con meno flussi o
non riscaldate. L'accumulo di fango, ruggine o altri sedimenti, che
può verificarsi nei serbatoi di grosso volume, qui non è possibile.
L'acqua entrata per prima sarà anche la prima ad essere
prelevata (principio del First In First Out).

Poca manutenzione e corrosione ridotta

Calcificazione ridotta

Dal lato dell'acqua accumulata, il calcare può formarsi una sola
volta. La resistenza elettrica ne resta comunque privo, al pari di
tutti i tubi in acciaio inox degli scambiatori che si trovano
nell'acqua accumulata. Ciò impedisce la formazione di incrostazioni di calcare che, come negli accumulatori di struttura diversa,
portano con il passare del tempo ad un continuo peggioramento
della potenza di trasferimento del calore.
La dilatazione termica, l'espansione dovuta alla pressione e le
elevate velocità di scorrimento all'interno dello scambiatore
termico dell'acqua potabile provocano il distacco di eventuali
residui di calcare.

Funzionamento a consumo ridotto

L'isolamento termico integrale del bollitore assicura perdite di
calore minime durante il funzionamento e dunque un utilizzo
economico dell'energia calorifica impiegata.

Possibilità di ampliamento modulare

Se la potenza termica di un singolo ROTEX Bollitore ad
accumulo ad alta prestazione non è sufficiente, è possibile
combinare diversi bollitori modularmente.

Centralina di regolazione elettronica

Tutte le funzioni di riscaldamento e di gestione dell'acqua calda
per il circuito di riscaldamento diretto, per il circuito di riscaldamento misto collegabile come opzione e per il circuito di carica
del bollitore sono regolate dalla centralina integrata nel
generatore termico.
SCS: impostazioni, indicazioni e funzioni del riscaldamento solare vengono eseguite, ad esempio, dalla
stazione di regolazione RPS3 e pompaggio.
HYC: in caso di collegamento a un sistema con pompa
di calore ROTEX l'impostazione e regolazione del
riscaldamento solare, avviene mediante la regolazione
integrata nella pompa di calore RPS3, a completamento del gruppo di regolazione e pompaggio.

3.3 Accessori
3.3.1 Resistenza elettrica
Oltre alla possibilità di riscaldare mediante lo scambiatore
termico con tubo corrugato in acciaio inox e diverse sorgenti di
calore e vettori di energia, il ROTEX Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta
prestazione può essere caricato anche con una resistenza
elettrica.

ROTEX Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione è realizzato in
plastica e non è dunque soggetta a corrosione. Non sono
necessari anodi anticorrosione né dispositivi anticorrosione
analoghi. Nel ROTEX Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione
non è necessario eseguire interventi di manutenzione come il
cambio di anodi di protezione o la pulizia del bollitore. Basta
limitarsi a controllare il livello dell'acqua accumulata.
Gli scambiatori di calore con tubo ondulato in acciaio inox del lato
riscaldamento e acqua potabile sono realizzati in acciaio inox di
alta qualità (1.4404).
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3 x Descrizione del prodotto
Modello

EHS/500/1

Tensione d'esercizio

EHS/500/5

EHS/500/6

230 V / 50 Hz 230/400 V /
50 Hz

230/400 V /
50 Hz

Potenzialità calorifica
Intervallo di temperatura

1)

2 kW

2, 4, 6 kW

2, 4, 6 kW

35-65 °C

30-78 °C

30-78 °C

—

—

Lunghezza del cavo
Lunghezza della resistenza elettrica

1,4 m

1,4 m

1,1 m

Filettatura avvitabile

R 1½"

R 1½"

R 1½"

tutti gli
tutti gli
SC + SCS 2) SC + SCS 2)

Idoneo per

16 51 31

solo per SCS

16 51 35

16 51 36

2)

Se la temperatura dell'acqua calda supera i 60 °C, vi è il rischio di
scottature. Integrando un miscelatore termostatico è possibile
regolare in modo continuo la temperatura dell'acqua calda
limitandola ad un valore compreso tra 35 e 60 °C.
–
–

Il termoregolatore e il limitatore di temperatura di sicurezza (STB) sono già integrati nella resistenza elettrica. La resistenza elettrica viene fornita già pronta
per l'inserimento.
Nell'SCS, la maggiore lunghezza della resistenza elettrica fa sì che, in caso di
carica elettrica, la zona solare non venga riscaldata. Ciò può ridurre il rendimento del sistema Solar.

15 60 15)
Miscelatore termostatico VTA32 (
Set di collegamenti a vite 1" (
15 60 16)

3.3.5 Set di ampliamento accumulatore solare
Per combinare più ROTEX Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione all'impianto solare vengono offerti i seguenti componenti:
–
–

Tab. 3-2 Resistenze elettriche - panoramica e dati tecnici
1)

3.3.4 Miscelatore termostatico

–

set di ampliamento accumulatore solare CON SX
(
16 01 20)
set di ampliamento accumulatore solare CCON SXE
16 01 21)
(
FlowGuard FLG (
16 41 02)

Booster-heater

Nei sistemi con pompa di calore ROTEX, la resistenza elettrica
viene denominata booster-heater.
Modello
Tensione d'esercizio
Potenzialità calorifica
Intervallo di temperatura
Lunghezza del cavo

BO3s
230 V / 50 Hz
3 kW
35-65 °C
—

Lunghezza della resistenza elettrica

0,9 m

Filettatura avvitabile

R 1½"

Idoneo per

utti gli HYC
16 51 37

Tab. 3-3 Booster-Heater - Panoramica e dati tecnici

3.3.2 Valvole di ritegno
Per evitare perdite di calore lungo le condotte di raccordo (conduzione per circolazione naturale) quando la pompa di circolazione
non è attiva e nei periodi senza prelievo di acqua potabile, è
preferibile integrare delle valvole di ritegno (set di 2 unità,
16 50 70) nei raccordi del ROTEX Bollitore ad accumulo ad
alta prestazione.

3.3.3 Filtro antisporco
Se ROTEX Bollitore ad accumulo ad alta prestazione viene
collegato ad un sistema di riscaldamento in cui sono utilizzati
tubazioni o elementi riscaldanti in acciaio o tubi di riscaldamento
a pavimento senza barriere ad ossigeno, nel bollitore dell'acqua
calda potrebbero penetrare fanghiglia e frammenti di metallo,
causando intasamenti, surriscaldamenti locali o danni da corrosione. È possibile evitarlo integrando un filtro antisporco o
separatore di fanghi (vedere listino prezzi ROTEX).
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4 x Montaggio e installazione
4

Montaggio e installazione

4.1 Collocazione
4.1.1 Importanti avvertenze
AVVERTENZA!
La parete in plastica del ROTEX Sanicube /
HybridCube può fondersi a causa del calore eccessivo
(>80 °C) e può incendiarsi in casi estremi.

4.1.2 Fornitura
–
–

Bollitore ad accumulo Sanicube / HybridCube ROTEX
Borsa accessori (vedere fig. 4-1)

Ɣ Collocare il ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube a una
distanza minima di 1 m da altre fonti di calore
(>80 °C) (es. riscaldatore elettrico, riscaldatore a
gas, camino) e da materiale infiammabile.
ATTENZIONE!
Ɣ Collocare ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube solo se
la superficie d'appoggio presenta una portata
sufficiente, pari a 1050 kg/m², più un supplemento a titolo di sicurezza. La superficie
d'appoggio deve essere piana e liscia.
Ɣ La collocazione all'aperto è possibile solo con
limitazioni. Il bollitore non deve essere esposto in
modo durevole ai raggi solari poiché i raggi UV
e gli agenti atmosferici danneggiano la plastica.
Ɣ ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube va collocato in
modo da proteggerlo dal gelo.
Ɣ Sincerarsi che l'ente erogatore non distribuisca
acqua potabile aggressiva per l'acciaio.
– Eventualmente è necessario un adeguato pretrattamento dell'acqua.

A
B
C

Maniglia (necessaria solo
per il trasporto)
Maschera di copertura
Raccordo troppopieno di 
sicurezza

Fig. 4-1

D
E

Elemento di bloccaggio per
troppopieno di sicurezza
Chiave di montaggio

Contenuto borsa accessori

ATTENZIONE!
Se il bollitore ad accumulo viene installato sotto a
collettori solari piatti a una distanza non sufficiente
(con il bordo superiore del bollitore più in alto del bordo
inferiore del collettore), il sistema solare senza
pressione all'esterno può non funzionare del tutto a
vuoto.
Ɣ In caso di collegamento solare, collocare il ROTEX
Sanicube / HybridCube sufficientemente in basso
rispetto ai collettori piatti (rispettare la pendenza
minima delle tubazioni di collegamento solari).
HYBRIDCUBE
Rispettare le lunghezze consentite per le tubazioni tra
l'accumulatore di acqua calda e i collegamenti idraulici
sulla pompa di calore (vedere le istruzioni di installazione e uso della pompa di calore, nonché del rispettivo set di allacciamento accumulatore "E-PAC").
Premessa: Il luogo di installazione deve essere conforme alle
specifiche norme nazionali.
Un montaggio e un'installazione non corretti comportano il decadere della garanzia del costruttore sull'apparecchio. Per eventuali chiarimenti, rivolgersi al servizio di assistenza tecnica di
ROTEX.
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4.1.3 Collocazione del bollitore ad accumulo

Collegare l'alimentazione per la resistenza elettrica
(booster-heater) solo dopo aver riempito l'accumulatore dell'acqua calda.

Ɣ Rimuovere l'imballaggio. Smaltire l'imballaggio nel rispetto
dell'ambiente.
Ɣ Svitare dal bollitore gli inserti filettati (fig. 4-2, pos. G), sui
quali vanno montati i cappi.
Ɣ Far passare i cappi (pos. A) attraverso gli inserti filettati 
(pos. G) e montarli sui collegamenti disponibili sul lato
anteriore e posteriore del bollitore ad accumulo.

Fig. 4-2

Montaggio maniglie

Ɣ Trasportare con cautela il bollitore nel luogo di installazione
utilizzando le apposite maniglie.
Ɣ Collocare il bollitore nella sua ubicazione.
– Distanze raccomandate (fig. 4-3):
dalla parete (s1): 200 mm
dal coperchio (X): 1200 mm.
– Installare il bollitore nelle vicinanze del punto di prelievo.

Fig. 4-3

Installazione del bollitore ad accumulo (rappresentato su 
HybridCube)

Nel caso di collocazione in armadi, dietro gabbie o in
particolari condizioni di restrizioni, è necessario assicurare un'aerazione sufficiente (ad es. tramite condotto
d'aerazione).
Ɣ Se si utilizza una resistenza elettrica (booster-heater) 
(vedere capitolo 3.3.1 "Resistenza elettrica"), avvitarla
nell'apertura del coperchio del bollitore ad accumulo (vedere
esempio fig. 4-3).
vedere capitolo 8.3 "Coppie di ser– Avvitare a mano (
raggio").
– Se l'altezza del locale non è sufficiente, inclinare il bollitore ad accumulo fino a quando non sia possibile montare
senza danni la resistenza elettrica.
14
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4.2 Installazione

Per evitare perdite di calore lungo le condotte di raccordo (conduzione per circolazione naturale), quando
la pompa del riscaldamento non è attiva e nei periodi
senza prelievo di acqua potabile, sarebbe opportuno
montare valvole ritegno (vedere capitolo 3.3.2) nei
raccordi del bollitore ROTEX HybridCube.

4.2.1 Importanti avvertenze
AVVERTENZA!
Se la temperatura dell'acqua calda supera i 60 °C, vi è
il rischio di scottature. Temperature così alte possono
darsi quando si sfrutta l'energia solare ed è attivata la
protezione antilegionella, oppure quando la temperatura nominale dell'acqua calda è regolata su un
valore superiore a 60 °C.

4.2.2 Panoramica dei collegamenti
Sanicube (SC) / Sanicube Solaris (SCS)

Ɣ Montare un miscelatore termostatico (vedere
capitolo 3.3.4 "Miscelatore termostatico").
ATTENZIONE!
Se il bollitore ad accumulo viene collegato a un
sistema di riscaldamento in cui sono utilizzati
tubazioni o caloriferi in acciaio o tubi di riscaldamento a pavimento non coibentati, nel bollitore
potrebbero arrivare fanghiglia e frammenti di metallo,
causando intasamenti, surriscaldamenti locali o
danni da corrosione.
Ɣ Spurgare i tubi di alimentazione prima di riempire
lo scambiatore termico.
Ɣ Spurgare la rete di distribuzione del calore (nei
sistemi di riscaldamento esistenti).
Ɣ Montare un filtro depuratore o separatore di fanghi
nel circuito di ritorno del riscaldamento (vedere
capitolo 3.3.3).
ATTENZIONE!
Se sullo scambiatore di calore per la caricamento del
bollitore Drucksolar (fig. 4-5 / fig. 4-7, pos. 8+9) viene
collegato un riscaldatore esterno (es. impianto
solare a pressione, caldaia a legna), è possibile che il
Sanicube / HybridCube ROTEX venga danneggiato o
subisca danni irreparabili a causa di una temperatura
di mandata eccessiva.

Fig. 4-4

Collegamenti esterni bollitore ad accumulo
(rappresentato sul tipo SCS 538/16/16-DB

Fig. 4-5

Collegamenti esterni bollitore ad accumulo
(rappresentato sul tipo SCS 538/16/16-P

)

Ɣ Limitare la temperatura di mandata del riscaldatore esterno a 95°C max.
Ɣ Per le condotte dell'acqua potabile, osservare quanto
prescritto dalle norme EN 806 e EN 1717.
Ɣ Ricavare posizione e dimensioni dei collegamenti dalla 
fig. 4-4 - fig. 4-7.
Ɣ Controllare la pressione del collegamento dell'acqua fredda
(massimo 6 bar).
– Per pressioni più elevate installare un riduttore di pressione nel condotto di acqua potabile.
Ɣ Effettuare il collegamento della tubazione di scarico alla valvola
di sicurezza contro sovrappressioni e il collegamento del vaso
di espansione a membrana secondo la norma EN 12828.
Ɣ
Attenersi alla coppia di serraggio (vedere capitolo 8.3
"Coppie di serraggio").
Evitare i danni derivanti da sedimenti e corrosione: per
evitare depositi e prodotti di corrosione, attenersi alle norme
tecniche relative.
Per l'acqua di riempimento e rabbocco con durezza totale più
elevata (>3 mmol/l - somma delle concentrazioni di calcio e
magnesio, calcolate come carbonato di calcio) è necessario
intraprendere misure per la desalinizzazione, decalcificazione o
stabilizzazione della durezza.
FA ROTEX SC / SCS / HYC - 02/2013
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

16
17
19
31

Collegamento acqua fredda*
Acqua calda*
Mandata caricamento del bollitore (tramite 1° fonte di calore)*
Ritorno caricamento del bollitore (tramite 1° fonte di calore)*
Mandata caricamento del bollitore (tramite 2° fonte di calore)*
Ritorno caricamento del bollitore (tramite 2° fonte di calore)*
Mandata integrazione riscaldamento* (collegare a ritorno generatore di calore!)
Ritorno integrazione riscaldamento* (collegare a ritorno riscaldamento!)
Drucksolar - Mandata
Drucksolar - Ritorno
DrainBack Solar - Mandata (1¼" FE, 1" FI)
Corpo bollitore
Alloggiamento per regolazione R3 Solar / maniglia
Collegamento dello sfioratore di sicurezza
DrainBack Solar - Ritorno o
collegamento di riempimento o scarico per serbatoio, con inserto
valvola
Indicazione di livello
Collegamento per resistenza elettrica (R 1½" FI)
Pozzetto porta sonde per sonda bollitore
Targhetta

FE
FI
*

Filettatura esterna
Filettatura interna
Accessori raccomandati (valvole di ritegno (2 unità),

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16 50 70)

Tab. 4-1 Legenda per fig. 4-4 / fig. 4-5

HybridCube (HYC)

Fig. 4-7

1
2
3
4
7

Collegamenti esterni bollitore ad accumulo
(rappresentato su HYC 544/32/0-P
)

16
17
19
31

Collegamento acqua fredda*
Acqua calda*
Mandata caricamento del bollitore (tramite 1° fonte di calore)*
Ritorno caricamento del bollitore (tramite 1° fonte di calore)*
Mandata integrazione riscaldamento* (collegare a ritorno generatore di calore!)
Ritorno integrazione riscaldamento* (collegare a ritorno riscaldamento!)
Drucksolar - Mandata
Drucksolar - Ritorno
DrainBack Solar - Mandata (1¼" FE, 1" FI)
Corpo bollitore
Alloggiamento per regolazione R3 Solar / maniglia
Collegamento dello sfioratore di sicurezza
DrainBack Solar - Ritorno o
collegamento di riempimento o scarico per serbatoio, con inserto
valvola
Indicazione di livello
Collegamento per booster-heater (R 1½" FI)
Pozzetto porta sonde per sonda bollitore
Targhetta

FE
FI
*

Filettatura esterna
Filettatura interna
Accessori raccomandati (valvole di ritegno (2 unità),

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16 50 70)

Tab. 4-2 Legenda per fig. 4-6 / fig. 4-7
Fig. 4-6

Collegamenti esterni bollitore ad accumulo
(rappresentato su HYC 544/32/0-DB
)
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4.2.3 Collegamento idraulico
1. Solo in caso di collegamento di un bollitore ad accumulo
HybridCube a una pompa di calore ROTEX:
Ɣ montare un set di allacciamento accumulatore "E-PAC"
idoneo alla pompa di calore ROTEX sul bollitore ad
accumulo HybridCube (vedere le istruzioni di installazione
e uso fornite con il set di allacciamento accumulatore).
2. Se si utilizzano valvole di ritegno, integrarle nei raccordi per
tubi sul ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube.
3. Collegare il tubo flessibile di scarico al raccordo del
troppopieno di sicurezza (fig. 4-4 - fig. 4-7, pos. 14) sul
bollitore ad accumulo.
– Impiegare un flessibile di scarico trasparente (l'acqua che
fuoriesce deve essere visibile).
– Collegare il flessibile di scarico ad un impianto delle acque
reflue di dimensioni sufficienti.
– Non deve essere possibile chiudere lo scarico.

7. Stabilire i collegamenti al circuito del riscaldamento.
– Sanicube: con il collegamento lato riscaldamento del bollitore ad accumulo, è imprescindibile assicurare un adeguato sfiato delle tubazioni di carica del bollitore (ad es.
impiegando sfiati automatici sui collegamenti pos. 3 - 6,
fig. 4-4 / fig. 4-5).
– Hybridcube: il collegamento lato riscaldamento del bollitore ad accumulo va eseguito seguendo le istruzioni di
installazione e uso del rispettivo set di allacciamento
accumulatore (E-PAC). Assicurare un adeguato sfiato
delle tubazioni di carica del bollitore.
8. Realizzare i collegamenti al generatore termico.
– Sanicube: realizzare i collegamenti in base allo schema
impianto adeguato (capitolo 6.1 "Schemi di collegamento") per il generatore di calore.
– Hybridcube: se combinato con una pompa di calore
ROTEX, realizzare il collegamento lato riscaldamento del
bollitore ad accumulo seguendo le indicazioni delle istruzioni di installazione e uso del rispettivo set di allacciamento accumulatore (E-PAC).
– In caso di alimentazione bivalente, eseguire i collegamenti seguendo gli schemi di collegamento presenti nelle
istruzioni di installazione e uso delle varie regolazioni.
– Opzionale: realizzare i collegamenti al sistema Solar
(vedere le istruzioni di installazione e manutenzione
Solar).
9. Isolare con cura termicamente le tubazioni dell'acqua calda
per evitare perdite di calore. Realizzare l'isolamento termico
in conformità alle norme locali. ROTEX raccomanda un
spessore di isolamento di almeno 20 mm.

4.2.4 Combinazione di più bollitori ad accumulo
Se la potenza termica di un singolo bollitore ad accumulo ROTEX
non è sufficiente, è possibile anche combinare modularmente più
Sanicube / HybridCube.
Fig. 4-8

Montaggio del flessibile di scarico sul troppopieno di sicurezza

4. Controllare la pressione dell'acqua presso il raccordo
dell'acqua fredda (<6 bar).
Î Se le pressioni nella tubazione dell'acqua potabile sono
superiori, montare un riduttore di pressione e limitare la
pressione dell'acqua a <6 bar.
5. Collegare l'alimentazione dell'acqua fredda al bollitore ad
accumulo (fig. 4-4 - fig. 4-7, pos. 1).
Per poter lavare lo scambiatore di calore con tubo corrugato in acciaio per il riscaldamento dell'acqua potabile nel caso l'acqua sia di cattiva qualità, installare un
elemento di prelievo sia sul collegamento acqua fredda
che sul collegamento acqua calda dell'accumulatore
(raccordo a T con rubinetto).

La combinazione in parallelo secondo il principio di Tichelmann
riguarda sia gli scambiatori termici in acciaio inox per reintegro
che gli scambiatori termici dell'acqua calda (capitolo 6 "Collegamento idraulico").
In caso di variazioni stagionali del fabbisogno, è possibile inserire
e disinserire singole unità. La produzione totale di acqua calda
viene quindi adattata manualmente al fabbisogno effettivo.
Il capitolo 8.2 "Diagrammi di rendimento" riporta la resa nominale
che è possibile ottenere in caso di inserimento in parallelo di più
ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube.

A partire da un grado di durezza >3 mmol/l si raccomanda di installare un filtro acque sporche risciacquabile sul collegamento acqua calda.
6. Stabilire i collegamenti alla rete di distribuzione dell'acqua
calda (fig. 4-4 - fig. 4-7, pos. 2).
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AVVERTENZA!
Toccando le parti in cui passa la corrente si possono
riportare scosse, ferite gravissime e bruciature.
Ɣ Prima di eseguire degli interventi su parti sotto
tensione, scollegarle dalla rete elettrica
(spegnere l'interruttore di sicurezza o l'interruttore
generale) e bloccarle in modo che non possano
riaccendersi inavvertitamente.
Ɣ Il collegamento alla rete elettrica e lavori su
componenti elettrico devono essere effettuati
soltanto da personale qualificato e nel rispetto
delle norme e delle disposizioni vigenti dell'ente
per l'erogazione di energia elettrica competente.
Ɣ Per ogni collegamento di rete con cablaggio
fisso installare un separatore a norma 
EN 60335-1 per la disconnessione multipolare
dalla rete elettrica e un interruttore differenziale
RCD (FI) in conformità alle norme vigenti nel
paese di utilizzo.
Ɣ Al termine dei lavori rimontare immediatamente le
coperture degli apparecchi e i coperchi
d'ispezione.
Apportare di propria iniziativa modifiche ai cablaggi elettrici è
pericoloso e non è consentito. L'utente è l'unico responsabile per
i danni derivanti dalle modifiche non autorizzate.
1
2
3
4

Bollitore acqua ad accumulo
Gruppo di regolazione e pompaggio RPS3
Tubazione di distribuzione mandata Solar
Raccorddo a T

CON SX B Set di ampliamento bollitore
FLG
FlowGuard
FLS
FlowSensor
Fig. 4-9

Schema dell'ampliamento bollitore

Prerequisiti
–
–
–
–

Per i collegamenti elettrici e i materiali di consumo elettrici
(cavo, isolante), rispettare le relative norme vigenti nel paese
di utilizzo.
I cablaggi devono essere collegati solo alle apposite morsettiere. Non devono essere utilizzate altre morsettiere.
Ottenere un sufficiente scarico di trazione per tutti i cavi elettrici (
vedere capitolo 8.3).
La distanza fra cablaggio delle sonde di temperatura e cavi di
rete deve essere sempre di almeno 25 mm, per impedire che
i cavi delle sonde di temperatura siano esposti a interferenze
elettromagnetiche.

Per la combinazione di più ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube sono
inoltre disponibili il set di ampliamento bollitore CON SX e i
FlowGuard. Per informazioni sull'ordinazione vedere
capitolo 3.3.5.

EHS/500/1

Il montaggio e l'uso di questi componenti -accessori sono dettagliatamente descritti nelle varie istruzioni di uso e montaggio
fornite.

1. Verificare la tensione di alimentazione del collegamento di
rete (~230 V, 50 Hz).

4.2.5 Collegamento resistenza elettrica / boosterheater (accessorio)

L'EHS/500/1 viene consegnato pronto per il collegamento.

2. Inserire la spina di rete della resistenza elettrica nella presa.

EHS/500/5, EHS/500/6

AVVERTENZA!

1. Verificare la tensione di alimentazione del collegamento di
rete (~230 o 400 V, 50 Hz).

Se si fissano cavi di alimentazione non antifiamma
direttamente al bollitore, questo può incendiarsi a
seguito del surriscaldamento del cablaggio elettrico.

2. Staccare l'alimentazione elettrica della cassetta di
distribuzione dell'impianto elettrico domestico interessato.

Ɣ Non posare o fissare il cavo di alimentazione
elettrica direttamente al bollitore.
Ɣ Utilizzare cavi di alimentazione elettrica
antifiamma (secondo IEC 60332.1).

4. Rimuovere e smaltire il pieghevole sul montaggio.

3. Svitare le viti del cappuccio della resistenza elettrica e
togliere il cappuccio insieme alla manopola (fig. 4-10).
5. Controllare la posizione del limitatore di temperatura di
sicurezza (STB) (fig. 4-10), eventualmente premere il perno
per sbloccarlo.
6. Allacciare il cablaggio al collegamento di rete e alla
morsettiera K1 della resistenza elettrica (fig. 4-10) e al
collegamento di rete dell'installazione domestica 
vedere capitolo 8.3).
(
– EHS/500/5 + EHS/500/6: fig. 4-11 o. fig. 4-12
rispettando la polarità corretta.
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Il dispositivo viene consegnato con la "variante di collegamento I". Per le varianti di collegamento II + III è
necessario adattare il cablaggio della morsettiera K2 e
le posizioni dei ponticelli.

I

3 ~400V / 50Hz
6000 W

3 ~230V / 50Hz
6000 W

D+E+F, 4+5

II

A+B, C+D, E+F

K2

K2

TR/STB

TR/STB

K1

K1
L1 L2 L3 N

L1 L2 L3

L1

L1

N
L2
L3

L2
L3

Fig. 4-11 Assegnazione dei collegamenti EHS/500/5 e EHS/500/6 - 
Variante 1+2

1 ~230V / 50Hz
6000 W

III

D+E+F, 1+2+3, 4+5

K2

TR/STB

K1
K1
K2
STB
TR

Morsettiera (collegamenti esterni)
Morsettiera (collegamenti interni)
Limitatore di temperatura di sicurezza
Regolatore di temperatura (solo EHS/500/5 e EHS/500/6)

Fig. 4-10 Unità di regolazione della resistenza elettrica

L1

N

Fig. 4-12 Assegnazione dei collegamenti EHS/500/5 e EHS/500/6 - 
Variante 3

7. Collocare il cappuccio con la manopola sulla resistenza
elettrica. Assicurarsi che la posizione della manopola sia
corretta.
8. Avvitare le viti del cappuccio resistenza elettrica 
vedere capitolo 8.3).
(
9. Ripristinare l'alimentazione di corrente dell'impianto
dell'edificio.

BO3s

Il collegamento della resistenza elettrica (booster-heater) è
possibile solo in combinazione con una pompa di calore ROTEX.
Il montaggio va eseguito nel rispetto delle relative istruzioni di
installazione e uso della pompa di calore ROTEX e dei vari set di
allacciamento accumulatore (E-PAC).
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4.2.6 Riempimento dello scambiatore di calore acqua
calda
1. Aprire il rubinetto di arresto dell'acqua fredda.
2. Aprire i punti di prelievo dell'acqua calda per impostare una
quantità di prelievo più alta possibile.
3. Dopo l'uscita dell'acqua dai punti di prelievo, non
interrompere l'alimentazione dell'acqua fredda, così da
sfiatare completamente lo scambiatore termico e scaricare
eventuali impurità o residui.

4.2.7 Riempimento del serbatoio ad accumulo
Senza sistema Solar installato:
1. Collegare il tubo flessibile di riempimento.
i bollitori ad accumulo SCS: 
a) Tutti
collegare il tubo flessibile di riempimento con inibitore di
riflusso (1/2") al collegamento "DrainBack Solar mandata" (vedere fig. 4-4 - fig. 4-7, pos. 11).
i bollitori ad accumulo +SC:
b) Tutti
montare l'angolo di collegamento opzionale AW BAS
16 52 10) sul collegamento di riempimento e scarico
(
(vedere fig. 4-4 - fig. 4-7, pos. 15) e collegarvi il tubo
flessibile con valvola di non ritorno (1/2").
2. Riempire il serbatoio del Sanicube / HybridCube ROTEX
finché l'acqua non esce dal collegamento del troppopieno di
sicurezza (vedere fig. 4-4 - fig. 4-7, pos. 14).

Con sistema Solar installato
1. Montare il rubinetto KFE (in loco) sul raccordo filettato
opzionale (1" FI, 1¼" FE) dell'unità di regolazione e
pompaggio Solar (RPS3).
2. Collegare il tubo flessibile di riempimento con valvola di non
ritorno (1/2") al rubinetto KFE precedentemente montato.
3. Riempire il serbatoio del Sanicube / HybridCube ROTEX
finché l'acqua non esce dal collegamento del troppopieno di
sicurezza (vedere fig. 4-4 - fig. 4-7, pos. 14).

4.2.8 Riempimento del circuito collettore
Ɣ Riempire e sfiatare il circuito collettore in base alle istruzioni
di installazione dell'unità di regolazione e pompaggio.

4.2.9 Riempimento dell'impianto di riscaldamento e
del circuito di carica del bollitore
Ɣ Riempire (max. 3 bar) e sfiatare l'impianto di riscaldamento e
il circuito di carica del bollitore in base alle istruzioni di installazione del singolo generatore di calore.
Ɣ Dopo aver eseguito lo sfiato, controllare nuovamente la
pressione dell'impianto ed eventualmente regolarla
(max. 3 bar).
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5

Messa in funzione, messa fuori esercizio

5.1 Messa in funzione
AVVERTENZA!
Ɣ Un montaggio e un'installazione errati degli
apparecchi possono mettere in pericolo la vita e
l'incolumità degli individui e pregiudicare il funzionamento degli apparecchi stessi.
Ɣ Installazione e messa in funzione da effettuarsi
solo da personale tecnico autorizzato e formato
nel campo del riscaldamento, nel rispetto delle
istruzioni di installazione e manutenzione fornite.
Ɣ Vanno utilizzati esclusivamente pezzi di ricambio
ROTEX.
ATTENZIONE!
La messa in funzione non conforme del bollitore può
causare danni materiali.
Ɣ Attenersi alla disposizione VDI 2035 al fine di
evitare corrosione e depositi nel sistema.
Ɣ In caso di riempimento e rabbocco con acqua
molto dura, adottare misure per addolcirla o per
stabilizzarne la durezza.
Ɣ Regolare il riduttore di pressione del collegamento dell'acqua fredda su massimo 6 bar.
ATTENZIONE!
Se si mette in funzione la resistenza elettrica / boosterheater quando il bollitore è vuoto o non è del tutto
pieno, può verificarsi una riduzione della potenza del
riscaldamento elettrico (attivazione del limitatore di
temperatura di sicurezza).
Ɣ Far funzionare la resistenza elettrica / boosterheater solo quando il serbatoio ad accumulo è
completamente pieno.
La messa in funzione non corretta comporta il decadere della
garanzia del costruttore sull'apparecchio. Per eventuali chiarimenti, rivolgersi al servizio di assistenza tecnica di ROTEX.

Prerequisiti
–
–

–
–

Il bollitore ROTEX è montato e completamente collegato.
Gli impianti di riscaldamento e per l'acqua calda sono stati
riempiti e portati alla pressione corretta.
Il bollitore ROTEX è pieno fino allo sfioratore.
Gli accessori opzionali sono montati e collegati.

Verifiche da eseguire prima della messa in funzione
Ɣ Verificare la tenuta ermetica di tutti i raccordi.

Messa in funzione dell'impianto

Ɣ Controllare tutti i punti della lista di controllo allegata. Verbalizzare l'esito del controllo e firmare insieme all'utilizzatore.
Ɣ Se è presente una resistenza elettrica / booster-heater,
impostare la temperatura desiderata per l'acqua del bollitore.
Ɣ Inserire l'interruttore di rete del generatore termico. Attendere
il termine della fase di avvio.
È consentito mettere in funzione ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube
solo se si è risposto di sì a tutti i punti della lista di controllo.
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Lista di controllo per la messa in funzione
1.

Il bollitore è stato installato in conformità a una variante di installazione consentita e in assenza di danni riconoscibili?

 sì

2.

Distanza massima di 1 m del bollitore rispetto ad altre fonti di calore (>80 °C) rispettata?

 sì

3.

In caso di resistenza elettrica / booster-heater montato:
–

l'allacciamento alla rete corrisponde alle norme e la tensione di rete è di 230 o 400 Volt, 50 Hz?

 sì

–

È stato installato un interruttore differenziale a norma e nel rispetto delle leggi del paese di installazione?

 sì

–

Solo con l'impiego di cavi di alimentazione elettrica non resistenti alle fiamme: il cablaggio elettrico non è
stato posato direttamente sul bollitore?

 sì

4.

Il bollitore è pieno d'acqua fino al punto di troppopieno?

 sì

5.

In caso di ristrutturazione: Le tubazioni del riscaldamento sono state lavate? È stato montato un filtro antisporco
nel circuito di ritorno del riscaldamento?

 sì

6.

Il collegamento troppo pieno è collegato ad uno scarico non intasato?

 sì

7.

La pressione dell'acqua dei sanitari è < 6 bar?

 sì

8.

La pressione dell'acqua del riscaldamento è < 3 bar?

 sì

9.

Generatore di calore e impianto di riscaldamento sono stati sfiatati?

 sì

10.

Tutti i raccordi idraulici sono a tenuta (senza perdita)?

 sì

11.

L'impianto funziona senza anomalie?

 sì

12.

In caso di nuova installazione: si è consegnato il manuale al possessore dell'impianto istruendolo circa il suo
uso?

 sì

Luogo e data:

Firma dell'installatore:
Firma del possessore:

5.2 Disinserimento
5.2.1 Messa a riposo temporanea
ATTENZIONE!
Un impianto di riscaldamento a riposo può gelare a
causa delle temperature molto basse e subire dei
danni.
Ɣ In caso di rischio di congelamento, rimettere in
funzione l'intero impianto di riscaldamento ROTEX
e attivare la funzione antigelo oppure adottare i
provvedimenti necessari per proteggere dal gelo il
bollitore (es. svuotamento).
Ɣ Se installata: scollegare la resistenza elettrica / boosterheater ROTEX dalla rete elettrica.
Se il pericolo di gelate dura solo per qualche giorno,
grazie all'ottimo isolamento è possibile evitare lo svuotamento del bollitore ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube
tenendo monitorata la temperatura del serbatoio che
non deve scendere al di sotto dei +3 °C. Ciò non assicura tuttavia la protezione dal gelo del sistema di distribuzione del calore collegato.
Se la temperatura scende sotto ai +3 °C, l'STB della
resistenza elettrica / booster-heater si attiva automaticamente. In questo modo si evitano danni indiretti
dovuti al ghiaccio sulla resistenza.

Svuotamento del serbatoio

Ɣ Se installata: scollegare la resistenza elettrica / boosterheater ROTEX dall'alimentazione elettrica.

a) Senza sistema Solar installato:
Ɣ Smontare il troppopieno di sicurezza dal raccordo (vedere
fig. 4-4 - fig. 4-7, pos. 14) del bollitore.
Ɣ Montare il troppopieno di sicurezza (fig. 4-1, pos. C) sul
raccordo di riempimento e svuotamento (vedere 
fig. 4-4 - fig. 4-7, pos. 15).
Ɣ Collegare il tubo flessibile di sfiato al troppopieno di
sicurezza smontato.
Ɣ Scaricare l'acqua presente nel serbatoio ad accumulo.
b) Con sistema Solar installato:
Ɣ Collegare il tubo flessibile di sfiato al rubinetto KFE
dell'unità di regolazione e pompaggio Solar (RPS3)
installato per il riempimento.
Ɣ Scaricare l'acqua presente nel serbatoio ad accumulo.

Svuotare il circuito di riscaldamento e dell'acqua
calda

Ɣ Collegare il tubo flessibile di scarico al generatore di calore
ROTEX.
Ɣ Scaricare il circuito di riscaldamento e dell'acqua calda in
base al principio del sifone.
Ɣ Scollegare i circuiti di mandata e ritorno nonché la mandata
dell'acqua fredda e lo scarico dell'acqua calda dal Sanicube /
HybridCube ROTEX.
Ɣ Collegare un flessibile di scarico alla mandata e uno al ritorno
del riscaldamento, nonché all'afflusso e allo scarico
dell'acqua, in modo che l'apertura del flessibile si trovi a raso
del pavimento.
Ɣ Svuotare successivamente i singoli scambiatori di calore in
base al principio del sifone.
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5 x Messa in funzione, messa fuori esercizio
Svuotare il circuito collettore (solo sistema a
pressione)
ATTENZIONE!
Se i fluidi di trasporto termico contenenti glicole
vengono sottoposti per un periodo prolungato a
temperature superiori a 170 °C, si decompongono o
depositano fanghi. Questo può avere come conseguenza una ridotta efficacia antigelo, compromettere
l'efficienza dell'impianto solare e causare danni agli
apparecchi.
Ɣ In caso di messa a riposo prolungata, svuotare il
circuito collettore seguendo le istruzioni di installazione dell'unità di regolazione e pompaggio.

5.2.2 Messa a riposo definitiva
Ɣ Staccare ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube da tutti i collegamenti alla rete idrica ed elettrica.
Ɣ Smontare ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube in base alle istruzioni di montaggio (capitolo 4 "Montaggio e installazione"),
procedendo in ordine inverso.
Ɣ Smaltire ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube a regola d'arte.

Note sullo smaltimento
ROTEX grazie alla struttura rispettosa dell'ambiente
del bollitore ad accumulo Sanicube / HybridCube ha
creato i presupposti per uno smaltimento ecologico. 
È responsabilità dell'utente smaltire il prodotto in modo
corretto, competente e conforme alle disposizioni
nazionali vigenti in materia nel paese di destinazione
dell'apparecchio.
La codifica del prodotto indica che i prodotti elettrici ed
elettronici non possono essere smaltiti tra i rifiuti
domestici non separati.
È responsabilità dell'utente smaltire il prodotto in modo
corretto, competente e conforme alle disposizioni
nazionali vigenti in materia nel paese di destinazione
dell'apparecchio.
Ɣ Lo smontaggio del sistema deve essere eseguito
solo da montatori qualificati.
Ɣ Smaltimento solo presso uno stabilimento specializzato in riutilizzo e riciclaggio.
Per ulteriori informazioni rivolgersi alla ditta che ha
svolto l'installazione o alle autorità locali competenti.
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6 x Collegamento idraulico
6

Collegamento idraulico

6.1 Schemi di collegamento
6.1.1 HybridCube (HYC)

Fig. 6-1

Schema di collegamento standard con pompa di calore e DrainBack Solar
funzione di riscaldamento ambiente) 1) (vedere legenda tab. 6-1)

24
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6.1.2 Sanicube Solaris (SCS)

1)

Fig. 6-2

Schema di collegamento standard con caldaia a condensazione A1 e Druck Solar

Fig. 6-3

Schema di collegamento standard con caldaia a condensazione A1 e sistema solare DrainBack senza pressione 1)
(vedere legenda tab. 6-1)
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6.1.3 Sanicube (SC)

Fig. 6-4

Schema di collegamento per la connessione di più bollitori ad accumulo (impianti di grandi dimensioni) 1) (vedere legenda tab. 6-1)

Sigla

Significato

Sigla

Significato

1

Rete di distribuzione dell'acqua fredda

BV

2

Rete di distribuzione dell'acqua calda

C

Compressore refrigerante

3

Mandata riscaldamento

CON SX

Ampliamento bollitore

4

Ritorno riscaldamento

CW

Acqua fredda

5

Circuito miscelato

DHW

Acqua calda

6

Uscita ricircolo

7

Valvola di non ritorno a farfalla, valvola antiritorno

DSR1

Centralina differenziale di temperatura Solar
(integrata in RDS1)

7a

Valvole di ritegno

8

Sonda solare

9

Condutture del gas (refrigerante)

10

Tubo del liquido (refrigerante)

3UV1

Valvola a 3 vie (DHW)

3UV2

Valvola a 3 vie (raffreddamento)

3UV3

Valvola a 3 vie (integrazione del riscaldamento)

3UVB

Valvola a 3 vie (integrazione del riscaldamento,
regolata)
Bollitore ad accumulo HYC 544/19/0-DB

A1

Caldaia a condensazione A1 a gasolio o gas

AGL

Tubazione di compensazione

AUX

Cavo di comando richiesta caldaia
Bollitore ad accumulo HYC 544/32/0-DB

BOH

Booster-heater / resistenza elettrica

BSK

Contatto di blocco bruciatore in RPS3

Valvola di bypass

Bollitore ad accumulo HYC 544/19/0-P
E

Valvola di espansione

EP3

Modulo acqua calda E-PAC (riscaldamento/raffreddamento)

FLG

FlowGuard - Valvola di regolazione Solar con
indicatore di portata

FLS

FlowSensor - Misurazione di portata e temperatura di mandata
Bollitore ad accumulo SCS 538/16/0-DB

H1, H2 ... Hm

Circuiti di riscaldamento

HYW

Deviatore idraulico
Bollitore ad accumulo SCS 538/16/16-DB
Bollitore ad accumulo SCS 538/16/0-P
Bollitore ad accumulo SCS 538/16/16-P

MAG

Vso di espansione a membrana

MIX

Miscelatore 3 vie con motore di comando

MK1

Gruppo miscelatore con pompa ad alta efficienza
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Sigla
MK2

Significato
Gruppo miscelatore con pompa ad alta efficienza
(regolazione PWM)
Bollitore ad accumulo SC 538/16/16

P

Pompa d alta efficienza

P1

Pompa del circuito di riscaldamento

PHP

Pompa di circolazione riscaldamento

PK

Pompa di ricircolo

PMi

Pompa del circuito miscelato

PS1

Pompa di esercizio Solar

PS2

Pompa di aumento pressione Solar

PZ

Pompa di ricircolo

PWT

Scambiatore di calore a piastre (condensatore)

+

RDS1

Unità di regolazione e pompaggio Solar

RLB

Limitatore temperatura di ritorno

RoCon BF

Centralina di regolazione caldaia a condensazione A1

RoCon M1

Centralina di regolazione circuito miscelatore

RPS3

Unità di regolazione e pompaggio Solar i

RRLQ

Pompa di calore esterna

RKHBX

Pompa di calore interna

RT

Termostato ambiente

SOL-M1

Piastra solare pompa di calore

SK

Campo di collettori solari

SV

Valvola limitatrice di pressione

tAU

Sonda di temperatura esterna

tDHW

Sonda di temperatura bollitore (generatore di
calore)

tDHW, A1

Sonda di temperatura bollitore (caldaia a condensazione A1)

tMi

Sonda di temperatura mandata circuito miscelato

tRH

Sonda di temperatura di ritorno circuito di riscaldamento

tK

Sonda di temperatura collettore Solaris

tR

Sonda temperatura di ritorno Solaris

tS

Sonda di temperatura del bollitore Solaris

tV

Sonda temperatura di mandata Solaris

V

Ventilatore (evaporatore)

VS

Dispositivo di protezione dalle scottature VTA32

Tab. 6-1 Sigle degli schemi idraulici
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7 x Uso e manutenzione
7

Uso e manutenzione

7.1 Uso
7.1.1 Serbatoio ad accumulo
Per il funzionamento del bollitore non sono necessari comandi
speciali. La regolazione avviene tramite la centralina del
generatore di calore di volta in volta collegato e, negli impianti
solari anche tramite il gruppo pompe e regolazione.
Ɣ A intervalli regolari controllare il livello di riempimento del
serbatoio ad accumulo mediante l'indicatore di riempimento
(vedere capitolo 3 "Descrizione del prodotto") e aggiungere
acqua se necessario.

7.1.2 Resistenza elettrica EHS/500/1, EHS/500/5,
EHS/500/6 (accessorio)
ATTENZIONE!
Se si mette in funzione la resistenza elettrica quando
il serbatoio ad accumulo è vuoto o non è del tutto
pieno, può verificarsi una riduzione della potenza del
riscaldamento elettrico (attivazione del limitatore di
temperatura di sicurezza).
Ɣ Mettere in funzione la resistenza elettrica solo
quando il bollitore è completamente pieno.
Ɣ Impostare la temperatura nominale desiderata con la
manopola della resistenza elettrica.
– Gli ambiti compresi tra le posizioni B, C e D possono
essere regolati in modo continuo.
Posizione di
commutazione
Manopola X

EHS/500/1

EHS/500/5
EHS/500/6

Fig. 7-1

Unità di comando resistenza elettrica

7.1.3 Booster-heater BO3s (accessorio)
ATTENZIONE!

B

Solo funzione antigelo (~4-18 °C)

Se si mette in funzione il booster-heater quando il
bollitore è vuoto o non è del tutto pieno, può verificarsi
una riduzione della potenza del riscaldamento elettrico
(attivazione del limitatore di temperatura di sicurezza).

C

Temperatura nominale Temperatura nominale
~50 °C
~55 °C

D

Temperatura nominale Temperatura nominale
~65 °C
~78 °C

Ɣ Mettere in funzione il booster-heater solo quando il
bollitore è completamente pieno.

A

Spento (nessuna funzione antigelo)

Il booster-heater va impostato esclusivamente tramite il menu di
configurazione della pompa di calore ROTEX (vedere le relative
istruzioni di installazione e 'uso).

7.2 Controllo e manutenzione
Grazie alla sua struttura, ROTEX Sanicube / HybridCube praticamente non richiede manutenzione. Non è necessario adoperare
dispositivi anticorrosione (ad es. anodi anticorrosione). Non è
necessario procedere ad interventi di manutenzione, come il
cambio di anodi di protezione o la pulizia del bollitore dall'interno.
Un controllo regolare del bollitore garantisce una prolungata vita
utile e un funzionamento privo di anomalie.
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Verifiche da eseguire durante il controllo annuale
AVVERTENZA!
Il contatto con componenti sotto tensione può
provocare folgorazione, con conseguenti lesioni e
ustioni potenzialmente letali.
Ɣ Se una resistenza elettrica/booster-heater o un
gruppo pompe e regolazione è integrato nel
bollitore ad accumulo, scollegare dall'alimentazione elettrica questi componenti prima di iniziare
gli interventi di ispezione e manutenzione (ad es.
fusibile, disinserimento dell'interruttore generale e
blocco contro la riaccensione involontaria).
AVVERTENZA!
Lo svolgimento non corretto di lavori su componenti
sotto tensione può mettere in pericolo la vita e la salute
delle persone e compromettere il funzionamento.
Ɣ La riparazione di danni ai componenti sotto
tensione è di esclusiva competenza di tecnici del
riscaldamento autorizzati e riconosciuti dall'ente
erogatore di energia elettrica.
Ɣ Eseguire le verifiche di funzionamento della resistenza
elettrica o del booster-heater controllando l'indicatore di
temperatura e gli stati di commutazione nelle singole modalità
di funzionamento:
– Senza collegamento a una pompa di calore ROTEX:
vedere la sezione 7.1.2.
– In caso di collegamento a una pompa di calore ROTEX:
vedere capitolo "Uso" nelle relative istruzioni di installazione e uso.
Ɣ Se c'è un impianto solare collegato e in funzione, spegnerlo e
svuotare i collettori.
Ɣ Controllo visivo delle condizioni generali del bollitore.
Ɣ Controllo visivo livello del serbatoio dell'accumulatore acqua
(indicatore del livello).
Î Se necessario, rabboccare l'acqua. individuare e rimuovere la causa del livello di riempimento insufficiente.
Ɣ Verificare che il collegamento del troppopieno di sicurezza e
del flessibile di scarico di sicurezza siano a tenuta, liberi e con
la giusta pendenza.
Î Eventualmente, pulire e posare nuovamente il troppopieno di sicurezza e il flessibile di scarico, sostituire i pezzi
danneggiati.
Ɣ Controllo visivo di collegamenti e tubazioni. In caso di danni,
determinare la causa.
Î Sostituire i pezzi danneggiati.
Ɣ Controllare tutti i componenti elettrici, le connessioni e i cavi.
Î Riparare o sostituire le parti danneggiate.
Ɣ Controllare la pressione dell'acqua dell'alimentazione di
acqua fredda (<6 bar)
Î Eventualmente, integrazione o regolazione di un riduttore
di pressione.

Pulire il bollitore (una volta all'anno)

Ɣ Per la pulizia di questa plastica di facile manutenzione,
utilizzare solo stracci umidi e una soluzione detergente
delicata. Non utilizzare detergenti contenenti solventi
aggressivi, che potrebbero danneggiare la superficie in
plastica.
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8

Dati tecnici

8.1 Dati di base
8.1.1 Sanicube (SC)
Unità di
misura

SC 538/0/0

SC 538/16/0

SC 538/16/16

Dati di base
Capacità totale dell'accumulatore

litri

Peso vuoto

kg

79

85

91

Peso totale dopo il riempimento

kg

579

585

591

Dimensioni (L x P x H)

cm

79 x 79 x 164

Temperatura massima consentita dell'acqua del bollitore

°C

85

kWh/24 h

1,4

Dispersione termica a 60 °C

500

Scambiatore di calore per acqua potabile (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

24,5

Pressione d'esercizio massima

bar

6

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore dell'acqua potabile

m2

5

1. Scambiatore per carica bollitore (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

—

10,6

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

m2

—

2,1

Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

—

—

10,4

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

m2

—

—

2,3

—

4,1

4,4 / 4,8 2)

kW

—

35

50 / 50 2)

Tasso max di prelievo per la durata di 10 min con 35 kW di
potenza di ricarica (TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 60 °C)

l/min.

—

30

31 / 34 2)

Quantità acqua calda senza reintegro con tasso di prelievo di
15 l/min. (TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 60 °C)

litri

—

420

Quantità d'acqua calda con reintegro ad un tasso di prelievo di
15 l/min (potenza di ricarica 20 kW) (TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C /
TSP = 60 °C)

litri

—

970

Quantità di acqua sanitaria in 10 min

litri

300

310

2. Scambiatore per carica bollitore (acciaio inox 1.4404)

Dati tecnici relativi all'efficienza termica
Resa nominale NL secondo DIN 4708 1)
Potenza continua secondo DIN 4708 QD

Raccordi dei tubi
Acqua fredda-calda

pollici

Mandata-ritorno riscaldamento

pollici

1" FE
1" FE

Numero d'ordine

16 52 01

16 52 02

16 52 03

Tab. 8-1 Dati di base Sanicube
1)

Con ricarica a 35 kW, temperatura di mandata 80°C, temperatura bollitore 65°C, 
temperatura acqua calda 45°C; temperatura acqua fredda 10°C.

30

2)
3)

Con inserimento parallelo dei due scambiatori termici per carica
bollitore.
Indicazione valida per un tasso di prelievo di 20 l/min.
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8.1.2 Sanicube Solaris (SCS)
Unità di
SCS
SCS
SCS
SCS
SCS
SCS
misura 328/14/0-DB 538/16/0-DB 538/16/16-DB 328/14/0-P 538/16/0-P 538/16/16-P
Dati di base
Capacità totale dell'accumulatore

litri

300

Peso vuoto

kg

55

88

94

57

93

99

Peso totale dopo il riempimento

kg

355

588

594

357

593

599

Dimensioni (L x P x H)

cm

59,5 x 61,5
x 164

Temperatura massima consentita
dell'acqua del bollitore

°C

Dispersione termica a 60 °C

kWh/24 h

500

300

500

59,5 x 61,5
x 164

79 x 79 x 164

1,3

1,4

19,0

24,5

5,0

3,9

5,0

79 x 79 x 164
85

1,3

1,4

Scambiatore per acqua potabile (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

Pressione d'esercizio massima

bar

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore
dell'acqua potabile

m2

19,0

24,5
6

3,9

1. Scambiatore per carica bollitore (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore
Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

litri

9,4

10,5

9,4

10,5

2

1,9

2,1

1,9

2,1

m

2. Scambiatore per carica bollitore (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

—

—

11,3

—

—

11,3

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

m2

—

—

2,3

—

—

2,3

Scambiatore Drucksolar (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

—

—

—

4,2

12,5

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

m2

—

—

—

0,8

1,7

Integrazione solare del riscaldamento (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore
Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

litri

—

3,2

—

3,2

2

—

0,4

—

0,4

m

Dati tecnici relativi all'efficienza termica
Resa nominale NL secondo DIN 4708 1)

2,2

2,3

2,5

2,2

2,3

2,5

Potenza continua secondo DIN 4708 QD

kW

27

35

35

27

35

35

Tasso max di prelievo per la durata di
10 min con 35 kW di potenza di ricarica
(TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 60 °C)

l/min.

21

22

24

21

22

24

Quantità acqua calda senza reintegro
con tasso di prelievo di 15 l/min. 
(TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 60 °C)

litri

200

230

230 / 405 2)

200

230

230 /405 2)

Quantità d'acqua calda con reintegro ad
un tasso di prelievo di 15 l/min (potenza
di ricarica 20 kW) (TKW = 10 °C / 
TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 60 °C)

litri

400

500

500 / 858 2)

400

500

500 / 858 2)

Quantità di acqua sanitaria in 10 min

litri

210

220

240

210

220

240

Raccordi dei tubi
Acqua fredda-calda

pollici

Mandata-ritorno riscaldamento

pollici

Collegamenti Solar

pollici

Numero d'ordine

1" FE
1" FE
1" FI
16 52 04

16 52 06

3/4" FI
16 52 08

16 52 05

16 52 07

16 52 09

Tab. 8-2 Dati di base Sanicube Solaris
1)

Con ricarica a 35 kW, temperatura di mandata 80°C, temperatura bollitore
65°C, temperatura acqua calda 45 °C; temperatura acqua fredda 10 °C.

2)

Con inserimento parallelo dei due scambiatori termici per carica bollitore.
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8 x Dati tecnici
8.1.3 HybridCube (HYC)
Senza pressione (DrainBack) - DB
Unità di
misura

HYC 343/0/0DB

HYC 343/19/0DB

HYC 544/19/0DB

HYC 544/32/0DB

Dati di base
Capacità totale dell'accumulatore

litri

300

500

Peso vuoto

kg

51

59

87

93

Peso totale dopo il riempimento

kg

351

359

587

593

Dimensioni (L x P x A) senza unità di commutazione dell'E-PAC

cm

Temperatura massima consentita dell'acqua del
bollitore

°C

Dispersione termica a 60 °C

59,5 x 61,5 x 164

79 x 79 x 164
85

kWh/24 h

1,3

1,4

Riscaldamento acqua potabile (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto di acqua potabile

litri

Pressione d'esercizio massima

bar

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore dell'acqua
potabile

m2

27,9

29,0
6

5,8

6,0

Scambiatore per carica bollitore (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

—

13,2

9,9

18,5

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

m2

—

2,7

2,0

3,8

Integrazione solare del riscaldamento (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

—

—

2,3

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

m2

—

—

0,5

Quantità d'acqua calda senza reintegro al tasso di
prelievo (8 l/min 3)/ 12 l/min 4))
(TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 50 °C)

litri

—

184 3) / 153 4)

Quantità d'acqua calda senza reintegro al tasso di
prelievo (8 l/min 3)/ 12 l/min 4))
(TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 60 °C)

litri

—

282 3) / 252 4)

540 3) / 494 4)

Quantità d'acqua calda senza reintegro al tasso di
prelievo (8 l/min 3)/ 12 l/min 4))
(TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 65 °C)

litri

—

352 3) / 321 4)

612 3) / 564 4)

Tempo di ri-riscaldamento (Wh) al tasso di prelievo (vasca: 140 l 5) / doccia: 90 l 6))
(TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 50 °C)

min

—

Dati tecnici relativi all'efficienza termica
364 3)7) / 318 4)7)
328 3)8) / 276 4)8)

45 5)9) / 30 6)9)

25 5)10) / 17 6)10)

Raccordi dei tubi
Acqua fredda-calda

pollici

1" FE

Mandata / Ritorno riscaldamento

pollici

1" FI / 1" FE

Collegamenti Solar

pollici

Numero d'ordine

1" FI
14 05 52

14 05 53

14 05 60

14 05 62

Tab. 8-3 Dati di base HybridCube - DrainBack
7)
8)

Caricare mediante pompa di calore e booster-heater elettrico.
Caricare solo mediante pompa di calore, senza booster-heater elettrico.

9) Con pompa di calore HPSU 008.
10) Con pompa di calore HPSU 016.
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Sistema a pressione - P
Unità di
misura

HYC 343/19/0-P HYC 544/19/0-P HYC 544/32/0-P

Dati di base
Capacità totale dell'accumulatore

litri

300

Peso vuoto

kg

64

92

98

Peso totale dopo il riempimento

kg

364

592

598

Dimensioni (L x P x A) senza unità di commutazione dell'E-PAC

cm

59,5 x 61,5 x 164

Temperatura massima consentita dell'acqua del bollitore

°C

Dispersione termica a 60 °C

kWh/24 h

500

79 x 79 x 164
85

1,3

1,4

Riscaldamento acqua potabile (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto di acqua potabile

litri

27,9

Pressione d'esercizio massima

bar

6

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore dell'acqua potabile

m2

5,8

Scambiatore per carica bollitore (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

13,2

9,9

18,5

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

m2

2,7

2,0

3,8

Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

4,2

12,5

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

m2

0,8

1,7

Scambiatore Drucksolar (acciaio inox 1.4404)

Integrazione solare del riscaldamento (acciaio inox 1.4404)
Contenuto d'acqua scambiatore di calore

litri

—

2,3

Superficie dello scambiatore di calore

m2

—

0,5

Quantità d'acqua calda senza reintegro al tasso di prelievo 
(8 l/min 3)/ 12 l/min 4)) (TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 50 °C)

litri

184 3) / 153 4)

Quantità d'acqua calda senza reintegro al tasso di prelievo 
(8 l/min 3)/ 12 l/min 4)) (TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 60 °C)

litri

282 3) / 252 4)

492 3) / 444 4)

Quantità d'acqua calda senza reintegro al tasso di prelievo 
(8 l/min 3)/ 12 l/min 4)) (TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 65 °C)

litri

352 3) / 321 4)

560 3) / 516 4)

Tempo di ri-riscaldamento (Wh) al tasso di prelievo (vasca: 140 l 5)
/ doccia: 90 l 6)) (TKW = 10 °C / TWW = 40 °C / TSP = 50 °C)

min

Dati tecnici relativi all'efficienza termica
324 3)7) / 282 4)7)
288 3)8) / 240 4)8)

45 5)9) / 30 6)9)

25 5)10) / 17 6)10)

Raccordi dei tubi
Acqua fredda-calda

pollici

1" FE

Mandata / Ritorno riscaldamento

pollici

1" FI / 1" FE

Collegamenti Solar

pollici

3/4" FI

Numero d'ordine

14 05 54

14 05 61

14 05 63

Tab. 8-4 Dati di base HybridCube - sistema a pressione
7)
8)

Caricare mediante pompa di calore e booster-heater elettrico.
Caricare solo mediante pompa di calore, senza booster-heater elettrico.

9) Con pompa di calore HPSU 008.
10) Con pompa di calore HPSU 016.
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8.2

Diagrammi di rendimento

8.2.1 Sanicube (SC) / Sanicube Solaris (SCS)

8.2.2 HybridCube (HYC)

H
I
J
K
L
N
M

A
B
C
D
E
F

SCS 538/16/0-DB
SCS 538/16/16-DB
SCS 328/14/0-DB
SCS 538/16/0-P
SCS 538/16/16-P
SC 538/0/0
SCS 328/14/0-P

O
SC 538/16/0
P
SC 538/16/16
Z/ l/min
Tasso di prelievo in litri al 
minuto
VZmax/l
Quantità di prelievo massima
in litri

Quantità d'acqua calda con reintegro ad una potenza di 20 kW 
(TKW = 10°C, TWW = 40°C, TSP = 60°C).

Fig. 8-1

Produzione di acqua calda in funzione del tasso di prelievo

HYC 544/19/0-DB
HYC 544/32/0-DB
HYC 343/0/0-DB
HYC 343/19/0-DB
HYC 544/19/0-P
HYC 544/32/0-P

b
c
d
e

Scambiatore per acqua potabile
(SC 538/0/0, SC 538/16/0, SC 538/16/16, SCS 538/16/0-DB, 
SCS 538/16/0-P, SCS 538/16/16-DB, SCS 538/16/16-P)
Scambiatore per acqua potabile
(SCS 328/14/0-DB, SCS 328/14/0-P)
Scambiatore per carica bollitore 1 o 2
(SC 538/16/0, SC 538/16/16, SCS 538/16/0-DB, SCS 538/16/0-P,
SCS 538/16/16-DB, SCS 538/16/16-P)
Scambiatore per carica bollitore 1
(SCS 328/14/0-DB, SCS 328/14/0-P)
Scambiatore di calore dell'integrazione riscaldamento
(SCS 538/16/0-DB, SCS 538/16/0-P, SCS 538/16/16-DB, 
SCS 538/16/16-P)

'p/mbar
m/ L/h
m/ L/min
Fig. 8-2

Caduta di pressione in millibar
Portata in litri all'ora
Portata in litri al minuto
Linea caratteristica della caduta di pressione per gli scambiatori termici

HYC 343/19/0-P

Z/ l/min
Tasso di prelievo in litri al minuto
VZmax/l
Quantità di prelievo massima
in litri

Quantità d'acqua calda senza reintegro (TKW = 10°C, TWW = 40°C, TSP = 60°C).

Fig. 8-3

Produzione di acqua calda in funzione del tasso di prelievo

In rari casi, i tassi di prelievo superiori a 36 l/min possono causare rumori nello scambiatore di calore
dell'acqua potabile del bollitore ad accumulo.

In rari casi, i tassi di prelievo superiori a 36 l/min possono causare rumori nello scambiatore di calore
dell'acqua potabile del bollitore ad accumulo.

a

G

a
b
c
d
e
f

Scambiatore per acqua potabile
(HYC 544/19/0-DB, HYC 544/19/0-P, HYC 544/32/0-DB, 
HYC 544/32/0-P)
Scambiatore per acqua potabile
(HYC 343/0/0-DB, HYC 343/19/0-DB, HYC 343/19/0-P)
Scambiatore per carica bollitore 1
(HYC 544/32/0-DB, HYC 544/32/0-P)
Scambiatore per carica bollitore 1
(HYC 343/19/0-DB, HYC 343/19/0-P)
Scambiatore per carica bollitore 1
(HYC 544/19/0-DB, HYC 544/19/0-P)
Scambiatore di calore dell'integrazione riscaldamento
(HYC 544/19/0-DB, HYC 544/19/0-P, HYC 544/32/0-DB, 
HYC 544/32/0-P)

'p/mbar
m/ L/h
m/ L/min
Fig. 8-4
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Caduta di pressione in millibar
Portata in litri all'ora
Portata in litri al minuto
Linea caratteristica della caduta di pressione per gli 
scambiatori termici
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8.3 Coppie di serraggio
Descrizione

Dimensioni filettatura

Collegamenti condutture idrauliche
(acqua)

Coppia di
serraggio

1"

da 25 a
30 Nm

1,5"

max. 10 Nm
(avvitato a
mano)

Cablaggio su morsettiera K1
(EHS)

tutte

0,5 - 1,5 Nm

Scarico trazione (EHS)

M20

6 Nm

4,2 x 19

1,5 Nm

Resistenza elettrica / boosterheater

Viti di fissaggio coperchio di protezione (EHS)
Tab. 8-5 Coppie di serraggio
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9 x Indice analitico
9

Indice analitico

A

R

B

S

Acqua di rabbocco . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Ampliamento bollitore . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Anodo anticorrosione . . . . . . . . 11, 28
Avvisi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Booster-heater . . . . . . 14, 18, 28, 29

C

Collegamento ai sanitari . . . . . . . . . . 5
Collegamento troppo pieno . . . 17, 29
Collocazione . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Combinazione di più bollitori . . . . . . 17
Condotte dell'acqua potabile . . . . . 15
Coppie di serraggio . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

D

Diagrammi di rendimento . . . . . . . . 34
Distanza dal coperchio . . . . . . . . . . 14
Distanza dalla parete . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Documenti complementari . . . . . . . . 4
Durezza dell'acqua . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

E

E-PAC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 13, 17, 19

F

Regolazione elettronica . . . . . . . . . 11
Reintegro d'acqua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Resistenza elettrica 11, 14, 18, 21, 28
Riempire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Set di allacciamento 
accumulatore . . . . . . . . 5, 13, 17, 19
Sfiato automatico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Smaltimento . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Solare
Ampliamento bollitore . . . . . . . . . . 12
Spiegazione dei simboli . . . . . . . . . . 4
Struttura e componenti . . . . . . . . . . . 6

T

Targhetta identificativa . . . . . . . . 6, 16
Tasso di prelievo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

U

Uso . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
Uso corretto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

V

Valvole ritegno . . . . . . . . . . .6, 12, 16

Filtro antisporco . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 15
FlowGuard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Fornitura . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Funzionamento . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

G
I

Garanzia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Gruppo pompe e regolazione . . . . . 28
Impianti di grandi dimensioni . . . . . 26
Installazione . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Installazione elettrica . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

L

Limitatore di temperatura di 
sicurezza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Lista di controllo per la messa in 
funzione . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Locale di collocazione della caldaia
Requisiti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

M

Messa a riposo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Messa in funzione
Lista di controllo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Premesse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Miscelatore termostatico . . . . . . 12, 15

N

Note sulla sicurezza di esercizio . . . . 5

P

Panoramica dei collegamenti . . . . . 15
Pericoli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Pressione dell'acqua . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Protezione antigelo . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Protezione da corrosione . . . . . . . . . 5
Pulizia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29

Q

Quantità di prelievo . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

36
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3.3.4. Ventilation system
Ventilation system - Deuclima-VMC
Commercial Name

DEUCLIMA-VMC

Company

Eurotherm

Description

Controlled mechanical ventilation unit with double flow
heat recovery unit with a very high efficiency from the
ceiling.
With the possibility of integration and dehumidification in
winter and summer, for the renewal of the air and the
optimization of comfort in environments with radiant
heating systems and cooling.
The unit allows you canalize the input of fresh air and
extract air from the premises.

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Power consumption: 0.2 kW
Nominal flow air supply: 150 mc/h
Nominal flow air expelled: 150 mc/h
Lenght: 905 mm
Width: 785 mm
Height: 240 mm

265

140429 - rev. 04

NOVITÀ

TRATTAMENTO ARIA

DEUCLIMA-VMC

UNITÀ DI VENTILAZIONE MECCANICA CONTROLLATA CON RECUPERO DI CALORE
AD ALTA EFFICIENZA E SENZA COMPRESSORE
Ventilatori di mandata e di ripresa ad alta efficienza
Recuperatore aria-aria in controcorrente
Filtri antisporcamento rimovibili classe EU 7 (F7)
Altezza macchina ridotta in soli 240 mm
Funzionamento:
L’unità di trattamento dell’aria funziona con acqua a circa 7° C durante il funzionamento estivo e
con acqua calda proveniente dall’impianto in modalità di riscaldamento.

360
105

125

320
12

785
125

Possibilità della macchina:
- Ricambio dell’aria.
- Deumidificazione.
- Possibilità integrazione caldo/freddo ambiente.
- Possibilità di effettuare free-cooling.
- Estrazione ed espulsione dell’aria dai locali sporchi (es. bagni).
- Estrazione dell’aria estrazione locali puliti.
- Possibilità di scelta dei filtri sulla base delle esigenze.

905

Regolazione:
- Controllo elettronico della temperatura di mandata aria.
- Possibilità di regolazione tramite sistema Smartcomfort di Eurotherm

95

900

12

240

Recuperatore di calore a doppio flusso ad altissima efficienza da controsoffitto, con possibilità di deumidificazione ed integrazione invernale ed estiva, per il rinnovo dell’aria e
l’ottimizzazione del comfort in ambienti dotati di sistemi radianti per il riscaldamento e raffrescamento. L’unità comprende al suo interno un recuperatore di calore, una batteria ad acqua e ventilatori centrifughi brushless ad inverter. Il recuperatore aria-aria in controcorrente
in polistirene ad alta efficienza è progettato per garantire il recupero termico ed il ricambio
dell’aria ambiente. La batteria a pacco alettato con tubo in rame è collegata all’impianto
di riscaldamento/raffrescamento dell’edificio e consente di effettuare la deumidificazione
dell’aria e fornire un’integrazione della potenza frigorifera/ termica all’impianto. I ventilatori
centrifughi ad alta efficienza per la mandata e la ripresa dell’aria garantiscono alte prevalenze e, quindi, le portate volute anche in presenza di elevate perdite nei canali. Utilizzando
la tecnologia brushless, i consumi elettrici vengono notevolmente ridotti. I ventilatori sono
conformi Direttiva ErP 2009/125/CE. L’unità è costruita con struttura autoportante in alluminio e pannelli in lamiera d’acciaio zincata completa di isolamento termoacustico ed è dotata
di filtri rimovibili classe EU7 (F7) per la depurazione dell’aria.

905
240
905
155
160

155

3

780

785
125

95

95

107

900

12

905
240
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780

155

107

785

1. RECUPERATORE DI CALORE
2. BATTERIA AD ACQUA
3. ELETTRONICA
* aria deumidificata, raffreddata, riscaldata

125

95

125

2

240

IMMISSIONE
IN AMBIENTE
ARIA TRATTATA*

105

230

320
12

ESPULSIONE
ARIA VIZIATA

785
125

1
RIPRESA
AMBIENTE

305

360

ENTRATA ARIA
ESTERNA

ESTRAZIONE

107

VOCE DI CAPITOLATO

DATI TECNICI

Unità di ventilazione meccanica controllata con recuperatore di calore a doppio flusso ad altissima efficienza da controsoffitto, con possibilità di deumidificazione ed integrazione invernale ed
estiva, per il rinnovo dell’aria e l’ottimizzazione del comfort in ambienti dotati di sistemi radianti
per il riscaldamento e raffrescamento. L’unità permette di canalizzare l’immissione dell’aria di
rinnovo e l’estrazione dell’aria dai locali (es. bagno).

PORTATA ARIA PRIMARIA

Caratteristiche:
• Portata massima: 300 m3/h
• Portata massima aria esterna: 150 m3/h
• Regolazione della portata: 75 ÷ 300 m3/h
• Ventilatori di mandata e di ripresa ad alta efficienza con motore con tecnologia
EC brushless ad inverter
• Recuperatore aria-aria in controcorrente in polistirene ad alta efficienza
• Batteria a tubo alettato in rame a bassa perdita di carico, munita di valvole a tre vie
modulante
• Serranda di freecooling per sfruttare le condizioni climatiche esterne favorevoli
• Serranda di by-pass per aumentare la deumidificazione ambiente
• Capacità di condensazione: 34,6 l/24 h con 26° C e 60 % UR in ambiente e 30° C e
60% UR all’esterno
• Potenza refrigerante totale: 2,26 kW con 26° C e 60 % UR in ambiente e 30° C e
60% UR all’esterno
• Prevalenza disponibile con portata massima in deumidificazione + ventilazione*: 478 Pa
• Prevalenza disponibile con portata massima in ventilazione*: 524 Pa
• Prevalenza utile in espulsione con portata massima*: 556 Pa
• Dimensioni: 905 mm x 785 mm x 240 mm
• Portata acqua nominale: 410 l/h
• Filtri antisporcamento (n.3) rimovibili classe EU 7 (F7)
• Predisposizione per inserimento di un prefiltro per l’aria esterna
• Scarico condensa con vaschetta in acciao inox
• Attacchi idraulici per collegamento tubazione di adduzione da ½”F
• Struttura autoportante in lamiera di acciaio preverniciata bianca ed isolata acusticamente
con lastre di polietilene espanso
• Quadro elettrico munito di controllo elettronico a microprocessore
• Possibilità di controllo tramite sistema Smartcomfort di Eurotherm
• Peso: 48 kg

150

PREVALENZA UTILE MANDATA*

524

Pa

PORTATA NOMINALE ARIA IN ESPULSIONE

150

m3/h

PREVALENZA UTILE ESPULSIONE*

556

Pa

PORTATA NOMINALE ARIA MANDATA

300

m3/h

PORTATA NOMINALE ARIA IN RICIRCOLO

150

m3/h

PREVALENZA UTILE MANDATA*

478

Pa

PORTATA NOMINALE ARIA IN ESPULSIONE

150

m3/h

PREVALENZA UTILE ESPULSIONE*

556

Pa

2,26

kW

RAFFRESCAMENTO E DEUMIDIFICAZIONE (1)
POTENZA REFRIGERANTE**
TEMPERATURA ACQUA

7

°C

PERDITA DI CARICO (compresa vla)

16

kPa

34,6

l/24h

CAPACITA’ DI CONDENSAZIONE
RISCALDAMENTO (2)
POTENZA TOTALE **
PERDITA DI CARICO (compresa vla.)

kW

16

kPa

≥ 90

%

CONSUMI ELETTRICI DELL’UNITÀ (150 m3/h e 200 Pa )
TENSIONE ALIMENTAZIONE (monofase 50Hz)

230

V

POTENZA ASSORBITA

0,19

kW

1

A

CORRENTE

CONSUMI ELETTRICI DELL’UNITÀ (300 m3/h e 200 Pa)
TENSIONE ALIMENTAZIONE (monofase 50Hz)

230

V

POTENZA ASSORBITA

0,2

kW

1

A

CORRENTE

MISURE
• Dimensioni dell’unità: 905 mm x 785 mm x 240 mm (attacchi aria esclusi)
• Attacchi presa aria esterna ed espulsione: DN 125 mm
• Attacchi aria in ambiente: DN 160 mm
• Attacchi ripresa in ambiente: DN 125 mm

(1) Acqua impianto: T = 7° C; AMBIENTE: T= 26° C e UR= 60%; ESTERNO: T= 30° C e UR= 60%;
Portate aria = 150 m3/h ricircolo + 150 m3/h aria esterna
(2) Acqua impianto: T = 35° C; AMBIENTE: T= 20° C e UR= 50%; ESTERNO: T= -5° C e UR= 80%;
Portate aria = 150 m3/h ricircolo + 150 m3/h aria esterna
(3) L’efficienza del recuperatore è di 92% alle condizioni AMBIENTE: T= 20° C e UR= 50%;
ESTERNO: T= -5° C e UR= 80%; Portata aria = 100 m3/h.

IDONEITÀ AMBIENTE DI INSTALLAZIONE

* Con Filtri F7
** Batteria + Recuperatore

Ambiente interno, uso residenziale

CURVE ASSORBIMENTI ELETTRICI

CURVE PORTATA / PRESSIONE

VMC
Curve assorbimenti elettrici

EFFICIENZA

VMC
Curve Portata/Pressione

50% di Pressione max

25% di Pressione max

IMMISSIONE

400

VMC
Efficienza

ESTRAZIONE

100

350

120

95

300

100

90

P [Pa]

80
60

Efficienza [%]

250

Pa [W]

2,71
DATI RECUPERATORE (3)

EFFICIENZA

* Con Filtri F7

Pressione max

m3/h

PORTATE ARIA IN DEUMIDIFICAZIONE

Alimentazione:
• Tensione: 230 V- 50 Hz
• Potenza massima assorbita: 0,35 kW
• Massima corrente assorbita: 2,4 A

140

PORTATA NOMINALE ARIA MANDATA

200
150

40

85

80

100

20

50

0

0

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

Q [m3/h]

75

70

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

3

Q [m /h]

Le curve si riferiscono alla condizione di massima prevalenza utile (Pressione max) e alla condizione di 50% e 25% della massima pressioneLe
utile
curve rappresentano i massimi valori di prevalenza raggiungibili alla bocca dei ventilatori di immissione di estrazione

Le curve si riferiscono alla condizione di massima prevalenza utile
(Pressione max) e alla condizione di 50% e 25% della massima
pressione utile.

Le curve rappresentano i massimi valori di prevalenza raggiungibili alla bocca dei ventilatori di immissione di estrazione

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

Q [m3/h]

Il grafico si riferisce alle seguenti condizioni: temperatura esterna 5°C, umidità esterna 80%, temperatura interna 20°C, umidità interna 50%

Il grafico si riferisce alle seguenti condizioni: temperatura
esterna 5° C, umidità esterna 80%, temperatura interna 20° C,
umidità interna 50%

Eurotherm Spa si riserva di cambiare i prodotti e i dati senza
preavviso.

Eurotherm spa | Pillhof 91 | 39057 Frangarto BZ | T +39 0471 63 55 00 | F +39 0471 63 55 11 | mail@eurotherm.info | www.eurotherm.info
GROUP
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3.4.1. Circuit breaker
Circuit breaker - C40N
Commercial Name

Company

C40N

Schneider

Description

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical
switch designed to protect an electrical circuit from damage
caused by overload or short circuit. Its basic function is to
detect a fault condition and interrupt current flow. Unlike a
fuse, which operates once and then must be replaced, a
circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or
automatically) to resume normal operation. Circuit
breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that
protect an individual household appliance up to large
switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits feeding
an entire city.

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Nominal current: 1-40 A
Rated operating voltage: 240/400 V
Maximum operating voltage: 415 V
Minimum use voltage: 12 V
Insulation voltage: 440 V
Number of poles: 1+N 3P+N
Cable size: Max 16 mm2

Ing. Luca Solero
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Caratteristiche elettriche
Interruttori automatici

Guida tecnica

DomA, C40, C60,C60PV-DC e C120

tipo
corrente nominale [A]
In
categoria d’impiego
Ue
tensione nominale d’impiego [V]
tensione d’impiego massima [V]
Ue max
CA
tensione minima d’impiego [V]
Ue min
CA-CC
tensione d’isolamento [V]
Ui
tensione nominale di tenuta ad impulso [kV] Uimp
numero di poli
Ue [V]
potere d’interruzione (1)
CA IEC 60898 - CEI EN 60898 [A]
Icn
230/400
Ics
230/400
CA IEC 60947-2 - CEI EN 60947-2 [kA]
Icu
130
240
415
440
500
Ics
CC IEC 60947-2 - CEI EN 60947-2 [kA]
Icu
costante di tempo
60 (1P)
del circuito
125 (1P)
(2)
L/R - 0,015s
125 (2P)
125 (3P)
250 (2P)
250 (4P)
Ics
classe di limitazione
chiusura rapida
sezionamento visualizzato
blocco Vigi adattabile
ausiliari elettrici

accessorio manovra rotativa
collegamento

DomA45 DomA42/7 C40a

C40N

C60a

C60N

6÷32
A
230
250
12
440
4
1+N

6÷32
A
230
250
12
440
4
1+N, 2

1÷40
A
230/400
415
12
440
6
1+N 3P+N

1÷40
A
230/400
415
12
440
6
1+N 3P+N

6÷40
A
230/400
440
12
500
6
1
2, 3, 4

0,5÷63
A
230/400
440
12
500
6
1
2, 3, 4

4500 (5)
4500 (5)

4500 (5)
4500 (5)

4500
4500

6000
6000

4500 4500 6000 6000
4500 4500 6000 6000

12
6

15
10

10
5
3

6

75% Icu

3

3

OF, SD
OF+OF/SD
MN, MNs, MX+OF
MNx
MSU
Tm
TL C40, CTC 40
diretta
rinviata (con blocco porta)
utensile
*
coppia di serraggio [Nm] 2
dimensione
cavo [mm2]

10

3

75% Icu

3

(4)

3

(4)

3

(4)

**
2

*
2

max10

max10

max16

max16

flessibile max10

max10

max16

max16

rigido
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10
5
3

20
10
3

20
10
6

75% Icu

75% Icu

10

15
10
20

20
30

25
100% Icu
3
3

40
100% Icu
3
3

(4)

**
25 A: 2
32 ÷ 63 A: 3,5
25 A: max 25
32 ÷ 63 A: max 35
25 A: max 16
32 ÷ 63 A: max 25

tipo
sganciatore
magnetotermico (3)

caratteristiche
corrente nominale
In [A]

temperatura di riferimento [°C]
(1) Per interruttori 2P, 3P, 4P impiegati in un sistema a neutro
isolato (caso di doppio guasto d’isolamento) utilizzare il Pdi
relativo ad interruttori unipolari ed alla tensione concatenata.
(2) Tra parentesi è indicato il numero di poli che devono
partecipare all’interruzione.

DomA45 DomA42/7 C40a

C40N

C60a

C60N

C
6
10
16
20
25
32

C
6
10
16
20
25
32

B
6
10
16
20
25
32
40

C
1
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40

B
6
10
16
20
25
32
40

C
1
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40

B
6
10
16
20
25
32
40

C
6
10
16
20
25
32
40

B
6
10
16
20
25
32
40
50
63

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

(3)
caratteristica tipo
B
Im=In x CEI EN 60898-1 3÷5
CEI EN 60947-2 3,2 ÷ 4,8

C
5 ÷ 10
6,4÷ 9,6

D
K
Z
10 ÷ 14
9,6 ÷ 14,4 9,6 ÷ 14,4 2,4 ÷ 3,6

C
0,5
1
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40
50
63
30

MA
12±20%

(4) Ausiliaria OF+OF/SD compatibile solo se l’interruttore C40 viene utilizzato come interruttore
di protezione di gruppi di partenza o senza i ripartitori.
(5) Icn-Ics riferiti a 230 V.
* cacciavite Pozidriv nr. 2 o a lama piatta 6 mm.
** cacciavite Pozidriv nr. 2 o a lama piatta da 6,5 mm.
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Caratteristiche elettriche
Interruttori differenziali ID

Guida tecnica

ID

interruttori differenziali puri (1)
norma di riferimento
tipo
corrente nominale [A]
tensione nominale d'impiego [V]

CEI EN 61008
AC
In
Ue

tensione d'isolamento [V]
Ui
tensione nominale di tenuta ad
Uimp
impulso [kV]
frequenza di impiego nominale [Hz]
potere di chiusura e di interruzione I m
differenziale nominale [A]
corrente condizionale nominale
di cortocircuito differenziale [kA]

2P
4P

I c

C40a

2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
istantanei
selettivi s

C40N
C60a
C60N
C60H
C60L
C120N
NG125a
NG125N
NG125L
NSX160
tenuta alle correnti impulsive [kÂ]
onda di corrente 8/20 µs
numero di poli
sensibilità (I n) a 50Hz [mA]

2P
4P

istantanei

selettivi s

A

25
230
400
500
6

40
230
400
500
6

63
230
400
500
6

80
230
400
500
6

100
230
400
500
6

25
230
400
500
6

40
230
400
500
6

63
230
400
500
6

50/60
2500

50/60
2500

50/60
2500

50/60
2500

50/60
2500

50/60
2500

50/60
2500

50/60
2500

20
fusibile gG
80A
6
2
7,5
3
10
5
20
10
30
15
50
20
10
7
5
7
15
15
15
15
6
4
0,25

20
fusibile gG
80A
6
2
7,5
3
10
5
20
10
30
15
40
20
10
7
5
7
15
15
15
15
6
4

20
10
10
20
fusibile gG fusibile gG fusibile gG fusibile gG
80A
100A
100A
80A
6
2
7,5
3
10
5
20
20
10
10
30
30
15
15
30
50
15
20
10
10
7
5
5
7
10
5
7
5
5
7
15
15
15
15
7
15
15
15
15
15
7
15
6
6
4
4
4
4
0,25

20
fusibile gG
80A
6
2
7,5
3
10
5
20
10
30
15
40
20
10
7
5
7
15
15
15
15
6
4

20
fusibile gG
80A

20
10
30
15
30
15
10
7
10
7
15
15
15
15
6
4

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

4

10
30
300
500
300
500
1000

tensione minima di funzionamento
del tasto di prova a 50Hz [V]
tempo totale di sgancio a 2 I n [ms] istantanei
selettivi s

176

temperatura di riferimento [°C]
compatibilità con ausiliari elettrici

40

40

cacciavite Pozidriv nr. 2 o a lama piatta da 6.5 mm
3.5
max 50

a lama piatta da 6.5 (Pozidriv nr. 2)
3.5
max 50

collegamento

OFsp
OF.S, OF, SD
OF+OF/SD
OF+OF, OF+SD
MN, MNs, MX+OF
MNx
MSU
Tm
utensile
coppia di serraggio [Nm]
dimensione rigido
cavo [mm2]

176

150

150

flessibile
max 35
(1) Interruttori automatici differenziali puri: sono i tipi modulari per montaggio su guida DIN.

max 35
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A tipo

B

A tipo "si "
25
230
400
500
6

40
230
400
500
6

63
230
400
500
6

80

100

400
500
6

50
2500

50
2500

50
2500

50
2500

20
fusibile gG
80A
6
2
7,5
3
10
5
20
10
30
15
50
20
10
7
5
7
15
15
15
15
6
4
3
5
2
4

20
fusibile gG
80A
6
2
7,5
3
10
5
20
10
30
15
40
20
10
7
5
7
15
15
15
15
6
4

20
10
10
20
fusibile gG fusibile gG fusibile gG fusibile gG
80A
100A
100A
80A
6
2
7,5
3
10
5
20
20
10
10
30
30
15
15
30
50
15
20
10
10
7
5
5
7
10
5
7
5
5
7
15
15
15
15
7
15
15
15
15
15
7
15
6
6
4
4
4
4
0,25
3
2
4
4
4
2
4

2

4

400
500
6

25
230
400
500
6

40
230
400
500
6

63
230
400
500
6

50
2500

50
2500

50
2500

50
2500

20
fusibile gG
80A
6
2
7,5
3
10
5
20
10
30
15
40
20
10
7
5
7
15
15
15
15
6
4

20
fusibile gG
80A

2

4

20
10
30
15
30
15
10
7
10
7
15
15
15
15
6
4

2

4

25

40

63

80

125

230/400
400
4

230/400
400
4

230/400
400
4

230/400
400
4

230/400
400
4

50
10 In
min. 500A

50
10 In
min. 500A

50
10 In
min. 500A

50
10 In
min. 500A

50
10 In
min 500A

10

10

10

15

15

15

25

20

15

7

7

7

7

5

7

7

7

5

5

15

15

15

15

10

15

15

15

15

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3
3
4

176

176

185

150
60÷200
40

150
60÷200
40

40

a lama piatta da 6.5 (Pozidriv nr. 2)
3.5
max 50

a lama piatta da 6.5 (Pozidriv nr. 2)
3.5
max 50

a lama piatta da 6.5 (Pozidriv nr. 2)
2
max 50

max 35

max 35

max 50
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Caratteristiche elettriche
Interruttori differenziali RED,
DomB, ID C40

Guida tecnica

interruttori differenziali puri (1)
norma di riferimento
tipo
corrente nominale [A]
tensione nominale d'impiego [V]
tensione d'isolamento [V]
tensione nominale di tenuta ad
impulso [kV]
frequenza di impiego nominale [Hz]
potere di chiusura e di interruzione
differenziale nominale [A]
corrente condizionale nominale
di cortocircuito differenziale [kA]

In
Ue
Ui
Uimp

I m

2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
2P (230/240V)
4P (400/415V)
istantanei
selettivi s

C40N
C60a
C60N
C60H
C60L
C120N
NG125a
NG125N
NG125L
NSX160

temperatura di riferimento [°C]
compatibilità con ausiliari elettrici

collegamento

REDs

40
230

500
4

500
4

CEI 23-101
A
25
230
400
500
4

40
230
400
500
4

50
630

50
630

50
630

50
630

6
fusibile gL 63A

6
fusibile gL 63A

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6
fusibile gL
63A
6
6
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0,25
2

istantanei

selettivi s

tensione minima di funzionamento
del tasto di prova a 50Hz [V]
tempo totale di sgancio a 2 I n [ms]

2P
4P

I c

C40a

tenuta alle correnti impulsive [kÂ]
onda di corrente 8/20 µs
numero di poli
sensibilità (I n) a 50Hz [mA]

2P
4P

RED-REDtest
CEI 23-101
A
25
230

6
fusibile gL
63A
6
6
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
fusibile gL
63A

4

2

4

0,25
2

2

10
30
300
500
300
500
1000
100

100

20

20

max 35

max 35

istantanei
selettivi s
OFsp
OF.S, OF, SD
OF+OF/SD
OF+OF, OF+SD
MN, MNs, MX+OF
MNx
MSU
Tm
utensile
coppia di serraggio [Nm]
dimensione rigido
cavo [mm2]

10
fusibile gL
63A

flessibile
max 35
(1) Interruttori automatici differenziali puri: sono i tipi modulari per montaggio su guida DIN.

max 35
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63
230
400
500
4

100
230
400
500
4

50
630

50
1000

6
fusibile gL
63A

10
fusibile gL
63A

10
fusibile gL
100A

DomB

ID C40

CEI EN 61008-1
AC
25
40
230

AC
25
230

440
4

4

440
6

6

440
6

6

440
6

6

50

50

50
1000

50
1000

50
1000

50
1000

50
1000

50
1000

3
fusibile gG
50A

3
fusibile gG
50A

50
fusibile gG
25A
4,5

30
fusibile gG
40A
4,5

50
fusibile gG
25A
4,5

30
fusibile gG
40A
4,5

50
fusibile gG
25A
4,5

30
fusibile gG
40A
4,5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

10

10

10

10

10

10

15

15

15

15

15

15

6

6

6

6

6

6

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0,25
4

2

170

4

2

40

0,25
2

2

189

189

< 150

< 150

30

40

A
25
230

40

0,25
2

2

A tipo si
25
230

40

3
2

< 150

2

2

< 150
60÷200

cacciavite Pozidriv nr. 2 o cacciavite Pozidriv nr. 2 o a lama piatta 6.5 mm
a lama piatta da 6.5 mm
2
2
max 10
max 16
max 10

max 16
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Curve di intervento

Guida tecnica

Le norme CEI che regolano la
progettazione, le prestazioni e le
prove degli interruttori automatici per
protezione contro sovracorrenti, sono
due.

Tipo

La norma CEI EN 60947-2 costituisce
il testo di riferimento per i prodotti di
applicazioni “industriali”,
con elevati valori di potere di interruzione
e caratteristiche rispondenti alle
esigenze
di sicurezza ed esercizio di moderni
impianti elettrici nel settore produttivo.

curva B

La norma CEI EN 60898 si applica
agli interruttori di sovracorrente per usi
domestici e similari di tipo ordinario,
intendendo incluse le applicazioni
per uffici, alberghi, scuole, ecc., cioè
il settore comunemente chiamato
“terziario”.
Nella tabella a fianco sono riportate
le caratteristiche di intervento magnetico
dei diversi tipi di sganciatore, con
riferimento alle norme.

Tipi di sganciatori e loro applicazioni
Intervento secondo norma di riferimento
CEI EN 60947-2
CEI EN 60898
Im 3.2 ÷ 4.8 In
Im 3 ÷ 5 In
(4 In ± 20%)

Protezione

Im 6.4 ÷ 9.6 In
(8 In ± 20%)

Im 5 ÷ 10 In

di cavi e impianti che
alimentano apparecchi
utilizzatori classici.
Sovraccarico: termici
standard

Im 9.6 ÷ 14.4 In (1)
(12 In ± 20%)

Im 10 ÷ 14 In

di cavi che alimentano
apparecchi utilizzatori
a forte corrente
di avviamento.
Sovraccarico: termici
standard

di generatori, delle persone
e di grandi lunghezze di cavi
Sovraccarico: termici
standard

curva C

curva D
Im 9.6 ÷ 14.4 In (1)

di cavi che alimentano
apparecchi utilizzatori
a forte corrente
di avviamento.
Sovraccarico: termici
standard

Im 2.4 ÷ 3.6 In

dei circuiti elettronici

Im 12 In
(12 In ± 20%)

dei motori
(senza protezione termica)

Inoltre si sono riportate le applicazioni
“standard” dei diversi tipi di protezione.
curva K

curva Z

curva MA
(1) La caratteristica K si differenzia dalla D per la corrente di funzionamento If = 1.2 In (K); If = 1.3 In (D).

Schneider Electric offre a catalogo
interruttori automatici modulari
rispondenti a tutte le diverse esigenze
d’installazione e di esercizio sopra
elencate.
Nella tabella a fianco sono riportati i
prodotti a catalogo con le rispettive
caratteristiche d’intervento, a seconda
del settore di applicazione.

Tabella di scelta

Tipo
curva B (1) curva C (2) curva D
campo (In)
3÷5
5 ÷ 10
10 ÷ 14
Domae
C40a
C40N
C60a
C60N
C60H
C60L
C60LMA
C120N
NG125a
NG125N
NG125L
NG125LMA
C60H-DC, C60PV-DC

curva K
10 ÷ 14

curva Z
2.4 ÷ 3.6

curva MA
12 (3)

(1) Per C60L, C120N, NG125N, NG125L: 3.2 ÷ 4.8 In.
(2) Per C60L, C120N, NG125a, NG125N, NG125L, C60H-DC, C60PV-DC: 6.4 ÷ 9.6 In.
(3) Tolleranza ammessa ±20%
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Curve di limitazione

Curve di limitazione dell’energia specifica passante
C40 1P+N, 3P+N 230V
C40 Vigi 1P+N 230V

Cu/PVC

Cu/EPR

Sez.
[mm2]

Sez.
[mm2]

C40 3P+N 400V

3
2

3
2
5

5

2,5

10
5

1

3
2

2
40 A

2

1

10

2,5

40 A
25 A

5

1,5

16 A

3
2

1,5
20 A

6A
4

4
10

10

10 A

4A

5

5

4A

3A

3

3

A 2s 2

A2s 2

2A

2A

3

3
10

10

1A
5

5

1A
3
2

3
2

2

2
10

10

5

5
3
2

3
2

1

1
10

10
.2

.3

.4 .5 .6 .7.8.9 1

2

3

4

5 6 7 8 9 10

.2

20

.3

.4 .5 .6 .7.8.9 1

2

3

4

5 6 7 8 9 10

20

kA eff / rms

kA eff / rms

Curve di limitazione della corrente di cresta
C40 1P+N, 3P+N 230V
C40 Vigi 1P+N 230V

C40 3P+N 400V

30
20
corrente di cresta non limitato
max prospective peak current

20

corrente di cresta non limitato
max prospective peak current

15

10
8
7
6
5

I[kA]

1

2

10
9
8

40 A

4

20 A

3

10 A

I[kA]
2

2

7

40A

6

25A

1

5

16A

4

4A

10A
6A

2A
3
1
.8
.7
.6
.5

1A
2

.4
.3
.2

1
.2

.3

.4 .5 .6 .7.8.9 1

2

3

4

5 6 7 8 9 10

20

1

kA eff / rms

2

3

4

5

6 7 8 9 10

kA eff / rms

1 C40a
2 C40N

300
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Declassamento in temperatura

In certe condizioni di installazione, gli interruttori automatici possono trovarsi
a funzionare a temperature diverse da quelle di riferimento. Per evitare
malfunzionamenti (scatti intempestivi o non interventi) è necessario prevedere un
declassamento dell’interruttore in funzione della temperatura ambiente.
La temperatura ambiente è la temperatura presente all’interno della cassetta o del
quadro nel quale sono installati gli interruttori.
Le tabelle qui di seguito riportate forniscono:
la temperatura di riferimento per i diversi interruttori (colonna evidenziata);
la massima corrente di impiego in funzione della temperatura ambiente,
all’interno delle cassette o del quadro nel quale sono installati.
Declassamento per installazione in cassetta
Nel caso in cui più interruttori (automatici e/o differenziali) siano installati fianco
a fianco in una cassetta di volume ridotto e con grado di protezione superiore ad
IP 54, l’aumento della temperatura al suo interno comporta una riduzione delle loro
correnti di impiego.
Si dovrà, quindi, moltiplicare il valore di corrente nominale (già declassato in
funzione della temperatura ambiente) per un coefficiente pari a 0.8.

Interruttori automatici

C40a, C40N: curve B e C (CEI EN 60898)
In [A]
1
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40

20°C
1.0
2.1
3.1
4.2
6.2
10.4
16.5
20.7
25.9
33.2
41.6

25°C
1.0
2.0
3.1
4.1
6.1
10.2
16.3
20.3
25.4
32.6
40.8

30°C
1
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40

35°C
1.0
2.0
2.9
3.9
5.9
9.8
15.7
19.7
24.5
31.4
39.2

40°C
1.0
1.9
2.9
3.8
5.8
9.6
15.4
19.3
24.1
30.7
38.3

45°C
0.9
1.9
2.8
3.7
5.7
9.4
15.1
18.9
23.6
30.1
37.5

50°C
0.9
1.8
2.7
3.6
5.6
9.2
14.8
18.6
23.1
29.4
36.6

55°C
0.9
1.8
2.7
3.6
5.5
9.0
14.5
18.2
22.6
28.7
35.7

60°C
0.9
1.7
2.6
3.5
5.4
8.8
14.2
17.8
22.1
28.0
34.7

40°C
0.48
0.95
1.92
2.82
3.76
5.76
9.30
15.2
19.0
23.7
30.4
38.0
47.4
58.0

45°C
0.465
0.93
1.88
2.70
3.64
5.64
9.00
14.7
18.4
23.0
29.8
36.8
45.5
56.7

50°C
0.45
0.90
1.84
2.61
3.52
5.52
8.60
14.2
17.8
22.2
28.4
35.6
44.0
54.2

55°C
0.44
0.88
1.80
2.49
3.36
5.40
8.20
13.8
17.4
21.5
28.2
34.4
42.5
51.7

60°C
0.43
0.85
1.74
2.37
3.24
5.30
7.80
13.3
16.8
20.7
27.5
33.2
40.5
49.2

C60a, C60N, C60H: curve B e C (CEI EN 60898)
In [A]
0.5
1
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40
50
63

20°C
0.52
1.05
2.08
3.18
4.24
6.24
10.6
16.8
21.0
26.2
33.5
42.0
52.5
66.2

25°C
0.51
1.02
2.04
3.09
4.12
6.12
10.3
16.5
20.6
25.7
32.9
41.2
51.5
64.9

30°C
0.5
1
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40
50
63

35°C
0.49
0.98
1.96
2.91
3.88
5.88
9.70
15.5
19.4
24.2
31.4
38.8
48.5
61.1

C60H: curva D, C60L: curve B, C, K, Z, MA (CEI EN 60947-2)
In [A]
0.5
1
1.6
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40
50
63

20°C
0.55
1.10
1.75
2.18
3.42
4.52
6.48
11.4
17.9
22.2
27.7
35.2
44.4
56.0
71.8

25°C
0.54
1.08
1.72
2.14
3.30
4.40
6.36
11.1
17.4
21.6
27.0
34.2
43.6
54.5
69.9

30°C
0.53
1.05
1.67
2.08
3.21
4.24
6.24
10.7
16.9
21.2
26.5
33.6
42.4
53.0
67.4

35°C
0.52
1.03
1.64
2.04
3.12
4.12
6.12
10.4
16.4
20.6
25.7
32.9
41.2
51.5
65.5

40°C
0.5
1
1.6
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40
50
63

45°C
0.48
0.97
1.56
1.96
2.88
3.88
5.88
9.60
15.5
19.4
24.2
31.0
38.8
48.5
60.4

50°C
0.47
0.95
1.52
1.90
2.77
3.72
5.76
9.20
15.0
18.8
23.5
30.4
37.6
46.5
57.9

55°C
0.46
0.92
1.48
1.86
2.64
3.56
5.58
8.80
14.4
18.2
22.7
29.4
36.4
45.0
55.4

60°C
0.44
0.89
1.43
1.80
2.52
3.44
5.46
8.40
13.9
17.6
21.7
28.4
34.8
43.0
52.9

35°C
76.9
95.1
118.7

40°C
73.6
90.0
112.1

45°C
70.2
84.5
105.0

50°C
66.6
78.7
97.4

55°C
62.8
72.4
89.2

60°C
58.7
65.4
80.1

C120 curve B, C e D (CEI EN 60898)
In [A]
80
100
125

20°C
85.9
109.1
136.7

25°C
83.0
104.7
131.0

30°C
80
100
125
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NG125 curve B, C, D e MA (CEI EN 60947-2)
In [A]
4
6.3
10
12.5
16
20
25
32
40
50
63
80
100
125

20°C
4.40
6.96
11.0
13.7
17.6
22.0
27.5
35.2
44.0
55.0
69.3
88.0
110.0
137.5

25°C
4.30
6.77
10.75
13.4
17.2
21.5
26.87
34.4
43.0
53.75
67.72
86.0
107.5
134.3

30°C
4.20
6.61
10.5
13.1
16.8
21.0
26.25
33.6
42.0
52.5
66.15
84.0
105.0
131.2

35°C
4.10
6.46
10.25
12.8
16.4
20.5
25.62
32.8
41.0
51.25
64.57
82.0
102.5
128.1

40°C
4
6.3
10
12.5
16
20
25
32
40
50
63
80
100
125

45°C
3.90
6.14
9.75
12.1
15.6
19.5
24.37
31.2
39.0
48.75
61.42
78.0
97.5
121.8

50°C
3.80
5.98
9.50
11.8
15.2
19.0
23.75
30.4
38.0
47.5
59.85
76.0
95.0
118.7

55°C
3.70
5.82
9.25
11.5
14.8
18.5
23.12
29.6
37.0
46.25
58.27
74.0
92.5
121.8

60°C
3.60
5.67
9.00
11.2
14.4
18.0
22.5
28.8
36.0
45.0
56.7
72.0
90.0
112.5

35°C
0.47
0.96
1.88
2.84
3.77
5.74
9.45
15.29
19.17
23.90
30.68
38.16
47.97
59.83

40°C
0.46
0.94
1.82
2.75
3.65
5.61
9.17
14.93
18.74
23.33
30.00
37.20
46.63
58.18

45°C
0.44
0.92
1.76
2.66
3.53
5.47
8.87
14.56
18.30
22.74
29.31
36.22
45.86
56.49

50°C
0.43
0.90
1.70
2.57
3.40
5.33
8.57
14.17
17.85
22.14
28.59
35.21
44.77
54.74

55°C
0.41
0.88
1.63
2.48
3.27
5.19
8.25
13.78
17.39
21.53
27.86
34.17
43.64
52.93

60°C
0.39
0.86
1.56
2.38
3.13
5.04
7.92
13.37
16.92
20.89
27.11
33.10
42.49
51.06

C60H-DC curva C (CEI EN 60947-2)
In [A]
0.5
1
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40
50
63

Interruttori differenziali,
Interruttori non automatici

20°C
0.51
1.02
2.06
3.08
4.11
6.12
10.26
16.34
20.40
25.53
32.64
40.89
50.98
64.53

25°C
0.5
1
2
3
4
6
10
16
20
25
32
40
50
63

30°C
0.49
0.98
1.94
2.92
3.89
5.87
9.73
15.65
19.59
24.46
31.35
39.09
49.00
61.44

ID C40, ID, I-NA (CEI EN 60947-3)
In [A]
25
40
63
80
100

25°C
32
46
75
95
123

30°C
30
44
70
90
120

40°C
25
40
63
80
100

50°C
23
36
56
72
95

60°C
20
32
50
65
90

SW60-DC, C60NA-DC (CEI EN 60947-3)
In [A]
50

Interruttori automatici
differenziali

Interruttori automatici
telecomandati

20°C
58

25°C
56

30°C
54

35°C
52

40°C
50

45°C
48

50°C
46

60°C
41

70°C
35

40°C
5.8
9.6
15.4
19.3
24.1
30.7
38.3

45°C
5.7
9.4
15.1
18.9
23.6
30.1
37.5

50°C
5.6
9.2
14.8
18.6
23.1
29.4
36.6

55°C
5.5
9
14.5
18.2
22.6
28.7
35.7

60°C
5.4
8.8
14.2
17.8
22.1
28.0
34.7

40°C
9.5
14.0
19.0
23.5
30.0
35.0

45°C
9.0
13.5
18.5
23.0
29.0
34.0

50°C
8.5
13.0
18.0
22.0
28.0
32.0

55°C
8.3
12.5
17.0
21.0
27.0
31.0

60°C
8.0
12.0
16.0
20.0
25.0
29.0

C40a Vigi, C40N Vigi: curva C (CEI EN 61009-1)
In [A]
6
10
16
20
25
32
40

20°C
6.2
10.4
16.5
20.7
25.9
33.2
41.6

25°C
6.1
10.2
16.3
20.3
25.4
32.6
40.8

30°C
6
10
16
20
25
32
40

35°C
5.9
9.8
15.7
19.7
24.5
31.4
39.2

Reflex XC40: curve B, C e D (CEI EN 60898)
In [A]
10
16
20
25
32
40

20°C
10.6
17.0
21.0
26.0
34.0
43.0

25°C
10.3
16.5
20.5
25.5
33.5
41.5

30°C
10
16
20
25
32
40

35°C
9.8
14.5
19.5
24.0
31.0
36.5
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3.4.2. Circuit breaker
Circuit breaker - iC40N
Commercial Name

Company

iC60N

Schneider

Description

A circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical
switch designed to protect an electrical circuit from damage
caused by overload or short circuit. Its basic function is to
detect a fault condition and interrupt current flow. Unlike a
fuse, which operates once and then must be replaced, a
circuit breaker can be reset (either manually or
automatically) to resume normal operation. Circuit
breakers are made in varying sizes, from small devices that
protect an individual household appliance up to large
switchgear designed to protect high voltage circuits feeding
an entire city.

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Nominal current: 0.5-63 A
Rated operating voltage: 220/415 V
Maximum operating voltage: 415 V
Insulation voltage: 500 V
Number of poles: 1P 2P 3P 4P
Cable size: Max 25 mm2

Ing. Luca Solero
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Protezione dei circuiti
Acti 9
Interruttori magnetotermici iC60
iC60N
Potere di interruzione
6000 A CEI EN 60898-1
10 kA
CEI EN 60947-2
Curve B, C, D
VisiTrip

VisiSafe

iC60N
s Poli: 1P, 2P, 3P, 4P
s Tensione (Ue): 220/240 V CA tra fase e neutro e
380/415 V CA tra le fasi
s VisiSafe: garantisce il sezionamento del circuito a
valle. L’indicatore verde di sezionamento è interbloccato
meccanicamente con i contatti dell’interruttore
magnetotermico.
s Tensione di tenuta a impulso: Uimp = 6 kV
s Tensione di isolamento: 500 V
s Grado di inquinamento di livello 3
s Classe di isolamento II sul fronte
s Chiusura rapida: la velocità di chiusura dei contatti risulta
indipendente dall’azione dell’operatore
s Segnalazione VisiTrip di intervento su guasto attraverso
un indicatore meccanico di colore rosso sul fronte
dell'interruttore.
s Collegamento tramite morsetti a gabbia:
s I 25 A cavo rigido fino a 25 mm2 e cavo flessibile fino
a 16 mm2
s 25 A<I 63 A cavo rigido fino a 35 mm2 e cavo
flessibile fino a 25 mm2
s Associabile con blocchi QuickVigi iC60 e Vigi iC60
s Ausiliari e accessori compatibili a pag. 98, 99, 105

N.°
poli

In
[A]

Codice
Curva B

Codice
Curva C

0,5
1
2
3
4
6
A9F78106
10
A9F78110
1P
16
A9F78116
20
A9F78120
25
A9F78125
32
A9F78132
40
A9F78140
50
A9F78150
63
A9F78163
0,5
1
2
3
4
6
A9F78206
10
A9F78210
2P
16
A9F78216
20
A9F78220
25
A9F78225
32
A9F78232
40
A9F78240
50
A9F78250
63
A9F78263
0,5
1
2
3
4
6
A9F78306
10
A9F78310
3P
16
A9F78316
20
A9F78320
25
A9F78325
32
A9F78332
40
A9F78340
50
A9F78350
63
A9F78363
0,5
1
2
3
4
6
A9F78406
10
A9F78410
4P
16
A9F78416
20
A9F78420
25
A9F78425
32
A9F78432
40
A9F78440
50
A9F78450
63
A9F78463
= Prodotti certificati con marchio IMQ

A9F74170
A9F74101
A9F74102
A9F74103
A9F74104
A9F79106
A9F79110
A9F79116
A9F79120
A9F79125
A9F79132
A9F79140
A9F79150
A9F79163
A9F74270
A9F74201
A9F74202
A9F74203
A9F74204
A9F79206
A9F79210
A9F79216
A9F79220
A9F79225
A9F79232
A9F79240
A9F79250
A9F79263
A9F74370
A9F74301
A9F74302
A9F74303
A9F74304
A9F79306
A9F79310
A9F79316
A9F79320
A9F79325
A9F79332
A9F79340
A9F79350
A9F79363
A9F74470
A9F74401
A9F74402
A9F74403
A9F74404
A9F79406
A9F79410
A9F79416
A9F79420
A9F79425
A9F79432
A9F79440
A9F79450
A9F79463

Codice
Curva D
A9F75170
A9F75101
A9F75102
A9F75103
A9F75104
A9F75106
A9F75110
A9F75116
A9F75120
A9F75125
A9F75132
A9F75140
A9F75150
A9F75163
A9F75270
A9F75201
A9F75202
A9F75203
A9F75204
A9F75206
A9F75210
A9F75216
A9F75220
A9F75225
A9F75232
A9F75240
A9F75250
A9F75263
A9F75370
A9F75301
A9F75302
A9F75303
A9F75304
A9F75306
A9F75310
A9F75316
A9F75320
A9F75325
A9F75332
A9F75340
A9F75350
A9F75363
A9F75470
A9F75401
A9F75402
A9F75403
A9F75404
A9F75406
A9F75410
A9F75416
A9F75420
A9F75425
A9F75432
A9F75440
A9F75450
A9F75463

Largh. in passi
di 9 mm

2

4

6

8

15
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Tabella di coordinamento tra gli SPD e i dispositivi
di protezione contro il corto circuito
Icc (kA)*

Tipo 3

Tipo 2

70

50
Fusibile
22x58
40A
gL/ gG

Fusibile
NH
50A
gL/ gG

iPRD40r

iPRD65r

36

25
iC60L
20A (1)

iC60L
25A (1)

NG125N (2)
40A(1)

NG125N (2)
50A(1)

iPRD20

iPRD40

iPRD65r

iC60H
25A (1)

iC60H
40A (1)

iC60H
50A (1)

iPRD40

iPRD65r

iPRD8

15
iC60H
20A (1)

iPRD8
iPRD20

10

iQuick
PRD8r

iQuick
PRD20r

iQuick
PRD40r

iC60N
20A (1)

iC60N
25A (1)

iC60N
40A (1)

iC60N
50A (1)

iPRD8

iPRD20

iPRD40

iPRD65r

6

iQuick
PF
Protezione aggiuntiva per carichi ad una
distanza superiore di 30 m

Medio

Basso

Alto

Rischio di caduta di fulmini

*Corrente di corto circuito nel punto di installazione dell'SPD

42
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3.4.3. Switch
Switch - iSW
Commercial Name

Company

Description

Switch disconnector up to 125 A

iSW 2P 20A
iSW 2P 40A

Schneider

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Nominal current: 20-125 A
Maximum operating voltage: 415 V
Insulation voltage: 500 V
Number of poles: 1P 2P 3P 4P
Cable size: 20A Max 10 mm2
40A flexible Max 35 mm2
rigid Max 50 mm2

Ing. Luca Solero
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Comando e segnalazione
Acti 9
Interruttori non automatici
iSW
da 20 a 32 A:
CEI EN 60669: versioni con spia
luminosa
CEI EN 60669-2-2-4: versioni senza
spia luminosa
da 40 a 125 A:
CEI EN 60947-3
s Poli: 1P, 2P, 3P, 4P
s Tensione nominale (Ue):
s 1P: 250V CA
s 2P, 3P, 4P: 415 V CA
s Tensione di tenuta ad impulso Uimp: 4kV (20-32 A), 6 kA
(da 40 a 125 A)
s Tensione di isolamento Ui: 250 V AC (1P), 500 V CA
(2P, 3P, 4P)
s Sezionamento visualizzato: l’apertura è segnalata da
una banda verde sulla leva di comando dell’interruttore.
Questo indicatore rispecchia la posizione “aperto” dei
contatti di tutti i poli
s Disponibile ausiliare con contatto in commutazione
NA/NC montabile alla sinistra dell’interruttore.
s Durata elettrica AC22:
s 20 A, 32 A: 30.000 cicli
s 40 A, 63 A: 20.000 cicli
s 100 A: 10.000 cicli
s 125 A: 2500 cicli
s Collegamento tramite morsetti a gabbia:
s 20, 32 A cavo rigido o flessibile da 10 mm2
s da 40 a 125 A: cavo rigido fino a 50 mm2 e cavo
flessibile fino a 35 mm2

iSW 1P 20, 32 A

iSW 2P 40 A

iSW 1P con spia

OF iSW

Interruttori non automatici iSW
Tensione (Ue)
[V CA]

Poli

1

250

2

415

3

415

4

415

In [A]

Codice

20
32
40
63
100
125
20
32
40
63
100
125
20
32
40
63
100
125
20
32
40
63
100
125

A9S60120
A9S60132
A9S60140
A9S60163
A9S60191
A9S60192
A9S60220
A9S60232
A9S60240
A9S60263
A9S60291
A9S60292
A9S60320
A9S60332
A9S60340
A9S60363
A9S60391
A9S60392
A9S60420
A9S60432
A9S60440
A9S60463
A9S60491
A9S60492

Largh. in passi
di 9 mm

2

2

4

4

6

4

8

Interruttori non automatici iSW (20, 32 A) con spia luminosa
Poli

Tensione (Ue)
[V CA]

1

250

2

250

In [A]

Codice

20
32
20
32

A9S61120
A9S61132
A9S61220
A9S61232

Largh. in passi
di 9 mm
2

Ausiliari e accessori per interruttori non automatici iSW
Descrizione
Contatto aperto-chiuso OF per iSW
Spia luminosa di ricambio fornita
con diffusore rosso (conf. 10 pz)

Tensione
In = 3 A
In = 6 A
neon
ad incandescenza (P =1,2 W)

Blocco a lucchetto (conf. 2 pz)
per lucchetto Ø 8 mm
Accessori per manovra rotativa (fissata all'interruttore)
Manovra rotativa rinviata (montata sulla porta del quadro o sulla cassetta)
Manovra rotativa diretta frontale o laterale

415 V CA
250 V CA
230 V CA
12 V CA/CC
24 V CA/CC

Codice

Largh. in passi
di 9 mm

A9A15096
15111
15112
15113
26970

2

27046
27047
27048

80

SemplificatoActi9.indb 80
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Dimensioni
Acti 9
DB122834

DB122832

Controllo e comando

DB122823

DB122822

DB122824

iSSW

iPB

4P
3P
2P
1P

OF iSW

da 40 a 125 A iSW

DB123823

DB123702

DB122833

1P, 2P
3P, 4P
20, 32 A iSW

72

3P+N
1P+N

36

69
5.5

96 85

DB123857

iIL

SW60-DC

44

20

45

iSW-NA

71
36

4

60

60

iCM

C60NA-DC

122

SemplificatoActi9.indb 122
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3.4.4. Battery
Battery - Sonnenschein Solar S12/90A
Commercial Name

Company

Sonnenschein
Solar S12/90A

GNB

Description
Sonnenschein Solar batteries are especially designed for small to medium
performance requirements in leisure and consumer applications. The
advantages of the maintenance free VRLA - batteries are enhanced by the
worldwide high reputation and technical image of the dryfit technology.
Typical applications are weekend and holiday houses without mains supply,
street solar stations, information signs, parking meters, wireless emergency
phone boxes and also other safety equipment power supplies. Dryfit Solar
Batteries are maintenance-free during their complete service life. Dryfit
Batteries are very long-lived, have very good cycling and extremely reliable
depth-of- discharge characteristics. Dryfit solar batteries are especially
determined for small solar systems (800 IEC cycles) Please note: The
return of used batteries is mandatory while their disposal in the municipal
waste is prohibited by the law. Batteries contain heavy metals which cause
damages to both human health and environment. Please also refer to
“Battery Recycling” under “Sales Service”.

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Nominal current: 20-125 A
Ampere Hours: 90 Ah
DC System Voltage: 12VDC
Battery capacity C100: 90 Ah
Battery Type: Gel
Charge Cycles: 800
Charge Cycles Norm: IEC 254-1
Dimension : 330 x 171 x 236 mm
Weight : 29.20 kg

Ing. Luca Solero
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3.4.5. Inverter / Charger
Conext XW - inverter / charger XW4548-230-50
Commercial Name

Company

Conext XW 4548-230-50

Schneider

Description
Conext XW is an adaptable pure sine wave, single-phase
and three-phase inverter/charger system with global
grid-tie functionality and dual AC power inputs. Available
solar charge controllers, monitoring, and automated
generator control modules enable further adaptability.
From single Conext XW unit to multiple clusters of units,
up to 36 kW each, the Conext XW is a scalable system that
allows for the integration of solar capacity as required.
Adaptable and scalable, the Schneider Electric Conext
XW system is the one solution for global grid-interactive
and off-grid, residential and commercial, solar and backup
power applications.

Characteristics

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Continuous power: 4500 W - 230 V AC (tolerance: +/- 3 %);
- Output current: 19.6 A;
- Feature available: 40 A, duration : 20 s;
- Network frequency: 50 Hz +/- 0.1 Hz (output)
- Cos phi: 0.98;
- Harmonic distortion < 5 %
- Input voltage: 230 V AC;
50.4 V DC;
- Input voltage limits: 156...280 V AC - bypass/charge mode
44...64 V DC
- Input current: 96 A DC at rated power;
- Input frequency: 44...70 Hz - bypass/charge mode (allowable);
55...65 Hz - bypass/charge mode (default)
59.4...60.4 Hz +/- 0.05 Hz - sell mode
- Charging current: 85 A;

Certificates
Certificates
- EN 61000-3-3
- EN 61000-3-2
- EN 61000-6-3
- EN 61000-6-1
- EN 50178

Ing. Luca Solero
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Product data sheet
Characteristics

865-1040

Conext XW - inverter / charger XW4548-230-50
- input: 96A DC

Range of product

XW

Device short name

XW4548-230-50

Product or component
type

Hybrid inverter / charger

Network number of
phases

Single phase

Type of signal

True sine wave

Continuous power

4500 W - 230 V AC (tolerance: +/- 3 %)

Complementary
Output current

19.6 A

Feature available

40 A, duration : 20 s

Network frequency

50 Hz +/- 0.1 Hz (output)

Cos phi

0.98

Harmonic distortion

<5%

Input voltage

230 V AC
50.4 V DC

Input voltage limits

156...280 V AC - bypass/charge mode
44...64 V DC

Input current

96 A DC at rated power

Input frequency

44...70 Hz - bypass/charge mode (allowable)
55...65 Hz - bypass/charge mode (default)
59.4...60.4 Hz +/- 0.05 Hz - sell mode

Charging current

85 A

Efficiency

95.6 % peak

Power consumption in W

< 7 W - search mode

Communication network type

Xanbus

Device mounting

Wall mounted

Provided equipment

Battery temperature sensor included for temperature compensation

Height

580 mm

Width

410 mm

Depth

230 mm

Product weight

53.5 kg

Environment
IP degree of protection

IP20

Ambient air temperature for operation

-25...70 °C

Electromagnetic compatibility

Requirements for household appliances, electric tools and similar apparatus conforming to EN 61000-3-3
Limits for harmonic current emissions conforming to EN 61000-3-2
Emission standard for residential, commercial and light-industrial environments
conforming to EN 61000-6-3
Immunity for residential, commercial and light-industrial environments conforming
to EN 61000-6-1

Standards

EN 50178

Product certifications

CE

Nov 7, 2012

1
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The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein.
This documentation is not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these products for specific user applications.
It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof.
Neither Schneider Electric Industries SAS nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein.

Main

3.4.6. Electrical Cables
Electrical Cables: FG7M1; FG7R; NO7V-K
Commercial Name

FG7M1; FG7R; NO7V-K

Company

BALDASSARI
CAVI

Description

FG7M1: Flexible power cable, G7 high quality HEPR
insulated, with special thermoplastic outer sheath M1
quality, halogen free, not propagating fire with slow
smoke
FG7R: Power cable insulated with high quality ethylpropylene rubber, G7 quality, with PVC sheath, not
propagating fire with reduced corrosive gas emission.
NO7V-K: PVC insulated power cable, not propagating fire with reduced corrosive gas emission

Characteristics

FG7R:
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Nominal voltage Uo/U: 0,6/1 kV
Maximum operating temperature: 90°C
Minimum operating temperature: -15°C
(without mechanical stress)
Minimum installation temperature: 0°C
Maximum short circuit temperature:
250°C up to 240 mm² section, over 220°C
Maximum tensile stress: 50 N/mm2
Minimum bending radius:
4 x maximum external diameter

FG7M1:
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Nominal voltage Uo/U: 0,6/1 kV
Maximum operating temperature: 90°C
Minimum operating temperature: -15°C
(without mechanical stress)
Minimum installation temperature: 0°C
Maximum short circuit temperature:
250°C up to 240 mm² section, over 220°C
Maximum tensile stress: 50 N/mm2
Minimum bending radius:
4 x maximum external diameter

NO7V-K:
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Nominal voltage Uo/U: 450/750 V
Maximum operating temperature: 70°C
Minimum operating temperature: -10°C
(without mechanical stress)
Minimum installation temperature: 5°C
Maximum short circuit temperature: 160°C
Maximum tensile stress: 50 N/mm2
Minimum bending radius: 4 x maximum external diameter
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3.4.7. Electrical Panel
Electrical Panel
Commercial Name

Prisma Plus - G System Floor-standing
enclosure - W = 600 mm 33 modules

Company

Schneider Electricts

Description

Electrical panel- floorstanding enclosure. W=600 mm,
300 modules.

Characteristics

Complementary
Installation description Floor-standing enclosure : 600 mm
[Ui] rated insulation voltage 1000 V on main rear busbars conforming to IEC 61439-2
[Ie] rated operational current 630 A at 40 °C conforming to IEC 61439-2
[Icw] rated short-time withstand current 25 kA (1 s) conforming to IEC 61439-2
[Ipk] rated peak withstand current 53 kA conforming to IEC 61439-2
Network frequency 50/60 Hz
Additional information Can be combined side by side and one on top of another
Height 1830 mm
Width 600 mm
Depth 205 mm
Colour White RAL 9001
Environment
IP degree of protection IP43 with door, canopy and IP43 gasket
IP31 with door and canopy
IP30 with or without door
IK degree of protection IK08 with door
IK07 without door
Protective treatment Electrophoresis treatment and hot-polymerised polyester epoxy powder
Standards IEC 62208
IEC 61439-2
Offer Sustainability
Sustainable offer status Green Premium product
RoHS Compliant - since 0832 - Schneider Electric declaration of conformity
Product environmental profile Available Download Product Environmental
Product end of life instructions Need no specific recycling operations
Ing. Luca Solero
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Product data sheet
Characteristics

08204

Prisma Plus - G System - Floor-standing
enclosure - W = 600 mm - 33 modules

Range of product

Prisma Plus System G

Product or component
type

Enclosure

Number of vertical
modules (50 mm)

33

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein.
This documentation is not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these products for specific user applications.
It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof.
Neither Schneider Electric Industries SAS nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein.

Main

Complementary
Installation description

Floor-standing enclosure : 600 mm

[Ui] rated insulation voltage

1000 V on main rear busbars conforming to IEC 61439-2

[Ie] rated operational current

630 A at 40 °C conforming to IEC 61439-2

[Icw] rated short-time withstand current

25 kA (1 s) conforming to IEC 61439-2

[Ipk] rated peak withstand current

53 kA conforming to IEC 61439-2

Network frequency

50/60 Hz

Additional information

Can be combined side by side and one on top of another

Height

1830 mm

Width

600 mm

Depth

205 mm

Colour

White RAL 9001

Environment
IP degree of protection

IP43 with door, canopy and IP43 gasket
IP31 with door and canopy
IP30 with or without door

IK degree of protection

IK08 with door
IK07 without door

Protective treatment

Electrophoresis treatment and hot-polymerised polyester epoxy powder

Standards

IEC 62208
IEC 61439-2

Offer Sustainability
Sustainable offer status
RoHS

Green Premium product
Compliant - since 0832 -

Schneider Electric declaration of conformity

Product environmental profile

Available

Product end of life instructions

Need no specific recycling operations

Download Product Environmental

May 29, 2014
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Product data sheet
Characteristics

08274

Prisma Plus - G System - Duct for floorstanding encl. - W = 300 mm - 33 modules

Range of product

Prisma Plus System G

Product or component
type

Duct

Number of vertical
modules (50 mm)

33

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein.
This documentation is not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these products for specific user applications.
It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof.
Neither Schneider Electric Industries SAS nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein.

Main

Complementary
Installation description

Floor-standing duct : 300 mm

[Ui] rated insulation voltage

1000 V on main rear busbars conforming to IEC 61439-2

[Ie] rated operational current

630 A at 40 °C conforming to IEC 61439-2

[Icw] rated short-time withstand current

25 kA (1 s) conforming to IEC 61439-2

[Ipk] rated peak withstand current

53 kA conforming to IEC 61439-2

Network frequency

50/60 Hz

Additional information

Can be combined side by side and one on top of another

Height

1830 mm

Width

300 mm

Depth

205 mm

Colour

White RAL 9001

Environment
IP degree of protection

IP43 with door, canopy and IP43 gasket
IP31 with door and canopy
IP30 with or without door

IK degree of protection

IK08 with door
IK07 without door

Protective treatment

Electrophoresis treatment and hot-polymerised polyester epoxy powder

Standards

IEC 62208
IEC 61439-2

Offer Sustainability
Sustainable offer status
RoHS

Green Premium product
Compliant - since 0823 -

Schneider Electric declaration of conformity

Product environmental profile

Available

Product end of life instructions

Need no specific recycling operations

Download Product Environmental

May 29, 2014

1
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3.4.8. Power Socket Outlet
Power Socklet Outlet
Commercial Name

MTN2400-0319
SCHUKO-Steckdose,
shutter, screw terminals,
polar white, glossy,
System M

Company

Schneider Electricts

Description

Power Soclet Outlet

Characteristics

Complementary
Outlet poles configuration 2P + E
Number of gangs 1 gang
Wiring device mounting Flush
Fixing mode By screws and claws
[In] rated current 16 A
[Ue] rated operational voltage 250 V
Colour tint Polar white glossy
Colour code RAL 9010
Connections - terminals Screw terminal
Material Polycarbonate brilliant

Environment
IP degree of protection IP20
Environmental health and issues Halogen free

Offer Sustainability
Sustainable offer status Green Premium product
RoHS Compliant - since 0852 - Schneider Electric declaration of conformity
REACh Reference not containing SVHC above the threshold
Product environmental profile Available
Product end of life instructions Need no specific recycling operations

Ing. Luca Solero
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Product data sheet
Characteristics

MTN2400-0319

SCHUKO-Steckdose, shutter, screw terminals,
polar white, glossy, System M

Range of product

Merten System M

Aesthetic name

M-Arc
M-Elegance
M-Plan
M-Plan glass
M-Smart
M-Star
System M

Product or component
type

Power socket-outlet

Device presentation

Mechanism with central plate

Outlet standard

German

Socket additional information

Shuttered

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein.
This documentation is not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these products for specific user applications.
It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof.
Neither Schneider Electric Industries SAS nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein.

Main

Complementary
Outlet poles configuration

2P + E

Number of gangs

1 gang

Wiring device mounting

Flush

Fixing mode

By screws and claws

[In] rated current

16 A

[Ue] rated operational voltage

250 V

Colour tint

Polar white glossy

Colour code

RAL 9010

Connections - terminals

Screw terminal

Material

Polycarbonate brilliant

Environment
IP degree of protection

IP20

Environmental health and issues

Halogen free

Offer Sustainability
Sustainable offer status
RoHS

Green Premium product
Compliant - since 0852 -

Schneider Electric declaration of conformity

REACh

Reference not containing SVHC above the threshold

Product environmental profile

Available

Product end of life instructions

Need no specific recycling operations

May 30, 2014

1
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3.5.1. Photovoltaic
Flexible Photovoltaic Panel
Commercial Name

FLEX SP50-L

Company

SOLBIAN
Flex

Description

The photovoltaic panels of SP series are made using
SunPower™ monocrystalline cells, with an efficiency
greater than 22.5%, incorporated in polymers with high
strenght. The SunPower™ cells, thanks to their
"backcontact" technology, have a very pleasant aesthetic
appearance, furthermore, they make the Solbian panels
the most efficient on the market.
A product that combines high-efficiency monocrystalline
cells laminated with special thin, light plastic polymers
with high chemical and mechanical resilience.

Characteristics

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Peak Power (+/-5%) - Pmax: 51 W
Rated Voltage - Vmp: 9.0 V
Rated Current - Isc: 5.7 A
Open Circuit Voltage - Voc: 10.9 V
Short Circuit Current - Isc: 6 A
Temp. coeff. Pmax: - 0,38% / °C
Temp. coeff. Voc: - 0,27% / °C
Temp. coeff. Isc: - 0,05% / °C
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Lenght: 1109 mm
Width: 292 mm
Thickness: 2 mm
Weigth: 0.8 kg
Num. of cells: 16

Environmental Impact

Certificates
- ISO 9001:2008. Certificate of System of Quality Manegement
- ISO 14001:2004. Certificate of Environmental System Management
- Certificate IEC 61215 for crystalline silicon solar panels
- Photovoltaic connector; certificate EN50521
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FLEXIBLE
PHOTOVOLTAIC
PANELS

FLEX

SP50-L

powered by

The photovoltaic panels of SP series are made using SunPower™
monocrystalline cells, with an
,
incorporated in polymers with high strenght.
The SunPower™ cells, thanks to their "back-contact" technology, have a
very pleasant aesthetic appearance, furthermore, they make the
.

technologies makes them particularly resistant to the marine
environment and therefore suitable for application in the marine
industry.
The SOLBIANFLEX PANELS of Sun Power series are the
product of experience installing PV systems on many racing
boats of the greatest navigators including:
3 Maserati “VOR 70 ” of Giovanni Soldini
3 60' Open IMOCA “Safran” of Marc Guillemot
3 60' Open IMOCA “Cervin EnR” of Yannick Bestaven

3 “Team Plastique of Alessandro di Benedetto
And many others that are sailing the world from
the equator to the poles.

MADE IN ITALY

SOLBIAN.EU
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SOLBIAN.EU
CONNECTION AND FIXING OPTIONS



CONNECTION: JUNCTION BOX

CONNECTION: SOLDERING RIBBON

FIXING: DOUBLE SIDED TAPE

FIXING: STAINLESS STEEL EYELETS

FLEX

SP50-L

CONNECTION: ZIPPER

CURVE I-V

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
51 W

7.0

Rated Voltage - Vmp

9.0 V

6.0

Rated Current - Imp

5.7 A

5.0

Open Circuit Voltage - Voc

10.9 V

Short circuit Current - Isc

6A

Temp. coeff. Pmax

-0.38%/°C

Temp. coeff. Voc

-0.27%/°C

Temp. coeff. Isc

0.05%/°C

Current [A]

Peak Power (+/- 5%) - Pmax

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Lenght

1109 mm

Width

292 mm

Thickness

2 mm

Weight

0.8 kg

Num. of cells

16

0

2.5

5
Voltage [V]

7,5

10

Current/voltage characteristics with dependence on irradiance and module
temperature.

1000 W/m2 at 50º C
1000 W/m2
800 W/m2
WARRANTIES
3
3

SOLBIAN ENERGIE ALTERNATIVE SRL

Legal and Operative Headquarter: Viale Gandhi 21b - 10051 Avigliana (TO) - ITALY
Telephone: +39 011.966.35.12 - Fax: +39 011.966.47.20 - info@solbian.eu
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5 year limited power warranty
2 year limited product warranty

500 W/m2
200 W/m2

5

Warnings
Packaging contents

6

2. SAFETY
General safety
Warnings and electrical risks
Pay attention to

3. MODULES INSTALLATION

Index

1. GENERAL INFORMATIONS

8

4. UTILIZATION & MAINTENANCE

17

5. WARRANTY

19

Two Years Repair, Replacement or Refund Remedy
Limited Peak Power Warranty - Limited Remedy
Exclusions and Limitations
Limitation of Warranty Scope
Obtaining Warranty Performance
Severability
Disputes
Various
Warranty Transfer
Force Majeure
Validity
Notes

3
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THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS ARE ONLY A GUIDE
AND WE WARMLY RECOMMEND
TO ASK US FOR ANY QUESTIONS BY VISITING SOLBIAN WEBSITE:
www.solbian.com

WARNINGS
All the instruction must be carefully read and understood before proceeding with
photovoltaic module installation, connection, utilization and maintenance.
Touching the electrically active parts of the module, like terminals, may cause
some burnings, sparks or low voltage discharges, even when the module is
disconnected. A photovoltaic module produces electricity when the frontal part
is exposed to sunlight or to another light source. Even if the voltage produced by
a single module is not dangerous for health, when the modules are connected in
series, voltages sum up and when they are parallel connected currents add. So a
system with more than one module can produce an high voltage or high currents
that can be dangerous and can cause injuries or death.
Therefore IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT THE ELECTRICAL LAYOUT AND THE
INSTALLATION OF THE PV SYSTEM IS DONE BY SKILLED PERSONNEL.

General Information

Photovoltaic modules installation can be done by everyone with tool work attitude.
Anyway the worker takes all the responsibility for possible accident happened
during the installation, including electric shocks.

PACKAGING CONTENTS
The Packaging includes:
3 One or more photovoltaic SOLBIANFLEX modules, ready to be attached to
the rigid support.

3

Installation Instruction.

3

Two pairs of sheath insulating that shrinks when exposed to heat for the
metal ribbons, for each module in the Packaging.

5
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Safety

GENERAL SAFETY
3

Before installing the module verify the permissions or licenses that may be
requested by the law.

3

If not specified is recommended to follow the newer national and
international laws.

3

A bad installation can cause problems to the entire system. It may be
needed to install additional devices as groundings, fuses, diodes, charger
or power disconnector switch.

3

Do not use different kind of modules for the same system.

WARNING AND ELECTRICAL RISKS
3

Photovoltaic modules must be installed and handled only by expert and qualified staff.

3

Do not drop or throw things on the module. Do not walk on it with too rigid shoes.

3

Use the module only for the aim it’s made for. Do not try to open it, remove any part,
component or original label without producer authorization.

3

Do not focus sunlight or others light sources on modules.

3

Always work on the module in dry conditions, with dry tools.

3

Completely cover the surface of the module with dull material during installation,
removal and maintenance: a photovoltaic module produce electricity when exposed
to light.

3

Always use properly insulated tools during modules electrical connection.

3

Do not install the module in presence of flammable gas or steam, because there can
always be some sparks.

3

Avoid electric discharge during module installation, wiring and maintenance.

3

Do not touch clamps when the module is exposed to light; use proper protection tools
to prevent electric discharges.

6
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Safety
PAY ATTENTION TO:
3

Avoid electrical risks during the installation, connection, utilization and maintenance.

3

Photovoltaic Module produces continuous current (Cc o DC) when exposed to sunlight or other light
source. During the module installation or connection, it’s warmly recommended to completely cover the
frontal part with dull material to avoid electricity production.

3

The module must stay in his original packaging until the moment of installation.

3

Never touch terminals when the module is exposed to light or during the installation. Use insulating gloves
to avoid the contact with terminals. As further precaution, use only properly insulated tools.

3

Do not solicit the module with hits dropping it or dropping objects on it.

3

Be sure that all the system parts can’t cause mechanic or electric risks.

3

Do not install the module in presence of inflammable gasses or steam, in fact there can always be some
dangerous sparks.

3

It is strictly forbidden to install or use a damaged module.

3

Installation and utilization must be done only by qualified workers. Do not allow children to touch the
module before or during the installation.

3

Use the module only for the aim it’s made for. Follow all the constructor instructions. Do not disassemble
or remove any part or label put by the constructor.

3

Do not put any paint or label on the module.

3

Never focus sunlight on the module.

3

Keep these instructions for future utilizations.

3

The word “module” used in this guide refers to one or more photovoltaic panels.

7
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Modules Installation

INSTALLATION
DO NOT BEND THE MODULE. BENDS WITH A BENDING ANGLE BIGGER THAN 25%, EVEN
IN SMALL PARTS OF THE MODULE, MAY CAUSE IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGES TO THE CELLS
OF THE MODULE.
Modules must be properly installed, following the instructions. The structure where the
module will be installed on, must be capable of supporting, without deformation, any
weather condition, like wind, snow and, for marine applications, saltiness and storms.
The structure, anyway, must not receive any type of wrench. Flexure or free bending of
the structure may cause the irreversible damage of the module components reducing the
efficiency or definitively breaking it.

READ VERY CAREFULLY
Modules fixing must be executed with maximum attention and precision, in fact the glue
placed on SOLBIANFLEX modules doesn’t permit a replacement or a splitting up of modules
without damaging it. First of all, put the sheaths that shrink when exposed to heat into
ribbons, paying attention to put the sheaths as nearest as possible to the module. Use a hot
source (phon NOT flame) to shrink and then adhere the sheaths to ribbons (pay attention do
not heat too much the PV module, it is made with plastic materials!). Another possibility (the
only one if it is not possible to sold the ribbons from the beneath of the support) is to put the
sheaths into the wires that you will sold to the ribbon, then sold the wires to the ribbons and
cover the soldered points and the ribbons with the sheaths. Then you will have two long
cables connected directly to the module.
Eventually use some SikaFlex to electrically insulate with a thin coating the metallic part of
the ribbon nearest to the module that could be uncovered by sheaths.
Sign a rectangle on the rigid support where the module will be fixed on, with the same
internal dimension of the module, to determine its exact position:

8
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Modules Installation
Make two (or one large) signs on the rigid supports where metallic ribbons will be located during fixing operations. We suggest to prepare a piece of cardboard with the dimension of the module and to do two holes in
the cardboard in the position of ribbons, then put the cardboard on the rigid support and draw two signs in the
same position of the holes.

Now make two 10mm holes in the rigid support. Then take two pieces of plastic or rubber pipe with the same
external diameter and maximum thickness of 2mm (it’s important to leave at least 6mm free), scatter some silicon on the outer part of the pipes end put them in the holes. Cut off the excesses of rubber pipes. The ribbons
with the insulating sheath (or all the long wires coming from the module if you have already soldered them to the
ribbons) will pass through these pipes.
Pipes attend to seal and protect internal layers of the rigid support. After making the holes we suggest to verify
that they are in the right position.
Now detach the protective film (liner) leaving the pasting surface uncovered. We suggest to detach 20-30cm
starting by pulling the liner from the short side near the ribbons, and putting first of all the ribbons (or all the long
wires coming from the module) into the holes made on the rigid support.
WARNING: the glue on the module is extremely effective and aggressive, so avoid the contact with anything.
Never touch the uncovered part with hands; the module must be sustained by grabbing it from the part covered by the liner.
DO NOT BEND THE MODULE. BENDS WITH A BENDING ANGLE BIGGER THAN 25%, EVEN IN SMALL PARTS
OF THE MODULE, MAY CAUSE IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGES TO THE CELLS OF THE MODULE. REMEMBER THAT
THE GLUE IS REALLY EFFECTIVE AND IT DOESN’T PERMIT A REPLACEMENT.
It’s suggested to do the pasting operation in more than one person: one that holds the module by its long sides
and the other that take away the liner and past the uncovered part by pressing it on the rigid support.
After pasting the module it’s very important to put pressure on the whole surface. To do that it’s possible to
trample the module being sure to cover all the surface. Obviously we suggest to use smooth and not too hard
shoes.
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Modules Installation
ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS
WARNING: A bad installation can cause problems to the entire system, can be dangerous for health, and can
cause injuries or death.
It may be needed to install additional devices as groundings, fuses, diodes, switchboards, charger or power
disconnector switch , etc... They are all components of a general electrical layout and they depend on each
other and on all the other parts of the plant (inverter, loads etc..).
It is very important that the electrical layout of the PV system is done by skilled and authorised Staff.
A way to avoid all these problems is to use the simplest and safest connection layout: One Solbian Charge
Regulator for One Solbian Module, directly connected to the battery.
This is also the most efficient way to use the “SolbianFlex” modules because in this way the modules are all
independent each other and controlled each one by a dedicated high efficient MPPT charge regulator.
In the following we assume the equivalency between two “SOLBIANFLEX” 16 cells modules connected in series
and a 32 cells module SOLBIANFLEX (actually this equivalence is not completely satisfied, in fact it is possible
to have some mismatching problems between two SOLBIANFLEX 16 cells). According to that here we suggest
some very simple layouts for 12 V batteries, where it is possible to substitute the Western CO. charge regulators
with the high performance “Solbian Genasun” ones choosing the Step-up (boost) or the Step-down (buck) type
according to the input/output voltages in the different cases:
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Modules Installation
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Modules Installation
Connecting more modules in series and/or in parallel the voltages and/or the current increase for safety
reasons, it is necessary to add some other devices. For example in the following example blocking diodes are
inserted to each series of two modules, so to avoid that some of these series becomes a “load” for the other
modules when it is under shadow.

For protection from surges (ex: lightning) it would be worth to use also fuses (one for each string) and isolators
to disconnect the strings in the event of failure or maintenance fuses. Of course the choice of the block diodes,
fuses, etc.depends on the electrical configuration and must be done by skilled personnel.
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3

The position of modules must permit air to freely circulate at least on the
face exposed to sunlight. This reduces the temperature and gives a better
performance.

3

Electrical conductors section must be sufficient to grant a maximum voltage
drop of 2% of nominal voltage.

3

We recommend using flame-retardant cables and gas emitters resistant to
acids basis and marine environment in general.

3

If the support structure is made by conductor material, the module fixing must
be done avoiding any possible contact between ribbons and the support;
according to the law the structure, in this case, must be electrically grounded.

Recommended pairs of copper wire tat guarantee a maximum voltage drop of 1.5%
of the battery nominal voltage.

Max length wires couple [m] for 12V battery nominal voltage
WIRE SECTION

CURRENT
2.5 mm2

4 mm2

6 mm2

10 mm2

5A

2.6 m

4.2 m

6.3 m

10.4 m

10 A

1.3 m

2.1 m

3.1 m

5.2 m

15 A

0.9 m

1.4 m

2.1 m

3.5 m

Utilization & Maintenance

UTILIZATION ADVISES

Max lenght wires couple [m] for 24V battery nominal voltage
WIRE SECTION
CURRENT

2.5 mm2

4 mm2

6 mm2

10 mm2

5A

5.2 m

8.4 m

12.5 m

20.9 m

10 A

2.6 m

4.2 m

6.3 m

10.4 m

15 A

1.7 m

2.8 m

4.2 m

7.0 m
17
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Utilization & Maintenance
PHOTOVOLTAIC GENERATOR MAINTENANCE
Photovoltaic modules don’t need too much maintenance, thanks to the absence of the mobile mechanical parts.
Maintenance can be resumed in this few procedures:

3

Clean the module. In case of marine environment often wash it with fresh water to avoid saline encrustation
and to limit saltiness damages;

3

Often check the module to avoid delamination or detachment from support problems;

3

Check electrical connection and wires condition;

3

Check the electrical system efficiency.

POSSIBLE BREAKDOWNS
Breakdown events or defects are really rare. Some malfunction causes are:

3

Cells break due to overmuch bending of the module;

3

Cells break due to the module mechanical stress;

3

Cells break due to defective pasting of the module on the rigid support (i.e. the presence of air bubbles
between module and support may cause damages);

3

Water infiltrations between module and support;

3

Presence of water in the J-Box.
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SOLBIAN warrants its Photovoltaic Solar Modules (MODULES) of SP, SL, CP and
Custom Series, including factory-assembled DC connectors and cables, if any, to be
free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal application, installation,
use and service conditions.
If MODULES fail to conform to this warranty, during the period ending Twenty four (24)
months from the date of sale to the customer of the SOLBIAN product (CUSTOMER),
SOLBIAN will, at its option, either repair or replace the product, or refund the
purchase price as paid by the CUSTOMER (SALES DATE). The repair or replacement,
refund or remedy shall be the sole and exclusive remedy provided under the “Limited
Product Warranty” and shall not extend beyond the Twenty four (24) months period
set forth herein.

Warranty

TWO YEARS REPAIR, REPLACEMENT OR REFUND REMEDY

This -Limited Product Warranty- does not warrant a specific power output, which shall
be exclusively covered under clause 2 hereinafter (Limited Peak Power Warranty).

LIMITED PEAK POWER WARRANTY - LIMITED REMEDY
2 YEARS: If, within a period of (2) two years from the Sales Date any MODULE(s) exhibits
a power output less than 95% of the minimum -Peak Power at STC- as specified as of the
Sales Date in SOLBIAN Flash Report (or than the MODULE nominal power for the models
where the Flash Report is not included), provided that such loss in power is determined
by SOLBIAN (at its sole and absolute discretion) to be due to defects in material or
workmanship, SOLBIAN will, at its sole option, either (1) replace such loss in power by
either (a) providing additional MODULES to the CUSTOMER to make up for such loss in
power or (b) replacing the defective MODULE(s) at the option of SOLBIAN or (2) refund
the percentage of the cost of the MODULE (as measured by the then prevailing market
price for similar MODULES) to the CUSTOMER representing the percentage of the power
output less than 90% of the minimum -Peak Power at STC- as specified as of the Sales
Date in SOLBIAN Data sheet or Flash Report if existing.
5 YEARS: If, within a period of (5) five years from the Sales Date any MODULE(s) exhibits
a power output less than 85% of the minimum -Peak Power at STC- as specified as of
the Sales Date in SOLBIAN Flash (or than the MODULE nominal power for the models
where the Flash Report is not included), provided that such loss in power is determined
by SOLBIAN (at its sole and absolute discretion) to be due to defects in material or
workmanship, SOLBIAN will, at its sole option, either (1) replace such loss in power by
either (a) providing additional MODULES to the CUSTOMER to make up for such loss in
power or (b) replacing the defective MODULE(s) at the option of SOLBIAN or (2) refund
the percentage of the cost of the MODULE (as measured by the then prevailing market
price for similar MODULES) to the CUSTOMER representing the percentage of the power
output less than 80% of the minimum -Peak Power at STC- as specified as of the Sales
Date in SOLBIAN Data sheet or Flash Report if existing. The remedies set forth in this
clause 2 shall be the sole and exclusive remedies provided under the –Limited Peak
Power Warranty.
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Warranty
EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
In any event, all warranty claims must be received within the applicable warranty period for this warranty to
be effective.
The -Limited Product Warranties- and the -Limited Peak Power Warranties- do not apply to any MODULES
which have been subjected to:

3

Misuse, abuse, neglect or accident;

3

Alteration, improper installation or application (IEC-62257 and IEC-62124 recommendations);

3

Non-observance of SOLBIAN’s installation and maintenance instructions; and in particular, the ban of
punching, cutting, hammering and bending the modules with a bending radius smaller than 1500 mm;

3Electrical connections of the modules beyond the examples contained in SOLBIAN’s installation
 instructions or following specifications no explicitly validated by SOLBIAN;

3Repair or modifications by someone other than an approved service technician of SOLBIAN;

3 Power failure surges, lighting, flood, fire, accidental breakage or other events outside SOLBIAN’ s control.
Both the -Limited Product Warranties– and -Limited Peak Power Warranties- do not cover any costs associated
with installation, removal or re-installation of the PV-modules and (except as explicitly set forth in the final
paragraph of Section 5) customs clearance or any other costs for return of the MODULES.
Warranty claims will not be honored if the type or serial number of the MODULES have been altered, removed or
made illegible.
This -Limited Warranty for PV Modules- does not apply to MODULES marked as “Grade B”

20
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Warranty
LIMITATION OF WARRANTY SCOPE
These -Limited Warranties for PV Modules- as set forth herein are expressly “in lieu of “ and exclude all other
express or implied warranties, including but not limited to warranties of merchantability and of fitness for
particular purpose, use, or application, and all other obligations or liabilities on the part of SOLBIAN, unless
such other obligations or liabilities are expressly agreed to in writing signed and approved by SOLBIAN.
SOLBIAN shall have no responsibility or liability whatsoever for damage or injury to people or property, or for
other loss or injury resulting from any cause whatsoever arising out of or related to the MODULES, including,
without limitation, any defects in the MODULE, or from use or installation.
Under no circumstances shall SOLBIAN be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages, howsoever
caused. Loss of use, loss of profits, loss of production, and loss of revenues are specifically and without
limitation excluded.
SOLBIAN aggregate liability, if any, in damages or otherwise, shall not exceed the invoice value as paid by the
CUSTOMER, for the single unit of MODULE.

OBTAINING WARRANTY PERFORMANCE
If the CUSTOMER has a justified claim covered by this -Limited Warranties for PV Modules- an immediate
notification directly to SOLBIAN shall be filed by mailing a registered letter in writing to the address of SOLBIAN
listed hereunder, or, sending an email letter to the email account of SOLBIAN listed hereunder.
Together with the notification, the CUSTOMER should enclose the evidence of the claim about the corresponding
serial number of the MODULE(s) and the date on which the MODULE(s) have been purchased.
The return of any PV-modules will not be accepted unless prior written authorization, provided by SOLBIAN.
In connection with both the -Limited Product Warranties- and -Limited Peak Power Warranties-SOLBIAN shall
reimburse CUSTOMER for reasonable, customary and documented transportation charges by sea freight for
both the return of the MODULES and reshipment of any repaired or replaced MODULES, only if this cost is
authorized by SOLBIAN customer service department.
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Warranty
SEVERABILITY
If a part, provision or clause of this -Limited Warranty for PV Modules-, or the application thereof to any person
or circumstance, is held invalid, void or unenforceable, such holding shall not affect and shall leave all other
parts, provisions, clauses or applications of this -Limited Warranty for PV Modules-, and to this end such other
parts, provisions, clauses or applications of this -Limited Warranty for PV Modules- SHALL BE TREATED AS
SEVERABLE.

DISPUTES
In case of any discrepancy in a warranty-claim, a first-class international test- institute such as Fraunhofer ISE
inFreiburg/ Germany or TuVRheinland in Cologne/ Germany shall be involved to judge the claim finally. All fees
and expenses shall be born by the loosing party, unless otherwise awarded. The final explanation right shall be
borne by SOLBIAN.
YOU MAY HAVE SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS OUTSIDE THIS WARRANTY, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHERRIGHTS
THAT VARY FROM STATE TO STATE. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY DOES NOT AFFECT ANY ADDITIONAL RIGHTS
YOU HAVE UNDER LAWS IN YOUR JURISDICTION GOVERNING THE SALE OF CONSUMER GOODS, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, NATIONAL LAWS. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE LIMITATIONS OR
EXCLUSIONS IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY STATEMENT MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

VARIOUS
The repair or replacement of the MODULES or the supply of additional MODULES, does not cause the beginning
of new warranty terms, nor shall the original terms of this “Limited Warranty for PV-Modules” be extended. Any
replaced MODULES shall become the property of SOLBIAN made for their disposal. SOLBIAN has the right to
deliver another type (different in size, color, shape and/or power) in case SOLBIAN discontinued producing the
replaced MODULES at the time of the claim.
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Warranty
WARRANTY TRANSFER
This warranty is transferable when the product remains installed in its original location with the warranty
registration.

FORCE MAJEURE
SOLBIAN shall not be responsible or liable in any way to the customer or any third- parties arising from any
non-performance or delay in performance of any terms and conditions of sale, including this “Limited Warranty
for PV Modules”, due to acts God, war, riots, strikes, warlike conditions, plague or other epidemics, fire, flood,
or any other similar cause or circumstance beyond the reasonable control of such SOLBIAN. In such cases,
performance by SOLBIAN of this Limited Warranty shall be suspended without liability for the period of delay
reasonably attributable to such causes.

VALIDITY
This Limited Power Warranty for PV Modules is valid for all MODULES dispatched between 1st January 2012
and 31st December 2012.

NOTES
Peak Power at STC is the power in Watt peak that a PV-module generates in its Maximum Power Point.
STC are as follows:
Light spectrum of AM 1.5, (b) an irradiation of 1000 W per m2 and (c) a cell temperature of 25 degree centigrade
at right angle irradiation. The measurements are carried out
in accordance with IEC 61215 as tested at the connectors or junction box terminals ”as applicable” per
calibration and testing standards of SOLBIAN valid at the date of manufacture of the PV-modules.
Modules of Solbian SP series use “back-contact cells” and therefore cannot be measured by standard flash sun
simulator. Continuous simulator, or special flash - tester
for said type of cells (e.g. Sinton FMT Tester) must be used.
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Advanced Contact Technology

Connettore femmina, maschio
MC4
Connettori maschi e femmine come componente singolo
(guscio isolante incluso)

Female and male cable coupler
MC4
Female and male cable coupler as individual part
(including insulating part)

PV-KBT4...

PV-KST4...

Dati tecnici

Technical data

Sistema di connettori

Connector system

Tensione misurata

Rated voltage

Corrente nominale

Rated current

Tensione di prova

Test voltage

Intervallo di temperatura ambiente

Ambient temperature range

Temperatura limite superiore
Classe di protezione, innestato
non innestato
Cat. di sovratensione / Grado di imbrattamento
Resistenza di contatto dei connettori a innesto
Classe di protezione

Upper limiting temperature
Degree of protection, mated
unmated
Overvoltage category / Pollution degree
Contact resistance of plug connectors
Safety class

Sistema di contatto

Contact system

Tipo di connessione

Type of termination

Materiale di contatto

Contact material

Materiale isolante
Sistema di bloccaggio
Classe di in�ammabilità
Scarico della trazione del cavo secondo

Insulation material
Locking system
Flame class
Cable strain relief according to

Clip di sicurezza pagina 49
Tappi pagina 51
Set chiavi di montaggio pagina 57
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Istruzioni di montaggio�MA231
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Ø 4mm
1000V DC (IEC)
600V DC (UL)
17A (1,5mm²)
22,5A (2,5mm²; 14AWG)
30A (4mm², 6mm²; 10AWG)
43A (10mm²)
6kV (50Hz, 1min.)
-40°C...+90°C (IEC)
-40°C...+75°C (UL)
-40°C...+70°C (UL: 14AWG)
105°C (IEC)
IP67
IP2X
CATIII / 2
0,5m�
II
Lamelle di contatto MC
MC Multilam
A crimpare
Crimping
Rame, stagnato
Copper, tin plated
PC / PA
Snap-in
UL94-V0
EN 50521:2008

Safety lock clip page 49
Sealing caps page 51
Assembly tools page 57
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Advanced Contact Technology

Tipo
Type

■

PV-KBT4/2,5I-UR

32.0010P0001-UR

PV-KST4/2,5I-UR

32.0011P0001-UR

PV-KBT4/2,5II-UR

32.0012P0001-UR

PV-KST4/2,5II-UR

32.0013P0001-UR

PV-KBT4/6I-UR

32.0014P0001-UR

PV-KST4/6I-UR

32.0015P0001-UR

PV-KBT4/6II-UR

32.0016P0001-UR

PV-KST4/6II-UR

32.0017P0001-UR

PV-KBT4/10II

32.0034P0001

PV-KST4/10II

32.0035P0001

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

■
■
■
■
■

Snap-in locking
Locking by safety lock clip PV-SSH4 in accordance with
NEC 2011, can be released only with tool
Proven MC-Multilam technology with high long-term stability
Tried and tested plug connectors
Available for assembly with cross-sections of 10mm²
Also available as ready made leads, see page 62
Leads made to customer’s speci�cations, see page 65

Omologazioni
Approvals

■

■

Sezione conduttore
Conductor cross section

■

■

Intervallo Ø raccordo a
vite del cavo
Ø range of cable gland

■

Connettore maschio
Male cable coupler

■

Sistema di bloccaggio snap-in
Utilizzando la clip di sicurezza PV-SSH4 e il sistema di
bloccaggio secondo NEC 2011, si può sbloccare solo con
l'attrezzo
Consolidata tecnologia a lamelle MC stabile nel lungo
periodo
Connettori affermati
Disponibile anche per sezioni di 10mm²
Disponibile anche in cavi preconfezionali, v. pagina 62
Cavi personalizzati sulle esigenze del cliente, v. pagina 65

Connettore femmina
Female cable coupler

■

N. ordine
Order No.

■

A (mm)

mm²

AWG

b (mm)

3–6

1,5; 2,5

14

3

3–6

1,5; 2,5

14

3

5,5 – 9

1,5; 2,5

14

3

5,5 – 9

1,5; 2,5

14

3

3–6

4; 6

10

5

3–6

4; 6

10

5

5,5 – 9

4; 6

10

5

5,5 – 9

4; 6

10

5

5,5 – 9

10

–

7,2

5,5 – 9

10

–

7,2
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Advanced Contact Technology

Connettore femmina, maschio
MC4

Female and male cable coupler
MC4
Contacts on carrier band
(including insulating part)

Contatti su nastro di alimentazione
(guscio isolante incluso)
PV-KBT4...
PV-KST4...

Dati tecnici

Technical data

Sistema di connettori

Connector system

Tensione misurata

Rated voltage

Corrente nominale

Rated current

Tensione di prova

Test voltage

Intervallo di temperatura ambiente

Ambient temperature range

Temperatura limite superiore
Classe di protezione, innestato
non innestato
Cat. di sovratensione / Grado di imbrattamento
Resistenza di contatto dei connettori a innesto
Classe di protezione

Upper limiting temperature
Degree of protection, mated
unmated
Overvoltage category / Pollution degree
Contact resistance of plug connectors
Safety class

Sistema di contatto

Contact system

Tipo di connessione

Type of termination

Materiale di contatto

Contact material

Materiale isolante
Sistema di bloccaggio
Classe di in�ammabilità
Scarico della trazione del cavo secondo

Insulation material
Locking system
Flame class
Cable strain relief according to

Clip di sicurezza pagina 49
Tappi pagina 51
Set chiavi di montaggio pagina 57
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Istruzioni di montaggio�MA231
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Ø 4mm
1000V DC (IEC)
600V DC (UL)
17A (1,5mm²)
22,5A (2,5mm²; 14AWG)
30A (4mm², 6mm²; 10AWG)
43A (10mm²)
6kV (50Hz, 1min.)
-40°C...+90°C (IEC)
-40°C...+75°C (UL)
-40°C...+70°C (UL: 14AWG)
105°C (IEC)
IP67
IP2X
CATIII / 2
0,5m�
II
Lamelle di contatto MC
MC Multilam
A crimpare
Crimping
Rame, stagnato
Copper, tin plated
PC / PA
Snap-in
UL94-V0
EN 50521:2008

Safety lock clip page 49
Sealing caps page 51
Assembly tools page 57
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Advanced Contact Technology

PV-KST4/2,5I-UR

32.0011P2000-UR

PV-KBT4/2,5II-UR 32.0012P2000-UR

×
×
×

PV-KST4/2,5II-UR 32.0013P2000-UR
PV-KBT4/6I-UR

32.0014P2000-UR

PV-KST4/6I-UR

32.0015P2000-UR

PV-KBT4/6II-UR

32.0016P2000-UR

PV-KST4/6II-UR

32.0017P2000-UR

PV-KBT4/10II

32.0034P1700

PV-KST4/10II

32.0035P1700

×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Sezione conduttore
Conductor cross section

Intervallo Ø raccordo a vite
del cavo
Ø range of cable gland

■

A (mm)

mm²

AWG

b (mm)

3–6

1,5; 2,5

14

3

1)

2000

3–6

1,5; 2,5

14

3

1)

2000

5,5 – 9

1,5; 2,5

14

3

1)

2000

5,5 – 9

1,5; 2,5

14

3

1)

2000

3–6

4; 6

10

5

1)

2000
2000

3–6

4; 6

10

5

1)

5,5 – 9

4; 6

10

5

1)

2000

5,5 – 9

4; 6

10

5

1)

2000
1700
1700

5,5 – 9

10

–

7,2

1)

5,5 – 9

10

–

7,2

1)

1)
1)
2)

Feeder bands for fully automatic assembly
Tools specially designed for MC4 are available for automatic
crimping
Process reliability as result of specially developed supply reel

Informazioni su attrezzi di montaggio o crimpatori semiautomatici su richiesta
Con riserva di modi�ca al tipo di bobina

2)

Omologazioni
Approvals

■

Contatti per bobina2)
Contacts per reel2)

32.0010P2000-UR

■

Attrezzo a crimpare
Attrezzo a crimpare

PV-KBT4/2,5I-UR

Connettore maschio
Male cable coupler

Tipo
Type

■

Connettore femmina
Female cable coupler

■

Nastri di alimentazione per confezionamento interamente automatico
Disponibili attrezzi realizzati appositamente per MC4 per
crimpatura automatica
Sicurezza di processo grazie a bobine di alimentazione sviluppate appositamente

N. ordine
Order No.

■



















Information about a semi-automatic crimp device or assembly device on
request
Reel type subject to alterations

17

www.multi-contact.com
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3.5.2. PV Cells Supporting Membrane
Lightweight Tensile Membrane for Supporting PV Cells Strings
Commercial Name

Prècontraint 392

Company

Description

Serge-Ferrari

Ferrari’s “Précontraint 392” mesh combines the stability
and strength of a Précontraint textile with 19% porosity
making it one of the most versatile PVC mesh products
available. The finished textile delivers exceptional levels
of strength and longevity.

Characteristics

Width: 180 cm
Weight: 820 g/sqm
Materials: Woven polyester base cloth, PVC coating
Surface Finish: Acrylic Lacquer both sides
Applications: Lightweight Tensile Membrane , Protection Screens.
Yarn: 1100 dtex PES HT
Tensile Strength: 300/300 daN/5 cm
Tear Strength: 60/60 daN
Adhesion: 8/8 daN/5
Finish: Formula S/Fluorinated Varnish Weldable (Only on White 100S)
Porosity: 27%
Efficiency in Wind: 81%
Handling Temperature Range: -30°C/+70°C
Recyclable: 100%

Environmental Impact

The product is 100% RECYCLABLE with TEXYLOOP® recycling process.
The recycled materials can be reintroduced into the industrial production.
Certifications:
Quality management: ISO 9001
Environmental management: ISO 14001
Fire Reaction

Ing. Luca Solero

Flame Retardancy: B1 (DIN 4102-1)
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3.5.3. Radiant Panels’ Pipes
Radiant Panels’ Pipe in Crosslinked Polyethylene
Commercial Name

Tubazione MidiX

Company

Description

Eurotherm

Octene copolymer polyethylene pipe PEOC or PE-RT
MidiX type (DIN 16833 / ISO 24033 / ISO 22391) with
oxygen barrier in the thickness of the pipe and oxygen
permeability of less than 3.6 mg/m2 per day with the
temperature 80 °C , and 0.32 mg/m2 per day with
temperature 40°C(ISO 17455 and UNIEN 1264-4:2009).

Characteristics

Polyethylene: PE-RT type II
Density: 0,941 g/cm3
Oxygen Barrier in EVOH: Oxygen Permeability inferior to 3,6 mg/m3 each day at 80 °C,
and 0,32 mg/m3 each day at 40 °C
Thermal Conductivity at 60°C: 0,40 W/mK
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: 1,95 x 10-4/K
Thermal Expansion at 50°C (ΔT = 30K): 0,59 %
Thermal Expansion at 50°C (ΔT = 70K): 1,36 %
Tensile Strength: > 37 MPa
Elongation at Break: > 780%
Elastic Modulus: 650 MPa
Softening Temperature (Vicat test): 110 °C
Operating Temperature: 20 .. 80°C (class 4)
Shore Hardness: 61
Maximum Operating Pressure: 6 bar
Maximum Operating Pressure: 14.9 bar for 20/16 (water at 50 °C expected life of 50 years old)
Maximum Operating Pressure: 16.5 bar for 18/14 (water at 50 °C expected life of 50 years old)
Dimensions de/di (in mm): 8/5,8 | 10/7,4 | 12/8 | 14/10 | 18/14 | 20/16 | 25/20,4
Water Pipe Content: 0,026 l/m (8/5,8); 0,043 l/m (10/7,4); 0,050 l/m (12/8); 0,079 l/m (14/10);
0,154 l/m (18/14); 0,201 l/m (20/16); 0,327 l/m (25/20,4).
Ing. Luca Solero

Certifications:
A 539 (SKZ); K 13788 (KOMO); ETA (EOTA)
Environmental Impact

The product is 100% RECYCLABLE
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SCHEDA TECNICA

Tubazione MidiX

conforme a EN ISO 22391 e UNI EN 1264-4:2009

dati ﬁsici di costruzione

norme

polietilene

PE-RT tipo II

DIN 16833 / ISO 24033 / ISO 22391

dimensioni de/di

8/5,8 mm | 10/7,4 mm | 12/8 mm | 14/10 mm | 18/14 mm | 20/16 mm | 25/20,4 mm

densità

0,941 g/cm3

barriera ossigeno in EVOH

permeabilità all’ossigeno inferiore a 3,6 mg/m al giorno a
80 °C, e 0,32 mg/m3 al giorno a 40 °C

ISO 17455; UNI EN 1264:2009

conducibilità termica a 60°C

0,40 W/mK

DIN 16387

coefﬁciente di dilatazione termica

1,95 x 10-4/K
dilatazione del tubo a 50 ºC (ΔT = 30K): 0,59 %
dilatazione del tubo a 90 ºC (ΔT = 70K): 1,36 %

DIN 52612-1

ISO 1183
3

carico di rottura

> 37 MPa

ISO 527

allungamento alla rottura

> 780 %

ISO 527

modulo elastico

650 MPa

ISO 527-2

temperatura di rammollimento (prova di Vicat)

110 °C

ISO 306 (Metodo A/120)

temperatura operativa

20..80 °C

ISO 10508 (classe 4)

durezza shore

61

ISO 868

pressione massima di esercizio

6 bar

UNI EN 1264-4:2009

pressione operativa massima

14,9 bar per 20/16 (acqua a 50°C vita prevista 50 anni)

pressione operativa massima

16,5 bar per 18/14 (acqua a 50°C vita prevista 50 anni)

classe
vita prevista

1, 2, 3, 4, 5
superiore a 50 anni (per pressioni di esercizio < 6 bar)

certiﬁcati

A 539 (SKZ), K 13788 (KOMO), ETA (EOTA)*

ISO 10508
ISO 24033:2009
HR 3.16, BRL 5602, Council Directive
89/106/EEC e 93/68/EEC

contenuto acqua tubo

0,026 litri/m (8/5,8 mm); 0,043 litri/m (10/7,4 mm); 0,050 litri/m (12/8 mm); 0,079 litri/m (14/10 mm);
0,154 litri/m (18/14 mm); 0,201 litri/m (20/16 mm); 0,327 litri/m (25/20,4 mm);

lunghezza max. tubo per anello

35 m (8/5,8 mm); 45 m (10/7,4 mm); 60 m (12/8 mm); 70 m (14/10 mm); 100 m (18/14 mm);
120 m (20/16 mm); 180 m (25/20,4 mm);
* certiﬁcato riguardante tubazione completa di raccordi, ﬁnalizzato alla marcatura CE.

Tubazione MidiX
Tubazione in polietilene ottene copolimerico PEOC o PE-RT del tipo MidiX (DIN 16833 / ISO 24033 / ISO 22391) con barriera ossigeno nello
spessore del tubo e permeabilità all’ossigeno inferiore a 3,6 mg/m2 al giorno con temperatura 80°C, e 0,32 mg/m2 al giorno con temperatura 40°C (ISO 17455
e UNI EN 1264-4:2009), caratteristiche di resistenza meccanica che lo rendono appartenente alla classe 1, classe 2, classe 3, classe 4 e classe 5 secondo la
ISO 10508 con pressione di esercizio superiore a 6 bar e vita prevista superiore ai 50 anni; diametro 20 mm, 18 mm, 14 mm, 12 con spessore da 2 mm oppure
diametro 10 mm con spessore da 1,3 mm oppure diametro 8 mm con spessore da 1,1 mm (UNI EN 1264-4); posabile a freddo; fornito in rotoli d’opportuno
metraggio, stoccati in modo che la tubazione sia protetta dalla radiazione solare; sulla tubazione sono riportate le caratteristiche meccaniche e i metri di
svolgimento del rotolo; certiﬁcato ETA ﬁnalizzato alla marcatura CE di tubazione completa di raccordi.

www.eurotherm.info
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3.5.4. Inverter
Schneider Electric Conext
Commercial Name

Schneider Conext
RL 5000E

Company

Schneider

Description

The Schneider Electric Conext™ RL Inverters are specially
designed to maximize yields for a wide range of rooftops
of detached houses and multiple dwellings. The rich MPPT
features, high energy efficiency, partial shading algorithm
and a wide temperature and voltage operating range
enables you to maximize your ROI. Backed by Schneider
Electric’s global service infrastructure and expertise in
energy management, the Conext RL series are the inverters
you can trust for quality and reliability.

Characteristics

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
DC input parameters:
- Maximum power convertible to DC: 5.3kW;
- Allowed input voltage range: 90-550V DC
- Input voltage range for the maximum power tracker: 180–500V DC;
- Maximum input voltage: 550V DC;
- Number of trackers: 2
- Maximum input current for the tracker: 18A
- Maximum short-circuit current for the tracker: 25A
AC output parameters:
- Nominal AC power: 5 kW AC;
- Nominal output voltage: 230V single-phase AC, 50Hz;
- Nominal output frequency: 50 Hz;
- Power factor: 1;
- Maximum efficiency: 97.5%

Certificates

Certificates
- DIN DVE 0126-1-1
- CEI 61000-3-2
- CEI 62109

Ing. Luca Solero
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Conext RL single-phase grid-tie inverter
Flexible and efficient residential solar solution
The Schneider Electric Conext™ RL Inverters are specially designed to maximize yields for a wide range of rooftops of
detached houses and multiple dwellings. The rich MPPT features, high energy efficiency, partial shading algorithm and
a wide temperature and voltage operating range enables you to maximize your ROI. Backed by Schneider Electric’s
global service infrastructure and expertise in energy management, the Conext RL series are the inverters you can trust
for quality and reliability.

Why choose Conext RL?
True bankability
• Warranty from a trusted partner with over 175 years of experience
• World leader in industrial power drives, UPS and electrical distribution
• Strong service infrastructure worldwide to support your global needs
Higher return on investment
• Best in class conversion efficiency: 97.5% peak efficiency
• Broad unit operating range to extend your solar day by harvesting energy
even in early mornings and late afternoons
• Shade tolerant MPPT algorithm designed to minimize the effect of partial
shading on the energy output
Designed for reliability
• IP65 compliant rugged, completely sealed unit to stand the harshest
environmental conditions
• Conext RL inverters have undergone rigorous Multiple Environmental Over
Stress Testing (MEOST)
Flexible
• Can be installed on different roof orientations
• Ability to support unbalanced arrays
Easy to service
• No moving parts (e.g. fans) for low maintenance and increased uptime
• Easily replaceable communication card
Easy to install
• Compact unit that is easy to handle and install
• Easy mounting bracket included

Product applications

Flat roofs

Multiple pitched roofs

Odd number of modules

Different orientation roofs
(East - West)

Partial shading

www.schneider-electric.com
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Available in 3, 4 and 5 kW

Conext RL
Device short name

RL 3000 E

RL 4000 E

RL 5000 E*

Electrical specifications
Input (DC)
MPPT voltage range, full power

160 - 500 V

180 - 500 V

180 - 500 V

Operating voltage range

90 - 550 V

90 - 550 V

90 - 550 V

Starting voltage

100 V

100 V

100 V

Max. input voltage, open circuit

550 V

550 V

550 V

Number of MPPT

2

2

2

Max. input current per MPPT

10 A

12 A

18 A

Max. short circuit current per MPPT

13.9 A

16.7 A

25.0 A

Nominal input power for max. output

3.2 kW

4.2 kW

5.3 kW

Max. DC input power per MPPT

3.2 kW

3.2 kW

3.5 kW

DC connection type

MC4, 2 pairs (1+1)

MC4, 4 pairs (2+2)

MC4, 4 pairs (2+2)

DC switch

Integrated (optional)

Integrated (optional)

Integrated (optional)

Output (AC)
Nominal output power

3 kVA

4 kVA

5 kVA

Nominal output voltage

230 V, single-phase

230 V, single-phase

230 V, single-phase

Isolation

Transformerless

Transformerless

Transformerless

AC voltage range

184 V - 276 V

184 V - 276 V

184 V - 276 V

Frequency

50 / 60 Hz

50 / 60 Hz

50 / 60 Hz

Frequency range

50 / 60 Hz +/- 5 Hz

50 / 60 Hz +/- 5 Hz

50 / 60 Hz +/- 5 Hz

Max. output current

13.9 A

18.2 A

23.2 A

Total harmonic distortion

<3 %

<3 %

<3 %

Power factor (adjustable)

0.8 lead to 0.8 lag

0.8 lead to 0.8 lag

0.8 lead to 0.8 lag

AC connection type

IP67 connector

IP67 connector

IP67 connector

Efficiency
Peak

97.5%

97.5%

97.5%

European

97.0%

97.0%

97.0%

General specifications
Power consumption, night time

<1 W

<1 W

<1 W

IP degree of protection

IP65 (electronics and balance)

IP65 (electronics and balance)

IP65 (electronics and balance)

Climatic category (per IEC 60721-3-4)

4K4H

4K4H

4K4H

Cooling

Natural convection

Natural convection

Natural convection

Enclosure material

Aluminium

Aluminium

Aluminium

Product weight

20.0 kg (44.1 lb)

21.0 kg (46.3 lb)

24.0 kg (52.9 lb)

Shipping weight

25.0 kg (55.1 lb)

25.0 kg (55.1 lb)

30.0 kg (66.1 lb)

Product dimensions (H x W x D)

42.0 x 48.0 x 16.0 cm
(16.5 x 18.9 x 6.3 in)

42.0 x 48.0 x 16.0 cm
(16.5 x 18.9 x 6.3 in)

44.5 x 51.0 x 17.7 cm
(17.5 x 20.1 x 7.0 in)

Shipping dimensions (H x W x D)

29.5 x 59.5 x 50.5 cm
(11.6 x 23.4 x 19.9 in)

29.5 x 59.5 x 50.5 cm
(11.6 x 23.4 x 19.9 in)

33.1 x 61.9 x 56.6 cm
(13.0 x 24.4 x 22.3 in)

Ambient air temperature for operation

-20 to 65ºC (-4ºF to 149ºF)**

-20 to 65ºC (-4ºF to 149ºF)**

-20 to 65ºC (-4ºF to 149ºF)**

Operating altitude

Up to 2000 m

Up to 2000 m

Up to 2000 m

Relative humidity

4 - 100% condensing

4 - 100% condensing

4 - 100% condensing

Noise emission (at 1 m distance)

<40 dbA

<40 dbA

<40 dbA

Features and options
Embedded data logger

365 days

Display

LCD 2 -line 16 digits, 2 Buttons

Communication interface standard/optional

RS 485, MODBUS / Ethernet and WiFi (with built-in web server)

Multifunction relay

Yes

Warranty in years standard/optional

5 / 10

Regulatory approvals
Electrical safety

CE marked for the Low Voltage Directive IEC 62109-1 / IEC 62109-2
AS3100/AS5033

Grid interconnection

VDE-AR-N 4105, RD1699, CEI 0-21, G59/2, G83/1, UTE C15-712-1, AS4777, VDE 0126, EN50438, IEC 62116,
IEC 61727

Environmental

RoHS, REACH

EMC

CE marked for the EMC directive 2004-108-EC
Emissions: EN 61000-6-3 (residential)
Immunity: EN 61000-6-2 (industrial)

Available product variants
Standard

PVSNVC3000 (RL 3000 E)

PVSNVC4000 (RL 4000 E)

PVSNVC5000 (RL 5000 E)

With integrated DC switch

PVSNVC3000S (RL 3000 E-S)

PVSNVC4000S (RL 4000 E-S)

PVSNVC5000S (RL 5000 E-S)

Specifications are subject to change without notice. *4.6 kW for Germany. **-20°C cold start remperature. Unit derates above 52°C (RL 3000E and RL 4000E) and above 48°C (RL 5000E).

©2013 Schneider Electric. All rights reserved. Schneider Electric and Conext, are trademarks owned by Schneider Electric Industries SAS
or its affiliated companies. All other trademarks, are the property of their respective owners.
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Bureau Veritas
Consumer Products Services
Germany GmbH

Businesspark A96
86842 Türkheim
Germany
+ 49 (0) 40 740 41 – 0
cps-tuerkheim@de.bureauveritas.com
Certification body of BV CPS GmbH
Accredited according to EN 45011 ISO / IEC Guide 65

Uygunluk Belgesi
Başvuru Sahibi:

Schneider Electric Solar Inverters USA, Inc.
250 South Vasco Road,
Livermore, California 94551
USA

Ürün:

Düşük şebeke voltajı ve jeneratör bağlantısını
otomatik olarak kesme cihazı

Model:

Conext RL 3000E, Conext RL 3000E-S,
Conext RL 4000E, Conext RL 4000E-S,
Conext RL 5000E, Conext RL 5000E-S

Yönetmeliklere uygun kullanım:
DIN V VDE V 0126-1-1:2006-02, DIN V VDE V 0126-1-1/A1:2012-02 ’ye uygun tek fazlı şebeke
denetlemeli otomatik bağlantı kesme cihazı, ana şebekedeki bir inverter aracılığıyla paralel bağlanan
tek fazlı fotovoltaik sistemler içindir. Otomatik bağlantı kesme cihazı sözü geçen inverterin tümleşik bir
parçasıdır. Bu, ağ tedarikçisinin her zaman ulaşabileceği yalıtım işlevli bağlantı kesme cihazının yerini
alır.

Geçerli kurallar ve standartlar:
DIN V VDE V 0126-1-1 (VDE V 0126-1-1):2006-02
DIN V VDE V 0126-1-1/A1 (VDE V 0126-1-1/A1):2012-02
Yukarıda bahsedilen temsili ürünün güvenlik özellikleri, bu belgenin tanzim tarihinde yönetmeliklere
uygun olarak belirlenen kullanım için geçerli güvenlik özelliklerine uygundur.

Rapor numarası:
Belge numarası:
Tanzim tarihi:

PV130222C11-EN50438
U13-0507
2013-07-18
Geçerlilik sonu:

Sertifikasyon enstitüsü

Dieter Zitzmann
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3.5.5. Surge arresters DC side
PRD-DC surge arresters - Schneider Electric
Commercial Name

iPRD-DC40r 600PV

Company

Schneider

Description

iPRD-DC direct current surge arresters are designed to
protect against overvoltages due to a lightning strike:
of the "DC" input to the inverter and of photovoltaic
panels. It should be installed in a switchboard inside the
building. If the switchboard is located outside, it must be
weatherproof.
Withdrawable iPRD-DC surge arresters allow damaged
cartridges to be replaced quickly.
They offer remote reporting of the "cartridge must be
changed" message.

Characteristics

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Maximum discharge current: 40 kA;
- Nominal discharge current: 15 kA;
- Protection level:
L+/ =1,6 kV
L -/ =1,6 kV
L+/L- =2,8 kV
- Maximum steady state voltage:
L+/ =600 V
L -/ =600 V
L+/L- =840 V

Environmental Impact

Certificates
- IEC 61643-1
- EN 61643-11 Type 2
- UTE C 61740-51
- prEN 50539-11

Ing. Luca Solero
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iPRD-DC surge arresters

Protection
Load protection

Withdrawable surge arresters type 2 for
photovoltaic applications

e
PB107585-40

Country approval pictograms

DB124057

IEC 61643-1 T2
EN 61643-11 Type 2
UTE C 61740-51 T2
prEN 50539-11 T2
iPRD-DC direct current surge arresters are designed to protect against overvoltages
due to a lightning strike: of the "DC" input to the inverter and of photovoltaic panels.
It should be installed in a switchboard inside the building. If the switchboard is
located outside, it must be weatherproof.
Withdrawable iPRD-DC surge arresters allow damaged cartridges to be replaced
quickly.
They offer remote reporting of the "cartridge must be changed" message.

DB124049

iPRD-DC40r 600PV

Catalogue numbers
Internal diagram Imax (kA)
Maximum
discharge
current

In (kA)
Nominal
discharge
current

Width in
Cat. no.
UCPV (V) (1)
Maximum steady state module of
voltage
9 mm

Up (kV)
Protection level
L+/t

L-/t

L+/L-

L+/t

L-/t

L+/L-

DB124051

iPRD-DC40r 600PV
40

15

1.6

1.6

2.8

600

600

840

6

A9L16434

40

15

3.9

3.9

3.9

1000

1000

1000

6

A9L16436

DB124052

iPRD-DC40r 1000PV

PB107587-30

PB107586-30

(1) Ucpv u 1.2 x Uoc stc (Uoc stc: maximum no-load voltage of the photovoltaic generator "photovoltaic module manufacturer's data")

Replacement cartridges
Replacement cartridges for

Cat. no.

C 40-600PV

Type

iPRD-DC40r 600PV

A9L16683

C 40-1000PV

iPRD-DC40r 1000PV

A9L16692

C neutral PV

iPRD-DC40r 600PV

A9L16690

Replacement cartridges

18
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iPRD-DC surge arresters

Protection
Load protection

Withdrawable surge arresters type 2 for
photovoltaic applications (cont.)

Type

Tightening torque

Copper cables

14 mm
6.5 mm

Flexible or ferrule

PZ2
iPRD-DC

2 N.m

DB122946

Rigid
DB122945

DB124057

Connection

2.5 to 25 mm2

2.5 to 16 mm2

DB124049

Depending on the distance between the "generator" part and the "conversion" part, it
may be necessary to install two surge arresters or more, to ensure protection of each
of the two parts.
Generator

10 m

iPRD-DC

1

Generator

Conversion

iPRD-DC

2

10 m

iPRD-DC

1

Conversion

19
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3.5.6. Surge arresters AC side
16563 - modular surge arrester PRD40r - 3 poles - 460 V - with remote transfer
Commercial Name

PRD40r - 3 poles - 460

Company

Schneider

Description

A surge arrester is a devicedesigned to limit transient
overvoltages and to run current waves to the ground,
so as to limit the amplitude of this overvoltage to a non
dangerous value for the installation and electrical
switchgear.

Characteristics

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Maximum discharge current: 40 kA;
- Surge arrester class type Type: 2;
- Surge arrester technology: MOV;
-[Ue] rated operational voltage: 230 V AC 50/60 Hz;
- Nominal discharge current Common mode: 15 kA L/PE;
- Common mode: 15 kA N/PE
- Maximum discharge current Common mode: 40 kA L/PE;
- Common mode: 40 kA N/PE;
- [Uc] maximum continuous operating voltage Common mode: 460 V L/PE;
- [Up] voltage protection level: 1.9 kV type 2 common mode L/PE;
- [I total] discharge current: 120 kA;
- Disconnector device type: Associated circuit breaker 40 A Icu 20 kA at 230 V;
- Local signalling: Flag;
- Signalling circuit voltage AC: 250 V 50/60 Hz;
- Signalling output current: 0.25 A;

Environmental Impact

Certificates
- EN 61643-11
- IEC 61643-1

Ing. Luca Solero
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Product data sheet
Characteristics

16563

modular surge arrester PRD40r - 3 poles - 460
V - with remote transfer

Range of product

SPD

Device short name

PRD40r

Poles description

3P

Surge arrester type

Electrical distribution network

Earthing system

IT

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein.
This documentation is not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of these products for specific user applications.
It is the duty of any such user or integrator to perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof.
Neither Schneider Electric Industries SAS nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information contained herein.

Main

Complementary
Remote signalling

With

Surge arrester class type

Type 2

Surge arrester technology

MOV

[Ue] rated operational voltage

230 V AC 50/60 Hz

Nominal discharge current

Common mode: 15 kA L/PE
Common mode: 15 kA N/PE

Maximum discharge current

Common mode: 40 kA L/PE
Common mode: 40 kA N/PE

[Uc] maximum continuous operating voltage

Common mode: 460 V L/PE

[Up] voltage protection level

1.9 kV type 2 common mode L/PE

[I total] discharge current

120 kA

Disconnector device type

Associated circuit breaker 40 A Icu 20 kA at 230 V

Local signalling

Flag

Signalling circuit voltage

AC: 250 V 50/60 Hz

Signalling output current

0.25 A

Mounting mode

Fixed

Mounting support

35 mm symmetrical DIN rail

9 mm pitches

6

Height

81 mm

Width

54 mm

Depth

69 mm

Response time

<= 25 ns

Connections - terminals

Tunnel type terminal upside 2.5...35 mm²
Tunnel type terminal downside 2.5...35 mm²

Environment
Standards

EN 61643-11
IEC 61643-1

Product certifications

KEMA-KEUR
NF
OVE

IP degree of protection

IP40

IK degree of protection

IK03

Relative humidity

5...90 %

Operating altitude

2000 m

Ambient air temperature for operation

-25...60 °C

Apr 27, 2014

1
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Ambient air temperature for storage

-40...85 °C

RoHS EUR conformity date

1Q2009

RoHS EUR status

Will be compliant

2
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3.5.7. Thermodynamic Panel and Solar box
Thermodynamic Panel and Solar box
Commercial Name

Company

SolarBox
Thermodynamic
Solar Panel

Energie

Description

The SolarBox Thermodynamic Solar System is a piece of
equipment based on the principle of cooling by compression
(the Carnot principle).
The solar panel, which is the main component, placed
outdoors, ensures the capture of energy from: Direct and
diffuse solar radiation, Outdoor air, via natural convection,
The effect of the wind, Rainwater.

Characteristics

SOLARBOX
Power consumption: 250-490 W
Thermal power supplied: 800-2200 W
Operating temperature: -2 to 42 °C
Lenght: 470 mm
Width: 400 mm
Height: 400 mm
Weight: 23.5 Kg

THERMODYNAMIC SOLAR PANEL
Lenght: 2200 mm
Width: 810 mm
Height: 30 mm
Weight: 8 Kg

Ing. Luca Solero
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SAFETY (cont.)

SOLAR THERMODYNAMIC ENERGY

SolarBox

Compact Therm ody namic S olar System
for AQS

Installation Manual

Thus, the gas present when this equipment is used may not be
released into the atmosphere by law.
The gas present when this equipment is used should be handled by a
qualified technician.
Maintenance of the equipment should be carried out by the support
service, performing the general and continuous cleaning operations,
which may/should be executed by the users themselves.
The electrical power of the equipment should always be turned off
during maintenance operations.
The supplier recommends the equipment be inspected at least once a
year by a qualified technician.
The operating principles of this equipment are directly associated with
high temperatures and pressures, thus all the processes involved with
the equipment should be designed to avoid the risk of burns and
explosion.

SYMBOLS
The entire process the supplier believes may imply danger
of personal injury and/or material damage shall be marked
with a DANGER SIGN.
As a means of further classifying the danger, the symbol
will be accompanied by one of the following words:




DANGER: when the operator and/or people in the
vicinity of the equipment are subject to personal
injury.
WARNING: when the equipment and/or nearby
materials are subject to material damage.

All the information the supplier believes may contribute to
the enhanced performance and conservation of the
equipment shall be marked with the information sign.

PRE-INSTALLATION



WARNING






DANGER

The electrical installation of the equipment should
comply with national regulations on electrical
installations in force.
SolarBox will only work after receiving the respective
cooling load.
The maximum admissible water pressure at the input to
the hydraulic circuit is 300 kPa.
Electical power: 230V, 50 Hz
If the power cable is damaged, it should be replaced by
the manufacturer, the post-sales service or similar
qualified personnel in order to avoid danger.
SolarBox will ony work if the thermoaccumulator has
been filled with water.
This appliance should not be used by persons (including
children) with physical, sensorial or mental disabilities,
or with a lack of experience or expertise, unless
supervised by someone liable for their safety, or in the
event the same have been trained in relation to how
the equipment works.

Operating Principle
The SolarBox Thermodynamic Solar System is a piece of equipment
based on the principle of cooling by compression – the Carnot
principle – which we have named Thermodynamic Solar Systems:
Solar Panel and a Heat Pump. The solar panel, which is the main
component, placed outdoors, ensures the capture of energy from:





Direct and diffuse solar radiation
Outdoor air, via natural convection
The effect of the wind (almost always existent)
Rainwater

The temperature difference caused by the aforementioned external
agents ensures the Klea (ecological refrigerant fluid) evaporates inside
the solar panel.
The absence of glass in the panel ensures increased heat exchange via
convection.
After passing through the panel, the Klea is sucked in by the
mechanical component of the system, the compressor, raising the
temperature and pressure of the same; which in turn is transferred to
the water circuit by means of the panel heat exchanger.
Before the Klea returns to the solar panel the pressure needs to be
reduced to guarantee it attains its liquid state once again, thereby
completing the cycle.
The ease with which we combine technology and the laws of nature
(alteration of the state of a fluid), demonstrates the veracity and
potential of SolarBox.

Assembly Scheme
3
4
6

SAFETY

5

The installer should notify the customer of how the equipment works,
the inherent dangers, and the rights and obligations of the customer.

1

The installation of thermodynamic equipment geared to heating
sanitary water should be performed by personnel who are qualified
and skilled in relation to the same.
The appliance should not be installed in locations subject to the risk of
impact or explosion.
Keep the equipment in its packaging until the time of installation.
Ensure all hydraulic connections are duly watertight prior to turning on
the electrical power.

2

The gas used in the entire process is R134a, free of CFCs, noninflammable and harmless to the ozone layer.
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[1]

Th ermody na mic solar p an el

[2]

Solar B ox

[3]

Th ermoa ccu mulat or

[4]

3/8” s ucti on li ne

[5]

1/4” liquid line

[6]

Tempera tur e gaug e

1

INSTALLATION (cont.)

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The nature of the location and the angle at which the panels are
installed must be taken into account. In order to take full
advantage of the solar radiation in question, the panels should
be set at an angle of between 10° - 85° to the ground, and
preferably pointing south.

SolarBox
Thermal power supplied
Power absorbed
Electrical power
Operating temperature
Cooling fluid / Load
Maximum water temperature
Maximum operating pressure (water)
Weight
Size of the packaging
Hydraulic connections (input|output)
Cooling connections (input|output)
Thermodynamic Solar Panel

W
800 - 2200
W
250 - 490
V/HZ
230/50-60
°C
-2 to 42
-/Kg
R134a / 0.8
°C
55
bar
7
Kg
23,5
a x l x p 470 x 400 x 400
Inches
1/2” | 1/2”
Inches
3/8" | 1/4"

Weight
Size of the packaging
Cooling connections (input|output)

Kg
8
a x l x p 2200 x 810 x 30
Inches
1/4” | 3/8”

The panel comes with 6 M8 holes on the side flaps. The distance
between the holes at the location where the panel is to be
placed should coincide with the holes in the panel.
The equipment comes with 3 small and 3 large frames which
should be fixed in order to give the panel the desired angle.
The frame should be fixed to the base (e.g. a tile) using the
plastic plug and self-threading M6 screw supplied.
The panel is fixed to the frames using the M6 screws and
respective nuts and rings.

WARNING

DIMENSIONS

The panel should always be installed downwards,
or in other words, with the connections facing
down.

Thermodynamic Solar Panel

A
B




SolarBox

A - Liquid inlet
B – Steam outlet (suction)

SolarBox
SolarBox may be fixed to a wall using the four holes in the back or placed
on a horizontal surface using the four anti-vibratory brackets. In either
case, the device shouild be correctly levelled. To this end, SolarBox has
holes at the bottom (1) and half-holes in the back (2).

WARNING

INSTALLATION

When installing SolarBox, ensure the wall in question is
capable of supporting the weight of the same.

1
2

Thermodynamic Solar Panel

Fixing the frames

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

Aluminium frame
Plastic plug
M6x4 self-threading screw
M6 ring
M6x20 screw
M6 nut
Panel

Fixing the frame to
the panel
On the wall

On a surface

2
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INSTALLATION (cont.)

INSTALLATION (cont.)
Fixing SolarBox to the wall
1 – Make four holes to receive the the nuts corresponding to the 4 M5
flanged screws included in the packaging.
2 – Screw in the screws leaving a distance of approximately 3mm
between the wall and the flange of the screw.
3 – Align the SolarBox and rest the same gently on the 4 screws.

e ) Tighten the nut a few turns with your hand, and then execute the
final tightening by twisting in accordance with the values illustated
in the table.
e1)
e2)
e3)

e4)

4 – Tighten the screws until they are in contact with the structure.
5 – Secure the connections underneath the structure.

Placing the SolarBox on a horizontal surface
1 – Lay the structure on a level and stable surface, checking the four antivibratory brackets have been duly mounted.
2 – Remove the half holes from the rear of the structure by twisting the
metal part you wish to remove.
3 – Secure the connections on the rear of the structure.

Cooling Connections – Thermodynamic Panel

Diameter of
the tube
(inches)
1/4”
3/8”

19
21

Cooling Connections – SolarBox

Legend:
1
3-way valve
2
Pressure tap
3
Valve sleeve
4
Valve needle
5
Hexagonal spanner
6
2-way valve
7
Conical nut
8
Liquid line (1/2”)
9
Gas line (1/2”)

WARNING
The thermodynamic unit holds a pre-load of
R134a fluid.

WARNING

Spanner
Nº

Some of the steps involved here are exactly the same as the procedures
followed to connect the panel.
Cut the tube at the desired point with the end facing down. Clean any
frayed edges.
Flange the tube not forgetting to place the nut on the side of the tube.

The cooling fluid connections should be dealt
with by a qualified technician holder of a
professional skills certificate for the purpose.

The cooling fluid connections should be
thermally insulated in order to avoid burns and
to ensure the maximum performance of the
equipment.

Binary
applied
(Nm)
14 to 16
33 to 42

Tighten the nut a few turns with your hand and then use an appropriate
spanner to fully tighten the same as described above.

DIAMETER OF THE TUBING
GAS
LIQUID
(suction)
(input to the panel)
mm
inches
mm
inches
9.52
3/8’’
6.35
1/4’’
a)
b)
c)

d)

Prepare the copper tube, removing the protective caps from
the ends.
Place the end of the tube face-down, cut the tube at the
desired distance and clean any frayed edges.
Remove the nuts from the connections and place them on the
side of the tube.

Flange the tube with an appropriate tool, forming a cone,
ensuring there are no frayed edges or imperfections and the
lengths of the walls are the same.

WARNING

All connections should be insulated!

NITROGEN LOAD
Once the connections have been concluded the user needs to check
there are no leaks. To this end, a load of nitrogen at a pressure of 10 bar
should be injected via the pressure tap (3-way valve).
Cover all the connections in soap foam to check the pressure on the
gauges is constant.

3
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CREATING A VACUUM
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)

h)
i)

Always use connections, vacuum pump and gauges duly
adpated for R134a fluid.
Only use a vacuum pump to remove the air and moisture
existing in the tube.
Never use the system coolant to bleed the connection tubes.
Keep the stop valves completely closed.
Connect the hose from the vacuum pump to the 3-way valve.
Create a vacuum with the pump connected to the pressure
tap to the 3-way valve (for 30 minutes) until a value of -1bar
has been attained.
Once the vacuum process has been concluded (30 minutes),
turn off the pump and the gauge should always display the
same value.
Turn off the gauge taps.
After this vacuum process has been concluded, the two valves
should be opened to enable the coolant to circulate
throughout the system.

HYDRAULIC CONNECTIONS (cont.)
The safety/exhaust valve should be connected by tubing with a
diameter which is never less than the cold water inflow connection.
The part of the exhaust should be connected to an interceptor, or, in
the event this is inviable, raised at least 20mm above the floor to
allow for visual inspection.
All the above recommendations are to guarantee the safety of
people, animals and others.
SolarBox may be installed in thermoaccumulators with two or more
connections. The diagrams below illustrate two types of connection
to a thermoaccumulator:
Thermoaccumulator with two connections

After creating the vacuum, do not remove the hoses
until the system has been fully pressurised by the
coolant.

Thermoaccumulator with more than
two connections

The use of a thread sealant is recommended for all
existing thread connections.

HYDRAULIC CONNECTIONS
Anti-return valve

Shut-off valve

Filter

Air vent

Gauge

WARNING/DANGER
The water used may contain impurities and/or substances which
are harmful to the system and to the health. Check the water being
used is of an acceptable quality for domestic consumption. The
table below illustrates certain parameters beyond which the water
should be subjected to chemical treatment.
Hardness (ºdH)
pH
Treatment
3.0 to 20.0
6.5 to 8.5
No
3.0 to 20.0
<6.5 or >8.5
Yes
<3.0 or >20.0
-------------Yes

“y” FILTER

WARNING

The equipment is supplied with a “y”
filter which should be placed on the
SolarBox hydraulic return line.

Procedures for the hydraulic connection of the circuit:
a)

b)

c)

Connect the water inflow and outflow of the equipment with
tubing or joints capable of supporting a combined
temperature/pressure of a constant 75°C / 7 bar. For such we
recommend the use of tubing which is resistant to high
temperatures and pressures, such as PEX, PPR, MULTICAMADA,
among others.
A safety valve needs to be installed at the cold water inflow of
the equipment. The safety device should comply with standard
EN 1487:2002, maximum pressure of 7 bar (0.7 MPa)
In addition to this device other components need to be installed
to guarantee the interruption of the hydraulic load, in the
following order:

Reflux valve

Pressure reducing valve (in the event the pressure of
the cold water inflow is greater than 4.5 bar)

Safety/exhaust valve

Expansion tank

RETURN

PAINE
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
Check the following conditions before implementing the electrical
connections:
a) The thermodynamic equipment should only be powered electrically
after the thermoaccumulator has been filled.
b) The thermodynamic equipment should be connected to monophase
voltage (230 VAC / 50 or 60Hz)
c) Connections should always comply with the installation regulations
in force in the country in which the thermodynamic equipment is
installed.
d) The equipment must be connected to an electrical socket which has
been grounded.

4
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ELECTRONIC PANEL

Nº Button Name
1

Startup of the Equipment
a)

Fill the thermoaccumulator with water and expel any existing air,
opening a hot water tap.
Press the general ON/OFF button (1) on the command panel.
Then press the Solar System ON/OFF button (2). The display
screen should show the equipment has been activated (ON). The
water will now begin to heat up.

b)

2
3

X

4
5

X

TABLE OF ERRORS
Error

Description

LP

Protection
system
activated
(low
pressure)

HP

Protection
system
activated
(high
pressure)

LO

Gauge
danificada

General ON/OFF
button
Solar system ON/OFF
button
N/A to this model

Function
Turn on/turn off electrical power to
the equipment.
Turn on/turn off Solar System
N/A to this model

Programming button
(in plant)

Programming interface, (modified at
the plant or by an authorised
technician)

N/A to this model

N/A to this model

ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM

Possible Causes
Insufficient load of cooling fluid
Leaking cooling fluid
Low outdoor temperature
Low temperature of inflow water
Damaged low-pressure switch
Disconnected or damaged cabling
Damaged electronic panel
Lack of water in the circuit
Damaged circulatory pump
Presence of air in the cooling circuit
Dirty condensor/filter (if exists)
Excess fluid
Damaged high-pressure switch
Disconnected or damaged cabling
Damaged electronic panel
Disconnected or damaged gauge

Legend:
CP - Compressor
B1 – Circulatory pump
LP – Low-pressure switch
HP – High-pressure switch
S1 - Temperature gauge

PROBLEM SOLVING
PROBLEM

POSSIBLE CAUSES

HOW TO ACT
Check for the presence of electrical power

Lack of power

Check the corresponding circuit breaker is turned on

Fault in the electronic panel

Check the electric or electronic circuit

Disconnected or damaged cabling

Check the electrical protection (RES fuse)
Press the ON/OFF button

Equipment disconnected

Check the equipment is connected to the socket
Absence of electrical current or damaged
cabling

Low water temperature

Error in the performance of the components
Temperature programmed on Setpoint low
Compressor disconnected
Hot water returning to the cold water circuit
(damaged or incorrectly installed safety valve)

Check the corresponding circuit breaker is turned on
Check the cabling
Check the power cable is disconnected from the electronic
cable
Check the electrical protection (RES fuse)
Check for errors on ther electronic panel and consult the
error table
Adjust the Setpoint temperature
Turn on the compressor using the “COMP” button
Close the cold water inflow valve to turn off the safety group.
Open a hot water tap. Wait for 10 minutes and if hot water is
available replace the defective pipe and/or correct the
position of the safety group.
Clean the safety group filter

Excessively hot water

Faulty gauge

Check for errors on ther electronic panel

Low hot water flow

Loss or blockage of the hydraulic circuit
Absence of or incorrectly-sized expansion tank
(if the leak is intermittent)

Check the state of the hydraulic circuit

High network temperature (if leak is
continuous)

Check the pressure reduction valve (if present)

Water leaking from the safety
valve

Abnormally high constant
consumption of electricity

Installation and/or correct sizing of expansion tank
Install a pressure reduction valve (if absent)
Check the tubing for damge
Use the appropriate equipment to check for leaks in the
circuit

Loss or blockage in the cooling circuit
Adeverse weather conditions

Others

Contact customer service

5
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3.6.1. Solarimeter wireless via-radio
Solarimeter wireless via-radio for Solar Radiation and Temperature
Commercial Name

Company

Description

It is a sensor which measures solar irradiance and temperaSensor for Solar Radiation
ture and transmits the values to a radio-receiving module
and Temperature PT100
Energy Team which sends them to a processing unit. It allows to detect
by GSL-IT-W
S.p.A.
accurately the irradiance and the working temperature of
Radio Transmitter module.
pv panels, primary parameters for calculatingthe efficiency
of the installation. It’s supplied by an internal battery.
Characteristics

General
Dimensions: 120 x 80 x 45 mm
Weight: 320 g (battery included)
Case material: polycarbonate and glass
(polyamide for accessories)
Protection Degree: IP65
Power supply: internal lithium battery
Working temperature: -20°C ÷ +70°C
Relative humidity: 90%
Other features: anticondensation device
Irradiance
Sensor: photodiode
Measuring range: 0 ÷ 1200 W/m2
Accuracy: 2,5% under clear sky and irradiance of 1000 W/m2
Temperature
Sensor used: interface for PT100 with 2, 3 or 4 wires
Connection: hermetic conduit with internal terminal strip
Measuring range: - 40°C ÷ +180°C
Accuracy: ±2°C within the range of measure
Radio
Range: 300 m on open field
Frequency: 868 MHz
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Solarimeter wireless via-radio

Sensor for Solar Radiation and Temperature PT100 by GSL-IT-W
Radio Transmitter module.

Technical features

This sensor can detect Solar Irradiance and Temperature and transmit the values of the sizes to a radio-receiving module which sends
them to a processing unit. It’s supplied by an internal battery.
Thanks to it, is possible detecting with precision the Irradiance and
the working Temperature of the panels, primary parameters for calculating the efficiency of photovoltaic installations. Only considering
these measures is possible monitoring the real performance of the
installation and notice eventual problems which can vary the real
efficiency than theoretical values.

General
Dimensions (mm)
Weight
Case material
Protection Degree
Power supply

The irradiance is detected by means of a sensor protection by an
optical glass window, inserted in a waterproof structure, with protection degre IP65. Within the module is also detected the sensor
temperature, useful for an accurate compensation.
The measure of the external panel’s temperature is carried out by
a PT100 probe, provided as optional accessory and mounted outside the module.

Working temperature
Relative humidity
Other characteristics
Irradiance
Sensor
Measuring range

The associated radio-receiving module implements also the signal
of warning when remote sensor’s battery is getting discharged, this
occurs a few weeks before the complete discharge.

Accuracy
Temperature
Sensors used
Connection
Measuring range
Accuracy
Radio
Range
Frequency
47

365

120x80x45
320 grams with battery
Polycarbonate and glass for the
case, Polyamide for the accessories
IP65
Internal Lithium battery.
Duration: 5 years if the
transmission is 1 per minute
-20°C ÷ +70°C
90%
It includes a device against
condensation
Photodiod
0 ÷ 1200 W/m2
2,5% under clear sky and with
Irradiance of 1000 W/m2
Interface for PT100 with 2, 3 or 4
wires (Probe PT100 with 4 wires
is OPTIONAL)
Hermetic conduit with internal
terminal strip
- 40°C ÷ +180°C
±2°C within the range of measure
300 meters on open field
868 MHz

3.6.2. XM8
XM8, DIN module for the acquisition of the analogue signal
Commercial Name

XM8

Company

Description

The XM8 device can be used to read a current or voltage
analogical signal and to convert the read value into an imEnergy Team pulsive output, with a frequency between 0Hz and 5Hz.
S.p.A.
Guaranteed precision 0.5% of full scale value. Important
feature is the galvanic insulation at 2.5 KV between the
inputs and the rest of the connections.

Characteristics

Power supply: Vdc 12
Consumption: 0.85 W/ 71 mA
Precision: 0.5% of scale
Range operating temperature: °C -10+50
Galvanic insulation inputs/outputs imp. KV 2.5
Terminals with screw max cable dim: sq.mm. 1.5
Max voltage applicable to inputs Vdc 50
Max current applicable to inputs mA 100
N° of input configuration V. and C.: 9
Type of impulsive output: Hz 0/5
Weight: gr. 60
Dimensions in width: mm 17.5
Dimensions in height: mm 60
Protection Degree: IP20
Type of container: 1 Mod. DIN
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3.6.3. GSL-TH-W
Temperature and humidity sensor and radio transmitter module GSL-TH-W
Commercial Name

GSL-TH-W

Company

Description

It is a device which allows to measure and transmitt via-radio to the GSL-C receiver the values of environmental
Energy Team temperature and humidity, with a 6o” frequency.
It’s supplied by an internal lithium battery
S.p.A.

Characteristics

Power supply: 3,6 Vdc, 2700 mAh Size AA; non rechargeable lithium battery (more than 5 years
duration)
Consumption: 0,15W/40μA
Range of temperature measuring: -10°C ÷ +65 °C
Accuracy of temperature measuring: ±0,2 °C
Range of humidity measuring: from 0% to 100%
Accuracy in humidity measuring: ±2%
Weight: 50 gr
Width: 128mm
Depth: 33mm
Height: 81mm
Protection Degree: IP20
Case type: plastic
Radio
Range: 300 m on open field
Frequency: 868 MHz
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Modulo trasmettitore Radio GSL-TH-W
Sensore di Temperatura e Umidità ambiente

Il dispositivo GSL-TH-W permette di misurare e di trasmettere via
radio al ricevitore GSL-C, con una frequenza di 60”, i valori di TEMPERATURA e UMIDITà ambiente garantendo un campionamento
elevato (2.880 valori giornalieri). L’alimentazione del sensore avviene
tramite una batteria interna al litio (durata stimata superiore a 5 anni).
Il modulo radio-ricevente GSL-C abbinato implementa anche la
segnalazione di batteria quasi scarica del sensore, attivando una
segnalazione locale qualche settimana prima dell’effettiva scarica
della batteria del sensore remoto.

Accuratezza della misura

Il campo di temperatura che può essere misurato è esteso da
-10°C a +65°C. In tutto il range di funzionamento è garantita una
tolleranza sulla misura in uscita pari a ±0.2°C (tolleranza tipica a
25°C), mentre per la misura dell’Umidità relativa, esteso da 0% a
100% con una tolleranza sulla misura di uscita pari a ±2% nel campo compreso tra 10% e 90%.

Condizioni di corretto utilizzo

Per la misura della temperatura ambiente si consiglia l’installazione
a circa 1.80m di altezza, lontano da fonti di calore.

Applicazioni

Specifiche Tecniche
Alimentazione
Consumo
Range di misura Temperatura
Accuratezza di misura Temperatura
Range di misura Umidità
Accuratezza di misura Umidità
Peso
Dimensioni in larghezza
Dimensioni in altezza
Dimensioni in profondità
Grado di protezione
Tipo di contenitore
Radio
Portata
Frequenza

3,6 Vdc, 2700 mAh Size AA;
batteria non ricaricabile al Litio
(durata oltre 5 anni)
0,15 W / 40 µA
-10°C ÷ +65 °C
±0,2 °C
0% a 100%
±2%
50 gr
128 mm
81 mm
33 mm
IP20
plastico
300 metri in campo aperto
868 MHz

GSL-TH-W è appositamente progettato per poter essere utilizzato in
moltissime applicazioni perché altamente preciso, affidabile ed economico (esempio: uffici, CED, magazzini, centri commerciali, etc.).
Il sensore è predisposto con doppio sistema di fissaggio, diretto a
muro e su frutto riducendo i costi di installazione.
In abbinamento al modulo GSL-C e ad apparati X-Meter-RWU
si possono visualizzare i dati storici tramite l’applicativo software
Energy Sentinel WEB e ES3.
Energy Team S.p.A. Via della Repubblica n.9 - 20090 Trezzano Sul Naviglio (Milano) Tel. 02.48405033 - Fax 02.48405035 - www.energyteam.it
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3.6.4. Panel temperature probe
Panel temperature probe (4 wire PT100)
Commercial Name

Panel temperature probe

Company

Description

4 wire PT100 probe with sensor protected by 10x30x5 mm
anodized aluminium. Insulated MFA cable (3m 4x0.15 mm2)
Energy Team bi-adhesive for fixing the sensor.
Class B thermocouple according to standards CEI 6075.
S.p.A.
Maximum temperature

Characteristics

Maximum temperature: 200 °C
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Panel temperature probe
4 wire PT100 probe with sensor protected
by10x30x5 mm anodized aluminium. Insulated
MFA cable (3m 4x0.15 mm 2) bi-adhesive for fixing the sensor.
Class B thermocouple according to standards
CEI 6075. Maximum temperature 200 °C.

ADHESIVE SURFACE
3M - Type VHB 9469 PC

5 mm

3 0 0 0 mm

3 0 mm

10 mm

1

Cable
4x0,15 mm² MFA insulated

Aluminium unit
10 x 30 x 5 mm

371

2

3

Pt 100 Ohm CL.B
Mod. 2x10

3.6.5. Multi O Mudule HPS - High Performance System
Multi O Module - HPS - High Performance System
Commercial Name

HPS

Company

Energy team

Description

Energy Team presents HPS innovative solution, which
revolutionizes the technology combining electrical
network analyzer and datalogger in a single , flexible,
economic and quick interface.
The minimum system includes a concentrator element and
a sensor. Simply connect new sensors (up to a maximum
of 64 and 1600 separate measurements) to increase the
future ability of the system.

Characteristics

TECHNICAL DATA
Central Unit
-Power Supply: 24VDC;
-Interface: 7-inch TFT color display with resistive touch screen, can also be used
with gloves;
-Ethernet Interface: 100Mb ;
MultilO HPS Module
-It acquires up to 16 wireless sensors series: “Green sensor line”;
-Radio Interface 868 MHz for a reliable communication on a long-range;
- 10 digital Inputs multimodal, with parameters highly settable;
HPS Energy Meter
-Energy meter and three phase analyzer. Class: 0.5;
-Voltages up to 340 Vrms from line to neutral, 600 Vrms line-line;
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HPS - High Performance System
Energy Team presenta l’innovativa soluzione HPS,
che rivoluziona la tecnologia dell’analizzatore di rete
e datalogger in un’unica interfaccia, flessibile,
economica e veloce.

Caratteristiche principali / in evidenza
> Sistema altamente flessibile. Il sistema minimo comprende

> Interfaccia WEB compatibile con dispositivi mobili. Lo

> Sistema di gestione semplificato. Tutti i sensori collegati

> Interfaccia WEB compatibile con dispositivi mobili. Il sistema

un elemento concentratore e un sensore; per incrementare la
futura capacità del sistema è sufficiente connettere nuovi sensori
(fino a un massimo di 64 sensori, 1600 misure distinte ) e in tal
modo saranno automaticamente configurate.
al sistema vengono automaticamente identificati e gestiti
dall’unità centrale.

strumento dispone di un web server integrato per la pubblicazione
dei dati. Le pagine pubblicate sono realizzate in formato HTML5
e quindi compatibili con qualsiasi computer, tablet e smartphone
senza richiedere l’installazione di applicazioni dedicate.
è in grado di trasformarsi in un “WIFI hotspot” consentendo la
connessione wireless di computer, tablet e smartphone
all’interfaccia web del sistema anche in caso non vi sia alcuna
infrastruttura wi-fi locale disponibile.

> Vasto numero di canali. Il sistema è in grado di gestire fino a
1,600 misure al secondo.

> Facile configurazione. Ogni sensore connesso alla rete è

> Modulo dati GPRS/GSM e SMS. Il sistema è dotato di modulo
GPRS per la comunicazione dati e l’invio di SMS e e-mail.

identificato e configurato automaticamente dal concentratore,
l’operatore può modificare i parametri del sensore tramite il
display del concentratore.

> Comunicazione bus facile e affidabile. Lo speciale BUS

dedicato (HPS_BUS) che interfaccia i sensori all’unità centrale,
permette un’auto-configurazione veloce e
affidabile che fornisce anche l’alimentazione
ai sensori, rendendo il cablaggio estremamente semplice, veloce e a prova di errore.

> Alta connettività. Il sistema è in grado di

comunicare simultaneamente tramite WIFI,
GPRS/GSM e Ethernet.

> Ampia gamma di grandezze misurabili.

Connettendo il sistema centrale ai sensori
appropriati, con cavo o wireless, è possibile
misurare, gestire e registrare virtualmente
qualsiasi tipologia di grandezza fisica
(elettricità, acqua, gas, irraggiamento, ecc.)

> Comunicare con sistemi esistenti.

Utilizzando il modulo MultilO, il sistema consente di collegare strumenti comunicanti
tramite protocollo MODBUS al sistema HPS.

> Interfaccia grafica utente evoluta.

L’elemento centrale fornisce un’interfaccia
grafica a colori con un display TFT 7” touch
di tipo resistivo, utilizzabile quindi anche con
guanti da lavoro.

> Allarme di gestione evoluto. A differenza

di un sistema tradizionale, tutte le misure istantanee sono gestite da un unico apparato, questo
consente la creazione di allarmi complessi in
grado di coinvolgere qualsiasi combinazione di
segnali provenienti da qualunque tipo di sensore.
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HPS - High Performance System

I sensori HPS creano una singola interfaccia logica
tramite un’unica unità centrale, per la gestione,
visualizzazione, registrazione e segnalazione
di qualunque variabile di processo.

I primi componenti della famiglia HPS
Unità centrale
> Alimentazione: 24VDC
> Interfaccia: TFT di 7 pollici a colori con schermo touch resistivo, utilizzabile anche
con guanti

> Installazione: a sbalzo o incassato nella porta della centralina
> Interfaccia Ethernet 100Mb
> Interfaccia Wifi ( può essere utilizzata come hotspot locale )
> Interfaccia GPRS
> Web server integrato, pagine conformi allo standard HTML5 compatibile con tutti
i dispositivi mobili

Modulo MultilO HPS
> Acquisisce fino a 16 sensori wireless della serie “Green sensor line”
> Interfaccia radio 868MHz per comunicazione affidabile su lungo raggio
> Semplice configurazione dei canali wireless possibile attraverso l’uso di un singolo tasto
> 10 ingressi digitali multimodali con parametri altamente configurabili
> 8 uscite digitali multifunzione (configurabili come controllo remoto, uscita impulsiva,
allarme e altro ancora)

> Interfaccia RTU Modbus per l’acquisizione di dati da strumenti già esistenti
> 6 unità modulari DIN

Contatore di Energia HPS
> Contatore di energia e analizzatore trifase in classe 0,5
> Misura energia e potenza attiva, reattiva e apparente (complessiva e per ogni fase),
>
>
>

tensione linea-linea, linea-neutro, complessiva, corrente di linea
(complessiva e per ogni fase)
Tensioni fino a 340 Vrms da linea a neutro, 600 Vrms linea-linea
3 opzioni per ingresso di corrente: 5A per TA esterni, 1 Vrms per sensori apribili
miniaturizzati più interfaccia diretta per sonda Rogowski
(condizionamento del segnale integrato)
5 unità modulari DIN

... e molto altro in arrivo...
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3.6.6. X-Meter DIN
X-Meter DIN
Commercial Name

X-Meter DIN

Company

Energy team

Description

-Bi-directional meter (Imported/delivered power)
--50 true measurements
Measurements in true value (true RMS)
-Measurements on 4 quadrants
-Graphic display, size of characters can be set
-Full and clear indications of measurements
-6-key keyboard with buzzer
-Configurable impulsive outputs of all measured quantities
-Configurable alarm outputs of measured quantities

Characteristics

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Power supply
- Power voltage Vac 100-250;
Vdc 100-350;
- Frequency Hz 50-60;
- Consumption Va 5;
General
-Current inputs N.3 VAC 100 o 100;
-Voltage inputs N.3 A / 5;
-Impulsive outputs N.2 (Act./React.)
-Optomos outputs (N.1 Min N.1Max) 100 mA 24 Vdc;
-Level of protection IP 20;
-Weight g 400;
-Dimensions L H W 9 modules DIN mm 154 x 90 x58;
Graphic Display;
-Operating temperature -10 C° + 55 C°;
-Relative humidity 95% without condensate;
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METER
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Multi-function measurement device
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠
➠

Options
X M1

Memory extension and Communication

X M2

Mod. Bridge 232/485

X M3

Mod.8 Digital inputs

X M4

Mod. Gsm/Gprs Modem

X M5

Mod. Ethernet network

X M6

Mod. Harmonic recordings

Es3

Supervision Software

Bi-directional meter (Imported/delivered power)
50 true measurements
Measurements in true value (true RMS)
Measurements on 4 quadrants
Graphic display, size of characters can be set
Full and clear indications of measurements
6-key keyboard with buzzer
Configurable impulsive outputs of all measured quantities
Configurable alarm outputs of measured quantities
Graphic visualization of Tension, Current, Power and COSFI
of last 3 days
12 Power Totalizators on 4 quadrants that can be set
to zero through password
Indication in Euros of absorbed and delivered power
Clock and calendar
Container of DIN guide 46277 (9 Modules)
Removable clamps to make installation easier
Temperature probe inside the instrument
Software TA and TV inversion function
Expansion and modularity (memory, digital inputs, GSM/GPRS
modem, Ethernet, e-mail, quality of supply).
The advantages are clear:
This device costs like any other average multi-function device but it has higher
initial features (graphic display, impulsive outputs for power taken, short storage
of consumption level in memory) plus it can be transformed into a real Power
Quality instrument without having to replace it. Create your X-Meter whenever
and however you want. Check the list of possible options.

Dimensions

Technical features

90 mm

Measurements on grid 50/60HZ

58 mm
154 mm (9 modules DIN 46277)

Inputs Outputs
Digital inputs

Rs485

Digital outputs
Ethernet

Voltage
Active Power
Reactive Power
Apparent Power
Distorting power
Three-phase equivalent current
Mains current
CosFI
Power factor
Active power delivered
Active power absorbed
Inductive reactive power
Capacitive reactive power
Frequency
Precision

Units of
measure

Vac
W
VAr
VA
VA
A
A

Wh
Wh
VArh
VArh
Hz
+/-0.25% of full scale
(V,I)
+/-0.50% of full scale (OTHER)

Power supply
Power voltage
Frequency
Consumption

Vac
Vdc
Hz
Va

100-250
100-350
50-60
5

VAC
A

100 o 100
/5

100 mA
IP
g
mm

24 Vdc
20
400
154 x 90 x58

CONF

ANN

General

Meter

X-Meter

230Vac

Current inputs

Voltage inputs

Energy Team S.p.A. Via D. Repubblica n.9 20090 Trezzano Sul Naviglio Milano
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Current inputs N.3
Voltage inputs N.3
Impulsive outputs N.2 (Act./React.)
Optomos outputs (N.1 Min N.1Max)
Level of protection
Weight
Dimensions L H W
9 modules DIN
Graphic Display
Operating temperature
Relative humidity
MEASUREMENT DEVICE
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-10 C° + 55 C°
95% without condensate
Pag.1

WIRING
INPUT-OUTPUT CLAMPS RELATIVE TO CABLE SECTIONS

M2

230Vac
M1

Power supply

M2

Current Input

M3

Voltage inputs

M4

Digital outputs

M5

Rs485

M6

Digital inputs

Current inputs

COMMON
OUTPUT 4
OUTPUT 3
OUTPUT 2
OUTPUT 1

DIRECT CONNECTION LOW VOLTAGE SINGLE-PHASE LINE

M3

Voltage inputs

LOAD

M1

M4

COMMON

M5

THE JUMPER MUST BE PRESENT ONLY ON THE
1ST AND LAST XMETER OF THE SERIES (Rs485).
REMOVE FROM THE OTHERS.

LINE

M6

Digital outputs
Ethernet
INPUT 8
INPUT 7
INPUT 6
INPUT 5
INPUT 4
INPUT 3
INPUT 2
INPUT 1

Rs485

Digital inputs

I/O SERIAL CONNECTIONS

Cable section maximum : ø 2 mm2 (16AWG)
Cable section maximum : ø 2.5 mm2 (14AWG)
Cable section maximum : ø 2.5 mm2 (14AWG)
Cable section maximum : ø 0.75 mm2 (18AWG)
Cable section maximum : ø 0.75 mm2 (18AWG) Belden 9841
Cable section maximum : ø 0.75 mm2 (18AWG)

LINE

Energy Team S.p.A. Via D. Repubblica n.9 20090 Trezzano Sul Naviglio Milano
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LINE

LOAD

DIRECT CONNECTION MEDIUM VOLTAGE 3-PHASE LINE+NEUTRAL
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LOAD

LINE
LINE

DIRECT CONNECTION MEDIUM VOLTAGE 3-PHASE LINE

LOAD

DIRECT CONNECTION LOW VOLTAGE 3-PHASE LINE +NEUTRAL
LOAD

DIRECT CONNECTION LOW VOLTAGE 3-PHASE LINE
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OPTIONS
Options
XM1

Memory extension and Communication

To interface the device to the Es3 software it is necessary to enable this function. This option allows for a considerable increase in the storage capacity,
thus allowing the device to record all the values measured by the instrument and to extend the memory capacity of the recordable days, up to an archive of
250 days. (Integration time of 15’ for the following values: line voltage and phase voltage, three-phase line current, three-phase active power, three-phase
reactive power, three-phase power factor). Furthermore, by enabling the communication port RS485 through which it is possible to use the Personal
Computer through BRIDGE module (not included), it is possible to connect a series of Energy Team devices.

XM2

Bridge Module 232/485

The conversion module Bridge 232/485 with 230Vac in 4 DIN module container, can be used to convert the 485 signal coming from the Xmeter in serial
232 towards the communication port of the Personal Computer.

XM3

Module 8 Digital inputs

Module n.8 self-powered digital inputs, powered at 12VDC. It can be used to acquire the conditions, pulses coming from the outside gas, water and air
meters, etc. Furthermore it is possible to separately store the various acquisition channels by checking the saved logs using the specific software (not included).
This function is possible with at least the Xm1 function enabled.

XM4

GSM/GPRS Module

The Gsm/Gprs Modem module inside the Xmeter device allows for the forwarding of E-mails and SMS associated to conditions and alarms coming from
the “field”, connected with the Xm3 function (Module 8 digital inputs). Furthermore, thanks to this module it is possible to control the Xmeter device remotely
for the data publication service via Web, through our site www.energyteam.it. Our site can be accessed at any time and in any place through password and
UserId. The displayed data can also be converted in Excel and Access format and they can be downloaded on your Personal Computer.
This function is possible with at least the Xm1 function enabled.

XM5

Ethernet module

The Ethernet board inside the device allows for the connection of Xmeter to the Ethernet or company intranet from various data collection and monitoring
stations through a simple IP address. This function is possible only with the Xm1 functions and Es3 software enabled.

XM6

Harmonic recording module

Module for the harmonic measurements which allows for the measurement and storage function of the measurements themselves up to the 25th.

XM8

Galvanically Isolated Analog Channel

Inserted in a 1 Mod. Din container, it allows for the interfacing of voltage or current signals coming from the field to the XMETER device inputs thus
enabling the displaying and storing of the values measured.
The Xmeter device is able to power up to 2 XM8 modules, any additional modules have to be supported through a 12Vdc feeder (not included).
There are 11 possible interface configurations for voltage and current signals. Guaranteed precision of 0.5% of bottom of scale.

XM9

Probe Interface module PT100-PT500

Inserted in a 1 Mod. Din container, it allows for the interfacing of PT 100 and PT500 temperature probes at the inputs of the XMETER device thus enabling
the displaying and storing of the temperatures measured. The Xmeter device is able to power up to 2 XM8 modules, any additional modules have to be
supported through a 12Vdc feeder (not included). Guaranteed precision of 0.5% of bottom of scale.

XM10

Room temperature module

Container suitable for wall installation. It can read the room temperature (range -10 °C+65°C +- 1,5°C) and transfer it to the XMETER device inputs thus
enabling the displaying and storing of the temperatures measured. The Xmeter device is able to power up to 2 XM10 modules, any additional modules have
to be supported through a 12Vdc feeder (not included). It is particularly suitable to monitor and save the room temperatures in Ced, LV/MV panels, Warehouses.

XM11

Room temperature and humidity module

Container suitable for wall installation. It can read the room temperature and humidity and transfer it to the XMETER device inputs thus enabling the displaying
and storing of the temperatures and humidity values measured. The Xmeter device is able to power up to 2 XM11 modules, any additional modules have to be
supported through a 12Vdc feeder (not included). It is particularly suitable to monitor and save the room temperatures and humidity values in the food sector.
Humidity range (Relative hum. 0-100%) Accuracy +-2% in the range of relative hum. 10% 90% Temp. Range (-10 °C+65°C) Accuracy +-0,8 °C. A 25°C +-0,3C°

Es3

Supervision Software

Supervision and control Software. Request the technical documentation or visit our site www.energyteam.it.
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List of Measurements
Direct measurements for single-phase

Secondary measurements of three-phase system

-

-

Phase-neutral voltage L1-N
Phase-neutral voltage L2-N
Phase-neutral voltage L3-N
Phase-phase voltage L1-L2
Phase-phase voltage L2-L3

-

Phase-phase voltage L3-l1
Line current L1
Line current L2
Line current L3

Single-phase derived measurement
- Bi-directional active power L1 (positive=imported (Q1 and Q4),
negative=exported (Q2 and Q3)
- Bi-directional active power L2
(positive=imported negative=exported)
- Bi-directional active power L3
(positive=imported negative=exported)
- Bi-directional reactive power L1 (positive=imported (Q1and Q4)
- Bi-directional reactive power L2 (positive=imported)
- Bi-directional reactive power L3 (positive=imported)
- Distorting power L1 (indication of presence of current harmonics)
- Distorting power L2 (indication of presence of current harmonics)
- Distorting power L3 (indication of presence of current harmonics)
- Apparent power L1
- Apparent power L2
- Apparent power L3
- Power factor L1
- Power factor L2
- Power factor L3

Integrated power values of three-phase system
-

Imported active power (Q1 and Q4
Exported active power (Q2 and Q3)
Imported reactive power (Q1)
Imported active power (Q2)
Imported active power (Q3)
Imported active power (Q4)
Imported active power (Q1 and Q4)
Imported active power (Q2 and Q3)
Imported active power (Q1 )
Imported active power (Q2)
Imported active power (Q3)
Imported active power (Q4)

Compliance
Applied standards

Main measurements of three-phase system
-

Three-phase equivalent distorting power
Three-phase equivalent apparent power
Three-phase equivalent power factor
Calculated neutral current
Neutral-center voltage ideal star N-O
Frequency (measured on voltage input L)

Three-phase equivalent voltage phase-neutral
Three-phase equivalent voltage phase-phase
Three-phase equivalent current
Three-phase active power (positive=imported (Q1 and Q4),
negative=exported) / Bidirectional
- Three-phase reactive power (positive=imported (Q1 and Q2) / Bidirectional

-

EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN

55011(class A)
61000-4-2 -EN 61000-4-5
61000-4-6
61000-4-11
61000-4-3
61000-4-4
60204-1

Potential of instrument

Storage of historical data

• Monitoring and storage of 50
measured values
• Storage up to 250 days of the
measured value
• Division of consumption costs
of each installed device

• Forwarding of SMS of conditions
coming from fields
• Forwarding of EMAIL of conditions
coming from fields
• Forwarding of SMS of alarms that
can be set on the values measured
• Forwarding of EMAIL of conditions that
can be set on the values measured

• Acquisition and storage of the
conditions coming from the field
• Acquisition and storage of other
meters with impulsive output

Acquisition of other meters

Energy Team S.p.A. Via D. Repubblica n.9 20090 Trezzano Sul Naviglio Milano
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SMS
device alarm and exceeding
measured thresholds.

• Connection to PC and to a series
of devices through supervision
and control Software
• Remote-controlled device
with possibility of accessing
the data publication service
on the web
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ON WEB
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3.6.7. Room air quality (VOC)
Room air quality (VOC) sensors
Commercial Name

RLQ

Company

AERASGARD

Description

The air quality sensor for environment with automatic
calibration and microprocessor control
AERASGARD ® RLQ serves for detection of the air
quality on the basis of a gas sensor
Mixed / VOC.
It is used:
- To measure the air quality in offices, hotels, meeting and
conference rooms, apartments,
shops, restaurants etc..

Characteristics

TECHNICAL DATA
-power supply: 24V AC/DC;
-air quality range: 0 - 10 V;
-output air quality : 0 - 10 V;
-measuring accuracy VOC: ± 20 % Vf;
-power supply : 24V AC/DC;
- electrical connection: 0.14 - 0.15 mmq
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3.6.8. Room temperature and CO2
Room temperature and CO2
Commercial Name

RTM-CO2

Company

AERASGARD

Description

The self-calibrating microprocessor controlled device
AERASGARD ® RTM - RTM serves CO2 - CO2 for the
detection of the CO2 content of the air in the range of 0
... 2000 ppm CO2.
The measurement signals of the transmitter of CO2 are
converted into standardized signals of 0-10 V.

Characteristics

TECHNICAL DATA
-power supply: 24V AC/DC;
-ameasuring range: 0 … 2.000 ppm;
-output CO2 : 0 - 10 V;
-measuring accuracy CO2: ± 100 ppm;
TEMPERATURE
measuring range
-temperature : 20 … +50 °C (RTM - CO2 ⁄ RTM - CO2 - A);
+5 … 40 °C (RTM - CO2 - 2S)
- output temperature: 0 -10 V;
- warm-up tima: ca. 1 hour;
- ambient temperature: 0 …+50 °C;
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3.6.9. GS 1 - Single Jet Meters
GS 1 - Single Jet Meters
Commercial Name

GS 1

Company

Description

Energy team

The single-jet water meter is mainly used as a counter
division in households. Its operation is very simple since
the water flow acts directly on the turbine whose rotation
is converted into liters / cubic meters by the gears of the '
clockwork .
The ducts of the entry and exit are on the same horizontal
plane and the water through the measuring chamber
without suffering any shift in vertical , facilitating the
disposal of tiny impurities from the water drag .
In addition to the regularity of flow of the jet, the pressure loss appears to be very low.

Characteristics

TECHNICAL DATA
-Maximum flow rate Qmax permitted for short periods (m³ / h): 5;
-Nominal flow Qn (m³ / h): 2,5;
-Threshold Qt with accuracy ± 2% in class B (l / h): 200 ;
-Capacity limit Qmin with accuracy ± 5% in class B (l / h): 50;
-Max. pressure (bar): 16;
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Contatori a Getto Singolo
Il contatore acqua a getto singolo viene utilizzato principalmente come contatore divisionale nelle utenze domestiche. Il suo funzionamento è molto
semplice in quanto il flusso dell’acqua agisce direttamente sulla turbina la cui
rotazione viene trasformata in litri/metri cubi dagli ingranaggi dell’ orologeria.
I condotti di entrata e uscita si trovano sullo stesso piano orizzontale e l’acqua attraversa la camera misuratrice senza subire alcun spostamento in
verticale, facilitando lo smaltimento di minute impurità trascinate dall’acqua.
Inoltre per la regolarità di deflusso del getto, la perdita di carico risulta essere
assai bassa. Il contatore acqua a getto singolo può essere di due tipologie:
• Contatore a quadrante bagnato con orologeria completamente immersa
nell’acqua con trasmissione diretta dalla turbina agli ingranaggi.
• Contatore a quadrante bagnato con orologeria immersa nell’ acqua e rulli
protetti contenuti in una capsula sigillata. Trasmissione diretta dalla turbina
agli ingranaggi.

4

2
3
5
1

Diagramma delle perdite di carico

Tutti i modelli sono provvisti di uscita impulsiva.
Tutti i modelli sono omologati secondo Norma C.E.E. n° 75/33; a richiesta
possono essere dotati di VERIFICA PRIMA C.E.E. dell’Uff. Metrico e di certificati MID secondo la Direttiva 2004/22/CE (modulo B+D), in conformità alle
normative EN 14154 e OIML R49, ottenendo una R (Q3/Q1) ≤ 200 H - ≤ 100 V.

1

calibro - mm 13

20

25

30

40

1

5

7

10

20

0,7
0,5
0,4
bar

0,25
0,2
0,15
0,1
0,07
0,05

0,7

2

3

30

portata m3/h

Rappresentazione della curva d’errore

Errore

+5%
+2%
0

-2%

Qn

-5%
Qmin

Dati tecnici

Calibro in mm-pollici
Portata massima Qmax consentita per brevi periodi (m³/h)
Portata nominale Qn (m³/h)
Portata limite Qt con esattezza ±2% in classe B (l/h)
Portata limite Qmin con esattezza ±5% in classe B (l/h)
Portata limite Qt con esattezza ±2% in classe C (l/h)
Portata limite Qmin con esattezza ±5% in classe C (l/h)
Sensibilità in classe B (l/h)
Sensibilità in classe C (l/h)
Pressione max. esercizio (bar)
Limiti quadrante registr. (m³)
Lunghezza del contatore senza raccordi (mm)
Lunghezza del contatore compresi raccordi (mm)
Ingombro massimo in altezza con coperchio aperto (mm)
Ingombro massimo in altezza con coperchio chiuso (mm)
Diametro massimo di ingombro (mm)
Interasse tubo - superficie appoggio del contatore (mm)
Peso con kit raccordi (kg)
Peso senza kit raccordi (kg)

13-1/2
3
1,5
120
30
22,5
15
10
5
16
0,0001
100.000
100-115
190-195
150
83
80
24
0,850
0,690

20-3/4
5
2,5
200
50
37,5
25
15
8
16
0,0001
100.000
130
228
150
83
80
24
1,100
0,860
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25-1
7
3,5
280
70
52,5
35
20
8
16
0,0001
100.000
160
260
185
103
100
34
1,750
1,280

Qmax

Qt

30-1.1/4
10
5
400
100
75
50
20
13
16
0,0001
100.000
160
280
185
103
100
34
2,000
1,330

40-1.1/2
20
10
800
200
150
100
25
18
16
0,0001
100.000
200
340
200
120
110
42
3,460
2,420

Contatori_GS - Rev.0 IT - 02/2013

3.6.10. Amperometric Probes
Amperometric Transformers, Openable with Tensions Exit
Commercial Name

Company

Amperometric Probes

Schneider

Description

Amperometric Transformers, Openable with Tensions Exit

Characteristics

ract
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4.1. FIRE SAFETY TABLE
Fire Safety Table
1. Interior propagation spreading (Rules 51.3)

Type of material

Class

Location in
Specifications in
PD and PM

Ds2d0
(in derogation under the
Ministerial Decree of
May 9, 2007 of Italy )

See chapter
5.12.Project
Specifications,
paragraph
“1.2.10. Wood Panels
(Nordpan)”

A-s2-d0

See chapter
5.12.Project
Specifications,
paragraph
“1.2.1_Plasterboard”

A-s2-d0

See chapter
5.12.Project
Specifications,
paragraph
“1.2.4_Gypsum
Fibreboard”

Covering (See Rule 51.3 Note 1)

“Nordpan” Fir wood

“Knauf Ignilastra” Gypsum Plasterboard
Ceiling (See Rule 51.3 Note 2)

“Fermacell” Fibergypsum Board

Walls (See Rule 51.3 Note 2)

A-s2-d0

See chapter
5.12.Project
Specifications,
paragraph
“1.2.4_Gypsum
Fibreboard”

Alluminium

A-s2-d0

See chapter
5.12.Project
Specifications,
paragraph
“1.2.8_Aluminium
Sheet”

Sand

A-s2-d0

Literature

Ds2d0

See chapter
5.12.Project
Specifications,
paragraph
“1.2.10. Wood Panels
(Nordpan)”

“Fermacell” Fibergypsum Board

Flooring

“Nordpan” Larch wood panels
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Pipes and ducts (running through flooring, walls
& ceilings)

Eurotherm zeromax pipes in fibergypsum
mastic

A-s2-d0

See chapter
5.12.Project
Specifications,
paragraph
“1.2.4_Gypsum
Fibreboard” and
“3.5.3. Radiant
Panels’ Pipes”

Textile cover elements integrated into
building
None

Thermal screen of thermal and acoustic
insulation products

Fire resistance time

Fibergypsum th. 15 mm + Gypsum
Plasterboard

REI 30

Location in
Specifications in
PD and PM
See chapter
”14..Structural
Calculation”

2. Evacuation of occupants

Evacuation element

Width (m)

Specifications in
PD and PM

Doors and doorways
Entrance door

1,00

See project drawings:
AR021; FP001

Kitchen door

1,40

See project drawings:
AR021; FP001

1,40

See project drawings:
AR022; FP001

Hallways and ramps
Ramp
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3. Fire protection systems

Portable fire extinguisher(s) inside the house

Portable fire extinguisher(s) outside the house

Quantity and
Efficiency

Specifications
in PD and PM

1, Water Based
Fire Extinguisher

See chapter
5.12.Project
Specifications,
paragraph
“3.1.2. Water
Based Fire
Extinguisher”

1, CO2 Fire
extinguisher

See chapter
5.12.Project
Specifications,
paragraph
“3.1.1_CO2 Fire
Extinguisher”

4. Fire resistance of the structure
Specifications
in PD and PM

Fire resistance of the structure
REI 30

REI 30
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See chapter
”14.Structural
Calculation”

4.2. SAFETY IN USE TABLE
Safety in Use Table (Rule 51.4)
1. Safety against falls
Floor class slipperiness
Type of floors
Dry interior area:
Surface’s slope less than 5%

Where
(Location in the project)
Interior floor: larch parquet

Floor classification Specifications in PD and PM
PC10 - PM chapter 12 (Project
Specifications: “1.2.10. Wood
Panels (Nordpan)”

Dry interior area:
Surface’s slope equal or
greater than 5%. Stairs
included
Humid interior area:
Surface’s slope less than 5%

not present

bathroom floor: larch parquet

PC10 - PM chapter 12: “1.2.10.
Wood Panels (Nordpan)”

kitchen floor: larch parquet

PC10 - PM chapter 12: “1.2.10.
Wood Panels (Nordpan)”

Humid interior area:
Surface’s slope equal or
greater than 5%. Stairs
included
Exterior areas

surface next to main entrance
in the house: larch parquet
areas next to loggias’ entrance
: larch parquet
not present

PC10 - PM chapter 12: “1.2.10.

loggias’ floor: larch

PC10 - PM chapter 12: “1.2.10.

Wood Panels (Nordpan)”

PC10 - PM chapter 12: “1.2.10.
Wood Panels (Nordpan)”

Wood Panels (Nordpan)”

resting landing/ramp surface:
larch

PC10 - PM chapter 12: “1.2.10.
Wood Panels (Nordpan)”

Differences in the floor level, holes and opening (limit the risks of falling)
Where (in the project) and
difference in floor level, holes
and opening that represent a
risk of falling

Type of protective barriers

North loggia
South loggia
Access route/Ramp levels

Opaque parapet
Opaque parapet
Framed parapet

Height of protective barriers
where the difference in the
floor level are more than
400mm - Specifications in PD
and PM
0,99 m
0,99 m
0,94 m - AR 022

Restricted Areas stairs
Value
Width of the tread

Not present
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Specifications in PD and PM
-

Height of the riser
Depth of the tread
Height of handrails

Not present
Not present
Not present

-

Not present
Not present
Not present
Not present
Not present

Specifications in PD and PM
-

Public Areas staircases
Value
Width of the tread
Length of the tread
Height of the riser
Depth of the tread
Height of handrails
Ramps

% slope value
Length of ramp
Width of ramp

Height of handrails
Size of the resting landings

Value
First ramp: 4,81%
Second ramp: 4,94%
First ramp: 10 m
Second ramp: 5,40 m
First ramp: 1,48 m (between
handrails)
Second ramp: 1,52 m
0,94 m
3,12 m x 1,89 m

Specifications in PD and PM
AR 022, AR 412
AR 022, AR 412
AR 022, AR 412

AR 022, AR 412
AR 022

2. Safety for avoiding trapping and impact risk

Impact due to fixed elements (House Tours area)

Clearance height in house

Minimum Value
2.22 m

Height of the doors threshold

2.10 m

Height of fixed elements
projecting from facades

not included in the public tour
(shading elements of
windows)
not present

Projection of fixed elements
in the walls that do not start
from the ground

Specifications in PD and PM
AR 201
AR 201; AR 202

Impact due to opening elements (public tours areas)
393

AR 201; AR 112; AR 113

-

Sweep of the doors on the
sides of the hallway

Value (circular freespace)
not present - all doors of the
3D core open inwards

Specifications in PD and PM
AR 021

Impact due to fragile elements and not very perceptible elements.

Location in the project
Loggias: fixed and sliding
glazed doors

Type of glazing (safety)
triple glass: 2B2/NPD/1B1

Living Room Windows and
kitchen door

double glass: 2B2/2B2

Specifications in PD and PM
PM chapter 12: “2.2.1. Glazing
(Windows and Loggias)”

PM chapter 12: “2.2.3. Glazing
(Door)”

Trapping

Distance of manual sliding
door to the nearest fixed
element

Value (distance)
0 10 cm

Specifications in PD and PM
PD: FP 001

3. Safety against the risk of inadequate lighting

Light fittings for exterior areas
Light fittings for interior areas

Where- min. illumination
level
200 lux minimum in interior
ares
20 lux minimum in exterior
areas
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Specifications in PD and PM
PD: EL 401 and PM: 5.2.3.(in
the artificial lighting analysis)
PD: EL 401 and PM: 5.2.3.(in
the artificial lighting analysis)

independent slip testing | slip risk assessment | monitor slip risk
06/09/12 Torrebelvicino

Spett.Le
Med in italy

Oggetto:
Valutazione del rischio da scivolamento su
vostra pavimentazione

L'antiscivolo Control è l'unico servizio professionale per valutare il
rischio da scivolamento, esso nasce dalla nostra esperienza specifica nel
campo della scivolosità unita a nuove metodologie di misurazione.

L'antiscivolo Control è nato per dare una lettura chiara e precisa del
reale rischio di scivolamento, difatti grazie ad un controllo professionale è
possibile scoprire il rischio per ogni ambiente e considerare quando è
necessario un cambio di pavimento, una messa in sicurezza con
rivestimenti/trattamenti antiscivolo, oppure una pulizia di fondo a causa di
contaminazioni sul pavimento (cere, grassi, sporco, ecc).
Svolgimento della valutazione:
La valutazione in oggetto è stata fatta utilizzando lo strumento tribometrico
SlipAlert l'unica macchina al mondo progettata per simulare realmente il
tallone umano che scivola sulla superficie, SlipAlert (BS8204) e il pendolo
(BS EN 13036-4:2003) sono gli unici due prove di scorrimento che appaiono
nella British Standards.
Per maggiori informazioni vi invitiamo a leggere “Testare le superfici”.

Ftecnologie di Paolo Facci
Via Prandina, 20 – 36036 Torrebelvicino (VI) – ITALY
Tel 0445 549822 Fax 0445 540556
info@antiscivolo-italia.com - www.antiscivolo-italia.com
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Flooring: Wood
Environment: Indoor
Tool tribometrico: SlipAlert
Heel: hard rubber standard
Try: dry

Lettura displey macchina / Counter reading
113
116

116

Risultato: basso rischio | medio rischio | alto rischio
Comparazioni con altri metodi:

Test del pendolo PTV

59

( 10 – 76 )

Test della rampa piedi calzati DIN 51130

R12

Test della rampa piedi nudi DIN 51097

C

( A, B, C)

Coefficente d'attrito dinamico

0,60µ

( 0,10µ – 0,90µ )

( R9,R10, R11, R12, R13)

Questa seguente tabella mostra i requisiti per l'attività normale:
1
1
1
1
1
1

persona
persona
persona
persona
persona
persona

su
su
su
su
su
su

2 richiede un valore minimo di 0,19µ
20 richiede un valore minimo di 0,27µ
300 richiede un valore minimo di 0,31µ
10.000 richiede un valore minimo di 0,34µ
100.000 richiede un valore minimo di 0,38µ
1.000.000 richiede un valore minimo di 0,40µ

Indicazioni:
Il coefficente d'attrito dinamico riscontrato indica una pavimentazione a basso rischio di
scivolamento in condizioni di asciutto.
Ftecnologie di Paolo Facci
Via Prandina, 20 – 36036 Torrebelvicino (VI) – ITALY
Tel 0445 549822 Fax 0445 540556
info@antiscivolo-italia.com - www.antiscivolo-italia.com
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Flooring: Wood
Environment: Indoor
Tool tribometrico: SlipAlert
Heel: hard rubber standard
Try: wet water tap

Lettura displey macchina / Counter reading
130
130

130

Risultato: basso rischio | medio rischio| | alto rischio
Comparazioni con altri metodi:

Test del pendolo PTV

43

( 10 – 76 )

Test della rampa piedi calzati DIN 51130

R11

Test della rampa piedi nudi DIN 51097

B

Coefficente d'attrito dinamico

0,45µ

( R9,R10, R11, R12, R13)
( A, B, C)
( 0,10µ – 0,90µ )

Questa seguente tabella mostra i requisiti per l'attività normale:
1
1
1
1
1
1

persona
persona
persona
persona
persona
persona

su
su
su
su
su
su

2 richiede un valore minimo di 0,19µ
20 richiede un valore minimo di 0,27µ
300 richiede un valore minimo di 0,31µ
10.000 richiede un valore minimo di 0,34µ
100.000 richiede un valore minimo di 0,38µ
1.000.000 richiede un valore minimo di 0,40µ

Indicazioni:
Il coefficiente d'attrito dinamico riscontrato indica una pavimentazione a basso rischio di
scivolamento in condizioni di bagnato.

Ftecnologie di Paolo Facci
Via Prandina, 20 – 36036 Torrebelvicino (VI) – ITALY
Tel 0445 549822 Fax 0445 540556
info@antiscivolo-italia.com - www.antiscivolo-italia.com
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The comparison between the friction coefficient and

the value given by the

pendulum follows the following table, we are in com pliance with the requirements
of the rules:

this is Rd
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5.1.1. Refrigerator and Freezer
Refrigerator class A+
Commercial Name

ENN 2803 COW

Company

Electrolux

Description

Electronic control
Allows you to set the temperature
in a precise way and keep it constant
in time, for a better conservation
food.
ShoppingMode
The temperature of the refrigerator compartment is
lowered quickly to cool faster foods.
Ideal for storing large
weekly shopping.

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Power consumption: 140 W
Lenght: 540 mm
Width: 540 mm
Height: 1780 mm
Refrigerator capacity: 200 lt
Freezer capacity: 75 lt

400
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................................................ .............................................
IT FRIGO-CONGELATORE
ISTRUZIONI PER L’USO
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PENSATI PER VOI
Grazie per aver acquistato un'apparecchiatura Electrolux. Avete scelto un prodotto che ha alle
spalle decenni di esperienza professionale e innovazione. Ingegnoso ed elegante, è stato
progettato pensando a voi. Quindi, in qualsiasi momento desiderate utilizzarlo, potete esser certi
di ottenere sempre i migliori risultati.
Benvenuti in Electrolux.
Visitate il nostro sito web per:
ricevere consigli, scaricare i nostri opuscoli, eliminare eventuali anomalie, ottenere
informazioni sull'assistenza.
www.electrolux.com
registrare il vostro prodotto e ricevere un servizio migliore:
www.electrolux.com/productregistration
acquistare accessori, materiali di consumo e ricambi originali per la vostra
apparecchiatura:
www.electrolux.com/shop

SERVIZIO CLIENTI E MANUTENZIONE
Consigliamo sempre l’impiego di ricambi originali.
Quando si contatta l'Assistenza, accertarsi di disporre dei seguenti dati.
Le informazioni si trovano sulla targhetta di identificazione. Modello, numero dell'apparecchio
(PNC), numero di serie.
Avvertenza / Attenzione - Importanti Informazioni di Sicurezza
Informazioni e consigli generali
Informazioni in materia di sicurezza ambientale
Con riserva di modifiche.
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ISTRUZIONI DI SICUREZZA
Per garantire un impiego corretto e sicuro
dell'apparecchio, prima dell'installazione e
del primo utilizzo leggere con attenzione il
libretto istruzioni, inclusi i suggerimenti e le
avvertenze. Per evitare errori e incidenti, è
importante garantire che tutte le persone
che utilizzano l'apparecchio ne conoscano il funzionamento e le caratteristiche di
sicurezza. Conservare queste istruzioni e
accertarsi che rimangano unite all'apparecchio in caso di vendita o trasloco, in
modo che chiunque lo utilizzi sia correttamente informato sull'uso e sulle norme di
sicurezza.
Per la sicurezza delle persone e delle cose
osservare le precauzioni indicate nelle
presenti istruzioni per l'utente, il produttore non è responsabile dei danni provocati
da eventuali omissioni.

1.1 Sicurezza dei bambini e
delle persone fragili
• Questo apparecchio non deve essere
usato da persone, bambini inclusi, con
ridotte capacità fisiche, sensoriali o psichiche, oppure prive di conoscenza e
esperienza, a meno che non siano state
istruite all'uso dell'apparecchio da parte
dei responsabili della loro sicurezza, oppure sotto vigilanza di questi.
I bambini devono essere sorvegliati per
assicurarsi che non giochino con l'apparecchio.
• Tenere i materiali di imballaggio al di
fuori della portata dei bambini. Alcuni
materiali possono creare rischi di soffocamento.
• Qualora l'apparecchio venga demolito,
estrarre la spina dalla presa, tagliare il
cavo di collegamento (il più vicino possibile all'apparecchio) e smontare lo
sportello per evitare che i bambini giocando possano subire scosse elettriche
o chiudersi dentro l'apparecchio.
• Se questo nuovo apparecchio, che è
dotato di guarnizioni magnetiche nello
sportello, va a sostituirne uno più vecchio avente sportello o coperchio con
chiusure a molla, si deve rendere inutilizzabili tali chiusure prima di eliminare
l'apparecchio sostituito, per evitare che
403

diventi una trappola mortale per i bambini.

1.2 Norme di sicurezza generali
AVVERTENZA!
Verificare che le aperture di ventilazione,
sia sull'apparecchiatura che nella struttura
da incasso, siano libere da ostruzioni.
• L'apparecchiatura è progettata per la
conservazione domestica di alimenti e/
o bevande e usi affini:
– cucine di negozi, uffici e altri ambienti
di lavoro;
– fattorie e clienti di hotel, motel e altri
ambienti residenziali;
– bed and breakfast;
– catering e usi simili non di vendita.
• Non utilizzare dispositivi meccanici o altri mezzi artificiali per accelerare lo sbrinamento.
• Non utilizzare altre apparecchiature
elettriche (per esempio gelatiere) all'interno del frigorifero, salvo quelle approvate per tale scopo dal produttore.
• Non danneggiare il circuito refrigerante.
• Il circuito refrigerante dell'apparecchiatura contiene isobutano (R600a), un
gas naturale con un elevato livello di
compatibilità ambientale che, tuttavia, è
infiammabile.
Durante il trasporto e l'installazione dell'apparecchiatura, assicurarsi che nessuno dei componenti del circuito refrigerante venga danneggiato.
In caso di danneggiamento del circuito
refrigerante:
– evitare fiamme libere e scintille
– aerare bene il locale in cui si trova
l'apparecchiatura
• È pericoloso cambiare le specifiche o
modificare il prodotto in qualunque modo. Un danneggiamento del cavo potrebbe provocare cortocircuiti, incendi
e/o scosse elettriche.
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AVVERTENZA!
Tutti i componenti elettrici (cavo di
alimentazione, spina, compressore) devono essere sostituiti da un
tecnico certificato o da personale
d'assistenza qualificato al fine di
evitare di correre rischi.
1.

•
•

•
•

Non collegare prolunghe al cavo di
alimentazione.
2. Evitare che il lato posteriore dell'apparecchiatura possa schiacciare o
danneggiare la spina, causandone
il surriscaldamento con un conseguente rischio di incendio.
3. La spina dell'apparecchiatura deve
trovarsi in una posizione accessibile.
4. Evitare di tirare il cavo di alimentazione.
5. Se la presa elettrica non è perfettamente stabile, non inserire la spina.
Il collegamento potrebbe provocare
scosse elettriche o creare un rischio di incendio.
6. L'apparecchiatura non deve essere
messa in funzione senza il coprilampada interno (se previsto).
Questa apparecchiatura è pesante.
Procedere con cautela durante gli spostamenti.
Evitare di estrarre o di toccare gli alimenti riposti nel vano congelatore con
le mani bagnate o umide; il contatto potrebbe provocare abrasioni o ustioni da
freddo.
Evitare un'esposizione prolungata dell'apparecchiatura alla luce solare diretta.
Le lampadine utilizzate in questa apparecchiatura (se previste) sono lampadine speciali selezionate esclusivamente
per elettrodomestici. Non sono adatte
per l'illuminazione degli ambienti.

1.3 Uso quotidiano
• Non collocare pentole calde sulle parti
in plastica dell'apparecchio.
• Non collocare gas e liquidi infiammabili
nell'apparecchio, perché potrebbero
esplodere.
• Evitare di appoggiare gli alimenti contro
la presa d'aria situata nella parete po404

•
•
•

•

•

steriore (per le apparecchiature di tipo
no-frost)
Gli alimenti congelati non devono essere ricongelati una volta scongelati.
Riporre gli alimenti surgelati preconfezionati secondo le istruzioni del produttore dell'alimento surgelato.
Osservare rigorosamente i consigli per
la conservazione degli alimenti del produttore dell'apparecchio. Vedere le relative istruzioni.
Non collocare bevande gassate o frizzanti nello scomparto congelatore perché creano pressione sul recipiente che
può esplodere danneggiando l'apparecchio.
I ghiaccioli possono provocare bruciature da gelo se consumati immediatamente dopo averli tolti dall'apparecchio.

1.4 Pulizia e cura
• Prima della manutenzione, spegnere
l'apparecchio e staccare la spina dalla
presa.
• Non pulire l'apparecchio con oggetti
metallici.
• Non usare oggetti appuntiti per rimuovere la brina dall'apparecchio. Usare un
raschietto di plastica.
• Esaminare regolarmente il foro di scarico dell'acqua di sbrinamento nel frigorifero. Se necessario, pulirlo. Se il foro è
otturato, l'acqua si raccoglie sul fondo
dell'apparecchio.

1.5 Installazione
Per il collegamento elettrico, seguire attentamente le istruzioni dei
paragrafi corrispondenti.
• Disimballare l'apparecchio e assicurarsi
che non presenti danni. Non collegare
l'apparecchio se è danneggiato. Segnalare immediatamente gli eventuali
danni al negozio in cui è stato acquistato. In questo caso conservare l'imballaggio.
• Si consiglia di attendere almeno due
ore prima di collegare l'apparecchio per
consentire all'olio di arrivare nel compressore.
• Attorno all'apparecchio vi deve essere
un'adeguata circolazione dell'aria, altri-

ITALIANO

•

•
•
•

menti si può surriscaldare. Per ottenere
una ventilazione sufficiente seguire le
istruzioni di installazione.
Se possibile il retro dell'apparecchio
dovrebbe essere posizionato contro
una parete per evitare di toccare le parti
calde o di rimanervi impigliati (compressore, condensatore), evitando così possibili scottature.
L'apparecchio non deve essere posto
vicino a radiatori o piani di cottura a
gas.
Installare l'apparecchio in modo che la
presa rimanga accessibile.
Collegare solo a sorgenti d'acqua potabile (se è previsto un collegamento alla
rete idrica).
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autorizzati e utilizzando solo ricambi originali.

1.7 Tutela ambientale
Questo apparecchio non contiene
gas che potrebbero danneggiare
lo strato di ozono nel circuito refrigerante o nei materiali isolanti.
L'apparecchio non deve essere
smaltito assieme ai rifiuti urbani e
alla spazzatura. La schiuma dell'isolamento contiene gas infiammabili: lo smaltimento dell'apparecchio va eseguito secondo le prescrizioni vigenti da richiedere alle
autorità locali. Evitare di danneggiare il gruppo refrigerante, specialmente nella parte posteriore vicino allo scambiatore di calore. I
materiali usati su questo apparecchio contrassegnati dal simbolo
sono riciclabili.

1.6 Assistenza tecnica
• Gli interventi elettrici sull'apparecchiatura devono essere eseguiti esclusivamente da elettricisti qualificati o da personale competente.
• Gli interventi di assistenza devono essere eseguiti esclusivamente da tecnici

2. PANNELLO DEI COMANDI
1

7

6

5

4

1 Display

7 TastoMode

2 TastoDrink Chill e tasto ON/OFF ap-

parecchiatura
3 Tasto Temperatura più fresca
4 Tasto Temperatura più calda
5 Tasto vano frigorifero
6 Tasto vano congelatore

405

3

2

È possibile modificare le impostazioni audio predefinite dei tasti e impostarle con
un volume più alto, premendo contemporaneamente il tasto Mode e il tasto temperatura più fresca per alcuni secondi. La
modifica è reversibile.
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2.1 Display
A

B

C

D

E

K

F

G

H

I

J

A) Indicatore della temperatura del frigo-

2.3 Spegnimento del frigorifero

B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)
I)

Per spegnere il frigorifero:
1. Premere il tasto Fridge Compartment
per alcuni secondi.
2. La spia OFF del frigorifero viene visualizzata.

J)
K)

rifero
Spia OFF del frigorifero
Funzione HolidayMode
Modalità Eco frigorifero
ShoppingMode
Spia allarme
Modalità Eco congelatore
Modalità FastFreeze
Indicatore della temperatura del congelatore
Modalità DrinksChill
Modalità FreeStore

Dopo aver selezionato il vano frigorifero o congelatore si avvia l'a.
nimazione
Dopo aver selezionato la temperatura, l'animazione lampeggia per
alcuni minuti.

2.2 Accensione
dell'apparecchiatura
Per accendere l'apparecchiatura procedere come segue:
1. Inserire la spina nella presa di alimentazione.
2. Gli indicatori di temperatura visualizzano la temperatura impostata predefinita.
Se DEMO appare sul display, l'apparecchiatura si trova in modalità dimostrazione: fare riferimento al paragrafo “COSA
FARE SE...”.
Per selezionare una temperatura diversa,
consultare la sezione "Regolazione della
temperatura".
406

2.4 Accensione del frigorifero
Per accendere il frigorifero:
1. Premere il tasto Fridge Compartment .
La spia OFF del frigorifero si spegne.
Per selezionare una temperatura diversa,
consultare la sezione "Regolazione della
temperatura".

2.5 Spegnimento
Per spegnere l'apparecchiatura, procedere come segue:
1. Premere il tasto ON/OFF dell'apparecchiatura per 3 secondi.
2. Il display si spegne.
3. Per scollegare l’apparecchiatura dalla
corrente elettrica, staccare la spina
dalla presa di alimentazione.

2.6 Regolazione della
temperatura
Selezionare il vano frigorifero o congelatore.
Premere il tasto Temperatura per impostarla.
Impostare la temperatura predefinita:
• +4°C per il frigorifero
• -18°C per il congelatore

ITALIANO

Gli indicatori della temperatura visualizzano la temperatura impostata.
La temperatura impostata verrà raggiunta
entro 24 ore.
Dopo un'interruzione di corrente la
temperatura impostata rimane in
memoria.

2.7 Funzione HolidayMode
Questa funzione consente di mantenere il
frigorifero chiuso e vuoto durante un lungo
periodo di vacanza senza che si formino
odori sgradevoli.
Quando si attiva la funzione Holiday, il vano frigorifero deve essere
vuoto.
Per attivare la funzione:
Premere il tasto Mode finché non appare l'icona corrispondente.
L'indicatore della temperatura del frigorifero visualizza la temperatura impostata.
Per disattivare la funzione:
1. Premere il tasto Mode per selezionare
un'altra funzione o annullare.
1.

La funzione si disattiva selezionando un'impostazione di temperatura per il frigorifero diversa.

2.8 EcoMode per il vano
frigorifero e congelatore
Per una conservazione ottimale del cibo,
selezionare EcoMode .
Per attivare la funzione:
1. Selezionare il vano frigorifero/congelatore.
2. Premere il tasto Mode finché non appare l'icona corrispondente.
L'indicatore della temperatura visualizza la temperatura impostata:
– per il frigorifero: + 4°C
– per il congelatore: - 18°C
Per disattivare la funzione:
1. Selezionare il vano frigorifero/congelatore.
2. Premere il tasto Mode per selezionare
un'altra funzione o annullare.
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La funzione si disattiva selezionando una temperatura impostata diversa.

2.9 ShoppingMode
Se occorre inserire una grande quantità di
alimenti nel frigorifero, per esempio al ritorno dalla spesa, è consigliabile attivare
la funzione ShoppingMode per raffreddare
più rapidamente gli alimenti introdotti nel
frigorifero e non far intiepidire i cibi già
presenti al suo interno.
Per attivare la funzione:
1. Premere il tasto Mode finché non appare l'icona corrispondente.
La funzione ShoppingMode si disattiva
automaticamente dopo circa 6 ore.
Per disattivare la funzione prima dello spegnimento automatico:
1. Premere il tasto Mode per selezionare
un'altra funzione o annullare.
La funzione si disattiva selezionando un'impostazione di temperatura per il frigorifero diversa.

2.10 Modalità FastFreeze
Per attivare la funzione:
1. Selezionare il vano congelatore.
2. Premere il tasto Mode finché non appare l'icona corrispondente.
Questa funzione si interrompe in modo
automatico dopo 52 ore.
Per disattivare la funzione prima dello spegnimento automatico:
1. Selezionare il vano congelatore.
2. Premere il tasto Mode per selezionare
un'altra funzione o annullare.
La funzione si disattiva selezionando un'impostazione di temperatura per il congelatore diversa.

2.11 Modalità DrinksChill
La modalità DrinksChill deve essere usata
per impostare un segnale acustico in un
preciso momento, utile per esempio
quando una ricetta richiede il raffreddamento di alimenti misti per un certo periodo di tempo o quando è necessario un
promemoria per non dimenticare le bottiglie messe in frigorifero per un raffreddamento rapido.
Per attivare la funzione:
407
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1.

Premere il tasto DrinkChill .
Appare la spia DrinksChill .
Il timer visualizza il valore impostato
(30 minuti).
2. Premere il tasto Temperatura più
fredda o Temperatura più calda per
modificare il valore preimpostato del
timer da 1 a 90 minuti.
3. Il Timer inizia a lampeggiare (min).
Al termine del conto alla rovescia la spia
DrinksChill lampeggia e viene emesso un
segnale acustico:
1. Estrarre le eventuali bevande dal vano
congelatore.
2. Premere il tasto DrinkChill per spegnere il segnale acustico e porre fine
alla funzione.
È possibile disattivare la funzione in qualsiasi momento durante il conto alla rovescia:
1. Premere il tasto DrinkChill .
2. La spia DrinksChill si spegne.
È possibile modificare l'ora in qualsiasi
momento e prima della fine premendo il
tasto Temperatura più fredda ed il tasto
Temperatura più calda.

2.12 Allarme di alta temperatura
Un aumento di temperatura nel vano congelatore (per esempio a causa di una precedente interruzione dell'alimentazione
elettrica) è indicato da:
• lampeggiamento degli indicatori di allarme e della temperatura del congelatore
• emissione di un segnale acustico.
Per resettare l'allarme:
1. Premere un tasto qualsiasi.
2. Il segnale acustico si spegne.

3.

L'indicatore della temperatura del
congelatore visualizza per alcuni secondi la temperatura più alta raggiunta, quindi viene nuovamente visualizzata la temperatura impostata.
4. L'indicatore di allarme continua a lampeggiare fino al ripristino delle condizioni normali.
Quando l'allarme si interrompe, l'indicatore di allarme si spegne.

2.13 Allarme porta aperta
Se la porta è lasciata aperta per alcuni minuti, viene emesso un segnale acustico.
Le condizioni di allarme della porta aperta
sono indicate da:
• indicatore allarme lampeggiante
• segnale acustico
Al ripristino delle condizioni normali (porta
chiusa), l'allarme si interrompe.
Durante l'allarme, il segnale acustico può
essere disattivato premendo qualsiasi tasto.

2.14 Modalità FreeStore
Per attivare la funzione:
1. Premere il tasto Mode finché non appare l'icona corrispondente.
Per disattivare la funzione:
1. Premere il tasto Mode per selezionare
un'altra funzione o annullare.
Se la funzione è attivata automaticamente, la spia FreeStore viene
visualizzata (fare riferimento a "Utilizzo quotidiano").
L'attivazione della modalità FreeStore aumenta il consumo di
energia.

3. UTILIZZO QUOTIDIANO
3.1 Pulizia dell'interno
Prima di utilizzare l'apparecchio per la prima volta, lavare l'interno e gli accessori interni con acqua tiepida e un po' di sapone
neutro in modo a togliere il tipico odore
dei prodotti nuovi, quindi asciugare accuratamente.
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Non usare detergenti corrosivi o
polveri abrasive che danneggiano
le finiture.

3.2 Congelamento di alimenti
freschi
Il vano congelatore è adatto al congelamento di cibi freschi e alla conservazione

ITALIANO

a lungo termine di alimenti congelati e surgelati.
Per congelare cibo fresco, attivare la funzione Fast Freeze almeno 24 ore prima di
inserire gli alimenti da congelare nel vano
congelatore.
Sistemare gli alimenti freschi da congelare
sui ripiani a contatto con le pareti laterali
fredde.
Tutti i comparti sono adatti a congelare
alimenti freschi.
La quantità massima di alimenti congelabili in 24 ore è riportata sulla targhetta
dei dati, un'etichetta presente sulle pareti
interne dell'apparecchiatura.
Il processo di congelamento dura 24 ore:
non aggiungere altri alimenti da congelare
per tutta la durata del processo.
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In caso di sbrinamento accidentale, per esempio a causa di un'interruzione dell'alimentazione elettrica, se l'alimentazione manca
per un periodo superiore al valore
indicato nella tabella dei dati tecnici sotto "Tempo di risalita", il cibo
scongelato deve essere consumato rapidamente o cucinato immediatamente quindi ricongelato (dopo il raffreddamento)

3.4 Scongelamento
Prima dell'utilizzo, i cibi surgelati o congelati possono essere scongelati nel vano
frigorifero o a temperatura ambiente, in
funzione del tempo disponibile per questa
operazione.
I pezzi piccoli possono addirittura essere
cucinati ancora congelati, direttamente
dal congelatore: in questo caso la cottura
durerà più a lungo.

3.3 Conservazione dei surgelati
Al primo avvio o dopo un periodo di inutilizzo si consiglia di lasciare in funzione
l'apparecchiatura per almeno 2 ore, prima
di introdurre gli alimenti.
I cestelli del congelatore consentono di individuare rapidamente e facilmente la
confezione di alimenti che interessa. Se
occorre conservare grandi quantità di cibo, si consiglia di rimuovere tutti i cassetti
ad eccezione del cestello inferiore, la cui
presenza è necessaria per assicurare la
buona circolazione dell'aria. Sul ripiano di
vetro è possibile riporre alimenti sporgenti,
fino al raggiungimento del limite di carico
dichiarato sul lato della sezione intermedia

3.5 Produzione di cubetti di
ghiaccio
Questo apparecchio è equipaggiato con
una o più vaschette per la produzione di
cubetti di ghiaccio. Riempire d'acqua le
vaschette quindi inserirle nel vano congelatore.
Non usare strumenti metallici per
rimuovere le vaschette dal congelatore.

(negli apparecchi in cui è presente)

3.6 Ripiani rimovibili
Le guide presenti sulle pareti del frigorifero
permettono di posizionare i ripiani a diverse altezze.

409
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3.7 Posizionamento dei ripiani della porta
Per facilitare l'introduzione di alimenti di
diverse dimensioni, i ripiani della porta
possono essere posizionati ad altezze differenti.
Per regolare l'altezza dei ripiani, procedere come segue:
tirare delicatamente il ripiano nella direzione indicata dalle frecce fino a sganciarlo,
quindi riposizionarlo dove necessario.

1

2

3.8 FreeStore
Il vano frigorifero è dotato di un dispositivo
che consente un rapido raffreddamento
degli alimenti e una temperatura più uniforme nello scomparto.
Il suddetto si avvia automaticamente
quando necessario, ad esempio per un
rapido recupero della temperatura dopo
l'apertura della porta o quando la temperatura ambiente è elevata.
Consente di accendere manualmente il dispositivo quando necessario (fare riferimento alla modalità FreeStore ).

Il dispositivo FreeStore si interrompe
quando si apre la porta e si riavvia immediatamente dopo la chiusura della suddetta.

4. CONSIGLI E SUGGERIMENTI UTILI
4.1 Consigli per il risparmio
energetico
• Non aprire frequentemente la porta e
non lasciarla aperta più di quanto assolutamente necessario.
• Se la temperatura ambiente è elevata, il
termostato è impostato su una regolazione alta e l'apparecchio è a pieno ca410

rico, il compressore può funzionare in
continuo causando la formazione di brina o ghiaccio sull'evaporatore. In questo caso, ruotare il termostato su una
regolazione più bassa per consentire lo
scongelamento automatico risparmiando così energia.

ITALIANO

4.2 Consigli per la refrigerazione
di cibi freschi
Per ottenere i migliori risultati:
• non riporre nel frigorifero cibi caldi o liquidi in fase di evaporazione
• coprire o avvolgere il cibo, in particolare
se emana un odore forte
• posizionare il cibo in modo che l'aria
possa circolare liberamente attorno ad
esso

4.3 Consigli per la refrigerazione
Consigli utili:
Carne (tutti i tipi): avvolgerla in sacchetti di
politene e collocarla sul ripiano di vetro
sopra il cassetto delle verdure.
Per motivi di sicurezza, conservarla in
queste condizioni solo per uno o due giorni al massimo.
Cibi cucinati, piatti freddi ecc..: dovrebbero essere coperti e possono essere collocati su qualsiasi ripiano.
Frutta e verdura: dovrebbero essere pulite
accuratamente e collocate nell'apposito/i
cassetto/i speciale/i.
Burro e formaggio: dovrebbero essere
posti in contenitori ermetici speciali o avvolti in pellicole di alluminio o sacchetti di
politene per escludere per quanto possibile l'aria.
Bottiglie di latte: dovrebbero essere tappate e conservate nell'apposito ripiano
sulla porta.
Non conservare nel frigorifero banane, patate, cipolle o aglio se non sono confezionati.

4.4 Consigli per il congelamento
Per un processo di congelamento ottimale, ecco alcuni consigli importanti:
• la quantità massima di cibo che può essere congelata in 24 h è riportata sulla
targhetta;
• il processo di congelamento dura 24
ore. In questo periodo non aggiungere
altro cibo da congelare;
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• congelare solo alimenti freschi, di ottima qualità e accuratamente puliti;
• preparare il cibo in piccole porzioni per
consentire un congelamento rapido e
completo e per scongelare in seguito
solo la quantità necessaria;
• avvolgere il cibo in pellicole di alluminio
o in politene e verificare che i pacchetti
siano ermetici;
• non lasciare che cibo fresco non congelato entri in contatto con quello già
congelato, per evitare un aumento della
temperatura in quest'ultimo;
• i cibi magri si conservano meglio e più a
lungo di quelli grassi; il sale riduce il periodo di conservazione del cibo;
• i ghiaccioli, se consumati immediatamente dopo la rimozione dal vano congelatore, possono causare ustioni da
congelamento della pelle;
• si consiglia di riportare la data di congelamento su ogni singolo pacchetto per
riuscire a tenere traccia del tempo di
conservazione;

4.5 Consigli per la
conservazione dei surgelati
Per ottenere risultati ottimali
• Controllare che i surgelati esposti nei
punti vendita non presentino segni di interruzione della catena del freddo
• Il tempo di trasferimento dei surgelati
dal punto vendita al congelatore domestico deve essere il più breve possibile;
• Non aprire frequentemente la porta e limitare il più possibile i tempi di apertura;
• Una volta scongelati, gli alimenti si deteriorano rapidamente e non possono
essere ricongelati;
• Non superare la durata di conservazione indicata sulla confezione.
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5. PULIZIA E CURA
ATTENZIONE
Staccare la spina dell'apparecchio
prima di eseguire lavori di manutenzione.
Questo apparecchio contiene
idrocarburi nell'unità di raffreddamento; la manutenzione e la ricarica devono pertanto essere effettuate esclusivamente da tecnici
autorizzati.

5.1 Pulizia periodica
L'apparecchio deve essere pulito regolarmente:
• Pulire l'interno e gli accessori con acqua tiepida e un po' di sapone neutro.
• Controllare regolarmente le guarnizioni
della porta e verificare che siano pulite e
prive di residui.
• Risciacquare e asciugare accuratamente.

Pulire il condensatore (griglia nera) e il
compressore sul retro dell'apparecchio
con una spazzola. Questa operazione migliorerà le prestazioni dell'apparecchiatura
riducendone i consumi di energia.
Non danneggiare il sistema di raffreddamento.
Molti detergenti per cucine di marca contengono sostanze chimiche in grado di attaccare/danneggiare la plastica impiegata
in questo apparecchio. Per questo motivo
si raccomanda di pulire l'involucro esterno
dell'apparecchio solo con acqua calda
con un po' di liquido detergente.
Dopo la pulizia, ricollegare l'apparecchio
alla rete di alimentazione.

Non tirare, spostare o danneggiare tubi e/o cavi all'interno dell'apparecchio.
Non usare mai detergenti, polveri
abrasive, prodotti per la pulizia
con una forte profumazione o cere
lucidanti per pulire l'interno, in
quanto danneggiano la superficie
e lasciano un odore forte.

5.2 Sbrinamento del vano frigorifero
Durante l'uso normale, la brina viene eliminata automaticamente dall'evaporatore
del vano frigorifero ogni volta che il motocompressore si arresta. L'acqua di sbrinamento giunge attraverso un foro di scarico in un apposito recipiente posto sul retro dell'apparecchiatura, sopra il motocompressore, dove evapora
È importante pulire periodicamente il foro
di scarico dell'acqua di sbrinamento, situato al centro del canale sulla parete posteriore, per evitare che l'acqua fuoriesca
sugli alimenti.
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5.3 Sbrinamento del
congelatore

5.
6.

È normale che sui ripiani del congelatore e
intorno allo scomparto superiore si formi,
col tempo, uno strato di brina.
Quando tale strato raggiunge uno spessore di circa 3 - 5 mm, è necessario procedere allo sbrinamento del vano congelatore.
Circa 12 ore prima dello sbrinamento, impostare il termostato su
una regolazione più alta per accumulare una riserva di freddo sufficiente per l'interruzione del funzionamento
Per rimuovere la brina, procedere come
segue:
1. Spegnere l'apparecchiatura.
2. Rimuovere i surgelati, avvolgerli in alcuni strati di carta di giornale e riporli
in un luogo fresco.

3.

4.

ATTENZIONE
Non toccare il cibo congelato con
le mani bagnate. Le mani potrebbero aderire all'alimento congelato.
Lasciare la porta aperta.
Per accelerare il processo di sbrinamento, collocare un recipiente
di acqua calda nel vano congelatore. Rimuovere inoltre i pezzi di
ghiaccio che si staccano prima
che lo sbrinamento sia completo.
Una volta completato lo sbrinamento,
asciugare accuratamente l'interno.
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Accendere l’apparecchiatura.
Dopo due o tre ore, reintrodurre nel
vano il cibo precedentemente rimosso
Per rimuovere la brina dal rivestimento interno, non usare utensili
metallici appuntiti che possano
danneggiarlo.
Non usare dispositivi meccanici o
altri mezzi artificiali non raccomandati dal produttore allo scopo di
accelerare il processo di sbrinamento.
Un aumento della temperatura dei
surgelati durante lo sbrinamento
può ridurre la loro durata di conservazione.

5.4 Periodi di inutilizzo
Quando l'apparecchio non è utilizzato per
lunghi periodi, adottare le seguenti precauzioni:
• scollegare l'apparecchio dalla rete
elettrica
• rimuovere tutto il cibo
• sbrinare (se necessario) e pulire l'apparecchiatura e tutti gli accessori
• lasciare la/e porta/e socchiusa/e per
evitare odori sgradevoli.
Se l'apparecchio rimane acceso, chiedere
a qualcuno di controllare ogni tanto per
evitare che il cibo contenuto marcisca in
caso di interruzione dell'alimentazione
elettrica.

6. COSA FARE SE…
AVVERTENZA!
Prima di eseguire la ricerca guasti,
estrarre la spina dalla presa di alimentazione.
Le operazioni di ricerca guasti,
non descritte nel presente manuale, devono essere eseguite esclusivamente da elettricisti qualificati
o da personale competente.
413

Durante l'uso alcuni rumori di funzionamento (come quelli del compressore o del circuito refrigerante) sono da considerarsi normali.
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Problema

Causa possibile

Soluzione

L'apparecchiatura
non funziona. La
lampadina non si
accende.

L'apparecchiatura è spenta.

Accendere l’apparecchiatura.

La spina non è inserita
correttamente nella presa
di alimentazione.

Inserire correttamente la
spina nella presa di alimentazione.

L'apparecchiatura non riceve corrente. Assenza di
tensione nella presa di alimentazione.

Collegare alla presa di alimentazione un'altra apparecchiatura elettrica.
Rivolgersi ad un elettricista
qualificato.

La lampadina non si
accende.

La lampadina è in modalità Chiudere e riaprire la porta.
stand-by.
La lampadina è difettosa.

Fare riferimento alla sezione
"Sostituzione della lampadina".

Il compressore riLa temperatura non è immane sempre in fun- postata correttamente.
zione.

Impostare una temperatura
superiore.

La porta non è chiusa cor- Consultare la sezione
rettamente.
"Chiusura della porta".
La porta viene aperta trop- Limitare il più possibile il
po frequentemente.
tempo di apertura della porta.
La temperatura degli alimenti è troppo alta.

Prima di mettere a conservare gli alimenti, lasciarli raffreddare a temperatura ambiente.

La temperatura ambiente
è troppo alta.

Abbassare la temperatura
ambiente.

Sul pannello posteriore del frigorifero
scorre acqua.

Durante lo sbrinamento
automatico, la brina che si
forma sul pannello posteriore si scioglie.

Non si tratta di un'anomalia.

All'interno del frigorifero scorre acqua.

Lo scarico dell'acqua è
ostruito.

Pulire lo scarico dell'acqua.

Gli alimenti impediscono
all'acqua di fluire nell'apposito collettore.

Evitare di disporre gli alimenti a diretto contatto con
il pannello posteriore.

L'acqua di sbrinamento
non viene scaricata nella
bacinella di evaporazione
posta sopra il compressore.

Collegare lo scarico dell'acqua di sbrinamento alla bacinella di evaporazione.

Scorre acqua sul
pavimento.
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Problema

Causa possibile
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Soluzione

La temperatura alIl regolatore della tempera- Impostare una temperatura
l'interno dell'appatura non è impostato cor- superiore.
recchiatura è troppo rettamente.
bassa.
La temperatura alIl regolatore della tempera- Impostare una temperatura
l'interno dell'appatura non è impostato cor- inferiore.
recchiatura è troppo rettamente.
alta.
Sono stati introdotti molti
alimenti contemporaneamente.

Introdurre gli alimenti un poco alla volta.

La temperatura nel
frigorifero è troppo
alta.

L'aria fredda non circola
correttamente all'interno
dell'apparecchiatura.

Adottare le misure necessarie per garantire una corretta circolazione dell'aria fredda.

La temperatura nel
vano congelatore è
troppo alta.

I prodotti sono troppo vici- Disporre i prodotti in modo
ni tra loro.
da consentire una corretta
circolazione dell'aria fredda.

Sul display della
Si è verificato un errore
temperatura è visua- durante la misurazione
lizzato un quadrato
della temperatura.
superiore o inferiore.

Contattare il Centro di Assistenza (il sistema refrigerante continuerà a tenere gli
alimenti freddi, ma non sarà
possibile regolare la temperatura).

DEMO appare sul di- L'apparecchiatura è in
splay.
modalità dimostrazione
(DEMO).

Tenere il tasto Luce premuto per circa 10 sec., finché
non si sente un suono prolungato provenire dal cicalino e il display si spegne per
un tempo brevissimo: l'apparecchiatura inizia a funzionare regolarmente.

6.1 Sostituzione della lampadina

2.

L'apparecchiatura è dotata di una lampadina a LED a lunga durata.
Solo al servizio assistenza è permesso sostituire l'impianto d'illuminazione. Contattare il Centro di Assistenza locale.

3.

6.2 Chiusura della porta
1.

Pulire le guarnizioni della porta.
415

Se necessario, regolare la porta. Vedere "Installazione".
Se necessario, sostituire le guarnizioni
della porta difettose. Contattare il
Centro di assistenza locale.
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7. INSTALLAZIONE
AVVERTENZA!
Leggere con attenzione le "Informazioni per la sicurezza" per la
vostra sicurezza e per il corretto
funzionamento dell'apparecchio
prima di procedere all'installazione.

7.1 Posizionamento
Installare questo apparecchio in un punto
in cui la temperatura ambiente corrisponda alla classe climatica indicata sulla sua
targhetta:

Classe Temperatura ambiente
climatica
SN

da + 10°C a + 32°C

N

da + 16°C a + 32°C

ST

da + 16°C a + 38°C

T

da + 16°C a + 43°C

7.2 Collegamento elettrico
Prima di inserire la spina, verificare che la
tensione e la frequenza riportate sulla targhetta corrispondano ai valori della rete
elettrica domestica.
L'apparecchio deve essere collegato a
massa. La spina del cavo di alimentazione
è dotata di un contatto a tale scopo. Se la
presa della rete elettrica domestica non è
collegata a massa, collegare l'apparecchio ad una massa separata in conformità
alle norme relative alla corrente, consultando un elettricista qualificato.
Il fabbricante declina qualsiasi responsabilità se le precauzioni suddette non sono rispettate.
Il presente apparecchio è conforme alle
direttive CEE.

7.3 Possibilità di invertire la
porta
la porta dell'apparecchiatura si apre verso
destra. Per aprire la porta verso sinistra,
prima di installare l'apparecchiatura eseguire queste operazioni:
• Allentare e rimuovere il perno superiore.
• Rimuovere la porta superiore.
• Rimuovere il distanziale.

• Allentare la cerniera centrale.
• Rimuovere la porta inferiore.
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• Allentare e rimuovere il perno inferiore.
Sul lato opposto:
• Serrare il perno inferiore.
• Installare la porta inferiore.
• Serrare la cerniera centrale.
• Installare il distanziatore.
• Installare la porta superiore.
• Serrare il perno superiore.

7.4 Requisiti di ventilazione
5 cm

Il flusso d'aria dietro l'apparecchiatura deve essere sufficiente.

min.
200 cm2

min.
200 cm2

7.5 Installazione
dell’apparecchiatura

Seguire i seguenti passaggi:

ATTENZIONE
Accertarsi che il cavo di rete sia libero da ostacoli.
Se necessario, tagliare la striscia sigillante adesiva e applicarla come illustrato
in figura.

x

x

417
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Installare l'apparecchiatura nella nicchia.
Spingere l'apparecchiatura in direzione
della freccia (1) finché la mascherina superiore si arresta contro il mobile da cucina.
Spingere l'apparecchiatura in direzione
della freccia (2) contro il mobile sul lato
opposto rispetto alla cerniera.

2

1

Posizionare correttamente l'apparecchiatura nella nicchia.
Assicurarsi che la distanza tra l'apparecchiatura ed il bordo anteriore dell'armadio sia di 44 mm.
Il copricerniera inferiore (incluso nel sacchetto degli accessori) permette di controllare che la distanza fra l'apparecchiatura ed il mobile della cucina sia corretta.
Accertarsi che lo spazio fra l'apparecchiatura e il mobile sia di 4 mm.
Aprire la porta. Applicare il copricerniera
inferiore.

4 mm

44 mm

Fissare l'apparecchiatura nella nicchia
con 4 viti.

I

I
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Rimuovere la parte appropriata del copricerniera (E). Accertarsi di rimuovere la
parte DESTRA per la cerniera di destra,
o la parte SINISTRA per quella di sinistra.

D

Applicare i cappucci (C, D) a coprigiunti
e fori delle cerniere.
Installare la griglia di sfiato (B).
Applicare i copricerniera (E).

C

E

E

B

G
H

Collegare l'apparecchiatura lateralmente
alla parete laterale del mobile da cucina:
1. Allentare le viti della parte (G) e spostare la parte (G) sino alla parete laterale del mobile.
2. Serrare nuovamente le viti della parte (G).
3. Fissare la parte (H) alla parte (G).

419
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Staccare le parti (Ha), (Hb), (Hc) e (Hd).

Installare la parte (Ha) sul lato interno
della porta del mobile.

ca. 50 mm
90°

21 mm
90°

ca. 50 mm

21 mm

Spingere la parte (Hc) sulla parte (Ha).

Ha

Hc

Aprire la porta dell'apparecchiatura e
l'anta del mobile da cucina con un'angolazione di 90°.
Inserire il quadratino (Hb) nella guida
(Ha).
Unire la porta dell'apparecchiatura alla
porta del mobile e marcare i fori.

8 mm

Ha
Hb
420
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Togliere le staffe e segnare la posizione
in cui deve essere inserito il chiodo (K)
ad una distanza di 8 mm dal bordo
esterno della porta.

8 mm

K
Ha

Riapplicare il quadratino sulla guida e
fissarlo con le viti in dotazione.
Allineare lo sportello del mobile da cucina con quello dell'apparecchiatura regolando la parte (Hb).

Hb

Premere la parte (Hd) sulla parte (Hb).
Eseguire un controllo finale per accertarsi che:
• tutte le viti siano serrate.
• la striscia sigillante sia fissata saldamente all'unità;
• la porta si apra e si chiuda correttamente.

Hb

Hd

8. RUMORI
Durante l'uso, alcuni rumori di funzionamento (come quelli del compressore o del
circuito refrigerante) sono da considerarsi
normali.
421
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9. DATI TECNICI
Nicchia di incasso
Altezza

1780 mm

Larghezza

560 mm

Profondità

550 mm

Tempo di salita

22 h

Tensione

230-240 V

Frequenza

50 Hz

I dati tecnici sono riportati sulla targhetta
del modello, applicata sul lato sinistro in-

terno dell'apparecchiatura, e sull'etichetta
dei valori energetici.

10. CONSIDERAZIONI AMBIENTALI
Riciclare i materiali con il simbolo

.

Buttare l'imballaggio negli appositi
contenitori per il riciclaggio.
Aiutare a proteggere l’ambiente e la salute
umana e a riciclare rifiuti derivanti da
apparecchiature elettriche ed elettroniche.
Non smaltire le apparecchiature che
riportano il simbolo insieme ai normali

423

rifiuti domestici. Portare il prodotto al
punto di riciclaggio più vicino o contattare
il comune di residenza.

5.1.2 Washing Machine
Washing Machine class A+++ -10%
Commercial Name

RWF 1286 ODW
SteamSystem

Company

Electrolux

Description

Dual input hot and cold water
Sunny is equipped with special programs
using the hot water already available on the net produced by
solar panels or from other sources.
Save up to 50%
Using hot water available in the network, Sunny Save up to
50% energy than a washing machine connected
only with cold water.

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Lenght: 600 mm
Width: 600 mm
Height: 850 mm
Water Consumption: 11031 lt/year
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PENSATI PER VOI
Grazie per aver acquistato un'apparecchiatura Electrolux. Avete scelto un prodotto che ha alle
spalle decenni di esperienza professionale e innovazione. Ingegnoso ed elegante, è stato
progettato pensando a voi. Quindi, in qualsiasi momento desiderate utilizzarlo, potete esser certi
di ottenere sempre i migliori risultati.
Benvenuti in Electrolux.
Visitate il nostro sito web per:
ricevere consigli, scaricare i nostri opuscoli, eliminare eventuali anomalie, ottenere
informazioni sull'assistenza.
www.electrolux.com
registrare il vostro prodotto e ricevere un servizio migliore:
www.electrolux.com/productregistration
acquistare accessori, materiali di consumo e ricambi originali per la vostra
apparecchiatura:
www.electrolux.com/shop

SERVIZIO CLIENTI E MANUTENZIONE
Consigliamo sempre l’impiego di ricambi originali.
Quando si contatta l'Assistenza, accertarsi di disporre dei seguenti dati.
Le informazioni si trovano sulla targhetta di identificazione. Modello, numero dell'apparecchio
(PNC), numero di serie.
Avvertenza / Attenzione - Importanti Informazioni di Sicurezza
Informazioni e consigli generali
Informazioni in materia di sicurezza ambientale
Con riserva di modifiche.
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1. INFORMAZIONI PER LA SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni fornite prima di installare e utilizzare l'apparecchiatura. Il produttore non è responsabile se un'installazione ed un uso non corretto dell'apparecchiatura provocano lesioni e danni. Tenere sempre le istruzioni a portata di mano in caso di necessità durante l'utilizzo.

1.1 Sicurezza dei bambini e delle persone vulnerabili
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di soffocamento, lesioni o invalidità permanente.
• Questa apparecchiatura può essere usata da bambini
a partire dagli 8 anni e da adulti con limitate capacità fisiche, sensoriali o mentali o con scarsa esperienza o
conoscenza sull'uso dell'apparecchiatura, solamente
se sorvegliati o se sono stati istruiti relativamente all'uso dell'apparecchiatura e se hanno compreso i rischi
coinvolti.
• Non consentire ai bambini di giocare con l'apparecchiatura.
• Tenere i materiali di imballaggio al di fuori della portata
dei bambini.
• Tenere i detersivi fuori dalla portata dei bambini.
• Tenere i bambini e gli animali domestici lontano dalla
porta dell'apparecchiatura quando è aperta.
• Se l’apparecchiatura dispone di un dispositivo di sicurezza per i bambini, consigliamo di attivarlo.
• La pulizia e gli interventi di manutenzione non devono
essere eseguiti dai bambini senza supervisione.

1.2 Avvertenze di sicurezza generali
• Prima di eseguire qualunque intervento di manutenzione, spegnere l'apparecchiatura ed estrarre la spina dalla presa.
426
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• Non apportare modifiche alle specifiche di questa apparecchiatura.
• Rispettare il volume massimo di 8 kg per il carico (fare
riferimento al capitolo "Tabella programmi").
• Se il cavo di alimentazione è danneggiato, deve essere
sostituito dal produttore, da un tecnico autorizzato o da
una persona qualificata per evitare situazioni di pericolo.
• La pressione d'esercizio dell'acqua (minima e massima)
deve essere compresa tra 0,5 bar (0,05 MPa) e 8 bar
(0,8 MPa)
• Le aperture di ventilazione alla base (ove previste) non
devono essere ostruite da un tappeto.
• L'apparecchiatura deve essere collegata correttamente
all'impianto idrico con i tubi nuovi forniti. I tubi usati non
devono essere riutilizzati.

2.

ISTRUZIONI DI SICUREZZA
2.1 Installazione
• Rimuovere tutti i materiali di imballaggio.
• Conservare i bulloni per il trasporto.
Quando si sposta l'apparecchiatura è
necessario bloccare nuovamente il cesto.
• Non installare o utilizzare l'apparecchiatura se è danneggiata.
• Non installare o utilizzare l'apparecchiatura in ambienti in cui la temperatura è
al di sotto di 0°C o all'aperto.
• Attenersi alle istruzioni fornite insieme
all'apparecchiatura.
• Assicurarsi che il pavimento su cui è
stata installata l'apparecchiatura sia in
piano, resistente al calore e pulito.
• Non installare l'apparecchiatura in una
posizione in cui non è possibile aprire
completamente la porta.
• Fare sempre attenzione quando si sposta l'apparecchiatura, perché è pesan427

te. Indossare sempre guanti di sicurezza.
• Assicurarsi che vi sia ricircolo d'aria tra
l'apparecchiatura e il pavimento.
• Regolare i piedini per disporre dello
spazio necessario tra l'apparecchiatura
e la moquette.

Collegamento elettrico
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di incendio e scossa elettrica.
• L'apparecchiatura deve disporre di una
messa a terra.
• Verificare che i dati elettrici riportati sulla
targhetta del modello corrispondano a
quelli dell'impianto. In caso contrario,
contattare un elettricista.
• Utilizzare sempre una presa elettrica
con contatto di protezione correttamente installata.
• Non utilizzare prese multiple e prolunghe.

ITALIANO

• Accertarsi di non danneggiare la spina
e il cavo. Qualora il cavo elettrico debba
essere sostituito, l’intervento dovrà essere effettuato dal Centro di Assistenza
del produttore.
• Inserire la spina di alimentazione nella
presa solo al termine dell'installazione.
Verificare che la spina di alimentazione
rimanga accessibile dopo l'installazione.
• Non tirare il cavo di alimentazione per
scollegare l’apparecchiatura. Tirare solo
la spina.
• Non toccare il cavo di alimentazione o
la spina di alimentazione con la mani
bagnate.
• Questa apparecchiatura è conforme alle direttive CEE.

• Non appoggiare o tenere liquidi o materiali infiammabili, né oggetti facilmente
incendiabili sull'apparecchiatura, al suo
interno o nelle immediate vicinanze.
• Non toccare il vetro dell'oblò quando è
in corso un programma. Il vetro potrebbe essere caldo.
• Accertarsi di rimuovere tutti gli oggetti
metallici dalla biancheria.
• Non sistemare alcun contenitore al di
sotto dell'apparecchiatura per raccogliere possibili perdite d'acqua. Contattare il Centro di Assistenza per sapere
quali accessori utilizzare.

2.3 Pulizia e manutenzione
AVVERTENZA!
Vi è il rischio di ferirsi o danneggiare l'apparecchiatura.

Collegamento dell’acqua
• Accertarsi di non danneggiare i tubi di
carico e scarico dell'acqua.
• L'apparecchiatura va collegata all'impianto idrico servendosi dei tubi nuovi
forniti in dotazione. I tubi usati non devono essere riutilizzati.
• Prima di collegare l’apparecchiatura a
tubazioni nuove o non utilizzate per un
lungo periodo, far scorrere l’acqua finché non è limpida.
• La prima volta che si usa l’apparecchiatura, accertarsi che non vi siano perdite.

• Prima di eseguire qualunque intervento
di manutenzione, spegnere l'apparecchiatura ed estrarre la spina dalla presa.
• Non usare acqua spray né vapore per
pulire l'apparecchiatura.
• Pulire l'apparecchiatura con un panno
inumidito e morbido. Utilizzare solo detergenti neutri. Non usare prodotti abrasivi, spugnette abrasive, solventi o oggetti metallici.

2.4 Smaltimento
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di lesioni o soffocamento.

2.2 Utilizzo
AVVERTENZA!
Vi è il rischio di lesioni, scosse
elettriche, incendi, ustioni o danni
all'apparecchiatura.
• Utilizzare l’apparecchiatura in un ambiente domestico.
• Non apportare modifiche alle specifiche
di questa apparecchiatura.
• Osservare le istruzioni di sicurezza riportate sulla confezione del detersivo.

5

• Staccare la spina dall'alimentazione
elettrica.
• Tagliare il cavo di rete e smaltirlo.
• Rimuovere il blocco porta per evitare
che bambini e animali domestici rimangano chiusi all’interno dell’apparecchiatura.
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3. DESCRIZIONE DEL PRODOTTO
1

2

1 Piano di lavoro

3

2 Contenitore del detersivo
3 Pannello dei comandi
4 Maniglia dell'oblò
5 Targhetta dei dati

4

6 Filtro della pompa di scarico
7 Piedini per mettere a livello l’apparec-

chiatura

5

6
7

3.1 Dispositivo della sicurezza bambini
Quando si attiva questo dispositivo, non è
possibile chiudere l'oblò. Ciò evita che i
bambini o gli animali domestici restino
chiusi nel cesto. Per attivare il dispositivo,
ruotarlo in senso orario fin quando la scanalatura non si trova in posizione orizzontale. Per disattivare il dispositivo, ruotarlo
in senso antiorario fin quando la scanalatura non si trova in posizione verticale.

3.2 Kit piastre di fissaggio
(4055171146)
Disponibile presso il vostro distributore
autorizzato.

429

Se si installa l'apparecchiatura su di uno
zoccolo, fissarla nelle piastre di fissaggio.
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni fornite
con il kit.
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4. PANNELLO DEI COMANDI
1

2

Cotoni Eco

3

4

5

6

Cotoni

Cotoni

Jeans
Sintetici

Sintetici

Delicati

Refresh
14 Min.

Centrifuga/
Scarico

Partenza
Ritardata

Connessione Extra
Acqua Risciacquo

Centrifuga

Lana/A mano

Sport

Prelavaggio

Temperatura

Piumoni
Risciacquo

1 Tasto On/Off

TimeManager

S tart/ P aus e

11

10

7 Pulsante touch partenza ritardata

(On/Off)
2 Selettore dei programmi
3 Pulsante touch riduzione centrifuga

(Partenza Ritardata)
8 Pulsante touch extra risciacquo

(Extra Risciacquo)
9 Pulsante touch esclusione collegamento acqua calda
(Connessione Acqua)

(Centrifuga)
4 Pulsante touch temperatura

(Temperatura)
5 Display
6 Pulsante touch Prelavaggio
(Prelavaggio)

10 Pulsante touch avvio/pausa

(Avvio/Pausa)
11 Time Manager Pulsanti touch

4.1 Display
A

G

B

C) L'area ora:

: Spia di controllo della tempera: Indicatore acqua fredda

B)

D

E

F

A) L'area temperatura:

tura

C

: Time Manager spia.
430

–

: durata del programma

–

: la partenza ritardata

–

: i codici allarme

–

: il messaggio di errore

7
8
9
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–

F) L'area di centrifuga:

: Il programma è completato.

–

D)

: l'indicatore di blocco della sicurezza bambini.
E) Spie di lavaggio:
–
: la fase di lavaggio
–

: la fase di risciacquo

–

: la fase di centrifuga.

–

: la fase di vapore

–

trifuga
–
fuga

G)

: l'indicatore di velocità cen: l'indicatore nessuna centri-

–

: l'indicatore antipiega

–

: l'indicatore Extra Silent.
: l'indicatore oblò bloccato

: Opzione permanente extra risciacquo.

5. PROGRAMMI
Programma
Intervallo di temperature

Tipo di carico e grado di sporco
Carico massimo, velocità di centrifuga massima

Cotoni1)
90°C - A freddo

Cotone bianco e colorato (sporco normale e leggero).
8 kg, 1200 giri al minuto

Jeans1)
60°C - A freddo

Capi in jeans e jersey. Adatto anche a capi scuri.
4 kg, 1200 giri al minuto

Sintetici1)
60°C - A freddo

Capi in tessuti sintetici o misti. Sporco normale.
4 kg, 1200 giri al minuto

Delicati
40°C - A freddo
Lana/A mano
40°C - A freddo

Tessuti delicati quali capi acrilici, in viscosa e poliestere. Sporco normale.
4 kg, 1200 giri al minuto
Capi in lana che possono essere lavati a macchina, capi in lana lavabili a mano e capi delicati che
recano l'etichetta con l'indicazione “Lavaggio a
mano”.
2 kg, 1200 giri al minuto

Piumoni
60°C - 30°C

Programma di lavaggio speciale per singole coperte in tessuto sintetico, piumino d'oca, copriletto ecc.
2.5 kg, 800 giri al minuto

Risciacquo
A freddo

Per risciacquare e centrifugare la biancheria. Tutti
i tessuti.
8 kg, 1200 giri al minuto

Centrifuga/Scarico

30°C

Sport

Per centrifugare la biancheria e scaricare l'acqua
nel cesto. Tutti i tessuti.
8 kg, 1200 giri al minuto
Capi sintetici e delicati. Capi leggermente sporchi
o da rinfrescare.
2.5 kg, 800 giri al minuto
431
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Intervallo di temperature

30°C

9

Tipo di carico e grado di sporco
Carico massimo, velocità di centrifuga massima
Capi in tessuti sintetici e misti. Sporco leggero e
capi da rinfrescare.
1 kg, 800 giri al minuto

14 Min.

Programma vapore per capi in cotone e sintetici
Questo ciclo elimina i cattivi odori dalla biancheria 1.5 kg

Vapore - Refresh

Programma vapore per capi sintetici.
Questo ciclo aiuta a togliere le pieghe dalla biancheria 1.5 kg

Vapore - Sintetici

Programma vapore per capi in cotone.
Questo ciclo aiuta a togliere le pieghe dalla biancheria 1.5 kg

Vapore - Cotoni

Cotone bianco e colorato. Sporco normale.
8 kg, 1200 giri al minuto

Cotoni Eco2)
60°C - 40°C

1) Il caricamento di acqua calda e fredda inizia automaticamente nei seguenti programmi:
• Cotoni 90°: solo acqua calda.
• Cotoni 40° - 60°: acqua calda + fredda.
• Sintetici 40° - 60°: acqua calda + fredda.
2) Programmi standard per i valori di consumo di energia
Conformemente alla normativa 1061/2010, per "Cotoni Eco 60°C" e "Cotoni Eco 40°C" si
intendono rispettivamente il "programma cotone standard a 60°C" e il "programma cotone
standard a 40°C". Si tratta dei programmi più efficienti in termini di consumo combinato di
energia ed acqua per il lavaggio della biancheria in cotone con un livello di sporco normale.
La temperatura dell'acqua della fase di lavaggio può essere leggermente diversa rispetto alla temperatura predefinita per il programma selezionato.

Compatibilità opzioni programma
Programma
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

1)

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■
■
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Programma
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■
■

■

■

1) Se si imposta l'opzione Esclusione Centrifuga, è disponibile solo la fase di scarico.

6. VALORI DI CONSUMO
All'inizio del programma, il display mostra la durata del programma per la capacità di carico massima.
Durante la fase di lavaggio, la durata del programma viene calcolata automaticamente e si può ridurre notevolmente se il carico di biancheria è inferiore alla
capacità di carico massima (ad es. per i cotoni a 60°C, con capacità di carico
8 kg, la durata del programma supera le 2 ore; con un carico effettivo di 1 kg,
la durata del programma non raggiunge 1 ora).
Quando l'apparecchiatura calcola la durata reale del programma, sul display
lampeggia un puntino.
I dati di questa tabella sono indicativi. I dati possono essere influenzati da diversi fattori: la quantità e il tipo di biancheria, la temperatura dell'acqua e dell'ambiente.

Programmi

Cari- Consumo Consumo Consumo
Durata
co
di enerdi enerd'acqua indicativa
(Kg) gia eletgia elet(litri)
del protrica
trica con
gramma
(kWh)
acqua
(minuti)
calda
(kWh)1)

Umidità
residua
(%)2)

Cotoni 60
°C

8

1.60

1.00

72

168

53

Cotoni 40
°C

8

1.00

0.37

72

164

53

Sintetici 40
°C

4

0.60

0.25

50

110

35

Delicati 40
°C

4

0.70

-

60

91

35

Lana 30 °C

2

0.35

-

57

58

30

-

46

208

53

Programmi cotone standard
Cotone
standard
60 °C

8

0.90
433
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Programmi

Cari- Consumo Consumo Consumo
Durata
co
di enerdi enerd'acqua indicativa
(Kg) gia eletgia elet(litri)
del protrica
trica con
gramma
(kWh)
acqua
(minuti)
calda
(kWh)1)

11

Umidità
residua
(%)2)

Cotone
standard
60 °C

4

0.65

-

45

156

53

Cotone
standard
40 °C

4

0.50

-

44

156

53

Modalità Spento (W)

Modalità Acceso (W)

0.48

0.48

Le informazioni riportate nel grafico qui sopra sono conformi alla 1015/2010 direttiva 2009/125/ECdella Commissione Europea.
1) I valori indicati fanno riferimento al solo consumo dell'apparecchiatura.
2) Al termine della fase di centrifuga.

7. OPZIONI
7.1 Temperatura
Impostare questa opzione per modificare
la temperatura predefinita.
= acqua fredda.
Spia
Il display mostra la temperatura impostata.

7.2 Centrifuga
Questa opzione consente di ridurre la velocità di centrifuga predefinita.
Il display mostra la spia della velocità impostata.

Opzioni centrifuga aggiuntive:
Esclusione Centrifuga
• Impostare questa opzione per annullare
tutte le fasi di centrifuga.
• Impostarla in caso di tessuti estremamente delicati.
• La fase di risciacquo per alcuni programmi di lavaggio utilizza più acqua.
• Il display mostra la spia
.
434

No cent. finale
• Impostare questa opzione per evitare
che la biancheria si sgualcisca.
• Il programma di lavaggio termina con
l’acqua nel cesto. Il cesto ruota regolarmente in modo da non sgualcire la
biancheria.
• L'oblò resta bloccato. Prima di aprire
l'oblò si deve scaricare l'acqua.
• Il display mostra la spia
.
Per scaricare l'acqua fare riferimento a "Al termine del programma".
Extra Silent
• Impostare questa opzione per annullare
tutte le fasi di centrifuga ed avviare un
lavaggio silenzioso.
• La fase di risciacquo per alcuni programmi di lavaggio utilizza più acqua.
• Il programma di lavaggio termina con
l’acqua nel cesto. Il cesto ruota regolarmente in modo da non sgualcire la
biancheria.
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Per scaricare l'acqua fare riferimento a "Al termine del programma".

7.3 Prelavaggio

o
per ridurre o aumentare
Premere
la durata del programma.
Il Time Manager è disponibile solo coi programmi della tabella.

Spia

• L'oblò resta bloccato. Prima di aprire
l'oblò si deve scaricare l'acqua.
• Il display mostra la spia
.

1)

Questa opzione consente di aggiungere
una fase di prelavaggio ad un programma
di lavaggio.
Utilizzare questa opzione per capi molto
sporchi.
Quando si imposta questa opzione, la durata del programma aumenta.
La spia corrispondente si accende.

7.4 Partenza Ritardata
Questa opzione consente di ritardare l'avvio del programma da 30 minuti a 20 ore.
Il display mostra la spia corrispondente.

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■2)

■2)

■

■

■

■

■
■

■
■

■

■

■
■
■2)

■

■
■2)

■2)

■

7.5 Extra risciacquo

3)

Questa opzione consente di aggiungere
dei risciacqui ad un programma di lavaggio.
Usare questa opzione per le persone allergiche ai detersivi e nelle zone in cui l'acqua è dolce.
La spia corrispondente si accende.

1) Più breve: per rinfrescare la biancheria.
2) Durata programma predefinita.
3) Più lungo: L'aumento graduale della
durata del programma riduce il consumo
di energia. La fase di riscaldamento
ottimizzata permette di risparmiare energia
e, la durata più lunga garantisce gli stessi
risultati di lavaggio (soprattutto in caso di
sporco normale).

7.6 Caldo e freddo
Questa apparecchiatura è dotata di 2 tubi
di carico: uno per l'acqua fredda e uno
per l'acqua calda.
Con i primi 3 programmi di lavaggio, l'apparecchiatura carica l'acqua calda dall'impianto idraulico domestico.
Per eseguire un lavaggio con acqua calda
e fredda, la spia relativa a questa opzione
deve essere accesa.
Per utilizzare solo l'acqua fredda, premere
per disattivare il collegamento
il tasto
dell'acqua calda. La spia corrispondente
si spegne. La resistenza dell'apparecchiatura riscalda l'acqua fredda.

7.7 Time Manager
Quando si imposta un programma di lavaggio, il display mostra la durata predefinita.
435

7.8 Sicurezza bambini
Questa opzione consente di evitare che i
bambini possano giocare con il pannello
dei comandi.
• Per attivare/disattivare l'opzione, pree
mere contemporaneamente
finché la spia
non si accende/spegne.
Attivazione dell'opzione:
, le opzioni e il
• Dopo aver premuto
selettore dei programmi sono bloccati.
, non è
• Prima di premere il tasto
possibile avviare l'apparecchiatura.

ITALIANO

7.9 Extra Risciacquo
permanente
Questa opzione permette di impostare in
modo permanente un Extra Risciacquo
quando si imposta un nuovo programma.
• Per attivare/disattivare questa opzione, premere contemporaneamente
e
finché la spia
si accende/
spegne.
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• Al termine del programma di lavaggio.
• Se l'apparecchiatura presenta un problema.
Per disattivare/attivare i segnali acustie
ci, premere contemporaneamente
per 6 secondi.
Se si disattivano i segnali acustici,
gli stessi continueranno a funzionare in caso di malfunzionamento
dell'apparecchiatura.

7.10 Segnali acustici
Viene emesso un segnale acustico:

8. PREPARAZIONE AL PRIMO UTILIZZO
1.

2.

Versare 2 litri d'acqua nella vaschetta
del detersivo per la fase di lavaggio.
Ciò attiva il sistema di scarico.
Versare una piccola quantità di detersivo nella vaschetta per la fase di lavaggio.

3.

Impostare e avviare un programma
per il cotone alla massima temperatura senza carico. In questo modo si rimuoveranno eventuali residui di lavorazione dal cesto e dalla vasca.

9. UTILIZZO QUOTIDIANO
9.1 Caricare la biancheria
1.
2.

3.

Aprire l'oblò.
Mettere il bucato nel cesto, un capo
per volta. Scuotere i capi prima di introdurli nell'apparecchiatura. Accertarsi di non mettere troppa biancheria
nel cesto.
Chiudere l'oblò.
ATTENZIONE
Assicurarsi che non vi sia della
biancheria tra la guarnizione e l'oblò. Sussiste il rischio di perdite di
acqua o di arrecare danno alla
biancheria.

436
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9.2 Uso di detersivi ed additivi
• Dosare il detersivo e l’ammorbidente.
• Chiudere accuratamente il cassetto del
detersivo.

Vaschetta del detersivo per la fase di prelavaggio.
Vaschetta del detersivo per la fase di lavaggio.
Vaschetta per gli additivi liquidi (ammorbidente, inamidante).
Inserto per detersivo liquido o in polvere.
Candeggina
Con i programmi per i bianchi, in alternativa all'ammorbidente, è possibile versare nello
anche un candeggiante.
scomparto
Procedere come segue:
• Versare la candeggina nella vaschetta
. Non superare il simbolo «MAX» all'interno della vaschetta.
• Eseguire un programma per bianchi.
• Al termine del programma, eseguire il programma RISCIACQUO. Eventualmente utilizzare l'ammorbidente. Questo aiuterà ad eliminare eventuali residui di candeggina.
Mai versare la candeggina e l'ammorbidente contemporaneamente nella vaschetta.

Detersivo liquido o in polvere
1.

2.

A

437
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3.
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4.

B

• Posizione A per il detersivo in polvere (impostazione dalla fabbrica).
• Posizione B per il detersivo liquido.
Con il detersivo liquido:
– Non utilizzare detersivi in gel o densi.
– Non versare il liquido oltre il livello di massimo.
– Non impostare la fase di prelavaggio.
– Non impostare la partenza ritardata.

9.3 Attivazione
dell'apparecchiatura

9.5 Avvio del programma senza
partenza ritardata

Premere il tasto On/Off per attivare o disattivare l'apparecchiatura. Viene emesso
un segnale acustico all'accensione dell'apparecchiatura.

Premere
:
smette di lampeggiare e ri• La spia
mane accesa.
• La spia
inizia a lampeggiare sul display.
• Il programma si avvia, l'oblò si blocca e
.
il display visualizza la spia
• Quando l'apparecchiatura carica acqua, la pompa di scarico rimane in funzione per breve tempo.

9.4 Impostazione di un
programma
1.

2.

Ruotare il selettore portandolo sul
programma desiderato:
– La spia del programma corrispondente si accende.
lampeggia.
– La spia
– Il display mostra il livello del Time
Manager, la durata del programma
e le spie delle fasi del programma
Se necessario, modificare la temperatura, la velocità di centrifuga, la durata
del ciclo o aggiungere opzioni disponibili. Quando si attiva un'opzione, la
spia corrispondente si accende.
Nel caso di errori nell'impostazione, il display mostra il messaggio
Err.

Dopo circa 15 minuti dall'inizio del
programma:
• L'apparecchiatura regola automaticamente la durata del programma in base al carico di
biancheria.
• Il display visualizza il nuovo valore.

9.6 Avvio del programma con
partenza ritardata
• Premere ripetutamente
finché il display non mostra il ritardo che si desidera impostare. La spia corrispondente
si accende sul display.
:
• Premere
438
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– L’apparecchiatura avvia il conto alla
rovescia.
– Appena è completato il conto alla rovescia, il programma si avvia automaticamente.
È possibile annullare o modificare
la partenza ritardata impostata pri.
ma di premere
Per annullare la partenza ritardata:
1. Premere
per mettere l'apparecchiatura in pausa.
2.

Premere
finché il display mostra
'.
Premere nuovamente
per avviare
immediatamente il programma.

1.
2.

Premere il tasto
per alcuni secondi
per spegnere l'apparecchiatura.
Attendere alcuni minuti, quindi aprire
delicatamente l'oblò.
Chiudere l'oblò.
Impostare di nuovo il programma

9.10 Al termine del programma

È possibile modificare solo alcune opzioni
prima che si attivino.
1. Premere
. La spia lampeggia.
2. Modifica delle opzioni.
3. Premere nuovamente
. Il programma prosegue.

9.8 Annullamento di un
programma

2.

Apertura dell'oblò con il programma il
corso:

3.
4.

9.7 Interruzione di un
programma e modifica delle
opzioni

1.

Apertura dell'oblò con la partenza
ritardata in funzione:
1. Premere
per mettere in pausa
l'apparecchiatura.
2. Attendere finché la spia di oblò bloccato
si spegne.
3. Aprire l'oblò.
4. Chiuderlo e premere nuovamente
. La partenza ritardata riprende dal
punto in cui era stata interrotta.

Premere il tasto
per alcuni secondi
per annullare il programma e per spegnere l'apparecchiatura.
Premere nuovamente lo stesso tasto
per far riavviare l'apparecchiatura. A
questo punto è possibile impostare
un nuovo programma di lavaggio.
L'apparecchiatura non scarica
l'acqua.

9.9 Apertura dell'oblò
Durante lo svolgimento del programma o
della partenza ritardata l'oblò è bloccato e
.
il display mostra la spia
ATTENZIONE
Se la temperatura e il livello dell'acqua nel cesto sono troppo elevate, non è possibile aprire l’oblò.
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• L'apparecchiatura si arresta automaticamente.
• Se attivi, vengono emessi dei segnali
acustici.
• Sul display compare
.
si spegne.
• La spia
• La spia di oblò bloccato
si spegne.
• Togliere la biancheria dall'apparecchiatura. Assicurarsi che il cesto sia vuoto.
• Tenere l'oblò socchiuso per evitare
muffa e cattivi odori.
• Chiudere il rubinetto dell'acqua.
• Premere il tasto
per alcuni secondi
per spegnere l'apparecchiatura.
Il programma di lavaggio è terminato,
ma c'è acqua nel cesto:
– Il cesto ruota regolarmente in modo da
non sgualcire i tessuti.
– La spia di oblò bloccato
si accende. L'oblò resta bloccato.
– Prima di aprire l'oblò si deve scaricare
l'acqua.
Per scaricare l'acqua:
1. Se necessario, ridurre la velocità di
centrifuga. Se si imposta
,
l'apparecchiatura esegue solo la fase di scarico.

ITALIANO

2.

3.

4.

Premere
. L'apparecchiatura
scarica l'acqua ed esegue la centrifuga.
Al termine del programma, una volta spenta la spia di oblò bloccato
, è possibile aprirlo.
Premere il tasto
per alcuni secondi per spegnere l'apparecchiatura.
L'apparecchiatura scarica ed esegue automaticamente la centrifuga dopo circa 18 ore (ad eccezione del programma Lana).
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• Non si usa l'apparecchiatura da 5 mi.
nuti prima di premere
per accendere nuoPremere il tasto
vamente l'apparecchiatura.
• Dopo 5 minuti dal termine del programma di lavaggio
per accendere nuoPremere il tasto
vamente l'apparecchiatura.
Il display mostra il tempo dell'ultimo
programma impostato.
Ruotare il selettore dei programmi per
impostare un nuovo ciclo.

9.11 Opzione AUTO Stand-by
L'opzione AUTO Stand-by disattiva automaticamente l'apparecchiatura per ridurre
il consumo di energia quando:

10. CONSIGLI E SUGGERIMENTI UTILI
10.1 Carico di biancheria
• Suddividere la biancheria in: bianchi,
colorati, sintetici, delicati e lana.
• Seguire le istruzioni di lavaggio indicata
nelle etichette dei capi.
• Non lavare insieme capi bianchi e colorati.
• Alcuni capi colorati possono scolorire al
primo lavaggio. Consigliamo di lavarli
separatamente le prime volte.
• Abbottonare le federe e chiudere cerniere, ganci e bottoni. Chiudere le cinture.
• Svuotare le tasche e distendere i capi.
• Rivoltare i tessuti multi-strato, i capi in
lana e quelli con immagini stampate.
• Rimuovere le macchie difficili.
• Lavare le macchie difficili con un detersivo apposito.
• Fare attenzione alle tende. Togliere i
ganci o sistemare le tende in una retina
o federa.
• Non lavare nell'apparecchiatura:
– Capi senz'orlo o strappati
– Reggiseni con ferretto.
– Usare una retina per lavare i piccoli
capi.
440

• Un carico molto ridotto può causare
problemi di sbilanciamento durante la
fase di centrifuga. In tal caso, sistemare
manualmente i capi nel cesto e riavviare
la fase di centrifuga.

10.2 Macchie ostinate
Per alcune macchie, acqua e detersivo
non è sufficiente.
Consigliamo di rimuovere tali macchie prima di mettere i capi nell'apparecchiatura.
Sono disponibili degli smacchiatori speciali. Usare uno smacchiatore speciale
adatto al tipo di macchia e tessuto.

10.3 Detersivi e additivi
• Usare esclusivamente detergenti e additivi adatti ai lavaggi in lavabiancheria.
• Non mischiare tipi diversi di detersivi.
• Per motivi ecologici, non usare una
quantità di detersivo superiore a quella
corretta.
• Osservare le istruzioni riportate sulle
confezioni di tali prodotti.
• Usare i prodotti adatti al tipo e colore di
tessuto, la temperatura del programma
e il livello di sporco.
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• Se l'apparecchiatura non dispone di
contenitore del detersivo con lo sportellino, aggiungere i detersivi liquidi in un
dosatore.

10.4 Consigli ecologici
• Impostare un programma senza la fase
di prelavaggio per lavare la biancheria
normalmente sporca.
• Avviare un programma di lavaggio con il
carico massimo di biancheria.
• Se necessario, usare uno smacchiatore
quando si imposta un programma a
bassa temperatura.
• Per usare la quantità corretta di detersivo, verificare la durezza dell’acqua dell'impianto domestico

10.5 Durezza dell'acqua
Se la durezza dell'acqua locale è alta o
moderata, consigliamo di usare un decalcificatore dell’acqua per lavabiancherie.
Nelle zone in cui l'acqua è dolce non è
necessario usare un decalcificatore
dell’acqua.
Per conoscere il livello di durezza dell'acqua locale contattare l’ente erogatore locale.
Utilizzare la corretta quantità di decalcificatore dell'acqua. Osservare le istruzioni
riportate sulle confezioni dei prodotti.

11. PULIZIA E CURA
AVVERTENZA!
Prima di eseguire la manutenzione, scollegare l'apparecchiatura dalla rete elettrica.

Controllare regolarmente il cesto per evitare la formazione di calcare e ruggine.
Per rimuovere particelle di ruggine utilizzare solo prodotti per lavabiancherie. Farlo
separatamente dal lavaggio.
Osservare le istruzioni riportate
sulle confezioni dei prodotti.

11.1 Pulizia esterna
Pulire l'apparecchiatura esclusivamente
con acqua tiepida saponata. Asciugare
perfettamente tutte le superfici.
ATTENZIONE
Non utilizzare alcol, solventi o prodotti chimici.

11.2 Trattamento anticalcare
Se la durezza dell'acqua locale è alta o
moderata, consigliamo di usare un decalcificatore dell’acqua per lavabiancherie.

11.3 Pulizia di mantenimento
Con i programmi a bassa temperatura è
possibile che parte del detersivo resti nel
cesto. Eseguire regolarmente una pulizia
di mantenimento. A tal fine:
• Togliere la biancheria dal cesto.
• Impostare il programma cotone con la
temperatura più alta con una piccola
quantità di detersivo.

11.4 Guarnizione dell'oblò
Controllare regolarmente la guarnizione e
rimuovere tutti gli oggetti presenti nella
parte interna.
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11.5 Pulizia del contenitore del detersivo
1.

2.

1

2

3.

4.

11.6 Pulizia del filtro di scarico
AVVERTENZA!
Non pulire il filtro di scarico se
l'acqua presente nell'apparecchiatura è calda.
2.

1.

2

1
442
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3.

4.

1

5.

2

6.

1

2

7.

8.

1
2

9.

2
1
443
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11.7 Pulizia dei tubi di carico e dei filtri della valvola
1.

2.

1

2
3

3.

4.

20°

11.8 Scarico di emergenza

1.

In caso di guasto, l'apparecchiatura non è
in grado di scaricare l'acqua.
In tal caso, eseguire i punti da (1) a (9) di
"Pulizia del filtro di scarico".
Se necessario, pulire la pompa.
Quando si scarica l’acqua utilizzando la
procedura di scarico di emergenza, è necessario attivare di nuovo il sistema di
scarico:
1. Versare 2 litri d’acqua nello scomparto del lavaggio principale del contenitore del detersivo.
2. Avviare il programma per scaricare
l’acqua.

2.
3.

11.9 Precauzioni antigelo
Se si installa l’apparecchiatura in un luogo
in cui la temperatura può scendere al di
sotto di 0°C, togliere l'acqua residua dal
tubo di carico dell'acqua e la pompa di
scarico.
444

4.

5.

6.

45°

Scollegare la spina dalla presa di corrente.
Chiudere il rubinetto dell'acqua.
Rimuovere il tubo di carico dell’acqua.
Sistemare le due estremità del tubo di
carico in un contenitore e lasciare che
l'acqua fluisca fuori dal tubo.
Svuotare la pompa di scarico. Fare riferimento alla procedura per lo scarico di emergenza.
Quando la pompa di scarico è vuota,
rimontare il tubo di carico.
AVVERTENZA!
Accertarsi che la temperatura sia
superiore a 0°C prima di utilizzare
nuovamente l'apparecchiatura.
Il produttore declina ogni responsabilità per danni causati da basse
temperature.
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12. RISOLUZIONE DEI PROBLEMI
L'apparecchiatura non si avvia o si blocca
durante il funzionamento.
Cercare dapprima di risolvere il problema
(fare riferimento alla tabella). Se ciò non è
possibile, contattare il Centro di Assistenza.
In alcuni casi, sono emessi i segnali
acustici e il display mostra un codice
di allarme:
•
- L'apparecchiatura non carica
l'acqua.

•

- L'apparecchiatura non scarica
l'acqua.

•

- L’oblò dell'apparecchiatura è
aperto o non è chiuso correttamente.
Controllare l'oblò!

•

- La tensione è instabile. Attendere che si stabilizzi.
AVVERTENZA!
Spegnere l'apparecchiatura prima
di eseguire i controlli.

Problema

Possibile soluzione

Il programma non si
avvia.

Verificare che la spina sia collegata alla presa elettrica.
Controllare che l'oblò sia chiuso.
Assicurarsi che il fusibile all'interno del quadro elettrico
non sia danneggiato.
Assicurarsi di aver premuto il tasto Avvio/Pausa.
Se è stata impostata la Partenza ritardata, annullare l'impostazione o attendere il termine del conto alla rovescia.
Disattivare la funzione Sicurezza bambini se attiva.

L'apparecchiatura non Controllare che il rubinetto dell'acqua sia aperto.
carica acqua.
Controllare che la pressione dell'acqua di alimentazione
non sia troppo bassa. Per ottenere informazioni a questo
proposito, contattare l’ente erogatore locale.
Controllare che il rubinetto dell'acqua non sia ostruito.
Assicurarsi che i filtri dei tubi di carico e i filtri delle valvole
non siano ostruiti. Fare riferimento a "Pulizia e cura".
Verificare che i tubi di carico non siano attorcigliati o piegati.
Controllare che i collegamenti dei tubi di carico dell'acqua siano stati eseguiti correttamente.
L'apparecchiatura non Controllare che lo scarico del lavello non sia ostruito.
scarica l'acqua.
Verificare che il tubo di scarico non sia attorcigliato o piegato.
Controllare che il filtro di scarico non sia ostruito. Pulire il
filtro, se necessario. Fare riferimento a "Pulizia e cura".
Controllare che il raccordo del tubo di scarico sia stato
eseguito correttamente.
Impostare il programma di scarico se si seleziona un
programma senza fase di scarico.
445
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Possibile soluzione
Impostare il programma di scarico se si sceglie un'opzione che termina con l'acqua in vasca.

La fase di centrifuga
Impostare il programma di centrifuga.
non si avvia o il ciclo di
lavaggio dura più a
lungo del normale.
Controllare che il filtro di scarico non sia ostruito. Pulire il
filtro, se necessario. Fare riferimento a "Pulizia e cura".
Sistemare manualmente i capi nella vasca e riavviare la
fase di centrifuga. Il problema può essere legato a problemi di sbilanciamento.
Presenza di acqua sul
pavimento.

Assicurarsi che i raccordi dei tubi dell'acqua siano serrati
e non vi siano perdite d'acqua.
Accertarsi che il tubo di scarico non sia danneggiato.
Assicurarsi di utilizzare il detersivo adeguato e la giusta
quantità.

Non è possibile aprire
l'oblò dell'apparecchiatura.

Assicurarsi che il programma di lavaggio sia terminato.

Impostare il programma di scarico o di centrifuga se è
presente dell’acqua nel cesto.
L'apparecchiatura
emette un rumore
anomalo.

Assicurarsi che il livellamento dell'apparecchiatura sia
corretto. Fare riferimento alla sezione "Installazione".
Assicurarsi che la confezione e/o i dadi per il trasporto
siano stati rimossi. Fare riferimento alla sezione "Installazione".
Aggiungere altri capi nel cesto. Il carico potrebbe essere
insufficiente.

L'apparecchiatura carica e scarica immediatamente l'acqua.

Accertarsi che il tubo di scarico sia nella posizione corretta. Il tubo potrebbe essere troppo basso.

Il ciclo può essere più
breve rispetto al tempo visualizzato.

L'apparecchiatura calcola una nuova durata in base al
carico di biancheria. Fare riferimento al capitolo "Valori di
consumo".

Il ciclo è più lungo rispetto al tempo visualizzato.

Un carico di biancheria sbilanciato aumenta la durata.
Non si tratta di un'anomalia.

I risultati del lavaggio
non sono soddisfacenti.

Aumentare la dose di detersivo o utilizzare un altro prodotto.
Utilizzare un prodotto speciale per eliminare le macchie
difficili prima di lavare la biancheria.
Accertarsi di impostare la temperatura corretta.
446
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Problema

Possibile soluzione
Ridurre il carico di biancheria.

Una volta effettuati questi controlli, accendere la lavastoviglie. Il programma riprende dal punto in cui era stato interrotto.
In caso di ricomparsa dell'anomalia, contattare il Centro di Assistenza.

Se il display mostra altri codici di allarme.
Attivare e disattivare l'apparecchiatura. Se
il problema persiste, contattare il Centro
di Assistenza.

13. DATI TECNICI
Dimensioni

Collegamento elettrico:

Larghezza/Altezza/Profondità
Profondità totale

640 mm

Tensione
Potenza totale
Fusibile
Frequenza

230 V
2200 W
10 A
50 Hz

Coperchio di protezione che impedisce l'ingresso di
sporco e umidità, eccetto dove l'apparecchiatura a
bassa tensione non ha una protezione contro l'umidità
Pressione dell'acqua di
alimentazione

600 / 850 / 605 mm

Minima

IPX4

0,5 bar (0,05 MPa)

Massima

8 bar (0,8 MPa)

Collegamento dell'acqua

Acqua fredda
Acqua calda2)

1)

Carico massimo

Cotone

8 kg

Velocità di centrifuga

Massima

1200 giri/minuto

1) Collegare il tubo di carico dell'acqua a un rubinetto con filettatura 3/4".
2) Assicurarsi che la temperatura dell'acqua calda del'impianto domestico non sia superiore a
55°C

14. CONSIDERAZIONI AMBIENTALI
Riciclare i materiali con il simbolo

.

Buttare l'imballaggio negli appositi
contenitori per il riciclaggio.
Aiutare a proteggere l’ambiente e la salute
umana e a riciclare rifiuti derivanti da
apparecchiature elettriche ed elettroniche.
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Non smaltire le apparecchiature che
insieme ai normali
riportano il simbolo
rifiuti domestici. Portare il prodotto al
punto di riciclaggio più vicino o contattare
il comune di residenza.

5.1.3 Dryer
Dryer class A++
Commercial Name

RDH3497RDW

Company

Electrolux

Description

Dual input hot and cold water
Sunny is equipped with special programs
using the hot water already available on the net produced by
solar panels or from other sources.
Save up to 50%
Using hot water available in the network, Sunny Save up to
50% energy than a washing machine connected
only with cold water.

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Lenght: 600 mm
Width: 600 mm
Height: 850 mm
Water Consumption: 11031 lt/year
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PENSATI PER VOI
Grazie per aver acquistato un'apparecchiatura Electrolux. Avete scelto un prodotto che ha alle
spalle decenni di esperienza professionale e innovazione. Ingegnoso ed elegante, è stato
progettato pensando a voi. Quindi, in qualsiasi momento desiderate utilizzarlo, potete esser certi
di ottenere sempre i migliori risultati.
Benvenuti in Electrolux.
Visitate il nostro sito web per:
ricevere consigli, scaricare i nostri opuscoli, eliminare eventuali anomalie, ottenere
informazioni sull'assistenza.
www.electrolux.com
registrare il vostro prodotto e ricevere un servizio migliore:
www.electrolux.com/productregistration
acquistare accessori, materiali di consumo e ricambi originali per la vostra
apparecchiatura:
www.electrolux.com/shop

SERVIZIO CLIENTI E MANUTENZIONE
Consigliamo sempre l’impiego di ricambi originali.
Quando si contatta l'Assistenza, accertarsi di disporre dei seguenti dati.
Le informazioni si trovano sulla targhetta di identificazione. Modello, numero dell'apparecchio
(PNC), numero di serie.
Avvertenza / Attenzione - Importanti Informazioni di Sicurezza
Informazioni e consigli generali
Informazioni in materia di sicurezza ambientale
Con riserva di modifiche.
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ISTRUZIONI DI SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni fornite
prima di installare e utilizzare l'apparecchiatura. Il produttore non è responsabile
se un'installazione ed un uso non corretto
dell'apparecchiatura provocano lesioni e
danni. Tenere sempre le istruzioni a portata di mano in caso di necessità durante
l'utilizzo.

1.1 Sicurezza dei bambini e
delle persone vulnerabili

•
•

•
•

AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di soffocamento, lesioni o
invalidità permanente.

•

• Questa apparecchiatura può essere
usata da bambini a partire dagli 8 anni
e da adulti con limitate capacità fisiche,
sensoriali o mentali o con scarsa esperienza o conoscenza sull'uso dell'apparecchiatura, se sorvegliati o se sono
stati istruiti relativamente all'uso dell'apparecchiatura e hanno capito i rischi
coinvolti.
• Non consentire ai bambini di giocare
con l'apparecchiatura.
• Tenere i materiali di imballaggio al di
fuori della portata dei bambini.
• Tenere i detersivi fuori dalla portata dei
bambini.
• Tenere i bambini e gli animali domestici
lontano dalla porta dell'apparecchiatura
quando è aperta.
• La pulizia e gli interventi di manutenzione non devono essere eseguiti dai
bambini senza supervisione.

•
•

•

•
•

1.2 Installazione
• Rimuovere tutti i materiali di imballaggio.
• Non installare o utilizzare l'apparecchiatura se è danneggiata.
• Attenersi alle istruzioni fornite insieme
all'apparecchiatura.
• Assicurarsi che il pavimento su cui è
stata installata l'apparecchiatura sia in
piano, resistente al calore e pulito.
• Non collocare o usare l’apparecchiatura
in un luogo in cui la temperatura possa
450

•

scendere al di sotto di 5°C o superare i
35°C.
Non installare l'apparecchiatura in una
posizione in cui non è possibile aprire
completamente l'oblò.
Fare sempre attenzione quando si sposta l'apparecchiatura, perché è pesante. Indossare sempre guanti di sicurezza.
Spostare sempre l'apparecchiatura in
senso verticale.
La superficie posteriore dell'apparecchiatura dovrà essere appoggiata alla
parete.
Assicurarsi che vi sia ricircolo d'aria tra
l'apparecchiatura e il pavimento.
Assicurarsi che la moquette non ostruisca le aperture di ventilazione alla base
dell'apparecchiatura (ove previste).
L'aria di scarico non deve essere fuoriuscire da una cappa utilizzata per i fumi
di scarico di apparecchiature che bruciano gas o altri combustibili.
Se l'asciugabiancheria è installata sopra
una lavabiancheria, utilizzare il kit di installazione in colonna. Il kit di installazione in colonna, disponibile presso il proprio rivenditore autorizzato, può essere
utilizzato solo con l'apparecchiatura indicata nelle istruzioni, fornite con gli accessori. Leggerle attentamente prima di
passare all'installazione (fare riferimento
al libretto per l'installazione).
Assicurare la buona ventilazione nell'ambiente in cui è installata l'apparecchiatura.
L'apparecchiatura può essere installata
libera oppure sotto il piano della cucina
con la corretta spaziatura (fare riferimento al libretto per l'installazione).
Una volta posizionata l'apparecchiatura,
verificare che sia in piano utilizzando
una livella. Se l'apparecchiatura non è
in piano, regolare i piedini.

Collegamento elettrico
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di incendio e scossa elettrica.

4
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• L'apparecchiatura deve disporre di una
messa a terra.
• Verificare che i dati elettrici riportati sulla
targhetta del modello corrispondano a
quelli dell'impianto. In caso contrario,
contattare un elettricista.
• Utilizzare sempre una presa elettrica
con contatto di protezione correttamente installata.
• Non utilizzare prese multiple e prolunghe.
• Accertarsi di non danneggiare la spina
e il cavo. Qualora il cavo elettrico debba
essere sostituito, l’intervento dovrà essere effettuato dal Centro di Assistenza
del produttore.
• Inserire la spina di alimentazione nella
presa solo al termine dell'installazione.
Verificare che la spina di alimentazione
rimanga accessibile dopo l'installazione.
• Non tirare il cavo di alimentazione per
scollegare l’apparecchiatura. Tirare solo
la spina.
• Non toccare il cavo di alimentazione o
la spina di alimentazione con la mani
bagnate.
• Questa apparecchiatura è conforme alle direttive CEE.

1.3 Utilizzo
AVVERTENZA!
Vi è il rischio di incendio, esplosione, scosse elettriche o danni all'apparecchiatura
• Utilizzare l’apparecchiatura esclusivamente in un ambiente domestico.
• Non apportare modifiche alle specifiche
di questa apparecchiatura.
• La parte finale del ciclo di asciugatura
non impiega calore (ciclo di raffreddamento) per ridurre le pieghe sui capi.
Se si ferma l'apparecchiatura prima della fine del ciclo di asciugatura, togliere e
distendere immediatamente tutti i capi
in modo da far disperdere il calore.
• Se si utilizza un ammorbidente o prodotti simili, osservare le istruzioni riportate sulla confezione.
• Non usare l'apparecchiatura senza i filtri. Pulire il filtro prima o dopo ogni utilizzo.
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• Eliminare possibili pilucchi accumulatisi
attorno all'apparecchiatura.
• Non asciugare capi danneggiati che
contengono imbottiture.
• Non asciugare capi di gommapiuma
(schiuma di lattice), cuffie da bagno,
tessuti impermeabili e articoli in gomma.
• Prima di asciugare capi che sono stati a
contatto con sostanze quali olio di cottura, acetone, alcol, petrolio, cherosene, smacchiatori, trementina, cere e deceranti, lavarli in acqua calda con detersivo extra.
• Non asciugare capi all'interno dell'apparecchiatura se sono stati impiegati
prodotti chimici industriali per la pulizia.
• Assicurarsi che non vi siano accendini o
cerini nelle tasche degli indumenti.
• Asciugare esclusivamente tessuti idonei
all'asciugatura nell'asciugabiancheria.
Seguire le istruzioni riportate sull'etichetta dei singoli capi.
• Non introdurre nell'apparecchiatura capi non lavati.
• Se si è lavata la biancheria usando uno
smacchiatore, avviare un ciclo di Extra
Risciacquo prima della fase di asciugatura.
• Non utilizzare l'acqua di condensa per
bere o preparare cibi. Farlo potrebbe
causare problemi alla salute di persone
e animali domestici.
• Non sedersi o salire sull'oblò aperto.
• Rispettare il volume massimo di 9 kg
per il carico (fare riferimento al capitolo
"Tabella programmi").
• Non introdurre nell'asciugabiancheria
capi sgocciolanti.

1.4 Pulizia e manutenzione
AVVERTENZA!
Vi è il rischio di ferirsi o danneggiare l'apparecchiatura.
• Prima di eseguire qualunque intervento
di manutenzione, spegnere l'apparecchiatura ed estrarre la spina dalla presa.
• Non usare acqua spray né vapore per
pulire l'apparecchiatura.
• Pulire l'apparecchiatura con un panno
inumidito e morbido. Utilizzare solo detergenti neutri. Non usare prodotti abra-
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sivi, spugnette abrasive, solventi o oggetti metallici.

1.5 Luce interna
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di lesioni.
Radiazioni LED visibili: non guardare direttamente il fascio luminoso.
Le lampadine o le lampade alogene utilizzate in questa apparecchiatura sono specifiche per elettrodomestici. Non usarle per l'illuminazione di casa.
Per sostituire la luce interna, contattare il Centro di Assistenza.

1.6 Smaltimento
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di lesioni o soffocamento.

5

• Staccare la spina dall'alimentazione
elettrica.
• Tagliare il cavo di rete e smaltirlo.
• Rimuovere il blocco porta per evitare
che bambini e animali domestici rimangano chiusi all’interno dell’apparecchiatura.

Compressore
AVVERTENZA!
Vi è il rischio di danneggiare l'apparecchiatura.
• Il compressore e il relativo sistema
all’interno dell’asciugabiancheria vengono riempiti con un agente speciale
esente da CFC (Cloro-Fluoro-Carburi). Il
sistema deve essere a tenuta stagna.
Danni al sistema potrebbero causare
delle perdite.

2. DESCRIZIONE DEL PRODOTTO
1

4 Oblò di carico

2

5 Filtro principale
6 Tasto per aprire la porta dello scam-

3
4
12
11
10
9

5
6
7
8

1 Contenitore dell'acqua
2 Pannello dei comandi
3 Luce interna
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biatore di calore
7 Fessure per il ricircolo dell'aria
8 Piedini regolabili

9 Sportello dello scambiatore di calore
10 Spia scambiatore di calore
11 Manopola per bloccare lo sportello

dello scambiatore di calore
12 Targhetta dei dati

L'oblò può essere montato sul lato opposto dall’utente. Può essere
utile per introdurre ed estrarre la
biancheria o nel caso di limitazioni
per l’installazione dell’apparecchiatura (vedere libretto a parte).

6
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3. PANNELLO DEI COMANDI
1

2

3
4
5
6

13

12 11 10

9

8

7

1 Selettore dei programmi

10 Pulsante touch MyFavourite

2 Display

11 Pulsante touch Reverse Plus

3 Pulsante touch Asciugatura A Tempo

12 Pulsante touch Asciugatura

4 Pulsante touch Partenza Ritardata

13 Tasto

Sfiorare i pulsanti touch con un dito nell'area con il simbolo o il nome dell'opzione.
Non indossare guanti quando si
utilizza il pannello dei comandi.
Accertarsi che il pannello dei comandi sia sempre pulito e asciutto.

5 Pulsante touch Anti-piega
6 Pulsante touch Lana
7 Pulsante touch Avvio/Pausa
8 Pulsante touch

aumento Tempo
Cestello di Asciugatura

9 Pulsante touch

riduzione Tempo
Cestello di Asciugatura

Spie

On/Off

Descrizione
Segnali acustici.
Sicurezza bambini.
Contenitore dell'acqua.
Filtro.
Condensatore.
Fase di asciugatura.
Fase di raffreddamento.
Fase antipiega.
Partenza ritardata.
Reverse plus.
Grado di asciugatura
Durata programma.
Durata Partenza ritardata.
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4. PROGRAMMI
Programmi

Tipo di carico/Carico (max.)1)/Tipo di tessuto

Cotoni

Grado di asciugatura:
Cotone Extra,
Cotone Forte,
2)3)
2)
Cotone Normale
,
Stiro Facile / 9kg /

Mix

Capi in cotone e sintetici. Programma a bassa temperatura.
Programma delicato con aria calda. / 3 kg/

Sintetici

Grado di asciugatura:
Cotone Extra,
2)
2)
le ,
Stiro Facile / 3,5 kg/

Facile

Repassage

Rapido

Cotone Norma-

Tessuti misti per cui non è richiesta una lunga stiratura. I risultati di asciugatura possono essere differenti da un tipo di
tessuto all'altro. Scuotere i capi prima di introdurli nell'apparecchiatura. Al termine del programma, rimuovere immediatamente i capi e appenderli. / 1 kg (o 5 camicie)/
Asciugatura di tessuti in cotone e sintetici, a basse temperature. / 2 kg/

Tempo

Questo programma consente di utilizzare l'opzione Asciugatura A Tempo e di impostare la durata del programma. /
9kg/

Refresh

Rinfresca i tessuti riposti nell'armadio. /1 kg

Cestello4)

Asciugatura delicata di capi di lana e scarpe sportive (vedere il manuale per l'utente fornito a parte con il Cestello di
Asciugatura). / 1 kg (o 1 paio di scarpe sportive)
Lana. Asciugatura delicata di capi di lana. Estrarre subito i
capi al termine del programma. / 1 kg

Lana5)

Delicati

Camicie

Piumoni
Jeans

Tessuti delicati. / 3 kg/
Tessuti misti per cui non è richiesta una lunga stiratura. I risultati di asciugatura possono essere differenti da un tipo di
tessuto all'altro. Scuotere i capi prima di introdurli nell'apparecchiatura. Al termine del programma, rimuovere immediatamente i capi e appenderli. / 1,5 kg (o 7 camicie)/
Per asciugare uno o due piumoni e cuscini (con imbottitura
in piume, piumini o sintetica). / 3 kg/
Capi sportivi come jeans, felpe in tessuti di spessore diverso (ad esempio su colletto, polsini e cuciture). 2)/9kg/
454
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Programmi
Sport

Tipo di carico/Carico (max.)1)/Tipo di tessuto
Capi sportivi, tessuti sottili e leggeri, microfibra, poliestere,
che non richiedono stiratura. / 2 kg/

1) Il peso massimo fa riferimento ai capi asciutti.
2) Ai soli fini normativi: I programmi standard per i test sono indicati nella norma EN 61121.
3) Conformemente a 932/2012, "Asciutto armadio" cotone è il "Programma standard per il
cotone". È ideale per l'asciugatura di biancheria in cotone e rappresenta il programma più
efficiente in termini di risparmio energetico.
4) Solo con il Cestello di Asciugatura
5) Il ciclo di asciugatura dei capi in lana di questa asciugabiancheria è stato testato e
approvato da Woolmark . Il ciclo è adatto ad asciugare indumenti in lana con etichetta
"lavaggio a mano", purché gli indumenti siano lavati in un ciclo di lavaggio a mano
approvato da Woolmark e asciugati in asciugabiancheria secondo le istruzioni date dal
produttore. M1129

5. OPZIONI
5.1 Asciugatura A Tempo
Questa opzione è disponibile solo per il
programma Tempo . È possibile impostare la durata del programma, da un minimo
di 10 minuti a un massimo di 2 ore. L'impostazione della durata è collegata alla
quantità di biancheria all'interno dell'apparecchiatura.
Si consiglia di impostare una breve durata
per quantità ridotte di biancheria o per un
solo capo.

5.2 Lana
Questa opzione è disponibile solo per il
programma Lana . Per un'asciugatura migliore della biancheria, premere ripetutaLana per aumente il pulsante touch
mentare la durata del programma.

5.3 Anti-piega
Prolunga di 60 minuti la fase antipiega
normale (30 minuti) al termine del ciclo di
asciugatura. Questa funzione evita che la
biancheria si sgualcisca. La biancheria
può essere estratta durante la fase antipiega.
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5.4 Tempo Asciugatura con
Cestello
Questa opzione è disponibile solo per il
programma Cestello . È possibile impostare la durata del programma, da un minimo di 30 minuti a un massimo di 4 ore.
L'impostazione della durata è collegata alla quantità di biancheria all'interno dell'apparecchiatura.
Si consiglia di impostare una breve durata
per quantità ridotte di biancheria o per un
solo capo.

5.5 Reverse Plus
Per asciugare più delicatamente i tessuti
delicati e sensibili alla temperatura (es.
acrilici, viscosa). Questa funzione aiuta a
ridurre le pieghe nella biancheria. Per i
sull'etichetta.
tessuti con il simbolo

5.6 Asciugatura
Questa funzione permette di ottenere una
biancheria più asciutta.
4 sono le selezioni possibili:
Cotone Extra
Cotone Forte (solo per Cotoni )
Cotone Normale
Stiro Facile

ITALIANO

5.7 MyFavourite

9

2. Sfiorare MyFavourite per alcuni secondi. Il segnale acustico e il messaggio
nel display confermano che la configurazione è stata salvata.
Per attivare la configurazione salvata:
1. Attivare l'apparecchiatura
2. Sfiorare MyFavourite

È possibile impostare la propria configurazione per il programma e le opzioni e memorizzarla nella memoria dell'apparecchiatura.
Per memorizzare la configurazione:
1. Selezionare il programma e le opzioni
disponibili

Programmi1)
Cotoni

■

Mix

■

Sintetici

■

■
■

■

■

Repassage Facile

■

Rapido
■

Tempo

■
■

Refresh

■

Cestello
■

Lana
Delicati

■

Camicie

■

Piumoni
Jeans

■

Sport

■

1) Oltre al programma è possibile impostare una o più opzioni. Per attivarle o disattivarle,
premere il pulsante touch corrispondente.

6. IMPOSTAZIONI
A
J

B

I

C
D
E
H

G

F

A) Pulsante touch Asciugatura A Tempo

C) Pulsante touch Anti-piega
D) Pulsante touch Lana
E) Pulsante touch Avvio/Pausa
F) Pulsante touch
aumento Tempo

Cestello di Asciugatura

G) Pulsante touch

riduzione Tempo
Cestello di Asciugatura

H) Pulsante touch MyFavourite
I) Pulsante touch Reverse Plus
J)

B) Pulsante touch Partenza Ritardata
456

Pulsante touch Asciugatura
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6.1 Funzione Sicurezza bambino
Questa opzione evita che i bambini giochino con l'apparecchiatura quando un
programma è in corso. Il selettore programmi e i pulsanti touch vengono bloccati. Solo il tasto On/Off è sbloccato.
Attivazione dell'opzione Sicurezza
bambini
1. Premere il tasto On/Off per accendere
l’apparecchiatura.
2. Premere e tenere premuti contemporaneamente i pulsanti touch (A) e (D)
fino a quando la spia della Sicurezza
bambini si accende.
• È possibile disattivare la Sicurezza
bambini quando è in corso un programma. Premere e tenere premuti
gli stessi pulsanti touch finché la
spia della Sicurezza bambini non si
spegne.

6.2 Segnale acustico acceso/
spento
Per disattivare o attivare i segnali acustici,
premere e tenere premuti contemporaneamente per circa 2 secondi i pulsanti
touch (B) e (C).

6.3 Durezza dell'acqua e
conduttività
La durezza dell’acqua può essere differente in base alle diverse aree. La durezza
dell’acqua ha effetto sulla conduttività
dell’acqua e sul sensore della conduttività
all’interno dell’apparecchiatura. Se si conosce il valore della conduttività dell’acqua, è possibile regolare il sensore per
un’asciugatura perfetta.
Regolazione del sensore di
conduttività
1. Premere il tasto On/Off per accendere
l’apparecchiatura
2. Premere e tenere premuti contemporaneamente i pulsanti touch (A) e (B)
fino a quando una delle relative spie si
accende.
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•

(bassa <300 μS/cm)

•

(media 300 - 600 μS/cm)

•

(alta >600 μS/cm)
3. Premere ripetutamente il pulsante
touch (E) fino a quando non si accende la spia del livello corretto.
4. Per confermare la regolazione, premere e tenere premuti contemporaneamente i pulsanti touch (A) e (B) per circa 2 secondi.

6.4 Spia del contenitore
dell'acqua
Per impostazione predefinita, la spia del
contenitore dell'acqua è accesa. Si accende quando il programma è terminato o
se è necessario svuotare il contenitore
dell'acqua.
Se è stato installato il "Kit di scarico", l'apparecchiatura scarica automaticamente l'acqua dal relativo
contenitore. In questo caso si
consiglia di spegnere la spia del
contenitore dell'acqua.
Fare riferimento all'opuscolo in
dotazione per le informazioni sugli
accessori disponibili.
Disattivazione della spia di scarico
del contenitore dell'acqua
1. Premere il tasto On/Off per accendere
l’apparecchiatura
2. Premere e tenere premuti contemporaneamente i pulsanti touch (J) e (I) fino a quando il display non visualizza
una di queste due configurazioni:
• La spia
è spenta e la spia
è accesa.
– La spia del contenitore dell'acqua
è spenta. Dopo circa 4 secondi,
le 2 spie si spengono.
• Le spie
e
sono accese.
– La spia del contenitore dell'acqua
è accesa. Dopo circa 4 secondi,
le 2 spie si spengono.
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7. UTILIZZO QUOTIDIANO
Prima di utilizzare l'apparecchiatura per la prima volta eseguire le
operazioni seguenti:
• Pulire i cesto dell'asciugabiancheria con un panno umido.
• Avviare un programma breve
(ad es. 30 minuti) con biancheria umida.
All'inizio del ciclo di asciugatura (3
- 5 min.) il funzionamento potrebbe essere leggermente più rumoroso. Ciò è dovuto all'avvio del
compressore ed è un fenomeno
normale per le apparecchiature
alimentate da compressore, come: frigoriferi, congelatori.

7.1 Avvio del programma senza
partenza ritardata
1. Preparare la biancheria e caricare l'apparecchiatura.
2. Premere il tasto On/Off per accendere
l’apparecchiatura.
3. Impostare il programma e le opzioni
corretti per il tipo di carico.
• Il display indica la durata del programma.
4. Premere il pulsante touch Avvio/Pausa
per avviare il programma.
ATTENZIONE
Assicurarsi che una volta chiuso
l'oblò, la biancheria non rimanga
incastrata tra questo e la guarnizione di gomma.

7.2 Avvio del programma con la
partenza ritardata
1. Impostare il programma e le opzioni
corretti per il tipo di carico.
2. Premere ripetutamente il tasto della
partenza ritardata fino a quando il display non visualizza il tempo impostato.
• È possibile ritardare l'inizio di un
programma da un minimo di 30 minuti fino ad un massimo di 20 ore.
3. Premere il pulsante touch Avvio/Pausa
per avviare il conto alla rovescia. Il di458

splay mostra il conto alla rovescia della
partenza ritardata.
• Appena è completato il conto alla
rovescia, il programma si avvia.

7.3 FunzioneAuto Off
Per ridurre il consumo di energia, la funzione disattiva automaticamente l’apparecchiatura:
• Dopo 5 minuti se non si avvia il programma.
• Dopo 5 minuti dal termine del programma.

7.4 Modifica del programma
1. Premere il tasto On/Off per spegnere
l’apparecchiatura.
2. Premere il tasto On/Off per accendere
l’apparecchiatura.
3. Impostare il programma.

7.5 Al termine del programma
Il programma è terminato.
• Viene emesso un segnale acustico intermittente.
• La spia lampeggia.
• Si illumina la spia
.
• La spia Avvio/Pausa è accesa.
L'apparecchiatura continua a funzionare
con la fase antipiega per circa altri 30 minuti.
La fase antipiega elimina le pieghe dalla
biancheria.
È possibile rimuovere la biancheria prima
che la fase antipiega sia terminata. Si consiglia, per risultati migliori, di rimuovere la
biancheria quando la fase è quasi completa o è terminata.
Quando la fase antipiega è terminata:
• La spia è accesa ma non lampeggia.
• La spia
si spegne.
• Avvio/Pausa si spegne.
1. Premere il tasto On/Off per spegnere
l’apparecchiatura.
2. Aprire l'oblò.
3. Estrarre la biancheria.
4. Chiudere l'oblò.
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Pulire sempre il filtro e svuotare il
contenitore dell'acqua al termine
di un programma.

8. CONSIGLI E SUGGERIMENTI UTILI
8.1 Preparazione della
biancheria
• Chiudere le chiusure lampo.
• Abbottonare le chiusure dei copripiumini.
• Allacciare lacci e nastri (ad es. i nastri
dei grembiuli). Stringerli prima di avviare
un programma.
• Svuotare le tasche.
• Se un capo ha uno strato interno di cotone, rivoltarlo. Assicurarsi che lo strato
di cotone si trovi sempre all'esterno.
• Si consiglia di impostare il programma
adatto per i tipo di tessuti all'interno
dell'apparecchiatura.

Etichetta

• Non introdurre tessuti con colori forti insieme a tessuti chiari. I colori scuri potrebbero stingere.
• Utilizzare un programma adatto per capi in jersey e maglieria per evitare restringimenti.
• Verificare che il peso della biancheria
non superi il peso massimo riportato
nella tabella dei programmi.
• Asciugare solo la biancheria adatta per
asciugabiancheria. Fare riferimento all'etichetta riportata su ogni singolo capo.

Descrizione

Biancheria adatta per asciugabiancheria.
Biancheria adatta per asciugabiancheria. Impostare il programma a temperature standard.
Biancheria adatta per asciugabiancheria. Impostare il programma a basse temperature.
Biancheria non adatta per asciugabiancheria.

9. PULIZIA E MANUTENZIONE
9.1 Pulire il filtro
1.

2.
2

1
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3.

13

4.

1

2

5.

6.
1
2

9.2 Svuotare il contenitore dell'acqua
1.

2.

3.

4.

È possibile utilizzare l'acqua del
contenitore in alternativa all'acqua
distillata (ad es. per la stiratura a
vapore). Prima di utilizzare l'acqua, rimuovere i residui filtrandoli).

9.3 Pulire il condensatore
La frequenza di pulizia dei filtri è
correlata al tipo e la quantità di
bucato.
Se si asciuga con il carico massimo, pulire i filtri ogni 3 cicli.
460
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1.

2.

3.

4.

1
2

1
5.

6.

7.

8.

2

1

9.

10.

11.

121).
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13.

14.

15.

16.

2

15

1

1) Se necessario, una volta ogni 6 mesi, rimuovere la lanugine dallo scomparto dello
scambiatore di calore. È possibile utilizzare un aspirapolvere.

9.4 Pulizia del cesto

Utilizzare un panno umido. Asciugare le
superfici pulite con un panno morbido.

AVVERTENZA!
Scollegare l'apparecchiatura prima di eseguire la pulizia.
Utilizzare un normale sapone neutro per
pulire la superficie interna del cesto e le
scanalature del cesto stesso. Asciugare le
superfici pulite con un panno morbido.
ATTENZIONE
Non usare detergenti corrosivi o
pagliette metalliche per pulire il cesto.

ATTENZIONE
Per pulire l'apparecchiatura, non
utilizzare detergenti per la pulizia
dei mobili o corrosivi.

9.6 Pulizia delle fessure per il
ricircolo dell'aria
Utilizzare un aspirapolvere per eliminare la
lanugine dalle fessure per il ricircolo dell'aria.

9.5 Pulizia del pannello dei
comandi e dell'alloggiamento
Utilizzare un normale sapone neutro per
pulire il pannello dei comandi e l'alloggiamento.

10. RISOLUZIONE DEI PROBLEMI
10.1
Problema

Possibile soluzione

Non è possibile accendere l'apparecchiatura.

Verificare che la spina sia collegata alla
presa elettrica.
462
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Problema

Possibile soluzione
Assicurarsi che il fusibile all'interno del quadro elettrico non sia danneggiato.

Il programma non si avvia.

Premere Avvio/Pausa.
Controllare che l'oblò sia chiuso.

L'oblò non si chiude.

Controllare che il filtro sia stato installato
correttamente.
Assicurarsi che la biancheria non rimanga
incastrata tra l'oblò dell'apparecchiatura e
la guarnizione di gomma.

L'apparecchiatura si arresta durante Assicurarsi che il contenitore dell'acqua sia
il funzionamento.
vuoto. Premere nuovamente Avvio/Pausa
per avviare il programma.
Il display indica una durata eccessiva del programma.1)

Assicurarsi che il peso della biancheria sia
adatto alla durata del programma.
Assicurarsi che il filtro sia pulito.
La biancheria è troppo bagnata. Centrifugare nuovamente la biancheria nella lavabiancheria.
Verificare che la temperatura ambiente non
sia troppo elevata.

Il display indica una durata breve del Impostare il programma Tempo o Cotone
programma.
Extra .
Il display visualizza Err.

Se si desidera impostare un nuovo programma, spegnere e riaccendere l'apparecchiatura.
Assicurarsi che le opzioni siano disponibili
per il programma.

Il display visualizza E51

Attivare e disattivare l'apparecchiatura. Avviare un nuovo programma. In caso di ricomparsa dell'anomalia, contattare il Centro di Assistenza.

1) Dopo massimo 5 ore, il programma termina automaticamente

10.2 I risultati di asciugatura non
sono soddisfacenti
•
•
•
•

Il programma impostato non è corretto.
Il filtro è ostruito.
Il condensatore è ostruito.
È stata introdotta troppa biancheria nell'apparecchiatura.
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• Il cesto è sporco.
• Impostazione errata del sensore di conduttività.
• Le fessure di ricircolo dell'aria sono
ostruite.
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11. DATI TECNICI
Dimensioni (mm)

Larghezza/Altezza/Pro- 850 x 600 x 600
fondità

Profondità max.
(con l'oblò dell'apparecchiatura aperto)

1090 mm

Larghezza max.
(con l'oblò dell'apparecchiatura aperto)

950 mm

Collegamento elettrico

Tensione

230 V

Frequenza

50 Hz

Fusibile

4A

Potenza totale

900 W

Volume del cesto

118 l

Peso dell'apparecchiatura

57 kg

Biancheria: peso max.

9 kg

Tipo di uso

Domestico

Temperatura ambiente
Consumo di energia 1)

Min.

5°C

Max.

35°C

kWh/ciclo

2,28 kWh

Consumo annuale di energia 2)

259 kWh

Classe di efficienza energetica

A++

Consumo di energia

Modalità Acceso

0,05 W

Modalità Spento

0,05 W

1) In riferimento a EN 61121. 9 kg di cotone e velocità di centrifuga 1.000 giri/min
2) Consumo di energia annuale in kWh, basato su 160 cicli di asciugatura del programma
standard per la biancheria di cotone a carico pieno e parziale e consumo delle modalità a
potenza ridotta. L'attuale consumo di energia per ciclo dipenderà da come si utilizza
l'apparecchiatura (NORMATIVA EUROPEA N.392/2012).

12. CONSIDERAZIONI AMBIENTALI
Riciclare i materiali con il simbolo

.

Buttare l'imballaggio negli appositi
contenitori per il riciclaggio.
Aiutare a proteggere l’ambiente e la salute
umana e a riciclare rifiuti derivanti da
apparecchiature elettriche ed elettroniche.
Non smaltire le apparecchiature che
riportano il simbolo
insieme ai normali
464

rifiuti domestici. Portare il prodotto al
punto di riciclaggio più vicino o contattare
il comune di residenza.

5.1.4 Induction Hob
Induction Hob
Commercial Name

KTI6402XE

Company

Electrolux

Description

Induction ceramic hob
60 cm
4 Cooking zones
Electronic control with touch control commands
Digital display and lock cooking settings

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Lenght: 576 mm
Width: 516 mm
Max Power Consumption: 7200 W

465

d>

Informazioni di Prodotto EU
Marchio del fornitore

Electrolux-Rex

Modello

KTI6402XE

Size (cm)

60 cm

Categorisation of the used
technology in a Hob Type

Induzione

Colour

nero

Frame type - description of hob
Promise XL
frames and shapes
Frame Colour - colour of the
frame

Stainless Steel

Knob colour (colour of knobs if
existing)

None

Colour of illuminated touch
controls

Red

Features and functions of the
hob

3 step residual heat|Acoustic signal|Automatic heating-up|Eco
timer|Booster|Child-lock|Count up timer|Stop+go function|Keylock function|Minute minder|Sound off|Timer

Width (mm)

576

Depth (mm)

516

How the hob is fixed to the
worktop of the kitchen

Snap in System

Power and Diameter of a
Zonec - 2300/3200W/210mm

1800/2800

Power and Diameter of a
Zonec - 2300/3200W/210mm

-

Power and Diameter of a
Zonec - 2300/3200W/210mm

1800/2800

Power and Diameter of a
Zonec - 2300/3200W/210mm

2300/3600W/210mm

Power and Diameter of a
Zonec - 2300/3200W/210mm

-

Power and Diameter of a
Zonec - 2300/3200W/210mm

1400/2500

Max power consumption 7400

7200
466
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PENSATI PER VOI
Grazie per aver acquistato un'apparecchiatura Electrolux. Avete scelto un prodotto che ha alle
spalle decenni di esperienza professionale e innovazione. Ingegnoso ed elegante, è stato
progettato pensando a voi. Quindi, in qualsiasi momento desiderate utilizzarlo, potete esser certi
di ottenere sempre i migliori risultati.
Benvenuti in Electrolux.
Visitate il nostro sito web per:
ricevere consigli, scaricare i nostri opuscoli, eliminare eventuali anomalie, ottenere
informazioni sull'assistenza.
www.electrolux.com
registrare il vostro prodotto e ricevere un servizio migliore:
www.electrolux.com/productregistration
acquistare accessori, materiali di consumo e ricambi originali per la vostra
apparecchiatura:
www.electrolux.com/shop

SERVIZIO CLIENTI E MANUTENZIONE
Consigliamo sempre l’impiego di ricambi originali.
Quando si contatta l'Assistenza, accertarsi di disporre dei seguenti dati.
Le informazioni si trovano sulla targhetta di identificazione. Modello, numero dell'apparecchio
(PNC), numero di serie.
Avvertenza / Attenzione - Importanti Informazioni di Sicurezza
Informazioni e consigli generali
Informazioni in materia di sicurezza ambientale
Con riserva di modifiche.
467
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1. INFORMAZIONI PER LA SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni fornite prima di installare e utilizzare l'apparecchiatura. Il produttore non è responsabile se un'installazione ed un uso non corretto dell'apparecchiatura provocano lesioni e danni. Tenere sempre le istruzioni a portata di mano in caso di necessità durante l'utilizzo.

1.1 Sicurezza dei bambini e delle persone vulnerabili
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di soffocamento, lesioni o invalidità permanente.
• Questa apparecchiatura può essere usata da bambini
a partire dagli 8 anni e da adulti con limitate capacità fisiche, sensoriali o mentali o con scarsa esperienza o
conoscenza sull'uso dell'apparecchiatura, se sorvegliati
o se sono stati istruiti relativamente all'uso dell'apparecchiatura e hanno capito i rischi coinvolti.
• Non consentire ai bambini di giocare con l'apparecchiatura.
• Tenere i materiali di imballaggio al di fuori della portata
dei bambini.
• Tenere i bambini e gli animali domestici lontano dall'apparecchiatura durante il funzionamento o raffreddamento. Le parti accessibili sono incandescenti.
• Se l’apparecchiatura dispone di un dispositivo di sicurezza per i bambini, consigliamo di attivarlo.
• La pulizia e gli interventi di manutenzione non devono
essere eseguiti dai bambini senza supervisione.

1.2 Avvertenze di sicurezza generali
• L'apparecchiatura e le parti accessibili si riscaldano
molto durante l'uso Non toccare le resistenze.
468
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• Non utilizzare un timer esterno o un sistema di controllo
remoto distinto per mettere in funzione l'apparecchiatura.
• Non lasciare mai il piano di cottura incustodito durante
la preparazione di cibi in quanto olio e grassi potrebbero provocare un incendio.
• Non tentare mai di spegnere un incendio con dell'acqua; spegnere l'apparecchiatura e coprire le fiamme ad
es. con un coperchio o una coperta di protezione dal
fuoco.
• Non conservare nulla sulle superfici di cottura.
• Non usare dispositivi per la pulizia a vapore per pulire
l'apparecchiatura.
• Oggetti metallici quali coltelli, forchette, cucchiai e coperchi non dovrebbero essere posti sulla superficie del
piano di cottura in quanto possono diventare caldi.
• Se la superficie di vetroceramica presenta delle crepe,
spegnere l'apparecchiatura per evitare il rischio di
scossa elettrica.
• Dopo l'uso, spegnere l'elemento utilizzato mediante la
corrispondente manopola, senza considerare quanto
indicato dal rilevatore di utensili.

2.

ISTRUZIONI DI SICUREZZA
2.1 Installazione
AVVERTENZA!
L’installazione dell'apparecchiatura deve essere eseguita da personale qualificato.
• Rimuovere tutti i materiali di imballaggio.
• Non installare o utilizzare l'apparecchiatura se è danneggiata.
• Attenersi alle istruzioni fornite insieme
all'apparecchiatura.
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• È necessario rispettare la distanza minima dalle altre apparecchiature.
• Fare sempre attenzione quando si sposta l'apparecchiatura, perché è pesante. Indossare sempre guanti di sicurezza.
• Proteggere le superfici di taglio con un
materiale di tenuta per evitare che l'umidità causi dei rigonfiamenti.
• Proteggere la base dell'apparecchiatura
da vapore e umidità.
• Non installare l'apparecchiatura accanto ad una porta o sotto una finestra, per
evitare che pentole calde cadano dal-
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l'apparecchiatura quando la porta o la
finestra sono aperte.
• Se l'apparecchiatura viene installata sopra dei cassetti, assicurarsi che lo spazio, tra la base dell'apparecchiatura e il
cassetto superiore, sia sufficiente per il
ricircolo d'aria.
• Assicurarsi che lo spazio per il ricircolo
d'aria di 2 mm, tra il piano di lavoro e la
parte anteriore dell'unità sottostante sia
libero. La garanzia non copre danni dovuti all'assenza di uno spazio di ventilazione adeguato.
• La base dell'apparecchiatura può surriscaldarsi. Si consiglia di prevedere un
pannello divisorio in materiale non infiammabile al di sotto dell'apparecchiatura per rendere inaccessibile la base.

qualificato per sostituire un cavo danneggiato.
• L'impianto elettrico deve essere dotato
di un dispositivo di isolamento che consenta di scollegare l'apparecchiatura
dalla presa di corrente a tutti i poli. Il dispositivo di isolamento deve avere una
larghezza dell'apertura di contatto non
inferiore ai 3 mm.
• Servirsi unicamente di dispositivi di isolamento adeguati: interruttori automatici, fusibili (quelli a tappo devono essere
rimossi dal portafusibile), sganciatori
per correnti di guasto a terra e relè.

2.2 Utilizzo
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di lesioni, scottature o
scosse elettriche.

Collegamento elettrico
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di incendio e scossa elettrica.
• Tutti i collegamenti elettrici devono essere eseguiti da un elettricista qualificato.
• L'apparecchiatura deve disporre di una
messa a terra.
• Prima di qualsiasi intervento, è necessario verificare che l'apparecchiatura sia
disinserita dalla rete elettrica.
• Utilizzare il cavo di alimentazione appropriato.
• Evitare che i collegamenti elettrici si aggroviglino.
• Assicurarsi che il cavo di alimentazione
o la spina (ove prevista) non sfiori l'apparecchiatura calda o pentole calde
quando si collega l'apparecchiatura alle
prese vicine
• Verificare che l'apparecchiatura sia installata correttamente. Un collegamento
elettrico o una spia lenti (ove previsti)
potrebbe far diventare il terminale incandescente.
• Assicurarsi che la protezione da scosse
elettriche sia installata.
• Utilizzare il morsetto fermacavo sul cavo.
• Accertarsi di non danneggiare la spina
e il cavo (ove previsti). Contattare il
Centro di Assistenza o un elettricista

5

• Utilizzare l’apparecchiatura in un ambiente domestico.
• Non apportare modifiche alle specifiche
di questa apparecchiatura.
• Non utilizzare un timer esterno o un sistema di controllo remoto distinto per
mettere in funzione l'apparecchiatura.
• Non lasciare mai l'apparecchiatura incustodita durante il funzionamento.
• Non mettere in funzione l'apparecchiatura con le mani umide o quando c'è un
contatto con l'acqua.
• Non appoggiare posate o coperchi sulle superfici di cottura. Possono diventare roventi.
• Spegnere la zona di cottura dopo ogni
utilizzo. Non fare affidamento sul rilevatore di pentole.
• Non utilizzare l'apparecchiatura come
superficie di lavoro o come piano di appoggio.
• In caso di crepe sulla superficie, scollegare l'alimentazione elettrica per evitare
scosse elettriche.
• I portatori di pacemaker, devono mantenere una distanza di almeno 30 cm
dalle zone di cottura a induzione quando l'apparecchiatura è in funzione.
AVVERTENZA!
Si può verificare un'esplosione o
un incendio.
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• Grassi e olio caldi possono rilasciare
vapori infiammabili. Mantenere fiamme
o oggetti caldi lontani da grassi e olio
quando li si utilizza per cucinare.
• I vapori rilasciati da un olio molto caldo
possono provocare una combustione
spontanea.
• Olio usato, che può contenere residui di
cibo, può liberare delle fiamme ad una
temperatura inferiore rispetto ad un olio
utilizzato per la prima volta.
• Non appoggiare o tenere liquidi o materiali infiammabili, né oggetti facilmente
incendiabili sull'apparecchiatura, al suo
interno o nelle immediate vicinanze.
• Non tentare di spegnere l’incendio con
l’acqua. Scollegare l’apparecchiatura e
coprire la fiamma con un coperchio o
una coperta di protezione dal fuoco.
AVVERTENZA!
Vi è il rischio di danneggiare l'apparecchiatura.
• Non poggiare pentole calde sul pannello dei comandi.
• Non esporre al calore pentole vuote.
• Fare attenzione a non lasciar cadere
oggetti o pentole sull'apparecchiatura.
La superficie si potrebbe danneggiare.
• Non mettere in funzione le zone di cottura in assenza di pentole o con pentole
vuote.
• Non appoggiare la pellicola di alluminio
direttamente sull'apparecchiatura.
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• Lo spostamento di pentole in ghisa, in
alluminio o con fondi danneggiati può
graffiare la vetroceramica. Per spostare
questi oggetti sollevarli sempre dalla superficie di cottura.

2.3 Pulizia e manutenzione
AVVERTENZA!
Vi è il rischio di danneggiare l'apparecchiatura.
• Pulire regolarmente l'apparecchiatura
per evitare il deterioramento del materiale della superficie.
• Non usare acqua spray né vapore per
pulire l'apparecchiatura.
• Pulire l'apparecchiatura con un panno
inumidito e morbido. Utilizzare solo detergenti neutri. Non usare prodotti abrasivi, spugnette abrasive, solventi o oggetti metallici.

2.4 Smaltimento
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di lesioni o soffocamento.
• Contattare le autorità locali per ricevere
informazioni su come smaltire correttamente l'apparecchiatura.
• Staccare la spina dall'alimentazione
elettrica.
• Tagliare il cavo di rete e smaltirlo.
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3. DESCRIZIONE DEL PRODOTTO
3.1 Panoramica
1

2

180 mm

180 mm

1 Zona di cottura a induzione
2 Zona di cottura a induzione

210 mm

145 mm

5

3 Zona di cottura a induzione
4 Pannello dei comandi

3

5 Zona di cottura a induzione

4

3.2 Disposizione del pannello dei comandi
1

2

10

3

4

9

8

5

7

6

Utilizzare i tasti sensore per mettere in funzione l'apparecchiatura. I
display, gli indicatori ed i segnali acustici mostrano quali funzioni sono
attive.
Tasto sensore

Funzione

1

Attiva e disattiva l'apparecchiatura.

2

Blocca/sblocca il pannello dei comandi.

3

Indicatori timer delle zone di
cottura.

Indica per quali zone di cottura è impostato il tempo.

4

Display timer

Indica il tempo in minuti.
Seleziona la funzione Power.

5
6

Display livello di potenza

Imposta il livello di potenza.

7

Barra dei comandi

Imposta il livello di potenza.

8

Aumenta o riduce il tempo.

/

Imposta la zona di cottura.

9
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Tasto sensore

Funzione
Attiva e disattiva la funzione STOP+GO.

10

3.3 Display del livello di potenza
Display

Descrizione
La zona di cottura è disattivata.
La zona di cottura è in funzione.

-

La funzione

è attiva.

La funzione di preriscaldamento automatico è attiva.
La funzione Power è attiva.
+ numero

È presente un malfunzionamento.

/

OptiHeat Control (indicatore di calore residuo su 3 livelli):
proseguire la cottura/tenere in caldo/calore residuo.

/

Il blocco/dispositivo di sicurezza bambini entra in funzione.
Pentola non adeguata o troppo piccola; oppure manca la
pentola sulla zona di cottura.
La funzione di spegnimento automatico è attiva.

3.4 OptiHeat Control (indicatore
di calore residuo su 3 livelli)
AVVERTENZA!
\
\
Il calore residuo può
essere causa di ustioni!

OptiHeat Control indica il livello di calore
residuo. Le zone di cottura a induzione
generano il calore richiesto per la cottura
direttamente sul fondo della pentola. Il
piano in vetroceramica viene riscaldato
dal calore della pentola.

4. UTILIZZO QUOTIDIANO
4.1 Attivazione e disattivazione
Sfiorare
per 1 secondo per accendere
o spegnere l'apparecchiatura.

4.2 Spegnimento automatico
La funzione spegne automaticamente
l'apparecchiatura se:
• Tutte le zone di cottura sono spente (
).
• Non è stato impostato il livello di potenza dopo l'accensione dell'apparecchiatura.
• È stato versato qualcosa o appoggiato
un oggetto sul pannello dei comandi
per più di 10 secondi (un tegame, uno
473

straccio, ecc.). Il segnale acustico è attivo per un po' di tempo e l'apparecchiatura si spegne. Rimuovere l'oggetto
o pulire il pannello dei comandi.
• L'apparecchiatura è surriscaldata (ad
es. se si esaurisce l'acqua in ebollizione
nella pentola). Prima di un nuovo utilizzo, la zona di cottura deve essere lasciata raffreddare.
• Sono state utilizzate una pentole non
si accende e la
idonee. Il simbolo
zona di cottura si spegne automaticamente dopo 2 minuti.
• Non è stata spenta una zona di cottura
o non è stato modificato il livello di potenza. Dopo un tempo prestabilito, si
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accende
e l'apparecchiatura si spegne. Vedi sotto.
• Rapporto tra livello di potenza e tempi
della funzione di spegnimento automatico:
•
,
— 6 ore
•

-

— 5 ore

•

-

— 4 ore

•

-

9

12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

— 1,5 ore

4.3 Livello di potenza

0

Sfiorare la barra dei comandi per impostare il livello di potenza desiderato. Spostare
il dito sulla barra dei comandi per modificare l'impostazione. Non interrompere il
contatto con la barra, fino al raggiungimento del livello di potenza desiderato. Il
display indica il livello di potenza.

1

2 3 4

5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

4.5 Funzione Power
La funzione Power aumenta la potenza
fornita alle zone di cottura a induzione. La
funzione Power può essere attivata per un
tempo limitato (consultare il capitolo Dati
tecnici), dopodiché la zona di cottura a induzione passa automaticamente al livello
di potenza massimo impostato. Per atti: si accende
vare la funzione, sfiorare
. Per disattivare la funzione, modificare
il livello di potenza.

4.4 Preriscaldamento
automatico

4.6 Sistema Power
Management

Attivando la funzione di preriscaldamento
automatico sarà possibile ottenere l'impostazione del livello di potenza necessario
in minor tempo. Questa funzione imposta
il livello di potenza più elevato per un po'
di tempo (consultare il grafico), per poi diminuire fino a raggiungere il livello necessario.
Per avviare la funzione di preriscaldamento automatico per una zona di cottura:

Il sistema Power Management ripartisce la
potenza disponibile tra le zone di cottura
(vedere l'illustrazione), fornendo la potenza massima a una zona di cottura. La potenza nell'altra zona di cottura si riduce
automaticamente. Il display del livello di
potenza per la zona a ridotta potenza,
passa da un livello all'altro.

1.

Premere
(
compare sul display).
2. Selezionare immediatamente il livello
di potenza necessario. Dopo 3 secompare sul display.
condi
Per interrompere la funzione, modificare il
livello di potenza.
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Sistema Power Management con
funzione di Limite potenza
• Quando si imposta la funzione di Limite
potenza su 4,5 kW o meno, la potenza
dell'apparecchiatura viene ripartita tra
tutte le zone di cottura.
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•
•
•
•
•

P5 — 3500 W
P6 — 4000 W
P7 — 4500 W
P8 — 5000 W
P9 — 6000 W
ATTENZIONE
Verificare che la potenza selezionata sia compatibile con i fusibili
dell'impianto elettrico domestico.

• Quando si imposta la funzione di Limite
potenza oltre 4,5 kW, la potenza dell'apparecchiatura viene ripartita tra due
zone di cottura disposte a coppie.

4.7 Limite potenza
L'apparecchiatura è in origine impostata
sul livello di potenza più alto.
Riduzione/aumento del livello di
potenza:
1. Spegnere l'apparecchiatura.
2.

Sfiorare
per 3 secondi. Il display si
accende e si spegne.

3.

Sfiorare
per 3 secondi.
accendono.

4.

Sfiorare

5.

Sfiorare
/
del Timer per ridurre/
aumentare il livello di potenza.

o

si

. P0 si accende.

Livelli di potenza
• P0 - 7200 W (Fare riferimento al capitolo "Dati tecnici")
• P1 — 1500 W
• P2 — 2000 W
• P3 — 2500 W
• P4 — 3000 W
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4.8 Timer
Timer per il conto alla rovescia
Il timer per il conto alla rovescia consente
di impostare la durata di funzionamento di
una zona di cottura per la preparazione di
una pietanza.
Impostare il timer del conto alla rovescia dopo aver selezionato la zona di
cottura.
Il livello di potenza può essere impostato
prima o dopo l'impostazione del timer.
• Per impostare la zona di cottufinché non
ra:sfiorare ripetutamente
si accende la spia della zona di cottura
desiderata.
• Per attivare il timer per il conto alla
del timer
rovescia: sfiorare il tasto
per impostare il tempo ( 00 - 99 minuti). Quando la spia della zona di cottura lampeggia lentamente, inizia il conto alla rovescia.
• Per visualizzare il tempo residuo:
.
selezionare la zona di cottura con
La spia della zona di cottura comincia a
lampeggiare rapidamente. Sul display
compare il tempo residuo.
• Per cambiare il timer per il conto alla rovescia: selezionare la zona di cot. Premere
o .
tura con
• Per disattivare il timer: selezionare la
. Sfiorare .
zona di cottura con
Viene visualizzato il tempo residuo fino
a 00 . L'indicatore della zona di cottura
si spegne. Per disattivarlo è anche pose contemporaneasibile sfiorare
mente.
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Quando il conto alla rovescia termina,
viene emesso un segnale acustico e 00
lampeggia. La zona di cottura si disattiva.
• Per arrestare il segnale acustico:
sfiorare

CountUp Timer (Timer per il
conto alla rovescia)
Utilizzare CountUp Timer per controllare
per quanto tempo funziona la zona di cottura.
• Per impostare la zona di cottura (se
è in funzione più di una zona):sfiorafinché non si acre ripetutamente
cende la spia della zona di cottura desiderata.
• Per attivare CountUp Timer:sfiorare il
.
tasto del timer, si accende
Quando la spia della zona di cottura
lampeggia lentamente, inizia il contegai minuti.
gio. Il display passa da
• Per controllare per quanto tempo
funziona la zona di cottura: selezio. La spia
nare la zona di cottura con
della zona di cottura comincia a lampeggiare rapidamente. Il display indica
per quanto tempo funziona la zona di
cottura.
• Per disattivare CountUp Timer: selee sfiozionare la zona di cottura con
o per disattivare il timer. L'inrare
dicatore della zona di cottura si spegne.

Contaminuti
Il timer può essere utilizzato come contaminuti quando le zone di cottura non so. Sfiorare il tano in funzione. Sfiorare
sto
o del timer per selezionare la
durata. Allo scadere del tempo stabilito,
viene emesso un segnale acustico e 00
lampeggia.
• Per arrestare il segnale acustico:
sfiorare

4.9 STOP+GO
La funzione
pone tutte le zone di cottura accese al livello di potenza più basso
).
(

11

è attivo, non sarà possibile
Quando
modificare il livello di potenza.
non interrompe la funzione
La funzione
timer.
• Per attivare questa funzione sfiorare
. Si accende il simbolo
.
• Per disattivare questa funzione sfiora. Si accende il livello di potenza
re
precedentemente impostato.

4.10 Blocco
È possibile bloccare il pannello dei comandi, ma non
. Questa funzione impedisce di modificare inavvertitamente il livello di potenza.
Come prima cosa impostare il livello di
potenza.
. Il
Per avviare questa funzione sfiorare
simbolo
si accende per 4 secondi.
Il Timer rimane acceso.
Per interrompere questa funzione sfiorare
. Si accende il livello di potenza precedentemente impostato.
Quando si spegne l'apparecchiatura, si interrompe anche questa funzione.

4.11 Sicurezza bambini
Questa funzione impedisce l'azionamento
accidentale dell'apparecchiatura.
Per attivare il dispositivo di Sicurezza
bambini
• Attivare l'apparecchiatura con
. Non
impostare alcun livello di potenza.
• Sfiorare il tasto
per 4 secondi. Si accende il simbolo
.
• Disattivare l'apparecchiatura con
.
Per disattivare il dispositivo di
Sicurezza bambini
• Attivare l'apparecchiatura con
. Non
impostare alcun livello di potenza.
per 4 secondi. Si acSfiorare il tasto
cende il simbolo
.
• Disattivare l'apparecchiatura con
.
Per escludere la Sicurezza bambini
per una sola operazione di cottura
• Attivare l'apparecchiatura con
. Si
accende il simbolo
.
• Sfiorare il tasto
per 4 secondi. Impostare il livello di potenza entro 10
476
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secondi. È possibile mettere in funzione l'apparecchiatura.
• Quando si spegne l'apparecchiatura
, la Sicurezza bambini rimane
con
ancora attiva.

4.12 OffSound Control
(Disattivazione e attivazione dei
segnali acustici)
Disattivazione dei segnali
acustici
Disattivare l'apparecchiatura.
Sfiorare il tasto
per 3 secondi. Il display si accende e si spegne. Sfiorare
per 3 secondi.
si accende, il segnale
acustico è attivo. Sfiorare
:
si accende, il segnale acustico non è attivo.

Quando questa funzione è attiva, i segnali
acustici saranno udibili soltanto quando:
• si sfiora
• diminuisce il valore del contaminuti
• diminuisce il valore del timer del conto
alla rovescia
• si appoggia un oggetto sul pannello dei
comandi.

Attivazione dei segnali acustici
Disattivare l'apparecchiatura.
Sfiorare il tasto
per 3 secondi. Il display si accende e si spegne. Sfiorare
per 3 secondi.
si accende, poiché il
segnale acustico è spento. Sfiorare
:
si accende. Il segnale acustico è attivato.

5. CONSIGLI E SUGGERIMENTI UTILI
ZONE DI COTTURA A INDUZIONE
Per le zone cottura a induzione, un forte
campo elettromagnetico crea calore nelle
pentole molto rapidamente.

5.1 Pentole per zone di cottura
a induzione
Utilizzare le zone di cottura a induzione con pentole idonee.
Materiale delle pentole
• materiali idonei: ghisa, acciaio, acciaio smaltato, acciaio inox, fondi multistrato (se specificati come idonei dal
produttore).
• materiali non idonei: alluminio, rame,
ottone, vetro, ceramica, porcellana.
Una pentola è idonea per la cottura a
induzione se …
• ... una piccola quantità d'acqua su una
zona di cottura a induzione impostata
sul livello di cottura massimo si riscalda
in breve tempo.
• ... una calamita si attacca al fondo delle
pentole.
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Il fondo della pentola dovrebbe
essere il più possibile spesso e
piano.
Dimensioni delle pentole: le zone di
cottura a induzione si adattano automaticamente alle dimensioni del fondo delle
pentole entro determinati limiti.

5.2 I rumori durante l'uso
Se si avverte
• crepitio: sono utilizzate pentole di materiali diversi (costruzione a sandwich).
• fischio: una o più zone di cottura sono
utilizzate a livelli di potenza elevati con
pentole di materiali diversi (costruzione
a sandwich).
• ronzio: sono utilizzati livelli di potenza
elevati.
• scatto: sono state accese parti elettriche.
• sibilo, ronzio: è in funzione la ventola.
I rumori descritti sono normali e non
sono da ricondurre a un guasto dell'apparecchiatura.
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5.3 Risparmio energetico
Come risparmiare energia
• Se possibile, coprire sempre le pentole
con il coperchio.
• Posizionare la pentola prima di accendere la zona di cottura.
• Utilizzare il calore residuo per mantenere caldi i cibi o fonderli.
Efficienza della zona di cottura
L'efficienza della zona di cottura dipende
dal diametro delle pentole. Una pentola
con un diametro inferiore alla zona più
piccola riceve solo una parte della potenza generata dalla zona di cottura. Per i
diametri minimi consultare il capitolo Dati
tecnici.

va prima che il timer per il conto
alla rovescia emetta un segnale
acustico. La differenza nel tempo
di funzionamento dipende dal livello di potenza e dalla durata dell'utilizzo dell'apparecchiatura.

5.5 Esempi di impiego per la
cottura
Il rapporto tra il livello di potenza e il consumo di energia della zona di cottura non
è regolare.
L'aumento del livello di potenza non è
proporzionale all'aumento del consumo di
energia della zona di cottura.
Ciò significa che la zona di cottura con un
livello di potenza medio impiega meno
della metà della propria energia.
I dati della tabella seguente sono
da intendersi come indicativi.

5.4 Öko Timer (Timer Eco)
Per risparmiare energia, il riscaldatore della zona di cottura si disatti-

Li- Usare per:
vello
di
potenza

13

Tempo

Suggerimenti

Consumo
di energia
nominale

secondo
necessità

Mettere un coperchio
sulla pentola

3%

1

Mantenere in caldo le
pietanze cotte

13

Salse, sciogliere: burro, 5 - 25 min
cioccolata, gelatina

Mescolare di tanto in
tanto

3–8%

13

Rassodare: omelette,
uova al forno

10 - 40 min

Coprire con un coperchio

3–8%

35

Cuocere riso e pietanze a base di latte, riscaldare pietanze
pronte

25 - 50 min

Aggiungere al riso al- 8 – 13 %
meno una doppia
quantità di liquido,
mescolare di tanto in
tanto i preparati a base di latte

57

Cuocere a vapore verdure, pesce, carne

20 - 45 min

Aggiungere alcuni
cucchiai di liquido

13 – 18 %

79

Cuocere al vapore le
patate

20 - 60 min

Usare al max. ¼ l di
acqua per 750 g di
patate

18 – 25 %
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Li- Usare per:
vello
di
potenza

Tempo

Suggerimenti

Consumo
di energia
nominale

79

Cuocere grandi quanti- 60 - 150
tà di alimenti, stufati e
min
zuppe

Fino a 3 l di liquido
più gli ingredienti

18 – 25 %

912

Cottura delicata: cotolette, cordon bleu, costolette, polpette, salsicce, fegato, besciamella, uova, frittelle,
krapfen

secondo
necessità

Girare il piatto a metà
tempo

25 – 45 %

12
13

Frittura, frittelle di patate, lombate, bistecche

5 - 15 min

Girare il piatto a metà
tempo

45 – 64 %

14

Portare a ebollizione l'acqua, cuocere la pasta, rosolare la
carne (gulasch, stufati), friggere patatine

100 %

Portare a ebollizione grandi quantità d'acqua. La funzione
Power è attiva.

6. PULIZIA E CURA
Pulire l'apparecchiatura dopo ogni utilizzo.
Usare sempre pentole con il fondo pulito.
I graffi o le macchie scure sul vetroceramica non compromettono
il funzionamento dell'apparecchiatura.
Per eliminare lo sporco:
1. – Rimuovere immediatamente:plastica fusa, pellicola di plastica e alimenti contenenti zucchero. Se non
vengono eliminati, potrebbero danneggiare l'apparecchiatura. Il vetro
richiede l'uso di un raschietto speciale. Appoggiare il raschietto sulla
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2.

3.

superficie in vetro, formando un angolo acuto, e spostare la lama sulla
superficie.
– Quando l'apparecchiatura è
sufficientemente raffreddata, è
possibile rimuovere:i segni di calcare e d'acqua, le macchie di grasso e le macchie opalescenti. Usare
un detergente specifico per vetroceramica o acciaio inossidabile.
Pulire l'apparecchiatura con un panno
umido e una piccola quantità di detergente.
Al termine asciugare l'apparecchiatura con un panno pulito.
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7. RISOLUZIONE DEI PROBLEMI
Problema

Causa possibile

Non è possibile attivare
l'apparecchiatura o metterla in funzione.

Soluzione
Accendere di nuovo l'apparecchiatura ed impostare il livello di potenza in
meno di 10 secondi.

Sono stati sfiorati 2 o più
tasti sensore contemporaneamente.

Sfiorare un tasto sensore
alla volta.

La funzione STOP+GO è
attiva.

Fare riferimento al capitolo "Utilizzo quotidiano".

Il pannello dei comandi è
bagnato o presenta macchie di unto.

Pulire il pannello dei comandi.

Il segnale acustico è atti- Uno o più tasti sensore
vo e l'apparecchiatura si sono stati coperti.
spegne.
Quando l'apparecchiatura
si spegne, viene emesso
un segnale acustico.

Rimuovere gli oggetti dai
tasti sensore.

L'apparecchiatura si spegne.

Rimuovere gli oggetti dal
tasto sensore.

È stato appoggiato un
oggetto sul tasto sensore
.

L'indicatore di calore resi- La zona di cottura non è
duo non si accende.
calda perché è rimasta in
funzione solo per brevissimo tempo.

Se la zona di cottura è rimasta accesa a sufficienza per essere calda, contattare il Centro di Assistenza.

La funzione di preriscaldamento automatico non
si accende.

Lasciar raffreddare sufficientemente la zona di
cottura.

La zona di cottura è calda.

È impostato il livello di po- Il livello di potenza massitenza massimo.
mo ha la stessa potenza
della funzione di preriscaldamento automatico.
Il livello di potenza passa
da un livello ad un altro.

Il sistema Power Manage- Consultare "Sistema Poment è attivo.
wer management".

I tasti sensore si surriscal- La pentola è troppo gran- Se necessario, collocare
dano.
de oppure è stata collole pentole grandi sulle zocata troppo vicino ai cone di cottura posteriori.
mandi.
Assenza di segnale quan- I segnali acustici sono dido si toccano i tasti sen- sattivati.
sore del pannello.

Attivare i segnali acustici
(vedere OffSound Control).

Lo spegnimento automatico è attivo.

Spegnere e riaccendere
l'apparecchiatura.

si accende
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Problema

Causa possibile

Soluzione

si accende

La sicurezza bambini o il
blocco tasti si attivano.

Fare riferimento al capitolo "Utilizzo quotidiano".

si accende

Non vi sono pentole sulla
zona di cottura.

Collocare le pentole sulla
zona di cottura.

Pentole non idonee.

Utilizzare pentole idonee.

Il diametro del fondo delle Spostare le pentole su
pentole è troppo piccolo una zona di cottura più
rispetto alla zona di cottu- piccola.
ra.
e un numero si accen- L'apparecchiatura presenta un errore.
dono.

si accende

Nell'apparecchiatura è
presente un errore dovuto
all'esaurimento del liquido
in ebollizione nella pentola. La protezione contro il
surriscaldamento delle
zone di cottura e l'interruttore dello spegnimento
automatico sono attivi.

Se non si riesce a risolvere il problema
con i rimedi sopra indicati, rivolgersi al
proprio rivenditore di fiducia o al servizio
assistenza. Fornire i dati riportati sulla targhetta identificativa, il codice a tre lettere
per il piano in vetroceramica (si trova nell'angolo del piano cottura) e il messaggio
di errore visualizzato.
Verificare di aver azionato correttamente
l'apparecchiatura. In caso di azionamento
481

Scollegare per un certo
periodo di tempo l'apparecchiatura dall'alimentazione elettrica. Scollegare
il fusibile dall'impianto
elettrico domestico. Ricollegare. Se
si accende di nuovo, rivolgersi al
centro assistenza.
Spegnere l'apparecchiatura. Togliere le pentole
calde. Dopo circa 30 secondi, riaccendere la zona di cottura. Se il problema era collegato alle pentole, il messaggio di errore dovrebbe spegnersi,
mentre l'indicatore di calore residuo continua ad
essere visualizzato. Lasciare raffreddare le pentole e consultare la sezione Pentole per zona di
cottura a induzione per
vedere se il tipo di pentole è compatibile con l'apparecchiatura.

errato dell'apparecchiatura, l'intervento
del tecnico del centro di assistenza o del
rivenditore potrà essere effettuato a pagamento anche durante il periodo di garanzia. Le istruzioni relative al servizio di assistenza e alle condizioni di garanzia sono
contenute nel libretto della garanzia.
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8. INSTALLAZIONE
AVVERTENZA!
Fare riferimento ai capitoli sulla sicurezza.
Prima dell'installazione

• Sostituire il cavo di alimentazione danneggiato solo con un cavo di ricambio
originale. Contattare il Centro di Assistenza locale.

Collegamento a 2 fasi
Prima di installare l'apparecchiatura, scrivere i dati seguenti, riportati sulla targhetta
identificativa. La targhetta si trova sulla
parte posteriore dell'alloggiamento dell'apparecchiatura.
• Modello ...........................
• Numero di prodotto (PNC).................
• Numero di serie (S.N.).................

1.
2.
3.

Rimuovere il capocorda del cavo dai
fili neri e marroni.
Rimuovere l'isolamento delle estremità dei cavi marrone e nero.
Applicare un nuovo capocorda da 1,5
mm² sull'estremità di ciascun cavo (è
necessario un utensile speciale).
AVVERTENZA!
Tutti i collegamenti elettrici devono
essere eseguiti da un elettricista
qualificato.

8.1 Apparecchiature da incasso
• Utilizzare apparecchiature da incasso
solo dopo l'installazione in idonei piani
di lavoro e mobili da incasso conformi
alle norme.

ATTENZIONE
Non forare o saldare le estremità
dei fili. È severamente vietato!

8.2 Cavo di collegamento

AVVERTENZA!
Non collegare il cavo senza il capocorda.

• L'apparecchiatura è fornita con un cavo
di collegamento.
230V~

400V 2~N

N

N

L

L1
L2

Collegamento a 1 fase - 230 V~

Collegamento a 2 fasi — 400 V 2 ~
N

Verde - giallo

Verde - giallo

N

Blu e grigio

Blu e grigio

N

L

Nero e marrone

Nero

L1

Marrone

L2
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8.3 Montaggio

min.
500mm

min.
50mm
min.
2mm

B

A

min. 2 mm

< 20 mm

B

A

min. 2 mm

> 20 mm
min. 500 mm

A
B
12 mm 57 mm
28 mm 41 mm
38 mm 31 mm

min
30 mm

min. 500 mm
A
B
12 mm 57 mm
28 mm 41 mm
38 mm 31 mm

min.
12 mm
min.
2 mm

R 5mm
min.
55mm

490+1mm 560+1mm

min.
38 mm
min.
2 mm
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Il protettore da sovratensioni (accessorio
aggiuntivo1)), lo spazio di ventilazione anteriore di 2 mm e la superficie di protezione direttamente sotto l'apparecchiatura
non sono necessari.
Non è possibile utilizzare la protezione da
sovratensioni se l'apparecchiatura è installata su di un forno.
1) Il protettore da sovratensioni accessorio potrebbe non essere disponibile in alcuni paesi.
Contattare il proprio fornitore locale..

9. DATI TECNICI
Modell KTI6402XE

Prod.Nr. 949 596 131 00

Typ 58 GAD D5 AT

220 - 240 V 50 - 60 Hz

Induction 7.2 kW

Made in Germany

Ser.Nr. ..........

7.2 kW

ELECTROLUX - REX

Potenza zone di cottura
Zona di cottura

Potenza no- Funzione Po- Massima du- Diametro miminale (imwer attivata
rata funzione nimo delle
postazione di [W]
Power [min] pentole [mm]
calore max.)
[W]

Posteriore destra — 180
mm

1800 W

2800 W

10

145

Anteriore destra — 145
mm

1400 W

2500 W

4

125

Posteriore sinistra — 180
mm

1800 W

2800 W

10

145

Anteriore sinistra — 210
mm

2300 W

3600 W

10

180

La potenza delle zone di cottura può differire in alcune circostanze rispetto ai dati

484

presenti in tabella. Cambia a seconda del
materiale e delle dimensioni delle pentole.
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10. CONSIDERAZIONI AMBIENTALI
Riciclare i materiali con il simbolo

.

Buttare l'imballaggio negli appositi
contenitori per il riciclaggio.
Aiutare a proteggere l’ambiente e la salute
umana e a riciclare rifiuti derivanti da
apparecchiature elettriche ed elettroniche.
Non smaltire le apparecchiature che
riportano il simbolo insieme ai normali

485

rifiuti domestici. Portare il prodotto al
punto di riciclaggio più vicino o contattare
il comune di residenza.

5.1.5 Dishwasher
Dishwasher class A++
Commercial Name

TT803R3

Company

Electrolux

Description

Dual input hot and cold water
Dishwasher is equipped with special programs
using the hot water already available on the net produced by
solar panels or from other sources.
Energy Smart
AutoOff

Characteristics

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Energy Efficiency class: A++
Energy yearly consumption: 230 kWh
Energy consumption per cycle: 0,82 kWh
Water yearly consumption: 2860 lt
Water consumption per cycle: 10,2 lt

DIMENSIONS
Width: 596 mm
Height: 818 mm
Depth: 550 mm
CHARACTERISTICS
Washing programs: Auto, Eco, Fast
Washing class: A
Drying class: A
Cycle duration: 195 min
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PENSATI PER VOI
Grazie per aver acquistato un'apparecchiatura Electrolux. Avete scelto un prodotto che
ha alle spalle decenni di esperienza professionale e innovazione. Ingegnoso ed
elegante, è stato progettato pensando a voi. Quindi, in qualsiasi momento desiderate
utilizzarlo, potete esser certi di ottenere sempre i migliori risultati.
Benvenuti in Electrolux.
Visitate il nostro sito web per:

Ricevere consigli, scaricare i nostri opuscoli, eliminare eventuali anomalie, ottenere
informazioni sull'assistenza:
www.electrolux.com
Registrare il vostro prodotto e ricevere un servizio migliore:
www.registerelectrolux.com
Acquistare accessori, materiali di consumo e ricambi originali per la vostra
apparecchiatura:
www.electrolux.com/shop

SERVIZIO CLIENTI E MANUTENZIONE
Consigliamo sempre l’impiego di ricambi originali.
Quando si contatta il Centro di Assistenza, accertarsi di disporre dei seguenti dati:
Modello, PNC, numero di serie.
Le informazioni si trovano sulla targhetta dei dati.
Avvertenza/Attenzione - Importanti Informazioni per la sicurezza
Informazioni e suggerimenti generali
Informazioni sull'ambiente
Con riserva di modifiche.
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INFORMAZIONI PER LA SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni fornite prima di
installare e utilizzare l'apparecchiatura. Il produttore non è
responsabile se un'installazione ed un uso non corretto
dell'apparecchiatura provocano lesioni e danni. Tenere
sempre le istruzioni a portata di mano come riferimento
futuro.

1.1 Avvertenze di sicurezza generali
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

L'apparecchiatura è destinata all'uso domestico e
applicazioni simili, tra cui:
– case di campagna; cucine di negozi, uffici e altri
ambienti di lavoro;
– clienti di hotel, motel, bed and breakfast e altri
ambienti residenziali.
Non apportare modifiche alle specifiche di questa
apparecchiatura.
La pressione di esercizio dell'acqua (minima e massima)
deve essere compresa tra 0.5 (0.05) / 8 (0.8) bar (Mpa)
Rispettare il numero massimo di 13 coperti.
Se il cavo di alimentazione è danneggiato, deve essere
sostituito dal produttore, da un tecnico autorizzato o da
una persona qualificata per evitare situazioni di pericolo.
Sistemare i coltelli e le posate appuntite nel cestello
portaposate con l’estremità rivolta verso il basso o in
posizione orizzontale.
Non tenere la porta dell’apparecchiatura aperta senza
supervisione per evitare di caderci.
Prima di eseguire qualunque intervento di
manutenzione, spegnere l'apparecchiatura ed estrarre
la spina dalla presa.
Non nebulizzare acqua né utilizzare vapore per pulire
l'apparecchiatura.
L'apparecchiatura deve essere collegata correttamente
all'impianto idrico con i tubi nuovi forniti. I tubi usati non
devono essere riutilizzati.
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1.2 Sicurezza dei bambini e delle persone vulnerabili
•

•
•
•
•

Questa apparecchiatura può essere usata da bambini a
partire dagli 8 anni e da adulti con limitate capacità
fisiche, sensoriali o mentali o con scarsa esperienza o
conoscenza sull'uso dell'apparecchiatura, solamente se
sorvegliati o se istruiti relativamente all'uso
dell'apparecchiatura e se hanno compreso i rischi
coinvolti.
Non consentire ai bambini di giocare con
l'apparecchiatura.
Tenere i detersivi fuori dalla portata dei bambini.
Tenere i bambini e gli animali domestici lontano dal'oblò
dell'apparecchiatura quando è aperto.
La pulizia e gli interventi di manutenzione non devono
essere eseguiti dai bambini senza supervisione.

2. ISTRUZIONI DI SICUREZZA
2.1 Installazione
• Rimuovere tutti i materiali di
imballaggio.
• Non installare o utilizzare
l'apparecchiatura se è danneggiata.
• Non collocare o usare
l’apparecchiatura in un luogo in cui la
temperatura possa scendere al di sotto
di 0°C.
• Attenersi alle istruzioni fornite insieme
all'apparecchiatura.
• Assicurarsi che l'apparecchiatura sia
installata sotto e vicino a parti
adeguatamente ancorate a una
struttura fissa.

2.2 Collegamento elettrico
ATTENZIONE!
Rischio di incendio e scossa
elettrica.
• L'apparecchiatura deve disporre di una
messa a terra.
• Verificare che i dati elettrici riportati
sulla targhetta dei dati corrispondano a
quelli dell'impianto. In caso contrario,
contattare un elettricista.
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• Utilizzare sempre una presa elettrica
con contatto di protezione
correttamente installata.
• Non utilizzare prese multiple e
prolunghe.
• Accertarsi di non danneggiare la spina
e il cavo. Qualora il cavo elettrico
debba essere sostituito, l’intervento
dovrà essere effettuato dal nostro
Centro di Assistenza autorizzato.
• Inserire la spina di alimentazione nella
presa solo al termine dell'installazione.
Verificare che la spina di alimentazione
rimanga accessibile dopo
l'installazione.
• Non tirare il cavo di alimentazione per
scollegare l’apparecchiatura. Tirare
sempre dalla spina.
• Questa apparecchiatura è conforme
alle direttive CEE.
• Solo per il Regno Unito e l'Irlanda.
L'apparecchiatura è dotata di spina di
alimentazione da 13 amp. Se si
rendesse necessario cambiare il fusibile
della spina di alimentazione, utilizzarne
uno da 13 amp ASTA (BS 1362).

ITALIANO
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2.3 Collegamento dell’acqua

2.4 Utilizzo

• Accertarsi di non danneggiare i tubi di
carico e scarico dell'acqua.
• Prima di collegare l’apparecchiatura a
tubazioni nuove o non utilizzate per un
lungo periodo, far scorrere l’acqua
finché non è limpida.
• La prima volta che si usa
l’apparecchiatura, accertarsi che non vi
siano perdite.
• Il tubo di carico dell'acqua ha una
valvola di sicurezza che evita che il
tubo si allenti. Per scollegare il tubo,
premere la leva (B) e ruotare il
dispositivo di fissaggio (A) in senso
orario.

• Non sedersi o salire sulla porta aperta.
• I detersivi per la lavastoviglie sono
pericolosi. Osservare le istruzioni di
sicurezza riportate sulla confezione del
detersivo.
• Non bere o giocare con l’acqua
all’interno dell’apparecchiatura.
• Non rimuovere i piatti
dall'apparecchiatura fino al
completamento del programma.
Potrebbe rimanere del detersivo sulle
stoviglie.
• L'apparecchiatura può rilasciare vapore
caldo se si apre la porta durante lo
svolgimento del programma.
• Non appoggiare o tenere liquidi o
materiali infiammabili, né oggetti
facilmente incendiabili
sull'apparecchiatura, al suo interno o
nelle immediate vicinanze.

2.5 Smaltimento

A

ATTENZIONE!
Rischio di lesioni o
soffocamento.

B

• Staccare la spina dall'alimentazione
elettrica.
• Tagliare il cavo di rete e smaltirlo.
• Rimuovere il blocco porta per evitare
che bambini e animali domestici
rimangano chiusi all'interno
dell'apparecchiatura.

• Il tubo di carico dell'acqua è dotato di
una guaina protettiva esterna
trasparente. Se il tubo è danneggiato,
l'acqua nel tubo diventa scura.
• Se il tubo di carico è danneggiato,
scollegare immediatamente la spina
dalla presa elettrica. Contattare il
Centro di Assistenza autorizzato per
sostituire il tubo di carico dell’acqua.
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3. DESCRIZIONE DEL PRODOTTO
1

2

3

12

11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9 8

10

Mulinello su cielo vasca
Mulinello superiore
Mulinello inferiore
Filtri
Targhetta dei dati
Contenitore del sale
Apertura di ventilazione

5

7

6

8
9
10
11
12

Contenitore del brillantante
Contenitore del detersivo
Cestello portaposate
Cestello inferiore
Cestello superiore

4

4. PANNELLO DEI COMANDI
1

1
2
3
4
5

2

Tasto On/Off
Display
Tasto Delay
Tasto Program.
Tasto MyFavourite

3

4

5

6
7
8
9

492
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7

8 9

Tasto TimeManager
Tasto Multitab
Tasto Risparmio Energia
Spie

ITALIANO

4.1 Spie
Spia

Descrizione
Spia del sale. La spia è spenta durante l'esecuzione del programma.
Spia del brillantante. La spia è spenta durante l'esecuzione del programma.

5. PROGRAMMI
Programma

Grado di sporco
Tipo di carico

Fasi del programma

P1
ECO 1)

• Sporco normale • Prelavaggio
• Stoviglie e pos- • Lavaggio a 50°C
ate
• Risciacqui
• Asciugatura

• Risparmio Energia
• TimeManager
• Multitab

P2
AutoFlex 2)

• Tutto
• Stoviglie miste,
posate e pentole

• Prelavaggio
• Lavaggio da 45°C a
70°C
• Risciacqui
• Asciugatura

• Risparmio Energia
• Multitab

P3
FlexiWash 3)

• Sporco misto
• Stoviglie miste,
posate e pentole

• Prelavaggio
• Lavaggio a 50°C e
65°C
• Risciacqui
• Asciugatura

• Risparmio Energia
• TimeManager
• Multitab

P4
Intensivo 4)

• Sporco intenso
• Stoviglie miste,
posate e pentole

•
•
•
•

• Risparmio Energia
• TimeManager
• Multitab

P5
Rapido 30
min. 5)

• Sporco fresco
• Stoviglie e posate

• Lavaggio a 60°C
• Risciacqui

493

Prelavaggio
Lavaggio a 70°C
Risciacqui
Asciugatura

Opzioni

• Multitab

7
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Programma

Grado di sporco
Tipo di carico

Fasi del programma

P6
Ammollo 6)

• Tutto

• Prelavaggio

Opzioni

1) Questo programma consente un utilizzo più efficiente di acqua ed elettricità per lavare stoviglie e posate con grado di sporco normale. (Programma standard per gli istituti di prova).
2) L'apparecchiatura rileva il grado di sporco e la quantità di stoviglie presenti nei cestelli. Regola automaticamente la temperatura e la quantità dell'acqua, il consumo di elettricità e la durata del programma.
3) Con questo programma è possibile lavare un carico con sporco misto. Caricare le stoviglie
con sporco molto intenso nel cestello inferiore e sporco normale nel cestello superiore. I valori
di pressione e temperatura dell'acqua nel cestello inferiore sono maggiori rispetto al cestello
superiore.
4) Questo programma prevede una fase di risciacquo ad alta temperatura per garantire migliori
risultati igienici. Durante la fase di risciacquo, la temperatura viene mantenuta a 70°C per almeno 10 minuti.
5) Con questo programma è possibile lavare un carico di stoviglie con sporco fresco. Garantisce buoni risultati di lavaggio in breve tempo.
6) Con questo programma è possibile risciacquare velocemente le stoviglie per evitare residui
di cibo sui piatti e la formazione di odori all'interno dell'apparecchiatura. Non utilizzare il detersivo con questo programma.

5.1 Valori di consumo
Acqua
(l)

Energia
(kWh)

Durata
(min)

10.2

0.932

225

P2
AutoFlex

7 - 14

0.6 - 1.4

40 - 150

P3
FlexiWash

14 - 16

1.2 - 1.5

139 - 149

P4
Intensivo

12.5 - 14.5

1.4 - 1.6

154 - 164

P5
Rapido 30 min.

10

0.9

30

P6
Ammollo

4

0.1

14

Programma 1)
P1
ECO

1) I valori possono variare a seconda della pressione e della temperatura dell'acqua, delle variazioni dell'alimentazione elettrica, delle opzioni selezionate e della quantità di stoviglie.

5.2 Informazioni per gli istituti di
prova
Per le informazioni necessarie, relative alle
prestazioni inviare una mail a:
494

info.test@dishwasher-production.com
Riportare il numero del prodotto (PNC)
che si trova sulla targhetta dei dati.
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6. IMPOSTAZIONI
6.1 Modalità selezione
programma e modalità utente

Quando si accende l'apparecchiatura,
generalmente questa si trova in modalità
di selezione programma. Tuttavia, in caso
contrario, è possibile impostare la
modalità di selezione programma come
segue:

Quando l'apparecchiatura si trova in
modalità di selezione programma, è
possibile impostare un programma ed
accedere alla modalità utente.
In modalità utente è possibile
modificare le seguenti impostazioni:
• Il livello del decalcificatore dell'acqua in
base alla durezza dell'acqua.
• L'attivazione o disattivazione del
segnale acustico al termine del
programma.
• La disattivazione del contenitore del
brillantante quando si desidera
utilizzare l'opzione Multitab senza il
brillantante.
• Il livello di brillantante in base al
dosaggio richiesto.
Tali impostazioni vengono
memorizzate fino alla successiva
modifica.

Come impostare la modalità di
selezione programma

Tenere premuti contemporaneamente
Program. e MyFavourite finché
l’apparecchiatura entra in modalità di
selezione programma.

6.2 Decalcificatore dell’acqua
Il decalcificatore rimuove dall'acqua i
minerali che avrebbero effetti negativi sui
risultati di lavaggio e sull'apparecchiatura.
La durezza dell'acqua dipende dal
contenuto di questi minerali. La durezza
dell'acqua è misurata in scale equivalenti.
Il decalcificatore dell'acqua deve essere
regolato in base alla durezza dell’acqua
locale. Per informazioni sulla durezza
dell’acqua nella propria zona è possibile
rivolgersi all’ente erogatore locale. È
importante impostare il livello corretto del
decalcificatore dell'acqua per garantire
buoni risultati di lavaggio.

L’apparecchiatura si trova in modalità di
selezione programma quando il display
mostra il numero del programma P1.
Durezza dell'acqua
Gradi tedeschi Gradi francesi
(°dH)
(°fH)

mmol/l

Gradi
Clarke

Livello del decalcificatore dell’acqua

47 - 50

84 - 90

8.4 - 9.0

58 - 63

10

43 - 46

76 - 83

7.6 - 8.3

53 - 57

9

37 - 42

65 - 75

6.5 - 7.5

46 - 52

8

29 - 36

51 - 64

5.1 - 6.4

36 - 45

7

23 - 28

40 - 50

4.0 - 5.0

28 - 35

6

19 - 22

33 - 39

3.3 - 3.9

23 - 27

5 1)

15 - 18

26 - 32

2.6 - 3.2

18 - 22

4

11 - 14

19 - 25

1.9 - 2.5

13 - 17

3
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Gradi tedeschi Gradi francesi
(°dH)
(°fH)

mmol/l

Gradi
Clarke

Livello del decalcificatore dell’acqua

4 - 10

7 - 18

0.7 - 1.8

5 - 12

2

<4

<7

<0.7

<5

1 2)

1) Impostazioni di fabbrica.
2) Non utilizzare il sale a questo livello.

Come impostare il livello del
decalcificatore

Come impostare il livello del
brillantante

L'apparecchiatura deve essere in modalità
di selezione programma.

L'apparecchiatura deve essere in modalità
di selezione programma.

1. Per accedere alla modalità utente,
tenere premuti contemporaneamente
Program. e MyFavourite finché le
spie Delay, Program., MyFavourite
e TimeManager iniziano a
lampeggiare e il display è vuoto.
2. Premere Delay.
• Le spie Program., MyFavourite e
TimeManager si spengono.
• La spia Delay continua a
lampeggiare.
• Il display mostra l'impostazione

1. Per accedere alla modalità utente,
tenere premuti contemporaneamente
Program. e MyFavourite finché le
spie Delay, Program., MyFavourite
e TimeManager iniziano a
lampeggiare e il display è vuoto.
2. Premere MyFavourite.
• Le spie Delay, Program. e
TimeManager si spengono.
• La spia MyFavourite continua a
lampeggiare.
• Il display mostra l'impostazione

= livello 5.
corrente: ad es.
3. Premere ripetutamente il tasto Delay
per modificare l'impostazione.
4. Premere il tasto On/Off per
confermare l'impostazione.

Il brillantante permette di asciugare le
stoviglie senza strisce o macchie.

= livello 4.
corrente: ad es.
– I livelli di brillantante vanno da
0A a 6A.
– Livello 0 = nessuna erogazione
di brillantante.
3. Premere ripetutamente il tasto
MyFavourite per modificare
l'impostazione.
4. Premere il tasto On/Off per
confermare l'impostazione.

Il brillantante viene erogato
automaticamente durante la fase di
risciacquo con acqua calda.

6.4 Utilizzo del brillantante e
delle pastiglie multifunzione

È possibile impostare la quantità di
brillantante rilasciata tra il livello 1 (quantità
minima) e il livello 6 (quantità massima). Il
livello 0 disattiva il contenitore del
brillantante che di conseguenza non viene
rilasciato.

Quando si attiva l'opzione Multitab, il
contenitore del brillantante continua a
rilasciare il brillantante.. È possibile
disattivare il contenitore del brillantante. I
questo caso i risultati di asciugatura
potrebbero non essere soddisfacenti.

Impostazione di fabbrica: livello 4.

Con il contenitore del brillantante
disattivato, la spia corrispondente è
sempre spenta.

6.3 Contenitore del brillantante
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Come disattivare il contenitore
del brillantante
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• Si illumina la spia MyFavourite.
• Il display mostra il numero e la
durata del programma.

L'apparecchiatura deve essere in modalità
di selezione programma.

6.6 Segnali acustici

1. Per accedere alla modalità utente,
tenere premuti contemporaneamente
Program. e MyFavourite finché le
spie Delay, Program., MyFavourite
e TimeManager iniziano a
lampeggiare e il display è vuoto.
2. Premere Program..
• Le spie Delay, MyFavourite e
TimeManager si spengono.
• La spia Program. continua a
lampeggiare.
• Il display mostra l'impostazione

I segnali acustici vengono emessi in caso
di malfunzionamento dell'apparecchiatura.
Non è possibile disattivare questi segnali
acustici.

= contenitore del
corrente:
brillantante attivato.
3. Premere Program. per cambiare
= contenitore del
l'impostazione.
brillantante disattivato.
La spia del brillantante si spegne.
4. Premere il tasto On/Off per
confermare l'impostazione.

6.5 MyFavourite
Questa opzione consente di impostare e
memorizzare il programma usato più di
frequente.
È possibile memorizzare solo 1
programma. Una nuova impostazione
annulla la precedente.

Come salvare il programma
MyFavourite
1. Impostare il programma che si
desidera memorizzare.
È anche possibile impostare le opzioni
disponibili per il programma scelto.
2. Tenere premuto il tasto MyFavourite
finché la spia corrispondente non si
accende in modo fisso.

C'è inoltre un segnale acustico che viene
emesso al termine del programma. Per
impostazione predefinita, questo segnale
acustico è disattivato ma è possibile
attivarlo.

Come attivare il segnale acustico
che indica il termine del
programma
L'apparecchiatura deve essere in modalità
di selezione programma.
1. Per accedere alla modalità utente,
tenere premuti contemporaneamente
Program. e MyFavourite finché le
spie Delay, Program., MyFavourite
e TimeManager iniziano a
lampeggiare e il display è vuoto.
2. Premere TimeManager
• Le spie Delay, Program. e
MyFavourite si spengono.
• La spia TimeManager continua a
lampeggiare.
• Il display mostra l'impostazione
= Segnale acustico
corrente:
non attivo.
3. Premere TimeManager per cambiare
l'impostazione.
= Segnale acustico attivo.
4. Premere il tasto On/Off per
confermare l'impostazione.

Come impostare il programma
MyFavourite
Premere MyFavourite.
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7. OPZIONI
Le opzioni desiderate devono
essere attivate ogni volta
prima dell'avvio di un
programma. Non è possibile
attivare o disattivare le
opzioni durante l'esecuzione
di un programma.
Non tutte le opzioni sono
compatibili tra loro. Se sono
state selezione delle opzioni
non compatibili,
l'apparecchiatura ne disattiva
automaticamente una o
diverse. Solo le spie delle
opzioni ancora attive
rimangono accese.

7.1 Multitab

La durata complessiva del programma si
riduce di circa il 50%.
I risultati di lavaggio sono gli stessi che si
ottengono con la normale durata del
programma. I risultati di asciugatura
possono ridursi.

Come attivare TimeManager
Premere TimeManager, la spia
corrispondente si accende.
Se l'opzione non è prevista con il
programma selezionato, la spia
corrispondente non si accende o
lampeggia velocemente per alcuni
secondi, quindi si spegne.
Il display indica la durata aggiornata del
programma.

7.3 Risparmio Energia

Attivare questa opzione quando si
utilizzano pastiglie multifunzione
contenenti sale, brillantante e detersivo.
Possono contenere anche altri agenti
pulenti o di risciacquo.

L'opzione riduce la temperatura dell'ultima
fase di risciacquo e, di conseguenza,
anche il consumo di energia (di circa il
25%).

Questa opzione disattiva il rilascio di sale.
La spia del sale non si accende.

Una volta terminato il programma le
stoviglie potrebbero essere ancora
bagnate.

Utilizzando questa opzione, la durata del
programma viene prolungata per
aumentare i risultati di pulizia ed
asciugatura con l'uso di pastiglie
multifunzione.
Multitab non è un'opzione permanente e
deve essere selezionata ad ogni ciclo.

Come attivare Multitab
Premere Multitab.
La spia corrispondente si accende.

7.2 TimeManager

La durata del programma viene ridotta.

Come attivare Risparmio Energia
Premere Risparmio Energia, la spia
corrispondente si accende.
Se l'opzione non è prevista con il
programma selezionato, la spia
corrispondente non si accende o
lampeggia velocemente per alcuni
secondi, quindi si spegne.
Il display indica la durata aggiornata del
programma.

L'opzione aumenta la pressione e la
temperatura dell'acqua. Le fasi di lavaggio
e di asciugatura sono più brevi.

8. PREPARAZIONE AL PRIMO UTILIZZO
1. Accertarsi che il livello del
decalcificatore dell'acqua attuale
sia conforme alla durezza
498

dell'acqua. In caso contrario,
regolare il livello del
decalcificatore dell'acqua.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Riempire il contenitore del sale.
Riempire il contenitore del brillantante.
Aprire il rubinetto dell’acqua.
Avviare un programma per rimuovere
possibili residui di lavorazione presenti
all’interno dell’apparecchiatura. Non
utilizzare il detersivo e non caricare
stoviglie.
Quando si avvia un programma,
l'apparecchiatura può impiegare fino a 5
minuti per rigenerare la resina nel
decalcificatore. Può sembrare che
l'apparecchiatura non funzioni
correttamente. La fase di lavaggio si avvia
soltanto al termine di tale procedura. La
procedura viene ripetuta periodicamente.

8.1 Contenitore del sale
AVVERTENZA!
Utilizzare solo sale specifico
per lavastoviglie.

5. Ruotare il tappo del contenitore del
sale in senso orario per chiuderlo.
Acqua e sale potrebbero
fuoriuscire dal contenitore del
sale durante il riempimento.
Rischio di corrosione. Per
evitarlo, avviare un
programma dopo aver
riempito il contenitore del
sale.

8.2 Come riempire il contenitore
del brillantante

Il sale viene utilizzato per rigenerare la
resina nel decalcificatore e per assicurare
buoni risultati di lavaggio nell'uso
quotidiano.

A

B

Come riempire il contenitore del
sale
1. Ruotare il tappo del contenitore del
sale in senso antiorario e aprirlo.
2. Versare 1 litro d’acqua nel contenitore
del sale (solo la prima volta).
3. Riempire il contenitore del sale.

C
AVVERTENZA!
Utilizzare solo prodotti
brillantanti specifici per
lavastoviglie.
1. Aprire il coperchio (C).
2. Riempire il contenitore (B) finché il
brillantante non raggiunge
l'indicazione di "MAX".
3. Rimuovere l'eventuale brillantante
fuoriuscito con un panno assorbente,
per evitare che si formi troppa
schiuma.

4. Togliere l'eventuale sale rimasto
attorno all'apertura del contenitore.
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4. Chiudere il coperchio. Assicurarsi che
il coperchio si blocchi in posizione.

Riempire il contenitore del
brillantante quando la spia (A)
diventa chiara.

9. UTILIZZO QUOTIDIANO
1. Aprire il rubinetto dell’acqua.
2. Premere il tasto On/Off per accendere
l’apparecchiatura.
Verificare che l'apparecchiatura sia in
modalità utente.
• Se la spia del sale è accesa,
riempire il contenitore del sale.
• Se la spia del brillantante è accesa,
riempire il contenitore del
brillantante.
3. Caricare i cestelli.
4. Aggiungere il detersivo. Se si utilizza il
detersivo in pastiglie multifunzione,
attivare l'opzione Multitab.
5. Impostare ed avviare il programma
corretto per il tipo di carico ed il grado
di sporco.

9.1 Utilizzo del detersivo
A

B

C
AVVERTENZA!
Utilizzare solo detersivo
specifico per lavastoviglie.
1. Premere il tasto di sgancio (A) per
aprire il coperchio (C).
2. Mettere il detersivo in polvere o in
pastiglie nell'apposito contenitore (B).
3. Se il programma ha una fase di
prelavaggio, mettere una piccola
quantità di detersivo nella parte interna
della porta dell'apparecchiatura.
4. Chiudere il coperchio. Assicurarsi che
il coperchio si blocchi in posizione.
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9.2 Impostazione ed avvio di un
programma
Funzione Auto Off
Questa funzione permette di ridurre il
consumo di energia disattivando
automaticamente l'apparecchiatura
quando non è in funzione.
La funzione si attiva:
• Dopo 5 minuti dal termine del
programma.
• Dopo 5 minuti se il programma non è
stato avviato.

Avvio di un programma
1. Tenere la porta dell'apparecchiatura
socchiusa.
2. Premere il tasto On/Off per accendere
l’apparecchiatura. Verificare che
l'apparecchiatura sia in modalità di
selezione programma.
3. Premere ripetutamente Program.
finché il display non mostra il numero
del programma che si desidera
avviare. Il display indica il numero del
programma per circa 3 secondi e poi
la durata dello stesso.
• Per impostare il programma
MyFavourite, premere
MyFavourite.
– Le spie delle opzioni
corrispondenti al programma
MyFavourite si accendono.
Il display indica il numero del programma
per circa 3 secondi e poi la durata dello
stesso.
4. Impostare le opzioni disponibili.
5. Chiudere la porta dell'apparecchiatura
per avviare il programma.

ITALIANO

Avvio del programma con
partenza ritardata
1. Impostare un programma.
2. Premere ripetutamente Delay finché il
display indica l'intervallo desiderato
per la partenza ritardata (da 1 a 24
ore).
Si accende la spia Partenza ritardata.
3. Chiudere la porta dell'apparecchiatura
per avviare il conto alla rovescia.
Una volta avviato il conto alla rovescia, è
possibile aumentare il ritardo ma non
modificare il programma e le opzioni.
Appena è completato il conto alla
rovescia, il programma si avvia.

Apertura della porta durante il
funzionamento
dell'apparecchiatura
Se si apre la porta mentre è in corso un
programma, l’apparecchiatura si arresta.
Quando si chiude nuovamente la porta,
l'apparecchiatura riprende dal punto in cui
era stata interrotta.
Se la porta rimane aperta per
più di 30 secondi durante la
fase di asciugatura, il
programma in corso termina.
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Annullamento della partenza
ritardata mentre è in corso il
conto alla rovescia
Quando si annulla la partenza ritardata, è
necessario impostare nuovamente il
programma e le opzioni.
Tenere premuti contemporaneamente
Program. e MyFavourite finché
l’apparecchiatura entra in modalità di
selezione programma.

Annullamento del programma
Tenere premuti contemporaneamente
Program. e MyFavourite finché
l’apparecchiatura entra in modalità di
selezione programma.
Verificare che vi sia del detersivo
nell'apposito contenitore prima di avviare
un nuovo programma.

Fine programma
Quando al termine del programma si apre
la porta, l'apparecchiatura si disattiva
automaticamente.
Chiudere il rubinetto dell'acqua.

10. CONSIGLI E SUGGERIMENTI UTILI
10.1 Informazioni generali
I seguenti suggerimenti garantiranno una
pulizia e risultati di asciugatura quotidiani
ottimali ed aiuteranno a salvaguardare
l'ambiente.
• Gettare i residui di cibo più grandi nella
spazzatura.
• Non prelavare le stoviglie a mano. Se
necessario, utilizzare il programma
prelavaggio (se disponibile) o
selezionare un programma con fase di
prelavaggio.
• Utilizzare sempre tutto lo spazio
presente nei cestelli.
• Quando si carica l'apparecchiatura,
assicurarsi che le stoviglie vengano
raggiunte interamente e lavate
dall'acqua rilasciata dagli ugelli del
501

mulinello. Verificare che gli oggetti non
si tocchino o coprano.
• È possibile utilizzare il detersivo per
lavastoviglie, il brillantante e il sale
separatamente o le pastiglie
multifunzione (ad es. "3 in 1", "4 in 1",
"Tutto in uno"). Seguire le istruzioni
riportate sulla confezione.
• Impostare il programma corretto per il
tipo di carico ed il grado di sporco. Il
programma ECO consente un utilizzo
più efficiente di acqua ed elettricità per
lavare stoviglie e posate con grado di
sporco normale.

10.2 Se si utilizzano sale,
brillantante e detersivo
• Utilizzare soltanto sale, brillantante e
detersivo specifici per lavastoviglie. Altri
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prodotti possono danneggiare
l'apparecchiatura.
Le pastiglie multifunzione sono
generalmente adatte in zone con una
durezza dell'acqua fino a 21°dH. Nelle
zone che superano tale limite, il
brillantante e il sale devono essere
utilizzati insieme alle pastiglie
multifunzione. Tuttavia, in zone con
acqua dura e molto dura si consiglia di
utilizzare detersivo solo (in polvere, gel,
pastiglie senza funzioni aggiuntive),
brillantante e sale separatamente per
risultati di pulizia e asciugatura ottimali.
Se si utilizzano le pastiglie multifunzione
è possibile selezionare l'opzione
Multitab (se disponibile). Questa
opzione aumenta i risultati di pulizia e
asciugatura con l'uso delle pastiglie
multifunzione.
Le pastiglie possono non sciogliersi
completamente nei cicli brevi. Per
evitare residui di detersivo sulle
stoviglie, consigliamo di utilizzare il
detersivo in pastiglie con i programmi
lunghi.
Non usare una dose di detersivo
superiore alla quantità raccomandata.
Osservare le istruzioni riportate sulla
confezione del detersivo.

10.4 Caricare i cestelli

10.3 Cosa fare se non si
desidera utilizzare più il detersivo
in pastiglie multifunzione

10.5 Prima di avviare il
programma

•

•

•

•

Prima di iniziare ad usare separatamente
detersivo, sale e brillantante attenersi alla
procedura seguente:
1. Impostare il livello più alto del
decalcificatore dell'acqua.
2. Assicurarsi che i contenitori del sale e
del brillantante siano pieni.
3. Avviare il programma più breve con
una fase di risciacquo. Non
aggiungere il detersivo e non caricare i
cestelli.
4. Una volta completato il programma,
regolare il decalcificatore dell'acqua in
base alla durezza dell'acqua locale.
5. Regolare la quantità di brillantante
rilasciata.

• Utilizzare l’apparecchiatura
esclusivamente per lavare articoli idonei
al lavaggio in lavastoviglie.
• Non introdurre nell’apparecchiatura
articoli di legno, osso, alluminio, peltro
o rame.
• Non inserire nell'apparecchiatura
oggetti che possano assorbire acqua
(spugne, panni).
• Eliminare i residui di cibo dalle stoviglie.
• Ammorbidire le tracce di bruciato sulle
stoviglie.
• Disporre gli utensili cavi (tazze, bicchieri
e padelle) con l’apertura rivolta verso il
basso.
• Assicurarsi che le posate e i piatti non
aderiscano tra loro. Mescolare i
cucchiai con le altre posate.
• Verificare che i bicchieri non si tocchino
l’un l’altro.
• Disporre gli oggetti piccoli nel cestello
portaposate.
• Sistemare gli oggetti leggeri nel cestello
superiore in modo tale che non
possano muoversi.
• Prima di avviare un programma,
assicurarsi che i mulinelli possano
ruotare liberamente.

Verificare che:
• I filtri siano puliti e installati
correttamente.
• Il tappo del contenitore del sale sia
serrato.
• I fori sui mulinelli non siano ostruiti.
• Siano presenti il sale per lavastoviglie e
il brillantante (a meno che non si
utilizzino le pastiglie combinate).
• Le stoviglie siano riposte correttamente
nei cestelli.
• Il programma sia adatto al tipo di
carico e al grado di sporco.
• Si utilizzi la quantità corretta di
detersivo e additivi.

10.6 Scaricare i cestelli
1. Lasciare raffreddare i piatti prima di
estrarli dall'apparecchiatura. Le
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stoviglie calde possono essere più
facilmente danneggiabili.
2. Vuotare prima il cestello inferiore e
quindi quello superiore.
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Al termine del programma,
dell'acqua potrebbe rimanere
sulle pareti e sulla porta
dell'apparecchiatura.

11. PULIZIA E CURA
ATTENZIONE!
Prima di eseguire qualunque
intervento di manutenzione,
spegnere l'apparecchiatura
ed estrarre la spina dalla
presa.
Filtri sporchi e mulinelli ostruiti
riducono i risultati di lavaggio.
Eseguire controlli periodici e
pulirli, se necessario.

2. Estrarre il filtro (C) dal filtro (B).
3. Rimuovere il filtro piatto (A).

11.1 Pulizia dei filtri
Il sistema del filtro si compone di 3 parti.

C

4. Lavare i filtri.

B

A

1. Ruotare il filtro (B) in senso antiorario e
rimuoverlo.
5. Assicurarsi che non vi siano residui di
cibo o di sporco all'interno o attorno al
bordo della vasca di raccolta.
6. Posizionare nuovamente il filtro piatto
(A). Assicurarsi che sia posizionato
correttamente al di sotto delle due
guide.
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11.2 Pulizia dei mulinelli
Non rimuovere i mulinelli. Se i fori dei
mulinelli sono ostruiti da residui di sporco,
liberarli servendosi di un oggetto a punta
fine.

11.3 Pulizia esterna

7. Rimontare i filtri (B) e (C).
8. Posizionare nuovamente il filtro (B) nel
filtro piatto (A). Ruotarlo in senso
orario finché non si blocca in
posizione.

• Pulire l'apparecchiatura con un panno
inumidito e morbido.
• Utilizzare solo detergenti neutri.
• Non usare prodotti abrasivi, spugnette
abrasive o solventi.

11.4 Pulizia interna
• Pulire accuratamente
l'apparecchiatura, inclusa la
guarnizione in gomma della porta, con
un panno morbido umido.
• Se si usano regolarmente programmi di
breve durata, è possibile riscontrare
depositi di grasso e calcare all'interno
dell'apparecchiatura. Per evitarlo, si
consiglia di avviare programmi lunghi
almeno 2 volte al mese.

AVVERTENZA!
Un’errata posizione dei filtri
può comportare scadenti
risultati di lavaggio e danni
all’apparecchiatura.

12. RISOLUZIONE DEI PROBLEMI
L'apparecchiatura non si avvia o si blocca
durante il funzionamento. Prima di
contattare il Centro di Assistenza
autorizzato, tentare di risolvere il problema
da soli con l'aiuto delle informazioni
riportate in tabella.

In alcuni casi il display visualizza un
codice allarme.

Problema e codice allarme

Possibile soluzione

Non è possibile accendere
l'apparecchiatura.

• Verificare che la spina sia collegata alla presa elettrica.
• Assicurarsi che il fusibile all'interno del quadro elettrico
non sia danneggiato.
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Problema e codice allarme

Possibile soluzione

Il programma non si avvia.

• Controllare che la porta sia chiusa.
• Se è stato impostato il ritardo, annullare l'impostazione
o attendere il termine del conto alla rovescia.
• L'apparecchiatura ha avviato la procedura di rigenerazione della resina all'interno del decalcificatore. La procedura dura all'incirca 5 minuti.

L'apparecchiatura non cari- • Controllare che il rubinetto dell'acqua sia aperto.
• Controllare che la pressione dell'acqua di alimentaca acqua.
zione non sia troppo bassa. Per ottenere informazioni
.
Il display visualizza
a questo proposito, contattare l'ente erogatore locale.
• Controllare che il rubinetto dell'acqua non sia ostruito.
• Controllare che il filtro nel tubo di carico non sia ostruito.
• Verificare che il tubo di carico non sia attorcigliato o
piegato.
L'apparecchiatura non
scarica l'acqua.
Il display visualizza

.

• Controllare che lo scarico del lavello non sia ostruito.
• Verificare che il tubo di scarico non sia attorcigliato o
piegato.

Il dispositivo antiallagamen- • Chiudere il rubinetto dell’acqua e contattare il Centro
di Assistenza autorizzato.
to è attivo.
Il display visualizza

.

Una volta controllata l'apparecchiatura,
spegnerla e riaccenderla. In caso di
ricomparsa dell'anomalia, contattare il
Centro di Assistenza autorizzato.

Per i codici allarme non presenti in tabella,
contattare un Centro di Assistenza
autorizzato.

12.1 I risultati di lavaggio e di asciugatura non sono soddisfacenti
Problema

Possibile soluzione

Su bicchieri e stoviglie riman- • La quantità di brillantante erogata è eccessiva. Imgono delle striature biancaspostare il selettore del brillantante nella posizione intre o striature bluastre.
feriore.
• È stata utilizzata una dose eccessiva di detersivo.
Macchie e tracce di gocce
d'acqua su bicchieri e stoviglie.

• La quantità di brillantante erogata non è sufficiente.
Impostare il selettore del brillantante nella posizione
superiore.
• La causa potrebbe essere la qualità del brillantante.
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Problema

Possibile soluzione

Le stoviglie sono bagnate.

• Il programma non dispone di una fase di asciugatura
oppure questa fase viene eseguita a bassa temperatura.
• Il contenitore del brillantante è vuoto.
• La causa potrebbe essere la qualità del brillantante.
• La causa potrebbe essere la qualità del detersivo in
pastiglie multifunzione. Provare un prodotto di una
marca diversa o attivare il contenitore del brillantante
e utilizzare il brillantante insieme al detersivo in pastiglie multifunzione.

Fare riferimento alla sezione
"Consigli e suggerimenti
utili" per trovare altre possibili
cause.

13. DATI TECNICI
Dimensioni

Larghezza/Altezza/Profondità (mm)

596 / 818-898 / 550

Collegamento elettrico 1)

Tensione (V)

220-240

Frequenza (Hz)

50

Pressione dell’acqua di alimentazione

Min./max. bar (MPa)

0.5 (0.05) / 8 (0.8)

Collegamento dell'acqua

Acqua fredda o calda 2)

max. 60°C

Capacità

Coperti

13

Consumo di energia

Modalità Acceso (W)

0.99

Consumo di energia

Modalità Spento (W)

0.10

1) Per altri valori, fare riferimento alla traghetta dei dati.
2) Consigliamo il collegamento all'acqua calda se prodotta mediante utilizzo di fonti di energia
alternativa (per es. pannelli solari, impianti eolici) per ridurre il consumo di energia.

CONSIDERAZIONI SULL'AMBIENTE
Riciclare i materiali con il simbolo .
Smaltire l'imballaggio negli appositi
contenitori per il riciclaggio. Aiutare a
proteggere l’ambiente e la salute umana e
a riciclare rifiuti derivanti da
apparecchiature elettriche ed elettroniche.
Non smaltire le apparecchiature che
riportano il simbolo di normale rifiuto
domestico. Portare il prodotto al punto di

*
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riciclaggio più vicino o contattare il
comune di residenza.

5.1.6 Oven
Oven class A++
Commercial Name

Company

Description

Steam and heat together for excellent results
At the top of the class: 30% more energy efficient
than class A
FQV303XEV

Electrolux

VelvetClosing ®

Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Lenght: 600 mm
Width: 600 mm
Height: 850 mm
Power Consumption: 2780 W
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PENSATI PER VOI
Grazie per aver acquistato un'apparecchiatura Electrolux. Avete scelto un prodotto che ha alle
spalle decenni di esperienza professionale e innovazione. Ingegnoso ed elegante, è stato
progettato pensando a voi. Quindi, in qualsiasi momento desiderate utilizzarlo, potete esser certi
di ottenere sempre i migliori risultati.
Benvenuti in Electrolux.
Visitate il nostro sito web per:
ricevere consigli, scaricare i nostri opuscoli, eliminare eventuali anomalie, ottenere
informazioni sull'assistenza.
www.electrolux.com
registrare il vostro prodotto e ricevere un servizio migliore:
www.electrolux.com/productregistration
acquistare accessori, materiali di consumo e ricambi originali per la vostra
apparecchiatura:
www.electrolux.com/shop

SERVIZIO CLIENTI E MANUTENZIONE
Consigliamo sempre l’impiego di ricambi originali.
Quando si contatta l'Assistenza, accertarsi di disporre dei seguenti dati.
Le informazioni si trovano sulla targhetta di identificazione. Modello, numero dell'apparecchio
(PNC), numero di serie.
Avvertenza / Attenzione - Importanti Informazioni di Sicurezza
Informazioni e consigli generali
Informazioni in materia di sicurezza ambientale
Con riserva di modifiche.
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1. INFORMAZIONI PER LA SICUREZZA
Leggere attentamente le istruzioni fornite prima di installare e utilizzare l'apparecchiatura. Il produttore non è responsabile se un'installazione ed un uso non corretto dell'apparecchiatura provocano lesioni e danni. Tenere sempre le istruzioni a portata di mano in caso di necessità durante l'utilizzo.

1.1 Sicurezza dei bambini e delle persone vulnerabili
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di soffocamento, lesioni o invalidità permanente.
• Questa apparecchiatura può essere usata da bambini
a partire dagli 8 anni e da adulti con limitate capacità fisiche, sensoriali o mentali o con scarsa esperienza o
conoscenza sull'uso dell'apparecchiatura, se sorvegliati
o se sono stati istruiti relativamente all'uso dell'apparecchiatura e hanno capito i rischi coinvolti.
• Non consentire ai bambini di giocare con l'apparecchiatura.
• Tenere i materiali di imballaggio al di fuori della portata
dei bambini.
• Tenere i bambini e gli animali domestici lontano dall'apparecchiatura durante il funzionamento o raffreddamento. Le parti accessibili sono incandescenti.
• Se l’apparecchiatura dispone di un dispositivo di sicurezza per i bambini, consigliamo di attivarlo.
• La pulizia e gli interventi di manutenzione non devono
essere eseguiti dai bambini senza supervisione.

1.2 Avvertenze di sicurezza generali
• L'installazione dell'apparecchiatura e la sostituzione del
cavo devono essere svolte unicamente da personale
qualificato.
509
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• All'interno l'apparecchiatura si scalda mentre è in funzione. Non toccare le resistenze dell'apparecchiatura.
Servirsi sempre degli appositi guanti da forno per
estrarre o inserire accessori o pentole resistenti al calore.
• Non usare una pulitrice a vapore per pulire l'apparecchiatura.
• Prima di eseguire qualsiasi intervento di manutenzione,
scollegare l'apparecchiatura dalla rete elettrica.
• Non utilizzare detergenti abrasivi o raschietti di metallo
per pulire il vetro della porta per non rigare la superficie
e causare la rottura del vetro.
• Per rimuovere i supporti ripiano, sfilare innanzitutto la
parte anteriore del supporto, quindi quella posteriore,
dalle pareti laterali. Installare i supporti ripiano seguendo al contrario la procedura indicata.
• Se il cavo di alimentazione è danneggiato, deve essere
sostituito dal produttore, da un tecnico autorizzato o da
una persona qualificata per evitare situazioni di pericolo.
• Assicurarsi che l’apparecchiatura sia spenta prima di
sostituire la lampadina per evitare la possibilità di scosse elettriche.

2.

ISTRUZIONI DI SICUREZZA
2.1 Installazione
AVVERTENZA!
L'installazione dell'apparecchiatura deve essere svolta unicamente
da personale qualificato.
• Rimuovere tutti i materiali di imballaggio.
• Non installare e utilizzare l'apparecchiatura se è danneggiata.
• Attenersi alle istruzioni fornite insieme
all'apparecchiatura.
510

• Prestare sempre attenzione in fase di
spostamento dell'apparecchiatura, dato
che è molto pesante. Indossare sempre
di guanti di sicurezza.
• Non tirare l’apparecchiatura per la maniglia.
• È necessario rispettare le distanze minime dalle altre apparecchiature.
• Assicurarsi che l'apparecchiatura sia installata sotto e vicino a parti adeguatamente ancorate a una struttura fissa.
• I lati dell'apparecchiatura devono restare adiacenti ad apparecchiature o unità
con la stessa altezza.

ITALIANO

Collegamento elettrico
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di incendio e scossa elettrica.
• Tutti i collegamenti elettrici dovrebbero
essere realizzati da un elettricista qualificato.
• L'apparecchiatura deve disporre di una
messa a terra.
• Verificare che i dati elettrici riportati sulla
targhetta del modello corrispondano a
quelli dell'impianto. In caso contrario,
contattare un elettricista.
• Utilizzare sempre una presa antishock
elettrico correttamente installata.
• Non utilizzare prese multiple e prolunghe.
• Accertarsi di non danneggiare la spina
e il cavo. Contattare il Centro di assistenza o un elettricista qualificato per
sostituire un cavo danneggiato.
• Evitare che i cavi rimangano a contatto
della porta dell'apparecchiatura, in particolare quando la porta è calda.
• I dispositivi di protezione da scosse
elettriche devono essere fissati in modo
tale da non poter essere disattivati senza l'uso di attrezzi.
• Inserire la spina di alimentazione nella
presa solo al termine dell'installazione.
Verificare che la spina di alimentazione
rimanga accessibile dopo l'installazione.
• Nel caso in cui la spina di corrente sia
allentata, non collegarla alla presa.
• Non tirare il cavo di alimentazione per
scollegare l’apparecchiatura. Tirare solo
la spina.
• Servirsi unicamente di dispositivi di isolamento adeguati. interruttori automatici, fusibili (quelli a tappo devono essere
rimossi dal portafusibile), sganciatori
per correnti di guasto a terra e relé.
• L'impianto elettrico deve essere dotato
di un dispositivo di isolamento che consenta di scollegare l'apparecchiatura
dalla presa di corrente a tutti i poli. Il dispositivo di isolamento deve avere una
larghezza dell'apertura di contatto non
inferiore ai 3 mm.

5

2.2 Utilizzo
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di ferite, ustioni, scosse
elettriche o esplosioni.
• Utilizzare l’apparecchiatura in un ambiente domestico.
• Non apportare modifiche alle specifiche
di questa apparecchiatura.
• Accertarsi che le fessure di ventilazione
non siano ostruite.
• Non lasciare mai l'apparecchiatura incustodita durante il funzionamento.
• Spegnere l'apparecchiatura dopo ogni
utilizzo.
• Prestare attenzione in fase di apertura
della porta dell'apparecchiatura quando
quest'ultima è in funzione. Può fuoriuscire aria calda.
• Non mettere in funzione l'apparecchiatura con le mani umide o quando c'è un
contatto con l'acqua.
• Non esercitare pressione sulla porta
aperta.
• Non utilizzare l'apparecchiatura come
superficie di lavoro o come piano di appoggio.
• Tenere sempre chiusa la porta dell'apparecchiatura quando quest'ultima è in
funzione.
• Aprire la porta dell'apparecchiatura con
cautela. L'uso di ingredienti contenenti
alcol può causare una miscela di alcol e
aria.
• Evitare la presenza di scintille o fiamme
aperte vicino all'apparecchiatura quando si apre la porta.
• Non appoggiare o tenere liquidi o materiali infiammabili, né oggetti facilmente
incendiabili sull'apparecchiatura, al suo
interno o nelle immediate vicinanze.
AVVERTENZA!
Vi è il rischio di danneggiare l'apparecchiatura.
• Per evitare danni o scolorimento dello
smalto:
- Non mettere pentole resistenti al calore o altri oggetti direttamente sulla superficie inferiore dell'apparecchiatura.
- Non appoggiare la pellicola di alluminio direttamente sulla superficie inferiore dell'apparecchiatura.
511
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- Non mettere direttamente acqua all'interno dell'apparecchiatura calda.
- Non tenere piatti umidi e cibo all'interno dell'apparecchiatura dopo aver terminato la fase di cottura.
- Prestare attenzione quando si tolgono
o inseriscono gli accessori.
• Lo scolorimento dello smalto non influisce sulle prestazioni dell'apparecchiatura. Non si tratta di un'anomalia ai sensi
di legge.
• Per le torte molto umide, usare una leccarda. I succhi di frutta provocano
macchie che possono essere permanenti.

Cottura a vapore
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di scottature o di danneggiare l'apparecchiatura.
• Non aprire la porta dell'apparecchiatura
durante la cottura a vapore. Può fuoriuscire vapore.

2.3 Pulizia e manutenzione
AVVERTENZA!
Vi è il rischio di lesioni, incendio o
danni all'apparecchiatura
• Prima di eseguire qualunque intervento
di manutenzione, spegnere l'apparecchiatura ed estrarre la spina dalla presa.
• Controllare che l'apparecchiatura sia
fredda. Vi è il rischio che i pannelli di vetro si rompano.
• Sostituire immediatamente i pannelli in
vetro della porta nel caso in cui siano
danneggiati. Contattare il Centro Assistenza.
• Prestare attenzione quando si rimuove
la porta dall'apparecchio. La porta è
pesante!
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• Pulire regolarmente l'apparecchiatura
per evitare il deterioramento dei materiali che compongono la superficie.
• I residui di grassi o alimenti all'interno
dell'apparecchiatura possono causare
incendi.
• Pulire l'apparecchiatura con un panno
inumidito e morbido. Utilizzare solo detergenti neutri. Non usare prodotti abrasivi, spugnette abrasive, solventi od oggetti metallici.
• Nel caso in cui si usino spray per il forno, attenersi alle istruzioni di sicurezza
indicate sulla confezione.
• Non pulire lo smalto catalitico (ove presente) con detergente di alcun tipo.

2.4 Luce interna
• Il tipo di lampadine utilizzate in questa
apparecchiatura sono lampade speciali
per elettrodomestici. Non usarle per l'illuminazione di casa.
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di scosse elettriche.
• Prima di sostituire la lampada, scollegare l’apparecchiatura dalla rete elettrica.
• Servirsi unicamente di lampadine con le
stesse specifiche tecniche.

2.5 Smaltimento
AVVERTENZA!
Rischio di lesioni o soffocamento.
• Staccare la spina dall'alimentazione
elettrica.
• Tagliare il cavo di rete e smaltirlo.
• Rimuovere il blocco porta per evitare
che bambini e animali domestici rimangano chiusi all’interno dell’apparecchiatura.
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3. DESCRIZIONE DEL PRODOTTO
1

6 Contenitore pulizia con acqua

2

7 Supporto griglia, smontabile
8 Tubo di scarico

3

12

5

11

10 Targhetta dei dati
11 Posizioni della griglia

4

4

3

5

12 Foro di entrata vapore

6

3.1 Accessori del forno

2
1

10
9

9 Valvola di scarico dell'acqua

8

• Ripiano a filo
Per pentole, torte in stampo, arrosti.
• Piastra da forno in alluminio
Per la cottura di torte e biscotti.
• Grill/Leccarda
Per cuocere al forno, arrostire o come
recipiente per raccogliere i grassi.

7

1 Programmatore elettronico
2 Vaschetta dell'acqua
3 Grill
4 Lampadina forno
5 Ventola

4. PREPARAZIONE AL PRIMO UTILIZZO
AVVERTENZA!
Fare riferimento ai capitoli sulla sicurezza.

4.1 Prima pulizia
• Togliere tutti gli accessori e i supporti ripiani rimovibili (se presenti).
• Pulire il forno prima di utilizzarlo per la
prima volta.
Vedere capitolo "Pulizia e cura".

4.2 Primo collegamento
Una volta collegata l'apparecchiatura alla
rete o dopo un'interruzione di corrente bisogna impostare la lingua, il contrasto, la
luminosità del display e l'ora.
1.

Sfiorare
lore.

o

per impostare il va-
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2.

Sfiorare OK per confermare.

4.3 Preriscaldamento
Preriscaldare l'apparecchiatura vuota per
bruciare i residui di grasso.
1.
2.
3.

Impostare la funzione
e la temperatura massima.
Lasciare in funzione l'apparecchiatura
per 45 minuti.

Impostare la funzione
e la temperatura massima.
4. Lasciare in funzione l'apparecchiatura
per 15 minuti.
Gli accessori possono riscaldarsi più del
solito. L'apparecchiatura può produrre un
odore sgradevole e fumo. Non si tratta di
un’anomalia. Accertarsi che il flusso d'aria
sia sufficiente.

8
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5. PANNELLO DEI COMANDI
Programmatore elettronico
1

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11

Utilizzare i tasti sensore per mettere in funzione l'apparecchiatura
Numero
1

2

Tasto
sensore

Funzione

Commento

Acceso/Spento

Per attivare e disattivare l'apparecchiatura.

Funzioni cottura Per scegliere una funzione cottura o
o Cottura guiuna funzione di Cottura guidata . Per
data
accedere alla funzione desiderata, sfiorare il tasto sensore una o due volte
quando l'apparecchiatura è attivata. Per
attivare o disattivare la spia, sfiorare il
tasto per 3 secondi. È inoltre possibile
accendere la luce con l'apparecchiatura
spenta.
Tasto Home

Per tornare a un livello precedente del
menu. Per visualizzare il menu principale, sfiorare il tasto sensore per 3 secondi.

Selezione temperatura

Per impostare la temperatura o visualizzare la temperatura attuale all'interno
dell'apparecchiatura. Per attivare o disattivare la funzione Riscaldamento rapido , sfiorare il tasto sensore per 3 secondi.

Favoriti

Per salvare ed accedere ai propri programmi favoriti.

6

Tasto su

Per spostarsi verso l'alto all'interno del
menu.

7

Tasto giù

Per spostarsi verso il basso all'interno
del menu.

3

4

5
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Numero

Tasto
sensore

Funzione

10

—

11

Per impostare funzioni differenti. Quando è attiva una funzione cottura, sfiorare il tasto sensore per impostare il Timer, la Sicurezza bambini, la memoria
Favoriti , le funzioni Pronto da servire ,
Set + Go , o per modificare le impostazioni della termosonda (solo nei modelli
selezionati).

Contaminuti

Per impostare il Contaminuti .

OK

Per confermare la selezione o le impostazioni.

Display

Visualizza le impostazioni attuali dell'apparecchiatura.

Display

A

Commento

Tempo e funzioni supplementari
8

9

9

B

C

E

D

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Funzione cottura
Ora
Indicatore di riscaldamento
Temperatura
Funzioni Durata e Orario fine

Altri indicatori nel display
Simbolo

Funzione
Contaminuti

La funzione è attiva.

Ora

Il display mostra l'ora.

Durata

Il display mostra il tempo di cottura necessario.

Orario fine

Il display mostra l'orario di fine cottura.

Visualizza ora

Il display indica per quanto tempo è attiva la funzione cottura. Premere contemporaneamente
e
per far tornare il valore del tempo su
zero.

Indicatore di riscal- Il display indica la temperatura dell'apparecchiadamento
tura.
Indicatore di Riscaldamento rapido

La funzione è attiva. Riduce il tempo di riscaldamento.

Peso automatico

Il display mostra che il sistema di peso automatico è in funzione o che è possibile modificare il
peso.

Pronto da servire

La funzione è attiva.
515
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6. UTILIZZO QUOTIDIANO
AVVERTENZA!
Fare riferimento ai capitoli sulla sicurezza.

6.1 Per navigare tra i menu
Uso dei menu:
1. Accendere l'apparecchiatura.

2.

Premere
o
per impostare
l'opzione del menu.
3. Premere OK per andare al sottomenu
o per accettare l'impostazione.
In qualunque momento si può tornare al
menu principale con il tasto

6.2 Sommario dei menu
Menu principale
Simbolo

Voce menu

Uso

Funzioni speciali

Contiene un elenco di funzioni cottura aggiuntive.

Funzioni cottura

Contiene un elenco delle funzioni cottura.

Cottura guidata

Contiene un elenco dei programmi di cottura
automatici.

Favoriti

Contiene un elenco dei programmi di cottura favoriti memorizzati dall'utente.

Impostazioni base

Contiene un elenco di impostazioni aggiuntive.

Sottomenu per: Impostazioni base
Simbolo

Sottomenu

Descrizione

Imposta ora

Consente di impostare l'ora corrente.

Visualizza ora

Quando è attivo, il display mostra l'ora corrente
quando si spegne l'apparecchiatura.

SET + GO

Quando viene impostata questa funzione, è
possibile attivare le funzioni cottura.

Pronto da servire

Quando è attivo, è possibile attivare la funzione
con la funzione cottura.

Prolunga cottura

Attiva e disattiva la funzione.

Contrasto display

Permette di regolare per gradi il contrasto del
display.

Luminosità display

Permette di regolare per gradi la luminosità del
display.

Lingua

Consente di impostare la lingua del display.

Volume segnale acustico

Permette di regolare per gradi il volume dei tasti
e dei segnali.
516
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Simbolo
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Sottomenu

Descrizione

Volume toni

Attiva e disattiva il volume dei tasti a sfioramento. Non è possibile disattivare il volume del tasto
sensore Acceso/Spento.

Toni allarme/errore

Consente di attivare e disattivare i toni allarme.

Assistenza Tecnica

Consente di visualizzare la versione del software
e la configurazione.

Impostazioni di fabbri- Permette di ripristinare tutte le impostazioni di
ca
fabbrica.

6.3 Funzioni cottura
Sottomenù per: Funzioni cottura
Funzione cottura

Applicazione

Cottura ventilata

Per cuocere fino a massimo tre livelli contemporaneamente. Quando si utilizza questa funzione, ridurre la temperatura del forno di 20 40°C rispetto alle temperature standard impiegate per la Cottura tradizionale .

Cottura ventilata + vapore

Per cuocere al vapore. Utilizzare questa funzione per ridurre il tempo di cottura mantenendo le vitamine e le proprietà nutritive dei
cibi. Per utilizzarla, selezionare la funzione e
impostare una temperatura tra 130°C e
230°C.

Cottura pizza

Per la cottura di una pizza, quiche o torta.

Cottura tradizionale

Per cuocere e arrostire su un solo livello.

Cottura ventilata delicata

Per preparare arrosti particolarmente teneri e
succosi.

Cottura finale

Per dorare torte con fondi croccanti o crostosi e per conservare i cibi.

Cottura ecoventilata

Per risparmiare energia durante la cottura di
cibi asciutti. Anche per cucinare cibi asciutti in
teglie o su una posizione della griglia.

ECO grill

Le funzioni ECO permettono di ottimizzare il
consumo di energia durante la cottura. Come
prima cosa, è necessario impostare il tempo
di cottura.

Cibi congelati

Per rendere croccanti i cibi pronti, come ad
esempio patatine fritte, croquette, involtini primavera.
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Funzione cottura

Applicazione

Grill

Per cuocere al grill cibi di ridotto spessore posti nella parte centrale del grill e tostare il pane.

Grill rapido

Per cuocere al grill cibi di ridotto spessore in
grandi quantità e per tostare il pane.

Doppio grill ventilato

Per arrostire grandi tagli di carne o pollame
con ossa su una posizione della griglia. Anche
per gratinare e dorare.

Rigenera a vapore

Per riscaldare i cibi già cotti direttamente su
un piatto.

Sottomenù per: Funzioni speciali
Funzione cottura

Applicazione

Pane

Per la cottura del pane a vapore.

Gratinato

Per pietanze al forno come la lasagna o le
patate gratinate. Anche per gratinare e dorare.

Lievitazione pasta

Per far lievitare la pasta prima della cottura.

Scaldapiatti

Per preriscaldare un piatto da servire.

Marmellate/Conserve

Per conservare le verdure sotto vetro e immerse in liquido (ad es. i sottoaceti misti).

Asciugatura

Per essiccare frutta tagliata a fette, tra cui
mele, prugne o pesche e verdure quali pomodori, zucchine o funghi.

Scaldavivande

Per tenere in caldo pietanze cucinate.

Scongelamento

Per scongelare cibi surgelati.

6.4 Per attivare una funzione
cottura
1. Accendere l'apparecchiatura.
2. Selezionare il menu Funzioni cottura .
Premere OK per confermare.
3. Impostare la funzione cottura. Premere OK per confermare.
4. Impostare la temperatura. Premere
OK per confermare.

Premere una o due volte per
accedere direttamente al menu
Funzioni cottura (quando l'apparecchiatura è attiva).

6.5 Cottura a vapore
Il coperchio della vaschetta dell'acqua si trova nel pannello dei
comandi.
1.
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Premere il coperchio per aprire la vaschetta dell'acqua.
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2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Se si versa troppa acqua nel
serbatoio, lo scarico di sicurezza fa defluire l’acqua in eccesso dal fondo del forno.
Rimuovere l'acqua con una spugna o un panno.

Riempire la vaschetta dell'acqua con
900 ml d'acqua.
La riserva d'acqua dura all'incirca 55
- 60 minuti.
Utilizzare solo acqua. Non utilizzare acqua filtrata (demineralizzata)
o distillata. Non utilizzare altri liquidi. Non versare liquidi infiammabili
o alcolici nella vaschetta dell’acqua.
Spingere la vaschetta dell'acqua nella
sua posizione iniziale.
Accendere l'apparecchiatura.
Preparare il cibo nella pentola appropriata.
Impostare la funzione di cottura a vapore e la temperatura.
Se necessario, impostare la funzione
Durata
o Orario fine
.
Viene emesso un segnale acustico al
termine del tempo di cottura.
Spegnere l'apparecchiatura.
Lasciare che l'apparecchiatura si
asciughi completamente con la porta
aperta.
Una volta terminata la cottura a vapore, svuotare il serbatoio dell'acqua.
AVVERTENZA!
Attendere almeno 60 minuti dopo
ogni utilizzo della cottura a vapore
per evitare che fuoriesca acqua
calda dalla valvola di scarico
dell’acqua.

6.8 Svuotamento del serbatoio
dell'acqua
Prima di iniziare a svuotare il serbatoio dell'acqua, controllare che
l’apparecchiatura si sia raffreddata.
1.

6.7 Indicatore del Serbatoio
d'acqua pieno

Preparare il tubo di scarico (C) incluso
nel sacchetto contenente il libretto
istruzioni. Collegare il connettore (B)
ad una delle estremità del tubo di
scarico.

A
B
C

2.

6.6 Indicatore Serbatoio
dell'acqua
Il display mostra Acqua insufficiente e viene emesso un segnale acustico se il serbatoio è vuoto ed occorre riempirlo.
Per maggiori informazioni, vedere "Cottura a vapore".
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3.

4.
5.

Sistemare l'altra estremità del tubo di
scarico (C) in un recipiente. Posizionarla in modo tale che risulti più bassa della valvola di scarico (A).
Aprire la porta del forno e collegare il
connettore (B) alla valvola di scarico
(A).
Per svuotare il serbatoio dell'acqua
spingere ripetutamente il connettore.
Togliere il connettore dalla valvola
quando termina il deflusso dell'acqua.
AVVERTENZA!
Non utilizzare l'acqua di scarico
per riempire nuovamente il serbatoio dell'acqua.

Quando il display mostra Serbatoio dell'acqua pieno , è possibile utilizzare la cottura a vapore.
Quando il serbatoio è pieno viene emesso
un segnale acustico.
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Il serbatoio potrebbe ancora contenere dell'acqua anche se il display mostra Acqua insufficiente .
Attendere fino a che il flusso dalla
valvola di scarico dell'acqua non si
interrompe.

6.9 Indicatore di riscaldamento
Quando si attiva una funzione cottura,
compare una barra sul display. La barra
mostra che la temperatura aumenta.

6.10 Indicatore di
Riscaldamento rapido
Riduce il tempo di riscaldamento. Per attivare la funzione, tenere premuto per 3
secondi. L'indicatore di riscaldamento si
alterna.

6.11 Calore residuo
Quando si disattiva l'apparecchiatura, il
display mostra il calore residuo. Si può
usare il calore per mantenere le pietanze
in caldo.

6.12 Risparmio energetico
L'apparecchiatura è dotata di
alcune funzioni che consentono di risparmiare energia durante le operazioni di cottura
di tutti i giorni:

• Calore residuo:
– Quando la funzione di riscaldamento
o un programma sono attivi, le resistenze vengono disattivate il 10 % in
anticipo (la lampadina e la ventola
continuano a funzionare). Perché
questa caratteristica funzioni, il tempo di cottura deve essere superiore
ai 30 minuti oppure bisogna usare le
funzioni orologio ( Durata , Orario fine ).
– Quando l'apparecchiatura è spenta si
può usare il calore per mantenere le
pietanze in caldo. Sul display appare
la temperatura restante.
• Cucinare con la lampadina spenta Tenere premuto per 3 secondi per
disattivare la lampadina in fase di cottura.
• Quando si usa la funzione Cottura
ecoventilata, la lampadina si disattiva
dopo 30 secondi. La lampadina si attiva
nuovamente se si sfiora per 3 secondi.
Quando si usa le funzioni Eco, la lampadina si disattiva dopo 30 secondi. La
lampadina si attiva nuovamente se si
sfiora per 3 secondi.
• Funzioni Eco - fare riferimento a " Funzioni cottura ".

7. FUNZIONI DEL TIMER
7.1 Funzioni dell’orologio
Simbolo

Funzione

Descrizione

Contaminuti

Per impostare un conto alla rovescia (massimo 2 ore
e 30 minuti). Questa funzione non ha alcun effetto
sul funzionamento dell'apparecchiatura. È inoltre
possibile attivare questa funzione con l'apparecchiatura spenta. Utilizzare
per attivare la funzione.
Premere
o
per impostare i minuti e OK per
avviare.

Durata

Permette di impostare la durata di funzionamento
dell'apparecchiatura (max 23 ore e 59 min.).
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Simbolo

Funzione

Descrizione

Orario fine

Permette di impostare l'ora di spegnimento automatico della funzione cottura (max 23 ore e 59 min.).

Se si imposta il tempo per una funzione
orologio, il tempo inizia a scorrere dopo 5
secondi.
Se si usano le funzioni dell'orologio Durata
e Orario fine
,
l'apparecchiatura disattiva le resistenze una volta trascorso il 90%
del tempo impostato. L'apparecchiatura si serve del calore residuo
per continuare il processo di cottura fino a che il tempo non è trascorso completamente (3 - 20 minuti).
Impostazione delle funzioni
dell'orologio
1. Impostare la funzione cottura.
2.

Premere di nuovo
fino a che il display non visualizza la funzione orologio necessaria e il simbolo collegato.

3.

Premere
o
per impostare il
tempo necessario. Premere OK per
confermare.
Allo scadere del tempo, viene emesso
un segnale acustico. L'apparecchiatura si spegne. Il display mostra un
messaggio.
Premere un tasto sensore per arrestare il segnale.

4.
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• Con Durata
e Orario fine
si deve impostare prima la
funzione cottura e la temperatura. Successivamente, è possibile impostare la funzione orologio. L'apparecchiatura si disattiva automaticamente.
• È possibile usare Durata
e
contemporaOrario fine
neamente, se si desidera attivare e disattivare automaticamente l'apparecchiatura a una data
ora.
• Se si usa la Termosonda (ove
prevista), le funzioni Durata
e Orario fine
non funzionano.

7.2 Pronto da servire
La funzione Pronto da servire mantiene in
caldo la pietanza preparata ad 80°C per
30 minuti. Si attiva al termine di una procedura di cottura o di arrostitura.
• È possibile attivare o disattivare
la funzione nel menu Impostazioni base .
• Condizioni per la funzione:
– La temperatura impostata è
superiore agli 80°C.
– Viene impostata la funzione
Durata .
Attivazione della funzione
Accendere l'apparecchiatura.
Selezionare la funzione cottura.
Impostare la temperatura oltre gli
80°C.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Premere ripetutamente
fino a
quando sul display non compare
Pronto da servire . Premere OK per
confermare.
Al termine della funzione, viene emesso
un segnale acustico.
La funzione Pronto da servire rimane attiva per 30 minuti.
La funzione Pronto da servire resta attiva
anche se si modificano le funzioni cottura.

7.3 Prolunga cottura
La funzione Prolunga cottura fa proseguire la funzione cottura dopo il termine della
Durata .
• Applicabile a tutte le funzioni cottura
con Durata o Peso automatico.
• Non applicabile per le funzioni cottura
con Termosonda .
Attivazione della funzione:
1. Terminato il tempo di cottura viene
emesso un segnale acustico. Premere un tasto sensore.
2. Il display visualizza il messaggio Prolunga cottura per cinque minuti.
3.

Premere
nullare).
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4.

Impostare Prolunga cottura . Premere
OK per confermare.

8. PROGRAMMI AUTOMATICI
8.1 Cottura guidata con
Programma automatico

la funzione bisogna inserire il peso degli
alimenti.

Quest'apparecchiatura ha una serie di ricette da poter utilizzare. Le ricette sono
fisse e non è possibile cambiarle.
Attivazione della funzione:
1. Accendere l'apparecchiatura.
2. Selezionare il menu Cottura guidata .
Premere OK per confermare.
3. Selezionare la categoria ed il tipo di
piatto. Premere OK per confermare.
4. Selezionare Programma automatico .
Premere OK per confermare.
Quando si usa la funzione Manuale , l’apparecchiatura utilizza le impostazioni automatiche. È possibile cambiarle con altre funzioni.

8.2 Cottura guidata con Peso
automatico
Questa funzione calcola automaticamente
la durata dell'arrostitura. Per poter usare

Attivazione della funzione:
Accendere l'apparecchiatura.
Selezionare Cottura guidata . Premere OK per confermare.
3. Selezionare la categoria ed il tipo di
piatto. Premere OK per confermare.
4. Selezionare il Peso automatico . Premere OK per confermare.
1.
2.

5.

Sfiorare
o
per impostare il peso automatico. Premere OK per confermare.
Il programma automatico si avvia. È possibile cambiare il peso in qualsiasi moo
per cambiare il
mento. Premere
peso. Allo scadere del tempo, viene
emesso un segnale acustico. Sfiorare il
tasto sensore per disattivare il segnale.
Con alcuni programmi è necessario girare l'alimento dopo 30 minuti. Il display mostra un promemoria.

9. UTILIZZO DEGLI ACCESSORI
AVVERTENZA!
Fare riferimento ai capitoli sulla sicurezza.

9.1 Accessori per la cottura a
vapore
Gli accessori del kit per la cottura
a vapore, non sono forniti con
l’apparecchiatura. Per ulteriori informazioni, contattare il fornitore
locale.
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Teglia dietetica per le funzioni di cottura a
vapore.

ITALIANO

• Recipiente di vetro (A)

• Coperchio (B)

• Tubicino dell'iniettore (C)

• Iniettore per la cottura a vapore diretto
(D)

• Griglia in acciaio (E)
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La teglia si compone di un recipiente di
vetro, di un coperchio con foro per il tubicino dell'iniettore (C) e di una griglia in acciaio da sistemare sul fondo della teglia.

C

Iniettore e tubicino dell'iniettore. "C" rappresenta il tubicino dell'iniettore per la
cottura a vapore, "D" l'iniettore per la cottura a vapore diretto.

C

D

Cottura a vapore in teglia dietetica
Sistemare il cibo nella griglia in acciaio all'interno della teglia e posizionare il coperchio. Introdurre il tubicino dell'iniettore nell'apposito foro sulla teglia dietetica. Sistemare la teglia sul primo o secondo livello a
partire dal basso. Inserire l'altra estremità
del tubicino dell'iniettore nel foro di entrata
vapore (fare riferimento al capitolo "Descrizione del prodotto").
Assicurarsi di non schiacciare il tubicino
dell'iniettore e che non entri in contatto
con la resistenza sulla parete superiore
del forno. Impostare la funzione di cottura
a vapore.
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Cottura a vapore diretto
Sistemare il cibo sulla griglia in acciaio
all’interno della teglia dietetica. Aggiungere dell'acqua. Inserire l'iniettore (D) nel tubicino corrispondente (C). Inserire l'altra
estremità nel foro di entrata vapore.
Non utilizzare il coperchio.
Nel caso di cotture di polli, anatre, tacchini, capretti o pesci grossi, inserire l'iniettore (D) direttamente nella parte vuota delle
carni. Assicurarsi di non ostruire i fori.

Sistemare la teglia dietetica sul primo o
secondo livello a partire dal basso. Assicurarsi di non schiacciare il tubicino dell'iniettore e che non entri in contatto con la
resistenza sulla parete superiore del forno.
Impostare la funzione di cottura a vapore.
Per informazioni più dettagliate sulle modalità di cottura a vapore, consultare le relative tabelle di cottura nel capitolo "Consigli e suggerimenti".
Il tubicino dell'iniettore è pensato
appositamente per la cottura e
non contiene materiali pericolosi.

Fare attenzione se si usa l'iniettore con il
forno in funzione. Indossare sempre guan-

ti da forno per toccare l'iniettore a forno
caldo. Rimuovere sempre l'iniettore dal
forno se non si utilizza una funzione vapore.
Non poggiare una teglia calda su superfici
fredde/bagnate.
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Non versare liquidi freddi nella teglia calda.

Non utilizzare la teglia su una superficie di
cottura calda.

Non pulire la tegli con pagliette e polveri
abrasive.

10. FUNZIONI AGGIUNTIVE
10.1 Menu Favoriti
Si possono memorizzare le impostazioni
preferite come durata, temperatura o funzione cottura. Queste si trovano nel menu
Favoriti . È possibile memorizzare 20 programmi.
Salvare un programma
1. Accendere l'apparecchiatura.
2. Per impostare una funzione cottura o
una funzione di Cottura guidata .
3.

4.

Premere ripetutamente
fino a che
sul display non compare SALVA .
Premere OK per confermare.
Il display visualizza le prime posizioni
di memoria libere.
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5.

Premere OK per confermare.
Inserire il nome del programma. La
prima lettera lampeggia.
o
per cambiare la letSfiorare
tera. Premere OK.

6.

7.

Sfiorare
o
per spostare il cursore verso destra o verso sinistra.
Premere OK.
La lettera successiva lampeggia. Se
necessario ripetere i passaggi 5 e 6.
Premere e tenere premuto OK per
salvare.
Informazioni utili:

ITALIANO

• Sarà possibile sovrascrivere una posizione di memoria. Quando il display
mostra la prima posizione di memoria lio
e premere OK
bera, sfiorare
per sovrascrivere un programma esistente.
• Si può cambiare il nome di un programma nel menu Rinomina programma .
Attivazione del programma
1. Accendere l'apparecchiatura.
2. Selezionare il menu Favoriti . Premere
OK per confermare.
3. Selezionare il nome del programma
preferito. Premere OK per confermare.
per andare direttamente ai
Premere
Favoriti .

10.2 Blocco Tasti
Il Blocco Tasti evita che si cambi per sbaglio la funzione cottura. È possibile attivare il Blocco Tasti solo quando l'apparecchiatura è in funzione.
Attivazione del Blocco Tasti :
1. Accendere l'apparecchiatura.
2. Impostare la funzione cottura o scegliere l'impostazione.
3.

4.

Premere ripetutamente
fino a
quando sul display non compare
Blocco Tasti.
Premere OK per confermare.
Se l'apparecchiatura è dotata della funzione di pulizia per pirolisi e,
la funzione è attiva, la porta si
blocca e si accende sul display il
simbolo di una chiave.

Disattivazione del Blocco Tasti :
1.

Premere
. Il display mostra un
messaggio.

2.

Premere
mare.

2.
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Premere contemporaneamente
e
fino a che il display non visualizza
un messaggio.
Se l'apparecchiatura è dotata della funzione di pulizia per pirolisi e,
la funzione è attiva, la porta si
blocca e si accende sul display il
simbolo di una chiave.
Compare un messaggio sul display quando si sfiora un tasto
sensore.

Per sbloccare l'apparecchiatura, premere
e
fino a che
contemporaneamente
il display non visualizza un messaggio.

10.4 SET + GO
La funzione SET + GO permette di impostare una funzione cottura (o programma)
e di usarla più tardi, sfiorando il tasto sensore.
Attivazione della funzione:
1. Accendere l'apparecchiatura.
2. Impostare la funzione cottura.
3.

4.
5.

Premere ripetutamente
fino a
quando sul display non compare Durata .
Per impostare l'ora.

Premere ripetutamente
fino a
quando sul display non compare SET
+ GO .
6. Premere OK per confermare.
Per avviare SET + GO , premere qualsiasi
). Si avtasto sensore (ad eccezione di
via la funzione cottura impostata.
Al termine della funzione cottura, viene
emesso un segnale acustico.
Informazioni utili:

10.3 Sicurezza bambini

• Quando la funzione cottura è attiva, la
funzione Blocco Tasti è accesa.
• È possibile attivare o disattivare la funzione SET + GO nel menu Impostazioni
base .

La Sicurezza bambini evita l'attivazione
accidentale dell'apparecchiatura.

10.5 Spegnimento automatico

, quindi OK per confer-

Attivazione e disattivazione della
funzione Sicurezza bambini:
1. Accendere l'apparecchiatura.

Per ragioni di sicurezza, l'apparecchiatura
si disattiva dopo un determinato periodo
di tempo:
• Se una funzione del forno è attiva.
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• Se non si modifica la temperatura del
forno.

Temperatura
del forno

Ora di spegnimento

30°C - 120°C

12,5 ore

120°C - 200°C

8,5 ore

200°C - 250°C

5,5 ore

250°C - temperatura massima

3,0 ore

do automatico per tenere fresche le superfici dell'apparecchiatura. Dopo aver disattivato l'apparecchiatura, la ventola di
raffreddamento continua a funzionare fino
a che l'apparecchiatura non si è raffreddata.

10.7 Termostato di sicurezza

Lo spegnimento automatico è disponibile per tutte le funzioni ad
eccezione di Luce forno , Durata ,
Orario fine e Termosonda.

10.6 Ventola di raffreddamento

Un utilizzo inappropriato dell'apparecchiatura o componenti difettosi possono provocare un surriscaldamento pericoloso.
Per evitare che questo accada, il forno è
dotato di un termostato di sicurezza che
interrompe l'alimentazione della corrente
elettrica. All'abbassamento della temperatura, il forno si riaccende automaticamente.

Quando l'apparecchiatura è in funzione, la
ventola di raffreddamento si attiva in mo-

11. CONSIGLI E SUGGERIMENTI UTILI
• L'apparecchiatura presenta cinque livelli
con ripiano. Contare i livelli con ripiano
dal basso dell'apparecchiatura.
• L'apparecchiatura è dotata di un sistema speciale che fa circolare l'aria e ricicla costantemente il vapore. Con questo sistema è possibile cucinare in un
ambiente pieno di vapore, mantenendo
il cibo soffice all'interno e croccante all'esterno. Si riduce il tempo di cottura e
si abbatte il consumo di energia.
• L'umidità può condensarsi all'interno
dell'apparecchiatura o sui pannelli di
vetro della porta. Non si tratta di
un’anomalia. Quando si apre la porta
durante la cottura, tenersi sempre a distanza dall'apparecchiatura. Per ridurre
la condensa, prima della cottura accendere l'apparecchiatura per 10 minuti.
• Al termine dell'uso dell'apparecchiatura
eliminare l'umidità.
• Non posizionare oggetti direttamente
sul ripiano dell'apparecchiatura e non
ricoprire i componenti con pellicola d'alluminio durante la cottura. Così facendo
si possono alterare i risultati di cottura e
danneggiare lo smalto.
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11.1 Cottura di dolci
• Non aprire la porta del forno prima che
siano trascorsi 3/4 del tempo di cottura.
• Se si usano due lamiere dolci contemporaneamente, tenere un livello vuoto
tra una e l'altra.

11.2 Cottura di carni e pesce
• Usare una leccarda per alimenti ad alto
contenuto di grassi, onde evitare che
nel forno si formino macchie che non
possono più essere rimosse.
• Lasciare riposare la carne per circa 15
minuti prima di tagliarla, in modo da
non perdere il sughetto.
• Per evitare la formazione eccessiva di
fumo all'interno del forno durante la
cottura arrosto, aggiungere dell'acqua
nella leccarda. Per evitare la condensa
di fumo, aggiungere acqua ogni volta
che finisce.

11.3 Tempi di cottura
I tempi di cottura dipendono dal tipo, dalla
consistenza e dal volume del cibo.

ITALIANO

Inizialmente, monitorare i risultati della
cottura. Trovare le impostazioni migliori (livello di potenza, tempo di cottura, ecc.)
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per le proprie pentole, ricette e quantità
quando si usa l'apparecchiatura.

11.4 Tabella per la cottura al forno ed arrosto
TORTE
TIPO DI
PIATTO

Cottura tradizionale

Cottura ventilata
Posizione
Temp
della gri. (°C)
glia

Tempo
di cottura (in
minuti)

Note

Posizione della
griglia

Temp
. (°C)

Pietanze
frullate

2

170

3 (2 e 4)

160

45 - 60

In uno stampo
per dolci

Impasto per
pasta frolla

2

170

3 (2 e 4)

160

20 - 30

In uno stampo
per dolci

Torta di ricotta

1

170

2

165

80 - 100

In uno stampo
per dolci da
26 cm

Torta di mele

2

170

2 (sinistra
e destra)

160

80 - 100

In due stampi
per dolci da
20 cm su un
ripiano a filo1)

Strudel

3

175

2

150

60 - 80

In una lamiera
dolci

Crostata

2

170

2 (sinistra
e destra)

165

30 - 40

In uno stampo
per dolci da
26 cm

Torta con
lievito in polvere

2

170

2

150

40 - 50

In uno stampo
per dolci da
26 cm

Dolce di Natale/Torta di
frutta farcita

2

160

2

150

90 - 120

In uno stampo
per dolci da
20 cm1)

Torta di prugne

1

175

2

160

50 - 60

In uno stampo
per il pane1)

Pasticcini un livello

3

170

3

150 160

20 - 30

In una lamiera
dolci1)

Pasticcini due livelli

-

-

2e4

140 150

25 - 35

In una lamiera
dolci1)

Pasticcini tre livelli

-

-

1, 3 e 5

140 150

30 - 45

In una lamiera
dolci1)

Biscotti/strisce di pasta
- un livello

3

140

3

140 150

25 - 45

In una lamiera
dolci
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TIPO DI
PIATTO

Cottura tradizionale

Cottura ventilata
Posizione
Temp
della gri. (°C)
glia

Tempo
di cottura (in
minuti)

Note

Posizione della
griglia

Temp
. (°C)

Biscotti/strisce di pasta
- due livelli

-

-

2e4

140 150

35 - 40

In una lamiera
dolci

Biscotti/strisce di pasta
- tre livelli

-

-

1, 3 e 5

140 150

35 - 45

In una lamiera
dolci

Meringhe un livello

3

120

3

120

80 - 100

In una lamiera
dolci

Meringhe due livelli

-

-

2e4

120

80 - 100

In una lamiera
dolci1)

Focaccine

3

190

3

190

12 - 20

In una lamiera
dolci1)

Eclair - un livello

3

190

3

170

25 - 35

In una lamiera
dolci

Eclair - due
livelli

-

-

2e4

170

35 - 45

In una lamiera
dolci

Crostatine

2

180

2

170

45 - 70

In uno stampo
per dolci da
20 cm

Torta di frutta farcita

1

160

2

150

110 120

In uno stampo
per dolci da
24 cm

Pan di Spagna

1

170

2

160

30 - 50

In uno stampo
per dolci da
20 cm1)

1) Preriscaldare il forno per 10 minuti.

PANE E PIZZA
TIPO DI
PIATTO

Cottura tradizionale

Cottura ventilata

PosizioPosizione
Temp
Temp
ne della
della gri. (°C)
. (°C)
griglia
glia

Tempo
di cottura (in
minuti)

Note

Pane bianco

1

190

1

190

60 - 70

1 - 2 forme,
da 500 g ciascuna1)

Pane di segale

1

190

1

180

30 - 45

In uno stampo
per il pane
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TIPO DI
PIATTO

Cottura tradizionale

Cottura ventilata

PosizioPosizione
Temp
Temp
ne della
della gri. (°C)
. (°C)
griglia
glia

Tempo
di cottura (in
minuti)

25

Note

Panini

2

190

2 (2 e 4)

180

25 - 40

6 - 8 panini in
una lamiera
dolci1)

Pizza

1

230 250

1

230 250

10 - 20

In una lamiera
dolci o in una
leccarda1)

Focaccine
tonde

3

200

3

190

10 - 20

In una lamiera
dolci1)

1) Preriscaldare il forno per 10 minuti.

FLAN
TIPO DI
PIATTO

Cottura tradizionale

Cottura ventilata

PosizioPosizione
Temp
Temp
ne della
della gri. (°C)
. (°C)
griglia
glia

Tempo
di cottura (in
minuti)

Note

Flan di pasta

2

200

2

180

40 - 50

In uno stampo

Flan di verdure

2

200

2

175

45 - 60

In uno stampo

Quiche

1

180

1

180

50 - 60

In uno stampo1)

Lasagne

2

180 190

2

180 190

25 - 40

In uno stampo1)

Cannelloni

2

180 190

2

180 190

25 - 40

In uno stampo1)

Cottura ventilata

Tempo
di cottura (in
minuti)

1) Preriscaldare il forno per 10 minuti.

CARNE
TIPO DI
PIATTO

Cottura tradizionale

PosizioPosizione
Temp
Temp
ne della
della gri. (°C)
. (°C)
griglia
glia

Note

Manzo

2

200

2

190

50 - 70

Su un ripiano
a filo

Maiale

2

180

2

180

90 - 120

Su un ripiano
a filo
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11.5 Grill
Preriscaldare il forno vuoto per 3
minuti prima di iniziare la cottura.

Quantità
TIPO DI PIATTO

Grill

Tempo di cottura
(in minuti)

Pezzi

(g)

Posizione della
griglia

Temp.
(°C)

1° lato

2° lato

Bistecche di filetto

4

800

4

max.

12 - 15

12 - 14

Bistecche di
manzo

4

600

4

max.

10 - 12

6-8

Salsicce

8

-

4

max.

12 - 15

10 - 12

Braciole di
maiale

4

600

4

max.

12 - 16

12 - 14

Pollo (tagliato a
metà)

2

1000

4

max.

30 - 35

25 - 30

Kebab

4

-

4

max.

10 - 15

10 - 12

Petto di pollo

4

400

4

max.

12 - 15

12 - 14

Hamburger

6

600

4

max.

20 - 30

-

Filetto di pesce

4

400

4

max.

12 - 14

10 - 12

Panini tostati

4-6

-

4

max.

5-7

-

Toast

4-6

-

4

max.

2-4

2-3

11.6 Doppio grill ventilato
Manzo
TIPO DI PIATTO

Quantità

Posizione
della griglia

Temperatura (°C)

Tempo
(min.)

Roastbeef o filetto al sangue

per cm di altezza

1o2

190 - 200 1)

5-6

Roastbeef o filetto, cott. media

per cm di altezza

1o2

180 - 190 1)

6-8

Roastbeef o filetto, ben cotto

per cm di altezza

1o2

170 - 180 1)

8 - 10

TIPO DI PIATTO

Quantità

Posizione
della griglia

Temperatura (°C)

Tempo
(min.)

Spalla, coppa,
taglio di prosciutto per arrosto

1 - 1,5 kg

1o2

160 - 180

90 - 120

1) Preriscaldare il forno.

Maiale
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TIPO DI PIATTO

Quantità

Posizione
della griglia

Temperatura (°C)

Tempo
(min.)

Braciola, costoletta

1 - 1,5 kg

1o2

170 - 180

60 - 90

Polpettone

750 g - 1 kg

1o2

160 - 170

50 - 60

Stinco di maiale
(precotto)

750 g - 1 kg

1o2

150 - 170

90 - 120

Vitello
TIPO DI
PIATTO

Quantità

Posizione
della griglia

1 kg

1o2

160 - 180

90 - 120

1,5 - 2 kg

1o2

160 - 180

120 - 150

Quantità

Posizione
della griglia

Cosciotto di
agnello, arrosto di agnello

1 - 1,5 kg

1o2

150 - 170

100 - 120

Sella d'agnello

1 - 1,5 kg

1o2

160 - 180

40 - 60

Quantità

Posizione
della griglia

Porzioni di
pollame

200 - 250 g
ciascuno

1o2

200 - 220

30 - 50

Mezzo pollo

400 - 500 g
ciascuno

1o2

190 - 210

35 - 50

Pollo, pollastra

1 - 1,5 kg

1o2

190 - 210

50 - 70

Anatra

1,5 - 2 kg

1o2

180 - 200

80 - 100

Oca

3,5 - 5 kg

1o2

160 - 180

120 - 180

Tacchino

2,5 - 3,5 kg

1o2

160 - 180

120 - 150

Tacchino

4 - 6 kg

1o2

140 - 160

150 - 240

Quantità

Posizione
della griglia

1 - 1,5 kg

1o2

Arrosto di vitello
Stinco di Vitello

Temperatura Tempo (min.)
(°C)

Agnello
TIPO DI
PIATTO

Temperatura Tempo (min.)
(°C)

Pollame
TIPO DI
PIATTO

Temperatura Tempo (min.)
(°C)

Pesce al vapore
TIPO DI
PIATTO
Pesce intero
fino ad 1 KG

533

Temperatura Tempo (min.)
(°C)
210 - 220

40 - 60
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Cottura ecoventilata
Tipo di alimento

Posizione
della griglia

Temperatura (°C)

Tempo
(min.)

Pasta al forno

2

180 - 200

45 - 60

Lasagne

2

180 - 200

45 - 60

Patate gratinate

2

190 - 210

55 - 80

Dolci

2

180 - 200

45 - 60

Ciambella o brioche

1

160 - 170

50 - 70

Treccia/corona di pane

2

170 - 190

40 - 50

Torta tipo crumble (secca)

3

160 - 170

20 - 40

Biscotti realizzati con pasta lievitata

2

160 - 170

20 - 40

Durante la cottura, aprire la porta dell'apparecchiatura solo se necessario.

Cottura ventilata delicata automatica per il
pollame.
Quando si usa questa funzione,
cuocere sempre i piatti senza coperchio.

11.7 Cottura ventilata delicata
Utilizzare la funzione per preparare pezzi
di carne e pesce magri e teneri. La Cottura ventilata delicata non è adatta per ricette come stufati o arrosti di maiale grassi.
Durante i primi 10 minuti è possibile impostare una temperatura del forno compresa
tra 80°C e 150°C. La temperatura impostata predefinita è di 90℃.Una volta raggiunta la temperatura, il forno continua a
cuocere a 80°C. Non usare la funzione di

Pietanze da
cuocere

1.

2.
3.

Far rosolare la carne in una pentola
sul piano di cottura a una temperatura molto alta per 1 - 2 minuti su ogni
lato.
Sistemare la carne nella leccarda calda dentro il forno sul ripiano a filo.
Impostare la Cottura ventilata delicata.

Peso (g)

Posizione
della griglia

Temperatura
°C

Tempo in
min.

Roastbeef

1000 - 1500

1

120

120 - 150

Filetto di manzo

1000 - 1500

3

120

90 - 150

Arrosto di vitello

1000 - 1500

1

120

120 - 150

200 - 300

3

120

20 - 40

Bistecche

11.8 Scongelamento
TIPO DI
PIETANZA

Pollo

(g)

1000

Tempo di
scongelamento
(min.)
100-140

Tempo di
scongelamento ulteriore
(min.)

Note

20-30

Sistemare il pollo su un
piattino rovesciato sopra un piatto grande.
Girare a metà tempo.
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(g)

Tempo di
scongelamento
(min.)

Tempo di
scongelamento ulteriore
(min.)

Note

Carne

1000

100-140

20-30

Girare a metà tempo.

Carne

500

90-120

20-30

Girare a metà tempo.

Trota

150

25-35

10-15

-

Fragole

300

30-40

10-20

-

Burro

250

30-40

10-15

-

TIPO DI
PIETANZA

Panna

2 x 200

80-100

10-15

È possibile montare
bene la panna anche
se ancora leggermente
congelata.

Gateau

1400

60

60

-

11.9 Marmellate/Conserve
Frutta morbida
CONSERVE

Tempi fino alla
comparsa delle Tempi di cottura
Temperatura (°C)
prime bollicine in a 100°C (in min.)
min.

Fragole, mirtilli,
lamponi, uva spina
matura

160 – 170

35 – 45

–

Frutta con nocciolo
CONSERVE
Pere, mele cotogne, susine

Tempi fino alla
comparsa delle Tempi di cottura
Temperatura (°C)
prime bollicine in a 100°C (in min.)
min.
160 – 170

35 – 45

10 – 15

Verdure
CONSERVE

Tempi fino alla
comparsa delle Tempi di cottura
Temperatura (°C)
prime bollicine in a 100°C (in min.)
min.

Carote1)

160 – 170

50 – 60

5 – 10

Cetrioli

160 – 170

50 – 60

–

Ortaggi misti in
agrodolce

160 – 170

50 – 60

5 – 10
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Tempi fino alla
comparsa delle Tempi di cottura
Temperatura (°C)
prime bollicine in a 100°C (in min.)
min.

Cavolo rapa, piselli, asparagi

160 – 170

50 – 60

15 – 20

1) Dopo aver disattivato l'apparecchiatura, lasciare la conserva nel forno.

11.10 Asciugatura
Coprire le griglie con carta da forno.

VERDURE
TIPO DI
PIATTO

Posizione griglia
1 livello

2 livelli

Temperatura
(°C)

Fagioli

3

1/4

60 - 70

6-8

Peperoni

3

1/4

60 - 70

5-6

Verdure per
minestrone

3

1/4

60 - 70

5-6

Funghi

3

1/4

50 - 60

6-8

Erbe

3

1/4

40 - 50

2-3

Tempo (ore)

Tempo (ore)

FRUTTA
TIPO DI
PIATTO

Posizione griglia
1 livello

2 livelli

Temperatura
(°C)

Prugne

3

1/4

60 - 70

8 - 10

Albicocche

3

1/4

60 - 70

8 - 10

Mele a fette

3

1/4

60 - 70

6-8

Pere

3

1/4

60 - 70

6-9

11.11 Cottura ventilata + Vapore
TORTE E DOLCI
TIPO DI PIETANZA

Posizione
griglia

Tempo
di cottuTemp. (°C)
ra (in
minuti)

Note

Torta di mele

2

160

60 - 80

In uno stampo per dolci
da 20 cm1)

Crostate

2

175

30 - 40

In uno stampo per dolci
da 26 cm

Torta alla frutta

2

160

80 - 90

In uno stampo per dolci
da 26 cm
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Tempo
di cottuTemp. (°C)
ra (in
minuti)

TIPO DI PIETANZA

Posizione
griglia

Torta con lievito
in polvere

2

160

35 - 45

In uno stampo per dolci
da 26 cm

Panettone

2

150 - 160

70 - 100

In uno stampo per dolci
da 20 cm1)

Plum cake

2

160

40 - 50

In uno stampo per il pane 1)

Pasticcini

3 (2 e 4)

150 - 160

25 - 30

In una lamiera dolci

Biscotti

3 (2 e 4)

150

20 - 35

In una lamiera dolci

2

180 - 200

12 - 20

In una lamiera dolci1)

3 (2 e 4)

180

15 - 20

In una lamiera dolci1)

Posizione
griglia

Temp.
(°C)

Tempo di
cottura
(in minuti)

Note

Verdure ripiene

1

170 - 180

30 - 40

In uno stampo

Lasagne

2

170 - 180

40 - 50

In uno stampo

1 (2 e 4)

160 - 170

50 - 60

In uno stampo

Panini dolci
Brioches

Note

1) Preriscaldare il forno per 10 minuti.

FLAN
TIPO DI PIETANZA

Patate gratinate
CARNE

(g)

Posizione griglia

Temp.
(°C)

Tempo di
cottura
(in minuti)

Arrosto di
maiale

1000

2

180

90 - 110

Su un ripiano a
filo

Vitello

1000

2

180

90 - 110

Su un ripiano a
filo

Roastbeef

1000

al sangue

2

210

45 - 50

Su un ripiano a
filo

cottura media

2

200

55 - 65

Su un ripiano a
filo

ben cotta

2

190

65 - 75

Su un ripiano a
filo

2

175

110 - 130

Cosciotto

TIPO DI PIETANZA

Agnello

1000
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(g)

Posizione griglia

Temp.
(°C)

Tempo di
cottura
(in minuti)

Note

Pollo

1000

2

200

55 - 65

Intero

Tacchino

4000

2

170

180 - 240

Intero

2000 - 2500

2

170 180

120 - 150

Intero

3000

1

160 170

150 - 200

Intero

2

170 180

60 - 90

Tagliata a pezzi

TIPO DI PIETANZA

Anatra
Oca
Coniglio
PESCE

(g)

Posizione griglia

Temp.
(°C)

Tempo di
cottura
(in minuti)

Trota

1500

2

180

25 - 35

3 - 4 pesci

Tonno

1200

2

175

35 - 50

4 - 6 filetti

Nasello

–

2

200

20 - 30

–

TIPO DI PIETANZA

Note

11.12 Cottura sulla teglia dietetica con Cottura ventilata + Vapore
VERDURE
TIPO DI PIETANZA

Posizione griglia

Temperatura ( °C)

Tempo di cottura
(in minuti)

Cime di rapa

2

130

20 - 25

Melanzane

2

130

15 - 20

Cime di cavolfiore

2

130

25 - 30

Pomodori

2

130

15

Asparagi bianchi

2

130

25 - 35

Asparagi verdi

2

130

35 - 45

Zucchine tagliate

2

130

20 - 25

Carote

2

130

35 - 40

Finocchio

2

130

30 - 35

Cavolo rapa

2

130

25 - 30

Peperoni a fettine

2

130

20 - 25

Sedano a listarelle

2

130

30 - 35
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CARNE
TIPO DI PIETANZA

Posizione griglia

Temperatura ( °C)

Tempo di cottura
(in minuti)

Prosciutto cotto

2

130

55 - 65

Petto di pollo al
vapore

2

130

25 - 35

Costoletta (lombo
affumicato di
maiale)

2

130

80 - 100

Posizione griglia

Temperatura ( °C)

Tempo di cottura
(in minuti)

Trota

2

130

25 - 30

Trancio di salmone

2

130

25 - 30

Posizione griglia

Temperatura ( °C)

Tempo di cottura
(in minuti)

Riso

2

130

35 - 40

Patate non pelate
medie

2

130

50 - 60

Patate bollite tagliate in quattro
parti

2

130

35 - 45

Polenta

2

130

40 - 45

PESCE
TIPO DI PIETANZA

CONTORNI
TIPO DI PIETANZA

COTTURA PIZZA
Preriscaldare il forno vuoto per 10
minuti prima di iniziare la cottura.

TIPO DI CIBO

Posizione
griglia

Temp. (°C)

Tempo di cottura (in minuti)

Note

Pizza (sottile)

1

200 - 220

15 - 25

In una lamiera
dolci

Pizza (molto
guarnita)

1

200 - 220

20 - 30

In una lamiera
dolci

Pizza piccola

1

200 - 220

15 - 20

In una lamiera
dolci

50 - 70

In uno stampo
per dolci da 20
cm

Torta di mele

1

150 - 170
539
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Posizione
griglia

TIPO DI CIBO

Temp. (°C)

Tempo di cottura (in minuti)

Note

35

Crostata

1

170 - 190

35 - 50

In uno stampo
per dolci da 26
cm

Crostata di cipolle

2

200 – 220

20 – 30

In una lamiera
dolci

RIGENERA A VAPORE
Preriscaldare il forno vuoto per 10
minuti prima di iniziare la cottura.

TIPO DI PIETANZA

Posizione griglia

Temp. (°C)

Tempo di cottura (in minuti)

Sformati/Gratinati

2

130

15 - 25

Pasta e salsa

2

130

10 - 15

Contorni (ad es. riso,
patate, pasta)

2

130

10 - 15

Piatti unici

2

130

10 - 15

Carne

2

130

10 - 15

Verdure

2

130

10 - 15

PANE
Preriscaldare il forno vuoto per 10
minuti prima di iniziare la cottura.

TIPO DI CIBO

(g)

Posizione
griglia

Temp. (°C)

Tempo di
cottura (in
minuti)

Note

Pane bianco

1000

2

180 - 190

45 - 60

1 - 2 forme,
da 500 g ciascuna

Panini

500

2 (2 e 4)

190 - 210

20 - 30

6 - 8 panini
in una lamiera dolci

Pane di segale

1000

2

180 - 200

50 - 70

1 - 2 forme,
da 500 g ciascuna

Focaccia

—

2

190 - 210

20 - 25

In una lamiera dolci

12. PULIZIA E CURA
AVVERTENZA!
Fare riferimento ai capitoli sulla sicurezza.
540

• Pulire la parte anteriore dell'apparecchiatura con un panno morbido inumidito con acqua tiepida saponata.
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• Per pulire le superfici metalliche, utilizzare un normale detergente.
• Pulire l'interno del forno dopo ogni utilizzo. In questo modo è possibile eliminare più facilmente le macchie.
• Rimuovere lo sporco tenace con detergenti speciali per forno.
• Dopo ogni utilizzo, pulire gli accessori
da forno e farli asciugare accuratamente. Utilizzare un panno morbido inumidito con acqua tiepida saponata.
• Non pulire gli accessori anti-aderenti
con detergenti aggressivi, oggetti appuntiti o in lavastoviglie. Ciò potrebbe
danneggiare il rivestimento anti-aderente.
Apparecchiature in acciaio
inox o alluminio:
Pulire la porta del forno esclusivamente con una spugna umida.
Asciugarla con un panno morbido.
Evitare l’uso di lane di acciaio, acidi o prodotti abrasivi che potrebbero danneggiare la superficie del
forno. Pulire il pannello dei comandi del forno, prendendo le
stesse precauzioni.

12.1 Pulizia della guarnizione
della porta
• Controllare regolarmente la guarnizione
della porta. La guarnizione della porta si
trova attorno al telaio della cavità del
forno. Non utilizzare l'apparecchiatura
se la guarnizione della porta è danneggiata. Contattare il Centro di Assistenza.
• Per pulire la guarnizione della porta si
prega di fare riferimento alle informazioni generali sulla pulizia.

12.2 Supporti ripiano
È possibile rimuovere i supporti ripiano
per pulire le pareti laterali.

Rimozione dei supporti ripiano
1. Sfilare dapprima la guida di estrazione

dalla parete laterale tirandola in avanti.

2.

1

2

541

Sfilare la guida di estrazione posteriore dalla parete laterale e toglierla.
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Come montare i supporti ripiani

3.

Installare i supporti ripiani seguendo al
contrario la procedura indicata.
Le estremità arrotondate dei supporti ripiani devono essere rivolte
in avanti.

12.3 Pulizia con acqua
La procedura di pulizia con acqua utilizza
il vapore per facilitare la rimozione dei residui di grasso e di cibo dal forno.
1. Versare 300 ml di acqua nel contenitore di pulizia con acqua sul fondo del
forno.
2. Impostare la funzione del forno
.
3. Impostare la temperatura su 90°C.
4. Lasciare in funzione l'apparecchiatura
per 30 minuti.
5. Disattivare l'apparecchiatura e lasciarla
raffreddare.
6. Una volta raffreddata l'apparecchiatura, pulire le superfici interne del forno
con un panno.
AVVERTENZA!
Accertarsi che l'apparecchiatura
sia fredda prima di toccarla. Vi è il
rischio di scottature.

12.4 Lampadina forno
AVVERTENZA!
Si prega di prestare attenzione in
fase di sostituzione della lampadina del forno. Sussiste il rischio di
scosse elettriche.
Prima di sostituire la lampadina del
forno:
• Disattivare il forno.
• Togliere i fusibili dal quadro elettrico o
spegnere l'interruttore principale.
Per proteggere la lampadina del
forno e la calotta di vetro stendere
un panno sul fondo del forno.
Tenere sempre la lampada alogena con uno straccio per evitare
che dei residui di grasso vi brucino sopra.
1.
2.

Ruotare la calotta di vetro in senso
antiorario per estrarla.
Pulire la calotta di vetro.

4.
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Sostituire la lampadina del forno con
un'altra lampadina idonea, termoresistente a 300 °C.
Utilizzare lo stesso tipo di lampadina.
Rimontare la calotta di vetro.

12.5 Pulizia del serbatoio
dell'acqua
AVVERTENZA!
Non versare acqua nel serbatoio
durante la procedura di pulizia.
Durante la procedura di pulizia,
dell’acqua potrebbe fuoriuscire
dal foro di entrata vapore nella cavità del forno. Sistemare una leccarda sul livello del ripiano direttamente al di sotto del foro di entrata vapore per evitare che l’acqua
fluisca sul fondo della cavità del
forno.
Dopo qualche istante è possibile notare
dei residui di calcare all’interno del forno.
Per evitarlo, pulire le parti del forno che
generano vapore. Svuotare il serbatoio
dopo ogni cottura a vapore.
1. Riempire il serbatoio dell’acqua con
850 ml d’acqua e 50 ml di acido citrico (cinque cucchiaini). Spegnere il
forno e attendere circa 60 minuti.
2. Accendere il forno e impostare la funzione Cottura ventilata + Vapore . Impostare la temperatura a 230°C. Spegnere dopo 25 minuti e lasciare raffreddare per 15 minuti.
3. Accendere il forno e impostare la funzione Cottura ventilata + Vapore . Impostare una temperatura tra 130 e
230°C. Spegnere dopo 10 minuti. Lasciare raffreddare e proseguire con la
rimozione del contenuto del serbatoio
(fare riferimento al capitolo "Svuotamento del serbatoio dell'acqua").
4. Sciacquare il serbatoio dell'acqua ed
eliminare i residui di calcare nel forno
con un panno.
5. Pulire il tubo di scarico manualmente
con acqua calda saponata. Per evitare danni, non utilizzare acidi, spray o
detergenti simili.
Tipi d'acqua
• Acqua dolce con basso contenuto
di calcare - consigliata dal produttore
542
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in quanto riduce la frequenza dei cicli di
pulizia.
• Acqua di rubinetto - si può utilizzare
se nel proprio impianto domestico è installato un depuratore o addolcitore
dell'acqua.

• Acqua dura con alto contenuto di
calcare - non influisce sulle prestazioni
dell'apparecchiatura ma aumenta la frequenza dei cicli di pulizia.

TABELLA QUANTITÀ DI CALCIO INDICATA DALL'O.M.S.
(Organizzazione Mondiale della Sanità)
Deposito di
calcio

Durezza dell'acqua
(Gradi francesi)

Durezza dell'acqua
(Gradi tedeschi)

Classificazione acqua

Avviare il
processo di
decalcificazione ogni

0 - 60 mg/l

0-6

0-3

Dolce o morbida

75 cicli - 2,5
mesi

60 - 120 mg/l

6 - 12

3-7

Durezza media

50 cicli - 2
mesi

120 - 180 mg/
l

12 - 18

8 - 10

Dura o calcarea

40 cicli - 1,5
mesi

oltre 180 mg/l

oltre 18

oltre 10

Molto dura

30 cicli - 1
mese

12.6 Pulizia della porta forno

La porta del forno potrebbe richiudersi se si tenta di rimuoverei pannelli di vetro prima di togliere la
porta del forno.

La porta del forno è dotata di quattro pannelli di vetro. È possibile rimuovere la porta e i pannelli di vetro interni per pulirli.
ATTENZIONE
Non utilizzare l'apparecchiatura
senza i pannelli di vetro.

Rimozione della porta del forno e dei pannelli di vetro
1.

2.
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Aprire completamente la porta e individuare la cerniera sul lato destro della stessa.
Spingere il componente di serraggio
fino a farlo rientrare.

ITALIANO
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3.

Tenere il componente con una mano.
Utilizzare un cacciavite con l'altra mano per sollevare e girare la leva della
cerniera sul lato destro.

4.

Individuare la cerniera sul lato sinistro
della porta.

5.

Alzare e ruotare la leva sulla cerniera
sinistra.

544
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90°

545

6.

Chiudere la porta del forno fino alla
prima posizione di apertura (circa
metà). Tirare in avanti la porta, sfilandola dalla sua sede.

7.

Appoggiare la porta su una superficie
stabile e coperta da un panno morbido.

8.

Sganciare il sistema di bloccaggio
per rimuovere i pannelli in vetro.

9.

Ruotare di 90° le due chiusure e sfilarle dalle loro sedi.

ITALIANO
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10. Sollevare con cura (passo 1) ed

1

estrarre (passo 2) i pannelli in vetro,
uno ad uno. Iniziare dal pannello superiore.
11. Pulire i pannelli di vetro con acqua e
sapone Asciugare i pannelli di vetro
facendo attenzione.

2

Installare la porta e i pannelli di vetro
A

B

Al termine della pulizia, rimontare i pannelli
di vetro e la porta del forno. Eseguire la
procedura illustrata in precedenza, seguendo l'ordine inverso.
Assicurarsi di rimontare i pannelli in vetro
(A, B e C) nell'ordine esatto. Il pannello
centrale (B) ha una cornice decorativa.
Accertarsi che la serigrafia sia sul lato interno della porta. Verificare che dopo l'installazione, la superficie della cornice dei
pannelli in vetro (B), nei punti delle serigrafie, non risulti ruvida al tatto.

C

Accertarsi di installare il pannello centrale
nelle sedi corrette (fare riferimento all'immagine).

13. COSA FARE SE…
AVVERTENZA!
Fare riferimento ai capitoli sulla sicurezza.
546
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Problema

Causa possibile

Soluzione

L'apparecchiatura
non scalda.

L'apparecchiatura è disattivata.

Accendere l'apparecchiatura.

L'apparecchiatura
non scalda.

L'ora non è impostata.

Impostare l'ora.

L'apparecchiatura
non scalda.

Non sono state effettuate le
impostazioni necessarie.

Accertarsi che le impostazioni siano corrette.

L'apparecchiatura
non scalda.

La Sicurezza bambini è attivata.

Consultare la sezione "Disattivazione della Sicurezza
bambini".

L'apparecchiatura
non scalda.

È scattato il fusibile.

Verificare se l'anomalia di
funzionamento sia dovuta al
fusibile. Nel caso in cui il fusibile continui a scattare, rivolgersi ad un elettricista
autorizzato.

È presente dell’acqua nell’apparecchiatura.

Il serbatoio contiene un’eccessiva quantità di acqua.

Spegnere l'apparecchiatura
e asciugare l'acqua con un
panno o una spugna.

La cottura a vapore
non funziona.

Il serbatoio non contiene ac- Riempire il serbatoio dell'acqua.
qua.

La cottura a vapore
non funziona.

Del calcare ostruisce il foro.

Sono necessari più
di tre minuti per
svuotare il serbatoio
dell’acqua o far defluire l’acqua dall'apertura del foro di
entrata vapore.

Sono presenti depositi di
Controllare il serbatoio delcalcare nell’apparecchiatura. l'acqua. Fare riferimento al
capitolo “Pulizia del serbatoio dell'acqua”.

Controllare l'apertura del foro di entrata vapore. Rimuovere il calcare.

Vapore e acqua di
I cibi sono stati lasciati nelcondensa si deposi- l'apparecchiatura troppo a
tano sui cibi e nellungo.
l'apparecchiatura.

Al termine della cottura, non
lasciare i cibi nell'apparecchiatura per più di 15 - 20
minuti.

La lampadina non si
accende.

Sostituire la lampadina.

La lampadina è difettosa.
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Problema
Il display visualizza
"Demo". L'apparecchiatura non scalda.
La ventola non funziona.

Causa possibile

Soluzione
1.

La modalità test è attivata.

2.

3.

Qualora non sia possibile trovare una soluzione al problema, contattare il rivenditore o il Centro di Assistenza.
Le informazioni necessarie per il centro di
assistenza sono indicate sulla targhetta

Spegnere l'apparecchiatura.
Sfiorare e tenere prefino a che l'apmuto
parecchiatura non si accende e si spegne. Il tasto sensore si illumina.
Tenere premuti contemporaneamente i tasti
e
finché non si sente
un segnale acustico e il
tasto sensore si spegne. "Demo" scompare.

dei dati. La targhetta si trova sul telaio anteriore della cavità dell'apparecchiatura.

Si consiglia di annotarle in questo spazio:
Modello (MOD.)

.........................................

Numero Prodotto (PNC)

.........................................

Numero di serie (S.N.)

.........................................

14. INSTALLAZIONE
AVVERTENZA!
Fare riferimento ai capitoli sulla sicurezza.

14.1 Incasso
548
558

20

580

min. 550
20
min. 560

573
589

594

548
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Il produttore non è responsabile
qualora non vengano applicate le
precauzioni del capitolo "Informazioni per la sicurezza".
600

min. 550
20

L'apparecchiatura è provvista solo di cavo
di collegamento alla rete.

min. 560

14.3 Cavo

6

A

Tipi di cavo adatti all'installazione o per la
sostituzione: H07 RN-F, H05 RN-F, H05
RRF, H05 VV-F, H05 V2V2-F (T90), H05
BB-F.
Per la sezione del cavo fare riferimento alla potenza totale (sulla targhetta dati) ed
alla tabella:

B

14.2 Installazione dell'impianto
elettrico
AVVERTENZA!
L’installazione dell'impianto elettrico deve essere eseguita da personale qualificato.

Potenza totale

Sezione del cavo

Massimo 1380
W

3 X 0,75 mm²

Massimo 2300
W

3 X 1 mm²

Massimo 3680
W

3 X 1,5 mm²

Il cavo di terra (verde/giallo) deve essere 2
cm più lungo dei cavi di fase e neutro (rispettivamente blu e marrone).

15. CONSIDERAZIONI AMBIENTALI
Riciclare i materiali con il simbolo

.

Buttare l'imballaggio negli appositi
contenitori per il riciclaggio.
Aiutare a proteggere l’ambiente e la salute
umana e a riciclare rifiuti derivanti da
apparecchiature elettriche ed elettroniche.
Non smaltire le apparecchiature che
insieme ai normali
riportano il simbolo
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rifiuti domestici. Portare il prodotto al
punto di riciclaggio più vicino o contattare
il comune di residenza.

5.2.1. LED TV
LED Smart TV 35 inches
Commercial Name

SMART TV 32" H4510

Company

SAMSUNG

Description

LED Smart TV 35 inches

Characteristics

Display
Inches: 32"
Diagonal (cm): 80cm
Resolution: 1.366 x 7687
Dimensions TV (with base): (LxAxP) 750.9 x 476.9 x 207.8mm
Dimensions TV (without base): (LxAxP) 750.9 x 456.6 x 59.3mm
Connections
HDMI: 3
USB: 2
Component Entrance: (Y/Pb/Pr) 1
Composite Entrance (AV): 1 (Common use for Component Y)
Ethernet (LAN): Yes
Digital Audio Exit (Optical): 1
RF Entrance(Earth /Cable) 1/1(Common use for Terrestrial)/0
Exit IR: Yes (IT)
CI Slot: 1
Scart: 1
WiFi Direct:Yes
HDMI 1.4 A/Return Ch. Support: Yes
Wireless LAN Built-in: Yes
Anynet+ (HDMI-CEC): Yes
Eco
Efficiency Class: A+
Consumptions:
AC220-240V 50/60Hz
Consumption (Max): 66W
Consumption (Stand-by) 0.30W
Consumption (Mode Energy Saving) 22.0W
Consumption (IEC 62087 Edition 2) 31.0W
Peak Luminance Ratio 74
Annual Consumption (EU standard,kWh) 43.0kWh
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Declaration of Conformity
For the following
Product :

LED TV

Model(s) :

UE32H45**

Where * can be any alphanumeric character.
Year of affixing CE marking: 2014

We hereby declare under our sole responsibility that the electrical product above is in compliance
with the essential requirements of R&TTE Directive (1999/5/EC), the Low Voltage Directive
(2006/95/EC) and Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive (2004/108/EC) by application of
EN 60065:2002+A1:2006+A11:2008+A2:2010+A12:2011

EN 61000-3-3:2008

EN 55022:2010

EN 55024:2010

EN 61000-3-2:2006+A1:2009+A2:2009

EN 55013:2001+A1:2003+A2:2006

EN 300 328 V1.8.1

EN 55020:2007+A11:2011

EN 301 489-17 V2.2.1

EN 301 489-1 V1.9.2

EN 62311 :2008

EN 301 893 V1.7.1

and the Eco-Design Directive (2009/125/EC) implemented by Regulation (EC) No 642/2009 for
televisions and the Directive (2011/65/EU) on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous
substances in electrical and electronic equipment by application of EN 50581:2012.
The Technical documentation is kept at the below Manufacturer’s address.
Manufacturer
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
416 Maetan-dong, Young-Tong gu,
Suwon, Korea 442-742
25 Apr 2014

Chang Seub Eum / Manager

(Place and date of issue)

(Name and signature of authorized person)

Representative in the EU:
Samsung Electronics Euro QA Lab.
Blackbushe Business Park
Saxony Way, Yateley, Hampshire
GU46 6GG, UK
25 Apr 2014

Stephen Colclough / EU Representative

(Place and date of issue)

(Name and signature of authorized person)

Note : It is not the address of Samsung Service Centre. For the address or the phone number of Samsung
Service Centre, see the warranty card or contact the retailer where you purchased your product.
This equipment may only be used in doors.
This equipment may be operated in all EU countries.
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Open Galaxy S5 Key Visual

Home > SUPPORTO > TV e AV > TV LED >

SMART TV 32" H4510

TROVA UN PRODOTTO

UE32H4510AY

PANORAMICA

DOWNLOAD

RISOLUZIONE DEI PROBLEMI

SPECIFICHE TECNICHE

Visualizza tabella

Tipo prodotto
LED

Serie
4

Display
Polliciaggio

32"

Diagonale (cm)

80cm

Risoluzione

1.366 x 768

Ultra Clear Panel

No

Video
Processore d'elaborazione
immagine

HyperReal Engine

Clear Motion Rate

100

Micro Dimming

N/D

Precision Black (Local
Dimming)

N/D

Wide Color Enhancer (Plus)

Sì

Wide Color Gamut

N/D

Color Accuracy

N/D

Auto Depth Enhancer

N/D

Modalità Film

Sì

Audio
Dolby MS10 / MS110

Dolby MS10

DTS Studio Sound / DNSe+

DTS Studio Sound

DTS Premium Sound / DTS
Premium Sound 5.1

DTS Premium Sound 5.1

3D Sound

N/D

Regolazione automatica del
volume

Sì

Sound Customizer

N/D

Potenza Audio (RMS)

10W X 2

Tipologia Altoparlanti

Down Firing + Full Range

Woofer

N/D

HD Audio

N/D

Smart TV
Smart Hub

Sì

Samsung SMART TV

Sì
1/5
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Pannello My On TV

Sì (IT)

Pannello Film e programmi
TV

Sì (IT)

Pannello Multimedia

Sì

Pannello Apps

Sì

Pannello Game

Sì (IT)

Fitness

Sì

Kids

No

Multi-Screen (Dual / Quad
Screen)

N/D

Skype™ on Samsung TV

Sì

Web Browser

Sì

Smart Interaction
Interazione Vocale

N/D

Controllo Vocale

N/D

Webcam integrata

N/D

Riconoscimento facciale

No

Controllo Gestuale

No

Ecosistema
Streaming contenuti

Sì

Mirroring

Sì

Compatibilità Samsung
SMART View

Sì (Solo Clone View)

Supporto Applicazione Smart
Home

Sì (IT)

Easy Pin pairing

Sì

Sintonizzazione
Twin Tuner

N/D

CI/CI+/2CI+

CI+ (1.3)

Tuner Digitale Terrestre

DVB-T2/C

Tuner Analogico

Sì

MHP / MHEG / HbbTV / ACAP
/ GINGA / OHTV

MHP

Connettività
HDMI

3

USB

2

Ingresso Component
(Y/Pb/Pr)

1

Ingresso Composite (AV)

1 (Uso comune per Component Y)

Ethernet (LAN)

Sì

Ingresso Cuffie

Sì

Uscita Digital Audio (Ottico)

1

Ingresso RF (Terrestre /
Cavo)

1/1(Uso comune per Terrestrial)/0

Ex-Link ( RS-232C )

N/D

Uscita IR

Sì (IT)

CI Slot

1

Scart

1
2/5
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MHL CE 3.0

N/D

One Connect (Jack)

N/D

WiFi Direct

Sì

HDMI 1.4 3D Auto Setting

N/D

HDMI 1.4 A/Return Ch.
Support

Sì

InstaPort S (HDMI quick
switch)

N/D

Supporto adattatore Wireless
LAN

N/D

Wireless LAN Built-in

Sì

Anynet+ (HDMI-CEC)

Sì

Design
Design

ToC

Tipologia Cornice

NNB

Colore Cornice

Bianco

Effetto Luminoso

N/D

Tipologia base

Arco

Base orientabile
(Destra/Sinistra)

N/D

Altre Caratteristiche
Samsung 3D

N/D

Conversione 2D - 3D

N/D

Instant On

N/D

Quad Core+

No

Accessibilità

No

Spegnimento Automatico

Sì

Timer
Spegnimento/Accensione

Sì

Sleep Timer

Sì

BD Wise Plus

N/D

Sottotitoli

Sì

USB-Clone (lista canali)

Sì

ConnectShare™ (USB 2.0)

Movie

Football Mode

Basic

Embeded POP

Sì

EPG

Sì

PVR Ready

Sì

Game Mode

Sì

Compatibilità Multiroom

No

Lingue Supportate

27 Lingue Europee

Picture-In-Picture

Sì

BT HID Built-in

N/D

Supporto USB HID

Sì

Smart Evolution

N/D

TV SoundConnect

N/D

Teletext (TTXT)

Sì
3/5
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Sì

Eco
Sensore Eco

N/D

Classe di efficienza
energetica

A+

Mercurio

0.0mg

Tracce di Piombo

Yes

Consumi
Alimentazione

AC220-240V 50/60Hz

Consumo (Max)

66W

Consumo (Stand-by)

0.30W

Consumo (Modalità Energy
Saving)

22.0W

Consumo (IEC 62087 Edition
2)

31.0W

Peak Luminance Ratio

74

Consumo annuo (EU
standard,kWh)

43.0kWh

Dimensioni
Dimensioni imballo (LxAxP)

835 x 657 x 143mm

Dimensioni con base (LxAxP)

750.9 x 476.9 x 207.8mm

Dimensioni senza base
(LxAxP)

750.9 x 456.6 x 59.3mm

Peso
Peso imballo

7.6kg

Peso con base

5.9kg

Peso senza base

5.6kg

Accessori
Occhiali 3D inclusi

N/D

Telecomando

TM1250A

Batterie telecomando

Sì

Telecomando Samsung
Smart Control incluso

N/D

Supporto Staffa Ultra Slim

N/D

Supporto Staffa Mini

Sì

Supporto Staffa VESA

Sì

Supporto Stand da
pavimento

No

Webcam inclusa

N/D

Cavo IR Extender incluso

Sì (IT)

Tastiera Wireless inclusa

N/D

Adattatore Wireless LAN
incluso

N/D

Manuale Utente

Sì

E-Manual

Sì

Cavo di alimentazione

Sì

Cavo Slim Gender

N/D
4/5
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Contact SAMSUNG WORLD WIDE
If you have any questions or comments relating to Samsung products, please contact the SAMSUNG customer care centre.
Country
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM

Customer Care Centre
0800 - SAMSUNG (0800 - 7267864)
02-201-24-18

BOSNIA
BULGARIA
CROATIA

051 331 999
07001 33 11 , sharing cost
062 726 786

CZECH

800 - SAMSUNG (800-726786)
www.samsung.com/cz/support
Samsung Electronics Czech and Slovak, s.r.o. V Parku 2343/24, 148 00 - Praha 4
70 70 19 70
www.samsung.com/dk/support
030-6227 515
www.samsung.com/fi/support
01 48 63 00 00
www.samsung.com/fr/support
0180 6 SAMSUNG bzw.
www.samsung.com/de/support
0180 6 7267864*
[HHP] 0180 6 M SAMSUNG bzw.
(*0,20 €/Anruf aus dem dt. Festnetz, aus dem Mobilfunk max.
0,60 €/Anruf)
8009 4000 only from landline, toll free
80111-SAMSUNG (80111 726 7864) only from land line
www.samsung.com/gr/support
(+30) 210 6897691 from mobile and land line
0680SAMSUNG (0680-726-786)
http://www.samsung.com/hu/support
0680PREMIUM (0680-773-648)
800-SAMSUNG (726-7864)
www.samsung.com/it/support
[HHP] 800.Msamsung (800.67267864)
261 03 710
www.samsung.com/support
020 405 888
www.samsung.com/support
080 697 267
www.samsung.com/si/support
090 726 786
0900-SAMSUNG (0900-7267864) (€ 0,10/Min)
www.samsung.com/nl/support
815 56480
www.samsung.com/no/support
0 801-172-678* lub +48 22 607-93-33 **
www.samsung.com/pl/support
[HHP] 0 801-672-678* lub +48 22 607-93-33**
*(całkowity koszt połączenia jak za 1 impuls według taryfy operatora)
** (koszt połączenia według taryfy operatora)
808 20 7267
www.samsung.com/pt/support
08008 SAMSUNG (08008 726 7864)
www.samsung.com/ro/support
TOLL FREE No.
011 321 6899
www.samsung.com/rs/support
0800 - SAMSUNG (0800-726 786)
www.samsung.com/sk/support
0034902172678
www.samsung.com/es/support
[HHP] 0034902167267
0771 726 7864 (SAMSUNG)
www.samsung.com/se/support
0848 726 78 64 (0848-SAMSUNG)
www.samsung.com/ch/support (German)
www.samsung.com/ch_fr/support (French)

DENMARK
FINLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY

CYPRUS
GREECE
HUNGARY
ITALIA
LUXEMBURG
MONTENEGRO
SLOVENIA
NETHERLANDS
NORWAY
POLAND

PORTUGAL
ROMANIA
SERBIA
SLOVAKIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
U.K
EIRE
LITHUANIA
LATVIA
ESTONIA
TURKEY

Web Site
www.samsung.com/at/support
www.samsung.com/be/support (Dutch)
www.samsung.com/be_fr/support (French)
www.samsung.com/support
www.samsung.com/bg/support
www.samsung.com/hr/support

0330 SAMSUNG (7267864)
0818 717100
8-800-77777
8000-7267
800-7267
444 77 11

www.samsung.com/uk/support
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Warning! Important Safety Instructions
(Please read the appropriate section that corresponds to the marking on your Samsung
product before attempting to install the product.)

CAUTION

This symbol indicates that high voltage is present
inside. It is dangerous to make any kind of contact
with any internal part of this product.

RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK DO NOT OPEN
CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO
NOT REMOVE COVER (OR BACK). THERE ARE NO USER
SERVICEABLE PARTS INSIDE. REFER ALL SERVICING TO
QUALIFIED PERSONNEL.

This symbol alerts you that important literature
concerning operation and maintenance has been
included with this product.

The slots and openings in the cabinet and in the back or bottom are provided for necessary ventilation. To ensure reliable operation of this
apparatus, and to protect it from overheating, these slots and openings must never be blocked or covered.
- Do not cover this apparatus in a confined space, such as a bookcase or built-in cabinet, unless proper ventilation is provided.
- Do not place this apparatus near or over a radiator or heat resistor, or where it is exposed to direct sunlight.
- Do not place a vessel containing water (vases etc.) on this apparatus, as this can result in a risk of fire or electric shock.
Do not expose this apparatus to rain or place it near water (near a bathtub, washbowl, kitchen sink, or laundry tub, in a wet basement, or near
a swimming pool etc.). If this apparatus accidentally gets wet, unplug it and contact an authorised dealer immediately. Make sure to pull out the
power cord from the outlet before cleaning.
This apparatus use batteries. In your community there might be regulations that require you to dispose of these batteries properly under
environmental considerations. Please contact your local authorities for disposal or recycling information.
Do not overload wall outlets, extension cords or adaptors beyond their capacity, since this can result in fire or electric shock.
Power-supply cords should be routed so that they are not likely to be walked on or pinched by items placed upon or against them, paying
particular attention to cords at plug end, adaptors and the point where they exit from the appliance.
To protect this apparatus from a lightning storm, or when it is left unattended and unused for long periods of time, unplug it from the wall outlet
and disconnect the antenna or cable system. This will prevent damage to the set due to lightning and power line surges.
Before connecting the AC power cord to the DC adaptor outlet, make sure the voltage designation of the DC adaptor corresponds to the local
electrical supply.
Never insert anything metallic into the open parts of this apparatus. Doing so may create a danger of electric shock.
To avoid electric shock, never touch the inside of this apparatus. Only a qualified technician should open this apparatus.
Make sure to plug the power cord in until it is firmly inserted. When removing the power cord, make sure to hold the power plug when pulling the
plug from the outlet. Do not touch the power cord with wet hands.
If this apparatus does not operate normally - in particular, if there are any unusual sounds or smells coming from it - unplug it immediately and
contact an authorised dealer or service centre.
Be sure to pull the power plug out of the outlet if the TV is to remain unused or if you are to leave the house for an extended period of time
(especially when children, elderly or disabled people will be left alone in the house).
- Accumulated dust can cause an electric shock, an electric leakage or a fire by causing the power cord to generate sparks and heat or
the insulation to deteriorate.
Be sure to contact an authorised service centre, when installing your set in a location with heavy dust, high or low temperatures, high humidity,
chemical substances and where it operates for 24 hours such as the airport, the train station etc. Failure to do so may cause serious damage to
your set.
Use only a properly grounded plug and receptacle.
- An improper ground may cause electric shock or equipment damage. (Class l Equipment only.)
To disconnect the apparatus from the mains, the plug must be pulled out from the mains socket, therefore the mains plug shall be readily
operable.
Do not allow children to hang onto the product.
Store the accessories (battery, etc.) in a location safely out of the reach of children.
Do not install the product in an unstable location such as a shaky self, a slanted floor or a location exposed to vibration.
Do not drop or impart any shock to the product. If the product is damaged, disconnect the power cord and contact a service centre.
Unplug the power cord from the power outlet and wipe the product using a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any chemicals such as wax, benzene,
alcohol, thinners, insecticide, aerial freshener, lubricant or detergent. This may damage the appearance or erase the printing on the product.
Apparatus shall not be exposed to dripping or splashing.
Do not dispose of batteries in a fire.
Do not short circuit, disassemble or overheat the batteries.
Danger of explosion if battery is incorrectly replaced. Replace only with the same or equivalent type.
WARNING - TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF FIRE, KEEP CANDLES OR OTHER OPEN FLAMES AWAY FROM THIS
PRODUCT AT ALL TIMES.
* Figures and illustrations in this User Manual are provided for reference only and may differ from the actual product appearance. Product design
and specifications may change without notice.
CIS languages (Russian, Ukrainian, Kazakhs) are not available for this product, since this is manufactured for customers in EU region.
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What's in the Box?
English

Remote Control & Batteries (AAA x 2)

Regulatory Guide

User Manual

Power Cord

Warranty Card (Not available in some locations)

CI Card Adapter

IR Extender Cable

Cable Holder

- Please make sure the following items are included with your TV. If any items are missing, contact your dealer.
- The items’ colours and shapes may vary depending on the models.
- Cables not included can be purchased separately.
- Check for any accessories hidden behind or in the packing materials when opening the box.
An administration fee may be charged if either
(a) an engineer is called out at your request and there is no defect with the product (i.e. where the user manual has not
been read).
(b) you bring the unit to a repair centre and there is no defect with the product (i.e. where the user manual has not been
read).
You will be informed of the administration fee amount before a technician visits.

Warning: Screens can be damaged from direct pressure when
handled incorrectly. We recommend lifting the TV at the edges, as
shown.

Don't Touch
This Screen!

English - 3
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02 Assembling the TV
Attaching the TV to the Stand
Make sure you have all the accessories shown, and that you assemble the stand following the provided assembly instructions.

Mounting the TV on the Wall Using the Wall
Mount Kit (Optional)
If you mount this product on a wall, it should be mounted only as recommended by the manufacturer.
Unless it is correctly mounted, the product may slide or fall, causing serious injury to a child or adult, and
serious damage to the product.

Installing the Wall Mount Kit
The wall mount kit (sold separately) lets you mount the TV on the wall.
For detailed information about installing the wall mount, refer to the instructions provided with the wall mount. We recommend
that you contact a technician for assistance when installing the wall mount bracket. We do not advise you to do it yourself.
Samsung Electronics is not responsible for any damage to the product or injury to yourself or others if you select to install the
wall mount on your own.

Wall mount
Bracket

TV

C

Wall Mount Kit Specifications (VESA)
The wall mount kit is not supplied, but is sold separately. Install your wall mount on a solid wall perpendicular to the floor. When
attaching the wall mount to other building materials, please contact your nearest dealer. If the product is installed on a ceiling
or slanted wall, it may fall and result in severe personal injury.
- Standard dimensions for wall mount kits are shown in the table below.
- When purchasing our wall mount kit, a detailed installation manual and all parts necessary for assembly are provided.
- Do not use screws that do not comply with the VESA standard screw specifications.
- Do not use screws that are longer than the standard dimension or do not comply with the VESA standard screw
specifications. Screws that are too long may cause damage to the inside of the TV set.

English - 4
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- For wall mounts that do not comply with the VESA standard screw specifications, the length of the screws may differ
depending on the wall mount specifications.
English

- Do not fasten the screws that are too strongly; this may damage the product or cause the product to fall, leading to
personal injury. Samsung is not liable for these kinds of accidents.
- Samsung is not liable for product damage or personal injury when a non-VESA or non-specified wall mount is used or
the consumer fails to follow the product installation instructions.
- Do not mount the TV at more than a 15 degree tilt.
When using a third-party wall mount, note that the assembling screw length(C) is shown below.
Product
Family

Inches

VESA Spec.(A * B)

C (mm)

Standard
Screw

Quantity

LED-TV

32

200 X 200

24.7 ~ 25.7

M8

4

Do not install your Wall Mount Kit while your TV is turned on. It may result in personal injury due to
electric shock.

Providing Proper Ventilation for Your TV
When you install your TV, maintain a distance of at least 10 cm between the TV and other objects (walls, cabinet sides, etc.) to
ensure proper ventilation. Failing to maintain proper ventilation may result in a fire or a problem with the product caused by an
increase in its internal temperature.
If you use parts provided by another manufacturer, it may cause difficulties with the product or result in injury caused by the
product falling.
- Whether you install your TV using a stand or a wall-mount, we strongly recommend you use parts provided by Samsung
Electronics only.
Installation with a stand.

Installation with a wall-mount.

10 cm
10 cm

10 cm
10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

10 cm

Other Cautions
- The actual appearance of the TV may differ from the images in this manual, depending on the model.
- Be careful when you touch the TV. Some parts can be somewhat hot.
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Securing the TV to the Wall
Caution: Pulling, pushing, or climbing on the TV may cause the TV to fall. In particular,
ensure that your children do not hang on to or destabilize the TV. Doing so may cause
the TV to tip over, resulting in serious injuries or death. Follow all safety precautions
provided in the Safety Flyer included with your TV. For added stability and safety, you can
purchase and install the anti-fall device as described below.

To Avoid the TV from Falling
1. Put the screws into the clamps and firmly fasten them into the wall.
Confirm that the screws have been firmly installed into the wall.
- You may need additional material such as anchors depending on the
type of wall.
- Since the necessary clamps, screws, and string are not supplied,
please purchase these additionally.
2. Remove the screws from the centre back of the TV, put the screws into
the clamps, and then fasten the screws into the TV again.
- Screws may not be supplied with the product. In this case, please
purchase screws of the following specifications.
- Screw Specifications: For a 32 inches: M8
3. Connect the clamps fixed into the TV and the clamps fixed onto the wall
with a strong cable and then tie the string tightly.
- Install the TV close to the wall so that it does not fall backwards.

wall

- It is safe connecting the string so that the clamps fixed onto the wall are equal to or lower than the clamps fixed on
the TV.
- Untie the string before moving the TV.
4. Verify that all connections are properly secured. Periodically check connections for any sign of damage. If you have any
doubt about the security of your connections, contact a professional installer.

Arrange the cables using the Cable Holder

English - 6
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03 Connections
Connecting devices to your TV
English

You can connect various external devices using the connectors located at the back of the product. Check the connectors and
then refer to the assembly instructions provided for more information on supported external devices.

Connecting to a COMMON INTERFACE slot (Your
TV viewing Card Slot)
- Turn the TV off to connect or disconnect a CI card or CI card adapter.

Attaching the CI Card Adapter
Attach the adapter as shown.
- To install the CI CARD Adapter, please remove the sticker attached to the TV.
To connect the CI CARD Adapter, follow these steps.
- We recommend attaching the adapter before installing the wall mount, or inserting the
“CI or CI+ CARD”.
1. Insert the CI CARD Adapter into the two holes on the product 1.
- Please locate the two holes at the back of the TV next to the COMMON INTERFACE
port.
2. Connect the CI CARD Adapter to the COMMON INTERFACE port on the product 2.
3. Insert the “CI or CI+ CARD”.
We recommend that you attach the CI Card adapter and insert the CI card (viewing card) before you mount the
TV on the wall because it may be difficult and dangerous to do this when it is on the wall.

English - 7
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Using the “CI or CI+ CARD”
To watch paid channels, the “CI or CI+ CARD” must be inserted.
- If you don’t insert the “CI or CI+ CARD”, some channels will display
the “Scrambled Signal” message.
- The pairing information containing a telephone number, the “CI or
CI+ CARD” ID, the Host ID, and other information will be displayed in
about 2~3 minutes. If an error message is displayed, please contact
your service provider.
- When the configuration of channel information has finished, the message “Updating Completed” is displayed, indicating
the channel list is updated.

NOTE
- You must obtain a “CI or CI+ CARD” from a local cable service provider.
- When removing the “CI or CI+ CARD”, carefully pull it out as dropping the “CI or CI+ CARD” may damage it.
- Insert the “CI or CI+ CARD” in the direction marked on the card.
- The location of the COMMON INTERFACE slot may differ depending on the model.
- A “CI or CI+ CARD” is not supported in some countries and regions, therefore, check with your authorised dealer.
- If you have any problems, please contact a service provider.
- Insert the “CI or CI+ CARD” that supports the current aerial settings. The screen will be distorted or will not be visible.

Connecting to a Network
Connecting the TV to a network gives you access to online services such as the Smart Hub, as well as software updates.

Network Connection - Wireless
Connect the TV to the Internet using a standard router or modem.
Wireless IP Router or Modem with
a DHCP Server

The LAN Port on the Wall

LAN Cable (Not Supplied)

English - 8
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Network Connection - Wired
English

There are three main ways to connect your TV to your network using cable, depending on your network setup. They are
illustrated starting below:
TV Rear Panel
The LAN Port on the Wall

External Modem
(ADSL / VDSL / Cable TV)

Modem Cable (Not Supplied)

LAN Cable (Not Supplied)

TV Rear Panel
The LAN Port on the Wall

External Modem
(ADSL / VDSL / Cable TV)

Modem Cable
(Not Supplied)

IP Router with a DHCP
Server

LAN Cable
(Not Supplied)

LAN Cable
(Not Supplied)

TV Rear Panel
The LAN Port on the Wall

LAN Cable (Not Supplied)
- The TV does not support network speeds less than or equal to 10Mbps.
- Use Cat 7 cable for the connection.

English - 9
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Remote Control
Learn where the function buttons are on your remote, such as: SOURCE, MUTE, Y, < P >, MENU, TOOLS, E,
INFO, CH LIST, RETURN, GUIDE and EXIT.
- This remote control has Braille points on the Power, Channel, and Volume buttons and can be used by visually impaired
persons.

Turns the Set-top box on and off.

Turns the TV on and off.

Displays and selects available video
sources.
Gives direct access to channels.

Returns to the previous channel.

Alternately selects Teletext ON Double,
Mix or OFF.

Cuts off the sound temporarily.

Adjusts the volume.

Changes channels.
Brings up Smart Hub applications. Refer
to the e-Manual chapter, Smart Features
> Smart Hub.

Displays channel lists.
Opens the OSD (Menu).
Quickly selects frequently used functions.

Displays the EPG (Electronic Programme
Guide).

Moves the cursor, selects the on-screen
menu items, and changes the values
seen on the TV's menu.

Displays information on the TV screen.
Exits the menu.

Returns to the previous menu.
Use these buttons according to the
directions on the TV screen.

: Enable Football Mode for an optimal
sports viewing experience.
SEARCH: Press this button to use the

search window.

Use these buttons with specific features.
Use these buttons according to the
directions on the TV screen.

KEYPAD: With the virtual remote control
on the screen, you can easily enter digits,
control content, and use functions.
E-MANUAL: Displays the e-Manual.

A: Use this button when using data
broadcast service.
AD/SUBT.: Displays the Accessibility
Shortcuts.
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Installing the batteries (Battery size: AAA)
English

Match the polarities of the batteries to the symbols in the battery compartment.

1
2
3

1. Use the remote control within 7m of the TV.
2. Bright lights may affect the performance of the remote control. Avoid using the remote control near special fluorescent
lights or neon signs.
3. The colour and shape may vary depending on the model.

Turning on the TV
Turn on the TV using the P button on the remote control or TV panel.
- The product colour and shape may vary depending on the model.
- The TV’s Controller, a small joystick-like button at the right back of the TV, lets you control the TV without the remote
control.
Function menu

m

R
P

TV Controller

Remote control sensor

English - 11
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Initial setup
The initial setup dialogue box appears when the TV is first
activated. Follow the on-screen instructions to finish the initial
setup process, including the selecting the menu language,
scanning channels, connecting to the network, and more.
During each step, either make a choice or skip the step.
You can manually perform this process at a later time in the
System > Setup menu.

Password Change
System > Change PIN

Changing the TV’s password.
1. Run Change PIN and then enter the current password in
the password field. The default password is “1-1-1-1”.

- If you connect any device to HDMI1 before starting the
installation, the Channel Source will be changed to Settop box automatically.

2. Enter a new password and then enter it again to confirm
it. The password change is complete.

- If you do not want to select Set-top box, please select
Aerial.

- If you forgot your PIN code, press the buttons in the
following sequence to reset the PIN to “1-1-1-1”:
In Standby mode: MUTE → 8 → 2 → 4 → POWER (On)

Selecting the video source
You can select a connected external device using the
SOURCE button.

Alternatively, simply designate a computer connected to
the TV via an HDMI cable as PC.

For example, to switch to a gaming console connected
to the second HDMI connector, press SOURCE. From the
Source list, select HDMI2 to change the input signal to HDMI
mode. Connector names may vary depending on the model.

You can also designate an AV device connected to the
TV via an HDMI-DVI cable as DVI Devices.

The following options are available in the Source screen:

View detailed information about the connected devices.

TOOLS Button

Anynet+ (HDMI-CEC)

Information

Displays a list of Anynet+ (HDMI-CEC)-compliant devices
that are connected to the TV.

Select a port connected to an external device, and press and
hold the Enter button. The following functions are available:

- This option is only available when Anynet+ (HDMICEC) is On.

- Available options for each connector may vary.

Edit Name

Disconnect USB Device

Rename devices connected to the TV for easier
identification of external sources.

Used to safely remove a USB device connected to the
TV. This option is only available when a USB device has
been selected.

For example, you can designate a computer connected
to the TV via an HDMI-DVI cable as DVI PC.

English - 12
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English

Controlling External Devices with the TV Remote
(Universal Remote Setup)
System > Universal Remote Setup

- Availability depends on the specific model and area.
The universal remote control feature lets you control cable boxes, Blu-ray players, home theatres, and other external devices
connected to the TV using the TV's remote control. In order to use the TV's remote control as a universal remote, you must
first connect the IR extender cable (included).
- You can also use the Anynet+ (HDMI-CEC) function to operate some external Samsung devices with your TV's remote
control without any additional setup. For more information, refer to the e-Manual.
- Certain external devices connected to the TV may not support the universal remote feature.

Setting Up the Universal Remote Control
Connect the IR extender cable to the TV's IR output connector as shown in the diagram and place the transmitter end within
10 cm of the external device's receiver pointing in the direction of the remote receiver. However, there must be no obstacles
between the IR extender cable and the external device. The presence of obstacles interferes with the transmission of the
remote control signal.

10 cm

Controlling External Devices with the TV Remote
1. Turn on the external device to set up the universal remote function for, and bring up the Source screen.
2. Select

Universal remote setup from the top of the screen. This initiates the universal remote setup process.

3. Follow the on-screen instructions and register the external device.
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Viewing more TV features
The e-Manual contains more detailed information on the TV features. Refer to the embedded e-Manual (Support > e-Manual).

Launching the e-Manual
The embedded e-Manual contains information.
- You can also download a copy of the e-Manual from Samsung's website, and read it on your computer or print it out.
- Yellow words indicate a menu item; white bold words indicate remote control buttons. Arrows are used to indicate the
menu path. (Example: Picture > Picture Mode)
1. Select e-Manual. The e-Manual loads.
2. Select a category from the side of the screen. Once a selection has been made, the contents of the selected category
appear.
3. Select an item from the list. This opens the e-Manual on the corresponding page.

If a description doesn't fit on a single screen...
You can scroll pages in one of the following ways.
•

Position the focus on the page to display

/

on the screen. Press <, > button.

Additional e-Manual Features
Loading Pages using Keywords
Select Search from the side of the screen to bring up the search screen. Enter a search term and then select Done. Select an
item from the search results to load the corresponding page.

English - 14
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Loading Pages from the Index Page
English

Select Index from the side of the screen to bring up the index screen. Select a keyword from the list to navigate to the relevant
page.

Using the History to Load Previously Read Pages
Select Opened page from the side of the screen. A list of previously read pages is shown. Select a page. The e-Manual jumps
to the selected page.

Accessing the Menu from the e-Manual (Try Now)
Select

(Try Now) on a feature-description to directly move to the corresponding menu and try out the feature.

If you want to read an e-Manual entry on a specific screen menu feature, Press the E-MANUAL button.
- Certain menu options cannot be used.

Loading Reference Pages
Select

(Link) from the side of a feature-description page to access the corresponding reference page.

Updating the e-Manual to the Latest Version
You can update the e-Manual in the same way as updating apps.
1. Select the e-Manual item in the SAMSUNG APPS screen.
2. Press and hold the Enter button. The Options menu appears.
3. From the Options menu on the screen, select Update apps. A popup window appears.
- Update apps is shown on the screen only when an update is required.
4. Select e-Manual in the popup window and then select Update. You can update the e-Manual to the latest version.
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Troubleshooting
If you have any questions about the TV, first refer to the Troubleshooting list below. If none of these troubleshooting tips apply,
please visit “www.samsung.com” and click on Support, or contact the call centre listed on the back cover of this manual.
Issues

Solutions and Explanations

The TV won’t turn on.

Make sure the AC power cord is securely plugged into the wall outlet and the TV.
Make sure the wall outlet is working.
Try pressing the P button on the TV to make sure the problem is not the remote. If the TV
turns on, refer to the “Remote control does not work” item below.

There is no picture/video.

Check the cable connections. Remove and reconnect all cables connected to the TV
and external devices.
Set the video outputs of your external devices (Cable/Sat Box, DVD, Blu-ray etc) to
match the TV's input connections. For example, if the output of an external device is
HDMI, it should be connected to an HDMI input on the TV.
Make sure your connected devices are powered on.
Be sure to select the correct input source.
Reboot the connected device by unplugging it, and then reconnecting the device’s
power cable.

The remote control does not
work.

Replace the remote control batteries. Make sure the batteries are installed with their
polarities (+/–) in the correct direction.
Clean the sensor’s transmission window on the remote.
Try pointing the remote directly at the TV from 1.5 ~ 1.8 m away.

The remote control of the cable/
set top box doesn’t turn the TV
on or off or adjust the volume.

Programme the Cable/Set remote control to operate the TV. Refer to the Cable/SetTop-Box user manual for the SAMSUNG TV code.

- This TFT LED panel uses a panel consisting of sub pixels which require sophisticated technology to produce. There may,
however be a few bright or dark pixels. These pixels will have no impact on the performance of the product.
- To keep your TV running optimally upgrade to the latest firmware on the Samsung website via the USB device USB
(Samsung.com > Support > Downloads).
- Some of the pictures and functions above are available for specific models only.
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English

What is Remote Support?
Samsung's Remote Support service offers you one-on-one support with a Samsung Technician who can remotely:
•

Diagnose your TV

•

Adjust your TV settings

•

Perform a factory reset for your TV

•

Install recommended firmware updates

How Does it Work?
Having a Samsung Tech remotely service your TV is really pretty simple

1. Call the Samsung
Contact Centre and ask
for remote support.

2. Open the menu on
your TV and go to the
Support section.

3. Select Remote
Management and
Provide the Pin# to the
agent.

4. The agent will then
access your TV. That's
it!

Storage and Maintenance
- If a sticker was attached to the TV screen, some debris may remain after you remove the sticker. Please clean the debris
off before watching TV.
- The exterior and screen of the product can get scratched while cleaning it. Be sure to wipe the exterior and screen
carefully using a soft cloth to prevent scratches.

Do not spray water directly onto the product. Any liquid
that enters the product may result in product failure, fire, or
electric shock.

Clean the product with a soft damp cloth using a small
amount of water. Do not use a flammable liquid (e.g.
benzene, thinners) or a cleaning agent.
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10 Specifications and other information
TV Specifications
Display Resolution

1366 x 768

Environmental Considerations
Operating Temperature
Operating Humidity
Storage Temperature
Storage Humidity

50°F to 104°F (10°C to 40°C)
10% to 80%, non-condensing
-4°F to 113°F (-20°C to 45°C)
5% to 95%, non-condensing

Stand Swivel (Left / Right)

0˚

Sound (Output)
Model Name

10W X 2
UE32H4500

UE32H4510

Screen Size (Diagonal)

32 inches

32 inches

Dimensions (W x H x D)
Body
With stand

750.9 x 456.6 x 59.3 mm
750.9 x 476.9 x 207.8 mm

750.9 x 456.6 x 59.3 mm
750.9 x 476.9 x 207.8 mm

5.4 kg
5.7 kg

5.6 kg
5.9 kg

Weight
Without Stand
With Stand

- The design and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
- For information about the power supply, and about power consumption, refer to the label attached to the product.
- Typical power consumption is measured according to IEC 62087 Ed.2

Standby mode
To decrease power consumption, unplug the power cord when the TV will not be used for a long time.
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Licences
English

The terms HDMI and HDMI High-Definition Multimedia Interface, and the HDMI Logo are trademarks or
registered trademarks of HDMI Licensing LLC in the United States and other countries.

Still image warning
Avoid displaying still images (such as jpeg picture files), still image elements (such as TV channel logos, stock or news bars
at the bottom of the screen etc.), or programmes in panorama or 4:3 image format. Constantly displaying still pictures can
cause image burn-in on the LED screen, which will affect the image quality. To reduce risk of this occurring please follow the
recommendations below:
•

Avoid displaying the same TV channel for long periods.

•

Always try to display any image in full screen. Use the TV set’s picture format menu for the best possible match.

•

Reduce brightness and contrast to avoid the appearance of after-images.

•

Use all TV features designed to reduce image retention and screen burn. Refer to the e-Manual for more details.

Recommendation - EU Only

Hereby, Samsung Electronics, declares that this TV is in compliance with the essential requirements and other relevant
provisions of Directive 1999/5/EC.
The official Declaration of Conformity may be found at http://www.samsung.com, go to Support > Search Product Support
and enter the model name.
This equipment may only be used indoors.
This equipment may be operated in all EU countries.
Correct Disposal of This Product (Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment)
(Applicable in countries with separate collection systems)
This marking on the product, accessories or literature indicates that the product and its electronic accessories (e.g. charger, headset,
USB cable) should not be disposed of with other household waste at the end of their working life. To prevent possible harm to the
environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, please separate these items from other types of waste and recycle
them responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources.
Household users should contact either the retailer where they purchased this product, or their local government office, for details of
where and how they can take these items for environmentally safe recycling.
Business users should contact their supplier and check the terms and conditions of the purchase contract. This product and its
electronic accessories should not be mixed with other commercial wastes for disposal.
Correct disposal of the batteries in this product
(Applicable in countries with separate collection systems)
This marking on battery, manual or packaging indicates that the batteries in this product should not be disposed of with other
household waste at the end of their working life. Where marked, the chemical symbols Hg, Cd or Pb indicate that the battery contains
mercury, cadmium or lead above the reference levels in EC Directive 2006/66. If batteries are not properly disposed of, these
substances can cause harm to human health or the environment.
To protect natural resources and to promote material reuse, please separate batteries from other types of waste and recycle them
through your local, free battery return system.
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5.2.2. PC
PC ASUS N76VZ
Commercial Name

Company

Description

Notebook PC Asus (for a detailed description see the
characteristics below)
N76VZ

ASUSTeK
Computer
Inc.

Characteristics

Processor: Intel® Core™ i7 3610QM
Operating system: Windows 8
Chipset: Intel® HM76 Chipset
Memory: DDR3 1600 MHz SDRAM, 2 x
SO-DIMM socket for expansion
up to 16 GB SDRAM
Display: 17.3" HD+ (1600x900)/Full HD
(1920x1080)/Wide View Angle LED
Backlight
Graphics card: NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 650M
with 2GB/4GB DDR3 VRAM
Storage: 2.5" SATA Dual HDD 1.5TB
(750GBx2) 5400/7200 750GB
5400/7200
Optical drive: Super-Multi DVD Blue-ray Writer
Card Reader: 3 -in-1 card reader ( SD/ MS/ MS
Pro/ MMC)
Camera: HD Web Camera
Networking: Integrated 802.11 b/g/n; Built-in
Bluetooth™ V4.0 (Optional)
10/100/1000 Base T
Interface: 1 x Microphone-in jack
1 x Headphone-out jack
1 x VGA port/Mini D-sub 15-pin for
external monitor
4 x USB 3.0 port(s)
1 x RJ45 LAN Jack for LAN insert
1 x HDMI
1 x SPIDIF speaker out
1 x Antenna Input (selective)
Audio: Built-in Speakers And Microphone Bang
& Olufsen ICEpower® MaxxAudio
support

Battery: 6Cells 5200 mAh 56 Whrs
Power supply: Output - 19 V DC, 4.74 A, 90 W
(i3/i5 processor) / 6.3 A , 120 W
(i7 processor)
Input - 100 -240 V AC, 50/60
Hz universal
Dimensions: 41.5 x 28.0 x 3.49 cm (WxDxH) (i7
processor SKU)
Weight: 3.6 kg (with 6 cell battery)
Security: kensington lock; BIOS Booting User
Password Protection; HDD User
Password Protection and Security;
Pre-OS Authentication by programma
ble key code
Manufacturer's warranty: 2 years international
warranty
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Notebook & Ultrabook - N76VZ

N76VZ

Processore
Intel® Core™ i7 3610QM Processor

Sistema Operativo
Windows 8 Pro
Windows 8
Windows® 7 Home Premium Autentico
Questa versione contiene tutti gli aggiornamenti del prodotto (SP1)

Chipset
Intel® HM76 Chipset

Memoria
DDR3 1600 MHz SDRAM, 2 x SO-DIMM socket for expansion up to 16 GB SDRAM

Display
17.3" HD+ (1600x900)/Full HD (1920x1080)/Wide View Angle LED Backlight

Grafica
NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 650M with 2GB/4GB DDR3 VRAM

Storage
2.5" SATA Dual HDD
1.5TB(750GBx2) 5400/7200
750GB 5400/7200

Unità Ottica
Super-Multi DVD
Blue-ray Writer

Card Reader
3 -in-1 card reader ( SD/ MS/ MS Pro/ MMC)

Camera
http://www.asus.com/it/Notebooks_Ultrabooks/N76VZ/specifications/
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Notebook & Ultrabook - N76VZ

HD Web Camera

Networking
Integrated 802.11 b/g/n
Built-in Bluetooth™ V4.0 (Optional)
10/100/1000 Base T

Interfaccia
1 x Microphone-in jack
1 x Headphone-out jack
1 x VGA port/Mini D-sub 15-pin for external monitor
4 x USB 3.0 port(s)
1 x RJ45 LAN Jack for LAN insert
1 x HDMI
1 x SPIDIF speaker out
1 x Antenna Input (selective)

Audio
Built-in Speakers And Microphone
Bang & Olufsen ICEpower®
MaxxAudio support

Batteria
6Cells 5200 mAh 56 Whrs

Alimentazione
Output :
19 V DC, 4.74 A, 90 W (i3/i5 processor) / 6.3 A , 120 W (i7 processor)
Input :
100 -240 V AC, 50/60 Hz universal

Dimensioni
41.5 x 28.0 x 3.29 cm (WxDxH) (i3/i5 processor SKU)
41.5 x 28.0 x 3.49 cm (WxDxH) (i7 processor SKU)

Peso
3.6 kg (with 6 cell battery)

Sicurezza
Kensington lock
http://www.asus.com/it/Notebooks_Ultrabooks/N76VZ/specifications/
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Notebook & Ultrabook - N76VZ

BIOS Booting User Password Protection
HDD User Password Protection and Security
Pre-OS Authentication by programmable key code

Garanzia del produttore
2-Due anni di garanzia* internazionale con servizio di ritiro e di consegna a domicilio gratuito tramite corriere
espresso su tutto il territorio nazionale. Possibilità di estendere la garanzia per un ulteriore anno e di effettuare
gratuitamente la riparazione del prodotto in tutti i paesi del mondo in cui ASUS dispone di centri di assistenza
autorizzati.
*Eccetto gli acquisti di prodotti Serie K/UL effettuati da parte di persone giuridiche che sono soggetti a
garanzia 12 Mesi P&R+Kasko

http://www.asus.com/it/Notebooks_Ultrabooks/N76VZ/specifications/
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5.2.3. Lighting LEDs
Artificial light source
Commercial Name

BSD 5630 ULTRA

Company

That’s my led

Description

A 50 cm long stripe divisible in 10 cm parts, available in 5
white light tones. Compatible with the Collego system,
which allows a connectoion without weldings.
A high Louminous flux is provided thanks to the
OSRAM LEDs, with protection diodes which ensure the
long duration of the light sources.

Characteristics

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Number of LEDs: 60LED/m
Tension required: 24Vdc
Power: 7.5W

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Lenght: 500 mm
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5.2.4. Alona Lamp
Indoor artificial lighting device
Commercial Name

Alona

Company

Description

That’s my led

Alona is an elegant floor lamp, made in alluminium with
the possibility to colour one or both its sides.
It mounts the Osram Duris LEDs, its geometry avoids
glaring and provides a diffuse light, which can be
dimmered thanks to a simple touch sweitch.

Characteristics

Input: 34W
IP Grade: IP40
Lumen: 3300W
Power: 34W
Input: 24Vdcv
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5.2.5. Green Sunflower Lamp
Led Lamp with Photovoltaics
Commercial Name

Company

Description

Green Sunflower Led

That’s my LED

Led Lamp with monocrystallyne PV panels

Characteristics

Led Lamp with monocrystallyne PV panels

582

Solar Module SMH 1-0485
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/ Contenuto della scatola del Green SunFlower:

n°1 Supporto
reggifoglie

n°1 Girasole

n°5 Foglie

n°1 Base

n°1 Stelo

n°3 pile ricar
NiMh 2500m

/ MONTAGGIO




1.

Inserire le foglie

nell’apposito supporto, in
corrispondenza dei tagli.
Attenzione: le foglie vanno
posizionate con la ‘pancia’
all’insù!

2. Posizionare il supporto reggifoglie nell’apposito perno
ATTENZIONE!
Ricorda di mettere la rondella tra il perno ed il supporto, altrimenti le
foglie faranno fatica a girare!

7

p

4.

Inserire il Green Sunflower

nell’apposita sede sulla base.

3. Dopo aver posizionato la rondella ed il supporto reggifoglie,
avvitare con la vite 3x6mm e serrare bene

PG.2
584

°1 Stelo

n°3 pile ricaricabili
NiMh 2500mAh*

n°1 vite a testa zigrinata +
dado a testa zigrinata*

n°5 Vite a testa
zigrinata 3x12 mm*

n°1 vite a testa
zigrinata 3x6mm*

dadi, le viti e le pile sono
*Ipreassemblati
nelle apposite sedi

A.

5.

B.
Bloccare lo stelo tramite le

apposite rondelle filettate.

trimenti le

6.

Inserire lo stelo nel foro asolato presente nel Green Sunflower (A) ed in

seguito serrare lo stelo con la vite 3x12 già avvitata sul fiorellino (B).

7.

Il Green Sunflower è

pronto per l’uso!

nflower

base.

8.

E’ anche possibile fissare il Green Sunflower

direttamente in giardino svitandolo dalla base!

PG.3
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G

Green Sunflower

GS

/ FUNZIONAMENTO

V.

Tra il Green Sunflower ed il supporto reggifoglie, in prossimità
dell'alloggiamento dello stelo, si trova la leva di funzionamento
In base alla posizione della leva, è possibile regolare le tre impostazioni
base di funzionamento del Green Sunflower:

!

In prossimità del crepuscolo, Il
Green Sunflower potrebbe iniziare
a lampeggiare: è un funzionamento
normale, dovuto alla variazione della
quantità di luce presente nell'ambiente.

A/ Modalità ‘OFF’

I LED del Green Sunflower sono sempre spenti, ma se esposto alla
luce del sole, le pile vengono comunque caricate dal pannello
fotovoltaico.

B/ Modalità ‘ON’

I LED del Green Sunflower sono sempre accesi, ma se esposto alla
luce del sole, le pile vengono comunque caricate dal pannello
fotovoltaico.

C/ Modalità ‘AUTO’

I LED del Green Sunflower si accendono non appena si fa buio grazie
al sensore automatico di luminosità, ed esposto alla luce del sole, le
pile vengono caricate dal pannello fotovoltaico.

Appena sarà abbastanza buio, il Green
Sunflower smetterà di lampeggiare e
rimarrà acceso
Se il lampeggiamento non è dovuto alla
quantità di luce ambientale, lasciare
ricaricare le pile.

Se le pile sono scariche, i LED potrebbero non accendersi o
lampeggiare: in tal caso posizionare la leva su OFF e lasciare caricare
le pile

/ SOSTITUZIONE DELLE PILE

Se la durata dell'accensione dei LED è scarsa anche se la carica
delle pile è ottimale, occorre sostituirle con altrettante pile dello
stesso tipo
Per sostituire le pile, rimuovere il supporto reggifoglie ed il disco
protettivo del corpo principale del girasole, svitando le relative viti
a testa zigrinata 3x12 mm

3x

ATTENZIONE! Rispettare le polarità indicata sulle pile!
ATTENZIONE! Utilizzare solamente pile AA NiMh ricaricabili
Non utilizzare pile alcaline
Dopo la sostituzione delle pile richiudere il disco protettivo
avvitando le relative viti a testa zigrinata 3x12 mm e rimontare il
supporto reggifoglie (seguire i punti 2 e 3)

PG.4
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Via
00
Te

W

W

Green Sunflower
GSF-01-NW-80
V. 2.0

mità

oni

lla

zie

o
are

3xAA NiMh 2400mAh

Via del Formello, 135
00049 Velletri (RM)
Tel 06/9625569

Le illustrazioni presenti sono puramente indicative;
ci riserviamo il diritto di apportare modifiche
migliorative del prodotto senza obbligo di preavviso

WWW.THATSMYLED.IT
WWW.ILM-LIGHTING.COM
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Nuovo Design, zero impatto
La lampada-fiore indica una strada per produrre
una luce di qualità, utilizzando un oggetto dal
design accattivante, senza costi in bolletta e a
zero impatto ambientale, grazie al suo sistema
fotovoltaico.
Un circuito integrato a basso consumo di ultima
generazione gestisce il ciclo di carica delle
batterie, che alimenta LED di potenza ad elevata
resa cromatica.
Green Sunflower può essere smontato e
riposizionato facilmente, grazie al funzionamento
senza alimentazione di rete ed all’ampia gamma
di accessori per l’installazione.
Il design risulta ancora più naturale e dinamico,
grazie alle foglie che fluttuano, seguendo il soffio
del vento, evidenziando la natura outdoor del
prodotto.
La caratteristica Eco è esaltata dal pannello
fotovoltaico, che permette il funzionamento del
circuito a Led senza costi in bolletta e a zero
impatto ambientale.
Il circuito elettronico è privo di piombo, anticipando le severe normative per il rispetto
dell’ambiente.
Il girasole utilizza delle pile ricaricabili ad alta
efficienza, per diminuire il consumo e il relativo
smaltimento.
L’imballo del girasole è interamente realizzato
con materiali riciclati e riciclabili.
Tutta la filiera produttiva è Made in Italy e quindi
conforme alle direttive comunitarie legate
all’ambiente.

Green Sunflower
III
CLASS

120°

IP65 on/off
compliant

1,5kg.

6h

4,8V
2,6Ah

operation

battery
load

IP grade

by switch

solar light charge
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Via del Formello, 135
00049 Velletri (RM)
Tel 06/9625569
WWW.ILM-LIGHTING.COM
WWW.THATSMYLED.IT

120 mm

280 mm

700 mm
Il Green Sunflower si posiziona facilmente
in giardino, basta rimuovere la base e
piantare lo stelo a terra!

430 mm

codice

ean

GSF01NW80

8057094600007

Lampada fotovoltaica per esterno con pile ricaricabili e con base removibile
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13. STRUCTURAL
CALCULATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION
2. MATERIAL FEATURES AND DESIGN VALUES
2.1. LOAD-DURATION CLASS					
2.2. SERVICE CLASS						
2.3. DESIGN VALUES OF MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
2.4. LOAD-DURATION AND MOISTURE INFLUENCES 		
ON DEFORMATION
2.5. TABLES OF KMOD AND KDEF VALUES FOR 		
THE USED MATERIALS (EUROCODE 5)
2.6. CHARACTERISTICS AND DESIGN VALUES VERSUS 		
DESIGN CHOICES
3. LOAD ANALYSIS
3.1. LOAD ACTIONS							
3.1.1. Dead loads GK1					
3.1.2. Live loads QK1					
3.2. LOAD COMBINATIONS					
3.2.1. Versailles							
3.2.2. Bolzano - Rome					
4.THE NUMERICAL MODEL
4.1. THE BUILDING MODEL
4.2. THE LOADS					
4.2.1. The seismic force and the modal analysis
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
Ginevra Salerno

5. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS AND VERIFICATIONS		
5.1. FOOTINGS						
5.2. FOUNDATION BEAMS					
5.3. TRUSS BEAMS						
5.4. JOISTS OF THE SLABS					
5.5. PILLARS							
5.6. BRACINGS - SHEAR RESISTANCE OF THE WALLS		
5.7. ANCHORAGE OF THE WALLS TO THE FOUNDATION
SYSTEM – SHEAR PLATES
5.8. ANCHORAGE FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF THE
SHEAR FORCES FROM THE ROOF FLOOR TO THE
WALLS – ASSY SCREWS
5.9. ANCHORAGE OF THE WALLS TO THE FOUNDATION
SYSTEM – HOLD DOWN PLATES				
5.10. ANCHORAGE OF THE BEAMS IN THE LIVING ROOM
AND ON THE NORTH WINDOW			
5.11. TILTED WALL SCREWS ANCHORAGE
5.12. ANCHORAGE OF HANDRAILS
5.13. RAMP AND TERRACES
5.14. DEFLECTION VERIFICATION
5.15. FIRE RESISTANCE
6. STRUCTURAL CALCULATIONS OF THE ASSEMBLY
OPERATIONS
6.1. LIFT OF 3D MODULE 						
6.1.1. Description and gravity center
6.1.2. Description and verification of items during lifting
6.1.3. Bending verification of the Cross-Lam slab of the
ground floor of 3D Module
6.1.4. Check of instability of the covering floor
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